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EXHIBIT OLN-1

- LtAS- OF ARICAN HOSTAGE ,, s,I,,. N 590
Backround. in June 1585, private Aperican and Isre citizens
coecC an. operation tc effect the release of the American
hostages ir. Beirut it. exchange for providing certain factions ir.
Iran with V.S.-origin Israeli military materiel. 51' September.
u.s. and Israeli Government o.fficals became involved in this
endeavor ir. order tC ensure that the USG would:

-- not object to the Israeli transfer of embargoed mater.el tc
I ran;

-- sell replacement iteas to Israel as replenishment for :ie
items sold to Iran by Israel.

I
en September ,'. the Israeli Government, with the endorsement of
the USG. transferred 500 basic TOW missiles to Iran. Forty-eight
hours later, Reverend enjamin Weir was released in Beirut.

S bsequent efforts by both governments to continue this process
have met with frustration due to the need to communicate our
intentions through at. Iranian expatriate arms dealer &n Europe.
Zr January .996, under the provisions of a new Covert Acetior
Tinding, the USG demanded a meeting with responsible :raniar
goverruent officials.

~Cn reb--ar in, a U.S. Govermpentofc.me wit J

the first direcU.S.-Iranian contact n over five a t
this meeting. the U.S. side made an effort to refocus Iranian
attention on the threat posed by the Soviet Union and the need tc
establish a longer term relationship between our two countries
based or' more than ares transactions. It was emphasized that the
hostage issue was a *hurdle' which must be crossed before this
improved relationship could prosper. During the meeting, it also
became apparent that our conditions/demands had not been accurate*.%
transmited to the Iranian Goverment by the intermediary and 1t
was agreed that:

The USG would establish its good faith and bons fides by
=Aediately providing 1,000 TOW missiles for sale to Iran.

This transaction was covertly completed ornlebruary 21,
using a private U.S. firm and the Israelis as Intermediaries.

A subsequent meeting would be held In Iran vith senior U.S
and Iranian officials during which the O.S. hostages would
be- o eed. Laos"

-- Imediately after the hostages were safely in out hands, the
U.S. would sell an additional 3,000 TOW missiles to Iran
using the same procedures employed during the Se tber 565
transfer.

ocl OCADS u"' UNCLASSIFI - '(
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in early lisa-ch. the Iranian expatriate intermediary demanded that
Iranian conditions for release of the hostages now included the
prior sale of.200 PHOENIX missiles and at unspecified nuAber ofHARPOO missiles, in addition to the 3.OOC TOWs which would be
delivered after the hostages were released. A subsequent meeting
was held with the intermediary in Paris or. March 6, wherein it
was explained that the requirement for prior deliveries violated
the understandings reached in Frankfurt on February 20, and were
therefore unacceptable. It was further noted that the Iranian
aircraft and ship launchers for these missiles were in such
disrepair that the missiles could not be launched 4van if provided.

From Match 9 until March 30, there was no further effortrn~ undertaken on our behalf to t~lu~kJz an Goverrnment or theintermediary. On March 26, made an unsolicited
call to the pho e-4r n JMf ai bad established for

- - /this purpose. asked why we had not been in contact and
urged that we oceed peditiously since the situation in SeLrut
was deterioratinq rapidly. He was informed by our Farsi-speakin;
interprvter that the conditions requiring additional materiel ,
beyond the 3,000 TOWs were unacceptable and that we could in no

a* r vide anything else prior to the release of our hostages.observed that we were correct in our assessment of thoir
to use PHOENIX and .AALPOON missiles and that the most

urgent requirement that Iran had was to place their current HAVY
missile inventory in working condition. In a subsequent phone
cal:, we agreed to discuss this matter with him and he indicated
that he would prepq arwi &t Mpr. t& k
their HAWK system xrsflpergpE4m -1 se 4 o.
March 21, and v b - k"

Current Situatior.. Ov April 3, Azi Gorbanif hr, the Iranian
terms ay, arrived in Washington. D.C. with Lnstructions from

to consummate finel arrangements for the return of the. Gorbanifahr was reportedly enfranchised to negotiate

Thauigthe mees uat ting. Prei foria approval t

U.S. would a .e14jl " - *d

nearly a" irlegi du call too

, as-speakiag CIA officer in
atednce was ablateo vetilthe substance of his callsl to

mTehrane during rethe meeting. 110l j~~l OfS•vPtIes qtalo a pproval, it

-- by Monday, April 7, the rlanian Governaent, will transfer
$17 mill *e t a Israel eemesntain Switzerland. The
Israelis will, in turn, transfer 4• pri te I.P.corporation "oot An Switzerland the Sum of $19 million.

le-11A& SENS IT IVE
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Or. Tuesday, April I (or as soon as the transactions are
verjfLed,-tho private U.S. corporation will transfer
$3.,51 million to a CIA accog.t In Switzerland. CIA will
there. :transfer this sum to a covert Oepartnenaof the Army
account ir the U.S.

-- On Wednesday, April 9. the CIA will omence procuring
S3.65: million worth of RAWl missile parts 240

- line !teas) and tronsfe those parts to
__________________________________This process is
-- miated to take seven iworkuit-Uys.

on Friday, April 1, a private U.S craft (7075) will
pick-up the MAWR missile parts at and fly them to a
covert IsV j _AeUJi - -0a--repoii-Kning (this field was
used for the at1WlMd MleVdY of the 1000 TOWs). At this
field, the parts will be transferred to an Israeli Defense
Forces' (zDr) aircraft with false markings. A SATCOM
capability will be positioned at this location.

-- Stday, April 15, mcrarlane, North, Teicher, Cave,
I and a SATCON comunicator will boa & CI?. ai;rcaft

EN& r a urtnrut a Tean.

-- On Sunday, April 20, the following series of events will
occur:

U S.. pare-acive@- Teba (A-hour) -- met by
Rafsan~anl, as head of the Iranian delegation.

At A#7 huat, the U.S. hostages will be released in
Beirut.

- At A+1S beqrs, the IDr aircraft with the HAWIK missile
pagis abI will land at Bandar Abbas, Iran.

Discusstgn. The following points are relevant to this
transaction, the discussions in Iran, and the establishment of a
broader relationship between the United States and Iran:

The Iranians have been told that our presence In Iran is a
"holy comitment" on the part of the US that we are sincere
and can be trusted. There is great distrust of the U.S.
among the various Iranian parties involved. without our
presence on the ground in Iran, they will not believe that
we will fulfill our end of the bargain after the hostages
are released.

WIN= 1r_ .- SESITIV
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( l~Ortt o abuy the hostages could succeed In

the near future. Further, the Iranians are we" avare that
the situation i. Beirut is deteriorating rapidly and that
the ability of the IRGC to effect the release of the
hostages will become increasingly more difficult over time.

iW have convinced the Iranians of a significant near ter?
and long range threat ftos the Soviet Union. We have rea.
and deceptive intelligence to demonstrate this threat du:;n;
the visit. They have expressed considerable interest it
this Batter as part of the longer term relationship.

The Iranians have been told that their provisiotr o!
assistance to Nicaragua is unacceptable to us and they hive
aqreod to discuss this matter in Tehran.

-- We have further indicated to the Iranian$ that we wish tc
discuss steps le in to a ctesstonii *tveerl
Iran and Ira

The Iranians are well aware that their most immediate needs
are for technical assistance in maintaining their air or:e
and navy, We should expect that the) ,will raise this ;sse
during the discussions in Tehran. Further conve:satior v;t
Gorbanifahr on April 4, indicates that they will vant to
raise the matter of the original 3,OOC TOWS as a significant
deterrent to a potential Soviet move against Iran. They
have also u i a reent is ch to provide

-- The Iranians have been told and agreed that they will
receive neithe[.asenor credit for the sure/elsase of

-- " the hostages.

UNCLASSIFIED
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. he .41e ul funds from this transaction are allocated as
follows:

WallIir villa be used to purchase replacement TOWs
for the original S0$ Sold by Israel to Iran for the
release of 3en~amin Weir. This is the only vay that we
have found to meet our comLtment to replenish these
stocks.

$12 million will be used to purchase critically needed
supplies for the Wicaraguan Democratic Resistance
Forces-. This materiel is essential to cover shortages
in resistance inventories resulting fro. their current
offensives and Sandinista counter-attacks and to
*bridge" the period between now and when Congressionally-
approved lethal assistance (beyond the $25 million in
defensive arms) can be delivered.

The ultimate objective in the trip to Tehran Is to comence the
process of improving U.S.-Iranian relations. both sides are
aware tha: the Iran-Iraq War is a maor factor that muet be
discussed. We should not, however, view this meeting as a
session which will result in imediate Iranian agreement to
proceed with a settlement with Iraq. Rather, this meeting, the
first~ .g:-level U.S. eniaL cont-Amt five years, shouldrbe
-96e. 319-11Chaff "W 'm'eTi slons,
as well as follow-on talks, should be governed by the Terms of
Reference (TOR) (Tab A) with the recognition that this Is,
hopefully, the first of many meetings and that the hostage issue,
once behind us, improves the opportunities for this relationship.

Finally, we should recognize that the Iranians will undoubtedly
want to discuss additional arms and comercial trar$actions as
"quids for accommodating____ ii_____i________ Nicaragua.
and Iraq. Our emphasis 0n Sloviet military An4 ubversive
threat, a useful mechanism in bringing other to agreement on the

hostage issue, has also served to increase their desire for means
to protect themselves against/deter the Soviets.

MCOMMEVATION

That th VVGre.Ld4_approve the structure depicted above under
•Current 5*iatjei" and the Terms of Reference at Tab A.

Approve Disapprove

Attachment
Tab A - U.S.-Iranian Terms of Reference

fo P-t ef SEWS!?! V
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I. BASI" PILLAI OP uC.I ppMIG? POLIC Ilonal)

- Peidellnt eaqan cUa into officeat aG tie vhen Iran had
had a.@St*Lh 8 mp act on the M eArICAS political process --
perhaps not what you intended.

The President represented and embodied America'I recovery
from a ps eid of weakness. Is has rebuilt American Iailttaru
and econae strength.
Moset isortant, he has ; ored cleai will and
self-confidence. The u.1. I afraid to usI tspower .A
defense of it&interests. we are not intimidated by Soviet
pressures. vh#er on ams control or Angola or Central
America or Afghanistan.

-- At the sam time, we are prepared to resolve political.
problems on the basis o! reciprocity.

we see many International trends *- economic, technol"cala.
and political *--working in our favor.

it. U.S. POLICY OWAM IRJ AI C PIINIPLSS

A. U.S. Assess ent of ranian PoliOcY.

We view the Iraniaz revolution as a fact. The U.S. Ls
not trying to turn the clock back.

Our present attitude to Iran is not a product of
prejudiee or emotion, but a clear-eyed assessment of
Iran's presn policies.

IanO as usedOreiolutiof"ry IAM 9l as a weapon to

- SugO of terrorism and hostage*taking is part of this
stritecl Ispattern. We see it used not only against Us.
but&, fjsteur frieds. We cannot acnpt either.
your Afliuenoe in achieving the release of & hostages.
return of tose killed lover ti1e) is essent-il.

e eUesCLfyi OADR -FI
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we see your activity in man- parts of the vorld,
..including even Central America.

The U.S. knows how Iran views the SOViet Union. but
subversion of Western interests and friends obecttvea.
serves Soviet interests on a global scale.

Thus, our assessment is that a decisive Iranian victory
in the war with Iraq would only unleash greater
regional instability, a further erosion of the Western
position, and enhanced opportunities for Soviet
trouble-makinq.

The C.S. vill therefore do what it can to prevent such
a development. We regard the war as dangerous in a in
respects and would like to see an end to It.

5. Possible Intersections of U.S.-Iranian Interests.

- Despite fundamental conflicts, we perceive several
possible intersections of U.S. and Iranian interests.
I propose ye explore these areas.

Tirst, the U.S. has had a traditional interest in
.seeinq Iran preserve its territorial integrity and
Independence. This has not changed. The U.S. opposes

Second we have no t tI ir victory over
Ira.

e e see inq an end to th 1s
ict and want to usi an improved relationship with

Iran to further that end.

Third, we have parallel views on Afghanistan. Soviet
policy there s naked•ates osnon threat to all it.

t ve isathsam IoiU get out and
Let the Afghan people choose their own course.

C. U.S. Ob lective TodaY.
w We have no illusions about what is possible in our
bilateral relations. Perhaps this meeting will reveal
only a limited, momentary, tactical coincidence of
interests. Perhaps more. We are prepared either way.

In essence, we are prepared to have whatever kind of
relationship with Iran that Iran is prepared to have
with us.

ft SZNITIVE
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II!. SOVIET MILITAY POSTURE

Moscow h4sdesgns on parts of Iran.

Afghanistan illustrates Ute price the Soviets are read) to
pay to expand areas under their direct control.

susmarizs Soviet capabilities along border and inside
Afghanistan which could threaten Tehran.

-- ware of Soviet act ivity

-- Soviet pla-t i.

-- Iranian support t% Sandinista re&m in. a-iu &a -As and 1
abets Soviet designs -- makes O.S.-Zranktn relationship nore
difficult S100 million in oil last year, plus arms).

U.S. car. help Iran cope with Soviet threat.

V. AFGKAISTAX

-* May be real value for Iran and U.S. to find vays to
cooperate against Moscow in A-ltlial c - -

- e need to know who you work with, what you already provide,
and devise strategy to exploit Iranian comparative
advantage.

V. P.PDWAAZ

-- we may be prepared to resume a limited military supply
relationship. _

however, its e oluiot 4t p
whether our convegeanVWur Interesto come to
loom larger in the overall picture.

what does Iran want?

= n .:rSZNS IT IV
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EXHIBrr OLN-3

CMg: 4 /21/0616 1 XI IT

212045Z Apr 11.

1. Z talked to Adam this a.m. H0 quite pessimistic re

Gorba/ cabal. Me know time is nearly Over. I agreed -o

transfer 185 to his acct Tuesday to Satisfy XA? bill -- there is

still the matter of about 25K in cash to be resolved. jZA total.

bill it 250X -- a real *Lp oW.

2. Standing by for Info on ship procurement, go or no go. I

have Tom in the linewtns crouch.

3. Current obligations over -ext few weeks nearly wipe us out

except for Cob Big ticket items are 122K plus 113K to Adam,

D. Walker 11KO, 57X to Sat for drop to Ilacky, 2001 insurance

.und, 0 and .4 600K, 1001 to defex-balance of 9 Apr 707 shipment.

lottomline is that ship buy plus SP buy. can be accomplished only

by using CO fwAs. Ship costs of course can be recovered.

4. Row that we have Zuc, much more confident and says we

should get pricing tomorrow. If you find work, send money.

Rgds, Dick. IT

'

SECRET
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UNCLASSIFIED

V . : N -S.IA -- M2 A TO: (FM- --

ec-: Special Mtg:
- - prl.t

F: r, .dLng -o te fran NSOLN
T=.. NSW - 3n~

OL.V7ER
Ce

042216 8 '6:

rtra. I :- "-

04i21,35 :6: .3 "

Reply to note of 04/,'4 12:57

; F :OLIVER :CY ,.-

5,b- ect: SpeciaI Mtg: Ce.ntral
Will, please pass to Don: This weekend's trip to Hcndtzas 3r.d _
the most depressing venture in my four years of working the Cent.r .=-
s tread anoxietv that the Congress will not act in. ture tc sta,._"

defeat for the resistance. This sense exists in the Go.3. cf H.:r
&K_-dor but ncst alaru.ngly is ncw evidence ir, the resist-.- -
c" a -:.ab'e source of res-upply has ot only affccted Caa- -

:,bec:L i-.rinc tc affect the political v.abil_'it' cf he '" .
Berrudez, in front cf tie Southern Front ciarjer, El Nearc .- -x.
questior.ed the need for 1N0 and the drain, of scarce resorces -
Atlantc and Scuther. fronts. While he ornrt:ed tz send -
the nepxm few days, he openly admitted in front of th-:
to came back out in 15-20 days if there is no resupply. As '.w,
.ressnc reed is for anti-air, but other thLgs are now r:rg
.. e entire fcrce is back to I real per day and no more boots, ur-,
ponchos or weapons are available for the new recru:-s. ," re' .
"t t-r.ed awa-- effective today. All hospitalizatior fcr :e- -
.-d of the week. Troops returning to Nicaragua t-his week " .

rounds of asir' instead of the 500 they h d been.a_'v.. '
zat:aries are available so there is nc way to pass :crTnvndE cr

-. he picn.ire is, in short, very dismal unless a new source of "zri--.
:an be .dentified. While we should not raise spec;f;c sci.r:es - : -

need to explore this problem urgently or there won't be a force t.-:. -

when the Corngzww finally acts9. Warm regards, North

UNCLASSIFIED
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131610Z May 86. Abe notified me at 094SL that even though the

various banks had exchanged tested telexes on the I1P transfer,

the originating bank is not releasing the funds. Adam ad I a:e

working the problem. This prevents me from transferring the 6.5m

to CIA as agreed yesterday. Will keep you advised. Dick. ST

" , .':,' . *J , :, .. 3-.i

U B

1( VGI
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sZCPIT

Cop S 5/13/36 1215

1317002 1ay 36.

1. Further to my 1316102 Kay, Abe has cut through most of the

problem and has discussed matter with the Director of Credit

Suisse himself. Directors says he has the funds, but the

remitter has run the funds through so many filters that the pap*:

work is fouled up. Apparently, the remitter has failed to

provide a necessary power of attorney and the :smitte is in

Vancouver of all places. Telexes to resolve the matter are

flying and the Director believes the matter may be resolved

tomorrow morning. Osam ilo, there is no sign of teh SK and no

sign of the 1.251. Adam is advised but Gorba has gone to ground

again thus signaling a problem. em do not think it vise to

transfer the I.5K until ye see the remaining SM. Dick. ST

S" -
it 1 I~vI c7
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EXHIBIT OLN-8

WHItC Old U00N 3872

KIzAw a WTX TNJ NATIONAL, SCURITY PAMI GROUP ENSP.

DATs friday, Kay 16, 1966
LOCATIONo white louse situation Room

TINSo 11100 am. - 12300 noon

YMM: 30W M. ]POIKOIXTf

To resolve issues on aid to the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance

Forces iPn and our current posture in the Contadora process.

11. WXOMM
The delay in Congressional action on your aid proposal for the
06F, coupled with the ongoing Cont&dora discussions, are creating
expectations and anxieties in the U.S. and in Central America.
The resistance itself is increasingly desperate as available
supplies are depleted. As of Kay 1, no further medical supplies
or clothing are available. By mid-June the outside support the
resistance has received will have been consumed, and no further
significant support appears readily available.

As time goes on without any U% or outside assistance, the
capabilities and morale of the resistance wLll be seriously
debilitated. Despite our assurances to the Central American
democracies, we still do not have a clear legislative path that
will assure a positive vote in the next few weeks. This factor
is also influencng Central American thinking on the Contadora
accord.

Contadora negotiations are scheduled to resume in Panama on

The Sandinistas will likely p oIl mht they are pro at to
sign father version of the treaty, containing proposals which
out friends have cojicted. We vill then find ourselves engaged
in a propagand, contest In which each side will claim the other
is Intransigent. Our objective should be to support our friends'
position as a positive and constructive Central American effort
to deal with the region's problems, while denouncing the

d I X h Sandinistas for refusing to negotiate.
cc Vice President c~

dw ,_'.A1 .. _.rh Don Regan

esfyi OpAD U" A

• ~r " .+ " - ....
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____aR ______________'*L 10C011FitifU0 to be a'
voFFatile poi"WLis e w as created considerablespeculation that a treaty is about to be signed by the CentralAmericans which would sell out@ the DP. This VIPG meting isan opportunity for you to clarity the facts and restate our

positron on Contadorat

-- The UIG will support a verifiable and enforceable treatywhich ensures that L. the Contadora 21 Points are
addressed.

-- That this country cannot and will not be a party to any
agreement which does not assure that LmplemntatLon of these
21 Points can be fully verified.

A consistent Administration position on Contadora, as Indicatedabove, will be helpful in Central America and with the Congress.Our legislative experts advise that the only realistic vellicle
for aid to the OR" is the Military Construction $ill which ispending Co ttee action in the House. We have indications that,while Speaker O'Neill will accept OR? aid amhndments to this bill
during the week of June 9, he has no intention of allowing it topass. Seven if such a vehicle passes in the House, we stand a
good chance of filibuster in the Senate and the likelihood that
no aid would be available until August or September 1566.
Given the urgency of the situation within the resistance, it isimportant that we identify measures which can provide some formof Immediate assistance. Three options have been developed

A n imdiate reprogruming of $1S from DO0 to CIA for
humanitarian assistance to the DR?. These funds would
reduce your subsequent request from $10DM to SOSM. This
action would require approval in the Rouse and Senate
Intelligence Comittes, the Armed Services Committees, and
the Defense Appropriations Uub-Ccinittees. We can sake a
good case that this humanitarian assistance 155K per month
through August 196) is essential to maintain the option of
O" pressure in order to improve prospects for a verifiable

51C"M
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and enforceable Contadora agreement. Those who counsel
delay n any Of? aid until after the Contadorg process has
played out can be deterred by the argument that a
ceasefire under Contadora still requires the DR to survive
while "national reconciliation negotiations* are underway.

A Presidential appeal for private donations by U.S.
citizens. Such a step ou Id undoubtedly result in
considerable domestic criticism and perhaps a Congressional
move to make such activity unlawful. We Would also have to
ensure that donations were properly managed and disbursed
in such a way as to support a broad baaed democratic
resistance movement.

A direct and very private Presidential overture to certain
Heads of State who are financially and politically capable
of *bridging' the resistance needs until a more favorable
Congressional environment obtains. Such a step would likely
allow us to demonstrate the viability of the resistance
without having to endure further domestic partisan political
debate. This option has two significant liabilitiesi

- Public exposure would exacerbate the current partisan
atmosphere.

- The foreign contributors would ultimately expect that
their largesse would result in some kind of USG
concession in their favor.

Finally, all agree that our policy in the region on both
Contadora and the resistance requires you to increase your
personal profile on the issues. If this meeting results in
consensus on these two issues, we should quickly submit a
Presidential Message to the Congress noting the immediate need
for the MM5K in non-militart, assistance to the DR.!. Your Messaqe
should cite the consequences of a failure to ac% and its r at::an
security Implications.

IZt. PARTICPAI', See clearance list at Tab I.

ZV. FMS PjI, None.

V. 1|gM8 Or tVT$, See agenda Tab A. Prepared by,

Oliver North
Ray Burghardt

Attachments
Tab A - Agenda
Tab 8 - List of Participants

"tcl,
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MEETING WITR THE NATIONAL SECURITY PLANNING GROUP (NSPG)

Friday, May 16, 1986
White House Situation ROoS
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon

I. =NTRODUCTTON ........

I. INTELLIGENCE BRIEFING

II. CONTADORA SUMM4ARY......

IV. RESISTANCE FUNDING OPTIONS.

V. DISCUSSION ....

V1. SUZ*IARY . ....

....... John Poindexter
(2 minutes)

. .........Director Casey
(S minutes)

..Secretary Shultz
(10 minutes)

....... John PoLndexter
(10 minutes)

.~All
(30 minutes)

.John Poindexter
(3 minutes)

SeCRZ?

DelAssifyi OADRU ~ t
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N 3876

KZZTIG WITN THE NATIONAL SECURITY PLANNING GROUP fNSPG)

Friday, May 16, 1916
White House Situation Rcom

1100 a.m. - 12:00 noon

VP Office

Mr. Don Gregg

Stat*

Secretary George Shultz
Assistant Secretary Elliott Abrame

Defense

Secretary Caspar Weinberger
Under Secretary Fred 1kle

CIA

< o Casey

JCS

Admiral William Crcwe
LTGEN John Moellerinq

White House

Kr. Donald Ragan
Kr. Wi111a 0a31
ADN ,John Poindexter

LTCOL Oliver North
Mr. Raymond Burlhardt

*'~ '~
'4 ,*.

82-681 - 88 - 2

S .- :.CV,
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MEETING WITH THE NATIONAL SECURITY PLANNING GROUP (NSPG)

Friday, May 16, 1986
White House Situation Room
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon

I. INTRODUCTION ........

I. INTELLIGENCE BRIEFING . . .

III. CONTADORA SUMMARY ....

IV. RESISTANCE FUNDING OPTIONS.

V. DISCUSSION.

VI. SUMMQARY . .

. ....... John Poindexter
(2 minutes)

........ .Director Casey
(5 minutes)

Secretary Shultz
(10 minutes)

. ....... John Poindexter
(10 minutes)

f. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..0 All
(30 minutes)

. ............. John Poindexter
(3 minutes)

I..L a " ! : ~'

e- I aiLyt OADR
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A JOHN M. POINDEXT

OLZVER L. NORT
RAYMOND F. BURGH

National Security Pl ning Group (NSPG) Meeting

ib I is a memo from you to the President forwarding
zing the NSPG meeting scheduled for Friday, May 16,
Ln the WiISR on aid to the Nicaraguan Democratic

:ces (DRF) and the current situation in the
:ess. An agenda is attached at Tab A and a list of
.: Tab B.

a-& and forward the memo to the President at Tab I.

: Ove Disapprove
-1--

?oindexter hemo to the President
Tab A - Agenda
Tab 3 - List of Participants

)ADA
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SYSTEM It
90349N 3872

141311Na WITH TH NATIONAL SECURITY PLANING GROUP (NSPG)

DATEs Friday, May 16, 1986
LOCATIONi White House Situation Room

TIM.2: 11100 a.m. - 12100 noon

FROM JOHN M. POINDEXTER "XIT

I. PURPOSE

To resolve issues on aid to the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance
Forces (DRY) and our current posture in the Contadora process.

I1. BACKGROUND

The delay in Congressional action on your aid proposal for the
OR?, coupled with the ongoing Contadora discussions, are creating
expectations and anxieties in the U.S. and in Central America.
The resistance itself is increasingly desperate as available
supplies are depleted. As of May 1, no further medical supplies
or clothing are available. By mid-June the outside support the
resistance has received will have been consumed. and no further
significant support appears readily available.

As time goes on without any USO or outside assistance, the
capabilities and morale of the resistance will be seriously
debilitated. Despite our assurances to the Central American
democracies, we still do not have a clear legislative path that
will assure a positive vote in the next few weeks. This factor
is also influencing Central American thinking on the Contadora
accord.

The uanaGnIstas Will 1iel¥ proclaim that they are prepared to
sign another version of the treaty, containing proposals which
our friends have rejected. We will then find ourselves engaged
in a propaganda contest in which each side will claim the other
is intransigent. Our objective should be to support our friends'
position as a positive and constructive Central American effort
to deal with the region's problems, while denouncing the
Sandinistas for refusing to negotiate.

5!eiisifyi OADR U iY E lI
(

PaIrtially Declassmfed./es onPm;
Under 1Ilseon3f05 r? rc.vW::;:1s of F,. 12356 o ..5 .or, Kd ,. .!,ecu,,. u i

Couci

cc Vice Presid
Don Regan

"I

n~es in,:; ". S°; .

SZCPr
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This continues to be a
ElitiE poial ssue w hich ii'created considerable
speculation that a treaty is about to be signed by the Central
Americans which would "sell out* the DU'. This NSPG meeting is
an opportunity for you to clarity the facts and restate our
position on Contadorao

-- The USO will support a verifiable and enforceable treaty
which ensures that all the Contadora 21 Points are
addressed.

-- That this country cannot and will not be a party to any
agreement which does not assure that implementation of these
21Points can be fully verified.

A consistent Administration position on Contadora, as indicated
above, will be helpful in Central America and with the Congress.
Our legislative experts advise that the only realistic vehicle
for aid to the DRF is the Military Construction bill which is
pending Committee action in the House. We have indications that,
while Speaker O'Neill will accept DRF aid amendments to this bill
during the week of June 9, he has no intention of allowing it to
pass. Even if such a vehicle passes in the House, we stand a
good chance of filibuster in the Senate and the likelihood that
no aid would be available until August or September 1986.

Given the urgency of the situation within the resistance, it is
important that we identify measures which can provide some form
of immediate assistance. Three options have been developed:

-- An immediate reprogramming of $15 from DOD to CIA for
humanitarian assistance to the DR?. These funds would
reduce your subsequent request from $100H to $85M. This
action would require approval in the Rouse and Senate
Intelligence Committes, the Armed Services Committees, and
the Defense Appropriations Sub-Conmittees. We can make a
good case that this humanitarian assistance ($5X per month
through August 1986) is essential to maintain the option of
DRY pressure in order to improve prospects for a verifiable

SECRET jAOR". TP
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and enforceable Contadora agreement. Those who counsel
delay 9n any OR? aid until after the Contadora process hassplayed out can be deterred by the argument that a
ceasefire under Contadora still requires the DRF to survive
while "national reconciliation negotiations" are underway.

A Presidential appeal for private donations by U.S.
citizens. Such a step would undoubtedly result in
considerable domestic criticism and perhaps a Congressional
move to make such activity unlawful. We would also have to
ensure that donations were properly managed and disbursed
in such a way as to support a broad based democratic
resistance movement.

A direct and very private Presidential overture to certain
Heads of State who are financially and politically capable
of "bridging' the resistance needs until a more favorable
Congressional environment obtains. Such a step would likely
allow us to demonstrate the viability of the resistance
without having to endure further domestic partisan political
debate. This option has two significant liabilities:

Public exposure would exacerbate the current partisan
atmosphere.

The foreign contributors would ultimately expect that
their largesse would result in some kind of USG
concession in their favor.

Finally, all agree that our policy in the region on both
Contadora and the resistance requires you to increase your
personal profile on the issues. If this meeting results in
consensus on these two issues, we should quickly submit a
Presidential Message to the Congress noting the immediate need
for the SISM in non-militar,' assistance to the DR!. Your Message
should cite the consequences of a failure to act and its national
security implications.

I11. PARTICIPANTSt See clearance list at Tab B.

IV. PRESS PLAN, None.

V. SQUZNCZ or EVENTS: See agenda Tab A.
Prepared by:
Oliver North

Ray Burghardt
Attachments

Tab A - Agenda
Tab 8 - List of Participants

SECRET U~ S'PE
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MEETING WITH THE NATIONAL SECURITY PLANNING GROUP (NSPO)

Friday, May 16, 1986
White House Situation Room
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon

I. :NTRODUCTION .............. John Poindexter
(2 minutes)

I1. INTELLIGENCZ BRIEFING .... ........... .Director Casey
(5 minutes)

II. CONTADORA SUMMARY ..... ............. .Secretary Shultz
110 minutes)

IV. RESISTANCE FUNDING OPTIONS. . .John Poindexter
(10 minutes

V. DISCUSSION ....... ................. All
(30 minutes)

SUMK4ARY ............. ..... John Poindexter
(3 minutes)

Declassifyi OADR

,VI.
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MEETING WITS THE NATIONAL SECURITY PLANNING GROUP (NSPG)

Friday, May 16, 1986
White "5ousa Situation Rcom
11100 am. - 12.00 noon

VP Office

Mr. Don Greq

State

Secretary George Shults
Assistant Secretary Elliott Abrams

Defense

Secretary Caspar Weinberger
Under Secretary Fred Ikle

CIA

CAi W Casey

JCS

Admiral WiLliam Crcwe
LTGEN John Moelerinq

White House

Mr. Donald Regan
Mr. William Ball
ADM John Poindexter

NSC

LTCOL Oliver North
Mr. Raymond Burghardt

~j
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90369
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MEETING WITH THE NATIONAL SECURITY PLANNING GROUP INSPG)

Friday, May 16, 1986
White House Situation Room
11:00 a.m. - 12100 noon

I. INTRODUCTION ................ John Poindexter
(2 minutes)

II. INTILLIG'.N.E BRIEFING ........... Director Casey
(5 minutes)

III. CONTADORA SUMMARY ..... ............. .Secretary Shultz
(10 minutes)

IV. RESISTANCE FUNDING OPTIONS ............ .John Poindexter
(10 minutes)

V. DISCUSSION ........ ................. All
130 minutes)

VI. SUMMARY ......................

SECRiTDecl'ssify: OADR

. ... John Poindexter
13 minutes)

i~ 1 Lfl

SEC RE,
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i COHN M. POINDEXT
OLIVER L. NOR1)
RAYMOND r. BURGHA
National Security Pl ninq Group (NSPG1 Meeting

ib I is a memo from you to the President forwarding
!inq the NSPG meeting scheduled for Friday, May 16,
in the WHSR on aid to the Nicaragu an Democratic

:ces IDRF) and the current situation in the
:eso. An agenda is attached at Tab A and a list of
it Tab B.

.al and forward the memo to the President at Tab 1.

Disapprove

?oindexter Memo to the President
7&b A - Agenda
7ab 3 - List of Participants

,..DR
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!:1 V36 The Washington Poab, Novembor 86, 1906

Nnveobvr S6, 1"4. Wenesday. Final CdiLton

sCcTz0m4. rzasT SECTION; PA=

LrjGTH: 7700 words

HEADLINE. Transcript of Attorney Ceneral M*see's News Conference

*00y

Why don't I tell you what to the situation and then I'll tAke your ques.somb

On Friday afternoon -- or Friday at noon, the president mased so so took an,
arid bring together the facts concerning the -- particularly .he isplementaon
of the strategic initiative In Iran And more pre.tsely, anythig pertating .o
the %ransfer of ares Over the weekend this Inquiry was conducted. Yeel4rd&y
evening I reported to the pretdent Wke continued our inquirlj an4 thit sorntng
the president directed that we make this information immediately available .
the Congress and to the publi, through this aedlue this noon

Let me say that all of the information i not yet in. We are *11 :on%.&v.iu ,
our inquiry Rut he did want so to %ake Available tieedtately what -#m kn,. t

6te present time.

to- 1966 'he Washington Pot Noveeher 4, 1996

That is involved is that In the course of the 'Arms transfers. which hsivc.rJ
the Un s.e* StateC prevding the ras to Israepl e iskrae in turn transoferriij
the &rms - in effeet, 0il"600 SA ar& te re pae" 4 &tvee e Irarr. Corwain

ortos which were received in the tranactletion 00*M MWPreAe4ativeO Of 101.4.t
and repe senatsivee * Zeoteqmere taken and *,de available to the farces in
Central Ae mori whieft a.", % sing the laneinist government there

In e$senwNje w thich the tran' Actions occurred was that a crtrzai
aecnt ofi i e bof *epreuaWstve, etside of the United It&:-%
with Zeam IT S -u nt of moneV was th"n tramafewred %p repr.seni.a..
as best we Mbe deecribed as ropreeestatte of Israel Tev, %n
turn, tran W S*CIA, which Aaa the ,g"t for the United Itsm..
government une, a #tndf6S prepre by the preodent - signed by the pres.. '-.
in January of 19n. a* ineildent,&llV, all of these transactions tha& I am
referring to took plae" between January of 1"06 and the preern ti69 The.
transferred to the CIA theenwint &mount of the money that was owed to the Vm ;a
Itotes geverneot for the wwiOOoe that were tnvolved plug any oasts of
transportation that might Pe involved. This money was then repaid by he CIA u.,

the Oepartment f Oefene under the noretal prcadures and all governmental funtli
and all governental propertV was sccounted for and statements of that have becr,
verified by us up to the present time

#. I I'P "A ThO UA^ht fl 00 Cag, Lr Pcaer :§A 1"A
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The *one *- dlesollsetwe'n the money owed to the UntIed States
government and the money received from representatives o# Iran was then
depgtqed isA i bank t ~ l Madw "M giAsptf of rreegntaltivee of
&he forces La Ceftral Alea.

How %uch money, sir? H"w much involved?

V" -.3.. tS.t bh- 40iLb %mount, Wet. Our estimate Is %h-Ait ai bosewt.wl"V

t-t~wt-oo t% i .nd $ 30 million

!Iv- .Jz, i . ,.gmu #.o your attention?

T-i ,P-. coto~il O a thorough review of a number of intercepts, and j o..

sadaii&1%, this -" the hin% of a pobsibIlitV that there was tunw ounawb t..

a.Ade available for some other poorpose Came to oiur attention, ani then . . .

chat with the individuals Involved.

Why wasn't the president -- why wasn't the president told

Tht pt-esident wai old as soon as we found out about it.

i) 1996 The Washington Post. Novoster 86, 1986

AnJ hw ktiew nothing about it?

The pr4,Ident knew nothing abollt it until I reported it to his I .

yesterday &as ning tIa, we still had some more work %o do. and their I W.avv &.A

tht detail hl. we had yesterday afternoon

Is Nis what you wore looking for when you besars7 Or 1% this ,ust .. ,..

.hat .uriod up in the course of your weekend investigation?

This turmad up in the course of the investigation. The farsl, ti ia .ha.b

trtg-.1red, i# ,joi will, an inquiry, was the 0act that as people pr.apar-d o

tortisony -- because Shim had been done in a rather coopartmsntali&wd wa.

people prepared their teetislny for the Hill on Friday, there were :4--.1
things w ere facit - thi 4*ared to be sore facts out there stAn w* ;-j

a'.rtadj put tmaethe4. A" it waq I matter, then, of the president reocL,-. LI"

Lo .alk dit h ervo M pad any partvicpation at all, because one ame,-... A.-

doing o tP i- ri- ien wee deing another thing -- there was vqry 1.

paperwavik 0- to detllne precis*eI what all of the facts were be%.au.. I,

.ar-m-. to be e that he had all of the information about anything 0.=. li',

hAtc jcr.urred in the course of %his whole situation. That was -- At was J-r..,
the -,irvo of that inquirV that this information was found and then was

wuL ;. .hw .uiLlusiOnO that I aentioned.

(c) 106 The W.IMhington Post, November 34, 19"6

General Meose, can you tell us who is running national securitV pojtlaj7 Ca.

jou clear up for th- Ae4rinan people, iS SeCretary Ceorge P 3 Shulte 'JAjinj"

jtu is , . , w a.ir.,al security advisory And what are you recommended A' .A '

of pct.''-l'j reqtr,.,:turing the White House staff?

In _,,oQ.r .u Vyur 4uostions in order, at the present time, upon - ,;J5

rJohn m I Pindoetrr A-ralli loavino h~t oast. A
1

CAlton 0 1 Ke l C.s r ,
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4epuV, walk bw the &Cs assstanl to she So esdet foe stasasl oe qi -.l.
affairs. The president has not Vot selected a replaee0nt, but he Will . e .
soon as possible.

iec:!etarl Shult tS resaining in hie posl$ten as oeretlrv of state. That has
not been a mtte. of conjectUre, Or discussion, or IfquirV. And the third part
of your question?

Oh, what r a...3mmwoldations will we sake? We will sake whatever re.;ommenbj&,r56
for ftr.her prmn-%d4mnrq come out of it, but more partiedalarly, the prasit."i.
will bo appoln.iiti a small commission whiuh will look into the P'o..eJurcs at J
role nf the NSCI rhational Iecurity Coumcils staff and will Iskm %peN¢E<
recotmnditIons to him as far as the process for the future.

11 t996 The Washington Post. November 86, 191S6

We've been told that the president was operating. frue the beginning of this
oae-Ation tn June or July of tols, an legal opinions -- not written, but oral
from you Now, o.,% can ask, then, are Voe. at this point, morrV that Vow gave
the adv4re that %%e NSC should do the operation, overlooking the objeo$ions of
S6t.e and Defense?

The only Ugal opinion that was Involved had to do with the routine
concurrence witt, the finding of JanuarV 1906. That's the only legal opioan. G6
legal advice that was asked for, or that was given.

Cesn.al Mmse, who in the NSC was aware that this extra amuunc or au .j
being transferred to the so-talled contra. or under their control' Oil N4m
PoindeAter GpeciFIcalld know? Who else knew, and did the CIA kno"7 WA.%
Director CWIllism J I Casey aware of this?

The only persons in the United States government that knew pres*Isel &j j
this, the onll person, was Lt Cot. COttver L 2 North+ Ads PondeALer J xI k L
that something of this nature was occurring, but he did not look Into &6
further.

And what, if I could follow up, sir, what about CIA Director CaseV7

Washington Post, November 26, L"6

CIA Oirect:Ji e,;A etarV of Sats Shultz. Secretary of Defenba rEmsoAr
U 3 WeInberger, g f. ihe other members in the N$C -- n of us knsw.

When you say that Poindenter knew, do Vowu *ean he approved of I*?

No Ado Poandexter knew generally that something of this nature was
happening. He did not know the details.

He did not try to stop it, though?

I don'L knou priciselV when he learned it. Ho knew of it sometime durt,, la-

'jdar
Out hw didn't try to~ stop It, sir?
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He did no try to stop it.

General Heee* lIt ae ask you this. In the couple of your lnvest*.ation,

did you satisfg yourself that yo know exaetly hew many shipments e are* went
frog the United lais or Israel to Iram, and esaclV wha theV conalined?
hgres quite1a bit of eontraVeral over that

(0 1106 The Washington Post, November 26. 1'704

w'e arm fairly sure that we know of the shipemnts of arm. bella-ie we IhAv-

some canorul. We know it was shipped out of 0OD COepartont of Vefena%: ,.u'

,m will only %now -- we only know at this time what the United States

p, .. tcpated in. We don't know of any other arem ailes that maV havo be n P.,J.d,

but we do know those that the Inilted States participated in.

Wll. let o just follow up. Hav you established in your Investigation

,4h-thor anyone In the United Sttes qov*rnment gave a wink, a nod, an accord o."

dny kind of approval for shipaonts which Ierael or any other third country say

have sade?

Well, all of the hipeents %hait, In which the Unit" hatesl e"qpn4a t was

Involved, were sa". by, through Israosl -- e maede by lrael.

Was that legal? Was that lelal?

Yea.

Mr Attorney General, do I understand, air, that what you're repor'ti, (j ot

thit morning and what the president reported on this morning is a dSs:ovrnrj L

dltersion of funds? The central questions that have been asked for thq 1"% k I

three or four weks about the propriety of shipment to -- Ares to tran. Abuut

40) 196 The Washington Post. November 36, 196

#ho I S arms embargo at the tine, the questions that the Hill has bee ai -lt

-- you have, if I understand corroclV, we have heard nothing new an Ohjs

questions today. IS Shat eireet?

We have hoee E wf.la-n that hasnl' been testified to esmntially al, l

Hill There k*- may have more information than ham been brought .u

light alrsa age with Congress basicallV. 3 think Director Ca%.V u v--

a pretty ful li lra.

Ou. this t . w .5 Oiec4every and the announcement, rather, today of ueh

diversion offundS - we take it by Col North -- that does not drive to s, , of

thOSe other questions. Oid wMt Col. North do, is that a crime? Will he L4

prosecuted?

e are presently looking Into the legal amp"%tS of It &a to whether thato's

any crtiinalitV involved. We're also looking prectselv at his involvement And

what he did, so thai the mn eluSmino as to whether there*s any criminal act.

involved is still under Inqutry by Ui.

Ton't It at this time likelV, even preferable from your point of vx-w, h. J

special prosecutor be appointed to examine these questions? You're ta1s1 M .0

only about the law about the Iranian transactions, but the CongreAtufnl
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--:1 t1 The Washington Poll. Nevesber g6 19

stricture* again%% ihe military aid to she gonirsea. I n' It now %lI for 
special prosecutor?

NO. 10 W #tm that sho" I* &AV crIoinalitV -- which as Ve% there have keen

n -r-on #llqi'q - 4,1i w- wa find that anone who ii a o.overt 1 p irson tindor 1,.-i

IlidoporJent Ctunowl o s involved, then .hat would bi t Io*s %w *i4umak all
intlepondent. cntintel+ as we would In &iM Other matter

Is a grand jury - to Follow up -- to a grand jury tahiq,, evAden -... h.&I

Ho There to no grand jury At %he presmt time.

Clnaudibla6 still saying it was not a mistake --- the poaliV, was no. a
mistake, General Moose?

I think the police. Am the preldent said, to resLtabliol tor relationship

with Iran, to %rmj to hrtng an vnd to the Iran-Iraqi war, to try to decrease the

parcicp~atiton uf :ran An trrorsa in the Middle East. and o geb our hustages

back -- all of thes obje4.ttves -- certainly were not Cal msutake.

Tie way It waw % arrivd ow% led to khts diversion of funds &,-, ot including
the other gencites.

Icl 1136 The Washington Post, November 26, "06

t% didn't load to the diverlin of fundsThe funds were transferred, ,tnd
thetaI one of the things that has disturbed e and disturbed the prvbxden% TueA.
was not an tnhtrrmtn part of anything having to do with the policy x%.:f(
Instead, it was actually an aberration from the police and fro& everylharW
had ,eumn descrihed to the president and to the other members of .ho Na.+ 1 '

Security Council

Cinaudthlel ,gigesting if Congre had been notified, don't yoi think i.

would havw boen unlikely for this to happen?

No. I think uactly the e$a thing could well have happenqd bocut +ht. t-..

soaething that waa unkeL tp..any o the officials that gave auuhu-,'1 a o, 1W,

this in the fire% plaeo-4-

Could vow-"i4 so b#"I e funds were used for?

I don't hne doesn't neqw that anyone does They were jtost provtdid tj 6;-.-!
contra* thrL -ilewegnt and that was She end, so far as wes know. o

AVy@n in the Ultted State* levernen1t knewt"a anything about what habop:nzd a

al 1956 The Washington Post, Foveebqr 36. 1756

How did Mou dzscoter it, Mr Attorney General?

How did we discover it? In the course of a review of doume,'s. w- .40-1

across a reference to the possibility of diFferences in soundn bei', -v .," (at.,

h,
4

nn m%4A h i 'u' -A " -*e ' f --h- fctus' wetC-q -. -8a P P
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An*, =econdlv. tnere we~ e 0e fm4o e eeto ss Lees. M s~0es0wA-
that we found Wile it difS' P*Vee the 0 1 19 W ewat w - see eNIsd
the Iseet foe proeedisg foe~ rea disesea6ea with Oe of the m $s"IfsS
what tsle all eosA%.,MAd that's how this was discovered.

When Vw talked to Col. Worth over she weekend, did he &dolt that he had done
this?

wl;l %alk abuu he faci I .hint a Fas as anVthing that Nigh% Icossatl,
bm involved in legal artton ^i ti oh Adotqted what. T think It would not b.
appropriAte for Me %s go Into that

ra ftnal follow-up, then P44w did Col. Nqrth -- lot me put It thin 4V
these tranafera of monies, did they only go through one man -- Col. rc , v,.
.h,r n othow people involtedl

(z) 1?06 The Washingtorn Post, November 24. 1936

He trognsfqrs of money went thpeejgh anyone. knk "counts were eStaliShed, -
bamt we know, by representatives of the fOreIl in Central ^"rice* And hias
information wAs provided to representattvee s$ the Isreli government' the
funds -- or representatives of Israel, I should say -- and then %heee nds war
put into the &"ounts. Io far as we know at this stage, no Aeerican peron
actually handled anV of the funds that went to the forces in Central Aaer.;.

Cinaudibl*e Israsl deposited monej to accountss that it had been ask-1
deposit the money to - Israel deposited moneV to accounts it had bean

The.. arm some of 0%e details that we're still gning into. be-mosa
had a chance to interview everyone.

Ceneral, h~vq you made any finding regarding the use of the National ',v i,..,
Covncil staff as an operational wing of the government, and thau it wuuld o
in something like this?

This is what the board or the commission that the president will as% AP.;
1rsi,'t&bly be looking at. We will probably be making recommendatonos an (hi.

at19ft The Washington Past, Hovessber 214, 19M6

You made he leng march with the president free California, and there ae
m&ny, many reports that him Caltfrna friends and supporters do think the:-
,culd be a real shake-up at the top. Yesterday, a Ne. 8 man at the State

0 9artsent really damaged the president's position in a wy -" publi-l-i -- by
,pposing it. differing ad ae forth. Do you think that SecretarV Shulta hai
behaved in the proper style, and should he staV on? And what do you think should
happen? Wlat's ha ening to the president?

W1ell, I think ynt, know that for the almost *i years that I've be-en hi-e I
have never commented on any other sember of the adminiltratlo1i I'm nm gJl,01W
change that now T do think -- I will sag this I think every member Q'
administration owes it to the president to stand shoulder-to-ahould-r-w-h ,1o
and stioort the aelrites that he has -- the otict decisions he has #Ad-? A'
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well as to stand by his when Something has happeibe tlf the N ee* If a'
know, as in this 'ase. and where he has vetr courageously. I think, *ade it
lesediately available to %he American public and to the Congress. And I Intend
to do that. Other people Car spoak for theesolves.

Hr- ?ese, setting &Ade "at the president didn't know until last night
about the diversion of funds, you have the spectacle of the top eebers of this

.ai&ni .. j-.t ,n I.uh..xng on* Another lke cats and dog% over policV, and 0-40
president's bo.'tbtltu tfig amloed ^as a roestat HavO you done nothing Su

(c) 1986 The Washington Post, November 26, 1906

address .hatl Has anjana here addressed 1t1

I think, Again, &has would involve commenting an other members of %he
admirtstrat~on, which I won't do I've already laid what my position to. ani P4
positior is clearly the*t I think anyone who is a member of the president's sta;i
or tho prosid~nt's Cabinet has an obligation either to support the Policy
decisions of the president or to get out.

Spmctfi-itylV, though. there have boon published reports that you have
r&n.oaoended to the president or Mrs. mancV3 Reagan or to someone that cranS 4
needed ti ha made At tho White House staff It that so?

No.

Not true?

I laive not -- the published reports I've seen are those which SaAI Lh.- I -
in leagu, somehow with 4, quote, "group of Californians' which had t do wtk:,
major whAke--ups In the government. I have not had any conversations with Anj
Californians about such a group or kingg such recomeoendatsons

(c) lt& The Washington Post, November 86, 1996

Have you had any cenvereattons with Orew Lewis about replaring CWhit 4o,
chief of staff2 Donald ftWA,,*Ir7

No-

You have .w o ledow Lewis?

I have not ee s Dr.w Lewis, and he has not called so about getting 0,e ji..
no.

Is the job open?

No.

Excuse se. sir You said that between 0 iO million and 0 90 million s-irplus

funds froe the Iranian arms sale may have been diverted to sources in Cn.rAl -

I say, may have been tranerred.

That's right The public reports and what the White House has aild f,. .
that anXti 0 1P oill~qn 4*o'el -As* Qve~ for these U"St'5 'he .*s' I-.:
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(a) 194 T hi shingtfl Paes, Nveabie 86, 1966

Tho diffte eme is - it was S 13 million worth -- aproxlistel - worth of
ares that was %# lle free- 000 sto-1s That'S --

s tha% how the Israelis sold them for 6 10 a o SO million more %,mn ,

That's m -- that'% the best of our understanding at %he present ts,

Did you %now they were selling them at a premium?

No one at % rnssand level in the United States government did Nc

Whet was the purpose, as Vou determined it, for setting up thAi sp,..*.1
given the ending that's beo approved, why was it that someone in the Lh.te
Houb* felt &t necessary to funnel this exira money to the con.ra*7

Well, 9 don't know prectoely -- ewcopt that this was 41% dope during a psric
when %he funding was not being provided by the Conyress. This was all done prio.
to the ftrst of this fiscal jcar when funding was esumemd So, t was o % -;a,
when no funds were being provided by %he Unibed Skate guern&Qn&.

tS this definitely in violation in the law, then?

:c) 17 6 The Washington Post, November 26. A706

Ths 'q lomettn we're looking at at the present time because it . i;tJ .
two things preciselv what was done and precisely who did it. in %trms, oF wk-.
peopi' ,-he ar" United States officials. or Untied States 0T1tiens - tC.,All

-&i$ti...ipav, and what their conduct was. That's what we're stil looking 4%

Tm ,jotr sonvrsa 1sn with Ads Poindeater. how does he explain not h&v% ,,;
.talrtod anyone that this was going 4n? As Vou said, he was aware of %k-o..e
Pa&ppvnings and -

Again. 'm not going .A-nq precise conversations with aimVone while r,.
nquirq is sti11 Let 0e ust say that he did not nottf anoore of

*:,i., partic~~udont, or any of the other members of the PImtio. i

'>:C-Jrity C

OJ he qui ired?

Ads Poindestorreq M -- or actually requested reassigneent to the Nad -,

his own accord before s~lene ever raised any question about this. He dad .f &% a'

his own volition beCause he felt -- beaule he #lt that it was his
responsibility tO take tha actionn to avoid any possible confusion over ,ha'

matter and to allow the prudent to have a Me start In teros of his nationAl

security operations.

lei 1966 The Washington Post. November 26, 1906

When did hi do that, sir?

He discussed it with ee ,seoterdsu, and Is actuiallA -- and he --
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That wa after th information had come ou about this divoresio sf nof s sr
the contra, yeaO?

It was during the a&&e conversation that I discuss" with him that he
mentioned what hIs feeling had been as to what he ought to do in regard So *'e
whole matter.

C-it, .itwa onj after heas aware that this had become publt,:, and *-Ou kew

about .4.

P40, it had not become public at that time

but.. that yOu knew about it, correct?

This to oOrroct. Howevero,1I was led to believe that he had allr4ady planned .,j
resign prior to his conversation with me, and he actuallV told "the prosido
this morning.

401c i99 The iashinglon Pot November 2&. L916

You saV the meaber o the administration should support the presidftt or g.
out. Where does that leave the secretarV of state?

's nat talking about any particular person. Conclusions aro your bustni,.
not mine.

Uottld you, please, clarify the whole question of the presidort con.fqn.nj a
third-country shipment prior to signing this order -- this intelligence (,n%.&On

in January, Ixactly what did the president knew, and when did J - know 1, , 0
told his the details were, in teros of Itrgtl shipping arma to Iran, &4,dr% %(IUs
this additional question of shipping are% o the centrea?

This is still being locked into. The president did not have full details uf
all of tho aspects of transactiAs that teek place prior to the finding There
were _- there Was at &Ilm .e truSteaetien that We ke mabus tin whiih Ieral
shipped "w ene wIlthe&t all athrISItO free theP ntedW gtte. There was
another transaette of a silar& hture, although there was probably knowledge
on the pat of 0ee"1e L t ,.ited States about it, and this

When was. ~ *~

Cl 90&The Wiashingtsn Pest, Novelmber 1M, 196

-- is one of -- there was a & raniatriaon, @ne transaction in late Augus% or

September, and there was mother transaion in . . . of 'S -- in Novesber

And in the November trSAootien, actuallV these waO nw were returned to

Israel, it'S our underetanding. That wes - that whole - both of those

%rnMtio S tek *&g obeteJa r& Wl and Irat, did net involvea,&t thaL time.

the United ItteeP

A% what point did the president know? You said he didn't have the ru;l
detail.
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What details did he have about those transactions, and when did he ha;e

The president -- thia io one of the things that we're recollecting now. The

president wee informed generally that there had been an Israeli Shipment oP

weapons tO .rsia seietie during the late Summer, arIlV fall of 1903, and then he

later Iea,* Peb6#vee' of 1904i details about another shipment that had taken

place in Ncvvmber of 35, which had actually been returned to Israel in rebrvr'j

of '64.

1I 1906 The Washington Pout Hovveber 26, 1906

If h" dfln't really knnw, why did he Call hi- son Peres to thank his

after.Cnjaln ler's roleae? Why did he call the then Iroli palme. ,xuba.r

to thank his for ferret's help in sending that shipmnt of arms?

Well, hv han' ,j -- he called -- I dun't know, because that's something I

hava not. sc it Hsqd u'th the president spe--iftallS. the 'allte tShamir Cste].

but I think .or kwas no quesl.ion that .he IsralIs had been helpful in trs &

thete contats with othir people in regard to Weir.

Attorney General, Ads. Poindrater has told reporters that 6h" preglnant

orballj authortied that shipment inl september of 19" from tsraml to an 10

your information dispute that

Our information to that the president knew abeut it probably after %:2r-%

and agreed with the general concept of continuing our discussions uh -I.,

Israsets concerning these matters That's the information I haw*

OuL who had the authorization ability, if not the pr sident7 Whu A

tuthartse 
-

,611,c aobody -- to mV knowledge .... To my knowledge, nobidy.ut uhO &.uJ

that particular shipsent opsoifically.

(ic 19" The o hIngton Post. November i6, 1996

The eSr&Oi

That's ml

00 you nm
knowledge. ur

lolkjheir own?

1100.

claim that they never did anything without c%,- fol,

c consent of the Unitod States government?

- - -- Ir

MV understandingA t thait in terms eof that particular shipment -- ar4 his i

one of the --

Which one? The Se pteebr '85?

The S ptee er -- A"Oust Or Setember, it'seither August or September "

on that partinular Occasion it was done as their -- an their own e ttur bj he

Israeli. 1 s was known to us, and i'm uncertain ia to whether It was known

before or after, and --

Didn't Cformer national securitV advser3 Dud CRobert C. 3MCfrlarmee*t owti

an IsraeIA official lust at that time

AVAILABLECOPvt'E . I
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MLiL a minute. L t be filih my answer -- and that It was, however, fi# e
fact, at least, was Condon by the Jnited States government.

(@2 1934 The Washington Post, Hoveeber 86, 196

yalu -co':'*' to.--l MaakP a 4tistinction bat-.-on ho oisraelt qov2r~io2r.
dfld Is--e l -ae1, involved in the diversion of fund. Are yoU ieopi.n% I.M.
th trt wis n2monhorj ainteldst tho government and that they are, in (aA:;., t.h
%.-ipans bot.ind Lhu --- this operation to divers the funds?

Jet1, ane of the thing thateo ver, diffteilt io to be talking tbau. .
qhw middle of'an inquiry which is not yot complete. We Oon't know a1l tw ...

And to, at f#r 4 things that are happentg other t.han involvitlg L'ntt-d
persons or United States govurnsent officials that we have talked to, w* .Jn

know all the facts That's why T0% being very careful to say that, as b-,.s
know, they wer repressntatIvem of Israel. Whether they were specifically
authirtized by tho government qon not t one of the things T would assunm we will
fit 5 ou%.

What's to present nI creasingly cynical pub from thinking that you woo
looking for a sca&egoa4 and Vou case up with this whopper, but it doesnft have
Iot %o do utah the original controversy?

well, th, only vhing that I can saV to that we have been very careful im lV
out %he facts #a Vot0 and for the American public just as rapidly as we'vy
gotten them -- much, much different than wo would do in a normal iquir ..-
investigation, when we usually wait until the Inquiry to .omplete. fist Lh-

Ic) 196& The Washingtsn Pas, November 26. 1964

,ret.s.nt get% that in the interests of getting the full star' out, that hoit
should make the stateent that he did teday and that S should 4ear betcre w
and answer questions -- whiah I think Vo will agree S.1ng e4t-ing .no 0.s.
do to be sure that there to no hint that anything so trying to btT1concealed

Mr. MiesO, how high did thit go? In ether words, do Vo b#tteve, and -r.t top .
being asked to believe, that a lieutonant Coloe* took this inia.;a e ari, .&d
these #undo traensfewPrd,4 . l hat enlV Ado*. Peineutor knew ab(tt,,tI How ht"
did It go?

Well, said to an accurato picture of what we knew A .
time. And to t S ewe' knowledge -- and we have Checked this rather
extensively - 'dSE s gO an1 higher than that.

Mr. Mee"er, was C"Sired eaor3 general CJehn K.3 Singlaub or Crotire
ajor3 general Cliehard V.3 See rd or anVbodl i that ne ork providing aiJ ta

the contras -- were thy Involved-in this?

Well, t can't tell you because we have net eepleted our inquirl. and 'h%,

only names that I have used are people with whoi we have talked &nd have psttJ
good information as to who** who.

1,0 1706 The Washington Poo, Noveeber 86, 196

Vou't." tAl$ed sheot otvinn us 'hiq tinferslien albe", the fundo 0'7 -*
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Conoress specifically forbade *au, n the *oand eenoeeet. #roe 4retasz u.-.*
proviting SuppOrt tO the Contras. Haven't you. based sltritly on t%4h 1fAfemrmtii5
you've given Us today. violated the otland aendeent, and hasn's one of the
president's staff members sVerleit tat?

This I* sIathing that we ore looking into at the prese" time. As to the
specific applieabilits of variet of laws and whether, the acts that particular

pir.An. .. a's- 1 In violation of those laws. I'm not ,reparod at thi. IL,

t1 mike a !vgsa cornelssion be-ause that's stilt under constdqration

Would Vju twll 4he president that the Goland amendment might ha-e b64n
violated, and that's why you were taking this Action7

h aniwwr ,vmaA@l the souse.

"r 10e9, yott say Ads. Oalndoeter Is being reassignmd. Should ho bw

reassigned without any determination being &do ams to whether or not shs.-4 ha*
been zn7 criminality Involved here?

Well, he is a naval officer, & very distinguished naval officer. He has asmko..
to be returned to the Wavy, and the president has aQreed to allow his to do

(I 1936 The Wamhington Post. November 26. 190&

that. %o it's a satter of his dotding to relinquish his position s the

aosistast to the president for national security affairs. So he automas. i4lj
-oos back to the Navy, as he's requested.

Cinaudible3 Do you believe, or has the president expressed to you some

concern that perhaps he needs ts change sees of his Staff operations in or*.r
for his to receive more information and have more of a hands-on preszdengj7

It's not a matter of having a hands-on presidency, it,* making sure .hab

tf.QsO people who are working for his are following the procedures. Tha, s . e

reason why he haw this commission which will be reviewing specifically wha.
thas* procedures and what those standards of oendoct are. AL far as what .,e

president didn't knew, t hnlV entisned twe %tee - one ties where he knnw

nothiag, which was th@ trasfer of funds te the forces in Nicaragua. The o0d..,
thing was where he didnOt have oe6plete inferatsie at the time regarding %ho
Novosber tranenetieis . Aa&. summer the Aust situation in which he wac

inform of that nS the fat. And it's I understanding that the 1.lnt ..nL:

States indivndvl;f. wero also informed after the fat.

But de ast he has been badly serve*? Is he angered by that?

(a) 1"6 The Wamhingtn Pest. Neveeber 36. 1996

I think what -- that that Calls fer a conclusion. I's just talking bau.

facts.

What does this do to yeur credibility with Congress? I sean, how cap sj.iir

people now go down tO Congress and look heas In the eve when they PassJ - "-

opposing funds for the contrast and your adiinistratite, however It ,.p.' i

wound up sending that sOney?

I think the sam wen mou do when anubodi in the administration eo-t ... ,'i .
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thet io Aot correct. A"d that ef, lou go Sem to sn mgreer
esatl% what happened, which t what the president ajW what I *Ile 1 g.1*
think anyone Can be respeasible if someone an the lewer ectelono of gOveernro
does oethtng that we don't #001 or that - ObjeotivelV viewed as net
correct. Sut when that happens and you find out abust It, you invoetigat it and
you take the n lVss.I lion, which is exactly what we did and what the
president has "W.

Mr Attorn"*j n9er-ml, will ot cooperate with Congress?

I.'% t -- t don't like to - I want to got Larry's CUhjit House s* ke'LrL
Lrr' 5poTtoqs permission CtO take additional qtotton%], but V'e not 'e-l''j
sadoaesochist.

(I'- IfMA The Washington Post, November Rt, 19"4

Congress will undoubtedly require its own investigation, on the theory that
the adainistration cannot proper investigate itself in this matter. Will you
coop(erate with a congressional investigation?

T 1'n'* accept Mour premise that Congress will feel that we can't investiga.
ourselves. We're not investigating ourselves. We're investigating Certdn peop
within the administration There's no question whatsoever or no implication .ha
anything th.. was done was adminiotration policy or directed by .op _
aduinistratton officials. Hoever, the president hal already directed -1 as !Ie!
told *jou, I think &lsost two weeks ago -- that he waSted all member* of .40
government to cooperate fully with the Congress mo that all the facts wu4ei.1 1-
presented to them. And that's why such an ieoodilate presentation to ch* Li.,,-u
was made, as it was this morning.

Sir, was there -- can t ask you, what did Col. North actually tell vuu" .i
did he do it, and whe was the money deposited? Was it in one bank or -.'av, t
banks"

I'm At going to ge tio specific nonvergSttens, for the reasons that T
mantiuned earlier. My -- the information we have at the present tiLe is t'a &

was done because this wa during a period when Congress had not provided ma-,:,
to the contrast; It w a eno during a time in which, it is my understanding,

Washington Post, November 36, 1*96

tht provi e by Congress to permit the United Staese to I.'qv,
funding of ttml eOaua from third countries and - what was h-l
other part O t'i ? ... And the bank acco nts -- my unders adag
ti that the b utre tn Switzerland and that tho were -- where mor al
deposits areas nte into 0- into numbered aCCeunts, arnd then this wAs

withdrawn by the reopreaatativee of the f#ross In Ntcr&gua.

was Ccontra leaders Adolfo Calero invelvd7 Wa he the mw that North
contacted?

I'm not going to be able tO talk about people where I don't know specific
Facts.

I would like to know what's going to become of Lt. Col. North, and & I
going back to the Marine Corp$?

Li. Col North has requested to return to the Marlne Cores. GnJ ii,. ,

BE* AIAL C V
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aCCospit hed Am a otet of ft, K thin -- " Wnde.SaO.as It _ g
€ha; he hat already Indicated tha& he is retiring fr0l the Marim corp". 6e
.ht I'd have to check.

4: l?2.L The Wahlngon Poso.+ November 2. l"6

Yot, satl that it is tlmo foe, the prqmldsn%'v won i stand
tl,-ldof" -,J-2lhou~lr - - that thai Is your boll!. Rut IspecIf~cal, whl, I14 6 I.

prstdnnt inmtr-zcted of him Cabin*t members In thAt Q0Qtin2 VesIerig %h.c.t
:&td For .wo hours. that he wants to have happen nw?

Ynlt know that I nmver coaeR* on meetQngs with the president and whr sai+
whAb

C ottld jou say -- iLw', that moneV wan owed to the U.S. government, the 0 30
million or 9 40 million, are you going to --

Mo. i* was not owed to thq U.S. governme t, 41l the money that was owed to
th-. U-ated SsaaVo government was paid to the United Stateo government.

Ar' ,jou Ioing to roqttir, that that additional money that toent to theLcon*rm,
go bach to he U.S. governena n 4

We have no control over that money. It was never United Statet funds, it wA-.
nevor .he property of United S ltes officials, so we have no control o.ar 0i.
what soever

(C) 1706 The Washingten Pest November l, 1'V6

!lnaudiblel Can the president loeitlatoll expect to got anything
aL.obpl.IPtd on Capitol Hill uno*ls he sakeo sase changes

T t.ink the president has already Indicated that he will sake so*e change%
One of the things hWe SOeIf 1e de is to have a CoeSisIGGn ta review the
procsdures and the role qt..$M National SeCUritV Couneil staff. Already, Ads.
tc-.tdc,,tor ha...M" WettArn So the Niavy, so the president can make some
:-Panget in t .1 MOV M spot . S think the l*haneOs are alrevad, ind+n

%wag. %

flobert S" the farmer national securiy adviser who was deepij
Involved An Iwoet, did he knew abowt this diversten of funds Lt %i1e

Sud McFarlane knew about It. Hm was told &bot it In the middle of %he gear
A pril or May of 9& -- at a tiee whN he was no longer in the government.

$o he was aware of this while It was going eh

That's my understanding, yem.

Cc) 1"40 The Washinoton Peet, November 2,. 1904

'.6- .
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And paosiblV an illegal act -- an ilegl& diversion of funds? 'WIN

You're coming te cenclusonm that we haven't m&de vet.

Why did te uinisntratton decide not to send medicine and humanitarian aid.
and Isn't it tM thit if you had decided to go that route, you wouldn" Lo in

the mass 'osl're xn
7

Th&%'i a sattir for foreign policy expertise. .umS;i i k' tcub.n.

Do you expect further retqnattons or qoso ether wa-, fi3r tha 1'qIr.rltjc

to establish Its credibIlLtV and to show that &&a C&binet as fu#,i6onh;i...

! think that te administration h^% sted ' deontratmid its 'r i j
the full disclosure of the facts. I think there's no quomtion ihe Cabinet
functioning right rnew -- is witnq the nmettnqe we've had yesterday and tcdaj
-- and I know of no other resignations that are either conteoplated or
requost4d.

Do 4uu mean ho s.goum. air, that the Congress may have authoriaod what Col
North dkd in *"l4n.2 fiend% for the rontrss and third countries Did you mean cc
suugeat 9h.L.!

10 te4 The Uaehtngton Post, November 26. 11"i6

I .ervainl. Congress never specifically authorized what Col ,' .r, i.
The qutstion that hat to be looked at, an a legal matter, Is whOthsr ho
cupsitLed any violation of law at the %&ae he did that.

Omit, were gou suggesting that the intelltgence committee may hrv' qti*.,i

go- ,cad to the CIA. for Instance, to raise moneV from thisgd counvrtiA7

No, I did not I did net cisoient on that aspect of it at all. All I %4LJ

the only point that I's making -- to that before determining who.her %;)*cr* a

anV criminal of*oese, you have to find eut what, how the law applies to jpj,.xr

actI -- and tha.' going en at the present time.

To follow up, sir, 4e1d go euplaitr hoW it is that the president'% nA.La;,tl

scurLtV iadviow.. m Itres ident's car, could not, a% least, inform .%,?
chief of tSffM7fOM of this?

I %:&nos &Vu~ than the fact that Sit hapeanied.

Stice no e!mm. these twin men knew about this, and sineq tho

president In* .4Wdkd not sake a stake in the Iran deal to begzn wa.h.

whV was the Invtgastiei beign? Whi dtd he ome to you last week and j, "Lik

Into this"?

(a$ 196 The Iashiniton Posit November 16. 1906

He didn't. t ae te him.

vtcause as the various -- I had boon in seetinga -- in looking r h. .

aspncto of the tstiston -- and there appeared t be things that w n te .

because on* Oerson hlad don this and one person had $are "at '*

Noe 01001OM no
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Wr vqw-j noeglsary tecre" 1nvfflVWd In thu, and the haqhlq copa ii
nature of the operation, a lot of people did not kno, certain thing %has
gong on, that were being done by ethers. NV luggeotlon to the preoideut was
that we get all of the facts together %o be sure that nyoen testifying before
Cengrooso use beimp absolutely accurate, net only as to whot they knew, but as to
other famss, Since she were roproventing the administration. The president
suggested owa that be done -- 'PSt the #acts all be pulled together It was tn

0%s couraz of -h....I. .- Iz i. Foraat.on case to lighu.

In ouj, inqtairy. 444 'jooo d-tnaetma. how assrh Informatton the Suat1 V par-a .n.

hAS SOL.n -- no. in rof~ranc .a contra money -- but in the whole r.so%. ;7
.hi3 Ira- -.a"'.ttnn, did, wore hoj informed, or weren't they!

Well. I -hiok Mr. hulLA hat *aid that he participated in cirta.n a.....,,v*
%nd did go-. :etnSn Irforr.ttio", t.hat he had Opposed the crm-c-p. .2f 1-aj

C:; 1906 The Washington Pout, November 26, 173o

transfer cf arms, and %hit he was not involved, Aor wa; he informed about any u

.he lapltawn.LnG steps. And evarfthing thae I have Found. incluJing my
disciusions with Mr %hult hinself, ms'rtf-j that that is s-sinttally corre't.

Who.. mon.V was misapprupriatcJ7 IF 1', wasn't the United Stats govenaent
funds

I don't knaw .hat anjbody's many was misappropriated.

Can yet explain % little more about how the pricing o these weor %
place - • I mcan. who it was who set the price for the Iranians, and huw ,
cenurred1 Wna t' North' Use it the tIraelts?

MV understanding is that all of that took place in negotiations bet..t..n

peo;:e ,'itch w* eight call "loosely' ropresenting Israsl and people rpr-.-

Iran. And, so -- that this a not done In she presence of, or with .. i

participatlon of any American persons, to the best of our knowledge A. .h.

&ie. That's one of the things that we'll be looking into.

Old Israeli officials know thit this mony then was being Lra1s'rre1 t- I

contras -- that that wa the goal or the target of i7

QC Washington Pest, November 26, 1981.

I don't ki hp Wlogaseli CffiCial*, as opposed to represen%.t4bLV.

depending •- th& pA were, knew -- that's one Of the things ea'r .,.t.

will be looking at.

Who were the Israelis and who were the lranlins7

Again, I can't mention any naes until we actually have those things psn.iJ

down, which is one of the things we'll be looking Gt.

Was this Col. North's idea7 Was it Col. North'o Idea -- if we .an Lt1 J1 .r.

inourt of mon'y the triniens Are paying, we #an take that estra *nrnj

ii. ;o %he Qontras? Did he come up wiith the original idea? Was It an L.. -

Idea? And a snoni 11,estion, sir -- there have been allegations t'a. i ' ..*

Preoldent Oush was involved in supplying money or aiding %he supply 0.' 5....j

the rontra,. " oi %row tuh-ether or not he was 4ware of sPi pro,4'- .. 011"
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VtLes.. I don't know pre4isolV what the conversatlems were - WW *d wam
who -- when this thing first g1 started Ains. It'% A 4ateor tMt is still
under investigation. I do know that 'he president - that the vise president did
not know about any Of this until Veserday when I Infrsed his of essentially
the sae infoeation I had given the president.

0-1 A90.4 The UAqhngtOvM Post. Noveber R4, 1%86

t'.w 1. 1. -+a.3 such of this can go an and bhe preciden. not *i9aOw Ab? ie AS

b.is pro-t+.-w of the Jnited States. Why doser't he know?

. z. . 2bcG.kV didn't tell him, that's whV. And remember. we'ra ."1khi,,

ir.OL'. .'r.iv sitLttiono over a period of some siv or eight months, 4nd %hT ",,,

•-c., ,r&r. Involved In the situation didn't tell anybody, including te ordbaq.,.
So, tt",: :-omnon iniefrtilndilng why t1e president wouldn't know, because no ar. .
,ta chain .F command was Informed.

Mr Mit''q', itf h-,j weren't i S finds, whose .onej was thl-.?

WL'.1 , hkk hat's -- I would assume that It either belong"e tI U* pary.
that - uho ha^d sold the weapons 'to the 2ansns, or It belonged ti tb%%arty
who had bought the weapons and liven .he aoney. That's -- bu%. I think would
prohabj be the pnes' that h&4 soell he weapons to the Iranians

i.-, were any of the principals on the Iranian or the Israeli S&i
tNj involvil tn .teS tha the jsttce Oaparteent wasn prosse.uting or
Inv-3tijatIg s.*paratelV -- first? And second, was ;hat --

"'C'* *' "t" rnwtedge, In answer to your queutton

Cc' 1191 The Washington Post, Nobesber 26. L996

V'%c %hOqe btnb aeunte -- t there any evidence or tndication this- h I,k

.. .un.s were set up bV tOe CIA?

'0I' There's no iukdj1Leei,0 all.

Or hatt with the help of %,he CIA?

P4o Theeon whatsoever, to the best of our knowtlegs
Lnfl In .he C aet, hing about It.

Can 'jou explan. air, +wv, if it was the people who are leaving '.od.y - -
%ore &he ones who proposed to the president the Idea of arcs shipenil %o Zr ar.
-- if, perhaps, they had ether information from the president On that poJl#j.
well, why doesn't the president ask for a rOeaminalton of that policy? ,.*l&:.,
the four goals thas Vou sentioned, whieh they proposed - that there's a
question about thee, as well? Perhaps the president has been misled abou. his

larger policy, as well, stM we know that Secretary Shults opposes it and
Secretary Uenbergor opposes 1t. but the main advico eaee from NIC. from the
people who are now leaving Don' yotu think the president should reqxlin.1" ..-. ,.

polc'j as we117
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fi t9 The ngtom Pe , s ee , RA

Me ,becausethe0010Who p pe sre liaVing tSa, Wre net he people that
prepeed4 the Peliev ios th president. The p11 1was pregesed InitialLy as a
result ef eseRveistione with Israel. It was then presontod to tho prosldent by
the thow-spleo gt She pr"Iident for national security affairs. It was

dascusstd with all of the members, in January, with all of %he asmoers of &he
Ptattonal -- or almost all o# the semk4rs of the National Secority Council and

that on the National Security Council there was a split of opinion. SBv &Fbwr
hearing all of the arguments, pro and can, the president decided that 0-.
potential for achie ing the goals of effecting peace In the Middlv &ms * ,

secure that area, stopping a war and obtaining our hostagesw ts LarO ha .
Involved.

Can you say that whqn the president made that dq-ision w-- ho u.s hiV
national security adviser?

Ade. Polndextar uws actually -- it really was at the tise when bud Mcarlane
was leaving. The discussions with the president about %his specific series of
events had gone on wonder Mr Me'Parlane during 165 and the specific discusstons
of dome of these things that led to the finding in January had actually st arte
in O cesber, while Mr. McFarlane was here.

(fc 1966 The Washington Pest November 26. 196

He was transferrin out during the latter part of Oeceeber
of Janvary. At that time. Ads. Poindexter case in.

So he knew about details of this operation but didn't tell

administration for --

Mr Mcrarlane?

Yes

He didn't learn of tPlie, of the trafnacltons involving the

America until.pr"rl, U Kaof 1966.

Why did he in$ to th6 president?

I don't

He did gfoe the president --

and the -itI jl.% ~r

anyone inM

forces In~Cnb&

He didn't --

(a$ 1966 The Washington Ps, NV*e er 26. 196

-- in MaV of that year. right? He wa a representatives of the prelA.j ..

That's corret. Whether he talked with the president during that . iCo, ¢

time.I don's know.

Ei AVALALECI'
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01o %^ tsI d the Jet'idet Sake heo peolems mrtw, sirp?

W011, because -- the presidet didn't just take these peeple'o o&d ais Sto
the overall pelal. o ho the Advice of the entire POeM of his national
security advisors.

Mont Wth"s oised 44MInst It.

All of hij advisers .. .wo of -- see of wom advised againmi it see
orwhom advised in favor of It. Of

Who elso advised in favor of i besides members of the NrC?

As you know I don't talk about who gives advice to the president

The people who you say profited Fros this diversion of funds, these thqn are
the penplq that we were working with, people perhaps that were even aboard Lh ".

(Ic 1706 The Washington Post, November 86. 1"06

plane with Mr McFarltno Into Ir ..

,Ie
No, no. The people who profited I don't know that anyone profit t funa

tn whsol, who you sy -- :

I don't know that anyone in Israel --

- owned the money that get diverted into --

Thn cneyO that was transferred to the ferees in Nicaragua -- I don't knao,
that anVone who was involved In that transaction was necessarily on the plane
with Mr. Mcarlano. That*s soeShing we haven't gone Inte yet.

We now know of three speolfie shipments, unless I'm mistaken -- the one in
late August. early lepteeber, as you've dertbed Its one in November, which wa~s
returned to Israeli sad tw another one In fay. The diversions of funds touk '
place from ohieh of Utese or al three of these? -

There were sewep* 0i6o&ntO - there were. I believe, three or four
shipments dw' IS W.. O't give you the precise dates. The transfer of

£6 The Washington Pors, November R6, 1906

funds were tAvolved with as loses one and poessiblu throe of those shipments
during the period free roughll .w&r a of 1906 or February through probably
september of 1914.

Mr. Mftos, Mr. CEvqene 2 NHosofum is In jell In Niara"a, as you know, fur
running supplies Ino Niearaa to help the oentras. Did hit mlsion, can you
now say, was It In ay way funded by any of the"e diveited funds?

I have no knowledge and I doubt if we'll ever find out lico we have ,-o
information about hew those funds wore used *e they were ultmatelV rn"%':%sd

12AAPMIC: Photo. Presidons t 14gan "too aside as Attorney General Edwin Mo',e
t1T preoarev %o ioea to rporer at .h* White MouO. I President r4.At.dl tIPI

PPW -AtL
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ExHiBrr OLN-18

3, Maximum VersionI

U.S./IP"IAN CONTACTS AND THE AMERICAN HOSTAGES

Trom the earliest months following the Islamic revolution in
Iran, the U.S. Government has attempted to reestablish official
contact with that govern ent in order to discuss strategic
developments In that critical part of the world and to try and
reestablish a constructive working relationship. Even before
President Reagat eam to office the U.S. Government agreed to
expand security, economic, political, and intelligence
relationships at a pace acceptable to Tehran. In the fall of
1979, the U.S. undectook three secret missions to Tehrans

September 1979

-0 October 1575

-- October-November 1979 discussed
normalization of relaT one

When these meetings and the secret November 1. 1979 meeting in
Algiers, between Drassnski and Prime Minister Salargan, became
public in Iran, they precipitated the takeover of the U.S.
ebassy by radical elements and led to the resignation of the
lazargan government. These events have adversely influenced
Iran's subsequent willingness to engage in any direct contact
with the USO.

Despite mutual difficulties involved in re-esttblishing normal
relations, our strategic interests in the Persian Gulf sandate
persistent efforts on our part to try to establish a dialogue.
In this regard, it is notable that only a few major countries
do nomt have relations with Iran -- Egypt. J.rdan, Morocco,
ISraeT, South Africa, and the United States. Vven Iraq continues
to have diplomatic relatlone with raa- -

Iran, the key to a region of vital importance to the Wess is
increasingly threatened by grovwig Soviet military end political
influence along its borders and inside It su gr _Ovt the
course of oenlast two years, the Soviets a E8d &te
have moved actively to gain influence in the 1ft

-0 The Sovias belii6m that K Khomeini dies, they will have
an excellent opportunity to influence the formation of a
government i Tehran which serves Soviet strateglicinterests
in the area.
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'A J4- .4 £0
-- Communist nations have become principal arms suppliers to

Iran -- making Iran dependent on this source of supply incontending with an increasingly threateninq Iraq. This
leads us to the conclusion that the Soviets may well beattempting to pursue their ovwn revolution in Iran. That is,by fueling both sides in the conflict, the Soviets couldwell encourage.a disastrous final offensive' by Iran thatvould precipitate a political disintegration ieaSien,
le*Gn a pteir vacuum vhl.Tek the Soviets could exploit.SPeei LciLlyte Camunist inSMnw in Sran stefw-f*mt

The Increasing desperation brought on by the costs of the tranotraqwar has exacerbated iran's vulnerability to Soviet influence.
Moreover, Soviet designs in Afghanistan, pressure on Pakistan,and actual croseborder strikes in tran from Afghanistan have made
reopening a strat"gIc dialogue increasingly important.
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In short, the Soviets were far better positioned to significantly
improve their influence in the region in 1985 when we were
presented with an opportunity to open a dialogue with tran. In
deciding to exploit this opening, ve evaluated previous efforts
through more conventional channels whLch had not succeeded.

Since 1963, various countries have made overtures to th U.S. and

apparen y ec ded that some accoumodatg.. -th the U.S. was
necessary. However, internal splits and debates made it difficult
for them to respond to these overtures.

Numerous individuals and private parties have likewise attempted
to be helpful as intermediaries In establishing contact in Iran
or in seeking Iranian assistance in the lease ot our itizen

In 195, a private American citizen (Michael Ledeen) was
approached by a 'representative of the Israeli government jDavid
9imche) , who reported that they had established a liaison
relationship with an Iranian expatriate (Manuchehr Ghorbanifar)
in Europe who sought Israeli help in establishing contact with
the U.S. Government. In acknowledging the need to demonstrate
the bonafides of the officials involved, he (Ghorbanifar)
indicated that his 'sponsors" in Tehran could also help to
resolve the American hostage situation in Beirut.

The Israelis analyzed this interiediary's background exhaustively
in order to validate his legitimacy. This analysis led them to
have extremely high confidence in his standing and genuine
relationship to the highest Iranian officials. Based in large
part upon the Israeli evaluation and in recognition of the clear
U.S. interest in a dialogue that might, over time, lead to the
moderation of Iranian policies, the U.S. established an indirect
contact with the Iranian intermediary in mid-1965, through the
private U.S. citizen and a senior Israell, official. These
contacts were established through the NaCional Security Council

/ staff with the full knowledge of appropriate Cabinet officers.
Prom the very first meeting with tAe Israelis and the Iranian, it
was emphasized that the USO could not proceed with direct contact
unless Iran renounced terroram as an instrument of state policy.
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In June of 19S5, in the midst of the TVA-847 hijacking, theIsraeli officials in direct contact vith the Iranian expatriate
asked him to use his influence with senior IranLan officials toobtain the release of the hi)acked passengers. Two days after
this approach, four Americans held separately from the rest of
the hijacked Da sender were free and -turned over to Syrian
authorLti. __j__s__ 1
Speaker Wesan iiv who was travallin In The at thetime, and Iranian Foreign Minister Ve layeti both intervened with
the captors. Rafean]ani, in his speech on November 4, 1934, for
the first time ublile acknowledged his role In this matter.
In ptemre o l9 the Israeli@ advised h ht they vere close
to ADMIea though Lo thLir conte.i th a and woulproceqJ unless we O Jecto,9-1t Is imorten~ no that the
U.S. had long beenhwre of Israeli efforts to maintain discreet

i contact with Iran *d to pcovde ties with assistance In its war
with Iraq. DespitL long-term U.S. efforts to convince the

"_' e .45 I israelis to desist Israel continued to provide limited military
and Industrial tee ology to Iran. The USO judged that the
israeli$ would peqeist in these secret deliveries, despite ouro. objections, because they believed it to be in their strategic

terests.

I. On August 3, 1965p the U.S., throw gh the U.S. citizen inter-
m mediary, acquiesed In an Israeli del very of military supplies1. (50 -TOe) to Tehran. We were subsequently informed that the

(e1 delivery had taken place at the end of August, though we were notC_"-.V aware of the shipment at the time it was made. U.S. acquiescence
in this IsraeLi operation was based on a decision at the higheM
level to exploit existing Israeli channels with Tehran in an .
effort to establish an Amrlcan stwstegIc dials" with the
Iranian government.

On September 14, 198S, Reverend SenjamYn Wet was released in
Deirut by the Islamic Jihad Organisation. This release was
preceded by an intense effort on the part of Kr. Terry Waite, the
Special tilsary of the Archbishop of Canterbury. To this date,
Kr. Waite remains the onl Westerner to ever meet directly with

On October 4, ISIS, Islamic Jlhad announced that it had esxecut*ed
Beirut Station Chief Willim Buckley In retaliation for the
October I Israeli air raid on PLO Installations in Tunis. This
announcement led to a series of meetings in Europe among the U.S.
(CIA and NSC), teraeli, and Iranian intermediaries. In these
meetings, the Iranian* Indicated that, while their ability to
influence the Rsballah was waning, the RLsballah had not killed
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Ouckleyj he had in fact died several months earlier of natural
causes. We have since substantiated this information in debriefs
o. Fther Jencs and OavLd Jacobson. both of whom xndLcate that
Buckley probably died on June 3, 191S of pne*umonia-like symptoms.

In late November 19$S. the Israelis, responding to urgent
entreaties from the Iranians, provided 10 basic MAWR missiles to
Iran in order to improve the static defenses around ?ehran. The
Israeli delivery of MAWX miSleSLu raised U.S. concerns that we
could well be creating mi@under standings in Tehran and thereby
Jeopardi:ing our objective of arranging a direct meeting with
high-level Iranian officials. The" uLssiles were subeq"eatly
returned to Ioreel In rebrary 19ff. vithbSJ. gas atnep
DcembetE-. s 1905o the Vation4a !prity Advir .
with tb Israeli official and the'.p.- _nt t 
the nature of or Interest a L
meetings Ar. &Wpri&.n state t4t- . l.

Devising 4"eformule forh-
relationship with Tehr -'.

- E1nding the tranomq War onhonorab Oo.. ~ ,.

- A virnoing Iran to clde 0I' ot tor tfrru and "
dftal sub~version. - "

- helping ensure the territorial Integrity of Iran and
coordinating ways i_--which we eight counter Soviet
activities in the region.

Mr. -McFarlane made clear that a Vstern dieloges V*Vt Irr a ld
be precluded unless Iran was willing to use its Influence to
achieve the release of Western hostages tn Beirut. He also made
clear that we could not and would not enga;e in trading arms for
hostages.

On anuary& 1966, the President approved a covert action
Finding directing that the intelligence eorrunity proceed with
special activities aimed at accoopLishing the goals set forth
above. In accord with extant sat~tes, tM ree
that thk Dirdobas ea&I ~ii
the finding to the apprIpriate eammittees of the onq rss until
reasonably surethat_ the llas of -- hose arcryin-L t-the
operation both U.S. and foreign) would not be in jeopardy.

On February 5-7, U.S. officials INSC and CIA , a
representative of the Israeli Prim mtnist -RMS "R r|, and a
senior-level Iranian official
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i ~ ein Germany. At this eetia, the Iranians agreed
that, the USQ would provide TOW weapons to Iran, they would,
in turn, provide same to the Afghan M4u)ahLdeen. The U.S. agreed
to explore this possibility and, working with the Taraslis,

-... Itlm-mea ine OaiiOwing mechanism (or transfer of the weapons,

-- Te Iranian intermediary IGhorbanifar) would deposit funds
in an Israeli account.

- jtb I'raelis would transfer funds to a sterile U.S.-
controlled account in an overseas bank.

- Using theme funds, the CIA would covertly obtain materiel
authorized for transfer from O.S. military stocks and
transport this to Israel for onward movement to Iran.

Using the procedures stipulated above, funds were deposited in
the CIA account in Geneva on February 11, 1906 and on February 14
1,000 T :s were transported to Israel for pre-positioning. The
TOWs were off-loaded and placed in a covert Israeli facility.

On February 19-21, U.S. and Iranian officials INSC and CIA) met
again in Gerwany to discuss problems in arranging a meeting amng
higher-level officials. At this meeting, the 0.S. side agreed to
provide 1,000 TOWS to Iran as a clear signal of U.S. sincerity.
This delivery was comenced on the morning of February 20 and
completed in two transits to Tehran on February 21.

n March 7, U.S. (CIA and NSC) and Israeli representatives met
with the Iranian intermediary in Paris to determine whether any
further progress was possible in arranging for a high-level
meeting with U.S. and Iranian officials. During these meetings,
the intermediary emphasized the deteriorating economic situation
in Iran and Iranian anxieties regarding inireasinq Iraqi milltry
effectiveness.

The escalation of tensions with Libya, leading up to the April 14
strike, prevented further dialo"e from taking place until the
Iranians urged the intermediary (Ghorbanifar) to accelerate t

, I TOP SECRET
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effort in late April. j986. At that point, the Iranian expatriateadvised us that the leadership in Tehran was prepared to copoencea secret dialogue with the United States along the lines of ourestablished goals. We believe that the Iranians were stMulatedto renew th cant ct by the Aoril 17 murder of hostage Peterilburn neliation for the U.S. raid
on Li~ ~

Iran an expatriate told the HSC and CIA officot ithhim in 3urope at the end of April. that the tranians d LaL.vish
to b. accused of an ~laiiy i burn's death.

Based on assurances that ye could at last meet face-to-face withtop-level Iranian officials, on Kay 15, the President authorized
a secret mission to Tehran by former Hational Security AdvisorMcTarlane, accompanied by a CIA annuitant, CIA communicators,
members of the HSC staff, and the Israeli and Iranian interlocu-tore. In order to ensure operational security, the trip was madefrom Israel, coincident with the delivery of a pallet of spareparts for Iranian defensive weapons systems (IAWX spare electronic
parts. At the ic request of the Iranians' alias foreign
documentation was obtained from the CIA.

In the course of the four-day tmay 25-291 visit, lengthy meetingswere held with high-level Iranian officials, the first direct
contact between the two governments in over six years. Kr.McFarlane and his team were able to establish the basis for acontinuing relationship and clearly articulate our objectives,
concerns, and intentions. The group was a:so able to assessfirst hand the internal political dynamic in Tehran and the
effect of the war which Iran clearly can no longer win. UsingPresidentially approved Terms of Reference (Tab Ale which had
been reviewed and approved by appropriate Cabinet officers,iMcrartane emphasized that our interest in Iran transcended thehostages, but the continued detention of hostages by a Lebanese
group philosophically aligned with Iran prevented progress.
Touring the visit, Kr. McFarlane made clear:
-- that we fundamentally opposed Iranian efforts to expel us

from the Middle 1asto

-- that we firmly opposed their use of terrorism;

Tt 9TOP SECRET
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-" thet we accepted their revolution and did not seek to
reverse its

--. -that we had numerous other disagreements Lnvolving regional
policies IL-.., Lbanon, Nicaragua, etc., but might also
find areas of common interest (i.e., Afghanistan) through
dialogue.

Du :ing these meting, both sides used the opportumL t to detail
the obstacles to implementing a strategic relationship between
the two countries. In addition to the points noted above, Kr.
mcrarlene emphasized the political problems caused by Iranian
involvement in the hostage issue. The Iranians objected to the
usa embargo on U.S. military supplies already paid for plus the
continued USG blocking of Iranian assets in the U.S.* even after
U.S. courts had ruled In their favor. During the course of these
meetings, the Iranian officials admitted that they could not win
the war, but were in a dilemma in Tehran over how to end the
conflict given the need to present an Iranian *victory@ before it
wouldd be concluded. They emphasized that the original aggressor,
Saddam Kussein, must be removed froO power in order for the war
to end. Kr. mcrarlane concluded the visit by sumeriting that
notwithstanding Iranian interest ln carrying on with tJhe dialogue,
we could not proceed with further discussions in light of their
unwillingness to exert the full weight of their influence to
cause the release of the hostages.

On June 10, MajIls Speaker Rafsanjani, In a speech in Tehran made
guarded reference to Iranian interest in improved relations with
the U.S. On July 26, rather Lawrence Jenco was released in the.... ekk - Velley-and-foaand-*is--way-t.-ae-Syr ian-mil itery-eheokpoint.
On August 3, three pellets (less than ' planeload) of electronic
parts for Iranian anti-aircraft defenses 1HAWK missile sub-
components) arrived in Tehran tfroe Israel)

In early August 1906, the contact with the Iranian expatriate
began to focus exclusively on the willingness of the USO to
provide military assistance to Iran in exchange for hostages and
we sought to establish different channels of communication which
would lead us more directly to pragmatic and moderate elements in
the Iranian hierarachy. In old-August, a private American
citizen IMOIG Richard Secord, USAF IRet.)) acting within thepurviev of h Janua Cove Ion Findin , made n act in
Curope with " of aan • -te* of the
senior Iranian o atI illlanleni). With tilei $Aleo h
CIA, thie Iranian IAlAi) was brought covertly to Washington for
detailed discussions. We judged his effort to be useful in
estabLishing contact with a close confidant of the man judged to
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'IJ .,, UT-
be the mst influential and praguatic political figure in Iran
(Rafeanjani). These discussions reaffirmed the basic ob~ectivesof the U.S. in seeking a political dialogue with Tehran. we alsoprovided intelligence designed to discourage an Iranian offensiveand contribute to an reanian decision to negotiate an end to the

ve.

Through August, September, and October 1916, numerous additionalmeetings were held in Curope between U.S. representatives and thenew and Iranian contacts. During the October 26, 1916 meeting InFrankfurt, Germany, the U.S. side, as in the past, Insisted thatthe release " 0 h esta es was a Pre-reqiuite to any progress.
The Iranian, W urged that we take a more active rolein sueort far M , ko, -a iea It 

inu IanaenuUlf1 / / lllfXKtC. ndk ioo.accpted, theioT]irofa Soviet T?72~ at this meeting.
stated that there yes a every goOd c that another Aor two would be reed soon.* On October 29, with U.S. Acquiscence,Israel provided Iran with an additionsincrement 1500 TOW
Missile$) of these defensive weapoas.

Late on October 31, called the U.S. citlsen..- (Hakiinl tasked to ma.... ..con cawa vised that Iran had*exercised its influence with the Lebanese• in order to obtain
the release of American -- David Jacobsen -- and an uncertainnwnber of French hostages. Ne further noted that this was parto he purpose -f the Iranian Foreign Minister's visit to Syria.

stated that the situation in Tehran, as well
inluence Ovir sithalah Wars kt*h i

David Jacobsen was driven t & po t near the-ond AmericanEmbassy compound in west Beirut. The U.S. bfbassy In last Beirut
immediately dispatched an embassy officer to west Beirut to pick
up Mr. Jacobsen.

It is nov apparent that persistent U.S. efforts to establish
contact with Iran have probably exacerbated the power struggle
Iran between pragmatic elements fled by Rafsanjanil and moreradical factions (under the overall sponsorship of Ayatollah
Montaseril. in late October, radical supporters (of Montaserirevealed the (Rafsanjanil) contact vith the USO and the terms of
the contact. Zn order to defend himself against charges ofcolluding with the USO and to preserve a degree of latitude for
both parties, M&jlLs Speaker RafsanJani provided a highlyfabricated version of the Ray 1954 McFarlane mission In his

Ln
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November 4 address to the masses. Moderate Iranian political
leaders apparently now feel constratned to settle their internal
political problems before proceeding with the U.S. relationship.
The revelations in Tehran regarding the McFarlane mission are
demonstrable evidence of the Internal power struggle. The
October LIeg arreet, of radical leader Mehdi Rashema, a close
confidant and son in-law of Aytollsh Hontesari, for scts of
terrorism ad treason has-caused further internal conflict.
RisolutLon of the Lebanon hostage situation is also complicated
by vaning Iranian influence in Labanon due In part to financial
constraints Wad the fact that the Libyas are expedlti helt

a

.9

It Is isrant.to note that since the InitiatiO f the U10G -
contact Mb Irbm there has been no evidence of ian geovrn-
ment complicity in acts of-.6r1orisa against t. W beLeve
tha% the September-October kidnapping of Mesa . ed, Cicippio,
anitracy wet. undertaken in an effort to underna .t n-
v.s-Iranian strategic dialogue and exacerbate t,,w lmfrne
Iranian power struggle &eg1nesfXAI pmderate fa eti "W

vetakein order to stimulate the acquisition of more arms#
they were met likely captured In order to prevent the very
rapproachnent with Iran we are seeking. 4
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ThronhOut this process the USG has acted within the limits of
established policy and in compliance with all U.S. law. The
shipment of 2,003 TOWs and 235 KAwl MinsLle parts WAs undertaken
under the provisions of a covert action findLng.
In support of this rkndLnq and at the directie.of the President,
the CIA provided the following operational assistance

*- Sterile Overseas bank accounts for financial transactions'.

A secure transhipment point for the dispatch of U.S.
milLtary items from the U.S.

o- Transhipsent of military items from the U.S. to Israel.

Commnications and intelligence supp rt btr the meting g '
vi rstaniar officials and the Mcraa'lne trip to Tehran in
May.

Cleared skbting sites in Europe for 0eetioiuvitJLWraius
officials. - ....

Alias documentation for U.S. and foreign officials for
meetings in Europe and Tehran.

The weapons and materiel provided under this program are in no
way adequate to alter the balance of military power nor the
outcome of the war with Iraq. They have, hovever,_jad a positive
effect on the Afghan resistance Mi demonstrated the U.S. commit-
ment to Iranian territorial integrity. Further, U.S. efforts
over the last 16 months have had tangible results on Iranian
policy:

-- The tfsanlani/Velayati intervention on behalf of the TWA
0141 passengers (June 1915).

-- Iranian direction that the hijacked Pan Am 173 could not
leave Karachi for Iranian territory.

-- The relqas. of three American and two trench hostages.

it should also be noted that the U.S. arms embargo notwithstand-
ing, West European nations have provided $500 mLLLon a year in
military equipment to Irane Most of these transfers were accom-
plished with government knowledge and/or acquiescence.

TOP SECRET
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All appropriate Cabinet Officers have been apprised throughout.
The Congress wes not briefed on the covert action findinq due to
the extraordinary sensitivity of our Iranian contacts and the
potental'consequences for our strategic position in Southwest
Asia. rTinally, our efforts to achieve the release of the
hostages in Lobanon must continue to rely on discreet contacts
and IntermediarLes who cannot perform xf they are revealed.
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U .S./IRtJZAN CONTACTS AND THE AMERICAN HOSTAGES

From the earliest months following the Islamic revolution in
Iran, the U.S. Government has attempted to reestablish official.
contact with that government in order to discuss strategic
developments in that critical part of the world and reconstruct a
working relationship. Even before President Reagan came to
office the U.S. Government agreed to try to expand security,
economic, political, and intelligence relationships at a pace
acceptable to Tehran. In the fall of 1979, the U.S. undertook
three secret missions to Tehrant

-~September 1979 -( (met secretly with 5azargan at the
request of the Iranians)

-- October 1979

-- October-November 1979 (icse
normalization of relatir

When these meetings and the secret November 1, 1979 meeting i.
Algiers, between Brzezinski and Prime Minister Sazargan, became
public in Iran, they helped precipitate the takeover of the U.S.
Embassy by radical elements and led to the resignation of the
Bazargan government. These events have adversely influenced
Iran's subsequent willingness to engage in any direct contact
with the USG.

Despite mutual difficulties involved in re-establishing normal
relations, our strategic interests in the Persian Gulf mandate
persistent efforts to establish a dialogue. In this regard, it
is notable that only a few major countries do not have relations
with Iran -- Egypt, Jordar., Morocco, Israel, South Africa, a.d
the United States. Even Iraq continues to have diplomatic
relations vith Iran.

Iran, the key to a region of vital Importance to the West, is
increasingly threatened by growing Soviet military power and
political influence along its borders and inside its territory.
Over the course of the last twotc mr s the Sovie. Md their
surrogates have'mverd actively tain influence the Gulfs.

The Soviets believe that once Khomeini dies, they will have
an excellent opportunity to Influence the formation of a
government in Tehran that serves Soviet strategic interests
in the area.
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-- Communist nations have become the principal arms suppliers
to Iran -- making Iran-dependent on this source of supply in
contending with an increasingly strengthened Iraq. Thisleads us to the conclusion that the Soviets may well be
attempting to pursue their own revolution in Iran. That is,by fueling both sides in the conflict, the Soviets could
well encourage a disastrous final offensive by Iran that
would precipitate a political disintegration in Iran,
leaving a power vmum-4ech the Soviets could exploit.Specifically, the indicators of Chunist influence in Iran
are:

,,n,

II

/

The increasing desperation brought on by the costs of the Iran-raqwar has exacerbated Iran's vulnerability to Soviet influence.Moreover, Soviet designs in Afghanistan, pressure on Pakistan,and actual crossborder strikes in Iran from Afghanistan have made
reopening a strategic dialogue increasingly important.
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In short, the Soviets yore far better positioned to improve
significantly their influence in the region in 1985 when we were
presented with an opportunity to open a dialogue with Iran. In
deciding to exploit this opening, we evaluated previous efforts
through more conventional channels which had not succeeded.

About two years ago, senior Iranian officials apparently decided
that *or accomodation with the U.S. was necessary. Since 1963,
various countries have made overtures to the U.S. and Iran in an
effort to stimulate direct contact.

______However, internal spats and
debate$ made it difficult fo-iitie Iranians to respond to these
overtures.

Numerous individuals and private parties have likewise attempted
to be helpful as intermediaries in establishing contact in Iran
or in seeking Iranian assi e in the lease of our citizenshold hostage in Lebann

In 1985, a private American citizen (Michael Ledeen) was
approached by a representative of the Israeli government (David
Kimche), who reported that they had established a liaison
relationship with an Iranian expatriate iHanuchehr Ghorbanifar)
in Europe who sought Israeli help in establlsninq contact with
the U.S. Government. In acknowledging the need to demonstrate
the bonafides of the officials involved, he (Ghorbanitar)
indicated that his "sponsors" in Tehran could also help to
resolve the American hostage situation in

The Israelis analysed this intermediary's background exhaustively
in order to validate his legitimacy. This analysis led them to
have extremely high confidence Li his standing and genuine
relationship to the highest Iranian officials. Based in large
part upon the Israeli evaluation and' in recognition of the clear
U.S. interest in a dialogue that might# over time, lead to the
moderation of Iranian policies, the U.S. established an indirect
contact with the Iranian intermediary in mid-1965, through the
private U.S. citizen and a senior Israeli official. These
contacts were established through the National Security Council
staff with the full knowledge of appropriate Cabinet officers.
From the very first meeting with the Israelis and the Iranian, it
was emphasized that the USG could not proceed with direct contact
unless Iran renounced terrorism as an instrument of state policy.
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in June of 1965, in the midst of the TWA-847 hijacking, the
Israeli officials in direct contact with the Iranian expatriate
asked him to use his influence with senior Iranian officials to
obtain the -release of the hijacked passengers. Two days after
this approach, four Americans held separately from the rest of
the hijacked passengers were freed and turned over to S 'ian
authorities. nTiii s
Speaker Rafseani, wowas tIavIltTT ihemid-east the
time, and Iranian Foreign Minister Velayati both intervened with
the captors. Rafsanjani, in his speech on November 4, 1906, for
the first time publicly acknowledged his role in this matter.

In September of 1965, the Israelis advised that they were close
to achieving a breakthrough in their contact with Iran and would
proceed unless we objected. It is important to note that the
U.S. had long been aware of Israeli efforts to maintain discreet
contact with Iran and to provide Iran with assistance in its war
with Iraq. Despite long-term U.S. efforts to convince the
Israelis to desist, Israel continued to provide limited military
and industrial technology to Iran. TheyUSG Judged that the
:sraelis would persist in these secret Vliveries, despite our
objections, because they believed it to be in their strategic
interests.

On August 22, 1905, the U.S., through the U.S. citizen inter-
mediary, acquiesed in a single Israeli delivery of military
supplies (SO TOWs) to Tehran. We were subsequently informed
that the delivery had taken place at the end of August, though we
were not specifically aware of the shipment at the time it was
made. U.S. acquiescence in this Israeli operation was based on a
decision at the highest level to exploit existing Israeli channels
with Tehran in an effort to establish an American strategic
dialogue with the Iranian government. The single entire operation,
to include delivery, arrangements, funding, and transportation.
The total value of this shipment was less than S2 million and,
therefore, below the threshold for required reporting of a
military equipment transfer under the Arms Export Contro: Act.

On September 14, 1965, Reverend Benjamin Weir was released in
Beirut by the Islamic Jihad Organization. This release was
preceded by an intense effort on the part of Nr. Terry Waite, the
Special Xeissary of the Archbishop of Canterbury. To this date,
Mr. Waite remains the only Westerner to ever meet directly with

V/the Lebanese kidnappes

On October 4, 1965, Islamic lihad announced that it had "executed'
Beirut Station Chief William Buckley in retaliation for the
October I Israeli air raid on PLO installations in Tunis. This
announcement led to a series of meetings in lsurope among the U.S.
(CIA and NSC), Israeli, and Iranian intermediaries. In these
meetings, the Iranians indicated that, while their ability to
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influence the Hizballah was waning, the Hisballah had not killed
Buckley; he had in fact died several months earlier of natural
causes. We have since substantiated this information in debriefs
of Father Jenco and David Jacobsen, both of whom indicate that
Buckley probably died on June 3, 1985 of pneuwonia-like symptoms.

in late November 1905, the Israelis, respondIMn to urgent
entreaties from the Iranians, provided 13 HAWK missiles to
Iran in order to improve the static defensfll und Tehran. The
Israeli delivery of RAWK missiles raised U.S. concerns that we
could well be creating misunderstandings in Tehran and thereby
jeopardizing our objective of arranging a direct meeting with
high-level Iranian officials. by mutual agreement of all three
parties, these missiles were subseqentkl&returned to Israel in
February 1916. On December 6-1, 198S, _ational Security
Advisor met (in London-vith. -the ZIeelirficial and the Iranian
contact to make clethe--nattre of our rest In a dialogue
with Iran. At this tiag, 41Meu 4Fane stated'that our goals
were as follows:

Devising a formula for re-estabXlhfhg a strategic
relationship 'oith Tehran.

- Ending the Iran-Iraq War an honoraEfte terMs.

- Convincing Iraft to cease its support for terrorism and
radical subversion. Z

- Helping ensure the territorial integrity of Iran and
coordinating ways in which we might counter Soviet
activities in the region.

mr. mcrarlane made cle.r that a western dialogue with Iran would
be precluded unless Iran willing to use its influence to
achieve the release of Westn SQstages in Beirut. He also made
clear that we could uit and 'would not enge in ::adinq arns !or
hostages.

On January 17, 1986, the President approved a covert action
Finding directing that the intelligence community proceed with
special activities aimed at accomplishing the goals set forth
above.' In cord with extant eostuteeoA e President directed
that the Dik-ctor of Central Intellilen ,i.-refrain frem reporting
the Finding to the appropriate comittees of the Congress until
reasonably sure that the lives of those carrying out the
operation (both U.S. and foreign) would not be in jeopardy.

On February 5-7, U.S. officials (VSC and C IA( = a
representative of the Israeli ,.Mae Miist "!Mtraa Mler), and a
senior-level Iranian officiaN
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At this meetings, the Iraniasare
thaif ithUSG wuJTI rovida TOW weapons to Iran, they would,
in turn, provide same to the Afghan 14u/ahideen. The U.S. agreed
to explore this possibility and, working with the Israelis,
established the following mechanism for transfer of the weapons-

-- The Iranian intermediary (Ghorbanifar) would deposit funds
in an Israeli account.

-- The Israelis would transfer funds to a sterile U.S.-
controlled account in an overseas bank.

-- Using these funds, the CIA would covertly obtain materiel
authorized for transfer from U.S. military stocks and
transport this to Israel for onward movement to Iran.

Using the procedures stipulated above, funds were deposited in
the CIA account in Geneva on Februar ll,,1 86 and--on February 14
1,000 TOWs were transported to Israeir pre-positioniag. These
TOWs were t.ansfermd by CIA from W .S,,.Au y ek-, n
Anniston, Aldbama) and trans.rted t roT
W sing standard CIA-DOD' ist cs arrangements.
Po -level coordination fol these gements was effected by
NSC ( north) with DOD (Armitage and Koh) and ZA (Clar Georqe).
The TOWs were placed tn a covert Israeli facility awvdinq onward
shipment.

On February 19-21, U.S. and Iranian officials (NSC and CIA) met
again in Germany to discuss problems in arranging a meeting among
higher-level officials. At this meeting, the U.S. side agreed to
provide 1,000 TOWs to Iran as a clear signal of U.S. sincerity.
This delivery was commenced on the morning of February 20 and
completed in two transit to Tehran on February 21. Transportation
from Israel to Iran was aboard a false flag Israeli aircraft.

On March ', U.S. (CIA and NSCI and Israeli representatives met
with t .e Iranian intermediary ir. i aris to determine whether ar..-
further progress was possible in arranging for a high-level
meeting with -J.S. and Iranian officials. During these meetings,
the intermediary ehasixed the deteriorating economic situation
in Iran and Iranian anxieties regarding increasing Iraqi military
effectiveness.
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The escalation of tensions with Libya, leading up to the April 14
strike, prevented further dialogue from taking place until the
Iranians urged the intermediary fGhorbanifar) to accelerate the
effort in late April, 196. At that point, the Iranian expatriate
advised us that the leadership in Tehran was prepared to commence
a secret dialogue with the United States along the lines of our
established goals. We believe that the Iranians were stimulated
to renew the contact by the April 17 murder of hostage Peter
Kilburn by Lib an authorities, retaliation for the U.S. raid

Iranian expatriate told the UC n o care, mot with
him in Zurope at the end of April, that the Iranians did not wish
to be accused Of any culpability in Kiburn's death.

Based on assurances that we could at last meet face-to-face With
top-level Iranian officials, on Nay 15, the President authorized
a secret mission to Tehran by former National Security Advisor.
McFarlane, accompanied by a CIA annuitant, CIA coanu,,icators,
members of the NSC staff, and the Israeli and Iranian interlocu-
tors. In order to ensure operational security, the trip was made
from Israel, coincident with the delivery of a pallet of spare
parts for Iranian defensive weapons systems (ANX spare electronic
parts). At thjLspqsi € request of the Iranians, alias foreign
docum*entatio 1 D ! obtained from the CIA -- was used.

In the course of the four-day (May 25-291 visit, lengthy meetings
were held with high-level Iranian officials, the first direct
contact between the two gover-aents in over six years. Mr.
McFarlane and his tean were able to establish the basis for a
contin relationship and clearly articulate our ob ec::'ves.
concerns, and intentions. The group was also able to assess
first hand- the internal political dynamic in Tehran and the
effect of the var which Iran clearly can no longer win. Using
Presidentially approved Terms of Reference (Tab A), which had
been reviewed and approved by appropriate Cabinet officers,
Mcrarlane emphasized that our interest in Iran transcended the
hostages but the Gntinud detention of hostage* by a Lebanese
group philosophic lly aligned Vith Iran prevented progress.
During the visit, Kr. PcFarlane made clear,

-- that we fundamentally opposed Iranian efforts to expel us
from the Riddle Lasti

-- that we firmly opposed their use of terrorisms
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~~U-./ K.%NIXN CONTACTS MA" THE NqERICA I HOSTAGES

From the earliest months following the Islamic revolution in
Iran, the U.S. Government has attempted to reestablish official
contact with that government in order to discuss strategic
developments in $is critical- pa of the world and reconstruct a
working r~atioma p. to= before President ean came to
office the U.S. Gourneat-aped to try %# exnd secoity,
economic, political, and iiielligence nlationitmips at a pace
acceptable to Tehran. In the fall of 1979, the MS. undertook
three secret liasionm to Tohrant

Septemer it messzelith saazJa tth
request of the U

-- October-November 1979 discussed
normalization of relatio

When these meetings and the secret November 1, 1979 meeting in
Algiers, between Brzeoinski #nd Prime Minister Sasargan, became
public in Iran, they helped precipitate the takeov@Zrof the U.S.
b1jssy by radical elemnts and led to the resignation of the
azargan government. These events have adversely influenced
Iran's subsequent.villlingn ps to ene.Vb in any direct contact
with the USG.

Despite mutual difficulties involved in re-establishing normal
relations, our strategic interests in the Persian Gulf mandate
persistent efforts to establish a dialogue. In this regard, it
is notable that only a few major countries do not have relations
with I:an -- Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, Israe.:, oU-. Africa, a.!
the United States. Even Iraq continues to have diplomatic
relations %ith Iran.

Iran is the key to a region of vital importance to the West, yet
it is increasingly threatened by growing Soviet military power
and political influence along its borders and inside its
territory. Over the course of the last two years, the Soviets
and their surrogates have moved actively to gain greater
influence in the Gulfs

- The Soviets believe that once xhomeini dies, they wV.l have
an excellent opportunity to influence the formation f a
government in Tehran that serves Soviet strategic interests
in the area.
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nCounist nations have become the principal arus suppliers
to Iran -- making Iran dependent on this source of supply in
contending vith an increasingly strengthened Iraq. This
leads us to the conclusion that the Soviets may well be
attempting to pursue their own revolution in Iran. That is,
by fueling both sides in the conflict, the Soviets could
veil encourage a disastrous Ofinal of fensive* by Iran that
would precipitate a political disintegration in Iran,
leaving a pover vacuum vhich the Soviets ould exploit.
Specifically ,the Indicators of Communist Influence In Iran-
are i

The increasing deeperation brought on by the cots of the Iran-Iraq
wag has exacerbated Iran's vuLnerability to Sov%,jt influence.
Moreover, Soviet designs In Afghanistan# pressure on Pakistan,
and actual croseborder strikes in Iran from Afghanistan have made
reopening a strategic dialogue increasingly important.
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Zn short, the Soviets vera far better positioned to improve
significantly their influence in the region in 1985 when we were
presented with an opportunity to open a dialogue with Iran. In
deciding to exploit this opening, We evaluated previous efforts
through more conventional channels which had not succeeded.

About two years ago, senior Iranian officials apparently decLded
that some accommodtion with the U.S. was necessary. Since 1983,
various couaWrie _Ave 4e overturesa&tbeht.S..aU2 ran in an

Iranians to respond to these
overtures.

Numerous individuals and private parties have likewise attempted
to be help Lil as intermediaries in establishing contact in Iran
or in seeingIranian as nc in the release of -or citizens

In 1905, a private American ditizen (Michael Ledeen) was
approached by a representative of the Israeli government (David
Kimche), who reported that they had established a liaison
relationship with an Iranian expatriate (Manuchehr Ghorbanifar)
in Europe who sought Israeli help in establishing contact with
the U.S. Government. In acknowledging the need to demonstrate
the bonafides of the officials involved, he (Ghorbanifar)
indicated that his Osponsore" in Tehran could also help to
resolve the American hostage situation in Beirut.

The Israelis analysed this intermediary's background exhaustively
in order to validate his legitimacy. This analysis led them to
have extremely high confidence in his 86aNAi--n .. nu.ne
relationship to the highest Iranian officials. Based in large
part upon the Israeli evaluation and in recognition of the c lear
U.S. interest in a dialogue that might, over time, lead to the
moderation of Iranian policies, the U.S. established an indirect
contact with the Iranian intermediary in mid-195, through the
private U.S. citizen and a senior Israeli official. These
contacts were established through the National Security Council
staff with the full knowledge of appropriate Cabinet officers.
From the very first meeting with the Israelis and the Iranian, it
was emphasized that the USO could no proceed with direct contact
unless Iran renounced terrorism as an instrument of state policy.
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In June of 1905, in the midst of the TWA-847 hijacking, the
Israeli officials in direct contact with the Iranian expatriate
asked him to use his influence with senior Iranian officials to
obtain the release of the hijacked passengers. Two days after
this approach, four Americans held separately from the rest of
the hijacked son ers were freed and turned over to Syrian
authorities. I'a_ allism
Speaker Rafsa ni, who was travelling in the mid-eas the
time, and Iranian Foreign Minister Velayati both intervened with
the captors. Rafsanjani, in his speech on November 4, 1936, for
the first time publicly acknowledged his role in this matter.

In July of .1965, the Israelis advised that-they believed they
were close to achieving a breakthrough in their contact with Iran
and would proceed unless we objected. It is important to tiote
that the U.S. had long been aware of Israeli efforts to maintain
discreet contact with Iran and that they had in the past provided
Iran with assistance in its war with Iraq. Despite long-term
U.S. efforts to convince the Israelis to desist, we believe that
Israel continued to provide limited military and industrial
technology to Iran -- even after they officially told us that
such activities had ceased. The USG judged that toe Israelis
would persist in these secret deliveries, despite our objections,
because they believed it to be in their strategic interests.

On August 22, 1985, a senior Israeli official 1David Kimche)
visited Washington and met with the National Security Advisor.
The Israeli asked us to acquiesce in a single Israeli delivery of
defensive military materiel to Tehran. He urged that we allow
such an action to take place in order to gain increased influence
in Tehran. Mr. McFarlane stated that the U.S. could in no way be
construed as an arms for hostages" ueal and that there could be
no guarantee that whatever items of U.S. origin Israel sent,
could be replaced. We were subsequently informed that the
Israelis had delivered 508 TOWs at the end of August. Though we
were not specifically aware of the shipment at the time it was
made we did make a subsequent decision not to expose this Israeli
operation so that we would have the opticn c! exploiting existi:;
Israeli channels with Tehran in our own effort to establish an
American strategic dialogue with the Iranian government. The
Israelis managed this entire operation, to include delivery,
arrangements, funding, and transportation. The total value of
this shipment was less than $2 million and, therefore, below the
threshold for required reporting of a allitary equipment transfer
under the S 3O Rxport Control Act.,

tm September 14, 1915, Raverend Benjamin Weir was released in
beirut by the Islamic Jihad Organization. This release was
preceded by an intense effort on the part of Kr. Terry Waite, the
Special Emissary of the Archbishop of Canterbury. To this date.
Mr. Waite remains the only1ste a o ever est directly th

/the ebanese kidn ppars-
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on October 4, 195, Islamic Jihad announced that it had "executed"
Beirut Station Chief William Buckley in retaliation for the
October I Israeli air raid on PLO installations in Tunis. This
announcement led to a series of meetings in turope among the U.S.
(CIA and NSC), Israeli, and Iranian intermediaries. In these
meetings, the Iranians indicated that, while their ability to
influence the Hizballah was waning, the Hizballah had not killed
Iuckleyi he had in fact died several months earlier of natural
causes. We have since substantiated this information in debriefs
of Father Jenco and David Jacobsen, both of whom indicate that
Buckley probably died on June 3, 195 of pneumonia-like symptoms.

in late November 19 5. the Israelis, respond to urgent
entreaties from the Iranians. provided I I HAWK missiles to
Iran in order to improve the static defense found Tehran. The
Israeli delivery of HANK missiles raised U.S. concerns that we
could veIl be creating misunderstandings in Tehran and thereby
jeopardizing our obective o@tt anqing a direct meeting with
high-level Iranian officials. As a consequence of U.S.
initiative and by mutual agreement of all three parties, these
missiles were subsequently returned to Israel in Tebruary 1986.
On December 6-8, 1985, the National Security Advisor met (in
Londoni with the Israeli official and the Iranian contact to make
clear the nature of our interest in a dialogue with Iran. At •
this meeting, Mr. mcFarlane stated that our goals were as
follovet

- Devising a formula for re-establishing a strategic
relationship with Tehran.

- Ending the Iran-Iraq War on honorable terms.

- Convincing Iran to cease its support for terrorism and
radical subversion.

Helping ensure the territorial integrity o! Iran and
ccord.nating ways in which we might cc-jn:er Soviet
activities in the region.

Mr. Mcrarlane made clear vma8 t dialogue with Iran would
be precluded unless Iran were Ulinf to use its influence to
achieve the release of Western hostages in Beirut. He also made
clear that ye could not and would not engage in trading arms for
hostages.

On December 14, the Prei %.- L,&a Wbe residence with the
Secretaries of State and Defmnse, the Attorney General, the
Director of Central Intelligence and the National Security
Advisor to review the findings of Kr. Ncrarlane's meetings in
London, the situation in Iran and the prospects for a strategic
dialogue. At this meeting he decided that we should attempt to
keep the Israeli channel open as long as it offered possibilities
for meetings with high-level Iranian officials.
TOP SIUT
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On January 2, the Prime Minister 0? Israel dispatched a special
emissary to the U.S. (Amiram Nit) to review proposals for next
steps in dealing with Iran. In that implementation of the
Israeli Proposals would require th e active participation of the
intelligence con.nity. the NSC Staff (North) was tasked to
proper* a covert action finding. Work on this Presidential
finding convened on January S and the document was forwarded to
the President on Janua 15 after it had been reviewed by
appropriate MC ofL aia.

On January 17, 1966, the President approved a covert action
Finding directing that the intelligence comunity proceed with
special activities aimed at accomplishing the goals set forth
above (Tab A). In accord with extant statutes, the President
directed that the Director of Central Intelligence refrain from
reporting the . ',v.'inq to the appropriate committees of the
Congress until easonably sure that the lives of those carrying
out the operation (both U.S. and foreign) would not be in
jeopardy.

_____ - -On- FbL y~--7-,-U.S.-oUtiais--4NSC and -C
representative of the Israeli inist ram r), and a
seniorolevel Iranian ofca

ti oray. A-hs meeting, th artos agreed-

t , the USO would provide defensive weapons (TOWs) to Iran,
they would, in turn, provide same to the Afghan Mulahideen. The
U.S. side agreed to explore this possibility and, working with
the Israelis, established the following mechanism for transfer of
the weapons:

-- The Iranian, ^Itr4lbagy (UhorboaLftr) OubWppit too
in an 1r4ell accoi. "

-- The Israelis uouOl transfer funds steIle U.SI.-
controlle, account% in an overseas bank.

Using -$~ fuds tht4CIA would ""fniovartly L% Lin Materiel
authfsied for transfer from U.M Iilitary stocks and
transport this to Israel br onward ovement totran.

Using the procedures stipulated above, funds were deposited in
the CIA account in Geneva on February 11, 1968 and on February 14
1.000 TWs were transported to Israel for pro-positioning. These
Tows were transferred by CIA from DOD (U.S. Army stocks in
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using standard CIAoDOD ogistics arrangement.
Policy-level coordinat .L5 ,othU arransmeents was effected by
NSC (North) with DOD (Armitage) and CIA -(Clsir George). The 'roWswere placed in a covert Israeli facility awaiting onward
shipment.

On February 19-21P U.S. (NSC and CIA), Israeli and Iranian
officials met in Germany to discussprobleas in arranging a
meeting amng higher-level officials. -At this meeting, the U.S.
side agreed to provide 1,000 TOWs to IxW s a -crear sinal ofu.s. sincerity. This delivery was coaeced on the morning of
February 20 and completed in two transits to Tehran on February21. Transportation from Israel to Iran was aboard a false flag

seli aircraft.

On February 28, the Prime Minister of Israel wrote to President
-Magan (Tab- ) uraing--ont~nued-offrts-to-achiovo-&-atratogiv-
breakthrough with Iran, but asking consideration for the safety
of recently seized Israeli hostages.

On March 7, U.S. (CIA and NSC) and Israeli representatives met
with the Iranian intermediary in Paris to determine whether any
further progress was possible in arranging for a high-level
meeting with U.S. and Iranian officials. During these meetings,
the inter..ediary emphasized the deterioratLnq econo.-ic situation
in Iran and Iranian anxieties regarding increasing Iraqi military
effectiveness-.

The escalation of tensions with Libya, leading up t^ the April 14
strike, prevented further dialogue from taking place until theIranians urged the intermediary (horbanifar) to accelerate the
effort in late April, 1986. At that point, the Iranian expatriate
advised us through the Israeli point-of-contact that the
leadership in Tehran was prepared to commence a secret dialoguewith the united States along the lines of our established goals.
We believe that the Iranians were stimulated to renew the contactby the April 17 murder of hostage Peter Kilburn by Liby a
authorities, in retaliation for the U.S. raid on Libya.
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The Iranian expatriate told the NIC and CIA officers, wh mat
with him in Europe at the end of April, that the Iranians did not

-ihto be accused of c,.iI. pabii.ty in Kilburn's death.

On Nay 6, 7, 1906, U.S. and Israeli officers met in London with
the Iranian intermediary in which he urged that we take imediate
steps to arrange fer a high-level U.S./Iranian meeting in Tehran.
During the London meeting, the Iranian urged that we (U.S. and
Israel) take immediate steps to help with Iranian air defense.
He emphasized that the Iraqi Air Force was increasingly effective
of late and that the Iranians were desperate to stop attacks on
population centers. The Israelis also used this opportunity to
Trivately ask the U.S. to replace the $00 TOWs which they had
sent to Iran in August, 1985. The Israelis were informed via
coded message on May 15 that the U.S. had agreed to the Iranian
request for limited anti-aLr defense equipment and to replenish.
the 508 TOWs sent by Israel.

Based e _ re tt wr1ak la s t face-to-face with
top-leve Iranian officials, onT -5, the President authorized
a secret mission to Tehran by former. National Security Advisor
.cFarlane, accompaniedby-a CIA annuitant, CIA-communicators,
members of the NSC staff, and the Israeli and Iranian interlocu-
tors.

On May 16, the Iranians, through the Israelis provided $6.5M for
deposit in the CIA secure funding mechanism. The funds were used
:o acquire 500 TON missiles (for replenishing the TOWs Israel
whipped in September 1986) and acquiring HAWY r. lspart
parts. This material was subsequently moved to
repackaged a&d ah 1! -AcISw"A -- I eL
on May 22 -.A 11 shipment, he 1A provided
logistics support for thi iSiehent of this materiel to Israel.

In order to ensure operational security, the McFarlane trip was
made from Israel, coincident with the delivery of a pallet of
spare parts for Iranian defensive weapons systems (HAWK spare
electronic parts). At the qtj4Q.request of the Iranians,
alias foreign documentation - obtained from the CIA --
was used. CIA also provide transportation support from
CORUS to Israel for the mcFarlane party. The group was
transported from Israel to Tehran aboard an Israeli Air Force 707
with false flag markings.

TOP SECRET
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In the Cvurl of the four-day (May 25-29) visit, lengthy mtings

were hold with high-level Iranian officials, the first direct
contact betwen the two governments in over six years. Mr.
McIarlaae -and his tam were able to establish the basis for a
continuing relationship and clearly articulate our objectives,
concerns, and intentions. The group was also able to assess
first hand the internal political dynamic in Tehran and the
effect of the war which Iran clearly can no longer win. Using
Presidentially approved Terms of reference (Tab 5), which had
been revised and approved by appropriate Cabinet officers,
mcrarlane emphasised that our interest in Iran transcended the
hostages, but the continued detenttion of hostages by a Lebanese
group philosophically aligned with Iran prevented progress.
During the visit, mr. Mcrarlane made clears

-- that we fundamentally opposed Iranian efforts to expel us
from the Middle last,

-- that we firmly opposed their use of terrorism,

-- that we accepted their revolution and did not seek to
reverse it;

that we had numerous other disagreements involving regionaL
policies (i.e., Lebanon, Nicaragua, etc.), but might also
find areas of common interest li.e., Afghanistarl) through
dialogue.

During these meetings, both sides used the opportunity to detail
the obstacles to Implementing a strategic relationship between
the --two- count rie s, ... In -ddition-to-the1 points--notvd- -above -r.
McFarlane emphasized the political problems caused by Iranian
involvement in the hostage issue. The Iranians objected to the
USG embargo on U.S. military supplies already paid for plus the
continued US blocking of Iranian assets in the U.S., even after
U.S. courts had ruled in their favor. During the course cf these
meetings, the Iranian officials admitted that they could not win
the war, but were in a dilemma in Tehran over how to end the
conflict given the need to present an Iranian Ovictorym before it
could be concluded. They emphasized that the original aggressor,
Saddam Eussein, must be removed from power in order foo the war
to end. Mr. Ncfarlane concluded the visit by summarizing that
notwithstanding Iranian interest in carrying on with the dialogue,
we could not proceed with further discussions in light of their
unwillingness to exert the full weight of their influence to
cause the release of the Western hostages in Lebanon.

On June 10, HaJLs Speaker Rafsanjani, in a speech in Tehran made
guarded reference to Iranian interest in improved relations with
the U.S. On July 26, Father Lawrence Jenco was released in the
Bakke Valley and found his way to a Syrian military checkpoint.

TOP SUCRZT
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On August 3, the remaining three pallets (less than 4 planeload)
of electronic parts for Iranian anti-aircraft defenses (R wx
missile sub-components) arrived in Tehran. As in all flights
to/from Zran this delivery vas made with an Israeli Air Force
aircraft (707) using false flag markings. Timing of the delivery
was based on coordination among U.S., Israeli and Iranian
officials.

in early August 1966, the cotitact with the Iranian expatriate
began to focus exclusively on the willingness of the USG to
provide military assistance to Iran in exchange for hostages and
we sought to establish different channels of comunication which
would lead us more directly to pragmatic and moderate elements in
the Iranian hierarachy. In mid-August, a private American
citizen (MHEN Richard Secord, USAF (Rat.)) acting within the
purview of J r Covert Act finding, mAfionct in
turope itt relative fa
senior Iranl offi- g Raf $n I 5M) With the a sis ce of the
CIA, this Zranian inas brought covertly to Washington for
detailed discussions -- e udged this effort to be useful in
establishing contact with a close confidant of the ran judged to
be the most influential and praqmtic political figure in Iran
(Rafsanjani). These discussions reaffirmed the basic objectives
of the U.S. in seeking a political dialogue with Tehran. We also
provided intelligence designed to discourage an Iranian offensive
and contribute to an Iranian decision to negotiate an end to the
war. The intelligence also detailed the Soviet threat to Iran.

Through August, September, and October 1986, -numerousaddirion_.
meetingG were held in Europe between U.S. representatives and the
new and Iranian contacts. During the October 26, 1986 meeting in
Frankfurt, Germany, the U.S. side, as in the past, insisted that
the release the hosta was a pre-requisite to any progress.
The Iranian urged that we take a more active role
in support or IsA ,iqT- sistance and suggested a;ain that, -:
we could provide additional TOW weapons to Irar., the.- would tra;.
and equip more Afghan resistance fighters with these weapons.
The Iranians also p fared and the U.S. accepted, the f1ar.
a Soviet T-7 tank At this meeting
stated that there was a very q c ance that another ®r"can
or two would be fred soon.0 On Octobor 29, with U.S.
aIuiscence, Israel provided Iran with an additional increment of
defensive weapons (500 TOW missiles).

Late on October 31 alled the U.S. citizen
(Hakim) tasked to AMni conta•c nMised that Iran had
Sexercised its influence with the Lebanese" in order to obtain

the release of an American -- David Jacobsen -- and an uncertain
number of Vrench hostages. He further noted that this would be

TOP SECRZT
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part of the purpose of the Iranian Foreign Minister's visit t
Syria -- an event we became aware of on November 1, 1986.
stated that the situation in T'ehran, as as Iranian 19* e I

2, v ac en asreeas* y iec •por . told
American mbasy compound in West eirut. The U.S. Embassy in
last Beirut immediately dispatched an embassy officer to West
Beirut to pick up Mr. Jacobsen.

It is now apparent that persistent U.S. efforts to establish
contact with Iran and subsequent public speculation reqarding
these contacts have probablVyxacerbated the power struggle in
Iran between pragmatic elements (led by Rafsanjani) and more
radical factions (under the overall sponsorship of.Ayatollah
Montasaril. In late October, radical -spo ers (of moataseri)
revealed the {Rafsanjani) contact vith the USO and the terms of
the contact. rn order to defend himself aqain~stebarqes of
colluding with the USG and to prestola@ a degree of latitude for
both parties, Majlis Speaker Rafsanythi provided a purposely
distorted version of the Kay 1986 McFarlane mission in his

November 4 address to the masses. Moderate Iranian political
leaders apparently now feel constrained to settle their internal
political problems before proceeding with the U.S. relationship.
The revelations in Tehran regarding the McFarlane mission are
demonstrable evidence of the internal power struggle. The
Oc tober-l96- arre to radical -leader- -ehdi -ashemi,-a-close-
confidant and son in-law of Ayatollah Monteari, for acts of
terrorism and treason has caused further internal conflict.

Resolution of the Lebanon hostage situation is also complicated
by waning Iranian influence in Lebanon due in part to financial
constraints and the fact that the Libyans are ex 9 heir
contact$ with move radical giaballah elements.

On November 7, the day after a meeting with U.S. officials,
-Iranian government authorities arrested six other individuals

' UNCLASSIFED
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involved in radical activities. AMong the two were senior
military officers and a Majlie deputy (Akead Kashani), the
grandson of Ayatollah Kashani, a Conspirator in the 1949 attempt
against the Shah. Despite these internal difficulties and
attendant publicity in the Western media, the Iranian@ continue
to maintain direct contact with the USG and met a Geeva
on November 9-10 with NSC an4S1A er sentatives

It is important to note that since the initiation of the USO
contact with Iran there has been no evidence of Iranian govern-
ment complicity in acts of errorism against the U.S. We believe
that the September-October k3ss01 e. toed, Cicippio,

LMd. Tracy were undertaken in an of the Assetnt.S.-Tranian strategic dituoe and *m-tj tmgal

haver n yr~ Inn c • -

Thxo Igh t &i proc llie as ac

w fvrdotV biffsuate If ae14t0Iuarme,

established policy and 1nreoyliace wt 4 U.s. law. e

shipment of 2,008 U.S. TOWs and 2w"OTanissile parts wag
undertaken under the provisions of dc rt action Finding.

During the coare of th:&a* 4sto * ra v - WS. was
cognizant, of only two shipemnt fc r& -to hrw.SpeciLfically, ,. - ,-, -. -

- The I srael& ac I-AA
TOws after - 1V pli &CA ; nr, ti 1 we 'qere a.v~.sed by te
IsraefiLia-, i a4 th=oajbsoq W tly confirmed by
irafun. V borItie'qw e were uMll 0*& composition of

thesbdmat 1 ebequetky~mi $oua p9 these TOWSthe @UIdbat. Ps efb~ue~ t = !*Ao p bee
in *Wesd 10--90p

The Oeted 1986 shAistd -of SOO Toe tin'j.rael t* Iran
wes aenertakn th U.S. acquieee@mc . These IOs were
rel"W on oveo, ,. -

-- The November 196 shipment eWF euiagli IM missiles was
not an authorized exception to policy. This shipment was
eventually retrieved in February 1983 as a consequence of
U.S. intervention.

TOP SC?
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Zn support of this Finding and at the direction of the President,
the CIA provided the folloving operational assistance

-- Sterile overseas bank accounts for financial transactions.

A secure transhipment point for the dispatch of U.S.
military items from the U.S.

Tra" Aipm" of t U.S. to Israel.

-- Comunications and intelligence support for the meetings
with Iranian officials and the McI:arlane trip to Tehran in
may.

0- Cleared meting sites in turope for meetings with Iranian
officials.

-- aa 4o<metatinTo r U.OW" f oto i . , f0 tel. for
eetings 1 KZuope and Tehran.

The weapons and meti p'r i ue m.r th p we wre judged

.... i e.s.
&Wand served to support

those in Iran interested in opening a strategic relationship with
the U.S. They have also furthered U.S. efforts over the last 18
months have had tangible results on Iranian policy

-- The afnji- /Velyait intervention on behalf of the TWA
0647 passengers 1June 1985).

-- Iranian direction that the hijacked Pan Am 073 would not be
received in Iranian territory if it left Karachi.

-- The release of three American and at least two French
hostages.

-- The initiation of an Iranian dialogue with their regional
neighbors.

The Iranian "final offensive.

TOP 53CMF
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FinallYp lt must also be noted that the U.S. arms embargo
notvithetMdin# WUet European nations have provided S5oo million
a year in military eqipment to Iran. Most of the@e transfers
were accomplished vith government knowledge and/or acquiescence.

All appropriate Cabinet Officers have been apprised throughout.
The Congress wes not briefed on the covert action Finding due to
the extraordinary sensitivity of our Iranian contacts and the
potential consequences for our strategic position In Southwest
Asia. finally, our efforts to achieve the release of the
hostages in Lebanon must continue to rely on discreet contacts
and Intermediaries who cannot perform if they are revealed.

T O P Z C , z T k .1 -e t
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rrom the ei+liIst mOnths toiiovinq th I lalmi revolution i.n

Iran, the U.S. GoVernMent has 4tteMptd to teltablilh oWiCL4il
ContaSct with that qovernmeinS in order to discuss strategic
develOpmlnts in this critical part o1 the World and r4Contr.'t a
wor i g relationship. lvon before President Reagan came to
ofice the U.S. Government agreed to try t expand secsexty,
economic, political, and intetllqgnce relationshIP8 at a pace
acceptable to Tehran, In the fall of 199, the U.S. qmd*:t.Cg
three socrot missions to ?4hran.

SepteMber 179 e(met secretly with lauargan it e
rejuePt of the irn ans

.a Octobreber 7
• - Octobelr-Rlovembe discussed

ormalitatLn of 
colatio

whon these meetings and the lecrt* NOVember 1- 1979 meet&nq i.

Alqger, between IrSeInSki &nd Prime Minister 1aargan1 e:ae
pubLic in [ran, they helped precipitate the takeover of t:!. *.S.

baI 11y by radical elements and led to the resigniMon Of t'*
satarqan qOvernoent. These events have adversely influenced
Iran,$ subsequent willingness to engage L any direct c0.%A%
wit the VSG.

despite Mutual difficulties invoi~d im eStabliShIAq-ca'
:elations, out strate~id interests in the ?eritan Gul( !aftdate

pers&steht efforts to establish a dialogue. In this reqatl. .

is notable that only a few ma)of co04Anties no~~ have rel.ati:ns
with Iran ** Egypt. Jordan, "orocco. Isrel.- ut Africa. 41.6
%he United states, Ivn Iraq continues to have diplcMat;:
reLatioOlk with Iran,

:ran Is the key to a reqion Of vital impcotAce to e west. at
jt is Seogeasinjly threatened by growing Soviet nilitarY p..er
arid political influence, along its borders and inside %Is
territory. CYver the course of the last two Years# the Soviet$
&nd their lurtOgalel have moved actively to gain gree r

influence in the Gulf$

-- The Sre 11 t believe that onds thoeIni dil, they will ?.ve
_ excellent opportunity to influence the for"ao of a

,~g~w~m~4uvernjent in Tehraa t"at serves $oViet strategic ititeres

Iic~~~ ~f5  the areeja* .A .I*tS fi . c Z
hI'- IU. 111 LA" TLa".-I U .;ra:. 2I ' /7

in~il12P Saw.
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CoRA19t nations have become the principal arms syppLere
to Iran - MakLnq an dependent on this source of 840ply LA
contendLn with an LnereasLngly strengthened Iraq. ThLi
1ade us to the conclusion that the Saviets 0ay oll to

4ttempt~nq to pursue thekr eoin revolution in Iron. ?Ta ts.
by tueling both ides in the cendlict. tle seVie*s cau:4
Well encourage a dlaStrous "tLnAL *ilfeALvO" by Iran tnat
would precipitate a politicaL disintegration in Iran.
leaving power vacuw vnich the Soviets could exploit.
Speed citdally the ndscators of Coswmnist inluence In ::An
ago$

The lnemesien deseportion br ught en by the cost or tne Tranirs
war has exacerbated Ien's wlnerbility to $oviet Lnluence.
MoCeover, Soviet desiqjSe iln AfhntS t4IRot. pressure on Pa6kLitn.

&At Actual 4rt6sbordt Strilkel in Iris fro AIiLstaf have A4e

reopenifn a strateglc dLogeue LnereasinglY important.
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Za short. the Soviets Were far better polstoned to i prove
4&qnmfie4ntly thet infelence in the region ln Its$ voef weVero
presented with an opportunity tO open a diaLogue With tran. :A
dead1,Aq to exploit this opening. we evaluated Previous etfor-,
through more conventional channels Vhih had not succeeded.

v% two yeats Ago, senior Iranian officials apparenty decLded
that some ecoPMdat&on with the U.S. was necessary. Since 193.
various countries have been engaged in *voertres to the U.S .
Iraenfat ne drect co , 61 ..countries.

0rks eveml at iIItserve ae Inter rs 14 this-
Nowever. internal splits and debate$ med. It difficu t

ti96" h 0 anins to respond to these overt1:s.a

wIuperou8 Individuals and private parties have Likevise attmpte4
to be helful pa iLntemadiaries-ifn establishing contact in tranor in see Ing Iranian eel

in the spring 09 1I6. a privatI LA eiCAn citisen ich.iel
Ledeenl learned f9M an ISraetli "rtnMet efttiial 10YvLd
tiomhe that the ZIsraete had established a liaison r i si. p
with an Iranian expttite (Nanuehehr Ghorbnifar) in turCpe vno
sought IsraelL help in establishing cantaes with the U.S. Cover--
fent. In AstmWledgin9 the need to dwonstrate the bone t.deI c!
to ranian officio Is involved, he Iherbanitarl indicated t:a .
his @11POSe15 L Tehran could also help to resolve t.e . ,er.-ca.
hostage situation in eirut.

In ln4 of I$*, in the midst of the TWA-047 hijacking, t.e
:sgaeli officials in direct contact with the Iranian exp-tr;,%e
a asked him to use his influence with senior Iranian offi:iat to
obtain the release of the hLiackef passengers. To days after
thil approach, four AMeiCans hold separatel from the :st o
atho rRN .. .. n

the tutors. 'bfmla i ms and t ao t "l "*, is qthe 4 0, 0l II 9ft M op
the first ie publioLy aoknoweded! Mi role in this matter.

,.1 $ €l~l' , ' . I,.
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.11Li~fl uNCLA3B!!!"
vgydol 0&j. July'3, 1915. durLng 4 vLit tO vashLntoms an Iraei

I o& deLSI (Itia ) advNsed NatLonl SecurLi Advise, Robert
VO& o_ ficarlafe, that Zerael had established a 4 fnle Of Corae hCdt fo

with authoritative elements Ln trs vhe wage interested in
14d determining whether tha Un&ted States W4s open to a dLscreet.

hiqg level diloque. The tranians were described as eemprLsLnq
the principal f&qures of the jovesapent (i.e.. Speaker af the
Ka3LIs PAfsaneni. Prime Ninister Nusvi, PA an ieLnt's
heLr-pprent. Ayatollah Nentauatil and as being devoted to

Srienttion of Iranean poLicy.

( i this first Sceting, Mcfarlano went to great longth to draw 079
the Isrelti as to why he loWd the Iranian proposal Credibl.
given the events of the past six years. Te Israeli repLeqs that
their exhaustive analysts had Iona beyond the surface leqtc
derivinq from the chaos and decline within tran an4 the
4eeneratIve effects of the war, to more Conerte tests f the
wilingness of the Iranians to take personalriskl. N poted
that the Iranian$ had exposed themselves to poes0w eei* reoLsenby Posing with 11er 4*111 nd by of P" 10?i . L e V 4r :r

he tsraeLi asked for our positLen on. .epnLn such a- dialove
4enton ve-6 O ol of AnI ptmedftp484 or .Fnt'an prLor es.

Nrarl&ano conveyed this proposal to the PresiLdent (in the
presence of the Chief of Staff). The President said that he
balers4 Suct a dialogme would be worthwhile at least to the
poit of determining the validity of the interlocutors. This
di weLos al passed SO t teIra.L diplomat !r telephone a

-ad, Qn.Aunskinq tie Israeli called again OR MCrarlane. At
"'-

th motin Staed that he had conveyed Our poston to .e I
ueianss IntoreddLary and that the Iranian$ hod respoedsd ti a

they reeosed the need for both sLdes to have tSA9q01e evtdece
of tM 4ae fas of the other ad that they believed they cou Ld
affect the release of the AArie4As held hostages n Lebanon...

(4cordn t he 9A! st , tthe Iranians separitely stated 0t
Amy w~i ir&ozf ,iWa trMOp Ind before hvLP4 any prospeo t of

on able to ffest Chane witLa tran theY'would need to be
substaitRiaLy stWrenthened IND o0 o MtY would nee4 to secure
the g tgot of mlitary 4Adlof voletoflllry Guard leaders.
Toward aim c. the expressed the view 41ks.wh.oost credible
demenstratiLo of tui-I tl Iveace sa abilities would be to secure

SiLted aountof . e pt . h e' sTe81 i asked for our

ostioll an such actLons.

T" awm
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n ! u"dCLAogrth
e~ ~ ~ ~%i " ''' ~v' "ProPoli'tLeft to %he President 4%a

;0e~n t~ 4a the teliudel the Secretaries of S ate d069enee and the Dtfmcter 411 cntlest Mntollinee, Te Prestdent
mta,ed that. while he oosut understand that assuming the
1ee tumacy Of the interlteeres. they would be quite vulnerable4:1 ultimately *Lqht deserve our upert to inelude tangiblemateriels at the ts~me without any first hand experience in44ie ng with them, he emuld not eutherise any trafters of01 . ta8y mteriel. ThIS was conveyed to the Israeli.

4I*.A4 22, 1el, the :Iraeli diplomat called 4 nce far, to.
epeat% % at tle mesaq had been cnveyed and that an passe o )

confidence existed. to asked what the sition of t s."
Governen W4W1 be to AM2daokU tra &L %W41te
such an adU yes rtoue aetLnei t

The "0 diso thati-rael had
1%0e by "Istering such a4~e . 'aI IOs llL arise

when asked
tel Is Wa not the

a bli 0 the U,..o

allow others sh l ry Ipent to ran. The ?sraeLi
asked for a position frash su 11vrnMent. Netarine elevated 0e
qu est iom the Presidt land % e fteretaries of State and
Defense end %M Sfreetoc Of Central Mtellioneel. The Prestdenteated tha , While PA 4"1_d enison peviding mateiel support%0 modeo e eeme"ts iofam If all the Western hostaso were/ 0 he ml M rroe any trN sfer of militarT materiel at

Li_ t im. This posi was conveyed to the Israel1 diplopat.
a Septemer 14. lo1. pSverend Semjamin Weir wes released in
leirm% by the ismic fthad Ortamisation. This release vs
reeed4by a intense effort enf te part of Mg. Tery WAite. f"e
peieL& Miesy of the Arhbilhop of Canterbury. To thts daze.pi. VOA te *imalin 'w the e ~ectly V tn

aL. tau k*S I ra-- -oau-ed that the bsreelis had transferred
i see to t aIOlHi to fram ed %tt tisl shipment had taken place

]l' n late AMM quto e I41i8 tolds3tha4 ty un dertook the
action. siWe 46101"0480 beca90 they believed ie to be LA
theif euateie interests. Th Israelis Maned this entire
operation, to inlWe delivery air1eGnt, l'at ndinf and
transportation. Alter discessinq tWS matter with the president.
Lt was dedeLd not to emlse this orereli delivery because ve

llil 0 -, 54. 61rIll , "' "
TO cn....7 '
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want4 o retan tue option of exploLting the exlitinq Iiraeli
channel with Tehlan i out own effort to e0t0bisilh utreteqk
4dLaLOue With tlo Iranin qyetejpont. The total valUe of the Sao
TOWS shipp4 by ter&el w4s estsLated to e less then S millLon.

an October 4. 196s. :$samie rjad *4 t ha N44 *executed*
411rt Station Chief 4-iae S -e A I T for the
Octor I fitaoe Lfr 14L4 eW*L ta%tlAiL Ln Tun&$. .his
announcement led to a seee o 0etn L UUopq aonq the u.S.
(CtA and "SC), e8raelt, and Iranlan LntermedLartes. :n these
meetiate. tie Iranian$ Indreated that, while thoLr ability to
influence the asba llah 0 tisNL041 1h had not kalltd
suckloyu A id- iAu factldM Wt4t a nRatural
0ouses W1 have " . 8 i ref
of athe,? Jones and gav-8 &rjio-ea. t fvR indiae that
luekley probably died on June 3, 1055 of pnewonLa-lLke symptoms.

Zn midoetvwoet, the :eraelte, thre.*h a center Officer in the
Foreign Minister's office ilamehol isdiated tha the 0GVemnant
of 1rael W4e onVnCeo d that they veto naring a brteathroulh
with :ran on a ht l-tavel dialogre.. The Israoli ontactod a g.S.
official 1NOrth) and asked tor the Raw *1 4 suropeanobaeod.
airline vhic could diereetlry tanst to tran for the putpcs o!
delivering Paeoenqori and gerce. Ie specificaly noted tmdt
nolit.et a U.S* earlier nor an WIsre affiliated cairer could to
used. we were assured, at Uo tim that tSe Israel were 9oiLq
to .try Sil duillinq Pais as neni'o, itnwe we had

pr seod o mih diep oft? shipment. ",s
nA&e of the proprietory wae ppalled to tie
sra oi, vho subsequent Wiled the aith o far her ed throqqh

norMal CeeerCiall cnqtCt fot a flight fro Tel Aviv to TM.i:.
Iran, on Weevember 351 1et. Thi tislole were u nwitting of %.'e
CIA'S invoLVOS~t in tte airline MW te airline was paid at tht
norMal a 4Mz9L9I shater rate (approie"Sely $17,7001. !he
airlan ~ ere 4e unwitting Of tht ero they oearced.

' SaJ~aem1. o, eared that the toreeslie responding to urtenit
AWfgee theV tranlane, has used the proprietary aircraft

~~~~~I "MC5 s 5 i mAissiles to treek is an effort to improve the
= =4OI a S t feseci around *~he&*- onr belated awareneul that
tle Irsaeoe had delivered RAWK msileee.raileed 8erioum U.S.
concerns that these dealiveroes were 10prdtLinI our objective of
aronging a 41ireet Oetik n with highoevol Iranian etfdlales. As
a oonseqalenc of u.S. otiative a4 by mutal a_r0eOent of blC
three parties, theses elloS wege weturned to israel n te ir y.

On 0Oeebe 7, the PgeSident convened a eating L the White
Rouse 4resLdenee) to deceLo neat stepe in our efforts
establish die8t consta with the Iralans. Attending the

-i
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meeting Were the Chief of Staff. Seretores Of State and
Defoene; the Deputy Oirecter of Contral Intelligence. and the
Assistant to the President foer national Soclity Affairs and his
DspVyU t inmedialeLy after the motsn* ipt. Ncfarlane departed
for London to seesvith the Isrli o tfi asind the rn
contact %G make clear the nature .1 our interest in 4 41416q44

.- ith :ran. At this meeting. me. efrlane as instructed by t_
[President. stated that, -.- 7

I o- the U.S. Ws open to A political dialogue with Iran. but
that no such dsaloque could &&Xo protoes for as t0nt as
groups seon as dominated by Iran helld U.S. h"state,, 4A4

*- 0 the U.S. could under no circumstances transfer an to tran
Iin exchange for hostages.

These points were made directly to the trantan interlocutor. The
Iranian replied that. unless his associates in Tehran were
strongthened, they could not visit oIng ahead with the dialogue.
Ms. cerarlano acknowledged the position but stated we could not
change our position. In a separate meeting with the Itsraeli
official, 148. ucarlanie mode cLear our stron, objections to
Lsraeli weapons shipments to ran. Following ee0 ateti.-.

Kr. Mjcrfaleno returned to washington and shortly thereafter .t
L4tiVe govotnfent service.

On January 2. the Priee minister of Israel dispatched a Secial
emissary to the U.S. AmiraA Pit) to review proposals for next
stops in dealing with Iran. The srel& urged that We reconsider
the &ssue of providing limited defensive arms to those atteo'pt -q
to take power is TeOhtan. since all other Incentives Ieconomic
assistance. medical supplies, machine parts) wer of mo value in
sho inqup thS4 who wanted an opening to the West. Admiral
Poindextet noted *to stritngent objections to t.e KANW missile
shi Oents in ewoer and noted that the U.S. would have to act
to have pos returned a step undertaken in roeruary. when all
1S mises wero returned to tsraell, In &hat any iPLeIMentat-@I
of te :="ael prepOesal Would require the active partL9cpatcn
of the £aeellLpAce coaunit, the WSC Staff Nodrthl was tasked

to puepe" a overt action fInding. Wre on this Prestde*tial
finding comenced on January 4.

On January of the Presidont, the vice President, the Chief of
Staff# and the National Securtly A&v eer and his a ssistant

review the fitt draft of the 1id.A9 &ad thie roco.e motionss
made by the Prime MtAiS1.et Of srael through his special
emissary.

On January 1, the president Met in the Oval Office With the vice
Precedent, the Chiel of Istff. Secretaries Shults and Welnbegero.
Attorney General meeses .ireetof Casey, and the National Securty

pSERET-
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.~..,~ w~C ASSr!7w
onvee1 rt4sfi0 e the overall eitvation In ZIran d prosectdtor a et4s'eqie diloqueo it W4s again noted that 0r. Mcarlaine.On retqrn tross-hig %C&p %o 1104Me, had recoONMRee4 that A* .

further action be taken unless a 114schdAlm' should be established
by which %he U.S. could oxet% better Cnre over events. Ae
agreed in principle. WM Director Casey tht providAng Limited
quan'titse at defense arms ithe hostages were coeaseg
still had erit. oeth Ieeretiiry 1ults and Secretary Ve&Aberqer
objected to any provision 01 Gras, eicinq thas we could not be
$mre that these would really help mederate elemets and that, Lf
exposed, the preect would not be understood by0 04drate Arabg
and would be seen as contravening our policy 9 not da ing vits
states thet support terrorism. The President decided that ve
should attempt to keep the Israeli channel active aS leng ocnt
offered possibilities for meetinls with high-level Iranian
officials and left open the eISue of providing defenelve aur to
Iran if all the hostages were released.

it was further determined by %he President that any dialogqu e wit
the Iranians Wet be aimed at achieving the following Vot sa

.0 oDevising a formula for ra-establishang a strategic
relationship with ?ehraftn.
tndLng the ?ran-req War on honorable terms.

Convincing Iran to cees it$ support for terrorism and
radical subversion.

o helping enag OWo r n and
boedina~bL [ q~h% counter Soviet

The President made slee that a western dialogue with Iran W041
be precluded unless tran voe tiLling to use Lts Lnfluence to
achieve the release ef Western hostages in eirut. le also 0ads
Clear tat we could net &nd would not engage in trading ar ysdlr
hesteee o*eretaries Shulti and Weinberger retained their
orgilip position on providing anye m, to Iran., but Attorneyeietel 4l se and Sirestor Casey beth supported the concept as a

valid mans of opening the dialoer. Attorney General peol
noted a 1501 determnatio by then Attorney General renc SMh.
that transoferrnf 6ll quantities of arms thiou h third
ontrLes ader a Covert MAt flsdlRl was et l 1gal.
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Sires., asey andCIA :A:C[AS 1rr
Ja39417 1, a en wae hed ha te National Security

A4V15rIe Otee vith Seetor? Webrgero Attorney 4e4A*sl
meas*, O1reeer Casty, and CA Ge4feral Censel Stanley Sperkin.
At this *eet nq. to final draft et the covert Atio" idft g Val
revieved and was forwarded to the President w&th Secretacy
Weinberger tssentinj.

On Jana ry o17 mIg, the President approved a covert Action
TLndiny Tab A) directLng that tha tellience counuity Proceed
vith special activities aimed at 4eeeplishing the be l te
toth above. 44The President futher determined that the act1v~tte
authortled by the tLndifnq 'eutiet vhldi pclot Congratol..'a
notification due to-the extreme seoLsai.mty of %94o ialoqe bela
established. me further noted that public knowledge of tae
progrm would place 'the AMrcan hGtGee itn L*ebanon a reeer
risk. Noting his concern for te lves Of th,4se *arryC ot the
operation (both U.S. and forsile), he directed that tt 0krecte
of Central Intellisence refrain free reporting tae FindLnq o the
appropriate cop"&ttees of the Congress atil reasonably suse that
those involved would no longer be is jeopardy.
on S _je"

reot il OR1 A ed

. the U54 wou d provide defensive o ItOWes0 ran.

~ cue greedto en, lore tIAS peeul& t and. working Vth
the sralis. established the followi m an for transfer of
the weapons a

MG The tranian interediary IWherbanitarl would deposit fuAds
L an Israeli aesoeeat

The I.sv'9lis would transfer fIs to a sterLle U.S..
coatalle4 aSCOn s AS *veise4 0asak.

1141 319" thes funds. the CIA weeld 6overtly Obtain 0ater".L
atherise4 for transfer free a.s. military stocks &Ad
tuaspor* this Ito Israel for 0AWrd m)vem4n, to tr4a.

Usint the procedures stipulated above. 9).0 million was deposie4
in the CIA aceount in Geeva es Febrar 11, 1 I6 and on
ebmaro 14. 1.066 to oeaw transorted to Ugsrel for pre.positlc

ia so TOle wore trasf eed CsIA fee &W O I, U A"

using standard CuA stics
itiIE WTU' olLqy-lel .erdeAtL ~I hST oarranglemfentsa t feoed by US4 (Worth) wit MS Anmtale) and CIA IClAr

GeorO). The 6 were ilnd imace .oit Iall facility
avitiag *"&ard ;!p sum
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On Fe b ry 2,121. U.S. iSC and CAI. israeli And Iranian
officials met in GrM4Ay to discuss problems. in aeranAq a
Meeting among hLgheo *1 eaV . At &iJt-

Irnin to c e*ulmriat
Wag received tree V4s1l1IIe-*A the 9 A.Ide agreed to prOvLde
1,000 TWO to Iran as a clear signal of U.S. sincerity. This
delivery was eoeAnced on the morning of February 20 and CoMpe.o.J
in two transit to Tehran oA February 21. TransportatLon from
IcraIl to Iran wa aboard a false flac IIrael aircraft. Cn the
return flight from Iran. these airera t carried the 1I HAWk
missiles vwhch Israel had sent to Tehran in Xovenbar 195g with

on rebruay 24, U.S. (CIA and NSCI officials met again in
Frankfurt with the 1Iral &ad Iranian officials to discuss !.ext
steps. - At ,this meetIng, the U.1. Side urged that the Iraisana
expedite a acting 1ng hLgherolevel officials On both ILdes.

On February 20. the Prima Ninister of Israel wrote to PresLdet
Reagan ITab 3) urging continued efforts to achieve a strategic
breakthrough with Iran. but asking consideration for the safety
of recently saised IsraeLI hostages.

on March 7# U.8,1.CA and "IC) and IsraeLi representatives e-t
with Uhe Iranian intersediary Ln Pa is to determine whether vy
furthir process was possible in arranging for a htLg-htvel
meeting With U.S. and Iranian officials. CurnL these .- r4.t'q.
the interuediryesphaeised the deteriorating ecomom&c &twati
In Iran and Iranian anxieties regarding increalng Iraqi M& .'arf
effectLveness. -

The escalation of tensions with Libya, leading up to t.e April "4
strike, prevented further dilogue from taking place qntll the
IihtLas Urged the Intermediary iGhorbaifar) to accelerate the
effOrt in late April, 1IOl. At that point, the trGiae ae, atriat
advLsed us through the Israell peint-o-contact that the
leadership in Thiran was prepared to comence a secrt di aIqWe

URILfM
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wth tho ftLt* States along the lines of our established goals.we believe that tne ra nans were st ui lated to he t
13teArl1 m der of hostalat Peter 111bucnI ....

]Ln rs~es at o ll ter te U.S, feai4 Oa-d s

The franian eSXptf d the "Se &Ad tIA officer . V not

with his I tcrope at the end of April. that the Itr4AnSj ot
Lsh to be accused of anlti La lbiirn's doatb.

On May 6. 7, 196.4 U.S. and Israeli officer$ met Ln London with
the Iranian intermediary in vhich he veged that yO take 00ledLate
steps to arrange for a high-level U.S./ IranLan meeting in Tehran.
outing the London aeetinq, the Iranian urged that we US. and
Israel) act urgently to help with Iranian aIr defense. me
emphasised that the Iraqi Air Force was increasingly effactev of
late and that the 9Ran4anes were desperate to stop attacks on
-population centers. The Israelis als U9ed this oppeCUnALy to
prLvately ask the U.S. to replace the S01 TeWs which they mad
sent to Iran in August, 198S.

Sased on assurances that we could at last meet face-eo-face VLth
eop-Level Zran~an officials, on Kay 15. the President autmorL:ed
a secret massion to Tehran by former Wational Se14crity Advisoc
mcrarline. accompanied by a CIA annuitant, CIA coun&cators.
members of the NlC staff. And the Israeli and Iranian Interic.c-
eors. The Israelis Vore informed via coded message on may is
that the U.S. had agreed to the Iranian req4east for ImPLed
ant-& defense equipment and to replenish the S0 T w $a.m zy
Israel.

On Ha lo, t Iranians, through the Israeli$ provided 14.5m for
4spoI La the CIA secure fundLnag mechanics. The f.ids we:* jsed
to acquire 106 TOW missiles Igor replenishing the TCWs Ist, L
shipped Ln September 1I6SI and acquiring PAWX missile ante

ar arts. This material wa6 sasequentl moved to
repackaged ard shipped to tally ArS Tor onward A MeIeIt to

flrae On MAy 23. AS II the FCeuary shipment, the CIA provided
logsties support for the maveamnt of this materiel to Israel.

:a order to ensure operational security. the Mcarlane trip was
made from Israel, coincident with the delivery of a pallet of
* Spare pacts for Iranian dfensiLve weapons Systems (KAWR space

122L1115
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eloetrofite partsl. As he s ote /IL eee At he tAnLnS.
aIt& foreign docuentaen J btlnd from the C:Was oe4e. CA oleo pCoVLd Aspertation support fram
CONUS to Israel for the HeKoulane party, TO troup was
tansported from Israel o.TeehuRn aboard &A lufaei Aar Torce !37
with false flag Markings.
In the course of the four-day IWAY 23-3O) visit, Iserthy M455&A;*-were held with hilhoLevel Iranian *ffieials, the first direct
VOsntact between ths two qoverrtents in ever six years. Mr.
P tarlan* and his team vece abLe t4 estabi thK btseg for acontinuing relationship and #loely aRtLrlate our objectives,
concerns, and Oentintone. The gromp was 4lso able to assess
fiLut hand the Internel po Litical dynamie in. Tehran And nie-eet of the vat which zgoa.iepl "An " 10-ki Mille Ujsiaqpreso-enia, y approve*. T o 090 e Tdab 8), whieh hadbeen reviewed and approved by ap"ropr"iate, binet offLeers.
14tlano emphasized that outr Leros,4A ISan transcended thehostage, but the continued detention of hostages by a Leta oee

group philosophicaLly aLigned with Iran prevented progress.
Ouaring the visit, Kr. HeSarLano made clear$
-- that we fundamentally opposed Izanian efforts to exfe . 'it

from the Middlie aSti

that we firmly opposed their use of terrorism
Om that we accepted their revolution and did not leak to

reverse itt

that we had ayerovs other di4agreements involving rstroal
policies i1.e.. Lenon, Nicaraga# et,c but M%qt also
find 4reas of coen ntereSt It.o. Afh4 fnistan a d t&:eSoviet tree4% to the Culf) through dialogue.

iaim hse4 metinq, beth sLdes reed the opportnlty -o 0-t1"1
the obot4als to impleooentLng a strategic relationship betvesr
teM twoOwtr ti. In addition to the points noted above. Mr.

ertulme eahfaeiktod the poiLticaL prob Lme caued by Iramina
involVekent L tthe hostage issue. The Iranian obj)ected to V eUSC oerfo on U.S. miliary supple Iredy paid for pls Ve
contLnuod gI4 blocking of Irantn assets in the U.S.. even afterU.S. touts had Culot in their favot. ouring the course of tMemo
melLa, &he Iranian offisiesl *iUttoe that they could not w4n

W wag. be$ voe L a dilemma L Tobra ever hew to end the
comflit gives the me4 to proesot A Iranian @victe ry 1 efofr it
could be oeee11ed. e e mhassd4 that the origin 4 gressor.
1adda4 ISeJSOin mst be remove free POW in order for the vat

TOPSlen TP. SECRET
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to end. -Pi. M@?arlaae e eluded the VILt by ufftarLsLaq that
notvthtandinq hraaLea interest At carrying on vLh te 4I va~ie.owt old noMetOeed wtu frter discussons n Ijjht of trstr
unwillingnoess %0 *et% %e full wueiqt of their influence to
*OUsO %h4 reOleas of tts v4Stern hostages in Lebanon.

Ont Jue 10. MAJ1LS Speaker atfs4evni Iln a speech in Teran made
quaCds reference to tranian Interest In improved reletaons v~tl
the a.S. an July 26, eer Lawrence jeneo vas ICleased Ln the
Sek& Valley and found his way to a Syrisn military ChCkptLant

ant A~au a 3. the sexft~a. tNM. et (leost. fAPU46of alOtroie pr beret es MI
missile sub. 4"Oment ehrW As &-ll ,Lqh
ao/fro :ran this deliA se L*eae All force
aircuaft 1707) using _(a T L A Vo h eierwas based on .osotraw, or?. b" detlive

In early AUqU8% I tI~si .ar e&tbevan to (0"440 -_ U" to
PCov1do OLIL tales and -

we sought O -taon which
would ca4 so a109- dr lys.-ents L
the Iranian tosr I% ertcan

Sat 1040e M rll--he ir

detailed d40101 i n -
estab|Al ingG IfJ Uo|ma. judged to

hrei we also
Pts.i4e4 asms 9 tw rat a a li offenalve
sad est Lb to en tram an vIm two 8 %late an end to the
ve1. asa uessmnS a1 talked 8v et-threat to Iran.
Thrugh AW*5Ij AsIT Ou os'adtoa
eeilnS were W eA LNW IS representative and Aieflev tral"s eoe! . .S, . t 1914 see A n

lrrbfvu M . ,in@ te %"I
thm lem __ e~rrt

'I..,..

I-
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Te IranLns also p ujfoo 1.A" 4 !g. *41, 04, thle otter of
4 Soviet T-73 tank, TWe Irah&ians have 41so
offered to provide a e 0 ie lst t Ufl 01%of aIt t
station "Lef William Su0py.il At thias 0eetin * #statd that
there was a *very 1 4 hile thas Another bAMC I _vo voqud
be flood so".' R 044t669 390 with g. e,1, rt • lcene@# Isal
p0vGidod tlra with an additional wleamt defnsive VI0p1I5

540 Tom 4SLISS).

part of the purpose of %he Iranian totl"l "IniStowl vtsk% toSyria -- an *Von% We botae awe l on I 4 tole*, IMst ated tha ctbe siuto tha frah as 0i

VeI wuis4b i nllaen* b ith stLrit
r h feold

:11 10 pups fte rma e .inste a v 0i

Syria* aneven we ecai ava e .1 e embe Ion 1e336

sIhe~e ConsaCtS have probably euacerbated the power Itruqqle in

fran betvwes ptaqstol etllnas (l.ed by RAll ln),ai and__.ote

radil facioUSfl ( Mndi th overall sponsoislhip of Ayallah
MonuaterU * i ae October. raical suppottate (of 4etors a
reveal SilO (flOdlRl clOstact vith the USO anld t..ue tlras of

t contact. |I order to 4efen4 himslf~ ainst claliqes €i(cott i wi4th4 a I' nd to preserve a deree of ataie oretoctd w rith f a theqfta19ectarlne ssoaion rI his&A
%he* Gi address to theb1 masses.t~ eethe rania slticagle
lad'ia alrVily lnow e o rai $nstatl ti Lnte:lOt

revealt prole before prLoceedng vith the 3.5. r aeerm .
the reveait oos in tr r feadi the lf&arlian misstio ate
dootaeia eviden e ol S tpreerve pder str tgl•e. t
botobo 136, iall io I aer Nhdi hoi a close
coneduA w se i ay - Mcwarlane misofon .

te 4re n 44rse t ass.esert t *.nLA~ lit.ca

el faof th LebIe h S ta s itwt li le Si jilted&

by van roblIranian ore Preedingb wit thae U.S p arto nncial
lcontite"ais and Thans 4194t the ibyans RQ missnin thei

it'isaf a*-' L V" * Ct~res "T~t c'et%
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leyal to the now imprisoned ehdi Rashemi. :1 lo, this COuLd be
an effort to undermine %ae •Ascent Usl.*trana strategic
dilop"e and ezacerbate the internal Iranian p~or struggle
agaLnst t e praratie nation with which we have been in Contact.

The"lNOt this process the goS Me acted within ut. limits of
1sthie4 Ly and in 0o*:1ineo wilt all 9.5. law. The
shipment of 1,000| U.S. TO~s. and 33SMAW missile electronLc spare

41t0 was ndertaken within the provisLons of A Covert Action

OtLng the cMre of this operation -- and before ee the U.S. was
**gnlant of ealy three shipownts f9o Israel to Ira,,
Specitfically

The tsre*lie acknoWloedql the A* wet 191 shipment of OtLTwo ALM It had taken place. until we were AdvibeTo.i ,
lure. end had the Informtis4 ubsleu qntly confiLrmd by

trai a'i authoriti-.4, We wore unaware of the opposion of
the shipment. O subsequently agreed tea VLae the@i TOWs
Ln may of 1114.

The ovember Its*, shipment of9 .16 I8111 RAW . V.IsiLes wasO . Nn~nCS~e ezoLoa %0 Policy: "jr7J--o gentd11snet an authoritad once ti.t oiy YWTIO*'aS
retrieved ir February I as a eonsequence of U.S.
interveatlon.

The October I966 shipment of t.o0rfW from Israel to Iran
was undertaken with U.S. acqmiesie~c . These TCWs vee
urlaced,0 " ovefter 7.

in support of this Findin and at the direetien of the Presdet.
the CIA provided th folewitg operational assitance,

CrA 0ONnieatio effirrs and an annultant to assSt LA
VMS*%$ Phases of the operation.

Sterile ov esas bank accounts for financial tranactios.

A secure trash[IPSent Point for the dispatch of U.S.
military items Ire the U.S.

?arashipmest of Military items from the 9836 to Israel.

0- amiacations Ad imitallioge $"Ort for the meetings
with :rCaia official$ MW the NeFarlane trip to Tehran in
Nay,

p -
* |u a
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From the earliest oths following the Islamic revelotion in
tran. the 0.S. Governmnt has attempted to reestablish official
contact with t& t gver-ent in order to discuss stratqIc
dervelopat5 La this critical part of the world sad reconstruct a
working rolatiesahlp. SVGA before preaLdat ca m to
f1 0e th e.I. aswev w t oroed o try to 490pea 0ecrity,

e6o410ie61. pISa441, &ld Latelli reaioeshtpe at a pats
acceptable to teirs. la the fall. of 1, tha U.S. uadertoot
three toett Sistoce to fTaass

-. Scepter it'9 o(met seetly with Wasarlan at the
request of ti

October-0oveer 1079 discussed
norm8llsatioe of reisti

When these moetsLs and the "seat Nvember 1# 1979 Meeting ia
ALgiers. between r l talsk i W lPrim MLster L a laargan, became
publ in tis, they helped precipitate the t aievc of the U.S.

eaSy by radieal elmnts a4 led to the resiftnatio of the
Vasargan govermeeat. These events have adversely itmiuenced
Iran's subseqvest willitages to e4age in ay 6&8en contact
with the UN.

Despite mtual difficulties involved tn ro-establishing normal
relations, oe strategic interests In the ftrsian Gulf mandate
persisted t efforts to estabtlsh a dialogue. In this regard,. It
is otalbl that eily a few major centric s60 n have relations
with Iran *- Iypm , Jordan. Merocco, Israec Uuth A.rica, an
the United states. IvGn Iraq continues to havo dIp.*atLc
relatLome wits tas.

Iran Is the key to a region of vital importnco to the vst, yet
it is LmervoatsIay tubvtolft" by grVAn StOit military power
aod olitieal i.son" ,Ieeg its borders aol Lsde its
teru i t . 0 *a the ew 'e of the Lst two years. the Soviets
and their ursqg4tes %aV% mev aetsily to ga6a greater
iIluemee La the dflftI

0. The Seviete believe that ee IDimLi ies a Vill have
&oewl Lt pegstaLty to islseone" the formation of a

Comot LATw "that serves Soviet strategic interests
U, r-

_____ ~ e,,eR <~) G
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CommmUnitO nations have become the principal asS suppliers
to Iran -- "king Iran dependent on this source of supply in
coetending with an Increasingly UtrentmIIne traq. This
leads us to the conclusion that the SovietS my well be
atteaptifng to pursue their own revolution in Iran. That is,
by fueling both sides in the conflict, the Sovtets could
well iencouraqo a disastrous Ofinal offensive" by Iran that
would precipitate a political disint eratioa in Iran,
leaving a po'er vacuum vhich the Soviets could exploit.
Spectficelly, the Indicators of Cemnist Influence in Iran
&a t

Tj Li I ii(iqsperatloa brought on by t" oeCsu o rn" Arsn-,.'i
vat has exacerbated ran$ vulnerability to Soviet influence.
moreover# Soviet designs in Afthanistan, pressure on Pakistan,
ad actual croebeorder strikes in Iran from Afghanistan have made
reoenLfl5 a strategic dialogue increaeingly important.

49P-GeGELT-
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Zn short , the Soviets were far better positioned to LtprOVe

stqnIf1C4Atly their influence in the region in 191S when we were
presented with an opportunity to open a dialogue with Iran. In
deciding to exploit this opening, we evaluated previous efforts
through more conventional channels which had not succeeded.

Ahout two years ago, senior Iranian official$ ap~arently decided
that some acco dation with the U.S. was necessary. Since I193,
various countries have been engaged in oveCtures to the U.S. and
Iran in a effort t stimulate direct cot&ct na two

However. Lntern&L spists ana seonets
Lan@ to respond to these overtures.

Numerous individuas an private parties have likevise attempted
to be helpful as intermediaries in establishing contact in Iran
or in a"ekInq trsnian 46140 t
he Id an Loben

In the spring of i|Ss, a private merican citizen (Michael
Ledeen) learned from an Israeli government official (David
XiMche) that the Israelis had established a liaison relAt&onih-.o
with an Iranian expatri at lKanuchehr Ghorblarl.f) in Europe who
sought Israeli help in establishing contact with the U.S. Govern-
ment. In acknowledging the need to demonstrate t e bonatides o!
the Iranian officials involved, he (Ghorbani.:i indicated tea

h Is Mlf the meuican,-

U f ficst s

u thor tis. 3li.s

speaker~v ing #n00 a the idOeast-I the
time and Itan aP nrbign JinLster V, ayati both intervened with
thes captors. PafsalainL.L his speech on Novemr 4, 1904, for
the first time publicly acknowledged his role in this matter.

--NCLACk'0SiRED
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in "July p( 19150 during a visit to Waehington, an Israeliofficial (Iac'hej advised National Security AdvLsor, Rbertqerlane that tsrael had established a channel of comunicatlonwith authoritative elements in Iran who were interested indeternAuinq whether the United States vas open to a discreet,high*level dialogue. The Iranians were described as compris&nge Pfl *of the government (i.e.. Speaker of the"lits P flanene frie "lnister Muslavi, WW aUwmini's
heir-apparent, Ayatollah Montaseril and as being devoted to areorientation of Iranian policy.

At this first meting, Mlarlane went to great len th to draw outthe Israeli as to why he found the Iranian proposal credible,given the events of the past six years. The Israeli replied thattheir exhaustive anslysis had go ao - the fse Ieg!e -,deri 'Lng A the chaos and clinic within Iran and thedeo,.eerative effects of the war, to more concrete tests of thevl&lngns i of the Iranians to take Personn. risks. Xe notedta't the Iranians had exposed themselves t%,, ssible compromiseb) ewetjng with Israelis and by passing extremely sensitive 4intelgence on the situation (and political line-up) within Iran-- int.irsation which was proven valid.
The sraeli asked for our position on opening such a dialogue.No mention was m&ade of any pre-conditions or Iranian priorities.mcparlae conveyed this proposal to the President fin thepresence of the Chief of Staff). The President said that hebelieved such a dialogue would be worthwhile at least to thepoint of determining the validity of the interlocutors. Thisdecision was passed to the Israeli diplomat.

e t the Israeli called again on crarlane. At thismeetings he stated that he had conveyed our position to theIranian intermediary and that the IranLans had responded that-they recognized the need for both sides to have tangible eviden-ceof the bona tides of the other and that they believed they couldaffect the release of the Aricans held hostage in LM2k
According to the Israeli, the fsans separately stated thatthey wore vulnerable as a group and before having any prospect ofbeing able to affect chaMe within Iran they would need to besubstantially stZengthened. To do so. they would need to securethe cooperate of military ad/or ItvolutLonary Guard leaders.Towad th s end.they expressed the view that the mest credibledeonstratios of their Lnfluence .d abilities would be to secure

UNCLASSIIED.
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mr. Merarlane elevated this opposition to the Preident at a
,eeing Within days that included the Secretaries of State and
Defense and the Director of Central Intelliqenc. The President
stated that, while he could understa that assuming the
leq itmacy Of the interlocutors, they Would be quite vulnerable
and ultimately might deserve our support to include tanqble
materiel: at the tme. 'without any first hand experience in
dealing with them, he could not authorize any transfers of
military materiel. This was conveyed to the Israeli.

On August 22, 195, the Israeli diplomat called once more to
report that the message had been conveyed and that an impasse of
Confidence existed. He asked what the position of the U.S.
Government would be to an Israeli transfer of awleet quatities
of defensive amhAtry materAJ Moserao l~ ed t te him,
such an aMtios MId rep wt AeLt@ S eThe ta ILi dip. ma.t*e e. t "

n 09 o8.-.sraeli
asked for a position from our government. Nc1hrlan elevated the
question to the President (and to the Secretaries of State andDefense and the Director of Central Intelligence. The President
stated that, while he could envision providing materiel support
to moderate elements in Iren if all the western hostages were
freed, he could not approve any transfer of military materiel at
that time. This position warn conveyed to the :urae 1 diplomat.
On Septeh"er 14, 1565, Reverend Senamin Wer was released in
leirut by the Islamic Jihad OrInizaion. This release was

preceded by an intense effet on the part of ar. Terry wate, e
Special nissry of the archbishop of Canterbury. To th i date,
tr. maite remains the on i alu t Wever eti tae with

In late September, we Warned that the Israelis had transferred
$0 TMW missiles to Iran and that this shipment had taken place
in late #Aquet. The Israelis told us that they undertook the
action, despite out obeetLoas, because they believed it to be in
their strategic interests. The Israeli* m---aed this entire
operation, to include delivery arrangementse fundinge and
transportation. After discussing this matter with the President.,
it wes decided not to expose this Israeli delivery because,

-n P 2S093.
TtAi rn- 4
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-- lwe Veated to retain the option of exploitifng the existing
Israeli channel with Tehran in our Own Offort to establish a
strategic dialogue with the Iranian government.

The total value of the 508 TOWs shipped by Israel was less
than 82 million and, therefore, below the theorshoW requzr&nq
a report of military equipment transfers under the Arms
iport Control Act.

On October 4, 1915, Islamic JLhd.announcsd that It had "executed"
Beirut Station Chief William Buckley in retaliation for the
October 1 Israeli aLr raid on PLO installations in Tunis. This
anuincement led to a series of meetings in turope &mon the U.S.
ICIA and VSC). Israeli, and Iranian intermediaries. In these
meetings the Iranians Indicated that, while their ability to
influence the lisbellah was waning, the lisballah had not killed
*uckloyl he had in fact died seral months earlier of natural
causes, We have since substaniated this informAtion in debriefs
of rather Jenco and David Jacobsen, both of whem indicate that
luckley probably died on June 3, 1985 of pneumoniaolike sym oms.

in late November 194S, an aircraft owned by a CIA proprietary
airline was chartered through normal oercial contract to carry
carqo from Israel. It was subsequently determined that the
Israelis, responding to urgent entreaties from the Iranians, used
the aircraft to transport 16 SANK missiles to Iran In an effort
to Improve the static air defenses around Tehran. The Israelis
were unwitting of the CIA's involvement in the airline and the
airline was paid at the normal commercial rate (approximately
$127,700). The airline personal were also.nwittinq of the carqo
they carried. The Israeli delivery of HAWx missiles raised
serious U.S. concerns that these deliveries were jeopardiain, our
objective of arranging a direct meeting with hiqhmlevel Iranian
officials. As a consequence of U.S. initiative and by mutual
agreement of all three parties, these missiles were subsequently
returned to Israel in February 1966.

On December 7, the President convened a meeting in the White
House (residence) to discuss next steps in our efforts to
establish diroct contact with the Iranians. Attending the
meeting were the Chief of Staff, Secretaries of State and
Defense, the Deputy Director of Central Intelligence, and zhe
Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs and his
Deputy. inMdiately after th- Kr. mcrarlane departed
for London to met with the erog"of ficial and the Iranian
contact to make clear the nature of our interest In a dialogue
with Iran. At this meting, Mr. NcFarlafe, as instructed by the
President, stated that$

T- 4OP-&lEUNCLASSIFIED1
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MW the U.S. was open to a political dialogue With Iran, but
thdt no such dialogue could mak progress fog as long as
groups Seen sdominated by Iran held U.S. hostages: and

.040 the U.S. could under no circumstances transfer arms to [ran
in exchange for hostages.

These points were made directly to the Iranian interlocutor. The
Iranian replied that, unless his associates in Tehran were
strengthened, they could not risk going ahead with the dialogue.
Mr. Mcrarlane acknowledged the position but stated we could not
change our position. In a separate meeting vith the Israeli
official. Mr. NcFarlane made clear our strong objections to the
Israeli shipment of the RANK missiles and noted that the U.S.
would have to act to have thm returned (a step undertaken in
February# when all 1S missiles were returned to Israeli.
Following these meetings, Mr. MFarlane returned to Washington
and shortly thereafter left active government service.

On January 2. the Prime Minister of Israel dispatched a special
emissary to the U.S. (Amiram Hit) to review proposals for next
steps in dealing with Iran. The Israelis urged that ve
reconsider the issue of providing limited defensive arms to those
attempting to take power in Tehran, since all other incentives
(economic assistance, medical supplies, machine parts) were of no

value in shoring-up those who wanted an opening to the West. in
that any implementation of the Israeli proposals would require
the active participation of the intelligence eomunity, the NSC
Staff (North) was tasked to prepare a covert action finding.
work on this Presidential finding commenced on January 4.

On January 6. the President, the Vice President the Chief of
Staff, and the National Security Advisor and hi1 assistant
reviewed the first draft of the finding and the -ecomindatL, ."s
made by the Prim Minister of Israel through his special
emissary.

On January 7, the President met in the Oval Office with the Vice
President, the Chief of Staff, Secretaries Shultz and Weinberger,
Attorney General Neose, Director Casey, and the National Security
Advisor to discuss the overall situation in Iran and prospects
for a strategic dialogue. It was again noted that Mr. Mcrarlane,
on return from his trip to London, had reconnded that no
further action be taken unless a mechanism could be established
by which the U.S. could exert better control over events. He
reed, in principle, with Director Casey that providing limited
quantities of defensive arms attox the hostages were released
still had merit, Both Secret--r--hults and Secretary Wetinberqer

--8PL9E&FEO--
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objected to any provision of arm, citing that WO Could not be
sure that these would really help moderate eaemntend that, &f
exposed, the proeect would not be undetrstod by moderate Arabs
and would be seen as cont.ravening our policy of not dealing vit.
states that Support terrorism. The President decided that we
should attempt to keep the Israeli channel active as Lonq as Lt
offered possibilities for meeti ngs with high-level IranLan
officials and Left open the issue of providing defensive arms to
Iran if all the hostages were released.

It was further determined by the President that any dialoge with
the Iranian# must be aimed at achieving the following goalie

Devising a formula for reoestablishing a strategic
relationship with ehran.

- nding the Zranolraq war on honorable terms.

Convincing Iran to cease its support for terrorism and
radical subversion.

Nelping ensure the territort-I1ntegrity of Iran and
coordinating ways. in which we might counter Soviet
activities in the region.

The President made clear that a Western dialogue with Iran would
be precluded unless Iran were willing to use its influence to
achieve the release of Western hostages in Setrut. He also made
clear that we could not and would not engage in trading arms for
hostages. Secretaries Shultz and Weinberger retained their

-original position on providing any asri to Iran, but Attorney
General cheese and Oirector Casey both supported the concept as a
valid mans of opening the dialogue. Attorney General Meese
noted a 1901 determination by then Attorney General French Smith
that transferring mall quantities of &rms t :ough third
countries under a Covert Action rinding was t1 ileal.

as Jaara 16, a iMnt was held In the National Security
Adytogs offtie with 2"rotary welftberver, Attorney General
Neese, Director Casey. CI A General Counsel Stanley Sporkin.
At this metLn, the finl draft of the Covert Action finding was
reviewed aW was forwarded to the President with Secretary
WinMrger dissenting.
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an Jnury 17, 1984. the President approved a covert Action
"ndag IT" A) dAL'ectng that the intelligence cenAty proceed
with epsetal activities aimed at accoselishznq the go48 lot
forth &bov. The President luther deterMined that the activities
authorLsed by the finding justified withholding prior CongresuLona
notification due to the extreme sensitivity of the dvaloque bInq
established. He further noted that public knowledge of the
program would place the ADmrcan hostages in Lebanon at greater
risk. Noting his concern for the lives of those carrying out the
operation (both U.S. and foreign), he directed that the Director
of Central Intelligence refrain from reporting the Plading to tha
appropriate coinittees of the Congress until reasonably sure that
thos nvolv" would no longer be in jeopardy.
On F~ebrualry 3-7, U.S. officials (INC &nod CIAs
reproesentative of the toraelLj.litaLHi itryqm, and a

t USO would provide defensive weapons (?*Wes to Iran,
they would, in turn, provide same to the Afghan Mujhideen. The
U.S. side agreed to explore thas possibly and, working with
the Israelis, established the fo lowing mechanism for transfer of
the weapons.

The Iranian intermediary (horbanLfar) would deposit funds
in an Israeli account.

The Israelis would transfer funds to a sterile U.S.-
controlled account in an overseas bank.

-- Using these funds, the CIA would covertly obtain materiel
authorized for transfer from U.S. military stocks and
transport this to Israel for onward movement to Iran.

Using the procedures stipulated above, !undo were deposited in
the CIA account in Geneva on February 11, 1916 and on february 14
1,000 ToWs were transported to Israel for pre-posetoning. These
Tows were transferred by CIA from DO0 (U.S stocks in
Anniston, Alabam) and 45r through
using standard CIAtangnts.
Policy-leei coordLnat or arrangements was efeqd by

AmtIAir George). Me T e
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an erary it-II, U.S. 1WSC and CIAI Israel, "d IranianOffials"% n in Gernwny to dis se problems to rrnging a
meting among hige vl o-f f1011 At this reeti the

was received tom ashingto ta agreed to provide
1,000 Tows to ran as a clear signal of U.S. sineerity. This
delivery was cominnc*4 on the morning of Ie bruary 30 and completec
in two transit$ to Tehran on February 31. TranspOrtation from
Israel to ra. we aboard a false flag Israeli aircraft. O the
return flight from lran, these aircraft carrIed the 10 NAk
missiles which Isre .had sent to TebraA is November 1965 with

-a February 24, U.S. (CIA and MSCI officials met again in
Frankfurt with the Israeli and Iranian officials to discuss next
steps. At this mesetin,, the 0.6. side urged that the Iranians
expedite a meeting among higher-level officials on both sides.

On February 26, the Prime minister of Israel wrote to President
Reagan (Tab 21 urging continued efforts to achieve a strategic
breakthrough with 1ran bt 1 aidlaU duration for the safety

) and Israeli representatives met
with the Iranian intermediary in Paris to determine whether any
further progress was possible In arranging for a high-Level
motion with U.S. and Iranian officials. During these meetings,
the intersdLary emphasized the deteriorating economic situation
In Iran and Iraian anxieties regarding increasing Iraqi military
effectveses.

The escalation of tensions with Libya# leading up to the April 14
strike, prevented further dialogue from taking place until the
Iranians urged the Latermediary (4horbanifarl to accelerate the
effort in late April, 190. At that point, the Iranian expatriate
advised us throh the Israeli point-of-contact that the
leadership in ?ehran was prepared to commence a secret dialogue

UNCLAOSFiE
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'eIranLian expatriate told the WVC and CIA officer$, who met
vith him In lurope at the end of April, that the Iranian* did not
wish to be accused of any culpability in Nil onikath.

On Nay d, 7o 1986, U.S. and Israeli officers m t Loon with
the Iranian intermediary in which he urged that we take immediate
steps to arrange for a hiqh-level U.S./Iraniaa meeting in Tehran.
Outing the London meeting, the Iranian urged that we (U.S. and
Israel) take immediate steps to help with Iranian air defense.
me emopasiLed that the Iraqi Air Force was increasingly effective
of late and that the Iranian& were desper6.e to stop attacks on
population centers. The Israelis also used this opportunity to
privately ask the U.S. to replace the 506 TOs which they had
sent to Iran in August, 1905. The Israelis were informed via
coded messaqe on May 15 that the U.S. had agreed to the traaian
request for limited anti-air defense equipment and to replenish
the SO$ TOWs sent by Israel.

sased on assurances that we could at last meet face-to-face with
top-level Iranian officials, on may 15, the President authorized
a secret mission to ?ehran by former National Security Advisor
NcFarlane, accompanied by a CIA annuitant, CIA comanicators,
members of the NSC staff, and the Israeli and Iranian interlocu-
tore.

on May 14, the Iranians, through the Israelis provided S6.54 for
deposit in the CIA secure funding mechanism. The fur.a were used
to acquire 50 TOW missiles (for replenishing the TOWs Israel
shipped in September 1985) and acquirinq HAWKI miss.10d L

* 3 eare arts. This material was subsequently moved
epackaged and shipped to Kelly At$ for onwar men--7t o

-Taae on Pay 22. As in the February shipment, the CIA provided
logistics support for the movement of this materiel to Israel.

in order to ensure operational security, the McFarlane trip was
made from Israel, coincident with the delivery of a pallet of
spare parts for Iranian defensive weapons systems (AWK spare
electronic parts). At the ep& ij uest of the Iranians,
alias foreign documntatio obtained from the CIA --
was used. CIA alo proved eC transportation support from
CS Us to Israel for the Mcl'arlai party. The group was
transported from Israel to Tehran aboard an Israeli Air Force 107
with false flag markinqs.

Tn go-CnT_
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electric parts. At the [m"aUs.j'est Of the Iranian$,
alias foreign documentation obtained frem the CIA
was used. CIA also provid@4a @Vlrarr- nsportation support from
COWUS to Israel for the Merarlane party. The group was
transported from Israel to ?ehran aboard an IsraelL Air Force 107
with falte flag markings.

In the course of the four-day (May 25-21 visit, lengthy meetinqs
were held with high-level Iranian officials, the first direct
contact between the two governments in over six years. Mr.
McFaClane And his team were able to establish the basis for a
continuing relationship and clearly articulate our objectives,
concerns, and intentions. The group was Also able to assess
first hand the internal political dynamic in ?ehran and the
effect of the waz which Iran clearly can no longer win. Using
Presidentially approved Terms of Reference (Tab 8), which had
been reviewed and approved by appropriate Cabinet officers,
Mcharlane emphasized that our interest in Iran transcended the
hostages, but the continued detention of hostages by a Lebanese
group philosophically aligned with Iran prevented progress. q
During the visit, Mr. Hcfarlane made clear,
0- that we fundamentally opposed Iranian efforts to expel us

from the Middle gasti

-- that we firmly opposed their use of terrorism

-0 that we accepted their revolution and did not seek to
reverse it#

that we had numerous other disagreements involving regional
policies (i.e., Lebaon, Nicaragua, etc.), but might also
find areas of common interest (i.e., Afghanistan and the
Soviet threat to the Gulfi through dialogue.

During these meetings both sides used the opy'oErtunity to detail
the obstacles to LWplementing a strategic relationship between
the two countries. In addition to the points noted above, Kr.
mcfarlane emphasised the political problems caused by Iranian
involvement in the hostae issue. The Iranians objected to the
Uia embargo on U.8. military supplies already paid for plus the
continued UM4 blocking of Iranian assets in the U.S., even after
U.S. oo ts had ruled in theLz favor. During the course of these
meetings, the Iranian officials ad&Utted that they could not win
the vat, but were in a dilemma in ?ehr&a over how to end the
conflict gives the need to present an Iranian *victory before it
could be concluded. They emhasised that the original aggressor#
Saddam RusseAin mst be removed from power in order for the war

-.
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P MaJLs Speaker RstnAnL, in a speech in Tehran ad*
lern" to Iranian interest in Inproved role•Lon8 with
M July 24# Father Lawrence Jonco was released in the
by and found his way to a Syrian iLlitary Checkpoint.
3, the remaining three pallets less than % planeloadl
%&c parts for Iranian anti-aircraft defenses IKAWK
Iecawlonents) arrived in Tehran. AS in all flights
n this delivery was made with an Israeli Air force

P071 using fale* fllg markings. ?Tiain ot the delivery
m coordination among U.S., Israeli ani Iranian

gqut 106, the contact vith the Iranian expatriate
K a exclusively on the willingness of the USC to
itary assistance to Iran in exchange for hostages and
o establish different channels of communcation which
us more directly to praatic and moderate elements tn
hLerarachy. In mid-Auguet, a private American

=M Richard Secord, USAF (R1t.1) acting within the
Iafl ovy r ActiuAn ending, c n
n relate i

tan O k "Raf_ 0 WLththe as of the
ranian w as brought covertly to Washington for
*csLong.--e Judged this effort to be useful in
g contact wLth a close confidant of the lan judged to
influential and pragmatic political figmr in Iran
). These discssLons reaffirmed the basic objectives
in seekLng a political dialogue with Tehran. We also
%Aqb*-A"_.@Vdesigned to discourage an Iranian offensive

mte to an Iranian decision to negotiate an end to the
ae also detailed the Soviet threat to Iran.
'Ust, Septeer, and October LM$t, numerous additional
re held in turope between U.S. representeatves and te
contacts. During the October 26, 1946 .eetnq in

Germay, the U.S. side, as in the past, insisted t.hati~~was a pro-ceq Asite to any progress.
I urqod t .'v

71 The Irai~ans have also
prowd ae intecrrsjLd of kirut
ef lliml luckley. At this meetingated tat
every good chace tht another Americe rtt0 would

on.* On October 29, with U.S. acqLocence, Israel
a with a additional increment of defensive weapons
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Late on October 31 ___hUS___

(NakLm) tasked toA........ .ied tht Irea hd
exercised its influence with the Lebanese" In order to obtain

the release of an Aerican - David Jacobsen - nd an uncertain
number of French hostages. le further noted that this would be
part of the purpose of the Iranian Foreign Minister-s vi -
Syria -- a event we became aware of on November 1, 1564.i
stated that the situation in Tehran. as

on ovember
Vi Ja "enw we easeds by his atr e old

American bassy compound in est Bearut. The U.S. Itbassy in
last Beirut immediately dispatched an embassy officer to West
Beirut to pick up Mr. Jacobeen.

it is now apparent thit persistent U.S. efforts to estahlish
contact with Iran and subsequent pali c mpeculat ion regarding
these contacts have probably exacefatedhe power struqqle in
Iran between pragmatic elements (led by Ratfsan)ani) and more
radical factions (under the overall sponsorship of Ayatollah
Montaserif. In late October. radical supporters (of Nontaseri)
revealed the (Mafeanlani) contact with the USG and the terms of
the contact. In order to defend himself against charges of -
colluding with the USO and to preserve a degree of latitude for
both parties. lallis Speaker Rafsanjani provided a purposely
distorted version of the May 1914 McFarlane mission in his
November 4 address to the masses. moderate Iranian politicaL
leaders apparently now feel constrained to settle their internal
political problems before proceeding with the U.S. relationship.
The revelations itn Tehran regarding the McFarlane mission are
demonstrable evidence of the internal power struggle. The
October 1964 arrest of radical leader Mehdi Hashemi, a close
confidant and son in-law of Ayatollah fontezar&, for acts of
terrorism and treason has caused further internal conflict.

Resolution of tM Lebanon hostage situation is also complicated
by waning Iranian influence in Lebanon due in part to financial
constraints &Ad te fact that the Libyans are n theircontacted vith sots, radical Uisbllsh elements

UNCLASSIfIED
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(oVMIber 7, the day after a
Irasiaf JorOmMnt authoritls
Lavelved In radical activities
Military officers nd a PAIsLS
grandson of Ayatollah Kashani,
&qaifnst the Shah.

meting with U.S. officials,
arrested six other individuals

Among the two were senLor
deputy jAhjad Sashanil, the
a conspirator in the 1949 attempt

Despite these internal difficulties and attendant publicity Ln
the Western nodia, the Iranians continue to maintain direct
contact with the UMO and met Aga r 0 ,io

interest -as
MM and t Mlonger-ters

Lmt to no. tat since the nitiatton of the USG
Zan the rMW OW no eviece of Irasian 9overn-

Lty act$J5 St Srroi n aV!!nst the 0.8. *4o not
red 4Aq Nam am t e

"_"a~ib~~v*- as have our-t

19M %na-ew].

o, a could be
.. LW01 strugg! le

W we hpve bee in contact.
withiAhOL liLoati of

shipaent of S. io ant missile electronic spare
parts was undertaken within the provisions of a Covert Action
Finding;

e~E~ cr~
'41' ti --
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During the course of this operation .- and before * the u.S. Was
cogni a t of only 4 lhimsnts from Israel to Iran. Specifically:

1A. -
The Israeli$ acknowledged the August 1911 shipment of so$
TOW$ after it had taken place. Until we Were advised by the
Israe lnd had the information subsequently confirwed by

Iranian 4uthorities, we Were Unaware of the compose tLon of
the shipment. We subseqently agreed to replace these TOWs
in May of 1IM4.

NThe ovefber 1955 shipment of 11 Israeli RANK missiles was
not an authorized exception to policy. This shipment was
retrieved in February 1114 as a consequence of U.S.
intervention.

-- The October 198l shipment of 500 TOW* from Israel to Iran
was undertaken with U.S. acquiescence. These TOWe vere
replaced on November 7.

In support of this Finding and at the d ectLon of the President.
the CIA provided the f?jlowing et I assistance$

ovormetotrnseif.

A ee*ure tiansh
military ites-

-- Trqluipmnt --ti.eo Israel.
-- CognicationS and intelligence support for the meetings

with Iranian officials and the 1crarlane trip to ?ehran in
may.

Cleared meeting -aites inlurope for *e"tnqa-with -z4a-n
officials.

-~A4e1 documentation for U.S. and foreiqr, officials "cr
meetings in turope and Tehran.

The weapons Ad mteriel provided under this program were judged
to be inadeqate to alter either the balance of military power or
the outcOm of thi war with Iraq. They have, however, demonstrated
the U.S. commint to Iranian territorial integrity end served
to support those in Iran interested in opening a strategic
relationship with the U.S. U.S. efforts over the last 18 months
have had tangible reeAl" Igaia. policy,

The R&8fanani/Velayati intervention on behalf of the TWA
147 passengers (June IM65).

d . Iranian direction that the hLacked Pan Am 673 would not be
received in Iranian territory if it left Karachi.

UN1CLASSIFIED
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The frel ease of three 1iAa and at least tw rench
hostages*
The initiation of an tra nan dialogue with their regional

Continued delay in the traniaA final offensive.*

finally, it must also be noted that the U.S. arm embargo

notwithstandingo West tuopean nations have provided $500 million

a year in military eqliplment to Iran. Most of these transfers
were accomplished with government knowledge Mad/Or acquiescence.

All appropriate Cabinet Officers have been apprised 
throughout.

The Congress was not briefed on the covert action Finding due4 to

the extraordinary sensitivity of our Iranian Contact$ and the

potentLaL consequences for our strategic position in Southwest

Asia. Finally, our efforts to achieve the release of the

hostages in L ebanon must continue to rely on discreet contacts
and intermediaries who cannot perform it they are revealed.
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Let me begin by stating the obvious. Iran is one of the
most important states in the Middle East. Its strategic
location and oil resources make it a country of critical
significance to U.S. and western interests in the area.

it is also a longstanding Soviet target. Soviet interest
is reflected in the fact that they have twice established
short-lived independent communist republics in Northern Ican
since World War I. Soviet interest in Iran has not waned and
we know that they are working hard to extend their influence
with the present regime and possible successors.

The U.S. has been trying to reestablish official contact
vith Iran and develop a working relationship ever since the
Islamic revolution. We have tried to do so because lran is,
quite simply, a geopolitical force which neither we, nor the
Soviets, can afford to ignore.

we also must not forget the hostages. The simple fact of
the matter is that U.S. citizens are being held by terrorist
groups over which Iran has some influence. We have an
obligation to do what we can to move Iran away from terrorism
and to get our fellow citizens back.

It was against that backdrop that the President signed a
finding on 17 January directing the CIA to provide operational
and logistical support for a program aimed at (1) establishing
a nore moderate government in Iran, (2) obtaining intelligence
to determine the current Iranian Government's intentions with
respect to its neighbors and with respect to terrorist acts,
and (3) furthering the release of American hostages held in
Beirut and preventing furt-hexr terroris act. by these groups.

The Finding stated that the USO will provide moderate
elements within the Government of Iran with arms, equipment and
related materiel in order to enhance the credibility of these
elements in their efforts to achieve a more moderate government
in Iran by demonstrating their ability to obtain resources to
defend their country.

In the Finding, the Presideflt directed the CIA to refrain
from reporting handing to the Congress a provided in
Section 501 of the"'-%stiL.oa!.kcur'ity Act of 1947, as ale.ed,
until otherwise direct.

U EXHIBIT ,
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At th? time the Presidential Finding vas signed, the CIA's

Office of. General Counsel advised me that the President clearly
has the..aithority to withhold prior notice of operations feo
the Congress. Section 501 of the National Security Act
expressly provides that notification of intelligence activities
to the Congress shall be provided "to the extent consistent
with all applicable authorities and duties, including those
conferred by the Constitution."

The Act also states that the Intelligence Comaittees be
given timely notice of activities, for which no prior notice
was given. This was &'clear recognition that extraordinary
circumstances could lead the President to conclude that notice
of an operation should bo withheldoin whole or in part, until
an appropriate time as determined by the President.

The history to the oversight act clearly recognizes the
accommodation that was reached on this issue. The subsequent
procedures agreed upon by the DCI and the SSCZ on reporting
covert action operations provide that advance reporting of such
operations would be subject to the exceptional circumstances
contemplated in Section 501 of the National Security Act.

The President determined that the activities authorized by
the Finding justified withholding prior notification due to the
extreme sensitivity of the dialogue being established. In
addition, had the fAct Of this program become known, the
American hostages in Lebanon would be put at a greater risk.

That's the legal Justification for not informing Congress.
The reason why Congress was not informed was, quite simply, a
very real concern for the lives of those carrying out the
operation. That concern, particularly when you have people
travelling to Itan, was not exaggerated.

Earlier experience. in conducting secret talks with Iranian
officials showed the risk involved should the fact of such
discussions become public. In 1979, President Carter's
National Security Advisor Zbigniev Ursezinski held such talks
with then Iranian Prime Minister lazargan. Following the
public disclosure of those contacts, radical students took over
the American Embassy in Tehran, taking the staff hostage, and
the lazargan Government fell.

Throughout the course of the activities undertaken by the
CIA to fulfill the directives of this Finding, only a handful
of officials were involved. Current procedures involving

2
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notification of the oversight committees would have required
that two ir three times as many individuals be informed than
were aware of the activity within the CIA. This ts the on-ly
Finding since the signature of the 19S0 oversight act that has
not been briefed to the Committees. In fact, the only other
Finding that has not been briefed since the inception of the
oversight. process was the Iranian hostage rescue mission.

Now I would like to explain exactly what activities were
undertaken by the CIA in carrying out the directives of this
Finding signed on 17 January 1906.

CHRONOLOGY

In late November 198, the NSC asked CIA for the name of
discreet, reliable airline which could assist the Israelis in
transporting a planeload of Israeli Hawk missiles to Iran. The
name of out proprietary airline was given to the NSC which, in
turn, passed it to one of the intermediaries dealing with the
Iranians.

That intermediary, who was unwitting of CIA's involvement
with the airline, hired the airline to transport a Soelng 707
load of weapons from Tel Aviv to Tehran. The airline was paid
the normal commercial rate which amounted to approximately
1127,700. The people in the proprietary did not know what was
being shipped.

When senior CIA management learned that this had occurred,
it was decided that a Finding was necessary before the Agency
could provide any future support of this type.

rhat was the only CIA support provided prior to the Findirg.

On 26 January.. a CIA officer (Charlie Allen) provided
limited, general i6forlatio ThiLs

inforestion was provided to the Iranian intermediary
(Ghortanifar) for passage to Iranian officials.

On February 5-7, U.S. officials (SC) , a representative of
the Israeli Prime Ministr 

r

I met h Ln US
Germany. At this meeting, the Iranias agreed that, I

ould -oov id -O iss le t- t an s w ou *

to explore t s pose lty a working w the Israelis.
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established the following mechanism tot transfer of the weapons:

-- The Iranian intermediary (Ghorbanifac) would deposit
funds in aluropean account.

-- The funds would then be transferred to a sterile u.s.-
controlled account in an overseas bank.

--Using these funds, the CIA would work with the Army
Logistics Command to obtain the material. This type of
activity, conducted under the Iconomy Act, is the routine
method for obtaining U.S. military materiel for CIA Covert
Action Operations from Do0. None of the working level Doe
personnel involved were aware of the eventual destination
of the weapons.

-- The materiel was then transported to Israel for future
shipment to Iran.

Using the procedures stipulated above, $3.7 million was
deposited in the CIA account in Geneva on February 11, 1986 for
the purchase of 1,000 TOW missiles and associated costs.

On 15 February, Office of Logistics personnel delivered the
1000 TOW misses to Kelly Air Force Base. The missiles were
then transported to Israel for onward shipment to Iran. CIA
was not involved in the transportation of this shipment.

On February 19-21, U.S. and Iranian officials (NSC and CIA)
met again in Germ.&ny to discuss problems in arranging a meeting
among higher-level officials.

On 24 February, the same U.S, officials traveled to Germany
where they met with the intermediary and an Iranian Government
official. At that meeting, the Iranian official provided a
list of varying quantities of approximately 240 different spare
parts needed for the Hawk missile batteries provided by the USG
to Iran during the Shah's reign. The Iranian official asked
for USQ assistance in obtaining these spare parts as additional
proof that this channel had the approval of the highest
authority in the USG3.

On 25 February, the U.S. of nian
with limited, vague infoma1 1

On March 7, U.S. (CIA and NSC) and Israeli representatives

,set with the Iranian intermediary in Paris to determine whether

4
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any further progress was possible in arranging ftor a high-level
meeting wi-th U.S. and Iranian officials. During these
meetings. the intermediary emphasized the deteriorating
economic situation in Iran and Iranian anxieties regarding
increasing Iraqi military effectiveness.

Throughout Match and April, the Office of Logistics worked
with DO to clarify the items on the Iranians' list of space
parts and identify which items were in Doe stocks, We were
informed that the Iranians had agreed that high level Iranian
officials would meet with a USG team that would cone to Tehran
with the space parts.

The escalation of tensions with Libya, leading up to the
April 14 strike, prevented further dialogue from taking place
until the Iranians urged the intermediary (Ghorbanifar) to
accelerate the effort in late April, 1986. At that point, the
Iranian expatriate advised us that the leadership in Tehran was
prepared to commence a secret dialogue with the United States
along the lines of our established goals.

Based on assurances that we could at last meet face-to-face
with top-level Iranian officials. on May 15, the President
authortsed a secret mission to Tehran by former National
Security Advisor mcrarlane. accompanied by a.CIA annuitant, a
CIA communicator, members of the NSC staff, and the Israeli and
Iranian interlocuto:i.

On 16 May 1966, the Iranians provided $6.5 million for Hawk
spare parts and an additional 501 TOW missles. The receipt of
the Iranian funds set into motion arrangements for the planned
visit to Iran as follows

--The Office of Communications provided secure
communication equipment and the services of a
communications officer to travel tnto lran with the
U.S. team.

-- The OffiLc Services was tasked to
provide tenP assports for use by the team
and the air W*Wiaricraft that would fly from
Israel to Tehran. Tes insisted on the use
of non-U.S. pasSport ia" assports were chosen

.e the aircraft ued-for the Journey carried
registration numbers.

UNCL*SWIE30
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e-The Office of logistics Assembled the available
-Ravw miss s spare parts at Kelly Air Force Base. The

-. parts were then transported to Israel, but the CIA
was not involved in their transfer.

-- The O!fice of Logistics delivered 508 TOW sissies
to Xeliy Air Force Sasa for onward shipment to
Israel. CIA vas not involved in their shipment.

On 25 May the U.S. team traveled to Tehran via Israel. The
CIA provided two members of the team--a communications officer
and a Fatal speaking annuitant with considerable experience in
Iranian affairs. The annuitant provided translation services
and advice to the team. ge continued to be involved in
subsequent meetings with Iranian representatives.

The U.S. team brought several aircraft pallet loads of Hawk
missile space pacts with them to Tehran at the time of the
meeting. oeverr, it was decided that the greater portion of
the spare parts would stay in Israel for later delivery to Iran
pending further progress in establishing the dialogue. We
understand that those spare parts were ultimately delivered to
Iran.

Cn 19 September three Iranians travelled to theS.Jtat
detaited discussions withql' 11 t- -4s.- These discussionfij-
reaffirmed the basic objectives of the US. in smjnL.
political dialogue with ?ehtan. We also provide
designed to discourage an Iranin offensive and a
an Tranian Aseltain ta nmatiate an aA trif th wjhrqart

Throughout August and September, numerous additional
meetings wece held in luropo between U.S. representatives and
the new Iranian contacts in an effort to develop the dialogue
authorized by the Presidential Finding.

SIJN tSIIEF)
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On 26,October, more
t h, g a & Ai *m i " A n t e a m

During the October 26, 1986 meeting in Frankfurt, Germany,
the U.S. side, as in the past, insisted that the release of the
hostages-was a pre-requisite to any progress. The Iranisns
u*d that we take a more active role in support

ad suggested again h t, if u.e could rov d
Woe eaponsato Ian.

The Iranians also profe a .S. accepted, the

offer of a Soviet T-72 tan That tank
should be in our hands short y.

On 2 November, the Iranians provided $2.037 million and the
Office of Logistics procured 500 more TOW misses from DoO.

Those missles were delivered by the Office of Logistics to
Kelly Air Force Base 0 5 Nov ber. A USA? C-141 aircraft
carried the misses t o where they were transhipped to a
CIA air proprietary aricra ich carried the misses to
Israel.

On 9 November, the U.S. team held another meeting with one
of the Iranian off'.zials from the Iranian team.

This brings the record of ClirT"volvement in these
activities authorized by the 17 JiAnuary 1966 Presidential
Finding up to date to of the present time. we should note that
none of the weapons .me from CIA stocks.

We have received no requests from the NSC to acquire any
more materiel of any type for shipment to Iran under this
program.

1 would like to reiterate that the funds for the
procurement of the materiel ennumecated above, as well as for
all associated costs, were provided by the Iranians
themselves. Funding from Iran was transferred to CIA for
depos lit in a covert funding mechanism. This action provided
secure means for control, payment, and accountability of all
funding associated with this program. The funds provided by
Iran, a total of 112,037,000, remained in a special account in
a Swiss bank, and costs were paid directly from the account.

UN*s&W9 ,ED
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The only costs incurred by the CIA in this activity were
expenses'fOr the travel of CIA ottithe various
M*tns'te tel room$

for the w b me*tn ed in
Germany and operatonalsuppor
amounting to approximately $48,0
have been charged against normal operational accounts. Since
all travel by CIA officials is routinely charged to such
accounts, to do otherwise in the case of the trips undertaken
during this program would have compromised the security of the
activities.

LEGALITY OF ARM SHIPMENTS

Questions which have appeared in the media as to the
legality of the arms shipments raise the question as to whether
or not the CIA was responding to a legal order.

At the time the Presidential Finding was signed, applicable
legal authorities were reviewed and it was determined that
there is clear and ample authority for the President to approve
transfers outside the context of the Foreign Assistance Act and
Arms Export Control Act. Those laws were not intended and have
not been applied by Congress to be the exclusive means for
sale, loan or provision of U.S. military equipment to foreign
governments.

CIA's legal authority to furnish U.S. military equipment to
foreign governments on a covert basis is based on language
contained in Section 102 (d) of the National Security Act of
1947, which provides that it shall be the duty of the CIA,
;.nder NSC direction, to perform services o common concern for
the benefit of intelligence agencies and to perform "such other
functions and duties relating to intelligence affecting the
national security as the National Security Council may from
time to time direct." " In short, it is clear that legal
authority exists for CIA to transfer U.S. military equipment
abroad outside the foreign military sales and assistance
statutory framework when the activity is in furtherance of a
legitimate and authorized CIA mission: that is, a special
activity or intelligence collection operation.

This fundamental and underlying legal conclusion has been
arrived at by the CIA Office of denteral Counsel and has been
confirmed by the Attorney General. A transfer is legal.

6. C8U"NUE9 113
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therefore, if we can show that the transfer io in the
furtherance of an approved and legitimate intelligence activity
and, far covert action, that there is a signed PreaidentLel
Finding qoVering the activity as provided by the lughes-Ryan
Amendment.

The next question is how the CIA obtains the materiel it
needs in order to meet those legitimate LntelLigence
Interests. CIA's legal authorities perlt It to obtain
military equipment if it is available on the open market. If
that is not the case, or if the equipment cannot be provided as
conveniently or cheaply by a commercial enterprise', CIA can
utilize the- conomy Act to obtain the necessary items from the
Department of Defense. Of course, transfers of U.S. military
equipment in general ought to be, and are in fact, made to
foreign governments under the U.S. foreign assistance program.
However, it is important to point out that any decision to have
CIA supply U.S. military equipment Inherently Involves a
determination that the foreign military assistance framewock is
inappropriate (or that purpose. Obviously, the very purpose
and nature of the operation for which CIA's extraordinary
authorities have been utilized are incompatible with the
concept underlying overt U.S. foreign aid programs.

Let me assure you that at the time the decision to go
forward with the Presidential Finding for this sensitive
operation was made, ohess legal authorities were reviewed in
order to ensure that this Agency was in full compliance with
the law.

CONCLUSION

Let me make It perfectly clear that it was apparent to all
that this initiative was a controversial one. Zven those of us
who supported going forward understood that it was a close call
and a risky operation. There wece no illusions.

was it a reasonable call? Yes, I think it was. As the
health of Khomeini has declined over the past year, we have
seen an increase in factional infighting in Tehran. This
infighting has been sharpened by severe economic problems, as
well as the war with Iraq. There have been numerous arrests.
This factional infighting has Implications for both the United
States and the Soviet Uniondtt was the Administrationes

UNCIA.n4F1) 114,
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judgeUmnt, that any powrlful Iranian faction seeking to
Ceestabli1h tiea with the Wfist and willing to attempt to
curtail franfan support for terrorism was worth talking to.

It was in that context that the judgement was made that
providing a small amount of defensive weapons would give this
faction some leverage in the internal struggle by suggesting
that there wete advantages in contacts with the West.

As I stated earliet, lean is not going to go away. its
geogcaphic and strategic position guarantee that it will reain
a geopolitical force which the U.S. will have to deal with. if
we do not establish ties to the various Iranian factions now,
we will be faced with the problem of doing so later. it is
that simple.

10
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UNC!L FfAiIED 4 A
SUiJICrs acktreund and ChronologY of Special Project r
IACKGAOUMII The USG his actively sought the release of
Aserican hostages held in Iran through various channels since
1914. in addition, the USG has been interested in getting the
Government of Iran to moderate Its support for International
terrorlse. As It became clear that some of the hostages were
being held by the pro-lraeian faction of the Hiaballah, it was
felt that the Iranian Government eight be able to put prebsure
on the Hisballah to release its hostages.

In late 1914, Michael Ledeen approached the NSC to discuss
contacts with Iron and suggested the NSC work with Israeli
officials who already had contacts with Iran based on their
covert ares deals with that country. Ledeen met with Prie
Minister Pores who agreed to help and Introduced Ledeen to-
David 9leche and Jacob Nisradi, two other Israeli officials.
These two Israelis, in turn, introduced Ledeen to Hanucher
Gorbanifar, an Iranian are merchant operating in Europe who was
actively Involved with the Israelis. Ledeen Introduced
Gorbanifar to NSC officials. Gorbanifar a ppeered to be well
tied in with various factions within the Iranian Government and
he served as the intereediary between the MSC and the Iranians.

In June 196S, the Hiaballah hijacked TWA flight 147 and
Iranian Majlis Speaker Rafsanjani played an important role in
resolving that incident, which included the release of a number
of Lebanese Shile held by Israel.

Throughout 198S NSC contacts with Ledeen, Gorbanifar, and
the Israelis continued. In summer 1915, NSC o officials
first net Amiran Nir, an Israeli official on Peres' staff who
was to become the princiot Israeli contact in NSC dealings
with Gorbaniffr and the Iranians.

Inaf 985, the CIA was asked by the HSC to
on Iranian communications due to the

Iii5ki[UiiiIiuiilan e rican iste. Te CA I a d the
2. CIA that Gorbanifer and ii were

Involved.

Py2Ptli rw

On 14 September 1915, Reverend Weir was released by the
Hisballah. At the same ties, the Israelis, at NSC behest,
delivered S06 TOW missiles to Iran. Since the Iranians would
not pay for the TOW missiles until they were delivered, and
since the NSC was Instructed not to use any USG funds for the
operation, Gorbanifar used his contacts with Saudi financier
Adnan Xhasholgl to come up with $5 million U3O to pay for the

Ca CL BY
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TOW missle~s. The NSC agreed to provide the lIraelia with Sl
TOW missiles to replace those tbey provided for the operation.
The aircraft carrying the TOW missiles delivered them to Tabris
but had probe I jn he return flight which forced a
technical stop before returning to Israel.

On 3 October 19s, the Hisballah announce they a4j' killed
hosted Duckley, though later debriefinls of released Nostages
indicate hm probably died in early June Isis.

In November 1915, as the next step in the operation, the
HSC arranled for Israel to send lS HAV missiles to
Iran. Howver,at the lIraelis nelected to remove the Israeli
markings from some of the missiles. This oversight, plus the
fact that e Irnjj ans had boon led to expect they would be
reclving *HHAN missiles, led to a huge disagreement
which causaTli r developments to grind to a halt.

In December 1935 McFarlane left the NSC and Poindexter
ordered Lodoe out ol the operation and made Ollie NoA±_..__.

. directly responsible for dealing with Gorbanifei
On the Israeli side, Niaradi was replaced as the pr ary
contact by-Airan Nir.

In January 196, the President approved the operation towork with the Iranians for the release of hostages in return
for military equipment. The CIA iWe asked to provide logisticas
and operational support. b 0-

In early 1911, contacts with Gorbanifar serving as a
. go-between to q J continue.

In aid- February, the NSC delivers 1000 TOWs to Iran.

In March 1984, Gorbanifareet with the NSC In
Germany. The NSC are given a t-of spare parts for HAWK
missile batteries and radars requested by the Iranians. CIA
then works with select number of DOD officials to obtain the
spare parts. It iv agreed that the spare parts plus more TOW
missiles will be delivered to Iram at the successful conclusion
of a mootil betvecn NSC officials and Iranians in Tehran.

To provide the US with the money for the spare parts and
TON. missiles, Gorbanitar must sain finance the deal. He raises
16 million dollars which is passed to the US, with the
expectation that the Iranians will in turn, pay him once the
Items have been delivered. Gorbanilar alain works with

UtdiSIFlD
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Khoshog ito raise the money from several Canadian, American,
and Are investors.

on 32 AtAl 1986, a U.S. Customs Service "Sting" Operation
in Switzerland under the State Department's "Operation Staunch"
disrupts a lara ongoinol Iranian arms procurement deal beta
run by Gorbanifar. T is deal was unrelated to tho NSC
operation. Gorbniftar is arrested by the Swiss, but released
a ter 24 hours. Gorbanifar loses the money he and Ihashoggi ,ut
into that particular operation, funds probably raised from the
investors for the NSC operation.

On 15 May 1916, Gorbanifar finally comes up with sufficient
funds for the nest stop of the HSC operation and a meeting is
arranged to take place in Tehran.

On 22 Key 1916, HAWK missile spare parts are picked from
Kelly AP3 and flown to Israel and the US teaa departs for
Europe.

On 23 May, a second aircraft picks up 501 TOW missiles ald?
flIes to Israel.

On 24 May the US team goes to Israel where Ifir joins this
for the trip to Tehran. The Team departs for Tehran. They
bring along some of the Spare Parts to show the Iranians their
good faith.

On 2s May, the US team arrives in Tehran and holds meetings
with the Iranians. However, the meetings do not go well,
probably because the Iranian factional concensus is felling
apart. The second aircraft load of spare parts Is recalled
whie1 on its way to Iran and returns to Israel. The US team
departs after five days, having made no progress.

In June and July 1916, talks with Gorbanifar and
"d continue and it is decided that the Iranians must sho th rFi

ood faith by forcing the Hisballah to release another hostile.
n July Gorbanlfal goes to Lebanon and Syria in an effort to

get Father Jeako released.

On 26 July 19S6, Father Jenke is released.

On 3 August 196, the remainder of the HAKX spare parts
that have been collected are delivered to Iran. The spare parts
are picked up at elly AP and flown to Iran via Israel.

UN iUSSIFIFfl
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In August 1916, GorbaniN tl p~ihIrantads are angry
over the price he charged them for the spare parts and the
whole operation stalls over this issue The NSC suspects that
Gorbanifar has not been truthful.

Anow channel Is foundtruhHmcnat i

In September 1916, the XSC drops t.he Gorb~jJL
channl and d to meoet with Refsonjini'l

On It $Septembe onee to
the US forI*Stin h |(aw-eM
Gorbanifa Q :hnnel and of ~r to replace it.

On 6 October, there is a second meeting with which
takes lace n Gera sy. He is a osplanled to thi by a

saAt that meeting, they agree
oapon-n-ni-i-nl-t-plan which will involve the release of two

host@ es as an initial step. They disclaim any involvement in
the three recent hostage kidnappin i and say that their faction
of the Hisballah only hold three off the hostages. They also
agree to try to find Buckley's remains to return to the US. In
addition they agree to turn . . 1-.tke Hisballah

On 26 October, the MSC has another reeting with the
Iranians in Frankfurt and agree to the release of two hostages
in return for a shipment of 500 TOW @is-siles. Since the money
they provided in October had not cleared into the US account,
the NSC prevails upon the Israelis to send 500 TOWS to Iran,
with the agreement they will be repla,-ed by the US as soon as
possible.

on 29 October, the Israelis deliver 500 TON 4issiles to
Iran.

On 2 November, hostage Jacobson is released.

On 3 November, a pro-Syrian mneaseie in Beirut breaks the
story that Jacobson and the other ost4#0es had been released by
Iranian pressure in return for mlAtary equipment.
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,- UNCLASSIFIED
Iran Testimony -

21 November 1986
.- ,:

Throughout he Reagan Administratiom, both the national security .

am4 t e. gtellygence comfnity have been keenly aware and constantly concerns,
about t 4 itla tton and the strategic significance of Iran. uch

thought a oin devoted to how we might develop contacts and

relaionshfipi which would provide a better understanding of wat is happening

there and establish contacts and relationships which might lead to improved

relationships later on.

stad nd hold them in our hands so ot 0 will be ready.

In the fall of 19SS, *ud McFarlane, after a weekly meeting which he and

his deputy had with me and my deputy, asked m to stay behind. Hea told me

about discussions he had had at the highest levels In Israel urgaTnhe

desirability of discussions with officials In Iran and offerin MIS of ___

oss. I distinctly recall McFarlane ophaSIZIg that the 1 ka ofvch CM) cussions would be the future relationships with Ir a and tm t

th e a ll and Middle Cast-Persian Gulf equation. h e Israel !,wanted

to put us in touch with an Iranian expatriate. The Israel i said they had

checked out hi man's background itnd contacts exhaustively and had high

confidence In the quality of hi; relationship pAIhit h Iranian office lt.
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McFarlane had been told that at the tIme of t1 TWA 147 hijaCking in

1985, the iSrathS ha s asked this Iranian ea;atriate to use his influyfce

with Senior Iranian officials to obtain the release of soW of the hijacked

passengers. Just two days later, four Americans who had been separated from

the bulklof tha hijacked passengers were freed and turned over to Syrian

authOrities. _Tne'S$eaker of the Kajlis, Rafsianjani, *is travelinW in the

Middle East at the tipe with Iranian Foreign Minister Velayati and were

believed to have Intervened with the captors to release the four Amricans.

.ftafsnjani,. in a speech on 4 November 1984 (check year??), for the first

time publicly acknowledged his role Il secUring the freed o'of the hijacked

passengers. "

in late November 1985, the NSC AikedrOwe officers d a Charter

airline, the reliability of which We C6lee'vouch for, to carry some cargo

from Tel Aviv Into iran. Our told that there was some urgency

about this in connectiOn with A meetingia n vs between an Iranian official,

%*q expatriate Interediary, and private U.S. citizens. our

recommended a proprietary of thir n Tbl4 little

airlineAregularly toot on coWercial ventures. .M- -- we .

be~n9-e~ve blhen the plane got to lel Aviv, the pilots weretollthe cargo

was spare, prts for the oil fields And was to go iN t Tabri- .

de40e-tht in order tO protect the plane, ou

asked to get flight clearances into Iran. on 25 NOVe r 194 TOO plane"
ATh Isrels,' I

dropped the cargo in Tehran without knOwin what It s. Israelis were

unwitting tiat the plane was a CIA proprietary.adthe airline charged the

normal coopercial rate which was approzimatelY $121i .er qr ~~~~of ok

82-681 - 88 - 7
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urgency Pj the.. requirement, bt in consultation with the Deputy Oirector

decided that we w~vnw@-mot provide any future Support Of flights into 1ra"

in the:absence of a finding.

We didn't learh uiti sometime in January 1986 that the shipment involve-

18 air defense sss that it was later rejected by the Iranians on tne

basis that itwarir"nOt what tne Iranians had ordered from the Israelis. 1r

this affair, our air proprietary had been made available to accowodate a

delivery requirement in which the NSC was interested and the S hiptnt was

.billed and paid for at the normal rates charged by our air proprietary.

In the meantime, the policy of pr lag the possibility'of discussions

with Iranian officials, including sma lo.phpmonts of arms to establish or

good faith and to induce them to use hIfrinfluence with those holding c."

hostages, was discussed at one or twO things of the NSPG principals. Trere

were differences of view about the de lity of this policy, but it was

finally decided that It should be cautkosly pursued.

On 6-8 Oecember 198S, Bud McFarlane, then National Security Advisor,

met in London with the Israeli officials and the Iranian expatriate. At

this meeting, mr. McFarlane stated our goals of pursuing the relationship;

with Iran were these: r "'..

-- Devising a formula for reestablishing a strategic.relationsnip

with Tehran. COMM *

Ending the Iran-Iraq War on honorable terms. f

-. Convincing Iran to cease its support for terrorism.""
.COO-

.. Helping ensure the territorial integrity of iran and m

coordinating ways to counter Soviet activities in the region.

REVICWW foR RELEASE I"
A - '1
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?or. McFarlanp made clear that in this relationship we would expect Irar

tc use its influence to* achieve the release of Western hostages in Lebanor..

me also mae it clear that we could not and would not engage in tracing arms

-for hoitigeS . ..

0Mn I i. 14nuary 1"86; a Presidential Finding was signed directing the CIA

to pre, vid# ope~ttinil ar, logistical support for a program aimed at

(I) establishing a more moderate government in Iran, (2) obtaining intelligence

ta determine the current Iranian government's intentions with respect to its

neighbors and with respet-tOrror-st Acts- and (3) furthering the release

of Arnerican hostages held in Beirut and.preventing further $errorist acts by

these groups.

The Finding stated that the USG will"provide moderate elements within -.e

government of Iran with arms equipaentNa~djrelated materiel in order to enhance

tme credibility of these elements in efforts to achieve a more moderate

government in Iran by demonstrating t h~jbility to obtain resources to deferc

their Country.

In the Finding, the President directed the CiA to refrain from reporting

the Finding to the Congress as provided in Section S01 of the National Security

Act of 1947, as Amended, until otherwise directed.

At the time the Presidential Findlng vat signed, the ClA' 'fjce of

General Counsel P -.w-.-.-. .... 9a.L-4.--M that the President J["i'l.has

the authority to withhold prior notice of operations from te C6Nigress.

Section 501 of the National Security Act expressly provide.0h6tnOtificatiort C
C"

of intelligence activities tu the Congress shall be provided .t.Lthe.extent

cdnsistent with all applicable authorities and duties, including those

conferre by the Constitution." -
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tie Act also states that the Intell gmnce Conittees be informed C'

activities for which no prior notice was given at the appropriate tire

as determined by the President. This was a clear recognition that

extraorinary circumstances COuld ZeAd the President to Conclude that

notiCe of am OPeratIon should be withheld, in whole or in part.

The history tO the Oversight Act Shows that an accotnodation recot.-:--

both the President's constitutional responsibility and u thority and the

Congressional oversight responsibility and authority was reached in this

legislative process. The subsequent procedures agreed upon by the DC1 and

the SSCI on reporting covert action rations provide that. advance reporting

of such operations would alto be subject to the exceptional circumstances

contemplated in Section S01 of the N ioaal S*curity Act.

The President determined that tr activities authorized by the Finding

justified withholding prior notificaton due to the extreme sensitivity of

the dialogue being established. His Idwisors recognized that if the fact

of this program become known, the American hustaies in Lebanon would be put

at a greeter risk.

On 5-7 February 19M6, U.S. officials from the HiSC and CIA met in Germany

with representatives of tht Israeli Prime Ministry and a senior-level Iranian

official. At this meeting, the Iranians agreed that if the A would provide

TOW weapons to Iran, th ey would.

The .S.agred to explore this po siblity a ,working

with the Israelis, established the following Nchanism f transfer of the €0
CO

weapons: / '

The Iranian intermediary would deposit funds in an Israeli accour,

P...VED FOR R LEASE .
" ,-^I ? - - ,:- N-
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-- The.Israelis would transfer funds to a sterile U.S.-controlled

account in Ia overseas bank.

-- Using these funds, the CIA would covertly obtain materiel

authorized for transfer from U.S. military stocks and transport

this to Israel for onward movement to Iran.

UsinV these procedureS, funds wert ovios5itod in thj CIA account in

Geneva on 11 February 1986 and on 14 February 1,000 TOWs were transported

to Israel for pre-positlonlng. These TOWs were transferred by CIA from DO0

(U.S. Army stocks in Anniston, Alaba'a) and transported through

using standard CIADo0I i logistics arrangements. Policy-

level coordination for these arrangewts was effected by NSC (North) with

000 (Armitage and Koch) and CIA (Clair Corye). The TOWs were placed in a

covert Israeli facility awaiting onwar shipment.

On 19-21 February, U.S. and Iran officials (NSC and CIA) met ayain

in Germany to discuss problems in arrgin% a meeting among higher.level

officials. At this getting, the U.S. side agreed to provid*e0 .

4as a clear signal ofU.S. sincerity. This delivery was commenced on the

morning of 20 February and completed in two t'ans&'ts to Tehran on 21 February.

Transportation from Israel to Iran w4s aboard i false flag Israeli aircraft.

On 7 march, U.S. (CIA and NSC) and Israeli representative met with the

Iranian intermediary in Paris to determine whither a!y furt progress was

possible in arranging for a high-level meeting w*ith U.S. Irani Off Ic Ia SC0:

During these meetings, the intermediary ephasizel the d oeriorating economic

situation in Iran and Ij'anian anxieties regarding incre sing Iraqi military .

effectiveness. C-am

UNCLASSIFIEfl
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Based or assurances that we C u0at list "tt ftCe- .f&C# with top.levte

Iranian OffiCials, on I5 May the PreSident utA)riz*d a secret miSion to

Tehran by former National Security Ad isor MCFarlaneC1.-:.,,,r V *

16.ay 1986, the Iranians provided $6.S million through
an Intermadlary..for Hawk spare parts and n additional 506 TOw
misiles. The-receipt of the Iranian funs set into motion
arrangements for the planned vi|it to Iran as follows:

-- The Office of Communications provided secure
communication equipment and the services of a
communications officer to travel into Iran with the
U.S. team.

--The Offic c _h_&l.c rvice, was tasked to
provide ten passports for use by the
team and the*& t .CreyoW0he aricraft that would fly
from Israel to TehftXN. Tho. Ir ans insisted on the
use of non-U.S. passports. passports were
chosen because thseIsraeli arcraf t used for the
journey carried" registration numbers.

-- - Office '" "-iombled the available
Nir Force Pase. Te

a private

. , .

'utit

FO. -EM
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O.rIng these MeetIngs, both sides used the Opprtunity tO detIlI tFi

obstacleS to ieplumnting a strategic relationship between the two countries.

In addition to the points noted above, Mr. MCFarlene ep1asized the Political

problems Caused by Iranian Involvement In the hostage issue. The Iranians

objected to tthe USG bargo on U.S. military supplies already paid for plus

te continued US blocking of Iriniin assets in the U.S., even after U.S.

Courts mad ruled in their favor.

On 10 June, ajliis Speaktr Rafsanjani, in a speech in Tehran mace guardeK

reference to Iranian interest in improved relations with the U.S. On 26 july.

Father Lawrence Jenco was reJeased in the Skka Valley and found his way to a

Syrian military Checkpoint. On 3 kuyust, three pallets (less thin 1/ planeloalo

of electronic parts for Iranian anti-aircraft defenses (HAWK missile iub.comonPeCs

arrived in Tehran (from Israel). A

:n mid-AuguSt, two contacts were 4ade with Iran. George Cave made contact

wit?) and Ollie North Aade contact

with f the senior Iranian official Rafsan.ar'.

Throm..y August, Septefer, and October 1986. nmrni, A ,,nnxi -&9.,-4,

UHCLASS1flED
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0.. .

Despite these internal diffit jtles and Atte*dant publicity in te

Western media, the Iranians continued to maintain direct contact with the %SG

and met again in Geneva on 9-10 xov.ebj with NSC and CIA representatives.

C-

-_J

=
Contrary to speculative reports

that these hostages were taken in order to stimulate the acquisition of r~ce
arms, they were most likely captured in order to prevent the very rapproa-"

It Is important to note that since the initiation of the USG contact

with Iran, there has been no evidence of Iranian government complicity in

acts of terrorism against the U.S. We believe that the Septeiiier-Cctoter

kidnappings of Messrs. Reed, Cicippio, ind Tracy were urdertaken in an effort

to undermine the nascent U.S.-Iranian strategic dialogue and:exacerbate the

internal Iranian power struggle against the moderate faction.with which we

have berl in contact.
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This b..rings the tecotd of CIA involvement in these
activ-ties author ised by the 17 January 1946 Presidential
F ind inq up to'date as of the present tise. We should note Ot.
none of the weapons case from CIA stocks.

.We have received no requests to acquire any sore mater lei
of any type for"shipment to Iran under this program.

"1 wo 'ejjke to reiterate that the funds for the
procurement'offthe materiel ennumerated above, as well as for
all associated costs, were provided by the Iranians
themselves. Funding from Iran was transferred to CIA for
deposit in a covert funding mechaniss. This action provided
secure means for control, payment, and accountability of all
funding associated with this program. The Irani'an funds, a
total of $12,237,000, veto deposited into a special account irn
a S~iss bank.

The only costs incurred 'the CIA tn this activity vere
expenses for the travel of Atoffi 0 Involved In the various

otr tional s uppip

amo.nunt approximately $4 ,84S0. M costs for this support
have been charged against nots& operational accounts. Since
all travel by CIA officials is outinely charged to such
accounts, to do otherwise I a case of the trips undertaken
during this program would ha e.ospromised the security of the
activities.

WDo
DO."7-

R,, FOR .L

ACYICW V~ A~L&~L.
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LEGALITY ? AI SUNC ASSIMED

Questions which have appoared in the media as to the
legality of the arms shipments raise the question as to whether
or not the CIA was responding to a legal order.

At the time the Presidential Finding was signed, applicable
legal authorities were reviewed and it was determined that
there is clear and ample authority for the President to approve
transfers outside the context of the Foreign Assistance Act and
Arms Expo rt Control Act. Those laws were not intended and have
not been applied by Congress to be the exclusive means for
sale, loan or provision of U.S. military equipment to foreign
governments.

CIA's legal authority to furnish U.S. military equipment to
foreign governments on a covert basis is based on language
contained in Section 102 (d) of the National Security Act of
1947, which provides that itshall be the duty of the CIA,
under NSC direction, to perform"services of common concern for
the benefit of intelligence agencies and to perform "such other
functions and duties relating to intelligence affecting the
national security as the National Security Council may from
time to time direct." In short; it is clear that legal
authority exists for CIA to-transfer U.S. military equipment
abroad outside the foreign military sales and assistance
statutory framework when the-activity is in furtherance of a
legitimate and ;uthorized CIAaiission; that is, a special
activity or intelligence collection operation.

This fundamental and underlying legal conclusion has been
arrived at by the CIA Office of General Counsel and has been
confirmed by the Attorney General. A transfer is legal,
therefore, if vt can ehow that the transfer is in the
furtherance of an approved and legitimate intelligence activity
and, for covert action, that there is a signed Presidential
Finding covering the activity as provided by the Bughes-Ryan
Amendment.

The next question is how the CIA obtains the'materiel it
needs in order to meet those legitimate intelligence -,
interests. CIA's legal authorities permit it to obtain
military equipment if it is available on the open market. If
that is not the case, or if the equipment cannot be provided as
conveniently or cheaply by a commercial enterprise,-ClA can
utilize the Economy Act to obtain the necessary items from the
Department of Defense. Of course, transfers of-.U.S. military

RE'vtIEED FOR RELEE li
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equipment in g*heral ought to be, and are in fact, sade to
foreign governments under the U.S. foreign assistance program.
Howeve-r, it is important to point out that any decision to have
CIA supply U.S.-military equipment inherently involves a
determination that the foreign military assistance framework is
inappropriate for that purpose. Obviously, the very purpose
and nature of the operation for which CIA's extraordinary
authorities have'been utilized are incompatible with the
concept'underlying overt U.S. foreign aid programs.

"-:'.. . .- ' .::'V

Let me assure you that at the time the decision to go
forward with'-the Presidential Finding for this sensitive
operation was made, these legal authorities were reviewed in
order to ensure that this Agency was in full compliance with
the law.

CONCLUSION :

Let me make it perfectly clear that it was apparent to all
that this initiative was a controversial one. Even those of us
who supported going forward , d rstood that it was a close cal!
and a risky operation. Thel were no illusions.

Was it a reasonable call? es, I think it was. As the
health of Khomeini has decli, ed ver the past year, we have
seen an increase in factionaltinfighting in Tehran. This
infighting has been sharpenea j severe economic problems, as
well as the war with Iraq. MI*Ie have been numerous arrests.
This factional infighting ha0llications for both the Onited
States and the Soviet Union. It was the Administration's
judgement that any powerful Iranian faction seeking to
reestablish ties with the West and willing to attempt to
curtail Iranian support for terrorism was worth talking to.

it was in that context that the judgement was made that
providing a small amount of defensive weapons would give this
faction some leverage in the internal struggle by,suggesting
that there were advantages in contacts with the West.-

As I stated earlier, Iran is not going to go:away.. Its
geographic and strategic position guarantee that't will remain
a geopolitical force which the U.S. will haveto deal with. If
we do not establish ties to the various Iranian factions now,
we will be faced with the problem of doing so later..* It is
that simple.

+EVjWED FOR R SEM r
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CIA's IRVselet bM WW the A90cy its asked to recmmend a reltiole

irPine that Could transport bulky 0il-4rilling 94rt tO &A VASPeCifiOe

dntiatlft In tne Middle [ast. we rocaNsdo4d a proprietary of ours called-This little airline regularly to0 oC omercial vetures.

Nther the Arlie nor CIA tew the car"o consisted of 1 f titssiles. •

when the plaps got to Tel Aviv, tV4 pilts we told the carg we spire

parts f the oil 11e64% and was to go into Twir . Ou nd1 i dNd

that In order tO protect the plin should be Asked to

get flight cloarv.ces into Iran. On 2S Noember I"$, the plano dropped the

cargo in TePin. To the best of our kMcVleOd, neither the sraelIs nor the

Iranians knew that they wore dealing with a CIA propritary, r did airline

persemeol kon w hit trey we carryiPg. The airline was paid the nOr'41

comercial rate which ilwnted to approuIM4tely $127,700. I Should stress

that the airline oes a corsidoIable aftt of normI business in Addition

*we Associate GoWty 0irector for OatiOns authoi2zed the flitht

boc.WU of tiMt 1eged orencY of the regeireent. ~ the Deputy Director

wes consfvdted ol IS 102v5 Nber, it was decided that we woud not provide any

future support of flights into Iran in the Absence of a finding.

UNCLASSIFIED
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In t4 meantime, tht Israeli PrOposal of proeing the possibility of

discussiOns with Iranian Official$, Including 4kaing Small Sh IPets Of arml

to *staolsh Our 9004 filth and to Induce them tO use thte? IlfluenC@ with

those holding our hostages. *41 disculsod it One or two eltiflgs of te MSPG

principals. There were differences of view about the eSirab1ilty of this

policy, but it -15 finally decided that it shOuld H CautiOusly p ryue.

On 7 ecefter 196S, ow6 oCFirliae, tien Ntloal SoCurity Advisor, t4 "

in Lotdor with ISreiF officials and the Iranian eapatriste who was their

intermediary to the Iranian goverfniat. At this meting. Mr. McFarlane

stated our goals of pursuniy the relationship with Iran were these:

Devising a formula for reestablishing a strategic relationship

with Tehran.

Ending the Iran-Iraq War on honorable terms.

Convincing Iran to Cease it% support for terrorism.

-- Helping ensure the territorial integrity of Iran and

coordifnainq Sys to Counter Soviet activities in the region.

W WFarlane m ae Clear that in this relationship we would ezI.t Iran

to use its nflowsenc to achieve the release of Western hostages in Lebanon.

s4 also mae it clear that we Covid not and would not egage in trading acres

for hesta es. Thits matter was disCussed again several times with the President

and others In the national security city following the Deceofer mcFarane trip.

On 17 Ja uary 19@, a Pr*sidential Findig was signed directing the CIA to

provide olprational and logistical support for a program aied at (1) establssmim

a more oderSt goverFment in Iran, (2) Obtaining intelligence to deterwi e the

current Iranian governet's intentions with respect to its neighbors and wi h

respect to terrorist acts, ad (3) furthering the release of American hostages

held in Sairt an4 preveting further terrorist acts by th@ groups.

3
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Tre Finding stated that th ISq iw uld provide mOmratte *l.1eALS within

4n4 witeMt the governrt of Iran with arms oqutlp t And relatto sateriae

in order to nuance thie crediOllity of these elaesnts in their efforts to

aCnue A more N44drAte gOverM1ent In Irfn by deOnstr Atn thtle adbiity to

obtain retsorces tO dofend their country.

In the FindIni. the Presidtnt directed the CIA to refrain from reporting

;ne Firing to the Congress until otherwise directed. The Finaing w&s rele o

and ComCurr0 In by thi Attorney General.

At tre time the Presidential Finding was being drafted. the CIA's Office

of e norel Counselprovided the legal opinion that the President 4as tri

authority to withhold prior notice of operation from tile Congress. Section 501

of trio katio|al Security Act expressly provides that notification of inteligece

activities to the Congress %iall be proiedd t tri extent consistent with

all applicable authorities and duties. including , those conferred by the

The Act a0s0 stit# that the Intel1i4ecO CeWittfes be Infom of

activi ties for tolth of "Si~ ~
awVO "14r, u*e d- thwatnu

411W ~OV7 clrtatnces co~1d Ife the PI" i eftt to concluded triat
notice of an o4ratIem sbe"dd be .tttheW , in oloe or In part.

The, history to the Owesiht Act sh ws tut An ACCGWMation rcKOgniZiMg

botit the Prtsist'; constitutional rtpsASiblity and Authority and the

Congressional oversight rsWsibility and authority was rtachet in this

legislative pocess. Th sasequent procedures agreed upon by trie DCI and

the SSCI on r p0rt'gi covert action o"ratio"% provide triat advance reporting

0f such operioons Would also eo subject to the exceytional Circumstances

contelate in Section Sol of the Nationli Security Act.

UNCLASSIFIED
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The Prt"SGdnt Ad InstruCt. so to advise you that pi de ter,$n tlt

the actIVItteC authoriEd 0y the Finding JustIft*4 W APol*1gj Prior Aot'flcAtIcn

C.e to the extram sensitivity of the dialogue being *tI6bI1ied. me etoriiinc,

*%At If thO f4Ct Of tAi5 0'Or&M WbeC t'3wM. tftZS C4rryIm Out trio dialOgue

'Otn U.S. d rAM1m) &Ad te ADerICa hostages 'A LODAtOA .wuld 0* Out it

a greater risk.

rhor, Piave Only boen :WO FIM@i~gs since t* eIncept'o" 0 the Ov0'ls'hi'

p~OCes tn yOsrS 190 v¢iCA MeVe hot been briefed tO Congress. This is cne.

,1% second toS te Iranian g0staga rescue Mission.

Now I would ;Itk to explain exactly whet UctIvit11 were ynditaton by

the CIA in carrying out the directives of this Finding signed on 17 January 1916.

On S.? Foruiry 19h, U.S. Off'cical (KSC), a representative of the

:sraeli prime Ministry (howrlAs RIr) am4 a sonlor-lowel Iranian official

ot4t in 6onzany. At this aeeting. th U.S. sw e

W*asied its, desire to tote into A stratgic dialogue with the IraniaM

side. Te to Aiwe U.S. weas. The U.S.
agt t I ty . Wortinl with the Israelis. ti following

efta4niss for tr-lsfer Of the we&"" was establish. :

The Iranian Intermedliary (Ghortanifir) would deosit fundS in an

Israel I count.

'(he funds would t" e tr&asferred to A sterile U.S..coftroll d

acountvf in an visoSes book.

u-ing these funds, the CIA w uld work with the Arwy LogiSticS

C¢AnE to obtan the Materiel.

-- The materiel would then be transported to Israel for future

shipmet to Iran.

S
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Using these prCO'eurls. 1.7 million Uii deposito in ti CiA AccOunt

in GenevA On 11 Frory 19d6 for the purChle of 1.000 TN mi$ l#S IAm

associate" Colts.

On IS f0eorvay. Office of Logistics 04rSOnAnl delivered ti I,00 TO4

-4 S 1O to tel '!A'P::CI$ Sqe. The.msile% t~r# tnen tr4Ansorteo to

:Iriel for tnwro shlmn enL to Iran. CIA WAL not invulveqJ IItue tra lnsorttIlOn

of this shipmit.

On 19-21 Ct ryir'. UJ.S. (1qSC a" CIA) and Irmnian officials aet Again

in Germamy to discuss proolaem in arranging a ting An higher-)vel

officials. At tii meeting, the U.S. lilt algreed to provide 1,000 TOWS to

'ran is a clear signal of U.S. sincerity a4 support for t e fiction uo wtre

talking to. This delivery was ci mnced oni the morning of 20 Feoruary and

completto in two ran sits to Tifrin on 21 February. Transportation from

Israel to Iran was Aibord a false flag Israeli aircraft.

On 24 February. the same U.S. officials travoli U Gervwiny where they

met with the intorMIar) and in Iranian ,verihmnnt 0MCial. At that setting.

the Iranian official provide a lilt of varying quantities of iprozimately

2au 4iffertt %part parts ledeoe for the Hawk Iissile batteries provided by

the US& to Iran during the Shah's reign. Th* Iranian official asked for

UM asistace in obtaining tPte Spare parts as additional proof thit this

Channel had the approval of thi highs% authority in the USG.

On ZS FerAry, tM U.S. officials, as they continued to 0 In later

contacts with the Irnans, provided the lr&nias with limited inforMatiOn

designed to encourage An Iranian deii116 te negoLtt A ef to the war

an4 intrlawe Iranian awareness of the Seviet threat tO Iran.

UNCLASSIFIED
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T ft lV4t P4rc h AMA AOri , til Of ?ice of L"IStsI CS tle4 with 00 to

Clarify tiO itAWS *A l IfjIlAIIA' lilt f SpNrO parCS iA 141"tifY Wich

.w wers InI 00 StoCS.

on 7 Patch, U.S. (CIA AMt RSC) 0A4 IsroIli reprs@ iltivWS et with tht

:PrAi&A lfttOti4riy 1A Part$05 dit* 1Ot tOf1AOJay f*ftflfe r"ruSS *4a 4

:.Siala in arraingl for a nigh-level meting with U.S. JAG Ian4ia Offi cial.

0wrilog theNO5 t''ftQs. the iit*tMelAry ~AasiaeQ tie acLtiortAgl eCOMOmNIC

situation in 1iFA AnA IrAn10 anAletilt regarging Increlling Itaqi 6ilitAfy

*ff..ctiveAGss.

lase on Assurance$ that we could at last mt tic.t@*fiCt with tOp-levol

-anian officials, on S M fty.4 Prsidfit authorlimd I Secret vision to

"ihTai by former Niti#al| Security Advilor cFarlao. iCCwPaniW by a CIA

amnuithat, a CIA comm cato, 1ONSW of the XIC Staff. ino tAO Israeli and

.inAi&R iAt*PIOCut*FS.

OR 16 fy 11006 thne Iralams ormlo $6.5 million through An inte@sdiary

for N&4M SPM pans and ao WIiti@ol W4 TOW missiles. The receipt of the

,r tnIA fuW$ UK Inte tiN6 0 t44Ar?0 efit for th* planned visit to Iran as

foll ows

The Office of CONAmicatiS prim4 Setyro camunicttfon

oei" t and thO service of a co olcatiom officer to

travl to Iran with %P4 U.S. toM

The Offict of TeChniCal Service WAS talked to orovlde te-assIerts for use by the team na the air

crew of te& itr aft that imld fly from Israel to Te ran

The |f&aib*i Insist" ANN tie via of Am-U.S. pOrt a &t

p4%5WtI We Ch "5 be iuSl thO Israeli aircraft wed for the

j we'y cwrrie i station nwrs.
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- The Office of LoOIItiCs iiil*d the avileo). Neov *isdilg

SPiF pdrtt it Kelly Air Force @ase. Ti vrts ,wore tem

traSoortec to :Stsil by I prvite COnrActor (SOutNf' Alf

Transport).

..- Th Office of LOYIStICS delivrtd $08 TOW missiles to Kelly

Air ;OrCe 1ASe for Onward shipment tO l~itl by pOivite

CcerCtOr [Soutretn Air Trtansport).

On 25 May, tie U.S. team traveled to Tehran via Israel. The CIA

provided two meWOrS Of the team--a CunoictAiOns Officer And a Var$I

speaking anuitint with coliSrole #sptriesce 1A Iranian affairs. The

annuitlnt proVided translatiOn SevtiCWS and advice to tie team, No contiiued

to be involved In Subse uent ftlungs with Iranian representatives.

Thi U.S. team brOught a single ai,'craft pallet of mawk missile spare

parts with them to Tehla at the time of to meeting. Hamover, it was decided

that the greater -I01 O pwots wftld sU 14 4I V for liter

delvtry tO Jrew "enI further progress in astablislhi"l the dialogue, we

understid that the"S spere prts wers ultimately delivered to Iran.

The 25-2? May meetings were held with hih-level Iranian offtcal s, thl

first direct contact between the two toesrtl in over sII years. Mr. Mcfarlane

and his team were abil tO establish the basis for a continuing relationship and

clearly articulate our objectives, c earns, nd intentions. The group va

also able to assess first-hand the internal political dynaic in Tenran and the

effect of the .ir on Iran. Using Prosifoatially-approved Teros of Reference.

which had b" rewiewe and approved by appropriate Cabinet officers, Mc farlae

sewhasited that our interest in Iran transceldd the hostages. but the Contuid

detention of hostages by a LebaneSe group philotamhically aligned with Ira

prevented PrO~tSS. OWrtiA the visit, W. WcFa'lans made clear:

UNCLASSIRED
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that we fundOaItIlly @O9is Iranian efforts to expel us

from th MiOO tilt;

tmi we firmly Opposed ther use of terrorSi.

that we accept" their rololutlem lnd did ret lst to reverse At;

that we 144 AOier Other disrtaltreemof InVo)lvin regional

P0|l'CIS (I.e.. Lebanon, NiCaragua. etC.), ht dit als0 f"'C

drw Of comA interOet hrot ltA dial"e.

On Il SopteP r, three Iralian traveled to the U.S. for detailed discussion%

with tne U.S. toa. These disCussions reaffirm" tri bli c @oJectives of tIN

U.S. if setting a pliticil dialoIte with Tehran.

Tnrow0holdt August and Septot, l, ner0mus additional .etitnl wre r*414

in Eurode betwe4 U.S. ritrtsntatlei and the now Iranlan contacts In an

effort to deviloo tri dil4u 6t0411,484 by tre Prlsidefitial Finding.

On 6 October. these Ir"isai troeled to Frankfwrt for Omtings with

the U.S. toon.

26 OctSw. O"f i o"ttS &we Reid in Fritkfvt with the %1

The Iranian$ peffeud, W4 tbe U.S. ucc toot the offer of a Soviet

T.? ani That ta i shl d be in ovr hands shOrtly.

On 2 hevir. the Iralnias provided $2.037 milliOn and the Office of

L~itltiCl Or@Curt 500 R Tow missileS from W..

Those missileS were elWivered by the office of L"il0tCS to Kelly Lir

Force ase o'i i e r. A USAF C.141 aircraft Carried the mISles to

Mwpor@ they were tranisshifed by a CIA air Or WirtAry aircraft which

carries the GIsS1ile to Israel.
9
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This brinFs the Ptcore of CIA lAvolv o eqct itn those aCtivites utortzeo

y the I? JiRuary 1946 ProsI GOal h 1 is of t1o o'*sent tIW4.

;se should note that ono of tri weaonos case from CIA stocks.

we hlve received no requets to Cquire Any more material Of Any type@

4Oar Itient to Iran under this or0gr&.
I wtlo ilk4 to 'lltOrAe Vit to 'fAiS for tue fOCUraent Of *.Mt

materil enumerated aOove, js well as for all associated Costs, wars Provids

by thN Ir4nInS themselves. FWnAVn, fr¢ IFin -iS transferred to CIA (or

depolt In # cOvert funding fhanism. Thil action proviees SCure anits

fop Cotrf.', piyment. in1 iCCOUAtiility Of All fundInV assocliced With this

pfr-g . The rIanian funGS, i tOtAl Of $12.237.000. Wire deposited Ato a

spoclal accost In a SwiSS bank.

The only costs i1curr e by the CIA In this activity were expenses for

.ne travel of CIA offcCs Involwo in the variOusl meatngs, te costs of
dtel Ioprational Sw0OeIt

tlegW&I to a 6 imfately S44,00. The costs for this sw rt have be"n
chIa"e a"Iint norIal opecatlonil accounts. Since all travel by CIA officials

is rtisely c.Aarw to svch accounts., to go otherwise in the case of tP4

trip" ueerttfe n uri0g this ProrM uld Rave Compromise the security

of the activities.

Lot me make it perfectly clear thit It waS ipparlt to All that this

initiative Was A Caont*VerSIAl 0e. (yn those Of uS WOo Supported going

forward umierstood that it was a close call ing a risy operation. there

*or* me illusions.
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WaI It I reas0nable ca I? Tgqo I tminj I t was. A$ tto RaiIltf of ChOOI nI

has oeitnto ever the cast year, we have %*#a an Increase in fdct.i4njI

infi ting In Tliran. This Iffllitin, fis "A $fnlsP4fle 0y SVlrt tC0CIC

prolws5. as well as the war with Iraq. There hive been nuierou$ arrest%.

N1is faction l ittfitting has implications for both the UNited SIate% ain4

the Soviet UniOn. It we% tiO AienistrltiOn'S Ju4gfmet that any powel

Iranian factw" selling to reestablisfh ties witn tAO Wlt and will ng to

Attempt to curtail Iranian Support for terrorism was wrtk tltiAg to.

It was in that cofttAt that the juVpmnt was aide that provling 4 $mall

uOwnt of defensive Weapons Would give this faction sme leverage iin the

inft@Mnl strtlggle y sut9llting tht there were a4vant1.s in cOAtaCts with

the WeSt.

As I stated eatliet, Iran Is not toinv to go away. Its g0raphi c

and strategic positions Alateet that it will remain a political force

ih sch the U.S. will Pve" to #il with. If we do not establish ties to the

varies Ira Ma factleasioa so will be faced with trio proelow of doing so

later. It Is that simple.
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;: -e last fv y6 s, n the mat~o, 10 +

Intellilnc too" C Ity have been keenly lflt lan constantly conclrnec 4:c...

the geopolitial position And the strategic significance of Iran. much

thou ht and-vffort has been devoted to how we fight develop contacts ac

relationships.which would provide a better understanding of what is hA;-ern.

there and establish contacts and relationships which might.leld to improvec

relationships later on.

f roe&ll Itoakinu to

i

In theearly fall of 19S5, Id McFarlane, after one of the weekly meeting:

which he aS lational Security Advisor and his deputy had With Me and "y

deputy, aSked m to Stay behind. Ne told me about diSCusGi oS he 1had hac at

the highest levels in Israel urgitig the desirability of S Ssi~ns with

officials in Iran and offerlnV channels Of access. Ke aid that, for otvicws

reasons, only a harful of people in the Israel, and rican.governfrents re-
. , ' -1

about this effort. McFarlane emph&SiZed that the purpose-of- :uch.d1sc1ss 's

woulc Ce the future relationships with Iran nc !ran.S.reat importarce

the ~st-WeSt ano Middle East.Persian Gulf eQuitlon.

.... m - . Am mirimrm ,, _

I
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CIA's tnvol'vement began In lite Novefber whom the Agency WAS ai'e

.o recorrt n a reliable airline tSlt could transport bulty carvo to i,

6!lpeci'ito locatiOn in the Middle EasS. The reouirement specific t a

be reliable and jolt to i ove fast. A proprietary of ours wic. rui ,',Py

too.k On c€xrcial*vturos was designated. Whe the plane qot to el A,,.

tpt jjlotS.were.tojl the cario was s,,ire parts for th oil fitfla #,: is"

go irto Tabriz. O rIecided thai in order to protect the plare,

60 e asked to get flight clearances into Iran.

ihiS *is gong. On 2S hovember l98S. the plant drop t the cargo in Tehraf,.

1o the best of our knowledge, ntit he Israelis nor the Iranias te,

that they wert dealing with a CIA letary. The airline was paid tle

normal cornoercial rate which Amount to approximately $127,700.

All this was authorized by ou sociate Deputy Director for O;erat'c* .

I wis out of the country at the ti a the Deputy Diretor. then in c-('4 e,

approved the flight as an urgent m s on in keeping with the proprietary's

normal business. but he directed that we would not provide any future ,1i;-.

into Iran in the absence of a Findinj.

In the *Aantime, th Israeli proposal of probiny.tht possibility of

discussions with Iranian officials, including 0iking small shipffents of -s

to establish our good fai,h and to induce them to use their infuence with

those holdinn. our hostages, was discussed at one or two.t ng5 of the ,.po

principals in Deceoer and January. There were differrics)of.view aowtu

the desiratility of this policy, but it was decided tht-it-ShO'uld be caut'C. .

pur5~~
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- cc ¢ e-Der I9E , e~c w11r ra F .et, - 'eV %At, J cr ec - t L:. :- -,

statec C.. S of ; ts- e re" ' SI I.,~ wt"l !Pat, were tlest

: - e.i'r a FZ~ ' ees t atI Ing a St'ale; c e d*.:

i tr Tehrajr

C cI rCig :ran t^ cease its support for terrorisi.

.- ,e;In; er$sre te territOrl'a integrity of 1.e- iP-

ccr-Ciat', r; w sa to cow.ter Soviet aCtuvItIes ir te re;,

w w:Fa-I Ae mace c ear trat ,n t!i relatiotiIp we 0',C ee . "

C .se 'ts I-'e:e to ac''eve the release of western los:ies - e: a

-e a 'S rac e I t c 1 4 t - t wtC cOud not A rO wC.d not e 19A t t , I

* :s~a;es. It", r atter was C) sru55ec again several t 'es W, tle

ar: cte'5 If' tre Pat-onal security ,c ommmI ty following thef Cece-:e, ':'d- -

'7 ,a-..ary 1986. a Presidential Fincing was si;,ed c- ezt' -,-e

:r-,ice operational and logistical Swpport for a prorafr ai!ec at t'-ee ::e:",

est: is,' y a more moderate government in Iran, (2) otta"'; ,-:e- ;e-:-

to oete-w''ne the currentt Iranian gcverrert's intentions witn respect t. s

-ei r$ And wi th respect to terrorist acts, and (3) furtherirg te e e!e

S ,- ican hostages held in Beirut and preventing further t sr c :i s

t'ese op.

h~e FIrc nj stated that the iSG Voulc prorice moortt elements w-t-

al "Itmcut tpe government of !ra with arms, equipment.an
7relate we- f

o crcer to e'?ance tre crecil :It of tese elementS in their efforts

ato Ce'eno nreir or'. IN IA S FIf
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:n the iinbg, the Presicent direct" the CtA to refrain fro- re;crt7-:

tme Finomg the Co~n-rets until otherwise directed. Tme Fincin; -as revie.z:

and conc'.e: i' by the Attorney General.

At.tne time the Presidential Fi nin; was beinS cri tej. the CA's Cl'':e

of General Counsel proved the leSal opinion that the President has :'e

authority to.withhold prior notice of oerationS from the ConSress. Ie :

of the National Security Act expressly-provides that notification of IttelI :e--:

activities to the Conress shall be provided *to the extent consistent Wit%

all applicable authorities and duties, including those conferred by the

The Act also states that tne Intel I ence Comittees be inforne! of

activities for which no prior notice4sws given at the appropriate t"-

is determined by the President. TKis 'was a cle r recognition that

extraordinary circumstances could d he President to conclude trat

notice of an operation Should be withheld, in vnole or in part.

The history to the Oversight Acthow% that in accmodatlon reco;niz ;

both the President'S constitutional responsibility and authority and thi'

Congressional oversight responsibility and authority was reached in this

legislative process. The subsequent procedures agreed upon by the DC! and

the SSCI on reporting covert action operations provide that-advance re;orti c

of such operations vould also be subject to the exceptionallcircumstances

contemplated in Section 01 of the National Security Act-.- ' -

The President haS instructed me to advise you of his cOnclusion tnat

the activities authorized by the Finding justified withholding prior notifi:z:':-

due to te evtrene sensitivity of the dialOYue betin established. He ce:e--" "

RMXS4W FOR RELEASE
Dai 

3r U -
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that if .he fact of tnis program became known, thOSe carrying Out t~e 'Ia ::.

I otM j.!. C ranian) ano 'the AreriCin hostaleS 1' LeoinOn woul te

a greater rISL.

There nave only been two Findings since toe ince;tlon of the ove-'

process ten years ago which have not been briefed to Congress. This -s se::-:.

Tne f'rst .wAStt :ranian hosta~e rescue mission o! 19bi.

how I would like to explain exactly what activities were undertate,

the CIA in carrying out the directives of this Finding of V.7 January 19-:.

On 5-7 February 1986, U.S. officials (NSC), a representative of t-e

Israeli Prime ministry, and a senio1-Plvel Iranian official net in Ge-a.

At this meeting, the U.S. side enphaj~i~td its desire to enter intc a s--e

oialcgte with the Iranian side. T "Mn ins raised their desire tc re:z.2

U.S. weapons. The U.S. agreed to explore this possibility. Working *.:-

the Israelis, the following mechir4$10or transfer of the weapons wis esta:. ise:.

The Iranian intermedi M oluld deposit funds in an Israel' ac:::..

-- The funds would then be transferred to a sterile u.S.-con:'c! ec

account In an overseas bank.

Using these funds, the CIA would work with-the Army Logistics

Cownand to obtain the materiel.

The materiel would then be transported to Israel arfut.re

shipment to Iran.

Using these procedures, $3.7 million was deposited-nithe-CIA account

in Geneva on 11 February 1986 for the purcraze of 1,000 TOW-missiles and

associated costs. 1 -

_UNCLASSIFIEi 3
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On 1 February. Office of Logistics personnel delivered the 1.00: -o.

Issi les to Kelly Air Force lise. The missiles were then transportet to

"srael for cec sniipme.nt to Iran. CIA was not irvotved in the tra'sc-: t--

of t is sni-;ent.

On 19-21 February, U.S. (NSC and CIA) and Iranian officials met aar

in Gerimany to discuss problems in arranging a meeting among higher.level

officials. At thi s meeting, the U.S. side agreed to provide 1 000 T06s to

Iran as a clear signal of U.S. sincerity and support for the faction we we~e

talking tO. This delivery was commenced on the morning of 20 February anc

completed in two transits to Tehran on 21 February. Transportation from

Israel to Iran was aboard a false flag Israeli aircraft.

On 24 February, the same U.S:.offjciaIS traveled to Germany whe-e te.,

met with the intermediary and an 4 an government official. At tnat ree.:',

the Iranian official provided a listlof varying quantities of approxiratel,

240 different spare parts need t'e Hawk missile batteries province ty

the USG to Iran during the Shah's reign. The Iranian official asked for

USG assistance in obtaining these spare parts, as additional proof tnat tnis

channel had the approval of the highest authority In the USG.

On 25 February, the U.S. officials, as they continued to do in later

contacts with the Iranians, provided the Iranians with llmited-informatlon

designed to encourage an Iranian decision to negotiate an end-to the war

and increase Iranian awareness of the Soviet threat to |ran.

Throughout March and April , the Office of Logistics worked with Oo to

clarify the items on the Iranians' list of spare parts and identify vniCh

iten were in Uo stocks. FO'AQ I -noI.
r(M276E FOR RELEASE ~ U T ~ l- i i
D11.4 ~ I
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On 7 maich, U.S...ACIA and NSC) and Israeli representatives wet with trt

Iralian ietrmeoiary-in Paris to determine whether avy further progress was

possible in arranging for a high-level meeting with U.S. and Iranian offici$;s.

During tnese meettngs-, the intermatary ephasiwze the deterioratiig econor:
situation in'lran and Iranian anxieties regarding incouasing Iraqi rhilitiry

Sf fec t Iiveness.--'"

Based on assurances that we COuld at last met fice-to-fate with top-lev.'

Iranian officials, on 1S May the President authorized a secret mission to

Tehran by former National Security Advisor McFarlane, accompanied by a CIA

annuitant, a CIA comunicator, me of the NSC Staff, and the Israel i and

Iranian interlocutors.

On 16 May 1986, the Iranians . ded S6.5 million through an Int-e:'t-.

for Hawk spare parts and an addit O SO8 TOW missiles. The receipt cf t! e

Iranian funds set into motion arran0 nts for the planned visit to !ran as

fol lows: r o

The CIA Office of Comunications provided secure communication

equipment and the services of a communications officer to

travel to Iran with the U.S. tem

-. The CIA Office of Technical Service was tasked to provioce ten

,passports for use by the teamland the air

crew of the aircraft that would fly from Isra. o!Tehrn.

The Iranians insisted on the use of non-U.S..passpo rts.

passports were chosen because the |sratlifarcraft used for tne

Journey carried registration numbers.'. -

N CLASS IF1D rxu
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The Office of L ;"tici &SseVItdl the VaI lable Hawk missi e

Spart-pats it Kel ly Alr Force Oase. The parts were then

trdnSported to Israel by a private contractor.

The Officv of Logistics delivered 5U8 TOW missiles to Kelly

Air Forrdr.*Base for onward shipment to Istrel by private

' "-cbntractor.

0 2S May-'tne U.S. team traveled to Tenran via Israel, The CIA

provided two members of the team--& cwnunications officer and a Farsi

Speaking annuitant with considerable experience in Iranian affairs. Tie

annuitant provided translation services and advice to the team. He continue:

to be involved in subsequent meetings.with Iranian representatives.

The U.S. team brought a single cr pallet of w missile share

parts with them to Tehran at the time o the meeting. However, it was oec'ce:

that the greater portion of the spare parts would stay in Israel for later

delivery to Iran pending further progrs in establishing the dialogue. ae

understand that those spare parts wl Itiftattly delivered to Iran.

The 25-29 May metings were held with high-level Iranian officials, te

first direct contact between the two governments in over six years. Mr. Mc-ar't"i

and his team were able to establish the basis for a continuing relationship a:

clearly articulate our objectives, concerns, and intentions The group, in

its discussions and observations, was also able to assess t-hand the

internal political dynamic In Tehran and the effect of t wr-' Ton Iran.

Usinv Presidentially-aPprovetd Terms of Reference, which1kAbeirevi eweo

and approved by appropriate Cabinet officers, McFarlaneh ehasized that our

interest in Iran transcencel the hostages, but Ze continued detention of

hostages by a Lebanese group philosophically aligned with Iran preverte

progress. During the v St., Mr. McFarlane m_& jLUIlII A lIFn i' m
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--. thai we fun amentATy opposed Iranian efforts to expel us

.fr m ;heJ idole East;

-- that we firmly oppoteo-their use of terrorism;

that we accepted their revolution and aid not seek to rete-se it,

that A'haa numerous other disagreements involving regional

-.. 1 i (I.e., Lebanon, Nicaragua, etc.), but Might also fi .C

..44Lreas of comm1onl interest n oug ialoie.

On 19 September, three Iranians traveled to the U.S. for detailed discjssiC-S

with the U.S. team. 'hese diScussions reaffirmed the basic objectives of the

U.S. in seeking a political dialo-ut with Tehran.

Throughout August and Septes"O-01umerous.additional meetings wept helc

in Europe between U.S. represent& and the new Iranian contacts in an

effort to develop the dialogue authh j: by the Presidential Finding.

On 6 October, those Iranians r Id to Frankfurt for meetings with
the U.S.tobrM.e rntn

On 26 October, more mtep were hold in Frankfurt with the same

participants.

The Iranians proffered, ando the U.S. accepted, the offer of a Soviet

T- 7? tank T
On 2 Novester, the Iranians provided 12.037 million and'the Office of

Logistics procured 500 more TOW missiles from 00. "

Those missiles were delivered by the Office of Loyistics'to Kelly Air

Force Base on 6 November. A USAF C.141 aircraft carried.the-missiles to

where they were transsnipped by a CIA air.proprietary aircraft w-;'

carried the missiles to IsraeU. J-•.:,.. F,; L'"
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T IS brings thte.recOfd of CIA InvOlvebtnt in these activities authori:et

by the 17 january 1986 Presioential Finding up to date as of the rt'eme" t..e.

In su-rary, a total of 2,008 TOW missiles along with various hail mzsS5',

spare parts have'bee fln'livered under the Finding of 17 January 1986. 1,CX
W:. • .. , . %,

TOws.were'delivred in February 1986; SO$ in Kay 1986; and 500 in hovee-

We Should note-tnat none of tre weapon% c¢ae from CIA stocks.

We have received no requests to acquire any ore materiel of any type

for shipment to Iran under this program.

I would like to reiterate that the funds for the procureent of th e

materiel enumerated above, as welMASjfor all associated costs, were provict:

by the Iranians themselves. Funding'rm Iran was transferred to CIA for

deposit in a covert funding echa# Thii action provide secure nrears

for control, payment, and accountability of all funding &ssoCidte-wth tr--s

program. The Iranian funds, a totlf $12,237,000, were depoSited into a

special account in a Swiss bank.

The only costs incurred by th CIA in this activity were expenses for

the travel of CIA officers involved in the various meetings, the Costs ofhotel room
~perational Support

amounting to approz|sately $48,0WO. The costs for this S avo been

Charged against nors&l operation&V accountS. Since All/. V t.¢;A offlcla's

is routinely' charged to such 4.CCOunts, to do otherwiStart casetof the

tr s undertaken during this program would have compromised:he security

of the activitet..

RtV.ED FOR RELE[ASEUC~ SF[~ ' -(
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.--

a- C:-flcent that My testlfony is complete is L!.: fit

of CIA's lflVOlvt,4ft, but let at assure you that we are still Comt~ing our

records arC will promptly report any new information that cones to light.

Let Ot make it perfectly clear that it was apparent to all that this

initiative was a Controversial one. Even those of us who supported goirg

forwar- understood that it was a close call and a risky operation. There

were no illusions.

Was it a reasonable call? Yes, I *think it was. As the health of Khomeini

has declined over the past year, we have seen an increase in factional

infighting In Tehran. This infighting has been sharpenod by severe economic

problems, as well as the oar with lraq.. There have been numerous arrests.

This factional infighting has implications for both the UniteO States Ana,
the Soviet Union. It was the AftInstration's judgment that any powerful

Iranian faction Seeking to reestablishties with the West and willing to

attempt to curtail Iranian supportforjtrrorism was worth talking to.

It was in that context that ttw jud~wnt was made that providing a sial

amount of defensive weapons would; "isl faction some leverage in the

internal struggle by suggesting that there were advantages in contacts with

the WeSt.

As I stated earlier, Iran is not going to go away. Its geo~rapiic

and strategic position. guarantee that it will remain a ge6litical force
O .L- - :.

which the U.S. will have to deal with. If'we do not establisht*ies to the

various Iranian factions now we will be faced with the problem of doing so

later. It is that sijle.

P% Pi ,A e ri e.I-Or

82-681 - 88 - 8
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nftWC , Clk Airline Involveent U .
In late ovember l96S. a CIA proprietary airline was

chartered to carry cargo to Iran at the NbC's request. The
cargo was described to ue as oil drilling space pacts.
Although we did not know it at the time, the cargo we actually
10 Nawk misales. The chronolgy of the incident is as follows:

rn22 ,.OVIOM;=be r ltS#ho MSC contacted the Agency with an
urgent request at' - * !F-- -. a discreet, reliable airline
that could tcanspoxt bulky oil-dcilling parts to an unspecified
destination in the Middle last.

We offered t-he name of the CIA's proprietary airline as a
cospany which could handle the NSC request. The NSC passed the
nae of ouar alpine to .V.. . .-. .. - iL

In the interim, we contacted our airline and told then that
they woud be receiving an urgent, legitimate charter request.
rhe OW Ltermediacy contacted the airline that evening (22
Wow XstI adzade a rrangements for the airline to pick-up the

The destination w a anged to Tel Aviv an two
JoeITr being 707's arrived in Tel Aviv 23 November. The

cargo was ultimately a&ided onto only one of the aircraft.
Loading was completed, *e*r and the &irceded
to Iran via a stop an4 then overtcly At
the NW's request, anto . protection of our cra * we
helped arrange tor the overflight clearances.

To the best of out knoVldgeahe -.l..;.eti: - - ,-
thatOewas dealing with a CIA proprietacy, nor. d U
personnel know what they wee carrying. ieu M _3 6"i-*- W A.R

out that eur airline had hauled Lawt missiles into Iran until
mid-January whom we were told by the Iranians.

The airline was pa ,the normal commercial rate which
amounted to approziaately $127,700. 1 should stress that the
airline does a considerable amount of normal business in
addition to its support to CIA. It had, in fact, made a, ,a
4*94j*4a*4v- flight into Tehran carrying commercial items prior
to the 22-25 November incident.

Senior CIA management found out about the flight on 25
' '-.w'-" ,.*" .4.. Although we did not know the nature of the cargo, we

thought that any future support of this type to the .4SC would
require a finding.

S,.1rD1
• , - ' . .
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U11ULI'tqj ILU

SUBJ9CT1 CIA Airline Involvement

J 6097WI
In late November 1905. a CIA proprietary airline was

chartered to carry cargo to Iram* - - The
cargo WAS described to us as oil drilling space pacts.
Although we did nvt know it at the time,- the cargo was actually
10 Hawk missiles. The chronolgy of the incident is as follows:

O22 NovemberJSthe NSC contacted the Agency with an
urgent request tf.ism"nam ;rf a discreet, reliable airline
that could transport bulky oil-driLling parts to an unspecified
destination in the Middle Cilt.

we offered the name of the CIA's proprietary airline as a
company which could handle the NSC request. The NSC passed the
name of ofx=M.LP to the: ,:s ; , "i -- t 44"

In kft nte!rA I we contacted our airline and told them that
they Id be receiving an urgent, legitimate charter request.
The M-vy contacted the airline that evening (22

November)llarrangements for the airline to pick-up the

The destination wae4anged to Tel Aviv and two o04-m
9T1TVl'l Boeing 70 71 arrived in-Tel Aviv 23 November. The
cargo was ultimately 8baded ont* only one of the aircraft.
Loading was completed v0er and the aicc r ed.d
to Iran via a stop a tthen overfljing At
the .SC's request, and ctyTTI pttection of our ", Owe
helped arrange for.the overflight clearances.

.-~i~bst of our knowledge, thm me&deI&I "
tha ta. Fd-ealing with a CIA pcoprietaiy, nor did 'airline
personnel know what they were carrying. we-i-m-A -,did not find
out that our airline had hauled Hawk mis les into Iran until
mid-January when we were told by the lra ians.

The airline was paid the normal commercial rate which
amounted to approximately 1127.700. 1 should stress that the
airline does a considerable amount of normal business in
addition to its support to CIA. It had, in fact, made ar-

Jba&rI flight into Tehran carrying commercial items prior
to the 22-25 November incident.

Senior CIA management found out about the flight on 25
.'v...A .. Im4bove* . Although we did not know the nature of the cargo, we

thought that any future support of this type to the NSC would
require a Finding.

SIUNCLASSIFIED Q n 2.5".0)
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. ... ... ... s Schedule Friday, Nov 2"

wednesday, Nov 19 -'
0730- NO ODSM

0900- JMP in WHSR w/HPE
Spitz 4 Garwood 0900- JYP? in. WHSR wSSZ

1000- Father Tom Dowling

C - .Z-

1600- JMP Mtq w/Gates-

(DCI Preparation)

MONDAY, 17 NOVEMBER

133C -
1 -4 15 PL4 C. kaa7
1500- H.B. Day Jim Star-

15-( f)l).~a&I kraC:e>
1600- Steve Chouck (WHZ;

Farewell NEOB 2C

%

Oliver North's Schedule

Tuesday, Nov 19

0730- ODSM WHSR

1000 - Father Dowling
Rich Miller

w/
--

1200 - Lunch w/McDaniel.
Sommer & Mayor

" o'BarceTonka
WH MESS

MAYOR Pasqual Naragall

UNISWE
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EXHIBIT OLN-42

41t L .(.. ,-.U - -. "

TlE WHITE HOL'.L

November 19, 198! N 10964.

Dear major General Secord:

Your discrete assistance is again
required in support of bur national
interests. At the earliest dpp rjity,
please proceed to and
other locations as necessary in or r tc
arrange for the transfer of sensitive
materiel being shipped from Israel.

As in the past, you should exercise gre
caution that this activity does not
become public knowledge. You should
ensure that only those whose disc:etio-
is guaranteed are involved.

Q- Sincerely,

Robert C. McFaz

,I .- -i

-7 1

Major General Richard Secord
6502 Anna Maria Court
McLean, VA 22101
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EXHIBIT OLN-44

Hawk Missiles for Iran

SMissiles are available right now, suitable for foreign sale.
There are 164 missiles at Red River Arsenal - 77 intended for
UAE and 8- for korea. Seven of these are intended for tests,
but the tests can be foregone.

- The missiles at Red River Arsenal cost S300,000 apiece. This is
not necessarily a firm price, and replacements could cost as much
as $437,"00 apiece.

. Thus, the total bill for 120 missiles would be $36-S2.5 million.
To this, applicable charges would have to be added (NRC cost,
administration charge, packing and transport charges, plus
storage).

. The missiles for Korea and UAE would have to be replaced, so

DSAA will need the money to replace them.

. The modalities for sale to Iran present formidable difficulties:

-- Iran is not currently certified for sales, including
indirectly as a third country, per Sec. 3 of the AECA.

Congress must be notified of all sales of $14 million
or more, whether it is a direct sale or indirect to a
third country. The notice must be unclassified (except
for some details), and the !ale cannot take place until
30 days after the nri -. 30 days can be waived for
direct sales, but the t country transfer ha, no such
provision, and notice must still be given in any case.

-- Thus, even if the missiles were laundered through Israel,
Congress would have to be notified.

It is conceivable that the sale could be broken into 3 or 4
packages, in order to evpde Congressional notice.

While there is no explicit injunction against splitting
up such a sale (subject to check...), the spirit and the
practice of the law is against that, and all Administrations
have observed this scrupulously.

It is conceivable that, upon satisfactory consultation with
Chairmen Lugar and Fascell and their minority counterparts,
they might agree to splitting the sale into smaller
packages.

The customer countries (UAE and Korea) would have to be told that
their deliveries had been rescheduled, but we would not have to
tell them why. We would not want to charge them nore for later
deliveries.

202365
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The political drawbacks are equally formidable:

If Iraq ever found out, the) would be greatly irritated.
Their sources of supply are more readily accessible than
Iran's, however, so there would be no effect in that
respect.

-- Saudi Arabia and the other Gulf States would also be
irritated and alarmed.

If Israel were used as the laundering country, they would
be greatly encouraged to continue selling to Iran, and to
expand their sales.

If the sale became known, all bars would be removed from
sales by such countries as Spain, Portugal, Greece, UK,
Italy, and FRG, countries who are only barely restrained
from overt, large sales to Iran now.

-- In short, the risk is that of prolonging and intensifying
the Iran-Iraq war, while seriously compromising US influence
over Israel and other countries to restrain sales to Iran.

202366
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EXHIBIT OLN-47
The Ouvrtoi 01 Caw'3l 1RhWCI6f
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UNCLASSIFIED
26 November 1985

I 0400

ME.4ORANOUM FOR: Vice Admiral John M. Poindexter, USN
Oeputy Assistant to the President

for National Security Affairs

SUBJECT: Presidential Finding on Middle East

Pursuant to our conversation this should go to
the President for his signature and should not be
passed around in any hands below our level.

Attachment:
As stated
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Finding Pursuant to SectLon 662 of the foreign
Assis nce Act of .961, As Amended, Concerning

erations Undertaken by the Central Intelligence
:leneys In Foreign Countr.es, Othe: Than Those
Intended Solely !or the Pur.ose of tnteITience
Co Lction I 0401

L have been briefed on the efforts being mace by pri.'ate
parties to obtain the release of Americans held hostage in
the Middle East, and hereby find that the following operations
in foreign countries (including all support necessary to
such operations) are important to the national security of
the United States. Because of the extreme sensitivity of
these operations, in the exercise of the President's cons:i-
tutional authorities, I direct the Director of Central
Intelligence not to brief the Congress of the United States,
as provided for in Sectign 501 of the National Security Act
of 1947, as amended, until such time as I may direct otherwise.

SCOPE

Hostage Rescue -
Middle East

DESCRIPTION

The provision of assistance by the
Central Intelligence Agency to
private parties in their attempt to
obtain the release of Americans
held hostage in the Middle East.
Such assistance is to include the
provision of transportation,
communications, and other necessary
support. As part of these efforts
certain foreign materiel and munitions
-ay be provided to the Govermen:
of Iran wh:ch is taking steps to
facilitate the release of the
American hostages.

All prior actions taken by U.S.
Government officials in furtherance
of this effort are hereby ratified.

The White House
Washington, D.C.

Oat*e:
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Background: Several months ago, one of the agents engaged in
shipping materiel to the viat an resistance noted the presence
of U.S. military stocks in vir rehouse. Inquiries
indicated that the militarywas of Israeli origin being
snipped by a private cenpany for sale to Iran. When we
approached a high-level Israeli official with this knowledge, we
were advised that the 001 was not "tochnically violatiaq the
U.S. ban on shipments to Iran in that e isswili
undertaken by a non-govraimetal entity 0 -We ere tW b Lli that
delivered ax" to Iran, returned to zorael1Mw"Iik
In discussing the matter with the Israelis, they indicated that
their objectives in pesrmittiiig this activity were threfolds.

Use the arms sales to build the credibility of moderate
elements in the Iranian army in hopes that they would become
sufficiently powerful to establish a more reasonable
government in Tehran.

-0 Deliver sufficient military materiel to ensure that the
Iranian military does not collapse under the pressure of an
increasingly effective Iraqi military -effort.

in early tm, ), old" that we not uke action to terminate
th arms ales, te Isreis Proposed that tus process be used
as leverage to inweer te Arima citizens held hostage in
Labam. it We 6el6ed to test the validity of this proposal
and ou Septmer 14o the Israelis, using chartered aircraft,
delivered $00 IOM missiles to fabris, Iran. Prior to camencinq
this operation w6e cinitted to the Israelis that we would sell
them replacements for the items they had sold and delivered to
Iran. To days later Reverend Denvan Weir vas released.
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wnt Lt.n. T'he Iranians have significant interest in
en MW Ux process. They are under extraordinary military

pressure 99M Iraq and are, by their *wn admission, subect to
regular Overflights of Iranian territory by Soviet aircraft.
They currtily have no capability to deal Vith this affront aid
find t al leves un an increasingly desperate situation visa-v;s
Iraq. Thev have urged the Israelis, with whom they are in
contact, to Continue the process which resulted An the release of
Ren aifn Weir.

Our c nt.inuing efforts to achieve release of the hostaqes through
diplowtic and other mans have proven fruitAess. There are
numerous indications ' ,ludiag reports from the special
repretentative of tMl Archbishop of Caaterbuy, Tesry Waite, that
time ti running out for the hostages, We are relatively
confident of inomt of

The Iranians, who have befd- -euontaft with the Israelis, are
coqnizant of the pressure being placed on tMheir isballah
surrogates in Lebanon and that it is entirely likely that the
only leverage they vill have over us (the hostages) may no longer
be available in the near future. These Iranians thle same that
arranged the release of Weir, have now proposed that in exchange
for an jawdisate delivery of 3,300 TOW missiles and 50 Improved
sAwRSurface-to-kAi missiles from Israel, they will UaXa~ntee:

-0 The release of the five Americans and one of the French
hostages still being held.

No further a&ts Shia fundamentsalist terrorism (hijackinqs:
bombings, kidappings) directed against U.S. property or
personnel.

There is considerable reason not to accept this proposal. It Ls
contrary to our stated policy of not making concessions to
terrorists or thoe" who sponsor them. it is also possible that
such an arrangement is a double-crose* in that the Iranians can
not or will not release the captives as agreed. Such an
arranqement, bartering for the lives of imnocent human beings, is
repugnant. finally, the quantities which the Iranians wish to
purchaSe will significantly degrade Israeli stockpiles and
require very prompt replenistmet.

- - W5MR5W O's
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pX t t , otwithstandinq the undesirable nature of such a-4 t must be noted that the first two Isrueli
obleCtAves Ue congruent With our own interests:

A more moderate Iranian government is essential to stabilit%
Ift-the Persan Gulf and Kideast.

Such a change of governnt in Iran is most likely to cow*
about as a consequence of & credible military estublishment
which is able to withstand the Iraqi onslought and deter
Soviet adventurim/intimidation. The Iranian arvy (not the
Revolutionary Guards) maust be capable of at least
stall atin the var.

-- Shia fundamentalist terrorism is a serious threat to the
United States wttich has long-ter adverse consequences for
our interests and we mast endeavor to stop its spread.

-- The return of the Amezican hostages will relieire a &ajar
domestic and international liability -- in addLtion to its
obvious humanitatian aspect.

The first three of these goals may vell be achievable and. the
fourth accrued as a subsidiary benefit -- by coamecng the
process of allowing the Israeli sales as proposed by the Iranian
agents in turope. It is unlikely, however, that we can proceed
further toward the first three -- and not at all a, the hostage
release unless we allow the process of delivery to begin.

Discussion toward this end have been proceeding ausng the
Israelis, Iranians an a U.S. businessman acting privately on
behalf of the USG for nearly three weeks. ?here sie several
indications of confidence that an arrangement can Ie consumated
in the next 10 days which would result in the release of the
hostages and cmmencent of a process leading toward the first
three objectives aboe. The military situation in the Iran/Iraq
war and the inreasing pressure on the Eiaballah in Lebanon both
point toward imdate action. There is also, as the Iranian
int0rmediaries poIntedly noted last Wee, a coMplete absence of
anySi fuSdhmittlist hiakiAns, assassinationl,, hostage
--- sures, or bNL gs since this dialogue began in September.
While tbere hve set been expressed or implied threats by the
Iranias in these discussions, the Israeli A 0.11. private
citisem ?atieipeats belief, that if the current effort is not at
least tried, we run the rfsk of abandoning both the longer term
goals and the likeliood of reprisls against us_ foz ending
thes on." 'These relrisa.8 Would probably tak the form of
additional hee &a seiswes, eoection of some/all those now
held, or boti ,

. ..- " 0,5 t
ME, .

82-681 - 88 - 10
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sat.teo.t The tranians, the usraelis, and our 0.5. besaees.n

oo eet lz*Londoe on Saturday, December s to discuss whotrler
or not to Proced with the sale of the TOWs and RANs. The
Zazlee mSY-t it has informally told us that if they can be
assured Of proot resupply, they will sell the quantities
reqmesg ftim their prepositioned war reserve. 3,300 Tows
repeents 4pproxuately halt their available supplies.

The 0.S. -businesman has arranged for the charter of two
non-U.S. registered aircraft for use an the deliveries. The
total delivery would be conducted in 5 flights frm Tel Aviv to

Iran via isntrim airfields in Rurope priorS "
Bach delivery is to result in the release asecl ied

91bebf hostages. Arraugemats for the interim airfields,
overflight rights, and flight plans have been made, sae with the
belp of the CIA. A cammAications code to preserve operational
security is available for use by all parties. All aircraft would
be inspected by an Iranian at one of the transient locations
between Tel Aviv and Tabriz. The entire- evolution is designed to
b 'ampleted in a 24 hour riod. It can be stopped at any pointif th Iranians fail to del4,yer.

The greatest operational security concern is that of replen*ishinq
Israeli stocks. The Israelis have identified a imns of trans-
forcing the Iranian provided funds to an Israeli Defense ?oava
( V) account* which will be- sd for purchasing Ltemis not
necessarily covered by VMS. They vill have to purchase the
replenishment items from the U.S. in VM transaction from U.S.
stocks - both the zuner of weapons ad the ese of the cash
transfer could draw attention. If a single transaction is more
thn $14.9 M, we would normally have to notify Congress. The
Israelis are prepared to justify the large quantity and urgency
based on dmge caused to the equipment in storage.

if this process adhieves the release of the hostages and proves
the credibility of the tr aan contacts in Zurope, Bud Ncrarlane
would the stop L to supervise achieving the longer range goals.
Additional wmatigs with the Iranians would be arranged to
ftheN owr objectives without requiring such large scale sales/
delivrLes by the Israelis.

Approval is now required for ts to take the next steps on
Saturday. After careully considering the liabilities inherent
is this plan' it would appear that we imst make one last try or
we will risk condemning se or all of the hostages to death and
undergoing a renewed wave of ZeLmic JLhd terrorism. Vhile the
risks of proceedin4 are significant, the risks of not trying are
even greater.

.w~u0
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The meetings this weekend with %he U sraelis and Gorbanlfahr were
inconclusve. Gorbanifahr refused to return to Geneva with our
message that no further deliveries would be undertaken until all
the hostages were released. Gorbanifahr and the heraels both
believe that if he c a mesae to the Iranian
Prmo iAnieter or who provide funds for item

eLivered) o would be executed.
totban t o a hat an visbAll. I edar had been sumened
to TO~aa, on irct~y m 0that# given tm pressures 191 Lebanon,
all it weud take for the hostages to be killed old be for
?e"A to stop saying no.

much of what we decide to do in the days ahead depends upon
whether or not ye can trust Gorbantfahr. The Iseraels believe
him to be genuine. Gorbanifahz's earlier gaMe pl"a delivered
Reverend wear. se has proposed that we deliver Smthing so
that he can retain credibility with the reime in Tebrsn. as
even suggested that the weapon delivered be usefl Only to the
AsMy or air Force inot the Revolutionary Guards) A that they be
,technically disabled. Re urgled tM if imSrov amRis, were

not feasible, to at least keep the door ope= b s n of
delivery between now and tM en of the weak. Re said we ust
recoqnise that it Tows are provided tht they vill probably go to
the Revolutionary Guards.

The Israelis have Willingly con3ented to kickb tefe
ch allows Israeli control over Gorbanifahran6

Israel believes strongly in using any uea-iUW1149e
&a. Their lagt three governments over a fogr year period

have been consistent iAn t s theme.

Whether we trust Gogbanifah or not, he is irrefutably the
deepest penetration we have yet achie to the rent Iranian
Government. there is othing in athhich
contradis what he hs told uas or is over the past
several ima. c of our ability to influence the course of
eveat is ac*Meving a sote operate Iranian Goverinflt depends on
the val"Idty of what Gogrbaifakl has told us -- and his

credibility as one wh can M deLivee on what the IrAans need.

While it t possible that Gorbainiahr i doubling us or simply
lining his pow ts, we have relatively little to lose in
meting his prpeali i.e. the ralis start delivering 2Os

and no hostages are recovered. Os the othet hand, a SUpPly
operation mnm could very well trigger results he claims.

, .. .. ....- i ... .. .e . . ........
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The current situation is one in which information is xancomplets,
the motivation of the var~ous participants Uncertain. a"d Our
operational control tenuous in tat we have had to deal
exclusively through the Israeli*. The nearterm= risk to the
hostages has undoubtedly been increased by Ir"AnianePetationse
arising from earlier decisions to proceed with deliver and b

our greatest liability throughout has been lack of operational
control over transactions with Gorbanifahr. nos Israeli contact,
Sehwmr, has arranged deliveries of items which were not
requested by orbanifahr for the Iranian military. Frther, the
terms which he negotiated ato disadvantageous to the ZI? and our
ability to replenish the Israelis. It was apparent, during the
meeting with Nctarlane, that Gorbanifahr preferred to deliver
only iteMs useful to the Iranian military - notthe evolUtionary
Guard. Despite admonishments to the cotrary, S~bviMer had'
already arranged for the 3,300 loWs as part of the next steps.

Schiiner's arrangements would have exchanged the 3,,300 TOWs for
three hostages at a price which would not allow the OF? to recoup
expenses, thus ciplicating our ability to replenish 107 stores.
IA short, most of the problems with this endeavor have arisent
because we have been unble to exercise operational control over
arrangements or their expected outcome. For exampl, at the
meeting with cFarlano we learned for the first tim that the
Iranians want desperately to return the s basicA"W mXaissiles
which are still in tehran. All agre that we should only do so
if the in-bound aircraft has something aboard which the Iranians
want. At the end of the meeting it was agreed that we would et
back* to Gorb anifaAoIckly as to our ne.steps Be departed
for Geneva to1bri to the ef fect that
*technical difftIcules remain to e ovrcm before further
deliveries ca n be scheduled

The question which now must be asked is should we take a
relatively =all risk by allowing (encouraging) a small
Israeli-originated delivery of Tso and hope for the best or
should we do nothing? If sucha delivery were to take placewe
would have to plan to replenish the Israeli stocks on a routine
basis to avoid drawing attention.

es.oU,0le

beas v ae enUaa~ o xr stt1IaAnl o o oe
azz~~lean~sor se~rexpct~el o :cce, ot eampe, a ".
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If we at* %P prevent the death or more of the hostages in the

near 'ftqpW, we appear to have four options available:

* Aept Gorbanifahr/lchwimmer's game plant

00 Stretch and replanishtmnt to Israel over several months
making it rot&ne.

1.100 TOs are maslxaum risk materielly. Cost and cover
Can be maintained by selng from stock to Israel over
time.

If hostages at recovered dLsclosure does t hurt such.

* Allow the IsraoliL to deliver 400-500 Tos while picking up
Is lANK in effort to show good faith to both faction* in
Iran$

qo0 This could causo Iran to deliver a hostage as sign of
cooperation. It vill also serve to boost Gorbanifahr's
reputation ...

mm Israel could do this unilaterally and seek routine
replacements.

-0 This gives U.S. more breathing time (naybel).

* Do nothing:

Very dangerous since U.S. has, in fact, pursued earlier
Presidential decision to play along with Gorn&i.Car's
plan. U.S. reversal now in Ld-stream could Lgnite
IransLa fire -- hostages would be our minimum losses.

There is a fifth option which has not yet been discussed. We
could" with an appropriate covert action Finding, caience
deliveries ourselves, using Secord as our conduit to control
Gorbanifahr and delivery operations. This proposal has
considerable merit in that we Will reduce our vulnerabilities in
the replenishmet of Israeli stocks and can provide items like
the Uroved ANK (PP IZ) which the Iranian Air Porce wants and
the Isralis do not have. Finaly, Seorod can arrange for third
country nationals to conduct a survey of ground and air Military
requirements w1ich is what Gorbanifahr has been attepting to
obtain from the Israelis for nearly three moths.
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UJCaASSI8ED
January 4, : |

N 24. :K S:, z:S-4C¢" "

N 1249

ACZO FK

KV.OMNDUK FORt 301OK K. POIWDIXTErt

OLIVER L. NORTH

Covert Action finding on Iran

Attached at Tab I is a memorandum from you to the President
forwarding a Covert Action Finding ITab A). This Finding is
based on our discussions with Mir and my subsequent meeting vith
CIA General Counsel Stanley Sporkin.

At Sporkin's request, I talked to bill Casey on secure re the
Finding and the overall approach. me indicated that he thought.
the Finding was good and that this is probably the only approach
that will work. He shares our goal of achieving a more moderate
government in Iran through this process.

RZCOKNMATION:

That you sign the memorandum to the President at Tab I.

Disapprove

Attachments
Tab I - Poindexter memo to the President

Tab A- Covert Action Finding

."N

I 'l

COP oM

r ROM:

SUSJUCT:

I

Approve
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N 1251

ACTIONo

MEMORANDUM FOR TEE PRZSIDZKT

FROM:t JOHN M. POINDEXTER

SU JECT, Covert Action Finding Regarding Iran

This week,. Prim. Minister Pores of Israel secretly dispatched his
special advisor on terrorism with instructions to propose a plan
by which the U.S. and Israel can act in concert to bring about a
more moderate government In Iran. The Israelis are obviously
very concerned that the course of the Iran-Iraq war and the
potential for further radicalization In Iran pose a significant
threat to the security of Israel.

The Israeli plan is praised on the assumption that moderate
elements in Iran can come to power If these factions demonstrate
their credibility in deferding Iran against Iraq and in deterring
Soviet intervention. To achieve the strategic goal of a more
moderate Iranian government, the Israelis are prepared to
unilaterally commence selling military materiel to Western-
oriented Iranian factions.* It is their belief that by so doing
they can achieve a heretofore unobtainable penetration of the
Iranian governing heirarchy. The Israelis are convinced that the
Iranians are so desperate for military materiel, expertise and
intelligence that the provision of these resources will result in
favorable long-term changes in personnel and attitudes within the
Iranian government. Further, once the exchange relationship has
commenced, a depondeny would be established on those who are
providing the requisite resources, thus allowing the providor(s)
to coercively influence near-texe events.

As described by the Prime Ministeros emissary, the only
requiremat the Israelis have is an assurance that they vill be
alloe to purchase U.S. replenisunts for the stocks that they
sell to Iran. Since the Israeli sales are technically a
violation of our Arms Export Control Act embargo for Iran# a
Presidential Covert Action indn is required in order for us to
allow the Israeli sales to proceed end for our subsequent
replenshent sales.

Declasofy OW OADR

on: CR03

as M
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The Covert Actior. rindLng attached at Tab A provides the
latzitud# for the transactions indicated above to proceed. If
this rin4'r.g ts signed, we would not interfere when the Israeli$s
Unlletera:4Y commence sales and delverIos of TM mesiles during
January, 196i. Ne vould else be able to legally sel1 bastc TOws
to Israel whop they submit purchase orders for rOplenishing their
own stocks. The Iranians have indicated an Lomwdiate requirement
for 4,000 basic TOW weapons for use in the launchers they already
hold. We would be expected to replace the Israeli stocks in less
than 30 days. 4,000 missiles represent 1/) of all available TOWs

*b in Israel.

The Israelis and the Iranians with whom they are in contact agree
that the continued holding of the five American hostages in
Beirut will be immediately solved through comncement of this
action. Prime Minister Peres had his emissary pointedly note
that they well understand our position on making concessions to
terrorists. They also point out, however, that terrorist groups,
movements, and organizations are significantly easier to
influence through governments than they are by direct approach.
in that we have been unable exercise any suasion over Kizballah
during the course of nearly two years of kidnappings, this
approach through the government of Iran may well be our on way
to achieve the release of th Americans held in Beirut. -Ti-must
again be noted that since this dialogue with the Iranians began
in September, Reverend Weir has been released and there have been I

no Shia terrorist attacks against American or Israeli persons,
property, or interests.

The Israelis have asked for our urgent response to this proposal
so that they can plan accordingly. They note that the current
crisis in the Middle Mast provides a rationale for a significant
porches" of TOWs and expedited delivery on orr part. In order to
provide an answer to Prim minister Peres, the Finding at Tab A
should be dLooseod privately with Secretaries Shultz,
Weinberger, Director Casey and Attorney General Meese. If, based
on theLr ioput, you decide to proceed, the Finding should besigned and beodA.

Recommendation,

• = - That you agree to met with Secretaries Shultz and
Weifnberger, Director Csey and Attorney General
Nees Ol this matter as s0o as possible.

Attachment
ofth
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M~ Amene. Cocer=a C sterazions
Sax*e r V to Ctra. a ntel lience

: hereby fInd that the following operatLon in a foreign
country (including all support necessary to such operation) is
aportant to the national security of the United States, ad due
to its extreme senstivsty and security risks, I determine &t &s
essential to limit prior notice, and direct the Director of
Central Intelligence to refrain from reporting this Finding te

tthe Congress as provided in Section 501 of the National Security
SJAct of 1547, as amended, until I otherwise direct.

SCOPE fCZpro

Iran Work with Iranian elements, groups and individuals,
selected foreign liaison services and third countries,
all of which are sympathetic to U.S. Government 9
interests and which do not conduct or support terrorist
actions directed against U.S. persons, property or
interests, for the purpose oft (1) establishing a more
moderate government in Iran, and (2) obtaining from •
them significant intellience not otherwise obtainable,
to determine the current Iranian Government's inten-
tions with respect to its neighbors and with respect to
terrorist acts. Provide funds, intelligence, counter-
intelligence, training, guidance and communications
assistance to these elemnts, groups, individuals,
liaison services and third countries in support of
these activities.
The US will act to facilitate efforts by third parties

hand third countries to establish contact with moderate
elements within and outside the Government of Iran by
providing these elements With arms, equipment and
rolated Mtsael in order to enhance the credibility of
these elements in thLer effort to achieve a more

CI "pro-o.E, governmt in Iran by demonstrating their
i ,ability to o in requisite restores to defend their

country against Iraq and LnterventLon by the Soviet
Union. Itbi support will be discontinued if the U.S.
Governmet learns that these lemats have abandoned
their goals of moderating their government and
appropriated the ateriel for purposes other than that
provided by this JMdimg.

~The Whojs
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MrN:7.k.:~R ?P OW!____4_fly

A e 1 r.0. Counsel
PRCM:

5.DWICT: Third Country Transfer of 9quiprent Provided
Under the Foteln Assistance or Ares sport
Control Acts

1. a question has arises under What circustances a
recipient of U.S. foreign military a"istaeo ca transfer
military equipment provided through the foreign assistance
mechanism to a third country. TWo statutOry provisions address
this question: one in the conteXt of grant assistance under
the Foreign Assistance Act (FAA) and the second Where the
equipment was purchased by a foreign country under the Ars
-sport Control Act (ABCA). 5oth Acts require Presidential
consent to a third country transfer and certification to
Congress where certain dollar amounts and specific types of
equipment are involved.

FAA- 1 05, 22 U.S.C. 2 23141a) and ()

2. Zn order to be eligible for military assistance on a
grant basts, the recipient foreign country must agree that It
vill not transfer the equipment to another country without the
consent of the President of the U.S. and that it vill return
the articles to the U.S. when they are no longer needed, unless
the President agrees to other disposition. 22 U.S.C.
5 2314(a)(l) and (4),

3. Zn Gonsderlg a request for approval of any transfer
by glift sa1e or otherwise of any implement ef va to a third
country, the President shall not give his consent to the
transfer unless the united states I tslf wold transfer the
defense article under consideration to that country. Thse
President shall not give his ceseat to tUe trainer 0 any
significant defense articles oe the .5. Umitieos List ualess

• i 'the foreign country'ruesting consent agres to dollitaris,

UNCLASSIFIED

4 4.

, Pl.. V1-
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:e.er.t 1816e11 ' M .*,:y sFo Vdos a c¢nitsorit I. WrIttel to

%: 6-.-e SIe&*$ ttst it will not .:G.s.ear eoch efe:.ge*-?t-:e5, itf now .e? t:a eA, to GAy otter ft:61. c:.,r-Cy o:
Porso? aV.tco.t t~rst otaa..;.e corsent of t~t Pleidr..ICorsert ethority wee 4e0:g.:ed to the Secretary of State in
laecutzve Order 12143, 9 101(a)(3),(4), and (M).
Se;:ec:er iS, :979# 44 Fed. Ae 566?3.)

At:A 13 . ... 1 7S3.

4. No def ev~e article or defense service shell be soid or
!eased by the O.S. to any country of international orgentze:ton
unless tne country or tnternational orgenisetion shell have
agreed not to transfer title top or possession of, any defense
article, unless the consent of the President Is first
obtained. The Presidenrt shall not give his consent under this
provieion of ABCA unlss the 0.S. Itself would transfer the
articles to that countryo 10 addition, lhe President Shall not
give his consent to the transfer of signifcant defense
articles ON the 0.5. Munitions List sales. the trasferting
country agrees to demilitarize the e'q o pent or the recipient
nation agrees It writing that It will Rot further transfer the
articles.

S. Under both tbe MCA and the FAA provision outlined
above, the President mst report a thrd eotry transfer to
Congress after certain threshold roquIrmomu are reached. The
President may not consent to a transfer of mor defense
equipment valued (in terms of its original acquisition cost) at
more then $14 million or any defense article valued at more
than $50 million (original acquisition cost) to a third country
unless he Submits a certification to the Speeket of the IouSe
and Senate Coatittee on Foreign Relations for congressional
consent to the proposed transfer.

4. The written certification must contain (a) the nate of
the country proposing to make the transfer, (b) a description
of the defense article or ervies proposed to be transferred,
including tU original acquisition cot, (e) the name of the
proposed recipient, (d) the reasons for the proposed transfer,
and (e) tbhe te on which the transfer is proposed to be made.
Such cergtifition will be unclIsified except that information
regarding the deller value and nier of articles may be
classified if public dil loeure would be clearly detrimental to
security of the United States. consent to the transfer shall
not become elfective until 30 calendar days after the date of
the subm&ttal of the certifiation, and them only itf Cogress
does not adopt a concurrent resol8uton disapproving the

UNCLA3 )FIED
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:sy ? .5:eU e CLrt in :NI V.

ce:tar eacep:lor-s napkcatle here, wete deed e to tbe

Secrtsty of S:oe by 9.0. 140. 129$4, Januacy 1, *677, o Fet.
Peg. 4)3 ;. W.:. :es;ect to consent to a third country
trarser, tte Sec:eary of State to autbotle d to fin,. i
cotsu t oen Witt other federal depect:ents and ale,€:os.

-- b~~ttth# vto0.;seId t:oArftZe 'Vull s*xAz';vbAsto mhe c.r1%) ;.1
.?e$ V.S. and4 ptrote %.cr!d peace.

ttr Considerations

4. 1oth the FAA and ARCA require that consent be given to
a th&td Country transfer of defense articles only if the 0.5.
itself vould transfer the artieJes io that country. this
caveat triggers a panoply of general policy Considerations and
specific prohibitions relating to ferelgn military ssistance
including:

no assistance to Communist countries unless the
President finds and reports promPtly to Congress that
(1) such assistance io vital to U.S. security: 121 the
recipient country io et coatrolled by the
international Communist coaspirtcyI and (3) such
assistance will promote the independence of the
recipient country froa ComasaI& (22 U.S.C. I 2310(f) "

no assistance to countries engaging in or prepatin;
for aggressive military efforts directed against t.e
U.S. or FmS recipient nations, unless the Presidert
determines that utility efforts or preparatiots ta e
ceased and he repOts$ to Congress that he has rece.,#
satisfactory assurances they vil not be renewed. I't:
other AA waver provisions Say be used.) (22 U.S.C.

no assitAnce to countries that grant sanctuary to
itormatiosal t eroritstj unless the President
determais• the sotieal security Justifies such
aesiMeaee &ad reports hig fLading to the Speaker of
the @ouse sId tb keate COMMIttee 0n IPerin
Relation8 (22 U.S.C. 15 2371P (PA). 275)(f)(ASCA):
and

ho assistanes to Ceentries vhs bae severed diplolotic
relations vith the 0.5.. or with whom the U.S. has

-3 ,

UNCLAFIrc
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WOSRING PAPER

aCounsel n I!______ IXNHiST

SUSJ ~C: J8poaed Iran finding I"

I I ,believe there is sufficient legal authority to support
cove; &ILosfinding that would result in the transfer of

military equipment to Iran gor the purpose of (a) moderating
Iran's hostile attitude toward the U.S. (b) preempting possible
Soviet influence to the region and (a) obtaining a hostage
release. Such authority would be based upon a Presidential
Finding under Eughes-lyan that the operation Is Important to the
national security# and upon the extraordinary authorities of the.
National Security Act. The Agency would purchase the equipment
from DoD under the Economy Act .sN'transfer the equipment abroad.

2. Attached are several m a prepared in the past on related
Issues. At Tab A are opinions f the Attorney General, the State
Department. and this office eta ing there is authority for CIA to
transfer equipment abroad outsi the foreign assistance
mechanisms. At Tab 5 is a 1553 m that indicates there are no
general prohibitions that would rellude CIA's sending equipment
to Iran. I have confirmed that this is the case today, Further,
I don't believe the Trading wit the Enemy Act precludes the
transfer, for two reasons. rt the Act itself makes trade
unlawful unless conducted *witht license of the President.' 50
U.S.C. App. 5 3. "ecoado the Act simply was never intended to
preclude acts of the Exeutive. Tab C contains two opinions on
the inapplicability of the Neutrality Act to conduct sanctioned by
the Presildent that are relevant on this point.

3. One problem could artse however, it the equipment to be
transfecred constitutes articles the U.S has provided to a second
country through the foreign Assistance/AUrs portt Cfintrol Acts.
Tne memo At Tab D Indicates a countY may 0use mteral it has
received through such U.S. foreign aid only for s0 defuse and
may retrantsfr it only in certain limited circumtA s that
require U.S. coasent, notice to congress, and the ligt lility of
the third country recipient for U.S. aid. Terror t ac vittes,
among other things, can disqualify a potential r tipie/

HMI1L~n A X..
U I I !JT~
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13 Jan 19"

Iraias ouwil rcal hatinSoti lga aalsis tere wre to
The aroelis are tep Ahead o" their Tow for Hostage del ih h

Options: eime for 0oo to #o It directly with the Iselis, the othqr to de
It the, CIA. Sortin feels that the most defensible way to do It frm a
letl St mlt is thr#9Mi~ A. We prefer keelng CIA out of the execution
evee t a~ Prestd I&I Findil would authorize the way Oefense would have
to handle to= lees.•*. .* -

Under thi m" the idea was that the Israelis would buy the Improved
version of the ToW and Ship to the Iramnins the basic Tows they no have.
The Israelis would thee replace these basic Tows by bying the lepreved version.
Umfortumntely. there is not eowgh money available tO de this. The Iranians
have placed Sn million in s account in Switerland. This is eno h for the
basic Tows, but. ?or the Isra $ to buy the Improve4 version it would cost
about 44 million.

I

I

Therefore, they want to use the SOC
4.00 basic Tows from 00 for S21 mille

~Vh j m1 ss would be for general CIA
a. and other purpoSes.

roy ra ferrt to the Israeli%.
S to a CIA account to pAy for this purchl$

would move the TOWS to the ISteelis whO
The Israeli% would keep their basic Tows
the now Tows would he handled in the nor

I an told that time is of the essol
first, the situation in LOeSnOS Is =eter

- J - . - &iu hL--ad mm.&i Ah.

option unoer which CIA would buy
s for as Defenso e I

is for Issstme
Mhe r y for the Iranianacc

•Israelis would transfer thalt money

ilf the Tows front 00. the shippers
I* then move tm on to the Iranians.

1 00-srael relationship.

a getting this do e for two reasons:
o o tat m"lay reduces

r
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15 January 1535
1440 louts

NtHOAPNDU LFOR Tiug3 RECORD

SUMIC8I Telephone call front General counsel Regarding
Authotity to Provide Weapons to Third Parties Pursuant
to Presidential Findings

1. At approximately 1420 bours today I received a ecure line
telephone call from the General Counsel. Ie wanted to discuss
whether I saw any problems or reporting requirement vIth a
proposal to have DOD provide weapons to a CIA °agento vb wouldpay for the weapons with money supplLd by a friendly third
country. The agent would then supply the Weapons to the intended
recipient country. The agent won &l ave mo conmectio with CIA
other than to act as a middle man* with our authority.

2. 1 told the General Counsel that I would feel more
comfortable If CIA were directly involved in the activity and that
it would be essential that we act in furtherance of a traditional
covert action objective. I said that I could foresee problems If
this activity vete merely intended to rotate a specific country's
stock of weapons. (We had been considering since 10 January a
proposal to provide missiles to Israel that would, in part, be to
secure the return of U.S. citizens hold by or under the control of
Iran. As originally explained, Israel Would keep the newer
missiles supplied by us and give Iran older missiles currently
held by Israel. According to the General Counsel, this activity
was authorized by a signed Presidential Finding which he worked
out with Oliver North on 10-11 January 1906.)

3. Despite repeated urgings to cohcur in variations that
would have DoD provide the weapons without other than token CIA
involvement, 1 did not do so. (At one point, Mr. North came on the
line to clarifyy the hypothetical facts for me and then put Stan
Sporkin beck am the line.) I bad previously urged beth the
General Counsel and Deputy General Counsel to obtain a copy of the
Presidential Pinding from Kr. North so we could determine what was
intended to be authorized. These efforts proved unsuccessful.

OGC TS061-86
Copy I of 1
CL 2T 0463414
09CL OD
D$ fO " SD0-1
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4. re;eatedy tc th. Ge.erel Cour.se; ttat I could not
sake the legal dotetrioAtiOn he Vse loktng wVttOt the facts.
•sefe i c.anges offices (I was in tI.e n1ddle of a eating vten
the GenerIa Cour.eel called) Gorge Jaeson overheard my leweiks to
t s ettect. -
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15 January 1905

-Mllethtb4o4*staltis statute$ cad tgulattons ostrol the
mmr said method is which the bob5 can 0.11 weapoRs to

hird patt e m assuo that "aO lost determine. pros&*CIA standpolnt, sine there to a presidential finding,
CIA If autborised to ssist iN the Obtaining of themateriel in question. If CIA actually took control of
materiel through an acesomy Act trasfer by DoO, this
would eem to be the preferred way to handle the proposal
from a legal standpoint. this would provide the maziinn
use of CIA authorities.

If CIA merely acts as accomodation party and, in
effect, requests DOD t deal with a particular agent,
this might also be pr r but it wouli be up to DOD to
tell us whether their thortitie would allow such a
transaction outside o the Icosomy Act. we have found no
such precedent.

The key liese In this tir matter revolves around
whether or sot there 11 be reports 04de to Corlcess.
Sach of the Acts lvo the Foreign Assistance Act,
the Lime ampert Costr end 1d4ed the National
Security Act as ama d-have certeli reporting
pcovisioem is them. Mrile the Ntiosal Security Actprovides for a certain limited reporting procedure, it Is
my view that there may be other ways of making a suitable
report by oercise of the President's constitutional
prerogatives.

as*On such -possibility would he sot to repor% the activity
until, after it has bees successfully cooc A and to
brief only the chairman sad ranking inor ty Meers of

-41
90557
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tbe two O"eigbt C tteeo. lJi woeld mauimise the
oeity of th Sieel ad reduce the possibility of its

PPV.to dioeloure.

-- Is Vhjdway, yoe Will have limited the number of persons
havi m "oe e t4 the Information and also be assured that
there wilI be so disclosure of the information until
after the activitj has been succesfully completed. I
Cepeat agate that it is the vetoes reporting
requirements that seem to be dictating bow we can
proceed./ It there a" be an agreement that a report will
be mialt it miiaisoe the risk Inherent in any such
wdortakieq, and the way that the project is carried out

thee be put OR a lose fractious basis.

-- finally, wbatover plan so adopted, such action should be
taken only after It has been dscuaed with he Attorney
General the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of
States and the asistant to the President for National
Security Affairs.

1/ As yoe know, the Act Itself provides for a epoCt to be
limited to tbe chairman and ranking minority mambe a of the
intelligence coanitteeft the Speaker and minorityeadtz of the
souse of Representativeos and the Majority ad n t C1 laders of
the Senate.

T8.~0-8
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ExHIBT OLN-60

THI weIC Houi

,,-anuary 17. 914

ACTION

FROM,

SUsJICT,

JORM N. POINOXTt (

Covert Action finding regarding Iran

pri" minister Pores of Israel secretly dispatched his special
advisor on terrorls with instructions to propose a plan by wn:€.n
Israel, with limited assistance from the U.S., can create
conditions to help bring about mere moderate government in
Iran. The Israelis are very concerned that Iran's deteriorating
position in the war with Iraq, the potential or further
radicalisation in Iran. and the possibility of enhanced Soviet
influence in the Gulf all pose significant threats to the
security of Israel. They believe it is essential that they act
to at least preserve a balance of power in the region.

The Israeli plan is premised an the assumption that moderate
elements in Iran can come to pover it these factions demonstrate
their credibility in defending Iran against Iraq and in deterr';r
Soviet intervention. To achieve the strategic goal of a more
moderate Iranian goverraent, the Israelis are prepared to
unilaterally commence selling military matertel to
western-oriented Iranian factions. It is their belief that by so
4on9 they can achieve a heretofore unobtainable pentration of
the tranian governnq hierarchy. The Israelis are convinced Ctat
the Iranians are so desperatse for Military mateciel. expertise
and intelligence that the provision of these resources Will
result in favorable ton-term changes in personnel and attxtudes
within the Iraniam geOV0rut1. further, once the exchange
.elat.onshLp has ematcod. a dependency wmld be-established on
those who are p9eidnAU the requstte resources, thus allowing
thq providerte) to eeerevely Influence near-term events. Such.
an outcom t censieteon with or policy o ectives and would
present slu ficam advantages for U.S. national interests. As
described by the Primo Minister's emssary, the only requiree'
the travel have is an assurance that they vill be alloyed to
purchase U.S. replenishments tor the stocks that they sell to
Iran. We have researched the legal problems of Israel's selli-
7,1. .. n,4actured arm to Iran. because of the requLrement In

U.S. lov for recipients of U.S. arme to notify the U.S.
government of transfers to third c~ntries, I do not recoend
that you aree with the specific details of the Israeli pla'.

However, there i another possibility. some time age Attorney .

iDfifa ss zy on & O "M -AD

b, a O... ... . .R
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General Willim French Smith determined that under an appropr j~e
finding y" could authorle the CIA to sell &rMs to countriesoutside Of the Provieions of the lawe and reporting requ&renmontfor foreign miLitary #&Les. The *bmoctLvee of the tsraeLi pLancould be et if the CA, using an authorized agent as necessary,
purchased arms from tLe OeprtUent of Defense under the Economy
Act and then transferred them to Iran directly after ceceivLtg
appropriate payment free Iran.

The Covert Action Finding attached at Tab A provides the lat .tefor the transactions indicated above to proceed. The tcinLaashave indicated an Loaedaate roq~ureaent for 4,000 basic TOW
weapons for use &an the launchers they already held.

The IsraelLis are aloe sensitive to a strong U.S. desire to freeour kaLrt hostages and have that the Irnlansdemonstrate both influence and good intent by an early release ofthe five Apeticans. both sides have agreed that the hostageswill be Lmediately released upon comencoment of this action.
Prime minister Pores had his emissary pointedly note that theywell understand our position on not king concessions to
terrorist., They also point out, however, that terrorist groups.movements, and orlanitations are significantly easier toinfluence through governments than they are by direct approach.
In that we have been unable to exercise any suasion overNirballah during the course of nearly two years of khdnappi.q9.
this approach through the government of Iran ay well be our c*-.way to achieve the release of the Americans held in krut. rtmust again be noted that since this dialogue vith the trantans
besan in September. leverend Weir has bon released and therehave been no Shia terrorist attacks against AmrLcan or Israeli&
persons, property, or Latereeto.

Therefore it ie proposed that Israel mske the necessary
arrangements for the sale of 4000 TOW weapons to Iran.
Sufficient funde tO ever the sale would be transferred to anagent of the CZA. The CZA would then purchase the weapons f conthe epa rum of Defense and deliver the weapone to Iran thro,;.;
the agent. :9 all *f tho hostages are not released after tne
first shtIPmnt of 1000 weapons, further transfers would cease.

On the other hand, since hostage release is in some respects a
byproduct of a larger effort to develop ties to potentially
moderate forces in Iran, you may wish to redirect such tracasers
to other groups within the government at a later tim.

-L mi
16~~IW
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The israsiLo have asked for out urgent response to this proposaL
me that they ou plan accordinqLy. They note that condiions
inside both Iran and Lebanon are highly volatile. The Israel&*
ae conLant that ths nnt&iu operation vil be terminated if
the Iraniane abandon their goal o odorathng their governments cr
allow tuther acts of terrorLss. You have discussed the genera
outlines of the terae)l plan vith Secretaries Shultz and
WeLnberger, Attorney General nos and Director Casey. The
Secretarces de not recoemend you proceed with this plan.
Attorney General Neese and Director Casey believe the short-ter
and Lonq-term oblectiwes of the plan warrant the policy rasks
involved and recommend you approve the attached fIrndin. because
of the exteme sensitivity of this project, it &8 recomended
that you exercise your statutory preroatLve to withhoLd
notification of the Inding to the Congresslonal oversLht
committees ut."il such time that y1u deem it to be apprOpria3.

Recommendation

That you siqn the attached flndlng.

Prepared byt
Oliver L. North

Attachment
Tab A - Covert Action Flndlng po)o

I Irq2~~

V
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reading Nuruant to Section6642 of

Yndea ehe Centra! Ze n"ce
sFv Aorei~n countries. Other Tha1n

- *0 neon a o or thePurpose
of Intelleence Collection

I hereby find that the following operation in a foreLqn
country (including all support necessary to such operations is
Important to the national security of the United States, and due
to its extreme sensitivity and security risks, I determine it is
essential to limit prior notice, and direct the Director of
Central InteiLgence to refrain from reporting this finding to
the Congress as provided in Section 501 of the National Security
Act of 1947, as amended, until t otherwise direct.

SCOF
Iran

The White
Washingto?
Date JanuJ

DISCRIIP1ON

Assi4t selected friendly foreign liaison services,
third countries and third parties which have
established relationships vwth Iranian elements,
groups, and individuals sympathetic to U.S. Government
interests and which do not conduct or support terrorist
actions directed against U.S. persons, property or
interests, for the purpose of: (1) establishing a more
moderate government in Iran. (2) obtaining from them
significant intelligence not otherwise obtainable, to
determine the current Iranian Government's intent.:nrs
with respect to its neighbors and with respect to
terrorist acts, and (3) furthering the release of Vte
American hostages held in Seirut and preventing
additional terrorist acts by these groups. Provide
funds, intelligence, counter-intelligence, training,
guidance and communications and other necessary
assistance to these elements, groups, individuals.
liaison services and third countries in support of
these activities.

The USG will act to facilitate efforts by third parts
and third countries to establish contact wxth moderate
elements within and outside the Government of Iran by
providing these elements with arms, equipment and
related materiel in order to enhance the credibilityCO
these elements in their effort to achieve a more
pro-U.S. government in Iran by demonstrating their
ability to obtain requisite resources to defend their
country against Iraq and intervention by the Soviet
Union. This support will be discontinued if the U.S.
Government learns that these elements have abandoned
their goals of moderating their government and
apprcpriated the materiel for purposes other than that
proved by is Finding.

mouse OGCR TS OOl6
n. D.C. C L Copy 1
iry 17, LIU
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EXHIBIT OLN-61

c/luln
OUTGOING
I

.. " , r ~isv .! siio .1 .....
i: . .-. . . . . .. . . . . _ . .. .. .. . . . . ... . . .

S] a*F~i " l~I

SUeJuCT nsc UiqUiST

I. nmA FOLLOWS IS A ITISSAI SICRIITY CMIL INITIATIVE
AS WAS l i 11635 LEL of56 FVM, .Ntis 0O
YOU IS YOU CORWRNTSA An JUO soNTs ,AN1sTo
THIE PROPOSAL AD THI APIOPRMIATEN_
APPRA H S"

SIMILAR AIRCRAFT" FLYING I
TAIIZ s VTHiRIThACIII THIIR IS ET
TAKE PLACI AS hALT AS SGOETIM 3 [R OR. m LILY ON
34 NOVEmER. I WILL, OF COURSE I O I wiTi AiRCIAFT *AIL

THIS OPULAINIs iOf INTIRIST To m i gLOfTIO
AND Ih IpPI To Of ThIS
OR UNAPPRPIAT.

___ LX OU SHOULD COSFII KNKKII THIS O0|RATIO WITHIN-0 YOURSELF AND YOM COuWMICATOS. TA ,AII _

3. PLASI RPLY TO THIS MSSAS FLASH
4. NO FILE. ,ECL CAOR RY VHIM4-01. ALL SECRET..O,(CLARRIG), AUW i ,REL C/EUR (CLAMADI). CL

EDoF- PISSAE W

Partiall' Dec3,IsfiedIReleaSEd on
,,de: ;'rcvi~iins of EO. 12356

by B. REbr, '.a! Sect) Counil i
DO
tI

li 20 APR Ml
Ac i iiit

C1A 9/4. 011 ? rPWiIE

L.
c.
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ExrnIT OLN-62

As

C/EUR
OUTGOING
0

tRASZU~rb. PA1E~O
rTOT: Do I DIRECTOR 617174

ftdiI DiC IOd/Relhwe Iid____Undk jDvisiont of E.J. 12356
y u . fIs E, 8ato $a KeCuntj Ccuncil

1 . .. .. I

.U,

1. Wt NAV!UNDERWAY IN THE NEXT Z-44 54U A PERATIU
lg g AT_ .~tAS1 OF THE WESTERN NSTTAS1S SEZtO INED ..

ON,--Trt OPIPA710M INVOLVES THE OVERE AIRCRA FIIEI
IRAN AND REQUIRES AN ENXM S
ICH WILL EASE PROBLEMS FOR

ATA MILITARY Ot COMMERCIAL AIRIIELD R
TO FILE FLIGHT PLAN FOR TABRIZ AND T RUL AL
FACILITATE THIS EFFORT.

opERATI yEE:TO ONE O A - .
Twist O¢VUOI INT.IT;AND' ALLOW US TO-. "
SNOW OUR BOO FAITH TO.TM M PARTY I A LIKELY RESULT I'-.
THE RELEASE Of THE HOSTAGES. WE COU N ENDEAVOR TO*

AiOAPLUM THE OTHER FOUR SORTIES OTHER MEANS.I
ll[UNWILLING TO ASSIST US IA."

3. THE AIRCRAFT IN VED IS A CIAL'BOEI 0
A IRC F. YL NlAl OWNED
f A RE AREA I WIL YOU WITH FL

4. WILL YOU PLEASE[GO T THIS ,IMMEDIATELY.
YOU CAN DRAW ON ANY OF THE AO YOUR PRESENTATIONi TO.
HI. I WOULD ASK HOWEVER THAT YOU IMPRESS UPON HIM THAT WE
NEED ABSOLUTE ISCRETIN T II ME ATTU YOU CAN ALSO ASSURE "
HIf THAT THIS OPERATION IS OF GREAT INTIRISYTO THE IGIUT
LAVI[,S Of T7111 il~kl IT WIL CAN ARRANGE FOR M
AACFAIGIFT SUGGEST. NEEDLESS -
TO SAY, THAT ISUs IITHEY CAN EXPECT TORECEIVE I [NTIII I'ATI Lihir[Is of .

PARClAXjik .. 1 E ,ETC. AGAIN, I MUST STRESS
. .I r WHICH YOU SHOULD STRESS 7

I ES INi THIS MATTER. I WOULt ALSO ASK T'
EDGE Of THIS OPERATION LIMITED TO YOURSELF WI-l1113
sI THE NEED NOT REPEAT NOT BE I

OfF THE PRIM INISTE E SIMILAR WHO MIGHT BRING TT
THE AMASSADOR'S ATTENTION. I WILL SEEK SPECIAL AUTHORIZE IN
FOR YOU TO BAIEF HIM. BEST REGARDS AND WHY O0 THESE ALW.YS
HAPPEN ON THE WEEKEND.

S. FILE: NO FILE. DECL OADR.DRV HUM 4-12. ALL [CAET)
ORIG: C/EUR (CLARRT: C/EUR (CLARRIDGE); RI9I !.-.,/EUR 1..
(CLARRIOGC). CL BY
END OLMESSACF 21404

Ot ......JlAtit ee-

weAfe t/lit . ..- ,-

BT..

I
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EXHIBrr OLN-63

TOTS a No s DIRECTOR $282BS................. ...... ..............................

hfafl DUW /Aelo NP1 9'
__________________________ U rVW1~s of MO 12356

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __IS by 9 .R tg ert f atsoa ,I l e* u n ty Couricil

I. You MA *551 AT WE WILL NOT USI' m

MVIEME AlLY Min to Br'Jim. WAIT f WIL TUE

2. PLEASE TELL AT RELY REGRET THE
ENORMOUS ApOWIT OF U0R S Tf's So'T(
YOU ARE INDEED CORRETA T LAS BI t AT POINT OF X
AIRCRAFT'S ILLL RE OVERTAKEN BY ZIONS PLACID ON THE

UR PR DOI , ai mvSRf A

THIS MATTE M OT HAVE DIRECT ICATIONS WITH-
THOSE RESPONSIBLE FOR ORIGINATING S OR THE FLIGHT

MOREOVER. THERE ARE NO AGENCY PERS GROUM ND IN
CONTACT WITH THE INDIVIDUALS ORIGINAT FLIGHTS.* THUS,OUR COIVWNICATIONS WITH THE LATTER ARE SLOW AND TENUOUS AT
BEST. THIS VMSE SHRATflU1 HAS TO BM PR TWTKSR -IN VWRXSHORT ORDER AND NOW THAT WE HAVE A COUPLE Of SAYS TO PLAITHE
NET SRJI I HINK WE CAN ASSURE YOU AND-,YOU IN TURN CAN
ASSUR HT TH IXT SORTIES WILL 6O PORE SJWOTHLY AND
IN L NL VTTI QUIRE F41TS.

ISu~ 1919 1 U0. 1235

3. .i IM
INDUSTRY BIVANk T To SAY IT IT AAY NOT ALSO HAVE S

SPECIALIZED OR SUPPLIES RITE 10 WITH I
SIMPLY CANIWW1 THE PILOT TOL CUMB COIITROLL
HE WAS CAMYIN RLIEU 11PAMl BUT PERHAPS THAT ISA
THOUGHT HE WAS TRANSPORT ING.

I AyL INTERESTED IN THE POSSIBILITY OF 1. .
IN . A jT LEAST ONE ORt ME OF THE IET

STHIS .F C SES US IN ARRANGING FOR THE

5. ALL HERE VERY MUCH APPRECIATE YOUR EFFORTS
ON THIS VERY InPORTANT OPERATION. YOU MIAYVL

HAT THEIR COOPERATION IS NOT LOST ON HiCH!ILOUT H S WERE. FINALLY,. I ASSUE FRO1 REf B THAT OU
AMBASSADOR IS FULLY WITTING OF THIS OPERATION. PLEASE CONFIRM
SO THAT I PAY ADD HII To THE IGOT LIS. An INFORM TNEFLSC.
$ES R, .IS RDS ANDSTHAON

EM FORAI IM H A[ ESL EKA

I - m U Il-
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C/4£ vf..0j", GP I K
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• : c:' re:- :'[At 1'RiJ;

O'' ",, ,.i Ot~ *, ,rVmP;

6-4 ;' ;.L,

4-C *fln :{.l : I[:r 1 * t":. , , +

ldDr prtlq off 0414,i

NO IiAtkmal S6~Urdy COUiWj
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EXHIBIT OLN-65

C,ul
B! I ~~:I LI

I! t .ltl : Ct" : o':[ !c'

' :-t AT

WEL : Zr -o,. €/[U* 1 T o& .As

UWOK'IL4U Y RI ARl vir Too LAO I0og, P%1 TO RESPOW: h-. ,.[ rOP M[[uh,,

P.% kf ITv TO RESP k *ttb vtiP RfLSSAU *lk OP C 7k
S:S a RIsu,, Of sult!AUc &zsk&f~j Of THE t.&SI 1 0411(1I.

W. FILL VOL# 1k TOMoRROU.

3. WeC . ILE. OtCL O&O N I WRT.
09 C. CIE-i$ IriARP.-OW~; RE.-. COC &7IRLECT ok

C CO*, ': CORti: CC COPN TC :O 1RCT FOR N[ ROr, C[/luF
AWL LiE 2 P&f.& 2 P. SSPELLINC.

De!3siifi1/AeieaW ii

v .. g~r, .'twa. Securt Ca....

UNCLASSIFIED '
I
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EXHIBrr OLN-66

C 'Ne
D.'G';K:

*II 1"3RS" ISO " PG G
TOT: 2 ? O $ S DRECTO 6.3'S3:

.......... 0 .......................... .w..................................

sE:.: QUESTION RIGAROtING REVVINlk COERLA°Ok

REF. &" M.. p

O:. FROP CH IF/fUl

1. I , AS t P.AIN( IN RE t . REF A . t S v( 0 TOO LATE FOSA t
TO O-'1 Kl ANSWER FOR THE ARB&SSADDS S REVIN. WIT" THE PP PIt
K, W. S.E. l Uk. URtF.. I WAS UNAI. TC DWSt O0'; Of TkIS Sickust
O CERTAIN GLITCHES O- THIS END THAT NECIOC TO It REAtIDEC.

2. THE FOLLOWING WERE THE INSTRUCToO.S WNIC4 I IRECt!V[D
OP THENSC THAT I WAS UNAIL[ TO TRAKSPI TO YOL. THEY ARE

to'laLL RIPIAT STILL VALID FOR USE IT THE APISSSADOR.

THE NSC ASiS THAT THE AS ASSAOOS NOT RAISE TME
ISSUE WITH Pftl [ PIIS ER. L I[ LA tF RA'St. IT
K,.PS!, AMC H -a:CsEs T04A At PREPARED TO

. :Lk,:" ":" Flr T NV.VtS £ FOIR&. :M"t. N: L'E -

.,'V " T04! : o*'s" ,S TI

P.CsS.AtoI1..' , AISSAO0o To P;:% " . -O S
s : ,- *h7 : 0 C ,,iAm '% . :Ak. WE W'LL PASs -3.0. 'T -.:
:: '-: a. TJ4, tVLL ik;ORP. APPROPF-.At ik: VoCI.S ik TOE

O-i 0:k" O AlTE.

'. LE'! PIRSONA .LY THAHI VOL 10 A.'. 0 rYOUP tr'OF'" 0'
*-" .. € .' 0 0 S. I KNO,; IT HiS W" ' , -' l a

AS-JE* vOI. P* ASSRCa~ATE rNUlk Cw ES PP t% d A

W-i- ;L hAVE TRIED TO DO AMC APPRECIATE IT.

S. NC FILE. "+OLCL OAR DRV HUP. 6-12. AL. SECRET.2
OS'G. C/UF (CA.ARROGE.; AUTH: RE;.: 0,'EUR (C.ARRIDGF).
IS.
EhI 0 515 r-,-

CL

un* ftmo2 of LO.
by9.%t bo Se~toc

ow l~iID '

(:, W7

io Simi)

D -(a (0! ,-
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EXHIBIT OLN-67

/17
C/lUlOOUTGOING
0

- ; TOTa I 1w N IIRCTOR 13l168
,it 1pID II I IOI IIIIII I II I I II II,...l...I I l t l t........ ......

SUIJICTs asC OPERATION
AMl~ A.

I. AS I SAID IUFIVOUI
ON. lOVlR, AT ThIs POINT:I I
READY FOR O0 SECOND SORTI UW
PYIO, WIATEW. mu SP"WE To

.it NOT An w fm SAM

TIS OPERATION IS STILL
M THAT WE WILL IE
CLEARLY IEXT viEE.

Ta SlUST swBig

2. FO T I'&Ml RiLAYI W TFOR bOURCOME TS. % P -IXCELt L K. S i v uT 6"
P0551511 FOB ACCEPTITSSCSE,oss,,,. FOR 'L_ I,T 0, cussis

THIS PROP -I N PRINCIPLE ANDNOT MNITION I.

PICIATC I ONsoo I TO
__________WILL_ CONSIS A

ipi L l l YOU SOMeLIA F WE DECIDE TO USE

4. AGAIN, MIT THANKST YOU OI FOB VOI EFFORTS. WILL
It SACK IN TOUC. --.... . , i. .........

S. AS I SO NOT KOM THE' STATE Of ALERT TKI AUTHORITIES IN
YOUR COUNTRY PAY It COiCERNING THIS OPERATION I A SENOIlS
THIS NIACT SO ThAT YOU CAN TILL THINI IF liIClSIAlY THAT WE ARE
STANDING " ON FLICIETS UNTIL EARLY NEXT WEEK.

. 1 , FILE. SCL oA ORV KUR ,,-S. ALL SECET., U. (CLAR I) , A, L, C/l (CLARA ,GO. CL ST

ENO OF MISSARU A
U

nohd *453i Of E. 12W6
IB. Rkmr. pabm tkuei wt Counc

_gs j AMR t."
DO

C //At .2.o/

I.

21461

I/..

t1,
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ExHBrr OLN-68

II
cf1u

€U1GOIW

............. .......................

RIPi IIIC'_II Sl

I. WI II ST SUI . £ MTll U IPIEIPAI.,S
WLL TAI* PLA TI$ l WAflul
OSPLOYMOTS SOI Wlli LiltWil w a MUMIS.

."1ILt. s 91CL O sawSy4
c IDC/lU-(CLAAhSUl ) i l C/I

too f., A.SSAq-
V-i . a('•

- , ,,

1. ALL slCftIT.)
6wlbgt). CLI T

ED. UV

RVM FU IILA

AU .4sic
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L
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21462
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EXHIBrr OLN-69

Ii
C/UR
OUTGOING
e .

Rm' To?, Oli lS1 SIRICTOR 6,4702...n.. ....... .. ................ a ..................

.L A.

1. $0110y TO K1IP yOU VAITING. BUT AS L&Tj
TMl NEGOTIATING WAS STILL GOING ON. V9 I J11
NOW THAT ThE SEAL IS APPAUNTLY ALL OUF. ON'T
WH4ITHER THEW-IS A POSSIBILITY TWAT REVO
WILL ADVISE AS Vi CAN. UT FOR NOV I LIE
STANDING DOWN. ...

2. "O UU.LNO J~'LLOAR ORV A
OIlli AC/IiR iUTHS AC/

CL.:

IND OF PESSA-

REVIEWED FOR RELLAM
-- ~ UWO APR IN?
Oft I I8 e

Ub vwft of FO. 1235
B i 8. f _Uti onal ,I s ity Cou

C/"/

AS LAST NIGHT
MIIWS~l il -

LNOV f TIf O" ft
I IN PVTUI .-I. -
VI ARl

111L: AC/I.;"1  . .

. 1464

,C

.JDO 21 464

lED
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OFRTIO NOKZPORT : COOC S NUT

1

CASEY
0. NORTh
PRESIDENT
WENSEXRGER
U.S. AMY
CIA

• :Ew YC MJ
JERIAJ.L;LONDON

AMER HOSTAGES
BRIT HOSTAGES1PlZICH_ TG&

FRENCH BOSIAGES Mareada £

ORpSANIFAHR
LE JOSEPHAL SCHWU'OIER

charge

UriaJa
JulLan
AAdrew
Investors
lBrokers

PUdbawbsLsdbooke

GranjbaW&
Seveloaks
Ledbury

Hondas
Chevrolets1"areade •

pLck the oekO

Seookloper

AIRCRAFTAIRFIELD
HELICOPTER
NEwSPAPEt
SHIPS
IMSTRUMCRS
TAMRd?
EtMPEAN

EXPLOSIVES

AOMIAZ AP

At NTOGaAAM

MINING CAMPADVISORS

RAWTOW
747
Oc-,
707
K IlcuE
SECOND
t4IMtOOI
"Mo

Appleyard
qq)lnqton
Lucas
Cluif
Pentos
Needles
Tesco
Retort lex
PLfco
Toys
Shovels
Oana.
Duport
mataque
Oraaqee
Ianover.
PLttard
Lister

Tractor
TraLIer
Ford
Buick
Toyota
Paul
John
Peter
Matthew
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LOKOOt. - Gettysburg
RONS - Chicago
GZWVj&- M, yo
PAU IS - Mi
NEW YORK - Coluus
TZL..AVZV_,.Texag

a'...- I-fr

~,. &.: ~
IRAN - Florida
ISRAL - Cincinnati
USA - Brazil
AIRPLANE Lemon
RIZIZAL - Inqlish
LAXAD - Germans

1 - Audit.nrtt

'V

TamN 12IDIT - Oregon
-uu icanada
SUIXCi - ~Agentina
INT&RCON -'flbeting Place

SNIP - Orafge
P ICK-UP P? - Sananna
RN - Apple4
IOAT - Melon
LBANON - OIra-- -- .. -,. C ,cep

:-L'VERY -Set-up
HOSTAGES - r~ese
PRISONERS -Vsietors
RADARS - Babies
MISS LES -- Fords

a
f

4

q

POINDgXT19 Schubert
P.M. M ozart
MOtE * Wagner
McP.ARLANE - Gershwin
MIR - Sach
CIA - Fools
MOUY - Picklee
WV lISME - Shakespear
SEULTZ -W lore
RABIN - Fitzgerald
SUAIR welll

-'?VT (tolhn 0G) - Jonson
SCVIII R - Rosenberg

GORIA *

QIICIASSIREB
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ExmBrr OLN-70

.0 Ss-- -A "" .J

Reply tnote of 08/3L SS13-:0N 4946
%oTE FRC:O -LV*R NROMA [ M CL, q
Subject. PRIVATE iANK CHECK
Hopefully you have by nov betn informed that L% .PO% safely released the eight
best Germans thil evening just before dark at t.e rel:i*;u5 Commune at
Preoillas. Frank|ln is headed %orth in attempt to get across the Rama Rd
before the SdidatI cil c'osv tin zr. hvt At :'.s ;o:".: ,. O , *

we st;i: %.i~e it or* Of DE[1CNAC :N,- 's air;.anes is mtrec -:. the omud ..- " s
the rainy season doun tnttrei hey hope, to
have it out by dawn. Olt a separate but related matter Thereon why I Asked
to speak to you urgently earlier today is that RAy called Elliott Abrams
regarding the third country *, thastalke o Shultz and had
prepared a paper re going tof o r contributions. £I1.,.2*3

Elliott called me and asked te osenthimney I told Elliott to do
nothing, to send no papers andto talk to no one further about this until he
talks to yom. He is seeing you privately tomorrow. At this point I need your
help. As you know, I have the accounts and the means by which thLs thin$ needs
to be accoplished. I have no idea what Shultz knows or doesn'ti.no, ut he
could prove to be very unhappy if he learns of aid
that has been given in the pat from someone other than you. id -- er tell
Shultz?

I a- e': ::ne:.. .e J- e ."..:J: - . f or: :ha: n.. up to ,.
worked relatively well An extraordinary amount of good has been done and
money truly is not the thing which is -mos: needed at this point. Vhat we sot(
need is to &et the CIA re-engaged in this effort so that it can be better,
managed than it nov is zy one slightly confused Uarine LtCol. loney will again
become an issue in *u:y. but probably not unt;i mid-month. 7iere are several
million rounds of most pes of 4a now on hand and more (53M) worth on the
way by ship rfiticaIly eded ites are being flown io from Europe
to the expan adcieo e a itiityt loots, uniforms, peacho etc.
are bein g purchased locally and Ca ero i receive SSOOK for food purchases
by the end of the week. Somehow " ". r .'! ihe wounded as of the triple
A with no: being able -o see A a____!the
bloupipesif -e are &oi; to do anyIthing a: ab o .ts, uortn ,fn
next few days. and I wa love to carry the letter from ft i f we are
going to move on something. Meanwhile, I wd recommend th y'ou imd RC. have a
.a. ab:t" hew mu:". Se Shultz does or dees :::: ,Atow I1.
so :,.:.c. o zd,.e a:iy mistakes. 1 don't K:., ... O t..,
knows s nce never told me. At this point I'm not sure who an our side
knows what. Help. Warm regard, North

by ~ ~ a. .14 .rs~ m.d

l o b 1. 1 IdI

00,
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ExmBrr OLN-71

Nf 4 eN -r A@t# Oat# 'INII.1 ,1m I

- f J0)

I' L tLI

i

- q NSC INTELLIGENCE
DOCUMENT

EXHIBIT

~ ~f NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION
Unswse oeSDW fi 7~f

Lq~h~u ~ q~hT

' r^ A. fft - I

N 16885

NSCICS CONTROL NO. 401214

COPY NO.I OF --5

HANDLE VIA SYSTEM IV CHANNEL ONLY

Robrt IIara

x- ILcr . FI,.LEm

6

APPROVAL INFORMAtION
COMMENT I PREPARE REPLY
CONCUR11RE 1CNMNAEO
Ofam ' REPLY AM|IU

O4SPATC S#GEATrUnt
REMARKS-

cat Oliver North (02 and 3)
Ken deGraffenretd (#4)
Jia RadzlmskL (5)
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The White H'Ous

UNCLASSIFIED
iouuci TO HAS SlM oISPOSITION

peTlms on J.. .... 16.
Sob KlemmnitS"-.4.

TomShw~ ____

Wlme HeI

Bud me~tene __ _

ob Klmmitt_

Situation °m.

Ia.wmuie U .Ret 4AMA Olosto em e Nwc w 1f
cc: VP Mosa Uaker Oaver Other

COMMINTS , Should be seen by:
(OatslTsme)
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/FIOA$DLNI NL1N~bhSBJFJLflIL SY5 .. 4 :..NSC/ICS-402:-4

Decebr 4, 1904

9.

KDORAMIDUH iro

SUUJECTi

ROSIES C. NC RhLj

OLZV1R L. O7

Assistance fAor the Nicaraguan Resistance

In accord with pridLr under~andLng, Zbpet on Wednesday,
UovmeL .wth Defense Attache, Embassy
of theg J Gadton Sigur arranged the
lunchoN meeting at the Cosms Club and was present throughout.

As agreed, I explained to iur purpose in the
meetng was to clarify qu&"tions VILch had4.Jeen rais4 in Canada
regarding an arms transaction destined I explained
that an intermediary had advised that 'apparently ma
a decision not to proceed with the CanUETW;5riginated arms sale.

.Lis otter of pucchae inc) ide4LalU 7 missile launchers

Lfnit, and 10 trackLrq nlLti. 30 missiles I training

professed to be unaware of the Canadian transaction.
I advised hfh that the purchase was not really intended for use
by 'but rather for the Nicaraguan Resistance
Tokce.. Further,Ithe intesniary had .indLcated that the problem
appeared to be too number ..m tary officers vho are
graduates of theL_ As a consequence of
_the apparent reluctance ti proc* ieWtSPkte sale showing.

'end user certificatee the Canadian arms dealer Is__
,prepasnj to reoiLiAte discussions for a similar delivery.
.yes advised that the oN would prefer to
have the-delvery al'soon as possible, since the Soviet HIDo-D
helicopters were being assembled as we spoke.

C was further advised that Adolfo Calero. .Head of
the VD6lN-vas-illing to commit to a rpcoqnition -once
the Resistance Forces had succeeded. Ina
thathaunaerstood the message &nd would confes.wAs thej-

Be observed, for the ;cord, that:
Refused to become involved, in any wy,- iK the

"riTNKITffairs of another country. I indicated that we fully
appreciated this position and noted that it was too bad that the
Soviets, Dulgarians, and Uast Germans involved in Nicaraqua did
not feel the samo way.

Declassify$

N 16887

OADAt ral
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2 UNCLASSIFIED
Later that afternoon, KGIR Jack S*IVW% (U.S. Army, Retired)
visited to advise of two meetings he had held early in the day'oardLn support for the Resieance. Singlaub passed on the
Maloing Vointe

me~~stine~ 1i M 36888
-- The FON is in urgent need of anti-aircraft weapons and other

crew-served weapons munition (particularly 60 and SlIm
mortar rounds) . Units in the fLeld are also in need of
large quantities of boots and clothing since the number of
ra I lie has exceeded expectations by 2,000.

"" The Resistance forces are also in urgent need of expertise
in maritime operations.

The US5 is unaware of the Singlaub aLemeis mnd he is making
this request based on his long friendshipL

because of the law restricting Uk-invoI =emtni , ho
blG ofIcLial can solicit on behalf the Resistance Forces.

0- Ut" "like to help, Singlaub can arrange a meeting
witW" Adolfo Mtero. If it is necessary for a USO official
to verify Calero's bona fides, this can be arranged.

4eetin withf-nyc

.. .Jv eqreemeta.3ith Calero, Singlaub advised since
had turned down the wewlier FOY tequoesI for

assistance _>. he Resistance
movement had approached

-- The Resistance still is in reed of financial support,
munitions, and training assistance.

-" L h£ was a Oconsiderably different
siuatLionm tltiathat which he had been aware of earlier.
While not compiling to support, he noted toinglaub that
this new information might make a difference
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UNCLASSIFIED

This weekend,. at the request of See. John Lehman. I not 44U
Davtd Walker, a former Dritish SAS officer who now heads two
companies (US and SALADIN) vhich provide professional security
services to foreign governments. Walker had been approached
several months ago, priot to initiating the current financial
arrangement for the IO. In addition to the security services
provided by KIeS, this offshore (Jersey Islands) company also has
professional mIltary "trainers* available. Walker suggested
that he vould be interested in establishing an arranqement with
the TON for certain special operations expertise aimed
particularly at destroying RIND helicopters. Walker quite
accurately points out that the helicopter.gJr L.-o.re esil
destroyed on the around than in the air.t

Unless otherwise directed, Walker will be introdc T- "
and efforts will be made to defray the cost of Walker's
operations from other than Calero's limited assets.

C
7
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EXIBIT OLN-72

. ! d.

* Robert McFarlale

'I "

S -

ACTION , I
AMPROVAIL 1 INFORMArO0

. €OMMNT PRE1PARE1 IEPvy
I COPCURRINCI RECOWMM,*NoArON
I Dinc RiPLY I RETURI

I
I
I

Ni

MEat: SE£N S -7

N 701  a OR" F,

NSC/ICS CONTROL NO 40).

COPY NO L OF

HANDLE VIA SYSTEM IV CHANNEL ON

NSC INTELLIGENCE
DOCUMENT

Intell~pofto Saircm and IMethods Iftvlved
NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATIONi|XalislT C

:1uhea ax AV

U uaf 83M aS0 11 TZ V a

_J3I5ATCH SOGdATUII
RIMARKS

cc: Oliver North (12 and 31
Ken d.Graffenreid (4)
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NATIONAL SECURITY COL.CIL

February 4, 1915

NSC/ICS-402.:1
Re-do

SE_ I--, I
ACTION -

MMCRANCIUM FOR

FROK:

SUIJZCT:

ROIERT C. "CFAlI, 9

QLVIR L. NORH

Cable to President SueZO of Vonduras

Attached at Tab I is a memo from you to Secretaries Shultz and
weinberger, Director Casey, and General Vessey requesting theLr
concurrence in a proposed backchannel cable to President Suato
from President Reagan (TO A) . The cable is intended to
emphasize for Pro dent Suazo our support in the event of a
candinieta attack

Since we originally report
LndLcatLons of an attack..

have been Spora41Ca1&y. fithg into londures vith their artillery
and rockets. GIN Paul Gorman delivered to the Pentagon on
Monday, February 4, tvo 122mm rocket assemblies taken from the:r
point of imp ct in Honduras. The intelligence at Tab 11

V taipa _

-I

:aesify, OADIt U~A8WIED
SENSITIVE

A

%I .\IOR % " "
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N 7014
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4GtaL
59SI'ST/

N 7,.
At thiS point, two Steps need to be urgently taken:

-- The YO is Ln urgent need of nexr-t~e fintncinq--approxi.ate"
SN--for the Purchase of rflee, aMOMtoon, and boots for
the AOW Volunteers.

The tondurans need to be stiffened with assurances from the
United States that w e wl . m tn rsponsiblities under

PrOC60O -waTa aCi offer. Sianq would then put Calero in
direct contact with each of these officers. No White iHouseINSC
solacitatiO Would be mede. W 4 ' 16-406 LOW

R.ICOMMATIONS

1. That you sign and transmit the memo at Tab I.

Approve Disapprove -

2. ?at you authorize me to proceed as xndicated vth GEN
Singlaub.

Approve Disapprove

Attachments
Tab I - fcarlfte Amo to ShUltZ/Weinbrqer/Casey/VesSey

Tab A - Proposed Sackchannel Cable to Suazo
Tab It - Intelligence
Tab III - Photograph
tab IV - l1ackground Cables

UNA D

i

OSCRI s1NS zT:VZ

h treat8 °0
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VA $"IOfaO O ,

FebruarY 7, 191

na.,gRJWUIJj FOR

SUBJECT:

THE ROopLZ GEORGE P. SRULTZThe Secreay of State

TRE RONOWLZ CASPAXRp. WZZNIRGXRThe Secre*ty of Defense

TRE RONOPIDLE WILLIA. j. CASEy
The Director of Central !nte11igence

GENERAL JO N W. VSSEY, JR.
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
Cable to President Suazo of londuras

SENS ":v"

N 7 , -'

(Si
There are continuing indications

i unaerstana that we hav
recent firing into oaurae.

it would a pear that the Hondurans are reacting to the extra-ordinarybut Idupacr e theft.border in such a way as to minimizethe ttraictsv*Aeaof a as a tars.~

S CRZT
OADR VI~W~D

cl
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uf nPi3
2 SEN.S 017c

N 7017

it is possible that a message of assurance to President Suato
-... cou.l have a stiffening effect on Honduran resolve in the face of
the Sandinista offensive. The cable at Tab A is designed to
serve such a purpose. Could I ask that you review this cable
personally and provide coments/concurrnce in its dispatch by
COD Thursday, February 7, 1915. Separately, I am asking John
Poindexter to convene a CPPG to consider contingent U.S. actions
in support of Honduras in the event it becomes necessary. iS)

- aS

* i -e .

UW Pi E
UIr t

SENSITIVESIC. %
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UtrAU Of l'ZU1Jdmg AN R38aN

tNCjLASS!FIEP .reuy I, | N 7025
f;c AC•A

') vjereij OL II ~lao~tn •im - . WlrTA ll-- . .
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EXMBIT OLN-73
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ExHmIT OLN-74
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ExHIBIT OLN-75
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EXHIM OLN-80
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our? r 0,,: jo..-
bJect: P6IVATE BLAlIK CdOCA1 

1

fet of tie last N$9G Os reattal iseCica SbuLtz a4tsead that he 6ouLd think
about third country sources I wasted to 9et as assVes (roe his o we could
pat oat of the b4esimess .. s I umdegstdsd the law there is sothiag that
,ceavests Tt~te Gon 9etti5g involved i this sOw. To of kaouledge Sheltz knows

*othist abct the ptloz tksasclg. I think it should stay that way,, my coaches
@as to (rsd ot goat tey %ece thinking so thee would t be a clew up. i
asked 'vlliot at lunch. ie said hekd recoam 40d whore Shult: Is )oi*ag

* to visit. they have lots ot nase It seems
like d 4ood prospect.. huItA &9C4: iI askt4 3llot hol the DO&Oelcould b4
.rassfercede Ne said he thosiht Shultz could jest hand tes as accoust ssb*A 12545
C said that was a bad idea sot at aIL lettiml at had Acc4s1 to
accodsta. I. told -Iliot that the best Vay was orC to direct thear
wmbdsay hete to receive a person that we would desT6i-9mT asd the fusa could

* ve treastert#d throaja his* Dom't you think that is best? I still east to

alm
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LI: Jil56 1.SLOG(1 O illl no not s kbcv fJl1
0deCO 1,e4 esibility. Lot s hoo o bat Joe thim& *nd I will talk to GeocteoSagre bshet CiA bt sn have got to get the olslatioe past.aiuwat SilSl CiSC.
Us5 FlOn: 3OI -- till TO: ISJU? "aCrl 06114V" 23:21:S.03 *iif. --CIs&

000 Sapig to sete of t*#3t/S 13:2600111 FI~s OlLIll MTNl

objectss PlAnA Un. CMil
9 epelly fee hve by so. boes 121e9od that @W/FosV safely oleaeed the eighteot Screams thia W e.mia Jost befoe datk at the rellgioes cemsemo atoilla*. Pralisl b In beaded orth is attept to got acto" the s 3d H 12546ateor, the Iaidimiltaa cab close oto hN ima At this polit the ol1 liability00 still hae Ia .me of ignaCl 1i0. airpmes al mied- is the "A lit to:he calmy *easen dome threpI lbtl e toayoe it oat by days. O a at* t related matter: fte reaso0 shy I askedto speak to Ie m,ently u o ar U today is that &&I called lliott asras

reading the third coestri e Bil tt bj talk. fto sheltz aed hadProrpared a paperrq oikg tof the an JOr costretl s.lliott called so &ad asked *shor to Saba tP ie SOme-u £ told Elliott to doetbilg to Need so papers ai4to talk to so se further ahot this e&tit he* taIks to il. o i seiig iou pivately teoiroe At this foist I Ned loeialp. an lee kneso I have the accoesti ad the ses by which this thslg seedsto be accoeplishbe.6 I have me idea shat sbaltz ko do diemot ki ft heO old prOve to be erl *happy If he leams of the a ndf adthat bas boo& gives in the past from someone other 1 %lee. l IC iK o . to
3hsltz?

___ ___ __ ze
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EXHBrr OLN-83

: s.E: 3/3/86 1745

f Short Sros. He

advisi that "-t Maxing noise. $%ill. e
a n - s0i::

approed b URIto 3P and, therefore,- . - - .1 1.

refuses to part with any 3Ps. wants paper trom x
approving any transfer and & .a.,-ot arrange.
askinq s to reinforce his borafi1de6

underscoring our interest in a quick transfer ef

6-10 SP. wil1l explain context and elt back to us nex" 'eek.

Can do? A?

TOP SECRET --
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Exr iOLN-84

MCI

So_.o 3/6/116 1220

Ref my earlier message on and blow pipe.

.epcrts yesterday that, latest effort

failed. This because he told(. pS was behind hm

and he sent a letter t asserting this.

Letter -a signed by a Zrivata citizen and it turned

off. will be in three days. Meanwhile, he r.eeds

your support as requested in my earlier message.

Also request you rtuXn Mr. Synott's

Bros rep in Washington (293-7371).

then that U.S. supports transfer of

contrast. ST

1f Possible, we need to te!

small nurbeor of BPS to

a

* ,..., r.
II . -

a.,
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EXHMBrr OLN-86
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EXmBrr OLN-88

'e W. wanted to drop in the southern quadrant ot

Nicaraua Is in desperate need of ordnance resupply, We had

planned to do a material drop from the supplies we are brinq nq

into but the wit - headed by

canast wai. Have therefore developed an oseSrnative

plan which has been briefed on and $A ahich he concurs.

The L-100 vhich flies from to on Wednesday should

terminate it's IAO mission on arrival at At that

point it should load the supplies at which - theoretica y

is assembling today at - and take them to

These iems should then be transloaded to the C-123

after being properly rigged. On any night between Wednesday,

Apr 9, and Friday, Apr 11 tismee supplies should be dropped by

the C-123 La the vicinity of

The A/C shd penetrate Nicaragua across the Atlanti:

Coast shouth of Call signs freqs and zone-markinq

light diagram to be provided to Ralph aI by the new

UNO Sur operator we are taking care of. Hope we can make this

happen the right way this time. 21 we ae ever. going to take

the pzq.-ef 'niorthmer front we have got to get this

drop t dq.Mkely# Please make sure that this is retransmitted

via this channel to salptb, Set WAd S1eoel. 0.e aleady

betrted and prqpaed to go vI the ,-100 ot of if this will

help. Pleas advise soonest.

Na regards. '.
Good*R
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EXmIBI OLN-89

S21 UNCLASSIFIED
The pilots and repair people are talking about a week to tan at:s
before they can use the C-123 again and that is only i! we are
able, to find the necessary part very quickly. The dual
navigation systems aboard the aircraft shoved then to be within
to 1.5 MX of the DZ for over 40 minutes. They wee never able to
see zone lights and never had contact on the radio on either
channel. The pilots never had the agreed upon proposed run-in
heading, possible ... a:y ocatiQna or recommendb pull out
direction to avoid enemy fire. The pilots described the fire as
intense AA HG fire, probably 12.7. I'are eoimittedt-to
commencing drops .to the IrV by C-Pwtomorrow night but can delay
for one night to do your drop if we can get the necessary info
for the pilots. To facilitate, hve asked Ralph to proceed
iedlately to your location# I do not think we ought to
contemplate these operations without him being on scene. Too
many things go wrong that then directly involve you and me in
what should be deniable for both of us. We still don't know what
the medicine is for treating mountain leprosy. I was asked to
provide 1500 doses for inclusion in the drop and we don't even
know what we are supposed to be providing. X know we can do
better we have got to if these brave people -- the fighters and
the pilots are to survive the experience. Help. ST NORTH

PaWks Dfctamft~/Rd 0MUM I1
U4" "d a I \o. M3

by 3. RI Rc , Is00tk C c"gut Ca

UNCLASSiIE
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EXH-Brr OLN-90

1435 338. Local .. . 06-16-46.

1. mi revved MS?. fom the azm. 4 .l -are veqyham

awaiting Carib. ;an Ve end theM tcmorro?

2. Drops viii take piece at ,-. . am4, .. ,.. -

3. We have run out of fudM. SPLOSend A IAmon again using money

of his own. A8o ConstructiOn not started fcr eame reason.

4. 1 vll leave tomorrow mornLn for -.- , w

but vil be back late afternoon ame day.

rim

I ...,a, 4-, L.,~ e ' 114M ..._ FD.m j)4  . L. ,. -.

.L. . Aj , .J.C!. - ..- &*.dA 4 ,A .£

" --) E,' -t

4~Ab (tq A M 41 4U mj #4 iA I,

1i:. ' '!o 00391
lSft

T 17 11 77
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EXHIBTOLN-92

CONTROL NO. 400258

44
To NI p "ots Dae

*1
X) ACT40*N FILE

APPROVAL INFORMATION

COMMENT PREPARE RIPLY
CONCURRENCE RECOMMENDATION
DIRECT REPLY RETURN
OWATCH SIGNATURE

cc: Oliver North (#2 and 3)
Jim Radzimski (#4)

NSC INTELLIGENCE
DOCUMENT

e.. - - - - -

wingL tia~
Inwletie Snce " Mettieds inove
NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION

Untlherized cc By&$O.NLoY

S13CU?' ISYIS ONLY

HANDLE VIA SYSTEM IV CHANNEL ONL-

COPY NO. , OF ----,- 4

Jt

'N

'S

IlklIIGugtqG

( 04305

q
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I'

NAME

Access List
DATE NAME

UNCEAW

No. -
COPY_._

NATIONAL SECURITY
COUNCIL

INFORMATION

Notice
Th attmaih" 4ocw it ostnfts ctgiai"0Ms S0cunty COur"t
Informtlmn. 1198to o Wi 0d dIvm @oty Tby WoA IasthofrIo by
low.

Yow Snstpaoiaknowmtw you a o su a n m you mpmw you
Wil show Or I OUto ao8ma110 111"MTlo dA(n0 1 m Gcu only With
gmons who we 8~ 40y law to he"n ae t o th documam.

Potis hdtfig this Gosumant sambow"Op ho of V*4Ithowaman
uhrsutanl4lte satcwy law r""a n leruo ana w m * oo"MO y with
any laitia ewetahon by the UnwtM Ses10 Go earmaMtW4no ay
unauthoriod efdofty of cl asiloll inomilolin conlWS h~Ilmn.

DATE

)

i
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ME11MORANDLM
NATIONAL S1C'KITY COUNCIL

SYSTEM IV
NSC/ZCS-400258

N 7127

aiach 15, 1905

TEYS ONLY

ACTION

MPA14OADUM

SUBIZJCT

FpOR 30535?aR C. CFA:7j
OLVIR L. no

meotingvith Arturo Cruz

In accord vith your inetruotions relayod throu
I "et with ArtumCXUa oo tb afto of Rar

ZYSS ORLy
m rn
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UNCL IEDO
2 EYES ONLY

N 7128

Unless otherwise directed I will proceed as folleles:

Adolfo Calero vill deposit 6,250 per month in Cruz'
checking account.without Crue' knowledge. Camera will be
aware that he is funding Cruz. The CIA will not be told of
the now source for Crus funds. ---

Contact will be established with a legitimate publisher or
foundation to assume Calero's role as soon as possible.
Cruz will be asked to sign a normal business contract with
this publisher or foundation.

MZCOMMENDAZO!

That you authorize me to proceed as indicated above.

Disapprove

UNmP

Approve"10j

EYES ONLY

mli, m.i.i J
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EXHIBIT OLN-93
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EXHIBIT OLN-94
(DELETED)

IX EH4~T~6/
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EXHIBIT OLN-95
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EXHIBIT OLN-96
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EXHIBIT OLN-98
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EXHIBrr OLN-99

N 46664
m ~ via LU

Ag'o"9OF YJ4S VICK PRCuI0gNT.
WAtNMIP4G?@N *6 b
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EXHIBIT OLN-100

fl) 761

-E ;.IEw ME
. :AF:L 3EN IN'. ,("A .
:'" E R. W 16!-L

mNo' .,'RE BAC. F:E$
T:- E TIERR C:MPANIE
N THEIR ACTIVITIES
A MAJOR ISSUE IF

10 N'T RE"TIF" Y
! WILL NOT REMIT

T!-4S IS NO SMALL
kATE AS THOUGH WE

BT.

No

• ,.

w or
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EXHIBIT OLN-101

' ,GH .4r S5os. we AFE- ,
~Y FIAL t ffON ''.1PP ftTING Tr

:' ,: ,JNIrL I OCT. AT TkAT TIME N.C
. rAT ,:t-%-WZLL '-AVE BEEN IN
-, THE CIA WILL

.,- ,.NC, E ::PL;IN
"-4AT ,HE . ",HE :IA. ARE-4Ow IN ,:)NR,,L
ANC, TkEY E ,NT WANT :LIR Ai' ETS TO R'EAI.-
IN .E" AREA AND C:ONFUSE THE IUE..AT
Ak:,,:H Tr"E WE WILL I",,TALLY WITHE-RAW ANf,
EIT:-ER t PI$SOE OF THE ASSETS ,.'A SEND
T'4EM ELSEWHERE. THIS IA .:QREN" PLAN
C:;NULY TO EE ;:HAN',.Er, 6Y THE NE.:T eLAN. BOB
BT.

R 0 000389

-UNCLAS31FIED
00335

.. '.qe ,° e'. .
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EXHIM OLN-103

THE WHITE MOUSE

WASHINGTON

February 22, 1985

MEMORANDUM FOR ROBERT MCFARLANE

THRU: MAX FRIEDERSDORF/L '
M.B. OGLESBY, JiWr

FROM: W. DEi HOMAS

Republican Members of the House Permanent Select Committee on
Intelligence, in anticipation of marking up the Intelligence
Authorization bill (which includes restrictions on aid to
Nicaraguan Contras) want to meet with an appropriate
Administration policy official. They are seeking guidance on
this issue and the best strategy to pursue. The legislative
process is underway, with the schedule calling for mark-up by the
1st week in April.--

Would you pease advise who the appropriate Administration
official s uld be? I recommend he meeting be arranged in the
near future.

cc: Chris Lehman

7/.

g~'T

I

/
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EXHIBIT OLN-104

iA

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHMNOON

1652

February 28, 1985 N 40601

TO: BUD MCFARLANE

FROM: MAX L. FRIEDERSDORF

SUBJECT: Meeting with Republican Members
of House Select Committee on
Intelligence

Bud, could you meet with this group?

UN~ ~ r~q EXHIBIT
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ExHIBIT OLN-105

MEMORANDUM

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
N

1652

40599

March 8, 1985

ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOR ROBERT C. MCFARLANE

OLIVER L. NORTH!"

Meeting with House Permanent Select Committee on
Intelligence (HPSCI)

Attached at Tab I is a self-explanatory memo from you to Max
Friedersdorf responding to his memo at Tab II.

RECOMMENDATION

That you initial and forward your memo to Max Friedersdorf.

Approve

4

Disapprove

Attachments
Tab I - McFarlane Memo to Friedersdorf
Tab II - Friedersdorf Memo to McFarlane of February 28, 1985

a iy .. .f ..e... j On , aj"

"It(t j' IS
L

Declasrify, OAD U
Ic , .

FROM:

SUBJECT:

m .

iIOXHIBIT-o5
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* "I i J4 LED
w ASIGOO

1652

N 4000

MEMORANDUM FOR MAX L. FRIEDERSDORF

BUD MCFARLANE

Meeting with Members of the House Permanent Select
Comittee on Intelligence (HPSCI)

Per you memo of February 28, 1985, I met with the following
members of the HPSCI on March 4, 1985s

Representative Robert Stump (R-AZ)
Representative Robert Livingston (R-LA)
Representative Henry Hyde (R-IL)
Representative Robert McCollum (R-FL)

Bob McCollum expressed belief tha
essential to the success of the Ni
for increased lobbying on the .Hill

F~~EacaI Fas t a

4

ound U.S. aid
,nce and need

Henry Hyde felt that we sho and third

country assistance* such ae__ in the
effort to support the resistance. explae
not tenable alternatives--for the freedom fighters or for us.

Bob Stump indicated that we needed to get on with some *hard

bargaining" if we plan to win the vote.

Bob Livingston had obviously done the most thinking about the

problem and made a strong case for a well orchestrated

effort. He noted that we had great need of a vote count before

we go too much further and start disipating our energies.

In short, it was a good session. They were all emphatic that it

witl take a well executed plan to get the votes that we need. We

covuitted to help get as much as possible declassifed and to set

up a series of briefings both here and on 
the Hill. I also

stressed the need to get as many members 
as possible down to the

region to meet with Duarte, Suazo, Kongo and 
the resistance.

If you feel that this kind of session helps, keep Iem coming.

Declassify: OADR UrIENT1[D-

IE;E~ZAL

FROM:'

SUBJECT:
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EXHIBIT OLN-106

UNCLAS-SIFIED.
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL.

011e:

On the chance Steve didn't live you

a copy, attached Is for your use.

Vince

UNCLASSIFIED EXHBI

-10LQ
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" " UNCLASSIFIED
' eepl~ 4 " 4 ':1. -9 Q~~~~~~ a 1 1-afu061"

-- Oft so". & %4 U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
%M 4 "One A PO OW W A O L4 Mcg

a** L"00 P-Wf WASNP4GTOSK MISa

a" W60"a 6

8MrWA.0 a. 14 C2148~ g~

WZ40RANDU rOR MR. I{V

FRa4: Steven K. Berry Associate Counsel

SUBECT: Now York Times Article, August 8, 1985, Alleging Contras aceive

Adi fo r RtWhe H ouse1

-- The currant Boland Prohibition In Sec. 801 of the Intelligence
Authorization Act ftr FY I98M (P.L. W-618) prohibits U.S. intelligence
entities from obligating at expanding, to suppot the Resistance, fu dsauthorized to be appropriated by the FY 1984 end 1Y 1985 lItolligmneauthorizations acts. Since no Navy was -authorized for NSC by either
of ticse a:., Se:. 801 is not r.ev&it to V,.e iss .

The only statute arguaby relevant to the subject of the Times article
is Sec. 806(a) of the 1985 D30 k~propriations Akt (P.L. 90-47, weicnprovides tvhat "D0rLng fiscal yea 1985, no funds avallt11e to the
Central Intellig nce A ency, tne Zepa:tm n -oTfr'-ense, c: any other
agincy or entity of the United States Lrwolved in intllloance
activities may D cO110aU or t for the purpose or viich would
have tne effect Of Ippor , directy or indirectly, military or
arailitary operations in Nicaragua by any nation, group,

organization, movement, or Individual." (Daphasis added)
The Section 806(s) prohibition remains in effect throughout Fy 1985,
hich ends 9/30/85.

-- %SC is clearly a U.S. enAtiy involved In intell!e.i.c* activities
sLbject to, the Section 8066(s) prIibition.

The Ntional Security Act of 1P47 specifically establishes the
CIA Ounai the IMttional Security Coanc1" and provides that CIA
duties shal be carried out %ubr the direction of the National
Seculty Council." (Sec. 102(a) and (d))

Exective Order 12333 provides that tta. 6 t1l act as the
h1 ovet ExecAlve Bkanch anUty that provides review of,
guidenca Thr and direction to the oondct of all national
foreign intelligace, coanteuintelligce, end special
activities, and attndnt policies and progiwn. (Sec. 1.2(a))

-- Althoc4h the Section 806(s) prhibItIon cleal aplies to NSC as an
entity of the U.S. Governmet involved In Intelligence activities, tht
prohibition e na t v iol nrot-. -
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.IUNCLASSIFIEO
Th.ProlbitiOn foids Obli tico r O e 1 4ta.Wte* of fesr as evalale to
an Intelliece entity to support-prmi 1itery o*rati$ns in Nicaragua,
out nothing Xi the Times article indicates that t.e NX staff officer
imveilved pOligated or expended any NSC funds.

The ,'imes article only states that the NX staff officer tiled with
me-ers of te Resistance or with individual$ In the U.S. interested in
umelping out the Resistance, which does not violate the pronloition.

NO mtter how you stretch it, talking to the Resistance or anyone else
is not obligation or expenditire of funds.

Ad, if I may raise a final int, doesn't a mome of the N6C staff
have the same constitutional right of free speec under the first
Amendmnt that every other American has?

As long as it Is talking to the Resistance--not coligatlon or
expendlture of funds for weapons or anything else--it doesn't violate
the law. I note also that the Times article cites (unnaued) Me"oers of
Congress of do not Delleve it violates U.S. laws.

The Presidait has supported tre Nicaraguan Democratic es!stance
fighters and has stated so puolicly. He has met with Aaolfo Colaro,
Arturo Cruz aid otmer rmncers of the Unified NiCaa8g,_ 0::s .ion
(J ) leade:s in oemonstration of his support fo: their efforts.

The President has attended fundraising di rs fo: the Res!stance
movement and has received their leaders at the Wite House. I suppose
you could say tnat is dire:t assistance to the Resistance.

It is not unusual to expect that the Wite House staff or NS staff,
tio are directly responsible to the President, waild 4 -MC* ge Me
Nicaraguan CDmocratic Resistance in the same mnenr and in the same
%ays that t.F Pesidant has W"Xoagej the Asistivice.

-- Before Congress's recent reversal on the Boland k-undwt, Intelligence
agencies "were forbidden to assist the Resistance forces in any manmer.
This rupt termination of the relationship between the distance
forces and any tlhited States entity forced the Mc au W Rssistance
groups to establish other lines of comaiceation and otact. The P6C
or the tilts House would be a logical point of cMntact for any group
seeking to. establish a relationship wLth the U.S. Coven"t.

-- Did the Boland Amnment pohibit third parties, other countries or
groups and organizations throjOxwt the world frm remquting the
official tilted States policy regarding ?dcarague? The President's
position on assistance to the Nicaraguan Deocratic Aeistance is clear

t 4 .L lE
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UNCLASSIRED
It is one tn s to State that the low foro1d any assistance
to the NICaqAn Dwacratic nstutc.

-It is another thing to state
-is clear "nd that he intends
& asista'ce to te oratic

that the President's position
to pJrsue initiatives to reWW
Resistance.

-- Te alano kennent does not Pt'Wibt or the U.S. Governimnt
froi receiving t e viers of its ftivtW and allies throughout the world
on the signifLMCO of the Wlitay builcUP of- trW IWrxist Sondnista
regime in N Caragua. On the Cotrary, I would say we have a obligation
to inform out .1iles en4 frields of the U.S. position an Nicaraua.

UNLA SuIrED
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UNCLASIED
HOSE-PASSIED PROVISION. OP NICAUCUA IN
N.R.- 2419. I :TELLICLIKEC AUTHORIZATION ACT

- FOR TY 198S

PROViSION

$ c. 105. During fiscal year 1986, no funds available to

the Central Intelligence Agency. Department of Defense, or

any c :her agency or entity of the United States involved in

inte'E:.:.ence activities may be obligated or expended, directly

or in",rectly, for material assistance to the Nicarrwuan demo.
c.':i "e !: .. "ce n."c, :c!ng ar..-s, v:rim.,.-., ion, o o-,'.er eu

mn .-.,r..- aerial which could be used to irflict serious bo&d'y

ceah, or which wo-jld have the effect of pro-idl.-.

e:.-.. ammunition or other weapons of war for military or

PI-...1 littry operations in Nicaragua by any group, organiza-

.overnent or individual.

(N..Kit. 99-106, Pt. 1)

As introduce Section f03 would 6"v prohfited any funds
ava~iable to any agency involved in intelligence actMUle being
use. to support. directly or indirectly mltaq or panmilita7 op-
erations in Nicairam 7U section a had the effec d
&.y funds requested fo soch a purpose in flaW yea iSu . It

extend the current statutory prohibition for support to the Iliar
r ea- contrast" through the and ( FTY 19..

" amendment was adopted by the committee to strike the onu.'
raJ :lngu geoo Section 105 so as to make lear that the p b
ti.€: .hat applies to supporting Nicaraguan Insurents or Contrass
a;T.to only to the provision o funds, goods, ecpmeat. ci vian or

.i .aruupUes or any other materi. butldos nt Include the
:rc-,j 01telligence information or advice to the contra&.

Oil 140Ito
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/o~x 0_u&,~~ UNCLASSIFIED
Secticn 8066(a), Department of Defense Appropriations Act,

196€ i?'.L. 98-473)-N L SS F E
Sc. $0 . (a) During fiaca you IMl no funds avaflable to the

Sentra8 Intelligence Auhry, the Dearment *( Defense, or ay
othe agency or enty of thei Unetd Statpp involved i intllAo
activities may be obligated or expended for the purpose or whwould have the effect of support i .direct or dey, miita7
or paramitary operations in N icaragua by any ntio group.
organic tion, moment. of Mividl e h

Sectio-- Sol, Intelligence Authorization Act for
.:"..- (P.L. 98-618)

SaC 01.' Noe tunds authorized to b appropriated by this Act ory
t.e n'e4 *.: Auho r'co :on Act otios for l t 'year (Publc Lw
an-21.) may be obliL'd or expended for o pe pespoo or whichwould have the effect of supporting. directly or ind y, m itaryor paramiliter operations in Nicaragua by .. nton ..
ortanization, movement. or individual, except to th: extentnprovd

a nd under the term and conditions speifed by Hoaso Joint Xesolu
tion 6,18, m&Vojngl continui:-q appropriations for the Fi.cal you 19K,
and for other p-4r-oes as enactedL
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EXHIBIT OLN-107

&Cm= a hU, gem

. 8 ~August U, LO 6 ..

fte 56,096 Aher% C. CofseclamO
AaatiSvo W 1t ftesiten tE tm

fo atte s se1 L uo m y Alf r satea
The Whte Ilesse
Was1tgt0*en D.C. 000

Des g. m mglV.As

r a voting It ceponsoe to ceent Pross geacts 4otalLing the
actvties of C@tsi mlsLenal seewziust Ceaoet2 state oeers in
~etd41L, eletee bid fuIadeasts svpelto Eeclgum reb~eL

Thoe repoS etsi. setotas qweltLos regarding the vLOilation
of the letter a4d %he s t O1 5.5. Sit oillsbttIg 5~ppSport
for thO Uteosegaa thee ih C leacb*& LTh pCse"L* ,he sotand
Amensel (sOetOl Good1P.. g.4?3. * p116ttt41W *, the ContcaL
IntellLgeme 4e70 tJw @esmtmae of Doet * e.o oan * hoter
a1esIy og *atLtF of iwa 0.5. Involved tA intLLsleede altLses
from esupperts t cobelJ. .ot .saud be Stetaebeq the ,ntgehty
of the la t t talt tso pComtitibos WOO se tateneed to
Gove the We* lll sdeft 11 .011111, bhl.oseL Io his easeuatVO ococ
am the matLte's L841tlems "gset**# dosibes the EattonaL
SeGeurty COneLl aS 3te L highest govermsmu entity Wvth
ce"O"Ws/iA Set LatoltleNe aettuieL*.

ft oddLtiem We Sloo4 Ameadmr st~tetl probibits, assistance
'.bof44b mould hwoave oftet 09 "Matting,X.ot1  . st~iese peramilitW ps ~ lm*a

me 810 4 i Laselente. Seoct. qwO* AmLsi slton..

Olliet*e ne3th j MNLme Lt. CeL. Olives inoth. " providing
OtonLeal tSllsme eN rebOl niLta .eCatloao, t ail2tatLng
msuteet tee eepeetlve IL" aseol des s. se othervie.
ogganissmg i4d mogdissa 1 ,elolkects. These'astiwtito
oleatly have Ohe O19set 0t ptIag U JO t iaraguan Cees.

Coe1ressteeal Latesl La ptseolg the %MV ad Abedme t WO to
distae the Gtted states fcom she dieaeglu gebl sevement,
while me Congro Am the matt. debated the apptopciatefne of
out imealome -in ftesgw. The, Piro" gepeets suggest that,
despite eoagteesoL L test. during this peiod the go.
Provided diceet gapmete to %be wieatauaam cebels.
• J&
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The kWt Le a b .le tm C. "7allaieH 9647
page Two
A"USe 64,,

Zn o*dot to 61agity the @lteaastances surrotnfi Lt. COL.
wort'so IiLitLee, 46 chairman of %he d64mLit. WLth
j~agidiatio ov*e gnLt, statee pLoc tovad Nleegajua ,
request that you Provtde Congres wthb aLL information, tncLudtAn
memotnda and any other dcuaents, pertaining to any contact
between Lt. COL. NIort and IL4arguan Ceklu Leaders as of
enaGUWat of the lend Atendaeas il OStOelC, 1984.

Thank you tOt you attention to this request.

SinceeLy,

Suba oum ttee on Western
Uiisphee AffaitsKOlana R
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EXHIBIT OLN-108
rt.: WRP --CPUA Date Od tm U/20/83 1:;l:"
To: N&M -- CUA JO H. jfIOiORU

NOTlE F11O1: SOS EASO

Subject: Barnes letter requesting material to %orth/Contre contacts
Note from Ollie. Brenda Roger is doing a memo to you on what sources of
information Milt be the object of the Barnes letter. I agree with Ollie that
we need to proceed carefully. Paul Thompson suggested that Jock Shatfin eight
become familiar with the Soland amendment as part of his fantlierization wit
NSC ipsues. He's reading up oil the subject in the la. library) and u.:l riot 1e
contacting anyone at State or elsewhere. eger's memo should be to you
thisatsternoon. Thanks very uch.
-" Forwarding note free NSOIJ4 --CPU 06/20/85 12:45

To: HIVIP -- CPU

Reply to note of 04/19/8S 13:37

HOT MRON: OLIVER MOTH
Subject: Darns@ letter requesting material re orth/Ccntra contacts
Prior to yr xfer of this action, I discussed the Barnes Its w/ Jim Micbel an6
he urges that we not Jump t ft on this issue. Uq shares my conceon that
our legal fellow Is going to creates unhelpful speculation re our intentious on
this mtter ft he proeeds around t askLng questlas about the olan14sd
amendment and its Legal/legislastive intent. Jim recoemesds. and I agree.
thatour response to the Barnes letter should be very qu,.otlyrafed' by Jim,
Paul Thompson and a rep from Fielding's office. Regards, %ertko'

cc: NSISR -- CPUA KS6ltP -- CPVA
NSV, - -CPA JOHN 4. POINDIX.ER \S'W'RP --CPA JOHX '1. POINDE.TER

cc: NSOLN -- CPUIA NSSIR -- CPUA
NSPiT -- CPUA
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ExHmrr OLN-109
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EXHIBIT OLN-110

UHCLASSIPI[JI
- Iety

swim Cmgusori

Septa
&namornM

The Sarable obrt C. Refterar
A8itat to the Presume for

NCltial ftmaly Affair$
Zmmmilve office of the Predemit
The WitoNeu ..
Vasbiate, D.C. 2050

ft WW "51~ais

.er 30, ,g5

1 t4 NN~

Dear M. Nr1aatlae s

Theah yTo for your letter of September l veaardian the activities of serme
of the sutf of the lakteml Security COiCU is cocetim with the Vicarag~m

t alprcate hwi yew Lnwsltis ef tbae eativities ed your vilLAe4OSI
to dscuo t8041 eatm twtb. I teat taCt you have Your staff caIl 87
office to arrow a mewaily c egealt tm for s to met. Of course. this
mias is we a Oemsite for ftherb ec4tis by the Comituee oa this matter.
sbsUd the Cautae emeOSMr ok aeties to be appro rate.

invwer. t -gm a oene that the pernat deemmouast be provided
if tM CeiMItems o% be aW to fulfil its obiAsam to adopt leogistioa
PWOvemia the *@G&W* o 96124d gr'! tOaeI fPrLICY peAe ed, o aw the in-
pLmtauss of &h PL pe uder the Iw. Ia yaw letter, you do sot refer co
or reqes: for uh doeit. ts order to ease the ue ulea of our

ta", : rveae that you Prowido the mmeoser doemoasts to se io advance
o that I my r..im them pti to the oeain .

It my be helpfu if : sell mu mers elawly the iatseet of the Comittee.
The mIittee reisLm its emem &beos pooib)a vtolatioms of federal law by
uiberof th = staff. gae". st is e the Cdteue's mly--r even
Primr-.Cspwu IYvg t~ d aisum gm of the 2w is mn ftutve Sraabh
fusotiss. It is the COMua e repemibilly, bmwo, to eseduet oversight
of 2we theeWA limi the U14 aciite o hb str suboc "Wer the Coiitte'a
juruetsis, ad to reac jof~mto as to Wmbh ehisees I&the M are
indicted by thee s iLes. ZVMIU the C ttoe distelmiLA tbhat the
activities of the 18C stafftm tkis butter vore aalrely egl, the Commiee
Sht stLlA deter"" that cthm is th w wore aele64 ry.

82-681 - 88 - 17

'*54! L
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oestas tok pLae prior to or at she &M feetLv 4e of the bidM meeesm t.

z apupmaiaa Yue deire eo M uortml th mvt aed lok fou'it to

o" MOmeee e .

uemhte om vist

cat The Usakae ftt I. laeetU
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EXHIBrr OLN-111
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ft .&---- October 29. 1985--- '---= N 337

The Honorable Itobert C. McFarlane
assistant to the President for

National Security Affairs
Executive Office of the President
The White House
Waehington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. McFarlane:

I am writing with respect to my request for information and documentation on
the activities of embers of the staff of the National Security Council in
connection with the Nicaraguan rebels.

I appreciate your villingness to share some tuch information and documentation
with so. However, it Is my belief that the procedures that you have suggested
under which I would have access to this information would be inadequate to
permit as to reach any confident conclusions regerding the relationship of the
.SC staff with the rebels. Clearly, competet staff ust have the opportunity
:- subject this information to serious analysis if any meaningful conclusions
are to be draw. I have cmslted with the leadership of the Souse, which
shares my belief on this matter.

i.zcordingly, and after computation with the Chairman of the Permanent SeLect
Coomitte on Iat liwsee, The lNoorable Lee S. m ltom, I hereby requestthat you prewida AM. iaemte ae deeuimotates to the latelliosce Com-
mittee 'der emi Goftem's merval prve fer Her s staff access to
saw reviw of UePly elaesified Umterials.

I believe th thi se prosal would surely resolve m comeerms that the
Aduiaistration mlsht bave about the seewity of the imfo m ties, while at
the "s tim fulfilling the roopossibllues of the Csse.
As you requested durim our recent meeting, I a ttachlng outline of the
information that we are requotiag.

QLA- 
i
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N 3376
:n c*-e again,- appreciate your Villingness to be forthco=n$ on this matte an
:rusL that this pfOpoSal vill resolve the issue of congressional access to tnIs
L.iorutton to everyone's satisfaction.

Sincerely.

Michel 0. barnes
Chairman
Subcommlttee an Western

IMLsph• Affairs

cc: The loaorable Thom" P. O'Neill. Jr.
The Honorable Leo U. IIton
The Honorable Dents A. Pascell
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.LL;.UTr IV LIST 07'WVOfMMTICN % UM 07 I C ON ITS ULATrONS WIM na c:

1. A complete list of ell meetings or contacts between Lt. Col. North or any
ot.er member or official of the USC staff and:

(a% "members of the Nicaraguan resistance since the opposition began to
oranisec in 1962" (September 12 Mclarlane letter, p. 1. third par&.).

(b) leaderss of the Nicaraguan resistance" since October, 198A (September
12 Mealrlose letter, p. 2. first full pr.).

(c) the Vicaraguan reistance that "hev focused on esuring that the $27
allo. in htm nitaifia astsce Is Properl7 OdaSin tered sad fully coo-
pliant Ulth the leal raqu rments cmt ed ti the gisleation" (September
12 Uclarleso letter, p. 2 1at pAs.).

(d)p&tmlltr7 Sreepa ssh as OM, Soliers of Fort-a, etc.

(a) Vriemde of the Mefles. a LoeLsoi grow beeded by woody Jenkis.

(t) ropreosevaties of Suth Res. Talwan, IST4rel or ay other country,
is July, 1904, or at any other tine, perrtai ns, to assistance for the
Ni~:aragon resistance.

(a) JohM ml, sl an iorle raTnher with lo in orthen Costa ics,

-- -- nm--r-81-S1Ivihot eieuparemiuvolqed is fudria for +the ........

resistua;e, regarding wmldraisint piaw or activities, 6l itary oso s of
the reeicma, or a otl imatter relate to the Ui,,rasn resistance.

{i) guy peroo pertailnln to the 1iaraguan irefuSe fuedraisi g dinner that
was hold n Apil. 1965.

.2. .11 iferotsm with respect to my moeton or other
coeract referred to shoe, 10,lodisg any amer , reotst nnetesp mastaIGS
schedules, ampp meat ealendrs, omoraad of calls, phone loss. and an)
other ifornMtILos.

3. Amy m jorandI or W ohr domaeto pvWeprod by Lt. Col. Nrth or any other ember
or off iar of She MC *tagf Goutalna o dioensing plans or prorMs with
respect to add tag d M mef rlosistinae, ay sApportit doemotation or
other inloMrtles rouad to oneh doeIomts, My reorde of K cemideration
or revisa Of M sAh plu l W Prpinr . Mod my dememu pertinn to the
adople or Slmmtatif oM amp 040h p o pInsp .
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EXHIBIT OLN-113
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EXHlBIT OLN-114
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4r -Seim SM a": ~o sum N--MI- ft----
S~UJI ~IlI ~ Sa4m ja"' PMuin

.n": - AM C
VJ2RC=z R0ply to RmIlte "m Ollio.o Aetivise
I have se you both separately a 4raft loster Z have conpeeed to avior LeeHamilton's letter as Ollie's . ctIvI&oes. Oo or tvo sfnoastoas iroapproprior. The reference to "imaIrt al" refers to paragraph one of P4s twoof your draft Ollsa. "Insert u:" rotors to the second parsarapb of page t'o.Please 'do not share either this mote or tM eparase draft with smya". Viivill prepare a smooth version of It for mVednesday morning. Please bring asany edits you have. Ollie, doe't send ne aI PIOTS notes about it. "Amy
thanks.
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kle tL wm/S iSS:S6

UNCL --I

FROM: tn Lee a iltoe

sUlJF.CT: Letter to

Di'ar Mlr- ChUiralled
Th~b i. in rply o y ttO of Auiu.L -, 1 of . -Gth you celled

ttentio in to press repors of "...alleged activities by the National Security

atouncil(stoffe re prtdil4 the contras in NicarauN...2 a.rd asked for a full

report and legal justificatioi for any such activities. Like yOU. I tske such

charles very seriously and cosequ*ently have thoroughY examined the facto

all mtltSer which in lny remote fashion could beat upon these chare.F
all attes wich n an T*te 'at a VAtim did I or

that review I can state with deep personal conviction that t nortim i

tay amber of the Natic4al SecurityConcil staff violate the letter or spirit

any e of t he ile your letter referS to the language of the .Ol .nmmendme

which proscribes activities "..far the purpose or which would have the effect

of supports, directly or indirectlY, military or paramilitary Operations in

o r bany natio, grup. orgsai"tion. movemet, or individual,"I

would "xtend my assurance to the violation of any law.

Your letter does provide a timely oppoyt fitt tO r "to, " he policY Of

thi% Admnottration we ." regard to the .ic~r -jv:% Freedoe F:.iWeVs and just

what activities hzve been undertaken in support of this policy. First it is I

think clear that President ean believes in the purposes for which the

Freedom Fighters werefored--to resist the repression of the .icafsguin

govornoent 3nd to work for the establisoant of democ:JcY ir.%-caragus but it

is equallY clear that the President has m de it ephstAically clear that all

support Was to be in strict compliance with the law. 10at then was the nature

of our activities in support of the Freedom fighters?

In the fall of last year, with the enactment of the Boland A"edment. it

.as apparent that the resistance was demoralized at the prospeCt of an end to

wS support for their cause. while we acknowledged to thee that we could no

longer ContribuIte direc-ly or indirectly to the military'paramtlitar¥

prosecution of their resistance We stated thet .e would continue to seek
congressional support to do 0 and tht manhile they could usefully devote

the,: efforts in other directions. For ex2ipe.. it as €.ea th:i he p reedo O

Fri ..: e r s u e . a , a d i s s 4t Jo o t h eL S ni n i t a g o e r n t

toe were poorly understood while those of the San inita o 
m teir

promoted by the nul diplomatic and public affair' institutiottaoOf their

gover . In order to help balance thi promotiosal effort we made

recomdtis o the Contra leaders as to they could betterexplain

t iose tour coare wa o@e nis to w they ough t to ake their

case and whybther was a natural se.ti .t of at8 eoA toard them by some

Of your colleagues In this" latter regard, we stresed reports of alleSed

atrcities committed bthead urgedst glY that they invst l te these

res those Cesposible Sparat we stressed that

thare es would .. o a 164 of credibility for " logs their
actite s reme d suitM- alone. V. ured t Ahey forse e representative

p t i r a lu r o s t i vo l i g r e e o N l' s r gg eead th a t b t th is f ro n t
ac• i 

rt n 
. oa t ePf~n vil it-- m . - _ . 4ll O a t 4}

take responsibility for frLtSn a "Pol t l t e pecfl

toward a pluralistic proess. Over time these efforts led to the March I San

Joes proposac i which the sreoe i t offered to lay down their arms andtvowadlu rat ofeedt

en itjegth t e caauan goeritt brokered by tbe Church.J e t l t o o o , i i a t O n sw i t h t h e H o a sut rat l v n e r l d t h e m t o

enthis process began to mature this pat spring we eas ecour t

stis fg m miltSaq Vb aCtki lat t I 4 mOl sigt have badd- '" - -.......lita- a"t

Q

-fuel LOW
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powe shM04. of adeptisby the tMii U.LW )IJipIU WCgirsAg
w!:%%Ary activities .Iis Urgsif t 4ait cntlliund military ativtiea Was as
c'' 4 w er cowt0 coomentia" pm or seeklas to l fluence the miliCary
b',:: of their strugle.

It is equatly Important to streets what we did not do. We did not 06licit
f.:3. or other support for military or paramilitary" activities eitlier from
:.: .:ans or thirl parties. We did not offea tactical advice for the conduct

of :7-ir Pilitjr.CtV Jvigae or Lhoir m:aI2Lioet. Nor did c-.r lianJosl
z . P A' to u i:lurnce there tc& .:.l '*iLr th lli .i , u1j ral. j OIs. ;..

W'ith regard to the leGal Justification for the activities I have cited, I
cr. only state the reasonable requirement that any Administration gain
appropriate infoldation on which to base coherent policy decisions. The
Freedom Fighters comprised one significant element among my on whom i was
and remains important for the Administration to be advised in a timely
fashion. As a personal obeervation I would only add that had we failed to do
so. the absence of influence, which in all likelihood would have ensued, could
have led the Freedom Fighters to adopt a purely military effort-- course
which neither of us would support. lut I wish to stress once sore that at no
time did it seem to me that say of our activities was in contravention of law
or "he public trust.

..r *I-irman (add insert -i:'

Sincerely

.r Chairman I would like to ca:.! to your attention a par:icularly
un-.:::unate result of the recent public allegations. Following the appearance
in a Sunday article of the charles, Lieutenant Colonel Oliver North, the
of.Icer who conducted many of the contacts with the Freedom Fighters, suffered
a n..=ber of intrusions on his family life. Deonstrators at his home pushed
do.. a fence; one of his pets was poisoned and his automobile was damaged. He
3n: -embers of his family received numerous harassing telephone calls at
vr.:us times of day and night. To

cv:;.z this harassment he had to leave home with his family and take up
te-r:rary residence at a remote location until the demonstrations ceased. 1
6:.; sk !-. hs you not share t.ess ,e.nts wi: c.f.v orfor ne:: .r he nor I

a..., g4ad11da sy:.puti'. "rI4a :;.ez to your a e LmO : U. ".&u interest if
bringing this mtter to a close. I em at your disposal to help in any way
possible.

cc: .%WON -CPU N --CA JOhh i. POI)U R

UNCLASSIPIEB
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EXHIBIT OLN-117

Dear Mr. Chairman

This is in reply to your letter of August 20, 1985 in .which

you called attention to press reports of allegeded activities

by the National Security Council (staff) regarding the contras in

Nicaragua..." and asked for a full report and legal justification

for any such activities. Like you, I take such charges very

seriously and consequently have thoroughly examined the facts and

all matters which in any remote fashion could bear upon these

charges. Fro. that review I can state with deep personal

conviction that at no time did I or any member of the National

Security Council staff violate the letter or spirit of the law.

While your letter refers to the language of the Boland amendment

which proscribes activities O...for the purpose or which would

have the effect of supporting, directly or indirectly, military

or paramilitary operations in Nicaragua by any nation, group,

organization, movement, or individual,* I would extend my

assurance to the violation of a., law.

Your letter does provide a timely opportunity to restate the

policy of this Administration with regard to the licaraguan

freedom fighters and just what activities have been undertaken in

support of this polty. first, it to I think c I8a that

President Reagan believes in the. f - -- _.. the Freedom

fighters. repression e..h
and to-w .. .t....;Al~- :
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PAGE 2

democracy in Nicaragua. lut it ts qmeb6req1a4a, that the

President has made it emphatically clear that all US support was

to be in strict compliance wtth the law. What then was the

nature of our -- P. '_ _ the Freedom Fighters?

In the fall of last year, with the enactment of the Boland

Amendment, it was apparent that the Freedom Fighters" were

demoraltzed at the prospect of an and to US support for their

cause. While we acknowledged to then that we could no longer

contribute directly or indirectly to the mlttary/paramtlttary

prosecution of their resistance, we stated that we would continue

to seek Congressional support to do so and that meanwhile they

could usefully devote their efforts in other directions. For

example, it was clear that the Freedom Fighters were at a

disadvantage to the extent that their goals, purposes and terms

were poorly understood while those of the Sandntug----

were promoted by e dplomattc and public afatra

institutions I In 1. In order to help balance this

promotional effort, we discussed with the Contra leaders the

importance of their explaining their cause to the public and

their providing information to interested Members of the

Congress. we pointed out why there was a natural sentiment of

antagonism toward thm by s "me - -l'z_::_. In this latter

regard, we stressed reports of alleged atrocities imputed to them

and urged strongly that they investigate these charges and, if

true, punish those responsible. Separately, we stressed that
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PAGE I

t eir purposes would suffer a lack of credibility for as long as

t-eir activities remained mtitary. .. We urged that they

-orge a representative political front involving credible

r.n-mtlitary figures and that this front take responsibility for

framing a political program centeremojpoo4mL evolution

t-him-- u - - Ie Li. Over time these efforts led to the

March 1 San Jose pm...... in which the Freedom Fighters offered

to lay down their arms and enter tnton_;:t:_ ,- -h.
M- -,. ... ,. . L, L M. __"" -- - _L -- h. As this

process began to mature this past spring we o61-.encouraged them

-z deziit from ritary activities at a tire when the%: propcsa!

right ho ve had some chance of adoption by the other side. At no

time did we encourage military activities. t

------------. was a e as we ever caie to

S nf military aspect of

their struggle.

It is equally important to stress what we did not do. We

4id not solicit funds or other support for military c:

paramlttry aptS ttie either from Americans or third parties.

No did not offered tafttcal advice for te conduct of their

military activties or their organisation. Nor did our liaison

contacts seek to influence them toward other thah a P

outcome. Our most recent contacts with the Freedom fighters have

dealt -with the administration of the $27 million in humanitarian

assistance. Our effort has been to ensure that this program is

properly administered and that it, too, is fully compliant with
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.te legsa requtrements contained in the legislatirn. In short,

w' want to do it right. .0

with regard to the legal 3ustificatton for the activities i

have cited, I can only state the reasonable requirement that any

Administration gain appropriate information on which to base

coherent policy decisions. The" Freedom Fighters comprised one

uignitftcsnt element among many on whom it was and remains

important for the Administration to be advised in a timely

fashion. As a personal observation I would only add that had we

!-ile1 to do so, the absence of influen:e, which in all

"ikelthood would have ensued, could have led the Freedom Fighters

t adopt a purely military effort -- a course which neither you

.or-1 would support. But I wish to stress once more that at no

time did it. stem to me that any of our activities was in

:ontravention of law or the public trust.

.Kr Chairman I believe that future events will confirm that A

..- '-.- with the resistance hat he! a positive effect c:

achieving a democratic outcome in the region. I well recognize

that the Amintstratton and the Congress may differ as to how

best to achieve this goal. Nonetheless, we are both in agreement

that such an outcome is desirable and that it must be achieved

within the limits of our law. Should you so desire, I would be

most willing to discuss this matter further with you and other

members of your committee. Thank you for this opportunity to
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c€artfy what-has been a most unfortunate misrepresentation of the

!azts by the media.

Sincerely,

P.S. Mr Chairman, I would like to call to your attention a

particularly unfortunate result of the recent public

allegations. Fciiowinq the appearance in a Suna y

of the charges, Lieutenant Colonel Oliver North, the

officer who conducted rany of the contacts with the

Freedom Fighters, suffered a number of intrusions on hts

family life. Demonstrators at his home pushed down a

fence; one of his pets was poisoned and his automobile was

damaged. He and mefbezs of his family received numerous

harassing telephone calls at various times of day and

night. To avoid this harassment, he had tz ea hone

with'his family and take up temporary residence at a

remote location until the demonstrations ceased. I would

ask that you not share these events with anyone for

neither he nor I wish to engender sympathy. I bring them

to your attention in the interest of bringing this matter

to a close. I am at your disposal to help in any way

possible.
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P, ~ SA,- ='-.a ?" Coati ""6.. ,
N 9664

Dear Mr. ChtmaI
thiM to t1* vly to yfur letter Of AWVet 20. IMs in whtc

called atstu to press raper"t o ... a lleed -- ttvttte
thte vsel Sosuhty cowu (oiti) rea'dty the wta. t.a

Itoa4aa. .. ad ask" fr a full. rImpost and legal juttetatea
frany s" cttttee. Lute Ye". z take sea *bar"&. very

seriously Ma essequeally have thera ly examined t4 facts and
all mitte. Whtieb Lt any remte fashie so, beer h UP tu"

.A teln l reviw tcan ts with deep pwszeaONMMU "at at Me stm did 2 or SAY 0l9 "w vl tgl,
Seeuty Cesoel staf violate lM 1lers eta it of e law.

ile yMes letOe refes to the 1wjAae of e lam4i Meat
whth rec e eet tvtttee A.*..fd heO * 06 Which would

the f fee of Uwe nttnq diw y or tdtlecly, military
of pamilta porat eos la wteerere by 4amy mates. wreu,
oryamtiattto, -- oens, of tedtvtftaa, I WML extend my
"suvanoc to h 'tolatto of ay lw.

Tow logger does Provide a tmly pwpttty to estate the
polty et this otatstsattea with rward to the teraguan
Freedea tsihters aid jut what activtttee have been uidertaken in
suprt of th peltey. First. it tI hitak eloar that
ruesteaa beg i eevees th e scu espoused by the rdem
Ihterus epetie to Samtatela rpression am the
ae mat of dtINar( tearma". an% it to &le true thatam preetdoot he so" v mphatteally Lear tt all US sipport

wa to he i utriol m sltiaaewith the lw. What then yes the
maume of ew esteeta wth m fteoe Iebtiaters?

to the fell 61 1e"t year. with the esacleet of the 80la04
eadmenmt, ta we epparest hats teedm Itghters were

lemoralisod at asre I"etof as esi to W suport for their
cause. Mile w wle tO thmw t w ed o loger
mtribut directSe or mt UJrecy to the Ittry/ a aiLttary
precute e at e rtstam, w eated that we wouLd constnue
to it tmgs to is a d that meanwhile they
col u e th efforte ta Other directoss. For
erole it we seft that the Uveede Fitsrs were at a
diSaoictalve to the08 %410 tat wti goa#S, ua terms
were poely uwiersteed while uhme 6o the "aMtsas were
=.etDV teby eisitmUMI t4ip 4Al cmA pblte affatzs

tut M 068e of thew bLo vatrMs. a order to help
balae tbts pqmtsl effort," we 4esuse With the Cents
le irs the a m ther ouplataim@ thir cae" to the
Vuoli* &a the" prvidia U1feMAtos %0 tArested MNOZ59 Of
the Comies. We petimeJl why her wa" a natural setmAent
of amlages toward =4 M t the Onite Ste. this

. .
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laser reg .We strsod report of allowed srettee tasp.edto two ol uge sronLy tA they taveftgte theee aares
and, tf true. peatsh these repeas.ale *o b r t w Stresse
that esitr rpoi 0ss would ite L&e of er JvedQty cor as
Wm " t etvtttes rawntod easy Otlttey. WO ured that
they forge a "ept 40Sftve pelittil froou tuselvt"g eredtble22mt tt ftieao e 4 haSt Uts first tae r epeettltty for
fremleg a pettteal Mriena eeisoad em eetlvtmg •pSol

dmewatta oveoletem to Wlearaa. Ovew stime, tsh of frt. led
to the mreb 8 JoO deelaratoS ta whlek S" rGOW Fttghters
offered to lay ds twtr s eatem tao a seure-etated
dialogue vtt te Samdtatsta. As thts p 0ess b gan to msure
thts pesa eprlag we eoueged tem to des i outt"ay
aetv ittes at a tume whoa tr prtope s m " h A see
ehase of edet tea by She eter stde. As o tw dId we
41800~e•t41ory SettvtteS. Ow esmaate OR a poletal rather
thr a Mtlttoy seoLttea to the ottmuates " " foe " we ever
@am " lolueetag the mtltary aepoet of the r struggle.

zt to eiqully npertot so etroso Wkat we 414 wt do. we
d4 os elteto ods son for o r
param~lt ry "etevltst esther wos Mtcas trd rtes.
ft 414 m ofor total edetem o 8h Ietdoet eo etr
atsttm isttvttoo he" r geglsattos. or dtd r LItasteon

aoto aek to ta aowee them tzind et" ts a demoeratt•
outs. Ow smet 9e0at mtSeto wIr t the Freedom Rtghtore have
dealt vtth the idtatssastoem of the 527 stlUto Ia i matsar tan

otstoaeo. Our ofeo h"o bee to oere that thts pmram to
properly edttoord M tMt tt. Wo, to fully vemltot wttb
the le6al rogtetsit mOtimu to the loglmeote. La tbort
we wt to do It r s.

* WIth olard to te Legal usttootlm for th aettvtttes I
hov ettiod, omy elat the r& Osasah requtrement that any

~stmtestratoeala appmeto tteumestmo e wlshu to base
Ceheant plteM 4U It: * hoods FtIgtero eiNprst one
selalftfs elo amg as em Uwh m Mt w ad reasn
U009 ot for 0 aletrte to be advtlsA to a tmely
fashem. h , poaremal eervwtwm Z "mid enl a" that had we
failed " 4o e, the abome of taoflueee. whc to all
ltkeltb" oad hae oneo eould hbve Ld te redom tghte
to ~dp Oi purely MILItoly eggfort a s whteh neither youa
MM 't iwe4 spn. Sat : wILsh fi Me" e4 mer that at o
tm dtd ts tero we that =a of our eetttes ws" to
CetrWveatORm of L W theW pbis trustW .

Or. iUmm, z belte that ftm eve*t wIll eooftm that or
emtsa wth th estete e h Mada posttve effect o

tlevltmg a &~Wraste ouems tn the reglom. z wll redo ntse
that the ANbststrat t ad the t em uss may differ as to how
best to dehevo ta eerl. ttheeo, we eve bot to £.oOsetMt
that sk &A PSeam asd 4*Slrlo Ad tht tt WSt be a4cheve4
_VtmI t" lItots of our sw. Should yous deatre. I would be
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N 9666
miei vtut .to EtSeS I.tts a%ufsu wtif yn "am owr
sagses o ym iisa.. Thah ye fow tht eSoWtiy to
uamty Vtus benaen noes uaegou# .iterIOseautefa of the

tacereLy.

Mw "e"albe L0 3. ltin

vema eto"%"ost cemtin-o a.Uieaein e
es llspeoatativin

Vasagt'a, D. C. 20513
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IW lute to ro& Jq t 1gumo rLs a y 8Stefto.S m ~ta* 1 u, ltket Coe e O)1 ivW.In~oes
oef _ so~. F*IwU t e 33t 3 ftw , mm It@of Um *bar"*#. Ltrn..aa.g coWl ivsou e the

sift~ Wee esafte4e" of ~.ats with thefteee V Lqlro, 33"two a I "e al tan oatoms oe hisumly life. umesuaveo 4t his s sediam aromeee i-of his pmt ma potaosed U1 noub$L. Wasd maq. NO 6 of he Iuo etmy rawtvO Dmowfahusto6tlt~ setll as worae twoe of 4M7As
L f to hees e he hadt i Sehmwth hs lm.ly "A4 laho So9oNaaOHiY 4do r Agmoe beten uaii She woutl 654. I yeea tas yo ano sase *heoe oweto wth gme37 fo

stue he mo z Wtok to -a ee oy- -. 9etq thmto yo attee ia te taterot of tUlfta this m tueri a ooe, z m as yew &topo@ to tLp t8 MY wayposotlhso
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- uvel0 Am, ow mw m , seL In tihm i t ,dm
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a.i m bem La d imdo lbat tm( A a d tw *t
aL ,min 4ii.Lla Ig 1mUr hsL

-. viuos in Ia V i , d-i La osd4 - It y

-o wvtod I edu ie w"". a sa U

ymbmWNm~l Ltim s,. ad 1 0 We W bA d ''mL e I Ai Slan tmL3- m I W gwb mf *p1=t ihO
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%" oim d d U Uaid opstwV * twipq 2uLtat% U
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$an ob -t ow foL id L sa hnu m einctw" to

tawUarmot-ad ingPlim .iUdw "W" ptwsgly La tOAS
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4 .A f @ )* 1 LO - lr .( O. W

~a UoW a~3L Nwh was vw tponam inujq an na ~ imt

g bW ad b.tm Urn O BOVAOM at do On m r

ti e - M doth i l a-La Aat. w A sm

m# he IAmm utt gdmIMWWMooth em matL. e me 4AW 40ime

S. TAmW* aiini SC - OWM liei IVOU1ia4
in o ) daL m tL lMa M h" b Rmun q a * Um e taL

us dlit~s "il o a n oA 6.Meo~

miL1n cc Lgtm1) to~ ePM11Yv C"hmc tt

14q U) am ho e M ail eow trn wtk Cmlo ft this

Iag m rm w smmo &OtwAmy.Ly e .

1, M o aLm be aLiS tM% Qa~L fteth hod to menl to ftSd. ad

-t Am ONU MUtlay LammurS u apin~ l ~z tbo Uwasn st~wnoir

an I ~d iftmda sw the om* As & gmjt. the Af.WLy

-- ___ wa s o~tu m ocviU4M LZW'~ M T"WpamP " to U

M1UtW &LdlgiS a& VWtga. M& Col ag h urdst&r such a
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- S M1w C~amst q e~l .~ -ml t, 3

I.. L aao

a. GWa3" 81MOU" M GVM 0 9, A" a) a ho "a"
tn talk lina amL an ad£m n=M Wat be No &I* Wt am

oft das it It wa a dM oam fa an hme a dw4a. 1e t s
yaw islwoi ofadtdo rAhm-I boo GoaL Iiqlaf WA aiW3n

3. I Is &LL .l a -). a.t, a tA~t bv aiML th
ad ak oUdito ia M In AM I SmK *at t CM ha VP fuas to

pbt* aft IntnAmem no snLatti~Wel ad. U *at, in

4. OW GUMLIX M&ZW "M *Urn dIq ft" bd sWs ISoLMM
hal hm gL mu tim mntq mn bw t of Uglma ofvlai

1 vId a A Wh 4mt.e -W to talm r1a s vu allow in
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mm bmm PWWUW glo to vi ummmimo dw m mw Omm Afmim, •
a ? m itm 1 -adovv twis z =a *a @ am1im mmt h w i

aloma fLy Gm mth ti - mimm ddual n th" "no am
hop "Unt GWMm qpmwum mmMA W mLM~a 60~t

ftsm apini"b dw tm ti ow Anl "U dwA

46 ftsad Sing' a tn Li Mw 20k ?L UAA ) dm. am

tim. he ho hiuly &a*& auem sto LNwt~Is wian

Qpgtlt a W , -A ___ a GMM

910*,. ba. Go. ta -msiaRL oidaim. hn &Wt goM

tn INJtKaw WWp 44 h (mAl.mn to m it 2mm, ,th?

7. It hft bWu UUVM tf a3MML O~t bW elm IR GN WAith

Alm FA m,. a ftg - dmmWEue a ma aMmuAnt

apuM aim *a stmp .tjp PW aid do

aLiml awa a = uIaw o d o a Mr. VbLWn w m alt

wth m W w t W n vp UN M fmpin m anmt

%&Jo Ina b & pr a *Ad d I*dMa 4Wi. WgO =" *th

ad W. Imp0 Linl "L InUlWma Vu U tta img?

G. *AL e antL it SO mt IM iim =09Wt With P"in tuL

go@M W a' 46 SId at M GA it 10 "LtMs dV

agoI W~ u2&ad, =owsa do *At fa m GsU.* w LamtUi his

seaay to samurAate with tMeS 900 Cb ym *W WtM L &b

ust?
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1. so'~aW U-f In i et own bip -mwr1f of to. ~
13 NWI Jbhy MWS ai lo to piwA"i ae.Siwm to ow emu"m

w uttmow M q l go. ze a uMW

a. go m au l t=ia. ae uin m om. "n"
as U.S. som, ?II~l %* IW48 nmlvw am tanum of ftun amd

-fpn with ows g a nau as mo ase m o

.lZ w .mm m *me o hr.w nair We i nymat?

OWN L W ft with Orns m M= IM40? OaPA'L tWS h~ bm

CZP PinumL *An GN( bMw OnsLn~r iNLta~in Q~~ MW Un Pp=

4 mL141u wwm Is mwL u Ia oay O emn swettm mt I

4. ow = Am 0) tht @=gram wJ loos of

dd&ym m U d mp~pw gg14p snlmk divns *%llm ohch

bma Pmtft ratma. ft Y IMW2d -wras d CM La in

bwWI W gq~n? oMW We oglfal? Ai otlrn U.S. official?
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ExHmrr OLN-120

UNCLASSIFIED
.oh- 5.:, #, - .

c::--er 3, ."9

.flEZMCRANDUM FR ROBERT C. MCFARL4E

FRGM: OL:VER L. NORTH

SUBJECT: Letter from Conqressman Hamilton re NSC Ccnne:::-
with Nicaraquan Resistance

Attached at Tab r is a letter f:om you to Conqressman Hamii~'.
resording :o his quest:cns forwarded in %is let:er: ata .

;er our discussLon, t.e responses are based on your earlier
trief:.q !eDcre te comuittee on Septenber 10, '985.

This packaqe shculd b*e reviewed in concert with SYSTE:
i3ares) and s7913 (urenberqe and Leahyl.

RECC.MENDAT:CN

.hat you sign and forward your letter to Cc-qressman Har:ilt: a:
Tab :.

Approve oisappro:&

Attachments
Tab I - McFarlane Itr to Hamilton
Tab I - HamAlton ltr to McFailane of September

v/attachment

"C'>

'-cv

LNC LASSI T /ZO P iroC&JYTMRIMJ v/attachmfltUNuih~

to, .4, *W
VON, WaRY000%I x Rua
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.1 *" q~~ S *-.lO

40%f. e .. bia

%1w-rnf .- h

* .*~. :-w00
-""a.-ft aai be

411feib -I-aL mI

vr*"W & MIPa~klm OwII

UNCLASSIFIED
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Ptu"Mwm~ SL COM01kTU
Oft I'" €WGC

wAN"OTO r cL 36

Ha ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U t96Spmlo . vlum

Distant to ths Pr'esident for
.4tions.l Security Affairs

The White 14Duse
Washington. Of. C. 20500

Dar vc. %tavlane:

At >,4r --etu.q 7. 4y. you agraed to ariwe wTitten
by r of tiv Cwit:.e conr a.lIegations abou

.&it&-Ant Cooel,- X iver SOCU Of Your staf. f - E.00d
I-Ave bowi subute Wy ! cs of the Comitee.

Ths cmittee a rciatos Yo
rsodto the" quist ions.

With best wishes, I an

'T.AIsIi-n sI t . IIx : it.

the &cwiviti -- f
axe qwtn t..-a-

wiUlingnis to disc.;ss this =ttor wid-.

Si rpJ c is

L" H. illton

M1.oore

otiftl ksolrj[oI j 10 j Olt
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UNCLASSIFIED.

M . -i. 24 ;a '.985) ~aepublily stated t-.at Zoow :ortn

t:jvqed to --cdrzas in the spring of 9S4 to assure t:-Atm th-at, !es=:;:e

Z.-ngress-rAl Zp3S~tl~rI t!-* .*.Lte :-oIJS .ouid 'fin a jay to '-eep " e.:

.cvear.t aliv*." A.so they rote that Colonel ..rth mat with them in -. e

.3S4. -,.rat ,as t-. purpose of Zolonel north'ss visit to t.he r i- n .r"

aM n:.-.e 1384?

2. ":t as oeen alleged :n the w York Times (8 Aug 85) ".at C.=nel .r-

mas advised in advance of proposed cek:mL attacks and had offered '.-e

re s advice " M !:ec ' on. :o ,YVU a'.tve any Oz<,.ddgo of -

tre? A specific example was cited: an attack .- .Jly on a 4.errl '--oa:

t.-.at travels betmn Rama and 31uetields in southeastern Nicaragua. Dc

you have any k,,mwed9e of ,whL.er t.e :,..SC had adv&-ce -nfor-At::n t- a-

attack ,,as to take plae?

3. When the CIA had to with raw from their day-to-day -itact with t,.he

rebels, it has bee allpd in the New York Time .3 Aug 85) that C~locw

North tried to fil the void, partly through helpi., facilitate Uhe

sulLying of l istics help. Did Colonel North, in his capacity as a

staff member at the Nationl S ity COx il, use is influence to

factiLate the moont of supplies# either raised privately in this

country or otherwise, to the contras?
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UNCLAg ;~
,. A :::3rsa *xi.e :eader .s - . -e ;wr .- , ,3 7 -

S: ::-. a : a," onXel :;Ortn-'. as e= I .-po:r-a~nt jn.-L .. * :. e..::-i

-~ -~c~-:-'-.ae : 4*rai-3r4 :.- tne -:. -a~ ree.

-r)us t.- . ra the Damoc:atiL R~vo-it~bofar/ lianc -r VZE. i.I

t a :h had -wt with :eel Leaders in both countries- :s that ar.

s a teert?

5. . are al.legators of some ccocern expressed by intelligence of!.c,:As

.n -- e CA that Cz oLnel ;orth :..ay have been walking a dangerous line ;r

nis act.vities with the cont.as ( Iew '.ork i'0s, L0 Aq 35). ,'ere s-,c'

sent.:.-@nts orougnt to your at-ention?

Adol~o :Z -0. ?res:len. ! -~ M~4 and a leading re-.n t.-e -.e-.

ratie '.4carag~az Oposition the group whi-,h will receive t'-e 62-

.-u';on os h,,rait&rran assista. e h st.a.ed pu'icly (Washir. t:r ?-.

4A~.q 85) that he met a half a dozen times with Co~lonel Aorth th-"3

sptivq. For wihat ourpo.e did Colonel Sorth meet so freqUenti1Y wIt- :.

zalero?

7. It has a1o bem e&l0gd that Cole. *rth had to travel to .4uuras d

meet with~ IH.n MKilitary leaders because &ppez ently they were siphoning

oif suplis vSich were intwd -foc the contLU. .% a -res4it, the suLy

effort ,as switcd f the civilian &irp*rt.aT'et=talp& to the

militony irtiel7 d at ps.Lmrola. Did Coloml Nrth uegtiC s7h

mission?

al~isow

82-681 - 88 - 18
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UNC i,,,

teacts -4it. private f..rdra s.- q gro , such as t* *o d Ati-..' o

:*aq<e. and t..w Cotr.=il for worid FreedlM headed by retired .Ma'oz e.eri.

:olM. K. SI.ngiaub?

2. General 3i.nqlaub has stated (Washi-gton Post, 9 Aug 85) -.hat he Wou.ld

often talk to CoLonel 'orth aid inform him what he wsa doinq and then

state t.hat Lf i: 'as A 1'.nb 1!-e, for :!orth to send him a s' -A.. :s L-a-

your ipression of the relationship between General Sinrlaub and Caol:ne

3. It is alleged (Qtiami Herald! 24 Jun 85). after a visit by Colonel Not

and a CIA official to the EU in Juer 1964, that tee CIA provided f.9zds

publish ads in American newspqrs to solicit private aid. Is that. .

fact, what ccux-ed?

4. Did Colorl North at any time during ths frequent speeches and lectures

that he has givm arowd the ormty an the sub oc.c of '.Icazwrua, advise

individal on ho they might donate rwy to the rebels as ws alleged :n

the Aw York TimS (8 Aug 85)?

&si 0 1' wA 'LED
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UNCLASSIFIED

-. s zeged -n e Was:.on st (L" A 85 j -. :-, . :n-e -

-. s Dee. &a .. azly -. zs, .: th leadership of the :-:ze.-s f -.-ar.

- -y e ed wis . vir t". At : .-

ic=st !a 'j r.-- act 4it t.e,* for=or executive director of- --.-

helped seLect ccntras for s"a Xing engeants and tours wnt .. -e -n e

States :-zanized W,- Citizens for Amrica during -he April

C.unress-onal debates. Is t2'at trie?

6. $eneral S.glaub 'As inicated (New York Times, LO Aug 85) "..at. at nr~e

.t.-, .-a .M fairly frequent contacts with individuals wit':. "..e

.a..-unt of Defense an ot.-r agencies concerning t*he 14i aTg.an !reecdc.

fighters 'out, because of t.-e Congressional restriction, he .In': ;o -.eaz

--.6 Pentagon .yrre. Why did he continue to deal .ith Co:x.el >cr:.-

-. It has 'oeen alleged that Colonel North has been in close contact 4i.r

xiv ro Rizz o. a former 3mza diplamt, who vs a -2er of ";e .::a=a-.

Deveiopment Couml~l and also the .4icaraguan RefW.qeund and tlAt botl

"...ore .rn ind anho.ewr -ember of the -= staff, .. Walt: . ,ay-cd e

'+i z earlier this yer to help set up the Nicazr Dan efuee ir.e:

whtich ws held in April at wich ithe Preiident spe. Were Colonel .'iorth

a1 Mr. Rayuxd inlvd in helping set up this dinra?

a. While ColaLo brth my n~t have had direct cmt~ct with Parasilitary

groi.o such as a'k, Soldier of fortu AM~ Others it is a&leged that

Colonel .=th used other MerS of the White fte staff, to include his

cretaxy, to =riicate with than T D you kw anything abut

that? I!"~ T-A
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'N.oas~- . )etn act.*i.,% a 36M :*&-o opj M:* dy

v Sxr clw s tw :,-.tnds -. .-A Anari:as .-i -sm.asl~

- :::3...q L : zr goods .'-~ ey aepew

:'i:ara..ar ref jqes?
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7 . x :c &ts..d ?:ess re. '. :c t. :re4, -rt:es :.- e ... -e

2. he Nicaraguar. feedm fihters, in t.. last two mln-., are repo:r.,-t :

".e '.S. .Zhbsxy, Tegucigalpa to hnave received a Large infL..x o! .-zcs L-.:

equpiunt s ons estit es of tnair v&±*,m reaching as high as $I"

million or wre. C.o yvu "a whore they have obtai.ed this assistance?

3. Wy -,.s it necessary to nave socsne from the National Security Coutc:.

oeter -asndled in .antral A.'wrica by State epart.ent representatives L•

::A persor"I tio wouldd 'nave certainly aintae.d .Dntact !ort-e -.- e

of coLlecting information, which is what Deputy Pr2ss Secretary Speaxs

implied was the reason for CoLnel iorth's cvwtact?

he ;ashin ton Post reported (28 Awg 85) that- acccring to leaders

misura. the min coalition of the Indians fighting ths Sandinsta

(overnmeAe, C@entral nIielligene agery personnel :roered two agreerets

this yeu on .c the ir gent gro sh ad divide suppLies which ad

bow Privately raised. To yom kwed14, w the CIA involved in

brokering this aWeIn? Ws any MW official? Any other U.S. official?

I.. , i
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-2- NCLASSIFIED
S. You have b:Sml qxt.d as sayir t." the role of the NSC staff was to

ollect information and to offer rnouzagemant to the contras. How do yoQ
distinguish be'ween that a"d the provision of advice a"d assistant e. in
raising funds?

6. Why didn't you is to the Congress When this relationship began and
inform us that there would be high-level contacts bu. they were for the

wrpoe of "collecting information and keeping the faith*?

02 r"
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ExHiBIT OLN-121

V/at0 7, 1965

N9676

Dow . Chafta,

please tud attose wrepow to t" qGaswtioss po by mes
at Y ew t eC aa fe*A" e4 iae yw lestt 2t
Srate 2t o961. Weo I o aintioama p m t ev. Lina

atoat Se es. I ,,thewesepse, IsMo L te. I haMs
- ie " eposes te prealmle tatet "Sa2la*"*ux

at eeoselfte 011 "un"" tftloody
fewssnto is tme veagtm

Stons eemitte te eopezate _uWy vilk ym 3M A x omttee
am %hs aetter. Z I me. hmvetIIe-a N ty mm--- that
ciiaiagthis Pgoos.al. ofosamty spel, embutaatiate2U s s by Sam Wiiiw o mq to a=ove
aifort to esile"sa eat4MWG4i. omen "a toeue. It L smyo

OLMS op* that this osA.4ation;VL wil Ute to put this
matter to rost- " that wea ft with Wthe maportant task
at Sean"tathat the .eatlM 1,megate2at t~aaassa
ptmqgrn L ,eymais

w 
r 

a

r"e soaameble U&.to solute
Cheiraes oomas elect Cmittee,
U.S o roe Io i

€epIaL

Me.G ,
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jot P1 . ~ UjC I me- AMS4

Ta. m le. 1aftL.B4ee. eMte, to -the Cetra 9677

GaL Both Adolfo Colors aid SIfaa Chn.r lfduu
1.0 "au0t 19115 &A " eo,2 ueLws ni L~
state that Coles" to kihzs in the spring
at 1954 to ue teim ta &*spits Ceug.51a.2.
oppositto t"0 ASU Gommee s Ot"A a VO to keep tholz

m met &Uve. 0 Alo, they one. that COLOe3. Notk am
V %he& La . 1964. Vt was the puipoe. at C#oloel

North's visit to the M3 is pi I8 m& 11 L4?

A-I As z nte Ln o brLestLa oe SeptmbS lo, Lieutenant
Colossi, sont has traveled froguetly is Caezael aiMntes to

onm with these, whm o pe~io Loadmr ioLedi o "ue
vU se thes. Im so esed to it. &tS Ot I.L
North "a4am; tree L os e dsree in U ea Ju. 19 4.
O-tlaW a visi to Maer t a MaT igl ,t esIrn tant Colonel.
ort met wilh .- s a a the uskehos ftlermmt and the

NLesraguaa *Mwratte reeistamos. Me assusei thMR that the
Adotnistzati-m was eOMItted to the caat the 40MOCratLe
resitance and would, a t"efteetdent WW ad ledo go back
to the Conrss Ear resources tosapr a = at@

stmee La Iftea uago.

0-2 Zt has bomw aled i the l A" S) tha
CoLosel, Worth was advised Liseas og proposed rebel
attacks anid U theA u rebeLe advice MA dLct4@u. Do
yo havis w~ itsawledqe of whether tfto to true? A speCifiC
.uMVS VMS' *Lute an attask 1a JulTas a fieny boat that
traveLs between URos a" luotilAs mssothe"tn

- ar esIm hveo my kevwLed of whether the WC had
edveass WISMSUt. taK attach was fs take plce?

4- S a~lSeim Mot Ueemt Coeos"l Werth offered the
uesieamse "Weetelalevis we direotimo as ma L~adoted
taop e lensw, patestlir mew.

Q- MGM the CIA had to Withdraw from their gay-to-day Contact
with the rebelso i baa bee" 41le0ed L the z" .1gj TLOW
(I A" 89) tht Celose North tried to fil t" Vold.P5%Y
throh heIpUW feeltao the ,, Lyin of lo t1ats bel;-
01* Celssi. iot s La b 6a spsty as a statt ember of thet
Vattemal 806ut Ceumell use his, Lafloesos to &AsiLiats
the meemat of eupLtee, eLthel raise& privately in this
ouaty 00 otherwise, to the MeAITs

A-S 3 mt s Coeme Not "a4 met us es Latslaefl to
testutata the =mm% of SuppUa te th esis51tance.
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I ~9678

R]hz.to@. TMaM.tI Zafl. mce, M AMvLC to the Ceat"

0-4 Ilc l ea u ea s ±1 Lee d " is q " %t L , t oeT o rtant
is Air 15) as Stattan that CGU eith Nort s vhry umMOt
L. eeeriAsati*n fftart to resnaa se a et or eee4at.
the oplat4 Of the We Asil.s rebe %". rt s aM the
ISM -at"A kLUane or the 4MI".that h a twtSle4a~as La bh at . e thao m aeuswate
statemstl

A-4 As Z Lia UA inL my buI aaIL9 W ms r a r, t& IW
bas beoa actively7 "gqag" is uagLDI t%.e"aae t o
a reprtat ve pouteal ti t , aygrn, rIef,,. . -o
Nae-SLUtary lruree ad. that thus t aem 48 op1ns _
bilt fo trandag a pe~toaL L PeIwqa aimed at a 40em00ra
outem L n ULca .

Q-S There mA ae at omm e en s e m"-see4 by
iJt"J,9meoM, nttaLS La the Lat CeOL ertl vth my
have bees vaulk aa e his aetvitLas with

the ~ ~ s :!=a ~.If..m I L , AMC "Met suchtJ, GAISIM ll). Me n
esteata~ hI~ ltto"or attsm*Lo51

A-S I - ema that saed Lte"ILgueso. OftIrtatf a beea
--td I It"eJSh W :W& an b""a meezmedT," about

Nowte.W f WeL ofml has
Inteuiveeee einmmas L in .1s 009xqms t~q a
evs takem the to &wu c a 0emoseron.

0-6 Lf Calo l a s, pgeeSdt of the 13 aad a Laa 4 gs.f An
the Ufi 31w OpIt4ts IWO), the wiMoup whicht" am fift" $1CS"7 e hIms.ltazi .aestance, has

pieeeld 4 AL" 81t et be ms wt&

PsIdestm sad I, hame wth Wsor. Calai, Cau, * abe v Coade r er th ai ONaetL"S 9" eaieL@e

- -a oreer NCO-top
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N 9679
cuumI e An mv (Cated..)
DJz* - a. Tantis Zaf---n. Al --- to the Costa..

9.7 Zt hae aLoe bee &LI,. that Colsoe] ort ba to traiml to
melee a met vul mr ULU leiialrbefeuae
I p r , ldwyt wne atpbaUw off iLL*.vLb

ftswome s.. As a reoL.p th " e"Ilr eftort
was miteeled t the . aLap u aft TeNe3 ato the
lautmy at"Aoatso* a

ff% WWUWI M if

%ANWIOw I a "go*
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GN?~ AM ANSMmm 9680
raamiL~lt.t t . laatsL- t I l-privae frig ees

Xo r LO saada k bee the Ul popm with" C e staffforlbandLa sonAms with pcivate fud gasing limps,
sw* &0 the WorldAitt-Commis Lor &04 tb Ccmol for
MoWld Irodom basd by ratized major amoval. Jobs 1.

A-i No.

Q-3 Gseral ItLalAub b" stat (vad 1rime Pet 9 hor is) that
Ikv e eMtteat ut that LE B and b I what. howas de91" a" th state an LeI ift w" & 4= LI, for
gnt to sed him a siaLSL. to that y~e i"Galla of"

euio~sl"pu saw GensrLsLaub ad colsel. Worth?

A-) Ibme is o Ulata m vue~fteaX uela A--%.&- vtth amy
of t" e . stafl Ml24 -- tiumg fd cats f o h

Imoat/e aOus p----. lMej Im the
04-t woutOesu wit Im Lm'gW~sub.

0-3 It to allied (Iam IILI . 24 JI $5), after aviit by
Closmls No rt Ims a T A oLela to the M Ln Jmva 164,
that the cIa pioWld"d t=d to Polish "a in AmerLn
mera'aposs to meltit pite "a s that. La fast, what

A-) To kmmloe, the CIA ba 118.r provided ay ftui for
Lshi say mter"ia a 8l m S 4paos.

0-4 old Colmals Neth at a" tim dWU the frequ1nt speeches
and leuge that he bas g ve aroud the oot* try €0 the
unhJet e9 ULWar,a m&ie. Lndviftals. on how they Sight

d ata me"i to rebels as ws allege IS the
sm ea..no@ (I Aug Is)?

A-4 to.

Q % It baahes alleged in theI &Mg Igo (11 A49 AuOl ) th t
CUo@ls North baa boss peatI yze to the leadershLp
of the citusea ft A urL,, am orve Lsato head" by Levs
rehmem eAd that Coloil NoMt h wa I almst daily #Olnact
vith the form eeettiLve O eto of tht Mrosad helped

e sat"raa for spe gm tour within the
lted States orIaSed by the CItises toro AmLa duvzng

the Congssoa debate Is that tUse?

A-I -o.
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QrJUIOJ &ir ASUEMl (Cot'4. o.)

1,~LJ t~a&SLIM Raiing ot f i Priva, Sour. Nf "9 6 C T

Q,4 General Sitalau hs ai4dted ( w m It 1 A" kS)
tat, at one timo be had faIlyrewtata, t vth
Lndtvttals vithi the " rt Sf Deem" a" othee
eDm ee utmmmiss the VlCa:a. tMfee fttrs wt.
boeoA of Coaqreeoalei =Soe he 4ift tJI *the
ventaqe aymre. WV &4 be eawne e ti 6L Pl €o0o0e
morth?

A-o You woold have to Legauie with G oeawl, SJA b a e why he
ae* wt to be, LN eaetm* with ethw iepa3-ts or

a46e1411,4. VOC 08etaot with Omma9L aiigLou mw met
=nUM thes with Othe* emeormed Salsoe s hae o&'
interest LA M WrSeaei r tt uwe" aIM ha met"
that Lieuteant CO Ioe a= meothser aobe of fte WW
have also beenI i fteeet tat " them hOr io e our
policy or who have iftVntm tvew. tl Geomel
Worth and o thrs L th ewm. of the r ftti@. haw alM
wt with the Voyed COuAIU 69 hobee, the naL Couil
at Churches, the etorn m er SOVise ¢onottee, MAn
other Mraisa"tOa wht ba, empresse fbser r or.
Central Amezria .IlLy.

• .7-

Q-7 It has beO a,1e9p tht Colosi Mgot S b est LIai
contact vith Alva" Mtumo, a to- sr Soma& d.!Let. % yes
g meber of the WIn ISIMDo"a .A.Vea the
ficarevuals Sat"M. red hatndi beth Oleosi Worth e

waotJhr ember ot the sW taff. W. ItLt 3qm, neat
Vith ILLMe alier %ts rear to hedi set up the Wimaa
Reftuqe Oimn whn wee he&& La Aprl It wMtah
president spoke. Wore Ceo"Io Worth we Mr. Raymond
Lan wd" La helpi * aet up this diaer?

A-7 Lieteant Celosel Mth ent . ASTmond oorint~ed th
reust- for Prestdeat"il Lavoiveant La the wicarsauan

Vhad inner Lat t" GOOD mew tht U C staff
ly eoerdtLuets, ethe toootIoS LoweOvL. the

~re deata muf as therst e before thW 3UrL
coa ereoe.

o_8nhi ClemeOa VMt my wt hoave weiseet Vlteet, With

paaUAry grovpe po* as the OS. Soldier of portune, and
i• that Clm" monk s" ethe mNhers

of th "uito mous s"I, to imelm" Us sewOST, to
cinacoat* wit thLese oMus. e yo ha aM s, n about
that?

A-$ This allegation to sunu.
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41 no Associated Pess resegnetat thee fore ra Countries
m tothe "sietesee Ls Jly IS1 04-oleard to provide

eseLstawte to the s tu lint vi tser quid pro uo. is
thaut tr

A-1 so.

Q2 TeI siveraquas freenLftOe, Lu the LZ . tW Othe: are
ret t by he .U.S. asmuy. TegmeLps to hv e reeWed
ale istlux of f ads md .quimuwth 9 .eotissees of
otrValue reechLm o hi, =tl" or me. Do YOL
know where, they have obtained this a"etaee

A-2 se.

Q-0S4 Wjw nefts C sr 9X tO hove s fr theO atioa •
security Counsistt f t Lw* with the varlos oeetra
4141 s2 Couldt thiUs hae bombeterM M"14 Lu CetraL
Maria. by tateA, OeptrPSeOOMttives by CIA perAOnnL

vhs osuld ha oe" ay t e et hpw "s
of 0010A."tia4iastogNa. wh~i Lems Dputy 9""s
secretary spebme LepLiedwethemeas for Colsel North'sa
coni1t?

A-3 T"e state"y station of the jW oal*e*%city Counil is
to av fie thMe Pree s Witheelpsft to the~ i teriLe of
40mstioe breal.&ad defensle POLea* related to the
atiLeaULty of the guitd Stat"e. The CoMcI ha.the

ponstbliT to 1 seso and, oppaee t&*the obeotives of the
ted 1statoo em matters ofl eona interest to the

4epmst5end genies of the pw-eraato, ad to Make such
tcORwild.. - 4 m o res" _t the ese"nt as it
prriate or as the President114y require. Zt is

tereos "Itbl ft aw e C taffy to ftLitate this
proesee. TMWPs, it fe" e ln cstaff rsmast be in
oatte wLia wi rs"s eo 1e889t U"Wiast, M
iLnivduaL wvo amatltested b y our pelici.
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Q e-4, T aot " 3 AmI SI) that aecorlta to
oeeders" o , em t n CoaU"tuaem of ta r 'ilse

AqtL"ag m Lmalalata t e, CMtrXlZatelUgmece
Aqwer pesoe el str eemats %Me be ow
thu Lamururgea pe iv4id e U00,em'4* boem

Lately rasl. To your kowledgO Wa the CIA LnvoLved.
InreerLay ths arematt was anysac of fLcia? Any

other U.S. offLet"

A-* As aAicatds ove, w have 6"tvey enoourae a broel.
bee" politicaL maLty vmeat w tht e M liesraga
dmoratic owsOcitte. n oepo c Laludes the vartos
Zadim sal Creole facttos mv mited as iST - beefed"
by theli MaWI elece" eoerdator, w*Ugfe Deo.

sowwv the wyES oe 0 jump, S) article to Which
Yom are -referece a r bt basis L. tan.

Q-i Tom hav bees qw as sayIn tha, the role of the USC
staff W to Collse if tloe aad to offe* eacouzaqment

mt omt e, am do Yom dLoingu~sh between teat ead the
Provisionot fave MA a eAitame in rasiag feeds?

A-S z beLeve tmat or briefLng to you emntte os
Sat, bell .O, os ately emp2atl hew Z b ditiarsh between
oelleea ia mt tern ofl"ny emurege t a" the
iawnes ot sa w eet , nce a fend ratsi.

o a, 1t1't Fam tem o t e ose Whan this reattionohip
began ee Ltos ms tht there vould be high-level oascts

hey m fte wpazpoee of coollecting LatoroatLon aad
beeping the faith'?

A,-I T omfi eo of ftll ooeliaw o vith the law and the
aoene of a other reporting requireaot obviate nee for
so* omtsot.

r'.
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EXHIBIT OLN-122

99TH CONGRESS
2D SESSION H. RES. 485

Directing the President to provide to the House of Representatives certain
information concerning activities of Lieutenant Colonel Oliver North or any
other member of the staff of the National Security Council in support of the
Nicaraguan resistance.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JuNE 24, 1986
Mr. COLEMAN of Texas submitted the flowing resolution; which wu referred

jointly to the Committees on Foreign Affaris, Armed Services, and Perma-
nent Select Committee on Intelligence

RESOLUTION
Directing the President to provide to the House of Representa-

tives certain information concerning activities of Lieutenant
Colonel Oliver North or any other member of the staff of
the National Security Council in support of the Nicaraguan
resistance.

1 Resolved, That not later than 7 days after the adoption

2 of this resolution, the President shall provide to the House of

3 Representatives the following information, to the extent such

4 information in the possession of the President:

5 (1) A complete list and description of any contact

6 or other communication between Lieutenant Colonel

7 Oliver L. North or any other member of the staff of
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1 the National Security Council and any private individ.

2 uai or any representative of & foreign government con-

- 3 cerning the provision to the Nicaraguan resistance of

4 any funding or other assistance from any source other

5 than the United States Government (including assist-

6 ance by any private group or individual or by any for-

7 eign government); and any document prepared by or in

8 the possession of any member of the staff of the Na-

9 tional Securiky Council concerning the provision of any

10 such assistance, specifically including any document

11 conc.;rning any discussion of or involvement in private

12 funi,-raising activities on behalf of the Nicaraguan re-

13 sistance by any member of the staff of the National Se-

14 curity Council.

15 (2) A complete list and discription of and any doc-

16 ument concerning any contact or other communication,

17 directly or through intermediaries, since July 28, 1983,

18 between Lieutenant Colonel Oliver L. North or any

19 other member of the staff of the National Security

20 Council and any member or representative of the Nica-

21 raguan resistance, including any communications con-

22 cerning the military strategy or tactic., coordination of

23 the activities, or the military equipment or training

24 needs of the Nicaraguan resistance.

ksoga
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3

1. (3) A complete listbnd discription of and any doc-

2 ument concerning any contuctsor other communication

3 since July 28, 1983, between Lieutenant Colonel

4 Oliver L. North or any other member of the staff of

5 the National Security Council and Robert W. Owen

6 (who has served as a consultant to the Nicaraguan Hu-

7 manitarian Assistance Office), Major General John K.

8 Singlaub (United States Army, retired), John Hull (a

9 United States citizen operating a ranch in northern

10 Costa Rica).

11 SEc. 2. As used in this resolution, the term "document"

12 includes any report, memorandum, meeting schedule or min-

13 utes, log or other record of telephone calls or other communi-

14 cations, appointment calendar, or other record or document

15 of any other kind.

0

OM *
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ExHrr OLN-123
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V=un or R2t5,a
gawffpfl. PC 20111

June 25, 1986

The President
The White House
Washington, 0. C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

I am writing to request your comments on H.Res. 485, a resolution
of inquiry directing the President to provide to the House of
Representatives certain information concerning activities of Lt. Col.
Oliver North or any other member of the staff of the National Security
Council in support of the Nicaraguan resistance.

This resolution was introduced in the House on June 24, 1986 and

referred jointly to the Committees on Foreign Affairs, Armed Services
and the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence. Under the rules
of the House, the committees must act on this legislation within 14
legislative days, beginning June 25. Since the July 4th recess period
will start shortly, this time period will not be up until the end of
July. Therefore, I irespctfully request your response to this
resolution no later than July 22, in order to give the committee
adequate time to consider the matter.

A copy of H.Ree. 485 is enclosed for your reference.

With highest regards* I am

wje
i r y yours,

DanteB. n
Chairman

Ly. ~.

~

,~

IHIIT

. 1.-

N 1 3361

DDr: ji
Enclosure

4( -
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EXHIBT OLN-124.
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QWa r. ~Preident
1 writing to ret" yo N o m II. LOn. 44S, a rolution of

inqwrj r Mirectinq te. President to provide to t. bHouse of ePusertgrives
cert i ?n i flor-mit on c~v1rq acti vi ti esof £4 utenant CoLor*.ol)-.,*r ortm
or any otr er mer of the etaff of th aIs t11Semurity Cozrcil in support
of t'h Nicaraguan resistane.

This r .oluion ws introdd in me i on June 24, )- 36" referred
joimly .o the Cmdttae c a oriqtl taicsrsm l$wvice r ndcm Permamwnt
Select Coitte.e on ImuAWgm. re the rule of the House . t
coanMttet nt act an this Weov~aeion within 14 lWis ive days. beginning
June 25. 3id the July 4th rwme pec d has intervened, atie 'im period
will not be up tml I the end of July. Therefore, I repetmally reqjsm your
reasons to vdia resolution no later tha n 3jain order to give ,.m

,Camoioee aiecr*- i 4to conadeN the & tre.

A copy of ff.Ass. 4US is enc1oad for yam reference.

Wi':m.st diet", .I an

LI Ml. ilum
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Exmirr OLN-125

rl, r. -ill TV. I' 3I 'ISI$'
INI~t'fI OF-1

July 21, .98"

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in reply to your letter to the President
of June 25, 1986, requesting comments on
H. Res. 485, relating to the allegations of
improper activities by members of the National
Security Council ste.ff in support of the.
Nicaraguan resistance. The Administration
strongly opposes enactment of the resolution.

Last fall, in an effort to cooperate with
Chairman Barnes, my predecessor, Robert C.
M:cFarlane, met with members of your committee
and the House Foreign Affairs Committee. While
I did not participate in these discussions, I
understand that information on the specific
issues raised in H. Res. 485, was provided to
your Committee and that this information made it
clear that the actions of the National Security
Council staff were in eompliancO with both the
spirit and letter of the law regarding support
of the Nicaraguan resistance.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on
H. Res. 485. r have forwarded similar letters
to Chairman Fascell and Chairman Aspin and
sincerely hope this matter can finally be put to
rest.

Sincerely,

John m. Poindexter
The Honorable Lee Hamilton
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
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ExHIBIT OLN-126
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Exmarr OLN-127

UI CASSIFL kD
Sepeor 3, 1986

.4m TO -.14R FILES

F-MM1: Steven K" Berry, Associate Counsel

RE: Aqust 6, 1986, 8:35 a.m., white House Situation oom.

Discussion Am Mr. Ollie Nor=n regarding House Resolution 485,
directing the Pcesident to provide to the House of Representatives
certain information concerning the activities of Lieutenant Colonel
Oliver North or any other member of the staff of tre National
Security Council in support of the Nicaraguan Resistance, suomitt d
oy Congressman Tom Coleman.

Zn atterdance: Bob Pearson, Counsel, NSC; Ollie Noth, Special Assistant,
NSC; Ron Sable, Director of Legislative Affairs, N$C; Tom Latimert, RPSC1;
Steve aerry, IPSCZ.
Meters present: Chairman Hamilton, MW. N-Curd, Kastnmietr, Daniel,
Roe, Stum, celand, Hyde, Cheney, Livinpton and Nctwn.

Mr. Ollie Nor" indicated that his principle mission was to coordinate
contacts with the tON (the Nicaagua Resistance) and 0 .S. go9Veriiet
officials. One of the main purposes of his Job was to a the long -t e

viability of the PONl as a Acratic institution an to explain the U.S.
government's relationship to that oeganizotion including th explanation Of
the sola mnd ment North indicated be gaM the FMN And their Officials
advice on b. ribt&-ahd p*UUe*A ative caning the ned f or an
igpiroWe civia iinges North also explained the United State@' legal position
with regard to the guidelins lImAitatiOn o .S. rt as outlined
under the Boland Amdw*. prior to the ben on aist-mi to the oicaraguan
Resistwe of October I, 1983, North indicated he had given books to the
leadership of the IM which ftoo, on creating guerrilla ovnts and
popular s ort for their goals, ie and r b tivys. In suort of that

concept, North asked the .FM leaders to focus on the principles and the
tactics espouse by such individuals as Moee V and I* and C1Nieecia
and also asked that the focu On the internal anid external suprt necessary
to continue the emnovnt. North indicated that he stressed these points with
Calero, Beumjdes, CrUx, oel, and Pastora ,wen he was an active
pr ticipant.

when 4aried regarding his relationship with GeneraA Singluab, Colonel

North indicated that altboi.h he knw his he had no assofiation as indicated
in prm ton and it wa uaewotma tm ft ral Sing0la me thss

mr. Am asked Mt. North to ct on Uis relationship with Robert W.
Ownt a former Hill staffer who was 6loye by the NicaLraguan Humnitarian
Assistance Office ($0,000 contract)) to fafilita6 delivery of supplies to

the rM and L1. Colnel North icatd that he bad tIW to Menr 0 ,

had olUy a mml and focml carat, with bI$ was failiar with O but

that as cotacts were greatly ex&aerated eAd war ne1 as extanive as

the PCO ad reported.
~HhIT

M0 -arJ rn [L ,29J
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U No ASSI i"E

Sidilacly, Me. North indicted he did not know Mr. Teccill, an individual
^ho nad appeared on nuascous ne show-and who had emn quoted in newspaecs
supporting allegations of improper activities of Colons Porth. Furthermore,
It shrewd as t-vough Mr. Terrill .das not wno he said he was and had never on
an Army officer.

Mr. sor:n in a direct response to a question regarding the proprieties of
iis activities after October l, 1984, responded that be did not in any way,
nor at any time violate the spirit, principles or legal requirements of te
Boland Ammnnt.

Congressman Ireland indicated that he had neard of several personal
difficulties Colonel ,ort-h and his family had exerien.ed since the ne.paper
articles diclosed his joo, duties and responsibilities in the C.

To sumaize, Colonel 1oth, his ife and children, have been targets of
organized protests and pickets in front of his home, his personal property was
damaged, fences torn down, his c4r dm&ed his house had Leen broken into,
his dog had been poisoned, his family received continuous theatening phoft
calls during all hours of the day and night and his children had been
tnreatened. At the suggestion of the I and Secret Service his faily w4
moved for Sevral wee to cl~t" %eryft

Nerthe 0=ncusion _C the meein. wans% aMeNdy suppoted by
several other He s of the C€Mttee indicated that although it was no
longer neces for tae IntellIigw C=L tte to t to eort on
H. R". 45 to stay its pcivileged staiti, he hoped the Intelligence Citte
would met to a;wretly rqpct a. Me. 4ff in the nra future. The Chairmn
re s d that acion thld be oe awpriately done at a NU Cc" ttee
Meting a tr all IWims had been notified of the Cittee mting.

The Chairn expressed his appeciatio for the 9oo faith - effort that
Advical ft&mite Med 0 in artagnging & meting and indicated his
satisfaction in the --. onses received. n Sable from the NC staff
expressed the Adiistation's concern ad his hop tht ts meeting had
satisfied the Co ittee's Can with rgd to the allegation of is6ruPr
c01dm ct by Lt Col North And further expressed t his hop that this meeting' would
be the final V" in the Caiptte'5 Inquirie. The CaLm indicated
that, barcir4 any nsw or additional inodormtiow he too thought the Comittfe
would be satisfied with the infocuion that it had receved.

I -A
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EXHIBIT OLN-129

II~ir~~JDN 3547

"--- 0%4__-_. August 9, 19ef

MEMORANDUM ;O THE RECORD

SUBJECT: HPSI Discussions Regarding Oliver North

Following Admiral Poindexter's agreement to a request from
Chairman Hamilton, Oliver North, Robert Pearson and the
undersigned met with the HPSCI in the Situation Room on August 6,
1916. Purpose of the meeting was to address committee concerns
relative to a Resolution of Inquiry on Mr. North filed by
Representative Coleman 1D/TX). In accordance with the agreement,
members were provided an opportunity to reyiew relevant
correspondence. Throughout the meeting Mr. North was candid and
forthcoming, and.answered every question about his alleged
involvement with support for the Democratic Resistance in
Nicaragua,to the satisfacticn of the comrittee.

At the end of the session, following favorable comments by
members of the Committee, the chairman stated that there was no
further need for questions and that they had been answered
satisfactorily.

Following that meeting, I met with representative Coleman and
provided him access to the related classified correspondence
between the National Security adviser and the HPSCI.

mr. Cole-ar. related his intention t: abide by the comrittoe

determination in this uatter.

,in follow-on conversation, the RPSCI staff director, Mr. Lati-er,
i..:cr-ed me that the committee* did, not intend to take further
action (1) since the ASC had previously indicated there was no
basis for the resolution, and,(2)" since the Mw did not
reveal any wrongdoing.

-RMOtALD X. SALE
S§ Special Assistant to the

,ec:as.ie:,, , O:.X*. .o,1B President for National
under rc.,s3o" of E.O. l36Seciarjt-fa

ty, B5lrilST4Hty

n, OA DR. I\ \'

~i~i~aifynU
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ExHmrr OLN-130

* .. ,tMig~lV. l.se-4*'

UNCLASSIFIED UNCLASAVEWO
PIDIR"A PIMAU OF VrTATlOe

1 7/25/S6

on July 22, 1986 Lieutenant Colonel OLIV L.
PORTS, Director for Political-Military Affairs and the
Counterterrorisn and Low Intensity arfare Group of the
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL (VSC), was interview by the
undersigned Special Agent and Assistant Special Agent in
Charge of the FDERAL BUREAU OF ?NV3STIQATIOK (FBI), Washington
Field Office, at his office located in the Old Eecutive
office Building. After being apprised of the interviiwers'
identities and the purpose, NORTH furnished the following
information.

NOH stated he has never personally met JA=
REYNOLDS TERRZLL, but has heard about him through noerous
sources. Among these sources, OM generated the followings

iuiHonduras le Ing people -he worked for N903
told NORTH that TURRXLL, known to him as olceelVIO0,
was in Honduras In a training oapecity and waspurprted

Iowith the troops. NOR advised that he recommended
~o to the Honduran authorities to throw TERRELL

outcountry. NORTH believed that TERRELL was thrown
out of Honduras subsequent to this..

2) When NORTH was in.Central America, he heard
that FLACO was trying to bring gmns into Honduras from
Miami. Contacts advised NORTH that TERELL was telling
others he was retired from the UNITED STATES ARMY, Special
Forces, and was formerly with the CENTRAL ITELLIGENCE
AGENCY (CIA). NOMstated he ran checks for both, which
were negatiV.

3) NORTH stated TERRLL is to be a star witness
in a 1986 civil suit filed in the Southern District of
Florida in which a group of United States citizens are
named as defendants. ..
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4) NORTH- stated'that TURERLL'a name had surfaced
in connection with a staff investigation being conducted
by Massachusetts Senator JOHN KURLTY.

5) While TERRELL's name has not come up# NORTH
mentioned that in March, 1986, R a gtn post Managing
Editor LEONARD DOWNEY received obscene calls at night in
which the caller used WORTH's name. DOW!E wrote NORTH
a letter advising him that if the activity did not stop,
he would prosecute. ORTH stated that he did not make
the calls, wondered who did, and stated he had responded
to DOWNEY's letter with a letter offering assistance.

6) TERRELL has used OLIVZR NORTH's name on television
interviews.

SZINGLAU3 can be tacked at 0. Box 565, Tabernash,
Colorado, 60478, telephone I

NORTH stated that he Is acquainted with both
Retired Air Force Major General RICHARD V. SZCORD and GLENN
ROBINETTE. SECORD runs an import-export business# but
is also a consultant to the DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DOD)
as a member of the Special Operations planning and Analysis
Group. NORTH advised that SECORD is named in the Florida
civil suit, and another suit and hired ROBIN MTE, a security
investigator, to learn information about TZRRELL, the key
witness in both suits. NORTH stated that he was aware
of XODINEMIs investigation and hal talked to both ROBIN!TTE
and SECORD about it, but he did not initiate the investigation.
NORTH has denied media allegations that SBCORD works for
his and reiterated this point during the interview.
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On the evening of July 17, 1986, ROBIN TT called
NORTH who asked him to do a favor. NORTH had been alerted
by the FBi that the FBI sought to immediately locate TERRELL
and NORTH asked ROBINETE to moet with the FBI that evening.
Before meeting FBI Special Agents, ROBINETTE net with NORTH
ia his office, giving him copies of documents, which ROBINT E
later also furnished to the FBI.

NORTH stated he has never met a DAVID MAC MICHAEL,
whom he believed is associated with lobbying on Central
America and has reported on 'atrocities* in the last year.
NORTH heard information through contacts that MAC MICHAEL
had former i.IA ties.

NORTH advised that his NSC duties center around
the coordination of interagency process within the NSC
and carrying out policy. He has worked extensively in
the area of Central American affairs and has played a large
role in the "Nicaraguan Policy problem." NORTH stated
that he strongly believes in a democratic resolution of
Nicaraguan issues. He described himself as an .activist."
He has a staff of four, two secretaries and two assistants.

NORTH stated that neither he nor his staff are
Responsible for funding, arming, or administrating Contra
programs. He stated that he is not involved with any covert
operations being run in the United States. NORTH does
travel extensively and meets openly with foreign leaders,if ncluding Nicaraga nbas ,Amasador ARos UNRA.

,Other than NSC employees operating within the realm of
their assigned duties, he stated he had no subordinates
currently operating in the United States and knew of no

'one on his staff, to include himself, 
who was operating

outside the scope of NORTH's jurisdiction.

On this date, NORTH furnished investigators with
an original letter to him, dated June 27, 1986, from TOM
POSEY, Head of the C4A.

UNCLASSIE&
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FROM. OL-V3 L. :M9'4

fress Guidance re Costa iRan Airstrip

Attached at Tab I Is draft press guidance regarding the airtrip
at Santa Slena, Costa Ricaj, which was divulged by the Cost Rican
Security Minister at a press conference on Friday, epto"er 26.
This story has now been picked up by the Now YWLRU6 (Tab 1)
and is generating pess quemrsti s at StiIte MWe,

The press guidance at Tab Ihas- 'Colo
(Abrams), #Defens u(Amitage) 1 an CIA ,o

extreme sensLtIv4ty of the ls I, your ,L~z qmUr. ted -

before the guidaW eis-use. .
The damg ,done, acm S .A. $+:I4
in the CIA repo I a Ifisi
Project 06ememoY a Igp4

The airfield at isit&
the resistance. 3.t
Corporation,
used for direct t
Since early thsebase for alre ;% gt
photograph a .1Pro ecO t1g ocray )2
ield early ts Oth.

be "

9 th eI5Lo
which made

a t ap~1 ng

an emergency landing on the

The Arieas iMnitration revelations regarding this facility have
causd Project eomecracy to p anetly close Udall Corporation
and dispose of its capital "ts. It has also reul:ltd in.the
loss of a facility iLortant to keepi* the resistance v led
and in the field agaiust the 8ua-A.l s PraIafiqd-/gWMaea ozm,&

rUnde rWroffa. d 13 .O23
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UNCLASSIFIED o*- 30,

ppl =IMWcs R AIRSTRIP IN COSTA RIZCA
.. . \\

DID U.S. EsoUw SUfM1VM- CsMSvg OIO OF TRZ AIRSTRIP ZN

NOIT RN COSTA ICA?

gThe U.5. bissy i1 San ha. . Costa Rita, has reported that

during the Adzni.wation oz 1~ident mong* the Ministry

of Public Security was of e & ~the use of a site on the Santa

2len PennminsuUa -mch ca d b&Ised a.an extension of the civil

guard training ce" 4 * ,a elago. Thazeste i Dind

serviceable airvtriif -hch emsldie.pt ' 4"
which is' located near the tr~v w"

reportedly NE by the ofs .t " -P" i - LW

decided -to RI"Otln t~if pro sy WMe

no information £the Miitltr eoV6

No U.S. Government fu$I ww tetie n air

with this site nom, W= GoVern. 9 ,
its constr-tion. My toi+# s -- 4 be r_:-+. .

the Go +rnima of CWb

. +W.se

.- ..

The Gover~nstof ot taL

it will not pirsit the ot its ouitry -for military au-6 .0

against neighboring states. The U.S. Goverm"nt respects that

position.
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HUMin Anommir

PRWflC DIOCRACY AIR FACILI". E
Santa 21enao, Coe@ Miot'" -

June 10, 1986

- 4

I

DANAGD PROJ1T DDIOCRACY KC-135
After Landing at Santa glena Facility

September 12, 1986
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EXHIBIT OLN-133

Iro. NIC --CPCA U1tibLA4I M HI~ A A~d time 10/06/84 16 & L1
To. .S --CPA JthS 4'. POtOF\o.P %S611p -- CPtA JON. 1. PK:SOL .
Wrr, rRObt: %,Lncont (*W,..-sro

$LI. tT: Oowned PLAne*
At :-G meeting with Elliott Abrams todjy the question of the captured Amer .can
held by the Nicaraguans was discussed. FolLouing decisions were made

-- Oemands, for consular access would continue. Elliott ;iought %ics WoUd
accede to our request today. (He later called me to say the Sics had still not
responded and we shou$i be prepared to escalate tomorrow if here is no
moe-ent. leliaves we say have to make this a "hostage cris. to exert
Ie*a- ae on SAnd=,i Cgs -

-- ress Guidance was prepared which stares no U.S.G. involvement or
connection, but that we are generally aware of such support contracted by the

Coetras.
-- UNO to be asked to assume responsibility for flight and to assist

families of Americans involved. Eiliott will foLlw up with Olie to
facilitate this.

--A A will attempt to identify appropriate legal co=sel and ask UNO to

engage hie. Lawyer will be asked to donate services pro bono. Alternatively,
private money can be found, according to Elliott.

-- HPSCr and ssCr have been briefed and :here were no problems.
-- Ellioct said he 6.ould con:fLane to cell the press these here brave men

and rave deeds. We recommended he not do this because it contributes to

per'.qptton U.S.G. inspired and encouraged private lethal aid effort.

c: *. S , P -- C 'A \SRLE -- 'A

, nde. prowi:. ,.Is of E U 12356 %
bj 2. Refer. ;:toa' Secu;t, Councji

UNCLASS IED g0
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EXHIBIT OLN-134

A Captured American
Presented by Nicaragua
Reagan Administration
Denies U.S. Link to Plane

By Jo&aeOng

Top Rw . a~rsn e ffidws 7wa
tu fybtb dialed -, U.S. pm r t
amsitni with a tr iot pi-o t the

i uW er a mid t shot down in
aRip wit threeMAm ewc sd am

d tinwisa abowd.
At the same time, U.S. officials icated

that they knew more about the situation
hn- they were willing toa dis m, inchdine
the names of thoee killed in the crash Sec-
retary of State GeMVe P. St Md the

u* wur 'brd y - saW Ob wo
O nm uma wit the V.MS 're-

ON al rlme sAid theywere "not from
our miary, not from any U.S. government
agency, CIA included .... These are pri-
vate citizens."

A spokesman for the Central Intelligence
Agency denied the agency was invalved in
the mission, as the Nicaraguan government
asserted, but refused to deny that it knew
anything about it.

The issue of CIA involvement was height-
ened by Wsconn relatives at Euee Ha-
senius, the lone survivor of the crash. Sen.
David F. Durenberger (R-Minn.). chairman
of the Senate Select Committee on Inte.
igence, tol reporters that Haaenfu' wife,
Sally, had telephoned the State Department
yesterday xmning from her home in Marl-
nette, Wis., "and s her husb worked
for the CIA.

A spokesman for Sally Hasenfus said she
is not granting any interviews to anyone."

Earlier Huenfus was quoted by wire sr-
vice as uying of her husband,, 1 don't
know where he is and what he's doing. I
only know what I see on the TV, too, and I
really don't know anymore."

The Assocated Pres sa that Haeo '
brotherWilliam, reportedly told a friend
Sthat H n bad gone to work20 years
ago for Air America in Vietam, when it

t was a CIA cover company, and later re-
turned to work for the firm readyingcuo
for air drops.

Kathy Pherson. a CIA spokesman, denied
any lnk. "We have nothing to do with the
plane, nothing to do with the guy. fle does
not work for us, and we are not ivov "
sh'said. The CIA Is barred by lsaw hom aid'
ins the Nicaraguan contras, or counterrev

PLANK. AIS, CoL I

(rash Survivor Described
As Adviser in El Salvador

,o-f-ft at -
By Julba Protm

Wawm hahePa k""

MANAGUA, Nicaragua, Oct, 7-An
American captured by Nicaraguan troops
appeared briefly ata press conference here
late today, and the Sandi mistary .d
p-eda tala idetbf*g him and the
American PiO who died in a downed Plane
Sunday, as U.S. military advisers in El Sal-
vador.
- _fIgpod American, the copiot, also was
killed, acordinto Nicraguan cials

The Nicarguan goerament chmre
that the fight was operated by the CIA to
resu;p U.S.-backed rebels, known as con-

"ido'F, umdi bae =wum to

*My nune is Eugen Hamenfus. rm from
Maine t, Wmeos- said the tal red-
headed man wbo was led out in fro of a
roomW journalists by a Saniniat o&
Mer.

NJ was captured yesterday s southern
1wagua,- maIIu sam, am a amm~cflwT-
lastwg less than a minute. He was qickwly
steered away by Soiista guards.

Hasonu is the As Americ proer
of war the leftist Ssinasta goverment is
knowu to have captured is five Years of
fighting agast the Commas

Hasonus, 35, was dre d in a mud-
caked bka comto work o * be jea r a
work boots. H;-sbface - ruiedAd
swollm, but he stood and waed without t
aid. Deep sadness muked ho features.

Lt. Co Roberto Caldero Sadista
Army comma b in the AteasteM p-
i region &e he sad the C123 mltu.

cargo rcra was shot don mSdly after..
nom, denied the deceased iotasa Cpt.
WildumiJ. Coper.

The cqp was ientied as Wallace:
Bl ameSwger, also kiled in the crLAs.'ftrh aew member was Lstd oidg but
could ot be ident*d CdMernu said. The
bodies, found b e the pne's mokimg
bull, hve not yet been evacuated from the
regm o be said.

Accoding to the Sndinista o -er, a-
senfus said under questioning tht he was a
Ikaic the crew member sied to push
cago out the plane's open rear door into

e HNICARAGU AU 1lCA 8

w MEMIam-N. ifuzzftsm mtA in .F

t

t
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Nicaragua Presents Ar
NICARAGUA, From Al

the forests below. Hasenfus was said to have
parachuted to safety when the plane was pierced
by a portable Soviet-Bloc rocket fired by Sandi-
nista infantrymen.

Hasenfus was surrounded and captured at
midday yesterday by Nicaraguan counterinsur-
gency forces as he fled through overgrowth
about 30 miles north of the border with Costa
Rica.

In the plane's charred and fractured wreck-
age. Nicaraguan troops found wallets they said
belonged to the three Americans. One plastic-en-
cased credential in Hasenfus' name bore his pic-
ture and indicated issue by the Salvadoran Air
Force on July 20 of this year. It identified him as
an "adviser" in the "USA' group at the Ilopango
air base in San Salvador.

A similar reddish credential, its photo showing
a man with a mustache, was in Sawger's name.

A third credential was issued to Cooper by a
Miami-based air freight firm, Southern Air
Transport. It was dated April 2, 1986, with a
signature identified as that of personnel director
Carl lloleva.

One wallet contained the business card of
Capt. Hlumberto Villalta, an officer of the Salva-
doran Navy. Another card belonged to PJ. Bue-
chler of the State Department office that admin-
istered humanitarian aid for the contras during
the(ist fiscal year. I

in w ul

ito0.5 ItmbeM

The U.S.
matic note
consular ac
mation abou'
RON&% *

Sandini
about 70 nt
000 rounds
PG7 rocket
Calderon, U
said Nicaraj
other cont
since July. i
from the Pa
looping nort

[Earlier,
Carlos, near
in Miami.
went to Hc
caraguan, at
Costa Rica
ciated Press

Calderon
versation"

nerican Crewman After Crash
whw. the US. Embasy uid in a

S mm i1B is oart petof the US.
bkm HebuI no ibwith the

y. We w 11't know wbo be We
Embassy in Managua sent a diplo-
o the Foreign Ministry requesting
ms to Hasenfus and addition.; uaur-
the dead. accrdiag toAbuto For.-w qokesmw wo s=W the

edno response. Fernandez said,
w it ae aWd carus

troops removed from the wreckage
w Soviet-made assault rifles. 100,-
f rifle ammunition, about one dozen
and 150 pairs of combat boots. said
e Sandinista commander. Calderon
uan int lligence had detected four

resupply flights from El Salvador
[e asserted that the flights circle in
cific Ocean over CTosta Rica before
I into Nicaragua.

lasenfus told local journalists in San
the crash site, that the flight began

icked him up in El Salvador. then
aduras, where it picked up a Ni-
d entered Nicaraguan airspace from
it a site called La Noca, The Asso-
reported.]
quoted Hasenfus as saying in a "con-
Pith his captors that fivo contra re-

supply planes are parked at the Salvadoran 1lo-
9ango base. The downed plane was said to carry
registry number C824. according to a log book
Calderon held in his hands.

None of the three Americans appeared to be
active-duty U.S. military personnel. Hasenfus
reportedly said he served in the U.S. military in
Vietnam until 1972 and had "continued to do the
same work he did in Vietnam.

In Tegucigalpa. a contra spokesman said by
telephone that all of his group's aircraft were ac-
counted for undamaged "in their airports.'

Carlos lcaza of the Nicaraguan Democratic
Force (FDN). which with an estimated 14,000
men, is the largest contra force, said the group
sometimes accepts aid, including air resupply of its
field fighters, from "private volunteers"

But the contra leader said that in recent
weeks no organization made any attempt to co-
ordinate such assistance with the FDN.

Icaza said the CIA has not been involved in
resupplying contra rebels with flights over Nic-
aragua since its mandate to provide aid was sus-
pended in 1984. He said no U.S.-supported
contra group currently has enough funds to ob-
tain an airplane such as the C123.

The C123 is a twin-engine cargo craft that has
been in production. with various models, since
Fairchild introduced it in the 1950s. It has been
a staple troop carrier for the U.S. Air Force and
was in heavy -e in Vietatn. .r

I

I
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PLANE. From At
ohtiaiiarws., with anything 'jt in-
telligIcre infurniation, "and we do
not break those restrictms." she
said.

Askd whether that meant the
agency knew nothing about the in-
cidrit. Phersii said, "I can't help

Asied to idcntify the four men,
State Department officials said they
had the names but would not reveal
them. They woukI not my how they
had obtained the names.

Elliott Abrans, assistant secre-
tary of state for iter-American af-
fairs. told reporters that if reports
that the four were carrying arms to
anti-Nicaraguats rebels were true.
'then they are heroes."

Ernesto Palawo. spokesman here
for the United Nicaraguan Oppo-
sition. the rebels' uribrella organ.
isation, said the downed plane
"could very well be" one of the con-
tras' planes, but that he was not yet
certain. "Ever since Congress
placed restrictions on aid, we have
had to go get private donatins." he
said. "ccasionalty we have had tc
use the services of volunteers to
complenit our own Iplots.,

He said there had been no con-
tact yet with contras on the ground
near the crash site in southern Nic-
aragua.

Spokesmen for several groups
previously associated with aid ship-
incilt to the contras denied any
link to or kowledge of this flight.
They included officials of the Civil-
iAn MaterielFAsistance, formerly
Civilian-Military Assistance, in
Memphis, which suppes medical
and other aid and which lost two
members tit a September 1984 hel-
icopter crash in Nicaragua.

Retired major general John K.
Singlauh, head of the U.S. Council
for World Freedom in Phoenix, who
has spoken, proudly of facilitating
arms purchises for the contras,
said from the Far East through
spoke-woiiumn Joyce Downey that
he knew nothing about the plane.
'We have located all of our people,"
Downey sid.

Officals of Southern Air Trans-
port in Mwini, whose planes have
reportely been chartered for pe-
viou ai fliglits to tlcaragua, said
they knew nothing about this one or
Hasenfus. Willhni Hasenfus said his
brother. Lugene. had been working
for a Florida air freight company,
but refused tu name it.

Defense l)epartnent records
show that a Eugene Ilasenfus joimed
the U.S. Marines on May 9. 1960.
was trained as a parachute rigger
for equipment drops and sent to
Camp Pendleton, Cal.. where he
remained utml he left the service, as
a corporal June 17. 1965.

His mihutary records say he did
not serve abroad. Ilis stepmoher.
Theresa Ilasenfus. told The Asso-
ciated Press, however, that he had
served in Vietnam.

Dmenberger said at a news con-
ference that the CIA had assured
the intelligence comtntee that
"there is ab"otely so connectio

between that plane, what was ii
that airplane, the pilots or anybody
else Jon board and a US. govern-
nitait-financed or -sponsored effort
such as the so-called contra opr-
.itloi."

Durenbergcr added that he ba.
lieves the agency: "Thsey have -i
Much riding Un this- .... I di't
think they've ever liil to .niy o 4 is.
The pribk'm is what they don't till
you.-

Sen. Patrick J. Leahy (D-Vt.), the
committee vice chairman. said tc
was coiiceriicd that the flight ,might
have been Coiliie1Led with aty of
these soldier of fortune type r',i-
ations which are sort of sent mit
there with a wink and a shrug as a
way of guiig around our stated for-
eign policy." If there is sKh a link,
he said. "-hen I think we're in for
some very serious trouble.

Committee spokesrrmi .iviit
Hloiday said later that, based on
current information. *nobody on the
committee believes that the CIA or
any government agency violated
the law or did something they
shouldn't have done.*

Rep. Michaed D. Barnes (D-Md.).
head of the Foreign Affairs suboont-
mittee on Western Ilemiphere af-
fairs, sid he thought it unlikelyy"
that the government was not in-
volved. *Very ttile o what's hap-
pening dowi there right now s not
somehow affected by U.S. action,"
he said.

Rep. Henry B. Gonuakz (1D.
Tex.), ni.eanwhile, called for a
House inveigation into twu r,-cut

to determine whether they were
part of an alleged covert CIA oper-
ation aimed at toppling the Saui-
nsta government.

Rep. Henry J. Hyde (M-Ill), a
member of the Ilouse Permaiint
Select Committee on Intelligence,
said he agreed with Asistaiit Sex-
retary of State Abrams. 'The So-
viets are pouring all kinds of slff II
there. And unless there's somoe kuId
of an effort at equalization, the ctn-
tras will be overwhelnied" lie said.
'Anyone who's attempting to kevp
them vuble. I say 'God blcss
,€/.'.-

WU61M U bb MW I4L
'Sam myb kan P .... m
bmteW bto twkWIM

ao tlan an he p l n
iM .... I tl m e Vim

lie said he had "sorm e tence
about the plane" and the people on

it but that the information "is not
for public consunqpion."

Abkd about possible violates of
the Neutrality Act, which bars U.S.
citizens from supporting attacks on
nations with which the United
States is not at war, Abrants said he
had advice for others seeking to aid
the Nicaraguan rebels: "If you're
Planning to do something l ke this.
get MI&'seI a lawyer."
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ON'I IVAN$ 6 NOVAE

Ms, NOVAEl I'm Robert rovak. Rowland evan$ end I will
qV6otien a senior administration uffIcial about the American shot
do" Over Nicaragua by the Sandlnista@.

MR. EVANS: that official is Assistant Secretary of

state Elliott Abrane.
MR. EVANS ton tape)3 Who I Eugene Hasefus? We know

he is an American citizen, an eoMarine, a slider of olrtune in
the Vietnam War, and we know his transport plane was shot down
over Nicaragus. The CIA flatly d4nlep that he war a CIA mevi, or
that the CIA had anything to do with the plane or with trsentmus.
And President Reagan strongly suggested that Hasenfui is a good
American citizen acting as a private citizen to help the U.S.-
backed contrast overthrow the Sandinista-vagxist reqtie.

FltSiD:1 T RAC/4N (Itednieday, October 3, 1914)t We've
been awar that there art private qroips and private citizens that
have been trying to help the contras, to that extent, but we did
not onow the exact particulars of ahat they're doing.

lp. eVANS: nt. Secretary, can you give fe categorical
*psocwance that Hasenfus was not under the control, the guidance,
the direction, or what have you, of anybody connected with the
Americast government?

MR. ABRAlIS: Absolutely. That would be illegal. We are
__b0ted4 ftOw doing _thaqt and we are not eoinq It This was not in
any sense a U.S. government operation. 4one.

MR. NOVAW: We'll be Lack kith more questelons for

Assistant Secretary Abcans after tiese messages.

"IRS NOVAK: Assistant 3ecretary of State Abtame you
gave categilcal assurance in answer to ey partner's question that
tir. Nesae.ifue is not taking orders from anybody connected with the
U.S. govetment. You know, in this town, sir, that gets howls of
laughter, particularly front my colleagues, when Mr. Hasoenfus
bimetti *eye I t*h ftt I was working for the CIA.

me* ASiANSI First, we don't know what "g. Nasenfue
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thinks. Mr. HaseonfuS s a captive of the Sandinistisl he is is

their control. God knows what they are saying to his or doing to

him. And nothing that he says while he's in their captivity can

be thought of as being his actual views until he's free to speak.

Secondly, it i conceivable also to re that he thought--because

I don't know him--that he thought he was, in fact, working for the

CIA. That conceivable.
MO. NOVAKI Why would he think that?

M1. ASIASMI 1U0ll, I'll get to that in a second. I jst
wanted to repeat that categorical assurance that he was not. If

you look at this serisl of people who are, in factor engaged, and

have been for the last couple of years in helping the contrae,

they cone in when the Congress abandoned the fredom fighters In

Nicaragus and they've been keeping res alive for two years.

when they got started. It loots as if they did what you'd you

expect. They looked around and said, who's got some esperleoce

for this kind of work. And they come up with some people who were

in Air America. which had connections with the CIA in Vietnan, and

who were in Vietnam, and who wer in the C14. You'll find a close

pattern of colatiorships here. Yo4'11 find acme old school ties.

But you uill not find any current ties.

No. NOVAe: All right. now, )ust on Friday the San

rianciaco Csainer repeted that, no, quotirq intelligence sources,

said there was no CIA connection, but there was connection, of

all places, frob Vice Preaient Bush's office. That Vice President

lush's security aide Mr. Don Gregg, bad hired this Pax Goon#, who

Mr. seonfus described as a CIA aqent. Do you know anythinq about

that?
MR* AINAMS Not a lot. I ftrt heard about it on

friday morning as well. I can say first of all there's no Ken

Comes Whoever that gentlemen is, he certainly isn't named Has

Comes. so we need, first of all, to find out who he Is. Secondly#

I knef nflot4u9 ,ebet any eefeetion to the vice President's offie

wotesovewl &Ad tildly, is hil eapatity down those In Contral
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America helping whoever he It, he is not on the U.S. government
psysoll In any way.

fpi. NOVAKI Now, when you soy rjve categorical e*serance*
we're net playing word gases thet ate so common in Washington.
You're not talking about the NCS, or something else?

MR. AIRAMSI I em not playing qae.

ie. NOVA E: Istions Secirity Council?
eM. AIRAtS: He government agencies, none.

Me. RVANSt Mr. Secretary, you said that if the Sandinistas

hod asenfus in captivity, and if he said what they wanted him to
say, he'd be out in no timely if he dlln't, he might be in for 30 years.
*:Ill he now be out in no time, since he has said he was. a CIA man?

MR. ASPAMS: I don't know. I don't know how they're--
MR. CVANS: Out you said that.
NO. ABRAMS: well, that's right. and the question is

wat they think of what he said, and wnat they're trying to use
this incident for, for political advantage, obviously. But how?
Will they risk a trial? Will they risk turn:nq themselves into an

:ran with kangeroo courts of A6'ericans?
Mo. CVAN"S You think he has beon coerced into making

this statement about the CIA. You don't think he made it knowing
that It was correct, thinkinq It vas correct, I roon. He mede it
knowing it was false?

MR. ABRAMS: I don't know. I know that you cannot rely

on any statement he nakes while in their control as being his
actual views.

MO. lVANIs Mr. Secretary, the New York ?imes reporter
down there- don't reoobcr his name, but I think he's probably a
good sOporterl--sald that he had inspected the records en the
plane, the documents, for two hours, and he said they don't pro*
anything to me, but he said everything I looked at tends to support
-dat ilasenfus has told us. that he was a CIA ran.

$M. ASNAASs 114. bIe waanit.

al. SVWANS Son yes give me An *,piAiNAiI5 Of tnstt
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MR. AINAMS8 Yes. I would fIrst point yOU, again, to

the sieats and House Intelligefnce CoOmittee chairmen, Ouvenberger

and Hamilton--
p.13 VlOVAgl Senator ourenbergorof hinnesoraandCongrssaian

Hamilton of Indiana.

MR. A&R4l5M: That's right, who has said--

PtR. CVAMS: Chairnan of two Intelligence Comiittees.
MR. ABRAIISs 5oth children, one Democrat, one Republicas,

have said this is not in any sense a CIA operation. And I went to

repeat that again. Why does it look like a CIA operation? I will

bet you, and it's a bet because I don't know (or our* that there

are *u-CIA people involved, or people who have done this kind of
work before in Asia and Africa, in Latin Ametica. Who do you--you

know, then you're putting an operation like this together, yov

don't advertise In the ew York Tire@. You ask around for people

who are reliable.

nR. 9VAN.: I understand that. Mr. Sotary, let s

pursue this one core, and don't please draw erroneous conclusions

about my own feelings about this from these quesetions. I'm onLy
seeking the truth. I'm not telling you think. I think the man Is

a patriot. However, he's bcina paid throe thn .sand dollars a
ronth, and if there's one who k1Ct. out the carto being paid three
thousand dollars a month. there r-ist be twenty or thirty or forty
or heaven knows how ,sany. i o's supiplyang that money?

Mo. ABIANS: I can tell you only one thing about that,

and thAt is that there is no one source, as near as I can make

out, nor is there any one organitetion. There are a whole bunch

of thee, t don't know who they are. I went to be very clear on

that. We de net folloW and find out the identities of the thousands
of Americes vho help the FMLN guerillas in 21 Salvador# the
communists, or the communist regime in Kicaragua. Because tbey
have a right to do so as Americans. And we don't follow the

people who are trying to help U.S. polity and restore freedoN to
steargua. I don't know vho they Ore.
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KI, IVANS! Saudi Arabian money?

". * ABiArIS: I have heard that, again, on Thursday o

friday, and ao far as I am aware it is just plain false.
"AV* EVANS Israeli omney
MR. ABiANs Again, as far as I am aware--but I want to--

MR. EVANS: I can't believe you don't b* whel that

oney'e coming from.

HR. AiRAMS: I do not know where that money Is coming from.

ha. MOVAK: All right@ Mr. Abrams, there's one problem

with your story. And that io that Mt. masenfus says that his

plane had been taking off from a U.S. sirbase in El Salvador# it

bad taken off on this particular flight from a base used by the

P.I. military in Honduras, and the Joe Smith Ajax Transport Cospany

can't just use those bases. You t.ave to have a lot of clout to

use a U.S. military base.
mit. ASRAMS, I tartagain, youdon't knouwhatMr. Hasentf

actually believes. You only know vt'at he's saying under the

control of the Sandinistas. AS ta allegations of thied country

involvement in this, you, I think, would understand, I as never,

ever goirg to comment publicly on allegations that other countries

are involved.

MR. NOVAK: Out it' our 4%r base in Cl Salvador.

HR. ASMASi %ie don't have any air bases in El Salvador.

ha. MOVAK: Well, who owns that base in ei Salvador, who

mairtains that base?

MR. ASAieS: I.e don', havn any teae*, and therefore, any

bases that silat in El Salvador are mainvaaned ty the qovernnent

of 2l salvader,
iR. IVANSI tie have the right to use it, however. We

rent certain facilities at that air base.

MI. ABRAMS$ I don't believe that's correct.

M. NOVAK: You've backed no into a cul Aso sac mr.

Abrams. you're a very clever fellow, but the point of the Matter

is that if you have this plane using U.S. military facilities, and
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they age down there--

MeI. ASAMS: It II not. Let Me just say that. It La

not. ?hot it this plane icre using, t1 plane that Was downed,
U.S. Military facilities, wi would be in vioatian of the law,
because the law says n weapons to the freedom fighters, and W

are not doing that it. They are not using U.S. military facilities.
me.NOVAK, So you are extending your categorical denial

to that.
me, AItAlS: To 0OD, absolutely.
MR. HOVAKi One more thin; o the legal end.IMr. Abrams.

?here are a lot of people on this network, on CUN last week

Congressmen peter Iootmeyer of Pennsylvania said that this man,
whatever else, r. iasenfus was In violation of the Neutrality
Act. What do you think of that?

MR. AItNAb !'m not expert on the Neutrality Act. My

understanding I that if ir. llerenfus was working In Central

America that he.usa not in violation. If he ve shipping arms out
of the U.S. then perhaps he was. eS.t that, you know, these are
eighteenth century, arcane statutes. I can't tell you whether he

was or wasn't. But I don't think he was.

mg. NOVAK: Do you think we ought to repeal the Neutrality

Act?
MR. AIPA?%SI Oh, I'm not qoing to touch that one.
MR. EVANSt but you think it's a non-act anyway you say

it's arcane, archaic.

MS. AMPAIS: No, we have, no, there have been people who
hove been actually prosecuted by the Just ice Depar tent for violations

of it.

M . VANSt Mow, Mr. Assistant Secretary 9lliott Abrss#

I hate to do toe much on this, but I have to. A plastic 10 was

found in that aircraft. It was issued by the Salvadoran air

folco. It identified Hasenfus as a quote, as an. quote, advisor,
unquote. in, quote. USeAe. unquote, ;roup at Ilopangoe

fln. IORVAK Iopango'i tbe slt base Iml isalvadot.
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mi. EVASi aCorrect.

Mi. alAMSS I'll repeat again. me was not in any way

not only 0.1. ovornrent ompioyoe, U.S. oovern, ent adviser, he

had no connection whatsoever with the U.S. military.
mR. IVAWSt I have to believe you, because I know you're

an honest man. tNplain to Po what the word adviser, and U.S.A.#

those two words# oean, could nean, what could they mean?

MR. ABRAS: This--ny understanding was it said, it said

"Grupo U.S.A." U.S.A. group. That's not the U.S. military adviser

group. The first thing I did when I heard about that from the

Sandinistas in TV was to call our ambassador in El Salvador and

say whol' on, who's in your rilitary group, the famous 55 advisers.

to this man any way--no connection. Now, who printed up that card

and who gave it to him? I don't have a clue.
118, IVANS Now, let o ask 'ou another question that

intrigues me, and Sally. ifa. Hasentus, and apparently she's a

very intelligent woman liviiiq u, thure in the great state of

$l*consin. I wae told that she phoned the State Department, and

in asking what had happofen to her h%.-band, saa, of course, tie is

with the CIA. Ihy would she on earth o thiot?

11m, SRAMS: It she us:i that, I can think of one very

good reason. Maybe she thinks thAt he was.

ha. iVAS: in other words, P ,.t he was not leveling

with her as to what is real--

IA. ABRSAStS I don't know. al I know for a fact is

that he wasn't.

MR. OV&At You're going to say that maybe he thinks he

ita# too?

file IiMqS1 Ohs that's perfectly plausible to me.

It. I VANMS How? Caplain that to our--

M, AUNAMS: Ienember the--

Mi. IEVAI is I don't understand that. I don't think out

viewersun derstand that.
he. &IVAMPt Ohs I think It's simple. Ae~dubr itae
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9oing on hero. A group of People, lots of people, disorganized
groups of people are enqaged in supplying the resistance. They
know that what they're doing is qe erAlly approved of by the

adminiatrAtfOn. and it is, keeping the freedom fighters &live
until Congress finally acts.

They know that this was an activity that the United
states has been engaged in on and off. ror example, we had the
humaniterion assistance, getting uniforms, food. medicine, to the
freedom fighters# and someone cones aLong and says, I'd like to
put you on a covert CIA operation. I'll pay you three thousand
dollars a month. 11 you help me? -You say yes. You don't

actually know whether it is a covert CIA operation or not. When

you get down to the level at which mr. Hasenfus was working, a so

called kicker, pushed things out ut the airplane, into Nicaragua,
I very much doubt wtiether he was euactLy sure who wea paying hli.

M. NOVAK, All right, tr. Abrams. By coincidence ot

not, the Sunday of last woekene, Css, t ' Minuteu", one of the
most widely watched programs in America, had a feature on retired
P1.43Or Ceneral John Singlaut in 4hi:h their proration said, ah,

here's a guy who will fight your war for you, as long as It'so an

anti-communist war. They kept nypinq th at Curing the football
gae. The New York Timese subsequently sa s--,r. Singlaub is In
the public consciousness--that enoral Singlaub's organization
owned this plane that crashed; General Sinqhlut denies it. V:ho is

telling the truth?

aft. ADNRAS: Singlaub was telling thf truth. That was
not one of his planes, as neat as I can rake out. The Times story

to which yew refert about a week ago, is filled with errors and
that's one of the errors. There is a mistaken view that General

Singlaub doesa ll of this. There are actually a lot of groups out

there* and a lot of people helping.
Mo3. NOVAKI Now# 1 went to just go into this whole

question, if I could, of this operation, which as a military
amateur it seems to oe was the nost amateurish thin; I ee d -
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SasnA. It was a daylight operation. There Was no back ur
plane. It looked like they didn't use much evasive action. is
this, how deae operating this way they didn't shoot down a plane
log befogo'this? Do you have any Nuts@?

MI. ABIIAP1 Teo. shear iuck. And the fact that the
good, that antl-igc98ft material has been growing in Nicaragua as
the Soviets shipped in more. I'd just pick up on that to say one
other thing. The reason this is qoinq on, the reason that thoge
are Americans who were killed and uhot down Is that Congross woot
ect. It this bill passed, and tha U.S. government uer* permitted
to do this, under that statute no American qoes near Nicaragua or
within twenty miles of its borders.

fit. MOVAK: L.lli it pass before the end of this session?
iR. ASSADlSi I believe it will. I believe it will paso

nest week.
me. 9VANSi Mr. Assistant Secretary Elliott Abrams, do

you feel that the credibility of the U.S. government, which has
been under sae attack anyway, quite apart from this incident, has
been hurt by this?

hRl. AARAMS: I think it's too soon to tell. I take
great comfort In the tact that the Intellinence Coarittes mobers
I speak to seem to be in corplete aqroement that, yes, there was
no U.S. government ivolvemoent. In fact, even the journalists I
speak to have, I think, tended to c'oae to the conclusion.

?0l. VAOSS fir. Sccret&ry. Currnard Kalt, one of your
beloved associates, until very recently, just quit the State
Department on a charter that he couldn't work under an administration
that had a credibility factor as la:ge as the Peogan administration.
iPhat do you think about that?

00to AKAItt Tou're temp:ng se.
MR. tVSMS Mo, no. Spak out.

tn. ASSAP.SI I think that designing with this kind of
public fuss a few days before the Presi6ent goes off to a preoemit
meetJn with General Secretary Gorbachev was something tKat iho.18"
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not hewy been dome.

N2 #MOVAK I It would have been okay if he resigned three

days later, to other words.

-MR. ASi1AH8 Wells I think it would have been a lot V

better for the country had it beer done a few days later. I also

think that it just doesn't vash, because the accusatlon soee to

be that the Cost of us really should be resigning, too, including

the 14cretary. And that's just silly.
lie. ICVASI You testified. I believe, on this last

Friday before the Senate Foreign Relations Committe--I believe

that's true.
MR. AIRAti that's right.

MR. EVANS: 00 you find any opposition, or any criticism

or any questioning up there, and is It left or right? Is it

-liberals or conservatives?
0i. AIRAHS1 I find questioning from liberal Deaserets

about the--
me@. IVANSI Like?

Ni. ASIAMS Well, Senator Kerry. lrr example, has long

been--
MR. 9VAUS: Of massachusltti.

Fi. ABDAIMZ: -- questlonlng--that's tlqht. It's basically

opponents, basically it's opponents of the policy who are, I vould

soy, looking for yet another way to ojpoae it.
Me. VAIUSt And these are lbetals?
MR. AURAKS1 Yes.

Iit CVAMS: Did you remind them that the liberals wore

behind the mvement to help the S.artfsh conmunist and socialists

in the incoll Brigade in the If's?

ne ARANfsI No, we didn't.

Me. CVASoS Didn't come up?

te*o AIANS: Didn't coo up.

file. VANSI Do you see an analogy thet?

is. ASS&9W: I would see an analogy. li I weuld aIli
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make a closer analogy today. There &re thousands of Americana who
ago supporting the comuuulst reghic in Micaraaua, ad the comunist
guerillag in El Salvador--the sLL--and us're not noine after
then. We're not trying to pursue them; we're not trying to find

out who they are. They have a right to do that. And they have a
right to support comunist regimes. we have a right to oppose them. v/

H. NOVAK# Let me follow that up closely. Andrew
messing, who I think you might know--

MR. &ABADl: I do know.

hik. NOVAK: We's a tel!ow who helps tight these low

intensity varftaes around the world# anti-comunist. He says that
there are Americans who are actually fighting in Nicaragua on the
communist side. Do you know that for a fact?

MR. ABRADMS No. I don't recall any intelligence reporting

about Americans being in combat.

HR. NOVAK: Let me ask you another question about Nicaragua.
There are reports that the Sandinista &rry, arner, aircraft,

artillary, Is massing for an attack on the ,Iskito Indians who

have boen in resistance before the Arxrican aid finally gets in

there. Do you know that to be true?

MR. ABRAiSi I would rather not cor-ent on the state of

our Intelligence about Sandinista military activities. I'm sorry.

mR. NOVAN: feel). let se generalize the question, Hr.

Abrams. Do you think at is possible that that 6il be @me

severe military blows suffered before the aid arrives? to It

possible, without talking about Sandanista intentions.
h. AIRAIISt I think we're getting toe else, now.

welte a (o days away. I think the real question is how do the
Sandinista* react to the President signing that bill nest week.
we think they'll go to the U.N. Put nore than that, will they
attack Honduras again? what will they do? will they do a big
Internal attack? We'll see.

MR. EVANIS We only have a moment left. The CIN is the

rocket described to me as that which (ired against the plane that
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brow 4"M #se(f". D-you know What A C2H Is?
K1. axRAIst No.
MR, vSitt 0'eou knew who patee at?

N1. ASRAktrr My undereending is that- the pleas Wes,
brought down by a Soviet mode rocket.

Itio IVAPS1 Maybe thet's the C2m. Is there an Inereee
in those loviet rockets, light now?

MO, ASSAMitS Theis is an increase in rockets, and a
massive Increase in Soviet helicopters, end a massive Soviet ergs
inflow in 15)1 into icareque.

MtO. &VANS. Out specifically on anti-airsgaft rocket,
does this worry you abosa all suppy planes going in there now?

Mi. ADiAHS It certainly does. It's going to be a
larger problem.

Mo. NOVAKI W* have just under 36 seconds left, Assistast
Secretary Abrows. Just looking at this from the broad picture, do.
you think all this publicity, thi. hy;., do you tt.jnk this could
yet turn around the question in Congress vtere the--altheugh It's
passed both houses--the hundred eallion dollars In aid would be
denied to the Contra$?

h. ABRAiS: No. POopl will try to do that, but the
Intelligence Comittees who know t.he facts know that there we no
U.S. government role in this.

"t. CVANS$ One last question. Ile only have two ae0eade
left. Any now indications of fived wing jet aircraft cooing in
soon to the Sandinltae from Cuba or the Soviet Union?

MR@ ABOANqs No.
IS. VAIS Ist it a high concern of your.?
I' ASNA/IS: it is a great concern. It always is. Sut

we do*t se it happening.
M1. IVAN:o Thank yovo ft. Secretary I11lott Abar. my

partner and to after these comnertidle, wil I be back with a comment.

mile I VAIS I .1, t deat know vlothdi thS4 Ajisota
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Secretary of State for Latin Aaerlc& has taken lessons on how te

be cool wder tire, couth under fire, but I gave himl the worst
pummeling I could. I really tried to get In there. Of oe..s..

you were rather aggressive yourself. we didn't get anywhere in
bending him o'Jt of his psition that thp U.S. yuvecnment In no
way, shape or form had nothing, In anyway, guidance, ogganivational,
orders, t cestera, to do with this unfortunate, this tragic case.

MR. MOVASI Vg know, I've seen a lot of cover-ups In

this tewns lowland, and we both may end up with eg oni our face
before this is over, and this is all an elaborate lie, but this
doesn't look like a cover-up, and it doesn't beceus there is no
equivocation. He says it didn't come frost a U.S. military base.
He says that these companies ae not CIA companies. The so-called
man Games, the CIA opetative, supposedly hired by the CIA or Vice
President Bush, doesn't even @eist. No. no, no, he says.

Me. CVAWS: $e makes a good point, too, Bob. ie ad.

the point if the U.S. Congress had actna on President Reagan's
request for a hundred dllion dollars worth of military aid, a

month ago, weeks ego, or even yesterday, this might not have
happened in the way It did. Gut as he pointe out, the Congress
has been sitting and twiddling its thuabs on this issue month

after month after month. Mov, it's supposed to pass, we hope,
before they adjourn nest week. lore not sure.

Ml. NOVAK.a 91liott Abrams wrestled with his consciene

and won, end criticized Mr. Kalb, rernard Kalb wh3 resigned a,
Assistant Secretary of State for Public Inforoation, on grounds of

.ptLnciJg..e and he was burned by that. Me felt that liernie Italb
was makin him and flo other people look like they didsOt have say
principle i0r staying on the job. And I think ue got a little
toeseb of reality there.

too ° ebort Novak.
MR, IVA08l tas lowland tyans.

w " f
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EXHIBIT OLN-137
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EXHIBrr OLN-139

tr -, ,Is - CFJA Date sad tiUs 10/281/86 1143;S2

M R : Rn Sable CI a
SubJect: 

CALLS

ft.iea? 3 UNCLASSIFIED
63y ideas?.

** rorrdjig note fretfrme j . CPUA 10/20/66 11:28To: NS OLP - N 8 3 6 7
NOT FRON. Ron Sable
SUBJECT. CALLS
TOM LATIflER(NPSCZ STAFF DIR. )CALDO e m .:HALF Or THra CA.aUA, mm isUtING AsO,'T
THE ISWEIE STORY ON C"CA1 I "ROI IL SA VAMI(AIL RECORDS) O'RIN T
Pn1100 SIP? 10-171 U8 1" on Sept1l) Tt I 'OUR ,'fOH #NZ M UM (Ssu).e veil aS ToYOUR PRVIOUS MM&A. TiS QMSTION I:) YOU AVr A PWM3 M LOG .CM. WHICH
WOULD SNO THAT k oF fTU CA w= MM TO YOU, Ol THAT 1y MtAD NOTHING
TO DO VITH l CONT AID iUIZNIUS" . t FV KI , Olff FM NO, BUT WOULD
ADP3CZATI YOUR UIDA oC O WAT YOU v aWr TO SAY.
cc: NUN -CPA lIT -CPVA

Date Sad tim 10126/86 13:$7:04

lo: wm I *-CPA
10: " to ote of t0/26/66 12:53*** e lt o mot.. .. ..e 

. ltefo lw J 'Oout kA-Wee ,s(GN~hY:3Sable 
-t1SubJ6) CAS y. the ellOsrejectedSto. (frmeisafeho

Hiv ttked1 aley adWill Pfwid3 0'O
4 his) LTC north hs never rno ev 6y eS I osee)
cc: 

ST.0W --CPJA $E vClC
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ExHorr OLN-140
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EXHIBIT OLN-141

UHCLASSIPIEO N 16346 A
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EXMBIT OLN-142
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EXmHirr OIN-143

jIZMORANDUM

NATIONAL SCURITY COUNCIL

february d o,11$

&a0op

PUNUJRAUM FOR
/SOlli

nt3 C? #. NC kLjb

OLMIZV L. VO

NLcaraguan Anks Sh
ipueOpp

The icearquaf merchant ship. NsO ZSo, L m La port at
lUohunto, ea *wvhee It I s alodblq earoo. t is eetLated

for departure oul tooozrovieebroan 7. nrvoute to Ikama. JAAn

At this lPont, there iappe to be three optional

-- eg,- - mId be slsed MAI e vapes.i-vred to
them.V1

-d the alip cud be mumbs

-- the shimot sd the i pe io@ Involved thereLn ould be
d. public as a insg" - prvtla th e delivery.

-tm" OAM
4i)

II

82-681 - 88 - 20

7635
#70o

lYSTID IVNSI/]CS-402001
Re-do

6917
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2 6918

There

apparent armed security detail aboard the'NX4ZMBO, despite the
sensitive nature of her cargo.

If asked, Calera would be willing to finance the operation. Re
does not, however, have sufficient numbers of trained maritime
special operations pirsonnelaz...AJaethod of delivery for seiinq
the ship on the high seas.

if such an operation were undertaken, it would be best to seize"
the vessel as it cleared the tast China Sea enroute to Nicaragua's
Pacific port at Corinto. Arrangements would have to be made !or
removal of the cargo for further transfer to the FOW, since it is
unlikely that any of the other Central American states would
alloy 14ONINIO to enter their harbors once she had been pirated.

if time does not permit a special operation to be launched,
Calera can quickly be provided with the maritime assets required
to sink the vessel before it can reach port at Corinto. He Ls in
contact with maritime operations experts and purveyors of
materiel necessary to conduct such an operation.

RICOMUNDATZON

That you authorize Calera to be provided with the information en
N(IDO and approached on the matter of seizing or sinking the
ship.

Approve Disapprove -

_e r;'1- m
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-4
Robert Wfarlane

APROVAL INFORMAON

COMwmN P*IPA*I IPLY
CONCUlIRINI IICOMMINOATION
DI CT lPpL? ATURN
OqSPA't'C I.GNAtuRE

CCs Oliver North (12 and 3)
Jim Radsinski (04)

NSC INTELLIGENCE
DOCUMENT

P3rtia:: r,.. .

"l .ater,
fair

aepieWeeSee kl" Woeft dwve

NATIONAL S[CUPIMY INFORMATIONU~uthen3 SuSc1Je

l , ,' 1 5" o

' ,dC.(. j ,.n,

N OO

NSCAICS CONTROL NO. 402003

COPY NO. / OF dl

HANDLE VIA SYSTEM IV CHANNEL ONL

N

N~q~

11%

,.t'.
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UNCLASSIFIED
W N 6920
N 6920

POW ThW40"

Meb OVmmt

&m Pmm,lm el

$aW Mmmso

communs

w4upia TO us Sal owoi

'2I I 2

- "V €0ooI

94K.M be wn by:
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UNCLASSIFIED
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EXmBI OLN-14

t-

Amo OUIJ~NG

Robert VVA lane

.J

4

-ACTION PL

APPROVAL INFORMATION

COOMEN T PREPARE RIPL.Y

CONCUFRAt~a 41COMMENOATION

D4ICT REPLy AtlUIN

JOWATI IOFEATURI
REMARKS.

coo Oliver North (02 and 3)
Jim RadlI aski 404).

i4

7634 A* _

NSC/ICS CONTROL NO. 402003

cOpy NO. L. OF

HANDLE VIA SYSTEM IV CHANNEL ONLY

NSC IN'tLLIGENC"E
DOCUMENT

NATHAL SlCU INFORMATION

III

I
~i4

I

I

1

I
I

$Zen?
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UNL$SW0
-u.'

LI.~

Nu~aAaso~ v~ ~siai c.

floss, OUVU L.

N 16349
STSTU IV
PSC/ZCS°40 2003
1e4t4

~aJ

Uitcaqwa Arms Shipa Mt

The PiLcarua myc %aI Un0 I s mw in pet 4tTalchwn, T"LMao vbhe~ it to aloe" ar" ATle ot s etimted
for d*parw as tmorrowA.Jebrauy 7, earoa tfor &ALA e*"" repas, I

bim &el ifted aso tht we whav ht

I.u

U"M2aEBI Z OfHM

.3 ?q

SUMJMCT,

mer
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ExHmrr OLN-145

N

Noun"
TO At&"p* AW 041s'Aom

p obeirt caan

3 I

€ _ -

S COMMINT MIPRAI REPLY

I 041DratO 1161TU'*WtO A T CH S GNA TU RE|

REMARKS
Ce OLver North (@2 and 3)

Jam4 Rads &skL (#4)

N 7182

NSC/ICS CONTROL NO 4002: 5

COPY NO CN ONLY

HANDLE VIA SYSTEM IV CHANNEL ONLY

NSC INTELLIGENCE
DOCUMENT

A Ik
$&A '&, al,.* Io

NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION
'JN OtoSomtD n at

A' *,

7623 -* 4 //

I -
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UNLA-Stt
NATIONAL SECURITY COUCl

SYSTZ ZV
NSC/tC$-400215

N

marchS, ISs

MMOMO0UN 10"

raw$

.SVJB":L

0s"C. I

OLIY3R L.NO

JA" to the Iicarayran Resistance

Attached at TabI is a evno• from you to Secretaries Shults and
woinberqer, Director Casey, and Gol4ra) vessey ag lkn for their
tews on increased U.S. assistanc, _ / your i s

Cast as Sugqestion which desrves Kh :r~p to the reqLon.
The real p"rpRa of ymu se to find a way by whih ucan

ceem sAte tne 0 Sthe extraordinary assistance ther
ao providing t6 theeviargl'h ,aOodom fighter, At Tab M are

endUoser oertiftcatesWh the' "am provided for the
Prchases of nearly So oit of miUtiae io Lvere4 to the
two. ?hese nine 4erers aro a dL i ogseumonee of the
lafern al see w haweA" ealish .,k Und your.
mti with he i1 "OThe awounitic- nd weapons
identIfOd LA JWe.I..Mom ntS WLlle delvored in several
shipeat e s aimaft eA Iy sea) starting am 0a about
March 10.tI l 1swt1. hbep ti ho delivered be
r:mptee oe a 'h anI" turned over to
nOU t1e9k at on
arrival,. olfo is 9orvingod, and I agree, that.
hay• nOM I od or withheld any eqjpent/,untr n s front the rok
de lve ---teo which have eeeged to date.

Deu"a ese of the ueOtagke- 4ia. which %be
proesa bove wae ara4, em of...
Prie tr d % aia It ofita.whil they Hsperateoly Wed in
oeer to proGoGte their was aest the uAID-su Porto 04
iostrillae. & eol of thwe U" i atth4 at ta I. Lach of

the Lts ide"tafld e La prerity within foar principal
"ategories Aircraft# r o er~ T om@m psent, Weapons Va
Nwitiesat, and $coimretisa ilAtary l rwilm1t.

-awl NO

.A&M. O RANDU M

TAW&-.oR %

6L
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1MaIE"

I N 7185

Your memo at Tab 1 does not refer to the erranwwnts Which have
been "ade for suppertin the resistance throu9e. I Tt
does. however, Urge that we take $sepa now to Uprove
situation. Once we have approval for at least $m of atWC
have asked for. we cam *Besse tt t" right peple tio
understand that we are able to provide results frem t WI
cooperation on the re.Letam2es isse. -
,MCOMM" mpZI

That you siqtn and tran lt the mtoo at Tab 1.

Approve.L; cieapprove

Attachments
Tab I f~arlane
Tab I
Tab I: U

; to Shultz/weinberqer/Casey/Vessey
*nd-User Certificates

il &tary RIqLpment Requirsment

--- -- -- - i If, I
114§11W% 1060tr-I.-
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N 7186
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Twe W14T HOUSE
WAch S, 104

march 11, 1915

SYSTEM IVNSC/CS-40021S

N 7187
s sI ITVE

KNMRAJIDUM FOR TX HOwOpAoLS GgoiGg P. SxULTt
The Secretary of State

T"1 NOMORAILZ CAUPAR W. WUWNIZGER
The Secretary of Detnse

T I OROUALg WLLtAN J. CASIY
The Diretor of Ceitral intelligence

GZNZRAL JORN W. VISSY, JR.
The Chaiman, Joint Chief$ of Staff

sUSJNC? I As.istin#

Durine my brief atom min

Proqroes toward' esocracy
.o7-iR

I -made a convinCIAT case 9 9IT
comilmant toBemocracy. They also noted their critical need
relatively small amounts of security assistance, economic aid,
and support for their struqqlinq agricultural sector. iC)

(CI

for

In recent weeks. there appears to have been an increase in
guerrilla attacks and ebversion. It is entirely likely that we,
will see *or* polerising activity of this kind as the(
elections approach. .fless 0e hrmy has adequate support,
certain elements* may use the guerrilla action as a
reason to defer elections or-to justify counteroproductive,
*epreseie measures. Onfentunately, tKhe Congress only provided

in rTOI tl uM s from the Afhinistrationl..
'seQtity aesistAi " request. While the fY-i6 request for

igin seutrity essietance provides hope for the future,
It i-7-j- that we need to look for ways in which we can help

.betveea now aPd their elections. IS)

It is@ therefore requested that Stap take tbe lead k
developing imaginative alternative L. can be
provided with ass_&"Ke to Im rove theLf security situation. we

~asati~i~es~ ~ ~ *s,~,*eI as wella activitise by otbr 0.8. 'anLos A1,11ogi v. ositive

effect o internal security eeapotaenetv

Oug Ioo1 is shoLd be to provide all possible
aseistance tcJ -- progress toward demoracy. S)

Ceea'bd o EUds11maAU
*qdr M*v .-- tof U. 123561

'.. MP" ' T[K. M SV45ITZVI
hj
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N 7189

e febter de 1,96,

DZflGY U5URCLS XNIWATICOAL
0 Maple Ave. !ast

Viens, 'a., 22160.

Sgfloree i

.*a #dir zo austedee, pars a&maitesta.eu quo par ej

to a1ie estaAeG seoadLedO :.0. /...

per D:. z NIL (10,000) rifles autoaietcos, o cuales aerL,

destiao pars use excusive e t ZIrc%:e o y

a bez'd rorxzraicsatvendid~es a c:ro pas, seto.
emmm eX delotio f ica.

oriblwPue aleawasesto.

* , - ','

4I 4

J.ad-
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- N 7190

CDT?ICACZ0N U DI:." L"0?L

ZWUGY IZSOICZS ZNTUATIONAL
"0 aO~ple Ave* last
visa ., 19 2160.

S.Aors

Nos 41wt4LUOS :. stodog, par& SDAlfegttUL65 quo par 05

par DIZZ mm (10,000) libres do expLosive, Oa) - CA o 'aay

U~ ?L QZIUZ05(1,00)detonadores vatlados, Los cul*$

per" destimados pars. uso exciwtivo de'. lrc-c o.

My' sari&a msxpoztados ni vend'.os a otro;a, e?:

1a et paf., uls, opw2eo00 Is oporlumi4sd pars, su

ail'birme setaae

UNCLNSIUIE
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qs N 7191

/IC de tebrero do 1$ ,5.

S. 3owee :
Z 0XW 2SURCl3 NZI NATIONAL
44O Maple Ave. EaIu
Viae, vs., 2210.

5e~oree,

a'e dlz igles a at e~ee, pSra aaalee:ules que pr'ec.
to ae4io esos o edis CIATU'ZCA:o; DZS."..O ?I:"~.
de], naee al, quo a ceatiauaeo6m So 4eallaj *. c lg.SeV -eL
tiaeo pare Use eonlUiv, del r "4ito dy 4o se-
ri roexenade al veAdlo a oie peLs, s'eua-
des tie tlaal,

A. 1* metralladorso
3. 10mrteros do 60m. -eospIottI.
C. 100 zioeros do Wom. *eosploetos-.
2. -30 tuese es re m'ose do 57,.

Sin ote patblaular, apeveee Ia Oportunadad para &a-
eribime aesataseave.

ii. ~c14~F,/
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N 7192

C.:FICACO. rE z:O DI:AL

J( , i G e fe~er. Ge 1 ,WS.

DfDGY RESOURCES znU AOuiL
44O Maple Avg. EastTiease Va. 22180.

S*dors I

Woa dirigaos a steles, pare :=,.1e!arlas Sue poar
to ce4io esgta os e lt aeUdo "-.". . ' .::' !" sz:o .- .
del 8atleril qu4 6 e4a:1*u.aci6n so Ge:lls, e4 cal sar1
Geatlahedo par* U6, e eluiva 4e1 134reLTo 4k yj
esr rqozrtsedo ai vewa44o a otra pals, sleAo

A. 10,000 ''aaadas K.-79.S* .- ,000 4e 490 M.

Sin Ots. pautliular, aproveoo la opartumial ts I.
aribirue a~eG:aa;e.

UNCfLASSII.b
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'L N 7193

Z~lT RUrWU wmuImg,
"0 fMBl Av*. lstVusaa, Va., woo.

.o. 4 .4L~oua ute!ete, pane canfestul oe <u per vo-
4.2 aest.ota, qu a _eoattaslda 4 , eT, U4L. eri 4el:t13LO ;ara uso exslutvo del, IJlftio 6 ,' 4A so-
rt eexpe .ant ,, M a oat ,pat, o, a -t
destine fisa t-

A, 3 900 ad,"M I3.7.,
L. maiO - A"*3M* 0007
I,1 ets prficulo amzve Is epsttaWad paar&siao

UNCLASSIFIELK
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( ~N 7194

cICASKON iz guurn TA.

18~ de ftWoll do 65M."

(jSedans#.. ,%*

rGT OOORCU ISTZTAOIANL
"a Riple A". lastTrloa, Vs., I,4Io.

S4ores:

gas itrigimse o a ustedo, para a-S:tttsrlos Was poa, AL
te dleo oagso$ exzts ono c9-"' F::A: .... n.*n'"
pot DOS m (1,00) Sim. satlperacaalos y = NIL (,000)
alA&S atL.35lm4mI 3ua ov aorda doests4sad pars uSo ox.
elusive 4i2 3 oitso eS y no aorta rexpoteu -
as VOWI148 a etro psI., sloda )',O1 4oatLnO flLi.

is otro pwtula .L, aprovosho la oportumidA p4: 3,:uNCLSSI1ti
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N 7195

Bdioo 9CU,. I9 IrWAI l.~O N k

D2 ZlILSOUZCZS ZNrlllAUio3AZ.
,40 Ispli Ave. LsS
vie", V., 2110.

Waores

:OS diicsOs a alaIoss pir 8anifstaL:los quo pow'ej

to cotio OsaOs mrwsleado C. :::Z:C*.' CZ l.::, .,
pe TM MiL (3,000) W SOCTh, quo TiOnda 4esins4oa ps-
ra usa exluvloe "I 246itlo d( ,1 no solria reox-

perido at vdidos a olve pals, site46 ,1 4estj
a* ti.i e

-. UNCLASSIFIEDl
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N 7196

I& tofebron di 11,9l.

./
mesos IJeDfl50R5 !TeAZOAZUT H.WO ZM L€f

14a0 aple Ave. Ust
Vieas, VsA., 22160.

flo 4Lgrigiuoa u stcite, ;ar ge, oifola lo quo por em-

to z,..o state@ *..t..t.o4o D!. . F='": .

pow DUS (10) lasOkotes tiiraw.U.4 y CINC!,TA (5o) slsj

10e tio:"Am-sin, l00 evales vtieao 4estiAnoe pars uo *ull

alt del £jLito 4 ,ko ose r. zoeeaortsdos ni o.

veduee a ete pose o ""se* 4es:.o fin"a.

SUn ot particula, approve: @ I& ooruei- a pars su"

ez I)1z.oa8LAeSIFIe

UNCLASSIFIE"
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N 719

g/m.-* -!FCCO ZDWL
V.. ErA&V. b...... W

do4 febrore, do 19S5.( )484 orr o

Sotres Ufr/T mONO WTIAIO3&01
440 maple Ae Zka
V0Ia. ls 21O.

So.Acres:

NOS dirIgIRGo 4 ustodoe, pat% 8Aanftoe 8r& o qU8 poV e

eo media * oo jeuiodloeao c'JTuzI:ACi; DZ DZTNO FULL

por CZ=CO flLOI (q.eOO, O) do oafuohos 3.11 Amo, csI

brO 7.., I"0 S*le*oe 4or& dostinsdoe pars Use oxlueivo

4.3 ZJirolto 4 y so seris reeorortsdos ul ToW-

des a am gas, aslo 0 deotizo tiAal.
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te folloving military Oipmnst Jrrvispe hmve bh n
identiflod as the higle et priority I in
comatting the Cowntst qruerrillae They6ee liseedi sequence
of highest to lowest 1sed Witbi each category.

New or refurbished helloopters am spare pWet for existing
Laventory.

-- 8pawe ports for fLied vim caro aircraft.

new or refurbished ground attack aircraft and pso parts
for eieting inventory.

Now trainer aircraft and related spare parts.

Groud Forces k NMIuuent

00 Conmicatios equLpmat. including secure voice systems.

we Various vehicles fgr troop Md logistical transpoct.

-0 gineerag oquipmnt, Imoluding biuldosers, road-qraders,

e&I ie m ate. iseluding M-16 rifles. M-60
machine root pistols sad .41 "Libel)# li and 40Cm
Nrtas sd t n ecoilless rifles.

-0-0 fecem 00i900 L010l104" slfta, reSoilless rifle.
Mad otllery mad e ms sd e plesivees a d
7.629 It U Med iMn Ulea plus Mnd 10rOs.

000 Uua1 Otituens. lje]di 2#4 an 100 poend b e And 2.7'
in*sc teis with au erowat" warbed ,Mixe.

-- Fiold heepial equ elt easl sodicsl supplies, and
%st" for pax;mod ee.

-- Tactcal, radars fe' use L% n detatina border infiltration.

" ' 26 UNCLASSIFIED
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SUIJECTI .Aldto the Nicaraguan eiLlt¢Ace

,Attached at Tab I Ls a mo from you to Sscrt~rLee Shult$ &A4
Weinberger, Otrector CAsey, ad Geaers. Vesy.asking4 for their
vieve on increased U.S. assistance to Youisemo LI
cast as suaq*%ioa vhlch derives fro mrip to -& rgLon.

You: mo at Tab turCes that we take steps nw to Lprove the
situation L 

That ou sign a Mtran the o at Tab .

Approve Disapprove

Attachments
Tab I -MINr HOSeo to ult2WieLnberger/C&s8y/Ves5Cy
Tob1 1 " nd-Peer Crtificates
5tab Kz -i Military uIloent Requirmnts

iADA

.r
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elU* 5 SYSTEM IV

4i 0 It* THE WHIITI House ,,-V.1,WA-MINTON N 163S3
- . __ arch1. 6, 91s sSZTIv

KD RADUM FOR "m UWORLE GORGE P. $1tT1
The Secretary of state

Til NOWORABL CASPAR W. Wl3IVIMZ R
The secretary of Defense

T E IOIORA&LI WILLIAX J. CASEY
The Director of Central Intelliqence

GEIIURAL JON W. VISSEY, JR.
The Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff

SOSJElTt Assisting 'Progress toward Democracy (C)

During my brief stop in-
;made a convincing case for their

comAitment to democracy. They also noted their critical need for
relatively mll amounts of security assistance, economic aide
and support for their struggling agricultural sector. (C)

In recent weeks, there appears to have been a Lacrease in
guerrilla attacks and subversion. It Is entirely likely that we
will see more polarising activity of this kind as the-
elections approach. Onless .0 Amy has adequate support,
certain elements -Imaus the guerrilla action as a
reason to defer eTjienons r'e Tusti € counteroproductive,
repressive measures. Unfortunately, t Conress only provided

'in 1Y-85 1M funds from the AfinAstration's
segurity assistaes" request. While the FY-6 request for

I in eemity assistamoe provides hope for the future,
I.t vould sem that we seed to look for vays in which we can help

betweenn m ed their elections. (8)

It is, therefore, requested that ItO take tbo lead in
developing iaative alternative . Can be
provided W1 e to improve their security situation. we

as well
as W U.S. aene wt*ch Wuld REYFpositLve
effect oLrntos seclurity conditions.

Our goal In all of. this should be to proviLde all possible
assistance to* proves tord dcoramy. (5)

Pai'Ce ifld/%W/d ,sl ? tau C.
vW&I pWvv.-O of Li. I=3

by ..A -;

IF W-W 'I'm
%Is'.
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3oaores:

3ezores:

"7os d-rigiLos a wu:4es, p sa w.-fsot.res quo por jL
t:o =,ilio ,sca~os ,*edle.odo ¢ U:. .;D ** .;: :;

;o: =:Z'- (10,:CO) rni bs autosic e. , Lo cuales neri.

de,*Aslos pr8s uso excusivo I*!-J:. c de y

no soria roxprt3dcI *I vendi-la 3 o??c p#.iis ~o
ml design fimal.
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o 1 e ebrer* do I

S e .oree3&

49. raple 've. Zestea, Va,, 22180.-

..os 4irl iaos s:oos, pars altstrlesqluo ; or*I

to go4io otamse.. xtenGiec.GQ zDI ):s":.:O ?:::;%L

po . ::ZL (10,O0) lib'rea de explosivo (ia) - C4 ::: y

.; :;:L ; ,-.."cs (1,5W) Gstemadorz vietisdos, I ausles

se:oti desataod pae& uao excelivo del J6 do;:.: Ge;

o so artLm reexzl~otos ni 'tod.ols ot a% .o V:i, et-
.1 deutio £L L.

particular, e;:ovec~oi*13oortuat&e4 a.:artsu!.

SIT I.",

82-681 - 88 - 21
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14 do febtfo do 1,935.

4AbO NapLe Ave. East
Vigna, Va, 22180.

,, diriciaos a usteloso, pfa m amnfeeores ue pow .c-to !edio .i:saoe eatondio e o CU :VICAc:o= DI DSiO ?:..,1e1 za:ortal quo a a 4oa aua so detalla, * Icial cort "102ti -ado Para -to o CI~ivO del Ejirc1ico doy oso-
ir ooorotai* ni vonAo a otro pais, u±1!4o
dfstino final

i. 130 anotralladoras
s. 15, Mottoros 4o E. -cp~leo02-.

C. 100 sooros do Sim. -coaplotos-.
,150 1autan~wsa1. ?9

S. -30 tuulos *in retzocoso do 51,%.

Sm otro particula', aprovecho Ii a;orc'. dad pra sus-ccIo

gi1

l
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I 1 1% it febreoi i i ,o5.

"0 -aplo Ave. East
ftem%, Va., 22180.

Io d:Ig gioa a uaste~eg, 4 2Asr -_=ttlaz3as quo ;or e
t@ nOdiO osteos$ *xtodi~eidoc~:cQ :1 ~:z:o .
del maceriql quo 1 comctAuajc4.6n gwuocla,*pcalar6;
doe -,do put u3 exclus.a del Tjkci-o do o
sni -**x;ortado a! vin4.o a otro ;&!$, sior~o,
al desoiao fultt:

A. iCQCO :Tanaaa 1-79.
B. .3,X40 grama~ 4@ 60=.
C. .2,000 pan""s do aim.

SiA otro pa ritulir, a=rovaco
cri:zire aceanae'.

la oport'=iad Tars I

r.

: Ar, cz -::: 0 1.11!

1"IA I , 11 .
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We ortsi

"0 :1.e Ave. Last
'liena, 7a., 22180.

:#t.orts#

"2- .4zL4om a sete.ea, ]sza zCnifeta-leu qu por to-
e1 c:Cerial. qua a ooa intuaeVn :e dtaXt,.. ci c1._ sort d*Je

t-.mlo ;ara uso exclustio del -J-rci:o 4e" y AP 40-
.i reozportato si veatlAo a otro paie, uliado' .-

A. 3,COO are 1, U"--4.
3. .1.0 I a raiadaes UG-7.

.3i. ato partial sz, -;rovcbo 13 oporunlla P*4 .jua-

I

I

P; 7.Z.1:4c eV' "
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APale AV*. Eas
V(on, Va., aaieo.

SAores:

:too iriSLos a ustedes, pan 1=Msitcataules quo p r eL

to adio 48..aao8 oxa4loa4o COMI,ACO: DI DZTO '.* :,

por ZCS ELL (2,*000) stuass antimporscasles y UN MIL Cin 9CCz)

alf.io &Att-tsoqao, las cuolos sorL desatinadu pan uso ex-
clusive dol XLjreiv) da .y -.o seris rtox;ortsdaa -

ai v .A$ t 'otr* pal., iorlo. oR 4ozteao fLsal.

Zia eo' pAtieula, aprovcho I& o;ortun' ;: - :.£

~attmamtt
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DAZ~ ?..AL

('15 de febrero e 1,19.

Worts z
440 apte Ave. .aat
Vieas, Va., 321e0.

Setoreas

Xoe dLr1Zii= a ustA.es, pare waaiestarlee que po @I-
to coi o*staoa *.teaniondo C3T-NS'w^:cz DZ ZSrxO :SAL

Por '1:: 'i0) 3 anzscohetes tlorra-alre y CVTC'.;3A (30) ,isk

les t:i---alre, 1zs culled vesean destinados para us* *xcl:

sivo del ZJircit de. . ,.ygo,!sr6 reenortados mt --

veondils a otro p2i , sLend #1 , cestino tfal.

31A otro particular, a;rov*chc Is o;oruzidsd pars su:

c.ibirse stat siao .t-
I

U .Is]•
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14 do febrero 4. 1985.

Se'ores ; ' AL-ODCUES zrz.ZiLArXOAL
p0 sple Lvo. East

Vimna, Va., 22180.

3oic res:

:;s diriglmoe & UStedes, par aAnf0)stailes quo par ig

t media elte-.o *Xten i edo cEgi 7IZ.kC+ D3 DM. ZZ¢O FINAL

ptr ;:::c ::::. .3(5.000000) do cartuci.os Ball AoneM, calk

bre 7.Z-., lo auism sein 4esialeos jars usc exclusive

4el .v64#ciO do, mrin roowortadas ni oendS-

dos a otro pals, ioae *I dstiro. final.

Sin atro caniOulsir, s-.'ovec*.o Is op:.-lt d ;&r& &u

cribirme do ustode atentasente.

• , •
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The folloviag mILtary eipetaiservic~s have bo~nidentLILe as the hihGst priority _Amy Vn
combatting the cMIiLet querrillair. They are std in sequence
of highest to lowest need within each category.

Aircraft.

-n Nov or refurbished helicopters and spare parts for existing
inventory.

- Spare par s for fixed ring cargo aircraft.

New or refurbished ground attack aircraft and spare parts
for existiaq inventory.

-- New trainer aircraft and related spare parts.

Ground forces 94ruLment:

-- Comunications equipment, including secure voice systems.

-- various vehicles for troop and logistical transport.

-- Engineerin; equipment, including bulldozers, road-qraders,
and survey instruments.

WeasOes and XUnitiomet

-- Light and madimi weapons, including X-16 rifles, K160
machine f s-, pistols (9in and .45 caliber), #i= &ad iom
ocrtars, MW sis reo"Illess rifles.

Gro. for" maitions, in ludinq mortar, recoilless rifle,
sad artLIery rou s, assorted Mines and explosives, and
7.43 x H ammLtion, plus hand grenades.

ArIaI ones, nacludLn 200 and 500 pound bombs and 2.75
inch roc et vith appropriate varbad mixes.

Additional Non-Tactical, Oumlies an 3imntt

Field bop equipment, general ediLcal supplies, and

Tactic& l C&ada for U" in dateftLng border infiltration.

, ,.i
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NATIONAL SICURITY COL\CIL

N NYSTfxq CV4246

March 1$, 1965
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rllback Plan for the Nicaraguan resistance

TIe pleo attached at Tab I has bom developed, pursuant to our
diecuasion on Friday regarding fallback options. it is premised
on the assumption of a major Conressional budget battle end an
assessment that the Congress vii not rescind the restrictions in
Section 5066 of the 1yo89 C.R. (Tab A). Should you determine in
your meeting with Senators Duresnburger and Luger (Tuesdays

-Match 19, 0730) that the Congress will not endorse a resauption
of Uf support to the resistance, the plan at Tab I provides a'
workable aternatLve.

Secrecy for the plan is paramount. We could not implement such
an option if it became known in advance and it also mandates that
present donors continue their relstiomsip vith the resistance
beyond the current funding figue. The plan would require the
President to make a major pub le pronouncement which, in turn,
must be suppeted by other Administrationofficials, resistance
leaders, and fqilonal leads of State onceeit has been announced.

ggCMATICE "

That, if Durenburqer and Luar Indicate an unwillingess to
support resumption of USO aid to the resistance, you discuss the
attached plan with Secretary Shults following your meeting.

Attaghmeato
Tab z

A"""~ olD s o.ove

* rllback Option Plan
Tab A - Setion 066 of theJVi .

CADS
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FALLIACK OP':ON PAlt IO ?W NICAMVAGUA P-ISTANC

AssA992titn4 The CongresS tI unwilling to Support release of
$141in UNG funds for the purpose of supporting, directly or
indirectly, military or paramilitary operations in icLaragan.
The FTl-I budget i seriously jeopardized by Congressionalaection
and will require a major effort on the part of the President
ia~dLrtely after the NX vote through 4-doJuly. There will be
insufficient time or assets available to orqanise the kind of
Afdiniatration-wide effort required to achieve an affirmative
vote in both houses on the Nicaraguan resistance program.

actionn 106 of the law (Tab A) expires on October 1, 1945.
There are currently $28X reqested in the Fl-I4 intelligence
budget for the purpose of sufporting paramilitary operations by
the Nicaraguan resistance. To rgrent futdinq relaionship
which exists between the raistace and its donate is sufficient
to purchase arm ad munitieo between now and Octobbr--Lf
additional monie are provided for non-military supplies (e.g.,
food, clothing, medical items. etc.). The current donor will.
have to be convinced of te seed to. continue their funding for
munitions after Octeber 1, It$$, A cmitmaent for another
*S2o-3N from the doors vtll be necessary for munitions in 1916
in anticipation tMat te $31N requested in th intelligence
bdget ie et approve.

Conceg%. in lteu of fozvarding the report to the Congress
iq~1rod by Setaton $04 of PL 90-473, the President would

annunee on or about Aqril a that the American people should
contriUnte funds I*...sen4 your check or money order to the
icarasan.FreedcM fighters, box 1774, Gettysburg, PA... ') to

support liberty and democracy in the Americas. me would note
that the monies raid would be used to support the humanitarian
needs of those struggling for freedom against CoSmunist tyranny
in Central Aerica. gy necessity, the speech must be dramatic
and a surprise. It jADo be leaked in advance.

Prior to the-speech, the following steps mst be takeno

Calero, Crux, aW lobelo Ithe principle leadership of the
iCaraTea armed and unaWrmd resistance) =ust be covertly

advised of this plan MAd =at ssure of their support.

The Nicaragan Irroedem Fund. Inc., a 301() tax exempt
corporation, met be establishd and obtain a Post Office
bo 1774 in Gettysburjg PLildelphia, Valley forge, or
Yorktown. (This procs is already unerway.)

j .to aS:frI I ! d , M
r,4 ~ , 2:
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residents Suabo, monqe, and Duarte land the appropriate
leadership of each of those countries must be apprLed of
this Ion 1-2 days in advance of the announcement. They
must N prepared to fully support the President's
proclamation.

-0 The current donors out be eppuleed of the pla'and aeree to
provide additiosal $S-30 to the resistance for the
purbae'of armae ar muitions.

-- Public groups and political action comittees already
mobilized for the Congressional campaign to relieve the 6066
constraints will have to be mobilized for the new approach
(advertising, posters, mailings, phonecalls, etc.) several
hours before the President speaks.

Assuming a Presidential speech on or about April 2 at SiO0
pm., a briefing for senior Administration officials should
beheld at 7,00 p.m. that day in Rosm 450 0303 to ensure
that public comsentary after the speech by these official is
supportive of this proclamtaon

Additional Rescirementa.

Informal contact several Oonths a o with a lawyer
sympathetic to our cause indicated that such a procedure
would be within the limits of the law. Fred Fielding shouLd
be asked to do eonduct A Very 2Frvta evaluation of the
President's role in making such-a request.

The *&ae of one ofseveral existing non-profit foundations,
we have established in the course of the last year, will be
changed to Nicaraguan Freedom rnd, Inc. Several reliable
American citisons must be contacted to serve as its
corporate leadership on its board of directors along with
Cruz, Calero, and Robelo

Calero, Cis, and Robelo w support support such an option
if prol.r aproached. ThY should then be photographed
with e Prksaident on the day of his annowiceent and
prepared to appear on U.S. and other meedia supporting the
President.' e prom.

You will have to make a quick (one day) trip to the region.
preferably thse d before announcement in order to brief
8eds of tatea rLgoal leaders. for obvious reasons,
this must be a very secret trip.

The President's speech mat be preparod in total secrecy
such the same as Cn lliost worked on the Grenada

annouSZceinnts
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SVT5JICTi ?allback Plan for the Ncasiaquan Puistance

Conres Lu apparently reluctant to rescind th. restrictions inSection 0064 of the FY-I C.A. (Tab A). Should you determine in
yor meti vith Snator@ Durenburr MAd L Ar luTenday,
March Its 0730) that the Cousresa iI not do rss a reswmtion
of U04 pport to the resitstace, we will Snd to devel a
fallbek pl & ;tor "ttLan with support for the resistance.
The best fllback we have is to stress tM, wile President
V&a en is unwilILn to use U.S, troop. In Nicaralua, all
valuable LntelliLenae supports the realtuation that we will have
to LA the 1990's, if there is not a democratic outcme now.

That, if Ourenbuzrer And Iagr indicate an unwillingness to
supportvotL ain oU faL othe resistance again this spring,
you ask them for fll tions.

Aprowe 4 eDisapprove -

Attaboodit
Ta" A - cto 6066 of ther T-I! C.A.

WON :.%

I2

-g ow'

I

OADAt
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~II 'If*I ~%dL*%ISYMMC :Vll ,',F l~t |:SC.* :SC-4C ':

1 PN 10592
April 1, I9

A : O Nga . / 0 4 1 4 0

NSMORANuOWm FOR 003t'C. WCF. raRwl

rxomt - OLIVIA L. NOM

S JRCj rol Military operations

Attached at'Tab A is a simary analysis of how the roN has
expended funds vhich have been made available since USC funding
expired in may 1984. From July 1514 through February 1915, the
rOl received 11N per month for a total of SI. Prom February 32
to April 9. 1,65, an additional $10.1H has bees received for a
grand total of 124.SN Of this, $17,14$,594 has been expended for
&irs. r..'.itos, co.-at coraltion,' and suppc:1 aclvtes,6:

most expenditures have been for purchases of arms,
aunsition, and other ordnance itemet

the 13.5 indicated for upkeep of base carps on the
borders includes costs of approximately

1350 per onth (an expense which will increase as the
number of retrulte continues to grow) and 5503 for the
operation conducted in afnagua against the ausunition de,
at the UPS military headquarters

-- ethe fundIng has allowed the growth of the resiutance.fro
9,500 FW6"el in June 19$4 to over 16,000 today--all with

when the May 1915 seal ft arr'yes IKI has already been
deposited for this delivery), an additional 0,000 fighters
can be equipped Ad fielded after a 3 week training periods

the r lbeatiem of base ewea along Porder has
been order'bd for aid to late April,1T'in order to disperse
the target for a Sandinista attack (cast for this relocation
have nt. yet bees fully quantified)i

the acquisition of two mall transport aircraft at the cost
of 1i6K is prudent given the Increased patrolling activity
by the ZPS a14ong border, thus complicating
trail-borne resupply for columns operating deep inside
Nicara"ua

1ast lyl n ADA "bow
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$ a~fY of OMerations to cat

The 70)4 has grown nearly twofold since the cut-off of USG
funding. In this period, they have reoriented from ConventionaL
to luerrilla warfare tactics. Despite the lack of in internal
Ita, orlankaton 1-10, a-3, 0), GO4) when the Uf-SLtutrew,
the rOw has responded vell to gruidance on how to bIall a staff.
Althou q there war a basic lack of familiarity with bow to
conductquoerr A Iotype Operations, $seS July , all RM comaners
have been Schooled ln these techique$ and All MW recruits Are
nov initiated in g errille vrfere tactics before being committed
to combat. Zn short, the rVo has well 1sed the tends provided
and has become an effective rwerrilla amy tn lose than A year.

Future Omerations

Plane call for remaining resources (7,354,000) to be used as
followed

--ta increasing the force to a total of 25,000 by mid-SUmeer .

-- a major special oprations attack against landino aLrport
with the purpose of destroying the KZ-24 helicopters and the
Sandinista Air fore maintenance capabilitys

a m&Jor ground operation against the mines complex %n the
vicinty of SJia, eMan$a, and La Rosita IicaraeUal--the
purpose of the operation is to secure the principal Itnes of
communication to and out of Puerto Cabelael and

-- .1b9ent&n of a southern front along the
border which Vill distract UiS units

41-11iirr-oymMted to the northern front.

It is apparent that the 879 remaining will be insufficient to
allow the reeitane to dVaMee byed these limIted obJect1ves,
unless there.-is a o0.ea I fr aditional funds. Thfe Slot
which thes USG may be able so providoe will help to defray base
camp training, and support expenses but will not significantly
affect -- h.e o ratiero until early Astmn due to lead-tie
roeuiremate.. IseOM $"ad, tote", be mae to seek
4i4ltieal tmm hm thM .rMT0% 4ees (5I1-20M) which will
alum 00 fer te qlrW %m 2-31,6O*. If a comitment for these
funds is mae between nW Md June 151, supplies Could be
ordered In July, allow g the force to reach thes levels by the
end of October 1os.
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RZCCO4NDATION

Th t the current do ore be broached to provide $5-'0H
6"ddtia l betveea pow 40 Jse 1 1,IS.

Approve 018approve .

-Attachment
Tab A * Su ary Analysis of TOM Zxpenditures

* W
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HCLASSIFIED N 10596
As of April 9, :90!

FN 9xlMdit Sre end out-lay

July 114 through Epbr ary 1905

LMI

0-3 rifle.
Magazines
Rounds 7.62 x 1
Round 7.62 x $1
land grenade@

Airlift 01 - Tebr4ry 1915

1ima grenades
0rM isanades

50 eal API
Rounds 7.62 x 3$
Rounds 7.62 x 51

r.reight, Demurrage# Ing., etc.

Atirlift 02 - KeFrh 1905

Rounds 7.4 x 39
RP0.7 grenades
land grenades
4oM mortars
C.4
tuses ad detonators
0.) rtlile
4eo Segealnes
Cleaning kits

oM grenade•
50 M. link

rrLlht, 0e1ua1g6, U&s., et.

S

$ 210,000265,.00
84,643
$6.000
47,104-

SealLft 61 da hril Aurival

eight, Ins., sa

ROMe? rockets
lSmMoa 7.63 x 39
Sowa 7,623 x5H
Solts for 7. 6 a 39

A-? re ske
N-79 gisadas
tbor Mp

S

tw s*,- ,gi U.As:

Quantity

7$0,000
1.000

619040
I A41
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1059?2
31 w txgendAmrs 2nd 0ta'1r'r

lelif% 03 - t AtrCIVAL
Cost

Rounds 7.42 x 39
pounds 7.42 x 51
Rounds linked 7.42 a 51land gren~dasN-09 vonad*e
M-79 grenades
titn glrenades
Ou gre4ade
IM? rocket*
Clay"o:. Sines
So el AP
12.7 o
57n rooLloes rile@

Ati-tank &Lms
0.3 rifles
0-3 cleaning kits
At rifles
0-3 magazines
AS magauines
Swedlih I maa ail.es
1-21 vachlne guns

RIG-7 launekrs
M-70 lawunhers

Ax-; like or belts
C-4
Fuses and detonators

'.gcoLeatQ'ie t P, Kweriues -.ce 410y 1914

alest m 9tAll a4 qw traaap

KIILOaly $r

am" ae isr IO

eempo. a•u forn
"S.pttale, ete.
itte twLvity

of fLos Lai valle%$
tlraei p.t"

A qLslLes0 -v

,eaaq atLuplaNe

~lt
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"S1C1c-402007

April 11 1965

J'oe t n u n N 16375
K]O3AIO Ozl6n C. mAa)

SVJ rOm military Operations

Attached at Tab A Is a susimry "alvsis of how the iOm had
extendlod funds available to sin@Lce IG funding expired in MayIt 4 -According to information they have given us* trm July
1964 thwrm h fbrury 1965, t spent $IN per math for a total
of Mik. r1m february 22 to April 9, ttl, dtionai IIM.5m has
been re eived for a q rad total Of 024.s5. Of this, 17,145,1054
has been expended for &rms, Ammunition, callt operations, and
support actIvi"ies.

MOlt expenditures have been for purchases of aims, amition,
and other ordnance Ltem.

The 82.5 ind/iated for upkeep of base caip, on the
borders includes costs of approximasLy

$3503 per m wet fa. expns which vill increase as the
nWWer of rearaits oomtMmue to grow) and $501 for the
operatLon conducted in Manu against the mmLtLon depot
at the US military beadqu .

The resiLtain Us growE from 9,500 personnel in June 1914
to ove 16,000 today.

M additlmal SI000 fighters an underLng a 3 veektri~gperiod.

The eloatiom of base cam" alog border has
been orered fe mid to late April 1il in order to disperse
the target for a Siadasiata attack.

The aoquLtLios of two sml transport aircraft at the
reported soet of $16U will help amliorate Ln seed
patrolling actvity by the I amg. border.
This Petro "tiviyhas € icUatd 1tr."'bornr'resupply
for oolme OpWZeatin deep Lside Nicaragu, thus
nocessatng arraft resupply.

,t laIED
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AN , 0f OmOfts to Pata
The FUw qbron NKSatm twefol late the ct-off of V5a
tum4La4. ia, ue pwio, thW hav ronrLented frem conovatimal
to runrll wwrfare to ee. Despite the Iek o tIa I
@"it oe l.t , 0-2, 0-2, 6-4) Whoa the USev, =637S.
the irme ospemd well to ""daee on bow to beuLd a staff.
Atbeg tnre was a bse sack Of taal"auty vit heW to
coadect , eennll taypo opiata, esAe bvly, al ro etae"Iu
how. be"o echood L horn tocaiqoee a"i all a" roer L are

W Laitiated in mills wrf s," tac tso foro bela4 **mutte4
t o ato L shot, the no he well ad the leads provded
ad has beom as effective ufrlla arm La Loee ta a .

The LAstla of Mat e*rate a% T ab
iAs iadeative of wm Qte thewv ew

tb tuada aLdady 1O available. Z% L i ston to
not that. although fd.as taned to flew La _rly., e -ade
possible b y U 44 not arive 11 b"ads =%tLi
October 1994.

atre OperatLogU

Plas call fe aaLng resomees o baud ($7314#0001 to be
osd as fOLlewes

a's Lcnalaq te feee to a total of 3,400 by aid-Omere

Mal uasisen special operatioaS attack apaat ka.041,0 aLrport
with the o 08 deetreys the 0.24 hellfet an the""W~aets, *MJ G"Ao saso~ ea4"Atyl

-a a aJoit Owe epeatiem ajast the Mines c"Les La the
vcoLaAty of ftaa. SeaSasa, a4 a eOLUI (vLcarorueo *- the
parpsee o te eraifa o to eoc the ps"nial lie of
eeswnAe tes La d 41t ef poert cabesase aud

- Jf a eehe f M alea the
-"kwill, &&Mansi WS Smite eurmetly

o!mie'e the sethesrn fs .
Ito apera thatgd the .raftLOO 00 ald will be
Lamafle t to alo the MOUNe L tO lo ie eye Or
hLted 41e0tivee. Maoe these to a ocoitosafit feg 4"itioaa
too". as $14e w* t" as my be al peo ine will help
to dofa bas ro s treaaOs ad SOtt wee but will "S

stq~ftaat s ft %tooa~s at"Rsvrlmab l
$Le m al seefal I to les-tuaoe ten mata Newt

-nL., tZ -o olnOO Asw4 eee o ~ fe
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must be &ad o t ainbt 4a
sup e :maal to the -r ahi f •
undertake mjo cn rs, Itths ffrt f to theS4
prog r sram foa o t ,.u __tr next yeat in the uZfufCMA T I o twa 

ratic outcome.

That you brief the ros t o t i re tConcerted action oa tOttecretstain&dugCZA su.t aoleta o late anditu1alapprovalnofApprove.aaflor 
next ft"4§L year.
OlsApprove

16333

Attachfnts
Tab A Sumry of Analyst@ of

(From 7DU Sources) OfE" endituresTab a *U Of Co0 Opera t on Oct 1914 Mar 199S

mum**

82-681 - 88 - 22

659
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ExHIBrr OLN-151

*A..4?@ 0 0

may 1. 1855
I .

ACTION

KMP0JIOUN 0Ro

SROIS

OS33 C. UL3

OLZVU L. NO=

FOw Military Operation@

7631 #0
SYSU? Iv
NSCIZCS400453

N 16331

SZKSITIVIC

4

Attached at Tab A Is a saumary analysis o how the r= has
expended funds available to them elnce US funding expired in Kay
It4 . According to information they hav given us, from July
1904 through February 198P they spent SIX per month for a total
of $IN. From February 32 to Arl 8, 1865, addLtional 116,5K has
been roived for a grand totsfI of 824.SN. O this, 117, 145,594.
has been exendd for arm$, aemunitLon, combat operations, Ad
support sctovities.

o Nst expenditures have been for purchases of ar , awuntiton,
Ad other ordn&ce items.

The 3.5M indicated for upkeep of base camps on the,
(border* Lnclude costs of approxiatily S350

per month (an expense vhich will increase as the number of
recruits contLnues to grow) and $501 for the operation
Conducted l N Mi" against the aaniLtion depot at the US
Military headquarsr.

-- The resistaem has lit from $000 personnel in JUnS 1954
to over 16#000 today.

Am &&lW , 4#000 fighters ae undergoing a 3 weektcr_ Lod.

thw relocation of base oamps along border has
bem ordered for mid to late April 195 in ord*r to disperse
the t4tet for a Sadnista attak.

-- The acquLtLlo of two ilj transport aircraft at the
reported oost of $1866 will help aiLore tncrsed

tro Lg sauvity the X" aong border.
' patrol acLvity l o e d 'aLl-bornreesupply

for Colums operntLa doe inside yicaraua", thus
noe~eeittLag lal, ~t respplly.

-Ift OwAD 4lo
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sunry of. Orations to Date

The 7DM has qrowt nearly twfold since the ct'-Off of U64
funding. In Uhis Period, they have r@Ofi$Atd toN conventional
to qucrilla warfare tactics. Oespite the lack 0 intsrerna
staff Or animation (0-I, 4-3# 0-3, 0-41 w the 05r-ithdrew,
the r" has responded well to guidane mbo to build a staff.
MlthOgh there was a basic lack of famillarity with how to
conduct guerrilla-tyl opaitons. since Ju._ alL 7M cOomdesrs
have been schooled in the" techALqs and all reCrUts are
now Initiated in gurrilla verfare tactics before being committed
to ceat. In short, the rD has well used the funds proved
and has become n effective guerrllla army in l6ee thaa a
The IstLng Of coa t operations at Tab a I

Is Indicative of what the rW hs bees
accowlisht with fnsd already ade avaLilale. .t is is i to
not that. i 4thoUgh ftnds Gtrted to flow IA July, _psrobase " ade
possLble by this tundini did not arrive In ol hasu$ until
October 1564.

FutwN srain

Plane call for remaining resources on hand 187,3S4,0001 to be
used as follow

-- Lacreaalg the force to a total of 20,S0 by aid- sarl

a major special operations attack against Slndino airport
with the s of destroying the M-34 helicopter$ the
S&Adinist = Ala o atnance capabilityu

a Mier gromd opertiM against the mimes complex in the
vicinity ef Sim&*. Sessaa, &Ad Id SesiLts ffll alq -- the
purpose of the operatic is to secure the principal lines of
comailcaie in a out of iaPo Cab eaSI Wa

iJ e U ofa southern froet alon4 the
cbtder wieh will disUat I unit@ currently

It is apprest that the $7X romasineohand Will be
iadlfice6nitte allow t resistn"Ne to advance beyond these
IlE10imitd objevee.~ unlss then is a emnut% for additional
fa.6 I" $141. 96ic th on my be able to provIde, will help
to defray base se. traA.i , &A suppecrt eqAMS but Will ha
s~qignifiatly aoft e a eperaties un"ti sverl months after
CMO11esLOsal approval da to loadtlm rtqm ire s. . .. o.s

-..... 1i .
lu 1"Wo
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0DN16333

must be made to obtain Conqressional approval for the $14M
supplemental to the program. If this effort fail@, we should
undertake a major Congressional push for next year in the
$75-100N ranqe -- that is, obtain Conqressional approval for a
program sufficiently robust to achieve a democratic outcome.

RCOIMMATION

That you brief the Presi/ent on the current situation and urqe
concerted action on i"d Late Congressional approval of a $144
CIA supplemental and /5 -100N for next fiscal year.

Approve Disapprove

Attachments
Tab A - Sumary of Analysis of TOM Expenditures

firom tow sources)
Tab A - Summary of Combat Operationso Oct 1964

_ ow

- Mar 1 5

$LV. ITIVE
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F po-PPO~Aoof

III,%?k-3U-ftoend itures #&n4 Ou~aAys

July 1164 through .February 1935

April 9, 1985

N 16335

I ndsgemdgnt Acqi 19 1st pn

4- rifles
Kagag3in..
Rous 7.62 x $I
Rounds 7.42 x S1
Rand qrensdes

Airlift $ I- rbruary 196s

elm qrenades40mi rslude s
30 ca Apt

Rounds 7.2 z 39
Rounds 7.42 3 s51

Freight, 0murraqe, Ins., etc.

AirLift 62 --rch 1915

750.000 Rounds 7.42 x 39
18000 31I-7 qrerades
4,910 Ram d grenades

60 6Cm Mortare
1.472 Xql C-4

Fuses and detonators
0-3 rifles
0-3 saaineS
CleAning kits40MI gMWAOeI

'lreLght, DImorfage, INS., et.

Seelift .61 - Ari& uivsl

Treolighte Ins. 1a4

P0 7 rockets
Rounds 7.623 29
Roous 7.62 3x9H
I41ts for 7.42 x

"-I lauaskefI
IA- rockets
U-79 rtenda~
other sup

3,

N-?, yrena4s * . p*Tt
M-9q"" n

Cst.6

* 210,000
265,000
14,645
96,000
47.104

I
I
!J
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r 3 9X23ndituro and Outlays
.. V IV uera 10 ..O IFI
z=ivtt~u cost N 16336

3ealift 01 - MYy -Arrive

Deposit paid
gstimated cost

Rounds 7.62 x 39
Rounds 7.62 x 51
Rounds litekd 7.62 x 51
Mand grenades
1-79 grenades
GOam grenades
elm grenades
12M qgrenades
P-7 rockets
Claymore mines
50 Cal Apt?
12. 7 amo
57M rocolless rifles
Sun amo

Anti-tan mines
0-] rifles
G-3 cleaning kiti
Al rifles
0-3 magasines
Al .agauines
Svedish I sajasines

31-21 machine quns
RulG-7 launchers
14-79 launchers
9=31pistol|
AX- Lnks or belts
C-4
fuses and detonators

Miscollaneue Igense fnlce July 1904

UniformSoots
PAdio and crm equip
Air a growwd tranep
Military q"Ja
Aid to semter front
Aid to gissas
Foed, fmil &set,

%pkeep i 9Lbes"
owmoe, air force

hospitals, eat.
Political activity -
offices in various
cosntries and cities,
travel, p.e.
ALuieition two r c

tranep airplanes
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: k 4NI'L' t  NSC/ICS-400564
\%TIONAL -CI L II\Cw \(AL

N 10582
May 31. 1 8S

sicu'r

AcT:OH

M1UIORANDUR FOR ROSNZT C. HCTA34

fl1ws t OLVIR L. NOR"

SUIJECTi" The micaraquan tesistancet Near-Ters Outlook

Touring the month of may, the Nicaraguan assistance recorded
significant advances in their struqg e j.~~gt the Sandi istas.

Doj~ the adversity caused by the closure ofi

there are today more corPbatants actively in t-e - -"a
at any time in the last 12 months. militarily, there was heavy
action throughout Nicaragua and on all three fronts, north,
South, and AtCahtic.

Politically, the resistance leadership has advanced to the point
here they are prepared to form an umbrella alliance with clearly
established democratic objectives and civilian control over the
military forces. During mootinge this week and last in
Washington and San Jose, the Ladino leaders (Calero, Cruz, and
Robelo) agreed to Indian/Creole representation at the leadership
level and the Zndians themselves took important steps toward
unifying the MISUM (Steadman Fagoth) and MISURASATA (Brooklyn
Rivers) factions. After nearly two months of careful
coordination wvth mivue, he *gu an Satiuray w;break-eff his
discussions with the Sandinistas and announced the end of the
Indian/FtLY.dialoque from Sogota.

militarY Overaejons

For the first. time in the wa", the M suecoodinq in interdicting
the RamNaaguba road, launched simultaneous operations in the
Saco area loss thn SO@e fro Managua and inflicted heavy losses
on Sanadisist troops in the vicinity of Siuna-onants. These
operations wore conducted in response to guidance that the
resistance ust cut SLandinist supply lines and reduce the
effectiveness of the I Ata forces on the northern frontier.
A new operations Use aA W inside Nicaragua, Is b
eaiea thr= sd a bulldoser for

losE
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UNK EFIED
N 105S3

SICRZT 2 N1OE

requirement to move the rows strateqic Coumand !:rOrnow been met. Operations have resumed, albiet atY"a , from their now command post locat~on--7kAs nortr
ofl between Nay 12 and 22, over 2.000 troops
sin! -,nto ftcera" 8. Approximately, 4,000 VniJfn at

awaiting additionalq4rtemaster equipment. Approxm ely 150-200 volunteers a week
continue to arrive at tlese ocations. It all continues onschedule, a SI.3N arms shIpment will arrive Monday, June 3 for
Lnediate distribution to the units awaiting weapons. Calerointends to launch a major offensive on June 2, the day aftertheir ceaeefire/dialoque expires. we has 0 ered an
,dd onal SSN worth of weapons (includin, AX-47's andlelqian PAL rifles) which will allow th0 o ce to qrow to

0.0

The MLskito/Creole forces operactinq in the vicLnity of alue.Ie'lds
launched an Attack against an CPS post guarding the access to th'enaval port. Their attack was confounded by one of Eden Pastora:
units operating without coordination in the same area. During
the two day engalmment, it is reported that 25-30 Creole
conscripts rebelled against their Sandinista officers and were
executed. There are als, reports that during the battle
Sandiniasta a rstrikes caused casualties among their own troops
and their Cuban advisors. forns are underway to confirm this
information and have it made available to the media.

Political Situation

Wo weeks of intlaee dialogue with the resistance leadership has
resulted in the preparation of & document on national democratic
objectives and reconstrunltion Calero, CrU&# Robel, and their
respective poLitical directorates have concurred in the documentand will p tltely prmelqate the declaration at a news conference
tentatively scheduled to be held in San Salvador on June 10. The
doqeMet establishes civilian psimaey over a unified military
organisation, cointts the unaiied resistance to a democratic
process, pronisee a plebeIte to elitt a now government, and

la UWSfiED
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confirms their intention to invite an internatOnel peacekeepLnq
;orce to supervise the disarmament of the military forces Ln
•icaragma once democracy has been achieved. Their statement also
calls fora now constitution end the reconstruction of the
country once the provisional government ie installed.

A sLIalat effort has been underway with both HZSUDA "~rK USATA na fott n i t wo
iI I x bor roke offi tree

month effort to achieve some degte of autonomy from the FSLm.
In a series of meetings with Rivira and his representatives and
subsequent meetings with Steadmnn Fagoth and his directorate, it
was agreed that the Moravian Church vould sponsor a mediation
between the two groups *tarting on June 2, 19i6. The Indians and
Creoles have also been told that they vil2. have a represer.:ative
t2 the provisional goverranent and Calero, Cruz, and Rebelo have
agreed. The letter at Tab a was provided during meeotnqs wvth
the Indians on Thursday. Although it contains dated information,
it may be useful for you to provide It to the President.

:n short, the political and military situation for the resistance
now appears better than at any point in the last 12 months.
Plans are underway to transition from current arrangements to a
consultative capacity by the CIA for all political matters and
intelligence, once Congressional approval to granted on lift n
Section 6044 restrictions. The only. portion of current activity
which will be swaae as it has since lass Jum, will be the
delivery of let W supplies.
PSlCOMMM~lAT.ZP

That you brief the President on the above.

Approve .. Disapprove

Attachments
Tab A - P~otograph
Tab 5 - SteadlAn F111 Itsto the President

of Nay 11, 155

,- urmmem
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IM V t. Oak * o* ~, wo-o9009.o6th.b ,

May 11. 1933

Mr. Ronald e*n,
President of U c

United States of America
Washington, D.C.

Dear Hr. President:

(n behalf of the Indian tiniunitios o" the LEar Coot of Nicaragua. 8"d
Ir, par:lrular . :S1;R (Lnlaed as. klto, Sum. on. ?.Rar. .tlons), vhlc. is s1 honor
tr .*-rtand. I would like to ecend our apr-ocj3:aor, f.r your continued 3nterepc ir
r.- .--. ,: :v iOr lber:'. and fo :me lenerou, :w:rA . ce to us in % e'. speoc %r.

9:n*. ermny. "I an the Miskato Indian of kat#r.3pub. was a soot *eoqunt fort of
moa support of our sacrifle. epresstnS in positi.e term our vital parcicpatn?'
in the redeeming of our country which gs today, Subject to the wishes and docisfors
of Seviet Communism.

The Indian resistance to the communist regime of Nicaragua, has caused
save#e repression by the Sandinsise GovernmNnt. which from It's Inception has fore*,
the exodus of our people, lead by bishop Salvador Shaffer, to the Honduran Miskicia
the unqualified and indiscriminate massacre of our people; the dlsipropriction an
destr..tion of our property , and of the confinoment of innocent people &n subhuman

- -condL : h&a- cmps,- e Naai concamh7&tinlJips-

Of 256 coemunitios existing before 1979 ith populations of approulsareov
175.00. there remain only 117. The others were destroyed by the rSLX, their Inhap
1tants forced froostho Atlantic Coast of Nicaralue. forced to abandon their nmatra"
haoatal. 22,000 to Honduran Miskitio and 15, 000 resetcled by the Sandinista gover
wont. like prisoners into ares supervised by government troops to "avoid" annexata
of the gast Coast to the Freedo tighten, "o you so aptly refer Sv, those of us wha
fight for liberty aotust the traitors of the Nicaragas A volutis.

In spite of the nqed fto economic resources It has not been difficult for
HSUIA to presess a different perspective free that of the organisation known as
KISUASATA (sandinistte unit of Hsokise Sume nd a ms Ntions. led by Mr. Irooklyn
Rivera. and directed by the osnditmistoa ti order to have the iskittoo put aside tha
pagtotlc Inaurrection. Obviously EIaASATA and their traitorous campaign have ful
support of the &*&olai&..fovra as of DeUseat and liberal Senatoro. unfortur
astly it Is' also b k d t religious organIssclt working In Nicaragua.

UNCLASSIFIED
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im, ."" s" 404 am 9,80 MN 10 S I.Z
POO" ekg 0 6-" lest- bofto M b ww

ke o e"664eem* *ago*Qee

despaI t fae f thi OICe4tea MISM 16 i• terested by l doeoere"
r00se ~ , le k 0" u e f US et t ' t e f tSO V~l eb " is Ise P S"v eGi MM taee e . Of

See etshal duw 196l sad lu$, osly 1600 are
aeel7ly 1t 6 eareM. M rest of that 3M are to be inwd is refugee

40ape or to ait i w;iVe 1lla4gs, bajMsM sd wbitheut equilmet, ecaitiag orders.

The scarcity of ecom eources bas produced as slarLg desorallat lot
witbi our rtms. ieNraluastle #A ma so their brotbers-e-arm die free the
lek of estibietea. hnralsasms whoa ma o. thltr brothers-tl-ri die frem
186k of otbord oeur meded to simiprt wi"ed 6i elk to a "ose where they
cam receive medical ettestim. MM flally, Mr. President. demoreLisaties whes a
soldier owle o lste bette evud with osly see agesine of bullets because of thej
Srelty. This detrialiautlea ts accentuated Upec seeatl our soldiers without clt
tag wttb which to cover themeelves.

State 4e 40001 aid wag eMpemded I 0s010s ate, K SVIA has bees funded as
follows; as of septsiber 9& e ally the r (Nicaragusn 0emarat frtot) has pro-

-vided our orsentsetLee With $6.000.00 mathly. ioereasia8 to 12,000.00 t January.
1905. In Oeeoer 1984 driag ams Itensee soeo. raising caupsip held to I.La. Tic
620,000.00 aed 683 pairs of beets were collected. Is February V)0,000.00 plus 6 eL
board Mters were demoted by the gited States Coweell for World Freedes. These cc
titue all of the foids w have had at oun disposal.

The ecosemic eeeds plus the false C b sand C
Rivers Is pVtatI vi pned"re ee a th str .hichs*sly allow coemmsm develop lot iaragua.

to a4ti2 rd is7e
of liberty f.fy it ble "t, representingKSISA, T t sI 4Ita9 you to ok for icosoic support, Means at
traMpfnttion, Godgein, ete. In other words specif t budget proportioal to at
role to this biateri, petritia fis•t. M you have said 'Liberty gives results.
Is o8der to oeeed it- is 0646e0e to vill it, s tht It my Serve as the fouGadat
mad doegthls of eou p sed delope utw Uy for the security of our continent

Hr. Prolidma, we 7ore e mtide t of yor etreeg doNsratic charactod which
et allw YO to abhodm te fears fo o people, who wait oly to live with the pei
that soMS frm justtbe sad liberty, S Freias 3. Raooeelt Said: It is a street
that vithatuda all attse.

liacerely.

SteadmanFIeth lar
KUILta!! -t&Aiqof the DI" 11oveftat "KTS7

UNCLASSIFIED
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We the vadereigmd adhere ouuselves with eolid4irity to the beve test.

Political Ceeim"tor.

settle ArCet,creole, Chest.

cbeif of he O0S

member Seed.

SlM;df

UNCLASSIFIED
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EXHIBIT OLN-153
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X ACTION FILE

APPROVAL INFORMATION

COMMENT PREPARE REPLY

CONCURRENCE RECOMMENDATION
DIRECT REPLY RETURN

OIISPA04 SIGNATURE
REMARKS:

ces Oliver North l )ind 3)
Jim Radzimaki( D4)

NSC/ACS CONTROL NO.- 400564

COPY NO. OF

HANDLE VIA SYSTEM IV CHANNEL ONLY

NSC INTELLIGENCE
DOCUMENT
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Inte 4ej Sowrces a Memods IW#Ovtd

* NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION
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SYSTZM IV

.d.IORAND'M 'SC/C-400S6 4
NATIONALSCURITY COUNCIL

Mai m 1, s1 N !741137

ACTION

NKORAlIDUM FOR AR? RTC. NCPRLj

FrMONS OLIVWlR L. OT4I

SUNZCTI The Nicaraguan Resistance $ Near-Tern Outlook

Suary

During the month of May, the Nicaraguan Resistance recorded
significant advances In their struggle againLt the Ind 5ae .
Do$ te the adversity caused by the PLosuze0o

6ehere are today more combat y isthe e than
-a e my'Ae in the tast 12 mnths. Ltitrily, there was hevy

action throughout Nicaragua and on all three fronts north,
south, and Atlantic.

Politically, the resistance leadership has advanced to thepoint
where they are prepared to form an mbrella alliance with Clearly
established democratic objectives and civilian control ovethe
military forces. During meetings this week and last in
Washington and San Jose, the Ladino Weders (Calero, Cruse, and
Robe*o) agreed to Indian/Creole representation at the leadership
level and the Indians themselves took important steps toward
unifying HISURA Isteadan Fagoth) and NISUMATA (rooklyn
Riveral factions. after nearly two months o Careful
coordination with livers, he agreed on Saturday to break-off his
jiwCuM-61ne wiumtam inVi dfwtas a announced uOe en. or ute
Indian/SLM dialogue with Sogota.

military Oertie

rot the first tLme In the vart the 7M succeeding in interdicting
the Ramsfanagua road# launched simultaneous operations in the,
Boaco area ess than OE from anaua and inflicted heavy losses
on Sandinlsta troops in the vicinty of Sine-Uonnsa. These
operations were conducted In response to avwaeness that the
resistance met cut Sandnista supply lines and reduce the
effectiveness of the Sa U*U* forces o6 the northern frontier.
A neW operations base a inside icaraq , * isbe -
established and the M chased a balldoser f0 r

eCM y OA I
Declassifyi O&RI . ~~~~
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Irequi recent to move the ?=I's stratele command frm

1now been met. Operations have resumed, albiet at
from their new command post location-okim north

of Las Vegas. between May 12 and 22. over 2.000 troops
_rAinfiltrated into Nicaragua. A ximatelye 4,000 remain at

E waiting additional
"q'iremaste equipment. Approxlely 150-200 volunteers a week
continue to arrive at th ocaton. If a continues on
schedule, a $6.3N arms shipment will arrive Monday, June 3 for
immediate distribution to the units awaiting weapons; Calero
intends to launch a major offensive on 4une 2, the day after
their ceasefire/dialogue expires. 3e has aooerd an
a nal SN worth of weapons (ncludin--47's and

We l gian PAL rifles) which will allow the r1c to grow to

The Miskito/Creole forces operating in the vicinity of Sluefields
launched an attack against an UPS post guarding the access to the
naval port. Their attack was confounded rby one of en Pastora's
units operating without coordination In the same.azea. Ouing
the two day engagement, it is reported that 35-30 Creole
conscripts rebelled against their Sandinista officers and were
executed. There are also reports that during the battle ....

Sainista airstrikes caused casualties among their own troops
and their Cuban advisors. Ifforte ae underway to Confirm this
information and have it made available to the mda.

Political Situation

im weeks of intense dialogue with the re.istnce leadership has
resulted in the preparation of a document on national democratic
objectives "ad reconstruction. Calero, Crus. Polo, and their .
respective political directorates have co curroed in the document
and Viii publicly prom lgate the declaration at a news conference
tentatively scheduled to be held in Sa Slvador on June 10. The
document establishes civilian priONacy o 0 uniflOd military
organization, commit$ the unifiod resistance to a democratic
process, promises a plebeete to elect a new government and
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Ncratt l th r l on .c to 8Up nte*a at on to invite an international ai
Ira t ve ath- disa nth miaryne1 okespgcalsgua once democrats 

rnfmnt o t l i...oce in
@ w for a new . ... s ut~ vT-~rO4. ... ofaT_ tohnea -
comntry once o It on a eyed* Their stat -alsocou~~ ncethe provisi r1 oecoan i nsttinlteA $L l a . .effort on a.. O, g VA nt bohIn aN I 4 "

httabo, - V egre e rt o e * a .At ia• r h~l deg ree a utnm from the FaLM.
Z nti t t h d Pgoth a ictV greeT to h the h noravian C our & d o o ed t oabe4o th f t wo grops sto an eCrole' have lso b n t o l o n ... . .. The a Indiet an

to the Proyisiona l g ol d tent and C j .rI 2eAdianand
agreed . -- o ld that ,"th e Will have a representatives

greed d The letrat Tab Va. reCrug, and Robelo have
tO t aa provided during -e--tin.with

tO mibe r4y, Although it contains dated l ftiost may b .au f., for you to provide it to the President.
not appersbetterz ndat militaryPn are r-- - ha n a adnn Situation for the resistanceren underway to transI -oint if the last 12 n th.consultative ,,oty by n from nad mnth .tntoli apm~tyby the cudhc arrange" ent to .tcfioa 

llonl POlitical matters Ad
teigon066 rtrction 

OVal is granted on JiftingSSaio SO~ resri.t.o

'qMNDATIXO
That you brief the

-Am 401.,.. m W O O

',-

Photograph
mStoadmsn t
of may ii to

Attachnto
Tab
Tab 3

eo President
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" aD~ine lo4 IM qlobNo 4I#

may 11, 15

IV. Rtonald Reaan,

President of the
United Sotes of America
Washington, D.C.

Dear ir. President:

Un behalf of the lndien comuunitios Of the rest Coast of NlarU a, end
in pantirular M SURA (United 1Uskito, Sow, an Ramt Nations), which io Ow honor
tr rmsnd. 3 would lke to eatend our approec:iJos fVo yMr Continued interest in
our struSgle for liberty, and for the generous nferonce to US is youf speech is
Bonn, GermnY. "I as the Nkaito ladien of Nicaragua*, was a 6ot eloq3ent for of
moral suppqrt of our sacrifice, epreesing is positive term our vital partscipotto
tn the rodeening of our country Whicb is today, subject to the wishes and decisions
of Soviet Communism.

The ladia resitsonce to rhe oamunist regime of I@craSu. has caused
savage repressiom by the Sandinista Governnt, which from It's inception bad forced

the exodus of our people, le&4 by Bishop Salvador Shaffor, to the Nonduram hlisktia,

the, unqualified and Indiscriminate massacre of our people; &he dieaproprition end

destruction of our property, and of the toeffeenunt of Imncet people n subhumn
condition is cope, remntcent of fini concentration camps.

Of 254 communitige quisting before 1979 with populations of approeimstely

175.000, there remain sely 117. Ie there wore destroyed by the M1N, their inhab-

itants forced from the Atlantic Coast of Nicaragua forced to baonde their natural
habitat. 22,000 to Noduren Nishitia and 15. 000 resettled by the landiiseta Severn-

mat, like prisoners into areas oupervised by goverwast troops to "avoid" annexstion

of the est Coos& to t ?rtodom VlihterMs na yao so aptly refer to tbose of ue who

fight for liberty apimot the traitors of the Nicaraguan Revolutieo.

In spits'/ o teood fo economic resoreos it ha not been difficult for

IMIUNA to presnt a different perspective frm tht of the orgunsati•o known as

MISUPASATU ( usadinlta mnit of Niskito Saw ad Rw lNtions, lead by Mr. Brooklyn

Rivers, oad directed by the gsdo ostoo in order to have the Nuskitoo put aide their

patriotic insurrection. Obv oly IHSIASATA nd their traitorous campaip have full

support of the eadinista byoramot od of Detrat nd liberal sectors, unfortus

atly it io ale backed by some expect roliSiOus orgastiation working in icaragua.

,, It-,..
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to the face of this Mufair situation XISVIA is cotfrooted by a danaerousdespair, a lack of strength i the fighting wbilh brings grave clcwst.a.us. Of3800 combatants who have bees trained ulitary during 1982 and 1983, only 1800 areactually fighting Is icarsgua. The rest of that 300 are to be found to refugeecamp or Is our native villaes, barefoot and whitbout equipment, waiting orders.
The scarcity of eco.sic resources has produced as alarming daroraliat±en"v/thin our renks. Demoralizatien when me see their brothers-u-ars die from thelack of eantibiotics. Demorali8ation when men see their brothere-noarm die fromlack of outboard motor needed to transport wounded and sick to a none where theycan receive medical attention. Lad finally, Nr. Presidents denoralieaton when asoldiet muet go Lto battle armed with only one mgaino of bullets because of theirscarcity. Thio demralhsattos io accentuated upon seeing our soldiers without cloth-tog with whieh to cover themselves.

Sines economic aid was suspended 14 months ago, HISURA has been funded asfollows; as of Septesber 1914 our ally the FM (Nicaraguan Democrat Troet) kas pro-'ided our orgatasties with $6,000.00 monthly, increasine to 12,000.00 In January,1985. In December 1984 during as intense money raising caspotp bold in Xiami, Florii$20,000.00 and 683 pairs of boots were collected. In February $10,000.00 plus 6 out-board mter. were donated by the 0.ited States CouNcil Eor4 rld Freedo. these comstitue all of the founds we have had at our disposal.

The comic needs plus the falee campatp runalb the sandlinstas and irooklRivera is putting visible pressure onnun iy iski to ft give up the struggle which vilonly allow comeumise to develop. leisurely on the Atlantic Coast of Itcreiaua.
I the face of this dramtie situation, iS order not to give up our visionof liberty sad Is light of your gmligSble sympathy for our fight, ropreentingHIZSMA, I have not hesitated t comiS to you to ask for economic support, mns oftransportation, medicine, ete. Is other words a specific budget proportional to ourrole is thi hstori, p etrotic fight. Aru have Usaid, "Liberty gives results, bu,is order to succeed Ist I necessary to vin as that it nay serve as the foudstionand destisy of our people aMW develops ,atureily for the security of our continent.
I1. president, we ae confident of your strong democratic characted which visot allow yo" to abandon the rs fto o people, who vant only to live with the peacethat come from justice and liberty, as Franklin , b0oeevelt aid, It is a streaSth

that ithstands all attacks.

S.lItltry Lead r af.ithe Indian Movenut '"KSUIJ
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Policlcal Coordisater. Cbelf of the sow
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ExHIBrr OLN-154

N 10964
C.(-..5 3 0 Z--

SECURITY REPORT A,, , .

- I 1-19-64
I. Typal UCIUV A. SA _: 4. "AMC Of OCCUOA A P

ALPUCTN N 0030 -*
OTH.. 1. TiMEG p.m.

Control Center
S. tACAtI1a IAlUSA. aO4u we. & .ut.mOI~ , eowso cV,

C Rooem 302 Control Center

OA. SOTASLE. 10lI L COMIN MWIOATOl. IV AMV3

On November 19. 1969 at approaletely 0030 hows while
conducting a routine survey of the alarm pm l, zone 0725,

roam 0302 was found In access. A telom call was
placed to the office with negative results. Officer Koxina
responded to the office end found it locked with a cypher
lock but the access switch wae never put in the secure mode.
Off-icer K.in* clewed the aa at 0040 hou. ON. .. ,

Officer Norman H. erofsk
IVINMSG SOIS4,111 o*pPSOee

UNITED STATICS SSCRIT SIRVICI 1

:A
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EXHIBIT OLN-155

SECURITY REPORT 0725

11-24-6
I. TYPI, CUCIW 8G OATE ________l__ . MAN@ 6 4CU A

in,,e NSC

0150 hrs. . . eeG.AIMAUr. Pr ACv,

.. . 0MZTMJEMTh 4Cgeulu~nin ,."io 1~E

OEM Rm 0 =Control Center

. O AI S m AUA, U6 m;. VI "8G I . O. uCS I I
G]EOD Room • 302 '" Cnl'lCmo

On November 24, l"6, at approximately 0150 hours' whle
conducting a routine surgvy of the alarm panel, gone 0725,

E:OI ro 0302 was found in access. A telephone I c a s
placed to the office with negative results. Officer W.Kozina

responded to the office Wtd found the door locked Officer
Kazin* w" unable to secure the room due to a cypher lk.
.F#Icer Kozin& cleared the area at

U"ueIO *Irn.OU oPpoe*

UNITED STATES SECRET SERVICE

~~44- -.

'iL1e~ad~4matq

ml

r~~AO~1 I

topW Mee %i Is
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*U AUX 400

J" W NMAL A. Ow cm
== SS6LW COMMW 5

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SELECT COMMIRT1 To INVsTIGA1T

COVEMT ARMS TPASAC WI MAM
UNITE TATES CAPITO
WASHNGTODC 20615

(202U126-7602

NORTH OBSTRUCTION: CHRONOLOGY

MOW AWO
Y NeUUAS KoIm~ c ,s "~ @MCO

MOWI V#A Wmft OW moo" V CGLUML
O~LMO ff"OW WOO""Cml CCI$.I&

Friday, November 21, 1986

Probably while riding back to DC in car with
McFARLANE, NORTH says there has to be a
shredding party. (McFarlane at 179).

North speaks to Meese in West Wing, and asks
him how much time he has. Meese responds that
North may not have as much time as he asked.
(Earl Dep. at 65-66). North indicates that AG
people were going to be coming soon to review
documents. (Id. at 73-74).

pm?

aftn.

early even.

NORTH, in the midst of sorting through files,
tells EARL he's been designated the scapegoat.
(Earl Deposition at 64).

NORTH gives HALL documents and asks her to make
changes. (Hall at 249). HALL destroys the
marked up originals. (Id. at 251). HALL fails
to destroy her corresponding file copies. (Id.
at 263).

NORTH begins shredding documents from the
5-drawer safe. HALL joins iz the effort.

Saturday, November 22, 1986

Reynolds and Richardson begin review of
documents in North's office. (Earl Dep. at 76)

After Reynolds and Richardson leave for lunch,
North apparently takes a folder with a bunch of
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papers to be shredded. Thompson is with him
when he leaves the office with "a hefting of
documents." (Earl Dep. at 79-80).

Reynolds and Richardson return to NSC offices
and tell North that Meese wants to speak with
him. North calls Meese and arranges a meeting
for the next day. (Earl Dep. at 81-82).

Sunday, November 23, 1986

12:30 pm NORTH meets McFARLANE at McF's office. McF
suggest that this might have been the time of
NORTH's shredding party remark. (McF at 179).
NORTH says that his only concern is the
diversion. (Id. at 182).

Tuesday, November 25, 1986

noon NORTH informs HALL that he has been fired.
(Hall at 294).

pm Green arrives to see North

pM NORTH calls HALL from a hotel. HALL later puts
a call from PRESIDENT through to NORTH at the
hotel. (Hall at 296). According to NORTH, the
President said NORTH was a hero and "that he
just didn't know." (Id. at 297).

pm REGER seals NORTH's office. (Hall at 297).

pm HALL comes across the original altered
documents from the previous Friday, and
realizes she had not completed the process of
replacing the original versions. (Hall at
298). HALL also notices PROF notes and minutes
of the May Tehran meeting and became concerned
that these had not been destroyed.

pm HALL calls NORTH in a panic. NORTH agrees to
come back to office. He tells HALL to clear in
Tom Green. (Hall 301-02).

pm HALL t&kes materials which concorned her to the
upper level of the office. There she stuffed
the copies of the altered documents into her
boots. HALL asks EARL to help her pull the
PROF notes from the file. HALL puts these PROF
notes "in my back." (Hall at 303-04).

pm NORTH and GREEN arrive at the office. HALL,
NORTH, and GREEN leave together and go to

2
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GREEN's car. HALL gives the docments she had
removed to NORTH in the car. GREEN asks her
what she would say about shredding, she says
its done every day, he says "good."

Thursday, November 27, 1986

Jay STEPHENS from White House counsel calls
HALL and asks her about the shredding
incident. HALL said "we shred every day" and
"led him to believe that there was nothing
unusual about what had occurred." (Hall at
308-09).

Friday, November 28, 1986

HALL and EARL agree not to discuss the removal
of documents with FBI investigators. (Hall at
310-11).

3
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subject: Ph itt ILA94 CPC&
#e age carialtl aroachim, the polat wbere the PIOJUCT SEKOCbACI assets is:eesie mod to be teimed oec to CIA tor gao I the now proacam. rbo total
iloe of the assets Isis aicccafts weaehoeses *Upplies, maiteaesce
: cilities. ships, heta, leased hoese&, Vehicles, ocdeasce, msuitisms,
s0ewicatiOms aip1W, .54 a AS2o reanw -es pcOpeaty eed by a PhOIss

Orlieta, ) isever 0at
l 0 tow h eaots - mad the ecsOmeel- are orsedfpaid by overseas €oeupasies
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ExHIBIT OLN-160

lui'6ASi bi r1, "
from: NSJP - -CKA
To: SOL - -*CM.A

Reply to note of 09/12/1 2l:SO

OTN FROMI: JOKM4 POINDEXTR
Subject: Iran
I think you shouldaJg head and mak
between Dick Mm that we bless
to Casey chis "oMng bout Secord.
right for Secord.

Date U4 time 09/13/86 12:09.C

SECRET.6234
• E$CUJT --

* it happen. It can be a private deal
s. As I told you in the other note I talked
Keep the pressure on till to make things

e -md .:s of E.J. 12356

r'..ascur 7C'uNU

NXHIBT

UN LfSS~il
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B. BUTTON

D, DESCRIPTION

87 05 2? PAGE 1
TRIAL BALANCE FROM 1 01 87 TO 31 05 87

BALANCE BALANCE
CURRENCY us$

CAPITAL

M1111 CAPITAL INVESTED

TOTAL GROUP

ASSETS & LI ILITIES

',1101 SECURITIES -MERRILL LYNCH
.o0001 CASH ACCOUNT-

TOTAL GROUP

PIL. NET BALANCE (1-S)

CARES

TOTAL GA ..

US

USS 211 337.34-

US

US$US$ 214 262.98
1 881.79

211 337.31- tl 02"76
211 337.34-

214 262.98

1 881.79

216 144.77

4 807.43

Us$

0.00

C0z
I-.



B. BUTTON

I' DESCRIPTION
TRIAL BALANCE FROM

BALANCE

INCOME

1iI11 INTEREST t.AitED ON BONDS
';'r1 INTEREST EIED ON FTD

TOTAL GROUP.

GRAND TOTALS

uss

USs
us$

3 697.28-
1 110.15-

0.00

87 05 27 PAGE z
1 01 7 TO 31 05 8?

BALANCE
'CURRENCY US,

3 697.23-
1 110.15-

4 807.43-

0.00

I KF

- U

.~ r4~*

ZZ.5734
IZ.8zzz
69.9007

"1 02 777



1227 S. BUTTON
SECURITIES TIB. By DEPOT

it/C. NAfME & DE$CRIPTION

FOII 01 01 87 TO 31 05 B7

DEBIT

87 05 27 PAEPOR

P!

11 9A 6.8750 VII i[t, LYNCH 317137 37/8

T*$soTe* a
TOTALS

US$

us$

21'26z+ Z14 Z6Z.95

Z14 262.98

H 02778

0.-

? .~

CREDIT

I
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ExHBrr OLN-166

Funds on Deposit with

CSF Investments

May 27, 1987

Albert Hakim

Regular
Sub A/C #1
Sub A/C #2
Sub A/C #3

Korel Assets

254,912.36
2,170,844.85
2,093,295.21

160,210.89

1,578,176.92

193,717.36

216,144.77

Sc iTech

Button

TOTAL ASSETS 6,667,302.36
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EXHIfirr OLN-167
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ExHiBI rOLN-168
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ExHIBIT OLN-169

TU THE HULLERS UF ACCOUNT A.M. SUb-ACCOUNT I

we are p)easeo to confirm tnat during the lifetime of

Albert HAKIM, we shall accept instructions -izr, res:-c:

to tnis accourt and any assets tnerein iroj, *l D rt r- "

alone, both %itn respect to tne investment of ase:s -

tne payment of funds from the account, wietner to n1- .r

to any third party or parties he shall oesi~nate.

Should Albert HAKIM die or become disablea so tnat ne is

unable to communicate with us (become "disabled"), or

otherwise be unable to communicate with us, a decislor

we snail make in our best judgment, we shall then acce:t

instructions with respect to this account from Ricnarc

V. SECORD alone, both with respect to tne *nvest nent of

assets and the payment of funds from the account,

whether to him or to any thira party or parties ne sna;

designate.

Snoulo Richard V. SECORO after having qualified to give

us instructions concerning this account, die, or become

dlsabled, or otherwise be unable to communicate with us,

a aecislon we shall make in our best judgment, we shall

then accept instructions with respect to this account

from Oliver NOkTH alone, both with respect to the

investment of assets and the payment of funas from the

account, whether to him or to any third party or parties
he shall designate.

In each instance we are authorized to accept

instructions from the person being entitled to act witn

respect to this account, regardless of the content of

said instructions, including to pay the totality of the

,/I

WX 14 91T
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-2-

assets in this account to that person or his nesignee,

in casn or otneroise, ano 4e snail not De responsiole in

any way for the use ano application of these funos.

brouJ none of tne tnree inaivioual$ namea aoove ot
alive, then upon receipt of proof of death in form

satisfactory to us, we shall aivioe the tnen remaining

balance in this account in 3 equal parts of equal value.

ano nolo one sucn part for the aesignees of tnat

inaividual if ne snail have left a written designation

wi t n us, or if ne snail not, we snail pay that part to

tne properly designated representative of nis estate.

we furtner confirm that although these instructions are

not irrevocable, we snail accept a change in tnese

instructions only with the written approval of any ct.

of tne tnree inaiviouals named aoove, unless only ont of
tne tree snail oe living, then on tne written mrectm.n

of tne survivor. Nevertneless, we ulrect your attention
to tne iact chat the person naving tne rigrnt to opcr t
this account may 4itharaw any part or all of tne assets
in tnis account at any time vitnout tne consent of any

thira party.

C ,F INVOTmENTe, LrU.

Albert HaiiM
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EXHIBrr OLN-170

* Glenn Robinette & Associates
XWi AV-AMI PLACE W
wA99CTON. DC mu

2 July 1986

Lt. Col. Oliver North
703 Kentland Drive
Great Falls., Virginia 22066

For Ins&allation of Security Equipment, Systems and
Services at 703 Kentland Drive. Great Falls, VA. $8,000.00

(This equipment should prevent any further problems for
you and the family. Please call me if there are any questions
about the operation of the systems and/or any other-matters
regarding protective security)

Many thanks I
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EXHIM OLN-171

O Glvm Robinette & Associates

WASH1CT N. DC =W

2 July 1986

Lc., Col. Oliver North
703 Kentland Drive
Great Falls, Virginia 22066

For Installation of Security equipment, Systems and
Services at 703 Kencland Drive, Great Falls, VA. $8,000.00

(This equipment should prevent any further problems for
you and the family. Please call me if there are any questions
about the operation of the system and/or any other matters
regarding protective security)

Many tanks I

22 September 1986

Ollie,
Due to my schedule I have not found time to follow up

on my paper work - as you can see from the dates. I'm sure
Chat you have had the sama problem. Please remit when you
have time.

Many chanlksl

ev,. I
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Exurr OLN-172

LrCol Oliver L..orth, USMC
703 Kentland Or.
Great Falls, Va. 22066

18 May 1986

Dear Mr. Robinette

My wife and I have considered your kind offer to expedite the
installation of a security system at our house in Great Falls.
In view of the recent t-hrear by Abu Nidal my frequent absences
from home, we would very much appreciate it if you could proceed
in accord with the terms we discussed in our last meeting.

it is my understanding that the full system will cost
approximately $8000-85001 that it can be installed quickly; and
that we have two options for reimbursing you for the expenses:

1. Loan of the equipment fior a period not to exceed the
expiration of my active service in the United States Marine
Corps (June 1988), at which time we will make our home
available for commercial endorsement of your firm and the
equipment without foe or

2. Payment in full for the equipment and the cost of
installation in 24 equal monthly? increments commencfng on
the date that the installation is completed and fully
operational.

Given our current financial situation, we would prefer the first
alternative if this is still amenable to your company. I am
particularly concerned about the safety of the children given the
unfortunate media visibility my position has generated. If the
aforementioned terms are still acceptable to you, we would like
to have you commence work as soon as possible. We are, of
course, prepared to sign an endorsement contract now if you
require more than this letter as indication of our intent.

Oliver L. North

d JH IIT
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ExHBIT OLN-173

Oivjr L. North
703 Kuntland Or.
Falls Church, Va. 22066
1 Oct 86

Djar Glunn,

Pluasu forgive m o for not gutting back to yoa soon'Jr. I'vu buun
out of town and wu suvJm to kuup missing jach othur on phone
calls.

Thu reason for my first call was to ino ir about your notu of
Sptmber 22. Wu arj a bit confu-s*d and surely don't want th'urj
to bw any misunderstanding in that wj ar'e very pluas'ed with th'e
security arrange,.ailts at th-e hoasu. I am also grateful for your
looking in on Butsy and thu girls now that Stuart is off at
school and my huctic pacj do-s not s*'e5 to havj slowed a bit.

Sack to thJ point: your notu of Sueptiamb'ur 22. It was our
understanding that w-4 wuru going to go ahuad with thu first
option for r-.iabrsucunt. - that is; commercial .ndorsumuwnt of
your company and thJ ,eouipm-int when I rutiru from thw Marin.
Corps in 1988. If that is not yodr understanding, we nuud to g't
toguthur and talk. Whilu. we are very pl'aasvd with th4e system and
thu fact that it "cam-i in undur ustimat'O (old Puntagon saying),

wu jusc don't havy- $8,000 without borrowing it, and with Stiart
in school, and Tait going n4xt yuar, that is a real problem.

Plveas' advis'. soonest. I don't want yod to b- cought short - but

I don't want to havu to r'Jsort to holding up gas stations on my
way hom from work at night 'ither.

Warm regards,

-=.s
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ExHmrr OLN-177

NATIONAL SECURITY'COUNCIL

S$TN IV I
NSC/1CS*40021S

N 44842
arch 2, 1914

ACTION

KDGOUAMOUM VPOR R05KM C. MC:7 , Lo JI3

I3M OLIVRR L. NOlT) e~;
CONSTAWTINN UIO

SUD3J3C Special Activities in Nicaraagu

On the night of rebr a 2, 16p0.d tour ti
tMnes in the harbor atiorinto, "CM a so attemt was Made

by the S&.,4intas to engage the i -during the mission. It
accord with prior arrangements, A s.0's 49arracuda Cammndo* took
credit for the operation. ARDS his also declared that the entire
Nicaraguan littoral is now a 9var sone and that all shipping
within the Nicaragn claimed r territorial sea is sub ect to

Zi11tis case, our objective is to further
imnir the already critical ftel capacity in Nicaragua. This
vi 1 substantially reduce 3n mobility and hamer their ability
to support the in/lIIa guerrillas in 191 Salvador.

IML&GI we 6"M pmain&y in a way to oversy
stop the t Ina o n It is our I uent that
dee ~oying the vonse& and its aGoM 23-. be far More o:fective in
poslure.Itioar oe alrel g l at ce ay shtripgent eoskcpressure. :It is entirely li~uJy that onme a ship Usm been sw*~

- 3 o W' f~tO# 'SECR~..IrOOA Da
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d:MP'SECRETI)

N 44843

no insurers will cover ships calling in Nicaraguan ports. This
will effectively limit their seaborne trade to that which can be
carried on Cuban, Soviet Bloc, or their own bottoms. The
following plan has been developed:

-- No legal or financial action will be taken to deter

Given past performances by Sandinista military seamen under fire
(surrender or jumping overboard), there is little reason to
expect that the Nicaraguan civilian crews of a gasoline laden
vessel will attempt to *run for it.* It is anticipated that the
operation can be safely executed without injury or loss of life.
No American citizens will be directly involved in the operational
event.

RECOMMENDATION

That you approve this operation and brief the President using the
points above.

Approve Disapprove

cc: Ken deGraffenreid

4o 11
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ADM Poindexter asked that you be provided with the fou portions
of the VON Psychological Warfare Manual vhich contain objection-
able material. Attached at Tab A are the relevant passages on
pages 23, 24, 25, 26, 51, and 52 of the CIA's english translation
from the original draft. The notes below are pertinent'to the
points in each section as indicated by underlinings

Page 23-24. 'Shooting a Citizen.* This is guidance to
forces In the rield who, presented with a potential
compromise, are instructed on how to react. This should not
be interpreted as guidance to kill civilians, but rather F3-
to handle an incident once it has occurred. Obviously, a
guerrilla force ulerating deep inside enemy territory cannot
afford to be compromised. This section was not removed in
either the VON version or the CIA printing.

-- Page 25-26. "Selective Use of Violence for Neutralization.'
The word neutralize appears only In the version translated
from the Spanish FO document. The original phrase in
Spanish 'puden neutralizarse" was put in the manual by the
author from his Special Forces (IrJ Center) lesson lan
which had the word Ormove* instead of 'neutralize.

The specific intent in psychological warfare operations Is
to intLidate through minimum violence and thereby convince
or coerce the enemy into a position of ineffectiveness or
defection. Since this concept was difficult to translate
into pinish from the original English, the author used a
Spanish phrase which now-has been translated back into
English as "neutralize.'

It must be accepted that a minimum amount of violence is
necessary in order to convince the adversary that he is
indeed in jeopardy, if he does not comply wth the wishes of
the resistance. Since this manual was used both for
training and as a political action/psychological warfare
tool, it was important that the FIM perceive that they were
indeed threatened by potential violence.

""IU rR BMIt I I ,-WED I 19
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finally# it should be noted that MIDO-138 specifically
caters to 1~eutlaizing terrorist groups mnd ovemnts,
acceptable wthin the provisions of Oxcutive order 12330. 2961We chose thill word specifically !*cause it met our
requirements, short of the prraioitions contained in the
9.0. This section was not removed in either the rex version
or the CIA printing.

Paae 51. 'Use of Professional Criminals.0 This section was
removed verbatim frow the lesson plan used at the in Center
and is standard when there are undesirable activities which
need to performed, but which will not point back to the
resistance movement. For example, in a locale dependent on
propane gas deliveries via truck transportation it may best
to have a 'known criminal element bla"med for destroying
the shipment rather than the resistance forces. The same
can be said for bank robberies which help to finance the
movement and deny the Sandinistas currency. It is also
useful to demonstrate the inability of the local government
to control criminal behavior/activity. This section was
removed en toto in the CIA version and revised the earlier
rDM version to show that these functions would be perform ed
by mactivistl rather than 'professional criminals.

Page 51-52,"'Martyrs for the Cause.* The manual calls for
the propaganda teams to instigate disturbancee/desonstra-
tions which would leal the authorities (the Sandinistas) to
react with violence. In these circumstances the
psychological warfare teams are instructed to take advantage
of this situation so that those who are injured/killd by
the Sandinistas are portrayed as martyrs to the cause.
Taken in the context of the overall document, this is not an
odious exhortation. It should be expected that the
resistance would indeed create, through political action,
situations which the Sandinistas could only control through
violence. The manual simply instructs on how to exploit
this situation. The MYU deleted this section in its
entirety from their version. The CIA printing left this
passage unchanged.

After the brief 0 Wallop expressed dismy
that the briefer Were *two new guys' and not
those who had r*1~ ~ .tutl-C 1 94
The Director has dispatched Claire Georaeto Meet
with Senators Goldwater and Wallop in PhoenLx . also
noted that the Agency was 'too defensive' and 'too ready to
apologize.' ge also noted that Senator Wuna was prepared to
'believe our ato *
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Yestertdy, wben I asked Wallop if he could make a statement along
the lines of 02 have.review* the preliminary investigation and
do not soe, from what has ben presented soaer, any evidence of
wrong doing. I am withholding Xurther Judgement until the
investigation is completed and would urge others to do the sameo.
Wallop expressed consternation that no one had asked him to make
this statement before he met with the press following the
briefing. As it is, his statements have been rather
non-committal. Re has, however, supported our position that
Neutralize" does not mean "assassinate."

At this point, it would appear that we have two courses of
actions

-- Encourage Goldwater and Wallop to issue a statement along
the lines indicated above and hope that Moynihan and Nmn
would follow suit, or at least say nothing.

-- Cause a friendly expert on psychological warfare/propaqanda
to publish a defense of the manual en tote, placing ech of
the offensive sections in context.

rector Casey's talking points at Tab 2 were developed along
hose lines. Although he and I and his task force personnel

worked on this in concert, the talking points ignore the coersive
effect PSY OPS are designed to have on the adversary. The fact
that scores of these documents were inserted into Nicaragua by
balloon and airdrop adds to the credibilLty of apparent harshness
in its tone. Unless the Sandinistas believe that they are in
jeopardy, that the TON is cakale of violence then there is no
threat. It would sees thenthIaT we should pursue both courses of
action indicated above, if the story does not go away by
mid-week. If, on the otE-*r hand, the matter is no longer making
the front pages by Thursday, we should stop briefing and
backgroundLng until the 1G and 103 inquiries are completed and
their reports are submitted.

RECOHIKIZDATION

That you review the points above and the attachments and pursue
the course indicated above.

Approve. Disapprove

cc: Ken deGraffenreid

Attachments
Tab A .- Pages 23, 24, 25, 26, 51, and 52 CIA ZngLish

Translation of VON Manual
Tab 5 CIA Talking Points
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o L plain to the population that first of all this is being done to protect

thorn, the people not the guerrillas thessolvoe. NJ 2 9 9 E
o A0lt frankly nd pUbliely that this is "An act of democratic guerrillas,*

with the appropriate eplanstios.

T .hat this actioa, althbgh. net desirable, is necessary because the final

objective of the imsurroctioe is a free ad democratic society, where acts of

force are not necessary.

The force of arm is a need provoked by the oppressive system, and will -

cease to esiat when the 'forces o jistice' of our movement resume control.

- If, for asiple, it ecm necessary for one of the advance posts to have

to shoot a citizen w"o was trying to leave the ton or city in which the

guerrillas ar* carrying out armed propaganda or political proslytism, the

following is recommended

- explain that if this citizen were able to escape, he would alert the tnevf

near the town or city, -L'd they Would cone in with reprisals such as rape#

pillage, destruction, capture, ett. terrorizing the inhabitants of the place

for having been attentive and hospitable to the guerrillas in the town.

- If a guerrilla shoots an indivlduIl, make tb population see that he va

an eneoty of the people, and that te y shot hi. because the guerrillas

recognized their primordial duty, which is protecting the citizens.

- The cowmano triod to stop the iformat without shooting, because he.

like all Christian guerrillas, advoa"e noe-violence. saving shot the

Saninista intormer, although it is 4ginst his Om will, ws necessary to

avoid reproeion on tbe past of the Sandimista government against the innocent

people.

- Mako the population se that it wa the remLes repressive system, which

caused this siatitton, that really killed t"e i formwt, ea that the weapon

UNCLASSIFIED
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ficed was one that vi reovred In comt oa4lit the &radinie. Iei .

o pal"te that itf te Mnista eie bed 4m2 964

topressiem, with'the corruptliom spooneed by foreign power, etc., the freedom)

CoMandos would not have bed to take up arM tO Cut 6WOd the liveS of their

Iioaraguan brotherst which hiam our Cl.riela foelise, Itf the informant had

"et tried to escape, be wou:. be oanoyiag life together with the rest of the

popglatioa, because he would not have tried to inform to the enmy. This

death Would have been avoided if justieo and fceedeo existed in Ilcaralua, and

this is exactly the objective of the demeooatte guerrilla.

a

iI

rim LiA
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Seective 0s0 Of Violence r Propaganda99

We could beutralise Carefully selected and planned-for targets, such as

court )..qes, cattle judges [ueces de metal, police or state security

officers. Ca chiefs et. et prpoeo of the psychological effect it is

necessary to take etrme precaution Wnd it 18 esSeMtial to gather the

affected popelatioo together to attend, take pert In the act, a0d formulate

accusations against the oppressor.

The target or person must be selected on Ue basis of the folloving:

- The epootmneouS hostility vhich the Saaority of the popelatioS ay feel

against the target.

Using potential rejection or hate oe the pert of the Maority Of the

affected population against the target, rousing the population and king then

see all of the individual's negative and hostile acts against the people.

If the mjocity of the people supports or backs the target, don't try to

change these feelings through provocation.

- Relative difficulty of handling the parson who will replace the target.

.he person who will replace the target must be elected carefully, on the

basis of the follovin,

- Degree of'violeee necessary to effect the cheO .

Degree of violence acceptable to the affected population.

- Degree of violence possible without causiq dGaage or danger to other

individuals in the are around the target.

A Foreseeable degree of rOprisals on the part of the eneO towards the

agfec,4 pvvlatiem of other imividsIa i the areas arouM the target.

ile sisieoa of replacing the individual mast be followed by:

- Iteaiveto he ~# 4 ~ ~jP~IstiO f 09why (this action)
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was necessary tog the to4 of the e"s*. 14 29966

-I~rajlag that the Sadinista reprissls age un til.# IAL serinste, and

above all# a ua.titication for the etecutiom of this mission.

Carefully founsdig out the reaction of the people to the mission, es wel

as controlling this reactio wy assucint that the poruiations reaction is

beneficial to tM Freodo Comand4Os.

6. Conaluaiose

Armed prOg&nd ieludo1 all action pi ormed and the iLqct achieved by

an armed force. resulting in positive attitudes on the part of the poPUlation

towards that forced not including forced indoctrinatios. oweveC armed

propaganda is the most effective instrument available to a guerrilla force.
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- UNI Ass!I'ILU, - ,. 1a" .) Will b mLblsad In the largost.numboc POe|Abl*,

togther with Individuals who hae been affected by the
torships whether It be that they have been robbed of their possessions,

UIPrisonid, tortured-or experienced any other type of aggresaon against

themselves. They vill mobilise to the areas whets the (Otkasinal) and

hostile elements of the FL, (C and others live, making an effort to

(SO.0A*44) vith clubs, iron ( 140), placards, and If possible small

~o which they vil carry concealed.

if gosable, professional criminals vill be hired to carry out spec-

fie selective Ojobs.0

Our agitator will visit the villages here unemployed individuals may

be present, as vell as unemployment offices, In order to hire then for

unspecified ejobs. The recruitment of the (-* individuals is

necessary because it creates a nucleus under absolute orders.

?.e designated cadres will arrange In advance the transportation of

the participants so as to take then to the meeting places in private or

public vehicles, boats or any other means of transportation.

Other cadres will be designated to make placards, flags and banners

with different types of slogans or watchwords, be they of the partia-l,

transitory or of the more radical type.

Other cadres will be designated to prepare leaflets, posters, hand-

bills and pamphlets so as to make the meetings sore colorful. This mate-

rial will contain instructions for the participants, and will also be

useful against the'regims.

specific jobs will be assigned to other elements In order to create a
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*e s f°or the cause, leading the demonstrators intoa onfrot6068

With authorities, so as to provoke riots os shootings Vhich "Y7 cause the

tath of one or'more persons who vould become martyrs, a situation which

should be taken advantalgeOf immediately agAinst the regime so as to

create greater conflicts.

4. way of CarryIng Out an priming in Maas meetings

(Ct may be) affected by meanfsof a small group of guerrillas LnfM-

trated among the masset thore vho will have the mission of agitating,

giving the impression that they are numerous and that they have extensive

popular support. Umploying the tactics of a force of 200 to 300 agita-

tore, a demonstration can be created in which 10,000 to 20,000 persons

take part.

Agitaiion of the masses in a demonstration is carried out by means of

socio-political objectives. One or several agents from our covert move-

,ent, highly trained as mass agitators, should participant in this

action, involving innocent persons so as to provoke an apparently spOnta-

neous protest domonstation. These individuals will direct the entire

meeting until its conclusion.

External confand. This group stays out of all activities, situated

in such a way that it is able to observe the unfolding of the planned

events from where it is stationed. As observation point, for example, be

should look for a church steeple, a tall building, a tall tree, the

highest tier of the stadium or an auditorium, or any other high place.

internal Comnd.. Thisindividual will, remain inside the crovd.

Great importance should be given to protect the M hders of these indivi-

1.NS1, IE
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Ptdl& IScMSidn 4M-1 l otjsttl.1 1 dialogte about this idbusmbnt over thq 143st

several days has focused An four .rie? passages. A prOlon of the doCumpnt

0n1t Iil 109 these passIaeS haq be... regriateld Yot rimes. As

Senators XIwo asd W4110 itatd Ylsi-erday, and AS Indqted on pages 69-71

of a Coy of the manual in (rigitl' you vill M that 5 Qt thee four

passages woe deleted by the FON. _ iassaqo, iCbh was

nt remveda4s Won stretced beroad both Its iteniled and its literal

To understand the stntf? Icontv and Intended Maa44 of thIose passages,

it is neCessary to grasp the contLxt In which they agemr. The aiNal w4S

pre4red by and &ddres%" to people Wh h ads the 4401' " ecisiop to

eo'jage If ermd combat In order. to resist opprsleson by a totalitarian reyim.

a esiSaiCt which the Cetral ldeligence Agency has been authorized and

f',ede to aisit by the President of the Uited Stateq pd the Ainrican

congress . The purpose of this manual Is that every cmbatant will be
highlyv motivated to engage In pr-pa4nda face to f(ac, to the same d*ee

h, L he is aotiv&ted to figot," mid So that the "ip l ildual political awareess.

%tn reason. for i "strttl# miust be as acute as his qaqacity to fi ht.* It

aims to make every IDi gu,,reilla "persuasive In fae qo face conicatlon--4

prowagndIst Coatat.--in his contact 1ith tM eioplq; he mst be capable

of giving S or 10 logical reauoob why, for et~ le. a eaSant must give his

fabric. nledle nd thread to and 'if cloth%. We %4 guerrilla behaves

thlis way* "ow prop&"an4a w II nover tun his lute " oe" in the eyes of

the Population." It goes on to deal with developing oliti; A awareness,

sing Ie dynamics, iateraction with the people. '1iv%, l!t and work with

the po le," reSpt for hmn rl-jhts, teaching and civic ggtion.

,I'I N
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UNCLASSIFIED U129970
It twooesaOn .tt, 01viCe. -a deaingwith thoe problem # 1,y ightjq)

'*Ccall (Ac rott in hondllnWoal oclT0041i4 when it visit% or occupies &

:QWVA1j. It SWIMP S t that tho' ensMes of the people, %W %andlnift,

jffICI41$ Or e1tt5lS uit$ bue t "Stroatad in Spite of tpi CrimIfli dctlons

eov theoagh the g.errIlla forces *Ay have suffered c4sult)41.*

Thar#1 I a tiot headed ",efrtlle Are$ are the trefgtt of the poeol

iqdint dI*ol q41 9avapnwit." rhis ealt with protect i ,thi Wgarrillas

#n citis g whn & town is occmt:.od. There Is also a soctI4 as the training

*nd oPe rtions of armd IJrpdVon..4 teams, modee p; of six to ten mmbefs

charqd with aljsina political ontlgetSl Swithin aNijrqUa and persoal

ersasion withis the powlati n. Agai, the emhasis Is em edcatloam

svoidivg omat if posSihi. 'not turntng the to" 1ntw a battlefield.'

That context pts into persipctlve the four psssa @$ with which the

.*ole cu t t and tit *1H M syc. logical operations ch e ,aracterized.

'ree .f these far assags were -- leted by the VN.

(1) "If Iessblle, Oofessienal c imnals will bo tire to carry nut

%mc1 1 €c selective "jos," Tis ,aS deleted by the FN 1i Its review.

(2) "Prieroto sh ltlags specific johbs will be &s,ga to other elements
Ig order to c Cte a mrtyr for ,he cause, lin tle tde strator tn%

A coefreoutl with 4 Uithitist so a& to provoke riots or shoo'ings which

r'W caiethe death Of ofn or ,M- porwss e wold b*youp mArtyr, ia Situatin

wthch should be take* Advantage of i4at ly agial.t the reogle so as to

create "utr cuflicts." This as" deleteI by the FON.

(3) It, auoerrilla sotS 4N 4 4Ivi"ul, imk ta poplaton see that
he WAs an e em of the pe"te. and that they sotr his Icaose the guerrillas

ret ogeI Red.thlr Pei tordiaI duty, whi ch Is pr cti teWcitizens.
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.1 i ftIlqwd by this ptderaoljev

*The coaftnld ttt4 to u.4) the1 nf0Ol6At without shooting, bocaes

-e. lke 4ll Coeisti VuWrriIIe advocate nonviolence. living shat the.

,endntnst4 infoerA lthouwh it 'S against his a will, Ws w45ceSSry to

ovoid esrep0on on thoe part of *he Sndinita goveranfat against the innocent

609"PIt -.

(4) Ce oMlM nMetrailiu ,cv.-fully selected and planned for targets,

$40 As court judges (uvces dv vst4), pollce or statq security officers,

:!S Chetf, etC.* the I ctire n )ts from which the doqumint was prepared

,sed "emvS" rather than ",tutr lite.a InI the trisl4tie0 Into S hnish

"rveove bopme netralize." low American, Heritage Dlctlgiary defines

%evtralize as tost mke ineffPrt'*-: coueterbaelace aMd bring to othimg."
0 oC€onvan this Into 4ssasinat1'."i and violatION of thq Prlsidiets ExINutive

;rier asi hkas ,e iho in ti e -114 and the olOticlfoalogue I an outrageous

is$ortio. The words "assintioa Or Osaurder' wit, |which the document

-as been labeled appear slower ,if the docwnt,

It iS lportant to note tha" these twopa ssIges (U4) are in the context

)( entering or occupying o.,omity and dealing withli a s iuation In which

actual or potential resistance rPsins, rTeyare pncs^e4 by admonitions

that the "'namies of'the pole. the SaAiSt a offiClso or agencieS, most

"ot be mistreated In spite of th,: criminal actions evtqo theuqh the vuerritla

'orces La), hve suffered casualties and also that "' qgnVepr It it necessary

to use a,'ed force durinV an ocoatios0 or a viit to , t . or aI village "

the guerrillas are to 'explain c,, the poplaton tatmitrs of all this is

001u1 d one protect thee, the eoMple n t te gerllu heelveS' end

that "ttisr€aik tle not desldble Is necessary b"" the final objective

of the lAsvrrctio& Is a free 4n democratic ,c4et y wtpre acts of force are

Scsy ,UNLA
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EXHIBrr OLN-186

• IIMOk, ..MDUL,

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

ACTION June 3, 1985

NOn-Log

N" 6415

MHZ)ORANDUM FOR JOIN M. POINDUXTr

FROM: OLIVER L. NORTH

SUBJECT: Press Revelations regarding North's Role with
Nicaraguan Resistance

For several weeks now there have been rumors of stories being
prepared which allege an NSC connection to private funding and
other support to the Nicaraguan resistance. The rumors
originally surfaced with a reporter Alfonso Chardi from the miam
Herald and now seem to focus more an Associated Press reporter
naeRobert Parry (note at Tab ). Parry is the reporter who
"broke the story on the so-called CIA "murder manual.0
At my request w ent to Chardi before departing for Jamba
and told Char# at if he (Chardi) printed any derogatory
comments about the FON or its funding sources that Chardi would
never again be allowed .toyiit TDN bases or travel with their
units. According tohardi promised to drop the story.
At no time did my n Si- NBC connection arise during their$
discussion.

The attached note from Kerns is, however, more disturbing. Parry
is an avowed liberal with very close connections in the Democratic
party. It is also reported that he has a personal relationship
with one of the NSC staff. in this regard, it should be noted
that during December one of the SYSTEM IV papers on the resistance
was circulated by Secretariat to other members of the NSC staff.
It is subsequent to that circulation that my name began to be
associated with fund raising activities for the resistance.

It is currently rumored that Parry plans to break this story
before the resistance funding vote--probably Thursday. Despite
Bud's admonition on the attached note (Tab 1), Parry has
contacted members of this staff. It may be helpful to again
circulate specific instructions regarding contact with the mediafor those who conduct such activities. It may also be useful to
reconsider the proposal of saae years ago for having the NSC
staff take periodic polygraph examinations.

RaCO4OIZWATION
That you reaffirm guelines to the staff regarding contact with
the media.

Approve Disapprove

Attachment
Tab I - Small Note to CM replyl) of May 31o 195

DeClassify: OADRII .. ,
Rai~iiy ~b~te4/a~s~on

RfdMtoitj(EO. 12 6'
\~ . ise ladowsuJuut Councf

\V OS p
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* . - . TtE WHITE HOLSE
WAIH'"'"4"°O° N 6 41 6

May 31, 1985

KMRAI4DLM FOR BUD 14FAPAM1

FROM: RN

SUBJ ECT: Press request

Bob Parry, AP (who can be touh. but has awfully
good sources) is workLng an- a i piece on "the
national security council£involvement in Nicarag
with respect to funding by private, outside
groups." He says he understands there was a
qualitative change made after latest Boland
language last Oct., authorized by the Pres., to
change the manner in which Ollie North handled
outside contacts -- to be more at arms length.
He says he knows about Ollie's involvement and
is going to use Ollie's name in the storyJ
He has a request in to talk to: North, Menges
and Tillman. He also has one question for you --
he requests a phone call from you between now
and early next week (I didn't hold out much hope
for that). He says his question for you is:

*It's my understanding that some day at
end of 1963 or beginning of 1984, Reagan
instructed Mctarlane orally to arrange
for private and other outside, non-U4G
funding for contrast. Is that true? And
what content does McFarlane have about i',--

What should I tell him L/S ,Z

% so* s th'Jr ayone on the staff yv?
PVwish him to lk to? Tillman? etc.7-C

Thanks4,1 - ,- 2A

tparxyl offices 028-6448t Homes 92O-rS521)
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EXHIIBIT OLN-189

U-ME
"TONAL S"' MY COL$ .

-V& 4 o o :cs mm, ~

Non-Log

N 1255

SENSITIVE

. - .! : .:

SUB*Ot v -S L. T Meetinq~with DIDO

C A 4

North. and Earl iet ' V eLatiz e Gr e n
Go.CA*, &d m ev.A No W sa'tus

Claitshad some DVTI1"qUestidnXg

1. What should the role of the Israelis be in this? Their
aircraft or ours?

2. What is our overall strategy? What do we want at the end ofit (i.e., beyond return of the hostages)?

3. - I
North answered the first question by relating the substanceshis conversation with the Israelis in New York last.night. TheIsraelis want to be there and have offered two 707s. Northpointed out that the Israelis provide some degree of plausibledeniability if the project unravels. Claire agreed to Israeliparticipation. Nir will accompany the party to T. Thus, that
party will be six persons Bud, North, Teicher, Cave,
commuunicator, and Nir.

North answered question #2 by pointing out that our long-temobjective was to end the Iran-Iraq war. Spe1fc obectvesin
t rrs to get the Iranians
mnd to get them to cut off their oil to Nicaragua.

-Question 93 was addressed irkerms of ene intel package beingdeveloped by Cave and Dick .. North wants it jazzier, morephotos, more reports of ev' Soviet deeds against Muslims andmosques, etc. George wil" '.e the translator on this and needs toget together with Bud and Aorth for a couple practice sessionsbefore departure. The objective is to string this out (not justa two-hour slam ban, thank you meam). George suggested the themethat the Soviets are gone idea" people and that you (Iran) are OXnow so long as the Soviets are preoccupied in Afghanistan. But
afterwards, watch out.

We should also ask then for their views of the Afghan war. Weshould take along photos, but not leave them with the Iranians.
(CIA action)

UN I&BED SENSITIVE 1/

82-681 - 88 - 25

'r.c:.-. . j t -cn:
l- --- ,-9----q

r~ s

D*classify: OADR

I I
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...a 1 2 12S6

Documentation All will hav
except Bud). Nit does his oq v :5ts.

_. :a craft unt' (C*3oi yi l"ck up the
P k.- A ln . dirptly t a P " .rty will fly-

bin 1 ltay-M I ftiieamto-Ifir~ ,Ai "t t@ parts

th P~i upfta iy*Ihbre &a&fl -te'tio-b friell aircraft
.with ZIrael':.iinvolvement agreed, no need to go via Frankfurt).

- 91th t1vie. fe the idea "" giv;jg thq "antan)4,tew options fordo :" ' epzv q,:tSe hostgil -- ,.r,,,, W, .,i
I* Iiirate b'urekbassy a' *q4 ,L ,atu; huqr.m

Tne

party should plan to as or the return o uc y s remains as
well as those of the two Zsraelis.

Claire raised the contingency of the tranians trying but being
unable to deliver the hostages -- what does the party do then?
North acknowledged the possibility we've given them 40 hours
(from time of the party's arrival in T) to safely deliver the
hostages. We probably don't give them the farts and radars, but
we also probably don't want to "go away mad and give up the
opportunity to develop some sort of on-going relationship.

Claire hopes that the a w be able to lant the seed of

aling nte aries. Point out problems with the
spare parts list they have developed -- xhat we don't believe
this will entirely solve their problems. Suggest on-going
dialogue. Suggest -a =sit by a few technical ex a h

thlI identify and solve their euipmnent-probloms.

Some modest U.S. gifts ought to be taken along (e.q., Colt .45
replicas?) ODO will fund.

Claire Wvted to ensure that Weinberger, Casey, and Shultz would
all be briefed on the project (particularly regarding his second
question, long-term goals).

A problem has arisen on the radars -- they are more expensive
than estimated (i.e., $51 each vice $3K?), and only Phase It
radars are immediately available. Two phase I radars are
currently sitting in a warehouse in Pennsylvania., but it is
unclear if we can get these released (e.q, to Israel?). Approval
from several U.S. agencies might be required, Customs, Justice,
State, DOD, and the Iranian claims commission... (CIA action).

offe~t SI__ILeW I)EDE SENSITIVE
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&oose Znds -irst deposit hasn't hit yet... Veilinq down the
exact Costs.. Solvibg the phase 1I/phase ob on. Developinga, response t UWhe Itahians not begin aeb to deliver or to aoartial delivery). Ensure the intel package is up to speed.
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ZINOPJATION "ay 1966 -

Partially Declassified/Released on j
E.MORANDUM TO JOHN . ! gP.EXER under provyont of U. 12356

FiROM. VINCENT M. CANNISTRARO L by B. Relef, National Security CouncilL -
SUBJECT: Agenda for Your Weekly Meeting Wtth the DCI,

Thursday, may 15, 1916

You are Scheduled to meet with Director Casey anc Deputy Director
Gates in your office at 5:00 p.m. on Thursday, May 1, 1916. The
following Items are on the aqonda, according to the OCI'S staff.

oI
I

I

I
I

,oP-sC~YSESITI
Declas"i-y on: OADR ,447 ,- +

, .TA Jiel -P
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i CLASSIIILU

-- Status-of Oi-o's ShipOllie has offered the use of a
Danish vessel -Q He first offered CIA a Six month
lease. CIA told me thatt hey thought it was too expensive, and

_UW cost and time involved in refitting the vessel for a
mission made the alternative option of outfittinq a

from his vessel,i ping his own riToT-jis
has1told me that because of the all ed involvement

at onerwcl ines (who was involved In Wilson and TOXrpai e-0rau
CIA vai nave nothing to Go ven te ship. rranxLy, i can't 'ell
w MEther ,tti. is jusm a convenient reasn rot to do what CIA was
opposed to doinq in the first place, or whether the concern about
lne i! leoit te. In any event, Cusey nas a Briering paper on

tiAS whichhe will use if the subject is raised.

You may wish to raise the following item:

uric"ASSFIEDI
-, 72
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EXHIBIT OLN-201

T.. of E.g. 12356
y 2. Regert, fLfIval Scuty C

L
MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION )

PARTICIPANtS: U.S.: Oliver North Iranian:
'Richard Secord
Sam O'Neill

First session convened in the Old Executiv ice Suilding at
12:15 p.m. on Friday, September 19, 1906. opened the
session, and after preliminary pleasant outlined four points
which he wished to address initially. One, the Iranian position
vs. what they perceive to be the U.S.'s number one enemy --
Russia. Second, their view of American and Iranian strategic
interests in the area. Third, past relations of the United
States with revolutionary Iran. Fourth, theiL views for future
relations wA" the United±States.

hen launched iz* a lengthy exposition with ftspect to the
Mg going issues. He said that the Soviets are a great and
aggressive power with a long border with Iran. They recognize
that Russia is a direct enemy of the United States and that, with
respect t6 Iranian interests, they do not wish to have antagonistic:
relations with the USSR, but on the other hand being a friend of
the Soviets could be even more dangerous because Soviet ideology
is directly opposed to Iran's. They also recognize that their
brothers in Afghanistan are suffering under the Soviets. Finally,
the Soviets are directly supporting the Iraqis in the war against
the Iranians and killing Irania .. gdiers. Back to the question
of the long border with Russia noted Secord statement in
Brussels to the effect that t.E.,1Q*. States would oppose a
Soviet thrust into Iran with or without support of the Government
of Iran. The Gaveor at of Iran found this statement to be
interesting and comforting. The leaders of Iran are very worried
today about the *fantastic* increase Soviet intelli ence

services

notturnd to relate cvv wnt of I n

UnitedI ,.~t* Gna4jWsarl-u Q..J th r
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_ ext, Iran needs U.S. influence with the,nun rxe r n y r e to help.

Arab coun to the United States in orderto hehi

diminish support for traq. Third is the matter of oil, which .s

vital to Iranian economy. They need U.S. support in this matter.

Fourth and most important, he said, is the security of the Gulf

and terrorism against U.S. interests and hostages.

P said he wanted to make 
these things clear and 

one of the

Tanian lea- in tculA? has-a thahimgssa i

v a,.v clear.

On the subject of security said this *as-t aw ep& a is

the fear of the flood of te 
risu' in the region and the 

second

.s the overall effects of the current war. With respect to

terrcr.sts and hostages# he said that 
the Shiite religion unde

the AytOllah is absolUtelY 
opposed to terrorism *nd 

the taking of

hostages. For instance, aftLer the explosions in Leianon, the

Aytollah wrote a otwae wfich is a religious ruling absolutelY

opposing terrorism and 
the taking of hostages. But, wethe

United States have to understand 
that Iran still doea 

have

strong, effective curity forces and firm 
control. admits

that there are o 1. within Iran who do esouse ho Ige-taking

Tritifty noraft=
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more nn .1r hem and they would like to
have this from the United States. mphasized that from the
standpoint of humanity, Iran is ag st hostage taking and
terrorism and even has a certain amount of sympathy for the U.S.
at the current time. In the case of Lebanon, Iran considers that
they have in the past been helpful to the U.S. In the TWA
hijacking, in getting information on the hostages d in the
release of two hostages, Iran has already helped. said that
the Iranians have attraction in places like Lebanon ecause of
the *right-minded masses of peoples' sympathy" for the Iranian
revolution. But he said that both Iran and the United States are
victims of this hostage business. He next turned to the Iran-lraq
war. Iran, he said, needs a *victory' and that he will explain
what he means by victory. Lack of security in Iran is a real
problem for the United States. Secord's comments in Brussels
were well received and his a us of the war was keenl received

With respect to United States and Iran, rovided a quick
analysis. Until two years ago, it was cult for anyone in
Iran to consider any kind of United States Government/Iranian
relations. There were several probes the east two and

wna_ qre athwoschnehy'-Also received
numerous probes and letters from an unnamed arms dealer in
Europe. Some in Iran believed Ac these probes from the arms

ek rs, but 01 personally, aid, Odid not believe in then."A laimed to have been wor Tn..n this opening of relations

U ~'i L..uI "-3
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with the U.S.. for two years now and that the real problem is the
lack of communications. "One and a ha*. ago, an arms
dealer came; allegedly with word fro I about exchanging
two hostages for arms. We don't trust"Tms dealer. After
the discussions with Secord and Hakim in Brussels, the leadership
has come up with the idea of forming a 'joint committee' that
would sit down and resolve the problems step-by-step and that we
have a great opportunity to do this now.0

tent on to emphasize the critical importance of this direct
meeting here in Washington. 6A stage-by-stage plan is needed
with which both sides can agree and we need to get on with it
quickly while the opportunity is still here.'

North responded. "Happy you are here and hope that there is now
no doubt that you are talking directly with the Governiuent of the
United States directly."

*We understand your problems with respect to channels of communi-
cations. We have had the same problem. In all honesty, we are
still not in a position to have very good relations, but we are
certainly interested in a step-by-step approach to the problem.
We have received assurances from General Secord about the genuine-
ness of this particular channel to Iran and, therefore, the
President has authorized this meeting. I understand your sensi-
tivity on this, because t is im rtant to have ood communica ions

ar, was not acceptable and is not acceptable to
us either. However, he did brin us contact with an official
of the Governuemt-l Iran This was our first

,meeting with a Government-of Iran of f a n over six years. As
you know now after meetings in Germany witin we arrangedfor a delegation to go to Tehran. The Presonc a most
trusted adviser to lead this mission -- Robert McParlane. The
reason why we went to Tehran was to try to establish the channel
of which you now speak. Unfortunately, we met with only a few
officials most of whom used false names. We met with none of the
people that we expected to meet with and the meeting was a great
disappointment to our President.'

"Zk " nterjected that it is important for him to know the names of
people.1n the discussion ensued as to what the people looked

--moUN 114 I h
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like and what~assumed names they used. North continued. *You
should understand that this meeting in Tehran was a great
disappointment to us. It has been difficult since then to
convince the leadership here of the need to try to continue in
the face of that failure. While we were there, we even prepared
a draft Memorandum of Understanding to establish this channel.
We understood the need for secrecy and I can show you this draft
here now, if you wish to read it.:

"There are a number of things which you should understand about
why we have pursued this attempt to be in contact with your
government. President Reagan is a very strong and popular
President. He has helped the United States to recover from a
period of economic and military weakness. He has restored
economic and military strength to-the U.S. Mst important, he
has restored thp will of American people. The U.S. is no longer
afraid to use power in its own defoem, and it is not
intimidated by thE'Soviets. Yesteay,'e 0xpOled 25 Soviets
from the United Nations. We will not give in to Soviet pressure
in Afghanistan, Angola, or Central America. The United States
wants relations on the basis of reciprocity with all states and,
of course, this includes Iran. We want to solve or-disputes
through discussions not through fighting. The United States
believes that many trends are working in its favor -- economy,
technology, politics, all working in favor of the United States.
Reagan has two more years and has a strong moral position in the
eyes of the United States and of the world. The President
strongly believes in the words of the Holy Book as do you. He
believes deeply in the teachings of the God of Abraham. Thus, he
is very popular here and should be popular in the world of Islam.
When we went to Tehran, he said to tell you that we accept your
revolution as a fact. We admit that there have bean missteps
along the road since the revolution, but it is important to tell
you that there is a responsible and sincere wish in the leadership
here to establish coimnunications/relations with Iran. Therefore,
we must speak frankly in order to facilitate this. Our policy is
based, not on emotion, but on perceptions built-up over the
years. There are many things that you have said which we can
agree to, but there is a perception that Iran has used revolu-
tionary Islam against the United States. For example, it is
clear that some in the Government of Iran have encouraged the
taking of U.S. hostages as a me&ns of getting back convicted
prisoners held by the Kuwaitis and that there has been a direct.
connection between the Dawa, Rizballah, and .lemnts inside tie
Government of Iran. Therefore, since we're a democracy, as lcng
as this perception exists, we have a great obstacle in the way of
doing what the President wants and what you say Iran wants.
Also, we see anti-U.S. activity emantinq frc Iran in Central
America.

::r aim:on. UI1LMZMR
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questioned the basis for this information. North responded.is is all based on accurate intelligence. For example, inNicaragua, Iran actively supports the communist government thereand Iran plans to ship iO,O00 rifles and other munitions toNicaragua through North Korea. These act~vitie9 serve Sovietinterests and in the long-term jeopardize7rof-and the UnitedStates. In spite of thirsthe Presij petKas directed us toproceed with attempt to establish digdrete and, when appropriate,a public relationship with Iran. The President's direction isbased on two important priacip.4 -4e, =Ccern over the Sovietsvis-a-vis Iran and; two, our di r-e to ensure the territorialintegrity of Iran and the other Gulf States. We accept therevolution as a fact. The territorial integrity of Iran and theother s tot -aStates

wish to see Iran lose~... ..... do . ....... u ,,.'l3 uI.uu3 n"€:wish to see Iran lose. we do otwant to see an attempt againstIraq which will bring in the Soviets. Tne Soviets, on the otherhand, are in a difficult position. Their economy is a disaster;they've suffered major reverses, for instance, Chernobol; Sovietdefectors are showing up all over the world; Soviet Whips runinto each other in the Black Sea; Soviet submarine-launchedmissile$saccidentally land in Chinoq*kLast hek, six Soviets werekilled.- Peru. They seet Ir.4HMraq war in* Afghanistan asvery imoortant to them, but iter-f theswars are going wellfor them. They have two iAfs, however, that are advantageousto them. One is great military power, capable of intimidatingtheir neighbors; and two is a very, very effective KGB. Webelieve that they are capable of using these two instruments ofpower. Therefore, we understand that Iran can be not theirenemy, nor their friend. We have cormon interests. Iran'scontinuation as a sovereign state is something that we desire.Wo have no interest in an Iraqi victory. You might remember thatwe had no relations with Iraq during the years of the Shah oreven during the revolutionary period right after the Shah. We'rewilling to serve in -ta role which would end the conflict

- O Bfc
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U.TS. has no illusions, however, about future Irani W?~iions.
The riqht way 1s to proceed carefully and qultely. For example,
Soviet anxiety could be quickly raised if they knew that we were
trying to reestablish relations. We have shared interests for
the long-term. We are prepared to improve on the situation that
exists now and to do it in a step-by-step way. However, it's

up to Iran, we are reidy. .*.!

W sponded. =Reqarding the need fog Iran to achieve victory,
's not necessary that we achieve a big deciS'4'e military

victory, but some kind of victory. Onl¥y-*n the last two years,
has our appqach with t& United Statet"been seen *t possible,
but it is mos--important to note that the important thing from
Iranian perspdktive -is to get Saddam Hussein out. This can be
done by the Arabs. We have no territorial designs ow.Lcaq. We
have in fact given orders that no Iranian troops on Iraqi
territory will display our -lag. Iran w&*9• a government in
Baghdad that,..they can live with. The UnUted States cam help with
the friendly ArabtrNorth snd

mregerd to the-point,

,.'worI ogaLfalr to make co~acte but the leftejprovided

by him to Iran describing our willingness to & certain things
were not authorized. Only the document which we produced in

I want
to tell you that unless one of the three men sitting h-re in the
room right w-- n..Sbth, Scord, Sam O'Neill) contact you, there is
no official mes*. With respect to the document we prepared in
Tehran, you will note a considerable emphasis on hostages. We
consider them to be an obstacle. An obstacle to the understanding
of the American people. The widespread perception here in
America is that Iran is basically responsible for these hostages.
The issue of hostages and terrorism must be dealt with since it
is a political obstacle. On tAe other h d, you should realize
that 52,000 people in thE U.S.;jied last*" in *utomoble
accidents and 130,000 peoje Ad from lung cancer. Five U.S.
hostages rarely make the newspapers or the television, but
because this is a deocxacy if the President is found to be
helping Iran with this obstacle still in the way, it would be
very difficult to explain to our people."

n t,0a=T
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TMK T
*From the first, with and Ghorbanifar, we have said
Let's get this issue-- t hostages -- behind us. we recognized
that this.would be undertaken as humanitarian gesture on the

demonstrate our sincerity, at one point, we reacted the delivery
of 500 TOW missiles and eight hours later they were delivered
into Bandar Abbas. But instead of responding favorably, 'rug
merchant' type moves resulted, prices were talked about, prices
were established for human lives. For instance, 'so many items
for so many hostages.' We dor't consider this to be a responsible
governent action and not one that the United States is prepared
to engage in.'

wWe are prepared to continue to provide to Iran items which will
help in her defense but we wish to see the hostage issue behind
us so that we can move onward. We have certain items of equipment
already prepared for shipment. But you must understand, we
cannot give them away. They have to be purchased.*

interjected with humor saying 'haven't they already been
paid?'

North responded saying that the TOWs and certain improved HAWK
spares had been delivered and paid for, but the intermediary,
Ghorbanifar, was complaining that the had not been fully paid.

M interjected with a political point. He said he agreed that
t obstacle had to be removed, but we have to make it much more
official and deal directly. Our government thinks that dealing
through someone liks Secord is a better way to go because they
trust his. Ib Orem.opoe.t taeowy prices, but they don't wbnt
the same situation to exist that exists today.

North responded saying that *Ghorbanifar always claims to be
borrowing and then getting paid in part and rolling debts forward
and raising costs and it is very, very confusing and its
impossible for us to follow exactly what it is that he is doing.
However,Ehobtaal far knows a great deal and he could be harmful
to us iMwere to go public and this is the problem which we
wish to address.V think that Iran should pay his whatever they
owe his-** will be quiet and stay off the air.*

responded that he has gotten all his snoy but he will look
*ait.

North said that we would be happy never to deal with Ghorbanifar
again but, if he is to keep quiet, his debt should be paid. 'We
risk a great deal if we are compromised this early i.game.
To be honest, I would just as soon not deal with e either,
but this is an Iranian matter.*

Avg B - in
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i continued g..ap I ood that you established your initial
ontact with" This was important to the people in

Tehran althouq twas not successful, and the proper people were
never made aware and poor coordination was done and the meetnq
was not planned properly and it was, thus, very premature. Stzil
it w~aSi rrttant that we did establish initiallyat IlJtst contactwithb'because this was a pioneering move and would
not ain a inqton now were it not for this initia ening."

North responded. *We are confident that you reprgj he
Government of Iran and to his credit, as I said, id
have the first meeting with us in six years. This meeting that
we're having now should do much to instill confidence .,_r two

for security an conce rrorism in our airlines and this
we appreciate. The Government of Iran announcement that the
Pan Am aircraft hijacked in Karachi could not come to Iran was
much appreciated. As a further demonstration of our sincerity,
we will arrange that next week on Voice of America the Onited
States Government will thank those countries who were involved in
helping in the Karachi hijacking and, for the first time, we will
mention Iran as having acted in a positive Why% It will be done
very discretely n a editorial on VOA. Obviously, we cannot have
the President go out announce an ftbssy is being opened in
Tehran. You would have a domestic, political problem and so
would we. Thus, back to our obstacle: Truly we wifh to get it
behind us. We recognA8 that Tehra. does not exei~ise absolute
control over Hizb#llah, Aal, pr I--Amic Jihadrfut we also know
that you can help--e solve this issue.

es Rd tthe issue 00ould bev-resolve4.I The question
-- o-- r e is and what his background is was then raised
by Nor M P responded that he was a trusted agent of Iran;
he had been oyal officer and now was a businessman and that
they had complete confidence in him. North responded we know
very little bit about this man and we are obviously concerned for
security we are concerned with the KGB penetrations and so on.

* responded that he too was concerned over this sort of thing.
also said that with respect to Kr. Rakim, whom he personally

liked and wanted to see involved, some in Tehran regard him as a
CIA agent. North responded that Hakia was never a spy for the
United States, that he has been a consultant to our government on
Iranian affairs from time to time, that he had full trust and
confidence as a man who wanted to see improvement for the Iranian
people and improvement in relations between our two countries.

... .~~~~- ai o I.WO i- n -iig -- II i i- ., i " "1
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Because of the requirement for secret communications, he has
acted on our..behalf and we have investigated him as we investigate
everyone. This is important to him because of his interest in
the country of his birth and the country of his citizenship. We
will include both he and in whatever sessions that
you wish to have them invve in -- you simply have to tell us.

~ d back to He said that he is certain that
has not e ee ng, but instead has been working

since but, he is a simple man and he could not
continue on with 4tex relationship.

North said_ tend to believe this. 'Sam, here, has often talked
with and there is always inconsistency between what he
says-- -b- Gorba claims.*

Ncrti said that we are concerned that the Soviets not become
aware cf any U.S. Government or Iranian Government relationship.
aIn Tehran, we recommended that we set-up a secure communication
station and this would require us to send two of our men to
Tehran to man and operate the station. This would give us good
secure commuffications and would thwart the KGB. We are very
ccncerned about KGB efforts to penetrate any relationship we
-ight establish with the Government of Iran. The Iranian idea
for a joint committee elsewhere seems to be a good idea, in
principle. Meeting somewhere in Europe is probably the way in
which we should proceed to manage this beginning relationship.The problem is that we have to set up some place where it won't
be penetrated by the KGB. We are very concerned about communlca-
tions and the Soviets' ability to intercept."

Responded that he agreed about the KGB and would like to use
as ngle courier fro Iran to Frankfurt via Iran Air from now on
until secure comunications could be established.

North asked if he wants on this joint committee?

said, "Yes, but o for oqisitical purposes. I want to
more thought to o .ow he can work with Hakim.'

With respect to Ghorbanart aid they want to get his out of
the loop as soon as they ea 'a been profiteering and people

-. Iran fear that they will be accused of being profiteers.

r i. responded that Ghorbanifar has some strong Tehran connec-
tions th know of and this remains a problems to be
solved, said MI fT(VOLt w it M Wave
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UNCLAS SIFIED

t* -wan= to qu&, tickly as

possible and he is confident S ra can resolve it. No said

that Iran vant...to make thIg a fuU exchange. For instlice, *we

have in mind t6 qive you fel-ows ?-V tank, tor .xom*."

North again expressed cpcerr. about secutty and about Ghorbanif at,

in particular. North aI-o stated that we believe that the oil

market is naturally depressed and there is certainly no colluscr

between ourselves and the Saudis or others to keep prices ,ow,

but he agreed that tne U.S. and Iran have simiiar interests with

respect to oil.

J14 Saeloi nar- ;1
wanted to UAS not killed Lthat he died of

natural ca e5s " ha4 three heart "attaekkl He-also assured

that he hadbee that the-* e are all in good shape. He

said thas this* as* vidod ta Ole hem recently, fAlking for 20

- 'As each and that these wJIrejitributed to news agencies.

l also said that thwe was de otter sent out.

. . ..n c . ___J . -f - he hostaae relic yes received a
North confir'med that, one v. .. ... .
letter within a day or so of it be' written sai d
that we want all the hostages
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At 1800 hours, the first sesslo dod with a short break and
then Albert Hikim and joined the group. After
being joined by the ot1~rr W n said that he was growing
tired and asked General Sec5 to read off the list of Irani
needs which were headed u first b into

N5LFerv.'tho stics support items beinq
requested and responded that, in principle, to the extent that
items are available either here or elsewhere the a
particular problem. "But as we emphasized to in
Tehran, we think that you might be thinking tolm i1T. People
preparing lists are only thinking of the very short-term. We,
the U.S., look at two million Iranians without homes half the
oil production facilitI.es knocked outi yesterday's attack on
Kharq Island, for instance, is a good example; medical supplies
being in great shortage, even shortages of food; and so on. We
think that the Iranian planners should-be talking to us about
other than simple weapons reqets.

A U n~tsa

States is interested in helping stop the kLjILirind to provide
for an adequate defense. We cannot just do these things
willy-nilly. For example, 10,000 175m RAP rounds is no'- a
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TO" SEC.. 13

reasonable request. This is a huge number of items and it would
take a long time to get them -- I doubt that we have that many in
inventory. We do have packed and ready to go $5M worth of HAWK
spare parts and 500 TOWs. Additionally, you need technical
assistance, if you don't have technicians who are adequately
trained, all the things we ship to you are useless and just
exacerbates the situation. One reason why the President agreed
to the TOWs and the HAWK parts which have been shipped so far, is
because they are defensive help against Iraq and the Soviets as
well. Again, I say don't think too small. For example, we have
offered to send free medical supplies through Albert Hakim's
organization. We believe that medical suppliers could be more
valuable perhaps than all the artillery ammunition we could
send.*

"The authorities recognize the need for technical assistance.
This was pointed out by General Secord in the Brussels' discus-
sions and we should understand that they really inherited nothing
from the Shah in the way of an army. The army was disorganized
and very disarrayed. The lower echelon officers, as well as the
higher echelon officers, were worth very little. They picked the
first steps in this war with the army of the people, the
revolutionary guards." He recalled earlier that in a meeting
with Io some of the military officers said that they
had to have one tank for every Iraqi tank, one plane for every
Iraqi plane. "This was not practical and, therefore, over tine
it was decided that the Iranian revolutionary guard, the army of
the people, w9uld be used to repell the enemy. Since then, of
course, it has become more technological in nature and tnere are
minimum levels of technological assistance and equipment we badly
need and the United States can be very helpful in providing
these. Therefore, they are looking forward to trying to
establish a decent relationship on a secret basis at first."

At 2015, it was agreed to stop for the day and reconvene on
Saturday, September 20, for further discussions.

The session continued on September 20, at 0935 hours in an office
near the Sheraton Tysons' Hotel, where~was staying. Present
for the U.S. side were Oliver North, Sam O'Neill, and R. Secord.
OnlyO presented the Iranian side during these initial
discussions.

North opened the session by saying that he would like to mak
some comments about the logistics support items on the list
had prov bded the day before. "We would like the leadership of
Iran to snow that President Reagan is aware that the Iranians
have i u..diat. e-ed that. while we are sympathetic, we're not
just interested in being simply an arms dealer; that we are

. . ... ~X ,.a
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interested in helping the immediate defensive needs in such a way
that Iran does not lose the war. We also want to help you with
some immediate domestic requirements and we want to help you end
the war honorably. The President is willing to play whatever
role necessary to help end the war in an honorable fashion.*

" said that perhaps we need a secret exchange of letters
a ween oujeaders and he will address third upon return to

Tehran. stated that after we establish a basis for a
relationsnIp, all problems can be addressed. He said that he is
completely in agreement with the point about not relying on the
arms dealers or other non-official entities. On immediate needs,
he could right now order the money to be paid for any of the
items that might be available. He said that he could even get
the money by telephone.

North said that we believe that this has to done in absolute
secrecy."interrupted describ.rq the difficulty of conducting

cussioons in Tehran. For example, there are three different
groups that usually have to be consulted. Also in preparing for
the coming offensive, they have shortages in some of the
equi to nd these are the ones that are mentioned in his
list-

to finances since we don't have a formaI relationship, we have to
do these transactions in a very secret fashion and since our laws
are very specific, we have to have payment before delivery of any
hardware.

At~ point requested that the entire group meet an
and Al57i1 Hakim Joined the meeting.

North then stated again that we are trying to get past the issue
of the hostages and, in the past, to show our good faith, we have
moved certain items to Iran. We are also trying to do things
with secrecy. We understand that with normal relations it's
going to take time.

. &akes longer and it costs more. WAO Ghorbanifar and
p we have jgL.Jgthy debate about prices for RAWX

3t , with c laining that we have charged six

ONC flfO
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times more than the microfiche prices which he has discovered
a .. "This has caused great of difficulty for us.

has nisinterpretated the microfische. Weve traced it
ts origins it's not relevant. But coununicating

adequately has been next to impossible.* Then North gave a short
description of how U.S. military equipment is priced, manufac-
turers' prices, prices to our own forces prices to allies and
the impact on overall price for the different modes of transfer.
North closed by noting that the President has authorized the
transfer of a number of TOs and soe HAWK missile parts in
connection with this relationship. Oln order to maintain
secrecy, we have to sanitize the equipment that is to remove all

- the original identifying markings and then we have to ship these
items through a circuitous route and Israel, as you know, has
been involved in this in the past. Thus, not only the time but
also the price goes up when using such a complex method to
procure and deliver such itews. If it is helpful in getting
past this obstacl.. h hostages, we are prepared to go forward
as requested b if our leadership is ready. We are
prepared to go t9se items which are already
prepared for shipment, i.e., additional RANK missile spares and
TOWs and with prices that are well understood in advance."

A discus of the pricing then ensued and the pri eqJjA..as
v*ncutwh rwhich he said he understood and so did

-Hrth then noted that we needed to got rido *te
1i-iYIa F issue as soon as possible so that we could proceed on and
establish a relationship which we both recognized as necessary
and in the interest of both countries. *We recognize that the
influence of Iran is indirect in many cases with the groups in
Lebanon and we understand it is a difficult issue. We have
offered in the past to give Iran credit as a humanitarian gesture
if Iran wants this credit. It's an important point and we have
to get past it. I want to tell you that with respect to the
issue of the Dawa prisoners held in Kuwait, :wecanzot go back to
the Government of Kuwait on this issue. But I believe that the
Government of Kuwait is prepared to release prisoners in a phased
way if the Government of Iran goes privately to Kuwait and
promises them no terrorism. This seems reasonable -- you should
do iL. I've been told to reassure the Government of Iran,
moreover, that tip U.s. citisen, John Pattis. has never been an
employee of the Whit-ed States Government. Or did Jk to him
quite openly, as we talk to many tZraelleta, but he-ito not a spy

*and he's not employee of the CIA a=-he's never employed by the
Government of the United States."

break wte then t en and th*eeting rec'onveod Ahout
and without Hakim at 1525 hours.

UR3SP1r
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North pointed out that in regard t
'most of these items would have to
very big and heavy and only a few could
",&&A 0^. & A tma 4ft~asl11 - %-

Lot of equipment,
ship because they are
d~h by 4w0.*§, a sl_

would publicize OarE1tivities and cause great dLfficultles for
-both sides. We rdierstand that: you'ree prepared to go ahead and
make strangers of aney iiedi ely i order to start shipment;
but the U75. is much more-integtsted 1* do rht than in
doing it too fast.* .

North then stated that we have differences, great differences
here. 'The situations are not the same. Our President is not
running for re-election, as you know. There are two years left
in his term and he is sincerely interested in changing the course
of history with tbe U.S.-Iranian relations.- Be has close
advisors and aides, who have' se uch of war, and .1hey want to
see the. war out there ended. 4h s no Affet w[ever on
American election, and thee htptage £ M as You can see,
seldom even make the newspapers.' Monald7Ie~ would like to end
this Iran-Iraq wir and Veu might remeer twe talked lait
night about the United States had long Ostory of'%acting as a
peacemaker. TW& United Stategi alwq. has 4reat concern for the
suf ferin of people and we kn& of: -he4 ipact of this war overallon Iran."

? %d JLV 'L
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designate three very senior people to o to joint committee
meetings. OWe could have this jijit committee minas. you
want, by ending a letter to t i i We
could also always meet under the over of a UN inting.L
guarantee you one thing-though that I w4ll look aI this matter.
of help to Nicaragua immediately; and, I f there is auch a thing
going on, I will stop it-immediately. AgainV say I will only
use a courier until we can establish secure co aunications --
until we can set-up these committee meetings.0 After the
meeting, he wanted Secord to be available to talk to him some
more. He states further that he will be giving a weekly report
on the conditions of the hostages and is now certain that he can
bring enough pressure to bear to get them released. He will give
us at least two days warning before they're released. He hoped
that the U.S. can play a predominant role in achieving a peace in
Lebanon. "lran agrees completely with respect to an honorable
peace with Iraqi however, Sadam Hussein must go from the Iranian
point of view." He knows that it is not our policy, but he knows
that we can bring our influence to bear with certain friendly
Arab nations and it is with ab nations to

At this potntao su ie th two days

Of Meti4qs. tha _E 3 t#d tot

*A. Take steps to farm a mlL staf f 4n TebrAn Wr tls project.

B. Make instructions .for the ttanfsfors of ~Itnies a'ter ?ists
are checked and agreed to.

C. Inform his leadership about the Voice of America.

D. Clear the way for the release and form aLgam plan for the
hostages.

E. As a8 possible, have a Joint eomittee meetfg which
hei vould attend. And, hopefully Vithin a week or ten
day17T Ms could be arranged.'

North interjected that he agreed with this summary, but that
added the point about the Dawa hostages ait and Kuwait's
desire for a quaranten o 4thiL ak note of this

guaane4~ 4 Ioo

0 ..-
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as well. closed the session by stating his great appreciation
for the hqs ality which had been showed by him and North and by
all concerted. Ande then agreed to establish a brief, very, very
brief, ops code for use on the telephone -- simply for the
purpose of establishing a place and time of meeting for the joint
committee meeting. The meting ended at 1800 hour.

Comment: During several asides with Sam's perception o
estimate of the two days of di 4-isions is that. tiil

th thought considerable progress was made, wan o
scuss the results of the meeting5Tin Washington wokesponsible

officials in Tehran before recomending specific actions and
step - taken. Specific proposals will come at the next meeting
with and, be inq Iranian, they will probably be gaged to
further tests and assess our sincerity,

UNGLASSIFIEDTnn ocrOCT
I~,

-s

m ah lu
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EXHIBrr OLN-202

UNCL*8 IFIED
SOOMt SENSITIVESZNST~N 7 760
SUBJECT; Rundown of Visitor's comments on 19/20 Sept o6

l. said that they had had a real problem in
V he 4 rturs maide to them were Onuine arno

ft~ w oNt fti ira
because they had fielded many such approaches frm as

serious abate took place io Tehran about bow t roceedj
said they had to upirade the Ca ad now thin they have
made the necessary arraneets was told that the thre
persons in the room would bjj .je on y ones on our side until o
things got further along. said that e in charge
on their side. In aan a said that was too dumb
to handle the channel. emphasized th nted to
gradually improve relat with the United States because they
fully realized they were between a rock and a hard place. The
war will end soon and Iran must make the fateful decision about
rebuilding the military and the country. Since the previous
orientation was towards American equipment, they would like to
continue in the same manner. They realize that American
investment will be essential to the rebulding of their
country. However, for the time being, everything must be
carried out in secret. If this were to leak, the radicals
would have a field dayd would be able to oust the moderates
and the conservatives.! said that when our delegation was in
Tehran, the factions towere aware of our presence had put
together a story to be released 0' word somehow got ou% about
our delegation's presence in Tehran. We told him that we faced

Il similar problems Ia the United Stat
Z.With regard to the Gorbanifa: connection

said flatly they mistrust Gorbanift d him thatw
entertain similar views but asworried about his joinj public
and destroyia everything. said that they think they car
take care of Gorbs. He wal-Evost executed in 1951. They TiL e
a lot on him and he also has family back in Tehran. The U.S.
side is doubtful. Believe this romaina. lUOblem since Gorba
has told MIR that he aul j public, said that.althoulh
they are grateful t for hay e courage to let

Z things started, they q out of the loop because (A) he

WANING NOTICE CL BY
N. DLELLIGcE ~JW.S rEl

AhZD MTHOS JWMVED UENlVED3-4 77 | . 2y E SmV
, 75-544 776., .V LA..rr-SM
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U kIPAI -Lu N 7761
has not produced andw

sUsolea '004 Car £" 5 AAN 65fne *l fauag Vwathat everything isUTa a ii because of the two now
hostages and that nothing cannkL4.po until they are released.

3. During our discussion, ephasiged that they are
also interested in relations v T*is on the strategic level.
They are very concerned about Soviet machinations in the area
as a whole and in recent months have had their eyes opened by
how much effort the Soviets are putt i onetrat no &nd....

_________________________________ ____ a sans agree
-tnat we Should put the past behindV I said they regret
our fruitless trip to Tehran in May. *Aqsod a joint
committee which would handle the chanfl"a nd establish secure
communications between the two governments. The opening phase
will be secret but we will then bring the relationship into the
open at an appropriate time.

4. Hostages: The U.S. side dealt with the hostage issue as
an obstacle, ngLj key issue in arriving at a strategic
relationship. said that prior to coming on this trip he
had talked wit t e "person directly responsible" twice on the
telephone and once personally. He believes that this issue can
be resolved and it will be one of the first things he devotes
his attention to when he returns to Tehran. He said that it is
now a matter of policy that the Iranian government opposes
hostaes takin and terrorism on humanitarian grounds. H9
reminded us that the Iranian government did play a ositve role
in the TVA highjacking case. H, said that in addition ti
recent public statements, 1homieni has prepared a "fatwa"
condemning hostagetaking as "unlslaaic". We thanked his for
the Iranijj stance on the hilhjacking of the PanJm flight in
Karachl. was told that next week there would be a VOA
broadcas-r'"hich Iran would be mentioned as one of the States
we wished to sing to grant landing rights to the
hilhJackers . also told "Sam" in an aside that he
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UNL A&SIFIED N 776
had discussed the hostages with eaihe was'certain
that the matter would soon be-swTled. also stated
that the Pattie case would be resolve;saTFIrIlorily. --The
people holding the hostages are v r tried about a CIA
operation to rescue the hostasess urged that we not do !,anything to-fan their fears, as th uld make his job harder.He said that he would try to live us I or 3 days advance -

-notice before

blt Committee: There s lot of cu noi;abour -secret US Iran Joint Committee. towards d of the
meetings, stated that they had aT y set u 0pop 0to.
be on their side. We told his that ours wo e three persons
also, consisting of "Goode, Kopp and San". $a at Veywould pick a single courier would would cari
Tehran to where ever we designate as comaitt lid , Vv-':-
SUggested th L cure communications be *st& 61shd as sioon as
possNil and agreed. We rt~ to ourikVasgstion ofa two man colU5eam l:Imhrn. liked this anjsaa-h that
he wou. it-uph a l Imp rnehran.7.pv ovided a list of their urgent oil
requirements. This incdd te.ical I *t00ae O.-bmi
which he said they neede&esoeratey. naid tiat they
badly need os ead 155 am hv-1ters an- M base plate MWrounds. He asked "Sam" to ship son* of these (as such as we
can assemble on short notice) as soon.as possible. On the -

shipment that w have put telether, said to live his an
account number as soon as we are reaiT', and he will have the
money ready. le wanted to take the list back and make sure
they really needed the spare parts before giving the So-ahead
ow the shipment. He said that their need for artillery is
pressing because they need suppressing fire to make their
infantry attacks more successful.
US PARTICIPANTS: George Cave as "Colonel San O'Neil"

Oliver North as "Colonel Good*"
Digk Seacord as "General Kopp

IRANIAN PARTICIPANT:o( Majils
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~;J~frEDDRAFT

lMITVJSATIOO&L C01P13tATION AGAINST T1aORalSH

N 7765

Neat, a VOA tditorLal, reflecting the *LOv of the U.S.

Gove rneat. A

in the aftermath-of t %-Ackinq-jrb ( AI flight 73 at

Krach airporL.* is .time to reflect op e wideip. lad reaStion

5o their desp~ice*e and cowardly 0pe. ftett5tpohb6 .nt" n
around~~~3 rot voiohsn*~nare

ac round CM wrlde has ,'n a condingiejection of-thLs and

other acts of international 9Srrortp like the cruel mvrdets in

the synagogue of Istanbul. *egardl 0 odpolical or peligiols

persuasion, innocent ae% and vown A.t wry content are

joining the call tot a stop to the wanton, Indiscriminate killing

and destruction.

The hijackers of PA An night 73 remain in the custody

of the Pakistani government awaiting trial for murder. The

government, of Pakistan is to be congratulated for its handling of

the difficult and often Confusing situation it faced on Septesber

4. The United States government reCains prepared to assist In

any vay that leads to the successful prosecution of those

responsible for the unnecessary killing of twenty men, women, and

children from India, Pakistan, Noxico, Britain, and the United

states.

This hijacking further demonstrates the resolve of

)DRA-f
by 3. Rsr, :..l. 'uwi y Cov.,M
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nations to work together to prevent and discourage these attacks

on international civil aviation. Not only did Pakistan help in Ji

preventing tMe airplane from departing Karachi -- which properly

kept the hijackers;On tOground and avoiding potential

in-flight disaster otp nation refused 6al the ' plan.
to land iri their counug yWe eit to 46v*.*bg *10ite

Nations thrcdqhout t4 region J.inedtoqther ;o reject. the *-:

hijackers n nv their airspace. Country# 34ke.

Cyprus, agy xuwai k .on, SA Arhia. rani' Ztly -.

deserve the recognii jon _uom pslm loving people everytaer.

their courageous stad a#sinst these pscpetre'ot*oi *de th-nd.

destruction. - ' -

President Reagan prays for the naMle of thos*'killed

and injured In this tragedy. He remains committed to work with

all nations to stop international terrorism from tearing at the

fabric of our civilization and to seek justice against those who

would commit violent acts against innocent victims for political

reasons. As all of our law-abiding citizens have long understood

and governments must continue to learn -- just people with just

causes do not resort to terrorism.

That was a VOA editorial, reflecting the views of the

U.S. aqvetent.

DRAFT
UN CLA SIFIED
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EXHIBIT OLN-205

ATPt m M O 4

NOvember 14, 1964

muK u WD rtO TE RUCORD

SUSJviCT:

fon* o4q

N 9127

Investigation of Southern Air Transport (SAT)

At 11020 a.m., November 14, Major General Richard Secord. USAp
(ast.) called his office to advise that the President of SAT had
just called him to inform that U.S. Customs officers had again
requasted all of the company's financial records. This request
was being made pursuant to an Livestigation regardinq SAT's role
in supporting the Nicaraguan democratic resistance.

lxH I aI !"a3

Because SAT Io Involved in supporting the January 1986 Covert
Action Finding on Iran, NED Secord was concerned that providing
the company records for the Nicaraguan resistance investigation
would reveal SAT's role in supporting the Iran covert action.

SAT aircraft and pilots were used to support the six deliveries
to Iran in 198s and 196 and company records would reflect these
activities.

This problem was discussed with Mr. Oliver Revell, Associate
Director of the FBI, at 1200 noon on November 14. Ue advised
that ten days ago he had received guidance from Attorney General
Hoese to "suspend" the investigation of Major General Secord's
involvement in support o; the Nicaraguan resistance and that the
Attorney General had discussed the Customs' investigation of SAT
with Treasury Secretary Jm laker. On Mr. Revell's advice, North
called Associate Attorney General Stephen Trott to solicit his
advice on this matter.

At 12:10 p.m. on November 14, Trott advised North by secure phone
that the Secord ad SAT Involvement with the Iran covert action
had been the subj*ct of a discussion between Trott and the
Attorney General ad a separate discourse between the Attorney
General an Tr"aury Secratory Baker. Trott indicated that
Secretary aker had planned to advise Customs regarding
sensitivity to SAT's involvement in sensitive U.S. Government
opratioss.

Trott informed that he wou)d discuss this matter immediately with
Attorney General Mesae and indicated that he ITrott) fully
understood the need not to divulge SAT or Secord's roles in
support of the Ira covert action. Trott Ind&=11d that he would
adviseus of the results.
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ExhIBIT OLN-206

TOg NSPUT -- CPUS 11114186 20:14 :09

* ReDly to note of 11114186 20o,0
ROTE FPON: OLIVER NORT4

SUBJECTT>
Subject: finlingonjZFan

TEXT>

If this can wait untit Monday, It w'
their noreat channels - rather than
cannot wait - I wilt take care of I
Pit advise.

d be bqst to have Eenls office do this thru
have North's fingerprints on It. If It

t tomorrow a.*. with a cover memo from JP.

findingon Iran

ii!
i
Il

E 4

I X H I SDI Ian )(D
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WELCOMING 
REMARKS

e 4 C,9SCRS TN C 14 AT UNGA

October It 1986

Ministers will not
irin Msi the GCC ently, a toast

.tac ch consequen r ate,

.soho l at this u I would bea p PI aO O

w o u l d nri n t ba l e p p r o r i a t e "tr s a y a f e w w o r d S O f a r 's

wo tO =for the Secr ea y ft he un . t last Y e

hOVee,0Lot 
secers 

imade a forn~al
however, t th e be inning 0. -a o~ al t i

orefltea C o reign Minise may do the same
junhth G frearkS. They myd

ornhtheO~nCnfeo 
these comments.

year in respOnse

Excell~enciesandDistinguished 

GuestS*

.,Fou a 0ihnesseS againpleased and honored to meet here in

e 1.-oe. a-o ce a ds f delegations and kias adnS the J

eW Y or with the heads of i o in the

nenber states of the Gulf 
Cooperation counciued" the

years since its found ding, the GCC has continued to grow as a

source of stability 
and PrOgress in a threatened 

regiOn.

e cCC states live on the rim of the tragic tran-lIraq

hta s entered its seventh brutal year.

.lar his conflict hasnretsotion"Theheightened

RearettablY' it shows no sig 
d of ere ighe

temP
0O (fthe light inthis 

year and the heightened threat that

teo ~oflfit wighspill over to GCC member states pose real

riskS to regiOi and the people of your countries. e te

t h a on i t clearta e ansionOft

states has made it emphaticallyclear 
that an epatsio

war to third parties wouldconstitute 
major threat to

interests. 
Yet the unpredictable 

nature Of this

remains a 
cause for constant 

concern and vigilance*

wELCOMING aEMAR KS
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Attacks on Gulf shipping have intensified. No one can

predict when neutral ships t:ansiting international or GCC

territdrial-waters will be hit again. President Reagan has

affirmed our commitment to ensuring the free flow of oil

through the Strait of Hormuz. I reiterate that commitment to

you here today.

The GCC states have shown that, when faced with threat, you

can work in concert to assure your common defense. We support

your individual and collective self-defense and are ready to

work with you.

With you, we urge Iran and Iraq to seek peace, to negotiate

an end to their bloody conflict. Iraq desires a negotiated

settlement, but Iran remains intransigeant. For that reason,

we have intens.'fied our efforts to discourage our friends from

selling arms to Iran-- with significant, but not complete,

success.

An end to the war is a goal. that unites the international

community. In our recent discussions in Stoc'iholm and

Washington, we and Soviet officials agreed that we share a

common interest in seeing an end to the Iran-Iraq war.

However, the Soviets have not acted as forcefully as we in

moving to block arms resupply to Iran from countries with which

they have influence. We wish they would do more.
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Elsewhere in the Islamic world, the senseless horror of

international terrorism has struck again -- an airport in

Karachi.,Lthe morning prayers at a synagogue in Istanbul and yet

two more kidnappings in Beirut. Your countries know all too

well the terrorist plague. You have shown great courage in

refusing to bow to terrorist tactics. We respect your strength

and share your determination.

We all want peace in the Middle East. For forty years, the

United States has worked for a just and lasting peace betwceen

Israel and its Arab neighbors. There can be no substitute for

a political process involving direct negotiations to resolve

the Arab-Israel conflict. Two important steps -- and powerful

examples of the efficacy of direct negotiations -- were taken

last month: agreement to submit the Taba dispute to

arbitration, and a historic summit meeting between Israeli

Prime Minister Peres and Egyptian President Mubarak.

Only through direct negotiations with all the parties

concerned will the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people

be reconciled with Israel's security requirements We will

persist in seeking ways to further the conditions toward this

goal. We ask your understanding of our efforts and your

continued support in promoting a peaceful solution to the

issues that have for too long divided Arabs and Israelis.
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Since we met a year ago, the United States and GCC have

bequn a dialogue on economic matters of mutual concern. In

explordtk y neetinqs, first in Riyadh and later in Washington,

we have worked to identify areas where both sides could benefit

from greater cooperation. Much work remains to be done, but we

believe mutually beneficial results cAn be-acheived. We look

forward to continuing these important exchanges in the coming

months.

We are aware ofyour concerns about the effect U.S. tax

reform will have on GCC investments in the United States. The

provision in question, now being finalized in Congress, aims -t

putting all commercial investors on an equal footing. It will

inevitably affect the tax status of many -- private and public,

domestic and foreign. This legislation may lead some investors

to restructure their U.S. portfolios, but it is not directed

against any geographic region. Most important, with tax reform

the United States will remain a good place in which to invest.

Today as ever, the GCC is a force for stability and

progress in a troubled region. GCC strides in security and

economic integration strengthen its ability to resist threats

to peace. We support your efforts and value the friendship GCC

nations have shown the United States. My government -- and I

personally -- will work to build even closer ties with the

GCC. It is a pleasure to meet with you again. Let us continue

our efforts to achieve a more peaceful world for all. Thank

you.
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FILE

REMARKS T THE "'":DLE EAST NS7'T7
,R:DAY. CCTCER '.7,.7 r

BY

':CHARD MURPHY
ASSISTANT SECRETARY

NEAR EASTERN AND SOUTH ASIAN ArFA:PS
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE

ITN-ROOUc-,ON

T CONGRATULATE THE INSTITUTE AS :T ENTERS "TS 40TH "EAP A!:

APPRECIATE YOUR :NVITAT:ON TO BE WITH YOU TON:GHT. WHEN "'At

TOLD THAT THE THEME OF TH:S YEAR'S CONFERENCE WOULD EE "4C

YEARS "N A QUANDARY." I WAS ALSO TOLD TO FEEL FREE ABOUT WHA-

MIGHT WANT TO TALK ABOUT. WE HAVE MANY QUANDARIES "N

BUREAU OF NEAR EASTERN AND SOUTH ASIAN AFFAIRS. THEY ARE A

DA:LY EVENT; SHOULD " FOR EXAMPLE. D-SCUSS SOUTH LEBANON A;

Jt:L N THE LIGHT OF LAST TUESDAY'S REPORT TO THE UN SE--Z":'-

COUNC:L. OR SHOULD I DWELL ON THE LATEST THREAT 70 SA

"N SOUTH LEBANON :N L'GHT OF THE LAST 48 HOURS OF VOLECE

STARTI.,G WITH A TERROR:ST ATTACK AGAINST -SRAEL'S NEAR

,ESTERN WALL IN JERUSALEM AND -ONT:NL':NG THROUGH SRAEL:

AIRSTRIKES NEAR S:DON?

T .. L FOCUS TONIGHT .PIMARL'.Y ON THE ilDDL,.E "AST EACE

PROCESS. BUT START V:TH SOME GENERAL REFLE"ONS ON ",E
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ROLE :N.' ItA P.EG:OP, : vmi :NG COMME'., S Cf, J C?,. -.- E Bo.xL

.°A!R. A-'X: T E;POP:;Slo

t',F, ROLE :N -HE E 'PN

THE OUEST'ON OF WHAT "S THE APPROPP:ATE POLE ;OP OUR

COUNTRY :N THE rM, DDLE EAST HAS BEEN AT THE HEAPT OF OUR ,-OF-,

YEAR QUAPNDRY. THIS OUEST.ION CONFRCTS US ACROSS THE REG:f1 , 0

WE..L AS ACROSS A BROAD SPAN OF ISSUES. RECOGN:::'N THERE ,

UNDOUBTEDLY A VARIETY OF V:EWS IN 7H-S AUDIENCE ABCUT -:

ANSWER IT. -A' SUBI"T THAT THERE IS NO SINGLE VISION OR

DEFIN:TION OF THE U.S. ROLE TKAT CAN BE "MPCSED THROUGH ,OCU -

REGION OR SUPERIMPOSED ON ALL ISSUES.

JUR BROAD POLICY OE:ECT:VES APPLY TO TE REG:,N AS A ,,'H%"_

AND HAVE REMAINED CONSTANT OVER A CONSDERABL-" E-D CF -:w

-- CRTA:NLY LONGER THAN THE FO;TY YEARS .EING "ONS:.:E:'

T-IS CONFERENCE. --!PST AND FOREMOST. WE HAVE ATTEMPTED -0

MAINTAIN STABILITY "N THIS REGION OF GREAT STRATEG:C

IMPORTANCE. CLOSELY RELATED TO TH:S. WE HAVE ATTEMPTED ""

ASSURE THE SECURITY AND PROSPERITY OF OUR F'IENOS "N "tE

REGION. AN ADDITIONAL POLICY OBJECTIVE -- NOT FREQUENTLY NC'E

BY HARD-NOSED STRATEGISTS BUT VERY MUCH IN KEEF:NG .:7H TZ

STRONG AMERICAN SENSE OF COMPASSION -- WE HAVE TRIED T0 AVE:-
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HUMAN TRAGEDY WHENEVER PCSS9SLE AND TO ALLEV:ATE :7 ,HEN "T

COULD NOf %-" PREVENTED.

THESE DOL:CY O6:ECT:VES ARE CO;STANTS, BUT THE kOLE .;E 4.

ABLE TO WLAY A"' ANY OART::ULAR T:ME VARIES CONS.DEPABLY ',:--

THE C:RCUMSTAJCES AND CONTEXT OF EACH CASE.

I!,S-, ROLE : Z'?ANON

'.BANON TODAY :S AN EXAMPLE OF A S:TUAT:ON FRAuG -7 :..

HUMAN TRAGEDY AS WELL AS WTH :MPLICAT:ONS FOR THE STAB::TY D-

THE REGION. IT IS ALSO AN EXAMPLE OF THE REAL LIMITS ON THE

ABILITY OF ANY OUTSIDE POWER TO INFLUENCE EVENTS !F THE OLAYERS

ON THE SCENE ARE THEMSELVES UNABLE OR UNW:LL:NG TO RECONCILE

7HE:R FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCES.

WE F. MLY BEL.'EVE THAT PRACTICAL PROPOSALS FOR

CC ST7:CNAL AND SEZURF:Y SOLUT:OiS MUST OOME :;:T:AL.Y ,m

THE 'EBANESE THEMSELVES. TH.:S :S WHY W: HAVE EEEN ENCCURAGEC

BY "HE FORMATION OF THE ,r,:. vF "A' GUE "N 4E. .. T

THE SAME T'ME. WE UNDERS-AND U ' EL TAT THCSE ZVEP."E'.

W :ZH 7RULY SUPPORT THE STRENGTHENING OF THE CENTRAL GCVE Y"7

-- AND RrEASSERT:ON OF :TS AUTHORITY THROUGHOUT A :r:EO AND
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ND.PENDENT .BANON- HAVE A RESPONS:B:L:TY 0 ACT :N SUch

WAY THAT THE EFFORTS OF THE COMM:TTEE OF C:ALOGUE :AN SUCE.

.N THE SOUTH. WE BELIEVE THAT UN:F:L HAS A KEY ROLE TC 01Av

:N ACH:E'V:NG THE GOAL WHICH ALL THOSE WHO WISH LEBANON WELL

SHOULD SHARE: NAMELY. PERMANENT ARRANGEMENTS BY WH:CH "HE

LEBANESE GOVERNMENT WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR SECURITY DOWN T

"TS BORDER. SO THAT THE PEOPLE IN SOUTHERN LEBANON AND NORTHERN

"SRAEL CAN RESUME NORMAL LIFE, FREE FROM FEAR OF ATTACK.

ANOTHER CR'T.CAL ELEMENT IN REACHING THE GOAL CF NORMALITY

"N THE SOUTH. AND INDEED THROUGH-UT LEBANON. WILL BE THE

REALIATION. BY ALL MILITIA LEADERS THAT THE RENA:SSANCECF

LEBANON WILL DEPEND ON THE D"SBANDMENT OrEVERY EXTRA-L LEGAL

ARMED GROUP. MY COLLEAGUE AMBASSADOR PARKER :S CNE OF MANY

SENIOR AMEP:CAN OFFICIALS WHO STROVE TO ACHIEVE LEBANESE
CONSENSUS ON THE MILrTIA PROBLEM. OUR CONV:wTION REMAINS:

ENERG:ES CURRENTLY SQUANDERED :N SUPPORT OF MILI'-AS MUST SE

DIVERTED TO POSITIVE. ACTIVE SUPPORT OF THE LEBANESE ARMEO

"ORCES AND THE NATIONAL POLICE.

THE CHACS THAT AFFLICTS LEBANON TODAY HAS PROLONGED THE

AGONY OF OUR HOSTAGES. THE U.S. GOVERNMENT STANDS READY N

DISCUSS w:TH THEIR CAPTORS THE SAFETY AND RETURN OF THE

HCSTAGES. BUT WE W:L' NCT PRESSURE THE KUWAIT: A THCE-ES -

RELEASE THOSE :7 HAS :MPRISONED :OR K:LL:NG S:X IN THE BCMB'NG
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KU W T:S A LL A-1% S E A.NDO~IZI &~

Tk*EE YEARS AGO.

THE .U. 'tAR THREATE 'S 70 HANGEDE THE STRATE3: "MAP ,

D 1DL E AST. :T :S RAVAGING HUMAN L:FE AND THE MATER:A;

INFRASTRUCTURESS N :RAN AND :RAQ: :7S TERM:NAT:ONI

-AP-REAC-"N. 3 O7 sE UE:0 S ,-OR REG;: NAL SE"UR:"Y. 1 E SEE '

V'OR ,,'EN TE EID OF F:GHT:NG F.NALLY ARRIVES.

AS THE LEVEL OF VIOLFNCE AND DESTRUCTION ESCALATES, SO DOES

7HE DANGER THAT THE WAR WILL SPREAD THROUGHOUT THE GULF.

ALREADY, 3UL- SH:PP:NG HAS BEOME A RENEWED TARGET :OR 5w'-'

SDES. :OR OUR PART. WE HAVE CONTINUED TO DRESS OUR THREE vE-"

3LD 0:PLOMAT:: EFFORTS TO PREVENT ARMS :ROM FR:ENDS AID A''ES

FROM GETTING TO :RAN. OUR PROGRAM HAS SLOWED THE WAR SU- N--

YET SER.'OUS'Y DISLOCATED .RAN:AAN STRATEGY. ,4E TARGET :AN>-7

ARMS PROCUREMENT BECAUSE RAN :S THE :NTRANS :GE'T PARTY "N -

WAR. REFUSING TO CONSIDER ANY NEGOTIAT:ON CR ME "AT:vN PRZPSAZ

MADE TO DATE.

E A-SO ZON'-NUE OUR :''OMIAT:C EXCHANGES -- AT 7H-H
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Af1D ELSEWHERE -- TO SEE ,iHAT W. ,."GT E ABLE TC O T , H E

BR:NG TE .AR 70 AN END.

FINALLY, WE MA:NTA:N OUR EFFORTS TO KEEP OUR MCDEhATE 4;.'-

FR:ENDS :N THE PEI'INSULA STRONG AND PREPARED -0 DE-E?,D

THEMSELVES AGAINST DANGEROUS THREATS. rIA:NTA:N:tNG OUR

TRADITIONAL MIL:7ARY SUPPLY RELATIONSHIPS. OFTEN DESPITE HEAr'v

OPDCS:T,:ON :N CONGRESS. :S CRUCIAL 7O TJ:S GOAL. v;:H -.:S.N-

M:ND THE ADMINISTRATION W:LL STRONGLY OPPCSE THE .:EN-L-"V:\E

B:.L TO BE DEBATED :N THE NEXT CONGRESS.

U.S. ROLE: -0ppp:SM

:N THE CASE OF THE RAN-"RAO WAR AND ALSO 0r THE
'RA/:SRAEL CONFL:CT. THE CRT, CAL VARI.ABLE. N THE ENC -

OLL QF THE REGIONAL PARTIES TO ACH:EVE PEACE . OUP

CONTRIBUTIONO, HOWEVER EsSENT:AL, CANNOT SuBSTTL!T7. 73R

.E_:SFONS THAT ARE THE H:STORC"AL ;ESPONS:z:L,.TY OF i:.

GOVERNMENTS DIRE:TLY COr.CERNEO. EY CONTRAST. :; -HE "

AGAT"NST TERRORISM. WE HAVE "NCREASINGLY TAKEN CN THE :A

"'f OB0V:OUSLY. OUR SUCCESS SO FAR HAS BEEN ONLY PART:AL. ±"

GRA~NTE.,HE PROSPECT OF ENDING TERRORISM OR EVEN

STATE-SUPPORTED TERRORISM AS A RESULT OF ONE CRASH DROGRAt. :t
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:LLUSORY. T WILL BE A fNG BATTLE. AND IT :S ST7R BE G:a:.

WHAT 1 AM SUGGESTING :S THAT TH-S IS ONE INSTANCE WHERE cu0

POL6T:AL A14D MILITARY RESOURCES, OUR COMPARATIVE FREEDOM 0:

ACTION AND THE INTERESTS OF OUR FRIENDS AND ALLIES, HAVE

ENABLED AND REOUIRED US TO TAKE THE LEAD '? RA'S:NG THE C-ST

TERRORISM TO AN UNACCEPTABLE LEVEL. THAT SAID. WE DO NOT

BELIEVE COUNTER-TERRORISM IS EXCLUSIVELY OUR RESPONS:B:L:TY.

WE-SEE THIS AS A FIELD FOR UNIFIED INTERNATIONAL EFFORTS.

:NDEED. WE HAVE SUCCEEDED TO A SIGNIFICANT DEGREE IN

GALVANIZING EUROPEAN SUPPORT FOR POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC

MEASURES TO FIGHT TERRORISM.

TERRORISTS IN THE MIDDLE EAST ARE FEW IN NUMBER 2--U

A:T:Ot S HAVE ST:MULATED A TROUBLING GROWTH OF RAC:AL SLURPS

ABOUT ARABS. ALSO WANT TO MENTION A RESENT NEWS RE:-D CT

P% EARBOPN. MICHIGAN WHICH SOME OF YCU MAY HAVE SEE. _

SADOE ED ME DEEPLY. :N THAT CITY. ;TH :7S LARGE ARA-E A'.

~MU,.", CHILDREN HAVE TAKEN TO DENY:NG THE R ARAB SR N: ZJ

OF TEAR THAT THEY W!LL BE TAUNTED AS TERRORISTS BY THEPR

SC,-7OLMATES. THUS, THE BRUTAL AND TI:ST:NG :.XPA:T 3F

AND THE RESULTING ETHNIC SLURS AFFEr. THE PSYCHE CF z, RE "

C'R OWN 1:D-WEST. THIS iS UNACCEPTABLE.
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WED A"-r DOCESS ''D :4E APE -- ~ NE VOL UT:',,N-Or DOOCE S

IT :S :N THE CONTEXT OF THE ARABIISRAEL PEACE PROCESS THAT

THE CHALLENGE TO DEFINE AND EXERCISE THE APPROPR:ATE U.S. ROLE

HAS RECEIVED THE GREATEST SCRUTINY. i WILL ADDkESS-THE

REMAINDER OF MY REMARKS HERE THIS EVENING TO THE PEACE PROCESS

WHICH REMAINS OUR CENTRAL PREOCCUPATION IN THE REGION.

LET ME FIRST REVIEW WHERE WE ARE. THE L.ST OF POS:T:VE

ACHIEVEMENTS OVER THE PAST FEW YEARS IS LONG: PERMIT ME TO .L'S

SOME OF THEM:

O SENTIMENT IN FAVOR OF A NEGOTIATED SOLUTION T. T7E

ARAB-TSRAELI DISPUTE HAS EXPANDED SIGN:F:A NTLY.

WOULD SUGGEST THAT THERE ARE IICREASINGLY FEWER :oc

EAST PLAYERS WHO SEE THE DISPUTE BE:NJG RESOLVED BY

FORCE OF ARMS. AND MANY MORE WHO ARE PREPARED TO SAY.

PUBLICLY OR PRIVATELY. THAT :SRAEL AND THE ARABS

SHOULD-NEGOT:ATE THE:R DIFFERENCES.

O MOREOVER. PREVIOUSLY TABOO CODEWORDS ARE Bf:NG

SUBJECTED TO NEW SCRUTINY. BY ISRAELIS AND ARABS

ALIKE. "LEGITIMATE RIGHTS OF PALEST:N:ANS," "D:RE-"

NESOTIATZONS., *SECURE AND RECOGNIZED BOUNDAREZSo ARs
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BE:NG ASSESSED BY DEC:S:ON MAKERS :N TEP!S OF HCP THE

M:GHT CONTRIBUTE TO PROGRESS. RATHER THAN BLOCK IT.

O ARAB-ISRAELI CONTACTS ARE BE.OMING tMORE ROUTINE. T7E

MEETING IN :FRANE BETWEEN K:nG HASSAN AND PR:ME

MINISTER PERES AND THE ALEXANDRIA SUMMIT BETWEEN ERES

AND PRESIDENT !UBARAK ARE THE MOST SIGNIFICANT

EXAMPLES, PARTICULARLY SO 1N THAT THE MEETINGS EVOKED

LITTLE SERIOUS CRITICISM AND :N FACT SOME CAUTIOUS

INTEREST ON THE PART OF SOME OTHER MIDDLE EAST

COUNTRIES.

O THE MOOD iN THE OCCUPIED ':ERRITOREZS IS CHANGING.

ARAB MAYORS NOW RUN ALL WEST BANK MUNIC7PAL:T:ES AN

ARAB BANK WILL SOON OPEN :N ABLUS (THE FIRST ON THE

WEST BANK SINCE 1967)t THE BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC

ENVIRONMENT HAS BECOME M3RE ENCOURAGING FOR :NC:GENOUS

ENTREPRENEURSHIP. To BE SURE. AND QUITE

UNDERSTANDABLY. THE DES:RE TO END THE OCzUPAT:%'C

REMAINS STRONG. BUT A '-OL:T!CAL ENVIRONMENT :S

EVOLVING THAT COULD OPEN THE WAY FOR THE EXER 'SE OF

GREATER CONTROL BY THE PALESTINIAN POPULATION :N THE

WEST BANK AND GAZA -- NOT AS A SUBSTITUTE -FOR -H:

PEACE PROCESS BUT AS A COMPLEMENT TO IT.
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0 IFNALLY. I WOULD POINT TO A CONCEPTUAL CHANGE :N TsE

WAY REGIONAL PLAYERS VIEW A SETTLEMENT -- THERE :S

MORE ACCEPTANCE OF "PROCESS." AND LESS :NSTSTENCE 0C.

"GUARANTEED OUTCOMES" THAN WE HEARD A FEW YEARS AGC.

AT THE SAME TIME. WEHAVE BEEN REMINDED THAT. 1UST AS

IT IS UNLIKELY THAT PEOPLE WOULD EMBARK ON A

CRCSS-DESERT JOURNEY WITHOUT A SENSE OF WHERE THE NEXT

WATER HOLE IS LOCATED. SO TOO A PEACE "PROCESS" MUS"

CARRY A SENSE OF WHERE IT IS HEADING.

WHERE WE ARE HEADI eG: THE !SSUES AT STAKE

AM SURE YOU ARE FULLY FAMILIAR WITH THE KEY SUBSTANT:VE

AND PROCEDURAL ISSUES ON THE TABLE, SO _ W:LL NOT DESCRIBE 7eM

:N DETAIL. THEY INCLUDE:

O NEGOTIATIONS ON THE CASIS OF UN SECURITY ZOU ..

RESOLUTIONS 242 AND 338. EMBODYING THE

OLAND-FOR-PEACE" FORMULA.

O THE SHAPE ANP FORMAT OF THE NEGOTIATING PROCESS.

INCLUDING THE QUESTION OF AN INTERNATIONALL CONTEX" :VR

THAT PROCESS.
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0 ISSUES RELATING TO PART:::PAT:ON. :NCLUD:NG "HE ROLE

OF PALESTIN:ANS :N THE PROCESS.

IJNDERLYING THE WAY WE DEAL WITH THESE SPECIFIC "SSUES ARE

TWO OUESTIONS OF-HOW THE PEACE PROCESS CAN BEST BE APPROACHES ,

THE FIRST INVOLVES THE RELATIVE MERITS OF A STEP-bY-STEP

APPROACH VERSUS MOVEMENT ON ALL FRONTS SIMULTANEOUSLY TOWARD A

COMPREHENSIVE SETTLEMENT. THE SECOND CONCERNS THE RELATIVE

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE REGIONAL AND EXTRA-REGIONAL PARTS.

STEP-BY-STEP VERSUS COMPREHENSIVE SETTLEMENT

FIRST. A FEW LORDS ON THE RELATIVE MERITS OF PURSUING A

PEACE PROCESS STKATFGY BASED ON A STEP-BY-STEP APPROACH --

IS. THE PURSUIT OF INCREMENTAL AGREEMENTS WHICH ARE IMPORTANT

IN AND OF THEMSELVES BUT WHICH ALSO SEi'lE TO STRENGTHEN THE

FOUNDATION AND ENVIRONMENT FOR MORE FAR-REACHING SOLUTIONS ""

OR, ALTERNATIVELY, A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH. ONE WHICH AT "wE

OUTSET LAYS BARE THE FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES AT STAKE AN D SEEKS A

PACKAGED SETTLEMENT.

HAVING NOTED THE WILLINGNESS OF THE PARTIES TO VIEs -"E

SEARCH FOR PEACE IN TERMS OF A PROCESS. IT WOULD APPEAR TC
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FOLLOW THIT AN :NCREMENTAL STRATEGY SHOULD EE DURSUED. "r

FACT. "P:S WAS THE CASE DURING THE M:D-:37c'S. THEN. TIMEE

WERE FEW BUILDING BLOCKS ON WHICH TO CONSTRUCT A V:ABLE

STRATEGY. ARABS AND ISRAELIS HAD NOT HELD NEGCTIATIONS AU S:E

THE ARM:ST:CE CONTEXT S:NCE 1948-9. THE MISPERCEPT:ONS.

PREJUDICES. FEARS AND HATREDS WHICH OFTEN BESET ENEu:ES WERE

RAMPANT. THE COMMON ARAB ASSUMPTION WAS THAT ISRAEL WAS AN

INHERENTLY EXPANSIONIST STATE. WHICH DID NOT SEEK A PEACE THAT

WOULD REOU'RE THE RETURN OF OCCUPIED TERRITORIES. ISRAEL "4S

ALSO SEEN AS AN ALMOST SUPERNATURALLY ENDOWED NEGOT:ATOR WH::H

COULD SAFELY BE DEALT WITH ONLY BY A BLOC OF ARAB STATES. -E

COMMON TSRAELI ASSUMPTION WAS THAT THE ARAB WORLD WAS NCT

PREPARED TO TALK TO ISRAEL, AND THAT THE ".ILTTARY OPTION 'AS AN

ARAB STRATEGY FOR GRADUALLY WEARING DOWN THE WILL OF "SRAEL TC

RESIST. -N 1974 AND 1975. THEREFORE. THE AFTERMATH OF WAR !A:E

T NECESSARY TO CONSTRUCT A NEGOT ATiG PROCESS WHZH COU L

SEG:N TO REDUCE THESE MUTUAL MISPERCEPT:NS. THE ::SENGAGE EN-

AGREEMENTS REACHED BETWEEN 7SRAEL AND EGYPT. AND BETWEEN -SRAE

AND SYRIA. WERE IMPORTANT NOT ONLY BECAUSE OF THE PRACT'A

ARRANGEMENTS THEY BROUGHT ABOUT. BUT ALSO BECAUSE THEY

REPRESENTED THE BEGINNINGS OF DIALO UE-.

THE OFFSPRING OF THIS PROCESS -- THE CAMP DAVD ACCORDS ANS

THE E'YPT-SRAEL TREATY OF PEACE -- REPRESENTED BOH TH

82-681 - 88 - 27
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CULMINA i.. OF THE STEP-BY-STEP APPROACH AND THE

CONCEPTUAL ZAT:ON OF HOW A F:NAL SETTLEMEtNT COULD BE REAZ.E,

LET ME AE CLEAR: NO PARTY TO THESE AGREEMENTS EVER UNDERSTO0

THEM TO BE THE F:NAL PRODUCT OF THE PEACE PROCESS. EGYPT AND

ISRAEL CERTAINLY DIFFERED ON THE SUBSTANCE OF WHAT THE F:NAL

PRODUCT SHOULD LOOK LIKE. BUT THEY SPECIFICALLY COMMITTED

THEMSELVES TO A NEGOTIATING PROCESS FOR ACHIEVING COMPREHENS:',E

PEACE.

THE REASON 7 STEP BACK IN HISTORY THIS WAY IS TO UNDERSCORE

A FUNDAMENTAL REALITY OF THE CURRENT PEACE PROCESS: NAMELY.

THAT :TS OBJECTIVE HAS BEEN TQ WIDEN THE CIRCLE OF ARAB PARTIES

PREPARED TO BUILD ON INCREMENTAL PAST STEPS AND MOVE 706ARD

PEACE NEGOTIATIONS. THE 1982 REAGAN INITIATIVE. KING HUSSE'N'S

REPEATED EFFORTS TO REACH A COMMON BASIS FOR NEGOT'AT:ONS '-

THE PLO. EFFORTS TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF L'FE IN THE OC:U :E

TERRITORIES. EGYPT'S CONTINUING RE'NTEGRAT'ON INTC 7HE ARA5

WORLD. KING HASSAN'S MEETING 'WITH PR:ME M-NISTER P , -

LIKE -- ALL THESE HAVE BEEN PART AND PARCEL OF TH:S PROCESS.

THEY HAVE FOCUSSED LESS ON NEW IDEAS THAN ON A NEW COMMI-ME""

TO FIND A COMMON BASIS FOR NEGOTIATING PEACE BETWEEN :SRAE' AN6'

ALL ITS NEIGHBORS. IN SHORT. A COMPREHENSIVE PEACE IS CUR

GOAL. BUT A HARD LOOK AT THE POLITICAL REALITIES IN THE RE!:CF;

CONVItNCE ME THAT TKAT GOAL CAN ONLY BE ACHIEVED STEP AFTER

STEP.
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Q°:ONAL OP -X-RA-RE :ONAL INIT:A-:VES: THE ., S, ROL:

THE SECOND CONTEXTUAL ISSUE I THE ROLE AND RESPONS:B....v

OF THE REGIONAL PARTIES -- AS OPPOSED TO EXTRA-REG:ONAL PAR7Es

-- TO !NITIATE IDEAS FOR MOVING THE PROCESS FORWARD. THE

TRADITIONAL VIEW HAS BEEN THAT THE PARTIES TO THE CONFLICT ARE

UNABLE TO OVERCOME BIASES. INHIBITIONS AND DOMESTIC POL7:^AL

PRESSURES "N ORDER TO DEVELOP CREATIVE APPROACHES TO

PROBLEM-SOLVING. AT FIRST GLANCE, THE PATTERN OF !'*:DDLE EAST

DIPLOMACY MIGHT SEEM TO CONFIRM THIS THES:S:

0 No AGREEMENT BETWEEN TSRAEL AND THE ARABS HAS SEEN

REACHED WITHOUT SOME FORM OF OUTSIDE MEDIAT:ON.

O OUTSIDE MEDIATORS NORMALLY HAVE BEEN MORE THAN THAT.

:.E. FILLING THE NEED TO TRANSFORM OFTEN :N.HCATE

IDEAS INTO PRACTICAL NEGOT:AT:NG FORMULAS AND DRA:':NG

AGREEMENTS.

O LoCALLY-DRAFTED PEACE PLANS HAVE NOT BECME THE BASES

FOR NEGOTIATIONSt RATHER, PLANS IN:T:ATED BY OUTSDL

PARTIES CONSISTENTLY ARE SEEN AS FORMING THE EAS:S

NEGOTIAT'ONS.
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HISTORY. HOWEVER, DOES NOT FULLY SUPPORT TU:S VE; . NS:

1967. INITiAT:VES FOR BOTH WAR AND PEACE HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED

THE REGION -- WITNESS EGYPT'S AND SYRIA'S DECISION TO GO -0 mAP

:N 1973. EGYPT'S AND SRAEL'S DECISION !N !977-8 TO ENGAGE

DIRECTLY TO NEGOTIATE PEACE, AND THE AGREEMENT AT FE: ON 4N

ARAB POSIT4ON ON A POLITICAL SETTLEMENT. THE PARTIES

THEMSELVES TOOK THE FUNDAMENTAL DECISIONSg THOSE DECISIONS E

NOT IMPOSED FROM WITHOUT. AS THESE EVENTS UNFOLD. OUTSIDE

MEDIATION MAY BE REQUIRED TO CONCLUDE THE PROCESS. BUT OUTS::E

INITIATIVES DID NOT PROVIDE THE BASIC START UP Or DIPLOMAT::

ACTIVITY.

RECENT EVENTS CONTINUE THIS PATTERN. K:NG HUSSE:?4'S

EFFORTS DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS TO FIND A NEGCT:AT:NG 7ORMU A

WITH THE PALFSTINIAHS HAVE BEEN DRIVEN BY LOCAL :MPERA7:VES ANO

FUELED BY LOCAL IDEAS. INDEED. : NEED POINT ONLY TO THE :SSLE

OF AN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE TO :LLUSTRATE TH:S PC:N7.

HUSSE:N HAS INSISTED ON AN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE :. ORO

PROVIDE INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT FOR FACE-TC-FACE NEGC7:ATOt:S

WITH iSRAELI THE ISRAELI GOVERNMENT. WHILE NCT ENTHUS:AS'::

OVER THIS IDEA, HAS BEEN GRAPPLING WITH WAYS TO MAKE AN

INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT FOR NEGOTIATIONS ACCEPTABLE. OUTS:DE

PARTIES, INCLUDING THE U.S.. HAVE BEEN REACTIVE TO TH. ODEAT
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THE LOCA6 PLAYERS. TrfD:NG TO VIEW THESE PROPOSALS THRCUH

PRISMS WH°CH "NCLUDE -- BUT FOR US CANNOT BE LIt:rTED 7$ -- TE

MIDDLE EAST. WHILE KING HUSSEIN'S EFFORTS HAVE NOT YET REACHED:

FRUITION, THEY ILLUSTRATE THE CONTINUING REALITY THAT -HE

PARTIES TO THE MIDDLE EAST CONFLICT ARE TAKING THE LEAD TO

DEVELOP FORMULAS TO RESOLVE KEY PROCEDURAL AND SUBSTANTIVE

ISSUES.

SENS:T:VE TO THIS SHIFT, OUR GOVERNMENT HAS wELCOMED -- "N

rACT. ENCOURAGED -- THE LOrAL LEADERSHIP TO TAKE SUCH A LEAD

AND HAS WORKED STEADILY 4ITH THE PARTIES TO HELP BRING THEM T

A POINT OF TAKING DECISIONS. OUR VIEWS ON MANY OF THE

SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES TO BE DEALT WITH IN NEGOTIATIONS ARE ON TiE

,ABLE -- WE BELIEVE NEGOTIATIONS SHOULD PROCEED ON THE 3AS:S C:

RESOLLT:ON 242 AND 338. AND WE THINK THE POSITIONS OUTL:'NED Ev

PRESIDENT REAGAN IN 1982 REPRESENT AN EOUiTABLE GOAL O

NFGOTIATIONS. BUT WE HAVE NOT SOUGHT TO :MPOSE THESE vrES

RATHER. WE HAVE SOUGHT TO NURTURE THE TENDENCY TO:-RD LOCA

INITIATIVE. LENDING ASSISTANCE TO THIS EFFORT WHERE APPROPP> TE

AND REFRAINING FROM TAKING THE LEAD. THE ESSENT:AL :S -.A7.

HOWEVER SLOWLY. THE PROCESS IS MOVING AHEAD -- THE EG3DNA'

PARTIES ARE APPROACHING FUNDAMENTAL DECIS:ONS ON THE NEED TO

NEGOTIATE. AND THE U.S. S ACTIVELY HELPING THE PARTIES TO

REACH THESE DEC&S'ONS.
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ExHiBr OLN-209

i--'tE: XHI11I 'e

The President's
News Conference of

i June 18, 1985

Trans World Airlines Hijacking Incident
The President. I have a statement. Onehour ago the body of a young Americanhero Navy diver, Robert Dean Stethem,was returned to his native soil in a coffinafter being beaten and shot at pointblank

ran ge.
His murder and the fate of the otherAmerican hostages still being held in Beirutunderscore an inescapable fact: The UnitedStates is tonight a nation being attacked byinternational terrorists who wantonly killand who seize our innocent citizens as their

prisoners.
In response to this situation, I am direct-ing that the following steps be taken. I havedirected the Secretary of Transportation, incooperation %ith the Secretary of State. toexplore immediately an expansion of ourarmed sky marshal program aboard intema-tional flights of U.S. air carriers for better

protection of passengers.
I have directed the Secretary of State toissue an ipnediate travel advisory for U.S.citizens traveling through the Athens Inter-national Airport warning them of dangers.This warning shall remain in effect untilthe Greek Government has improved thesecurity situation there and until it hasdemonstrated a willingness to comply withthe security provisions of the U.S.-Greekcivil aviation agreement and the Tokyo,

Montreal, and Hague conventions regardingprosecution and punishment of air pirates.I've asked for a full explanation of theevents surrounding the takeover of the air-

. ,9S.5

craft in Athens I ha%e appealed throughthe Department of Transportation and theFederal Aviation Administration for all US.air carriers to review the wisdom of con.tinuing any flights into Athens until the se-curity situation there improves.
And further, I have asked SecretariesShultz and Dole to report to me on %,heth-er we should terminate the service of for-eign air carriers whose governments do nothonor appropriate international conventionsor provide adequate security at their air-ports.
im calling upon all allied and friendlygovernments to redouble their efforts to im-prove airport security and take other meas.ures to prevent the hijacking of aircraft.
i will also be asking them to take steps topre-ent travel to places where lamlessnessis rampant and innocent passengers are un-protected. And IFm urging that no Ameri.can enter an%- Middle Eastern country thatdoes not publicly condemn and disass*ciateitself from this atrocity and call for the im-mediate safe release of our citizens.
Let me further make it plain to the assas-

sins in Beirut and their accomplices, where.ever they may be. tha Ameica will never
nmwk P Mae to tra- - do sowow" arab kvtM, to.mn - r, .;= _.in
we a& V =- p my oth "ment
to do a& O" we head down th paththus wod Ie sad to t o md tothe

Alp-h d of poie noOmd to theblood) riman ad cvized naftm must

This act of terrorism is a stain on Leba-non and particularly on those Lebanese inwhose name it has been done. Those inLebanon who commit these acts damagetheir country and their cause, and we holdthem accountable.
I h mp=tb oehoidng our pp tohm th wheh Gjw... I cel uponthe leaders of Lemon, political and reli-gious, to meet their responsibilities and todo-all that is necessary to end this crime

now in the name of the God they worship.
And I call on other governments to speak
out and use their influence as well.

This attack is an attack on 01! citizens ofthe world who seek to live free from thefear and scourge of terrorLun. My thoughts
and prayers are, as are those of all Ameri-
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Administration of Ronald Reagan. 1985 / June 18

cans. ,,ith the prisoners now being held in
Lebanon and ,,tth their fimilie,

Let me conclude by stating the obvious.
We're in the midst of a dangerous and vola-
tile situation. Before taking your questions,
I must stress that speculation tonight over
%% hat steps we might or might not take in
hypothetical circumstances can only lead
terrorists to work harder. Consequently,
there are many questions to which I should
not and cannot respond. I think I have in
this statement covered virtuallyy all the
points that I can safely discuss, and I'm sure
that .ou would understand the reason for
that.

And so. that said. Mike Putzel, Associated
Press, has the first question.

Q. Good evening, Mr. President. The
world's attention is focused tonight on the
%ictims of TIVA Flight 847. But as you
know, there are seven other Americans %,ho
vere kidnaped earlier and have spent 3
months to a year in captivity-

The President. Yes.
Q. -in Lebanon. Will you accept a so-

lution to the current crisis in Beirut that
lea% es any Americans still in c. ptivity,
either from the airplane or those kidnaped
earlier?

The President. We certainly include those
in every conversation we have with regard
to our people there. And this has gone on-
the instance of one of them-for a consider-
able period of time. And we have used
every effort to see if we can locate who has
them. where they are, whether they're to-
gether or separated, and where they might
be. because we cannot give up on them.
And I hope that they have confidence in
that.

And yet, as you can imagine, it is an ex-
tremely difficult, seemingly impossible task
in that area, with £II the factions there, to
know where-whether they are being
moved about and what we can do. But no,
we haven't given up on them, and we in.
clude them in all of our conversations about
the present hijack victims.

Q. If I may follow up, sir. Can you tell us,
sir, what happened to the policy of swift
and effective retribution that you an-
nounced 4V years ago to deal with interna-
tional terrorism such as that that we've
seen-

The President. Well, when I was speaking
about that l was talking about a situation in
%, hich a government on the other side was
involved-so there was a direct source
there for the evil. I would have to tell
you-and I can't go farther than this in tell.
ing you-that the problem is the who in
perpetrating these deeds--who their ac-
complices are, where they are located-be-
cause retaliation in some peoples' minds
might just entail striking a blow in a gener-
al direction, and the result would be a ter-
rorist act in itself and the killing and victim-
izing of innocent people.

Now, as far as I can go is to tell you that
we have used our utmost capacity and intel-
ligence gathering to try and ind these
people and these places that I'm talking
about. And I can only say that we have
gathered a considerable body of evidence,
but I'm not going beyond that.

Q. Mr. President, do you think that any of
the U.S. policies, past and present, have
contributed to the rise of radicalism and
anti-Americanism in the Middle East? And
I'd like to follow up.

The President. Helen (Helen Thomas,
United Press International, no, I don't be-
lieve that we have. Possibly when we had a
peacekeeping force there in connection
with our allies-the other countries that
inad forces in there-we realize that as they
began to succeed in keeping some sem-
blance of order in that turmoil, terrorism
rose up to strike at all of us that were there
in aneffort-make ourjobiimpossible.-And-
that's why the international force withdrew.

We seem to be a target, also, I'm quite
sure, because of our friendship and support
of Israel. It just seems there is an anti-
Americanism that is rampant there on the
part of those who don't want peace with
Israel and who have consistently over the
years committed terrorist acts against the
Israelis.

Q. Mr. President, they wonder why you
don't lean on Israel a little bit since the U.S.
says that the holding of the Shiite prisoners
is against international law--that's our posi-
tion.

The President. Yes.
Q. Israel has said she is willing to, so why

don't you promote it?

807
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EXHIBIT OLN-210

C*R~lhftudwm Sr=1

On No%'ember 14, 1979, by Executive
Order No. 12170, the President declared a
national emergency to deaJ with the threat
to the national secunt., foreign policy, and
economy of the United States constituted
by the situation in Iran. Notices of the con-
tinuation of this national emergency were
transmitted by the President to the Con.
gress and the Federal Register on Novem.
ber 12, 1980, November 12, 1981, Novem.
ber 8, 1982, November 4, 1983, November
7, 1984, and November 1, 1985.flm
our - iFM s*amw I=n hav EM Yet Mo
twu- W_ momW md the Vio , of knpe--
men'd de Jmy 1$, lI, aMenetS
wah kIs s Wi way, the mdonal
emergency uwd a Noveber 14,
197 , m cantoe am I enfet beyond NO-
vembe 14, 19S. Therefore, in accordance
with Section "O2d) of the National Emer-
Sencles Act (50 U.S.C. 1622d)), I am con-
tinung the national emergency with re-
spect to Iran. This notice shall be published
in the Federal Regster and transmitted to
the Congress.. R

Ronald Reagan
The White House.
November 10, 1986.
(Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-
ter, 10:02 a. m. Aiember 12. 1986]
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ExHBIT OLN-211

Mar. 26 / .4dminitratic,,o(of R', ld Reagan.

" Columbia..Missouri

Rema rs to a Si.th Grade Cla 5; at Fu i rt tew
Elementary Sch,,. .Iarch 26. 1917

The President. \ell. l'*e enjoyed this I
wish it cotid go on longer. I hope that you
all realize thaz .ou are part of a really e\.
ceptional .choo system. That's \%hy \%e're
here. The .cho,)Is here in Columbia ha'e
achieved so much impro'ement o\er the
years and such quality, tiat's why the Sec-
retary and I and the others are all here.

But also in this civics class. and %%hat
you were doing-.ou know, it brings ta
mind about people like myself. like the Sec-
retary and the people that you vee talking
about there in the Congress. VYe dont
really make the country great..\ ou and Mrs.
Has.emer. and you and %our parents and
the people of this country determine the
quality of the country, because all of us
work for ,.ou..Ve're the employees of the
people of'this country. And if the people of
America are good. and they are. and they're
patriotic, things ill go right.

Many years ago, in fact more than 100
years ago, when this brandnew country
had suddenly achieved such stature and was
so great and Lecoming powerful, a French
writer came to this country. His name was
de Tocqueville. He came because Europe
was amazed. They wanted to find out. How
did we do it? And he came and went all
over America to meet the people and to
look and to see, and went back and wrote a
book about it. And he wrote one line in that
book thj was very wonderful in explaining
things. e said: "America is great because
America is good. And if America ever stops
being good, America will stop being great.')

And with all of this, and the checks and
balances which you've been speaking about
here today, the legislative, the executive
branch, the-judicial branch over all, to
make sure we obey the law, all points up to
the fact that, when we had our Revolution
200 years ago-there had been revolutions
aU over the world before and since. But
most of those revolutions just changed one
set of rulers for another set of rulers. Our
Revolution was much deeper than that. We
created something that had nevel.before
been done in the history of man. We cre-I-,

1~J
ated a 2.oernin.nt that '.%is run ! ) 'h,:
people And -hit's t he ditf..ren.e uct, -n
our Constitution and all tho~e otherss ]

I'e read .,n a ful Icet .;f ccnittii:r' ti
I,,e read the So'tet Con.;t :.:t ci It
about right of asseiibli and !reedoi: I
ipecch and things of thit kind. But i h~ts
the b iS.dtffer(ncc. then. b,:-.ctien the,r,; .:'d
ours? %'ell, all (hose other constitutions *.A

%%e the government %%i.1 illom .
people. to do the follo%%:nz thirti sz -:r
Constitution sa. s %'e. the .eop!e. % il .. ,
the Go,,ernnient to do the flc:g .::,
and the Government cant ,aJ oiithinz
is not prescribed there in to C.mtitt:i.:-:.3

And that makes us so totally dtfe,.:t
from anyone else in the %%hole ourld .'d
pretty soon. %ou're going to be _prc:': .p
and be in a ne,, century. a..d '%n e
to be running the countr. nd ' ,u
hae to hold public office to do that '.
the people, are in charge]

I could go on here. but I kr.c, I
shouldn't. Could I. jut as a c!c sn,."
here-since .ou %ere all being asked -.

many questions, I know 1'% e only hae t:m-e
for one. We ha%e to ino'e n ,, ime .'-r
classes

Would someone like to a.k-,.l. ":,
partner here would.

Student. All this publicity and the '--::
and stuff, they %%ould scare me cut of :n%
mind. I just %%onder what :sit that made ,t
worthwhile to you?

The President. That had made it so %%ht?
Q. \Vorthwhile to you.
The President, What had made it ,orth-

while? Well, this was one of the things why
I asked for a commission to be appointed to
bring out all the facts. You know. therewas
a revolution in a country called Iran. and
the Ayatollah Khomeini took over and
became the dictator of that country. Before
that, it had a royal family. the Shah, the
King. And he was thrown out of the coun.
try. But he had been-well, I knew him
personally, and had met him and had been
there in Iran. And he was doing %,hat he
thought was right for the people.

Then, this revolution decided that %%e.
the United States. we were the Great Satan.
we were the evil force. And yet, that's a
very strategic country there in the Middle
East, where there is so much trouble. And

300
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tdiictrati, , f floia/d Rca~.a i. 196'7' / .'ir 26

. r. ' hL-r' ,) m:, Ir ',:1.. '."r te. %or!d

people there :i the Zr xcrinont %%ould like
t. tik to us .,,'It n.,ithe 'tblhvn a
'r:eiidly rel,,tion,h p ,., 1 cour.

tr~cs
Now. there is a terrorist group in another

country. Lebanon. that %%e believe also sort
of InaV not take orders exactly. but it gets
its direction from the A' atollah Khomeini's
government And they are holding some
Americans as hostages. The'%e kidnaped
them. and they're holding them there.
They'e had then there more than a .ear.

,rd %%e thought this 'kas an opportuni-
tv-if %%e could establish a better relation-
ship %ith these people in the Iranian Gov-
ernment w ho wanted to have a better rela-
tion.Ship. or said they did. And. so. %e sent
some people o'er to start talkig to them.
And they %%anted us to pro~e that %e really
%ere serious. And. so. they asked us to sell
them some weapons. 'e hadn't been doing
that because they're engaged in a %%ar.

But these people said they were opposed
to the war themselves, and thev %%ould like

-. , to see it ended. So %e agreed, but on a basis
*that wre said %ou can prove %our qualifica-

tions as you're asking us to proe ours by
seeing if you could get this terrorist group
to free our hostages. And %%e would d each do
this for each other

\Well, this is %%hat \e started. And I'm
afraid it wasn't carried out the %%av we had
thought it %%ould be. It sort of settled down
to just trading arms for hostages, and that's
a little like paying ransom to a kidnaper. If
you do it, then the kidnaper's just encour-
aged to go kidnap someone else.

And finally, all of this came out into the
open. Up until then, %ke'd had to keep ev.
ersthing %ery secret because %%e felt thatI
the people #ho were talking to us from
Iran would be executed by their govern.
ment if they were found doingehis. And it .
all came out in the public. I don't know
what has happened to all those people
there or not. And I have to say that I still
think that the idea was right to try and
establish a friendly relationship, try and
bring about peace between the two coun-
tries that are at war, and try and get our
people freed. But it kind of deteriorated
into something else, and as I said the other

nieht on television. I '%on't make th.t mins.
take again.

WVell. I know that l'e talked too much
here. and-

Mrt. Ifassenier. T'iank .ou for coming.
We really appreciate it. I understand %ou
need to et do% n to third grade.

The President. Yes.
.1frs. Hasseyner. We do appreciate your

coming today. Let's thank the President
and Secretary Bennett for coming. (.4p-
plauseJ

The President. WVhen %ou're studiig"
these particular things, this particular
course, remember how' important it is. Be-
cause Thomas Jefferson-.ou all know %%ho
he was back in our history-Thomas Jeffer-
son said: "If the people ha~e all the facts
and know the truth. the people %%ill never
make a mistake.'

Thank . ou all % ery much.

.Note: Tme President spoke at 12. 10 p m. to
Mrf Eta ie lassemer's sixth grade class.

Prior to his remarks, the President and
Secretary of Education lihliam j Bennett
listened to a classroom discussion on the
US. Constitution's separation of powers.
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EXHIBrr OLN-213

LIEYFICL&L TRMSLATION OF lIE '=MW04 ON NMTICWAL DIALWXE OF M N1C)RAQJA
RESSTANIX' AS SI BY IM VARIOUS RESISTA3 LLCM AND READ TO M0 S OF
MI NICAAAN ECILE (X1DJLYM IN SA J, COTA RICA,.ll1:30 A.M., COSTA

RICA TDE, WJtRI & iNS.

We, democratic citizens, representatives of a11 sectors of the Nicaraguan
Resistance, a8.uunce to the Nicaraguan people, to the governents and peoples

of the Americas and of the wrld, the following manifesto:

1lIE PRESW SYTUATION OF NICARAGJA

In recent years, the SandlJista Front has subnerged our people in a crisis witho.

precedent in -cr national history.

At this time, the impact of this crisis is evident in the economic, political,

social aid moral spheres of the nation.

This situation is rooted both in the abandoment of the Original Program of

Government and the Fundammntal Statute as well as in the interference of the
Soviet Bloc in our internal affairs.

Both factors, the sole responsibility of the Sandinista Front, have brought about

a sharp conflict whose protagonists are the governing party on the one hand and

the Nicaraguan people on the other.

The Nicaraguan people reject, of. course, the imposition of a regime which in

essence contradicts the values aid aspirations which gave birth to the

revolutionary process. They are founded on the recovery of freedom, democracy

and social justice so often postponed because of the Somoza regime.

In conclusion, the national crisis we face did not grow out of a confrontation

between imperialim and the revolution, as the Sandin~sta Front pretends, but

out of the contradictions which merge from the clash between danocratic

expectations of the Nicaraguan people and the imposition of a totalitarian

system such as that which is being implanted in our country by the Sandinista Frc

This conflict, which has produced a civil %ar, today threatens to destroy the

Nicaraguan nation. And as stated in the recent document of the Nicaraguan

Dea ratic-Coordinator, it cannot be resolved through negotiations between the

governments of other nations and the Sandinista Front nor through sectarian dialo
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From that perspective, it is clear that the electiors of Novrtber 4, 1S84,

by virtue of having been a fears , contributed nothing toward the resolution of

the national crisis. This view has been supported by the Inter-American

Comission-f Hsian Rights in its report for the period 1983-84, as well as by

the political groups which decided to participate in the "elections", as they

stated in the docoment entitled '"roposals of Minimum Concurrence for the

Renewal of the National Dialogue," issued in January of this year.

The solution to the national crisis can only be found through a genuine

understanding among all Nicaraguans that might end the civil unr and lead to

the reconciliation of the Nicaraguan family.

We wish to ephasize that this initiative is not taken merely to search for

a quota of power, but rather it seeks only to establish in Nicaragua the rule

of law which will permit the people to live in peace and to go about resolving

our problems within a new constitutional order.

COMfN ASPIRATIOS
We aspire to the democratization of Nicaragua, conscious that democracy is the

only means to carry out an authentic revolution and rescue our national

identity and sovereignty.

he aspire to reconstructing Nicaragua, to prouting its devolopnent in accordan

.ith a model which gives priority tv the dispossessed sectors.

ie aspire to the establishment of a political systm which guarantees a real

,eparation of powers, authentic pluralism and a just, efficient mixed economy.

n order to carry out the foregoing, the following is required:

a) To recognize the primacy of civilian society with respect to the State and

to assure through it the dissolution of the totalitarian state-party-arr"y

trilogy.

b) Full respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms of expression,

assembly, religion and eduation.

c) De-militarization of society and the absolute subjection of police functi

to civilian authority.

d) A foreign policy which has as ojbectives the preservation of national

sovereignty, peace and harmony with neighboring countries in particular.

and effective reactivation of the historical aspirations of Central

merican Unity.
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e) An ecornic system which provides for the development of the private
sector which incles cooperative enterprises, as well as the clear
definition of the participation of the State as a subsidiary economic

agedt and prooter of social development. -

f) Institutionalization of a mlti-party electoral system which guarantees
free elections, alternation in power and respect for the minority.

g) Freedom to organize unions.
h) A modern, productive process of integral agrarian reform.
i) Administrative decentralization and effective autonomy for utiicipal

government.
J) Full recovery of the Atlantic Coast, integrating it completely in the

national life, guaranteeing respect for the culture and traditions of the
various ethnic groups of the region and of the rest of the country within
a framework of effective mmlcipal autonoy, exercised in the context of
the insolubility of the Nicaraguan nationality.

k) General amnesty and pardon for political crimes and related crimes.
1) Expulsion frm the country of all foreign internationalists, military

advisors and troops, including those who may be found using the identity
of deceased Nicaraguan citizens and those who have been improperly
naturalized.

TiE LkST X DEFINITIVE SUNOM

After having carried out multiple peace initiatives in the last three years

directed t7.2rd establishing a constructive dialogue with the Sandinista Front

that would end the civil wmr and lead to the reconciliation of the Nicaraguan

family, we recognize that those efforts have been fruitless because of 'the

intransigence of the Sandinista regime and because of the designs of the

Soviet bloc.

The Sandinista Front, by ignoring and failing to comply with the agreements r-ade

in the past, has lost the necessary credibility to reach a good faith

understanding. Such is the case of the agreeants reached with the XVII

Consultative Meeting of the WAS Council of Ministers, the Original Program of

Goverrmnent, the Fundamental Statute, the Eighteen Pointe of Concurrence of the

Forum for Discussion of National Problems, and the promises to carry out a free

and honest election, anong others.
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Therefore, in viev of the gravity of the mccent, M conscious of our civic
responsibilities and of the urgent need to save our people from greater
suffering, we accept the call to convene issued by the Nicaraguan Democratic
Coordinator Ind w call upon the Sadinista Front, for the last time, and
in definitive and aoutefsTion. to participate in a national dialogue which
will end the national crisis. This dialogue should follow these modalities:

Convocation
The Nicaraguan Bishops Conference is the entity with the necessary moral
authority to organize and coordinate the National Dialogue. In this regard,
we reiterate the petition made to it by the Democratic Coordinator to convene
the National Dialgout.
Participants
In order that the dialogue be efficient and produce the desired results, it is
necessary to structure it in accordance with Nicaraguan reality. There are two
political tendencies in Nicaragua: the totalitarian one which for the moment has-

accepted the Sandinista Front as its vanguard, and the democratic one which is
divided into armed organizations and civilian organizations; therefore, the
Dialogue should be between these tw political tendencies so that both can name
their respective delegates, as many as the Bishops Conference feels is appropriate
Observers and Guarantors

We suggest to the Bishops Conference that it request the participation of the
Central American Governments in the Dialogue as guarantors of the agree-ments
which may be reached, given the fact that the sister peoples of Central A.erica

are, in the final analysis, are those which have been most directly affected by
the Nicaraguan crisis.

The presence of these governments as guarantors in no way hinders the presence
as observers or even as guarantors of other governments and democratic entities
of the American continent.
Minimn Requirements

We support fully the minirn requirements demanded by the Democratic Coordinatcr

in order to initiate the National Dialogue. They are: Suspension of armed

activities, with a cease-fire in situ; lifting of the state of emergency;
absolute freedom of expression and assembly; general amnesty and pardon for

political crimes and related crimes; entry into effect of the right of asylum'
and habeus corpus, adding the granting of full protection of the physical and

moral integrity of those members of the Resistance %ho participate in the

Dialogue, in the event that it should take place in Nicaragua.
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S

The application of these measures should be carried out under the supervision of

the Suarunlor goveraownts.

TemporarY Permanence of the Executive-
rfthis dialogue is carried out, we comit ourselves to accept that Mr. Daniel

Ortega contiue acting u head of the Executive Branch until such time as the

people proromce then.selves in a plebiscite. During this period, Wr. Ortega

should govern in fulfillment of the promises of the Nicaraguan Revolutionary

Government Junta contained in the document of July 12, 1979 and directed to the

Secretary General of the Organization of American States, an in fulfillment of

the Original Program of Government, the Fundamental Statute arvi the American

Rkzan ights Convention and the Pact of San Jose.

Initial Points of the Agenda

Although it vill be up to the Bishops Conference to establish a definitive

agenda, by agreemrnt of the parties, we urge.it to include as of now the

following points:
1) That the legal procedure and actions of the government conform immediately

to the American Convention of Hkran Rightsor the Pact of San Josi, which

has ratified by the Nicaraguan Governeent of National Reconstruction on

September 25, 1979, declaring it the law of the land and committing the

national honor to 2ts enforcement.

2) The diwantlement and immediate dissolution of all the party repressive

organisms such as the C (Sandinista Defense Committees) and the other

para-military organs.
3) education of military strength, the apolitical nature of the army, an end

to the arms race, and the withdrawal of all foreign military troops and

advisors aid internationalists.

4) Iimmediate dissolution of the National Constituent Assembly.

5) A new provisional electoral law.

6) A new provisional law for political parties.

7) Re-structuring of the electoral system in accordance with the above

provisional laws.

8) Calling of elections for a National Constituent Assembly.

9) Calling of municipal elections.

10 Calling of a plebiscite on the conduct of new presidential elections.
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Initiation of the National Dialogue, Instrumaenttion and Deadlines

In order to carry out the National Dialogue proposed by the Demcratic
Coordinator, on the basis of the statements contained in this document, and
conscious of Ithe leninist tactic of stilling in order to consolidate the
totalitarian program of the Frente Sandinista, said Dialogue ust begin by
March 20, 1985. This date cannot be postponed. If by April 20, 1985 the
National Dialogue has not begun or has not progressed in clear and substantial
form, it will be definitely suspended by the Nicaraguan Resistance, thereby
terminating the possibilities for a peaceful resolution of the national crisis.

If the Nicaraguan Bishops Conference considers it useful to hold conversations
with this group for purposes of preparations leading to the speedy realization
of the Dialogue, we annomce our iinediate availability to participate in such
conversations. To that end we appoint as our representatives Mssrs. Arturo J.
Crut, Alfonso Robelo and Adolfo Calero.

Pay love for our fatherland overcme selfishness and foreign involvaent.
so that the National Directorate of the Sandinista Front will respond positively
to this our last effort to grant to our country a civilized solution.

God Save Nicaragua!
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ExHIBIT OLN-214

ar:h 30, '985

* ~ ~ ~ v TEL'Hf t  POS

'We Will Never &,6Com 41r a &0 tocunain of tafo s L

Negotiate With ' ""
The Contras' the i li ns 0 Aaz&d h p s om er . . . . . * •

The Pot wr the loftmwnt uf 1iaragua to 3. The mnanr we sot am isgeMoM& rew
negotiate with the CIAveuppot w ho. group. but a cilecto af mercenarne rawted..
hav boa fag for Iow ys w overthrew It. "paid. armed and directed by'the CIA, ad tly
1"A FrOk er to, &he. Sandirig. editiga"L would cu to exist without US. support, Th,

archM . -. . .,- " *.. .:." Pod sirply ignom fcts when a says theMy goeywet befwmim gtations, wW is Unied States, am ho's( t he .'*mrw co-
• €mrnkWa to seekia pea sa to On Cwt in Niwaragru. Is November i9)81, when the-

cuffm ierm iwgnet ftgouatim with CIA a Reagan's autharior o'
ks ,dvw m'both forei nd domest. We are create a ounterrevolution arimy.to ovethrow

tiv panipAa in the-Contado,' p m we" th Pcargwe Ow oVeR thre .Wer w y a. &.'
one accepted the Coantdor peaso proposal hat few hundred eu4GN s 'odierstng spwi c rad-

Sptembn . we were participtig i tw )mfm- on arm alo g the border . eir prifnKial "-
saw talks aM we a canyg on a dialoge wdh tiom were cattl,-rntfing and euoron It was Ot
the avihma offasition. withi Kraagira P 3 . apwAWig m than 1100 inlbon d 6
jX nev negta with the €oMPA ee k wby. America taxpayes' mnone, that cated the cut -

.1. 'n -ZU ar led by €tcm8 of the hated rei 10.000-man form. -. : ... '... :. ....
G Cwaidii NsiofA the mon prop ci the Stmoina" 4. "owithawwdig Ow oregoing. MY g7v-
dwtatorzhip.ths bruti ied the Nicaraguan people nt has aleady made a hir dfer to the ,OMns, b-
for more h 40 years an our SandinsU Rewo- cluding the 4M to retu to CaX=ga and rin W

Sluiori tew them out i Jul 1979,. This is m-. eectd afics. 0uiJam 22, the go eruini derruedm
fumed *by th VA.S Deleni Inteigence Agemc. generlamd ny (r a cowirse. without eceton"
w. ih has reported that the FDN. the suinau on kiudg their rn ay and poicW kade The de-
group. i W"ed by Col. Enriq.t V. lermudne-for a sows then to retur to hKmrmgua and to P8V

" mer GN vrnr and LastI ru mNilta re t ca fuly in the C ad poitcsl we V -

atuchi to the US. wi the govwmnt . rvy. My govfenwt tvw al wwsOi.t W ua t at o' ,
Pie sident Aasua Somon-ind by othr u-GN repeal.thi swale ci emegenqy Gmpwd in Mh
oacers" AD Lay rm"WHaY pudtit 1 1982 in d6uat rega w the,%wr) and f&Y r=tWm
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ACTION

August 7, 1906 , 16.0
MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN M. POINDEXTER

FROM: WALTER RAYMOD, JR. -

SUBJECT: Central kerican Public Diplomacy

In response to your PRO? note, I have prepared a memorandum for
you to send to Bill Casey (Tab 1) . Peter Dailey had a very good
meeting with my Thursday morning group on August 7, and I think
he can be very helpful as a adviser to this group. I do not
think it is necessary to revise the current structure. As I told
you in my earlier PROF note, t think the structure is in place,
but it constantly needs to be energized. I do this on a regular
basis. but having Peter Dailey available in Washington will be
an enormously useful asset during this next year while we imple-
ment the $100 million in Contra aid. I would propose to have him
meet with the group periodically to critique and review programs
and processes, to work closely with Bob Kagan, the Interagency
Central Amerian Public Diplomacy coordinator, and to help coord-
inate private sector activities such as funding that currently
cannot be done by either CIA or State.

RECOMMENDATION

That you sign the memorandum at Tab I to Bill Casey.

Approve .. Disapprove

Ollie North, Rayurgtqardt, a nnistr concur.

Attachments

Tab I Memo to Casey
Tab A Public Diplomacy Planning

eewzT NB!tfsxn ON: OADR
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THC WHITE HOUSE
WA'SNINGTON

MEMORANDUM FOR THE HONORASLE WILLIAM J. CASEY I ( ,
The Director of Central Intelligence

SUBJECT: Central American Public Diplomac' (U)

I have looked into the question of our overall public diplomacy
effort concerning Central America. A great deal of hard and
effective work is being done. Iti s clear we would not have won
the House vote without the painstaking deliberative effort
undertaken by many people in the government and outside. (3)

The departure of Otto Reich has not resulted in any reduction of
effort. His public diplomacy coordination office ILPD) has
continued. Although the independent office was folded into
Elliott Abrams' bureau, the White House has sent a clear tasker
to the community that this limited reorganization in no way
reflected a dimunition of activities. On the contrary, the same
interagency responsibilities are being exercised, and the group,
reports directly to the NSC. It continues to be one of the few"
offices in the government that is staffed by a truly interagency
tear, including representatives from State, JSIA, AID, and
Defense. The office chief is Bob Kagan, who is a young, bright
and effective operator. In reality, the reorganization also
means that Elliott Abrams plays a strong public diplomacy role,
and in this-Vay we have harnessed one of the best public diplo-
macy assets that we have in the government. (3)

There is a weekly Central American public diplomacy meeting which
takes place in the Old 03o, chaired by Walt Raymond* and which
includes not only the four organizations noted above but also the
White House Press Office and Public Liaison Office, a representa-
tive from CIAs Central American Task Force, .n key NSC Staffers.
This group takes its policy guidance from the Central American
RIG and pursues an energetic political and informational agenda.
The groulN seeks to focus both on domestic public issues as well
as the informational battle in Surppe and Latin America. It
generates requirements for major publication efforts. I will
have the NSC Staff send you a package of some of the more recent
publications. The group also works closely with the concerned
legislative offices to be supportive in terms of the Congres-

DECLSIFY ON: OADR
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sional d.-ate and in a practical way it deals with a .r.oer of
on-going daily issues. As an example, issues the group dealt
with last week included:

-- Steps to undertake EC support to Nicaragua;

-- Tr, of U.S. and/or foreign persons to Nicoaqa 'jd,.
purpose of

greater for n awareness of eveopments in icaragua;

-- Development of programs to publicize religious repression
in Nicara ua:

eo Steps to strengthen the El Salvador public diplomacy
effort. (S)

There is a comprehensive public diplomacy action plan for Latin
America in Europe, and I am attaching a copy for you. This plan
is monitored very actively by the LPO office, and periodic
reports of activity are provided to the NSC. (S)

While this group ensures that the issue remains a high priority
public diplomacy goal, I share your view that this program can
certainly benefit by the professional skill and insight of Peter
Dailey, and I am delighted that he is in Washington and available
to provide time to help this effort. Peter met with the Thursday
morning interagency group on August 7. It provided him an
opportunity to hear first hand from the action officers and be
briefed on their current programs. The exchange was useful, and
Peter has committed himself to meet periodically with this group
to help strengthen their effort. Bob Kagan, the interagency
coordinator, will seek Dailey's counsel on a regular basis and
will bring Elliott Abrams into this process. (S)

Peter underscored that the Nicaraguan issue remains a matter of
great urgency and that the next year is critical. We must show
progress both in Central America, but also in the eyes of the
world community, if we are to sustain and support the democratic
forces in Nicaragua. It will be necessary to Ofrontload" our
public diplomacy on this subject so that we can strengthen our
international support and change attitudes concerning this
program. Certain themes that he recommended at the first meeting
will be given serious consideration by the working group. One
special area of importance concerns generating private sector
support and funding. His assistance in this area would be of
greatest importance. (S)

U 3 ! SFA E
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In ;=a-..', the ;ublic diplomacy community is hard at work and,

think properly focussed. Peter Dailey's Input can be very valu-

able in energizinq this effort* and we certainly intend to take

advantage of his presence to strengthen and diversify the thrust
of this program. (S)

N1603
Attachments

Public Diplomacy PlanningTab A
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,A-CNAL SECIv F-

______"_AL June 16, 1986

MEMORANDUM FOR NICHOLAS PLATT'
Executive Secretary
Department of State 1 C4
JAMES F. LEMON
Executive Secretary
Department of Defense

RICHARD MEYER
Executive Secretary
Agency for International Development

RONALD J. POST
Acting Chief of the Executive Secretariat
U.S. Information Agency

SUBJECT: Public Diplomacy Plan for Central America (U)

The NSC Staff approves the Public Diplomacy Plan submitted by the
Department of State on thiia subject. We note that there has been
considerable progress in the realization of our public diplomacy
goals concerning Central America among European audiences. We
must, however, continue to emphasize our comprehensive policy
towards Central America at the same time that we focus on the
specific question of Nicaragua. (C)

There is a need to maintain this as a high priority of our
missions E.rope and Latin America. The opposition is engaged in
an intensive propaganda effort to sustain their point of view in
these areas, and our activity must be at a high level to gain
support for our policies. In addition to the continued provision
of important materials to the field missions, we must keep up a
flow of speakers to the target areas. We must also seek to
utilize, as much as possible, Central American spokesmen to speak
on their own behalf in Latin America and Europe. Posts in Europe
and Latin America should find ways to encourage locals to travel
to Central America to gain an-the~ground knowledge of what .s
happening. (C)

DON: OAD R
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The Limited reorg9niZatiOn of the SLPO function should In no way
suggest any dtmunitLon of effort. (C)

The NSC requests a status report of actLvitjes undertaken to
implement .the action .plan by August 31, 1986. (U)

Rodn S.
Executive Secretary

DEC'tUT S "N: OADR
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Lied -State, Department of State

I7"shiA.lcon, D.C. 405.o

May 23, 1986

~~rr~IrTjkL UNCLASSIFIED.
hi 16~C6

MEMORANDUM TO VADM JOHN M. POINDEXTER
TH. WHITE HOUSE

SUIJECTi Public Diplomacy Plan fo Explaining U.S. CentralAmerican Policy in Europe and Latin America

T.e Department submits herewith a public diplomacy planfor explaining U.S. Central American policy to Latin Americans
and Europeans. Pacts of the plan focus on explaining thosesame policies to international political organizations such asthe Soc4slist international, the International Democrat Union,
and the Christian Dmocrats.

Nicnolas Platt
Executive Secretary

Attachment:
Pjblic Diplomacy Plan

N*AVE
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PUBLIC DIPLOMACY PLAN

FOR EXPLAINING U.S. CENTRAL AYERZCAN POLICY
IN EUROPE AND LATIN AMERICA

BACKGROUND 12 7
Tee Sandinistas came to power in July 131 in a coalition ith
genuine democrats. However, within veegs the Sandinista
National Liberation front (FSLN) egan a pattern of actions
reflecting a betrayal of the revolution: internal repression
of genuine democrats and of non-communist institutions such as
religious organisations; aggression against fellow Latin
American countries through armed subversions ties with
terrorist organizations in Latin America, the Middle East, and
eirope; and 3 military buildup supported by tee Soviet bloc anj
Cuba. That pattern continues today.

Under President Reagan, a balanced U.S. policy has been
followed in Central America. It contains four mutually
reinforcing elementst

1. Encouragement of democracy1

2. Economic aid to improve living conditions;

3. Active diplomacy j't realistic political solutions:

4. Security assistance to give the people of Central
America the means to defend themselves against
expanded Soviet-*loc/Cuban/!4icaragia sloversion or
armed aggression.

much progress has been mase in four of the five central
American counties since 1981: Costa Rica, uonduras,
el Salvador, and Guatemala are democratic and ire steadily
strengthening their democratic institutions. The U.S. Congress
has yeac by year provided support for the President's policy
tncough increasing appropriations for economic and security
assistance (total amounts by fiscal yesr l933--S5l3 million:1-)34--S)33 milliont035--$951 million: 199S--$1.014 .illion).

ILAPI Li-rWR tYfH
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GOALS

-- To convince audiences in Central and South America
(particularly tne *Contadora and Contadora Support Group
counVries) and in Europe that U.S. policy toward Central
America is balanced, workable, and the best alternative
pass ible.

To convince audiences in Lratn America and Europe that the
micaraguan democratic resistance has a cohesive and
credibLe political program and that it is a viable,
d-emocratic force Worthy of the support of the U.S. and
other democratic nations.

-- To demonstrate to audiences in Latin America And Europe
that the Sandinistas support international terrorism and
that Sandinista external subversion threatens the nascent
democracies in neighboring countries.

-T To demonstrate that the Sandinistas consciously and
systematically violate human rights.

To convince audiences in Latin America and Europe that the
United States seeks only that the Sandinistas deliver on
their promises of 1979 to the Organization of American
States: that we believe that the best way to do this is
for the Sandinistas-to engage in dialogue vith the
opposition: that the Contadora process, if it can meet our
tree requirements that it be comprehensive. simultaneous,
and verifiable, is an alternative we can support.

-- To demonstrate to audiences in Latin America and Europe
.ow Sandinista ties to Cuba and the Soviet Union adversely
affect U.S. and their own national security interests.

-- :o persuade the internationals (Socialist international,
Christian De.ocrats, International Democrat Union, etc.)
to speak out on their concern for civil and human rights
in Nicaragua, Sandinista intervention in neighboring
count ries, and Sandinista ties with international
tercocists, and to encourage the internationals to oppose
aid to the Sanlinistas for the-same seasons.

-- 7o outer Sadinista disinfortastion activities with facts.

UN~mntu
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ADDITIONAL GOALS IN LATIN AMERICA 1 603

-- To convince the countries of Central America that the
United States Shares theic political and economic goals
and can be counted upon to stick with them for the long
haul'(tme U.S. is a reliable ally).

-- To persuade Central American government, political,
church, and labor leaders to be more active in telling the
Cen tral American story in Europe, South America, Mexico,
and the Caribbean.

ADDITIONAL GOAL IN EUROPE

-- TO convince European publics that the U.S. is res ponding
in a constructive manner to the desires of Central
American nations for political and economic reform.

THEMES

-- Stress positive aspects (economic development, promotion
of democracy, security) of U.S. policy in Central America.

-- Set record straight on U.S. policy toward negotiations
with Nicaragua and on Contadora, including nicaraguan
refusal to negotiate a comprehensive agreement and U.S.
aid to the Nicaraguan resistance.

- Emphasize democratic background and objectives of the
Nicaraguan resistance, wnile reiterating totalitarian
nature of the Sandinista regime. Point out militaristic
and undemocratic Sandinista educational system: exploit
existence of neighborhood committees and internal
repression. Remind audiences of Sandinista efforts to
crush internal opponents, especially the Catholic Church,
political parties, and labor unions not controlled by the
government. Focus on new Nicaraguan constitution when it
is unveiled by the Sandinistas and on totally controlled
process in which constitution will be subjected to "pulic
discussion."

-- aeiphasize progress and successes in. El Salvador, while
publicizing the destructive and totalitarian nature of tne
Salvadoran guerrillas.

IcbAIED
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-- Explain that the United States supports those people and
governments who are furthering the democratic process--in
Costa Rica, Honduras, Guatemala, and El Salvador--and
seeking to-foster reconciliation and the democratic
process in Nicar.agua.

-- Remind audiences of Sandinista and Salvadoran guerrilla
ties with terrorists in Latin America (example, M-19 in
Colomoia) and elsewhere (including Middle Cast), arms and
drug runners, and of their Soviet-Cuban ties. Mention
Sandinista practice of giving Nicaraguan passports to
terror iets.

-- Continue to present U.S. position on, and rationale for,
withdrawal from Nicaraguan case before the International
Court of Justice. Notes The ZCJ decision on the merits
of the Nicaraguan case, expected in Kay, will spark
Nicaraguan attempts to garner support for calls foC the
U.S. to comply with the Court's rulings, likely including
a Nicaraguan approach to the UN Security Council for
enforcement of the ICJ's ruling under Article 94(2) of te
Uz charter.

ADDITIONAL THEME IN CENTRAL AMERICA

-- Europeans do not have a clear understanding of progress
toward democracy in Central America, nor do they
understand the threat to democracy posed by the
Sandinistas. The United States government cannot alone
convey that story to Europeans. The Central Aericans
should take on a share of that task.

AUDI ENCES

Political and government leaders in Latin America and
Europe

Media in Latin America and Eucope
The Internationals
Religious leaders
Academics

UNwAG" IED
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Note The following three audiences nave ready access t3 tne
At erican news .melia and to U.S. public opinion data. This will
affect their willingness to accept materials ins infoct.",tion
ajied directly at them.

Eurobtan and Latin American delegations to the United
Nations

Latin American and Eucopean diplomatic missions in
Washington, D.C.

Latin American and European JouCnalists in the United
States

ACTIONS

-- Make increased use of WORLONET as an interactive medium
for explaining U.S. policy in Central America (among
officials to be sought as spokesmen on Central America see
Vice President Bush, Ambassador Walters, Assistant
Secretary ACamS, and Ambassador Habib).

-- Speech by President Reagan describing his positive vision
for Central Americans. This should note our greatly
increased economic assistance, including scholarship
programs, and our identification with the hopes of the
people of the region for a better life. The speech snoJld
also note that the door is open for Nicaraguan$ to shaie
in this prospect--if their Sandinista leaders will allow
them the freedom to pursue it. This speech should Oe a
major event delivered on some appropriate occasion.
preferably during the June 10-11 visit of the four :entcal
American democratic presidents. Other pOssIbilities might
be to nive the President spea% to the OAS or during either
the President Sanguinetti, or President .,cona visits.

-- A senior Administration official, perhaps Secretary
Shultz, should publicly unveil the second annual report on
the iMplementation of the Issinger CoMlission (or Jackson
Plan) findings. This can be an opportunity to demonstrate
tnat we recognize the liorth-South dime.sions of the
ptoolem, and to stress the affirmative part of our
strategy.

-- Fr Scialist International in Lima, Jne 20-23, State
-dill instruct embassies In the countries represented to
mske demarches to party leaders. USIS Lima will try to
place material on Central Amecica in the Peruvian media at
that tise, and will also distribute ARAILPD pamphlets
presenting U.S. views on Central America.

e116LAs
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-- USIA will maintain a steady flow of A.ARTS to Europe Inj
Latin America to speak about Central America. These wLil
be arranged according to the needs identified by posts In
their country plans.

-- In addition to continuous reporting by its Own media, UsIA
will distribute abroad increased numbers of copies of
studies produced by ARA/LPD. USIA will encourage its

sts in Europe to translate more ARA/LPD documents into
local languages.

-- DOD will continue its sevea of research/study seminars in
Latin America on the Strategic Challenges to Regional
Security.

-D OD and USIA will distribute the 80-piece slide
presentation "The Challenge and Response" to posts in
Europe and Latin Amer Aca. USIA will consider translating
the show into local languages.

-- Put ARA/LPD sponsored "Arms Display" exhibit at key points
in U.S. and overseas.

-- ARA/LPO will work closely with IO/UNP to prepare U.S.
statements and rights of reply in multilateral fora to
country Sandinista disir, formation.

-- ARA/LPD and USIA will be prepared to exploit any
Nicaraguan intransigence at the Es;uipulas, Guatemala,
summit (May 24-26), and at the June 6 Contadora meeting
(possible Contadora conclusion), and at Contadora
negotiating sessions leading up to June 6. ARA/LPO and
USIA oill also prepare to support positions taken by t.e
Central American democracies.

ACTIONS (Latin America)

-- During President Duarte's travel to Costa Rica, Peru,
Uruguay. and Brasil, May 9-22, USIS posts at each stop
promoted media coverage, USIA media covered in depth.

-- At the Costs Rican Inaugural, MNy S, the U.S. delegation
took tne opportunity to meet witN Contadra ani Contsdora
support country leaders to IeInstrate U.S. support for
their goals.

Uli F FIED
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UNf E
Dw during visit Of Uruguayan Pee5iduntl1AZ?.4tti to
Washington in June, Administration leaders vill underscore
U.S. support for democracy and economic progress,
emphasizing a positive vision, cathec than roiterating
well-*nown American opposition to oppression. USIA media
vill'over in full and also assist Ucuguayan media
traveling with the president.

- USIA will provide full media coverage and assistance to
the working visit of Honduran President Alcona to
Washington May 26-29. Appropriate J~otee by AScona will
be played into Europe and Latin America.

ARA/LPD will pre pare a cable to Embassies in Central
America instructing them to discuss with government
officials, political, church, and laboc leaders the need
to tell the Central American story in Europe.. A special
effort will be made to persuade President Duarte to begin
a public affairs effort in Europe.

-- DOD policy Support Staff prepared special briefing and
display matecials on central America for use at the
meeting with sic force chiefs of staff from 20 Latin
American and Caribbean countries May 5-9. Similar
materials and briefings will be given to aic force
intelligence chiefs from 20 Latin American and Caribbean
countries when they meet at Homestead AFS, Florida, in
August 1936.

fIU 
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NATIONAL S[CL'RITY COUNCIL

March 20p 1905

ACTION

MODORANDUM FOP. ODtRT C. MCTFAr:

FIR I. OLZVUR L. NOR'

SUSJECi

SYST)X IV
N 40C-400300

Timing and the Nicaraguan Resistance Vote

Attached at Tab A is the most recent version of the chronology of
events aimed at securing Congressional approval for renewed
support to the Nicaraguan Resistance Forces. This schedule
results from the four comunications/edia meetings we have now
had with Pat Buchanan's ad hoc working group. Please note that
the schedule continues to focus on a vote at the end of April
triggered by submission of the required report on or. about
April is.
In addition to the events depicted on the internal chronology at
Tab A, other activities in the region continue as
planned--including military operations and political action.
Like the chronology, these events are also timed to influence the
votes

-- planned travel by Calera, Cruz, and Robelo

various military resupply efforts timed to support
significantly increased military operations smediately
after the vote (we expect major Sandinista crgj.Jgzm

this. _ kea--today's resupply t1
= f rom went well)i and

-- special operations attacks against highly visible military
targets in Nicaragua.

Some of these efforts will proceed whether or not the vote occurs
as planned at the end of April. For example, today Bernardario
Larios, former Sandinista Defense Minister, defected to Costa
Rica and is now in Panaa (you were briefed on this operation
during the triple. Others, however, including actions by U.S.,
interests groups are very sensitive to the timing. Next week the
networks auction their air time for IS, 30,--and 60 second
comercials during prime viewin; hours. -These groups are
prepared to commit nearly $20 for camercial air time and the

5~Tiii'': OADR r%0'
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production of various advertising media. If we are to retain
their support, we must let then know by Friday whether or not
they should procee .dTo the maximum extent we have tried to
prevent the kinds of errors that will cost them financially or
politically. Unfortunately, some, like the Young Republicans
ad, get through--this has been fixed.

it is important that a decision be taken no later than noon,
Friday, March 22, if we are to proceed with the events in the
checklist (Tab A) and those activities which support a vote at
the end of April.

Senator Durenburger plans to make a major speech on this issue at
the National Press Club next Tuesday, March 26. We should at
least give him a sense of what to expect before he speaks.

You should also be aware that Director Casey has sent. a personal
note to Don Regan on the timing matter. We are attempting to
obtain a copy for your use.

Worthlind has apparently completed an analysis on some recent
polling data. It reportedly does not look good for a vote at
this time.

Finally, Jim Michel reminds that in your meetings with the
Central American Heads of State you told them that wi would be
quiescent during the early Spring, but that in AprJiA we would
act. This description fits either mcenario--going for the vote
or a fallback option with sanctions.* One way or the other, we
need to have a decision.

RECOMNIZDATION

That you discuss this matter with Don Reqan and urge that a
decision be made on timing by noon on Friday, March 22.

Approve Disapprove

Attachments
Tab A - Chronological Event Checklist (dtd March 20, 1995)
Tab 3 - Young Republicans Ad

-- WWED
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CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT CHECKLIST

February 21-28, 1965 (completed)

Event

Send resource book on the Contadora process
process to congressmen, media outlets, private
organizations and individuals interested in
Nicaragua.

FD to select articulate freedom fighters with
proven combat records and to make them available
for contact with U.S. media representatives.

Assign U.S. intelligence agencies to research,
report, and clear for public release Sandinista
military actions violating Geneva Convention/
civilized standards of warfare.

Prepare themes for approaches to Congressmen
based on overall listed perceptions which will
directly attack the objections listed above.

Encourage U.S. media reporters to meet
individual TDN fighters with proven combat
records and media appeal.

Contact internal eyewitnesses/victims to
testify before Congress about their -bortive
attempts to deal with the FSLN (deadline
March 15).

Responsibility

State/LPD
(Miller)

NBC (North)

NBC (North)
(Raymond)

NSC (North)

NBC (North)
State/LPD
(Gomez)

NSC (North)

I
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March 1-6. 1905

Event

Prepare list of publicly and privately
expressed Congressional objections to aiding
resistance and voting record on the issue.

Responsibi lity

WN/LA
State/H

Provide State/H with a list of Nicaraguan NSC (North)
emigres anti freedom fighters to serve as State/APA
potential witnesses to testify before (Michel)
hearings on aid to Nicaraguan freedom fighters State/LPD
(due March 15). (Reich)

Nicaraquan internal opposition and resistance State/LPD
announce unity on goals and principals (Miller)
(March 2, San Jose) (completed). NSC (North)

Request that Zbigniew Brzezinski write a NSC (Menqes)
rieopolitical paper which points out
geopoliticalconsequences of Comunist
domination of Nicaragua (paper due March 20).

Briefings on Nicaragua for key Congressional NSC (North)
members and staffers. North on NU aggression (Burghardt)
and external involvement, Durqhardt on
diplomatic situation.

Supervise preparation and assiqnent of State/LPD
articles directed to special interest groups at
rate of one ier week beginning March 18 (examples:
article on Hicaraguan educational system for NIA,
article ly retired military for Retired Officers
Assecation, *to.) .

Aoiiqn agencies to draft one op-ed piece per NSC (Menges)
week for signature by Administration officials.
Specify themes for the op-eds and retain final
editorial rights.

Conduct public opinion poll of America
attitudes toward Sandinistas, freedom fighters.

National Press Club news conference for VDN
comanders lermudez, Tiqrillo, Mike Lima
(March 5) (follow-on Congressional visits
(March 6) (completed).

Martha Lida Murillo (9 yr old atrocity
victim) visit to Washinqton--media interviews,
Congressional visits, possible photo-op
with First Lady (March 6-8) (completed).

........ Unu m : lfED

wH (Rollins)

State/LPD
(Gomez)
(Kuykendall)

State/LPD
(Gomez).
(Kuykenda11)
(W1/OPL)

^4
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N 40305

March 9-13, 1905

Event R ePonsibility

WW/Legislative Affairs,. State/H and ARAState/nflall/FoxJ
complete list of key Congressmen interested WH/LA
in Nicaragua. State/AmA

(Michel/Holwill)

Intelligence briefing for white House NBC (North)
Administration and senior staff by CIA
(Vickers, Room 208, 0SO5, 30 minutes).

Brief Presidential meeting with Lew Lehrman NEC (Raymond)
and other leaders of the influence groups (North)
working on MX and resistance funding.

State/LPD and WE Media Relations prepare a NBC (North)
list of key mediaoutlets interested in State/LVD
Central American issues, including newspapers, (Miller)
radio, and TV stations (including SIN). Where
possible identify specific editors, co mmentators,
talk shoJs,. and columnists.

NSC update talking points on aid to Nicaraguan NBC (North)
freedom fighters.

Briefings in CNOB for members/Senatorst NBC (North)
Shultz, McFarlane, Gorman, and Shlaudeman to (Lehman)
brief Lehman (requires General Gorman to be
placed on contract).

Call/visit newspaper editorial boards and State/LPD(Reich)
give then background on the Nicaraguan WI/PA
freedom fighters. NBC (North)

Brtef OAS members in Washington and OAS (Middendorf)
abroad on second term goals in Central NBC (Menges)
Amerlca. Explore possible OAS action State/LPD(Reich)
aqaintt Nicaragua.

VP at Brazilian inauguration. Discuss VP (Hughes)
possible OAS initiative on Nicaragua with
Core Four, Colombia, Brazil, and Uruguay
(March 15 and 16).

Prepare a "D0ar Colleaues" ltr for signature NEC (Lehman)
by a responsible Democrat which counsels
against negotiating* with the FSLN.

'iir is~.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

IU11WO106
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N 40306

arch 1-22& 1985

Event

Results due on public opinion survey to see
what turns Americans against Sandinistas
(March 20).

Joachim Maitre--Congressional meetings,
speeches, and op-ed pieces.

Review and restate themes based on results of
public opinion-poll.

Presidential drop-by at briefing for American
evangelicals on MX and Nicaraguan resistance.

Congressional hearings foreignn Relations/
AZfairs) and testimony by Nicaraguan emiqres
and atrocity victims.

Prepare document on Nicaraguan narcotics
involvement.

SSCI CODEL Roc fuller, McConnell,
and Wilson or meetings with
resistance archlS-l).

VP in Honduras meeting with Pre Suazo
(March 16).

Argentine state visits President emphasize
need for OAS case (March 19).

Pastoral and Calers meeting with
Congressional Nispanic Caucus (Jorge Mas)
(March 20).

Production and distribution of La Prensa
chronology of FSLN harassment.

Responsibility

NBC (Hinckley)

State/LPD
(Iuykendall)

State/LP
(Reich)
NBC (North)

(Raymond)

W/OIL (Reilly)
NBC (North)

WN/LA
NBC (North)

(Lehman)

Justice
(Mullen)

NBC (North)
(Lehman)

VP (Hughes)

WH (Elliott)

State/LPD
(Reich)

U I~4~'~~'D
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March 23-31, 198S

Event

Rev. Vallardo Antonio Santelis (Pentecostal
Minister atrocity victim)--Congressional/
media meetings (March 2.2-23).

Mcrarlane, 1riedersdorf meeting with key
Congressional leadership (Ra 206 or WISR) to
brief situation and proposed course of
action (March 23-25).

Presidential breakfasts, lunches, and WISR
meetings with key Congressional leaders
(March 24 through vote).

Pedro Juaquin Chamorro (Editor La Prensa)
U.S. media/speaking tour (Harch 15-April-3)

President to meet in Room 450 vl/*pirit of
Freedom," concerned citizens for Democracy.
Representatives from I countries (180)
(March 25).

Release of 'DOD/State paper on Soviet/Cuban/
Nicaraguan intentions in the Caribbeany
possible WN backgrounder.

Distribute Bernard Nietschaann paper on
suppression of Zndians by FISL.

Antonio rarach (Former VILE Intelliqence
Officer)--meodia and Congressional meetings
regarding Sandinista espionage, intelligence
activities.
lnvito e 4

toavery private meeting in
Texa wt ly Congressional leaders so that
COD2L can hear unvarnished concerns re
Sandinistas and Democratic leaders' support
for the nw.

Release paper on Nicaraguan media manipulation.

Publish and distribute as State Department..
document Nicarassa's Development as Marxist-
Leninist State by Linn Poulsen.

Declassify Wicara a's Development as a
arxist-Leniniet State by Linn Jacobowits

Poulsen for publication as State Department
document (clearance request v/Casey).
rnr amsrt...... ..... UM M AWH 0

Responsibility

State/LPD
(Kuykendall)
(Gomes)

WE/LA
NIC (Lehman)

(North)

State/LPD
(Miller/Momes)

StateA/LPD (Reich)
Ww/PA (Sims)

State/LPD

Republican
Study
Committee

(fuykendall)
NBC (Worth)

State/LPD

State/LPD
(1eich)

State/LPD
(Blacken)

N 40307
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April 1-7g 1985

Event

Request Bernard Nietschmann to update prior
paper on suppression of Indians by FSLN (to
be published and distributed by April 1).

AZM, Sponsor media events v/print and
television media for Central America
resistance leaders (April 1-7).

European Parlimentary delegation to
meet with President Reagan (April 2).

Visit by Colombian President letancur
(April 3-4); possible Joint Session speech
by Betancur.

Proposed Presidential television address
on Nicaragua (April 4).

Second round of SrRC hearings on Soviet
build-up in region (Helms) (prior to recess).

CODEL visits during recess (April 4-14).
Nicaraguan refugee camps in Honduras and
Costa Rica (include vis .- g- om fighter
base camp and hospita

H 40308

Responsibility

State/LPD
(Blacken)

State/LPD
(Reich)
WWIIOPL (Reilly)

National Forum
Foundation
WH/OPL (Reilly)

WKSieechwriters
(21 iOtt)

NSC (lorth)

State/H

NBC (North)
(Lehman)

CODIL visit during recess (April 4-14) with
regional leaders of Central America. Regional
leaders convey importance of resistance fighters
in NU.

Administration and prominent non-USG
spokesman on network shows regarding Soviet,
Cuban, East German, and Libyan, Iranian
connection with Sandinistas.

Publish updated 'Green Bookie distribute
personally to Congressmen, media outlets,
private organizations, and individuals
interested in Nicaragua. Pass to Lev
Lehrman and other interested groups.

Distribute paper on geopolitical consequences
of Communist domination of Nicaragua.

Release paper on Nicaraguan drug
invnle'ene.

-= : U ED

NBC (North)
(Lehman)

W/PA (Sims)
WH (Buchanan)
State/LPD

State/LPD (Reich)
WV/LA
State/R (Fox)

State/LPD

State/LPD
(Blacken)
NsC (North)
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April 0-14. 198S (During recess)

Event

N 40309

Responsibility

25 Central American spokesmen arrive in Miami CFA (Abramof!)
for briefing before departing to visit
Congressional districts. Along with national
television comercial campaign in 45 media
markets.

Targeted telephone campaign begins in 120 CFA (Abramoff)
Congressional districts. CITIZENS FOR AMSRICA
district activists organize phone-tree to targeted
Congressional offices encouraging then to vote for
aid to the freedom fighters in Nicaragua.

Lev Lehrman speaking tour of major U.S. cities. CYA

Telephone campaign.

Central American spokesmen conduct rallies
throughout the country in conjunction with
CITIZENS FOR AMERICA activists (starting
April 12).

Notios il-coordinatedsrmong-ar-t --
the freedom fighters are conducted (April 14).

Naval institute Seminar in Newport, RI
(Lugar, McFarlane (April 121).

CFA

U 0
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Agril 15-21, 1985

Event

Nicaraguan Refugee Fund (NY) dinner#
Washington, D C President as Guest of
Honor (April 135).

Presidential report to Congress on reasons
for releasing funds to freedom fighters
(April 15).

A available to Washington press.

Central American spokesmen visit Congressional
offices on Capitol Hill (April 16).

SFRC Nicaraguan issues, open hearing
(April 16-17).

Washington conference *Central America:
Resistance or Surrender* (Presidential
drop-by?) (April 17).

Barnes' subcommittee hearing on Nicaraquai
Motley, public witnesses (April 18)
(2170 Rayburn, 2:00 p.m.).

Presidential Radio Address (April 20).

Rosupnsibi lity

State/LIPO
(Miller)

NSC (Raymond)

NSC
State

State/LPID

(Game:)

Abrasoff

NSC
Abrasoff

N (Elliott)

° PU.% • • r..i,.
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April 22-29, 1985

Reeponsibility

House Appropriations (Obey subcomittee)
intelligence brief on Central America/
Latin America (April 23).

Obeysubcomttee (panel on Central America),
public witnesses (a.m.)/Administration
witnesses (p.m.) (April 24).

Major rally in the Orange Bowl in Miami,
Florida, attended by President Reagal) and
important Administration figures
(April 28).

Presidential calls to key members.

Cuban American
National
Foundation
State/LPD

(Reich)

yR (Friedersdorf)
NSC (Lehman)

403i 1
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April 30, 1915

...... Event
Vote in the U.S. Congress on aid to the
Nicaraguan freedom fighters (April 30).

President leaves for Europe.

Relponsbil ity

W (riedersdorf)
NSC Lehman)

~PrFnn
d~ ~ '.X .E

N 4,3 2
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PUBLIC DIPLOMACY PRZSDEleZALEVMETS

ZGARDING tNICARAGUANsRoSbSTANCE

March 16-22, 1915

Arqentine state visit President emphasize
need for OAS came (March 19).

March 23-31, 1985

Presidential breakfasts, lunches, and WHSR
meetings with key Congressional leaders
(March 24 through vote).

President to meet in Room 450 v/0Spirit of
Freedom concerned citizens for Democracy.
Representatives from 8 countries (160)
(March 25).

April 1-7, 1985

Visit by various members of European
parliments who support the President's
policies in Central America (April 2).

Visit by Colombian President Betancur
(April 3-4) possible Joint Session speech.
Presidential television address on budget
(April 4).

Presidential meeting with AAA.

April 15-21, 1985

Conference on religious freedom,
Presidential drop-by in fM 450, oE0B.

Nicaraguan Refugee lund (HNF) dinner,
Washington, DCI President as Guest of
Honor (April 15).

Presidential report to Congress on reasons
for releasing funds to freedom fighters
(April 15).

Possible Presidential meeting with A.

Possible Presidential visit with former
Central American Presidents, Foreiqn
Ministers, and Presidential candidates.

Presidential Radio Address (April 20).

W (Elliott)

NBC (Raymond)
WH/OPL (Reilly)

WHSpeochwritsrs
(Elliott)

NSC (North)

NSC (Raymond)

State/LPD
(Miller)

NSC (Raymond)

NSC
State

NBC (North)

NSC (North)
S/LPD (Reich)

VA (Elliott)

XAPrMwl LA~

Event
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Event

April 22-29,1905

Proposed visit to Washington by
Presidents Monge, Duarte, and Suazo.

Presidential calls to key members.

Major rally in the Orange Bowl in Miami,
Florida, attended by President Reagan and
important Administration figures
(April 21).

April 30, 1905

Proposed Congressional vote;
leaves for Europe.

ROesiOneibility

NSC (North)
/A M (Michel)

WE (rriedersdorf)
NSC (Lehman)

Cuban American
National
Foundation

President

UNWA~[D
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EXHIBIT OLN-219

112
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

;7 ORMATIOW Kay 20, 1903

MEMORANDUM FOR WILLIAM P. CLAMK

FROM 3 WALTER RAYMOND, JR.

SUBJECT: Weekly Report

Faith Whittlesey Effort. The Faith Whittlesey effort is off to
a good start. She had meetings with governmental representatives
on May 16 (Roger Fontaine and I attended from the NSC) and with
private interest groups on May 18. As I've indicated previously
to you, she has issued orders for a wide range of papers and
background materials to be prepared. Her meeting on Wednesday

_ was largely with conservative groups, and as she told me privately,
she says the Central American issue is a good one to reinvigorate
support from the conservative sector for the President. She is
aware that the group will need to be extended and be bipartisan.
The private reps at the second meeting raised the question of
establishing a "Coalition for a Democratic Central America." This
would be helpful if it happens.

I had a very pleasant half hour meeting with Faith today. She is
prepared to work very closely with us and Was concerned about
George Shultz's charge that she was just duplicating an effort. I
described to her the NSDD-77 and our overall public diplomacy
approach. She does not seek to preempt any position on policy. "She
defines her effort as one designed to build support for policy. She
recognizes fully the need for substantive and quality control of
the product and is quite prepared to depend on us'(NSC, State) for
policy correctness. She also is prepared to take any and all
information we can develop.

We both agreed that the biggest problem will be packaging the
product. She has asked for help and suggestions for writers who
could possibly be made available. She does not have any hang-ups
as to whether the writer sits in the White House on her staff (where
she has a vacancy for one) or in the Department with Dick Stone. She
is reviewing possible writers and I am too. I have several leads.

Private Funding Effort. I have provided Jeff Davis with a list of
funding programs that require private sector support. He is
enthusiastic about the package and proceeding forward. .Roy Godson
reported that he met early this week with a groLpof private donors
that Charlie Wick brought to the sitroom two months ago. The group
made their first conmiitment of $400,000 which includes support to
Freedom House, a pro-IN? group in Holland, Accuracy in Media, and a
European based labor program. These are useful steps forward.
More to follow.

,*ousts

04 W t4
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EXHIBIT OLN-220
6023

NATIONAL ISCURITY COUNCIL N 33440

INFORMATZO

August 29. 1983

MMORANDUM FOR JOHN M. POINDEXTER

FROM: WALTER RAYMOND, JR. "'

SUBJECT: Central American Outreach

As you are aware, I .continue to get a number of proposals
dealing with how we can generate a private sector program tosupport the President on Central America. A refinement of an
earlier proposal from Roger Chapin is attached at Tab I.
Chapin had earlier communicated with the Judge. I have sent
this to Tony Motley.

Bill Casey called on August 26 and would like to follow up on
his idea to have a meeting with five or si* key public re-
lations specialists. This is referred to in my earlier
memorandum. I put him off until after Labor Day.

I think you are right about ~etbctinq this to State. I
believe that it is, however, going to be quite time consuming,
even recognizing that the work done within the Administration
has to, by definition, be at arms length. The more I reflect
on GAI Robinson's probable move into State as Shults's publicdiplomacy coordinator, the more I think he could be the glue
to put this sort of public-private relationship together. He
has done this sort of thing before. He has public relations
experience, knows how to operate behind the scenes, has the
political connections, and lastly, will be in the right place:The Department of State. I do not think it is overlapping
with Motley or Reich. They will be plenty busy doing their
regular sobs and will benefit from what Gil could do. You
might want to touch on this with the Judge. When I
philosophized a bit with Bill Casey (in an effort to get himout of the loop), he was negative about turning the ball over
to State, but very positive about someone like Gil Robinson
working on the problem from within State.

Attachments

Tab I My memo, same subS, Aug 9, 83
I1 Chapin memos, Aug 22 & 9, 1 3

e 
el'
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~eL~fOANDLH II33441
NrOPY.ATIO NATIONAL S"CU4TuETUVCI',1e3

HEOMANDUH FOR WILLIAM P. CLAR

FROM. WALTER RAYMOND, R.

SUBJECT: Private Sector Support for
Central American Program

Several Administration supporters have identified steps which
they believe are important to generating public opinion
support for our policies in Central America. The various
proposals call for the creation of a bipartisan- coalition of
concerned citizens to generate majority support for the
Presidents policies. This requires detailed informational
programs which highlight developments and realities in the
region. It also requires programs which are designed to go
beyond simply reaching the committed. We must move out into
the middle sector of the American public and draw them into
the "support" column. A second package of proposals deal with
means to market the issue, largely considering steps utilizing
public relations specialists--or similar professionals--tO
help transmit the message.

A quick review of proposals which are known to me includes

-- A group of public relations specialists met with Bill
Casey a few days ago. Faith also met them. The group includ-
ed Bill Greener, the public affairs head at Philip Morris and
two or three others. They "stated" what needed to be done to
generate a nation-wide campaign. Several elements were
identified. The first, a fund-raising effort under the
direction of someone like Walter Wriston. Secondly, an
effective communications system inside the Government. The
overall purpose would be to sell a gnew product*--Central
America--by generating interest across-the-spectrum.

-- A group including Charlie Wick, Faith, myself# Alan
Sell (Public Relations) and Tom Korologos (Lobbyist) met to
discuss how to get the story out into the countryside. In
addition* to traditional speaking tours by USG officials.
Presidential statements, etc# the Korologos-Dell proposals
focussed on the hiring of a public relations firm. They
recommended Ron Nessen. Nessen has subsequently presented a
proposal.

-- Faith wbs, uently advised Charlie Wick that she has
the prospect of funding from the ellon-Scaife organization
_ - rrySlease)---Slease wants-Tom---Cantroll, currently number
two In congressional relations in the Department of Energy, to
run the program. This would rule Nessen out. Slease also
speaks of a $1000 per plate fund raiser to get the activity
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going. It is not clear whether Cantrell's role is s)33442fund-raiser or as a political activist. Nor is it clearwhether the goal is an 'American Coalition' or simply apressure group. It sounds like an expanded 'Outreach Group.'

-- 'V I --'and I have discussed this and we areconcerned 'tat-efforts undertaken by Faith's office tend to beconfined to preaching to the converted. We recomendedfunding via Freedom House or some other structure that hascredibility in the p political center. Wick, via Kurdoch, maybe able to draw down added funds for this effort. Ron Nessen,or the Wagner-Daroody firm recommended by Cliff White, could
be hired by Freedom House.

-- Dan James. He has the support of Jeane Kirkpatrick,
Leo Cherne, Al Burkhclder and otheM.rt, e has submitted apaper which spells out the parameters of the. problem. He alsowants to include Latin Americans in the activity. His..
proposal calls for the creation of a bipartisan Americas
Coalition. He believes he can get funding from Ross Perot,
Clem Stone and others. Evidently Anne Armstrong will akecalls for him. James would like to have a fund raising dinner
in which Jeans Kirkpartrick has reportedly agreed to be a keynote speaker. James is a good publicist but not aparticularly good organizer. His role would be in support of
a larger effort.

-- Roger Chapin. He has a similar proposal for a group
called Stand Tall America which would generate public
knowledge and understanding of the Central American program.Chapin is untested on foreign 'policy issues although he has atrack record of generating public support for causes. Hebelieves the first issue is clarifying the message, examining
marketing techniques and then generating a broad popular
support base. Be would play a support role. Chapin adds that
he thinks the only way to mobilize the American people is tomake it clear that the Central American issue is a threat
because of the Russian involvement.

.- ULes Lenkovsky (Smith-Richardson Foundation) believes
that we need to create the equivalent of a "Coalition for the
Present Danger* to generate public support. Tom Korologos, ina private conversation, said what one needed to do was toidentify a competent activist who would take on the organiza-
tional job--this includes principally fund raising# public
relations/packaging, substantive in ut, He said someone like
a Bill Greener or a Tom Ck.trell aight serve. Ultimately, we
would want to flesh out -the coq mittee to make it suitably
non-partisan. Several of the names we considered for the
Central American Commission would be very constructive
participants.

"t.I q."* discussion identifies several issues. I think there
Am cons- ,sus that we should strive for the creation of a
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EXHIBIT OLN-222

Text of Mmorandum dated 4/11/85

TO: Mary Norman (MICOMP)

FOMt Frank Gardner (S/LPD)

This is to request the usual tinin$ of 25 to 30 days be sot aside to make

an emergency payment of $12,858 to IBC in response to its bill dated 4/11/85.

This action is of utmost importance, not just to the Department, but to the

White House, and the NSC so that I8C, vhich finds itself temporarily in

dire financial straits say have the funds in days ahead to intensify its

its efforts in public diplomacy on behalf of the President's Easter Peace

Proposal for Nicaragua.

(Contract $ 1001-502160)
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ExHIBrr OLN-223
" 00 ItIQUISITONiP EQUIPMENT. SUPPLIES. FURNITURE ETC. &" l. o.

'TO j * %.v A*-.S. - *'.P1c w'uAm EIiCZI 3 A ATM # I00:
::61mo'€Cl Op *O W IIo. m s G $%.Do *lq IwU

.,. CC%OACT .avv.m 3.:. a :19,st S * 1eIQ 4ScQa 1 1 O% 'uwol.
ca it . 01012 A 1001-S02074

'641210 S/$-EX
Is 3',lc€*'?:. '. *.,

OFTRACT FOR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS - S/LPD 246O000'1001:*h*Oi °.v.* ~ ' S ' .C i~1I

0113 101 502074 010122 25s9

3 -

Ed di, *: 114

01 I.B.C. CONTRACT JA i 2460000

THIS IS TO REQUEST THA A PURCHAS ORDER IN THE AfOUNT OF
*d4,b00.00 BC PREPARED FOR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ' I
COlMUNICATIONS. THE CONTRACT PERIOD 13 OCT. 1 '- DLQ 31, 196
AND IS A CONTINUATION OF SERVICES )F CONTRACT r10O1 S229hA, 1
WHICH EXPIRED SEPT. 1 1964. THE PREVIOUS CONTRACT VENDOR,
MR. FRANCIS GOMEZ,. HAS RECENTLY FORMED A BUSINESS UNDER THE
NAME INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS; HENCE THE VENDOR
NAME CHANGE.

ATTACHED fOR YOUR REVIEW ARE A PROJECT DESCRIPTION, INFO
COPIES Of, CONTRACT 1001-4029hA, AND A SOLE SOURCE
JUSTICATIOR PACKAGE FOR MR. GOMEZ. THE AMOUNT OF THE
PROPOSED CONTRACT IS LARGER THAN PREVIOUS CONTRACTS 1 BUT IN
THIS CASE: I.S.C. WILL COVER EXPENSES NORMALLY COVERED BY THIS
OFFICE, SUCH AS TRAVEL. THE CONTRACT SHOULD BE COVERED BY
FUNDS IN OUR FY 85 BUDGET.

THANK YOU' FOR YOUR PROMPT ATTENTION TO THIS MATTER. THIS
MEMORANDUM IS IN LIEU OF THE ATTACHED, DATE) SEPTEMBER 1i,
1964

ATTACHMEN S dAS STATE .

REQUESTED BY;
S/LPD - JOHNATHAN MILLERFILE NO. 26

...RT O-RT,. N 2

................ !:4i.. ;
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September 23, 1915
MO M1 DUH

TOt PER/G? - Dorothy H. Sa'as

IROH: L/N Dennis J. Gallagher

SUSJtCWT Proposed S/LPD Contract f r Publicnformation Services

Cassie Sopko of your office ha asked shat Vrb/i.iie:e
scope of work proposed for a cont: ot vi fliIMork LAACAbboeatano., under which Col. ch do (UAP/R* 9) would
provide public Information and-1s1te services To the OffIce
of Public Diplomacy for Latin Amercca ad the Caribbean
(6/LPD). Zn particular, I underst that your office is
concerned about the prktrLPj .of th portion of the scope of
work under which Col. RAchar a voul "provide briefing and
backgrounders to national and Later national members of the
media regarding the current and de l loping situations in Latin
America and the Caribbean.* N. expressed concern that
this woVld make Col. Richards app a to be the representative
or spokesperson Of the Departmen , Ad would thereby constitute
performance of an Inherently GovrA ental function. Cf. OKS
Circular No. A-76 (Rev. Aug. 4 19 3), para. S.b.

While most larger Governs t age d es have an in-housepublic infrmation of
public informal ieon office, ormation functions are not
inherently Governmental, nor oes performance of such functions
necessarily connote employee status . Public relations services
are tin-fact listed in 0M CI cular N . A-76, Attachment A, as
an example of services that re ovaL able from commercial
sources. 'Assuming that no ployer- employee relationship is
created by the terms or act&al admin tration of the contract,
media information and other public relations services may be
obtained by contract. 0

*his memorandum should not be understood as addressing the
appropriateness of the te s of compesation suggested by
S/.PD, nor as concurring A S/LPDos rqcommendazion, which is
stated in cLnclusory'terms without an adequate factual basis,
that the contract be awarded g -a -ol0e-source bji.4without
public notice. Z would 'ote that it ti plainly inconsistent
for S/LPD to assert in A? unclassified draft sole source
justification that theselcontract arrangements should not be
disclosed to the public. If this Is actually so, both the
contract and requisitiow/sOcLcitation doeumnts should be
classified. Please let me know If I may provide further
information or assistance in this matter.

L/M:D4Gallagher
9/23/15: Tel. 632-0767

cc. OPR/STP - Mr. Conway, Ms. Derryhill
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United States Department of State

Cdiw o f Nb~k Dokev for
Leeda Anmm" ad die Ceribbeen

I'uWW". D.C. 20S20

September 24, 1985

MZNOPAM

TOs. S/SoEX - Mr. Pat Kennedy

RON: S/ID o - Otto Reich

SUBJECT$ A Contract for International Business
Communications

This is to request a ftied-priaed contract fto
International Business Communications (IC) in the amount of
$278,725. This contract will begin October I* 19SSand will
end September 30, 1906.

Total cost of contract is baed on Aimilar services
rendered in FY 1985 by International Business Coakunications to

/LPD, and additional secvices involving distribution of S/LPD
publications, as follows

Salaries •
Two senior partners 50% of tint $60,000
$5,000 per month for 12 months

Thr#. I.B.C. staff members 35% 18,000
o tise
*1.500 per math for 12 months

lepresentat ion 4,000

Translation of articles, speeches, 4,000
written materials

Interpretation feos 2, $CO
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Materials and Distribution
' ustge 2,000

Messenqer/couiIer e1500
Telex 2.000
Telephone 3,000
Photocopies 2.000
Purchase of books, materials 2,000
Photographic services 1,500

Event Coordinaton
Room Rental 3.5OO
Audio-Visual. Equipment Rental 1.000
Secretarial Services 1.000

a

Travel Epenses
I.B.C. Principals 10,000
Other 8000
Taxi 1,500

Sub-total $127,500

Distribution

Salary for Direct Mail
Professional (1 year) 50,000

Salary for Computer

Specialist (1 year) 22,500

Furnishinqs/quipment 17,500

Transportation

VehiLcle 15,000
Parking 1,000
Driver/Messoenger/Clerk 16,000
Maintanance/Gas 2,000
Insurance 1,500

Telephone 2,000

Supplies 4,000

Overhead - 15% 19,72b

Subtotal 5151,225

$2'78v7,25Total
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The services to be rendered by IDC are critical to our
public diplomacy strategy and toward increasing understanding
of U.S. policy in Central America and the Caribbean.

The services and the contractual arrangement with 19C are
not.to be publicly disclosed because of their character,
ingredients, and components.

Services will be performed ats

International Business Communications
1523 .New Hampshire Avenue, N.W Suite 200
Washington, D.C. 20036

solewsource justification is attached.

John Blacken, Deputy Coordinator of Public DiploMacy !or
Latin American and the CaLitbean, S/LPo, shall serve as the
Contracting Officer's TeRcal Representative (COTR). His
telephone number is 632-6751.

During FY-1986, IBC will provide services under the
direction of S/LPD, as follow:

1. Provide counsel and assistance to S/LPD
for programs during visits to Washington and
the United States of Central American
representatives of political, business, and
humanitarian organizations.

2. Provide S/LPD contact to Central American
refugee groups and exiles in Washington and
the U.S., arranging their activities to
include media events, interviews, and public
appearances.

3. Translate and distribute articles on Central
America to United States news organizations
and public-interest groups.

4. Provide points of conttact for congressi...al
and public-interest offices seeking to
interview exiles and refugees.

5. Seek out and establish
media and public-speaking opportunities for
Nicaraguan exiles and refugees.
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6. Brief correspondents and syndicated
columnists on materials and sources. Where
necessary, provide on-the-ground, in-country
logistical support.

7. Compose and edit letters to the editor of
major newspapers and magazines in response to
articles on Central America.

8. Provide S/LPD with op-ed pieces and feature
articles for distribution to selected
newspapers and magazines.

9. Travel to and coordinate S/LPD-directed media
visits to Central America.

10. Provide source materials for journalists who
contact S/LPD for information relating to the
regional conflicts.

12. Provide and p resent' briefinqs to individuals
designated by S/LPD on security
considerations, refugee problems, and
political dynamics of the region.

13. Edit briefing materials created by S/LPD.

14. Maintain contact with
public-policy organizations.

15. Design, organize and run a distributio"
system for S/LPD publications.

16. Design, develop, maintain and update
specialized, computerized addressee lists.

17. Provide coordination with S/LPD and FAIM/PS for
co-ordinatLnq print runs of publications,
and maintain S/LPD's pAblications for in-house
distri bution..

18. Provide inventory control, storage, mailing and
shipping of S/LPD publications, both to lists
and on a request basis.

19. Conduct special studies and projects as may
be required.
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8enause of the start-up investment required for the
distribution segment of this contract, payment schedule should
be as follows;

1. $30,000 each month for October and November, 1985.

2. Beginning December, 1985, payments each month of
$21,872.50.

The completed contract and payment checks should be sent to;

International Business Communications
1523 New Hampshire Avenue, NW, Suite 200
Washington, D. C. 20036

Thank you for your assistance in processing this request.

I'

Drafted by:S/LPDzFGa dnr:632-6751
9/24/85
Cleared:S/LPD:JBlacke'(
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r" R''L= ' I%., " " I

q PD is tasked mith the coor-ination *0! "s.-t. American
-:'c Jlomacy e!.forts. Some Df the za;or :mponents of this

.f!!,rt ire .s foll:ws:

- An ability to respond to ma•or tedie outlets
and to inform the AAerican public regarding
current kdministration policies and programs.

- A responsibility to present to American
audiences, by way of public appearances,
panel shows, and press conferences, those
vicitims and eye witnesses from the region
who can demonstrate the truth about communist-
supported political and military oppression,
human rights violations, and acts of
terrorism.

' Formulation ind maiAtenance of a basic kit
for selected speakers to present declassified
and unclassified material to a wide range of
American audiences.

The preparation and distribution of one-page
briefs to address frequently stated criticism
of U.S. policy in the region.

Publication and distribution of documents
involved with U.S. public diplomacy.

international Business Comunications (C8C). with its staff
of ten persons, is uniquely qualified to continue its work in
this effort, such project which are beyond the capabilities of
the limited S/LID staff to undertake. Some of the unique
features of IC are as follows:

- Full-staff language capacity in Spanish.

- In-depth files on Central American countries.

- Trust of Ncaraquan refugee groups.

- Ezpertise in direct mail and distribution of
documents. •b

?he senior partners of IBC are:
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FranK 3:ne:. formerr deputy ass:s:ant
sqcretdry of state for public affairs: later.
director of iUSIA's Fortign Press Centers:
f'rner !oreign serv:e otftcer i Costa Rca,
Colombia, and Haiti: bilingual in Spanish.

Richarl R. Miller. former director of public
2!!airs !or )41D.

Since their government service, both senior partners have
*rveled wo and-writ:en. about Central American countries and
poittAcal groups.

.n addition, the continuing project requires the following
caoabi1i~ies, all of which each senior partner has:

- Top Scret security clearance.

- Expertise in Central American affairs.

Understanding of U.S. policy in the region

Knowledge of how the*American news media
works.

Insight into the design of public information
strategies.

Superior writing skills.

- Care in the handling of sensitive documents.

Good judgement in coupling information for
public consumption.

Ability: To write "talking points."
"To prepare and maintain speaker
kits.

To analyze media reporting.

To interact with senior government
officials.
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United States Department of State

Cwiixa w of Pu Wk D49omoy for
Lea Amic e"d A* CwiM..m

FaaAinalo, D. 20520

February 24. 1986

IKFORANDUM

5T)t A/OPR/STP/P - Ks. Barbara A. Garland, Acting Chief

IR0N S/LPD - John D, Slacken

SUD33CTt Proposed Contract with International Business
Communication. Inc. (IC) * Requisition No.
1001-602066

REr: Your Kemorandun of 2/6/86

This memorandum is to acknowledge that ve instructed KIC
to continue its services 1Y-86 after the expiration of their
prior year contract. As you are avare, our prior
Administrative Officer believed that the 1985 Contract
contained a renewability clause, and proceeded on that basis
erroneously.

Further, our core programs were totally dependent upon
uninterrupted services contracted from 1i9C. The services
rendered by I3C since 1944 represent fundamental input to the
documents and. speecbes prepared as part of the core activity of
/LID. Without continuity of operations, serious detrimental

effects on S/r.Po's mission would have occurred, Additionally.
throughout this period 3/LID was dealing with administrative
levels in the Departmnt to insure continuity of the contract
under established sole-source purchase procedures.

The services provided by the contract are such that
publication of the general nature of tee performance would be
detrimental to ongoing programs under /LPD. further, release
of the. general nature of the ooetract ould allow elements
unfriendly to tbe United States to deduce sensitive interagency
operations of S/LPO, the secrecy of vbiqb Is fundamental to
their success. revelation of Certain operations or allowing
• roulation could result in serious damage to our relations
prt several anties and other sovereign states Thi Is aprecise definition of 622cl"° Informtioft.
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Text of 2/29/" Hamorandum from Thoman Calhow to Barbara Garland

We have determined that the entire contract with ZIC will be classified
secret. The citations for this action are FAR 6.302-6 for national
security considerations and FAR 5.202 for unusual and compelling reasons.
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• . CAlltib oSGS@U 00vist ObVIC tb 1Iv Eu SE4,"

*ge16'%9ift fSue II &to

?eply to "arch 18. 1986
Attn of: S1511(*s. Bradsher/(602)32 -9395/tnk)

Mr. -icholas G. Mariano, Ac.ng Chief
Procedural Security Division
Overseas Security Progras
Department of State

1, s h i n t o n . D C . 2 0 5 2 0 '2o : 1 -R 2 6 P :2 0
Dear Mr. Mariano:

Reference t ade to your letter of February 5, J?16'which requested
that we process International Business Cocounica.-oIns. (IBC), 1912
Sunderland Place, ', 'ashingtor., DC 20036. for a SECPMR facility
clearance.

By a copy Of our letter of February 18, :9$6, to %he facility, you
were advised that ac:ion was initiated in accordance vith your re-
quest. During the Initial telephone survey, we weore advised that 1IC
was a sole proprietorship and that MIr. Richard R. Miller held all
officer positions.

On the 2Oth of February we were advised telepho'ically that 13C was a
partnership and that the partners were not individuals, but were
facilities; namely, Mihler Counicattons, Inc., and Gone Interna-

.tional, Inc., both at the sane address as I3C. in an effort to comply
with your request, surveys were conducted at the tvo partnership
facilities. Both ent:ies were advised of documentation that must be
Provided before the individual f8ac.ility partnerships can be processed
for a clearance, and each entity was given a deadins for subuission
of such documentation. Neither entity has responded.

Therefore, we have this date d''-ontinued :. e senu of all
.;O!Cl.csed fa.i:ies. If you have any questions pit&&* contact Esther
3radihei at U-3J-9395.

Sincerely, Copy to: international
Business
Comunic at ions

Miller
, LEO J. BEAUKOKT Comunications,

AC hief, FacilIties Division Inc.

Goe:
International,
In;.

SI i5C
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Peply to
Attn of: SI511 (Mr. Beaumont(20.)325-9395/rus)

U.S. Department of State
Attn: Kenneth E. Lope:. Chief

Procedural Security Division
Vashinston, DC 20520

May 6, 1986

'~ e P2:. 2

Dear Mr. rope::

Reference Is made to your letter dated April 17, :556, in vhich you requested
that Interna:1oral Business Communications ('.C), :912 Sunderland Place.
.. W., 'ash.na:or., D.C. 20036 be processed for a SMI T facility clearance.

This office has made repeated attempts to contact Mr..!rank Gomes, all to no
aval:. .hns office has therefore discontinued processing t1C for a facility
clearance.

Sincere'y,

Ir :acl:l :s Division
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DJr[NSI INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE / '>CA0,Yab mG

,l *4" ii , q 4 0w~ee AVG.

A *Nm^. VA gUs.to

Reply to June 3, 1986
Atn of: 51511 (Ks. Bradsher(202)323-1352/ru) S
Mr. Kennetb E. Lopes, Chief
Procedural Security Division
Overseas Security Progrm
U.S. Department of State
Vashington, DC 20520

Dear Mr. Lopes:

Reference Is made to your letter of Kay 14, 1986. vbich io your third request
that we process International Jusiness Co nictlos (13C), 1912 Swndetlaud
Plsce, .V.., Washington, D.C. 20036 for a SE CRT facility clearance.
International business Coianications bea been Identified to us as being a
partnerehip composed of Miller Comunicatiou, Inc. and Gomez Interational,
Inc. both collocated vitb 13C.

This office, as veil as our Washington Yield Offices has expended
coulderable time azd effort to comply vith your request. We be made
repeated and explicit requests that the patnership furnish the information
required to place IC in process for a clearance. As of 9:00AM on June 2,
1986 ve vere advised that 1IC is not an officially organized partnership;
there is no partnership agrement In existence. We hve therefore sain
discontinued processing I3C for a facility clearance.

Sincerely.

e Faclites Division Copy to: S15DC
1'C
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V.5ted 5 .. Z.)partment of Sute /

VbsixR*^D.C 20520

u .e 12. 198,

TO OPR/STP/P - Robert S. Dickson

FROM OPR/STP/P/CT - Barbara A. garland P-

SUBJECT: Services of International Business Communications
Inc. (I3C)

The attached draft memorandum is prepared for submission to the
Office of the Coordinator for Public Diplomacy for Latin America and
the Caribbean to rectify an existing situat .on.

A justification for award of a classified contract on grounds of
national security was approved by the Actinq Competition Advocate
and a letter contract was reviewed and approved by Mr. Globe. Both
actions took place some time ago. (A le-:er contract was prepared
pending completion of an audit by the Deoarment's Office of the
Inspector General.) The requirements office acknowledged ordering
the performance of the services without a contract in place and a
draft ratification was-prepared for the signature of the Procurement
Executive to cover the period for which the services have already
been performed.

The problem has been the receipt of the soc.Urity clearance. Three
times DISCO has attempted to obtain cooperation from IBC .n order :
process the clearance and three times the process has been
discontinued because of IBC's lack of response.

As a contract has not been awarded, it would seem inappropriate for
the Contracts Branch to issue a "Stop Work Order". However. I fee.
that the requoireents office should be put on notice that IC is to
perform no further services nor incur further costs until the
situation is resolved.

I think we need to discuss this matter immediately.
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DEFENE INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
**pro&*Q .0. 6 . gom. ag60

&"AkASnglA. VA aaa.,,

Reply to July 30o 1916
Att of: S131I(Ns. Bradaber/(202)325.939S/tua)

SUIJICT: Intermatlo alstaibas Couialcations, 1912 Skaderladu place, NV,
Vashingtors, DC 20036

TOI U.ited States Dpartuent of State
Atta: emeth 1. Lopes, Chief

Procedural security Divyive
Overa, Security Progra

Vahiagton, DC 20520

1. Ia your letter, dated July 10, 1966, subject a abev, you requested thisoffice to process International Business Coinacious, 1912 SuderlandPlace. NV, Veehlton, DC 20036, for a Departmnt of Defewie security
clearace. The facility's Yeder&l Supply Code is 1092.
2. The facility vas granted a ITNl R Z L !AZ S PAZ 20 cn Itsm
AM , security clearace on July 30, 1966. but does set bave the ap"bW7to safe pard camsified mtrial. Pleae refer to paragraph 7-102, DoD5220.12-. if a c~Usified contract or parcha order is warded.

tie D ielon Copy to' S15DC

of. ~ .ailfts io

0.
N%

S--

:-2
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INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
1 12 SUNDERLANO PLACE N.W.
WASHINGTON. D. 203 - 1606

TELEPHONE(R)387.300M TELEX3716S12 CUSA

Contract # 1001-602066
invoice # 0O31-SA
September 16, 1986

TO i

Robert W. lagan
office of Public Diplomacy for

Latin America and the Caribbtan
Department of State
Room 6253
Washington, DC 20520

For services rendered, October 1, 1965 through August 31,
1906, in connection with Contract Number 1001-60204i, includ-
ing design and organisation of a distribution systems direc-
tion of such systems creationof a segmented mailing list,
including coding distribution and storage of documents and
related services under the terms of this contract as request-
ed by ARA/LPO.

Total due $216,381.16
0

Check should be mae payable to International Business
Coamunicationso and mailed to Richard R. Miller, President,
at the above address.

(Costs by month are attached.)
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S

United Sta Departmem . Stat / 

rwMnvolk c 2SM

October 3. 1916

To I R/COMP/GS - Ms. AnitaS&tovn

from: AM - Robert Kagan

Subject Payment to International SuaInees Communications
Contract No. 1001-602064

This is to certify that IntetnatLonal .eualness
Communications has completed the first eleven months of
their contract in the amount of $216,301.16. This is the
first payment under the above cited contract. A check can
be sent to the following address

International Business Communications
1912 Sunderland Place N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Thank you for your assistance in this matter.

Snelosure: (1) International Business Communications
Invoice of 9/16/66

0p

/
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Contract 1 1001-603046
Invoice # Ol-SA
October 31, 1946

To:

Robert W. Kagan
Office of Public Diplomacy foe

Latin America and the Caribbean
Department of State

ooM 4253
Washington, DC 20520

For services rendered, September I through September 30.
l8tS, in connection with Contract Nuaber 1001-602066, includ-
Ing organisation of establ shed distribution systeml direc-
tion of such system modification and update of the segmented
ailing list, including codings distribution and storage of

documents and related services under the terms of this
contract as requested by ARU/LPD.

Total doe $25,670.00

Check should be made payable to International business
Communications, and mailed to Richard i. Nillec, President,
at the above address.
-4.-st tas;bmest)
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United States D uat. Sa / oA
Novaben , C "M

Novembtr 12, 1946

K/CVIQ/G8 - Anita Brovn

VlO I ARA - robert V. Kasga A

suJ3Cmt Payment to International Business Communications
Contract No. 1001-402066

This is to certify that International Business
Communications has completed the last segment of their
contract, covering the month of September 1966. in the
amount of $25.670.00. tis.is the second payment under
the above cited contract. A check can be sent to the
following address,

international Business Communications
1912 Sunderland Place, N. W.
Washington# DC 20036

Thank you for your assistance in this matter.

Knclosure
international business communications Invoice of 10/31/06

f

ERIRANDUN
TOI

(
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DgFINSL INVgSTIGATIVI SgRVICE

"4.AIN 0&4. & ai. 964

Reply to November 17, 1936
Attn of: Sll(Ma. Iradshar/C202)325-1352/ldc)

United States Department of State
Atnt Keneth 9. Lope:, Chief
Procedural Security Division
Overseas Security Prolram
vaehington, D.C. 20520

Doer Mr. Lopes:

'eferece to made to our letter, dated July 30, 1936. vharei ve advised that
International 3 uiuloes Cemnicatloni, 1912 Sunderland Place, N.V.$
Vaimglton, D.C. 20036 had been granted an Znterts SECtr. clearance. The
facility's Federal Supply Code (TSC) is IGCI.

The facility vas granted a SICUET security clearance e Noveber 17, 1936,
but does Got have the capa&=.Ly to saferard classified marteril. I
accordance vith paragraph 73 of the Industrial Security Hanual for
Safeparding Classified Intotmation. classification guidance must be provided
to this facility, vhen appropriate. vith a copy to this o1ce.

Sincerely,

J.' SLA MT Copy to: s 1 5
Cbief, t&faI&tIes Division

J3o

NJ
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EXHIBIT OLN-225

NAr#ONAL I"CURIIY COUNCIL.
WAISlIN@YOr . O.C. N)OW /

,.p

Dear Spit$$

Throughout the struggle for freedom and democracy in Nicaragua,
there are those vho have carried" t0is great burden'with
dedication and a true ense of patriotism. You ard the people
involved in the National Endowment for the Preervation of
Liberty ar at the center pf the struggle.

In the Spring when w9 began our campaign to help the Nicaraguan
resistance in a crucial struggle for G6mocracy i p their native
land, your repources helped carry the' ay. Without your fine
efforts, their situation would have gone from ddsperate to
hopeless. yours vas a iey organization In supporting President
Reagam's JLeg sslatie initiative for Congressional said tb the
Nicacagaan ftre4om fighters. Your paid advertising and support
of the Pruident's program was critical to our success.

In July Awben you began to help educate others to the needs of the
NicarayV6n freedam fighters, their chances vere greatly -
incceased. The spe14a events you hosted and the generous
support your people gpve carried the day and helped to save
freedom fzom extinction in Nicaragua. Your contlrMing efforts
have two very spaial .valia." .Tho level of support you have
brought -to 0-e struggle has bean pahip9 short of .onumental.
The steadfastness abd coitme t .Xou have ainataine Ais the true
sign of patriotism. When "Creedom anddemocracy are at stake,
those who sacritice vithu .pub1U4 acasimi it to the 'world are
our truest patriots.

The programs you have undertaken -ire crucial. Without the means
you.proviOde, those who seek a 4e04crAtic outcome tn Nicaragua
will fatl. 'As aaysin t*he hour of critical need, we find you
and the.Sational Ledowuent for %e Presevation of Liberty ready
to hq.p.

-For your past efforts and your present initiatives, we salute
you.

Sincerely

Oliver L. North
Deputy Director
Pol1t~caloMilitary Affairs

Mr. Carl Russell Channel
National Endowment for the 181T

Preservation of Liberty
305 4th Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002

A 0037010
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ExHmrr OLN-226

r y1: '11'lt 14 U*[C

January 21, 1956

fOR r rOERICK J. RYAN, JR.
DEPUTY ASSISTANT TO THE RESIDENTT
DIRECrOR, PRESIDENTIAL SCHEDULING

FRED P. riELDING F0010 *
COL::EL TO T:19 PRESIDENT

SVDJECTe

N 13669

Aid to ContrAs :'.s t inq

I have reviewed the proposal for a briefing for the trorican
Conservative Trust and the National Endcv-w.nt for the Prse*r-
vation of Liberty on Central'American iues..Tere is no legal
prohibition that would preclude such a briefing. Objections may
e raised that the President Is violating the spirit of the anti-

lobbying proyisiona by enlisting these private groups to lobby
Congress. Care should accordingly be taken to avoid any
suggestion of White House control of these groups, to rininize
these objections.

r!C,) ,- F'

WN0U
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EXHIBIT OLN-227

January 24# IS6

Dear 5ill

During loS# the hope freedom and democracy to Nicaragua was kept
alive with the help of the National Ridoment for the Preservation
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. because you cared,
the spark of liberty still glvws is the darkness of 1icaragua.

Without patriots like yov, carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democratic outcome to Nicaragua would have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Endopent for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic dram unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian comma st regime in
Managua. You have given hope where there wauld otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for America and her President.
but, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution In helping our
President in this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we will
comence a renewed effort to make our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All my beat for the New Year and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Oliver L. North
Deputy Director
Political-Military Affairs

Kr. William R. Slakemore
200 West [llinois, Suite 200
Midland, TX 79701
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NA0T"aL MOMIv CKKO40
0WIP410% 0 C I"

January 24, 116

Dear Inman and Ruths

During 1lS, the hope freedom and democracy in Nicaragua was kept
alive with the help of the National endowment for the Preservatiot
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. Because you cared,
the spark of liberty -still glows in the darkness of Nicaraula.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy o!
support for a democratic outcome In Nicaragua would have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic drama unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian communist regime in
Managua. You have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for America and her President.
but, we are headed ie. the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Wicaragus Is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution In helping our
President it. this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we will
comence a renewed effort to make our assistant to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support villa be essential.

All my best for the New Year and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Oliver L. North
Deputy Director
Political-Military Affairs

Mr. and Mrs. Inman Brandon
3488 Anollwood Drive, N.K.
Atlanta, GA 30305
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k4TIO 4AL 84CURITY COUCIL
m6&*wiSt, 5*. 5W04

January 24# 1986

Dear Dill

During 1155, the hope freedom and democracy in Nicaragua was kept
&live with the help of the National hdoment for the Pceservatior.
of Liberty and fine Americans much as you. because you cared,
the spark of liberty still glows in the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democratic outcome in Nicaragua would have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the national
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic drma unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian comunist regime in
Managua. You have given hope where there vould otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for America and her President.
But, we are headed In the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution In helping our
President in this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we will
cormence a renewed effort to make our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All my best for the New Year and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Oliver L. North
Deputy Director
Political-Military Affairs

Mr. bill Bush
P.O. Box 147
Brandon, MS 39042
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N&?-4ONAL , CRIT" COUNCIL

January 24, 3986

Peor barbaras

During I lS, the hope freedom and dem6cracy in Nicaragua was kept
alive with the help of the National endowment for the Preservation
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. because you cared,
the spark of liberty still glos in the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
sup.wort for a democratic outcome in Nicaragua would have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic drama unfolding In Wicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian couunist regime in
Managua. You have given hope where there vould otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for America and her President.
but, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragus is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution In helping our
President in this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we will
commence a renewed effort to make our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All y best for the Now Year and God bless you.

sincerely*

Oliver L. Worth
Deputy Director
Po1itical-Military Affairs

Mrs. barbara s1.'litt Christian
Frogs .'7',p Skylight
1601 Axton .an.

'•cet, Y 40059
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N&TONAL CURITY COUNCIL
eg Tl. 1"06

3anuary 24. l986

Dear Mr. Clagetti

During 1915, the hope freedom and democracy in Nicaragua wan kept
alive with the help of the National endowment for the PreservatioT.
of Liberty and fine Aericans such as you. because you cared,
the spark of liberty still glova in the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democratic outcome In Nicaragua would have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role In the democratic dram unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian comuniet regime in
Managua. You have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging tine for America and her President.
but, we are headed In the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy * ou can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution In helping our
President in this vital endeavor. Zn the weeks ahead, we will
commence a renewed effort to ake our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All y best for the New Year and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Oliver L. North
Deputy Director
Polltical- military Affairs

Mr. C. Thomas Clagett, Jr.
2700 Virginia Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037
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N4T*I.&L ICufRIY COUNCIL

Osnuary 24, 1916

Dear Franks

During 1915, the hope freedom and democracy In Nicaragua was kept
alive with the help of the National Zndowment for the Preservatior
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. Because you cared,
the spark of liberty still glove In the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy o!
support for & democratic outcome in Nicaragua would have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic dram unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian counist regime in
Managua. You have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for America and her President.
Rut, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution in helping our
President in this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we wil:
comence a renewed effort to make our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All my best for the Now Year and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Oliver L. Worth
Deputy Director
Political-8hilitary Affairs

Mr. Frank Darlington
24 Winding Avenue
Leetadale, PA IS056

82-681 - 88 - 30
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hkT*N#&L OCRftMY COUNCIL
W"rnASS41 . We an"

january 24, 19$6

Dear I r,. Ferguson

During 191S, the hope fresdca and deaocracy in Nicaragua vas kept
alive with the help of the National endowment for the Preservatior.
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. becausee you cared,
the spark of liberty still glows in the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democratic outcome in Nicaragua would have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic draa unfolding In Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian c€uinist regime in
Managua. You have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for America and her Fresident.
but, we are headed in the right direction. Today, In all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution in helping our
President in this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we will
conence a renewed effort to ake our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All my best for the New Year and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Oliver L. North
Deputy Director
Political-Military Affairs

Kr. Robert Bruce Ferguson
640 evport Center Drive
Suite 600
Hewport beach, CA 92660
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N&ITONL "CURiY COUNCIL
WAS.41sV~w. *4 0trot

January 24, 19e6

Dear Zllen:

During lSS, the hope freedom and democracy in Nicaragua was kept
alive with the help of the National Zndowment for the Preservation
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. Because you cared,
the spark of liberty still glaws in the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democratic outcome in Nicaragua would have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic drama unfolding In Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian comunist regime in
Managua. Yea have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for AmerJca and her President.
But, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution in helping our
President in this vital endeavor. in the weeks ahead, we will
commence a renewed effort to make our assistance to the
Democratic Resistanc:e Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All my best for the New Year and God bless you.

Sincerely

Oliver L. North
Deputy Director
Political-Military Affairs

Krs. St. John Garwood
1602 San Gabriel Street
Austin, TX 70701
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PATOONL SECURITY COUNC1.

January 24, 1986

Dear Ki. Haleyt

During IiS, the hope freedom and democracy in Nicaragua Was kept
alive With the help of the National endowment for the Preservation
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. Because you cared,
the spark of liberty still glows in the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democratic outcome in Nicaragua would have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic drama unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian camunist regime in
Managua. You have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging tine for America and her Preside.t.
but, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution in helping our
President in this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we will
commence a renewed effort to sake our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All my best for the Now Year and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Oliver L. North
Deputy Director
Political-Military Affairs

Krs. /rosalind K. Male
Maley Library
$424 16th Street
Lubbock# TX 7941(
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NaTIO" (CVR(TY COUNCl.
Waugs6Ifere. **. Sew

.saoury 4, 196

Dear Mr. Nillmans

During 3915, the hope freedom and democracy in Nicaragv was kept
*live with the help of the National Endovment for the Preservation
of Liberty and fine Amricans such as you. Because you cored,
the spark of liberty still glows In the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democratic outcome In Nicaragua would have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic drama unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian communist regime in
Managua. You have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for America and her President.
But, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you ,.ave made a crucial contribution In helping our
President in this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we will
cownence a renewed effort to oake our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even more effective. Once again
youi support will be essential.

All my best for the New Year and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Oliver L. Worth
Deputy Director
Political-Military Affairs

Ir. Tatnall Lea Hillman
422 Selrove Lane
Randors PA l9087
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K'4,TONA ZCURtV COUNCILA44wSe . S.C.~T €Oew

January# 24. RIIS

Dear bunker.

During 191S, the hope freedom and democracy in Nicaragua yes kept
alive with the help of the National Endowment for the Preservation
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. Because you cared,
the spark of liberty still glove in the darkness of Nicaragua.

ithout patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democratic outcome in Nicaragua would have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic drama unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian cimunist regime in
Managua. You have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Lest year was a challenging time for America and her President.
but, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution in helping our
President in this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we will
comence a renewed effort to make our assistance to the
Democratic Aesistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All %)' beat for the Now Year and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Oliver L. North
Deputy Director
Political-Military Affairs

IMr. Nelson Bunker Hunt
2400 Thanksgiving Tower
1601 Elm Street
Dallas, TX 75201
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N4TONAL S¢CI.RIY COUNCIL
WA5IhT6D SC "M

January 24, 1986

Dear Mr. 14@e

During 198S, the hope freedcii and democracy in Nicaragua was kept
alive with the help of the Nataonal Endomnent for the Preservation
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. because you cared,
the spark of liberty still glows in the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democratic outcome in Nicaragua would have been
ever. Pore difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role In the democratic drama unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian communist regime it.
Managua. You have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for America and her President.
out, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution in helping our
President in this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we will
commence a renewed effort to make our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even sore effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All my best for tte New Year and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Oliver L. North
Deputy Director
Political-Military Affairs

Mr. JaJmes Arthur Lee
3635 Ella Lee Lane
Houston, TX 77027
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%&TONAL wI8ftYr OUNJ
vWMAP"0- D €8C

'January 24, 1986

Dear Mrs. Lynch:

During 1915, the hope freedom and democracy in Nicaragua vas kept
alive with the help of the National Zndovwent for the Preservation
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. because you cared,
the spark of liberty still glows in the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriot's like you, carrying out the President's policy o!
support for a democratic outcome In Nicaragua vould have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
.crucial role in the democratic drama unfolding In Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian communist regime in
Managua. You have given hope where there vould otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for America and her President.
But, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution In helping our
President in this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we will
comnence a renewed effort to make our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All my best for the New Year and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Olivier L. lorth
Deputy Director
Political-Hlilitary Affairs

Krs. Martha Lynch
4924 briarvood Place
Dallas, TX 75209

0M.'
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NTION, S&C". ITY COUNKIL
w&604seyo. D.C. low

January 24, 3986

Dear Mrs. MeXinleys

During 1915, the hope freedom and democracy in Nicaragua was kept
live with the help of the National Zndowsment for the Preservation
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. &*cause you cared,
the spark of liberty still glows in the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democratic outcome In Nicaragua would have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic drma unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian comunist regime in
Managua. You have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for America and her President.
but, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution In helping our
President in this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we will
commence a renewed effort to ake our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will bq essential.

All my best for the New Year and God bless you.

sincerely#

Oliver L. North
Deputy Director
Political-Military Affairs

Krs. Evelyn McXinley
tanko Route
Robert Lee, TX 76945
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k4TIONAL UCURTY COUNCIL
WASeI"6l10. D.C. a""

January 24, 1t16

Dear Mr. osbacheri

During 1985, the hope freedom and democracy in Wicaragua was kept
alive with the help of the National Endowment for the Preservation
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. because you cared,
the spark of liberty still glows in the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for & democratic outcome in Nicaragua vould have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
ndowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play %

crucial role in the democratic drama unfolding in Wicar4;ja.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian communist regime in
Managua. You have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for America and her President.
but, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua Is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution in helping ouz
President in this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we will
commence a renewed effort to sake o r assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even mre effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All my best for the New Year and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Oliver L. North
Deputy Director
Political-Military Affairs

fir. Robert A. hosbacher, Jr.
6421 Vanderbilt
Houston, TX 77005
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N471ONA ¢U1CLrTIY CO'WCM

January 24, 186S

Dear Mrs. Nelson:

During 1985, the hope freedom and deocracy in Nicaragua was kept
&live with the help of the National zndwmnt for the Preservation
of Liberty and fine AJbericans such as you. Decause you cared,
the spark of liberty still glows in the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democratIc outcome in Nicaragua would have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic dram unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian camunist regime in
Managua. You have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging tim for America and her President.
But, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution in helping our
President in this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we will
commence a renewed effort to make our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All my best for the Hew Year and God bless you.

Sincerely#

Oliver L. North
Deputy Director
Political-Military Affairs

Krs. Page Nelson
3318 Southwestern Boulevard
Dallas, TX 75225
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dTO~AL S(:CtIRUrY COUNIL

January 24, 1g06

Dear barbara,

During 1I55, the hope freedom and democracy In Nicaragua was kept
alive with the help of the National 2ndoment for the Preservatior
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. because you cared,
the spark of liberty still glove in the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democratic outcome in Nicaragua would have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic drama unfolding in Nicaragua.
your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian comunist regime iS.
Managua. You have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for America and her President.
But, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution in helping our
President in this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we vill
commence a renewed effort to make our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All my best for the New Year and God bless you.

Sincerely.

Oliver L. North
Deputy Director
Political-Military Affairs

Mrs. Barbara Newington
P.O. box 108
Greenwich, CT 06136

MM
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N1,*TOAL S9CURtrY COVCR.
W4?.U. g. own

January 24, lgg8

Dear Mrs. O'briens

During 1905, the hope freedom and democracy In Nicaragua was kept
alive With the help of the National Zndowment for the Preservation
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. Because you cared,
the spark of liberty still glows in the darkness of gicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democrat ic outcome In Vicaragua would have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Zndovment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic drama unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has boer essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian co€ unist regime in
Managua. You have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for Americs and her President.
But, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution in helping our
President in this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we will
comence a renewed effort to make our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All iny best for the New Year and God bless you.

Sincerely#

Oliver I. North
Deputy Director
Political-Military Affairs

Krs. Mary O'Brien
Rt. 3. Warner bridge Road
Wilmington, IL 604S1
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NATION L CURITY COUNCIL
WASIhNTWO. 09. low

January 14v iSS6

Dear Kr. O'Nelle

During 1905, the hope freedom and democracy In Nicaragua was kept
alive with the help of the National Rondowsent for the Preservatior.
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. because you cared,
the &park of liberty still glows in the darkness of licaragus.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democratic outcome in Nicaragua would have been
even *ore difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic draa unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian communist regime in
Managua. You have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for America and her President.
but, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. Yo'u can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution in helping our
President in this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we will
commence a renewed effort to make our assistance to the
Democratic Aesistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All my best for the New Year and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Oliver L. North
Deputy Director
Political-Military Affairs

Kr. William J. O'Neil
1191S La Grange Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90025
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January 24, 1916

Dear Ms. Parker.

During 1995# the hope freedom and democracy in Nicaragua was kept
alive with the help of the National lndo nt for the Preservatior
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. because you cared,
the spark of liberty still glows in the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy cf
support for a democratic outcome In Nicaragua would have been
even ore difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic drw unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian cosunist regime in
Managua. You have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for America and her President.
But, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua ts not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution in helping our
President in this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we will
commence a renewed effort to make our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All my best for the New Year and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Oliver L. North
Deputy Director
Political-Military Affairs

Ms. Diane William Parker
P.O. Box 1011
Thomasville, GA 31799
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January 24, 196

Dear General Pattent

During 1585, the hope freedom and democracy in Nicaragua was kept
alive vith the help of the National endowment for the Preservation
of Liberty and fine mericans such as you. becausee you cared,
the spark of liberty still glows in the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for & democratic outcome in Nicaragua would have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role In the democratic drama unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those vho struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian vounist regime in
Kanaqua. You have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for Americo and her President.
But, we are headed in the rightdirection. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua Is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have Ymade a crucial contribution in helping our
President In this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we will
commence a renewed effort to make our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All my best for the New Year and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Oliver L. Worth
Deputy Director
Political-Military Affairs

KaJor General George S. Patton (USA/Ret.1
650 Ashbury Street
South Hamilton, MA 01982
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NAIO4 SOUM OUtdM

January 24# 1916

Dear Nolan and Mary Jos

During 1i5o the hope freedom and democracy in Nicaragua was kept
alive with the help of the National sndament for the Preservation
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. Because you cared,
the spark of liberty still glowsI n the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democratic outcome in Nicaragua vould have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic drama unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian communist regime in
Managua. You have given hope here there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for America and her President.
But, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. You can be

proud that you have made a crucial contribution In helping our
President In this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we will
comence a renewed effort to make our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All my best for the New Year and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Oliver L. North
Deputy Director
Political-Military Affairs

Kr. and Mrs. Nolan Pentecost
Sanko Route
Robert Lee, TX 76945
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January 24t 196

Dear Mrs. Pierces

During 19S5, the hope freedom and democracy in Nicaragua was kept
alive with the help of the National Zndowment for the Preservation
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. because you cared,
the spark of liberty still glovs in the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democratic outcome in Nicaragua would have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic draJm unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian comunist regime In
Managua. You have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for America and her President.
but, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution in helping our
President in this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we will
commence a renewed effort to make our assistance to the
Democratic Resist&nce forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All my best for the New Year and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Olvr L. Norh
Deputy Director
Political-Military Affairs

Krs. Julius 2. Pierce
6040 Moss Ranch Road
Miami, tFL 33156
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January 34. 106

Dear John and Nancyt

During 1985, the hope freedom and democracy in Nicaragua was kept
alive with the help of the National Indovment for the Preservation
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. because you cared,
the spark of liberty still glove in the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you# carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democratic outcome in Nicaragua vould have been
even more difficult. Your efforts ard those of the National
endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic drama unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian comunist regiihe in
Managua. You have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for America and her President.
but, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution in helping our
President in this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, ve vil
comence a renewed effort to make our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All my best for the New Year ard God bless you.

Sincerely,

Oliver L. North
Deputy Director
Political-Military Affairs

Mr. and Mrs. John Ramsey, Jr.
3510 Cranbrook
Witchita Falls, TX 76308
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NATIONAL SCUlqrrV COUNCL.
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January 24. 19I6

Dear 1red:

During 1915, the hope freedom and democracy In Nicaraga was kept
alive with the help of the National Zndo~ent for the Preservation
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. because you cared,
the spark of liberty still glows in the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democratic outcome in Nicaragua would have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National

ndovment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic drama unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian cnun ist regime in
Managua. You have given hope where there vould otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for America and her President.
gut, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. Tou can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution in helping our
President in this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we will
comence a renewed effort to make our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even bore effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All my best for the New Year and God bess you.

Sincerely,

Oliver L. Worth
Deputy Director
Political-Military Affairs

Mr. Fred x. $acher
31632 Paseso Don Jose
San Juan Capistrano, CA 12675
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January 24, 19S6

Dear Mr. Salvasseri

During 1915, the hope freedom and democracy An Nicaragua was kept
alive with the help of the National Sadowsent for the Preservatior.
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. because you cared,
the spark of liberty still glove in the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democratic outcome in Nicaragua would have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic drama unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those vho struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian comunist regime in
Managua. You have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging tire for America and her President.
but, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution in helping our
President in this vital endeavor. in the weeks ahead, we will
cownence a renewed effort to make our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential. '

All my best for the New Year and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Oliver L. North
Deputy Director
Po Itical-Kilitary Affairs

Kr. Melvin Salwasser
Salwasser Manufacturing Company, Inc.
P.O. box 548
1K**d1*y, CA 93654
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January 24, IS6

Dear marry and Anne,

During 1985, the hope freedom an dessocracy In Nicaragua was kept
alive with the help of the National 9ndovment for the Preservation
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. because you cared,
the spark of liberty still glows In the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democratic outcome in Nicaragua would have been
even sore difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic drawa unfolding In Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian comunist regime in
Managua. You have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for America and her President.
but, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution in helping our
President in this vital endeavor. in the weeks ahead, we will
coemence a renewed effort to make our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All my best for the New Year and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Oliver L. North
De aty Director
PFelitical-Military Affairs

Kr. and Mrs. Marry Seggerman
5060 Congress Street
Fairfield, CT 06430
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January 24. isa6

Dear David and Paulat

During 195, the hope freedom and democracy in Nicaragua was kept
&live with the help of the National tndowent for the Preservation
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. Because you cared,
the spark of liberty still glovs in the darkness of Nicaragva.

without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democratic outcome in Wicaraqua would have b~en
even more difficult. Tour efforts and those of the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic drama unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian comunist regime in
Managua. You have given hope where there vould otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for America and her President.
But, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution in helping our
President in this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we will
co-pence a renewed effort to make our assisi.ance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All my best for the New Year and God bless yoi.

Sincerely#

Oliver L. North
Deputy Director
Political-Military Affairs

Kr. and Mrs. David Warm
Route 1, Maple $ill Tarm
Northport, MI 49670
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January 24# 1816

Dear Xr. Witte:

During 1985, the hope freedom and democracy in Picarague was kept
alive with the help of the National ndowment for the Preservatior
of Liberty and fine Americans such as you. becausee you cared,
the spark of liberty still glows in the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democratic outcome in Nicaragrus would have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic drama unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totaliterian ccsiun it regime in
Kanagua. You have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for America and her President.
but, we are headed in the right direction. Today, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution in helping our
President in this vital endeavor. in the weeks ahead, we will
comence a renewed effort to ake our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All my best for the Pew Year and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Oliver L. North
Deputy Director
Political-iilitary Affairs

Mr. David A. Witt&
5353 first International building
Dallas, TX 75250
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January 24, l116

Dear Mrs. Woodruff:

During 1985, the hope freedom and democracy In Nicaragua was kept
alive with the help of the National 9ndovment for the Preservation
of Liberty and fin# Americans such as you. because you cared,
the spark of liberty still glove in the darkness of Nicaragua.

Without patriots like you, carrying out the President's policy of
support for a democratic outcome in Nicaragua would have been
even more difficult. Your efforts and those of the National
tndowent for the Preservation of Liberty continue to play a
crucial role in the democratic drama unfolding in Nicaragua.
Your support has been essential to those who struggle against the
tyranny and oppression of the totalitarian couniut regime in
Managrus. You have given hope where there would otherwise be
despair.

Last year was a challenging time for America and her President.
But, we are headed in the right direction. To~ay, in all of
Central America only Nicaragua is not a democracy. You can be
proud that you have made a crucial contribution In helping our'
President in this vital endeavor. In the weeks ahead, we will
comence a renewed effort to sake our assistance to the
Democratic Resistance Forces even. more effective. Once again
your support will be essential.

All my beat for the-New Year and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Oliver L. North
Deputy Director
Po itical-Kilitary Affairs

Krs. Emily Woodruff
1941 Stark Avenue
Colombus, GA 31906
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ExHiMIT OLN-.228

,%4 J, CIL

" " "Jai.i'ary 26, 1986

"\.JHkOR JOHIN M. ?01\'DFX R, "',, ,',',,ER Lo J : , N O.,DxR~

Sr9w LCT r Mcoting %iith oricin Conservativa Trust

Attjchcd at TAb I is a .-^ro &.rm -ou to Linda hwve: tj.. ,'.rg to
iccc.. ny the Prosidoit %.hufn he "dOrps Ly' a i.'" jig of .t.'k.-Viein
r,.% r ,- .i 'e T.%%st (;(:M1 % t,' .. Ip .n T '. i y, L :.-Iy 30, Te, 6
at 3:00 p.m. in the -..velt 'ccm. Your o i' ho :'q.
C'1-avez' -:.-o at Tab It.

Ch. -creting opens At 230 p.m. vith introe.AcLui'y rt,:i.,ks by r.inta
i..e *ind Von .teqan, foIn:od'a"belof on CQnAl ", ,rica by

:oLkh (2:t5-3:15 p.,,.), and a "drop by* by the President aippi "
3:00 p.m. Pat qucha,.n .-id EOliott Abrahms are also scheduled to
participate. I! iv "Jcop Ly" ",'ith'tho 7r, id: . it

C ..+. *:..a did nc4iave a final notification ofthe Prorfent' involVo-.41nt tiiitil L.vt aoning.

Tfhe .eo at Tab It notes that the ACT has hoen a sijnificant
.cupporter of the President -%nd his policies, otpocially Central
Amorica. They were vory insteu:;,:ntal last y('ar in helping Us win
the vote for aid to the Nicaraquan DRF through their television
proe'r.ms and advertisements. For cxa..ple, ACT funded and
picduced the 13 minute documentary videotape on the LRF which you
viewed after an ODSN last month. This video "documentary* has
been shown on sore than 500 T.V. stAtions since you previewed it.

The meeting is an opportunity to express Administration support
for tho efforts of ACT as we gear up for a Congressional vote
during tarch. Your r mo Indicates that you will accompany the
President to the meeting. Talking points for your brief rerarks
(3 minutes) are attached at Tab 11I.

,ECO:'J.IDATIONS

1. That you initial and forward the memo at Tab I.

Approve Disapprove z 4'

2. That you use the talking points at Tab III during your
drop by* with the President.

Approve Disapprove

Attachuente cc: Ray Burghardt
Tab. I - Poindoxter Plemo to Chavo:
Tab I - Chaves Memo to Poindexter of January IS, 1986
Tab III - Poindexter Talking Points
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EXHIBIT OLN-229SENTINEL
Advancing the Conservotive Agendo

0OTTW a Jeff [effer
Jackie Cles.
202/6594550

Jue 16, 1966

KLA FACT T

Washington, D.C. - Today at a neo conference at the Katioael Press

jllainl, Sentinel, a Veaingte headquartered lobbyag organiatloun, announced

an edvertising campaign to support President Reagan's request for aid to

Nlceraguae' freados fighters. Making the announcesent, Carl 1t"sell "Spits"

Owenell. President of Sentinel, said Ve are targeting those Congreassen vho

have not supported the President is the pest or have sot made up their minds on

this vital issue." Vith Sentinel's campaign begiSiag Tuesday, June 17 in

eleven congressional districts the lobby expects to awakes the voting public to

the votes their repressNtatives are casting oe this ismse.

The slaves Coagress targeted by the sew advertising campaign are:

top. Michael D. Berse (D) Maryld 8k C.D.
Uep. losaw L IhaoU (D) [am tucky 3rd C.D.
Rsp. Owles 0. vutloy (D) North Carol-ia 5rd C.D.
top. VAG. (ILl) Ufshr (D) Nort Carolina 8h C.D.
Rep. JiA Cooper (D) Tennesse 4th C.D.
top. Bil loer (D) Tennessee 5th C.D.
Rsp. 1airt Gordon (3) Tennessee 6th C.D. UXHISIT
lp. d Joe (D) Tees se Sth C.D.
Rep. J.J. (Jake) ftcJlt (D) Tex" 15th C.D.
Rep. Llbet 0. 1 stame-te (D) Tex" 23rd C.O.
lep. like de is Carm (D) Teoza 15tA C.D.

The advertisaets vill be placed is prim tim and late evening vlewing

e*Sents for mxinus saturatioe of the media markets cortespooding to the

€onglreslol districts. Setinel expects to epead $200,000 is eight isys.

() ( U~b
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SEN', RN_,TEL
Advoncing the Conservotive Agendo

CONTACT Da Conrad
Cliff Smith
202/547-I965

Washington# DeC.. June 25 -- eleven Congressmen created the

margin of victory for President Reagan in yesterday's vote on old

to the Nicaraguan Freedom Fighters. Six of these Representatives

came under intensive lobbying efforts sponsored by Sentinel, a

Washington based lobbying organization. Dan Conrad, Sentinel's

izecutive Director, said, OWe undertook a broad-based program of

personal contact, television messages and grass roots constituent

education.0 The efforts by Sentinel began more than one year ago

to help President Reagan change the climate on Capitol Vill from

weak support for humanitarian assistance to a strong message of

military and humanitarian aid to the United Nicaraguan

Opposition.

Sentinel teamed up with the National Indovment for the Preserva-
tion of Liberty, a Washington son-partisan foundation, that
sponsored a 3.5 million dollar public education campaign through-
out the Southeastern United States. Spits Chaanell, President of
VIPL, announced the program on February 27# 1916 at a nevs
conference at the National Press Club in Washington.

This new approach to addressing vital foreign policy issues is
likely to become the way of the future for national security
debates in Washington. 'When we address issues vital to the
President we intend to bring to bear a whole array of communica-
tions and political techniques,' said Conrad. When the two

--more--

U0 0 3(
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organizations focus on President Reagan's Strategic DefenseInitiative In mid July they intend to repeat the efforts made topass the President's UNcaraguan aid package. CSIDg televisioneducation, prominent speakers, political action programs at thegross toots level and lobbying on Capital mill* the atwo ganIsa-tions expect to focus public attention on Congressmen who haveOpposed the President.

ego,

(100:40,00
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N.z.P.L. "rresdom fighters' TV

National Spot Placement

Television nalysis
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the robert goodman agency, tic.

N.E.P.L. "lreedo fighters" Tv

National Spot Placement

Television Analysis

Market Overview

Market

MIAMI/WEST PALM &EACH

ORLANDO/DAYTONA 5EACz

TAKPA/ST. P TERSDBUR

JACKSONVILLE

am ANTONIO

AUSTIU

XcALLUN/ROWNSVILLE

CORPS CHRISTI

NASIVLX

MEMPUIS

CATAIOOGA

GRMzDWU/MZW 3r1

GpZWXLE/SPAR?. /ASBEVILLE

COLZA

MqACOP

SAVAN"A

JACKO K, Ms

COWM S/i'PzO

I of

29

62

42

66

29

73

30

40

35

41

5.

47

40

30

35

26

67

24

S6

12

n
CORPS

186

561

259

S00

430

60S

S00

S71

641

38,

465

471

502

410

277

456

$32

493

715

374

S

$

$

$

$

$

S

S

$

$

$

S
S
S
S

$
S
$
$
S

Total
Cost

16,070.

27,250.

8,920.

13,000.

18,430.

16,950.

4,450.

4 .905.

21,315.

10,S30.

6,910.

21,100.

4,200.

15,000.

6,290.

6,41S.

5,465.

9,0320.
94380.

40. 0o bu 2 a
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the roberl goodntai age.acy, Inc.

N.Z.F.L. trreedcw Fighters" TV
National Spot Placesent
Television Analysis
Market Overview

Page Two

Karket

OKLAHOMA CITY

TULSA

LOUISVILLZ

NATXO.:AL XARXET TOTALSa

WASHINGTO, D.C. TOTALS$

NATIONAL PROGRAM TOTALS

I of
Spots

16

62

40

1017

101

1118

an
GRP$

200

611

403

10,590

867

11,457

Total
Cost

$ 6,675.

$ 16,290.

$ 11,520.

$262,525.

$ 99,225.

$361,750.

,{"i

OO03i
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the roberf goodman agency, itc.

w.E.P.L. "Freedom Fighters* TV

National Spot Placement

Television Analysis

MIAMI/VST IPA SEACI I

fascell (D-19th CD) Yes

Pepper (D-llth CD) yes
Larry Smith (D-16th CD) Yes

Shaw (R-15th CD) Yes

LENxM (D-17th CD)

mica (D-l4th CD) Yes

29 Spots 166 RR GAPS $ 18,070.

OPLANDO/ DAYTONA 8PAC5

MACKAY (D-6th CD) nO

Chappell (D-4th CD) Yes

McCollua (W-Sth) Yes

Nelson (0-11th CD) yes

Ireland (1-10th CD) Yes

62 Spots 6l an ORPs ! 27,250.

TAMPA/ST. IPSIRSIM

MACRKAT (-6th CD) PO
Gibbons (D-7th CD) Yes

Young (D-8th CD) TOS

bilirakis (1-9th CD) Yes

Ireland (I-10th CID) Yes

42 spots 289 33 GPP $ 0920.

82-681 - 88 - 31
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the robert goodman agency, lae.

N.t.P.L. "Freedos- Fighters TV
national Spot Placezent
Television Analysis

Page Tvo

JACK SONV ILL
Xi~emett (D-3rd CC) Yes
MACRAY (D-6th CD)
?uqua (D-2nd CC) Yes
Chappell (D-4th CD) yes
Thomas (D-lst CC GA.) Yes
Rowland (D-Oth CD GA) Yes

66 Spots 500 a GR $ 13,000.

ODILA GAUA (D-lSt h CO) NO
SUSTNAMT (D-23rd CD) No
PICL. (D-lOth CD) 12
GO SIALZ (D-2oth CV) 1o
Loeffler (IR-2lst CC) Yes
Sveeney (R-14th CD) Yes

29 Spots 430 U GIl $ 180430.

AUSTIX

PICXLZ (D-10th CD) NO
Leath (D-llth) Yes
Sweeney IR-l4th CD) Yes
Loeffler (R-21st CO) Yes

73 Spots 605 lu s $ 1GRP$0.

MCALL' /aRmOwtSV lu

Dl A GARZA (D-lSth CD) 12
Ortis (D-27th) Yes
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the robert goodman agency, Ilc.

M.E.P.L. "treedob Fighters' TV
National Spot Placement
Television Analysis

Page Your

CKIATANOOGA

DWCA (D-2nd CD)
LLOYD (D-3rd CD) 12
coona (0-4th CD) R2
Flippo (D-5th AL) Yes
Darden (D-7th GA) Yes
Jenkins (D-9th GA) Yes

58 spots 465 En GRP$ 8,910.

FALZIGH/DU2,A

WHITNZY (D-3rd CD) 12
RUNZA ID-Sth CD) 2
VALENTINI (D-2nd CD)
Cobey (R-4th CD) yes
Coble (1-6th CD) yes
MR81 I-7th CD) 12

47 Spots 471 33 OPls $ 21,100.

GPizEvzLLI/nE IBM

JONlS (Dlit CD)
VALZNYT (D-2nd CD) 12
WHITLEY (0-3rd CD) 12

40 Spots 502 E GRP$ $ 4,200.

GUZENV1LLI/ PATANUW U~lt&11

DE RICK ID-3rd CD) 12
SPAATT (0-5th CD) 12
Caspbell (I-4th CD) Yes
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the robert goodma agency, Inc.

4.Z.P.L. Treedo-fight*rs" TV
atlonal Spot Placement

Television Analysis

Page Five

GRZVVILLZ/SPATANUR/A SnmVLLI

86ndon (o11th CD MC)
Jenkins (D-gth CD GA)
barnard ID-lOth CD A)

(Continued)

Yes
yes
Too

30 Spots

SPEN= (D-2n4 CD)
DORAICI (D-3rd CD)
Tallo (0-6th CD)

35 Spots

RAT (D-3rd CD)
Rowland (D-5th CD)

410 33 GRP$

1e
yes

277 an GPs

12
yes

26 Spots 456

Thomas (D-lat CD)
artnett (R-lst CD SC)

67 Spots

Rather (D-2nd CD)
PAY (0-3rd CD)

532 33 Gus $ 5,465.

Tel
19

493 El GIPs

$ 15,000.

# 6,20.

u3 GMs $ 6,415.

Yes
Yes

FA &TI

24 Spots S 2,020.
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the robert goodman agesebe, Inc.

N.t.P.L. "rreedom Fighters TV
nationall Spot Placement
Television Analysis

Page Six

JACKSON. MS

Franklin (1-2nd CD) Yes
Montgomery (D-3rd CD) Yes

Dowdy (D-4th CD) Yes

56 Spots 715 H GRPs $ 9,3080.

COLUMUS/IUPE
WMITVIE (D-Ist CD)
Franklin (R-2nd CD) Yes
Montgoaery (D-3rd CO) Yes

62 Spots 374 RN GRPs $ 4,640.

Watkins (D-3rd CD) Yes

McCURDY (D-4th CD) 12

zdwards (1-Sth C) yes
English ID-4th CV) yes
SYNAA (D-2d CO) 92

16 Spots 200 IU ORP $ 6G67P.

Jones (D-1st CO) Yes
Watkins (D-3rd CD) yes
SYA (0-2nd CD) 12

rtwards (R-Sth CV) Yes

62ot 11 u sGRP$62 Spots $ 160290.
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the robert goodman agency, inc.

.3.P.L. "*reedom Fighters* TV
National Spot Placement
Television Analysis -

iage Seven

AISOL (D-3rd CD) No
1ATRLZR (D-2nd ?*DNO
Snyder (1-4th CD) Yes
HOPRINS (R-6th CD)
RANILTON (D-9th CD IND) NO

403 U3 GImPs40 Spot@ $ 110320.
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EXHIBIT OLN-230
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EXHIBIT OLN-231
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EXHIBIT OLN-232
,.6

For Jalu & ttteb. It John F.- Donahue_ ____

herebywls, u nd asfer ntt the HERITAGE FOUNDATION 2,400 shares of tt

below listed certificate of Capitol stock and the remaining 3,305 share

are to be re-issued in the name of JOHN F. DONAHUE

(5705Sares) (si the. Common
Capta Sod o te.Aetna Life and Casualy t.omp..n).......

standing i(M. - -. name on the books o said- ro an

represeated by Certificate No. - N-Yt-.0- 40_-herewith

and do hereby irrevocably constitute and ppointL.A gOQ!Mn-UMM.Y_.Tni 1iSaP-ny..
of New York *uto transfer the said stock on the books of the within named

Company with full power of substitution in the premie,.

D-3.jd September 5. 1985

1w John F. Donahue

lqI2f

9-c-is dw".' Y



COMMON
CAPITAL STOCK

wn5"0W POW VMAW

-C-ASUALTY COMPANYA coeH0n~ gac " OI 'I t wO nt, -.-

. . 7RO., ,o .

....... LVE.JIOU-AND WDRED FIV.E*._,

flhLLYPOD ND 00U*Sa"ftm S#Mft"U5 jtC &WCipfiTALge OFAETNA U~w AND CASUALTY COMPANY

0 $A0

CI4:P 0081
qO

APR 30 1985
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EXHIBrr OLN-233

INSl-Institute for North-South Issues
1523 Mew IMamphIre Avenue. MW. SuKe 200

Washngon D.C 2000"
Telephone (202) 745-0360 Telex 3718712 1C USA

$eptember 12, 1985

Dr. Edwin J. Fuelner
President
The Heritage Foundation
204 Massachusetts Avenue, Northeast
Washington, D.C. 20002

Dear Dr. Feulneri

The Institute for North-South Issues, is a 501(c)3 whose
objectives are to provide for public education and information
programs on the vital issues of Central America.

We are applying to the Heritage Foundation for a one hundred
thousand dollar grant to perform the following programs:

1. The dissemination in Central America of materials
designed to educate the public on the political and
economic realities of United States policy objectives,
and the collection of scholarly responses to the
materials.

2. Phase one will be followed by a program of public
information on the Central American view of United
States foreign and economic policy and how it relates to
the political and economic future of Central American
countries. This element will be a feedback mechanism for
a conference to be scheduled in 1986.

3. The collection and analysis of data in the first two
phases will be completed prior to the conference. Then
United States scholars and policy makers will be given
an opportunity to react to the analysis before the
conference.

4. The Institute will provide all conference
arrangements and select the scholars to participate in
this program from among U.S. and Central American
figures.

We consider the questions of croes-cultural observation to be
critical to this program. It is as important that U.S. policy
rskers and political analysts understand the perception of the
Central Americans, as It is for the Central Americans to have a
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September 12, 1985
Page Two

simer observation opportunity. This program vil 'pable U.S.
policy makers to better understand the political impact of their
actions. For the Central Americans it will put U.S. foreign
policy and national economic concerns in clearer perspective.

We are prepared to begin immediately on this program and are
grateful to the Heritage Foundation for its assistance.

Sincerely,

Richard R. Miller
Treasurer

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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EXHIBIT OLN-234
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EXHIBIT OLN-235

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
WASHINGTON. DAl".

8064

233
October 9, 1985

1?

ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOR ROBERT C. MCFA

FROM: OLIVER L. NORTBt

SUBJECTs Presidential letter to Mr. John Donahue

Attached at Tab I is a memo from you to the President requesting
that he sign the letter to Mr. John Donahue at Tab A. The
President's letter thanks Mr. Donahue for his support and
encouragement of our policies in Central America. This letter
fulfills a comitment we made to Dr. Godson during our
discussions last month.

RECOMMENDATION

That you initial and forward your memo to the President at Tab I.

Approve Disapprove

Attachments
Tab I - McFarlane Memo to the President

Tab A - Presidential ltr to Donahue

,,ii, I V-
D O s e 1 .
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8064

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

ROBERT C. MCFARLANE

Letter to Mr. John Donahue

Issue

Letter to Mr. John Donahue (Tab A).

Facts

Mr. John Donahue has provided significant support and
encouragement for our policies in Central America.

Discussion

It would be appropriate to acknowledge our appreciation for this
support by means of the correspondence attached at Tab A.

Recommendation

OK No

That you sign the letter at Tab A.

Prepared by:
Oliver L. North

Attachment
Tab A - Letter to Mr. John Donahue

ACTION

FROM:

SUBJECT:

i;f~
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THE WI1TE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

1 3, N

Dear Mr. Donahue:

Thank you for your kind words of support and
encouragement for the Administration's policy
in Central America. Your patriotic effort on
behalf of liberty and democracy has been
invaluable to the millions who struggle for
freedom in the region.

May God bless you for your dedication and
patriotism.

Sincerely,

Mr. John Donahue
Chairman, Federated Investors
421 Seventh Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
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EXHIBIT OLN-236

Rt%mL Tundtki 14
A "84NOW Pak Pki mob bob"

Octbe Is e1911

Mr. Rtdd llerW

Trewudm rcii8rmu re u o

WUf trteor NorthSuth Issues
123 iNew Har Kn p !Avenue, ?LWSuite M

Deor Mr. MWera

1jw* y"u for yaw letter of September 129 IMI.

my ColleaesW dI laveusmsed your prop" l I sore a tW W ae
pbsed to nl a poitive way to It. ThereoeI1am enclesbig a dhad
fram The He=tae owatin t to hi aoan of $OO0O as you requetedi

We auiappreciate receiwbigrMprWafrom you aso o m weto-wid
tmhese s ~have been putt mWW wail asWO o0have 8 COPY sOfpow tax-
easeytIFlatter for Ow flkes

It .18Ow MM" e oplm, ol uet hat allHfase imft"k will be wedhI
-w remWith# thes'edpwpoeseof1Yowbc)rur 0 aasi.

Sest wishe to you i youruideaers.

3.14.03r .na

WFltr

07721

uXHBJ

OksaM S. IbhmLbM. Pb omdm e Ih L P . bw f Iw . 5 in&Pww.v im A
ow" Im.m "W no IL A m"a S. Ohm .n$MM be

saw d d busin

DmWu ,,L kM.IL-- 1 U. -- eAS. K amllo - m- 11ti --
bo* t- o" um w ". 5d

o . /.S . it. N o 1dm s, kew

314 MsmuonpopA It . V.". * W d C * • II It

me i% 4"ivb - 3bn

(0

I
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ExHIBrr OLN-237

A tzsampi pbl polcto ,er1,ch iU19a

October 18, 1985

Mr. John P. Doshue
1054 Beechuod Boulevard
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15206

Dear Mr. Donahue:

Enclosed please find four stock certificates representing 3,305 shares of
Aetna Life & Casualty cmon capital stock. These shares, reissued in your
nase, represent the difference between the 5,705 shares delivered to The
Heritage Foundation and your contribution of 2,400 shares.

Thank you once again for your
eriB t dom uatLos.

support of the programs and policies of The

EdintJ. 7eoar, Jr.
President

z=los=re

II XHIS~ITI

U~LJ
NebanII I. IeOc.%Ata. Me Aeam& IIdwial1. eulaur Jr.ftaudpuf Peter 1. S rover. Vice Preshdeet

Condom S. )amu%, Vwa- tAww Phil N. TnAhac k 5~iv Vice Aseowea Johnu A. Yon Ksawon Vice Posidropt

&Aft= Yake Pbbft ViCeA'e006ewBern" dLon"a. Coustsekv.

.s'i 'd rTnruo
o.. ,b , Cuboa Davis. ChOrwo

David B KISw". M.D. Roben r. I rlebl. MD.. V i w Hon ClaSo oths Luce

jemb Coors 3 J.Prat Is ac h. Se 7 Richard M scale
MWV Dectr Edwi 1. o '. Jr. Hon. William aSimon

Roba"F. D* IL Kaysa, rer
N a*e. ah ler Lewi 3. Ls Jay Van Andel

214 Masaahuaett Avenue. N.. 0 Wash oapa. DC. 20002 ( 12021 546M0
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EXHIBIT OLN-238

I!NCLASSIFED

Zn, -- ,r-,,% ... %,,'._ .

- ~ ~'F. D
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EXHIBIT OLN-239

,Week Beginning 7......
November

I
lo| .0.W. o, S.-

dL 0

---- ---
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EXHIBIT OLN-240

IfISI--Institute for lorth-South Issues
16l1 8IUNOERLANO PLCE. N.W. ft

say 12, 1986

advis J. Feulser. Jr., Ph.D.
President
The Neritage Vousdatiom
214 Masochusotts Aveose 1.1.
Vashintomo D.C. 20002

Doer Dr. Feulmort

I spologlo for the delay is respoudil8 to your October 15. 1965
letter. I have eaclosod a copy for your refelfsco.

Is your letter you requested a copy of our tax satua letter.
The totter wea very sIs COLSn8 ad we discovered why em arch
19. 1966. The IR Sexceeded our roqeoct for 501(c)(3) statue nd
of ite eve accord greeted us 509(a)(1) states. V are mRe a tax
oxupt ead caritablto fouadotloa. A copy of our deterulsatiom
rual sto ettachod for your review.

Vs are compiliug several fLina isforsatiom pieces &ad a report
and will forward it to you whoa I to complete.

Slcero ly,

Francis . Gomee s
President

11XNI 
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EXHIBrr OLN-241

IrSI-Institute for North-South Issues
fell "NORLAfO PIACo. Nw

WASNNOVOK@0 100 smslo
Vft'P.OM19" 659-SMIMfLfx3?1gc11 i

NEMORANDUN TO rill

TO t i'le
Anthony end Williams, CPA
INls directors

FRONS Richard 8. il<;
Treasurer

ATA, December 1, 150

S R3Cs leritage Foundation grant of October 15, o186

The attached correspondence is evidence of a grant given to
INSI b67 the, heritage Ilobsdafich. TIe giant was provided toIN at the request of an another 501(c)(1) organization, the*3a tonal Strategy information Center.
The 'National Strategy Information Center had been approachedto administer this grant and had not felt it was within theirstrategic and anti-terrorist mandate, therefore requestingthat 1981 be given the grant for administration.

The grant required an investigation and analysis of theinformation available to international news organization onthe Issues involved vith the conflict in Central America.The grant provided sosea and resources to political and newsorganisations in Central America with resources to developInformation channels on the evolving conflict in CentralAmerica. 208 retained a twenty percent administration feefor its distribution of this grant. All other expenditureswhere made througb latin American aon-profit organization.
The information feed-back, in the form of formal reports.from the Latis American organisations has been disappointing
in regards to this grant but the effort to foster andstrengthen Latin American news organizations has been quiteregarding, as evidence by the development of further programgrants by such organizations as the national andsasent forDemocracy an4 th National Zndwment for the Preservation of
Liberty.
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ExHIerr OLN-242
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EXHIBIT OLN--243

DEPOSITION 0

* • ., b& o

'F ROBERT F.ARKT
Partia::j D#CII$sfI ./ released an .

unde pmvsins of E.0. 12356

,. , a,-, • by 3. Rc~ev. Naton S .unty C' ,acM

House of Representatives,

Select Committee to Investigate Covert

Arms Transactions with Iran,

Washington, D.C.

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

1

1$

17

is

19

20

21

22

23

Esquire, Counsel for Robert Earl.

( onia

The committee met, pursuant to call, at 3:30 p.m., in

Room 901, Hart Senate Office Building, W. Neil £ggleston

(Deputy Chief Counsel of the House Select Committee) presidltniq

Present: W. Neil Eggleston, Deputy Chief Counsel; Mark

Belnick, Executive Assistant to the Chief Counsel; Terry

Smiljanich, Associate Counsel; Richard A. Arenberg, Administra

tive Assistant to U.S. Senator George J. Mitchell; Victoria F.

Nourse, Senate Select Comitteel Richard Cullen, Administra-

tive Assistant to Senator Paul Trible; and DennisDean Kirk,

24

25

"a'm & A' UA ~'m, 'J'Z6 ,

Qa 4, A M'm,
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LAS CIFIED an
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74

soon

Satux

disp

whoth

North

you q

but I am not sure now whether it wan Paul Thompson calling

me or whether a message was relayed through the White House

Signal, but somebody called me to say "Come and open up the

office,* that Colonel North wasn't available, couldn't be

found. So I went in and opened up the office.

0 Just let me ask you. Back on the 21st -- do you

Tom Green?

a Yes.

Q Did he come to Suite 302 on Friday, toe 21st, bef'

ou left)
-~~~~1I - -d1iUd&~dLjI j

knC

ore

the Attorney General's people were planning to come over?

A- Yes. It was unclear whether it was going to be

rday, Sunday, Monday, or exactly when.

Q You understoc4 that by the time you started

osing of the files?

A Yes.

Q Anything more on Friday?

A Not that I can recall at the moment.

Q When you left the office Friday, do you recall,

er Colonel North and Fawn Hall still were there?

A I think when I left the office, that only Colonel

was there, but I am not positive of that.

Q The next morning is Saturday, November 22. DLd

o to work that morning?

A I got a call from, I believe, White House Signal,
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1 A Not that I recall. He may have, but that I recall.

Q. Now we are back on Saturday morning. You get a

3 contact from White Rouse Signal, et cetera. Do you go to

4 302 and open up?

S A I recall driving through th, gate and parking on

a the street between OOB and the West Wing. I wasn't sure

7 whether I ought to go up to Paul Thompson's office or over

8 to Paul's office. I recall considering that, but I don't

9 recall what my solution to the dilemma was. I went to one

10 of the two places first. I do recall I did eventually,,.

11 either directly or secondly, go to the office and open it up.

12 Q You were the first guy to arrive at 302 that

13 morning?

14 A Yes.

15 Q Now, do you remember, were files laid out when you

16 opened the office up?

17 A This is another one that I cannot recall, whether

is the circular table in front of Colonel North's desk had files

19 on it at that point when I got there or whether it was empty

20 and I added all the files for them to review.

21 Q in any event, the table you are referring to --

22 which I imagine you are going to tell me, the AG representa-

23 tives reviewed documents, right?

24 A Yes.

p= That on ",ipt . As heoag -MA =kd .. nfer....
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UNC,

3

4

5

6

7

10

11

12

13

14

Is

16

17

'~ 19

20

23

S 24

LASSIFIED ToP. SECR - _ 76

table in North's office, right?

A - Correct.

Q Okay. Did the Attorney General's people arrive

next or someone before them?

A At some point, I am not sure exactly how much later,

but I think what happened next was that Paul Thompson brought

over two representatives from the Department of Justice,

Bradford Reynolds, and I think his name is John Richardson,

introduced me, said they were there to look at files on the

Iran project, and then I think Paul Thompson left.

Q And Richardson and Reynolds started their review?

A Correct.

Q Do you recall their asking you for any specific

documents, files?

A I recall that they asked for more documents, or

maybe all of them. If the table was empty, they asked for

all the documentst if the table had some of them arranged,

they asked for more. I recall going behind Colonel North's

4.nto this credenza and going thorugh files in his

crede. % pulling them out end looking at the subject title

to see if they were relevant an4 putting some of them that

were I believe relevant onto the table for their review.
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.1 So I looked through all those documents behind Colonel North's

%2 desk, I couldn't find them. I will go into that more if you

3 want. They were subsequently found.

4 Q Where did you find them?

3 A I didn't find them, Colonel North found them. When

.6 he cam in, I told him of their request for them.

7 0 Now, Richardson and Reynolds were in Colonel North's

a office, you were in there with them?

9 A A nitially, I was in there looking for the files in

10 the credenza, and I also froa his esk placed a c11 to him tc

11 let him know that I was in his off i'e and the people were

12 there, and to see if he had gotten the call and was en routs,

13 and he had said, yes, he had gotten the call, and he would be

14 there in a while. I am not sure exactly how much later, an

is hour, or maybe two hours later.

16 Q That was the substance of your conversation with

1? his?

isA Yes.

Q He arrived next at 302. Was he the next person to

20 come in?

21A NO.

Q Who cam net?

23 The next thing that happened is that they left to

4 go to lunch with the Attorney General. On their, way out,

jin the passageway, they ran into Colonel North coming in.
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I They had a brief conversation in the hallway# and then Colonel

2 North CAme into the office.

3 Q Did you overhear their conversation?

4 A No. I observ sd it, I wa on my way out and saw

5 them down there talking to Colonel North. So I never got out

6 of the office when Colonel North arrived.

7 Q North came into the office?

S A I told him of the request of the ete

0 He said he idn'Wt- kNoW *er they woee

10 filed and started looking around, and apparently found them.

11 I am not sure that he found them while I was still there or

12 while I was on* the same floor with him. My recollection is

13 when Richardson and Brad Reynolds returned, there was a file,

14 an empty file folder on the desk that had not been there

1 before that Bradford Reynolds held up and said, Now, that is

1 very seneitive, because it was empty, and I couldn't explain

17 why it was sensitive.

Is Q We get protection of documents like that from the

10 White House all the time.

20 A Colonel North was out of the office at that time.

21 When he returned, he explained they had been filed in one of

22 these files over here.

23 In front of Barbara Brown's desk?

24 A Yes, and had taken them and put them i

------------
S a
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S. . efore the AG team came bi-di d you and North have

2 any conrersation apart from talking abou

3 A Not that I can recall the u bst ,aeo thoug

4 there were a couple little parts that I recall before the AG's

5 teams -- before they returned.

6 Colonel North continued to review documents, and I

7 think found others that were suitable for the category that

w we had been looking for the day before.

9 Q Termination?

10 A Termination.
11 MR. LZONs Where was he looking for those, among

12 the files they had just reviewed?

13 Til WITNhSSe I don't think so, but I am not posi-

14 tive. I think it was other files back on his desk. I am

15 not, sure where -- oh, and one of the things he told me when

16 he lirst came LA was that the shredder had broken the night

17 before, because I reached up to turn it on, and sure enough,

16 it wasn't working. Then when he was compiling material --

Is my Ma. DSLMICE:

20 Q Can I stop you there for a second, Sob? Was the

21 shredder bag full?

22 A I don't recall.

23 "' Was the machine the kind of machine you could see

24 the bag, or would you have to open it? Was thdbag visible?

25 A X think it 1 jj' 1w
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1 Q It didn't work. Did he ask you to find a working

.2 shredder?

3 A He did-t--askw-m*. I intuited it from what he was

4 doing. I told him I was going across the hall to CMC where

5 I knew they had a shredder and see if we could get in there.

a The door was locked, so I couldn't get in. And at some

7 point -- the recollection that I had, rather than speculate

a how we get to it, is of Colonel North with a file and a

9 stack of documents that I knew from all of this were to be

10 shredded, had Paul Thompson standing beside him and in some

11 way a reference to going over to the sift room with a hefting

12 of the documents -- I'am not exactly sure what, but I knew

13 what he meant, and I don't know what Thompson knew or

14 inferred from that.

15 Q Did Ollie have the documents he was carrying in

is folders?

17 A I think it was one folder with a bunch of papers in

is them, but I am not sure.

19 Q Do you know what kinds of papers they were? You

20 say they were the kind that qualified for the Termination

21 Department. Do you remember -- what were they, PROF messages,

2 something else?

A I don't know.

24 KR. LZON: This kind of folder?

KR. snw1 The ricor can't see that.

82-681 - 88 - 32
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I KR. LEON: Accordian-type folder.

2 - THE WITNESS: I don't recall whether it was

accordian or the kind that doesn't have sides on it, just a

4 manila folder open. It could have been either.

5 BY MR. BELNICR:

6 Q Did Colonel North and Thompson walk toward the West

7 Wing together?

A I am not sure. I think they did.

9 Q In any event, they weren't there when the AG team

10 returned?

11 A That is right. I was alone.

12 a The AG team came back, said hello, and they started

13 to do that good work again?

14 A And asked about the new folder without any documents

15 I in it.

16 Q Other than that, it was the same as the morning

17 had been, more exciting review?

is A At some point, Colonel North came back. 
I don't

19 know which one it was, Reynolds or Richardson, told Colonel

20 North the AttorneyGenetal would like to speak to him. So.

Colonel North called the Attorney General.

2 22 In his office, from his ffice?

23 'A Yes. He was sitting back there talking 
to him. I

24 believe it was to him. He called him sir, and' 4ere arranging

25 for a meeting the nex.tday. whatt heard from Colonel North's
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EXHIBrr OLN-251
FROM THE MIDSHIPMEN'S REGULATIONS OF 1964

CHAPTER 4

HONOR CONCEPT

PRINCIPLES AND DEFINITIONS

1. The Honor Concept of the Brigade of Midshipmen establishes
iples rather than outlining specific offenses. It demands the

of that midshipmen must learn to make their own decisions based
idelines or principles concerning their actions in any situation.

Honor Concept principles are:

a. A member of the Brigade does not lie, cheat, or steal.

b. The responsibility for the implementation and enforcement
the Honor Concept rests with the Brigade.

c. Regardless of the rank or position of the person who reports
or of the Brigade for an honor violation, the investigation and

uation of the accused Is conducted by the Brigade.

d. The decision as to whether a member of the Brigade will
rt another midshipman for an honor violation rests solely with the

ehipman observing the violation. This decision is of the gravest
possibility. It is basid on whether, in his judgment, the violator
capable of assuming the high standards of personal integrity required
a member of the Brigade. Is he entitled to continue being a midshipman?

e. The decision of. the Brigade in regard to an honor con-
tlion is final, and will normally result in separation. -.

* f. Every midshipman is presumed to be honorable until
aonable doubt is created otherwise. A midshipman's statements and
tons must always represent the complete truth. In response to
stions by competent superior authority, a midshipman shall answer

cthrightly and truthfully, under any and all circumstances,

2. The following definitions are pertinent to the Midshipman
r Concept:

a. Lie: A deliberate oral or written untruth. It may be an
al or written statement which is known to be false or a simple response
a question in which the answer is known to be false.
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b. Mislead or deceive: A deliberate misrepresentation of
true situation by being untruthful or withholding or omitting or sub
wording information in such a way as to leave an erroneous or false
impression of the known true situation.

c. Cheat: To intentionally mislead or defraud or endeava
mislead or defraud another contrary to the confidence normally placed
a midshipman. To use unauthorized assistance in submitted work desigu
to represent one's own efforts. Similarly, plagiarism, in which work
copied or paraphrased without giving credit by quotation marks and/or
footnotes, is cheating.

d. Steal: To wrongfully take, obtain or withhold property
from the possession of the true owner with the intention of permanent
or temporarily depriving the owner of its use or possession.

e. Intent: In lying, cheating, stealing, misleading, or
deceiving, the intent of the accused midshipman is an integral part a
the offense. Fraudulent intent or an attempt to mislead is germane te
whether an honor offense has occurred or not.

3. The above guidelines should be the basis for a midshipman'
conduct in all places and under all conditions, whether official or
personal in nature. The Honor Concept is a way of life rather than a
set of regulations.

0402. ORGANIZATION I
1. The Brigade Honor Comittee is an organization of midship

charged with the responsibility to indoctrinate the Brigade, to insure
high standards of honor, to keep the Honor Concept alive as an integr
part of every midshipman's education, and to hear the cases of those
midshipmen reported for violations of the Honor Concept.

2. Each class in each company will elect an honor representat
Elections will be conducted just after completion of first semester
examinations by the second, third, and fourth classes for the follcvtq
year. The incoming fourth class will elect Company Honor Representatb
on the second Tuesday following the reforming of the Brigade.

3. Company Honor Representatives from the prospective first cL
will elect, from amoag themselves, a Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Recorder
and Coordinator for the Brigade Honor Comittee. Replacement Companyj
Honor Representatives*will be elected for these coamittee officials to
the company providing the individual.

4. In each battalion there Nill be a Battalion Honor Represeao
for each class. The first class battalion representatives will be ap
by the first class Brigade Honor Chairman. For the underclass the pre
cedure will be by vo*e among the six newly elected company represent
from that battalion. "
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5. The Honor Committee is composed of:

a. Midshipman Presiding Officer (no vote) - The elected
drsan or Vic,:-Chaihun, Honor Organization.

S b. Midshipman Investigating Officer (no vote) - A designated
pamy Honor Representative of the class of the accused except that a
i1mted first classman will investigate fourth class cases and all
4s reported by other than midshipmen.

c. Recorder (no vote) - The elected Recorder, Honor Organization
d Five first class Company Honor Representatives (one from

battalion other than the battalion of the accused - one vote each).

I e. Brigade Commander (one vote) - On any case the Brigade
snder may appoint a representative of the grade of Midshipman
ander to sit in his stead.

I f. The Second, Third or Fourth Class President (one voLe each) -
N midshipmen sit on the committee when it is hearing cases concerning
Wer of their own class or junior classes. Any elected Class Officer
substitutee for the Class President.

6. A Class Investigating Committee, for each class except the
t class, examines all underclass cases. This Committee will inquire
reported honor violations concerning their classmates and either
mid the case to the Honor Committee or if suspicion of an honor
atlon is unfounded terminate the case. The Class Investigating Com-
to is composed of:

a. Midshipman Presiding Officer (no vote) - The elected
President or Vice-President, Class Organization.

b. Midshipman Investigating Officer (no vote).

at ion.
c. Recorder (no vote) - The elected Secretary, Class

d. Five (same class as accused) Class Company Honor Repre-
tives (one from each battalion other than the battalion of the
ad (otin vote each)).

DrllIES

I. The Chairman, Brigade Honor Committee, has overall responsi-
for the disseminatic-i of the Honor Concept within the Brigade

Lthipmen. He will coordinate all aspects of Honor Indoctrination;
L11 conduct Honor Committee meetings; and he will coordinate with

Brigade Commanders, Class Presidents, and Class Honor Representa-
to ensuring a proper attitude toward Honor within the Brigade

4-3 Change 8

BE iAVIBE II '
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and the proper administration of reported honor offenses. He will designate selected.
the five First Class Company Honor Representatives to sit on each Honor Firt Cias
Comittee case. of his comi

resentativ,
2. The Vice-Chairman, Brigade Honor Comittee, will designate scribed Hol

Midshipman Investigating Officers. Further he will supervise the conduct and wrk t(
of all investigations, providing guidelines for Investigating Officers
which will ensure fair and impartial investigations prior to Honor 9.
Comittee meetings. He will act as Advisor to the Fourth Class Investi- Class Honoi
gating Committee. He will assist the Chairman in the execution of his and ensure
duties. midshipmen

3. The Coordinator, Brigade Honor Committee, will ensure that 10.
comu ications are maintained with all Company and Battalion Honor wll dete
Representatives and with the Brigade. He will aid the Chairman in terminate
selecting the Liaison Officers for each academic department from the a case vil.
first class Company Representatives, and will coordinate these men in members of
their work with the academic departments in regard to reported cases and render adv
other matters of honor in the Brigade.

0404. RESI
4. The Recorder, Brigade Honor Committee, will act as reporter of

Honor Commtittee meetings. Further, he prepares, according to prescribed 1.
format, a written report for submission to the Commandant when Committee of princip
findings show an honor violation has occurred. are broad

of every m-
5. The designated Midshipman Investigating Officer will investigate principles

the case, collect the evidence, call witnesses, and in general conduct the daily, he
case before the Investigating Committees and Honor Committee. He will with the Hc
specifically ensure that the accused has been afforded the opportunity to
select a Midshipman Advisor, and that the charge is presented and explained 2.
to the accused. The Midshipman Investigating Officer has the obligation to observes av
investigate and present the case in a fair, impartial, and objective manner.
The Investigating Officer will be a first classman for all cases reported
by other than midshipmen, and all first and fourth class honor cases. commit?

6. The Midshipman Advisor to the accused, if so requested by the
accused, will accompany the accused before the Class Investigating Com-
mittee and beforethe-_ igrade Honor Committee. As an advisor he will
ensure that the accused understands the Committee procedures and is given the violate
an opportunity to present evidence in his behalf. It remains the respon-
sibility of the accused to present his own case, but he may be assisted by 3.
his advisor to the extent he desires. the incider

reaffirm hi
7. The Battalion Honor Representatives will coordinate Honor personal q1

Indoctrination within their respective battalions, serve as Investigating offender pi
Officers, if so designated, and act as Company Honor Representatives for each indivi
their respective companies.

8. The Company Honor Repreioentatives are the link between the
Brigade and the Brigade Honor Committee. Where designated they will
serve on the Brigade Honor Coimattee or as Investigating Officers. When

Change 8 4-4

AE~ AABL CI.I
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elected, they will act as Midshipman Advisors to the accused. The
ltirst Class Company Honor Representative is responsible for indoctrination
of his company in the Honor Concept. He will keep underclass honor rep-
reentatives in his company informed on honor matters, ensure that pre-
scribed Honor Concept material is covered during seminars within his company
ad work toward a high quality and effectiveness of honor presentations.

9. Underclass Company Honor Representatives will assist the First
Class Honor Rep-esentative in the performance of his responsibilities,
ad ensure full awareness of the principles of the Honor Concept by the
idshipmen in their class within their company.

10. The Class Investigating Committee, under the Class President,
will determine whether to forward the case to the Honor Commsittee or
lorminate it at the class level. The decision to forward or terminate
case will be made on the basis of a simple majority vote by voting
nmbers of the Committee. The Chairman, Brigade Honor Committee, will
eader advice and counsel to the Class Presidents, as necessary or requested

04. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE BRIGADE

signal
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2. Certain questions are to be considered when one midshipman
6eerves another committing an honor violation. They are:

a. Is the violation the first you have ever seen him

b. How serious is the violation in your own mind?

c. When all is considered, does the man who has committed
violation deserve to continue as a member of the Brigade?

3. A midshipman observing another In a dishonorable act may report
incident to the Midshipman Honor Organization directly, may prefer to

"affirm his observations and gain the offender's viewpoint through
ffrsnal questioning prior to reporting him, or may choose to caution the

offender personally. The responsibility for proper action rests with

t h individual member of the Brigade.

4-5 Change 8
j . I .
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1. In that the Honor Concept of the Brigade of Midshipmen is a set
if principles, not a code of specifics, and the guidelines or principles
ire broad and general, an individual responsibility becomes the obligation
if every midshipman. Each midshipman must know the Honor Concept, its
irticiples, and its application. In the situations which he encounters
ally, he must make the decisions and take the actions that are consistent
rith the Honor Concept.
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0405. INVESTIGATION

I. A midshipman who decides to report a suspected honor offense
will first consult the Company Honor Representative of his class. The
incident shall then be reported in writing by the accuser to the respectiv
Class President (Chairman, Class Investigating Committee). The Chairae,
Class Investigating Comittee, will forward the accusation to the Chair-
man, Honor Committee, who will determine whether or not the matter merits
further investigation. If the Chairman, Brigade Honor Committee, detertim
that a possible honor violation has occurred, he will have his Vice-Chtr-
man designate a First Class Midshipman Investigating Officer for first@
fourth class cases and refer the case back to the appropriate Class
President for investigation.

2. The Midshipman Investigating Officer will originate a stateest
of charges, then present the charges to the accused. Before obtaining sty
oral or written response from the accused, the accused will be afforded
the opportunity, if he desires, to choose a Midshipman Advisor who is a
Company Honor Representative. The accused may respond in writing tb the
charges or may elect to make no statement.

3. The Midshipman Investigating Officer will inform the First CLAN
Company Honor Representative of the accused of the case pending. Upon
completing his inquiry, the Investigating Officer will report his findles
to the Class Investigating Committee. After hearing the matter the votlq
members of the Investigating Committee may by majority vote decide to
terminate the matter or to refer the charge to the Honor Committee.

4. The Chairman Honor Committee, will convene his Committee as
soon as possible after c-,ies have been referred to him by ClA's Investi-
gating Committees. The Kidshipman Investigating Officer will present
the case to the Honor Committee. Procedures for Honor Committee meetings
are outlined in Commandant of Midshipmaen Instructions.

5. A two less than unanimous vote (4 of 6, 5 of 7, 6 of 8,
7 of 9) by the Honor Committee present and voting is required for a
finding that the accused has violated the Honor Concept. If such a vote
is achieved, a report of their findings and recommendations will then be

Change 8 4-6
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arded to the Commandant of Midshipmen, via the Head, Executive
resent, indicating the final vote and recommended action. The
om endatios will be in writing.

6. The identity of the accused will be protected until final
tin in a case is assigned and published. In any cases terminated at
midshipman level all records shall be destroyed, except a -umerical
t as to the number of cases considered.

06. HONOR INFRACTIONS OBSERVED BY OTHER TAN MIDSHIPMEN

i. It is intended, with very rare exceptions, that all midshipmen
r infractions observed or suspected by commissioned officers or

uilian faculty members assigned to the Naval Academy be submitted to
Brigade Honor Committee. Disposition of cases suspected of involving

hoor as well as additional conduct infraction(s) will be determined by
Commandant of Midshipmen on an individual case basis.

2. Two representatives from each Department of the Naval Academy
t act as liaison officials between the Brigade Honor Committee and
Ir respective departments. They will be responsible for informing
&embers of their departments of the Honor Concept, their responsi-
itles and the procedures concerning possible honor violations. The
representatives will further act as a line of communications between

Brigade Honor Committee and their respective departments. One of
se two persons will be the department head. The other will be selected,
tb the consent of the department head and the selectee, by the Brigade

boor Committee. The selected representative, for the academic departments,
ill preferably be a senior civilian professor. In the case of the repre-
motative who is not the department head, his line of communications will
*via his department head. The Chairman, Brigade Honor Committee, will
pint a first class Company Honor Representative to visit each Academic
Wpartment on a continuing basis. He will act as liaison and further keep
lo department informed on honor matters.

3. Faculty members and officers of the departments of the Naval
u who observe or suspect a possible honor infraction committed by

sidshipman will submit in writing, on the form specifically devised for
&i purpose (see enclosure (6) of COMDTMIDMINST 1610.7 series) the

prtinent facts of the case. This will be delivered to the Chairman,
Irtgade Honor Committee via: (1) Department Liaison Officer, (2) Depart-
6at Head (if applicable), (3) Head of the Executive Department, (4) Officer
representative, Brigade Honor Committee. When a situation of this nature
course, it should be considered to be of the highest priority. Further-
6ra, the report of a suspected honor violation should be delivered by
hand within the chain of communications and marked in such a manner that
will ensure rapid handling and its being seen only by the addressees in
the chain. Addressees in the chain will not evaluate or comment on the
as in forwarding but merely indicate that they have noted the case.

4-7 Change 8
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4

Change 8

4. The Vice-Chairman, Brigade Honor Committee, vill, upon receipt
of the report of a possible Honor Violation observed by other than mid-
shipmen, ensure that a Midshipman Investigating Officer is assigned in
accordance with Article 0403.2. The investigation will follow the pro-
cedures set forth in Article 0405, paragraphs 2-6 inclusive. If eligible,
the midshipman assigned as liaison to the department where the possible
violation occurred will be appointed as Investigating Officer for the case.

5. The Midshipmean Investigating Officer will present the written
statement of the reporting official to the Brigade Honor Committee during
the course of its hearing of the case. If this report is carefully pre-
pared, there should be no need for further information. However, if
clarification or amplification of the reporting official's statement
appears to be necessary or desirable, the Midshipman Investigating Officer
will be directed by the Chairman to request the reporting official to
prepare an amplifying written statement for presentation to the Honor
Committee by the Kidshipman Investigating Officer. In unusual cases,
it may be necessary for the reporting official to appear in person
before the Brigade Honor Committee, but such appearances will be avoided
if at all possible. In no case will the reporting official be required
to appear before a Class Investigating Committee.

6. If the Brigade Honor Committee determines the Honor Concept
has been violated the finding along with recommendations will be submitted
to the Commandant for disposition. After final disposition the findings
will be communicated back through the same chain of communications used
in transmitting the suspected offense to the Brigade Honor Committee.
The same care will be exercised to ensure that the findings will only be
divulged to the addressees. If no honor violation has been committed,
then the Chairman, Honor Comittee will brief the accuser on the findings
and associated reasoning.

0407. DETAILED PROCEDURES

I. Detailed instructions for class investigating and Brigade
Honor Committees, sample charge sheets, and sample report forms are
found in current COMITMID INSTRUCTIONS 1610.7 series.

2. Instructions pertaining to honor matters will be promulgated
by COZMYrHIDLJST 1610.7-saries, USNA Instruction or Brigade-Konar
Committee notice.
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EXHIBIT OLN-252
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I talked WLth our friend in iorida this afternoon and he qave a
the foWlIovAn "flformat Aofl

rmaediate needs for the next 2 veeks: SLO0,O00
This would pay for rentals, food, medicine
and cert.An nceast~j.o such as phone bills.

They are figuring on $.SO perday per man for
food as the majority are inside. Based on
10,000 people one month costs are: SlSO.00

If they lowered the level of military actions
they could get by on SS.O0 a day per man for
firecracker costs. Per month this i.: S1.500.00
Ne believes this is the minimum.

As of yet nothing has come through from his fundraiser. To
quote him. *Something must have got screwed up somewhere.°

He plans on going to on Thursday and probably won't be back
up here fot 2 weeks.4d if he is needed for a meeting vith t?.e
individual on the toys, he would come up before.

Told him about the ldea. Thought it was good as he has never
talked with them abouftmoney, but he did meet with' then last year.
His trip this wekend got him a pat on the back but according to hLm
no money. "They are broke.*

Any ideas and I'Il be glad to help where possible. would suggest a
meeting does take place at the soonest about the toys. Obviously
off-trhe-record with no promises, just feelers.

To close on a positive note, may I just say it is a pleasure and an
honor working with you. I hope something'positive comes out of all
of this, but if nothing does we will have at least tried, although
in this Case that will not be good enough.

You and your family are &n my prayers.

All the beat,

P.S. Costs for refuqoes are estLmated at $6.00-10.00 a
person per mouth. They estimtes there are 7,000
refugees to look after. Therefore per on0th costs
are bet een *42.000-$1O,000.
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

August 28, 19S4

464

N46204
SCURT

I lORAMJUM FOR

FRONT
SU~kTlCT s

RO3IR? C. MyAL~I

OLIVIR L. OT

Official Travon August 31, 1984

In discussions today among the )CI, Clarridge, and Worth, it wasagreed that imediate operational/logistics problems in the 1Dmneeded tO~g.Jd~jsjzgL4,rsctly with Adolfo Calero. Calerasuggested if he could not make it to the U.S. by
ee , Nor could meet with him on Friday inMotley has suggested that, if Calero-cannot come to

;y. L.. L nce 0 &Is,,zpals, Worth couldaccompany to and on Friday, August 31,M t4.

m~jgqin~with the DCI and Motley, Worth would not Meet with
officials on this[ _ station would be viami tU raft accompanying NSC would onlybear the cost of eals as outl n I T3u'?1iva Authorization

Form at Tab 1.

R5ZWDATIOV

That you authorize travel orders to be cut for the trip described
above. The orders will only be executed if Calero cannot come to
the U.S.

Approve l D18
i ; le'etr~ a 6t -;v

A6 ie P "/A /.- Ar' ..

"rove

$ *.7
Attachmbntpo -.raelA.th oPrai oxOcTab I - NliCfTrave], Authorizaion Fors aM

OADS
slat235

Q 73
J% U l e-h C11" I

MEoaANDUM

MMfyTi.sfy'

.A
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V 1V % I..wATZ August 24, 1914

2.. TsAr.ERt' S NA.'4Et . Olier L. North

2. p;RPOSE(S); EVT(S), DATZ(S)s To meet with Adolfo Calero in order
to discuss nlext $top# with the rw. will aceg=~

''' 46205
3. ITINERARY (Please Attach Copy of Proposed Itinerary)_ _

DEPARTURE DATE Fri, Aug 31 RZWRI DATE Fri, Aug 31

TIZ 040, TIME 2300

4. MODE OF TRANSPORTATIONs

GOV AIR Xx COMMERCIAL AIR- POV RAIL OT.ZR_

S. ESTIMATED EXPENSES: ((sie attached sheet)

TRANSPORTATIONN__ PER DIE4 XX OTHER__ TOTAL TRIP COST

6. WHO PAYS EXPENSES: NSc XX OTHER_

7. IF NOT NSC, DESCRIBE SOURC. AND ARRANGEMENTS: Not aovlicable.

S. WILL FAMILY MEMBER ACCOMPANY YOU: YES NO XX

9. IF SO, WHO PAYS FOR FAMILY MEMBER (If Travel Not Paid by Traveler,
Describe Source and Arrangements): Not applicable.

10. TRA'JEL ADVANCE RZQMESTEDt $ 47.70

.11. REMARKS (Use This Space to Xndicate Any Additional Items You Would
Like to Appear on Your Travel Orders):

12. TRAVELER'S SIGNATURE:

13. APPROVALS:

UNCLASSI L
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UNiLaSiFE
Continuation Sheet (t4SC Travel Authorization F~orm)

N 46206

Travel is via military aircraft (accompanyin
No expense to the NSC.

rty).

$20.00 (per diem) * $33.00 (foreign travel) a $S3.00 (total)

Advance requested a

$53.00
x .9

$47.700

UNCLASFiE
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MEMORANDUM I ......

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASINGTON

'in' tErrr/ nnaf September 2, 1984

Pd

AcrOm.

,ZM ,iowM FOR ROBERT C. MCFARLANZ

FRONT: OLIVZR NORTH PT

SUBJECT: iFN Air Attack of L September (U)

Shortly after noon on I September, three FDN Cessna 0-2
(' acf launched from the FDN Resistance 8ase(

w MMI4attacked the Sandinista Military Sch --cI at
Santa Clara* qua with 2.75Ln. rockets (see map at Tab-A).
Accompanying the strike craftf, for command and control, was aIn uh" - 0. _Dhe l £opt • r~ acpter was a U.S. private citizen

whFaiiaii y was killed when the helicopter was downed by
Sandinista small arms/Ah fire. we have no evidence that SA-7
missiles were fired at any aircraft.

This operation was 9 anored/directed by or briefed to any of
our CXA personnel I n discussions with Adolfo Calero
both last night an" ns morn ;, it is evident that the Resistance
Forces launched the attack after being goadJgo by the non-official
Americans on-scene at the FON Headquarters
Calera, when he left on Friday, 31 August left instruction:
that this operation 'IsNF iS-t be conducted until he had talked
to us. At our meetings witfi"alero on I Septamber, both Clarridge
and North urged that the operation be postponed because the
rockets necessary for the attack had to be saved for potential
use against the next arms delivery. Calero agreed, and in
discussions with him this morning, indicated that the attack was
undertaken without his permission. He has further expressed
concerns that the Irowinq presence of *non-official assistants*
will increase the likelihood of similar incidents. From a
military perspective the loss of the only operating TON helicopter
on the Northern Front is a serious blow. The only remaining
helicopter available to the Res tance Forces is located at a
small private fieldwI t may therefore be necessary
to ask a private donor to donate a helicopter to the SON for use
in any upcoming operation against an arms delivery. We are
knowledgable that TON sourcess are not adequate to purchase a
helciopter at this time. 'MW .. ,

..-.~ J -.. . . .

•~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~cw 011... . ,..
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'rlbo ssx
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IA:,'

has information from his sources on theru
M~Fit @r& were no civilians casualties and that other foreign
SandinLsta advisors (14onteneros (Argentina terrorists and
Chilino6) may also have been killed when rockets struck the
instructors' barracks. This information is at varianc".th the
Sandinista press reporting we have already seen (Tab C).

This afternoon the FDN will announce fro / h& attack
was indeed undertaken and that Cubans wer - summary of
the FDN press statement is at Tab 0.

Given the President's trip this afternoon, there will undoubtedly
be numerous questions by the media traveling with the party. We
should have no official statement on the event, but a properly
worded and used backqrounder could be helpful in emphasizing our
need to re-involve the USG in the Resistance effort. Since our
briefings to the SSCI and the HPSCI, we have emphasized to
members of Congress that the lack of funding creates a situation
in which the USG has very little, if any, control over the ?DW.
A carefully worded press backqrounder could help reap some small
benefit from this unfortunate event. Proposed press guidance is
attached Tab r.

RECOMMENDATrONS

1. That you brief the President on this action usinq the points
above.

Approve Disapprove

2. That you app ove the us* of the press statement and guidanee
at Tab I apd pass to Bob Sie.

Approve %.*I Disapprove

3. That you appro~e my approaching a private donor for tie
provision of a replacement civilian helicopter for use on
the Northern Front.

Approve_

Attach te:t-' .
Tab I USG: Pres
Tab A
Tab -
Tab C UUUTe
Tab D FD Prem

fop SECRET

Disapprove ..

a Guidance

Releans
D Statement (Summary)

r IrL..
I.. I~ -

I

i

A - : . L. ., .-.I A, r%
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EXHIBIT OLN-255

November 7, 1984
TOP SECRET

ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOP ROBERT C. MCFARLANE

FROM:

SUBJECT:

N 7858
EYES ONLY

OLIVER L. NORTH)

Clarifying Who Said What to Whom

ADM Poindexter indicates that the Director called you expressing
##hn at I had discussed with a Mr. Myers: Calero,
aMIGs, dollars, etc. The following chronology may be
a pful~n'clarifyinq the situation.

Monday, November 5 (p.m.). Calero called fror Miami, using
appropriate one-tine-pad, expressing grave concern about delivery
of HIND-D helicopters at El Bluff. He was very distressed that
the Agency had not forewarned the FDN of the delivery and thal by
the time he learned of it from his own assets, it.was too late to
position forces in an effort to interdict/destroy the helicopters.
It was obvious that Calera was well aware of the threat the
MI-24's pose to his forces in the field. Calero indicated that
he was undertaking plans to Otake-outO the HINDs and asked that
he be given all possible information on the location of the *
helicopters. I told him I would try to get the information to
hin.

LAter this same evening, I called Bob Vickers (NIO for Latin
Avaerical and GEN Paul Goruan and asked them for all we had on the
location of the HIND-D's.

Subsequent to this call, I called Calero, again usng appropriate
c and advised that the HINDs had been moved

and could he provide any SWUM? assets on-scene.Atnipoint
Caleo suggested that he come to Washington to meet with me for a
few hours prior to departing on Wednesday (Nov 7) for Tegucigalpa.
I agreed to meet Calero here in Washington later in the
afternoon.

TOP SECRET YES ONLY

Oeclassify: A RU kOAD UNk F~'D EYES ON

i 2

pg

m
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TOP SECRET 2 EYES ONLY

N 7859
Tue.d November 6 (p.m.) Mi the new Cqtral American
as ore Ci who has recent y replace

called to provide additional informathn0
rn the course of his he indicated that

alero was coming
tIg on unexpectedly. I to that Calero would be

meeting with me and inv ed him to si in. We discussed the
matter and agreed that ould meet separately with Calero in
view of the Agency's determiation that Section 8066 of the CR
forebade the Agency from providing any information or assistance
to the FDN.

Calero and I met privately mid-afternoon. During the meeting,
l advised vie that he had undertaken a plan to "borrow" a
TT-33, which would be used to strike the location where

he KINDsere being assembled. He indicated that the T-33 would
be painted with Sandinista Air Force rin s and that the
aircraft would probably have to land at-on its return leg. Calero asked for detailed
informatMion on the location of the HINDs and the Sandinista
anti-air defenses. We also discussed longer-rance planning for a
Calero-Cruz coalition and the requirements for military
cooperation with the MISURA in the seizure of Puerto Cabezas.

The meeting with Calero was terminated by the 5:00 p.m. CPPG and
Calero returned to Miami on a 6:30 p.m. flight. After the CPPG,
I again called and asked for a v further updates on the
HINDs and new info on the MIG's. indicated that he wasunable to meet with Calero on J tri u to the short leadtime in n t c f h s a

Khe akeaTUI was &war* of a tasking to the NIO fI nT
asses meant of the Resistance capabilities. i told him that I was
and that this was a fall out of the CPPG. noted concer that
State was of the opinion that the Resistance had become larel
ineffective since our funding had run out in May 1984.
shared my assessment that quite the opposite was true and t at
the Resitaqe obviously had considerable outside support.
I asked= f he was aware of the source of the Resistance
funding. old me no, that CIA had been trying to I tine
this, but that it was obviously substantial. I told Ithat
it was important that the SNIE reflect the fact that thulU was
substantial outside support which had continued for some months
and showed no signs of abating. agreed that this was the
sase. I asked him if the dollar aNoun s could be quantified.

esponde they were spending at least $1 million per
M I to ts:W that the SNIE should include this estimate.

TOP SECRET EYES ONLY

UJNC~ASIR[O EYES ONL
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TOP SECRET •3 EYES ONLY

During this iscusui I apprie of Calero's pl4 tq
borrow a T-33 for an attack on the HINDs.

agreed wit'r he that's is was a high-risk operation, but
there did not seem to be any real alternative if the FDN were to
survive. At the conclusion of our discussion, we briefly
reviewed the prospects for a liberationq government in which Cruz
and Calero would share authority. and I specifically
agreed that our discussion would no e shared.

Wednesday, November 7. GEN Paul Gorman called at 1200 to relay
new information on collection efforts for MIGs and the HIND
aircraft.

At 1300 Calero called from Tegucigalpa again, using appropriate
codes, and requested an available information on the HINDs and
anti-air defenses co He indicated that h had
tasked o" of his tCoumn a to insert a man int to
observe i n alero advised that-e would
dispatch his pilot 7 t ______ as soon as he received
intelligence on the-HINDs.

At 1330 VADM M confire e a sts we had made and the
-todif icat ions-

At 1345 j a called to report additional Honduran airspace
incursions y nista helicopters in the vicinity of
Cerro la mole (southwest of Tegucigalpa). I again noted the need
for additional intellige ce on the HINDs and that Calero was
moving to implement the T-33 option.

M " November 8. At 1445oADM Mreau delierd

At no time did I discuss withO inancial arrangements for
the FDN. At no time did I indicaVe t at Clero was attempting to
attack the MIGs.. I specifically tol was
attempting to collect information onnd
would pass this information to a CIA agent if it
was available.

RECOMMENDATION

That you authorize me to continue as planned with Calero.

Approve - Disapprove

TOP SECRET EYES ONLY

UNCL S I -E- YES ONL

F
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"Mi9

N 42468

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

~i. ~d

Il

/

Partialy Declassified ,/Released on. L.Kf%
under provision of E.3. 12356by S. Rgeer, tlatonael city Council .J
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The White House
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I rO I No-# a'o Adore%$ Ome ,09.t,4,

Rtobrt Mcarlame !

14

ACTION FILE

APPROVAL INFORMATrION

COMMENT - PREPARE REPLY

CONCURRENCE RECOPMMENDATION

DIRECT UqftY RtETURN

ObSPATO4 SIGNATURE
RWAARXS:
cci Oliver North (02 and 3)

J.im Raduimski (14)

Ste"T2 EYES ONLY

IM~~A (icv..SE RET
.. . . N 4 2 4 72

NSC/ICS CONTROL NO. 402006

COPY NO OF

I

HANDLE VIA SYSTEM IV CHANNEL ONLY

*2

NSC INTELLIGENCE
DOCUMENT

A
Warning Notice

In141hgence Sourm and Moothods Avolve .

NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION
Umnuthonsad 0cidos~rO Su Ct to Cnfmmnal SanctCo

UNCL IFIED ERET
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SYSTEM IV
SIE.fO R AN D U, . NSC/ICS-402006

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCtL

___t 42473

ACTION*~. C' DOecember 4, 1984
ACTION E 27

MF4ORANDUM FOR ROBERT C. MCFARLA7E

FROM: OLIVER L. NORTHg-.

SUBJECT: Confusion in the Nicaraguan Resistance

Adolfo Calero advises that this weekend a three hour meeting with
held among Bosco ga.Amoros (local FDN representative),
Constantine Monies, Jackie Tillman* and Bob Reilly. According to
Calero, the purpose of the meeting was to address the strategy
for Congressional and public diplomacy action for a resumption of
USG support to the Resistance. Calero reports that as a result
of this meting:

Ma.amoros sent 2 a e telegram (hopefully encoded) to FDN
headquarters in

The telegram specified that North was no longer involved in
this endeavor and that a more forceful effort would be made
to rdinitiate funding between now and February.

Congressional contacts were being worked out and a detailed
strategy would be forthcoming.

It was obvious that the State Department was opposed to any
resumption of assistance, but that Kirkpatrick, Casey, and
Weinberger would ensure that thu program obtained renewed
support.

Calero was pulled from the field in Nicaragua to receive this
message. He was, to say the least, distressed and confused. Not
only was he placed at risk in moving back he feels
that the mixed aqnals he is receiving poo endsr Nsie us roblems
within the Administration. He notes t h a tIIoI n
requested his urgent presence last week i ora meeting
with a "high-level" U.S. official and that the ot
take place. Aside from these =cryptic orders he
receives no advice, intelligence, or support. o 5 Dng

"told of discord* about the "worthiness .of the FDN and the
possibility that the Administration way not ask the Congress
renew support.

D*classifv: OADR
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N 42474

Up to this point, Calero' has been told that we had every
intention of making another try at the Congress. He is fully
aware of the constraints imposed in the Continuing Resolution,
but has never been apprised of any internal debate on the merits
of whether or not we would pursue a further attempt to obtain
funds for the Resistance movement. While I may not have been
fully open with him on this matter, it did not seem to be
relevant to his other important tasks given current funding
arrangements. Yesterday's missive from Matamoras has now sown
doubt which did not need to exist..

Calero has too much on his mind to be burdened with our internal
differences. it is unfortunate that we now seem to have so many

-voices speaking for our intentions. Before this goes any
further, it would seem appropriate to clarify the roles various
people will be playing in the days ahead.

RECOMMENDATION

That you review the points above and indicate your direction on
who should be saying what to whoa.

Approve Disapprove

U .LiA FI,
01SE=rT
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5VIAgT. Targeti
Stark Just showed "e a copy of the now proposed target list. citing 8784

(whijh I thought Gabriel se1d would be hit as .4 sacter of course)
as a first priority. I don't think this Is acceptable. Also. I don't see
the lo it in strik kiinup

It would $eo0 to me the rever s ounce should be followed, both
witvi regard to the wite 1i61 device vould you

like us to use to get $reater clarity on this? Als. the Saudi Irs ies
issue was supposedly discussed at an LSG last week. Do you know where this
Stq.Vds? IS the next step that of Bud speakitg to lander?

.SG TROl: NSDIT -.CPUA TO: NSRCHI -.CPUA 01/22/IS 12:27:21
To: NSR(1 -- CPUA

NOTE TROl: DONALD a. FORTIuR
S'IAJCT: Contra Project
Ollie just debriefed me on your trip. Vlien I meet vth Kaeilton and
Frscell (which will b4 later this week, wnless you sle a reason lor me
to postpone) I would like to begin by saying you wanted me to give them
the benefit of certain observations you drew on the basis of your recent
talks in the region. Then I would stress the unanimity of view on the
growing Sandinista challenge; the skepticise over successful negotLation
in :%he absence of pressure; the willingness of regional leaderst6 begin
providing quiet support for t'. Central; and the overwhelming belief that
in sone way the US has to get Iack in the game. Beyond that. I will for now
stap.y confine myself to taking soundlings (following the outline 1 gave you
of my 'talks with Durenberger). At $ee point soon. however, we need to
decide more clearly what end result we want to steer the consultations toward.
I still like the option, if It con be mde to vork,

Ollie believes we need to f8ag the possible option of a finding per-
mitt ng ms to seek third county support. John ad I ere both uneasy about
raasing this. Finally, at the risht moent, it will be imgriant to find
so&e oechaism for bringing key Kill leaders together with
regional leaders to hear first hed what walking away fro the Contra
would mean. When I had uh wich Lugar's chief of staff the other day
on the structure of the Sonata heariS, he sId this would be the sinle4
most effective action we could take.Let me know if this is not how youi M IV|
wont me to prOseed.
cc: %SJN --CIIJA

---------- ----------

1~
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my Fr..snd

Th.. br ltter, i,.w4q delLver V& a t:Use (t ~ -wjas nACir0C'edqs a*the qntnts2ut who car .olp cjrry out sc-9 U
"iz 4t t hxs ltp'L b should M"~) a aware it
spec-;'C detalv-r. his Let -nr.

M. e The Sardinistas nie 1-*
_M" now have between 45,000 and 60,000 troops/in Vhe area as

abav." -m Aw'-* -p. Nearly one third ol tre er%.:e ES.4Abf*?
S-.s r.cw in the vic;nity of the frontier. The following

points are relevant:

- The Sandinistas have moved additional helicopters and !4 ed
wing aircraft to Esteli. T!*ey alsm have accepted delivery
on two more MI-U helicopters at Corinto last week.

-- They have instructed their units to operate in the border
region in small task forces and to continue mining the
trails coming into Nicaragua from the border bases. They
are telling their small unit commanders that the next 60
days are critical. .- j: .... ;... tjor rocket
and artillery al af;8|Jgainst Las VeBam. lanco Grand*, and

CAM U~db La Lodosa are *406MM at 01a I.,..~ tha .... CS and qWW
C , special troops vill u raids against these bases. At the

very etI, Mthy will be used in the next fey weeks against
4 A the FD task forces operating in the northen regLons.

\."j 4A On the brighter side, the following information, some of w"ch
you may already know, is very important:

""- t~has-agred to approve the arrival of roNl supplies
a anket approval basis. They are willing to provide

end-user certificates for munition orders. - . -

-- They are willing to continue to loan the rOP munitions where.
your supplies get unacceptably low and to sell essential
quartermaster supplies.

-- The Hondurans will also oake available trucks to move FOP
supplies fro points of arrival all the way to Las Vegas.

-- ~is going to meet next week with the
Minister of ]Public Works to arrange for the
repair of the road betwo gas a Cifuentes.
Supposedly, they will charge only for the cost of fuel and
drivers.

And now the best nows of aIli

Ira week, 8 in ac*e of ON Will Sit I the usual
a t. ile iss be hu evdd a e ly, t sh ld wlloV

t br ge the ap a now a the eis t an nr

are tur ag
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so that we have a plan," propose the -o lowi. steps as .
pr-criY:

-p !c.rces in the northern part of Nicaragua need tc e A:s=4.r -:

se -ha, :. e- are not caught n the fxrestorr as the Se.n. 3-:s
intend. Cn the map, I have marked several areas in yel'cw wr.e:e
there are no Sandinistas and good protection from the helicere:s
and bombing raids. If the high ground can be be guarded, then
those who harbor in those areas will be safe. The Sandinistas
cannot endure much more than 60 days in the northern region
without seriously complicating their own resupply problems.

Meanwhile, the forces and volunteers who have arrived at Las
Vegas can be outfitted, provided with some training, and inserted
into the eastern region marked in yellow as a means of reduc:.n
the population in the Honduran camps. Next week, I will try t:
convince g and the others that they should allow 2,000 .- 1
at a time in the border camps. If a regular resupply program -
be established using what will be deposited next week, we CA.
start a regular logistics program of one fl.gh: every !G-1.5 a':s
and the steady movement of supplies and ammunition to the forv-a:-
bases.

Most important is saving the force from what I believe wil" -e a
serious effort to destroy it in the next few weeks. While :<ncw
it hurts to hide, now is the time to do it. While they are
hiding, the man who is carrying this message can start the
regular resupply process. I believe it would be wise to dedicate
as much as $9-10 for nothing but logistics. To coordinate a

major effort such as this, I strongly urge that you bring abcard
a logistics expert who is both knowledgeable ard trusty. The
courier should be able to help with this.

The battle plan for the near future should involve gettir-g as
many as possible out of the border camps and hiding them.. er .ac
in the areas I have shown, while the logistics program is
established. Once the regular resupply system is in place and
the troops familiar with a rotation system of 1,500-2,000 being
resupplied each week, attacks can be launched with great vigor
against the Sandinista rear, hitting them hard as-they phase down
in frustration from their current operations and striking at
selected strategic targets with your enhanced capability.

This new money will provide great flexibility we have not enjoyed
to date. I would urge you to make use of ase of it for my
British friend and his services for special operations. I can
produce him at the end of this month. Lastly, we may have to
very soon assume the cost of what the company is providing to
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Arturc. You and I both :eccar.z his va.ue and i-t=atxC.s.
Sore in cur Cong-e-s are aware t6-at the co : s ay-.c -.
-av t.reatened to expose the conr.ection. -hs cou.: te
devestati.g to our forthcoming campaign to restore the fund..g.
r will find out how much he is getting and let you know, but it
seems as though something should be set aside for this purpose.

Finally, we ought to look at a maritime capability and someth-nc
on the southern front. I had a very useful meeting with the
Security Minister of the place down south. He has agreed to neet
with you very discreetly, I will let you know when this can be
arranged. He is anxious to help, but only if it can be done
without exposing him or making operations visible in his countr:.

Request you advise me soonest regarding the deposit and destroy
this letter after reading. The map can be passed Enrique, with
ny best wishes. P.ease do nct in any way make anyone aware of

the deposit. Too much is becoming krown by :co many people. *We
need to make sure that this new financing does not become known.
The Conqress must believe that there continues io-be an urgent
need for funding.

I '. 9.

warm regards,
Steelhau'er
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L.TO P SEC RffLIJ
|3 WWIVj qMarch I, 19$3

-~-
MEMORANDUM FOR VADM ARTHUR S. MO)A, -Rb

FROM OLIVER L. NORTH .

14

N

Info for the Chairman, (:F

Had I gone on the trip as planned I would have addressed certain
issues with the Chairman regarding the resistance and those who
are supporting same. The following points pertains

-- There are significanL4
the resistance base

of a major attack against
n the near future,

-0 Steps being taken by the resistance to reduce the population
a re appropriate
anU eII t imed.

Colero and Bermudez have been advised that the
the next 30 to 60 dava is ta orsmarva tho fnr,

The principal suppor
followings

hoo
Y iarantea 4 that a e car"6 can co n ntLt0 r.

supplies throng hat the road
will be repaired7 dIw i e crtifca *
continue to be provided. Major munitions deliveries
will occur on or about March 9 (aircraft) and March 25
(ship).

belief that w tinue to
5 r---thereesitstance and hel n its crent

-- ~ oshuld be advJ
Wh"ext- ays to enhance

interdiction efforts.

Declassify: OADR

ild be told that we are in the
delivery of items on M backlog.

-- A1 q

--,

9, EYIS ONLY

SUBJECT.

. OFi C.
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Vipg da aitenne and storage tor--bth the
frN and'-is- . JS justifiably concerned that any 4further support ., end Imser certificates) omld be

detected bGAO investiqaors and resultLin a cut-off of
U.S. security assistance

long-termsupportts 04thle is andour known veil bl
Calero. Calero mot with the, earlier this week. A simple
word support for Calero frMe the Chairman would be useful.

Tomorrow's announcemeni f resistance unity is
a most significant even, we need onote that in as many
different places as possible. if the opportunity ariseos it
would be helpful if the Chairan could respond to a question
on the matter with something similar to the following.

*The announcement by the unified resistance that they
all endorse a coinon set of objectives and principals
is very significant. Our own revolution began with a
similar declaration. It is important to note that
those who have endorsed this document represent the
full political spectrum in icaraqua--all except those
supported by the Soviets and t leir surrogates.

?TOPh 6BCPA 'WIio'4 A0,tflED

82-681 - 88 - 33
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EXHIBIT OLN-260

f0 % -e- :. , :d' "

[ R%.ber McFarlane!
[Y t I

6

X) ACTION FILE
APPROVAL INFORMATION

COMMENT PREPARE REPLY

CONCURRENCE REPME RNDATION

DIRECT REPLY RETURN

DISPATCH SIGNATURE
REMARKS'

cc: Oliver North (12nd 3)
'Jim Radzimski 4)

N 40746 I.&,

NSC/ICS CONTROLNO 400323 Follow-on

COPY NO _4 OF

HANDLE VIA SYSTEM IV CHANNEL ONL)

NSC INTELLIGENCE
DOCUMENT

PvLt:...: ;:.F,= ,..'1fC;t3, d 0,1IIg
, 4 .c E.".J. 123,6

Wa i otice

InlthglI NC* Sovgcts " Me th ds Involved

NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION
Unauthorized Otclosut SubieKI to Crminal Sancuont

4 i '

I
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L. %.00SYSTEM IV
NIEORANDUNt Lb NSC/ICS-400323

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL rollow-on

April 1, 1965 N 40747

ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOR ROBERT C. MCFARI t

FROM: OLIVER L. NORTH,/

SUBJECT: Using the March I San Jose Declaration to Suppozt
the Vote on the Funding for the Nicaraguan
Resistance

In accord with earlier instructions, we advised State, CIA,. and-
Defense that a draft Presidential report to the Congress should
be prepared with three separate Presidential Determirations:
lethal, non-lethal, and non-specific. We noted that a final
decision on the appropriate Presidential Determination would be
based on the effects of a major PR campaign waged by outside
entities and on a final meeting with the Congressional, leadership
just prior to submitting the report.

A meeting was also held with Calero, Cruz, and Robelo in which:

they agreed that, if "non-lethall aid was all we could get
from the Congress, they would make such a request publicly
in a meeting with the President on or about April 151

they agreed that the premise for asUing for only non-lethal
aid would have to be based upon the viability of the peace
offer they made in the unity document in San Jose on March 1
(Tab A)i

they were convinced to accept a plea from the Nicaraguan
bishops to extend their April 20 deadline on the San Jose
Declaration- until May 5 !-and

The effort to conclude these arrangm s were significant. All
three objected that extending the deadline (even for 15 days) or
announcing their willingness to accept non-lethal aid would cause
serious problems with their supporters in Nicaragua. Calero made
the point that many on the inside are waiting for the expiration
of the offer before they corwmit themelves to oppose the
Sandinistas.

Deisy O

Declassify: OADR IISEG R UIEL
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Before we decide to urge the resistance leadership to accept
further extensions in the deadline, there are several important
factors regarding the document itself of which you should be
aware:

-- The document was written by Calero, Cruz, and North in my
hotel room in Miami on January 29 and 30. They were
convinced that this document was necessary in order to bring
unity to the movement. It is significant that this is the
first time in any resistance movement in which we have
achieved unity among the diverse factions opposing a
Com munist-supported ntra government. We have nev

-- The only reason Calero agreed to sign was because the
criteria established for the Sandinistas were, he knew,
impossible for them to meet. He personally wrote several of
the democratization conditions. All agreed that the
objective wa I but
rather to galvanize the internal opposition andcnvince the
U.S. Congress that the opposition was led by reasonable men.
In fact, the unity document is a reasonable request and is
in Calero's public words "nothing more than that which is
expected of any civilized society.* As expected, the
Sandinistas have announced that they will not negotiate with
the resistance (Tab B).

our friends in Central America, particularly
need to have a significant manifestation of ourcomimm ent
in the very near future. During your trip to the region,
all of the Central American Heads of State noted the urgent
need for a visible signal of our steadfastness. They are
all cognizant of the importance of the unity document and
its deadlines. They will perceive that a significant delay
by the resistance is the result of U.S. pressure and will
see it as a further example of vascillating U.S. policy.

-SECA U ~~jInQL1
UIS -~~t~

- I- -. *-fis!00-J
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It is my belief that urging the resistance leaders (particularly
Calero) to accept a major delay and a U.S. mediation role in
negotiating the San Jose criteria with the Sandinistas will
result in & breakdown of the unity we have achieved. Calero is
uncomfortable with both Cruz and Robelo in that they were in the
Sandinista government which expropriated his property and jailed
him. He has only cooperated to date in the unity effort because
he trusts the only persons in the U.S. Government who have
supported the movement since October 1984--North and McFarlane.
Re has a deep and abiding distrust of the State Department, in
general, and Tony Motley, in particular. He would probably view
such a proposal as an effort to force the resistance fighters to
accept an agreement which is contrary to their interest. It is
unlikely that he would cooperate and would probably withdraw from
the unified opposition.

Because all three of the principal resistance leaders are
cognizant of our law, they had hoped for affirmative action on

- the resistance funding at the end of February. By direction. I
assured them that, while the MX issue had to be our first
priority, the resistance program would be our next. They have
reluctantly agreed to further concessions only because they
believe that the momentum of victory is on their side. They,
like many others in the Administration, are convinced that we can
win a vote on non-lethal assistance and that even this will be
sufficient to further degrade the effectiveness of the
Sandinistas.

Despite* what-yoa hav* heard from -Max Friedersdorf andothe rs,
this vote is winable--if we move before its too late. We should
not compromise the personal relationships that have been
established ted brought this operation so far since October. If
a delay is necessary, it should not be based on a further
extension of the unity deadline nor on an offer to have the U.S.
supplant the Nicaraguan bishops as mediators. The unity document
can still be used as an example of the flexibility and
willingness to compromise on the part of an enlightened
resistance leadership. A further extension or, worse yet, a
protracted ceasefire can only work to the disadvantage of the
freedom fighters.

S&eRf
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Lastly, in case you did not have a chance to read it at Tab D is
a very clear statement of what we have been about in this effort.
If Time magazine is running this kind of essay, we have indeed
comi -along way in this debate. We do have momentum on our side.
We need not sacrifice our gains by cHinging all the signals we
have sent so far to the resistance.

RECOMMENDATION

That you use the points above with
Secretary Shultz.

Approve

your breakfast meeting with

Disapprove

Attachments
Tab A - March 1, 1985 San Jose Declaration
Tab B - Washinton Post Article, 'We Will Never Negotiate

with the Contras' dtd March 30, 1985
Tab C - Map

3E~~TUt~s& ~IFA

I
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UNOFFICIAL TRAJSLATION OFE f DOai62J 6,'M4 C DIALWJ OF THE NICUAN~Jv
PMSSTANCF" AS SIGNED NY TH VARIU RESISTACE LEADS AND READ 70 MOGERS OF
MHENICARMAN. EXLE 44jiJ1Y N SW JM~, COSTA RICA. l1:3fi A M4 , COTA
RICA TDE, MWAR A igSS. 40754

We, dmocratic citizens, representatives of all sectors of the Nicaraguan
Resistance, araowame to the Nicaraguan people, to the governments and peoples
of the AwTericas and of the world, the following manifesto:

7E PRESENT SIVJATIONF NICMLDJA

In recent years, the Sandinista Front has submerged our people in a crisis ith

precedent in our national history.

At this time, the impact of this crisis is evident in the economic, political,
social and moral spheres of the nation.

This situation is rooted both in the abardoruent of the Original Program of
Government and the FRuam.ntal Statute as well as in the interference of the
Soviet Bloc in our internal affairs.

Both factors, the sole responsibility of the Sandinista Front, have brought abot
a sharp conflict whose protagonists are the governing party on the one hand and
the Nic3raguan people on the other.

The Nicai auan people reject, of. course., the imposition of a regime which in
essence contradicts the values and aspirations which gave birth to the
rev'Jlutionary process. They are founded on the recovery of freedom, democracy

&id social justice so often postponed because of the Soioza regime.

In conclusion, the national crisis we face did not grow out of a confrontation

between imperialism and the revolution, as the Sandinista Front pretends, but

out of the contradictions which emerge from the clash between daocratic

expectations of the Nicaraguan people and the imposition of a totalitarian
system such as that which is being implanted in our country by the Sandinista F1

This conflict, -Aich has produced a civil %or, today threatens to destroy the

Nicaraguan nation. And as stated in the recent document of the Nicaraguan

Democratic'Coordinator, it cannot be resolved through negotiations between the

governments of other nations and the Sandinista Front nor through sectarian dial

r f
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From that perspective, Ais kS1Cear that A4t O3~ors of Nover:.ber 4.. 1984.
by virtue of having been a farse, contributed nothLng toward the resolution of

the nM:ional crisis. This view has been supported by the lntsr-merican

Commission 6f H)umn Rights in its report for the period 1963-84, as well as by

the political groups itdch decided to participate in the "elections", as they

stated in the document entitled Proposals of M4inimu Concurrence for the

Renewal of the Jational Dialogue," issued in January of this year.

The solution to the national crisis can only be found through a temuine

understanding among all Nicaraguans that might end the civil war and lead -to

the reconciliation of the Nicaraguan family.

We wish to ephasize that this initiative is not taken merely to search for

a quota of power, but rather it seeks only to establish in Nicaragua the rule

of law which will permit the people to live in peace and to go about resolvin

our problems within a new constitutional order.

C44M ASPIRATIONS

We aspire to the democratization of Nicaragua, conscious that democracy is th.

only means to carry out an authentic revolution and rescue our national

identity and sovereignty.

We aspire to reconstructing Nicaragua, to promoting its development in accor&

with a model which gives priority to the dispossessed sectors.

We aspire to the establishuent of a political system which guarantees a real

separation of powers, authentic pluralism and a just, efficient mixed economy

In order to carry out the foregoing, the following is required:

a) To recognize the primacy of civilian society with respect to the State

to assure through it the dissolution of the totalitarian state-party-an

trilogy.

b) Full respect for huan rights and fwidamntal freedoms of expression,

assembly, religion and education.
c) De-ailitarization of society and he absolute subjection of police func

to ciVilian authority.

d) A foreign policy which has as ojbectives the preservation of national

sovereignty, peace and harmony with neighboring countries in particular

and effective reactivation of the historical aspirations of Central

American Unity.

t. .', r
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e) An economic system which provides foi tkelvelopm'ent of the private

sector which includes cooperative enterprises, as well as tw clear

definition of the participation of the State as a subsidiary eco, mic

agent and pro ter of social development. -"

f) Institutionalization of a malti-porty electoral system which guarantees
free elections, alternation in power and respect for the minority.

g) Freedom to organize unions.

h) A modern, productive process of integral agrarian reform.

i) Administrative decentralization and effective autonomy for -nicipal
government.

j) Pull recovery of the Atlantic Coast, integrating it completely in the

national life, guaranteeing respect for the culture and traditions of the

various ethnic groups of the region and of the rest of the coutry within

a framework of effective muicipal autonomy, exercised in the context of

the insolubility of the Nicaraguan nationality.

k) General amnesty and pardon for political crimes and related crimes.

1) Expulsion from the country of all foreign internationalists, military

advisors and troops, including those who may be found using the identity

of deceased Nicaraguan citizens and those who have been improperly

naturalized.

THE LkST R) DEFINITIVE SJ40M

After having carried out multiple peace initiatives in the last three years

directed tord establishing a constructive dialogue with the Sandinista Front

that would end the civil wr and lead to the reconciliation of the Nicaraguan

family, we recognize that those efforts have been fruitless because of the

intransigence of the Sanilnista regime a"d because of the designs of the

Soviet bloc.

The San,3inista Front, by ignoring and failing to comply with the agreements r-adt

in the past, has lost the necessary credibility to reach a good faith

understanding. Sich is the case of the agreements reached with the XVII

Consultative Meeting of the OAS Council of Ministers, the Original Program of

Governments. the Fundamental Statute, the Eighteen Points of Concurrence of the

Forum for Discussion of National Problem, and the promises to carry out a free

and honest election, among others.
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Therefore, in view of the MAVi%. PC, mi~ hn~JI osiu our civi

responsibilities and of the urgent need to save our people from greater
suffering, we accept the call to convene issued by the Nicaraguan Dewcratic
Coordinator and w call upon the Sandinista Front, for the last time. ad
in definitive -war Zi te fashion, to participate in a national dialo ue which
will end the national c isis. This dialogue should follow thesemodalitles:

Convocation
The Nicaraguan Bishops €onference is the entity with the necessary moral
authority to organize and coordinate the National Dialogue. In this regard,
we reiterate the petition ade to it by the Democratic Coordinator to convene
the National Dialgoue.
Participants
In order that the dialogue be efficient and produce the desired results, it is
necessary to structure it in accordance with Nicaraguan reality. There are tw
political tendencies in Nicaragua: the totalitarian one which for the mwent ha
accepted the Sandinista Front as its vanguard, and the deocratic one which is
divided into armed organizations and civilian organizations; therefore, the
Dialogue should be between these two political tendencies so that both can name
their respective delegates, as many as the Bishops Conference feels is appropri
Observers and Guarantors
We suggest to the Bishops Conference that it request the participation of the
Central American Governments in the Dialogue as guarantors of the agreements
which may be reached, given the fact that the sister peoples of Central Ameri
are, in the final analysis, are those which have been most directly affected by
the Nicaraguan crisis.

The presence of these governments as guarantors in no way hinders the presence
as observers or even as guarantors of other governments and dCMocratic entities
of the American continent.
Hiniin Requlrments
We support fully the mininm requirements demanded by the Democratic Coordinatc
in order to initiate the National Dialogue. They are: Suspension of armed
activities, with a cease-fire in situ; lifting of the state of emergency;
absolute freedom of expression and assembly; general amnesty and pardon for
political crimes and related crimes; entry into effect of the right of asylum
and habeus corpus, adding the granting of full protection of the physical and
moral integrity of those members of the *Resistance who participate in the
Dialogue, in the event it should take place in Nicaragua.
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The application of these measures should be carried out under the supervision of
the guarantor goverments.

Temporary Permanence of the Executive-
I this dialogue is carried s..', we commit ourselves to accept that mr. Daniel
Ortega continue acting es 4a-& of the Executive Branch until such time as the
people pronounce themse'.ves in a plebiscite. During this period, Wr. Ortega
should govern in fulfillment of the promises of the Nicaraguan Revolutionary
Government Junta contained in the document of July 12. 1979 and directed to the
Secretary General of the Organization of American States, an in fulfillment of
the Original Program of Govenmment, the Fundamental Statute and the American
Htmn Rights Convention and the Pact of San Jose.

Initial Points of the Ajenda
Although it will be up to the Bishops Conference to establish a definitive
.agenda, by agreement of the parties, we trge it to include as of now the
following points:

1) That the legal procedure and actions of the government conform immediately)
to the American Convention ot Riaan Rigbts, or the Pact of San Jost, which
was ratified by the Nicaraguan Governement of National Reconstruction on
September 25, 1979, declaring it the law of the land and ccamitting the
national honor to its enforcement.

2) The dismantlement and immediate dissolution of all the party repressive
organisms such as the ( S (Sandinista Defense Comaittees) and the other
para-mailitary organs.

3) eduction of military strength, the apolitical nature of the army, an end
to the a•.s race, and the withdrawal of all foreign military troops and
advisors and internationalists.

4) Immediate dissolution of the National Constituent Assembly.
S) A new provisional electoral law.
6) A new provisional law for political parties.
7) Re-structuring of the electoral system in accordance with the above

provisional laws.
8) Calling of elections for a National Constituent Assembly.
9) Calling of municipal elections.

10) Calling of a plebiscite on the conduct of new presidential elections.

lilll, ,. ONO
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Initiation of the Nationalkmalduv InswArkid nd Deadlines

In order to carry out the National Dialogue proposed by the Dmcrstic
Coordinator, On the basis of the statinents contained in this document, ard
conscious of the leninist tactic of stalling in order to conslidate the
totalitarian progm of the Frente Sandlnista, said Dialogue must begin by
March 20, 198S. This date cannot be postponed. If by April 20, 198S the
National Dialogue has not begun or has not progressed in clear and substantial
form, it will be definitely suspended by the Nicaraguan Resistance, thereby
terminating the possibilities for a peaceful resolution of the natlonal crisis.

If the Nicaraguan Bishops Conference considers it useful to hold conversations
with this group for purposes of preparations leading to the speedy realization
of the Dialogue, we anno ce our iniediate availability to Participate in such
conversations. To that end we appoint as our representatives 14ssrs. Arturo J.
Cruz, Alfonso Robelo and Adolfo Calero.

My love for our fatherland overcome selfishness and foreign involvement,
so that the National Directorate of the Sandinista Front will respond positively)
to this our last effort to grant to our country a civilized solution.

God Save Nicaragua!

k .,
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The Reagan Doctrine
**We mt robrehfte4F ith A A those ,,odrer(sAig ek e' Is W:

s every cmertnu ~om Afthamssan o Nocsreg.ua d(I4 Semen"
,rporaed eggo't d secure nehts metck hav bee ourstrom
b n. Smppon for Irredom 4Agters is setU.def4t -

-Prsidnt Reatan. in Ue Stlateofthe Uawoq.Ftbniary ISI$

R onald Regapn tithe master o(the newidea, and hasbuilthe
mcist succesful political career in a half-century taunchUt4

oe after anote Has list o(credits inlud s &mL gomernient
(Barry Goldmaer hAvvug trwd. and failed. with it firv. upfty-
sid eono4u and strateic defense Mar Wars). Tbes radical
chanSed the term-,s ofdebe t the welfam sate eoomic theory
and nuclear strategy. All that was left for him to turia on its heed
wau accepted thinung on geopotiucs Now be hs done that W&
He has produced the Reagan Docrine.

You may not have noticed Doc-
erins. lke submarines. tend to be
lasnihed with fanfare. The Monroe
Doctrine was instantly reciog .zed, on
both skies of the Atlantic. as a hisnc
declaration, the Truman Docuine was
unveiled in dramatic addreetoa •nI
usion of Cosgre m. and when Pred-

dent Caner announced a new awe-
sive Persian Gulf policy on Jan. 23.
I9MO. by tLh next morning the New
York TIni bad dubbed k the Carer
Doctine." Pregident Reape saw fi o
bwy his doctine in his 191 Stateo(th
Union address beneath the balanced
budget amendment. schoo prayw sid
the lnet-tem veto. That be decided to
make his f io note is a much a UbuI
o Mr. Reagn's prufence as Io bi

modesty. Truly ew ideas-wbat D -
ocrlie awake at eight dream g a-
ar a ri sky as they ae ra T one
has ready precipitated a storm

The Reapn Docuine pmLair
oven ad unashamed Amerian map-
Port for anu -Coamwiaust revolution. The pods are Antla so
casty aod demrsc tradition. Jueim smid th Preident in hi
Feb. 16 radio addren, because thean acAOnaa are "fighting
for an end to syrauay." Neoveity. "nid Secaetaay o(U1 Georg
ShuJu in a Psbeqwet addren in San Frauciow became if these

fteadom fighters" are defeated, their co nuies will be iTrevm-
bly 1w behiAd an Iron Curtin o(Sovit domination. And demO-
cratic traditioni. sid the President, be,:ee ust supponmar brotb
en" in revoluton as to continue-"in Afghnistn. in Ethiopi.
Ca mbod-, Angola... land Nckaragia'-- yearso(AnWrk1
support fr -S n Blivar... the Polish patriots the Frenb R-
sistan and othe seekinS freedom,"

Tlat tradition ended abruptly with Vias Nam. It is t that
President Caner sen ari to the AWhaa rebel s and that Con.
grm canuned Conea hsaso gone aong wkh economic aid
to the no-.Comm u resistance in CambodiiL However, since
th Car Amendment of 1976 prolbilti aid to and-Marxist
fighters in Arnola Congress has rehmaed to suport war spin
indMnms Comuniet dcutorlips. no matter how beaviY
supported by the Sovie Union or its proies. President RUeaan's
propM of .A Support fo th Nkiaraguan cl who aft hot
fighting foreig occpation. broke pos-Viet N~ At
fims and for three tong years. that new policy wab orh Sn

7sa of jmifications, interdiciing supplies to 1 Slaoa

54

gurmil a The teapn Doctrine drops the A leaf It is ito
to establih a new. fIr-l-4 dot-foundauo Im
support by declarng equaUy vorhy al arned resutan
Communtsm. whether foreign or indienowuly unmpoed

To interprm t Reapan Doctrw, as nrcly a puffed-i
torutk for Nicaraguan policy Ucalling te Tumln Do
a Cover k a new Greek and Turkish poly In both cse
prncples established hAve a much mor prokon inpt"sI

The Trumran Doctrine met Out the basic fomigz p a
of the postwar C: OnL L 0M nL WKh J FK's pledge to
any bu .•. to "s ... the sucrs O liberty." the i
containment reached its most expartsiv and consernsU
ceOpId Vage With Viet Nam, the coneSu e and the eCRP

d olulped. Since then the US. has oaUated. ast tume
caUy, between djuent approach
difierv doction-for delfedii
deals Und its insere

The Reaph Doctine is the
sucb attempt inc Viet am. Th
OWs the NLaon DOctrie rehyij
&fAIedy repM to pohic thei re

oUnfunatey. tbe jewel i. the cr
this theMy was te Shah of Iran
him. it was retired in l979 toa
PanamaiaMn Wad. Next cam
Carter Docrine. diclaring a retu
wtilUtral American actio, if,
ay, in defense of Wetern iWt,
That docrin rMed oa the emet
a(a Mpid deploymet force. Un
lately. the force turned ot neither
id nor depoyable. It esAA a vj
thecretica existec in aouthern
da, whence it is poorly itated Ic
the Red Army.

If regkcma powd prow mi
and ptcqectd Amenican pow t
able, what thee' It IS a pracims
that the ainwi w that quet
been ,4.iSted to Amenrica by a

,bOetMtk, tIlamic warria in Afustml. Unaware 0
Ihoi cotitb.Aion to the thory o( ntainent. they k
the Soviet army, made it bleed an slOqed its marh to tM
covewa $=I. the warm waters of the Persian "ti.

This insureny. and those in Camibodia. AAgola and
MAUL pontd to a new form of c€otAuJUMInlA a Od e
fat contaumt: hamssim of Soviet expLaZsm
lists ofempi'e There is an echo here of th5e old 19501
imA idea of rolUsg back" ComMisM ". with a dffe

This i not the rulem--and toohM- 6W reclaim
oe Soviet pMrexM in AVM Ea, woM bcb the '

cli for kw I-deleas and. more Lmpoant. which th" a
pared to wUe the morn etie means to retan T1is Is
leap wo the penipOera acquisitions of amp r

The rezhem, Doctrine Proclaimed in M9U that the
sphire only xpad The RagPan Doctinde me.nt as
tithesic it declare that the US Will work at the peripher
verse that expansion Ho . Like the txon D ctrirwe itut'
proxies. Urlike the Nixon Doctrine. it support not the

*Wbu Aidt ~k~ sohard for bothleft andriht o
For the left hkIs Hf quite paradOlical. a11d hYPocnUW
Admifts"itj nmme Slevdorta guerrillas for btlo

pwrstations a fftckig village. wle at the "aN4

fd re, a tnd~

40763
Id 
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

may 1, 1985 Is ;4049
____-______ SENSITIVE

ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOR ROBERT C. MCFARL E

FROM: OLIVER L. NOR h I.

SUBJECT: FDN Military Operations

Attached at Tab A is a slmary analysis of how the FDN has
expended funds which have been made available since USG funding
expired in May 1984. From July 1984 through February 1985, the
FDN received $1M per month for a total of $8K. From February 22
to April 9, 1985, an additional $16.5H has been received for a
grand total of $24.5M Of this, $17,145,594 has been expended for
arms, munitions, combat operations, and support activities. No
additional funds have been received by the FDW sincelApriI . .
even though there is a comitment for a total of $25M. The
following information is noteworthy"

most expenditures have been for purchases of arms,
anmmunition, and other ordnance items

the $2.5M indicated for upkeep of base camps on the
borders include. costs of approximately

S350K per month (an expense which will increase as the

number of recruits continu#" to grow) and $SOK for the

operation conducted in Manag,;a against the anvunition depot

at the EPS military headquarters;

the funding has allowed the growth of the resistance from

9,500 personnel in Jure 1984 to over 16,000 today--all with
arms;

when the May 1985 sealift arrives ($5M has already been

deposited for this delivery), an additional 6,000 fighters

can be equipped and fielded after a 3 week training period;

the relocation of base camps along border has

been ordered for mid to late April 1985 in order to disperse

the target for a Sandinista attack (cost for this relocation

have not yet been fully quantified)y and

the acquisition of two small transport aircraft at the cost

of $186K is prudent given the increased patrolling activity
by the EPS along E border, thus complicating
trail-borne 4 u!! U n operating deep inside
Nicaragua.

TeaP ET: IV 8 ."=I SENSITIVE
Declassify: OADR IJL YO I
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Sumary of OPerations to Date

The row has grown nearly zvofold since the cut-off of USG
funding. In this' period, they have reoriented from conventional
to guerrilla warfare tactics. Despite the lack of any internal
staff organization (G-1, G-2, G-3, G-4) when the USGwithdrew,
the FDN has responded well to guidance on how to build a staff.
Although there was a basic lack of familiarity with how to
conduct guerrilla-type operations, since July, all FDo comanders
have been schooled in these techniques and all new recruits are
now initiated in guerrilla warfare tactics before being conmitted
to combat. In short, the FDN has well usea the funds provided
and has become an effective guerrilla army J e than a year.
The list na f combat operations at Tab 3

is indicative of what the TOW has been
accoinpI th funds already made available. It is important to
note that although funds started to flow in July, purchases made
possible by this funding did not arrive in FDE hands until
October 1984.

Future Operations

Plans call for remaining resources on hand ($7,354,000) to be
used as follows:

-- increasing the force to a total of 25,000 by mid-Summer;

-- a major special operations attack against Sandino airport
with the purpose of destroying the MI-24 helicopters and the
Sandinista Air Force maintenance capability;

a major ground operation against the mines complex in the
vicinty of Siuna, Bonanza, and La Rosita (Nicaragua)--th*
purpose of the operation is to secure the principal lines of
comunication in and out of Puerto Cabezas; and

-- the opening of a southern front along the
border which wil. distract EPS units

currently committed to the northern front.

It is apparent that the $7M remaining on hand will be
insufficient to allow the resistance to advance beyond these
limited objectives, unless there is a commitment for additional
funds. The $14K which the USG may be able to provide will help
to defray base camp, training, and support expenses but will not
significantly affect combat operations until several months after
Congressional approval due to lead-time requirements. Efforts

iOP- CRMf" SENSITIVE

Fi
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should, therefore, be made to have the current donors deliver the
remainder of their $25M pledge ($8.5M) and to seek an additional
$15-20M which will allow the force to grow to 35-40,000. If a
commitma. .-- these funds is made between now and June 1985,
supplies could be ordered in July, allowing the force to reach
these levels by the end of October 1995.

RECOMMENDATION

That the current donors be approached to provide the remainder of
their $25M pledge anA A a4 i n l 1 3 fo....... . ...

Disapprove

Attachments
Tab A - Summary Analysis of FDN Expenditures
Tab B - Summary of Combat Operations: Oct 1984 - Mar 1985

TgotS 6KcRjm1 SENSITIVE

Approved

V
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i6 AS Of April.9. 195

7 4053
FDN Expenditures and Outlays

July 1994 through February 1985

Quantity

Independent Acquisition

I tem Cost

i G-3 rifles
MagazinesRounds 7.62 x 51
Rounds 7.62 x 51
Hand grenades

Airlift #1 - February 1985

81-- grenades
60m. grenades
50 cal API
Rounds 7.62 x
Rounds 7.62 xDemurrage, Ins., etc.

39
51

Airlift 02 - March 1985

750,000
1,000
8,910

60
1,472 Kqs

Rounds 7.62 x 39
RPG-7 grenades
Hand grenades
60mm mortars
C-4
Fuses and detonators
G-3 rifles
G-3 magazines
Cleaning kits
60mm. grenades
50 cal linksDemurrage, Ins.-, etc.

$ 210,000
265,000
84,645
96,000
47.104

Sealift *1 - April Arrival

Freight, Ins., and

RPG-7 rockets
Rounds 7.62 x 39
Rounds 7.62 x 51
Belts for 7.62 x 39
SA-7 launchers
SA-7 rockets
M-79 grenades
other exp

M-79 grenades

.. j

i
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FDN Expenditures and Outlays 34054
July 198,4 through February T985 (Cont'd...)

Quantity Item Cost

Sealift *2 - May Arrival

Rounds 7.62 x 39
Rounds 7.62 x 51
Rounds linked 7.62 x 51
Hand grenades
M-79 grenades
60mm grenades
81mm grenades
82mm grenades
RPG-7 rockets
Claymore mines
50 cal API
12.7 ammo
57m recoiless rifles
57im amo
Anti-tank mines
G-3 rifles
G-3 cleaning kits
AK rifles
G-3 magazines
AK magazines
Swedish K magazines
HK-21 machine guns
RPG-7 launchers
M-79 launchers
9mum pistols
AK-39 links or belts
C-4
Fuses and detonators

Deposit paid
Estimated cost

Miscellaneous Expenses Since July 1984

Uniforms
Boots
Radio and comu equip
Air and ground transp
Military gear
Aid to southern front
Aid to Misuras
Food, family asst,
upkeep of base
camps, air force
hospitals, etc.

Political activity -
uffices in various
countries and cities,
travel, p.r.
Acquisition two
transp airplanes

I . .,. .' ° .-.
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NATIONAL SECL'RITY COLNCIY

NSC/ZCS-400554

May 24, 1985

!2tv o__
ACT ION

MEIMORANOUM FOR ROBERT C. MCFARLA E

FROM O OLIVER L. NORTH

oeclahify-, OADRt 
,

eara4 f, D .ci'ldeia o ..6 " " ' " ""
under prvl~sioni of EO. 12356

by .R~ r y !iL .l S ,,rly r n,ri

COO4MORD

N 4 5 -" 0
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DZA. The DZA contact has indicated lribean_
t- Alricans can be eirit*d out t iE5iv
t wheret~e' ,1yviJO tuxisod over
to theU.S. Their contact has proposed a scenario by wtich
he would be provided with $200K in cash to start the
process. 1l.5M would be laced in a Swiss bank account--
payable tor n once the turnover had been
coupleted.0 cash transfer would take
place as the.irst twoAmricans were released toU.S.
hands. The second two Americans would be turned er as
soon as a second 52H was placed in- the Swiss account. .-

The CIA became aware of this proposal xn general somae weeks
ago when the OZA rep to the RLT? described the contact which
had a inLobanon. Since that t.ta, two DZhoficers

have met in @vrswt hi ontact-

~Atiouqh i Clair Gerge)bieves that thi is a scant
the DOA officers note the followinqi _t

- Their sorce needs to establish the credibility of the
offer with the $2009. The source has been told that if
he *double-crosses the OA and~does not produce for
the $200K that he will be exposed in Lebanon as a USG
asset. The source is aware of the consequences of such
revelation.

- Only the 5200K is placed at risk if the operat 4
not credible. Acced e the Dr.A, there ie

who must be bribed in
o to implement recovery described above.
Thus, the higher cost than was originally forecast.

/ , , ,-i

8 --
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except tarA thi-epi9IFt have an ecliy por chance of
rhe two DEA officers have not briefed 0 Ier s riorZ

" M on the plan since he has reer-ted the US0 Of VSG afney
for a bribo which he feels would likely leak VhAtbrLief-y the
CIA. He in concerned that when the Conqressional cowmifttE are
made avare of the $200K that DRA would br tainted by ,4.other CIA
failure.

RZCOIMENDATIONS

1. That you call Ed Meese and ask him to be br-iefe4 by North an
the OfA plan. - . .

Approve
~'*13)-4 W

2. That you authorize me to transfer the privately provided
$200K to the DZA officers for initiatinq the plan described
above.

Approve . a Disappro

3. That you send fe CAO cable at Tab ! .
-8.-I

yVe

Dis*pprove

Attachments
Tab I.

C-00V.ZD
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U! N 7417

MQUMiic TO HAS MEN OPOSMlON

ft"""" '' " .=,.;.

T Oern r Soud e uNby

SiUd tIOA F

a ft A A4.,,, - e.

cc: W Mom, S,, D.ever @--, .
COMMONS VS AM be m"by:
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APPROVAL INFORMATION

CONCURRENCE RECOMMENOATIO
DIRECT REPLY RETURN
DISPATCH SIGNATURE

REMARKS:
cce Oliver North (02 and 3)

I
I
I
q

I
I:

q ,'~. ; : *" . .. . ". r"o ...
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NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION
Unau ltod 0469o4ure SjWc to Crifmmfi6 S&nMMov
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EYES ONLY¥
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NSCAICS CONTROL NO. 400587

COPY NO.-..OF _
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.ILNOR A.SDtLM NSC/jiS:; 0 gg.-UTIOAL S UECUI*I LCUCNATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

June 7, 1llS

ACTION E
KDORMNUM FOR ROBIRT C. MCFA

FROIE: OLIVER L. glo0M

SUMMSTi

N 7419

YES ONLY

status of Koat4ge.*Covery ffort.

The two ndepeadent hotage recovery actfvitoa brLefed last
Saturday have proceed" as follows:

assU
- ~qjj

L 8.J 'f L'": A . ,, ,r:.. : 1
-. i ........ 0. -:
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vi operation. At the request of the tvo A officers vto
originated o contact in Lebanon, I met with their asset in
Washington. Last week, the: intermediary expressed concern wit.
proceeding with the operation based on the instability inside
LebanoI. n response to their urgings (the CZA officers were
made aware of the possibility that the Dawa prisoners could be
executed shortly after the end of aadAn--Ju e 19) and the death
of one of his contacts inside Lebanon, he has now aqreed to
Froceed as fellows:

se will depart Saturday, Jun.e
oat ,a La Iropoe as vell as
eCoada- contact Inside LebaM

Ctunm to LdbaawL.Adjrr&gqe
'toIg

-- Once contact has been establLshed and ameAting arranged,
the two DA offers will depart for Cyprus via Vienna where
they will deposit the $00K and establish an account for the
12M (85003 of which Vill be aveilab l lately in g.S.
dollars cash for ase In Lebanon) Wwill then proceed
to the eating Lndicated above.

MM NSNPIffYE, ONL,

A-

I
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'top 4J WIW4f~ES O'N'
4 742t

I" pisur D&Acontc -Levee that the91"1111e ii 1m aga vs

heet iae can be brtibed

1. e a

location In tee ta are t
t sesie ple. cao be

wettisef bw pfod toat Sa

pditeabsage ofl be eease or SI saone esfeos

will e see to ro te tho .s rd*.O whole

arraagla wbot bea~L~.l proio l 41 re bein made fo

h e k~sam I J I ttuns te he thotages ho ou
be h4-re ovee a tit d ia.
f og s avale then a oerbsa, w the dsono44 torleoe ed lin the firsolnLt V OU iSapt Ih

ahstue are aboard the Yacht and at sea

aware t at w rs aoamed be asied i e Es is n thaenumber elof M re" br&os. bot the
belie" t~it IdMe gli% will "i~4des twvo hostal sr ....

wil l] be 904 to lAU SAmo %M first IM hostages nule
&rvan4gemsn8 (both itn |d pemratlslonall an being Sad* for
the If- .:istaq be o t! lievee that 73-94 tsars would
be roIredq for': . W'N~ e aems that ta4ditio,"

tmiJalS is availale on &I near maIltLime basis* The donor to
aware tha~t UG sties being ask"u~ is $1M each. lze to unaware that.

we ass P¢imtan4i vtt a plan to release only two if the price
does nLt , do".

F C R. '-EYES ONLY
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N 7422The DiA ofiq~ .!~.L5~ repared to take leave soon they rocontacted by n Tavel arrangements and Operational costsare currently IT''-inanced from funds normally available to theNicaraquan resistance. Our normal point-of-coniact in theresistance for these matters is not yet aware.

wmatry. As discussed with ADM Poindexter, it aPpears that bothUR*es plans can proceed simultaneously without undue concern forcompromise or-mutual jeopardy. Given that arrangement& for theDzA operation will take considerable tme (contacts meid.losmnon, financial transactions. and rental af

RZCOmMODATIONS

1. That you approve proceedine with tle plot$ outlined above.

Approve e b Disapprove
2. That you__ t t Attorrey General and ask that the two',EA cf.icers to placed on -temporary deet i to the NSC a p 30 days.

Approve .(z4 Disapprove

tNaL ..Onto*

al AYES ONLY
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TEXT, VZCZCW0033
Op No-Ny PH SC
Of WFO2S ISIStls
ZNY SSSSS

P IZ2Z JUP fSpROm,

TO. DIRECTOR. PeI

.OG?2 8

SAC. WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE ( OI..SS4 . C .$ (P)

PRIORITY " .

- ATTN. GSA GEORGE LANE

FINANCIAL CRIME& UNIT

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION

ADI, NEW YORK ROUTINE

SAC. PHILADELPHIA (23A-7374) SeQ I) PRIORITY

SAC, SACRAMENTO ROUTINE

WILLIAM PENN BANK. 230 SOUTH BROAD STREET. PHILADELPHIA. PA..

GF&lE MPS POW. OOoPNILADILPHIA

5-- -f• , * g ~ ~ *.. a -9~ ajp aA _

RE BUREAU TELETYPE TO WFO. 6/2S/t6.
FOR INFORMATION OF THE BUREAU AND RECEIVING OFFICES. ON ?/LIS/.,

OLIVER NORTH. NATIONAL SECURITY COUNSEL (NSC). OLD EXECUTIVE OFFICE

FdW

4&-00

DECLASSZFIED

on.4/29/87

J
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*AGE TWO Of WX 60033 440110

BUILDING. O.TH AND PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE. NW. WOC. TELEPHONE (lot)

336.334$. _ADVISED AS FOLLOWS. ..

RICHARD f. MILLER. PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

COMMUNICATIONS . LGO? NEW HAMPSH E AVENUE, NW, WOC, HAS SEEN DOING

CONFIDENTIAL CONTRACT AND CONSULTANT WORK FOR NIC AND U.S. DEPART-

MENT OF STATE FOR THE APPROX1MATE PAST 3 YEARS. MILLRS4 WORK

CONCERNS THE FUNNELLING OF PRIVATE FUNDS TO NICARAGUAN PRIEOH

FIGHTERS WHO OPPOSE TlE SANOINISTA GOVERNMENT. FOLLOWING SETS

FORTH MILLER'S RELATIONSHIP TO CAPT.ONIO MATTER

AT THE APPROXIMATE TIME OF THE PLANNED SECRET U.S. INVASION

OP GRENEOA, NORTH WAS CONTACTED BY KEVIN KATTKI (TRUE SPILLING)

09A WIAR AND ASSOCIATES III ROADWAY, SUITE 210, NEW VORK, NY.

%TTKI ADVISED NORTH THAT HE (KATTKE) REPRISNTED A GRENADIAN

'TUJONT GROUP WHO WIRI CONTEMPLATING AN OVERTHROW Of THI COMMUNIST

LEANING GOVERNMENT OF GRENADA. THROUGH CHECKING WITH NBC SOURCES,

NORTH OTERMINED THAT KATTKE WAS A "RIGHT WINS DIALOGUE" KNOWN

TO FREQUENTLY CONTACT U.S. GOVERNMENT DEFENSE AND SECURITY AGENCIES

FOR A VARIETY OF CAUSES. NORTH CHARACTERIZED KATTKE AS LIKE A

"ROUGE CIA AGENT" WHO HAS ND IDENTIFIABLE TIES WITH THE U.S.

GOVERNMENT.
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PAGE THREE 0 9 WF 0033q400 -'

DURING SOME LATER POINT IN L904. KATIKE R[CONTACTED .0ORTH TO

ADVISE THAT HE REPRESENTED A MEMBER OF THE SAUDI ARABIAN ROYAL

FAMILY. PRINCE EIROMIN SIN AGOUL-AZIZ SIN SAUD L.MASOUDY (HEREAFTER

THE PRINCE). THE PRINCE WAS ALLEGEDLY INTERESTED IN PLACING A LARGE

SUM OF MONEY AT THE DISPOSAL OF THE NICARAGUAN PREEOO FIGHTERS.

NORTH AOVIS90 KATTKE THAT INASMUCH AS US PUBLIC LAW FORBID EXPEND-

ITURE8 OF GOVERNMENT FUNDS TO AID NICARAGUAN INSURSANTS. II WAS

INADVISABLE FOR A MEHER OF THE NC (NORTH) TO MEET WITH THE PRiNCE

DIRECTLY. NORTH ADVISED KATTKE THAT RICHARD MILLER WOULD CONTACT

KATYTK TO MEET THE PRINCE. KATTOE INSISTED THAT ALL CONTACT WITH

THE PRINCE 0E THROUGH HIM.

FOLLOWING KATTKE'S CONTACT, NORTH CAUSED A C€4CK TO 8E MADE OF

4VAILASLE INFORMATION IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN REGARDING THE OFFICIAL ROYAL

SAUDI FAMILY AND NO INFORMATION LOCATED WAS IDENTIFIABLE WITH THE

PRINCE. NORTH COULD NOT STATE WHETHER THIS CHECK WAS ALL INCLUSIVE.

THE PRINCE HAS MANDATED THAT NO INQUIRY SE MADE OF HIS STATUS THROUGH

THE SAUD# ARABIAN GOVERNMENT.

INFORMATION REGARDING THE PRINCES$ EXPRESSED INTEREST IN DONAT-

ING TO THE NICARAGUAN FREEDOM FIGHTERS VAS DISCUSSED BY NORTH PERSON-

ALLY WITH PRESIDENT RONALD REAGAN AND NATIONAL SECURITY ADVISER
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PASE FOUR D 09 W 0013 *a~

ROGER? MAC FAALANEAS RECENTLY AS JUNE. L916.

SINCE MILLIRS' CONTACT WITH THE PRINCE THROUGH KATTK9 THE

PRINCE HAS THUS PAR PAILCO TO PLACE PUNDS IN THE HANDS OP4 NICARAO-

UAN FREEDOM 0IHTERS AS ORIGINALLY OFFERED. THERE Is SOME QUESTION

AND RESERVATION. AT NSC TO THE PRINCE'S IONA PODER AND ?/29/660 HAS SEEN

INFORMALLY SET BY NSC AS THE DATE PORt THE PRINCE TO FOLLOW THROUGH

OR NOT. NORTH CONPIOENTALLY AOVISED THAT NBC KAINTAINED INDIRECT

CONTACT WITH THE PRINCE THIS LENGTHY PERIOD OF TIME DUE TO THE

DESPERATE NEED OF PRIVATE FUNDS BY NICARAGUAN FREEDOM1 FIGHTERS

SINCE BEING CUT OFP PROM U.S. FUNDING. THE U.S. CONGRESS

IS EXPECTED TO APPAOVE NEW FUNDING OF i MILLION DOLLARS 10 THIS

GROUP DURING THE WEEK OF 7/22/61.

IN JUNE. t198. MILLER. AT THE REQUEST Of KATTKE AND THE

KNOWLEDGE O NORTH. CONTACTED THE WILLIAM PENN SANK, PHILADELPHIA.

PA. REGARDING CAPTIONED MATTER. MILLER HAS MAINTAINED CONTACT WITH

NORTH REGARDING THIS MATTER CONTINUALLY UP TO ?/LI/OS, INCLUDING

ADVISING NORTH OP MILLER*$ INTERVIEW BY PSI. PHILADELPHIA. MILLER

MAINTAINS THAT HE HAS DONE NOTHING ILLEGAL IN CONTACTING THE SANK.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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MILLER ADVISED NORTH THE PRINCE IS ALLEGEDLY OUT Of P4VOA WITH

THE SAUDI *OVERNMENT DUE TO HIS SHIITE MOSLEM FAITH AS T4AEiAJOiTY

OF THE SAU!D ROYAL FAMILY ARE OF THE SUNNI MOSLEM FAITH. 
.1ILLIR

.BELIEVE* OR HAS SEEN LEAD TO BELIEVE SY THE PRINCE THAT THE PRINCES*

6250.000 CHECK WAS NOT CLEARED BY THE SAUDI FRENCH SANK DUE TO THESE

RELIGIOUS DIFFERENCES.

DURING MILLERS' ?/LI/OS CONTACT WITH NORTH. MILLER ADVISED

NORTH THAT THE PRINCE IS CURRENTLY RESIOING IN WOC. NORTH SPECIFIC.

ALLY REQUESTED THAT ATTEMPTS BY THE FBI TO iNTERVIEW THE PRINCE BE

HELD IN ABEYANCE UNTIL AFTER THE WEEK OF ?/22/06, DUE TO THE

CRITICAL TIMING OP THE PRINCE'S POiISLE BUT REMOTE LAASE DONATION

TO THE NICARAGUAN FREEDOM FIGHTERS. IN NO WAY 01OES NORTH WANT

I INTERFERE WITH A CRIMINAL INVEISTIOATION Of THE PRINCE. BUT

AOATH FEELS THAT CONTACT MY THE FSI PRIOR TO NBC DETERMINATION

OF THE PRINC'S INTENTIONS MAY REVERSE ANY POSSIBILITY THAT THE

PRINCE WILL FOLLOW THROUGH WITH HIS EXPRESEO INTENTION TO DONATE

THIS MONEY. NORTH WAS AOVISED THAT HIl REQUEST WOULD BE KNOWN TO FBIHREQUJSS

BUREAU REQUESTED TO ADVISE WFO WHETHER TO HOLD IN ABEYANCE

ATTEMPTS TO INTERVIEW THE PRINCE UNTIL A/TEA THE WEEK OF 7/22/1S AS

REQUESTED BY OLIVER NORTH. NBC.

ST

00033

-a*.ft.,

48",
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1 .l,TlT? RAS I DOCURLn
/inlozI (02oS9) +
lUZTz YZCICVV0OA-

DI WF042 2120337 Lr

I. l60337 U JL ISFX: SAC, VASMINGTON FriLD (29A-55O4) (C-5) (F)

to: 'DIR'CTO, 1 ROUTINE

ATT. SEA GIORGI/TONE ?INANCIAL CRIMES UNIT, CRIMINAL

INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION

AT

VILLIAK PINN 503, 230 SOOTH BROAD STRIET, PVILADZLPKIA, PEN-

ESTLYAUIA; IF&&; MFV; iV; oo:rH

- - - - - - - -- - -

at VO TEL TO EU, 7/18/SS.

rOt INFORKATION Of IURZAU AND RECEIVING OFFICES, ON 7/30/85,
OLITZI WORMi, AT!.YVAL SICU&ITY COUNCIL, VASKINGTON. D.C. eWDC),

ADVISID VWO TEAT AICEARD MILLER AND PRINCE RIROMIN IN AIDUL-

ALK Ii lAUD L-KASOUDT E(1IAPTI& Te RINC) ARl CURREMTLl

/ I
0W+

DECILASSIPZD
by G-3
on 4/29/87

Z~j: L?~~ ~J
~

7117Toil

MAW "'
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T'IAL wut.&tof f u'i 41-~9I UROP REFORTEDLT ARRANGING TRANSFER OF FUNDS FROM TEE PRINCE

tO NICARAGUAN FREEDOM FIGHTERS All SET FORTH IN REFEEENCED TEL,/

NORTI STATED TEAT NILLIE HAD ALLEGEDLT ATTEMPTED TO CONTACT

VFO RECENTLY FOR PURPOSES OF ARRANGING AN INTEVIZEV VITM TEE

PRINCE PERTAINING TO CAPTIONED MA1'TER. NO RECORDS AT VFO HAVE

3113 LOCATED TO IDICATE CONTACT IT MILLER. KILLER AND THE

PRINCE ARE EXPECTED TO RETURN TO WOC ON 6/1/85. NORTE VAS

ADVISED TEAT WFO INTENDED TO CONTACT MILLER FOR PURPOSES OF

LOCATING AND ZNTERVIEWING THE PRINCE AT THE EARLIEST POSSIBLE

DATE.

iT

#0042

NNN"

low
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&" eply to note of 06/31/13 !j 3 ' --

N=IrRM: OL, I ITI .MOM .J j0 ,.
Subject: PSIVATZ $LAWi OC
Sob Okley LA ."l0LA D.C. to ask them to call
taei Ide"87 L IeLrua- at least Qjatl
si a.m. erse s IvLa4 Mt. Per lob's request. I called Res 8.
ad passed the am request to hLO. L S &ato froe the 1se 8Orce
vhli had forecast weir-$ T4lase.L

- A

V, 7.2 ..
to 25 72S

I
Dick $ecard called very early t- to s vi- hat
v/ vhe we have been workLa, told Dst-'that :hj P1 hLei'OII bad ppCOR
the afor activity for Friday and thac 'is ware and supportve.
DIck met", that bet these Suntlsen 'go on & "/c a fw eiaut" ago headed
for UmssslO. It is distinctly possible that etcher or both say Osatio
this activity to some of our party while at the (ATO couvesostm. Vd
strongly urge that NCH approach,
in lrussals and SIPly express verbal "Vbanks for theLe a.sLStancQ Lthem
ioveaea: of the atertal from Israel. ]on Friday." It "ey also
be useful to urge the to say nothing to Anyone e1s on the matter.

Plese )4 s to 3C0 s Avail.

ii I 1;

P 0-1-
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SYST LM I IU
91229

DeceM ber 2, 1965

ACTION

JMORANDUM FOR JOKN H. POINDEXT

FROM: OLIVER L. NORTH

SUBJECT: Trip to Panam and Honduras

Based on your guidance, arrangements have been made for you to
meet with General Noriega in Panama (Dec 4) and General Lopez in
Honduras (Dec 5). The itinerary and substance of your meetings
have been discussed with State (DASS bill Walker) and SOUTHCO4
(General Calvin).

Attached at Tab I is a NSC Staff Travel Authorization Sheew for a
proposed trip to Panama and Honduras on Decvember 4-5, 1965.

ParticipantstMhWYJohn X. Poindexter

Mr. Richard Armitage

Mrd ilime akr

LTCOL Oliver North
Mr. Rkaemond Surghardt

General Itinerary (details at Tabs III and IV) i
Depart 2030 p.m., Wed, Dec 4 Andrew* AYD
Arrive 7:35 p.m. Howard AIr, Panama

.0•IRmain Overnight)
Depart 9:00 a.m., Thurs, Dec 5 Howard AFB, Panama
Arrive 9:50 a.m. Paluerola AS, Honduras
Depart 2:00 p.m., Thurs, Dec 5 Palmerola AS, Honduras
Arrive 7:10 p.m. Andrews A73

NSC will defray expenses for Worth and Surqhardt's travel.

Attached at Tab It is a memo from you to Don Regan requesting
a Special Air Mission (SAM) support for this trip.

Tabs III and IV provide an overview of the situation and the
objectives we hope to achieve in Panama and Ronduras,
respectively. Detailed talking points for your use during the
trip will be provided separately.

State (Walker), Defense (Armita t),, anday VAl &W

Burghardt concur.

Declassify: OADR

I HIT

- ---a -
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1. That yoa authorize Rick Benner to cut the appropriate travel
orders for North and Iurqhardt.

Approve Disapprove

2. That you initial and forward tho memo at Tab IZ.to Don R gan
requesting SAMs support for the trip.

Approve Disapprove

3. That you review Tabs III and IV prior to the trip.

Approve Disapprove

cc: Rick Bonner (Wio Tabs I?, III, and TV)

Attachments
Tab I - NSC Staff TravelAuthorization Sheet
Tab II - Poindexter Memo to Reqan
Tab III - Current Situation And our Objectives
Tab IV - Current Situation and our Oectives

for Panama
for Bondusas

~Ec~i~ ~szcmET

tin- -~

.4
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I. TAAVELER'tS pNAME. 01Ivr., w)~ ad Ray Urqhardt

PURpOSE(S), iVtNT(S), DATZ(Sj 7fotofficial meetings in Pana"&
.And HandurAS DlaeLer 4-. 1-195.

3. ITINERARY (Please Attach Copy of Proposed Itinerary)u s ee memo
SYSTQI 1! 912;

DEPARTURE DATE Wed, Dec 4 RETURN DATE ThursD c 5

TIM/ 2:30 p.m. TII 7 7l0 p.m.

4. MODE OF TRANSPORTATION:

GOV AIR XX COM RCZAL AIR..W_____ AILOT R

S. ESTIMATED EXPENSES:
(1126.00 per diew'for c

TRANSPORTATION____ PER DIEx xX O'T .R__ TOTAL TIP COSTS232;'00

WNO PAYS EXPENSES NSC x . OT E.
4wmmm N/A

7. 17 NOT NSC, DESCRIBE SOURCE AND ARRANGEMENTS:

S. WILL FAMILY a.hER ACCOMPANT YOU: YES . NO xx

9. IF SO, WHO PAYS FOR FAMILY ZJER9 (If Travel Not Paid by Traveler,
Describe Source and Azrangments): N/A

10. TRAVEL ADVANCE R.EQUTSTED: S 0.00

11. REMKARS (Use This'Space to Indicate Any Additional Items You Would
Like to Appear on Your Travel Oders):

ST.RAVELERS SIGNATURE:

13. APPROVALS:
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v 904.
COWFIDZNTIL

-MOANDUM FO R -DONALD To - RAN

rROM: JOHN M. POINWDXTER

SUBJECT: Special Air Mission (SAM) Support

It is requested that a SAM C-20 aircraft be provided for a
proposed trip to Panama and Honduras on December 4-5, 1985. The
purpose of the trip is to review the current situation in Central
America with key government officials in these two countries.
The itinerary for the trip is indicated below:

Proposed Itinerary:

Depart
Arrive

Depart
Arrive
Depart
Arrive

2:30 p.m.,
7:35 p.m.

9:00
9:50
2:00
7:10

&.12o

p.m.,
p.

Wed, Dec 4

Thurs, Dec 5

Thurs, Dec 5

Andrews AF9 -.
Howard 1.7, Panama
(Remain Overnight)
Howard AFI, Panama
Palierola AS, Honduras
Palmerola Al, Honduras
Andrews Afl

cc: The Honorable Richard P. Riley
Assistant to the President and
Director of Special Support Services

CONFIDENTZAL
Declassify; OADR .U'ffiffVW'W1 JP""
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SECRET 

based on discussions with Walker at State and Gonezal Galvin, tho
following detailed itineary has been proposed for Panama: /

Wednesday, Deceomber 4, 1915:

1935 . Arrive Howard --AM Panamas proceed to USAF Rdqtrs
1940 - 2010: 30 minute briefing v/General Galvin at USAF Hdqtrs

2010 - 2030: Proceed via USSOUTHCOM auto to SOUTHCOM Rdqtrs for
mtg w/General Noriega

2030 - 2100: Mtq v/General Noriega; attendees: Poindexter,
Galvin, Walker

211S - 2200: Recap brcifing at CC, USSOUTUCOM residence w/U.S.
team and General Galvin

2200 - morn: Poindexter RON at Qtrs 1 w/General Galv*nj
remainder of U.S. teas RON at Casa Carribe

Thursday, December S, 1965

0700 - 07301 Breakfast (Otrs I and Casa Carribe)

0730 - 0745: Proceed to USSOUTHCOM Op Ct:

0745 - 0845: USSOUTHCON regional security briefing

0845 -0900: Proceed to Hovaed PFI, Panaa

0905 - 0950: Enroute to Honduras via C-20

SECRETn
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SEGR.ET

Thursday, December 5, 191S
0950: Arrive Palmerola Air Base, Honduras (save one

hour enroute -- 1 hour and SO minute flight)

1000 - 1215:

1215 - 1315:

Discussions with General Lopez; attendees:
Poindexter, U.S. team, and Amb Ferch

Working lunch at CTF Bravo (U.S. military exercise
hdqtrs)

1315 - 1400: Options"

A

B - , r'Ieia briPnl byWmquciqlpa

1400 - 110: Fnroute from Palmerol& Air Base to Andrews AFB

DO.LS ifv! OAIR.

. .I-- . .. . ..W
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EXHIBrr OLN-268

g hOfI~bV lad h tee Uo oloaq operation in a foreign
coqntiY (including all sUpport ne It to operatim) is

im Olrtalnt to thfe national eowrVc of the QnLit st.ates, |and

4ue to Ito e xtreme sensitivity end securitY rlu, . determine

It £8 eeeentil to limitpile, notice, ad dilsel thbe OlteCtog

of Central Intelligence .~r a ce mIIO-f, OD J t-tI~d his Pn i n4tng;
to the conhEOSS a pov-ri M o oriTI-Natonl

Security Act of 16147, as amended, Ot~ !eherwvtse difct¢.i
-01-(and direct the irocWor o Central 0ntelliIenc", 01 bIe

doelnee, to reporr ythl Pndingt to the ietoLli1 lcoeci ltoea
@f the CongresS pursuant to Stction a of th e a ttotl (

security Act of 1it , as amended, ad to p ovide sucs biiefings

as necessary.)

.1

04tISRIP'T1(ON

Work with [ranian eLeaents, groups and individuals,
selected foreign liaLson services and third @ountcleeI
all of which ace sympathetic to U.S Govecnnont
Interests and which do not conduct 0 O t

tccociat actions directed against U.S. pecoonso
property or interests, fo the purpose Of$
(1) establish ng a moce moderate ge0vonnt. in Iran,

and (2 obtaining Iron the significant intelligence
not otherwise obtainable# to detesmilnethe C-.rent
ICAnian 4oveimAent's intentionO vith Cepet to its

neit h s and with Cespect to tefforlt actse Provide

funds, inteligeAcep coontentelliqencp tcimIAg,

guidanceS&A4 G..amitcatioEWassistance to these
esmnt, g to, idiyiuajllo liaison services and

third (nittee Is support of these aotivLtles.

Uatablisb .ootaot with the more oderste elements
within and tiOtde the GOVwerniRst o9 n tg o estai S sh

thei redbility with that @ovecanen t y the

= 16oS of a.*.ame ..ipmeft and related mtciel to

eo elemente on candlitios that these terials be

lilited L their USo essentiallY to the gc&otraqi
ealiet. This aseistaace will be discontinued If the

a.s. ovefABOt tes tlt these elements are
m isusingor Ltend to Miso*e t i ssistando for the

ps pose| of lnatitatinl telscist actionsaGaiGnst0.ona 0'I interests, orotherwise.

T" White 111 lt I @014
*.4CA11IU a

04%01 3 JanmAglP ffl_____ -LW ~

KLLI

1I "

gig" !
LILMMi ~t ~v. NoW WO CO U _-
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14f, OcLn
MOM6040o Do

M1 I235
•L tile -Fur"";

hereby find that the following operation in A foreir
country including all-support necessary to Ouch operation) is
important te the national security of tA* United states, and due
to its extreme sensitivity and security risks I determine it &s
essential to limit prior notice, and direct the Director of
Central Zntelligence to refrain from roportioq this Finding te
the Congress as provided to Section 501 of the National Security
Act of 1947, As amended, until I otherwise direct.

ScoPz DCSCAIZFToP

Iran work with Iranian elements, groups And Individuals,
selected foreign liaison services And third countria,
all of which are sypathett to 0.S. Government
interests and vhichdo not conduct or support terrorist
actions directed against U.S. persona, property or
interests, for the purpose ol El) establishing a more
moderate government In Iran, and (3) obtaining from
then significant intelliqence not otherwise obtainable,
to determine the current Iranian Government's inten-
tions with respect to its neighbors and with respect to
terrorist acts. Provide funds, intelligence, counter-
intelligence, training, guidance and communication
assistance to these elements, groups, individuals,
liaison services and third countries in support of
these activities.

The CIG will act to facilitate efforts by third parties
and third countrijs to est&blsh contact with moderate
elements within And outside the Government of Iran by
providing these elements with arms, e"ipsent and
related materiel La order to enhance the credibility of
these elements La their effort to achieve a more
pro-U.S. government tn Iran by demonstrating their
ability to obtain requlsite resources to defend their
country against Iraq and intervention by the Soviet
union. This support will be discontinued if the U.S.
Government learns that these elements have abandoned
their goals of moderating their government and
appropriated the materiel for purposes other than that
provided by this finding.

The White Rouse OCR 9&.oJol-of
Washington, D.C. COPY I
Date: 3 January 1916 /

Parial1, DecaiJfied/eltad O1#X1' ED ExSthP2 Tfund-r pmvioni of LO. - Ux LA IFI[I Xby) S. Rjjjr. N,,Uinal Segurty CounilH

-F
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~N 9549

Z hereby find that the folowing-opotatioR in o fotosg
€oOA5t1 (ii@ iidin, ell support noceusary to such operation) LaLuportant to the nationea security of the.United Sttesrand iuf

to its extreme sensitivity and soeruit tic, exe d etermn e it isesential to Limit prior notice and d ree the oirector of

Central Ifntelligonco to rerine from reprting this Finding tothe Con reres provided in Section sg o the 9StonaL 9ecr9ty
• At of I 547, ae amended, until I otherwiso direct.

Iren Assit selected friendly format iaison eovices and
third countries, which, hae ee tbSclshed relationships
with Irain eL nite, groups and individuals
sympathotie to U.S. Government interests and which do
not conduct or support terrorist cties directed

against U.S. persons. prope rty or interests, for the
purpose ota iii establishing - more moderate glovern-•
nt in Iran, (2) obtaining from them siqnificentintelligence not otherwise obtane ble, to detemine the

cCrrent Zrsnian Govermonts intentions VtLh respect to
its neighbors and ith respect to terrorist aices and
t) fucthorins the release of the Americean hostages
held in lsirut and preventing additional terrorist acts
by theao groups. Provide funds, intelligence, counter-
intelligence, training, guidance and coemunications ad
other necessary aeistanceo t these elemntr, groups,
individuals, loion services and third countries in
support of theso activities.

age ins w.il aet to aeiltteo efforts by third parties

and third countries to setabllsb contact with raerateelements within and outside the Government of Iran by
providing these oleaentn wi th arms. eqsigntcand
related nteriol in oeret to enhance the credibilty of
these elements n teir effort to echisve a ore
pooU.S govern e is iras by demnstrtin their

ablity to obtain requisite resources to doeen theircountry against araq and intervention by the Soviet
Unio .th e support vil be discontinued if the U.S.
Government learns that hose elements hve abandoned
their goals of oderatir their overnment and
appropriated the materi for purposes other ta that
provided by ths fiinding.

ratat ed Janui a i o teae c ibths elementsd isthi efctt ahev Dc
PIG0.8 goenmn 10n Irnbydmosraighi
ability 5 sUd t i s s th

covtr a&L~tIrq ndineren i byth ove
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EXHIBIT OLN-268C

N2723

: hereby find the this folle"iaq eeratie La 6toneics

08"Ury 1141 a n sessea" O- --- db cto)t

! ""t , " ge" te MI @*esrt of ited IMa o am te "Lgr t testaL sepporty "gl *a , ~ i

to t r eme seasivity am eomity ziote# z de ura" Lto
essential to I t pari etisn and di _t the i #S."Cr ef
Contra& Zatesti"MeM to retrn fre erpst in this FLading to
th Emee a8 pmided in lee#oto 101.o4 the atios" seeuity

&n*IN7,4 amended. utl&IehfiElO.-mu .- /mm s/

lras Assist seleted (iondly toreic lesson soleosswe
third iesatulee woiLch o established reltionshipo
with irasian ele* ento, g pe and LLdlvldwls
symathatie to 9.O. Oernmst toreeto MA Wbich e
not foosiet of support terrorist. actio9no eted
against g.. rseon, roe rt o itarest. fair the
"We0 ots 1O) esta011h.C mort moderate govera-
"at a "ia, (21 obtais• In e t 8os Bigafleivt
£atolligteae not otherwise obtainable, to 4etemise %e
arrest Irala Govercnmset'e lateationo with respect to
its neighbors and with reepet to torrcrist & , &nd
(3) ftrth*ing the release of the Amricn hoeetags
hold inD eirt ad preveatig addItlol terr erist acts
bry these oups. Provide funde, LstelliLVene, orntes-

1telilesee, tzialiat, Vidanas and eeiiaaleatioes nA
ote seeaz assistance to these elemints*euy8
WLvid~le, .lalooem services, an third matre

support ol these setiitieo.

nh UW will set to tselitate effete by third pertLes
&ad third eoatzLes to establish contact with moderate
elements withia ard outside the Governiment of Iran by
providing these element* with arm, equhipsrit ad
related aterLol in order to eahance the credibility of
Owe olemate is teir effort to achieve a more
#poP-l.S. government is _ram by damonstrati m the ir

ilty to obtain reqLIsLt resources tod adeer their
Coatry against Irsq and intervention by the Soviet
vion. fths support will be disconLnuod it the f..
4overrant learns that thse elements have abandoned
thlr "ols e moderatig their jovermeat and
Approrated the materiel for purposes other than that
provided by .t e Findia.

noe White 11ouse 0.4T .hiRtEoo eo3
04ta8 6I January IM0 'TO . .S.E.C
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-i
~Th aaa..'. N 4U

: hereby find that th folilving operation in a foreign
country (In l0td8i all support aeeer to suah oporatioal ie
important to the national :eUity of ait"d States. and due
to its extreme sensitivi Ity ris, I eetermlne it io
eeentlial to limit prior notice. 4A4 direst the Oirettor of
Central Inwlligesce to refreia from reporting this finding to

Jhe Cong re$@ as provided in .ftiom s0 etof the U1tiooal security
Adt ofP149, as amended. until I otherwise 4irest.

Assist selected friendly ferelgn1 liaLiea eervicoe,
third countries and third parties which ave
established relationships with Iranian Oleents,

groups, and individuals sympathetic to U.S. Government
interests and which do not conduct or support terrorist
actions directed against U.S. persons. property or
Interests, for the purpose ofl l establish shing a more
moderate government In Iran, (21 obtaining trom then
significant intelligence not otherwise obtainable, to
determine the current Iranian Governmnt's Intention@
with respect to its neighbors and with respect to
terrorist acts, and 13) furthering the release of the
American hostaqes held In Seirut wnd preventing
additional terrorist aets by these coups. provide
funds, intelligence, counter-intelligence, training,
guidance and communications and other necessary
assistant to these elements, groups, Individuals,
lisiso, services and third countries in support of
these activities.

The 9I4 will *et to facilltate efforts by third parties
"n third countries to establish contact with moderate
elements vithia End outside the Government of Iran by
providing these elements with arms, equipment and
related materiel in order to enhance the credibility of
those elements in their effort to achieve a more
pro4S. government in Sran by demonstrating their
ability to obtain requisite resources to defend their
country against Iraq and Intervention by the loviet
Union. This support will be discontinued if the U.S.
Government learns that these elements have abandoned
their goals of moderatIn their government and
appropriated the materiel for purposes other than that
provided by is i g.e

IOUs" =1 ( 'O IS 0155
t, D.C. ~ ~ Copy I
L11 lead5

IOLN-9DU
I~~ ~ -iI.. , *iii' -E

lo

The Mite
Washingtou
Dae Jau I,,f R,.• o ,.
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EXHIBIT OLN-270

NATIONAL, SCURITY COUNCIL
wAMbIMG . 0C. MW

January 24, 156

ACTION

MEMOPANDUM FOR

FROJ:

SUBIJECT:

PLEASE DESTROY AFTER READING

JON M. POINDSX R

OLIVER L. MORT

Operation Recovery

Please find attached at Tab A a notional timeline for major
events in Operation Recovery. To a-y knowledge the only persons
completely cognizant of this schedule are:

John Poindexter
Don Fortier
Oliver North
John McMahon

Clair Georqe

Dewey Clarridqe

Richard Secord
A ziram ir
Prise Minister Shimon Peres

REC"E1D..

NOv .2 te

C ' ( ece, t

That you privately discuss the attachment with the President.

Approve Disapprove

Attachment
Tab A Notional Tiaelins for Operation RecovCr'

Ios: ,d P UFSE DISTRO AK'RsREAING '..o

TOP SECR EW
Declssifys OADR

on-Loq

N 9688
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N 9689
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82-681 - 88 - 35

0 0
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•TOP SECRET~StNSITIVT

PLrASE DESTROY AFTER READING
N 9690

a1Timline for Operation Recovery

Friday, January 24

0- CIA provide Cube and eight data to Copp for a/c loading.

CIA prepare intel sample for pass to Gorba.

-- Copp provide a/c tail 0 to CIA for pickup a%

Saturday, January 25 tOVr

Dispatch intel sple to G rb via harl e Al len. /
. Cooy--' e:e :,

Sunday, January 26

-- C. Allen deliver intel sample to Gorba at Churchill Hotel,
London.

-- Copp finalize a/c requirements v/air carrier in Oklahoma.

Monday, January 27

*- Gorba place intel sWple on 1300 GMT flight to Tehran fm
Frankfurt, Germany.

Wednesday, January 29

-d Gorba transfer funds for purchase/transport of 1000 basic
TO~s to Israeli account at Credit Suisse Sank, Geneva.

-- Israeli account manager automatically transfers deposit fa
Israeli account to Copp account in same bank (bank record
keeping transaction).

-- Copp's account manager automatically transfers $6K to CIA
account-in smebank -(bank record keeping -transaction) .

PLEASE DeSTROY AFTM A DING

te'_08s yOADRt
SENSITIVETOP SECRET
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TOP-SECRET ti
.~2 -S.NSITIVZ

PLEASE DESTROY .Tr R RZADI'4G

Thursday, January 30 4WC00

CIA transfers $6M to DOD account by vire service S
transaction.

CIA orders movement of 1000 TOW-siles fa 000 storage
facility Anniston, Alabams, to"

-- CIA bills Copp account $26K for coAt of moving 1000 TQW
missiles fm Anniston, Alabma, ta

Friday, January 31

Sunday, February 2

Copp travels to Israel for site survey of transfer point
(Eliat, Israel).

Copp proceeds to rendezvous in Rome w/Clarridge to establish
cormand post.

Monday, ebruary 3

SE"SITIVZ

TOP SECRET
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TOP SECRET
3

PLEASE DESTROY ATZER READING

Tuesday, February 4

--4 1000 TOWs sanitized and prepared for shipping

N 9692
SL SvTZVI

NOV .

Ccry 4.6 *

-- Cepp a/c packers arrive at and arrange for
Copp a/c to lift TOWs f m ly lA Dases ban Antonio, TX, on
CIA contract.

Wednesday, February S

am Copp a/c arrives Kelly AT Bale for loading.

am CIA provides remainder of first Intel sample to Gorba at
Iranian Embassy in Sonn, Germany.

Thursday, February 6

-** Copp a/c commence lifting TOWs t oKelly AF Base to transfer
point at Cliat, Israel.

am Israeli A *sterilized' 707 a/c arrives at transfer point
for loading.

-- Copp aircrew arrives Eliat, Israel, to pilot Israeli a/c.

-- Remainder of first Intel sample flovn fm Germany to Tehran
in diplomatic pouch on scheduled Iran Airways flight.

Friday. February 7

m Israeli 'starLle a/c piloted by Copp crew commences
movement of TOW* fm Eliat to Bandar Abbas, Iran, via Red Sea
route.

PLEASE DESTROY AFTIR READING

TQP~SECRE SENSITIVE
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TOP SECRET 9693
,... :_:.. -_U 4 SENSIZTIVE

PLEASE DESTROY AFTZAE IN ecV4

Saturday, rebry-ary- ......2 mNv la

-- Delivery of 1000 TOWs completed.

-- 2S Hiballah released by Lahad. '$ 'e'

Returning Israeli a/c pickup 10 KAWs at Tehran airport for
return to Israel.

Sunday, February 9

-- ALl U.S. hostages released to U.S./ritish or Swiss E assy.
-- Second group of 2s Hizballah released by Lahad.

=- Israelis return $5.4K to Gorba when KAWKs land in Israel.

Monday, February 10

Gorba transfers funds to Israel account for purchase/trans-
portation of 3000 TOWs (amount transferred is sufficient to
cover purchase of 508 additional TOWs owed to Israel for
Weir release and all transportation costs).

Israelis transfer funds to Copp account at Credit Suisse
bank, Geneva.

Copp transfers funds to CIA account for purchase/transporta-
tion of 350S TOWs (21.0481K).

-- Four (4) remaining Lebanese-Jews released by Hizballah.

Tuesday, February 11 (Anniversary of Iranian-Islamic Revolution)

-- XhomheinL steps down.

-- CZA transfers $21.048m to 000 account for purchase of 3508
TOWs at $6K each.

CIA starts moving TOWs to f Anniston,
Alabama,- in lots of 1000.-

PLEASE DESTROY AlTER flADING

SENS ITIVETOP'SECRET
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TOP SECRET
5

PLEASE DESTROY AFTER PIrADtN

Thursday, February 13

-- Copp packers return to

Tuesday, February 1

N 9694
SENSITIVE

NOW

Co' ece,

-0 Copp ale pickup 1000 TOWs at Kelly A? lage# Texass deliver
to transfer point (Zliat).

-- Israeli sterilized" 707 a/c w/Copp crew comences delivery
of 1000 TOWs to Iran.

Thursday, February 20

o-0 Copp a/c pickup 1000 TOWS at Kelly AY Base, Texasi deliver
to transfer point Elist).

m- Israeli sterilizedd" 707 a/c w/Copp crew commences delivery
of 1000 TOWS to Iran.

Saturday, February 22

-- Copp a/c pickup 1000 TOWi at Kelly AF base, Texas; deliver
to transfer point (Eliat).

-- Zsraeli *sterilized* 707 a/c w/Copp crew commences delivery
of 1000 TOWs to Iran.

Monday, February 24

mm Copp a/c returns ta
for delivery to Israel.

pickup 501 TOWs

mm Collett'(lritish hostage) and Italian hostaqes released and
luckley remains returned.

Tuesday, February 25

mm Second sample of intel provided to Gorba at Iranian Embassy
in Donn, Germany.

PLEASE DESTROY AFTZR READING

TOP SECRET : sI-, JV
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EXHIBrr OLN-271

V.

ACTION

SJr40IDZ 1MRO

rRom I

SUBJgCT s

NATIONAL SC JfTfY COUNCIL
WASHINGtOK.S.M

february 1, ll91

PLZASR DITROY AMflR ADIQ

NO-AGL

N 9884

ic ,,
JOM K. POINCKX1 R

OLIVER L. No q X

Operation Recovery

Ths frjlor±ng is text of encrypted message from Copp at 0130 this
morning,

"Aircraft returned safely to Den Gurion this morning at 0730
iR HAWK missiles aboard. Gorba called one hour ago.

will head Iranian side of meeting in Germany along
1" Wrs. Iranians will provide.all names after we ltve
and titlet__o them through Gorba*, ranmwd I

KS?.

with

, A & ii ai 6Yvevia private LanIn & -Orankfurt, Thursday p..Meeting to start at 1700 in Iranian
EmbaSsy (sie) for two hours. Iranians would then proceed back to
Iran to check 'quality' of data. Iranians have asked for second
delivery of S a on Fri'da n. hey saythey will release
all hostages if, They Say we
will get hostages riaayot aturdi 0TaeyW1Ivism a future
meeting in Iran with us to consider next steps while we are
deai4ve .. ne atn* ea fq~s. aaai-

R oW t1 n amv e f&r e r sj c eowin sae$ ueig frceout da

pit (Office of Israeli Prime minister)
KGCW Adams (Director, Current Intelligence - DIA) (AK - Secord)
Willian Goodb (Office of President)
Albert Kakim (Support Assistant to Director DIA)

Based on the above, the CIA (Clarridge) has been asked to produce
documents identifying Adams as DIA to avoid having Copp Use his
own passport. To date, CIA has refused to provide his with any
alias documentation. Albert faki aIs VP of one of the European
companies set up to handle aid to resistance moavama .4 is
fluent in farsi and would need one time alias dow jam a8a
DIA official. .. r

' /Rele ~ ased 0A1TER READIN
:I.s ) P"7:~ a.~ASt DESTO TIR D

by . P .. ,in

I eas8s11y1 QADR ,Lmo
2
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16

PLM.AS DI$THIt AF'zRIt ND"Z
N 9885

it to reconisd that th re4I a significant problem
_ _N Nowever, vea b. M9m__ oh

closer t04 Solution than ONrler bellevd
attendance at the frankfurt meeting tends to6IU "FW hope
that this whole endeavor can succeed this weekLtve mt to
be forthcoming.

Pr=oO NDATbON

-That you urge bireelor Casey to provide.
________ on

Disapprove --

PLZAS2 DESTROY AFTER AUZADQ

OffA pprove ._
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To: NSOL -- PIA

* Reply to note of 02i':7166

20 j i&~~2AdII' ~jN
MM n :ROMt KI~iANS u ''e ~ ~

Subject: IachaSgo
No sweat OZ. I just let a separate mote about not shar9inl with John because
I had forgotten to put it in the other note. ad t fully uwderstaAd the narow
path he is trying to walk between those who VSAt to so balls Out for the wrong

"Casos (tsaon) and those who donot want to do It at all CGPS aW Cap). So
ploy

it ay way you must. As for my comiteats don't worry -about theas set it up
any way you wish that it works for them. I only i mentioned It to John to ask
that he try to give a heads up soon so that I can cancel-*Which I lm lad
to do--with some grace.

,4 0%er ! , , iE .
- ____-_______tj~ 9, *

AN#O26?U4

/3,,
41077

;A;* 4AC t.r, 0.,"'*Ili Z. J"-.6

if 9 01
4*0
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EXHIBIT OLN-273

TO: so FOR Y"o ONLY

PKIM: TM.
V.IS*CT*: P3(5041 5 1 1ON
THECKEY PONTS O M

ON AXlTC5Y MlTIAO, ULVET, CNm~N, NO lAThOI wIGG

4 ATAJO DILAIN9 0 15D IS MN PO WITH, POSITIVEcel A"I a Al I %.A I vL & m.~

Pt[J1.0Y 2?, 1186

OlT W I r' Wl.CSDY AO

0(5. l ''s a2spo4E
-w w. .W as opv WWI W MW W~J 1W WWI WC UM T TM5T

TMR PO4. CCODIM TO ULVW, Mi AN M1O DO M AM" "0 1TE o.

ICcURD' POtSPA.LY AS D w@@S. TO Sir1 NUT TO NIM. OUING, AT*&4's WN
TO IN,, M.E WLD CAIEO j TM pON, KISA, UN, " AGCY 0 AfYOW ElSE m
ca IINI4 O. m1.E SorwIE IN G.IINw Tim OP avlU yN *a mS. CCcADY IS
REPORTED AS SAYING MKL0 1 WILL VIIC~ AID W T14 PAKM IS PASSE. AS
ME Wit STATING THIS, AETWIN PO IN T104T' I SMLD RE IA ASSISTIC TOO
AS IT IS TrI3LY A URSENTAT11W 9OY. PCO.Y t" SAID TO ACM .

TH IOTTON LIl Pw 0 c. €4 me UT u A 1Es IS Cmm OISTS? OF
TICPION 0 TIHE ACINISTRATI0I, AND A M LIIn DT ROSLO NO CM1 AM MT WIM).W
DRESSI1G TO APPAS CONCALS. TIC NCAS ASICEC A Nl.16 OP UASTI" RET.:T T7 3
WERE TI PRniR IS GOING LCI MAR. WILL TMC AMKINISTRATIO, K W= IN 1 PMO.-"
FOR MORE AID?

, A LIST OP OI*9AITI0P6 K4L KS 4 PRESVTM To ELLIOT FOR THC o
". I ,,[RSTAND ME [MI'KS THE AM A GOOD IDEA N0O 1 GOIN To ASK rO

SI TI T TI4EY AM WM Ol. ELLIOT, TS* Sl* KAG, ,0 STRESS LIlY
IN REGAm To ALL OP TI4. Tma LIST wis pwsmWE ST uLvatr me C.#c*ftON
SD4ALP OF WKLO *M a C WHO * ARE 11N AOM0~4T AT LEAST THAT IS "IT I t*'ERSAIC

THE POINTS-ARE: so iOsC Iso 1 oUT OP wAsHIP~T. CMLD, OR w~rvU
IS "0'S UP IN WAHIG4lON, DOES NOT WT TO MAVt TO
WORK WITH A PARMM.L PON STRUTLRE. 9S= IS NOT ACCEPTABLE
AS A MJS 2 IN 11THE U0 *PIPt.

&--A , S-1CTARY G MAL- IS NOM .O LN0. VALOEVIA IS
1 MING, IlECP TIWV. TM NE SECRETAY GVERAL

WILL 1*4 MW 110 AMlO M RE lPF&CTI4.

* K f PUP MI- Nritl S0RC OR UG S0CAS,
1*0 AJ4V. N0 MORE PRIVA1I PON ACCOUNTS.

O A MIH.TOR POR TMC TRIPE A M W. TC OSVIOS
PER KING PAGESO IS CMUZ. TS IS NOT NCSSARILY
A r-m POINT, A IT If NOT A ITWOR OWE, JUST
A lU0GlM.
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UN~LA~SiILU,° !UL ASSirltU

U.Vl[tT WAS h CrACTD BY [ ABOUTHI$ ApS ImID. it 0A.Y 1m A5
IT TH(RUGM T GAARVI tE, A IT WAS ASSUMED ME NiEW.

WHILE IN "S iN T P H ET WITH A NLMMOF PEOPLE INCLUDING: A8RAIs, c'

MCCtAOY LT ALL. NOT THAT IT IArT~tS, WT HE STILL 1I AN ASSET.

0 W __ESOAY FeBUARY 26, ,LVArT, CRUZ, AM ,W4S LEOY4 OF THE N.Y. TIMES L.E_'
FORt CAT oATIoN. ROBI.O IS SuppOSED TO MEET THFr T rw .

0 r-w-LlTTHAL SO 9! eSIL INIAS OR Toq *ES!A#4IP4 O 0 ' w !.
A.-C TO -%Ow ~wAn NoArEOTTo -'yt Ne poOOs.

SAYS HE WIU., BU jUS T S THA ACCOUNT TO 04A IT TO. 00 YOU '4AVT
IN MIND?

LA" 41A Ay 60maIN THIICAM IDOIWM NOAT TO BK FLWNO',!R
THE S9ftOER, AT r NIS Is AMINGTON WAS TELI.I iWEAALSO S~t
IF THE Y AFLO .NI IN, GAINGO5 AR ANT TO FI.Y T4E, A4 TEY CEATAIN.Y ARE NO-,

FLY LETHAL CARGO. EAST'S CM4NT IS "I ILL. FLY M4YrMTAG *O*(A, JUST GIvE -E
AN ACCOUNT "

I W~OPL! ARE STILL WAITING FPM A MO. AS A 94~OW O =PAITH, TMYA.N7~
OS O IALI -= ADOS OP OF . ADVISEYOU OCCw X<CRE.rISO 5-.,:S.

I TIM TAM OFP BOOKLYN'S PEOPLE AE STILL WA T " RS"h LETHAL. PAADWAA! T:
TAKE IN WITH T-H. i *E ST WW tKM UT Lf iSTAN T HEE STILL !S "

Mhw_4ENT. AMi TOO -AK CANXI ~.IE THt E CISAYGOCS I N5POR ltIR S6.000.

A M-TOLDOL GIN USASUEDBYAAS TO STAY 4N UNTIL LY.- IfPT[HIS IS.._E.AS!.
WOULD SGr T .SS,M IS FIRM. 4 *HOE ET t W L ,IKES ,,ORKING WITH Him.

MY BIGGEST COICEMN IS TmISo4I EFFORT .As jfm INTO A T tEl KIG i CIRCUS WII'<°.
A RINGM.AST.. THERE IS NO CCRAL LLAOLSIP. ELL.IOT " STATE AE TRYING F Lt...
0' THE ACCUM, OUT THEY AARN OT OPUATI ¥ALY ORIUM.

i LOT OF LIP SERVICE IS BING GIMd TO TH EXPORT IN CONGRESS, BUT OOE S' S :
4 I0C IS ORCHESTU EATING T) LEGISLATTVE STPATIEGY ON THI HILL. CMMR4 A ASR.l'S

ALO4G WITHKA S4 TO BN AT Tt IE ..M.

UNCLASSIFIED
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EXHIBIT OLN-274

I O - 1 .,

1C4I W1y[ MOUSE[
WW~I oWl

ACTION -

N 6694

MEMORANDUM FOR TXI PRESDW.

FROM

SUSJZCT3

JOSH X. POXMDZXTgR

Special Mission and Letters to the Presidents o!
El Salvador and londuras

Issue

low best to reassure Presidents Napoleon Duarte of 21 Salvador
and Jose Ascona of Honduras of our resolve ad comitment.

Sackeround

After the negative vote on
^Aia'n a r.muarniman vP**&..md

pLtAc W4volawe tWwosupr. &M1.U9U Was WWopos WApoitical eft fox eupporti"19 the D.S. proposal.

Today's House vote against additional assistance to the
XLcaraquan democratic resistance is liable to have the same

lit&") of or deterna4tion to sMcceed in aiding the
refilta"e und Is osuriag their security. Letters to both
PreiLdents (Tabs A anda) ddreuJ specif c concerns raised in
discussions vith our embassies this afternoon.

Discuseion

As a result of the National Security Plauhing Group meeting this
afternoon, It vas decided to dispatch Assistant Secretary 2lliott
Abrams, General Jack Calvin (USSOTCOi), and a team of
IIspecialist to the r"Lon. The visit by the team and the letters
at Tabs A and a will assure the Governments of 31 Salvador and

UNCLASNF
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,,~

QI "a

N 6695

iHonduraS that regardless of todar's vote, you. persona ly, and
the Administration are deterntied that the Nicaraqrua. resistance

II | i receive the support their deserve. Z. Honduras, ve are
U prepared to pro.':de expedited and, If necessary, enhanced
Ssecurity assistance to deal vith their border: proble.j we are
also prepared to release a portion of the 5OO In Honduran SF
which has been withheld pending internal economic reforms. The
visit to 91 Salvador and your letteT to President Duarte are more
symbolic but, nonetheless, essential.

Pecommendt ion

ON No

That you siqn the letters at Tabs A and a.

Prepared by:
Oliver L. Nort.

Attac."uents
Tab A - Letter to Duarte
Tab I - Letter to Aicona

* - . *,
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EXHIBIT OLN-276

UNCLASSIFIED
Tree: xSJInP --CPVA
To: NSOJ --CPVA

- Reply to note of 04/1/IIS 16:4O

Date end %to O l/l/I4 19.0.:'&

N 9212

MMf T1O4: JCH' POlWOL7KR
Subject: PRIVATt UlAS. CI(CK
You "ay go ahead end go. but I beet several points made clear to thee. There
are pat to be any parts delivered until all the hostages its free It

accordance with the pla that you leIsd out for me before. oet of this half
shipment before an)- are released crap It ts either all of nothing. Also you
may tell them that the President is getting very enoyed at their ¢otinual
etellinag. Me will Ot agree to any sore changes ts the plan. either they agree

finally 0o the arrangements that have been discussed Or we &te Sotn to
p4ermeatly cut oft all contact. If they really want to save their asses free

the Swiete. they should elt o board. I beginning to suspect thee
doesn't have fuck authority.

cc: NSPIT -- CPUA PAUL T'OIIPSOII,

* .'~~4ILz.
I ~r~jC:~: i

UNCLASSIF IVf
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To# ISJmp -- cpga
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o3 ri P2 o2 OLIVI molts--3s _I

Subject: WTVAIN P08 See ON tll
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EXHIBIT OLN-280

* eS"RET.
C c: 4/28/86 1035 3ij.

26151S51 Apr Ii.

. Olmstead here in office and is rseoting with Grant at 14C

today. Abe still in Copenhagen with our lawyer finali::g

purchase of ship. Deal has been made after thre days of

neqoeiations. The Danish captain is up and eager for t.e rss.c-

-- he now works for us. We are asking Grant to: firm fixed price

contra :t of S1.2M for six months. He will p:Qb-;Iy balk a: this

price sirce he wants to go month to month, but we have to sel

- insure a vessel worth over 400K and a three-man crew. Our rough

guess is that our monthly operating cests will be 50 -- t e

average charge per .-..onth for a vessel fo this type is "SOK.

Therefore, we are asking 50K per month for risk.

2. Tem is in London now trying to get on road to

complete SP deal.

t . *r" *.,d' ,

4. hUere do we stand with Adam? .

5. :.O rew deposits., Agds. Dick. IT

SECRET EXHII
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EXHIBIT OLN-281

SICAZT62903

Co; : 4/23"/t*E 13)0

231745Z Apr 0.-~

1. Infiltration of lacky by maul* delayed indefinitely b M

Seems Slacky has developed severe case of lack of guts. Drop to

20 Indians still on for end of week.

2. Pis try and get Ob intel data for southern part of t Liaragua

-- especially radar predictions.

3. O1mstead meeting grant at 1400 today. Will advise.

4.ininks he will have a deal presented

tomorrow for 5 launchers and 15 ale. They want to 10

launchers and 30 asls but will do it in 2 traunches it we want.

Rgds. ST

SZCPZT

IT
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EXHIBrr OLN-282

lojSl$1,ST AI$

Part I. ee4 9w on letterhead as follows-.

Cert .cathon de DeStino finaL. Address to Lake RO0ouC~es, :.c..

P.O. Box 7284, Panama, Rep of Panama. $Qqqested text -s...

requLres 30 man-portable, surface toair

mL5ssle systems of the lrtzsah blow p&pe type. These systems

are for the exclusive use of thel land !or

defensive purposes. This systems should be sjrppe4d to

Signed by pfficleLeter

should be stamped wath officiaL seal it available.

Part 2. Good luck tonite.

Reqards

IT
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ULawi or 0 iticA Womms P N ts o N 7515
SUd S Jut 191. private AmerICan an Israeli citizens
Soperatea to **fect the release of the AM1racanhostoge. '- Beirut n exchne for providing certain factions Li.Iran with U.S.vrorgn Israeli military materiel. by September.

U.S. and Israel& Government officials became involved in this
endeavor in order to ensure that the ViG vouldl
-- not object to the Israeli transfer of embargoed materiel te

Irani

sell replacement items to Ierl as replenishment for IlXe
items sold to Iran by Israel.

on September A4', the Israeli Government, with the endorsement ofthe Ufa, transferred M05 basic OW missiles to Iran. Forty-oeghhours later, Reverend ben)amin Weir was released tn Beirut.
Subsequent efforts by both governments to continue this process
have set with frustration due to the need to oemunicate ourIntentions through an Iranian expatriate arse dealer isIn rope.
In January 1106, under the provisions of a nov Covert Action
Finding, the 0SC demanded a meeting with responsible Iranian
government officials.

On Febeuar)' 20, a U.S. Government official met with
%a first direct U.S.-Iranian eentact in over five y-ears.-Xt
this meeting, the U.S. aide made an effort to refocus Iranianattention on the threat posed by the Soviet union a" the need t
establish a longer there relationship between our two countriesbased on more than arme transactions. It was emphasised that thostage Issue was a 6hurdleo which must be crossed before thisimproved relationship could prosper. During the meeting, it albecame apparent *tAt outr eaditions/demds had not beer accurattransmitted to the Iranian Government by the internediary and &t
was agreed that:

-- W The US4 mld establish its good faith and bons fides by"smodetely providing 1,000 =OW missiles for sale to Iran.
This transaction was covertly completed or. February 21.
using a private .. firm &3b the Israeifs as internediari'

-- A subsequent meeting would be held In Iran with senior U.S
and Iranian officials during which the U.S. hostages would
be released.

- m Smediately after the hostages were safely in our hands, t)
U.S. would sell an additional 3,000 TOW missiles to Iran
using the same procedures employed during the September 19:
transfer.

1ff las6-Lys 0~ADXI
ill. 0
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N 7516
In ealy March, the Iranian ORpatriate intermediary demanded that
hI&i" conditions for release o! the hostages nov included the
prior i 1ae of 200 PMIz Missiles and an UnsPecified number ofKAPOM missiles. in addition to the 3.OOC TOWs vhich would be
delivered after the hostages were released. A Subsequent mo~t&A
was held with the &ntermed.ary in Parts oR atCh 1, wherein it
was explaised that the reuL recent for prior deliverIes violated
the understandings reached &a Fankfurt on February 20. end vere
therefore unacceptable. It was further noted that the Iranian
aircraft and ship launchers for these Missiles were &n such
disrepair that the assile could not be lauAched 4yen if provided
From March 9 until March 30, there was no further effort
undertaken on our behalf to ontect tAeLrnian Government or the
intrmediary. On March 244 xade &a unsolicitedcall to the phojia-drop in Maryland whiW Vi had established for
this purple. %* lsk*ed why we had not been In contact andurged that we Potceed expeditiously sInce the Situation In taint
was deteriorating rapidly No Was informed by or Farsi-e &kLq
interpreter that the conditions reqr"ing additional materiel
beyond the 3,000 TOWS were unacceptable and that we could to no

se provide anything else prior to the release of our hostages.
,,,bs erved tat we were correct in our assessment of their
b 0to use PNOiNIX and LWOW missiles and that tUe most

urgent requirement that Iran had was to place their current RAW
sseli O inventory in working condition. In a Subsequent phone

call, we agreed to discuss this matter with him and he indicated
that he would prepare an inventory of parts required to make
their UAW systems opertional. hs parts list was received on
march 2 , &and verified by CIA.

r On April 3, Art Gorbanifahr, the Iranian
aved in Washington. D.C. with instructions fromtonoonsate final arrangements for the return of the

Tstages.at.rbanifahr was reportedly enfranchised to negotiate
te types, quntitiee, and delivery procedures for materiel the

.. would sell to Iran through Israel. The meeting lasted
nearly &%L'light oe April 3-4# and involved numerous calls to
Tehran.

A ersi-speaking CIA officer In
attedaice washable to verl-fy the Substance of his calls to
Tehran during the meeting. subject to Presidential approval, it
was agreed to proceed as follows

•. - Sy onday, April 7, the Iranian Government will transfer
$17 million to an Israeli account In Switzerland. The
Israeeli.will, in turn, transfer to a private U.S.
corporation account in Switserland the sum of 615 million.

TW -§ SINSITIVt
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On Tuesday. April I lor as soon as the transactions are
verified), the private U.S. corporation will transfer
13.451 million to a CIA account in Switserlan. CIA will
tihe. transfer this sun to a covert Department of the ArmV
account in the U.S.

On Wednesday, April 9, the CIA will comence procuring
53.651 million worth of AWR Missile parts 34i._p rate
line items) and transferrine tftpo parts t10

estimated to take seven voti-ih--Gys.

On rriday, April 16. a private U.S. aircraft (7@71 vLill
pack-up the LA &&ssile parts -and fly thin to a
covert Israeli airfield for pre)ositloning (this field was
used for the earlier delivery of the 1000 TOWs) . At this
field, the parts vill be trameferrd to as Israeli Defense
Forces' hOT I aircraft vith false markings. A AATCOm
capability vill be positioned at this location.

00 a3.day, April 16, Wcrarlane, North, leicher, Cave,
and a SATCOM communicator vill b*oart CIA aircraft

it. TFI .urt. Cemmny, enroute to Tehran.

On Sunday, April 20, -the following series of events will
occu~rs

U.S. party arrives Tahsan (Aohour) m-et by
.afsan~ani, as head of the Iranian delgation.

- At A#7 hours, the U.S. hostages will be released in
Seirut.

At A.5 bors, the l0T aircraft with the AWVK missile
parts aboard will land at Bandar Abbas, Iren.

Djlcusqsg. The following points are relevant to this
transation, the discussions It. Iran, and the establishment of a
broader relationship between the United States and Irani

The Iranians have been told that our presence in Iran is a
holy conitmentO Oa the part of the 9S4 that we are sincere

and can be trusted. There is great distrust of the U.S.
among the various Iranian parties Involved. Without our
presence on the ground tn Isran, they will not believe that
we will fulfill our end of the bargain after the hostages
are released.

Tnr E'r, l _T
--. W I l W i Il I 5ZN5.... . V.$2 SITIVY" l Vi V Imq. I lJ lira I
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rulaher, the Irins are well aware that
ti~e situti Onri at is deteriorating rapidly and that
the ability of the Zme to effect the release of the
hostage vill boaom inereasiagly noer difficult ever tme.

we have convinced the Iranians of a significant near tern
and long tange threat frem the SOviet gaion. e have real
and deceptive intelligence to demonstrate this threat during
the visit. They have eXpressd eoneidr&bl* interest in
this matter as Pait of lea goer torn relationsbip.

we have told the Iranians that we are interested is
assistance they May be will&" to provide to the Afghan
resistance and that we wish to disess this matter io
Tehran.

The Iranians have been told that thear provision of
assistance to Nicaresa is unaccepta le to us and they have
reed to discuss this matter in Tehran.

We have further indicated to the Itranane that we wish to
discuss steps 1eJugWg to a creation of hostilities betveer.
Iran and Iraq.

The Iranians are well aware that their most immediate needs
are for technical assistance in Mantasfin their air force
end navy. We should expect that they will raise this issue
during the discuesoes in Tehran. further conversation wit.
Gorbanifahr on April 4. Indicates that they wtl want to
raise the matter of tMe original 3,000 TOWs as a eigniticant
deterrent to a potential Soviet move against Ir". They
have a so(.aJsgeeted that, It agreemsent Is reached to provide

t t)We have agreed to discuss
this matter.

The Iranians have been told Ad agreed that they will
receive neitherjgae nor credit for the eisurrelease cf
the hostages. .

Ta r P StWS IT VC
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-The residual funds from this rafisact&on are allocated as

2 million will be used to purchase replecemet TOws
for the original s0o sold by Israel to Iran for the
release of lon)&Pin Welf. This to the only way that Wt
have found to Met our einithent to replenish these.
stocks.

$1 million will be used to pareh&@e Critically needed
suPPlies for the icaaauasa poeratie esistance
Force. This mteriel IS essential to cover shortages
In resetuet Lsveatorles resulting from their Current
Offensives and SanditnLts oonteroattaeks ad to
bridge' the period between 5W an Whe Con ressional:
Ip roved lethal assistance (beyond tits 121 lion in

defensive' amra can be delivered.

The ultLmate objective in the trip to TehZen is to COMenee the
process of lprovLa V.S..-ranian relations. Seth sides are
aware that the Irant-raq War t a a or factor that must be
discussed. We should not, however, view this meeting as a
session which Will result in immediate :rani&a agreement to"
proceed with a settlement With Iraq. Rather, this Meting, the
first high-lovel V.S.-lranlan contact in five years, should be
seen as a chance to move in this direction. These discussions,
s well as follow-on talks, should be governed by the Terms of
Reference (TOR) (Tab A) with the recognition that this is.
hopefully, the first of many meetings and that the hostage issue
once behind us, improves the opportunities for this relationsh&F

finally, Ve should recognise that the Iranians will undoubtedly
want to discuss additional arms ad comercial transactions as' 1ude' for aecemoatig (I Nicaragua,
and Iraq. Our eahasis ck the Soviet S1litary and "subversive
threat, a useful mechanim in brisging them to agreement on the
hostage issue# has als served to increase their desire for mean,
to protect theselves against/deter the Soviets.

That the President approve the structure depicted above under
eCurrent Situation' and the Term* of Reference at Tab A.

Approve Disapprove

Attachment
Tab A - U.S.-Iranian Tes of Reference

91 ~ ~ ~ ~ sw IW CI "O ZST:%,
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I. ASI€C PI .ARS 0 U.S.- ?ORZIGK POLICY' lOltioall
President Reagan carl into office at a tiO vhen tran had
had a certain Lmpac% on the American political process
perhaps not vhat you intended.

The President represented Wid eJbodied AOrie's recovery
from a-period of veaknees. le has rebuilt Aerican mlitary
and economic strength.

Most important, he has restored American will and
self-confidence. The 0.6..S not afraid to use itI power ir
defense of its interests.

At the same time, we are prepared to resolve political
problems on the basis o. reciprocity.

We see many international trends-_ economic, tachnologica
and political -- worknq in our favor.

It. U.S. POLICY TOWARD IRAII, ASIC PRINCZ?kLS

A. U.S. Assessment of Iranin PolicU.

We viev the Iraniar. revolution, as a fact. The U.S. is
not trying to turn the clock back.

Our present attitude to Iran is not a product of
pro)udice of emotion, but a clear-eyed assessmentQ !
:ran's present policies.

Iran has usO4 revolutionary :slaO as a weapon to
undersine pro-Western governments and American
Interests throughout the Middle tost. As long as this
Is Iran's policy, we are bound to be strategic
adversaries.

Support of terrorism and hostige-taking is part of thi
strategic pattern. We oee it used not only against us
but a ginst our friends. We cannot accept either.
Your influence in achieving the release ofL hostage
return of those illed lover tue) is essentil.

'e c assify O&DADe
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we *ee your activity is many Parts of the word,. i including even Central Aberica.

- The U.S. knows how Iran VIeW the Soviet Union. 'ut
'subversion of Western interests and friends ob)ectivelv
serves Soviet interests on a global scale.
T thus, outr assessment is that & decisive Iranian victory
&a the war with Iraq would only ualeash greaterregional instability, a further erosion of the Westernposition. and enhanced opportitioes for Soviettroubleo-SaX&RI.

The U.S. will therefore do what it can to prevent oucha development. we regard the war as dangerous in many
respects a wold like to see an end to it. I

a. PossIble ntersec"son Of U.S.-rImia Interesta.

- Despite fundamental oonfiots, we perceive "Vral
possible intersections of U.S. aMW IraL&an interests.
I propose we explore these areas.

0 fet, the U.S. has had a traditional Intereet in
seeing Iran preserve its territorial integrity and
independence. This has not changed. The U.S. poses
Soviet design$ on Iran.
econd,.,je have no Interest in elraqi victory overIran .

We are seeking an end to thisconflict and womu-Tr51F an improved relationship with
Iran to further that end.

Third, we have parallel views on Afghanistan. Soviet
policy there.i naked aecression, a threat to all in
the region.

But outr
objeetive is the sami the 99YTT"est get out and
let th Afghan people coose thexr own cours.

C. V.. Objective Today.

- We have no illusions about what is possible In our
bilateral relations, Perhaps this meeting will reveal
only a limited, mmntary, tactical coincidence of
interests. Perhaps more. We are prepared either way.

S In essence, we are prepared to have whatever kind of
relationship with Iran that Iran is prepared to have
with ns.

SMIITIV9
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moscow has designs on parts of Iran.(

tAfthaistan Illustrates the price the Soviets or* read). te
pay to expand areas uwider the&r direct control.

JW5arte Soviet capabilitieb along border and Inside
Afghanista which oi"ld threaten Tehran.

-- u.s. is avare of Soviet activity
)

Soviet pl1nst )Now they would do it.

-0 Iranian support to Sandinista regime in Nicaragua aide and
abets Soviet designs -- makes C.S.-ransAn relationship nor.
dLffLClt 18100 11lon In Oil last year, plus arm).

-0 U.S. can help Iran cope with Soviet threat.

'v. ArGRU K STA

May be real value for Iran and U.S. to find vays to
cooperate against Moscow in Afghanistan.

C.S. can provide huaanjtaria&.AAAjLtance for refugee -

we need to know vho you work vith, what you already provide
and devise strategy to exploit Iranian comparative
advanktag.

V. P.ARXWA.

We say be prepared to resume a lamted solitary supply
relatiobsip.

owever.,its evolution and ultimate scope will depend on
whether our convergent or our divergent interests come to
loom larger in the overall picture.

What does Iran want?

SMiTsIIVE

0*

i
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UNSLAOMIIIUt
MianZZV

.A&MI o ,ARICAM 12f TA0U IN 1U1a1
~ckgr _W. In JW 1119, private American and ISraeli cLtisens

* anoperatLon to e fect the release of the American
hoatagel in So iut L exchaqS for providing certain factions In
zran with O.S.'origin Israel military materiel. By S4ptesber,
t7.S. and Tlraeli Government officials became Lnvolved in this
endeavor In order to ensure that the U4 would:

-0 not object to the Israeli transfer of e4barg 4d il to
trans

ft0s sell replacement ites to Iurael as replenishment for like
ite" sold to Iran by Israel.

a september 13, the Israeli Government, with the endorsement of
the VJG, transferred S01 maeLc TO missiles to Iran. forty-eight
hours later, PAverend SefjAAJn WeIr Was released LA Beirt.

Subsequent efforts by both governmwets to contLnu* this process
have met with fr stratLoa due to the 0eed to CONmnLcate or
LntontLons through an Iranian exatriate arms dealer La lurope.
In January 1906, under the provisioLs oG a nAW Covert ActioG
Finding, the 050 ---- ed a meeting with responsible Iraia
government offIcLils.

the first 4irec u.11.-ranL&A ConTa; &n vwr N&vw y ,.*w ,%
this meeting, the U.S. side made an effort to refocus Iranian
attention on the threat posed by the Sovlet Union &nd the beed to
establish a longer term relationship between our two UofntrLes
based On more thn arms transactions. It was emphailsed that the
hostage Issue was a 6huxrle" which ust be crossed before this
improved relationship could prosper. firing the meeting, it also
became apparent that our conditions/desmads had not been accurately
transmitted to the Irania Government by the Latermediiry and it
was agreed that:

The U10 would, establish its good faith aM bona fides by
iindiately providing 1,000 TOW missiles for sale to Iran.
Ibs transaction was covertly completed on February 21,

OLing aFPiLVate V.8. fire an the Israelis, as intermediaries.

A sub6iAunt meeting would be bold Ln Zr&a with Senior U.S
and Iraz4ian officials during which the U.S. hostages would
be released.

Imdiately after th hostage were safely in ou bads, the
U.S. would sell an additional J,000 TOW mismils to Iran
using the sue procedures employed duri" the September 1 .
transfer.

Li A(16QWU 4~uJM S I .1o1 on
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in early hcb, the Iranian expatriate intermediary demanded that
Iranian ooItione fot release of the hostages now LnCluded the
prior sa10 of 300 PIODIIX missiles and an Unspecified number of
KAPPOOW 21issles, in addition to the 3,000 TOW which would be
delivered after the hostages were released. A subsequent meeting
was held with the intermediary in Paris on March I, wherein it
vas explained that the requiremnt for prior deliveries violated
the uAderetardinqs reached Ln Frankfurt on February 20, and were
therefore unacceptable. It was further noted that the Iranian
aircraft and ship launchers for these missiles were in such
disrepair that the missiles could not be launched even if provided.

From Karch 9 until Karch 30, there was no further effort
undertaken on our behalf to tthe Ir& ian Government or the
intermediary. On Match 24', tde made an unsolicited
call to the ehon4-droA M had established for
this purpose asked why we had not been in contact and
urged that we proed expeditiously since the situation in beirut
was deteriorateg rapidly. e wis informed by our Varsi-speaking
interpreter that the conditions requiring additional materiel
beyon the 3000 TOW& were unacceptable and that We could is 0

vide anything else prior to the relee* of our hostages.
observed that ve were correct in our assesment of their

I(il to use PEODMIX and UAPFOC missiles and that the moot
urgent requirement that Iran had was to place their current RAVI
missile inventory In working condition. in a subsequent phone
call, we agreed to discuss this matter with him and he indicated
that he would prepare an inventory of parts required to ake
their KA systems operational. This parts list was receLved on
Match 20, and verified by CIA.

SCurrent Situation . On April 3, Ari Gorbanifahr, the Iranian
nthrbildliry, arrived in Washington, D.C. with instructions from

to consummate final arrange ents for the return of the
hostages. Gorbanifahsr was relo rtedly enfranchised to Anotiaite
the types, quantities, and de! very procedures for materI the
U.5. would sell to Iran through Israel* The meting lasted

Tebran during to meetilg..ubjeet to Presidential approval, t
was agreed to proceed ae oll

3yIknday, ApriL 7, the Iranian Government will transfern1 million to a Israeli account in vitsrlnd. The
Israelis will, in turn, transfer to a private 0.5.corporaison account i fvwtserland the sum of hiS million.

UNCLASSIFIED ib~
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Non 5Yesdy, April I (or as soon as the transactions are
verified), he& private 0.S. corporation viii transfer
$3.691 million to 4 CIA account in Svitserland. CIA will
then transfer this sum to a covert Departst Of the Amy
account in the 0.S.

40M n ednesdayp April t, the CIA vii ommence prcrL ng
$3.451 million worth of NAM ILLssile parts 4 e rate
line Itema) and trans trrinq thee parts

estimated to t sM even worm-n-Mas.

n Friday, April 10, a private 0.S. aircraft (7075) viii
pick-up the lANX mijeilo parts at WD Mnd fly then to a
covert Israeli airfield for propositioning (this field was
used for the earlier delivery of the 1000 ?Wes). At this
field, the parts vill be transferred to an Israeli Defense
Forces' (1Dr aircraft with false markings. A SAWICN
capability will be positioned at this locatose.

-- On'Saturday, April It, Mclarlane, North* Teicher, Cave,
a SATCOM commnicator will ft

in FaafrtGermnvt enroutO Tehran.

-- On Sunday, April 20, the following series of events viii
occurs

u.1. party arrives Tehran (A-hour) -- mt by
Rafsanjani, as head of the Iranian delegation.

At A+7 hours, the U.8. hostages will be released in
Beirut.

At A+l5 hours, the 10 aircraft with the 1AWK missill
parts board will land at Sandar Abbas, Iran.

Discussia. he Tfollowing points are relevant to this
trisactlem, the discussions in Iran, and the establishment of a
broader relationship between the United States and Irani

- The Itahtins have been told that our presence in. Iran is a
"holy comiteAt' on the part of the 01 that we are sincere
Ad can be trusted. There is r"t distrust of the U.S.
among the various Iranian parties involved. ithout our
presence on the grod in Iran, they villa not believe that
we will fulfill our ed of the bargain after the hostages
are released.

SITIVI

U Cb I t,%0 !ED
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0. a 0 OptrGto buy the bestagles ld eueAll in
the sear future. further Ue Iranians U vel aware that
the situation in Seirut is deterioratin rapidly ad that
the ability of the il7C to oifect the reia*a of the
bostates vil become icreaniangly mn difqiUlt ever time.

-- We have convicted the trariaue of a sign if ict a4 term
&nd long rane threat frmt the Soviet Aioe. we have real
and deceptive intelligece to deimeontrat _e i threat during
the visit. They have expreswa oiderabl Leres t ia
this matter as part of the loer tm r reaUch , Ip.

The Iranians have been told that theLr provisLe of
assistance to fieararua is unacceptable to us a they have
agreed to dimes this matter in Twras.

we have further Lndicatd to the Ezantane that ve wish to

discuss sepsed a Ita between

MM The Iranieas W vell awis that their meet Lmmdiate needs
are for technical assistance is maintaining thi air force
and navy. we should erpet that they vil raise this Issue
during the dIMesaLoGS La Tehran. further COnveritioA with
Gorbanifat am April 4, indicates that they viii vnt to
raie the matters of the original MOO Me as a aipLficant
d4tWQa~t to a potential Soviet mOve a4alnst Ir&. They
have aso sted that, if emnta ached to rve

the TWOdthtteywl

The Iranians have bees told an &P* oftbyw
receive mitherreLt for the "Liuceleqe of
the bootaea. ..

UNCLASSIFIED
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-T" reeLdI funds from this transaction are allocated as
followst

$ iVllion wii be as" to purchase repisement m e
for the orfgt na S01 sold by Israel to Iran for the
release of ben~amin Weir. This Li the only way that ye
have found to met or comitment to replenish these
stocks.

$12 million villa be sed to purchse critically noeed
Supplies for the vicaraysan Deaocratio Mesistance
Forces. This materiel re essential to cover shortages
in resistance inventories resultLng fron their current
offensives and Sadinista counter-attsCks and to
*bridge* the period between now and vhen Conbressionally-
aproved lethal assistance beond the 3S KillLom i

Olfensive° arms) cmn be de livered.

The uhtLmat& objective in the trip to ?ehzan Is to come the
process of Lproving U..-ZranLa relations. 900 aides are
avre clat t.%m Iran-Iraq war is a maor factor that met be
discussed. k% should hot, hovers, viev this meetLng a
session which ill result L Lmediate Iranian g "roent to
Iroco~d vih a ,ettlment vith Iraq. lther, this mtrLe U the
Lrst high-l)el U.S.-IranL" contact in fliv , sho d be
seen as a chance to move in this direction. T4 e discssions,
as well as follow-on talks, should be governed by the TeMS of
Reference (TO) (Tab A) vith the recognition that this i#.
hopefully, the first of ma.y meting$ and that the bostage issue,
once behind us, Liprores the opportunities tot thi. relationships.

Finally, ve should reco-nise that the Iranians will undoubtedly
vant to discuss additional am and comircial transactions as
squids* for accomodat_ _N__ _ _ _ _ icaragua,,
and Iraq. Our a~basis on tbe SOVIet miltaty an subversive
threat, a useful meohanim i brining thm to agreeent on the
hostage isue, has aIso served to increase their desire for mans
to protect themselves against/deter the Soviets.

That the prgident approve the structure depicted above un"er
searrent Sittion' and the Terms of Reference at Tab A.

Approve Oisapprove

Attachment
Tab A - U.S.-Iranian TerMS of Rference

UNCLES 0602 WIT
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RILZASE Or AXZRICAN HOSTAGES rw snIZt N 590
ackgrouM. In June 1915, private American and 'sraell citizens
coencdan operation tefect the release of the Americanhostages xt Beirut in exchange for providing certain factions in
Irat with U.S.-origin Israeli millyary materiel. ly Septamber,
U.S. and Israeli Goverrnment o!ici&ls became involved in this
endeavor in order to ensure that the UsG vould:

-- not ob)ect to the Israeli transfer of embargo d materiel to
Irani

-0 sell replacement items to Israel as replenishment for like
itens sold to Iran by Israel.

I
On September 4', the Israeli Government, with the endorsement of
the USG. transferred 505 basic TOW missiles to Iran. forty-eight
hours later, Reverend ben)amin Weir was released in Beirut.

Subsequent efforts by both governments to continue this process
have met with frustration due to the need to comunicate our
intentions through at Iranian expatriate arms dealer in Europe.
In January 1906, under the provisions of a new Covert Action
Finding, the UAG demanded a meeting with responsible Iranian
government officials.

t"7irst direct * .- ranian contact in over five years. At
this meeting, the U.S. side made an effort to refocus Iranian
attention on the threat posed by the Soviet Union and the need to
establish a longer term relationship between our two countries
based on more than arms transactions. It was emphasized that the
hostage issue was a 'hurdle' which must be crossed before this
improved relationship could prosper. During the meeting, it also

became apparent that our condittons/demands had not been accuratel
transmitted to the Iranian Goverrent by the intermediary and it
was agreed that

Mft The USG would establish Its good faith and bona fides by
iimediately providing 1,000 TW missiles for sale to Iran.
This tmAnsaction vas covertly completed on February 21,
using a private U.S. firm and the Israelis as Intermedisaries.

MW A subsequent meeting would be held in Iran with senior U.S
.and-ranian officials during which the O.S. hostages would
be released.

-- Imediately after the hostages were safely in our hands, the NI
U.S. would sell an additional 3,000 TOW missiles to Iran
using the same procedures employed during the September 155
transfer.

TOP SUCLSIFE 236 SE',SITIV'
Declassify OADU
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in early March, the Iranian expatriate intermediary demanded thatIranian conditions for release of the hostages noI included theprior sale of 200 PHOCNIX missiles and at unspecified nUsber ofRAPPOOK missiles. in addition to the ),OOC TOWs which would bedelivered after the hostages were released. A subsequent meetirwas held with the Intermediary it Paris or. March 0, whereir itwas explained that the requirement for prior deliveries violatedthe understandings reached in Frankfurt on February 20. and weretherefore unacceptable. It was further noted that the Iranian
aircraft and ship launchers for these missiles were in such
disrepair that the missiles could not be 1auAched4vo- if provided.
From March 9 until: March 30, there va no further effort
undertaken on our behalf to ian Government or theIntermediary. Ot Matrch 26 e ade &a unsolicited
call to the pho .d n MI W Chhad established for-- . this purpose. asked why we had not been In contact and
urged that we pedtiously since the situation in beirutwis deteriorating rapidly., e was informed by our 1ars-speakin5
interpreter that the conditions requiring additional materielbeyond the 3,000 TOW9s were unacceptable and that ye could in no

so r vide anything else prior to the release o! our hostaggi.observed that we were correct tn our assessment of their
OR& *3-L - to use PROCNIX and WAPOON missiles and that the mosturgent requirement that rar had was to place their current KAWV
missile inventory in working condition. In a subsequent phonecal:, we agreed to discuss this matter with ham and he indicated
that he would prepare an Inventory of parts required to make
their KAWK systems operational. This parts list was received or.
March 21, and verified by CIA.

Current Situation.. On April 3, An Gorbanitfahjr, the Iranian
tm r arrived in Washington. D.C. with instructions fromto consumate final arrangements for the return of the

0ORiiiOir Gorbanifahr was reportedly enfranchised to negotiate
the types, quantities, and delivery procedures for materiel theU.S. would sell to Iran through Israel. The meeting lasted
nearly a night on April 3-4, ead involved nuarous calls to

- w-*yuwALZ 16LA 095&COC S&attendance was &Me to erifFthe Substance of him Calls toTehran during the meeting. Subject to Presidential approval, itwas agreed to proceed as follows

a y Monday, April 7, the r1anian Government will transfer
$14 million to an Israeli account in Switserland. The
Israelis will, in turn, transfer to a private U.S.
Corporation account in Switzerland the iam of $15 million.

TOP SzcUT OrwsISF SZNSITIVZ
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Or Tuesday, April a or as soon as the transactions are
verified), the private U.S. corporation will transfer
13.45: mi.lion to a CIA account in Switzerland. CIA will
ther transfer this su to a covert Departnent of the Ahr.
account it the L.S.

Or Wednesday, April 9, the CIA will cosuence procurinq
33.6S: million worth of 1A WV missile parts 240 a s

- line items) and transferringthose parts to
_________or_________ sThis process Is

etijad to take seven working ye.

on Friday, April is, a private U. 4 _rcraft (7071) will
pick-up the AWY "&@ssile parts at and fly them to a

U "" covert Israeli airfield for prepopii..ning this field was
used for the earlier delivery of the 1000 TOWs). At this
field, the parts vill be transferred to an Israeli Defense
Forces' (Di) aircraft with false markings. A SATCOM
capability will be positioned at this location.

Sat 1day, April IS. MeFarlane, North, Toicher, Cave,
and a SATCOK communicator will boa a CIA aircraft

-- On Sunday. April 20, the followin series of events vil
occur:

U.S. party arrives Tehran (A-hour) -- met by
Rafsan ani, as head of the Iranian delegation.

- At A#7 hours, the U.S. hostages will be released in
Beirut.

- At A#1S hours, the IDF aircraft with the KAhK missile
parts ab a rd will land at Bandar Abbas, Iran.

Discussion. The following points are relevant to this
transaction, the discussions in Iran, and the estaJblishment of a
broader relationship between the United States and Iran:

The Iranians have been told that our presence in Iran is a
'holy cosmuitent" on the part of the USG that we are sincere
and can be trusted. There is great distrust of the U.S.
among the various Iranian parties involved. Without our
presence on the ground in Iran, they will not believe that
we will fulfill our end of the bargain after the hostages
are released.

TOP SZCIU. SENSITIVE
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W%&UUJILIEI1f Spe&cifcally menion#41-;a -Cha Orts to ebuye the hostages could succeed i!nthe near future. Further, the Iranians are @1. avare thotthe situation I. Birt is deteriorating rapidly nA thatthe ability of the IRGC to effect the release Of thehostages vill becoli incream&iglv mote difficult Over time.
ma Wo have convinced the Iranians of a significant hear teiland lon; range threat from the Sovlet onion. We have e":and deceptive intelligence to demonstrate this threat duringthe v ,st They have expressed considerable interest inthis matter as part of the longer term relationship.

The Iranians have been told that their provision ofassistance to Nicarague i unacceptable to us and they hiveagreed to discuss thLs matter in Tehran.
W have further : indiCted to th Irana -hn.ae w..,. 

- -- w .. .. w &Ce nmn a '&"6etb 16 1 a Ds-4 %discuss steps le in to a cessationvest tes-bePvIra and Ire

The Iraniars are we aware that their most immediate reedsare for technical assistance in maintaining t heir i- for:*eand navy. We should expect that they wi.ll raise thi3 sssueduring the discussions r Tehran. further conversatio. wt.Gorbanifahr on hpril 4, indicates that they. wil vent toraise the matter of the original 3.OOC TIN& as a ignificantdeterrent to a potential Soviet move against Iran. Theyhave &is uqltdth f a rde ant is reached to ptovxee

-- The Iranians hvie been told aid agreed that they willreceive neith bhiam or credit for the seizure/ eieae ofthe hos:agea.

UNt(A ED j!tjzrvC
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The're8Adual funds fre0 this transaction Are allocated as
follows:

82 million, will be used to purchase replacement TOws
for the original SO sold by Israel to Iran for the
release of Ien3aain Wer. This is the only way that we
have found to meet our commitment to replenish these
stocks.

$12 million will b* used to purchase critically needed
supplies for the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance
Forces. This materiel is essential to cover shortages
in resistance inventories resulting fro8 their current
offensives and Sandinista c outer-attacks and to
'bridge' the period beween nov and when Congressionallv-
approved lethal assistance (beyond the 125 million in
'defensive' arms) can be delivered.

The ultimate objective in the trip to Tehran Is to comence the
process of improving U.S.-Iranian relations. both sides are
aware tha% the Iran-Iraq war is a &aor factor that must be
discussed. We should not, however, vjtv this meeting as a
session which will result in mediate Iranian agreement to
proceed with a settlement with Iraq. Father, this meeting, the
first high-level U.S.-Iranian contact in five years, should be
seern as a chance tc move in this direction. These discussions,
as well as follow-on talks, should be governed by the Terms o!
Reference (TOR) (Tab A) with the recoqnition that this is,
hopefully, the first of many meetings and that the hostage issue.
once behind us, improves the opportunities for this relationship.

finally, we should recognize that the :ranians wil- undoubtedly
want to discuss additional arms and comercial tral sactions as
Oquids" for accomodatingq I Nicaragua,
and Iraq. Our emphasis on 0 Sovi et ilitary and-ubverstve
threat. a useful mechanism in brisging thev to agreement on the
hostage issue, has also sored to increase their desire for means
to protect themselves agsinstideter the Soviets.

M.COMMODATOW

That the President approve the structure depicted above under
'Current 1Situation' and the Terms of Reference at Tab A.

Approve Disapprove

Attachment
Tab A U ..- Iranian Toms of Reference

o,. sm! NCat iI D "') ITIVT
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Apr&! 4, 1916

TMRKS O AIRTI, NCt
L.S.-Irar Di gOeU

I. BASIC P1LtARS OF U.S. ?OP£IGN POLICY lOptenail

President Reagan ca&e into offLce at a time when Iran had
had a certain impact on the American Political process --
perhaps not what you intended.,

The President represented and embodied America' recover.
from a period of weakness. Me has rebuilt American military
and economic strength.

most important, he has restored American will andself-confidence. The U.S. is not afraid to use its power in
defense of its interests. We are not intimidated by Sovietpressures, Vhether on ams. control or A0gola or Central
America or Afghanistan.

At the s0me ties, we are prepared to-resolve political
problems on the basis o! reciprocLty.

We see many Internastiona: trends -- economic, technoloqica&:,
and political -- working in out favor.

I:. U.S. POLICY TOWA".D IPAN: IASIC PPINCIPLES

A. U.S. Assessment of Iranian Policy.

- We view the Irania revolution as a fact. The U.S. is
not trying to turn the clock back.

- Our present attitude to Iran is not a product of
prejudice or emotion, bu: a clear-eyed assessment of
Irajn. present policies.

- Iran has used Orevolutionary, Islam* as a weapon toundermine pro-Western governments and American
interests throughout the middle East. As long as th&
is Iran's policy, we are bound to be strategic
adversaries.

- Support of terrorism and hostage-taking is part of this
strategic pattern, We see it used not only against us,but against our friends. We cannot accept either.
Your influence in achieving the release of all hostages
return of those killed (over time) is essen-Tjl.

DElC iy oE SSITIV
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0 We @st your activity in uiny parts of the world,
&ncldun9 even Central "aUteli.

a The V.5. knows how Iran views the Soviet Union. lut
versionin of Western interests and friends ob)ectively
serves Soviet interests on a global scale.

Thus, our assessment is that a decisive Iranian victory
in us war With Iraq would only unleash qreIter
regional instability, a further erosion of the Western
position, and enhanced opportunities for Soviet
trouble-oaking.

The C.S. will therefore do what it can to prevent suc.1,
a developeent. we regard the war as dangerous in mrr.y
respects and would like to see an ad to it.

B. Possible Intersections of U.S..rspniin hnterests.

- Despite fundamental conflicts, we perceive several
possible intersections of U.S. and Iranian interests.
I propose we explore these areas.

First, the U.S. has had a traditional interest in
seeing Iran preserve its territorial integrity and
independence. This has not ch".qed. The U.S. opposes
Soviet desiqns on Iran.
Second, we have no mmt st in a victory over

a re a"Inan10 to thi.s

on let and want to us a. improved re ationship wit.h
Iran to further that end.

Third, we have parallel views on Afghanistan. Soviet

Opolic~d thrs naked ae resin 
on, a threat to all in.

• ut out
3"t w 0 smee8 got out and

let the Afghan people choose their own course.

C. U.S. Objective Today.

- we have no illusions about what is possible In our
bilateral relations. Perhaps this meeting will reveal
only a limited, nosentaty, tactical coincidence of
interests. Perhaps more. We are prepared either way.

In essence, we are prepared to have whatever kLnd of
relationship with Iran that Iran is prepared to have
with us.

S2CM? INCISAbWD SEWITIVI

Mb
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U ( ZWJ U N 597.

I::. SOVI1 -ML1.P.Y POZTUrR

MoscOV has designao partsO0! Iran.

Afqhanistan Illustrates the price the Soviets are ready to
pay to expand areas under their direct control.

-Snarxse Soviet capabilities along border and inside
Afghanistan which could threaten Tehran.

V &ware of Soviet act ivity

*0 Soviet plans a Now they would do it.

Iranian support to Sandinista regime in Nicaragura aide and
abets Soviet designs s makes V.S.-Iransian relationship more
diffIt IS100 ollion in oil last year, plus ats)

-- .S. car help Iran cope with Soviet threat.

!V AFGRANI:STA-N

-* ~ma. be real value for Iran and L:.S. tc find ways to
cooperate against Moscow in Afghanistan.

- c provide hu nitarian assistance for refuqeeSi

we need to know who you work with, what you already Frov-de,
and devise strategy to exploit Iranian comparative
advantage.

V. RARD W AM

-- We may be prepared to resume a limited military supply
relationship.

However, its evolution and ultimate scope %Ul depend on
whether our convergent or our divergent inte.sts come to
loom larger in the overall picture.

hat does Iran want?
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EXHIBIT OLN-283C

* ur /l vsLvL".. : or D-_- .... SOt " ,nsia~

a JWNe 1l,,5 Private Amerle and Israeli citizens
-aration to e1e1 the roleass of the Amrican

hotae La in ex0h'a a for providing certain fbctions In
ira" vith g.I.origin Isreli military materiel. Dy September,
U.S. d :reIt Government officials becaom involved Ls this
endeavor in order to enure ,tat the ON would

not object t the Israeli transfer of embargoed materiel to
Irani

em sell replacement items to Israel as replenishment for like
items "old to Iran by Israel.

On September 14. the Israeli Government, with the endorsement of
the 090P transferred 501 basic T W missiles to Ira. Forty-eight
bours later, Reverend Senaamt Weil was released La BeLrut.

Iubeoquent efforts by both goverammnts to continue this process
have met with frustration due to the need to ommniate or
LntentLone through an Iranian expatriate arms dealer La Barope.
In January 1914, under the provisions of a new Coert AtLon
Finding, the 0N demanded a eetin vith. resposible Iranian
government officials.

on Vebruarv 20. a u's oemtofiilmtyt

IN first direct U.6*rAAbcontact In over f1, ye6rs.
this meetLzn, the 0.S. side made an effort to refocus Iranian
attention on the threat posed by the Soviet vnio and th need to
establish a longer term relationship between our two countries
based on more than aims tr&aactios. It was emphassed that the
hostage issue was a hurdle which oust be crossed before this
Improved relationship could prosper. During the meeting, it alsc
became apparent that our condItLone/demands bad not been accurately
trans itted to the Iranian Government by the intermedLry and it
was agreed that,

The ON would establish its good faith and bona fides by
iLmmLately providing 1,000 WO missiles for sle to Iran.
This transaction was covertly ocmpleted on February 21.
using a private U.S. firm and the Israelis as LntersedLeries.

A subsequent meeting vould be held in Iran with senior U.S
and Irani& officials during which the U.S. hostages would
be released.
Immediately after the hostages were safely in our hands, the
U.I. would sell an a6dtional 3,000 TM mssiles to Iran
using the same procedures eployed during the September 1985 k
transfer.

by B. Roer ibt 24uty of
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in early rch* a W) n expatriate Intemedlary demde that
Irala oodltionor r release of the hostages a in6edd the
pror"alo of 200 PIOZmisn16iles ad s sepclfiad nmber of
MAO ICSSlel les. in addition to the 3000 Me which woold be
delivered after the hostages wets released. A s Aus et meeting
was held with the intemo diary in Paris o6 mure o, wenis it
was erplaieed that the reqpiroment for prior deliveries violated
the understanding rehed in Frankfui on Fab rery i, e n wer
therefore acceptable. it was further noted that the raian
aircraft and ship lauschere for these missiles were is nob
disrepair that the missiles oculd not be launched oven If provided.

Vrom Harch until arch 30, there was no further effort
undertaken on our behalf to. I" Gooram~t or the
intermediary. On Karoh 260&
call to the p A W4 eetabliebed farthis purpose. awked why we had nowt been iIsaoot and
urged that we ItIously INoe the sitzaties inseirst
was deteriorating rapidly. owas. informed by our Paroipe kng
interp rotor that the conitione requiring sditioeal te r al
beyond the 3,000 Mis wore unacceptableand tat we e~old in no
CA$ of Ids anything ele prior to the release o R hostages.

obeorvod that we ware correct in our aseseemtat of their
a WONI t 0olse PIOZ12 a IA R P r.silae n&ad that the met

urgent requirement that Iran had w% o place their oreant3MW
missile inventory in working conduit ,n. In a subsequent phone
call, we agreed. to discuss this matter with him sand he Indicated
that he would prepare an inventory of parts required to make
their A1w systems operational. this parts list was received on
March 22t and verified by CIA.

CurrntS

the types
C.S. would
nearly a
9Th.ran.

situation. C
aty,0 asrivew
to cons
Gorbani fa

, quantitle
d "ell to ZI
A nic4ht as

aI

atnace was
ftehran during the me
was agreed to proceed

- myan , Apri
SIllIon to

Israelis will,
corporation accc

On April 3. Ari orbanifahr the Iranlan
SinLWashington,. D.C. with instructions from
te fLnI arrangeents for the return of the

Ar was reportedly enfranchised to negotiats
s, delivery procedures for materiel the
ran through Israel. T meeting lasted

-4 IA.am nd v v~" sto

A farsil-speaki ng CIA off0 4)~

I~ii~jthe substanea of his calls to
stinl. eubjtct to Presidential approval ,it

s as follove,

1 7, the Iranian Goverment will transfer
an Israeli count in Switzerland. The
in turn, transfer to a private U.S.
OiLnt in Switzerland the sum of $15 Lillion.

Tf1'

- F '" - S I- g F 11 d1-N 0 imow
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NC A SIaD N 28848

ftsd"April I for' as soon as the transactions 6re
tePrivate a.$$ corporation vill tranafer

$3.451 IlLis to CIA account La svitserlnd. CA viii
then traAsfer this su So a covert Deparument of the Amy
account in the u.s.
OnV eesdaf, April 9 the CIA vill cemenee proc~ra
$3.491 ilO WOrth of AW nAiile part. ne
ie #) eansf-rin these parts... .... . Ibis prGOatti.Is -

esL&mee @o taJe seven-Wor~kiLA )'y,
On Friday. April 1S. ; private , toJreraft 4707b) vil
pick-up the staeelile parts at sand iy hem to a
covert sraelL airgied got pro tni" * this field was
used for the earlier delivery of the 1000 T5W). At this
field# the parts vil be transferred to an Israeli efense
Forces' (D) aircraft vith false marking. A AY
capability vii be positioned hi As loatos.

-a day, April It, .. rlanbe, N orth, felo h, Cave,
aand a BAITCOss mmmicator rilliO LL.ALZEZL
~7 iXK~?t Ge a ~o~~e an

.0-0 On Sunday, April 20, the following series o f events vi

AP U.S. party arrives Tehran (A-hour) 0- met by
Rafsanjani, as head of the Ira aias delegation.

At AO hoarsothe U.S. hostages Vill be released in

At A#S hours, the IDr aircraft with the RA missile
parts aboard viii land at laer Abbas, Iran.

Discusion. The following points are relevant to this
transaction, *the discussions in Iran, and the establishment of a
broader relationship between the United States and Irani

The Iranians have been told that or presence in Iran is a
*holy comitment' on the part Of the USO that we are sincere
and can be trusted. There Is great distrust of the U.S.
among the various Iranian parties involved. Without our
presence on the ground in Iran, they vill not believe that
ye rill fulfill our end of the bargain after the hostages
are released.

14L

-a

II

I
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-g)saenallrr's 6effer to *b1' ti lae ta5 esmdsoee*4 i
the seas fturser * tber the rsiass o ve llaware that
%e stuaties is giru ie deteriratinq rapidl sod that
the Ablit of the :09c to offer t the release 0 te
hostagesN beoom se u la417s ero iffiult Over tL"e.

ma we have @o@VlSood the Iraffans of a 5igmifiet seraz torm
a6d loo1 ranse threat ros the viet tos. we have real
A ptive Latotlifalce to dwaustsato this troat duzing

the visit* TeY have "SP ezp r d seaciderable iLterast is
e matter as pant ogfte loeg tosarlatt Up.

0MmThe Iranians have besA told that their provisie of
assistance to visaia iste uao o 1to asMadW they have
agreed to dims@o this Satter a an.

om We have fort er luidoatod to the raniasthat we vith to
discuss steps lead to 044at

iren cod Zr

The raians are well aware that their most Lmo4diato needs
are for teonioal assistance ain maintaining their air force
and navy. wo should expect that they vill raise this &sne
during the disuueioone in ?ehran. f uther conversation with
Gorbanifahr as April 4, indicates that they will vant to
raise the matter of tM original 3,000 TN S a sinificant
deterrent to a .potetial Soviet move against Ira. They
have als est"4t4 t. iftaevoent Is reached to provide
t*ha 9 m

W.0 The Iranians have been told am Agreed that they Vill
receive bothireleaseof
the hostages.a

tQp--#3CM?

14 e.

.Do
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te residual funds fOm this transaction art allocatd as
followes a

million will be used to purchase rplacement Tim$
tot the original M00 sold lIsael to Iran for the
releas amin Weir. s 18 te Only Way that We
kave fond to meet outr Goam nt to replenish these
stocks.

$12 million will be used to purchase critically ne44
supplies for the yicarxquaa Dooratic Resistance
Forces. This materiel Is essential to seVer shortages
in resistance inventories resulting from their urrst
offensives and Sandinista counter-attacks and to
*bridge* the period betea oW A wbea Congressionally-
aroved lethal assistance (beyod the $1 milliee is

a fensive" &rm) Gas be delivered.

The ultimate objective in the trip..to Tehran is to conmce the
process of Improving U.S.-Iranian relations. both sides are

are that the Iran-Iraq War Is a major factor that must be
discussed. We should not, however, viev this meeting as a
session which will result in imbediate Iranian agr"ent to
proceed vth a settlement with Iraq. Rather this m eti e the
first high-level U.S.-Iranian contact in five has#d 6=11 be
seen as a chance to move in this direction. Tese discussions,
as well as follow-on talks, should be governed by the Terms of
Reference ITO) (Tab A) with the recognition that this is,
hopefully, the first of many meetings and that the hostage Issue,
once behind us, improves the opportunities for this relationship.

Finally, we should recognize that the Iranians vill undoubtedly
vnt to discuss additional 4rs and comerci l..rc Aptctions as
'quidsO for accomodaitin;icrgs
Md Iraq. Our emphasis o-thUOviet M41711-tTHO subversive

threat, a useful mechanism in brioging then to agreemet on the
hostage issue, has also served to increase their desire for mans
to protect themselves against/deter the Soviets.

That the President approve the structure depicted above under
'Current Situation' and the Terms of Reference at Tab A.

Approve Disapprove

Attachment
Tab A - U.S.-Iranian Terms of Reference

Aftamr-'Evrv~S~ 0, slam &S "81

143
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IN PILL FS ? V.3. FOu x POkIcy (OWtional)

President Reagan caim into office at a time when Iran hadhad A certain impact on the American political process --perhaps not what you intended

The President represented and embodied America's recovery
from a period of weakness. as has rebuilt American military
and economic strength.

NOast i ortant, be has restored American vii and
self-confidence. The U.S. is not afraid to use its pover in
defense of its interests. We are not intimidated by Soviet
pressures, whether on arm$ control or Angola or Central
Amrca or Afghanistan.

At the same time, we are prepared to resolve political
problems on the basis of reciprocity.

We see many international trends -- economic, technological,
and political -- working in our favor.

IX. U.S. POLICY TOWMD IRAN IASIC PRINCIPLES

A. U.S. Assessment of Iranian Policy.

- We viev the Iranian revolution as a fact. The U.S. is
not trying to turn the clock back.

- Our present attitude to Iran is not a product of
prejudice or emotion, but a clear-eyed assessment of
Iran's present policies.

- Iran has used Irevolutionrary Islam" as a weapon to
undermine pro-Western governments and American
interests throughout the Middle Zast. As long as this
is Iran's policy, we are bound to be strategic
adversaries.

- support of terrorism and hostage-taking is part of this
strategic pattern. We see it used not only against us.
but against our friends. We cannot accept either.
Your influence in achieving the release of all hostages
return of those killed (over time) is essential.

~~siyi OADR

14
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We se syour o2 885 2
imoludihg eVen bBs'.-.04ie.

bo g.t, kavs boW Ires viwes tM Seviet union, t
subv"eoe of eSter Intereste enAd I 1tdS objectively
*etee Soviet iAterest$ on a global scale.
flMe, our aeessemnt is that a dolsiv* trwaa victory

ia the war with Iraq Vould only unleash greater
regional instability, a further odages of the Western
position, a d ahabe opportunities got Soviet
troble-aking.

Te U.S. vil therefore do vhat it can to prevent such
a developmest. We regard the va as dangerous is myay
respects and vould like to see an ead to it.

a. Possible Intersection of U,§.tranLa Interets..

W sepite fundamental onfliots, we perceive Several
oeeLble intersection of 0.S. aM Iranian luterests.
propose ye explore these areas.

m First, the U.S. has had a traditional interest in
seeing :ran preserve its territorial integrity "A
independence. This has not changed. The U.S. opposes
Soviet designs on Iran.

W Second ve no intere & Ira

con a s an improved r tionship vith
Iran to further that end.

Third, ye have parallel vievs on Afghanistan. Sovietpolicy there thr all in

obsective is he samov o t let out and

let the Afghan people choose theLr own course.

C. U.S. Objective eToay.

We have no illusions about what is possible in our
bilateral relations. Perhaps this Meeting Vill reveal
only a limited, momentary, tactical coincidence of
interests. Perhaps more. We are prepared either way.

In essence, ye are prepared to have whatever kind of
relationship vith Iran that Iran Is prepared to have
vith us.

1,
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No"OfV has do rts of

AfghanLstan illustrates the price the Soviets are ready to
pay to expand areas under their direct control.

rummarle Soviet capabilities alo* border WAd inside
Atghanitau which could threaten TOban.

i a re of Soviet activity n

Soviet p ai N o W they would do it.

Iranian support to Sandinista regine in Wicaraua aide aCd
abets Soviet designs -- make$ U.S.-Iriafn relationship more
difficult (1100 million in oil last year, plus arms).

U.S. can help Iran cope with Soviet threat.

IV. A.ORAHISTAI(

m- may be real value for Iran and U.S. to find ways to
cooperate against Moscow in Afghanistan.

-- U.S can provide humanitarian assistance for refugee i

We need to know who you york with, what you already provide.

a.nd devise strategy to exploit Iranian comparative
advantage.

-- We may be prepared to resume a limited military supply
relationship.

-- however, its evolution and ultimate scope will depend on

whether our convergent or our divergent interests come to
loom larger in the overall picture.

What does Iran want?

It~

sien
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EXHMIB OLN-283D

I S.,IT 6LRbI rItU N 582
L "_] Al~at Of ANIICAP MM OTAG 5119

LaJk@ w. :0 JWu 191s, private Aerican WW Israeli citizenscomment" GA operation to e et te release of the Ameracan-hotaes a Bert to exhaa9e for provdinq certan factons nIran with 0 8.-origin Israeli military, nteriel. by September,
U.S. end 16;ee1 Government officials became involved in thisendeavor in order to enn" tuat ue 44 woviadl

Ina not object to the raeli traneer of ebrgoed ateriel to
Irani

MW- 0 ell replecme1nt items to Israel 4e TOpleOAehMent for like
items sold to Ira& by Israel.

on September the Iireli Government0 with the endorsement of
UW ON, tranefegrrd SO08 baic M M4e1ee to Irma. Porty-eghthos# later, Reverend sajamUi feit was released La Setrnt.

Subsequent efforts by bo overameats to ooetinue this processhave net with ftrustratloe 4u to the meed to @Oinnicate owrintentions through an Iranian expatriate aMe dealer itn 3urope.In January 19e6, under the provisions of a eW Covert ActionFinding, the 050 demanded a meeting with responsible Iranian
government officials.

onrbur 20, a O.S. Government officials ih
the first direVt C..--Xrabas Cotaot i ve iveyiti"8-PthAis meeting; the U.S. elside mae an effort to refocus Irananattenton on the threat posed by the Soviet Unaon and the need toestablish a longer tet relationship between oat two countriesbased on more then arM transac ons. It was efPhaisod that thehostage issue yas a 'hurdle* which most be crossed before thisUeroved relationship oeld prosper. During the meeting, Lt alsobecame apparent tht get 00oidittossdemards had not been accurateltransmitted to the Iranian Government by the intemdiary and itwas agreed that

The U9G veld establish Its q fa".h and bona fides byimmd~ietely peovidixg Is.O s. missile for sale to Iran.This tra aton was overtl oopleted on February 21#usig a psCIvate U.S. firm .i the xsraelie as interse4daries

S subseqent meting would be held In Iran with senior 0.8and Iranian offoiale during which the U.S. hostages would
be released..

-mediatoly after the hostages were safely in Ogr hands, theU.S. wcold sell as dditional 3.000 TW missiles to Iranusin the same procodwes e~loed during the September lis
transfer.

IJNCLAS~i~f
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UNCLA SIHWLV
In early March, the Iranian expatriate intermadary demanded Mat
Iranian conditions for release of the hostages now included th
prIor *e of 300 PNOSMIX missiles and an unspecified numer of

= 811681.iles, in addition to the 3,00C TONs which would be
delivered after the hostages were released. A subs.eent meeting
WaS held With the intemediary In Paris on MArch 0, vherein it
was explained that the requirement for prior deliveries violated
the understandings reached in Frankfurt on February 20, and eore
therefore unacceptable. It vas further noted that the Iranian
aircraft and ship launchers for these missiles yere In Such
disrepair that the missiles could not be lauAch 4even itf provide

From March 9 until March 30, there was no further effort
undertaken on our behalf to i It an Government or the
Intermediary. On March 26,"mde an unsolicited
call to the Ph i n M a d eStablis4 for
this purpose. asked why we had not been In contact and
urged that we prc* p! ditiously since the situation in 5eirut
was deteriorating rapidlyM. e was Informed by our Parsi-speainq
Interpreter that the conitions requiring a"itiona1 materiel
b',yond the 3,000 TOWS were unacceptable and that we could in no

seprovide anything else prior to the release of our hostages.
observed that we were correct In our assessment of their

#i .Tyy to use PNOtVIX and AAOON missiles and that the most
urgent requirement that Iran had was to place their current LAN
missile Inventory in working condition. In a subseqent phone
call, we agreed to discuss this matter with his and he indicated
that he would prepare an inventory of parts required to sake
their HAVK systems operational. This parts list was received on
March 26, and verified by CIA.

Current Situation. Ot April 3, An Grbanifahr, the Iranian
" raary, arrived in Washington, D.C. with instructions from

7 to conmmuate final arrangements for the return of the
hmos t Gcrbanifahr was reportedly enfranchised to negotiate
the types, quantitiesand delivery procedures for materiel the
U.S. would sell to Ire& through Israel. The meeting lasted
nearly all night on April 3.4s OWi involved numerous calls. to
?ehzan.

AneaerL

ehran during the meting .ubject to Presidential approval, it
was agreed to proceed as follow e

-- y May, April 7, the Iranian Governent will transfer
917 million to an Israeli aecont in Switzerland. The
Israelis will, in turn, transfer to a private U.S.
corporation account in switzerland the sun of $15 million.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASIFIED
On tuesday, April 1 (or 48 6oon As the trasactions are
verified), the.private.U.S. corporation Will transfer
$3.41 million to a CIA sacc nt in swttserlend. CIA Will
thez transfer this aum to a covert Deportment of the Army
account in the U.S.

On WedneSday, April 9. the CIA will coence procuring
83.651 million worth of LAN islile pert UAs O eg rate
L* Itms) and transferring tme-Parts t is

estimated to take seven wOCIa 4"G.

On Friday, April I$, a private U._ roraft (7078) will
pick-up tho IM missile parts at and fly them to a
covert Israeli airfield for propositioning (this field Vas
used for the earlier delivery othe 1000 TMO). At this
field, the perte will be tra"ferred to an Israeli Defense
Force;' (10) aircraft with false markings. A SA5cOS
capability will be positioned at this location.

-.QJ4tday, April 19, McFarlane, orth, Teicher, Cave,
and a SATCOm eomnmicator vill : d a CIA aikraft

ii4iiiIafiart, Germany, enroute to Tehrn

-- On Sunday, April 30, the following series of events will
occur I

U.S. party arrives Tehran (A-hour) -- mot by
R.afsanjani, as head of the Iranian delegation.

At A 7 hours, the U.S. hostages will be released in
beirut.

At A+1S boutrs, the :f aircraft with the HAWK mifsile
prts aboard will land at *adar Abbas, Iran.

gss~e$9. The following points are relevant to this
transatIan, the discussions In Iran, and the establishment of a
broader relationship between the Unitod States and Irani

The Iranians. have been told that our presence in Iran is a
holy citante on the par of the U6O that we are sincere
and can be trusted. Theo is great distrust of the U.S.
among the various Iranian pentes involved. Without our
presence on the ground in frae, they ivll not believe that
we will fulfill our end of the bargain after the hostages
are released.
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Chadhaffils efforts to tkmy' the hostages could hSucceed in
the near future: further, the Iranians are well :ware thatthe situation in $strut Is deteriorating rapidly snd that
the ability of the IROC to effect the release of the
hostages vii become increasingly more difficult over tise.

Wo have convinced the 3ranians of a significnnt near term
and long range threat fro& the Soviet Union. We have real
and deceptive intelligence to demonstrate this threat during
the visit. They have expressed considerable interest in
this Satter as part of t6 longer term relationship.

The Iranians have ben told that their provision of
assistance to Nicaragua is unacceptable to us and they tdve
agreed to discuss this matter in Tehran.

We have further indicated to the Iranians that ve vish to
discuss steps I din to _ station of hostilities between
Iran and Iraq.

The Iranians are well avare that their most ismediate needs
are for technical assistance in maintaining their air force
and navy. We should expect that they will raise this issue
during the discussions in Tebran. Further conversation with
Gorbanifahr on April 4, lndlcates that they vill want to
raise the matter of the original 3,000 TOVe as a significant
deterrent to a potential Soviet move against Iran. Tbey
have also sug ested that, acreeaent is reached to rovids
&~ %"t*~ h

-- The Iranians have been told &ad aqreed that they vil
receive neithe blum nor credifor the lease of
the hostages. _ ____

UNCLASSIFIED
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no@ residual funds from this transaction are allocated AS
fellowes.

o 162 million will b used to purchase replacement TOWs
for the original 501 sold by Israel to Iran for the
release of Denjamin Weir. This 10 the Only way that we
have found to mest outr citment to replenish these
stocks.

$12 million will be used to purchase critically nae~d
supplies for the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance
Forces. This materiel is essential to Cover shortages
in resistance inventories resulting from their current
offensives and Sandinista counter-stAcke &ad to
'bridge' the period between now and when Cong ressionally
approved lethal assistance (Jbeyo the 15 million in
defensive' arms) can be delivered.

The ultimte objective in the trip to Tehran is to coinene the
process of improving U.S.-Iranian relations. loth sides are
aware that the Iran-Iraq war is a major factor that must be
discussed. We should not, hoverer, view this meeting as a
session which vll result in Lmediat Iranian agreement to
proceed with a settlement with Iraq. Rather, tL z, etir., the
first high-level U.S.-Iranian contact in five years, should be
seen as a chance to move in this direction. These discussions,
as well as follow-on talks, should be governed by the Terms of
Reference (TOR) ITab A) with the reqoonition that this is,
hopefully, the first of many meetings and that the hostage issue,
once behind us, improves the opportunities for this relationship.

Finally, we should recognize that the Iranian$ will undoubtedly
want to discuss additional arm and commercial transactions as
'quids' for accommodating Nicaragua,
and Iraq. Our emphasis oa te soviet military an u versiv-
threat, a useful mechanism in bringing them to agreement on the
hostage issue, has also served to increase their desire for mans
to protect themselves against/deter the Soviets.

That tM Puesident approve the stsueture depicted above under
"Current Situation' and the Toms of Reference at lab A.

Approve ._epprov _

Attachment
Tab A - U.S.-Iranian Tero of Reference

I W
a L.01 OR a t-AL' A ;ALI

PW '11. 4 11MV I'll, TV I
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MzAS or Rzrzpzu¢tU-S.*ran Dialoge

z*I.ASIC PILARS OF U.S. 7OR21Gt POLICY 19tiOntfal)

-- President Reagan cAm. into office at a time when Iran had
had a certain Impact on the American political process --
perhaps not what you intended.

The President represented aM embodied AmerLca's recovery
from a period of veaknehs. no has rebuilt American militar.
and econamic strength.

Most important, he has restored Americaun villa and
self°confidence. The U.S. Is not afraid to use Its pover in
defense of its interests. We are not intiadated by Soviet
pressures, hether on arus control or Angola or Central
America or Afghanistan.

At the same time, we are prepared to resolve political
problems on the basis o; reciprocity.

We see many international trends -- economic, technological,
and political -- working in our favor.

II. U.S. POLICY ?OWAD IRMt SIASC PRINCIPLES

A. U.S. Assessment of Iranian Policy.
- We view the Iranian revolution as a fact. The U.S. is

not trying to turn the clock back.

- Our present attitude to Iran is not a product of
prejudice or emotion, but a clear-eyed assessment of
Ire' present policies.

rs hae used revolutionaryy Islam' as a weapon to
uadermine pro-Western governments ea American
iat mests throughout the Middle Bast. As long as this
s liras's policy, ye are bound to be strategic
adversaries.

Support of terrorim and hostage-taking Is part of thui
strategic pattern. We ume it used not only against us.
but against our friends. We cannot accept either.
Your influence in achieving the release of ap. hostage,
return of those killed (over time) is essential.

006,"n -
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U iULA siItV
We see your activitY o many parts of the world,
Including even Cestral America.

The U.S. knows bow Iran views the Soviet Union. But
subversion of Western Interests and friends objectively
5"1ve8 Soviet interests on a global scale.

Thus, our assesment if that a decisive Iranian victory
in the war with Iraq would only unleash greater
regional InstabilitY# a further erosion of the Western
position, nd enhanced opportunities for Soviet
trouble-saking.

The O.5. will therefore do what it can to prevent such
a development. We regard tlie war as dangerous in sany
respects and would like to see& n end to it.

. Possible Intersetion Of .J.-Ireniaf Interepts.

Despite fundamental coeflots, we perceive several
possible inters actions of U.S. and Iranian interests.
I propose we explore these areas.

First, the 0.S. has had a traditional interest in
seeing Iran preserve its territorial Integrity ad•
independence. This has not changed. The aU.S. opposes
Soviet designs on Iran.

Second, wehave no interest in &Iraqi victo over

con lict an am ntNo u an improved re tionship with
Iran to f rather that end.

Third* we have parallel views on Afghanistan. Soviet
policy there naked a r on, a three o all in

_ _ Bt ourob~etve s te it t get out and

let the Afghan peopl$ choose their w course.

C. U..OlcieTOda.

we have no illusions about what is possible in our
bilateral relations. Perhaps this meetLn will reveal
only a limited, nomentary, tactical coincidence of
interested. Perhaps ore. We are prepared either way.

In essence, we are prepared to have whatever kind of
relationship with Iran that Iran is prepared to have
with us.

UNCLASSIFIED

82-631 - 88 - 37
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UNCLaSIf %EO
111. NVZL L!TARV POSTU

MOscOw has designs on parts of Iran.

Afghanistan illustrates the price the Soviets are ready to
pay to expand areas under their direct control.

Sumarise Soviet capabilities along border and inside
Afghanistan vhibh could threaten Tehza.

U.S. is aware of Soviet act ivitym

-- Soviet plans now they would do it.

-- Iranian support to Sandinista regime in icaraqua aide an4
abets Soviet designs -- makes O.S.-Iranian relationship more
difficult ($100 million in oil last year, plus am

-- U.S. can help Iran cope with Soviet threat.

IV. AFGRANI STAN

-- My be real value for Iran and U.S. to find ways to
cooperate against Moscow in Afghanistan.

US can ovide huiariaanasstance for refugee S

We need to know who you work with, what you already provide,
and devise strategy to exploit Iranian comprative
advantage.

V. RARDWA.Z

-- 1e ay be prepared to resme a limited military supplyrelat Ionebip.

loevers its evolution and ultimate scope will depend on
whether our convergent or our divergent interests cone to
lo larger in the overall picture.

What does Iran want?

Ui 
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EXHIBIT OLN-284

cc: NSPST --CPA PAUL THOMPSON .SORF --CPLA :ON FORT:E

-------..*** r r. *.?****.****'

MISG FROM: NSJMP -CPLA TO: NSDR.F --CPUA 05/02/86 23:01:50
NSDIF --CPUA

Reply to note of 05/02/86 19:29
.SEC AT -

NOTE FROM: JOHN POINDEX'TER
Subject: CONTRA PROJECT
When Shultz. Regan and I discussed it yesterday on AF-L, we were a bit
confused as to whether the expedited procedures in the legislation would apply
to this proposal. What pressure %ould exist on Tip to take action on it?
Pleas. talk to Will $all. %hat about the idea that Jim Iiller and Dinnis had
about submitting an urgent-urgent supplemental containing among other thins
the Irish aid package?

Next, yesterday in a meeting that I had with the President, he started the
conversation with "I as really serious." "If we can't move the Contra package
before June 9. 1 want to figure out a way to take action uni-laterelly to
provide assistance." In other words he does not buy the concept of taking
actions or talking about pulling out as described in the package. He hem been
reading Natanyahu's (sp!) book on terrorism and he was taken with the examples
itf Presidentiel actions in the past without Congressional approval. Ke also
.ead an op-ed piece on the same subject. i believe that was the one by Dick
Pipes' son. The President is recalling the S06A action we took on Honduras. I
told him that I didn't think that it would apply hare, since we are not
dealing with a government. but the fact rains that the President is ready to
confront the Congress on the Copnstitutional question of who controls foreign
policy. We need to get Abe Sofaer and other stalwart lawyers thinking in these

-ma to see if there is some way we could do this, it all else fails.

With your answers to the first question, we will discuss the package on the
return trip and be ready to proceed on return. I have George's proxy on the
package. George agrees with the President that we have to win some way and we
will not pull out.

cc: NSRKS -- CPUA RON SAlL NSOLN -- CPUA OLLIE NORTH

NSRIN -- CPVA ROD MCDANIEL NSPIT -- CPUA PAUL THOMPSON
.'41tP -- CPUA 801 PEARSON NSFEG -- CPUA FLORE14CE GANTT

EXHIBITED
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EXHIBIT OLN-289

' ~~~Lgl. r r¢'A!.A A',4, PC) ftTs SA-.:uzT E"{ ¢

d~.Or l Cav ,C. rel At0CIn A TI C., o.'", fo. G.n

undated ' .VI110O251 - Cove Documents relating information obtained from Ghorbalnifr
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REVIEWED fOR RELEASE
Date

6~rA, *Oa

6-6 &1n.asa C4 #. 1- -

L, 10W4aT RYLACO ANA 0SAID THAT W1TTIN4 WAS116 AIIuI, WEIall

NM IcmHT 60 10 TINUT U S[IUIneATcLY A T OUR DiSCUTsZoSTO v 1Ratj Sti

EYItTKINC SlATSN TRAC.

* ..;AntD 0To .94 00r)ULDE 60tSol" . .ST.RANO. Tu NR InACrltwi.
. o# IDAN$ O'.IL. PLUS A CO WSP9CIALIST. NE THOUGHT THAT MWOL ,

FI;. - . - .....

3. Ve TOLD KI NTHAT WEIDIINOT VAI TO 6O.INTO DETAILS AS THIS WAS CoOt

SNO ANd NE E .oIL|EIXPLAINI I IRvTINs TiS £r11i01. MI CDD Say NT

sets HAD DRn UP A SCHCSIUL THAT Kiv WI U WHOPE W D So s CCKP? A Sl To

THE *THEK IDK. I I HASIZCl To KN THAT SIr THIs THING IS TO WeRe

NM MIT PLAY a&i Y WHICH WE ILL tXPLAIN TO IR II ClET TAIL THIS

AFTRINOON. N $SICD PLEASED WITH ALL T:S. HC WAS 61MNG TO CALL
"IHRAM %IMXIATLT £ATER WE LIFT TO"XPLaI THAT HATVWE IRE LlINI UP ALL TF

Due€lS. "'

N. 'ISP'IT SOME 111 TELLIC TAT WE RST IIOwi fnITHINC £ABOUT

ISIACL toiw 013 3111141AZ i-o PC1 OUDCII 1 SAID RAYSE ME

COULD INTION" LCAVIN THAT THEY COULD RELY ON , @1 THIS CASE. quoN

HOW MUCH THIS IS 90:06 TO COST T1 ISRALISI.

5- .H ALSO SAIl THAT WHL[ IN TIRAN NC NAITALKEDtoT 141 CONSCRVATIVE

LEAKS LINE So. 1. - T,1 ONES NE TIL9E TO WEE ATATULLAN FARASI.

IHNArINI ; yQ T I STtOII 07 COMNHRCU. CU. Palan aCCORDING TO U

IC¢ORS). ' U"I A THE TAT NI AD, ARS ITH THI A IIAT THIS VA S jCREAT

Wlfi4q + i-1M £1R 61I TO IT INTO POWER T £T[ EOMreNI COCSS 0

LITO h TSAAwt'i tll NTtoTo it 11AnciciCAs.

ST S " ' STfTHE WTIREINU tASTIC .

11 .ASD rFLomiNGNitt' EU9 A SUCCISlfULL AING. WHO ILL NANDLIT 7

PLL l T r, ih*64'SO0PkItS AI I SAID TN

PC tNOU'IT os,60 6L&Vt"h*O'VOLVtB 0TH *AFSENJAN I OCR LINE THACE AND

SONC P1091. 71lI*NE *Of--t. ESlllD Ch IITHU If TH OUGHT ISENTIAL

THAI TE""4l CROALSO 3191[WTHP 91PL0C FlOM LIKI EO1 WHICH N COULD ARRANGI

S' li ASIKN["tAI'HAT iS6ATI*S'@i IOteILi k''THAT NI CAL(.v DOESN'T t

L2f YOU &n. -...

A. iAMl '"A SUSUUkiLY t1IN UP It ftEASS r64I1 OR'%tvU1 InRIOIIAl

Vt4rA*IS TW'USI thIN FINiCH INYnR CAL' N' ILL"t 60 10 i I

WIT COL t. GUY LAR" 'W't 730 I EY'' . Si THAT. NEt W.AS OCi

PiM MILL 10 AftLNCTdTS DAC?
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'4. "Wt TOL) DIN THAT Wt ANiC) t T RAIGHTtN OUTTH I )IrICULTIY OV[,,
lTPC llftC PiI S'TO' VOLD 'M' THA'TT CALI 'A*
INSiISAfl IYa'NNOT US AND IN OURRCP*LYWC T O THA'
vi 46SXVCR THt IEALYO SEAS ENUNCIATED N FRA?0:UI~ AI TA
PRoOLtn SOLVE) AS IT WAS E WHO TOLD TO CALL US INDPINDENTLY T(
CHCE KOH"VZnAW)'hkl'HONESTy VIA A OTHk CHANNEL. -THUS CN)Ebt THIS
tONVEtSATIONO .'... .

S0 61CRC .AS'S4MlC 1NGN'ISH CONVCRAVOW WHIH'" LED USTO CLICVE H "
INA[CATI TWO TRI0% TO TEHRAN . "..- . " .-.

11.1 WE HA) TOJLISltf'tlAT0LtiST k HALF AN 'HOUR' 0T TALK 'ON'WUvCAkRCULL.1.WE ST IC IN ICALING"IETH THESE'GUYS'AN)'HOW WEd CEd SUCH A PERSON AS

XXC .A ." ' " ';''" :" '" . .... V E'" "- ' .. . .. R9 A
kh1 T4' GUl)E THE MAY NC INhk HOW1T' HAW0Lt'THEN.
3?1. Nt ALSO'PROM36V T4AT'Vk ;USE PROPiiTS TROllTHESE PEALS*SRI AND OTHERS
To F7UND 0 0R T THCE REELS ZN AFGHANISTAN. WE COULt 10 THE SAME WITH
•i . . ..R , . :.. . .- , A $,. . .. .. .. , .
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ExmBrr OLN-291

TO: - R. V. Second

FROM: Bob Dutton

DATE: June 4, 1906

SUBJECT: How to present the reorganization to ACE

Current Situation:

- ACE performance in getting capability up to an acceptable

level has been unsatisfactory.

-- Aircraft that were purchased were not thoroughly or

properly checked.

-- Major repairs in engines and avionics have taken

excessive time, meaning A/C were not useable for training,
I

basic missions or high tech work.

-- People that have been hired have been working with

inadequate guidance or supervision.

- B. C. Washington has been paying a large I of past and current

expenditures for Margin (G G A, Fringe) and 0 6 M which,

since we are already paying all of the operating and main-

tenance costs, amounts to an additional profit payment. The

combinations of these payments have equalled S8.41 of a March

ACE invoice and 57.60 of their April invoice.

- ACE states that the current arrangement is not making any

money for their company for the effort expended.

Proposed Reorganization:

- ACE has put together a useful organization which we would

like to retain to provide a means to contract both people

0H3 :""IT~K IS I
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and air support plus a means to make payments. For this th ey

should be paid a service fee.

- B.C. Washington now has the capability to provide direct

policy guidance and operational directives to the Project

Hope personnel. This will give us the ability to hold one

person totally responsible for the operational capability of

the project.

- Some of the senior personnel at ACE have a great deal of

background and experience in Project Hope type operations.

it would benefit the entire program if these people were

retained as professional consultants to B. C. Washington

and paid on a scale to be determined by the corporate

officers.

Benefits:

- We stop paying 0 & M, which is currently money tied up away

from ACE personnel. This will reduce our cost anywhere from

$SOK to $lOOK per month.

ACE will continue to be a part of the project and will get

paid a service fee.

- The key ACZ. employees will start being paid consultant fees

which is valuablee money'.

Assumption: Throuqhout this proposal, I am assuming that ACE

no longer intends to purchase the aircraft with the 0 & M

money we currently pay them. If this is not a correct

assumption, that fact should be formally acknowledged and

UGJ1&
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we can continue the 0 & M payments vi.ce a much reduced

service fee. but we will get the money back when we sell

them the aircraft. We can still take the key ACE personnel

on as-part-time consultants,

003.,,,
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ExHrBrr OLN-292

e 10, 1 O61

June 10, 1996

ACTION

- -z : -.
90444 *

176

N 44482

MEMORANDUH FOR

FROMi

SUiJECI?

JOHN M. POINDZX rR

OLIVER L. NoRTo.

Hostage Rescue Effort

Attached at Tab I is a memo from you to the President asking him
to sign a letter (Tab A) to Ross Perot thanking Ross for his
efforts to recover the American hostages in Beirut. Your memo at
Tab I is selfexplanatory.

RZCOMMNDATION

That you initial and forward your memo at Tab I.

Approve Disapprove

Attachments
Tab I - Poindexter Memo to the President

Tab A - Presidential ltr to Ross Perot

K

I.

Radwy ,: fi' te;aseiu on -a
nftr prov.in 0o1E . .'

Sy . Roger, .... P,

D;cTasilfy: OADR II EGIEtrw

r-

- rAW

~ ~
~d f)g

I

ad
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~' W1IT1MOUS3 "U 90444

WASMINGTON

N6ORAIDUM FOR TRI PlUSID103I? •~ 444833
AI JOin, N. POINDEXTIRN

SUiJZCT, Hostage Rescue Effort

rogsue

Letter to Mr. Ross Perot.

Background

For several monthot,1 1
effort to secure

the Ciase of the American hostages abductu"in Be irq) Three
weeks ago, those working in the area developed a plan

'would undertake an operation to recover t hoes
The plan involved the usd of privately-provided aircraft,
personnel, and vesselb. Unfortunately, the security situation
inside eirut deteriorated before this plan could be put into
effect.

Discussion

Pome ferot provided the resources required to bring this plan to
fruition. ge dispatched one of his personal staff to oversee
the mission and maintained cammunications between his offices in
Texas and the forward operating team in Cyprus. Perot is,
understandably, disappointed that this operation did not succeed,
but should be cosnded for trying. Because it is possible that
such a plan could well work in the uture, a letter from you
(Tab A) thanking him for his help would be most appropriate.

Recsmeendation

That you sign the letter at Tab A.

Prepared byi
Oliver r. North

Attachment
Tab A - Letter to Ross Perot

Uyiu OAD
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Dear Ross:

I have been briefed on your effort over the
past several weeks on behalt of our Americans
abducted in Beirut. On behalf of the American
peoR3e, I want to thank you for your discreet
assistance in this regard. Ny hope is that
we may yet succeed in reuniting these men
with their families and loved ones. Thanks
again and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Mr. H. R. Perot
7171 Forest Lane
Dallas, TX 75203

a
~ ~

44484
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EXHIBIT OLN-293

OPERATING LOCAT :CNS

KEY PERSONNEL

TV ORGANIZATIONAL DIAGRAM

v ASSETS & EXPENDITURES

VI WAREHOUSE INVENTORY NO 21 JUL 86

VII DESCRIPTION OF PLANTATION

VIII CURRENT SALARIES

IX OPTIONS
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cue z :ecent chances in czeraticnal requirements and

increase! tski;, tn'e "Benefact.or C:=:any", hereinafter refer-e--

t:: as B. C. I3:n s taki-; no:e 4irect csnt: :4:

.c~e and its suppo-rting ele~nent3. T te following cutlines t-A-

structure, au-thcrizies, and :espcrnsibilities of the new cgn-a

:ion. We intend to impenent the reor-anization cn July , j?

:: OPERATING LOCATIONS

A. Washington: B. C. Washington will assume operational

---------11 assets in support of Project Hce. They wU.

establish a separate secure communications facility that

will act as the hub of all operational and other sensitive

project information. ACE will maintain administrative

command and act as the broker with SAT. All contracts and

contract payments will be worked through ACE under the

policy direction of B. C. Washington.

B. Cincinnati: This military airbase is our primary

operationalsupport base. It provides a secure location

from which we can operate our aircraft and perform essential

maintenance. Within the city, we maintain four houses where

we can quarter approximately 18 people. Transportation is

provided by four vehiclesiuith rivers. Besides the local

telephone, communications are maintained between quarters

and the base by mobile radio and between our major operating

locations by HF radio.

C. The Farm: T his forward operating location IFOL) will

provide the launch and recovery site for support missions
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heing flown in the nor:h central operations. it c.et .

,as a '.' limited maintenance sport cazaoility. We

-e lcokina to Install a site manacer,'overat4-ns Cf;:er

coordinate su:ort requirements and operational u

We do not see crews operating from here for more -han 2

3 days at a tlir

D. The Plantation (West): This FOL gives us the capaI I -y

to support central and southern operations. We will

eventually install a -ermanent site manager plus an enz n.:'

commo specialist here. The sensitivity and vulnerability Cf

this site will limit its use and the number of people we

assign. While training and actual missions may be launched

from here, the prime purpose of the FOL is to provide an

alternate refueling or emergency landing site to give us

more flexibility in mission planning.

E. Maintenance Support Miami: Due to the continuing

requirement to locate, acquire and provide numerous logisti:

support and maintenance items for our operational assets, we

will establish a one-man support element in the Miami area.

He is to be responsive to the Maintenance Director and work

closely with SAT for procurqmen.; and delivery of required

items.

III KEY PERSONAL

A. Manager: The project manager at Cincinnati is the sole

focal point for site operation and coordination with B. C.

Washington, from whom he will receive all policy and
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o~er:2icnal guidance. Either he cr the Opera:ions D:ec:::

be cn sta::r. at all times. S=ecifi: res~cnslzi-iies

include:

1) Be responsi'.e for the operational effectiveness of

ccmpany assets and personnel assigned to the project.

2) Esta-ish and enforce a security system that will ens-:e

com.unications security and the operational security of

our operations.

3) Direct the daily and weekly flying and maintenance

schedules.

4) Provide B. C. Washington a daily maintenance and training

status plus planned schedules for the next seven-day

period.

5) Through the Host Liaison Officer, interface with the host

government and in-country U. S. Government organizations

on behalf of the company.

6) Direct and be prepared to report on support activities

for all personnel assigned to the project, whether they

be permanent or temporary. This includes quarters,

rations, pay, transportation and leave schedules.

7) Maintain detailed records of.activities and expenditures

to provide strict accountability of all company assets

and monies. A written report will be provided B. C.

Washington on a monthly basis.

B. Host Liaison Officer: This officer provides the Manager

the critical link to the host senior officials to coordinate
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s%:rt and operational matters. He is the pro:ects cu-

- kan.d .-egotiator W:.th -Ct6h the- hcat and .-- *-

S . ver:n.ent ofai:ials 'e w !e zat o' the se.re

ccrmnunicstions link between B. C. Washingto. and Proia-

Hope. Specific responsibilities include:

1) Maintain a secure communications link with 3. C. Washinzt::

to provide an alternate means of communicating with t.he

Manager, the host or U. S. Government officials.

2) 3r~ef and obtain ....... ence from the minimum required

host and U. S. officials on current operations that are

of specific interest to them.

3) Maintain close contact with the host military to arrange

support for our operations and maintenance.

4) Keep the Manager informed of any problems our people or

operations may be creating for our host or in-country

U. S. Government representatives.

C. Operations Directors Air logistics support being the

primary service provided, it is necessary to install an

experienced special operations aviator to act as senior air

operations planner/coordinator and be second in overall

command. Primary duties include:

1) Keep the Manger informed on all matters pertaining to

operations.

2) Serve as the senior pilot.

3) Coordinate work schedules and resolve all air crew

issues based upon top-down guidance.
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4) :_-.tain accar ate and current records pertain.nc t o a'r

-- e" Ig.- "-.curs and traini.: status.

5) F-z:i:n as senior air o.eritic..s planner for

and act,.;a lcgisti.c support missions.

6) rs-azish and enforce a set of s:arards for cur azr-

craft cor.nanders to evaluate all mission tasking for

suita*ility, feasa-ility and safety.

D. Maintenance Director: All major maintenance operatio-.s

will he inducted d at Cincinnati with the support of the host

and Maintenance Support Miami. The Maintenance Director

will oversee and coordinate theater-wide maintenance activi-

ties in accordance with the Manager's guidance. Responsi.".1-

ties include:

1) Keep the Manager informed on all matters pertaining to

maintenance.

2) Project and coordinate scheduled aircraft maintenance so

that an operating capability exists at all times.

3) Maintain current and accurate records pertaining to

scheduled and on-call inspections, servicing and

maintenance for each aircraft.

4) Maintain accurate invenmoriesof tools, equipment,

materials and spare parts which are in the custody of

the site maintenance section.

5) In coordination with Maintenance Support Miami, forecast

and order spare parts, materials and equipment.

6) Order and control required maintenance publications.
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7) . Mre:are maintenance re.o:ts in accordance wbth di.e.te-.

-c!.edules and f-.r-ats. -

Su=ccor: Becau se of our dependence cn -e

cooperation and su.ppcr: of the host gover.--ent, it is

necessary that the Support Oirectcr work closely with

I.ost Liaison Off.cer to interface with the host on a

regular basis in their language. Responsibilities c!:

1) Keep the Manager informed on all matters pertaining t:

personnel and site support.

2) In coordination with ACE, establish and monitor contracts

for all quarters, transportation, telephones and dcnes-ic

support.

3) In coordination with ACE, pay all bills and maintain

detailed records of expenditures.

4) Establish and monitor a fuels account with the Air Force

to provide timely fuel support. Keep a detailed account

of all fuel expenditures.
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5 e .- 1 7' t t.:-: z Z aZ a-------
ia a t~. SW' e- a7 ~ :.a at NE erd :e S.:3ce

arieas are jS','':Zentiy zzn;MdCte!, t~:
res e : " A. :. 7:e en-.tre runway, and a::.- areas -

=ar"-_;a:, are s'.;c-ect to ercsi~-. darnage. 7ne:a ea-
zepan ' s: ncn:'., and if tnis ;roo1Q.n is not nardled :crrel--'

ayd ay cecome a Pr=blem also. The need for a V-rqcrZs and
c:z~ete naintenance program -s paramol~.;t. f:n-.e
:a:ton foll:w.ng te early season rains and surface ;rzc-

or-ve nadecate, it may be necessary to apply an as n3_'t-
s-.;rface banding naterial s3ch as Pentaprime.

7he NE arpr=ach to the :rnway is obstructed by a smail
and a bend in the valley immediately at the end of the runway.
AiC have landed and taken off an this direction, but ? would n :
advise if loaded or limited visibility. The SW approach is ::r-
pletely open.except for some trees which will be cut as time an!
equipment permit.

One drainage problem area has been identified and steps
taken to remedy it. A concrete culvert should have been installed
across the runway. Small drainage areas will be identified durin.
tne first rains and corrective measures taken.

A/C PARKING/SERVICE AREA: The parking area is at the north
midpoint of the runway and is large enough to accommodate three
C-123's. The refuel bladders will be located here along wdith
the A/C maintenance and repair facilities. All loading and
.nloadang of cargo will be done here also. Presently the AVGAS
available is stored in 55-gal. drums in a GP medium tent at
same place where bladders will be located.

BUILDINGS: The main building will be "L" shaped, 160' x 60' x
20' wide. It will contain 1700 ft2 of warehouse space, an
office, a radio room, livinq/eatinq area and eight bedroom/off! ies.
The latrine will be 10' x 22' and contain three toilets, sinks
and showers, and room for a washer and dryer. The buildings and
vehicle parking area are almost entirely under trees. Both
buildings were designed to use natural ventilation for cooling
with only the radio room requiring an air conditioner, but fans
will be needed on the hottest calm days. The buildings should
be Eirviceable by Monday 26 May, with only finish work needed.
I will finish the buildings when I return. When the buildings
have been completed and the carpenters departed, the facility
will be operations capable and finish work can be completed as
tame permits.

00012
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:e :t ;::. -I are : t .n :tn a-

*% r:i' is &s:: ncnit3reds : - t e .ay .
sce-.: -ernrts. P. McCauleX d,: an ec elent ;cc of .setti-:

:. '*at is extreely rel.able. The radio w 1l1 be ncve
v.''nity tne AVGAS where they are now upon ou~iding

WATER: Gettng water has proved to be a problem. A well was ;.z
to 30' near the building site without finding water. After
consulting several knowledgeable locals, it was decided t: zi:e
water 1500 meters across the valley from a constant supply sr-.
This water will gravity feed to a holding tank and then be
to an elevated tank to get the required water pressure.

ROA:: The only way in and out of the site is via the road or
light aircraft to the ranch. The Maule would require multiple
trips almost daily to meet the transportation needs of the air-
field. With careful and constant maintenance during the rainy
season, it may be possible to use the road all year; depending on
the amount and duration of the rain and how quickly the valley....
drains.

During heavy prolonged rains, the site will be cut off and
thought should be given to using a boat as an alternate means
of supply/emergency evacuation. There are all weather roads to
the coast north and south of the airfield within range of a srra.

Ono 01
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.. .. -..- - -

F?.se st za::er... 4 .-Is

7.62-51...270,000

".62-39...442,000

7.62-51Linked... .82,500

$IMM Shells... 1488

60MM Shells...7,975

HGM963...60,510

Uniforms...473

Caps...562

T-Shirts....720

Underwears...921

Belts...456

Pairs Socks....1,640

Boots Pairs... 481

Hankerchiefs...441

Canteens... 882

Backpacks...461

Poncho Liners...274

Magazine holders... 295

Ponchos...475

Military Belts...478

Suspenders... 476

Flashlights...452

Batteries...452.

00011

82-681 - 88 - 38
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A.

-.4

6.

h.

j.

k.

2.2 7 ".

23es (3 .a. s)

;,': =e' -,taint.. & ,zz.-mo saisr-es

r ave~

Fuel &Oi

Parts movements

Food

Telephone

Electricity

Drivers A Maids (9) salaries

Local support (Max / Ramon)

1,000.

6,00 .

III Nonrecurrinq Costs:

a. Commercial Operational Support (L-100/2 masns.) 6 7, 't .

00010

24,606.

35,000.

85,789.
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e.

z. :-:: (H?-825)

c. C-7 (HP-822)

d. C-7 (HP-823)

e. Maul* (HP-821) w wIOV

'a. Warehouse (Llopango) Main bldg. pd. by State,
extension pa.d by us

q. Ram~p area for our A/C

h. Plantation (West) pers. 192,208; mat. 85,000

i. Spare engines (R-2800, R-2000)

j. Spare parts

k. Parachutes/Rigging

1. Radios/Antennas

m. Mission Support (Xerox, freezer, refrigs.)

n. Long Range Lorans (4)

o. NVG's (4)

p. Storm Scopes (4)

q. Van (1)

r. Survival Equipment (10)

s. Fuel acct balance (El Salvadorian Air Force)

t. Credit w/SAT (have repair bill on HP-824 €jtsarW)

-U. unitions/supplies purchased to date

v. Property for Plantation

TOTAL

* Non-recoverable costs

53:,' "

6:,:::.

5,63-.

502, 208.

84,450.

150,000.

10,333.

28,4:1.

33,886.

11,040.

20,038.

34,352.

5,000.

4,837.

16,088.

58,909.

870,000.

500,000.

4,089,372.

00009
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-. K S e.wede-

" K Sawyer

-i K Cooper

51 K McRainey

51 K Plowaty

51 K

42 K

30 K

27.6K

30 K

27.6K

30 K

4-O

Kuney

Hughes

Stevenson

Custodio

Shutt

Baque

Coble

27.6K Santucan

0oesse

Alford

36 K GamelLn

36 K SaAth

36 K Host Liaison
(Max)

20 K R/O Wash

lolton

Replaced

sorlace

Tucker

4250.

4500.

4500. Up to 4700. when manacemet s :.
being covered at CincnnatL, A
and crews ready, reports on te,
manning complete, etc.

4250. Up to 4400. when training r:::i.
NVG, forms, etc. working.

4250. U1 to 4400. when A/C flying, ;a::s
f ow and response working.

4250.

3500.

2500.

2300.

2500.

2300.

2500.

2300.

3000.

3000.

3000.

1666.

Goinq on contract

South Africans
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1 ASH. "",SJ. C ats

- GlIZZRggJer

Operational Control

- - . AdmJnistrativ@ Command

- •- Diect Liaisoft

"I woz:''.

"-" &-C I v 1. -P

7

. Z.
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°'e a

Ma.a: Al..-

"" A'.'ta-A""Chicac.

".e~u .. Now York

Azacate Albany

SCCA: Lar-edo

.Sandinista A-.v Crows

S 1n j-in t a AT Ravens

-iodes

S. .S Diesels

C'30,'LlOO Locomotive

C123 Mule

AmMO Salt

Radar Rain

Parachute cadillac

C-7 4
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..nr.:. o; :ne ent,.:e ope:Ash :1.3 assets Valed at
a~r~~mae: 4M.The;r;: wo: be neqstlered at

sone level :elow the S4M.

C:A t3Kes over czerational control. we maintain t!e ::e'ds

and assets and conduct tne operations at the tolo&rwi rate.

C-7 at S.300/hr, minimum of 50 hrs/mo.
C-123 at 100/hr, minimum of 50 hrs/mo.
Maule at $300hr, minimum of 50 hrs/mo.

Therefore, the basic cost per ffonth to the CIA would be

$311,500 plus addi:lve costs for operations in excess o
the 50 hours per month.

Note 1: We prefer option I with the proceeds from the sale

going back into a fund for continued similar
requirements.

Note 2: with either option, the CIA should know that 4/C-123K's

have very recently been delivered to Tucson (MASDIC).
These should be procured by CIA as they are probably
in good condition and there should be a good spare
parts stock with them.
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EXHIBrT OLN-294

3O~Noure 30 ~ ' dir LU 2 July If t" N 836,01sor 0 ,.. ,,, -10836
Status of 1 U south force 4tl rt " yPtdt7 bly 4t days. ladio Rsa.

extt4mly bitter, accusing us of playing with lives. po0c. uable rind S

bwdleC efter 2 day search. .o- do not believe bundles dropped, tore

tskinq heavy .aiea, numbere4 captured rising. Cite 2 ct:n*ns Aorq other

I .ortant comrus retreat tl* eXpeCt cOSS today. Mtn

leprosy wldeqpread, comllicated by lack idlcin, food. clothes, amuo.

1kittoe line rupture fragile alliance A= vith 1A. due Inility respply.

fotre believes fault ours they vehemently re*ect our reasons. Even so

v. &Alnq --o effort,. sending two qualified meI July. One %

M ne, t toset up secure Otarea and organism reception.

ECxPcti ill .be qulckly orgeanse1d. Requet you com work with us.

Ned July casette.,

From alphi Plai. " to go tanWiMn4my to asees

situation and &$$islo requrt depending on our ,vetL)obllty. Advise

on construction plans sInce.: am opposedd to give money MI for requar

expenses. I do rot think I vill have enough to cover any extra$. V

"I I u I Ior

i r i- ,,, I IIT
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OS IM.6: atS, -- cp& T6z sR illP --- Cps&

a., m,, .. - *- •y,. IIje bL~l~lr
6&vc rblit OLIVU CSIV
Subjects pelilt 88ii C11815
Wb oppottoitl to 4LiCeso the reot&I ASorci LOSme with IAd man eicSo* ad

at t4 ese time. dietutbhis IS vie of last *i4tes CS &Lec. mad thas

6se0iW466 aPpsAiA4 lSahlgthe 21ARS itoOe I Cam e4eitamd war too a ell

Laos wasaggetioos abeot beth at iSaoWeut is mISaAc4.d policy s8d wets 61

castiueA taee bags. $Loom . ot..s a foe sieamos ago I bdee haes told that

owes of &Sachso o~emet with all "Stec yesterdayI is km ewst ies. sadec

thoe ckrcuoet~ses 41ini eaor Latesties that I eatcicdto ama..
1 

etiroii

ioes the Uicaqa las. it Pgabbp sh. be boot L& I "eo to moe o as

viltibu aheiaditLueemil as osibe. I waet ot to ae that At s, or e

dearly Atnpolstiea to hove loot j"t costladobe tog P reabect lo. what 10e

bags tried to do and 6,39o oe jelod eerki4 mith Toe go a &esit ot issues

Ilpataat to Our satLob. 46 the PGeside at the leod we sase had a clse

= toemailp OR " rl iaLtityoo that could set hass bees accOOiiss8d

Vitboot absolute trut heteee too pgOesionals. at tho eame tis eod *&"I&

sot be expected to tOtS e your state 0 000 00 - 16Nsspect coold be

telkiel to the aedia Or ubie Joe believe to be too e d4 otimah imolved ks as
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EXHIBIT OLN-296

S

ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOR

FROM:

SIJ3JZC~t-4-

AP.AL W QU;;;O,
WA544?TOC 80W

SYSTEr'4 ?v
NSC/ICS- 4 0 28S

• 4* ,'.e r;
July 29, 1916 by. , ". . .'" .

'I,.

JOHN M. POINDIX4R

OLIVZR L. MORT~e

Next Steps on the American HoStages

rather J4
tne Presaent on rriaay, AUUst I,

eased on information derived from
A4aseomdA .withC.4 ek lmamfu4 M,4

N 44486

mo is s0cl@
*, at 2:00 p.m.

our
the

we have drawn

as a direct result. &action taken by
or about July 21.

vocla 8OADA

LM iq
'I
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believed that he had consumatd an arrangement with
a r cans through Ghorbanifar on the terms for release

of the hostages.

-sxpectations regarding the inediate delivery of
tbN 4XW Omissile parts were apparently transmitted to
higher authority in Iran. Discussions with in
Europe (Sunda, July 27) and calls from him t aIndicate
that6M is in considerable personal jeopardy as a
consequences not having received what he believed we
promised.

-- It is entirely possible that if nothing is received
will be killed by his opponents in Tehran, Ghorbani f1ow1
be killed by his creditors (they are the beneficiaries of a
$22M life insurance policy), and one American hostage will
probably be killed in order to demonstrate diuiature.

-- Although the Dawa 17.in Kuwait continue to be mentioned .
the ultimate demand "n"the next of the hoatage holders,

__ have not seenrelerenceto this issue since our meeting in Tehran (Tab B).

It is obvious that the condition A releaseae of the hostages
arranged between Ghorbanifar ana re unacceptable.
Nonetheless, we believe that Ghor'- rIiT -cted on what he -

considered to be the following arrangements

Step 1: One hostage released and $4M to Ghorbanifar for items
removed from the aircraft in Tehran during the May
visit (Ghorbanifar received the $4M on July 28).

Step 2: Remainder of 240 parts plus full quota of electron
tubes (Item 24 on Iranian parts list) and 500 TOWs
delivered to Iran.

Step 3. Second hostage released and Ghorbanifar paid for
remainder of 240 parts.

Step 4s 500 TOWs and I HIPAt radar delivered.

Stop 5: Third hostage released and'Ghorbanifar paid for one
radar.

Step 61 Meeting in Tehran to discuss future followed by release
of the last hostage and delivery of second HIPA radar.

toIjtwUED
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we believe that the mixture of WAWX parts and TOWs is designed to
satisfy both themi t and the revolutionary guards in Iran.
At this point. will probably be able to retain his
credibility i ust th 240 parts are delivered from Israel. we
believe that he can be convinced to follow-up this delivery with
a meeting in Europe to discuss next stops.

At such a meting, we should endeavor to produce a concrete
schedule that is agreeable to both parties and which allows all
remaini hlE *A9k A -b. released simultaneously. The Jenco
release indicate that this is clearly within the
power oFEF finiiiii f they are so inclined. While they vill
continue to haqqle over prices# timing, and sequence# the
delivery of the 240 should help to assure the Iranians that we
will keep our word. It is important that a face-to-face meeting
occur so t ie we can establish the terms rather than having
Ghorbani,ar negotiate for us. Finally, even ri.i " rts are
delivered, we still retain some leverage ove

That you brief the President regarding our conclusions on the
Jenco release as indicated above and obtain his approval for
having the 240 nANg missile parts shipped from Israel to Iran as
soon as possible, fo owed by a meeting with the Iranians in
Europe. /

Approve i..9 /41a Disapprove
-I' -I

Tr -1Atta b 9nt

W a!
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TOP SECRET
H4W102
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COPY NO.... Of

HANDLE VIA SYSTEM IV CHANNEL ONLN

NSC INTELLIGENCE
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UNCLASSIFIED
27 June ti51

49103

Lengthy meeting ernoon with Grba and Hit followed by
dsocus iA L - iLa phone. Following are salient
points, believes he has demonstrated his ability to
perform 4ani ex i"pectations we are now prepared to deal.

Despite our earlier and current protestations that we want all
hostages before we deliver anything, this is clearly not the way
they want to proceed. They seDIs LLthat the ball is now in
our court. In discussion with healy asked ote
- "When are you going to deliver made no

specific threat, he noted that he wa8 uderm intense pressure and
could not totally control events. We vill call his back 26 July
at 1100 Frankfurt time and urge that he come to 3urope for amtn and to do nothing rast

mk hsLeattractive

esire to an the t ree vor lea rs responsible for his
release. The Pope, The Archbishop of Canterbury and 3R. The
first tvo inuliqe. Can we deliver on the last? Unodir
we will call in A.M. and urge him to met us in Surope
ASAP. Since T",111 take him several days to get authorization
to come, w plan to return to D.C. via Pan Am Ot on 26 July and
report to J1P in evening. Please advise via this channel it

other instructions obtain. Warm regards. North/Cave

Bottom line, is that. if ye want to prevent the death of one of

the three remaining hostages, we are going to have to do
something.

UNCA IF .ID

UNCLASSIFIED
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July 24, too$
COPAR ?HRT3D INFO.,ATION

ACION

MMI RAN4DW, lO. JORI N. POI DXTE

MKOiN OLIVIR L. KORt3

SUW3JCTt American Notages

Attached At Tab I is a memo fre you to the President outlining
what we know of the Jenco release. Attached at Tab 12 are
S Lnts for use by Cave/worth with Wir/Ghorbatifar/

n Frrankfurt, 03.

Cave is departing Geneva tonight to met orth/Secord in
Frankfurt tomorrow (Sunday) nor i v and Ghorbanifar depat
London tomorrow and have called to meet them in
Frankfurt) 03. Sunday morning. e of the meting i..toassess Iranian expectations and ability to release the remaining
American hostages.

A draft of the DC1 assessment on the American hostages and the
Jenco release is attached at Tab III. This paper was prepared by
Charlie Allen and Dewey Clarridge and has been delivered to
Director Casey.

MMIUIATI IOWS

1. That you initial and forward your memo to the President at
Tab I,

Approve . " ' 'fiap'rove --

2, That yo approve Wlorth travel to And free Frankfurt# G, as
described above.

Apoe Disapprove

3. That you approve the talking points at Tab 1I.
Aprove Disapprove -

Attachments
Tab I
Tab it
Tab III

,,.,..,#1 J,

- Poindexter HMO to the President
- orth/Cave Talking Points
- C1 Assessment of Hostage Situation

OADR l~ ~5~TZOE2~

a - -a-& P14W0-=
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WASPINTOM

NU4OMINVMR, TUN PAte ZDhlT

titans JONI N. POrIS"XA

SUSJIC? American Hostages

The release of father Lawrence Jenco is a second Positive step in
our protracted and difficult dialogue with the Iranians. rather
Jenco's release undoubtedly comes about as a result of Bud
Hetarlane's trip at the end of Nay and the coatiAnuling direct and
indLrect contacts we have had with Iranian officials. Our
Israeli contacts and the Iranian intermediary in Iurope advise
that the Iranian Government now expects sam reciprocal move *a.
our part -- though exactly what, we are uertaian.

decision to release rather Jenco was made In ofran o o ut
July at. On Wednesday, July 23, our Israeli point of contact
advised us that eif, as we hope, a hostage is released, it will
be Jenco. It was also on hi date that the Israeli point of
contact (Airan gitl told the Irania Intermediary in crope that
the US was breaking off all contact on this matter. We have
also learned that July 24 was a key date in the most recent
released

The Iranian Government paid their turopean intermediary $49
on Thursday, July 24, as partal payment for HANK missile
parts, which were removed from our mission aircraft at the
end of Nay . It is important to note that. in order to pay
the Israeli* for the a M missile parts, the Iranian
intermediary In Rurope borrowed mote than SL*M and has been
under threat of death from his creditors. The Israelis
regard the payment as further proof that the Iranians wish tc
cotime the contact with the U.S. on the hostage Issue.)

l a "s- omit U N C L A S S IF IE D,..

i
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wrg nexat S1tep-vii be to have two O0 representatives meet vith
the 0r1011 and Iranians in Europe, it poSSible, tomorrow in an
effort to determine Iranian expectations. This Is not a
negotiating session, but rather an attempt to maintain contact
aid, it possible, assess hoy we should nov proceed. To our
knowledge, no new Israeli deliveries have occurred and all
remaining RANK missile repair part@ are still in a covert depot
in Israel.

Prepared bys.
Oliver L. North

,_._- UNCLASSI ARZID INOMTIOK
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Ho /CAY1 TALXINQ POINTS

You nave seen the Prooident's statement regarding the
release of Vather Jenco. This is very much in line with
what your people had suggested.

Our qoverwnt remains prepared to open direct and private
discussioti with your government leedftg to a normalization
of relations.

We recognise the Important role played by your government in
the release of Father Jenco and regard this to be a very
positive step.

It is important that there not be any masundersta~dinqe as
false expectations regarding the release of Father Jenco.

On every occasion, including our meetings in Tehran, e .ade
it clear thMit we were not going to barter over the lives.of
human beings.

While we are not epovered to negotiate vlth you regarding
any further deliveries of materiel, it is important that you
recognise thAt the understanding we proposed in Tehran is
still operative. We have been instructed co report back to
our goverruont any changes to this proposal.

o continue to believe that a direct channel of comanicationo
which will present misunderstandings is important. As we
indicatod in Tehran, we are prepared to dispatch ;1

oi .communications team to Tehran to faciliateMpi
€oswunI,on.

COM SI1ARH DU INFORMATION

few UNCLASSlIF.
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. SASIC PILARS O' U.S. OXICV POLC _qY Iotonal
President Reagan came Into office at a time when tran had
had a certain impact on the American polLtLcal PrOcess --
perhaps not what you Intended.

-- The President represents and ea ite America's recovery
from a period of weakness. Neh rebuilt American military
and economic strength.

Most important, he has restored erIcan vill and
self-confidence. The U.S. is no afraid to use its power in
defense of its interests. We ar t LntLidated by Soviet
pressures, whether on arms contr or Angola or Central
America or Afghanistan.

At the same time, we are prepare o resolve political
problems on the basis of recipr iv.

We see many international trends economic, technological,
and political -- working in our vor.

II. 3.1. POLICY TOWARD IRAN: SASIC PRINCIPLE

A. U.S. Assessment of Iranian Policy.

- We view the IranIa3 revolution as a fact. The U.S. is
not trying to turn the clockack.

Our present attitude to Iran s not a product of
prejudLcs or emotioa, but a clear-eyed asessement of
Iran's present palicies.

Iran has used 'revolutionary Islam' as a weapon to
undermine pro-Western governments and American
Interests throughout the Middle East. As long as this
to tran's policy, ve re bound to be strategic
adversaries.

support of terrorism and hostage-taking is part of this
strategic pettern. We see it used not only against us,
but against ourfriends. We cannot accept either.
Your influence in achieving the release of hostages/
return of those killed (over time) Ls essen-*ll.

* ~ ' U i IIEID . ....... .

BEi -VI ABSL CI,1
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We off Your activity i any parts of me world,including eve Central AmercaC.

-s..v.8. ion of hoy Iran views the Soviet Un ion. Butsbverson of Western inerets arA friend g b jet~voy
serves Soviet Inte'rets On a global seal*, -

,Thus, our assessment ts that a decisive Iranian victory
in the.var with Iraq would only unleash greeter
regional Instability, a further erosion of the western
position* and enhanced opportunities for Soviet
trouble-making,

do The U.S. wilt therefore do what it ca to prevent sucha development. -We retar4 the war as danwerous In many
respects and would like to see an end to it,

3. Possible Intersections of .S.80-Zranial ntelests.

Despite fundamental conflicts, we perceive several
possible Intersections of U.S* and Iranian interest,
z propose we explore thee areas.

irst, the V.S. has had a traditional Interest in
seein Iran preserve its territorial Integrity and
Independence. This has not changed. fte 0.8. Opposes
Soviet designs on Iran.

Second we have no interest In a Zrai vi over

we 9 a V% u 4 -o ,ekngaed 0N

con a ue an improved re ationship with
Tran to further that end.

0

Third* we have parllel views on Afghanistan. Sovietpolicy there_ tae&ke ae a ll In

ob M re is aM e st got out and

let the Afghan people choose their own course.

. 0.S. Objective Today.

We have no illusions about what is possible in our
bilateral elailons. Perhaps this meetLng Will, reveal
only a limited, moentary, tactical coinlidence of
interests. Perhaps more. We are prepared either way,

In ssnce, we are prepared to have whtever kind of
relationship with Iran that Iran Is prepared to have
with ue

mm U N2 -A sdm
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tU. gsvJI MITYAV PoSTUM
- jov has designs on

Afghanistan illustrates the price the Soviets are ready to
pay to expand areas under their direct control.

Sumarize Soviet capabilities along border and inside
Afghanistan vhich could threaten Tehran.

;.., aware of Soviet acti vitym

-- Soviet plans ____ Now they woQlA do it.

-- Iranian support to San dinista r"Leg in Nicaragua aids and
abets Soviet designs -- makes U.S.-Iranian relationship mre
diffLcult (0100 million i oil, plus arns),

U.S. can help Iran cope with Srviet threat.

IV. AFGRANISTAM

Hay be real value for Iran and U.S. to find vays to
cooperate against Moscow in Afghanistan.

Uanrovideh mii assistance for refuees

we need to know 'who you work with, what you already provide,
and devise strategy to eploit Iranian comparative
advantages

V. HARDWARE

MA We mlbe repared to resume a limited military supply
relat VoThTPO

M M ovever its evolution ad ultimate scope will depend on
whether our convergent of our divergent interests con to
oom larger in the overall picture.

MO What does Iran want?

_._.___ Iu I ~A" _, -..

UIILN"fI U ..... • .y..,,I
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July 24, 15g1

XMOAI4DUN Iron Vice Admiral John N, Poindexter
Assistant to the President for

National Security Affairs

SUiJUTCSa American nostagee

After discussing the reOa cf Father Lawrence Jenco withCharlie Allen and Dewey Clarridge, I believe it is imporgtnt tha.
you have our assessment of this development wnd prospects for
release of additional hostages.

First, It is indisputable that the Iranian connection
actually orked is t fter a sorles of failurs. Tou willrecall that the h horbanifar connection a resulted inthe release of Re4i i t In..
in-Tehan over in &~to Hal .onon i to intiat
direct contact with one of roY'i e,0ig Cavej even thuh I
the Iranians had been told t we werI so interested in
pu rsuing the matter. The fact than isted in contact
Ing us indicates his desire to arra.*go a a 6 with Washington
either through GhorbanUifar or, If necessary with Cave. Be alsoclearly wanted to keep a channel open. Aniram Nice Special
Assistant to the Prime Minioter of Israel on Counter-Terroriua,
has also played a. critical role in a determined effort to force
Iran to begin the release of American hostages. We has been
supported by Prime MLnister Pores and Defense Minister Rabin in
this endeavor. In order to make the tems of the arrangements
more palatable# Israel, on its own, offered additional arms to
sweeten the deal.*

comitaente he trans qr $4N to a i ropean bank to pay h:European intermediary for the NAnK spare parts removed from our
mission aircraft in May. On Wednesday, July 23, when no hostage

UNCa"r!D DRJ
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had been C6le666.4 Ghorb

Zn return for the release,3 probably expects to
receive mst of the MANS spare- I7 _ yet delivered, along
with additional military equipment that Israel .nlaterally has

0 the arrangement. Once this equipment is doLvered,
stated that Iran would take action to obtain the release

ofom re hostage and would pay the remainder of the owed
on *". rantan ntar mdiavv for t RAMKW &care Darts

with 9.* oficias a-gain on these matters either a Tebran ex
*somevhere els. -- presumably Western Zurope.

This is hay we see the current situations

-I The Ghorbonifa connection has worked for the
second time -- giiIor aAmerican has been released.

Ghorb"nifar is an uncontrollable factor, but appears to
respond generally to Nit's direction.

Nit has every 6ason to work for further releases of our
hostages. PRa _ _ bin have put their reputation on the
Gborbanif ax innnection and support Nit fully in his
endeavors. rwold be a considerable loss of face for
Nit and his superiors if the link vere broken. This
Connection apars to be the only hope they have for
recovering their own missing soldiers.

- mbas now acted and likely expects the United States
Quickly in turn by delivering most of the

remaining RAN spare parts. He probably believes the United
States is also supplying the additional military equipment
that has been proised..

2

UxcmIEK
DRAI

I
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Z9OMaee do nlot ftcwu Il los bagly,
with his superiors in Tehran - ------- €ou1 d turn ugly"
especially since the Lebanese lsballah captors probably are
not plead with the jenco release.

Zf there is no USG contact as a result of Jenco's release.
it is entirely possible that Iran and/or Lsballah could
resort to the murder of one or more of the reainLng
hostages.

Zn summary, based on the intelligence at my disposal.
believe that we should continue to maintaiRn the Ghrbaniar-

ca d consider what ye may be prepared to do to
at a=nm requirements that WOUld l e o reolese
of t re hostage. Although I am not pleamA by
seguented releases of the American hostages, z aM convinced that
thi sy be the only way to proceed, given the delicate factional.-
bal ze in Zran. Z also se resolution of the hostage ise as
potentially leading to contacts with moderate factions in Zran
that we may be able to deal with In the longer tera.

William J. Casey

*1

3
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ExHIIT OLN-300

NArcN 0P cOu L#
WAI*o? S0c "M

Sptember 2, 19t6

ACTION

vamwIotDum roit

'ROTI

suIcr

JOHN M. POINDXT\ R

OLIVER L. NORTH

Next Steps with Iran

Attached aeTab I is a non-paper summarizing the current
situation and proposals on next steps. This document has been

LePerod in conjunction with CIA, which concurs in the proposed
-'next *too$.

PCOMMENDATION

That you approve next eps as Indicated on page 2 of the
non-paper at Tab 1. /

Approve / Disapprove

Attachment
Tab I - Next Steps with Iran

tDeclXssify

6"
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NM et3?S VWrN IRAm

crngio AtvlLtLe

There are currently five a rate actLvltieo undervay vhich are
related to resolution o: tWOCa hostage situatiOn and
maatiially broadened relatitonship vi tM onre nt o Iranu

r --

C-
(5

I!

ti n -ootdLnation with Oe CA, ndwe a to e at$ o1 Llt f A 0 et-g- -vL hq i

j Indic a ted that he h a sefitc mandate at he

nlTass ty: end 0bna

.1
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S to West with U64 officials seeking n oeane for
%,% o he bostage Iluee and getting a dalog0aC wL~th the J i has returned to Tebran since

into a ing ?O sale thoou d father
-indicated that he to Wepered to

f ~6 Onsi es se has cutr s N&tea~iw" is very concerned .vet isx culMAe 4P that a "I, :el -lt 1'I'ti
C S Tptewt*l is coesi4erable evl0dee - t ln~dod

.a bo l ie Latermediasr to oetabl oxftact
with the US for fanj n k

delivered. Ite trftana b tt " at,
ea" ORW it." dfr;. cable.

tuarVW 3 ofthe items proal tr,1
Teir have Offere4 to ret W" l4 9 frts, bek
have been told to return re t ry flihtP

--The Iranians continue to insist 4 o o I0a y
proves and in a meeting in Lo "ei th U8Lven
Utep delivrryfrelease pattern was prop;G -

- Deliver 500 TWs 8An4tho419 electron tubes tot 0 HAW%
system prevosly re~q este, "

- Sutherlaad released. .

- DeliverW j an or% of.the HAWX radxw.Previously
requear tg7 -. - 3 ,--.:+...

- ndier, . - .

lstIKa r Alhrt 1scils troadened relationship,
Sovjjt Ltelligence, W". ...

- deliver remaining radar and 1000 Tows while we are in

- Jacobsen released and ddelLvered.

CIA concurs that the Ch orbanifar Sonnection is the only
proven means by which we have been able to effect the release of
any of the hostages. Though the sequential plan is not what we
prefer, the codes Ad quantities are within the framework
of outr original understanding. CIA believes that we should
proceed expeditiously with the Ghorbani far connection and pursue
the other five alternatives as subsidiary efforts.

stJ NOM

BEi IVIAL'O o
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ExHIBrr OLN-302

AetAeme MO 8,rV C
,W&Sq4YTOk 0 C MW

September 1, 1906

NDIORANDUM FOR

rRl:
SUSJZCT:

JOHN H. POINOEX .R

OLIVER L. NORTH

Next Steps with Iran

Attached at Tab I is a non-paper vhich provides an update on the
current situation for your use in discussing next steps with the
President. This paper supplements the previous paper forwarded
on September 2, 186 and has been prepared in conjunction with

That you use the attac ed papers in discussing our next steps
with the President./

Approve 7 Disapprove

Attachments
Tab I - Supplement Paper on Next Steps with Iran
Tab 11 - Al*len Memo to Poindexter of September 0, 1916

•M1,21 o Ih L 1111

I
4io

" "" I assy. Cy LA I SENSITIVE

I l:

ACTION

2807

SENSITIVE

L
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SupTplement

NEXT STEPS WITH IRAN

N 2808
Ongoinr.g Act-1'ties

Last wee-, we sumnarized the five separate activities we have
underwvay In our effort to resolve the Americarn hostage situation
and broaden our relationship wt h ovvrnumt of Iran!

-- lafsan' In coordination wit -
his asse~tve kept d
bajlis Speaker Rafsanjani naI-a d v-M1-1" -
that Othe several' factiong-iF "e n .0agroed to a
serious discussion with American officials, _u~l rably in
Europe next week.* As previously indicated is fully
aware of t.s, i Ao Tehran and the c.gj.actiyity
involving and Ghcrbamifa:. *e to
indicate that heWhas a specific mandate fro U to
meet with USG officials seeking a means for go 06Yyor.d
the hostage issue" and starting a dialogue with the USG.

-- i nrhorbnifar: Pursuakt to dane, efforts were
nhd to.onvin to release of all

three Americans simultaneously. steadfastly
rejected this proposal citing t "gence of the
captors and Iranian inability to ensure results.

Since last week, CIA and rmy Logistics have located a
significant number of HAWK parts which had previously been
listed as "unavailable." we now believe that the total
"package' will be sufficient to entice the Iranians to
proceed with the sequential release pattern proposed in the
London meetings.

SENSITIVE

Declassify: OADR
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p.$m4-SeT 2 SENSITIVE
N 2809

Since Sunda as sought, in dozens of calls, to
contact Abe, W ,, and Copp. This afternoon, when Sam
returned call to hi. he told Sam that his "boss approved of
the meeting that was to take place* and xeforr&ically
to the eetings two weeks ago with Rafsanjani
Brussels. CIA evaluates this information as on
that Rafsanjani may be moving to take control of the entire
process of the U.S. relationship and the hostages.

iven %no

Ofc strm Iran and Rafsanjiii"s apparent willingness
roe U.S./Iranian discussions, Iran 11y.lLMk.AlLAL
aattempts to acquire requisite arm

Director Casey conducted a review of the Iranian project today

and has directed his people to initiate necessary preparations

for acquiring the parts promised in earlierno 
with the

Iranians. CIA continues to believe that th , h f Ghorbanar

connection is the only proven means by which e able to

effect the release of any of the hostages. Though the sequential
plan is not what we prefer, the commodities and quantities are

within the fraework of our original understanding. CIA believes

that we should proceed expeditiously with nts to

implement the sequential plan proposed b -- with hopes

that we could improve on it in djscussioniTs wTfsanjani's
representatives when they arrive in lurope. In this regard, our

windo, of opportunity may be better than it will 
ever be again,

if we are able to consumate the release of the hostages before

the Iranian offensive begins.

_______ V MIA& IEA SEN4SITE

L-- -1_ nasibl
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ExHmrr OLN-303

.- La I, 56- rvop AU M-tY O.- !

September 15, 1996

TOP SECRET

ACTI ON

MEORANDUM FOR JOHN M. POINDEXTR

FRONt OLIVER L. NORTH -r .

SUBJECT:

N2n-!.o

2927

Follow-on Meetinq with Amiram hr

You are scheduled to meet with Ami Nir again this afternoon at
1:30 p.m. for 10 minutes. Purpose of this meeting is to debrLef
Nir on his meetings with Peres over the weekend

I. That you privately discuss the papers at Tabs It'd It with
Director Casey and incate next steps after the conversation.

Approve Disapprove

2. That you bret t President on the ini Li vf k Uned at
Tab 111. 1 .It

Disapprove

AM

* .&.w &&a -

TOP SECRET
Doclassiys OADR

E . iRo

It

S

j

I!r
rove
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N 2931
POSSIBLE PERES DISCUSSION ITEMS WITH TH1E PRESIDENT

Amira5 Nir, the Special Assistant to Prime MinLster Pores on
Counter-Toerorism, has indicated that during the IS minute
private discussion with the President, Pores is Ikely to raise

-- otaes: Several weeks aqo, Peres expressed concr-i that
the U.3. may be cortemplating termination of current efforts
wth Iran. The Israelis view the hostaqe issue as a
-hurdle" which must be crossed enroute to a broadened

, strategic relationship with the Iranian qoverrnment. It is
likely that Peres will seek assurances that the U.S -ill

d cont- with the rrnt *joint in•tiyq

tE1G~t SI~IU wo4, no, 4o"%;wL WM&U Mw &OWW T.Qqwithout Israeli help (particularly in loqisticsl, it would
be helpful if the President would simply thank Pere ft orl

e, --- o'f heir discrete assistance.

TlOP M RT
U 4c 1a Siy: IonAit

V 0

I

e *,0 4.,:.-
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EXHIBIT OLN-304

Froe: NSrolu *:-°A 4tS &A ciao I 1i.36.

To: AMJ~4 --CPV.A

Rpyto note of O9/0"86 1.3, 5 N
-O- apUy: OLIVt oR h 2892
Subject: tGAFor your ot On the surveillance package C :#l1d Casey and :z:d h.s we need

o Set On with the parole paperwork in that you had adiready Igreed • an ad
furthersore just endorsed the surveillance request. Ne ackAov;edged yr
approval for :!e plan but said he us concerned sbout Sh.:: e sa.1 .e
planned to teli Shu.tt in lenere "erus that we were talking t r.a--ne: !!'.
evel IranirL and :had" we would f.- his in after :,e L,-.terv;-eW ;:2'es'e4

that experience showed that Shs:tz would then talk to I
and could well be the source of the

Jack Anderson stuff we have seen periodically. Caley Agreed to proceed wi.h
the tNS parole paperwork for ;.sd the vi.a for his escort but ftoted
chat he would still talk privately to Shultz about this 4eare now
underwaywith getting 4oard a chartered -et c4t 4:A
could not produce an aircraft on such "short notice" so D.ck nas charterid the
a/c thru one of Project Deocracy's overseas coepanies. hy Dick can do
something in Sain. that the CIA cannot do in two days is beyond e4 - but he
does. Ko the hell he is ever Soing to pay for Lt is also a matter of concern.
but Dick Ls a sood soldier and never even groused about Lt. You may w&At to
talk to 3ec Shultz about before Casey does. Will prepare a ,eeo
for you as soon as we talk to him
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EXHIBrr OLN-305

*,~ ~MNn-Log
• s~u co,,N 55i5

*AP4YOtN 0 C SOON

September 17, 1986

ACTION 3

MEMOP.ANDLM FOR JOHN M. POINo fXT R 4 EQ. =

FRO1N: OLIVER L. NORTHIJ R. 3. R.er, Ni:.w!I SwLi4 CO."

SUBJECTs Support L-

Attached at Tab I is a memo from you to Don Regan regarding
restoration of discrete transportation support. The memo is
prepared so that you can pass it directly to the Chief of Staff
without sending it through normal channels.

Over a year ago, with Bud McFarlane's concurrence, I arranged
with Ed Hickev to have my name placed on the access ist for *
:'.ite Hoz3e transportation. 7o my knowledge, t..s !a:t was made
known to no one outside White House Military Office and the
dispatchers at the White House garage. Bud endorsed this action
based on the frequent need for me to travel quickly, on short
notice, often transporting highly sensitive material. I do not
believe that this service was ever abused. I certainly did not
consider it to be "pork." Rather, it has been a means by which I
have been able to get my job done.

Last Friday evening, while Defense Minister Rabin's aide waited,
I was advised by the White House dispatcher that my name had been
removed from the access list for White House cars. Eventually,
after calling the President's military aide, a car was made
available -- and I was a half-hour late far the short notice
meeting with Rabin at 2130.

Yesterday, to "sve both time and money, I opted to go to the
Center Conference in Miami via military aircraft. When I arrived
at the White Nowee at 0400, 1 tried to get a car and could not.
A taxi took nearly 40 minutes to get here and was delayed IS
minutes at the Andrews Afl gate. I almost missed the flight.
.set night, on return, I had to wait 2 hours for a taxi to pick
me up and bring m back to the White House. On both trips, I
was, of necessity, carrying significant amounts of classified
material.

I have never whined before and do not man to do so now, but it
is becoming increasingly difficult to do my job. Not only can I
not get my secretary promoted, I cannot even get regular staff
badges for two of the finest staff officers on the KSC.

,: .
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UNCLAS iFIED
N 5516

Your memo to Don Regan at Tab I notes only the Issue of the White
House transportation. I would, however, appreciate the
oppoL- ty to talk with you further on these other issues. I am
concerned that a very good team is about to become less

productive than it shz.uld be for you and the President.

RECOMMENDATION

That you initial and forward the memo to Don Req at Tab

Approve Disapprove

I.

1P

Attachment
Tab I - Poindexter Memo to Regan

2.c~14-4 A)-C

'4 -01 - "OI

1. ~ -v~ (.~e

Fi tz K
4.

I I #
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iJ WLA iE HiUS
T14( WHITE '4OuSC 55-;

WA5 - NTON

._MORANDUM FOR DONALD T. REGAN

FROM: JOHN M. POINDEXTER

SUBJECT: White Kouse Motor Transport Support

My some time now, the White House Garaqe has provided discrete
-motor transport support for LTCOL Oliver North. As you know,
LTCOL North carries out a number of sensitive projects for us
which are facilitated by the use of secure transportation.

Last week, the White House Military Office removed LTCOL North
from access to White House transportation. This action
:eooardizes several ongoing activities and ;laces him at
..-. cre&-ed perscr,.al :.sk. "t %ou"d be a;;rc.a:e3 if Cu wouli,
direct that LTCOL North be restored to his previous access to
White House transportation.

>%. ' . "
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. * N 63S3
Talklr.q points for MP

An imediati reprograming of $i5M fram 00 to CIA for
assistance to the DRF. These funds would reduce
aour steaent qeotmOo $85K. This action would

require approval in the House and Senate Intelligence Comittees,

the ArMd Services Comttees, and the Defense Appropriations

Sub-CO1ittetls We can make a good case 
that this humanitarian

assistance ($5M per month th:Ough Auqust 986) is essential to

maintalt t. option of DRI pressure in order tooWProve prospects

for a vert.fiable and enforceable Contadora 
agreement.

A PresidefnLial appeal for private donations by U.S. citizens.

Such a step would undoubtedly result 
in considerable domestic

criticism and perhaps a Conqressional move to such such activity

unlawful

under F,,;siOs' ! E. 1 9356

L.

1

UN ~
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~J ~ 1fIIF0 Non- Log
wAMNT L U"y COL N
WAeGO0k CC 30

September 24, 1986

MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN M. POIND•XE.

FROM$ OLIVER L. NORTH N 7758
SUSJECTi Iran

_ha_. eduled to nest with Director Casey, eorge Cave, and
this afternoon at 3 .. a.3inJLD..Y ofL.f2ice4S~a,~Z±
iscussions with thi

Iranian Majlis Speaker Raf" tachedatTabIi'
4 44rge Cave's summary of the discussions. A full transcript,
based on the tape recorded sessions, will be forwarded %V
separately as soon as the transcript is completed... I

During the discussions, asked for 'a 'discrete public sig'
that he could use to support his debriefing back ftTqan. .e
decided that a VOA editorial, bro#dcast in-Varsi, whid'menti-onw:
the Iranian Government's denial of flight clearance to the U
hijacked Pan Am flight, would suffice. At Tab It is a VOA
editorial regarding the hijacking of Pan Am Flight #73. 4W
We appear to be in contact with the est levels of the Iranian
Government. There is no doubt that' is far t tent and
better "connected" than our other in[-I'ocutor It is
possible that the Iranian Government may well Maw.n e to a
U.S. role in ending the Iran-Iraq war. This, in and of itself,
would be a major foreign policy success for the President. We,
therefore, need to determine how we will proceed from here on
with the Iranians. Specifically:

r1 Should we proceed with the joint commiittee* proposed
during our discussions.

-~Who, if anybody, at the State Department should be brought

into this activity.

That ou eiewIO th 4tachments prior to your meeting.

Approve Disapprove
Ji Attachments

Tab I - Georgi Cave's Summary of Discussions
Tab 1I - VOA dtorial

Classify. OADR -e6. -

r q,,s y,
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SIOT.SENSITIVN N 7760
SUBJICT; Rundown of Visitor's comments on 19/20 Sept 46

1 said that they had had a real problem in, tras mae. to them wer#eftioi t, o .~

No said th ei 8 nt
know wt to e pprqac a Gorbanifar an

because they had fielded many such approaches from a

said they had to upgrade the cha n4 now thin they have
made the neccessary arrangements was told that the three
persons in the room would e* o ones on our side until
things got further along, said that kaxli.._ke in charge.
on their side. In an a said that was too dumb
to handle the channel e ph&sied th nted to
gradually improve relate i3Twith the United States because they
fully realized they were between a rock and a hard place. The

war will end soon and Iran must make the fateful decision about
rebuilding the military and the country. Since the previous
orientation was towards American equipment, they would like to
continue in the same manner. They realize that American
investment will be essential to the rebulding of their
country. However, for the time being, everything must be
carried out In secret. If this were to leak, the radicals
would have a field daY&d would be able to oust the moderates
and the conservative misaid that when our delegation was In
Tehran, the factions A ere aware of our presence had put
tolther a story to be released I' word somehow lot out about
our delegation's presence in Tehran. We told him that we faced
similar problems in the United Stat .
sad2.Vitk re ard to the Gorbanifat connectio

L i s flatly they mistrust Gorbanifa." d his that
entertain similar views bu.Aa worried about his going public
and destroying everything. said that they think they can

E take care of Gorba. He wii shoot executed in 1981. They have
a lot on him and he also ba family back in Tehran. The U S.
side is doubtful. ,olieve this remains... J.oblem since Gorba
has told NIl that h public. said thatalthough

r3 they are grateful t for hvj e course to get
things started, the out of the loop because (A) he

SWARNI NOTICE CLg BY
I NTLL I GSRSOU LY N II I Ei Fl

MD METHOS IMM UEIVED FF0

Mon -Uf _0____SM
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UtibLtIlU N 7761
has not reoduced n e think himsue

@*l nppin g. He W i as a .main$ ~ ~ d .

a that overyth s u a r cause of the two new
hostages and that nothing canjo ns until the are released.

3. During our discussion siphasised t t they are
also interested in relations w uS on the $trate i level.
They are very concerned about Soviet machinatela in the area
as a whole and In recent months have had their eyes o ended byhow such effort the Soviets are puttloe

ra&s agree

W u ; usnouo P% %n pos Tjo&0,said they regret

our fruitless trip to Tehran in Ma * ed s joint
committee which would handleh* tan t b I secure
communications between the two governments. The opening phase
will be secret but we will then bring the relationship into the
open at an appropriate time.

4. Hostages: The U.S. side dealt with the hostage issue as
an obstacle, nOtA key issue in arriving at a strategic
relationship. said that prior to coming on this trip he
had talked wit e "person directly responsible" twice on the
telephone and once personally. He believes that this issue can
be resolved and it will be one of the first things he devotes
his attention to when he returns to Tehran. He said that it is
now a matter of policy that the Iranian government opposes
hostase takli and terrorism on humanitarian grounds. He
reminded us that the Iranian government did play a positive role
in the TWA hlhijackim8 case. He said that in addition to
recent public statements, [homieni has prepared a .fatwa"
condennga hostage-taking as "ualslaulc'. e thanked his for
'he IraniWAJltance on the hilhjacklat of the Panom flight in
Karachi. was told that next wee there would be a VOA
broadcast C Rhich [rsa would be mentioned as one of the States
we wished to L- sing tog nt landing rights to the
highjackers also told "Sam' in an aside that he
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bad discussed the hostages vithehe walcetin
that the matter would soon be s a t
that the Pattil case would be resolve A " orily. -The
people holding the hootages aret Vt3.Lrried about a CIA
operation to rescue the hostalls. ur ed that we not do

'anytH0 1  o Lao their fets, as tnt ul make his job harder.
He said that he would try to give us Z or days advanced -- '*

Co,;ittees Thor" a_ lot of cu or&- b o u- "

secret US-Iran Joint Committee. towards d ef Shie"
meetings, stated that they had a y et u Ire-pople t .
be on their side. We told his that ours ons
alsO, consisting of "Goode, lopp and Sam". i ae t
would pick a single courier would would car le l ow
Tehran to where ever we designate as commit H
sutlested th. cure communications be esta $sed as s nas
possible and agreed._ We fetio to our t by suggestion of
a two man coUU" inon b oabra, liked this anj that
he Wou iL..ziI it-up islebrae.

7. pr ovided a 1.st of their urgent oii AMA

requireeents. This Inc) SOd taedic ILa.lgem. they
which he said they aeedelute nartwy. a ts

badly need 165 and 155 m I eII toIers an a7V m.base plateM
rounds. No asked *Sao" to ship some of these (as uch as we.
can saiseble on short notice) as sondV possible. On the
shipment that ye have Put telether, said to live him an
eccoumt number Us soon as e are re and he will have the
money ready. He wanted to take the list back and make sure
they really needed the spare parts before living the os-ahead
of. the shipment. Me said that their need for artillery is
pressing because they need suppressing fire to make their
infantry attacks more successful.

US PAATICIPANTS: George Cave as "Colonel Sam O'Neil"
Oliver worth as "Colonel Goode"
Dick Seacord as General IoppP

IRANIAN PARTICIPANT:0 o(ajMis
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DRAFT
INTERNATIONAL COOPIRATION AGAINST TERRORISM

N 7765

Next, a VOA Editorial, reflecting the views of the U.S.

Government.

Zn the aftermath of the hijacking of PAN AM Flight 73 at

Karachi airport it is time to reflect on the widespread reaction

to third despicable and cowardly crime. The response of nations

around the world has been a resounding rejection of this and

other acts of international terrorism like the cruel murders in

the synagogue of Istanbul. Regardless of political or religious

persuasion, innocent men and women from every continent are

joining the call for a stop to the wanton, indiscriminate killing

and destruction.

The hijackers of PAN Am Flight 73 remain in the custody

of the Pakistani government awaiting trial for murder. The

government of Pakistan is to be congratulated for its handling of

the difficult and often confusing situation it faced on September

4. The United States government remains prepared to assist in

any way that.leads to the successful prosecution of those

responsible for the unnecessary killing of twenty sen, women, and

children from India, Pakistan, Mexico, Britain, and the United

States.

This hijacking further demonstrates the resolve of

" -" "DRAFtt., B. Rv-FCo '
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nations to work together to prevent and discourage these attacks

on international civil aviation. Not only did Pakistan help in q

preventing the airplane from departing Karachi -- which properly

kept the hijackers on the ground and avoiding a potential

in-flight disaster -- other nations refused to allow the airplane

to land in their countries vere it to have left Pakistan.

Nations throughout the region Joined together to reject the

hijackers from entering their airspace. Countries like

Cyprus, Egypt, Kuwait, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Iran and Italy

deserve the recognition from peace-loving people everyvher for

their courageous stand against these perpetrators of death and Q

destruction.

President Reagan prays for the families of those killed

and injured in this tragedy. He remains committed to work with

all nations to stop international terrorism from teating at the

fabric of our civilization and to seek justice against those who

would commit violent acts against innocent victims for political

reasons. As all of our law-abiding citizens have long understood

and governments must continue to learn -- just people with just

causes do not resort to terrorism.

That was a VOA Editocial, reflecting the views of the

U.S. Gverment.

DRAFT
UN LA iS, IFIED
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EXHIBIT OLN-308
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ExHIBIT OLN-309
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EXHIBrr OLN-310

*3 Mi LDRAY OF COPMRES

• "' TRAN$LATKi O LETTERS

Coapwil"* M OWNS anG Smit 16J an.
MIWSHWO to mma sa teJ1a.4

- - o9s~t1~Dew otMawW TUne 5P 198T

artiele

Nam and Ad&.ms

?rfad by fbn 'V WMhd A Me@& mA 6441. ehftea re. M tuitee ReeSOrab U-41o

Dew J* . ,, 198?

Q Coml Q Ab.mt-Fhu con de Capogsai Reasuch Smtke (287-5700), if a comoits

. •arly atA.rn-on to lte at night. -

• I ran.500 Tot to C," A if ---lii Iran wil provide tm y".,
fo t W 4!i*OWtS vsidh tannin frca the elier ag:ac~mnt.

W',
" Working 8S- t SOO MM- ad the M " " * -m I '
aroval), wd fro" (gifted) vdicines will t delivered to I rn.

3. Before Item 4 as sated blUw is cairriedt. Albert will pmn-t th plan .
Sr~a -st ci: the 17 KiatI a im ij~sond !Aii t.

. ,,, tnd one,.-,ielI (1 c~afw ;ly , i_" 2 .t, patic -.-fcc) .' i.'n

hoat.ages i Impmro, .t=Wca effort of Irano will -be f r,n fior the ind. of ,,

'.. !Ar: ., (3-4 days after t... I oi point 2 it-a).

P , -... ,

k-4r

"L.. 2I mN I=' "
LW fl8 (w SSS
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-Ancro nuq.t.

jO WKVI. r Zm IU m of '110 hundcere), within I diya Aftl.r 5hIc v -Jctinn o.f
itam mnr.tioned abov, will bn iiP:'.Xl to IRVI. IR) will p*.q t M V V for
1500 IVIG (the 500 IM mnioncd .bovxad j31 "Idditi n a Cl 0 IO ,'in th,:g.
1,11 IL will b dcliw cr] to X1".1 withtn nine laym.

6.5 Wrico will oul rt ZPAN -ith tcOnical assistance, mwt'-ri3l and 'oili.:::

Also pLcp1r.a the Cart r.LAtC-? to .c it 1 pcovild by Ali p
-*~ 1rm',mtirel pri.:- -iyl ii:. - .oA

7. B fore ret'nimi to .i::;, Ats of t. Nusli.m ci .:x:A:rn (.i'}tu) La
Leban~on mid tho at.-mr of th,.:r za'1.c i W. Sowcz'~ ai '>'e re axt

0. IRMI 4111 purjuc. itz. the grWJID5 h.. j.L
C v. rest of thc ac"t4KP)s.

9. The e tgs for dell y of item xe.fru: 0 to In th ex& rd! pnrt of
itaai G mentiomc aibv will r..jL

'be Ictter of C icit will be opr.rd in E-.car of It. iusiln'- ,:n ill iUke t:06:
zonry for t.c 500 !C.G vj'-jbk by utilizing 60 Px" o t. .tto. o Ct.-'!i=.

**After discusaion betboon Mr. : .rd aml Mr. Ziamii, it wan &geod regarding to
slim prisors that lctt-r be writLtn "Im1rbl mid its LEwih organization" Tnxt

.11 be written in the following mnmr . . .
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Translation by Albert Hakim of

the Fars Original of the "9 Points"

Note: The date i the 16th day of the 7th month of the Iranian
year which I believe corresponds to a October 1966, but
needs to be checked. it also indicates the discussions
started in the afternoon and lasted until late at night.

Sumlation of Us and Hakim

1. Iran provides funds to Mr. Hakim for 500 TOWs and, if
willing, Iranians will provide for the Hawk spare
parts which remain from the previous agreement.

2. Nine working days from now the 500 TOWs and the Hawk
spare parts (if accepted by Iran) and the gifted
medicines will be delivered to Iran.

3. Before executing Item 4 below, Albert will provide the
plan for the release of the Kuvaiti@ (17 persons).

4. 1 1/2 (1 definitely and the 2nd with all effective
possible effort) American hostages in Lebanon, through
the effort of Iran, will be released by the Lebanese.

- 5. Using the Letter of Credit method, (three to four days
after delivery of shipment stipulated in Item 2)
additional 500 TOOs (together with a maximum of 100
launchers), within four days after the execution of
Item 4 above, will be delivered to Iran. The method
of Letter.of pttdkt will be reviewed between Albert
and _041&vV ' by tomorrow night. Iran will pay
the funds fai 150OTOWs (the 500 TOWs mentioned above
plus an additional 1000 TOWs) and the 1000 TOWs will
be delivered to Iran within nine days.

6. The United States will start with the technical
support of the Hawks (material and know-how), update
of the military intelligence and maps, establishment
and commissioning of the special communication link,
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and will prepare the chart related to the items
(pcovidedby Mr. ) indicating price and
delivery to Iran.

Israel and its cover organization, La Had, and
the text written in the Seven Step Document of

If Mr. North (illegible)

*7.! Before the return of V. 0V"4 to Tehran, the
subject of the Moslem-prisoners (Shia) in Lebanon and
the manner of their release by the involved parties
will be reviewed by Mr. Second.

. ran will continue its effort for creating the grounds
for the release of the rest of the hostages.

a 1Tm oat a for A.liverv of items referred to in the

( 'I

-I

4-

d-7 1 - -

I

second part of Item 6 above will start.

The Letter of Credit will be opened in favor of
Mr. gosg and he will make the money for the 500
TOWs available by using 80% of the Letter of Credit.

N e i qAS , t or' )
After discussion between Xr oa ddMr. 5 a-i ( Zl
it was agreed regarding regarding the Moslem prisoners _

that the sentence (text) will be written in the
following manner:

is W j V

p< 4p 4 U

4
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EXHIBIT OLN-311

NNAT~A4 sgamM~ COLRNCL
*&&V4't*.% C 2060 N 9099

4October 2, 1916

ACTION

KMkNDUM FOR JOHN N. POINT DXTA

?RON: OLIVER L. NO -

SUI5JCT: Next Steps with Iran

Called Dick this morning to advise that he had Just returned
Beirut and would very much like to meet with us in

Frankfurt, Germany, on Monday, October 6. He indicate@ that he
has "2ood news regarding the hostages and that he wishes to

get ac a 1 as ossible. An appropriate
rave approval is attached at Tab 1.

George Cave is taking a well-deserved Omini-vacation" in Rome.
We are telling all callers tA is in the hospital for tests
on his back. In accord with request, the U.S. side would
be represented by: Sam O'Noi pp, and Goods.

This meeting also affords us the opportunity to deal with the
issue of Israeli cooperation. Nir has been calling daily (often
several times urging that we get on with the process in our
joint venture.' He constantly cites his September 10 meeting
with you as the basis for proceeding urgently. aause
not told him about our intention to 

pursue .hw

first, he continues to encourage Ghorbanifar to raise the
requisite funds for anoth deli ry. Ghorbanifar, in turn, has
a frequent dialogue with in this regard. All of this
tends tc create confusion a"nong a various participants and an
unnecessary OPSEC vulnerability. We need to act n:w to reduce
the number of channels into the Iranians (at least on a to racy

We (Cave, ClarriLde, nd Copp) believe that we should
move promptly on both ronts as follows:

-- OINeile CPM # Goode meet wit in Frankfurt on
- y, October 6. as indicated t( Ate has an

internal consenus TKob to proceed with regard to the
hostages "obstacle.O so has said that he will bring with
him to this meeting gone of the officials we set with in

+ ,I s.-or er

0. V,. l I '.
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"P9emSLVSITIVI

Tehran* and has asked that we bring with us a definitive
sale of the intelligence we hid discesod wj~en he was
here. Dated on this, we believe that

;,htr u s may welacc00any You willrecall tt reques for intelligence wAF vry specific
(the detail ere forwarded to you via PROTs). While the
sensitivity of providing this information is vellorecognised,
it must also noted that intelligence was given a higher
priority by h any other assistance we could provide.
n thae __ ave-*orth meeting we had with you
after(mi parted, we all agreed that it was unlikely that
providing such information would change the course of the
war. Further, we all recognized that the information need
not be accurate and that It was highly perishable given the
dynamic nature of the conflict. In short, we believe that a
mix of factual and bogus information can be 5.ovided at this
meeting which will satisfy their concerns about "good
faith" and that we can use the "perishible argument as an
incentive for the Iranians to accept a CIA convunications
team in Tehran. As before, we would not leave any documents
with the Iranians, but will provide an exposition during
which they could take detailed notes. Director Casey needs
to be. told to prepare the intelligence for handcarry to the
meeting.

has said he is bringing a Koran for the President. As a
'-wprocal es ure, we have purchased a Bible which we would
present to for him to take back to Tehran with him.
Given our earlier discussions (see transcript), it would be
very helpful if the President would inscribe a brief note
citing a particular biblical passage ITat III) in the front
of the Bible. This particular excerpt is important in that
it is a new testament reference to Abraham, who is viewed by
Moslems, Jews, and Christians as the progenitor of all the
world's nations. It would be most efectve if the President
hand wrote the inscription and initialed/signed it without
addressing the note to any particular person.

gWirt When Amiram was here, we made a conscious decision not
.eapprise him of our near-term efforts with Rafsanjani's
SWe did inform him earlier of the contact and he
•ntnues to inquire regarding the status of this initiative.

Meanwhile, lackLnq guidance to the contrary, Mir has sought
stimulate further activity be on Ghorbanifar and

L 1 This has resulted in (Ja callingg directly to
Ig 6 eand office sovera I"1iaee daily and qpnsiderable

confusion regarding why we have not accepted the M E
Ghorbanifar offer to purchase the remaining RMM spore
parts and 500 TOWs.

UNUIa.UASNfED SENSIT1V3
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From an operational perspective, the current comnunications
arrangements are a command and control/OPSEC nightmare

ab 11-&_N Nit essihtially conroUi'oI'Icc•ss to both
42;" nd Chorbanifar and, thus, we often find ourselves
reactin to his well intentioned efforts. We be).ieve that
we now have an opportunity to change the relationship in
such a way that Nir is placed in a supporting role rather
than acting as a primary source of control. wo also
recognize that Israel's participation in this activity is
both politically and operationally important. In altering
Hir's status, we need to do so in such a way that he and
those officials in his government who are cognizant continue
to perceive that this is still a *Joint venture.*

In order to accomplish the objectives outlined above, we
propose that on Saturday, October 4, Copp would fly to
Tel Aviv and meet with Nir. At the meeting, Copp would use
the talking points at Tab IV. In an effort to ameliorate
Nir' angst over his "new status," we urge that the letter
at Tab V to Prime Minister Peres be signed by the President.
If you agree, we need your approval of the talking points at
Tab IV and a Presidential signature (real or autopen) on
Tab V by 3:00 p.m. Friday, October 3.

The steps above are designed to give us a chance to make the new
relationship h t the function without destroying the
Ghorbanifar channel. We would, in effect, put
Ghorbanifar on "hold until we see what produces.
Please note that when Copp briefs Nir in Tel Aviv on Saturday, he
will n veal that he is enroute to Frankfurt to Met(=
Given() strong antipathy toward the Israelis and our
uncertain y as to whether or not he knows that Nir laka Miller)
is Israeli, we would tell Mir on S ' v nihtthat we were qoinq
to a hastily arranged meeting with which he Nit) wi1
be unable to make due to lack of connectno -ights to Frankfurt.

V has already told us, that shortly after the October 6 meeting,
is ilr .a follow-on meeting of the *joint committee' in

which will be a participant. Unless we are convinced
tat t A Iranians would recognize r icas an Israeli, we would
intend to invite Vir to this follow-on meeting.

A memo from you to the President has not been prepared for
obvious reasons. It is hoped that between now and 300 p.m.
Friday you will have an opportunity to privately discuss this
with the President and obtain his approvals/signatures on the
steps indicated above.

SEWS IIVZ
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. That you init the travel authorization sheet at Tab 1.

Approved Disapprove
2. That you tell Director Casey to prepare an appropriate
intelligence package by Saturday# October 4f for the meeting with

<" on Monday Ideparture Sunday evening).

Approve Disapprove --

3. That you have the President inscribe the attached Bible with
the passage at Tab II! (a card is paperclipped at the appropriate
place in the Bible) 6

Approve . Disapprove

4. That you apprQve the talking points at Tab IV for use by Copp
with Nir on Saturda, October 4.

Approv e JA Disapprove --

5. That you obtaiV a Presidential signature on the letter to
Prime Minister Peresat Tab V.

Approve

Attachment
Tab
Tab
Tab
Tab
Tab

Disapprove

to
I - Travel Authorization Sheet

11 -Diagram

III -Bib le (for Presidential inscription)
IV - Copp Talking Points
V - Presidential ltr to PK Peres

,fN-SESTV-01WIP -som StN$ITIVR
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P DATET: tgW 1

" - , Mr. William P. Goode

1. 1 .'.. 5-($;, ZV.' (SI, DATE(So: Official travel to frankfurt, CZ,
.n Monday. October 6. to meet with our contacts reard ing th
,..rrent situation in the Middle East.

3. Iz:NEPARY (Please Attach Copy of Proposed ZtLnerary):_
10/5 Dart 8:00 - .mlg Dules Airport PanAm 160
10/6 Arrive 9:20 a.. -rankfurt, GE
10/7 Depart, IZ-!4Ip.m. Franfturt, GE - PanAm eel
10/7 AJxrve 4,40 p.m. Dulles AlrpOrt

DEPARTURE DATE Sun, Oct 5 "TVIUp DATE Tues, Oct 7

TIJ4Z 8:00 p.m. TDJ 4:40 P.R.

4. MODE OF TRANSPORTATZON.

G ." AIR CO14MRCIAL AIR XX POV RAIL _ OTR__ZR

S. ESTIMATED EXPENSES .S$187 2.00 
.

TP-A..SPORTAT ION____ PER DrE XX OTMR_ TOTAL T7IP COST

6. WHO PAYS EXPENSES: NSC xx . OTHER

7. IF NOT NSC, DESCRIBE SOURCE ANj ARMNGENM S: N/A

8. KiL, FAMILY MIE3ER ACCOMPANY YOU: YES_ NO XX

9. IF SO, WHO PAYS FOR FAMILY M-."iER (Z Travel Not Paid by Travele:,
Describe Source and Azrangeeits) j N/A

,. TRAVEL ADVANCE R QUESTZD: * 0.00

11. REA&RRS (Use This- Space to Indicate Any Additional Items You Would
Like to Appear or Your Travel Orders):

12. TRAVELER'S SIGATU:

13. APPROVALS:

UNCLASSIFIED
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U. S.

VNCiA$8I5kO
COMMUNICATZONS NETS

EUROPE

Septe*mer '0, 19g6

N 9104

TANGO

Merchant

From an OPSEC perspective, there are too Manx channels into (andout from) the U.S. We can't hope to have this many players speak
with one voice -- no matter how -,ooda they are individually.

recommendation: Pare the U.S. comunicators down to no more than
two individuals (who either compare notes directly each day, orreport to a common supervisor); e.g., Sam and Copp, who both
report daily to North. Cut Charlie and anybody eseout. Have them stop communications cold-rkey (to support cover
story of channell being blown, rolled up, and finished).

!JU L I ED
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UNCLASSIFIED N 9105

INSCRIPTION BY PRESIDENT:

*And the Scripture, foreseeing that
God would Justify the Gentiles by
faith, preached the gospel beforehand
to Abrahaav saying, 'All the nations
shall be blessed in you'.

Galatians 3:1"

UNCLASSIFIED
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POP SeRefte
VNSLJEO

INSTRUCTIONS TO COPP FOR MEETING WITH NHR

Saturday, October 4, 1986
Tel Aviv, Israel

N 9107

You will have with you a letter from President Reagan to Primc
Minister Peres thanking Kr. Nir for his courageous assistance tc
our mutual cause. You should initiate this discussion by
presenting him with a copy of the letter and asking for his
advice on delivering the original.

The objective of this discussion is to improve our control of
events in this joint effort to establish a strategic relationship
with Iran. The talking points below are intended to establish
the parameters of your discussion and are designed to elicit
further cooperation:

ADM Poindexter has d f that I see you regarding our
current Ghorbanifar channel and discuss with you
ways in which we ca -t other to accomplish our mutual
objective -- a strategic relationship with Iran.

We believe that the first new hostage (Reed) was probably
taken by elemeass other than Hizballah -- although they m
have him in their hands now.

We think that t nay have believed that he could bring
additional pressuiir!bear on us to comence further
deliveries by seizing another hostage (cr hostages).

-- Quite the contrary is true. The President is adamant that
we will not move forward on this ch annel until we resolve
the new 1i-itige issue.

We are also concerned that the two new hostages (or at least
Cicippio) represents a clear violation of the "understanding"
we have had with the Iranians on anti-U.S. terrorism since
June of last year.

We do not want to engage in a process that
hostages just to bring "pressure to bear.'
continue this process if, when the current
released, more are taken, simply to elicit
deliveries of arms.

results in new
Nor will we
hostages are
further

Declasslf~y OADR UNCLaSIED

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

SENSITIVE

SINSITIV!
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Aside from this very strong policy objection to continuing,
we have, as you know, had repetitive financial and coamunica.
tions difficulties with Ghorbanifar. While we could debate
as to whether or not Ghorbanifar had received all that was
due his by the Iranians, the most important factor is
potential OPSC risk.

In an effort to Ikeep things moving,' Ghorbanifar has made
comitments in our name vhich are patently beyond our
ability to meet. This has resulted in increased expectations
on the part of the Iranians.

We know that
n h err o th e r n a o f c a s L h-e r a n t rus t
Gharbani

Finally, both of us know that himself, is not
intellectually astute enough torthe importance of
our contact nor the sincerity of our desire to establish an
official government-to-government relationship.

In short, this channel is ot serving our mutual objective:
the reopening of a strateF.-Erelationship with Iran.

The President has directed that we will not proceed with any
further receipt of funds fror. Ghorbanifar"nor deliveries to

until we resolve these issues.

-- Several months ago, I apprised you of a contact with the
o_ cof Rafsanjani. The USG decided to pursue this

c to determine its validity.

-- We are confident thatlman I met with in
Brussels, is indeed asaaand that he has been
franchised to act as aliaison h U.S. and Iranian
governments.

When Prime Mnister Peres was in Washington last month, the
President assured his that we are going to continue this
effort as a Joint project.

I have been instructed to seek out a second meeting withL
as soon as it can be set up and that Iwill act as the U.S.
intermediary until we establish direct contact with
government officials from our side.

P@F'6 UNC1 8fiffIED SENS IT IVE
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- Once we have established direct USG contact with the
we intend to introduce you into this process under ti08i0
conditions as obtained when you went to Tehran with us.

Based on my one initial meeting with and the
intelligence we have been able to collect$ we believe that
this contact may weill prove to be the one that both your
government and mine have been seeking.

(Remember it has been told that you came upon a
as a oonsfque ce looki into the possible diversion
TOWs through during an investigation

undertaken in Tate Jullearly August.)

While we explore the sincerity of and Confirm his
ability to speak for the Iranian gov Pwe want to keep
the Ghorbanifar/ channel on holdd"

To that end, we he tol.Sama -- who is in the hospital --
he is to contact _ nd tell him that:

- there must be a meeting wit before we proceed
any further:

- the issue of the two new hostages had-become a strong,
negative factor in proceeding at all;

- this matter (the two new hostages) must be resolved
before we will take any further steps for any further
deliveries;

- the problem is not the merchant and his financing, but
rather the two new hostages:

- cQntrary to what he may expect, there will
be no further deliveries- w: have met and resolved
this-atter:

we have asked to meet with us in Frankfurt on
October 9 -- ww(PiU~' yet have an answer.

I intend to meet vith somewhere in Europe or
Turkey, hopefully thi slWiK Wvill then report back to
Washington on my findings and a follow-on meeting will be
set-up -- in which we will attempt to have you included.

-- I want to caution outa, however, that in my meeting in
Brussels o indicated that he and others in Tehran
are aware at yo are an Israeli -- and knew it when you
went to Tehran.

iF SENSITIVE
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Neither of us want this contact, if it is indeed what I
think it to be, to founder because of this.

I have been instructed to find a way to have you in the
meeting in which Goode and Sam will serve as the USG
representatives.

If my meeting with this week goes well, I would
expect-that all of aslouldiet with him next week.

In the interim, i£ does indeed agree to meet withus under the conduit have established, we should

proceed with that meeting.

Approved

op 3~R3T BEN$ITIVE

l u l l
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Attached is a a inIU a on poblm that I
a with ar initiative tmrds Irm. Also included
ane a tmoy of recndtions that I believe
*Auld be Imlmentad to preven this initiative
ftm tletria . I hmam t cwaulted with other
iUiiwals imolvd a n the US side, nor have Idimmed it with Olli . If you r uirt further

~pw please lot kow.

Oarles f. AleW " mo/cr
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Attached "64 a 18d r t I
see with our initiative ti trl tIrwin. Also t~3d
aret umber of rec watims that I beellowshould be 1 pleaevted to prp this laitiativefrom flownderift. I ew go t tie with ethl
individuals involved an the U3SSide, "rbediscussed it with Ollie. If , M
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_ kiectkyea of t.he PoeM:

- tke botte to resolve te ArcsO hoat.,.

i ii7 Ls b eom * thr o gh the aflie s of 2I e ms to
facelode

return of all presently bold Americsn hostages, &ad

cessation of bostsge-teking:

and to accomplish this without Jeopardilin our public
policy of non-negotiation with terrorists and
hostage-takers.

In thr cn'¢r term to eztablish, contacts within the
T1 " a- C. '%f n-( ., 6.? , teat t . t! JLA ]sty cf

bringng about a change ir, the regiiw in Iran (or
its attitudes). thereby

establishing gradually a raprochment betweer the
United States and hgan.

Ultimate, Strategic Objectives remain an alliance which
r ' d f

containment of the Soviet Union on a crucial flank
and preventing their move tow'ard the middle east;

€ounterweight to Arab themes in the Riddle

PFoblem with the PCoerao:

Fog over a year the US Govermment - usim, private and
Israeli intermediaries .. has tried to resolve the hostage
crisis by treating wi5rk Iranian officials: the lOsg-term o61
of eventually gestoimg a strateIc Celatiosahip M 90104s
is the beckqjrcved. IrU priM~iF0l iMteC1"di8Ct h

Im return fothe s pmet of hr cam arm rooet
release of two Adicie tstages Wos achieved.

u-B-
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"Cause theOborbaelt fe an. , we# vie.e *a#lowand Vnaeliable, the %bit 40 rsg by SecCrdend Mkia .- hae turned to a new chnne . channel(4)involves an Individual purporting " ll.A CO,1letsenjani, Sptoker.of the ejIja And ecoat9 rful manin Iran.

7t -c c .-,..t r.,,. ro .,r. ).',*;.- ..... r.c ',. .....f r t c h rd
WC(t l J ' "- ! : (

SWhile the :one of the meetings has been generallyposItjvC, the tag9%l ning has been tough and then e 1 c t i e ( o r r d f i c t c I o s u r e -r o m i~ s eu S 0---V. ... .

A prct'leT that now confronts us is th disposition oft~ tc fru C In-C f.IC" r - e to0 j Tti ! fi rst

clair- he wa never comtnsated t(r s--e of the arft! shriC.l t-Iran, aers tot which he arranged the financinL.

Ghorbenitar and his creditors, including AdnanKhashoggi, appear determined to recoup their*losses. even at the risk of exposing US covertarms shipments in exchange (or release o( out
hostages.

'We ha 0 ringSorefor which no treatment has been
hPrscribed. .AN mas dadethahe Gh. nfM01cha cn n*l be sue &w. e *,cli ms

9-T&Yt aeCoopted N\

C-
had iPproved of the way
heretofore. Notwithstal
spoken of *elimineting"
future.

Ghorbenifga appears to be harassed bywhom already have brought the problem
DCI and Senators Leshy, Cranston. end

*iu~ua~II:DFfl

his creditors. some of
to the attention of the
Moynihan.

1 0189
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- aoiefrer claim to have secreted, for
8"uraao purpo ,e doeumetatiOm of event
which have ro dpire4 so fgo. 1 0190

Gives this, the major elements of this Iitistlv ors
likely to bo ea od 0o ioles 0 r oedial 0oietl is tikon.
ToeCo is mo icotiom that the White House has a plan to
prevent the exposure or a plan to deal with the potential
exposure.

The Ghorbanifar
way that contains patent Il :hannel must be shut down in a

ge to the United States.

Ia r c rou.d :

When the initiative began. National Security Advisor
mactarlane wanted to establish a channel to factions within the
Iranian Government with which the United States might
eventually deal, and which might secure Incidentally the
release of the American hostages in Lebanon.

Israeli officials like David Kimke put the White House
ir ccr ntact wi th Ghcrtanif& r. 6:: k: r; w: t! .14hcct N OTr od i ar.:

r.(r Isre 1 er. treFrereurs. G . tar, i it rtr.duced US
intermaedj "|J" I Ledeen to KC" irfaian officials
in nlud i..orbanifar also established a
direct IPrime Minister*s Office. A

Aseies of metqNflT i W--h negotiations sometimes appearing
highly positive, sometimes near-disastrous.

- One hostage was released in September, 19S5, as a
result of this channel.

- A breakdown ocurred in Geneva, in late November
1985. when the Iranians accused the other side of
knowingly delivering the wrong version of Hawk
missiles to Tehran -- on accusation we believe and
tor which we blame Nimrodi, it not Ghobanifar.

Progress appeared dramatic in May 1906 when a US
delegation led by NacFarlone secretly visited Tehran. The
results, however, were disappointing. The Iranians were not
prepared to deal directly with so high level a delegation.
Still, another hostage was released subsequently, in late July.

Another channel, potentially more promising, was just
then opening up through private efforts by Albeit Hakim and
Oick Seccord.TMroukaondon representative of the Iranian
Covermont, . e meeting was held in late August in

1 L.1
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ffic-als "r N is Is Woolofficials, op.m eeti~g im V~shi

itraitsi

ltone the

1 0191

Tho Ghorbanifer channel is technically 'on
hold. C eOrly. boweveiITT being supplanted b the Hakim-

channel -- a fact reportedly known by and
'uTsb aiTs 7by Ghorbanifor.

The arms transactions in which Ghorbanifar and
fi q;Lre tqLared t1.a. GC,,oLtanrffr provide the ftianci
US teq i.ired m:ney jr, advance o( any arms delivery while Tehran.
previously burned by other would-be arms providers, demanded
shipment before Foyment. Thus, it fell to middle-man
Ghorbanlfar to arrange the financing.

Ghotbanifar, working with Adnan Khashoggi. got some
Canadian investors to lend SIS million to finance the shipment
of Hawk spare parts to Iran. Xhashogqi put up collateral to
cover at least pirt c! this oar.. The interest or thf SWoe.
re; 'a . ( ir. 3 da)'-. %a. 20%. Ghobar. ifat, thet, would ha%*
to pay a miriffrft. of $16M. These financial arrangements were
made at the end of Art!) -- before MacFarlane'4 visit to Tehran.

Since the loan was agreed to, Ghorbanifar claims to have
been paid only S8. He agrees that he received $4M at the end
of July tollwing the release of Father Jenco. He claims,
without proof, that only 83M can be applied to repayment of the
loan, the other SIM being related to a separate transaction
IF.it hP Chorbanifar admits to receiving $S5 two or

Uthr W water, but that no additional funds have been
forthcoming.

- so states he has been able to repay about SO to
his creditors, including SGN to one financier --
of which $IN was interest.

- He states, too. that he paid other financiers $2M
for interest charged.

Ghotbanifar asserts that ho now h&A a $10-$11 million
shortfall that be cannot meet. Tho creditors are becoming
angry and have demanded additional interest because the
principal is overdue. OhorbaniftC claims to be under
tremendous pressure and feels financially discredited.

Charbanifar's Alleged rI

the
othqr

.... I BB fl ... .........
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- boztbanifer -e mcl iltesto ie mrk .
indeed. has cl ieod that e. pai
Ghorbmni fIY'T' itional $ON iis cash. *
assertion that cannot be validated.

Roardluss of who is cheating whom -- and we @re not
likely to be ble to sort out those confused finances .. we
face a situation where operational security has been forgotten
and no one is prepared to deal with the Issue.

1 0192
Reaprochqmnt with Iren:

The broader. :trate;iC ctjjcctivt hb6. tt*CC.#,,, subvtdirtc'
tc, t,,t tact ics. fYb t( of tthe Atecicar. I.,:ae! in Leba:.,,r..
Natthithstanfdir. , h7. 'e ObLaired uS*(%; InsigqLS into the

factious government of Iran.

-oa example, has focused on long-term
Own~mc invtstm.ent, in ]tan. in addition to

arms supply.

Wc have not yet developed a viable plan of action to
utfi:.r 0,4s ir.fcre7t:cr. Tall a.:ut ;r:-.ttra t*iC r i'c?
1!. Ct;(. C i ' a: 2 P-Ald (-. .t.: on, t ; . accc..T; ;A5." this as*

hardat tc cc-c by.

Iho horbnifr annel

Gorbanitar is depressed and claims his financial
situation has been damaged. On several occasions, he has said
he would not sit idly by and permit himself to be made the
fall guy' in this matter. He claims to have given written

accounts of all that has transpired to several persons in
America and Europe. He has directed these individuals to make
this material available to the press in the event that
*something bad* befalls him. We believe this account would
include statements to the effect that:

the Government of the United States sold military
materiel to the Government of Iran in order to
gain the release of American hostages in Lebanon;

a high-ranking US delegation met in Tehran with
representatives of the Iranian government in order
to discuss the future relations between the two
countries, with various cooperative ventures
discussed;

_UNrLAL
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-" the US Govetmment made severe promises to him
(Ghorbanifar.) that it felled to keep; and,

the Government of the United States, p19ng with
the Government of 16C801. acqguired a substantial
profit from these transactions, some of which

OV" profit was redistributed to other projects of the

US and of Israel.

There is l likely to be material alleging poor judgement and
shabby conduct by individuals of the US and Israeli governments.

1 0193
.( - - - ., . -..

Wt face a disaster of major propotitons in ouLt tL

with Iran despite the apparent promise Of the Hakim-
channel. Too many know too much, and exposure. t .a

wc(,ild danea ( th, e ne. char, rel ba !y, perhaps fatally.

Rafsanjani cannot permit himself to be seen as

dealing directly with the 'Great Satan'.

- i s clear (ion s comments that he does

not have total cooFt the Lebanese Shia
holding the American hostages.

Because the risk of exposure is growing daily, the

following actions are cecotmrended:

(A) Establish a Snior-Level Plarning Cell at the White

House to focus on the potential for rapprochment with Iran, the

appropriate channels to be used, and the separation of the

tactical hostage issue from the long-telm strategic objective.

This group could consist of two or three experts and

should be headed by someone with the stature of a Henry

Kissinger, a Hal Sauders. a Don Rumsfeld, or a Dick

He lms.

The group should have access to &ll data concerning the

onoing initiativess. incluLiLI White House records=

UNCLASSIFIED
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(a)DevlopPIess Guidanst in the Izoent at 0ang
we hav no cording sur-.

Wehavenooornatd press guidance on how to Goal with the
Iranian initiative should it be exposed publicly. Press
guidance must be prepared now. At least one, possibly two
major US journalists have bits and pieces of the hostage story
and know that Ohorbenitar was involved in it.

- The Israelis have exposed some of this.

- Khashoggi and the Canadian financiers aore
complaining to influential US individuals.

W-:~ .~ 7O' roc- ' tov 2?:(: r cr cr cc: hi-r-dr and dt*ict

r . :a c : c4
1 0194

(C) !ELft*L!. rder]). va-ace-lirriting Shutdown of the
G! ,:!banifa. e is unliktl)y we Cc.uld t ta:'y
discredit aU& ~ ions by Ghorbanifar; he has too much
documentary evidence that implicates US officials.

- FerhaFr we ckr. engage Ghorba: fatothetwise, in
non-hostage-related projects -- sly, in the area
of Iranian, Libyan, and Syrian sponsored terrorism.

A striall working gro those knowledgeable of the
Ghorbani frm channel should meet to consider how to
cope with fqTT!5 . . Clearly, there are some personal
things that can be done for Ghorbanifar, for example:

- Arrange permanent alien residency for hi~j girl
friend in California.

- Arrange for visas for his family so they can visit
relations in the United States, and so hi. mother
can obtain medical treatment here.

These steps will not alleviste Ghorbanifr's financial problems
-- regardless of their merit -- but may dispose him more kindly
to the US Government and lessen his inclination to expose the
Iranian initiative.

UNCLASSIFIED
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EXHIBrr OLN-314

17 October 19o6

MNIRkMXU VA DIcOltor of Clntral IntelligenceWV: Dicectoc of Cental Intelligen= tDirectoro~nca Of ': " 1 0 1 98
Charles 9, Allen 1nr 1oi
Optional into gne Officer foe ounterterrorim

SU.ICT: Qhobanifar ;& Channel

I. My meting ys,.erday with %oWj FMr,, Now York representative ot
Adran Muahoggi, only served to undersooce the serious concerns that I
outlined to you In sW memoranrd of 14 October. Idisputedly, we must
endeavor to ffect an orderly, damage-limiting shutdown of the
QGobanifarchannel now before sucious--peshl" &:V iu-- uj . ;
done to cu latives to free American hostages in LAebanon and to
establish links with moderate factions in the Iranian Government.

2. F ucrrk, in a briot ctmiersation with sm on J6 (X.Ue:t, unJd. tiI
tollowiiq points:

-He has kIM oi&if ince January 1985 and has details eg ehr4cqofa
the Ghobanlf hannel (although he never mentione dy
nafe) .

-- he has met with Qiobnifar Viy tims and participated in di.tcusion. in
the s imer of 1165 on the need for rapprochement between the US and Iron.
He acknowledged that cappochment was not just a national security a&!uv,
but that he, Ghobanifac, i ashoggi, and others saw a potentially lucrative
market if relations were caeAtlished between Thran and Washington.

!!LAq rKA biguu 16 we= u- . .Wi LwO.a MLa h- officials
Meing.Miran ,Nic Iscali Special Auistant to the Prime Pinistec fortIr ocm. Subequently, ar Wre dal wered to Tehran "

Wt-- a d ; velonM that Ceewlted in the ren Wef.

P~ifyD fed /Rg~s~fto q CL By 1351
V3ft Pmk1 of E0L. 0MGAN

by w M.bu aiond Suwll Cainci

SUNCLASIrI 
L
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--Affvr a nuuler of false starts In late 1985 and ear 1986, Khkshogwj
agreed to finance anorer arm transaction in May 19i .: prior to aud
Macfarlines secret visit to Tehcri. He borrowed amy a Nmtber of
Canadian financlers. On the basis of a signature loan, he borrowed a
total of $15 million at 20 percent a9areing to repay principal, and
interest in 30 days. Everyone anticipated that the acfarlane visit would
result II resolution of the hostage crisis.

--IWafortunatel y, this did not occur, ad only $ million has been paid by
the Iranians for the equipment received. Of this, $5 million has bon
ued to pay back one creditor: the remaining $3 million hat been used to ,.
cover expenses and for other-matters. No profit hand nuer0) , a
Khaslhogi owec, the Canadians $10 million. ." "

-1l1. current [ijjrn3n( wu% ;c..I,licatod by the fact tluat Ifttaijual (,[I Ici, l:V
In the Ptipw Miniatur's Office cz'lained about the price ot the lwwk.

spore parts that were shipped, asserting that the cost was five or six
tift.s wtat'should havu Ixbrn charged. Mny o the delivered itm,
oJreovvr, did not work or were for a different model of the Hawk missile
system.

-I i.au1iil off It iIl 4muLVI Ia.)viK JhJid $0 inilliuu III L..I-hIa % 141111: 1 ikIt 1K,

Sliti(xl funds ace uwed to Q2)obanifar or MlashOg&. 7110 Shl..tit Of the
I!.,.'t spare parts to Tehran, however, resulted in the release of Father

. lua:,.:k staL %d tlo.. Li. current situation has It'L, t Ma:iiLj wr,;
kh, q"'I WIwit, $lU million of indebtedness and no prospects- or rerolving tUa:
ind"btokwfss. According to Furmark, Chobanifar and, by virtue of hic
financalJ iivolvvmet. in the scheme, Khashoggi, are being blamed I4y the
C.rodiau creditors for this situation. 7he Canadian entrepreneurs; who have
investments in oil, gold, mining, and real estate, reportedly are aggressive,
IcxIUh-Inulfld'd individuals who have influential contact& in VlasirjtLon. 71u.y
hliv,, , ifili IikC|W jI tlwt uiIIus rosx.. pxi .cIL un the priincicl ) I-, 1CtLl,4A'i,l %, "
theg woulsl begin Lo inform individuals like Senators LWahuy, Moynahan, ariJ
Cranstuto around 15 October about this back-charnel deal with Iran and how they
Iove Lo.'i swindled. Purmark, while stating that he was not authorized to
provide t1se nas of tim Can&dian investors, asserted that we should not
unclatnsimte the determination of the Canadimam. He claimed they have a
reputatin for dealing roughly ith those who do not meet their obligations.
I'Ihlicji allegedly is trying to get them to extend the 15 October deadline,
ILtgi 1s wiertain as to wither he would be successful iii this effort.

4. Nurkirk stated that he spent two days last week in London talking to
(lotaani(ar. li stated that Clobanltar is telling the truth about these
traniactloos and insisted that the Iranian entrereneur had not made any
profit o(f this deal. lie stated that Ghobanifer w" in a *devastated'
cooditimo without y coatstructive ideas on how to pull himaolf out of his
current I iniaicil mxass. KIgumgi, who also has financial problem, is not
in a position to repay the Canadian creditors. Furmrk stated that he had
wurkisd fur mbny yvars in to oil business and was a good judge of individuals
w1) wtr-e attmeiqainj, a swindle. In this case--regardless of other Qu lanifar
IX,.II'.IS k'-alr,--Iw mwi cunvincedJ that thu Iranian was cias.t-otilly L0I11J Lit,
! I lit h.

UNCLASbI
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5. Frurark stated that everyone, had agreed to keep thi beck-chmnl
arrangemnt with Iran "highly secret" but that If the situation remainedstatic, he Is absolutely certain that the Canadians will talk and that thomatter will vetually bscme public knowledge. He recOnkded that the usconsider at least a partial Wilnt of additional arem to Iran in order tomaintain am credibility with the Iranians in the Prim Minister's Office andto provide Qxobmilar with am capital so that the investors can be repaidpartially and so that QK anifar can borrow sney to finance additionalshipmnts. -This would keep the prooss tolling and could result in release ofadditional hostages. Prmark offered to met with me in Now York next week inorder to report fully on his involvement in these transactio? s. 0200

6. 2 find Furmark's detailed knowledge of theGhobnitar link deeply troubling. Regardless of who is at fult c.,the firin -- and we know tMLt Qor, iftt is. not to be tcutv .d--Lti ,
,it If ,i, m- buJk- si-i divalamsq will atrairt certainly have a Crappli irj v fec t

r du % 4 tl .. # clc1!g U% j t h ai t 1a. : n m w b e e.n -vis vi L KL we e n th e U n i te d S to L e s a ii deI .. ... ie risk o exposure is growing dal yta" lya In believe that you mit advise Admiral ip!nxter that a group beformd that is Isnowedgeable of the GhAconifar channel to consxierhow to cope with this burgeoning problef. If thiITFibhot done ia chiaatcly, Ipredict an exposure of this activity in the near future. At a minimum, w,
nd wtiys to stave off disclonurv fur 60-90 okay,, whlt Ivt, i, i.tI.,.I4111-1.. LcLa cdJy tu qJ#.L our hIottatjos released. FurndCk 11i,ufil LI1!. h. wc -war(. of t he fl ; c anneI but we know'- QV' L.ni f r.

CW-'.0 e.

Ne C. Allen

UNCLAIMILi
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EXHIBIT OLN-315

MOR)MM FOR: Vice, Agiral John m. Poindexter, USN
AssistAnt to the President for

National Security Affairs

SUBJE"": Roy Furvark's Comrents on the Hostage Situation

1 0195
1. Charles Allen and George Cave went to Now York on 22 October 1986 to

mest with Roy Furmark. This was an extremely interesting Meeting in that it
revealed that the financial backers of Ghobanifar have been aware of the
operation since its inception and may actually have played a key role in
getting it moving, possibly for altruistic reasons, but almost certainly tor
their own profit. Roy himself admitted several times during the evening-that
profit was certainly a motive but that the group did see their efforts as
leading towards stability in the region and the release of the hostages. Roy
appeared to be very open during the course of the evening and everything he
told us tracked with what we know. The only doubtful answer he gave was in
reply to a question as to whether some of the principals were Involved in the
sting operation. Roy said that none of the principals were involved, however,
one of the players, lawyer Samel Evans, was the ma or indicted and is free on
$4.5 million bond. Roy claim that tvanis oes him $200,000.

2. Kiashoggi has been involved in this from the beginning as Ghotnifar's
financier. Everything started in January 198S with a meeting in Europe,
Frankfurt apparently, involving Ghobanifar, Iashoggi, Roy, and others. This
was followed up by subeequent meetings in Paris and London. These metings
culminated in a meeting in August 1985 in Tel Aviv. Roy went to Tel Aviv with
Qxoaifar and while there they stayed vith UeLmr Lin his house. During the
course of these ometings, May met Amiran Hit. At this meting it was decided
that it was necessary to get Wahington's approval for the overall plan.
There were two basic objectives; one, goet release of the hostages, and two
open up a dialogue with Iran. Schir was sent to Wahington to obtain this
approval. Roy is uncertain as to whether he discussed this with North or
Macl arlane in Washington. Ghabanifar lso mado a total of four trips to
Washington. Ghobanifar represents the line held by the Pcime Minister which
foy describes as eModerat.e. (we did not tell him that the Primw Minister
could not be considered as Moderate.) By way of personal relationships, Roy

1 'M'S 3536-6
artiay . , , , ' ... ,Copy I of 2
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ONCLA&tFID
Said that -li has known Qashooggi since 1966 and trusted hin. Roy added t.hat
Schinwr and J0ashoqgi are close. Roy thinks this pi nts up Khas"1gg,'S
breadth of vision. Roy pointed out that Schimner had actually returned from a
visit to China to make the August meeting.

3. the first transaction was in September 1985 and was for 500 rcws. :he
cost of the TOWs was $5 million. Mmahoi put up the money because he
believes in (hobanifar. The cost to Iran was $6 million. This ajowed for S'
million to cover profit and expenses. The first shipment of Tows was
defective, so a second shipment was sent. There was a subsequent $5 nullon
deal that went off in the Novo, r-Decwber timeframe. Khashoggi told Roy
that they were not involved, but Roy is certain that this was.a 01 96
mjashoggL/Qioz&rnifar organized deal.

4. Roy said that prior to the next deal, there was a meeting in the Paris
airport hotel; he forgets or never knew exactly who was involved in this
meeting. The meeting concerned Hawk spare parts. The deal for the Hawk spare
parts began to be put together in April 19d6. ;hashoq9 i raised $15 -%llion to
cover the deal $5 million from an Arab f i nancier, and $10 million from tW8
Canadians. Khashoggi raised the money or 15 May. A group of Americans went
to Tehran and took with them seven percent cf the Hawk spare parts which
consisted mainly of nuts and tso. wTEFtregard to this deal, the finances.
Qiobanifar, and Nir met and agreed that $3 million would be added t: t.e ;:.ce
to cover profit and expenses and also another $2 million would be ac.ed to
cover monies owed to Nir. The price to the IranTrsild then be $20
million. (Why did Ghobanifar charge $24.5 million and with Nir's knowledge?)
Neither Roy nor the financiers apparently know anything about the raise in the
price by Ghobanifar, although they are aware that the Iranians objected
strenuously to the price. Ghobanifar told Roy and Khasnoggi that he believed
the bulk of the original $15 million price tag was earmarked for Central
America. In this regard, Ghobanitar told Roy that he was relieved when the
$100 million aid to the Contras was passed by Congress.

S. The above requires clarification. In Tohran, Ghobanifar took Cave
aSide and told his that the Iranians would be questioning him about the price
of the Nok spare parts. Ghobanifar told Cave to insist that the price of U$L
million old dollars is correct. When asked about the huge Jack up in price,
Nir gave a long circumlocution on why the price of over $24 million was
correct. We wre so concerned about this that we considered telling
Ghobanifar exactly how much he could charge on any subsequent deals. From
Roy's coymnts, it is clear that the .JLercent interest Ghobanifar told us
about is in fact the gross profit margin agreed upon.

6. Roy said that Qiobanifar told them that he received two payments, one
for $3 million and the other for $5 million. As originally agreed upon, tre
Arab investor was suppos4 to get back $4 million for his cut and the
anadians would gte back $11 million. The other $1 million was to go to

Khashoggi. Qiobnitar's cut was to come out of the $1 million. To the $6
million that Ghotmnifar received, he added $100,000 of his own funds. Ile
Arab investor was paid Dff ($5 million). The two Canadians received $1.1
million. Roy was not ,ure but preswnbly the $2 million went to tjjr.

IIN A.q. irlfln
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Originall, the Canadians were given a check by Khashoggi in the amount of $11
million to cover the $10 ulio1n they provided KMashoqgi. T*e monies to cover
the Hawk shipment were paid into an account of A cotR Y called Lakeside whicm
is an otf-chanel cowIrny. The Canadians believe that the mney was stolen
A this is giving Khashoqgi heartburn. (Note: This does not Square with
what we know. We know that Qhobanifar received $4 million from the Iranians
in July. He also received $8 million into his Swiss bank account on
21 August. These two payrlnts were cash. He may also have received a check
for $6 million in between these two payments. The Iranians raised a big st;nK
about the price of the Hawk nd Ghobanifar offered them a $6
million deduction. Accord I9 te t $8 million payI..nt on

21 Ajgust sq;a:,iQ ocanifar oy rr.tual agreement.
fact, accord:r; S' million cove:ed the remainder of the deal, t-i

other rallion wasto e pToTa aniar finance the next deal.)

7. ROy's su99estee solution to the problem is to let Ghobanifar handle
the shiplewnt of the ro'!i nder of the Hawk spare parts. Proceeds from this

deal would allow the:,, to ease thne Canadian pressure. Then it would be 500

TOWs for one hostage and another 500 TCWs for a second hostage. 9

Sincerey,

Wi ian J. Casey

UNCLASSIFIED
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j IM: C(INTERPRITS I AS 1Oigil kao'l INTERESTED IN SEEING THESE THINQSf1 TAMTE PLACE, I'D LIKE TO TELL YOU THAT THERE ARE'TiHAE STEPS. S[p",p,
PACMI THE STEPS THAT WE ALREADY DISCUSSED. "7((THIEY))? WILL SOLVE K4
OF THi PROBLEMS.

((THE REMAINDER OF TAPEA7 IS VNINTELLIQIILE. ON..Y
COULD IE HEARD--WORDS LIKE: SPARE PARTS. SEVENTY
AND 1500 TOWS. ))

((END TAPE A7))

((BEIhNINQ TAPE A@))

((ENTIRE TAPE POOR QUALITY. IrEIN FEI r XCANGES COi9LETELY

UNINTELLIOI1LE. INTELLICIBLE PORTION EGINS WITH THE FOLLOWING: ))

SECCD:- THEY HAVE A LIST OF SPARE PARTS FROMI THE AIR FORCE, UT I DON'T
TRVST THE AIR FORCE, BECAUSE WE WERE .PJST STARTING TO TRAIN THE
HOMAFARI, IN THIS FIELD, A10 NO OF THEN WERE IN... THEY WERE NOT
?STAYING LONG?. YOU KNOW, THEY HErL NOT REM. PROFICIENT. NONE OF
THEM.

todI M : ((INTERPRETS FORm

ICORD: l'WMIPCT... MY MiMle IS THAT YOU HAVE 310 PROBLEMS IN THE FIRE
iTRL. SYSTIIM--THE ((WORD HISSED)) AWD-9 FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM.

HAMI M: ((INTERPRETS FOR

SECOND: AP IN 1HE COURSE O... UNDOUTIEDLY, THERE ARE PROBLEM WITHIN THE
MI3613LiES THEMSELVES. BECAUSE THEY ARE (FEW WORDS MISS.D. ))
I HAVE NOT SEN THE LIST OF SPARE PARTS YOU TALK ABOfT, BUT I
WOOLD NOT...I C0'T IMAGINE IT'S A VERY GOOD LIST. I WOULD NOT IE
INCLINED TO SAY THAT IT'S A VALID LIST ITIL EXPEIRT TECHNICIANS
LOOK AT I T.

HAKM: ((INTERPRETSl FOR m

SECOND: I ALSO ELINA THAT THERE ARE A LOT Of $PARE PARTS IN THE DEPOT AT
IWAHNI AND IN ¢SHANTAPE. SENTENCE MISOI BUT ANYWAY. ISETWIEEN

THESE TWO SITES., THESE TWO DEPOTS. I AN CERTAIN THAT THERE ARE MANY
MANY WARE PARTS WHI1CH THEY CAN NOT IDENTIFY BECAUSE ?THEY'RE ANd
A9I=TMATED? LOGISTICSB SYSTEM. ((WORD miSSED. I)

4A N (INTERPRTS FOR m

TECHNICIANS COULD CANNIIBALIZE AND MAKE OPERATIONAL SOME MISSILES,
VERY QUICKLY--IF YOU HAD GOOD TECHNICIANS. ... , . -

A1MI: ((INTIRPRITI F.OR

((PERIOD IN 11410H SEVERAL PEnW . ,- .-
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THAT CAN me FIX IT'S 0OI1N0 TO TAKE A LITTLE BITor1 TIME. A T g HOUS i GOING TO HAVE TO AUTHORIZE US To SEND/wK e 0 c1. . C 2 6 2
4KIM: ((INTERlPRETS •)

.j3ECCRD: ((PORTION MISSED)) THIC TECH SUPORT-THEC HAWKS THEY'RE TALKING
A2OIT. YOU KNOW, I'M SURE THE PRESIDENT WOULD AVTHORiZE US TO WORK
7wIT THEM ON IT? IF WE GOT OUR THREE PEOPLE. ((FEW WORDS MISSED))
" THRM PEOPLE

tvORTH: YEAH. THAT'S EXACTLY THE PROBLEM.

SIECORD: To PUT IT ANOTHER WAY, YO GVE he THE THREE PEOPLE TOMORROW,
A" SY NEXT WEEK WE'LL IABLY? HAVE SOME PEOPLE IDENTIFIED.

IAIM: ((INTERPRETS FOR ). ((THEN SPEAKS A M SENTENCES IN
ENGLISH WHICH NAD. ) )

SECORD: ?NJ 1S SAYING THE SAME THING I JUST SAID. ((FEW WORDS MISSED))
wmICH I1 I THINK THE PRESIDENT WILL AUTHORIZE US WE DO SO
TECHNICAL WORK--WE'VE ALWAYS TALKED ABOUT 'THIS ((FIEW WORDS MISSED))
IF WE OCT OUR THREE PEOPLE SACK. THAT'S WHY I SAID, 'IVE ME THE THREE
PEOPLE TOMORROW. AND I 'LL SET YOU HE'LL SAY THAT THEY'RE GOIN* TO
GCT WW TECHNICIANS ?IN ABOUT A WEEK?.

TH: THE 510 PROBLEM I'VE GOT 18 THE WHOLE DAMN ((F WORDS MISSED))
I MEAN, IF WE'RE REALLY SINCERE ABOUT THIS 6NOLE FRIGIN THING,
WHAT WE OWT TO IE DOING I8, THEY OUGHT TO SE EXERCIZING EVERY
POSSIBLE AMOUNT OF LEVERAGE THEY'VE GOT TO GET THO PEOPLE OT,
AND WE AGREE THAT AS BOON AS THEY'RE OUT. we CAN DO ALL KINDS OF
C-000 THINGS, BECAUSE THAT'S WHERE WEREl HEADEDE. WE WANTN? A
FRIGGIN F1(5 CONTACT ((WORD MISSED)) OUT THERE. WH4AT WE'RE TRYING
TO 0"I0 TO POS ((WOD MISSED)) AND ALL THIS SCRET SIT, AND GET
ON WITH THE REAL RELATIONSHIP.

AI: (C INTRRTS FOR mOATH: YOU KNOW. EN E*M , E AN, YOU KNOW, FOULED UP THOUH IT
mAY HAVE SEEN, IF YOU LOOK AT THE DOCUMENT THAT I WROTE AND MCFARLANE
1AS PREPARED TO SIGN. YOU WILL SEE THAT THAT'S WHAT WE WERE TALKING
A UT WAY BACK THEN, WAY 3ACK. IN MAY. ((FEW WORDS MISSED)) BEYOND
THE STAGE, WE CAN GET ON WITH A FORMAL RELATIONSHIP.

AKIM: ((INTERPRETS FOR l )

OATH: EVERYTHINo we HmDE DOtE SINCE THE VERY FIRST CONTACT. WHETHER IT BE
STEP BY STEP OR WHE1HI[I IT BE ALL AT ONCE, THAT'S WHERE WE'VE BEEN
TRYING TO 00.

1I: ((INTERPRIETS FOmr

)m RTH: YOU GUYS DON'T TRUST US. io4I, WE DON'T TRUST YOU. AND S0 WE END. UP
DOING IT A LITTLE BIT AT A TIME...

kI •l. 4: (1NTERPRETS F Olm -l'
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€ ijINN LL IILEr) JN L3)I1
H jN WE6R IN TEHAN. A 1WASLOOK. WE DON'T WANT

UjjIIYuVE'SI. TO cittT-4 3tiqO6Y1cg UT. ANDLou Q'%f l PN "O OISOUT. AND
11 ' . OP TT PO'WO. - IN FACT, E SAID,

'DON'T L.itO"IPIZPI' TO T. T),RE IS MUCH. MUCH MORE THATCOULD It DO. h4 OT VE TO GET 9MHIND U S.

KIM. ((INTERPRETS F

KIM: ((|rITIRPRETS)) THEY ARE CONVINCED THAT. .. HE HAS SAID IT BEFORE, HE
SAID, "AFTER THINGS IROKE UP 114 IRAN, AND YOU ((FEW WORDS MISSED))
TO SENC0 THE STUFF, THAT INDICATED TO THE IRANtANS THAT THE AMERICANS
AvZ ((FEW WORDS MISSED)).

RTH. HOW THE HELL DO WE GET FROM WHERE wE ARE TODAY TO WHERE WE'VE GOT
TO 00?

KIM: ((INTERPRETS FOR

AIM: ((INTERPRETS)) HE SAYS A COUNTRY LIKE THE UNITED STATIE--A SUPERPOWER-
((PORTION MISSED)). THEN I SAID, *AN IMAM LIKE KHOMEINI--THE FIRST
SHIAN IMAM--THIE FIRST ?gOVERNOR? OF SHII'|TE IN THE WORLD--
HE DOESN'T HAVE THE POWER OF GOING TO LEBANON AND TELLING THOSE
ASIHOI-S TO RELEASE THE THREE HOSTAGES? SUCH A GREAT RELIGIOUS POWER!
No. HE DOESN'T ((FEW WORDS MISSED. )) I SAID, "WELL, OUR PRESIDENT
DOESN'T ((FEW WORDS MISSED. ))- I 'M TRYING TO MAKE THE POINT THAT
iT'S THE WRONG ATTITUDE TO SIT SACK AND SAY THE UNITED STATES 18 A
SUPEjRPOWER.# AND YOU FORGET THAT THEY ARE ALSO A SUPER RELIGIOUS
COUNTRY. IT'S VERY EOUAL.

TH: l[., ((MEW WORDS MISSED)) THE IFLUENCE THAT THE IMAM HAS OVER
THOSE WHO HOLD THE HOSTAGES 1 ((WORD MISSED. ))

IM: Op CORM. HE CM 01ET THOSE PEOPLE BACK WITH ONE WORD ONE WORD.
I Am CONVINCED. IT'S ((FEW WORDS MISSED. f)

IM: ((INTERPRETS F0

;IM: ARL&.'SU64,O|NQ'T0 . -%.PALM[T HAT . 4N THEM IN'MAY, 'IF

YOU GET*,T144!w. it- AC#

,TH: SE. AND YOU KNOW THE ((WORD MISSED)) PAPER ALSO TALKS AIOUT "ALL
OF THI HOSTAGES." ALL THE HOSTAGES, ALL TERRORISM STOPS.

.It: I UNDERSTAND. IIT YOU ARE PREPARED TO STICK TO YOUR PAPER OF MAY?

TH: OF C OUR SE.

((INTERPRETS FA.

III: ((PEW WORDS MISED)) COPY IN THE..FrL.2....I "'u--. .. . . . ;. ;.,.. . . ""--

TN:yE)VANfTtR~liVITL1.A 4Z&'; TH[RtIR _kR~
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fwg c(3NTERPRETS. THEN CONVERSEU WITH IN PERSIANt./ V4NrTELLIGIBLE. 1) I

NORTH: WMAT DIFFERENCE DOES IT MAKE. WHAT CAN THEY 00 I MEAN THEY'RE
:RPELEVANT.

CA VE: (( INTERPRETS FO R M

$AVg: , f INTERPRETS. UNINTELLIGIBLE. ))

NORTH:

CAVE: ((INTERPRETS FOR KS ADDITION T
AuD EXPLAIN$ TO NORTH WHAT"Z HAS T .- ONY 0NT

OF WHICH WERE INTELLIGIBLE. ))

NOR TH. 6EN MCF ALANE WAS IN WORDD MISSED)), MY FRIENIin
WAS THERE. M"FARLANE KEPT SAYING THINGS LIKE , "pL m
BEHIND YOU. DON'T LIMIT YOURSELF TO THESE SMALL LITTLE THINGS.
THIh'. 310. THINK BEYOND THE HOSTAGES. THINK ECONOMICALLY. THINK
OF ALL KINDS OF WAYS IN WHICH WE CAN HELP YOU, NOT JUST SENDING
IN PHOENIX MISSILES. AND THAT'S THE IMPORTANT THING TO DO. BUT
WE CAN'T THINK 110G WHEN WE'VE GOT THAT STARINg AT US.

f CH 1ER ABOUT SOMEOW NEDING AN ASPIRIN))

SECOND: T .ELL HIM 4AT

HAKIM: (( INTERPRIETS FOR

SECCR O: YOU a 0 OUT
W-MTARY, EOZW I

INDUSTRY.

AXIM: (INTERPRETS FORm

RECORD: WE'LL SAY THEY'RE SWISS OR SIOTHINO, YOU KNOW. AND IT'S NOT A

,eltROSEM mVT IT TAUS TIME.

#E: ((INTERPRET$ FORm I

((UNINTELLIGISLE CHATTER. )

SCORED: I Q Au- THAT-IV - LMVrIcI

STAFF TWEYm,, L
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7:
ORTH:

OAIN:

-,.-

ii r~i&S~ifUfl
HE HAD AN IRANIAN AIR FCRCE WITH THE MOST WELL-SUPPLIED FORCE
THE WORLD HAS EVER SEEN. ((PORTION 1tISSED))

HOW ARE YOU GOIAG TO FIX KM"Q ISLAND?

c(|tqTERPRETS FCR

HOW ARE YOJ COiO IDlE HOUSES'

t;K1M" HE SAYS THAT'S NOT Ai4 ISSUE. TH.EY 4(CO)PL.E OF WORDS MiSSED)
PRODCE MORE 1HAII TWO MILLION BARRELS A DAY. HE SAYS THE EXPERTS
K0OW THAT (FE WORDS MISSED)).

3ATH: SUT THAT'S BECAUSE THERE HASN'T BEENE A1Y N[W EXPLORATION ?SINCE
THE? WAR STARTED.

AKIM ((INTERPRETS FOR

AKIM: EVEN THE SHAH COULD NOT PRODUCE MORE THAN FOUR MILLION ((FEW WORoS

MISSED) I.

"H: ((UNINTELLIOILE))

"CCRD: S POINT IS THAT-AS 1 'VI BEEN TELLING THESE GUYS FOR OVEM A YEAR
,V--A FEW HEL-PLACED TECHNICAL. EXPERTS, IN WHATEVIR FIELD
THEY'REE TALKING ABOUT? THEY'LL SI WORTH MORE MONEY THAN THEY
COULD EVER SPID. ( (FEW WORl MISSED))

AKIM: f(INTERPRETS FOR m .

OATH: THERE I8 AN IMPORTANT POINT ON THSE TECHNICAL. ((WORD MISSF.D))o
AND THAT IS: THAT ISSlU-IT'll PAMT LIKE THE MCFARLANG THING-
THAT WILL BECOE PUBLIC.

IKIM: ((INTERPRETS FOR ) .

ORTH: WIE WANT TO lVM SURE THAT WE CAi DO IT RIGHT, AND THAT IT'S NOT
GI -itXPTLt 'OF THE
A Is KJiiiiiWiiiiI SED

AKIN: ((INTERPRETS FOR

ORTH: IT'S TIME FOR YOU GOYS TO TAKE A CHANCE.

((UvsE RA ECIWGA E UNINTELLIIILE. I

A D: ,eQHE GJUY'f RAN

AKIM, ((INTERPRETS FO A ).

SEVERALRL EXCr.N w ,TiGIL AARENTLY LIEAVI

))I.

S F
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Wi O THE (fI~xPL[TIVI[) |

HIS LAST tim to

((U INITELL IJDLJ. )

H: HIE'S THERE NOW.

.10: PERE IS THE BASTARD?

M. HI'S IN TEHRAN AND HE'S Q01140 TO ((SENTENCE MISSED. ))AND HE'S AFRAID THAT HE's Itime TE"EN ' OF THE DEAL AND f(WORDS
MISSED)).

40: As GOING TO~ rmtflr,. AUT

H: I DON'T CARE HOW RIGHT NOW.

RD: I DCN'T CARE KOW EITHER, EXCEPT I HAVE SOME DOVIT THAT HE WILL.

M: o DO IT. I KNOW THAT.
r, WELL, YOU KNOW6 YOU SAID IT YO.USELr. THE ONLY THING THAT WAS

NECESS Y 1S FM THE IMAM TO MAE VERY £LEAR TO PEOPLE...
l: AND HIS SITUATION 1 RIO*T FOR THEM TO DO IT.

((" IJNIN7ELLZIGE)) i(A8 TO GET ((FEW WORDS MISSED. )I HI CAN'T
00 IT FROM HER.

m: ?DID HIE SAYi WAS STAYING HRE?

RD: NO.

OW'S H E GOING TO DO i FROM HOW'S HE QOING TOTHOSE GUYS RELEASED ((FEW W . ))

((A NV IIER OF EXCHANGES MISSED)) ((CHATTER ABUT GOING SOMEi.ERE
TO EAT..))

40: 1 DON'T UNDER-~li1m ,, W VWv~PRDu. . . . ... . - . .. . --"%--
4: I DON'T EITHER.

1: BECAUSE. I TNINK... YOU WANT AN ANSWER? bECAUSE ((FEW WORDS MISSED))THEY'RE NOT OINO TO USE KHOMINI. ((FEW WORDS MISSED)) UT THEY"- DON'T WANT TO US THEiR I1 QUNS.

((SEVERAL EXCHANGES MISSED. ))

1: THEY DON'T KNO, WHERE THEY ARE.

THEY KNOW WHM THEY MAL -o
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le-. ,We DoN'T ,gp Hms T N.

N NO, I HOPE WE DON'T EITHER.

CORD: WE'R GOING TO 35 NEGOTIATIG ?A3OUT' TH[ NEW HOSTAGES DY THEN.
((LAUGHTER I)

ATH: GOOD-sY[ GUYS.

((SEVERAL EXCH AiES MISSED))

ECOo: WE MEET ACAIN TONIGHT.

((SEVERAL EXCHANOES MISSED))

CORD: DID YOU EVER FIGURE OUT WHAT TIME YOU'RE GOING IN THE MORNING?

((FEW EXCHANGES MISSED))

ARTH: IF Hf THINKS WE'S GOT TO G0 lACK THERE TO MAKE IT WORK, LET HIM

O0 lACK THERE...

rCORD AND CAVIL: ((UNINTELLIGIBLE))

)RTH: I 'M REALLY SERIOUS ADOUT THAT.

E[CORD7: LET HI @0 BACK THERE ((FEW WOR1L4 MISSED)) CAN ?BACK OUT?

HE WAS SUPPOSED TO HAVE A MEETINQ ((FEW WORDS MISED)).

4AIKI? NO, HR SAD HI SAID FRIDAY.

)ATH: FRIDAY? FRIDAY? IT ?MAY NOT 1E DONE? DY FRIDAY. THAT'S ONLY TWO
DAYS AWAY.

Y. IK: WELL, I 'M TRYING TO FIND OUT WHAT SORT OP MIRACLE 18 ABOUT TO
HAPPEN.

RTH: I NEED TO KNOWl AT THIS POINT, TWO THINGS. I NEED TO KNOW WHAT '94
WANTS US TO SAY ABOUJT....

KIM: ((FEW WORDS MISSED)). YOU KNOW, I TOLD RICHAD A LONG TIME AGO.
YOU GOT THI T VSTOMER?? THROUGH ME. YOU GOT THE ((WORD MISSED))
FROM l. I MONT YOU TO NE RIGHT lACK IN THE MIDDLE. I AM
OPTIMIGT3C THAT THEY ARE 00ING TO MEET THEIR ??DADLIN9??.
I REM.AY AM.

tTH: FOR YOUR SAKfKE I HOPE S0.

AIM: ((LAI1G$))

((I[XCi4NO6[ I EEID)) C""

ITH:

N9.0'AolfI
h
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(CHAAIM AN wtl PHONE. TAJ.KS IFLY, 'rv -THw PNO
OVER TO NORTH FOR A COUPLE OF HIljTE 114O TELLS THIE PARTY ON THE
OTHER EI D THAT HE 1S OOINO 0OOD WCAK ANO THAT "WE wON'? FOREST
140W WE.L It M 0014, ALSO ASY. THE PARTY IF HE HAS RECEIVED
.NY MAIL FROM HIS DA4.NTER. THLN HE TURNS THE P40#4 BACK TO
HAIM WHO TALYI IN PERSIAN WHILE THE AMERICANS CONVERSt Amo0o
THEMSELVES AIOJT GOING TO DINNER. THEN THEY ALL LEAVE THE ROOm.

(¢bJiN TAPING RESME S AGAIN. THE IRANIANS AND HAKIM ARE IN THE
ROOM CONVERSING IN THE UACKdRct.,D IN PERftI~ubjwY ISOLATED
WORDS, AND PHRASES COULD It U14DERSTOOD. CA 8E HEARD
SPEAKING ON THE PHONE, SAYING THAT SOWe'r 9TTO W D It TAKEN
AS SOON AS POSGINLE. OTCMIIRRO14 MORNING WOULD It BETTER THAN
THE DAY AFTER TOMORROW. THE 0AY AFTER TOMORROW WOU.D IE BETTER
THANN THE NEXT DAY?. THE DEADLI1NE 1S SUNDAY. AND ANY DAY IT
COULD SE DONE WOULD S9 BETTER THAN THE PREVIOUS ONE ((SIC)).

((END OF TAPE A9))

((BEOINNING OF TAPE A1O))

((TAPE TEN CONISJTS ENTIRELY Of CONVERSATION AMONG THE PERSIANS
IN THE DACKOROU4Ds AND ONLY ISOLATED WORDS AND PHRASES COULD
SE UNDESTOOD. HAKIM WAS PRESENT FOR AT LEAST PART OF THE TIME.
AND MADE A PHON CALL IN W41CH 14 TALKED AlOVT ITEMS WHICH HE
REFERRED TO AS 156'1.

((END Of TAPE AIO))
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TAPE A3

PJ-'11jt1
undef ri,~ Of E. 1235

by 9. Regir, 0. ts

C 292
I11gITINO AT MAINZ. W. QRrWMAY. 29-30 OCTODER 1986)

m: C(INTERPRE
T
7 I14 PEASIA4)) AND IF THEY ARE NOT SVCCESSFk.L. THEY

WILL LEAVI THIS CHANNEL THEY WILL PL.,RSVE (IWORD MISSED)I
CHAr47?EL. IF THEY DON'T OIVE THEM A ((POIITIvE)) REPORT BY SUNDAY.
TH[Y WILL. AUKCON THIS ROVTE.
((IN pERSIA 1"1l I 'D LIKE TO ADD SOMETHING. SINCE ((FEW WORDS

MISSED)) Or SEVERAL MONTHS, 101 KNOW THAT IF WE DO NOT COMPLETE
THIS, ALL TE ((FEW WORDS MISSED)).
((IN ENr:IS MH) I TOLD THEM THAT ((FEW wCADS MISSED)) IF WE ARE

1OT SUCCSIrL'A AND THIS CHAtJ4EL IS (iFEW ICRDS MISSED)), THEN ALL
THIS W'OR Wg'"[ DONE ..

rk: AND IT WILL TMAE A YEAR ...

Ill ((INTERPRETS I PERSIAN)) HE WAS EXPLAINIINQ THAT IF WE AAR NOT
SejCCESSPI., NOT ONLY WILL THIS GV4CV.P'S WORK CCE TO AN END AND
((FEW WORD$ MISSED)), DUT GROUPS IN THE FUTURE WHICH WANT TO hAKE
coNtACT IILL. = THIS AS AN EXAiPLE--T:T JAI:A.NS 'AE OT
REI.|ASL.I. THIS WILL 0E STUDIED.

* HAKIM:

((114 pgRSIAN"UNINTELLIQIBLE))

ORD. 1VAT N ORTH IS GETTING AT is wE ARE GOING nr,r IN THE STEPS NOW--
THE IJINEg POINTS. WE'RE GOIN TO VERY OUICA.Y .. 142 EXPCT THEM
TO "Oog? VERY QUICKLY SO THAT kE CAN MOVE TO T;- E NEXT STEP, AND
THE t,[XT I"IP' AND THI NEXT STUP AND THERE '. O('T SE ANY
CPPOSITION.

(m: UIltTERPAITSb)

IN: U11Il1,,A|TS)) IF YOU DON'T HAVEI A:', MORS :*-S',,'6 ON YO,. SIDE.

Hi LIAZS TO LET MT EXPLAIN WHAT'S HA F C?:'.'4 C.: T4 <:R SIO.

TM: WILL. I DO WST TO HErI THAT. LET M1 -JAST NA.AC C.%E POINT AOCLT
TAT... HE ((H AKIM)) WORKS FOR M1--YOU ((CAVE)) TRANSLAE THIS--
Hi IARKS FOr M AS A CONSI.TAJJK. I DCWN'T KNCW THE FA/SI WCRO 7OR
CO6UA.TAN'T DUT AS A PART-TIME1 CONTRACT EI"LOYEE.

T(INTERPRTS) )

Tr. HE 4A2 HL4' THIS FCR FCUA, FIVE YEARS, FO,1 f£ SINCE I HAVE 5O
AT THR tSITi'OUSE-IN THE PRESIDENT'S CFFICE. HE DOfS V
TRA~iELATvICfl. THE VOA BROADCASTS IN FAR . WHI1CH YOU ASXED FOR

ra5 WE QAVI. IJ[ TRANSLATED THOSE FC-1 VMV

L (IINTIRPR[T8)m -. 6

*1
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WWAFWILUC 299'

tENTErPRETS) .. IL A P1W DAYS AGO. iASIED ON PREVIOUS
ARRNCEpd. I H AD PROMISE THEM THAT HI WOULD APPROACH THIS IN A

VERY PROPER w HANDLE If VERY CORRECTLY. AND THEY HAD DECIDED
TO KEEP THIS AWAY, SECRET FROMI MOST Of THE PEOPLE, AND HE PERSONALLy
COORDINATED WITH A NVtBER OF THE PEOPLE, BUT HE DOESN'T BELIEVE IT'S
THE RIGHT TIME FOR HIM TO RELEASE THEIR NAMES. AND BROUGHT IT 0

m INT THAT ((FEW IIORDS MISSED)) A10 ONLY TIO DAYS AGO THATd
SAID THAT WE THINK INA14 HAS REAlHE'D THE STAGE THAT WE SHOULD

MR1 N? TO OT)O PEOPLE AS WELt..

u
((INTERPRETS)) IT COT TO THE PO lT THAT IT WAS DIrFICVL.T TO KEEP

IT SECRET BECAL.FOR NSTA:4CE,
-COULD *4 FCUND OUT ABOVT THEIR TRYING 1'O

c T 10 ILL( 4 LLAASC.A T ((FEW WORDS MISSED)). THEY HAVE OOTTD4

S MILLION OUT SO FAR. 4 AND 7 ( (FEW WORDS MISSED)). THEY COULD
NOT HAVE KEPT THAT A SECRET, SO THEY DECIDED TO IRI140 EVERYBODY ELSE

((INTERPRETS)) HIS NA11E- -15 C TO 9E GIVEN TO TH

tFFERENT GROUPS. THEY HA 4 0 THE DIFFERENT

.OUPS THAT HE HAS 4 (FEW WODS)) AK A IS TO ENAALE HIM
TO 90 FROMI ONE CROUP TO TH[ OTHER AND BE INVOLVED IN THE KIND OP

hONK THAT HE %-AN DO. PO, WITH WHAT HAS HAPPENED, WITH THE TOWS
CONING OUT, T EY ARE GOING TO PRICE IT- BY THE WAY, AT S THOUSAND
EACH.

WAIT A MINUTE. I'M CONFUSED. UITH THE TOWS COMING WHERE?

IRAN+. WHICH ARE THERE NOW.

THIS orN..

YEAH. THE MILITARY INTELLICENCE THAT THEY GOT, AND THAT IN

ITSELF IS A REQ;C.UTIOPARY ACTION AND EVERYBODY'S GOING TO 00 CRAZY

AnD BERSERK OVER THIS, BECAUSE IT IS SUCH AN IMPORTANT EVENT IN

THIS TYPE OF PICTURE.

GkoT WHAT'S THE FOINT?

I STOPPED. YOU WOW. I 'IM TRYING TO TRANSLATE.

U a

'#TERAPRETS)): 4Q IS EXPLAINING WHY THE ARRIVAL OF THET
ILITAY It#ORM S COMPLETELY SACKED UP--FIRST: ONE:

,No HIS QROU- w -ARE GOINQ TO IE TOTALLY ELIMINATED.

((INTERPRETSl): TWO: THIS WILL ESTABLISH THE CREDIILITY Of THIS
CHA A L AS THE OLY CHANNEL, AS TH[Y HAVE 3EN CLAIMING, WHO SHOULD

.... .. . . o. f m bM, 69
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va C w

.1TAPE 9l14 WIITH HA. I ANL ' To0cT .
TIMAt, EI['N WmlrEpIlI2. ONL PI*AS ES COVI.D SE HEARD. AT
ONZ POINT HAY IM SAM'S, "TA16s( PEOPLE THIIK THAT THICY ARE TALKINTO
UrN I 1 ['N9FIATED OAC"P, 60 THAT IF YOU SAID ANYTHING IN FRONT
Oll P Lrf HIE ',AS ThiRE. THOY CON'T HAVI TO REPEAT IT ALL TO YOU
TI P- T TImE. THEN U. S. PARTIES ENTER TKI ROOM AND SEVERAL€CI[CRSATICrI ARE TAXING PLAEC SIMUATA.!vC'SLY. THIN TALKS RESJE, Il

CR0 BEFORE YOU 00 TO THIS ?INTEL?. MAY I ADDRESS THIS LIST?
I 'M OGING TO AD.RESV THIS LIST. THERE ARE SOng TERRIFIC PRACTICAL
PROBLEMS HROE THERE ARE A COUPL1E OF PEAL. AS OPPOSED TO
PHILOSOPHICAL . PROBLEMS UITH THIS LIST.

II' i (INT.RPRETS) )

CRO: TH PIRST I1 POLITICAL.

LEAVE S Wr4 ROW AT THIS P01I4T ?TO CO TO BATHROOMi? AIID U. S.
tm 'OPS DISuSS STRATECY WI ". PROBLEMS WITH ITEMS C14
IRANIAN SHOPPING LIST. THEN MA. CO*rXS BACK IN THIE ROCM. )

THIC FIRST PRO3LOI It POLITICA.- EAED" FR.I RE. OFFICIAL
REGLESTS OF THIE IRANIAN COVIERNMENI. 1. J4 0U VIRIFIEO.
oVJV I 6OV D ,t4D0LINE, DESPERATE REOUIEST ,r . V0111 TOWS IFOR
HAIJM PARTS AND FOR HIGH PO4FRED RADARS.1[ HAVE ACHIEV D
PRESIDCNTIAL AUr1e,,RITY FOR IP1iEDIATE AIR DELIVERY OF THOSE ITEIM.

I/, (I INTERPRETS,)

D N Y THIS CA tOT DENY THIS. IT I1 IRRELEVANT. WE HAA
4, ''-,.* PF,,F. IT'S NOT EVEN WORTH PPISCVSSINO.

Its ' t,' I'TCVWE IT$: .. .

"40. AND THE FP5SIOUr,0f T74 U S. HAS APPRGOED A SECRET UPEPATI.0N TO
CLI'EN TE*(M 1'-TuS Z1iiDlATELY. MD 14 6%7A.D HEAVE ALREADY DELIVEREDT., E4E'9 T T.'.AT 4 kEPE Az' ED T : HOLD VP SO THAT WE CID. HI'E

iii ,'CR':HI :E &.CAL p: L'S w4.0 ;OO. W~AUSE WE WANTED TO ..w A

r, .. '-... V'T .J-L 'M FOR DZ .. : S.
... ('€:NT#'.PpPLTf'

J. .4 , I. . . E. -IAM .L... TO IN .d'S..WNTON THAT WE PCIAdT
*E@API). ToCEE. I'' BY TH.I t'.. MFCC PARTICI.ARLY DIrFIC,..T TO* *.- - ? '1-9 L14 "N'.- RI, PO" I lIII . JO ;N."J 1 '/3

-.- ., • ',... . 0. -'~l .. . . . . .... .. sr N E o O I/

-.-- ' --.i 4 Ea IwW
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?M(5 FiST JRPA,~LOAD$
4 T0114 I To ofEmg-rLE ,14 TILL SART Pitlets"

00 ICI POLITICAL AUT1ORITY. AIO 40 fTIN9 fUPgW WODS
&VT 064,il CON'? CARE 0.O &fl A040 START D01t4 SOMiTWIuNe L It

* 4~WTIL wi"w TW'#PoLITCA. MvC~IN $CHINO4 W... .0 . . . W. %. . . . . ,. o.. .
l1~~* ( f~rT~qPPEYS. S~R IS INEPRTON DIFFERS SOMEWHAT. heSI. I

,.PIIANI) THIS If tILOPART O TI4 PO.IYICA*' ' .
PROMK Hl SAi THAT WCHEV tW[ ME 1yRE THAT THE MATTER Or THc
mOTAcS HAS iE[4 RESOILVED 0 WOE mw[ PVT THIS PROILEM iCH1Ni ojg*
4 1 INTgmRUTID BY KNOCK ON DOOR. )

:RD: ji gOA.D LOSE OkA SECRECY.

IgRE YOU SAY THE I TEMS ARE NOT DIFFICtLT TO OBTAIN, ((FW wORDS

in' ((IN PtRSIAN)l IF YOU LOOK AT THESE ITEMI INDIVIDUALLY. IT 1S NOT
DIFFICA..T TO OBTAIN THEM. BUT JUST TO TAKE TH9 FIRST STEP, TO
((FEW WORDS UNCLEARl) ETC., IT IS NECESSARY TO ELIMINATE THIS
POLITICAL PROBLIK WC DO NOT DAE TO START STIR THIrds UP By
9ETTIJQ PRICES, ETC..... ((THEN, IN ENCI.ISH TO THE U.S. SID))
IF 'I MAY. AT THIS TIr, I FIND1 IT APPROPRIATE TO EXPLAIN TO HIM WH4Y
THIS IS DIFFICA.T TO START WITHC;JT PC'..ITICA. SUPPORT AUD ADD WHAT
YOU TOLD ME EARLIER.'

T1: LET MlE. OKAY? EVERYTHING THAT TE OflvJNAl. SAID 1S ENTIRELY
ACCURATE. WHEN 1C LOCKED AT THIS LIST. 6I ESTIMATED THAT# EXCLUDING
THESE TWO-IT&IS, THE HA'K AND THE TC41, AE ARE LOOKING AT A MZNII I
Or F" SHIPLOAoS OF ECoJIPmeim.

IM. ((INTRPRETS)i

T14: TOUQSAN OF PEOPLE IlI THE U. S. , AT A AiIIMIIV, WCOD KNrOW AVOJT THAT.

IM: ((INTERPRETS))

#: IF W1 ARE 0'340 TO O SOMETHING LIK E W .S, IT WAS TO 21 VERY CLEAR
TIWAT ;%' &RE DO!P10 THIS .7?CM'vS( 44 4'RE WJFKINO FOR A MILITARY SALA\(;E
IN4 ?r~ PC-2f.4 -10 A, PO-IT!CAL SCL;;T')N,. A:40J~'t',.'A9LE V.LVTIO4 TO
Trt :JAN-!PRA~ .,,A.

1,1: (tINTERPRIT'SI ((IUT SAYS "T'lE UVDt.0 '1;14 'J)D[RSTW4D T.4AT iE ARE.
JAiSAPKIO ON A COl"SE TO CREATE A kAL,;.,.E OF PC4YR... THAT TUST 3E

TME UNOEAiTANr 110 THAT THE t LD 'AS.

7H os1 OPc&R rF. ., TO 31 2C.11 AS .'.u Ifle.- A rC.LI1].AL ROLE 'N ACNI 'y:No A
BLANCE IN THE OIL:TANY S!TY.lAf1C.j, ".'R .t.TIFICATION FC T1AT ;41E
IST 2 19~ '0 TErl.L 07--EP PEOP- ., '!- i-*-CE O..p 3-41 F'im.LE, TXAT

14 ARC CARPI I.%0 ON A CAI'- .I', r V TJil ftf .tT OF IrAt4.

iII. (1I'U lNrFPTI) ..

Ild OrF. ~O~~~ARgV'to i' C!C'-iI T1 Ti4E M*%fO.V.Ri1ET OF I IRAN-
THAT .I s PI T :CO.LL ACCEPI ALE TO F P.CPLE, 1%1 MIST i4AVE TAP.EN
T14AT RON' s, 11 Tqg RO&D. THAT OBSTACLE. .?.?D PUT. IT BEHINiD Ul..

•.........................,o..*.. .. 1 . -
.i HAT ?He RocK IN TI1.

ROQACr- 13- 6 4DF.2E To lTIg H0IAos!,^ I.

*E A1 AAAL CFviI
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"ND L. iil'" 40--V T 0 14Al- FCA Ul,

71 I P AK4 09JJIT ONE LAST POINT. MV r" IT-I 11 . K • 2
IT IS Lt0 I'TO"tT TO OVT4S60T'D T"AT QJA APPROACH I1 NOT THAT
Tme ostap.S WHO KkVE 0fIPPINT 0baCll1Il. AND tICAMIS F*AtC IS MVC4

". g'WAL.ud , AND MAS A SiKL, aOLg 1N THE WoI.D, THEIX @OALS ARE MORE

RTH: RONAL.D RA110QN IS 0011+A TO It PS I CENT OF TNI V.S. FOR Two AiON[
VI9AS ANO WILL lEVER GAIN S[E1V AS PRESIDENT.

tiN1: ( ( NTERPRETS) t
EITHER IS MCPARL1I.

lTa4. SIE WANTS TO SE PRESIDEr?

(INTICRPRITS)) TIEY ARE VERY ACTIVE[ IN TtYINO
PRESIDENT. ((LAVOMTER))

TO h"E MCFARLANC

TH' THAT'S K )fT Y0OfD REASON. IT COJL0 HAPPEN. ((CCNTIMAIS WITH
PRIEVIOMV THOVQOHT)1 TWIG PRESIDENT WOULD LIKE TO HAV'-I CAN TELL YOU
I4CAUSX I "VI LISTENED TO HIM--HIS VISION IS THAT WQ4 H4 LEAVES
OFFIC IN 1909 14 WILL HAVE rrP.L DIPLOITIC PELATIN* IETI YOU0

.CUWTY AND "IL
IN' I ( INTENPRETI )

IT14

111:

HE bI0AD-L IKIE TO It A"ISC AS A MAN WHO H10PL0 TO BAiNG PEACE,
1F YOU WILL. TO TIE CHRISIIAN A40 MOSLEM AND JEWISH PEOPLE IN THIS

( ( I-7TP0ETI) S

IJN'EARITII' "" "

' I I"- T 'Ov 3,jPT-TIA 7H;?l. ..Sfr 79 ',KT PEELECTED CR TO SOLVE
&~(I1rE')lA'E COIFM "*rtj :J FOXC T AICVT IT. HE PEALLY HAS A

IN 'PA :::rR : 4.i'Aft i*/Aeh:m It; A '1flP.r~.)'Et"........ill.........

CQA,4WAD. liA'f It 0415 WORD. :)Tof ** . ., . -* . -. --.

.. :,,. &VOEPI 1- 6 C% WE HAVE WA.R f, ..mTA3 1.'C :. t , ,. (-1.frAlI 4b A! ' b ..J WIT".4 ' ef t V WITH WHOM

I

I
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1.LADD A L1Ti~ SIU W i0)II.AEAlIDl. WHl.AT BOTH4 ARE.p i~o
10 THAT TO THEM )1ADDAM PJSAYNHAU 10 00. BuT WHT ARE THE I45

LMER WHICH HE OES. AND WHT WOULD 3e OUR kEACTIONt DO We NOT WANT
THE" To TAKE ANMORI TENR:YORY OR S 1 IT.ARIONHI F TNKY yME *S"
TERR3TORY AND "11 "MR PRESSURE ON THE SITUATION? WHT is OUR VIEW
OF WHAT TV CAN D0 WITH mulgp

114: LET M6 ANSWER IN GENRAL. SgCAUSE I DON'T HAVE A SPECIFrIC AN1S4R FoRt
YOU. AND I DON'T THINK- YOU HAVE A SPECIFIC DEFINITION OF WHAT YOU
WOULD CONSIDER VICTORY FOR me AT THIS POINT. THIS IS WHY

EL.ATI)NSHIP 16 50 VERY, VINY IMPORTANT.

IN INTERPRETS.

ill: HE WANTS TO KNOW.... THE BOTTOM LINE OF EVERY THING THAT
THEY ARE TRYING TO SAY IS THIS THAT 14 B0TH A*Rf THAT
THE FOUNDATION A BASE O AN HONORABLE VICTORY SAN$
FOR SADDAI TO W0E14 HAVE SAID ENOUGH AND WE 30Th
UNDERSTAND THAT. WHAT THEY NEED TO N W NOW 1I WHAT
SHOUD. THEY DO FOR US TO TAKE THE NEXT STEP #TOWARDS THAT
M HOW. YOU SHOULD C.ME UP AND SAY,. ; FOR INSTANCE

SANG ON THE TALE ANSD ADDAM HIJSAYN WILL 90 ORt WHATJ1f
EXPLAIN TO US %CRY jALY 114 tT1P.I~
ACHIEVE THIS.~ ~h~

HE WANTS TO LEAVE THAT WITH YOU AS A VERY IMPORTANT ISOM, BECAUSE
YOU ANSWER MAY VERY WELL AFFECT THEIR MOVES IN CONNECTION WITH
THEIR OFFENSJVI AND THE KILLING OF THE PEOPLE.

ITH: 1 ImDERWSTAMD. 'NO THAT'S WHY WE RAISED THAT ISSA IN WASHINGTON,
WHY THE PRESIDENT HAD ME RAISE IT. THE IDEA THAT THERE HAD TO SE AN
HONORABLE PEACE FOR THE ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GOVERNMENT Cf IRAN.

'1HI INTERPRETS.

VTH: WE N.SO RECOONIZE THAT SADDAMI PSAYN MUST GO

41'I INTERPRETS.

4TH: I CA4 NOT TELL YOU EXACTLY DAY BY DAY Ol
CERTAIN OTHER STEPS BETWEEN US, HOW THAT
OUTLINE OF 11 FOLLOWS THOSE STEPS THAT I

KM INTERPRETS.'

STEP BY STEP, AS I OUTLINE
WOULD g0. YET THE G[?ERA.
GAVE LAST NIGHT.

flTh: WE U1ST 3E ASti TO CARRY ON A HIGH-LEVEL DIRECT DIALOGUE WITH THE
G IOVERNMNT OF IRAN IN SUCH A WAY THAT 0"i PEOPLE ARE EVENTUALLY
CO'FORTASLl WIIH IT AND THAT YOUR PEOPLE ARE EVENTUALLY COMfORTABLE
WITH IT.

k.4 INTERPRETS.

RTU4: WE HIED TO START CHANGING THE PERCEPTION OF THE REST Of THE WORLD,
-. "PARTICULARLY I ARAS WOPLVO 'At W ARE

A~ Iu~ Ll IM -1 O Ew
II1
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II (IN PERUZANI I O THE LAST DAY W~CF#AM TOLDi. mpg'
You KNOW THE MA "AM 8eCAe YOU rIGHT HAVE TO ADIAIN Hr.
((LAUGNTER)J)I

M:HE SAID If HE WEAK INVOLVED, HE WOULD HAVE CAUSED pJ4AMPE'I AND
* ALL THESE PEOPLE TO PARTICIPATE IN THR MEETING. I SAID. THAN S

O OD TH4AT YOU WERE NOT INVOLVED AND TIOSE PEOPLE DID NOT PARTIC IPAT~
BECAUSE IF THEY WOq A. HAVE. THE DIFFCrKES WOULD HAVE APPEARED
AND BECOME VERY EVIDE(T, AND THEN YOU HAVE NO MORE THE ExcvS
THAT YOU DIDN'T "M WITH THE OOVERNINO LEV, AND HE WOULD izL
NOT 1E SITTING HE TODAY.

?NOH?: WILL,. THAT'S BESiDE THE POINT. WE RECOGNIZE THAT INSIDE YOUR s
QOVERfI[ENT THERE ARE PEOPLE WHO ARE OPPOSED TO THIS RELATIONSMHIP.%r
THE SAME THING APPLIES INSIDE OUR GOVERNINT AND WHEN YOU CAME
AND VISITED US. EVEN AT THE WHITE HOUSE. WHERE THE PRESIDENT
LIVES AND WORKS. WE HAD TO 1E VERY CAREFUL' AlOUT WHO KNEW EXACTLY
WHAT WAS GOING ON.

((HAKIM TRANSLATES. ))

NORTH: WHEN Wi W IRE IN TtHRAN, THE REASOON THAT THE MI4OANDiI OF UNDERSTAND-
ING THAT WE DRAFTED THAT NIGHT WAS DRAFTED THE WAY IT WAS, WAS

ECALIM WE THOUGHT THAT THAT WAS GOING TO HELP POW THAT PROCESS
ALONG, AND BECAUSE WE THOUGHT THAT THAT WAS WHAT YOU WANTED US TO DO.

CAvE: WELL. OHORIANIFAR LED US TO BELIEVE THAT....

HAIM: ((INTERPRETS) )(
NORTH: AND S0 I'M SURE IT WS OBVIOUS TO YOU AFTER WE r4A0 SEEN THERE C

FOR A WHILE-YOU KNOW I CU.LD SEE ALL 0F THIS WORK GONE TOWARD
THE OBJECTIVE THAT I THINK EVERYIODY IN THIS ROOM WANTS, TO ACHIEVE.
AND THAT IS A STRATEGIC RELATIONSHIP BETWI N OUR TWO COUNTRIES.
SI/T OVER THERE. AFTER THE SECOND DAY& I COULD WE THAT IT WAS GOING
DOWN HILL PRETTY QUICKLY. AND I BECAME VERY DESPONDENT.
AND AFTER wE RETuNoD TO WASHINoTON, THAT MORNING MACFARLANE.
AND I IRIEFED THE FtIVIT, AND THE NEXT DAY WE HAD A IV.TING
IN WHICH TWO OF THE PSIDENT'S VERY SENIOR AZISORS. SHUtLTZ
AND WEINIIUGER SAID 81P IT. DON'T 0 ANY rATHE."
AND SHULTZ, IN THE MEETING IN THE PRESIDENT OFFICEo --WHICH HE
SAW. AND YOU'RE WELCOSI TO COME THE NEXT TIM-SHULTZ POINTED
OVER TO ME AND ISAID. OWE HAVE TO STOP THIS1. HE ((NORTH)) D m IT

M: ((TRANSLATES. PLUS AN EXPLANATION THAT NORTH HAD MADE TnIM
SUGISTIONS 90 THAT THE Er TS OF THE PREVIOUS FEW YEMR ((BIC)I
W, OULD. NOT 19IAI~

NORTH:

I -
I
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• ,*'w," "-'"f Ion" "!'"& , ,'%rTAm '7,I'"' s
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SAA TO Mm .am a IN"

p W3 I W THI ,,, AND TAL4L OF TNCLLY 114[tat IN " fq.. .. ,

HAKII: ( INTEPRErS) V

NORTH: ALL O THIS TELLS ME THAT THERE ARE MANY, MANY PEOPLE WHO AMC
ICOMIING INCREASINGLY A!WA9 AND CREATING I00QM VU.NERAIILITIES.

HAKIN: ((INTERPRETSt ADDING HIS OWN COMMENT ON THE MEE FOR PROMPT
ACTION TO BRING INDER CONTROL ALL OF THE PHONE CALLS. 1)

NORTH: YES. THAT'S A PART OF IT. lUT IN A BROADER lois IF WE GO BACK
TO PHILOSOPHY, IN THE BROADER IC . it HAVE @0T TO OCT THIS. THINO
MOVING IN THIE RIGHT DIRECTION, SVOSIILY, IIFOREt IT LEAKS OUT.

HIK: ((INTERPRETI)f ((HIS INTERPRETATION HAD A SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT
SLANT, IN THAT HE SAID, NSOONER OR LATER THIS THING IS GOINO...
TO I EXPOSED. AND IF OUR ACTIONS ARE NOT ON A FIRM AND PROPER
COURSE UtFORZ IT IS EXPOSED. WC WILL NOT GCT AkNEHER[. ))

CAVE: ((IN PERSIAN)) Wit HAVE TO BE CAREFUL TO K OUR 01.DEALINGS SECRET--
TO KEEP THEM FROM BEING DISCOVERED.

1 'M: ((INTIERPRETS) IN THIS 1EET I RUT 3 VAC THAT ALL THEIE

18"1S WILL. 1E DISCUSSED AND T THAT Ila THE TELEPHONE
CALLS AND ALSO ESTAiLISHING A VERY PROPESSION, WAY OF CONTINUING
WITH OUR RELATIONSHIP.

4IM: ((INTERPRETS)) HE SAYS HE HAS A RECOMMENDATION TO MAKE. LET'S
GET ON WITH THE SHOW. LET'S START DOING THINGS ABOUT IT, IECAVSE
HE IS CONVINCED THAT IF WE WANT TO STICK T0 THE 15511 THAT
WOE HAVE IROQHT UP AND HAVE TAK04 PLACE B0TH PARTIES HAVE MANY
STORIES TO SAY.

CAVE: COMPLETING G TH INTERPRETATION)) A LOT OF HEARTII*N ON B0TH SIDES.

NORTH: DID I REASSURE YOU ABOUT THE TIE'AN IUSINES? THAT IT IS NOT A
PERSONAL THING. IT WAS I AT HE WERE TOLD BEFOREHAND.

HAKIM: ((INTERPRETS))

CAVE: ((IN PERSIAN)) WE UNDERSTAND THE CAUSE OF THE"
MISUNIDXlRSTANDINGo SINCE EVERYTHING i **ofe, CANE PROM
OHORBAIFIPAR ALONE, AND HE WANT YOU TO UNMDCSTAND THAT WE
NOW UNLWASTAND HOW THIS DISSATISFACTION CNE A8OUT.

HAKIM: ((INTERPRETS)) HE IS REFERRING TO A SESSION-*NO HE DOESN'T WANT
TO OPEN IT UP ULESS WANT HIM TO DO THAT NOW-HE SAYS HE'S HOPING
THE DIRECTION THE DISCpJf f j" IijtHAT HE C"E TO THE

II -- .~l llm !
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plim REGI NIWt NnNO IT W CLEAM THATW TO 00 ON A COURM W COOPERATION WITH ONE ANOTHER. YOM

mEm AND O AN 20114 (ORD UCLEM. )) IUT As w YET, TIEI
IS NO PRACTICAL PLAN AVAILASLE WITH A SCHEDWILE AND WITH AN
UNOIERSTANDNO rOP THE ARIOU5 ITPI WHICH CAN It SCHEDU.ED..
EE[EW WORDS)). NOTHI.N TANGIBLE 1 IN HAND.

)RTH: NO, YOU HAVE A4KWD US FOR INTELLIGENCE. WE ARE PREPARED TO
PROVIDE, AT LEAST INIT . A START ON THAT INTELLIGENCE. You
HVFORS --- -- AR4 THE PROCESS OF ACQVIINgTHOSENC

WJIM: ((INTRf4IPRTS))

)RTH: WHEN WAS IN WASHINGTON A FEW WiKS AGO, HE ASKED VS FOR A
LISTWTRTAIN ITEMS OF MILITARY HARDWARE. SO"E OP THOSE ARE
EASIER TO DO THAn OTHERS, AND WE ARE PREPARED TO MOVE ON THOSE
THINGS.

KIM: ,(INTERPRITS))

RATH TODAY. YOU ASKED ME FOR SOME MORE INCAMATION. AND I'M GOING'
TO A 0 OUT A " 00 FIND IT A40D GT SACK TO YOU ON THAT.

XIM ((lNTERPRETS))

*TK1NTH. : IlNi"TH0SCT ARM PRACTICAL NEXT STEPS THAT WE CAN TAKE ON OUR
SIDE. MY TF.&4MT DAL PROBLEM IS THE SAME ONE THAT Wi TALKED
ABOUTT WHTIiN -SZN WASHINGT1. WE HAVE IN OUR DEMOCRACY

-.. ERC TO ilOmK m I[LE O I'?i.OlTACL¢..HAT-SITS. THEI a. ,
MIDDLE OF THE ROID OP PROGIISS.

.KIM: ((INTERPRETS)

34TH. MY SNSE S[ THAT IN ORDER TO PROGRESS ON TIE VARIOUS ISSUS.I[
IN A HWAY IN WHIO WE DO NOT EXPOSE THIS RELATIONSHIP PRMATUR ELY.
OR IN A WAY THAT DOES NOT CREATE A SENSE T4AT THE SOVIETS FELL
THE NEED TO INTERVENE -- WITH EITHER THE KOI OR MILITARILY-
WE NIEED TO WORK VERY QUIETLY TO ACCOMPLISH CERTAIN THINGS TOGETHER,
AND TO BUILD THAT RLTIONSHIP I THIN0 MUCH THE SAME WAY YOU AND
I HAVE TALKED FOR. I WIOLD LIKE TO PT. BASICALLY, A SCHEDULE

OF HOW Wt GROW THAT RELATIONSHIP TOGETHER, BEFORE MY PRESIDENT WHEN
WE @0 HOME.

-KIM: Ct INTERPRETS)

NEND HAIm i DISCUSS HOWinHOUA.D ANSWER.)

U4IM: GENTLEMEN. I THINK WE ARE COMING TO AN UNDERSTANDING. I FELT
THAT I (M WORDS UNCLEAR. )) AND I HAD TO DRAW ETHIN TO
EXPLAIN THAT. 04AT HAS HAPPENED. YOU KNOW, ISSUES I REPRESENT
IN THE FORM OF BRANCHES..,.WERE TALKED ABOUT AND Al OT AGREED ON.
BOTH ON THE IRANIAN SIDE ANC THE AMERICAN SIDE. THAT THERE WAS NO
OODDAMNI STEM HERE TO HOOK THESE THINGS TO -- TO GET AT. ((ME WORDS

NC LEAR. )) AND NOW HE EXPLAINS TO ME6 THAT. YES HE UNDERSTANDS THAT
EHAS TO DO THAT. BUT THERE ARE IMPORTANT 13S5K THAT YOU HAVE NOT

CLARIFIED FOR THEM THEREFORE THEY CAN NOT Come AND PUT THIS
SKELECTON TOGETHER FOR THE DIKSCSON. SUCH AS. IT IS NOT CLEAR TO*
THEM WHAT YOUR POLICY IS IN COM4JECTION WITH SADAM HUSA~N. THE
MESSAGE THAT 7WM jjfl t4
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vI-'s: HE RAISED rThE ISSUE OP THE TOWS THAT Aft TO It SHIPPED. HE SAID IT
TO NOT CLEAR. I SAID THAT I DIIAGREE1 IT IS VERY CLEAR. WE ALL
STUCK OUJR NECKS OUT ANM TARTED TO PACK THE DAM THINGS S0 WE CAN
DMLIVER THEM IN THE NEXT EIGHT DAYS .....

"dm. , €(INTERPRETS) WHAT ARTHESE TI TEAS THAT ARE EASY FOR YOU TO HAND.f
AND WHAT ARE THW RFICULT OEgl W'RE GETTING TACTICAL HERE. T W.
l5l4 1 THIS LIST. HIE WANTS TO KNOW IF YOU ARE GOING TO GIVE THEM,
HOW MARY, AND WEN. MR WANTS TO |1 ABLE TO WRITE IN FRONT OF TKtES.I T|I....

ORTH: 00 AHEAD AND GO DOWN THE LIST THEN.

4KIPS: OKAY. THIS IS THE 106 L15'S TOGETHER WITH 500 BARRELS.

34TH: OKAY. YOU'RE TALKING SHIPLOADS OP ITUryb. LET ME START AT THE
OTHER EN1D. LET'S START IN CHRONOLOGICAL TIMES. BASED ON WIHAToYOU
HAVE TOLD ME SEVERAL DAYS AQO .... DID YOU EXPLAIN THE VERY DIFFICULT
PROCESS,. [CAVSE WE DON'T HAVE A FORMAL DIPLOMATIC RECOGNITIOC4. WIE
DON'T HAVE F. M. S. SALES. IT IS A VERY DIFFICULT PROCESS WE HAVE TO 00
THROUGH TO GET THIS WITHOUT EVlRYSODY IN THE WORLD KNOWING WHAT
WE'RiME DOIN. H4 THAT BEEN EXPLAINED?

D i (ASK4= IFO HE UNOERSTAPADS SAYS H6 OES.

ORN SAN FAR AN. BECAUI

AVE: ANID ALSO FORn

•ORTH: OH YEAH." JUST TRRIlLE PROBLEMS 1ECAUE Of THE METHOD THAT Wh HAVE
TO USE TO OBTAIN THESE ITEMS. IASED ON WHAT YOU HAD TOLD P.E S[E RAL
DAYS AGO, I PUT MY ASS ON THI LINE WITH THE PARENT COPIANY--A
CO IIRCIAL COrMPANY THAT WE USE TO HIDE THIS--AND WE STARTED OAOD:RINO
UP AND PACKING 500 TOWS AND THE REMAINDER OP THE HA"K PARTS THAT WE
HAD AVAILABLE.

,KIM: ((INTERPRETS)) &ADDS THAT MATERIAL CAN IE IN TEHRAN WITHIN
S ORt 9 WORKING DAYS.

MO5TH. THIS INCLUDES 26 HAWK PARTS AND 00 YWOWS. 27 LINE ITEMS AND A
TOTAL OF 265 PARTS.

SECOND: PLUS THREE PALLETS OF 104DICAL SUPPLIES.

AOTH: FOR WHICH THERE IS NO CARE.

4AM I : U(INTERPRITI))

'4: THAT WAS ORDERED ((THERE WILL Pl!)I TWO FLIGHTS.

(4 I 1DIK) )UNCLASSi IIED.
4AKIN: ((INTRPRTS)) ((FEW WORDS UNCLEAR)) I 's
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I. 1NT1RPRTS | TOO LATE.

q TELL HIM THAI I'M WIT JOKING.

A 4: UlINI[ERAQR IN 00 LAST SESSION WITH THE PRII5DfNT, SAID. *1 D0-T
THINK W6 SNOULt SEND OfE ORE SCREW-TALKING AIOir THE KwM PARTS--
VNTIL WC HAVE OtR AMRICANS SACK FROM BEIRUT. BECAUSE WHEN THE
AP [PlCAN P[OPL.3IND OVT THAT THIS HAS HAPPENED. THEY'LL InPEACH
YOV " TALKING TO THE PRESIDENT.

IAK IM. ( uTIEPORETS i
Q'TN b4 AND I WENT TO*CsJCI4 THE LIST WITH TNE GENERAL AND THE ADVICE THAT

i#E PROVIDED WITHIN THE CAIDANCIE THAT TNi PRESIDENT HAD GIVEN vS.
AW' AAN. SASCD ON4 WH4AT WE K14OWJ IS 00OIN0 ON IN THE REG1IN, AND

4HAT 61 EXPECT CW THE IRAOI PLANS- WAS IMPROVE AIR DEFENSE
IMMEDIATELY- PROV.ID~E ANI-AAM.R DEFENSE. AND GET You THE
INTELLIGENCE OV NEED SO TAT YOJ DONT DEC IMATE WHAT'S LEFT OF THE
PASDARAN AN0 T$H E SEE WHERE WE'RE 0OING *EFCAE WE MOVE AN4Y OF THIS
HE. THiL PPESIDCT. DIDN'T SAY NO TO ANY OF THIS.

4KIM. (( IITERPRETS) l

Y0TH AND WHEN WE'S TAL.KINO AGOLT "SEE WHERE WE GO. " WHAT HE IS
TALKING A30JT It. VERY PRACTICALLY, SEEING WHERE WE ARE GOING WITH
THE wAR 4ERE'S NO P01III IN YOU SPEIJO|NO A BILLION DOLLARS, OR
WHATEVER THAT CCOiEt TO I HAVE NO IDEA WHAT ALL THAT COSTS
If YOU DOIA'T t.CC. IT BECAUSE THE WAR IS GOING TO SE OVER

.--- 4-4 INTIEPRE--S)4-

%KIM UINT EFPRETS) CO-'LO YO'J 01'.-E NO'.'R PECOViENDATION ABOUT THIS LIST.
3ECAL.SE THIS LIST IS BASED OtU AN OPERATIONAL PLAN THAT THEY HAVE

THM I ONESTAND 104-LT

Ill ANC' THEN WANT TO UjNDERSTAND VO'jR COMMENTS AnOVT THESE LISTS.

r I THI:tk, AFTER HE HAS SEEN THE INTELLIGENCE. MY PRAYER FOR THO.'SAPDS
OF #.";4G I@A&JIA YOUNGSTERS, IS THAT S,iEAOUY THINKS VERY CAREFULLY
A14CWT THAT OFPitlI VE OK.AY")

qlIM 1(NTEPPRETS))

i A D HoA.M TALI OVIETLY IN OACKGP0UND INAVDIDLY.

(iTIME OUT F09 .NORTH AND CAVE TO #MA)'.E PH014 CAiS )

:':CRO LET M.E THEN. W:4ILE YOU ARE 001140 THAT, CO OVER THEN FW
SC, 0' THE TlINS WE SAID IN WASHINGTON ASOUT THIS LIST AN
RELATES TO THE STEP DY STEP APPROACH TO IT AND THE HOSTAGES

id! THEIR LIST OR~ OUR LIST!-U C A SFE,. THEIR LIS UNCLA$SIFIED
:C J THE'1 0 LIST

7ORTs4  THE IheCTANT TmIng IS THAT WHAT WE DID WAS LOOK AT THE IMCDIATE
I&LDS OKAY I UNDERSTAND THE OFFENSI VE. I UR4DRSTAmO THE NEED
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• at , .

WC ,'&e4 DIPL10".4-7C *ELATICkS

((INTCrPPETIi

N N: IF It 2ECAM hNOW I'HAT WI ARE OIlIWi YOU... WHAT 6X ARC GIVING YOU
0*14 SOM SIGNIFICANT 'VL1,IRAILITICS O14 THEIR PART.

AVE: 14 INTCRPINETS)"

v0 ,TH. IFIT 7 1'i |1EC'1 hNON WE HA%,9 ONI THIS, wl WOA.D i FINISHED IN
TERMS OF CRIDII1LITY AS LN0G0 AS PRESIMtNT REAGAN 1S PlESIDENT.

:AVEs (CINTEmPOlTS) l

'40A TH: THIS IS CIACTLY WHA m ASKED FOR WPEN HE WAS IN WASHIIOTON.

•A%'1: i(INTERPRETS))

-0ATH- TN, OCILY DIFFP0 JC S THAT 6-E IT
I[AUII[C WE DbD'T HAVE THE RIQHTO TO GET
THEIR FORt YOV. ThEY ARE ON PLATES AC ARE PRINTING THEM.

, :AVE[: ( INTERPRETS))

400TH, OKAY. LAST POINT, Ar4D TkEN = IVS T

WIEARLAX(WOX0 MISSED))I W4O KMQLMHAL

A ( (INTIIIPRlTS) )

U
4TH.

A.E: (INTERPRIETS))

'S RTH T)ir SEASON I TEI.L 'vV Ti.%T :9 T,,AT I PERSON S
F IIjOS 'T THAT 6E"6 lo 'I.'I4 0 q Fp'"wF~T TO SHVT THIS
-"F€ V FAST 17 TiLL I1'W" v.. t Ii

I " i( J A7'

,4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i m IWC fsR AE T~ 4 O!Jw. OUT OPr THIS
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EXHIBIT OLN-317

UIIULAUUI ILU J 6097

SUljtC?' CIA Airline Involvement 07

In late November 19$$. a CIA proprietary airline was
chattered to carry cargo to r -an. - The
cargo was described to us as oil drilling space parts.
Although we did not know it at the time, the cargo was actually
16 Hawk missles. The chronolgy of the incident is as follows:

22O Noveaber, the NSC contacted the Agency with an

urgent request ~f4,'ch "namr-of a discreet, reliable airline
that could transport bulky oil-driLling parts to an unspecified
destination in the Middle gait.

We offered the name of the CIA's proprietary airline as a
company which could handle the NSC request. The NSC passed the
name of a to the N ...... - -0 "A7 b: -- e 4 -.

In n t9erAV. we contacted out airline and told them that
they _ldbe ceilving an urgent, legitimate charter request.
The 9mbbe" contacted the airline that evening (22
November) d arrangements for the airline to pick-up the
parts ill d "n "ij r I L.J

The destination wa~~anged to Tel Aviv anJ two o4-m-
rt I Booing 707sfarived in-Tel Aviv 23 November. The
cargo was ultimately fbddonto only one, of the aircraft.
Loading was completed v.. ,cjer and the aiccJ , e ed
to Iran via a stop a then ove rl(ing At
the MSC's request. an e tertin of, our we
helped arrange for the overflight clearances.

4;;tk bit of our knowledge, ther'k,=mm-J---- 7, - " '
tha sodF-ealing with a CIA proprietacy. nor d -- 'aicline
personi-e1 know what they were carrying. W.t- 4- did not find
out that out airline had hauled Hawk mislies into Iran until
mid-January when we were told by the lrar(ianis. ..

The airline was paid the normal commercial rate which
amounted to apprbximately 1127,700. i should stress that the
airline does a considerable amount of normal business in
addition to its support to CIA. it had. in fact, made ati .. s Q

€44bMr&4,*b.&-S " flight into Tehran carrying commercial items prior
to the 22-25 November incident.

I

Senior CIA management found out about the flight on 25
,,t.d.*. r4.4v*& s Although we did not know the nature of the cargo. we

thought that any future sJpport of this type to the NsC wouid
require a finding.

"W -"Od d UJ M W
,9. Rv ,,I1Uciu Ieg0 1 ,IaI lq rilrn (CI0
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EXHIBIT OLN-318

0 -- N 5557
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44• 0

•.i::0 :,6." November 7. 1986 ' -

Mr. J. Robert Ncbrien
Visiting Scholar
Center for Strategic Studies 8579836
1900 K Street, N.W. -
Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20006

Dear Bob;

As you requested in our conversation of last week, I am
writing to outline for you the resources available in this firm
to assist in resolving the legal questions yo- raised. The
indi..djaIs involved may be facing investigations frown
cong:rssional committees and federal grand 3uries regarding
possiole violations of the Neutrality Act and the Arms Export
Control Act.

Cnanges in the make up of thie U.S. Senate sjbstan.&i.1Av
enhances the likelihood of congressional investigations into thi
private aid activities of Americans assisting the Nicaragua-
Contras. For example, it should be anticipated that the Senat%
Foreicn RelAtions, Judiciary and Intelligence Committees ai
tne:: House coJnterparts will initiate investigstions and nz!
heari-ns on tnis subject. i: is alsc l;ely tnAt th :i .t"

~z -Ict V. ou 9 n tn Zr 0es I a, t- * :.4 ~ t.1 T
tnt .S. Attorney General to appoin: a spe:ia: prose:utor t:
investigate al. possible criminal violations reqardinz tnest
a:K* :. s. . 1 eeltev that our flr! i -.% * : -:
dee!. az;ans: ea. action of this type oec.se of oj: oroad
experience in nandling legislative, litigation and criminal:
matters.

Wayne So Bishops the firm's Chairman, would direct all
efforts on the pert of our firm in defending these actions. 4r.
Bishop has paoticipetod in defending clients on substantial legal
and legislative matters for many years and understands the
complexities of such matters as this type; he also is in the best
position to direct the firm's resources in the sost effective
manner. because of the nature of the matters involved, he would
upt together a team of lawyers with direct expertise in the

legislative, litigative and criminal aspects of your situation.

N 0

---- ]

IA E-I4 .I +
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Mr. ". Reset:- McBr~er
Noverroer ", :98f-ea N 5558

nave discussed this a: leng:h, aith Mr. Bisnoc, ant ne nas
personally pledged to me :na: ne would coordinate, staff ant
direct tnh entire pro)ec.

Leqislative Matters

All legislative matters including congressional
investigations, hearings and interviews by staff and members of
Congress would be directed by Marlow W. Cook, former U.S. Senator
from Kentucky. Since leaving the Senate in 1975, Senator Cook
has practioed law in Washington and has represented a wide
variety of clients before the Congress on many issues. Senator
Cook's extensive experience has enabled him to understand all
aspects of Congress as well as have a close working relationship
with many of the present membership of both houses of Congress.

Zn addition to Senator Cook, former Representatives Graham
Purcell and David Satterfield, who have over 35 years
congressional experience between them, will also be available to
assist itn a'y matters where appropriate. Tn." woJ-l oe assisted
by firm lawyers trained and experienced throuqn service on
legislative committees and the personal staffs of senators and
congressmen.

Criminal and Litigetion Vatters

T',.e firm is particularly well suited to handle any criminal,
investigative or litigation matter which could arise under this
case. The firm has more tnan 20 lawyers in its litigation
pra twice qro; an-; -in. :ome from positions as Assistant U.S.
Attorneys an: otner cove:nmenta. prosecJion oies. The fir-'s

ix: :L" a..... ":+ s::expezience 7 Jefandinq C:Itnt3
oefort :.and i.: .ves: igations ana FB, inquiries, as well as in
W.S. D.s:ric: Cour:s. They would be prepared to defend any action
or :c i,:ervein L.- a-. s: w. ich mxgnt effe:: the positxo- o!
our :. ::s, e.;. sj':s oy memoers o! Congress to compel tne U.S.
Attorney Genera: tc appoint a special prosecutor.

The firm's partners who would be assigned the primary
litigation of the criminal aspects of this matter are Mark
Davidson and Eric Hirschhorn. Each of these attorneys is fully
qualified to deal with the various issues that could arise from
such litigation.

Mr. Davidson, has an extensive background in the preparation
and trial of criminal matters. Mr. Davidson was previously
associated with one of New York City's premier Wall Street firms,
Hilbank, Tweed, Eadley 6 NcCloy, where he specialised in
antitrust and securities litigation. In that capacity, he was
involved in the defense of clients in major grand jury
investigations and in the trial of white collar criminal actions,
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.involvinq price fixing and se:jri:ies fraud. mr. Davidson alsc
served for three yes:s as Assistant Drector of Litigation a: the
Federa: Trade Commission.

Mr. Davidson has recently, represented cents before tede:ra
;rand juries in the Southern District of Florida (West Pai
Beach) and the Northern District of California (San Prancisco).
In recent weeks, he has successfully represented Senator Laxalt's
interests, as part of the Senator's $250 million libel action
against the Sacramento Bee, in preventing certain FBX files
sought by the Bee from being disclosed.

ir. Birschhorn, a trade and litigation partner, has extensive
experience in handling criminal violations of the Arm export
Control Act as well as various types of actions which involve the
intelligence community. in 197s-77 he directed the
investigation conducted by the louse Government Operations
Committee into the National Security Agency and the PSI. From
1977-80 he was an OHB Deputy Associate Director for National
Security and International Affairs, where he participated in the
government's reorganization study of the intelligence coemunity.
Following his OHB service, Mr. Hirschhorn served as Deputy,
Assistant Secretary for Export Administration at the U.S.
Commerce Department. In this position he was responsible for the
management t o! the U.S. export control system (licensing and
enforcement I.

Since leaving the government in June 1981, Mr. Hirschhorn has
been in private practice in Washington, D.C. Most of his
practice involves civ il and criminal matters relating to controls
or militarily s:g:n: 9oods. He also served on the defense
.sa., in. tnt esc?~~ asi, c! Jr-o States , Zehe and ..rnit*e
states v Nicnaese.

general

in general, tne firm nas 75 attorneys in Washington. The
bulk of there attorneys are involved in federal litigation and
legislative matters. This depth permits the firm to apply
substantial resources to any major litiqative or legislative
matter.

we recognize the significant legal problems that are
presented in the matter you discussed with me, and our fire's
Chairman has committed to the utilization of all the resources
necessary to provide the appropriate defense. as has offered to
discuss the matter with you and the interested party at any time
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:, o! course. remai.n available to diszuss tnis or an%
"jes.lon you have con:erning tnis l.te.r and oJr fircrs
.lsoJrc-s.

Sine:rev .vo.: s,

Da ' B.Reiner
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Adn sintmtoPi of Ronald Reagan, 186 / Nov. 13

er united and committed to this cause. I
think we represent a powerful force for hu-
manity. And when that happens, there'l be
no sanctuary on Earth for those who were
pilfering human dignity and pandering de-
spair.

So, I'm counting on all of you. and I'm
looking forward to hearing your views now.
Maybe you've heard enough from all of us
at this side.

No*. The Praident spoke at 1:35 pm. in
the Cabinet Room at the White House.

US. Ambassdors to 21 countries at-
tended the 2-day conference, which was
held at the White House.

Iran-United States Relations

Addren to the Nation. November 13. 1W

Good evening.
I know you've been reading, seeing, and

hearing a lot of stories the past several days
attrbuted to Danish sadors, unnamed ob-
servers at Italian ports and Spanish harbors
and especia.ly unnamed government offi.
cials of my administration. Well, now you're
going to hear the facts from a White House
source, and you know my name.

I wanted this time to talk with you about
an extremely sensitive and profoundly im-
portant matter of Foreign policy. For 18
months now we have had underway a
secret diplomacy initiative to Iran. That il-
tiative was undertaken for the simplest and
best of reasons: to renew A relationship with
the nation of Iran, to bring an honorable
end to the bloody 6-yer war between Iran
and Iraq, to eliminate state-sponxxed for-
rorism and subversion, and to effect the
sde return of all hostages. Without Iran's
cooperation, we cannot bring an end to the
Persian Gulf war; without lrA's concur-
reoce, there can be no enduring peace in
the Middle ars.

For 10 days now, the Amercan and
world press have been full of reports nd
rumors about this initiative and these objec-
tives. Now, my fellow Amenrk., them's an
old saying that nothing spreads so quickly as
a rumor. So, I thought it wu time to speak

with you directly, to tell you firsthand about
our dealings with Iran. As ViU Rogers once
said, "'Rumor traveLs faster, but it don't stay
put as long as truth." So. let's get to the
facts

The charge has been made that the
United States has shipped weapons to Iran
as ransom payment for the release of Amer.
ican hostages in Lebsnon. that the United
States undercut its allies and secretly violet.
ed Amenrican policy against trfficking with
terrorists. Thoee charges are utterly False.
The United States has not made concessions
to those who hold our people captive in
Lebanon. And we will not. The United
States has not swapped boatloads or plane-
loads of American weapon for the return
of American hostages And we wl not.

Other reports have surfaced alleging U.S.
involvement: reports of a seal ft to Iran
using Danish ships to carry Amencan arms;
of vesseb in Spanish ports being employed
in secret U.S. arms shipments; of Italian
ports being used; of the U.S. sending spare
parts and weapons for combat aircraft. Al
thes reports are quite exciting, but as far
u we're concerned, not one of them is true.

During the course of our secret discus-
sions I authorized the transfer of smua
anunts of defensive weapons and spare
paurt for defensive systems to Iran. My pur-
pose was to convince Tehran that our nego-
Uators were acting with my authority, to
send a sgnal that the United States was
prepa to replace the annosity between
us with a new reatonship. These modest
deliveries, taken together, could easiy fit
into a An& cargo plan. They could not,
taken together, affett the outcome of the 6-
yea war between Iran and Iraq nor could
they affect in any way the military balne
between the two counties.

Thoee with whom we were in contact
took considerable risks an needed a signal
of our serious intent if they were to carry
on a d broaden the dialog. At the same
time we undertook this initiative, we made
clear that Ir= mst oppose all forms of
international terrorism u a condition of
program in our rationship. The most sig-
nifcant step which Iran could take, we indi-
cated, w be to use its influence in Leb-
anon to secure the release of all hostages
held there.

1550
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Some progens has already been made.
Since U.S Government contact began with
Irn, there's been no evidence of Iranian
Government compicity in acts of terrorism
against the United States. Hostages have
come home. and we welcome the efforts
that the Government of Iran has taken in
the past aM is currently undertaking.

But why, you might ask. is any relation.
ship with Iran important to the United
States?

Iran encompasses some of the most criti-
cal geography in the world. It ties between
the Soviet Union and access to the warm
%,aters of the Indian Ocean. Geography ex.

plns why the Soviet Union has sent an
army into Afthanutan to dominate that
country and. if they could, Iran and Pakt-
stan. Iran's geogr aphy gives it a cntical POsi
tion from which adversaries could interfere
with od fluws from the Arab States that
border the Persian Culf. Apart from geogra-
phy, Iran's oil deposits are important to the
ong-term health of the world economy.

For these reasons, it is in our national
interest to watch For changes within Iran
that might offer hope For in improved rela.
tionship. Until lst year there was little to
justify that hope.

Indeed, we have bitter &n enduring dit.
agreements that persist today. At the heart
Of our barrel has been Iran's past sponsor.
ship of international terrorism. Iranian
policy has been devoted to expelling all
Western influeface from the Middle East.
We cannot abde th&t because our interest
in the Middle Eut are vital. At the same
time, we seek no territory or special posi.
tion in Iram The Iranian revolution is a fact
of history, but between American an Irani.
an buic national interests there need be no
permanent conflict

Since 1963 various countris have made
ovrtre to stmulate direct contact be.
twee the United Stae aid Iran;~ Europe-
a, Near E , a Far .at counties have
attempted to serve as IntermedWre De.
u a U. wligness to proce none of

overturs bore f-ulL With this history
in mind, we were eceLptv ast year when
we wer alerted to the possibility of estab.
lshing a direct d"alog with Iranian officials.

Now, let me repet America's longstand'
ing goals in the region have been to help
preserve Iran's independence from Soviet

domination' to bring an honorble end to
the bloody Iran-Iraq war; to halt the export
of subversion Snd terrorism in the region. A
major impediment to those goals hu been
an absence of dialog, a cutoff in commune.
cation between us. It's because of Iran's
strategic importance and its influence in
the Islamir world that we chose to probe
for a bette, relationship between our coun.
tries.

Our discussions continued into the spring
of this year. Based upon the progress we
felt we had made, we sought to raise the
diplomatic level of contacts. A meeting was
arranged in Tehran. I then asked my
former national security adviser, Robert
McFarlane. to undertake a secret mission
and gave him explicit Inutructions. I asked
him to go to Iran to open a dialog, making
stark and clear our basic obectves and dis-
agreements. The 4 days of talks were con-
ducted in a civil fson, and America per.
sonnel were not misteated. Since then. the
dialog has continued and step-by-step
prores continues to be made.

Let me repeat Out interest are clearly
served by opening a dilo with Iran and
thereby helping to end'he IrLn-traq war.
That war has drasgd on for more than 6
years, with no prospect of a negotiated set.
tlement. The slaughter on both sides has
been enormous, and the adverse economic
and poitic consequences for that vital
region of the world have been growing, We
sought to establish communication with
both sides in that senseless smgle, so that
we could assist in bringig about a ce*s-
fire and, eventually, a settlement. We have
sought to be evenhanded by working with
both sides and with other interested nations
to prevent a widning of the war.

This sensitive undet ha entaied
great risk for those involved. There is no
question but that we could never have
begun or continued this dialo had the initi.
active been disclosed er er. Due to the
pubUcity of the pat week, the entire Lratta.
tive is very much at risk today.

Them is ample precedent in our history
for this kind of secle diplomacy. In 1971
then.President Nixon sent his national se.
curity adviser on a secret mission to China.
In that case, as today, there was a basic
requirement for discretion and for a senst.
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tivity to the situation in the nation we were
attempting to engage.

Since the welkome return of former hos-
tage David Jacobsen. there has been
unprecedented speculation and countless
reports that have not only been wrong but
have been potentially dangerous to the hos-
tages and destructive of the opportunity
before us. The efforts of courageous people
like Terry Waite have been jeopardized. So
extensve have been the false rumors and
erroneous reports that the risks of remain-
ing silent now exceed the risks of speaking
out. And that's why I decided to address
you tonight.

It's been widely reported, for example,
that the Congress, a well as top executive
branch ofTiil, were circumverted. Al-
though the effort we undertook were
highly sensitive and involvement of govern-
ment officials wu limited to those with a
stnct need to know. all appropriate Cabinet
officers were Fully consulted. The actions I
authorized were, and continue to be, in full
compliance with Federal taw. And the rele-
vant comnuttees of Congress are being, and
wiU be, fully informed.

Another charge is that we have tilted
toward Iran in the Culf war. This. too, is
foundede. We have consistently con-
demned the violence on both sides. We
have consistenty sought a negotiated settle-
ment that preserves the territorial integrity
of both nations. The overturn we've made
to the Covemment o( Iran have not been a
shift to supporting one side over the other,
rather, it has bees a diplomae initiative to
gain some degree of accen and influence
within Iran-as well as Iraq-and to bring
about an honorabe end to that bloody con.
flit. It is in the intets of a pasties in the
Gulf region to end that war u soon u
posble.

To summarize: Our government has a
firm policy not to capitulate to terroit de-
mands. That no concession polcy rtmain
in force, in spite of the wildly speculative
and falae stories about arms for hosta
and allege ransom payments We did
not-repeat--did not trade weapon or any.
thing else for hostages nor wWl we. Thoe
who think that we have g sone t on terror-
ism should take up the question with Colo-
nel Qedhafl.

We have not, nor will we capitulate to
terroruts. We will, however, get on with
advancing the vital knteresu of our great
nation-in spate of terronst and radicals
who seek to sabotage our efforts and immo-
bdize the United States. Our goals have
been. and remain, to restore a relationship
with granm to bring an honorable end to the
war in the Gulf; to bring a halt to state-
supported terror in the Middle East; and
ruily. to effect the safe return of all hos-
tages From Lebanon.

As President, I've always operated on the
belief that. given the facs, the American
people will make the right decision. I be-
lieve that to be true now. I cannot guaran-
tee the outcome. but as in the past, I ask
for your support because I believe you
share the hope for peace in the MkkU
East. for freedom for all hostages. and for a
world free of terrorism. Certainly there are
risks in this pursuit. but there are greater
riks if we do not persevere

It will take patience and understanding; it
will take continued resistance to those who
commit tMorut act and it will take coop-
eratlon with all who seek to rid the world of
this scourge.

Thank you, and Cod bes you.

Not* The President spoke at 8:01 p. m. from
the O l Office at the White House. The
add'm was broadcast litv on nationwide
radio and television.

National Philanthropy Day, 1986

Resarks ait a White Housse 5tefing for
Philenthropka Novmber 14. / 46

Thank you very much. I have just read a
clipping this morning from the United Press
that shows how the private sector is spread-
ins and things o( this kind in philanthropy;
that the First Lady of the Soviet Union has
been named to the board of directors of a
private, and privately Ananced. group in
the Soviet Union. But I appreciate this op-
porunity to be with you today in recogni-
tion of one of Amerca's greatest national
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But. any friends, that letter
been addresed to me, but it wa
to me alone. It wag written also
you, to all Amerk.aa and to
well It was written in thanks
who've )oinod in out bipartisan
make Amerka stronger. And it
in thanks to l of those who ha
us to our vaues an reminded
they me In this world. At Ih
Review dinn lat December, I
remarks by saying thanks to Bill
setting loose so much good in

But tonight, Bi, El ne. Paul, I
and everyone, others far away,
too. Thank you, God bles you all

No#4* The Preidet Owe at A
the lntrOol Belloom of tlh
ton Hilton Hot#L

The President's
News Conference of
November 19, 1986

YUe Pros,"mi. Good evening
few words here before I take
tion some br remarks.

Eighteen months ao, as I Ud
day, this admn i ration bega a I

ative to the Islamic qepu oi
pus weeF ourfol& to
tklouhip of tot ho"t wi
better, to bg a ited
Iran-Iraq war, an to b an
rorisn an'd to effect the M

riK" specially for owr people
Iranian officaS with whomn wed
why the Informaton was retr
iropxiat Cab officersad tbwith an ablute need to know.

This undortain was a matter
erable debate within a dsuiris
Ou policy objective wee nr
pute. There were d0ences i
to proed 1rw prbic ius
tion ws whether we shd
and limited asceptions to otw am
as a sgalW of out serious intent.

may have adv-sers opposed the sale of ev a modes
mt writtn shipment of defensive weapons and spat
pto tech of pare to Inn. Othe f*k no poplp could
our allies as be made without this sale. I weighed teir
to all those viwL I conered the risks of alure ad
crumae to the rward:s of acces and I decided to
s wntten proceed. And the responsibility For the del.

ve returned sion and the ope.ton Is mine and mine
Wn of what alone. As Mr. LAncoln saW of another prs-
e Natoal dentis decision. "if it turns out right, the
closed my cricom wil not matter. If it twns out

Buckley for wrong, ten angesb swean I was rt wdl
the world" make no dfeen "
)o n. , I understand this decision is deeply con.

agYou, troe w that soo, dly di.
I.glr" with wt was done. yven om who

32 p. PL in support ou secret Iitiave believe it was a'
mistake to send any' weapons to Irma. I un-
dnrstMnd and I resec those views, but I
deeply boev in the c*rroctneu of my de.
cislon. I was convUKd then and I am con-
vine now that while the risks were great,
so, too, was the potential reward. Briug
Iran beck into the community of resp on-
ble natons. ending it participation in poit.
kca terror, benn an end to that teMb
wur, and brinf ow hostags hore-
these are the causes that )us* taking risk.

I have foreignn pobyt"p;eas nce of rsks
. v a alone cunot be reason enough not to ac.your quS Tbre were risks whn we liberate Grena-

te ThwI. da. when we went into Lebanon, when we
sft inti aided the Philippine, and when we acted

h~a, or pint ~by S, w~lcontinue our effts
a r,. Ho , to emnawe the widespred bu

somethng mistaken pe cepto that we have been
wad tost I have di ct
end tote. that no furt l of aim of any kind be
of ow h. sent to Iran. I have further directed that AU

h n.'ormation reMag to ou tiati iave be
Olvd preat vide to the appropriate Members of

SFte m. There may be se question which
e"t. That's for reasons Of national security or to protect
ted to p thesafetyofthehostageslwilbeu ableto

oae official answer publicly. B&t again. all InfonMaton
wil be to the appropriat* Mem.-

rofconsid. barsof (;S
tion circles. And now Il take your question. Helen
vw in dis. (Helen Thoma" United From Lntemation-
sbowbest aIl'
in conten- a, Mr. Prdt. in the roe pt them

Wolatod was an whos byword was
Ls embargo "Watch what we do, not wha we sary."

Sevea top How would you ases the crdibility of
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your own administration in the eight Of the
prolonged deception of Coegrn Nd the

,,,- interms of your secre deUn with
lr ii th nfoiation. the fading Of Zak.
hamo For Dansloft And I'd Like to follw

Th Pwwid**t Well Helen. let me take
the Iat one fiRt. I know some persi in
say g that we traded Zakharov for DanA-
loff. We did not. We said that we would
have no dealngs with the Soviet Union,
even on gog to Iceland, until Danuloff was
in our hands.

But to bring it up to date on ths, there
was no deception intended by us. There
was the knowledge that we we-e embark.
ing on something that could be of great risk
to the people we were talking to, great risk
to our hostages And, therefore, we had to
have it limited to only the bar-eat number of
people that had to know. I was not break.
ing any Law in doing that. It is provided For
me to do that. At the same time, I have the
right under the law to defer reporting to
Congress to the pioper congressional com-
mittees, on an acton, ad def it until
such time as I believe it can saely be done
with no risk to others.

And that's why I have ordered in this
coming week the proper committm will
be briefed on this. And there ue still some
parts of this that we cannot go public with,
because it will br-in to risk and danger
people that ue held adpeople that we
have been negotiating with. We were not
negotiate ovemnnt to government. We
were negotiating with certain individuals,
within that country.

Qt You don't think your credibility has
been damaged? And are you prepared now
to dinvow the finding which let you make
end runs arod t rad anu embargo?
Are You going to tea it up?

The AeeiodeL No, as I say, we u g
to observe that embargo. And it's put ofr
the same muo that. as I've si we were
doing thi in the fire place And that is to
see, among the other isse involved, if we
can help bring about peace between those
two countr"s a peem without victory to
either one or defeat and that will re -ze
the territorW integrity of both. And this
something that a of our allies are mek
also.

But I think the people undertand that
sometimes you have to keep a semrt n
order to save human lives and to succeed in
the mistio, just s we went into Crenaida
without prior notice. because then we
would have put to risk all of those men who
were going to hit the beach.

Yes, Mike (Mike Putzel, Ass iated Presl.

$wrwiarr .f at. SAvfts
Q. Mr. President, has Secretary Shultz

discussed his resignation with you? Have
you agreed to accept it, or have you asked
im to stay on?
TU Pr tmdeL Mike, he has never tug.

tested to me in our meetings that resigna-
tion. And in fact, he has made it plain that
he wiU stay as long as I want him, and I
want him. So, there's never been any dis-
cussion there. He knows that I want him to
stay, aW ho has, in advance, said that he
wants to. There's been no talk of resign&-

Q. Ifmy Follow u, ir. u he mde
his sutm c<to on 'Your agreein
not to= FuIrther arms to Iran?

Th PmwdL No. there have been no
condtions. msI say, we didn't discuss that.
And as I've said now, there is no need to go
further with this. The mission was served
that made us waive temporarily that for
that rely minuscule amount of spare parts
and defensive w*apon.

Chris (Cins Wall ce, NBC News)?
Q. Mr. President, you have stated flatly.

and you stated flatly again tonight, that you
did not trade weapon For hostages. And yet
the record shows that every time an Amer'
can hoste was released-last September,
this July, and again just this very month-
there hod ben a major shipment of arms
just before that. Are we all to believe that
was just a couwclonce?

The Prasder.L Chris. the only thing I
know about majo shipments of arms-as
I've ua everything that we sold them
could be put in one cargo plae, ad there
would be plenty of room left over. Now, if
there were major shipments-and we know
this has been going on-there have been
other countries that have been dealing in
arms with Iran. There have been dso pri-
vate merchants of such thins that have
been doing the same thing. Now, I've seen
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the stories about a Danish tramp steamer
and a Danish sailo union officials talking
about their ships taking various supplies to
Iran. I didn't know anything about that
until I saw the press on it. because we cer-
tainly never had any contact with anythiq
of the kind. And so. it's just that we did
something for a etxuvla mision. There
was a rik entailed. And Iran held no hoe-
tages Iran did not kidnap anyone, to our
knowledge. And the fac that pert of the
opertion was that we knew. however, that
the kidnapers of our hostges did have
some kind of relationship in which Iran
could at tues influence them-not
a lways-but could influence them. And so
three of our hostages came home.

Q. But if I may follow up. sir: On that
frst point, your own Chief of Staff, Mr.
Rean.s said that the U.S. condoned Is-ts of arms to Iran. And aren't
you, in effect. sending the very message
you always sai you didn't want to send?
Aren't you saying to terrorists either you or
your state sponsor-which in this case was
Ira--c ngain from the holding of hoe-
tages?

tYe P--desiL No, because I don't see
where the kidnapers or the hostage-holkdr
ained anything. They didn't get anything.
They let the hostages go. Now, whatever is
the pressure that brought that about, I'm
just rateful to it for the fact that we got
them. As a matter of fact, if there had not
been so much publicity, we would have had
two more that we were expecting.

Sam (Sn ,Donalson. ABC News]?
(2LMr. President, when you had the ams

embargo o you wee asdn other tions,
our ul"particularly, to obeerve It--ublic'
l/. But at the same time, privately. you con-
cede you were authorizing a breaking of
that embarg by the United Stats How
can you Justi this duplicity?

e Aw rwsL I don't tunk it was duplic-
ity. And as I my, the so-called violation did
not in any way alter the Military bAlanCe
betweenthe two countries. But what we
-were aimng for. I think, r ad it worth-
while. And ths was a waiver of our own
embargo; the embrg"i stays now ad
for the futre. But the causes that I out-
ined here In my opening statement-first

Of a to try and establish a relationship
with a try that is of great strate0c in

portance to peace &M everything else in
the Middle East, at the same tne.alo, to
strike a blow agaiut terrormt, and to get
our hostages back. u we did. And thu par-
ticular thing w"s, we felt. necesary in order
to make the contacts that we made and that
could lead to better relations with us. And
there w a fourth item, aso, as I pointed
out.

Q. Sir, if I ma y. the polls show that a lot
of .merica peopl *ust simply don't
believe you. But the one thing that you've
had going for you, more than anything else
in your Presidency, your credibity, has
been severely damaged. Can you repair it?
What does it mean for the ret of your Pres-
idency?

Y.Pft#4,L WeUl, I mgine I'm the
only one around who wants to repair it. and
I didn't have anything to do wth dauging
it.

Bill Bill Plante CBS NewsJ?
Q. Mr. President, you say that the equip-

ment which ws shipped didn't Lter the
military balae. Yet several things We un-
deravtd that there wer 1,000 TOW anti-
tank mssil sipped by the U S. The U.S.
apparenty condoned shipments by Israel
and other nabon of other quantities of
ana U 1nncillary pen of this deal-not
direty conncted, but had to condone it,
or the shiipeents could not have gone for.
ward, sit. So, how can you say that it cannot
alter the mi iry balance? And how can
you say, sir, that it didn't break the law.
when the Natibocn Security Act of 1977
piy tak about timely noticatuon of
Congrm aW a, sir, stipulates that if the
national serity required screcy the Presi-
dent is s" required to advise the leader.
sp and the chairmen of the intelligence
committees

7hUeAWe. Bill, ,everything you've
aid here is based on a ppoatsion that is
fale. We did not condone and do not con-
doethe - of arm from other
contr m.A wha the ode point
that you mae here --

QL There were the antimak i sir.
Mhe Prwdm Oh no, about the,-hat it

didn't--no, that It didn't violate the-o
th did ioat the law. No, as I've =i the
President, believe it or not, does have the
power if, in his bele, natolscuritY can
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be served to waive the provison of that
Law as well as to defer the riotsicatim of
the Congess on this

Qt lm't it possible that the Iraqis, sir,
might think that a thousand antitank ru
mes was enough to alter the balance of that
war?

Te Proide" This u a purely defensive
weapon, It is a shoulder-eraned weapon.
And we don't think that in this defensive
thing-we didn't add to any offensive
power on the part of Iran. We know that
Iraq has ready announced that they would
be willing to settle the conflict. as we've
sad. with no winner or koeers. And the
other parts happened to be spare pertu for
an antiaircraft Ilawk battery. And, as I say,
all of those weapons could be very easily
earned in one mission.

Now. I thunk-Charles (Chazles Bier.
bauer. Cable News Network.

Q. Mr. President, I don't think it's still
clear just what Israel's role was in this. The
questions that htve been asked about a con.
doned shipment. We do understand that
the Istiaelis sent a shipment in 1985, and
there were aso reports that it was the Is-
raelis that contacted your administration
and suggested that you make contact with
Iran. Could you explain what the Israeli
role was here?

The PmidenL No, because we, as I say,
have had nothing to do with other countries
or their shipment of arms or doing what
they're doing. And, no, u a matter of fact,
the first ideas about the need to restore
relations between Iran and the United
States, or the Western World for that
matter, actuay began before our adminu-
tration was here. But from the very first, if
you look down the road at what could
happen and perhaps a change of govern-
ment there, that it was absolutely vital for
thn Western World and to the hopes for
peace in the Middle East a aLI for us to,
be trying to establish this relationship. And
we worked-oh, it started about 18 months
ago, rely, as we began to find out some
individuals that it might be possible For us
to deal with &n who also were looking at
the probability of a further accident.

Tradie?
Q. Can I follow up please, if I may, on

that? The contacts that you're suggesting
are with moderates in the Iranian Govern.

meant and n the Iranian v)ytem. Barry
Goldwater tonight said in las jod ent
there are no moderates i, tran I don't
mean to suggest that there may not be. but
how did you know that you were reaching
the moderates? A d how do you defn a
moderate in that kind of a government?

YUe hwdid*L Well, again, you're asking
questions that I cannot get into with regard
to the answers. But believe me, we had
information that led us to believe that there
are factions - .thin Iran, and many of them
with an eye toward the fact that they think
sooner rather than Later there is going to be
a change in the government there. And
there is great dissatisfaction among the
people in Iran.

Trude (Trudie Fieldman, Transfeatures?
Arnu Rdutio Nofolioti~

Q. Mr. President, could we turn to US.-
Soviet reLations for a moment, please?

The PrwWmL I'd be delighted (Laaugh-

Q. Your chief asa negotiator, Mau xa-
pelman, uid that as a result of your meet-
ing with Mr. Gorbachev. in Iceland that
there indeed were substantial resulU and
agreements. But the leadership of the
Soviet Union say that there were no results,
nothing positive, and the are* u widely
scattered stiLl How do you propose, in the
remamnder of your term, to close the gap for
an agreement?

The PrvwsdnL Well, Trudie, the thing is,
about that situation, they are not widely
scattered. All the agreements, or the appar-
ent places where we agreed at Reykjavik,
are on the table now with our arms negotis-
tor in Geneva. And for the frst time there
was an agreement reached on the desirabd-
ity of elinating all strategic nuclear m-
sles in a 5-year period and then dealing
with the intermediate-rLnge rmsiles in Ger-
many. And just before the meeting broke
up was the first time that-it had always
been our purpose, and it was our purpose
when we went there, to see if this-these
ure the destabilizing weapons, these are the
weapons that people in their mind can pic-
ture someone pushes a button and lot of
places blow up. And we always thought that
if we could make a start on those, the desta-
bilizing misses, end then we could work on
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to the other nuclear weapons-bombs car.
ned by apLans and so forth. And we had
gone there with the express purpose of
seeing if we could arTive at some kind of a
settlement on one or the other of these
other two missile types. And it was just
before the meeting broke up that for the
first tane they suggested that they were
tLk8i about al nuclear weapons. not just
the others. Wel' there was no tune for us to
discuss them-this new force that was in
there.

But I think Mr. Kampelman was saying
right--that I just call to your attention that
never n the history of the Soviet Union has
a Sovit leader ever publicly proposed
eliminating weapons they already have.
And this Soviet leader has. He has talked
actually of totally eliminating them. And so
the ordy thing I can say to this is.-I know
they are difficult to deal with--but all I can
say is they're still at the table in Geneva,
and the proposals are still there. So, I con-
tinue to be optimistic.

Q. I just want to follow up. Do you think
you're going to see Mr. Gorb6chev again
during your term, or do you think he as
thing that hell wait for the next Presi-
dent to negotiate an arms control algree-
ment?

TV PrMnit. Well, I have to believe
there is remon for optimun because he
himself suggested the Iceland meeting as a
forerunner to the summit that was sup
posed to take place in tho United States.
And all I can do is recall that when the
Soviets, sometime ago, got up &Md walked
out of the Ceneva arms meetings, because
we were installing m*dium -- the
Pershing and the nr'ze min" in Europe.
And they walked out and n -that does
it- Well, they beck.

Q. Do you have a dat--
Th Prwid*,L What?
Q. Do you have a date to meet them

again?
The Preede"L No, that's what we're wait.

ing for-.s for them to give us a date.
lrwe.U.,1 eiH.

(. Mr. Predet, going beck over your
answers tonight about the arms s ipmu
and the number of them, e you telling us
tonight th the only shWpm with which
we were involved were the one or two that

followed your January 17th finding and
that, whatever your aides have sad on
background or on the record, there were no
other shipments vith which the US. con-
doned?

The Prerid mL That's right. I'm saying
nothing, but the mussies that we sokl.-and
remember, there are too many people that
are saying "pve." They bought them

Andrea (Andrea Mitchell. NBC No";?
Q. Mr. President, to follow up on that

We've been told by the Chief of Staff,
Donald Began, that we condoned-this gov-
eminent condoned-an Israeli shipment in
September of 198, shortly before the re-
lease of hostage Benjamin Weir. That was 4
months before your intelligence finding on
January 17th that' you say gave you the
legal authonty not to notily Congress. Now,
can you clear that up-why this govern-
ment was not in violation of its a-m embar-
go and of the notification to Congresw for
having condoned Amercan.ande weapons
shipped to Iran .n September of 19&5?

The PrwidewL Well, no, I've never heard
Mr. Regs' say that, and I'll ask hun about
that. BecAuse we believe in the embargo,
und as I say, we waived it for a specific
purpose, in fat, with four goals in rwd.

Yes.
Q. Can I just follow up on that for a

second, sit, because what is unclear to, I
think, many people in the American pubLic
is why-d you are saying tonight that there
will be no further arms slipmenu to lran--
why you won't canc the January 17th in.
teigence funding so that you can put to
rest any suges on that You might again,
without notification and in complete secre-
cy and perhaps with the objection of some
of your Cabinet members continue to ship
weapons it you think that it is necessary?

M ProidmL No, I have no intention of
doing that, but at the mse tine, we are
hopeful that we're going to be able to con-
tinue our meetings with these people, these
individuals.

Q. But you won't cancel the intelligence

lIe prwrd*u I don't know whether it's
called for or whether I have to wait until
we've reported to Congre and lL I don't
know just what the technkaty klglly is on
that.
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Q. Yes, Mr. PresideML Why do you
think-4ts tratepc position t withstand'
mg-4e Amercan peopl would ever sup-
port weapons to the Ayatolh Xhomeini?

Te PnwidmL We weren't giving them
to the AystoUlh Khomeini It's a strange
situation. As I say, we were de&a with
md'ividual,& and we beieve that thoe-and
some of those undividus a in govern-
ment, in portions in government. But it
was not a meeting officialy of the Uruted
States head of state and the Iranian head of
state. But these people, we believed, and
their closeness to the Iran mUitary wa such
that this was necessary to let them know.
number one. that we were serious and sin-
cere in our effort about good relations and
also that they were dealing with the head of
government over here, that this wasn't
something conug out of some agency or
bureau, that I was behind it.

Q, Wel, sir. if that's the cas, some have
asked that if Libya occupied a stratepcal
position as Iran did, would you then arm
Qadi and bomb Khomeini?

The PrwidmL Believe me, that's about u
hypothetical a question as anyone could
imagin. The situations are quite different.

Q. Mr. President, you said that you were
not swappng--.or you did not think you
were swapping arms for hostages. But did it
ever occur to you, or did it never occur to
you, that certainly the Iranian wo ud see it
that way and that they might take it as an
inducement to take more hostages. especial'
ly in light of the fact that they've released
three but taken three rmore?

The Phid^L No, to the best of our
knowledge, [ran does not own or have au-
thonty over the Hlballah They cannot
order them to do something It is apparent
that they, evidently, have either some per'
suAson-and they don't always sucee-
but they can sometime persuade or pS-
sure the Hizb&Ualh into doing what tha did
in this Intame. And as I my, the Iranian
Government hod no hostages, a.nd t.eybogh a dhpmeet from us. And we, In
turn-I might as well tel yo that we, in
turn, had said when they wanted to kind of
kow our position and whether we were

aRdiosI Shiate gup opep ting i e Ube-
non,.

trusworthy and all of this-we told them
that we did not want to do busiess with
any nation that openly backed terrorism.
And they gave us information that they did
not. And they aid also that they had some
evidence that there had been a lessening of
this on the pan of the Khomeini and the
government and that they'd made some
progress. As a matter of fact, some idivd
uL Located with terrorist acts had been
put in prison there. And so that was when
we said, "Well. there's a very easy way foe
)ou to verify that tf that's the way you feel,
and they're being held hostage in Leba-
non.

Q. Well. if I can foow up If your arms
shipments had no effect on the release of
the hostages, then how do you explain the
release of the hostages at the same tune
that the shipments were coming in?

The pawkdmJ No. I said that at the time
I said to them that thee was somAthing
they could do to show their sinerity. And J
they realy meant it that they were not in
favor of backing tTerrorists, they could begm
by relesing our hostas. And u a matter
of fac I believe a have reason to beheve
that we would have had all five of them by
t;,is Last weekend, had it not been for the
attend mt confusion that rose here in the
reporting room-

You don't have your red mittens on.
Q. On that point, you said earlier, and

you usid just now again, that, but for the
publicity, two other hostages would have
been returrned home by now. As you know.
the publicity began in a Syran-backed. pro,
Syrian m qSZU1-

Te Pwid . Yes.
Q. -in Lebanon. My question is. there-

fore, are you suggesting that someone who
was a part to this sabotaged it by dehber-
ately leaking that original report?

T p vmssL To our best information.
the letk came from a person in government
in Iran and not one of the people that we
were dealing with, someone that would be
more hoste to us. And that iLividual gave
the story to the magaziun, A the maga-
zine then printed the story there in Beirut.

Q. Mr. President. there has been an obvi-
ow chan in policy towards Iran: from re-
fusing to deal with a terrorist state to even
sending weapons as a gesture of good will.

1588
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Would you consider, in the name of the
same geopolitical interest that you invoked
with Iran, changing your polky towards
Nicaragua?

The Ph ,iwdwL No. and I believe that I've
answered that question, I think, more than
once here-that no, we still hold to our po-
sition, ud Iran officially Ls still on our list of
nations that have been supporting terror.
urm. But I'm talking about the people that
we were doing business with, and they gave
us indcation and evidence that that policy
was changing. And so, as I said. to give
them more prestige and muscle there
where they were, we made this sale.

Nice swg
Q. Then, Mr. President. would you con-

sider breaking diplomatic relations with
Nicragua to increase the pressure on the
Sandinista government?

Yhe PhvfdewL No, we have not thought
of that, and we still believe very much in
supportig the coiItnsA because we believe
an the c .tra cause. The cwtsws have
made it plain that aU they seek is to be able
to put enough pressure on the Sanisa
government for that govennent to negoti-
ate with them anid the people of Ncaagua
for the kind of government that they alto.
gether had promised when they were fight-
anx the revolution again the Somos dicta-
torshp. And it was the Sandinistm who, a
Commwtuust groups usually do, smply. when
the re vution was ove,. they did every-
thi" they could to get rid o( their fow
revlutkwAries, and they seized power and
crested a totaltaian Communist Stat.

Now, the Send o-or the watre have
Wver pp ed overthrowing the govern-

ment. They have rpeaely offered a d
saxd "We sny want to be a to nagoti-
ate ad have a chance to have the govern-
ment insulled that we'd promised the Or-
ganixation of Am States we were
fighting For." So, I think we continue to
help them, but we believe that there is a
value in nuintaining relations. It gives us a
listening post In Nicaagua.
Irem-U$. Resuatisa

Q Mr. President, there is a mood in
Washington tonight of a President who is
very much b; r very much on the
defensive. Why don't you seize the offen-

sive b.v gi-.ing your Secretary of State a vote
of confidence declaring that all future
covert actrntk wiU have his support and
by shaking up the National Security Council
in such a way as to satisfy the concern in
Congress that it has been rumnninS a para.
military operation out of the basement of
the White House in defiance of the State
Department and the Congress?

Th PwuideL The State Deprtment--or
the Secretary of State was involved. the Di-
rector of the CIA was Involved, in what we
were doing and. u I aW before, there are
certain laws in which, for certain actions, I
would not have been able to keep them a
secret as they were. But these people
you've mentioned have been involved-do
know what was going on. And I don't see
that the action that you've suggested has
called for it. But what you've disappointed
me the most in is suggesting that I sound
defensive up here. I've just been tying: to
answer aU your question as weU as I can.
And I don't feel that I have anything to
defend about at alL With the circumstances
the way they were, the decision I made I
stal beleve was the correct decuio and 
believe that we schieved portion of
Our oal.

QL. Mr. President, do you beLieve that any
of the additional hostges will be reesed?

Th% AwidraL I have to believe that
Q. And during any of these discussions

with your admustrabon, was there ever
any hint or suggestion that these weapons
might be used to topple the Aystol h

T%# hwldeaL No, and I don't me in any
way how that could be, with the perticilar
things that we were uan~ I don't see
where tho AyatoU&hcould be a logical
target for an Antairraft missl or even for
s TOW misile For that matter.

(. Mr. President, you ade an exception
For the arms embago when you thought it
was in the U.& Interes to do so Why
shouldn't oth" ration ship weapon to
Iran when they think It's in their Interests?

Te AwddeaL Well I would like to se
the indication as to how it could be in their
inter. I know that them a other naios
that Feel as we do that the Wesn World
should be uying to Rod an avem to get
Iran beck wr it o e ws-and that is in
the fanl of democracy nations and the
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family of nations that want p in the
MidM East and so Forth.

(L How, Mr. Prendent-.f I may fDlw
u-ho dose s weapons to Iran
help them bac into the community
of nations? You've acknowledged that you
Were dealing with only a small portion of
the government?

1U PAriwim I was talking of strength-
ening a par iculm group who needed the
prsi that that could give them. who
needed that. wel, that bar ai" power.
themselves, within their own runkm

Jerry Ueremiah O'L~ery, Washigton

C. Mr. Preddent, I beliUev you may have
bee sghdy in error in descnbuig a TOW
as a shouldkr-mowatd weapn. It's a
cround-to-grun weapon . "i is the
shoulder weapon, but that's beside the
poinL TOW's ar used to destroy tanks.

7hwidew Yes, I know. JeMr. I know
it's a tank weSpon.

Q. I don't think it's fired from you shoul-
der.

The AnWddes Well now-(1aightr)-4
I have been misnformed, then I wil yil
on that. But it was my understndiAg that
that is a man'carried weapon, a we have
a number of other should-borne weapons.

I. I did have a queni though (Lugs -

Te PowidL You mean that wsn't a
question? (L4 ugh Wvr)

Q. No, sir, I thought I knew what a TOW
was.

I just wanted to ask you what would be
wrong at thi stg of the game. since ev.
erythin snm to have gon wrong that
could poibly go wrong like the Murphy
Law, the Reagan Law, the O'Lauy Law,
thi week-whit would be wrong in saying
that a miske was mi on a very hlgh-risk
Iambhiiso that you can get on with the next

The AwkemL Beaw I don't think a
miae was male. It was a high-risk
gambit aid it win a gamble that, as I've
md b eve the crcumsances warantd.
And I don't se that it ba been a Amo or a
pro Fure of any kind. We st have
those contacts. We still have made some
ground. We got our hostages back-tr of
them. And so, I think that what we did was

right. Ud we're going to continue on this
path.

Fedrml Ai to the Ho~m

Q. Mr. President. Mr. President. please
one domestic questo would you pke
Sir. this u the queston.---

Tohe vi& e Helen, wtLl you y l to
this?

Q Thb is a question that will not wait
it's cold weather out them, and the grow.
ing number of hungpy and cold people who
are homeless in all of our citws-.and then
volunteers thm you urge to take pert in th
and try to help have now made their sur.
veys acron the Nation. Thbe've come back
and said we can't feed the hungry ad take
cue of the homelein by ourselves. We've
got to have rededra help. You have no
policy in the White flomin. I believe, to do
this. and you're now jst aing this to
loca goernamt ad loca groups. T~y
can't take care of it. Won't you plo Se
us a federally cooinated program with
lng-um pinning?

The Prwedes I think that in thins of
that kind we ar still qendMng mor than
has eve been pet before ti to help
the needy. I w be ey paed to look
into that putcular facet and we if them u
sorne snafu ther but I don't think so. But I
do think that many of these prorums are
being undertaken at a State nd at a local
level a with the aid of Fede Anamcing.
But III look into it.

Q. Tby're doing a peat Job, sir, but they
simply say themnselves-the churches, the
nomprofits-we can't do it suffiiently. The
number is pow-ins so rapidly. Tbey've got
to have Federa help.

Ye PrwpdeaL No, weIl as I'm nying.
I'm going to Ard out, because I think ud
betieve that the is such blp, I Just red
this moving in the pape a bout a needy
Faiy in New York that is being put up in
a hotel, and the cost to weofare just for the
rent of the hote room is 137.000 a y*.
And I wonder why somebody don't budd
them a house For S37.000?

Noin The Pi dent's 39h smsv confertnce
begen at &O1 p.m ien the Lan Room ,t the
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tVAM, Hous. Is was LrvaodCr live on Mid
tionswide radio erd t~lfo/An -

Beforr earring4 thi last series of qua-
to" a Pritr, -a addressed len hoMw

Ao, tA e n "mbe of the Whit
Houm. Prar corm sasdtue h h a
con/mm.a As, .ided.

lran-United States Relations

Statement by the Prwadiaau.
NouAm ber 19. /986

There may be some misundertandim of
one of my answers tonight. There warn a
third country involved in our secret projet
with Iran. But taking this into account, all
of the shipments 01 the token amounts o
defensve arms &nd parts that I have au.
thorited or condoned taken in total could
be placd aboard a single cargo aircraft.
This includes l shipments by the United
States or any third country. Any ohe ship.
ments by third countries were not author.
ized by the U.S. Government.

AkeE. Me Prmdnrn ramesvrn r/rn to As
n~s~ conferences

The National Floral Emblem of the
United States of America
The Roe.

Proclawmho, 574. Nowmhber 2Q 196

By the Pre ndext of the United Stone

ofA A'oemtt

Amercan have always loved the flowers
with which Cod decorates our land More
ofttn than any other flower, we hold the
roe dear U the rymbol o Ide an love and
devotion, of beauty and eternity. For th
love of man and woman, for the love of
mankind and God. For the Iove of country.
Americaris who would speak th laniguage
of the heart do so with a row

We we proofs of this everywhere. The
study of fos reveals that the r has ex.
isted in America for age upon age. We have
always c aultvated oms in our gardena Our

first Preskint. Geor Waulngton. bred
roses. &M a varety he named after his
mother us still grown today. The White
House itself bouts a beautiful Ross Gaden
We crow roses in all our fifty State We
find rose throughout our art. music. an
literature. We dorate our celebratiors
and p4rads with rosin, Mot of a we
pret roe to those we love. and we
lavh them on our aka our cw rnsr
And the Ansi rtmn places 01ofu honored
dead.

The American people have lont hold a
special plce in their hearts for roses. Let us
continue to cherish them, to hon the love
an devote they represent, and to bestow
thesm on all we we love rust as Cod has
besowed them on u.

The Congress. by Soriate Joint Resolutimon
150. has designated the rose as the National
Floral Emblem of the United States d au-
thorized an requested the President to
issue a procla tio declaring thu fact

Now,. Therefore, L Ronald Reaps. Presi-
dent of the United States of kmerics. do
hereby proclaim the ros as the National
Floral Emblem of the United States of
America

In Witm Whereof, I have hereunto set
my hand this twentieth day of November,
in the year o our L rd nueten hundred
nd eighty-l. and of the [fdence 0

the United States o America t two hun.
dred and ekventh

Ronald Reagan

(Filed uth the Offke of h e Fedeml Rer-
, :1.02 L ,., Novem ber 2/. 196

President's Commission on Esecutive

.ch.ge

Executive Order 12574. Nowmrtbev20. 198

E SAmSLISMIN AN ExnumwuL'VA. PrO.
GRAMA WrTWiN TWE Plt=DgsWT's CO Us,
SuOm om Exscvnv Ewwcg

By the authority veted in me as Pres
dent by the Consttuton and statutes of the
United Stts of Amer" including the Ex.

1591
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUN.CIL

'i n December 4, 1904
- .1-1 N 42473

ACT ION

HEOPAHOUM FOR ROBERT C. ,4ACF LA t

FROH: OLIVER L. NORTH

SUBJECTs Confusion in the Nicaraguan Resistance

Adolfo Calero advises that this weekend a three hour meeting with
held amongg Bosco Matamoros (local DN representative),
Constantine Menges, Jackie Tiliman, and Sob Reilly. According to
Calero, the purpose of the meeting was to dress the strategy
.for Congressional and public diplomacy action for a resumption of

USG support to the Resistance. Calero reports that as a result
of this meetings

-- Matamoros sent 0,2tpq *egram (hopefully encoded) to FDt
headquarters in

-- The telegram specified that North was no longer involved in
this endeavor and that a more forceful effort would be made
to reinitiate funding between now and February.

-- Congressional contacts were being worked out and a detailed
strategy would be forthcoming.

It was obvious that the State Department was opposed to any
resumption of assistance, but that Kirkpatrick, Casey, and
Weinberger would ensure that the program obtained renewed
support.

Calero was pulled from the field in Nicaragua to receive this
message. H6 was, to say the least, distressed and confused. Not
only was he placed at risk in moving back he feels
that the mixed :gnals he is receiving por-nds*lWq1us robleas
within the Administration. He notes that %

requested his urgent presence last week i aor• meting
with a "high-level* U.S. official and that the not
take place. Aside from these Ocryptic 9rders he
receives no advice, intelligence, or support. ow aia ng
*told of discord* about the "worthiness of the FD and the
possibility that the Administration may not ask the Congress
renew support.

5 CI"sify: OADR LSEGR T
%ro .
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Up to this point, Calero has been told that we had everyintention of making another try at the Congress. He is fullyaware of the constraints imposed in the Continuing Resolution,but has never been apprised of any internal debate on the meritsof whether or not we would pursue a further attempt to obtainfunds for the Resistance movement. While I may not have been
fully open with him on this matter, it did not seem to b,relevant to his other important tasks given current funding
arrangements. Yesterday's missive from Matamoras has now sown
doubt which did not need to exist.

Calero has too much on his mind to be burdened with our internaldifferences. It is unfortunate that we now seem to have so many--voices speaking for our intentions. Before this goes anyfurther, it would seem appropriate to clarify the roles various
people will be playing in the days ahead.

RECOMMENDATION

That you review the points above and indicate your direction on
who should be saying what to whom.

Approve Disapprove

4~

MaE ME
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N~C, ZCS-4O2Qo~
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?4 At 4 ~ ktR~'J'JS4'C IL

December 4, 114 32,

ACTION

MM4OANDW4 FOR RODER? C. 4Cr AALAUZI

IRON 1 OLIVIR L. NORKf

SIJKCT: Confusion in the Nicaraguan Resistance

Adolfo Calero advise@ that this weekend a three hour meting with
held among Bosco Matamoros (local YOU representative),
Constantine Manges, Jackie Tillman, and ob Reilly. According to
Calero, the purpose of the meeting was to address the strategy
for Congressional and public diplomacy action for a resumption of
Us support to the Resistance. Calero reports that as a result
of this meetings

Ktamoros sent a 22 o telegram (hopefully encoded) to VO
headquarters

The telegram specified that North was no longer involved in
this endeavor and that a more forceful effort would be made
to reinitiate funding between now and February.

Conqressiongl contacts were being worked out and a detailed
strategy would be forthcoming.

%-Iwas obvious that the State Department was opposed to any
rdsuaption of assistance, but that Kirkpatrick, Casey, and
Weinberger would ensure that the program obtained renewed
support.

Calera was pulled from the field in Wicara
message. He was, to say the least, distr.
only was be placed at risk in movingbac
that the mixed signals he r.
within the Administration.

to receive this
A confused. Not

he feels

he
receives no advice# intelligence, or n ort. Wow he being
"told of discord" about the worthinesss of the WD and the
possibility that the Adwtnistration may not ask the Congress
renea_

M~clssi y 1 OAD m m &-

-~ *1

~Co~
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Up to this point, Calero has been told that we had every
intention of making another try at renewed support from Congress.
He is fully aware of the constraints imposed in the ContLnuing
Resolution, but has never been apprised of any internal debate on
the merits of whether or not we would pursue a further attempt to
obtain funds for the Resistance movement. While I may not have
been fully open with him on this matter, it did not seem to be
relevant to his other important tasks given his current funding
problems. Yesterday's missiVe from Hatamoras has now sown doubt
which did not need to exist.

Calero hle too such on his mind to be burdened with our internal
differences. It is unfortunate that we now seem to have so many
voices speaking for our intentions. Before this goes any
further, it would seen appropriate to clarify the roles various
people will be playing the days ahead.

RZCOI4ZENDATION

That you review the points above and indicate your direction on
who should be saying what to whom.

Approve Disapprove -_-
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December 2, 19$6

my BAND

Cdr. Paul S. Thompson, USN
General Counsel
National Security Council
The White louse
Washington# D.C. 20506
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1* UAat a. -

Dear Comander Thopson:

LtCol Worth is herewith delivering documents to NIC. In
order to insure that the documents ate preserved, the pages have
been nuaber-statpd I through 168, inclusive.

Also delivered are the WHCA Motorola Pageboy, the
Motorola hand-held portable telephone, and the NSC Government
Transportation Request (GTR D-7,363,999) issued to LtCol North.

would you please arrange for the return of LtCol North's
personal property which Is located in his office. Be Is
particularly interested in the prompt return of his Marine Corps
uniform items, family photos fnd other personal effects.

Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

Brendan V. Sullivan, Jr.
Attorney for LtCol Oliver L. North

BVSilng
cc: Ms. Brends Rege.

Security Officer

VIHIT
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AFFIDAVIT i

COMES NOW AFFI&IT ROBERT B. OAKLEY, who states as follow.2

1. My name is Robert B. Oakley, and my current position

is Senior Director of Middle Eastern, South Asian, and North

African Affairs for the National Security Council.

2. From September of 1984 to September of 1986, I served

as Director of the Offica of Counterterrorism and Emergency

Planning, Department of State. My title was Ambassador-at-Large

for Counterterrorism. My responsibilities included coordination

of activities regarding international terrorism and the United

States response to terrorism.

3. 1 recall conversations in November 1985 with Lt. Col.

Oliver North (North) regarding a problem wit-flight clearances. To the best of my recollection

and belief,'these conversations included the following:

a. North stated that he was aware of Israeli arms

shipments to Iran in exchange for certain intelligence

North indicated that he

had discovered this relationship when "one of his people"

went to an arms warehouse to obtain arms for the

Nicaraguan Resistance, and learned that the Israelis had been

obtaining arms from the same source for shipment to !ran.r 1

unifprisomI LO. M
bY 8. ROWe, NJrabn S.Wty Corned CWS IF BY: M&C

L. Ua. ift mij. iI .E mm~ SIFY~I:OADRUNIXIA3ECASWtIIU: :
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b. North stated that a problem had been encountered

within getting flight clearance

rights for shipping the HAWK missiles through

c. North stated that Secretary of State George

Shult: was "aware" of this matter and that National

Security Advisor Robert McFarlane was in overall charge of

the operation, had been contacted in Geneva (where he was

with the President and the Secretary of State) and had

agreed to help get the flight clearances, if necessary by

his personal intervention. Based upon these assurances by

North, I authorized him to communicate with t ':r.id

States Embassy and to advise it that the

Department of State was 'aware" of the matter and the

Embassy could request clearances.

d. At no time during this conversation did North

mention *oil drilling equipment" as the cargo involved.

4. 1 recall an Operational Sub Group (OSG) meeting with

North on or about May 22, 1986, at which North discussed

release of the American hostages.

To the best of my recollection and belief, that conversation

included the following:

a. North stated that he was going to be travelling
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to London
Muto Cyprus. He indicated had arranged

for a $10 million contributon

b. North stated that once the money was transferred,

the American hostages would be released.

c. North did not mention any planned trip to

Teheran, Iran, nor any arms transactions that may have been

contemplated at the time.

d. I advised the Executive Secretary of the

Department of State, Nicholas Platt, of my conversation

with North and the information he had provided. I advised

Platt that, based on North's recitation, I was hopeful that

our Am*erican hostages would be released in the near future.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is

true and correct.

Rob t . a

Date I

UNWD
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ExHIrr OLN-326

oIB1ECTIVE N S18
To crets a Concdit f04 mmaiting a cOftnuo flOw Of Sovl v*ml a"

technology, to be Uiied by the Uned Sta n It su Of s rre, oom Irw ,n

Mm"a Ag. Afghama AnmgoIs, CamOo& a. Ethow etc.

2. PROBLEM

Whh 5*f pusqng year, C*ngrin h DCoM iiOtVamngy unptdiCt'le a

umCooperpSve relgamig th PreIgderwO deairv to support tPhe Caus of tle
FWdom Frg!te', debMt growing SQoVi Opprsson Tund have not weren

forthcoming to supply suffcien arms* necesary for the Freedm frighters to win.
Trerofor. in ieiu of the necesary tu*g to SuPPort this goal. theO 'olowmg 3.Way

1 0e ,s proposed:

& PRO)PO&AL

CiOUNTRY l s is CaOWS of o ng a onrong suwly c

Sovt-compable, arMS. is at the Sam time trying desoaroteiy

ugt tt*r o" nItsry Ows an * W . They woud Iks to purhas fm

I" a Wide r"g of nmotay equipment

=amTR -r Wo would Eke to so to~f, wj 5meers e.*or

netm co of suppoe"**gWrm aem or bw~ agreement. As wuc. V

~n IN~s is fts key In ft@ ass 3Way Trd.

COUINTRY *C UITD TA The UMnie SWw as abl to prOWId WIl vo

deetred H~h Teehiogo eqiAWmsn an inmft0Ab. Uased on tlw COr~MMdr

tge Trad wd opermsse lowu
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4 RESULTS

l Ii s equipment. which in many CAMS Sits StoCkpled at present. to

In return. awreceves from the United States equipment and technology that it

could not others afford to purChase.

i receives much.needed modeftmiion for it$ force, thereby presenting a

stronger threat to me Sovet Union. In return, expos an ongoing supply of

domosbcally manufactured arms, a per direction from the Unrted States.

The United States then has at its disposal a large and COntifuous SuPPly of Soviet

technology and weap ns to channel to Freedom Fighters worldwide, manoating,

neither the consent or awarenes of the OeartineMt of State or Congress.

The Umnted Suates would be in a position to oisense these shipments through a

neutral Foreign Trading Company, established solely for thiS purpose.

China would only be awar of the faC tha it is to ship to the Trading Company suct

spIf tad goods as requested, comparable in USO value to the equipment

received from Im1. CNna would not be aware of the final destinations of any of

would only be swam of the buying pow extended by the United States for

US technology, agn in r USO va to the equipment sent to
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The United States at present holds, to a policy of proving asistarce to a

goal which would forwarded through this transaction. Likewie. the United States is

committed to extending firnanial Ad techrinlOgII assitAnce to the State of

This tOO would be accomplished. There are many avenues available regarding the

forms of credit which could be extended to Israel.

We have received confirmation from anld A that they are most

interested in pursung their role in this trade armngement. Upon your encouragement

and beef that the United States could perform its role, we wll proceed with lnd

the S defining their respective roles and the equipment they are wllin1 to trade.

-is will serve to establish our initial parameters of eqtuptrott quamtties. amd Ime

oropornio ate amount of credit required.
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EXHIBIT OLN-329
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N .10967
UOULiQVII ILU

I. O Lea OpLamatic Security nd AAti-torrOILM Act of 1964,
22 U.S.c. 4101 (mend. Arms aport Control Act 32 U.S.C.
2771-2779 by &d iag a new f) see 1 509.

2. U.S. Code Cony rtLoAul and Admtiistrative New L islative
listOry IL 99-399/22 U.S.C. 4801 (Oib'u OLploaag.Zi Security
and A ti-terrorim Act of Ito$).

C . Ar$ £zpozt Control Act, 22 U.S.C. o 2751-2794 (1976 and
Sunp. I2 of 197).•

4. The XXPOrt A dlnistrStLon Act of 1979, 30 U.i.C. App. 95
2401-2420 11974 and SUpp. 11 19791 (SolVe* Out Of the

epott Control Act of 1949) See 240(j) M &d (1).

I. United State. Nftnittoe~ List 23 C 1 121.01 (1962) "tnter-
national Traffl in Arms Regulatlone ?A.

f9 . oreln Military AssLstance and l8ee 22 0.S.C.A. 92301-2340.

7 . Rules and Regulatione Department of Comerce 15 CI 315,
390, and 399 ?oreiyn Policy Control@ on Exports to Iran of
Aircraft, Ielcopteui and Karine Outboard Inginee.

A . Dpartent of State, Office of the Secretryl Determination
of Pruant to j f() of the Srport Adm4nistxation Act of
1979 - Ira 49 CII 3634-02, 1914.

9. Executive Order 13470 of Nazh 30, 1914 Contination of
Ixport control Regulattons.

10. National tmergenciee Act SO U.S.C 1601 '~, .

I-1I. International tmerenvy co'lt 50 U.S.C. 1601.

. 12. s0 U.S.C. f 413 Conyreeefonal Oversight (Reports to Congree-
sional Camitteeg of Curent and Proposed ActivLtII .

13. 3 2U.S.C. $2412 Intelligence Activities 4reeidential

A A 4 ,

j6000k LL3AJ

UNCLASSFIED
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EXHIBIT OLN-330

T5(c) jgkg I Norton-direct 62

I KR. SHAWi Your Honor, we call Oliver Norton.

2 0 L I V E R L. N 0 R T H, called as a witness

3 by the defendant, being first duly sworn, was

4 examined and testified as follows rI
XXX S DIRECT EXAMINATION

6 BY MR. SHAW:

7 0 How old are you, sir?

I A 42.

* 0 And where do you live?

10 A I live in Great Falls, Virginia.

11 Q And are you married and do you have children?

U A I am married and I have four children.

13 0 And how old?

14 A I have a daughter of 16, a son 15, a daughter

15 S and a daughter 3, sir.

140 Do you presently work for the National Security

17 Council?

Is A Yes, sir.

90 And how long have you worked there? Is that

3D in Washington?

21 A Yes. The National Security Council is at the

2 White House.

3 Q And how long have you worked for the NSC?

34 A Since August of 1931.

3 Q Are you also presently in the military service?

OUT SQU WSW11r M0rL HT. - PHniS - I
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jqkg 2 Norton-direct 63"
1 "A I am.

2 Q what branch?

3 A I am a lieutenant colonel of infantry inthe

4 United States Marine Corps.

8 Q It is all right not to call you Colonel Norton,

I take it.

7 A Yes.

8 Q How long have you been in the United States

Marines?

10 A I was comissioned in 1968 as a second

11 lieutenant.

12 Q So that is 17 years.

13 A Right.

14 Q What is your current position at the National

1 Security Council in Washington?

to A I am the deputy director of Political Military

17 Affairs.

18 Q And to whom do you directly report?

19 A I report directly to the National Security

0 Advisor to the President, who is now, this week, Admiral

21 John Poindexter. Lost week it was Robert C. McFarlane.

Q How lol g have you been at the National

U Security Council?

2A I arrived there in 1901 and --

X Q Let me ask you some personal questions. Where

sMmTNN DeICT S WOSTW. UA €NOTTWU,"POUTI JAALL KIW TOJL MTY. - ~I
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jgkg 3 Norton-direct 5'

I were you born, Mr. Norton?

2 A San Antonio, Texas.

3 Q And where did you go to college?

4 A I graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy at

3 Annapolis, but I started out in pro-med at Rochester.
6

0" Pro-medical?

A Yes, sir.

0 And when did you graduate from the United

states Naval Academy?

10 A 1968, June.

1 Over the years, have you done any --

THE COURT: And you were commissioned at that

1 time a second lieutenant in the Marin Corps?

14 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, I was, your Honor.

1 One can take a commission either in the navy or the marines.

Q Over the years, Mr. Norton, have you done anu

17 graduate work?

iA I have. I've taken graduate courses at

19 Catholic University in Georgetown, both in business and

30 in political science.

21 0 What did you do after your graduation from the

United States Naval Academy in 1968?

23 A I proceeded to our infantry officers basic

36 course at Quantico, Virginia and then imediately to Viet NM

06 And what were your duties in Viet Nam?

MOV71413N DIMTr l 4 11IL U1 C OW W F~u
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jgkg 4 Norton-direct 83:

A I was an infantry platoon and company commander

in the Special Operations Force, team commander.

Q And how long were you on active duty in Viet

Nam?

4
2

3

4

S

6

7

a

19

20

11

12

13

14

16

17

18

19

21

3

34

, and theh

Hearts,

others.

0 What did you do, Mr. Norton, in the years

4fter your tour of duty ended in Viet Nam and before you

went to the National Security Council in 19817

A I also served in a variety of command and

staff pobitions, in marine infantry units. I also serves

as an instructor in a variety of schools and had been a

student in various schools.

0 Where did you teach?

A At our own officers basic course and I taught

at our officers candidate school and I taught at the FIx

Acadexy at QuIntico.

THE COURT: In Quantico?

THE WITNESSo Yes.

1OVr)4ls D"JnT1 tPO"Iftt U1 cOMMM"YS

A From 1968 through the early part of 1970,

again in 1971.

Q Mr. rHorton, did you receive any military

decorations for your service in Viet Nam?

A I did.

0 what were they?

A Silver Star, bronze Star, several Purple
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jgkg 5 Norton-direct

1 0 When you went to the National Security Counsil

2 in 1981, Mr. Norton, to what office were you assigned?

3 A I was assigned t the Defense Policies Group

4 within the National Security Council staff.

& 0 And how long were you there?

I A I was there from my arrival in 1931 through the

summer of 1983.
8 0 And in the summer of 'o3, what happened?
a A I was promoted to serve as the deputy director

10 of Political Military Affairs.

11 0 And could you tell the jury what your

12 responsibilities are in that capacity?

13 A I am charged with coordinating our economic

14 and diplomatic and military reponses to various crises that

occur in the world and hopefully prepare in advance for

those crisis.

17 0 And recently what specific activities have you

been involved in?

A We have been focusing principally on issues of

20 combatting terrorism, which has been a problem. My team

21 is the one that prepared and executed the Achille Lauro

rescue and the seizure of the hostages -- the seizure of the

terrorists who had taken hostages.

24 And I just returned from overseas, where we are

25 trying to effect the recovery of the five Americans who are

IOvTmmN TwnKT ISTU% U1 Ck14rMn
POUT SUALL NIW OLUL N I.. - V4AM
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EXHIBIT OLN-331

ItEd( 4HE331

MANY MYTHS HAVE
GROWN UP AROUND

OLIVER NORTH: RAMBO,
THE COWBOY, ALMOST
THE PRESIDENT'S SON.

HERE'S WHAT HE REALLY
DID, AND WHY HE DID IT.

BY DAVID HALEVY AND
NEIL C. LIVINGSTONE

n late 1984. in the ornate Indian Treaty
Room of the Old Executive Office Build-
ing. a young Manne officer's family and
frgnds were aftred for a ceremony in
honor of his prmonon from te ra nk of
major to Isenami colonel. The Presi-
dent's nrmoa.wJ-scuriyadviser. Ro e C.
"Bud" McFarlane. himself a former Me-
ne Lbjwa colonel. performed the rim-
ii and pineted the stiver oak-leaf mwgra
on t ofcer's shoulders. McFarlAne ad-
maimWu the oai from menry and 161-
lowed i widh corevnts aproprin so the
occasion "It would not be unusual," said
McFailane. -if Coonel North awakes one
day t cary the same rtspnsixm tha I
car k now."

Today Lieutenant Colonel Oliver
North's cafe is in shambles, and any
suggestion that he would one day be-
come nattonal-securiy adviser to the
President seem tnane. Buit beck in
194 he was a man on the rise, the Presi-
dent's "fair-haired boy." Nothing

Marine Lieutenant Colonel Oliver
North, known as 0i, burst into the
atio.al consciousness on November

23. 1986, is the wake of revelations
concernm the Lrn rms de and coven
efforts to aid the eoeuri btliag the
Sadsu regime in NKcraw. A man
with an intense, magnetic personality
and riveting blue eyes. he looked as
tough he hKd stepped ouat of a Manne
Corps recruitial pose. Perhaps tha is
why i was hard for many o believe t
he had beet any*lA otfr than a good
soldier following his commanider-sn-
chiefs orders, and not some kind of
sinise operator pursuing a private for-
esgn-otcy agenda from his cluttered
o iflce in the Old Esec ve Office Buld-
l aldjl cen so e WNWe House. Indeed.
on the day North was fired from his
potion on the Naonal Scurity Coun-
cil, the President described him AS a
"nthionalero."

A man o(acuon, North became Pres-
dent R#&g's "PAmbo." a dawswi-

nation he disliked, and in the sit )ears he
served on the Natioraj Secunt Council.
he was at Oh center of the AdMirnstra-
tion's war on terrorism "nd its efforts to
a&d anti-communist insurgencies around
the world.

Eter on the move, North handlod the
sharing of intelligence with the British
during the FaJkands crisis and trs:cled
to Argentina with Ohn-Secretar) of State
Alexander Haig after the onset of ight-
ing. He frequtny went to the Middle
East He swept through the Canbbean
on the eve of the US operation in Grena-
da He jetted back and forth to Europe
when Anericans became the target of
Abu Nidal's hit teams, and journeyed to
Cyprus each time an Amercan hostage
was wrenched free from the Snp of the
Shiite Hizbalsah. He made a memorable
trip to Tehran in pursuit of a doomed
policy. bearg aBible signed by Ronad
Ke&lSn and t cake in the shape of a key.
Wherever Americans were in trouble.
North could be expected so show up He
spent so much time in the air that by
19116 a private Je reportedly stood by,
around-Lhe-clock, ready to respond to
his swrimons.

He drew around him a collection of
admirers and operatives, including con-
servative idealism. arti-Castro Cubans.
counter-terrorism specialists, ex-
spooks. and other Marine officers, and
they became known as "Ollie's cow.
Ma swouy -aftn ari cormpm fo r~~ 0" -
no. co1.rm wripanam Wwerse. mM we 
I mm, OMii, 0Itavy tiI ant O I'er

0m Wt I t9UM k -umsprw mI, a
wn s Iw rw

Itiwo & va" "Wi 1'onui's rms
Nov~tu i956. Ka"rv RMe aul VAi " iakui cw
a wanS. ssmw rwm. oft*. atO McDo"naii
MN&f WwAr from Ow OWi Ezuwsve Offie Wid-

*ipia 17 V Ar hw h~ntaw Awmea.

p4" Uwmvow am W"tni ui wnw wRI W cool

fi m Oiiw Nor* i 1" 9) Ai iv lodmiL
eiehO@m f *(5*a miiOaiuMOa 6e WW- i
frtfbi pow*6t. he bocAft tswcea'm bpy Ar tW
#0 ant mobs mased w t A"
hieftsM coau No-o N..swrne Co..:

Jm105,/iS w&AqhA4 77
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boys " Togcthei they %a ocd the "'ood
filhi" against enemies of the United
States

Today North faces criminal prosecu-
lion The Reagan administration is in
disarray . and the President is in the post-
lion of looking as ihe didn't know %what
was going on in the White House. or. if
he did. looklni like a liar

Whether history ultimately regards
Ollie North as a scapegoat. a rogue ele-
phant, a national hero or some combi.
nation of all three it is too rarly to tell
VWhteer the outcome one thing is cer-
atin Olier North has. in the words of

one congressman. "passed oer the
great di% ide into fane

THE SHA GOFOUVER NORTH

'ho is Olier North ari whai were the
tennis that shaped his life and FIre

shadow ed his farne
He began life i San Antonio Te\6S.

the eldest of four children born into an
Army family North.s parents were
strong disctphinaans wth hl h e specta.
lions for their four children From all
accounts, 01ae-kown in those dals as,
Lary- was a moidel son.,rid hi formal
tue ycars *ere hap ones

When ii caine time for coliele. Nor"h
won a scholarshipto she Sue Un ,ersit-
of New York ai Brocxpom It was Lhere
that he Joined the oncampus Marine of-
ficer-training program and put aside
thoughts of becoming a itacher in faot
of a career in the military He trans
(erred to the US Nasa, Academy after
his sophomore year. stunain over as a
plebe in the class or 1967 An auto aicci.
dem forced North to sttn all over a1ain.
as a plebe in the class of 1968. his third
year of higher education as a freshna

The class of 1968 was to become one
of the most memorable in the recent
history of the Naval Academy. no only
because of its many outsuading mcm-
ber but because s history was so con-
figured by the Vietiam war-five mcm-
bers of the class would die in Southeast
Asia. For Lhose, like North, who served
there. Vieinam would be one of the great
passages of their lives Dunng his Ma-
rine career. including his years at the
White House. Vietnam was always
North's reference point. a yardstick by
which he meuurd actions, a4 motives.

He was 25 years old when he graduate.
ed from Annapolis. and fei doubled that
he would go for the Marines when it
came time to take his cortmnission. Ac-
cording to the yearbook. "No matter
where his career may lead, we know his
thoughts will always be of the corps. the
7111 Mk Wagmitoan'jah Iff?

/

I hal ----4

Ollie North in Vietnam in July 1969, just after taking a hill on Mutter's
Ridge As a platoon commander, he was wounded and decorated. But he
was also scarred e"acnally, upset by military red tape and bureaucrats,
and frustrated itat t4-se US didn't have the power and determination to win.

corps and the corps Lpongraduation.
he went d~reciLI ic the Marine Corps
officers &choo! ai Quartco Virginia.
and s," fo n hmstlf in Viinani in
command of a platoon Alih,.Ih a
staIghi.aro-, ofrer he was respcoed
and tci admired b the nmen of his
plaoon

He sw% exiensooe criebal in '-i e:r,.am
conduKt recousi'rc'e- missions be.
hind ncrret. ss and won a Si-ier Sar

'for alo He was sUso wourmkjiu kest
tuwct&hghe u.a s-fi habit of
applyinS for Purple harls

After he ret61 "-sd io tie L S North
was ho pluItied fot tea days in 1974.
suffering from delayed bank stress He
was repoe.)-Jound b) a superior offi.
cer talking incoherently while running
around naked wasing a 45 pistol Later.
as a me.,riber of the National Security
Council staff. Norh would only rarely
reminisce about his combat apen ices,
burt he would often refer to the sons of
Vietnam ''We can't afford losing." he
once mid "We ought to trnn and oper.
ate with ordy one goali n mind to win "

Five years after the fall of Vietnam,
North would again see Amenican mili-
tary mfught come up short-this time in
Irm.

North was involved in the attempt to
rescue Lhe hosules that kft eight Amen-
can serictmn dead at a makeshift Wad-
in# strip in the Horasan desert, To
North. the 'debacle in the desert' was
Vietnam all over alain-funher proof
u he s %*..a lacked the will and leader.
,it' so sKccr.i in cover nmliuary opera.

tions While on the National Securit.
Council. he often remarked to friends
that "the Arn) can't shoo( straight. the
Air Force can't fly , and the Nasy can t
"1li "

In the aftermath of Deser One. North
became commined to doing eser)Lhing
in his power to restore the nation's abili-
ri to n- militanly He maiuuned
tut the L' would reser prevail oer the
Sosiet Union unless it got off the defen-
sue, Presertig the stars quo was not
enough, America must turn the tables on
the So% set Union and its allies and go on
the offensive

While imbued ,ith all this passionate
desire to change things. North in 1980
was a major in the Marine Corps and in
no position to change the system One
year later it would be different

OM YEA DOOR
TO WM NUSE

After his service in Vietnam. North
taught special-warfare courses at Quan-
tico. as well as tothe Third Marine Di-,t-
sion and the Fifth Special Forces Group
based in the Philippines Following a
stinm as a plans-and-policy analyst at Ma-
rie headquarters, he wA as sent to the

Navy War College in Newpor, Rhode
Island There he rmet John Lehman. w ho
would become Reagan's first Secretary
of the Navy It wis Lehman w ho recom-
mended North to Richard V. Allen, Rea-

,

pt

t
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Oliver Lawrence
North and his
wle, Betsy. who
cals him Larry.
except when she
is upset with
him-then she -
calls him Law-
rence Their
youngest child,
Dornin, on her fa-
ther's shoulders,
broke her arm
earlier this year.
not long after Ms
picture was taken

gat's nat ional-security adviser Allen
was impressed with the young Marine
officer with the sparkling blue eyes, who
seemed to combine the attributes of a
tough combat comMarder %itth those of
an able staff officer

Whlen the offer care to join the Na-
tonaj Secunty Council. North grabbed
at the opporTunit) with both hands Ft-
eill) he would have an impact on things
that manered to him Within a year.the
young Marne majo( emerged as the Na-
tonaJ Secunty Council's chief trouble-
shooter &a coven-operations specilist.
as well as secret emissary for highly
sensitive missions He quickly grasped
the power of information and took on
whatever needed to be done, quickly
malkng himself indispensable

To prepare himself for the 7 45 Am
NSC staff meeting. North began hts
workday at dawn, aid he could often be
found in his office at midnight, even
when there was no cnsis. His ability to
put in eighteen-hour days-sometimes
sleeping on the couch across from his
desk-gave him an advantage when it
carne tO ring out work.

Reflecting little interest in the trap-
pings of power, North's office, Numtrte

392 on the third floor of the Old Execu-
uve Office Buildng, was a monument 1c
organized chaos Ii %,,As smal ad stuffy ,
fumishled with a desk. couch, ari chair,
and its wJls were covered with maps of
Nicaragua. Libya. the Bekaa Vaille) in
Lebanon. Beirut. EJ Salvador. and as-
sorted aeral photos There had been an
Oil painting o-er the couch once. but it
had been on loan from the National Gal-
lery of An toa former occupant and was
taken back when it was deemed that
North's status did not rit such a piece
of an An old Marine uniform hung on a
rack in one cor er, and there were small,
framed pictures of his wife and children
and of !"resident Reagan and three con-
tra leaders (with North charactenstically
in the background),

Taped to the wall behind his desk
were drawings ad finger-paintings by
hischi'w,en A Chinese People's Libera-
uon Army fur hat emblazoned with a red
star sat on the windowsill Norths desk
always seemed to be littered %ith
phones. computer terminals, reports.
and paperwork, and when the desk
couldn't hold an) more, the floor be-
came an extension of its work surface
- ijtside North's office in the recep-

lion area. there was a coffee machine
that always seemed to be on Tacked
above the machine was a mock mos e
poster promoting a film entitled The Re-
turn of Walter Mondale. which promised
that the candidate would be 'more bor.
ing than ever "

The guardian of the door was North's
fanaticaly loyal seretary, Fawn Hail.
whose mother seed as secretary, to na-
tional-,ecurty adiser Bud McFarlane
In the wake of the Iran-contra resela

ions. Fawn Hall has pros ided the 'set
angle" to the media, some of whom
hase portrayed her as irtle more than a
decoration in Nonh's office. a tlond ar-
head who sure. had to be insoled
with her boss

Nothing could be further from 'he
truth North was aware of the office
gossip and frequently joked that eser'
one thinks I'm having an affair with
Fawn because she's so good-looking '
No% and then a White House staffer,
hearing of Hall's attractiveness and per-
sonalit), would find an excuse to % sit
North's Suite just to get a look at her, and
maybe even meet her But she was more
than a pretty face Hall -Aas North s right
arm and protector, and ,oe to anyone
who she felt wanted to hun Ollie

If North Aas out of the office and he
frequently was, i. was HaLl who kept
things running. sorting out the stack- ,ol
messages. relaynig nsiruc:jcrs arn
messages to and from North, and keep
ing a lid on things A 'isitor - aiting tor
Ollie would always be surprised b
Hal's abilt) o handle what seemed like
a dozen different tasks at once She was a
blur of activity, pounding the keys of tie
word processor, answenng the constant-
ly nnging phone, responding to inquiries
from other NSC staffers. and greeting
visitors Like North. she put inextraor-
dir) hours, and when reports later sur.
faced that she was a professional mcdel
on the side and had dated Asrnuro Cruz
Jr . son of the contrra leader, many Aho
had known her wondered when she had
found the time

INA

The first major crisis in which North
played a significant role came in 1992.
when the Israelis invaded Ltbanon At-
tached to the entourage of special Mid-
die East presidential envoy Philip Ha-
bib. North arrived in Israel on June 6.
just as Isralh armor was about to push
into Lebalron and lay sieSe to Beiruti. the
""inte rnaional capital of terrorism '

While Ambassador Habib was dining
Cor.etwdoPdamt 140
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The 01iI, We Knew

with Israel's prime mintser. Menachem
Begin. at his official resideixc in Jerusa.
lem. North was invited by Arbel Sharon.
the nation's defense minister and the ar-
chitect of the invasion of Lbanov. to
join him for dinner at his desert ranci'
Dunng what North recalIs as a cordial
meal. Sharon pulled out detailed maps of
Lebanon and showed him Israeli troop
positions throughout the country Re-
ferring to high-resolution maps of the
Bekaa Valley, he described ho, four
Israeli lank divisions, under a unified
command structure. were just beginning
to enter the Valley. where the Syrians
were on the % ithdrawal

Then, according to North. "Sharon
laid down his secret plan to push an
Israeli tank division to the Chouf Moijn-
tains and with the two forces. at the
Chouf and the armored corps in the
Bekaa, to encircle the two Syrian tank
divisions thai were positioned at the
northern section of the Bekaa Valley.
around the Beirut-Darnascus highway -"
Once this was achieved, said North.
Sharon's secret plan called for the Unit-
ed States to rush to the rescue of the
Syrian divisions, in a replay of Kissin-
ger's design to rescue the Egyptian
Third Army after it was trapped by the
Israelis in the Sinai Desert during the
1973 war. Sharon was convinced. North
maintained, that such an act would have
brought Syria to the American camp of
Arab states and would have put an end to
Soviet influence in Syria.

After dinner. North rushed back to the
American Embassy in Tel Aviv and. by-
passing diplomatic channels, sent a re-
port of Sharon's secret war plan and
political proposal to his boss, national.
security adviser William Clark. who was
with the President at Versailles. He then
rejoined Habib. and they made the
rounds of other Middle East capitals,
arving in Damascus two days later.

As it turned out, no one at the White
House or elsewhere in the govenumnt.
including Clark, took the time to give
serious attention to the Sharon proposal.
It was during this period that North be-
gan to think that it was all but impossible
to overcome bureaucratic indifference
or opposition to the Reagan agenda.

Intelligence information arriving on
the desk of the commander-in-chief,
which was supposed to help the Presi-
dent and the NSC create specific poli-
cies, was often inadequate or biased,
tailored by the bureaucracy to produce
an anticipated outcome. The President
and his advisers, North thought, simply
ratified the conclusions already reached
by national-security bureaucrats because
1477w M u~ii~J 1987

they lad no way of independently col-
lecting Intelligence. North's frustratmon
with the bureaucracy is evident in his

ivate communications reprinted in the
power Commission report. At one

point, he complains that the CIA tried
for two days to get a plane that he need-
ed. and in the end failed, whereas it look
retired Major General Richard Secord. a
key figure in North's network of special
operators, only five minutes

This frustration over an often intracta-
ble and self-centered bureaucracy was at

North complained that the
CIA triedfor tuv doys
togeta plane thot he

needed and in the end
failed, whereas it took retired

Major Gen era I Richard
Secord onlyfive minutes.

the hean of the NSC's gradual transfor-
mation from a consultative unit into an
operational one And as the NSC became
ever more operational, Oliver Noah's
power expanded, for he was the premier
special operator on tJ, NSC staff, the
seat-of-the-pants tactician willing to try
anything that might bnng results That
son of freelancirg was found to ruffle
feathers in the administration When
North bypassed diplontic procedure by
alerting Washington about Sharon s se-
cret war plans, newly appointed Secre-
tary of State George ShulLz confronted
North during one of Shulu'ts first NSC
meetings.

"Son," said Shulu, grabbing North
by the ann. "don't you ever dare to get
involved in diplomatic makers again '
Shultz then turned and walked away It
was the last time the Secretary of State
spoke to him,

LEARNING WASHINGTOWS WAYS
From late 1982, North was involved in
every major foreign-policy crisis, and
began to travel extensively throughout
Latin America, the Middle East, and
Europe on secret missions, shedding his
role as White House adviser for that of
While House special operator. Soon he
was runnin: actual operations and be-
coming the White House point man on
the scene when there was a cnsis some-
where in the world.

Nov'h was also becoming a talented
bureaucratic infighter, adie at manipu-
laing the system to let what he wanted.
Through use of White House stationery
and the telephone swi.,;board-few

people are unimpressed by the opera.
tor's saying that "'the White House is
cllin"-North rapidly developed the
rep"taion of a doer,

North was traveling cominously on
White House Jets, chartered private ets
CIA aircraft, and commercial flights.
meeting with foreign officials and intel-
ligence operatives, conducting secret di-
plomacy Somentimes he would put in his
regular fourteen-hour day at the office.
then slip away to some foreign destina-
lion for a meeting during the night. and
be back behind his desk the following
morning, having caught onl) a catnap
while in the air

He traveled under a variety) of as-
sumed names, including 'Mr Goode '"Mr Johns,- and -Mr West,~ using
false passports provided b) the CIA or
diplomatic documents obtained from the
Department of State When Involved in
highly secretive missions abroad. North
would travel in a vanery of disguises.
sometimes dying his hair or weanng a
wig. donning eyeglasses, and dressing in
casual attire

"YOU OUGHT TO HAW FAITH"

On October 25. 1983. less than a week
after the murder of Grenada's Marxist
leader. Maurice Bishop. by another
Marxist faction, the United Staies in-ad
ed the tiny Caribbean island. osienibl,
to restore order and to protect some
1, 100 Amencans living there from being
taken hostage. US troops encountered
resistance from Cuban soldiers and air-
port workers. and the final AmencAn toll
was put at dead and 91 wounded

North coordinated military and poli-
cy-planning groups in preparation for
the invasion and fought a losing battle to
persuade Pentagon brass to use on) Ma-
nnes in the operation instead of a com-
bined force of Mannes. the 82nd A-r-
borne, elements of Delta Force. Nay
SEALs, and Army Rangers He also
traveled to Caribbean nations to enlist
support and &pproval of the operation.
and put together the regional multina-
tional force that never went ashore Dur-
ing this period, he slept in his office

It wa North who was dispatched by
McFar - ie to get President Reagan's
signature on the presidential order au-
thorizing the deployment of the 22nd
MAU (Marine Amphibious Untl) to
Grenada so that the invasion could pro-
ceed. When "Operation Urgent Fury-
was Launched on the 2Sth with a predawn n
hiding by Navy SEALs, North moni-
tored the drama from the White House
Situation Room "I couldn't do anything
more," he said later. "At tha stage it
was up to the invading troops - -

A key element of his plan was for
transport pane to leave Miami and fl)
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to Grenada. where ty would evacuate
the Americans residing on the island.
including many students attending a
medical school in StC Gorge's. the car".
tal Iatelligence bntfers were scheduled
to go along with the planes and brief the
evacuees on the return trip

To his chagrin. North learned that the
Air Force planes had not picked up the
intelligence briefers and had gone to
Grenada without them He feared that
without an undersunding of the adminis-
tration's motivations and its estimate of
the danger they were in. the students
would accuse the President and the US
government of conducting a needless
military operation He feared that criti-
cism by the students would play into the
hands of members of Congress and the
media waiting for Reagan to stumble

North decided to report the impending
disaster at once to his boss. national-
security adviser Bud McFarlane. and to
admit personal responsibility for no ad-
equately supervising that stage of the
operation He ran upstairs from the Situ-
ation Room ard poked his head into the
Oval Office in hope of glimpsing Mc-
Farlane instead he saw tf President.
who called him into his office

According to those close to both men.
the President's relations with North
were informal and warm Reagan proba-
bly saw in the dashing young Manne.
with his quick mind and easy humor.
something he never saw in his own sons

When North met with Reagan. he of.
ten emered the Oval Office through the
side door, and his meetings were not
logged in,

North reciprocated the President's
trust and affector. and more than once
told fnends he would Md in frort of
bullets for Reagan He dolized the man
who. he believed, was responsible for
maing Anernca "stand tal."

"What's the problem, Ollie?" Rea-
gan asked "Youappeartobe disturbed
b~y something."

North sold the PresideAt what had hap-
petted and took responsibility for having
faled his commAnder-s-chief

"'\here are he planes now-?" asked
the Prt-'siem.

"On their way back from Grenada
with the umdecnta" North responded

"Couit- with me.' said the President.
leading tMi way into an adjacent room,
where there was a TV cabinet with three

"Sit down ad let's wasch their arri-
val." Rea conoed the younger man
in a faitherly way. "Everything will be
fine. You oughi tohave fa th."

While the bm for Grenada was till
under way. the President and North sa
opposite the three TV screens and
watched the armvul of theAmneicais ant-
dents. When the firs student. Jeff Gel.

ley. deplaned a Charleston Air Force
Base in South Carolina. he dropped
dow n and kissed the tarmac

Reagan turned to North and said.
"You see. O111i. you ought to have more
faith in the American people "

T$SPCAL OPERATOR
North also developed a very close rela.
tionship with CIA Director William Co-
se). who was engaged in what amounted
to a personal crusade to revitalize the

The story of the two gringos
who had risked their lives to

save tuvoSalvadora n soldiers
made the rounds in Central
America, and it made North
tery popular in Sahadoran

military circles.

nation's intelligence capabilities. which
had suffered during the traumas of Viet-
nam, Watergate. the Church Commit.
tee. and other inquiries into CIA wrong-
doing Casey. who had learned his trade
with the 0SS in World War II, had a
special taste for coven operations and
secret diplomacy and liked to roll up his
sleeves and immerse himself in various
operations He often said that the US
must roll beck the Soviet empire in just
one place, and then it would begin to
collapse From Casey's standpoint.
Grenada didn't represent a significant
roll-back, and he continued to probe for
the opportunity to demonstrate that Sovi.
et ascendancy over the West was neither
inevitable nor historcally ordained

Casey recognized North's aptitude as
an operator. noting the spark in his eyes
and the desire to do whatever was called
for to ensure that the US did not come up
seCOM best Casey soon began channel-
ing coven operations through North
and. by so doing. avoKied the require-
nent to report such operations to con-
gressioal oversight panels

In his offlca position as deputy direc-
tor for political-military affairs at the
National Security Council. North was
responsile for terronsm issues. the han-
dling of American hostages, and the
planning and coordination of almost
anything that fell under the raubnc of
lowintmsty warfare., nclhlding El Sal-
vador. te conra. and support of other
ansi-communist rebels. In this calwity.
he was the NSC's reprsenutive on the
Interlovemmental Comnufe for Coin-
besing Terrorism and. under NSC ad.
vier Jot Poindexter. often served as

acting director of the Terrorm Incident
Working Group

One of Norh's strength' was hi abili-
ly to work with people, although some.
times he was accused of being high-
handed He got so deeply involved in hi.
work that he often clashed with the Pen-
tagon and the State Department He be-
gan to develop a reputation as "'the
world's most powerful lwutenant colo-
nel -' Other times, with more than a little
jealousy. he was referred to in some
quarters as -Field Marshal North -

He was aware of the barbs but rarel)
took offense Most of the time he took
the humor in stride as when he told a
friend. -' must be doing something
right They' ve named a parking lo( at the
PentagonaShetme ''

During 1983 and 1984, North spent d
lot of time in El Salvador monitoring the
situation firsthand, traveling with Am-
bassador-at-Large Richard Stone and
meeting in the field with the Green Beret
advisers to the Salvadoran Army On
one occasion. North was flying in a
small plane to get a closer look at the
action in El Salvador. accompanied b,,
another American. when they heard
over the radio that a Salvadoran Arm.
unit was under heavy fire from anenem
position the) could not locate Their des-
perate calls for a spotter plane and a
helicopter to evacuate the wounded were
turned down because al available air-
craft were engaged elsewhere North
didn't hesitate to aid the unit They over-
flew the area, located the enem) posi-
tion. and directed Salvadoran mortar fire
on it Then they wheeled the plane aOut
and dived toward the ground while
North informed the Salvadorans that he
was la ing on a dim stp Enemy gun-
fire raked the small plane, shanenng one
of the windows The wounded were
loadedaboard, and they took off in a hail
of bullets Once airborne. they trans
ported the two wounded Saladoran sol
diers to a military hopjt&J in San Salva-
dor Neither survived

Later the story made the rounds in
Central Aerica of the !wo griSos who
had risked fir lives to save two Salva-
doran soldiers, and it made North very
popular within Saivadoran military cir-
cles When he needed some assstance or
a special favor from the Salvadoran mili-
tary, North had onl) to ask

TE 5 CONECTiON
"Ollie North's biggest contribution
to the Western society." observed a
top Israeli intelligence official. -was
his ability to persuade American deci-
sion makers to take active measures
against International terrorism "' The
Reagan adminiurtrion had come to pow-
er with tough talk against terrorism

Jw=h 1W7t ieJeigA d141
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but few Intiallves
it wa not until the trauma% of 1983-

the bombing of the US Emhas.%y and the
US Embassy annex in 1.-trut, the de-
acxi n of the US Marine headquarters
at the Beirut airpt with the loss of 241
American lives, and the bombing of the
US Embassy in Kuwait-that the admin-
istration began seriously to address
terrorism

On Apni 3, 1984. President Reagan
signed National Securit) Decision Di-
rective 138(NSDD 138). which amount-
ed to a declaration of war against terror-
ism. In the preamble to the still-
classified document. the US sted that
statess that use or support terrorism
cannot be allowed to do so ^without con-
sequences. and went on to nrte that
when all other efforts to dissuade sutes
from supporting terrorism fail. "the
United States has a right to defend it-
self -' Ollie North was one of the archi-
tects of NSDD 138

"Ollie." said a close friend and col-
Ieague at the NSC. "took an oath to hunt
and bnng to Inial the Shitte terrorist who
was responsible for the bombing of the
Marine headquarters " The quest for
those behind the October 23 bombing
brought North together with Israeli intel-
ligence *'The Israelis." said North lat-
er, "were far ahead of us. The) had
better intelligence, kept it updated.-" and
were-as a small nation without global
responsibd ites-able to conduct surgi-
cal counter-terronst operations in a fair-
ly unrestrined fashion

The Israelis quickly saw North as a
power bend the scenes at the National
Secuniy Councd. Thus, when the Israe.
lis spotted Imad Mughniya-the master-
nund of the bombings of the US Embas-
sy, the Manr he adquaners, and the
French paratrooper barracks-on the
French Riviera. they alerted North.
Mughniya was traveling under an as-
sumed name aind using a false passport
North decided to hunt Mughniya him-
self, one on one

Not a lot is known about Mughniya.
Unlike Carlos or Abu Ndal. Mughniya
has anracted lite scnti in the West-
em media Yet he is perhaps the most
ruthless and successful terrorst in the
world today In little more than three
years, Mugsruya managed to destroy the
US Embassy in West Beirut. killing
most of the CIA station that country
and forcing American diplomats to re.
treat to East Beirut. In the aftermath of
the bombing of the US Marine barracks,
he forced the United States to withdraw
its military contingent from Lebanon.
His men also drove the Foreign Legion
and French "pera" from the country.
With a single car bomb, Mughniya was
ab" to nearly wipe out Israel's counter-
=rronst network in southern Lebanon.
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He orchestrated the kidnapping of the
new CIA chief of station. William Buck-
ley. and many of the other Western hos-
tages By 1983, Mughnya was the most
*amed ierfons in the world

Learning of Mughntya's where-
abouts. North went into Kion He asked
his Israeli contact at the embassy in
Washington. Colonel Moshe Zur. as
well as Major General Uri Simhoni and
the Israeli pnme minister's anti-ternor-
tsm adviser. Amiram Nit. to maintain
suneillance of Mughniya and not let

When the lsraelis spotted
Into d Mughniya-the most

wanted terrorist in the
world-on the French

Riviera, they alerted North,
who decided to hunt Mughniya

himself, one on one.

him slip away. He told the CIA and his
superiors at the NSC of the develop-
ment. and a task force of CIA operators
and representatives of military special-
operaons forces was evAbhssed to moru-
tor the sinatioon One igvden was sUll
msassg nxperaoni from the French

Although impressed with the Soviet
method of handling terrorists. North
knew there was little support in the ad-
ministration for assassinatng them It
was more consistent with US values to
shell the Chouf Mountans with a battle-
ship. killing ard injunng nany innocent
people, than to target atn individual ter-
wrist, known to have been involved in
the murder of American citizens, and
shoot um between the eyes. Thus North
had only one choice. to capture Mughni-
ya on French so.i and bring about his
extradition back to the US to stand trial

At first all went well. The French
promised cooperation and assumed
prime surveillance of Mughniya, But
problems began to arise. The US could
not get French assurances that Mughruya
would be extradited; ,t appeard that
they wanted tofuy hm themselves.

While North, in a aenes of tranatlan-
tic shuttle missions, tried to iron out
differences between the two allies, the
situation began to unravel. In view of
growing French recalcitrance, the US
and Israel had minuuned their surveil-
lance of Mughniya and were alarmed
when he was plucked from under their
noses by French police. The French bun-
dled Mughnzya off to the airpo andput
hun on the first flight to the Middle East.
later claiming that American and Israeli
operatives had been mistken in tiacir

identification, and boasted that they had
actually sved both services a major
embarrassment

It was North's first major failure, and
one that he would not soon forget. The
United States would have to rely on it,.
own devices to fight terrorism, at least
until the Europeans could be convinced
that cooperation was preferable to the
use of military force by the US He
began the quest to find in opporti nity to
strike a decisive blow against terroristi,
hoping such atn action by the US would
bring the Europeans to their senses

In retrospect. North's frustration and
bierness over having failed to catch the
man responsible for the murder of his
fellow Marines may have played a role
in his later willingness to consider ar,
means to deal with terrorism, and in so
doing sowed the seeds of "'lrangate -
The one thing he was never shy about
saying was that what we were doing" isn't working - He often blamed those
in key government positions who %anted
to remain safe spectators The -"ay he
saw it, too many people at State, De.
fense, and in the intelligence agencies
were more interested in protecting their
o, n behinds than in accomplishing an. -
thing. At every meeting there seemed to
be a dozen naysayers dedicated to ex-
plaining why something was impossible
Unlike those he saw all around him.
North did not have his next promotion as
the overnding factor determirung his ac-
tions. He seemed to have in all-consum-
ing desire to accomplish the task at hand.
especially if he believed it to be the Pres-
ident's will. North's goals were straight-
forward enough: to fight terrorism, to
give form and substance to the Reagan
doctrne, to bnng down the Sandinista
government in Nicaragua, and ultimate-
ly to achieve the release of the American
hostges in Lebanon. As he sa% it, these
were Reagan's goals and he was Rea-
gan's instrument. With luck. courage.
and imagination they could give the na-
tion v tones it would be proud of

But North also knew there would be a
price. Beginning in 1994, he remarked
to friends that he had flown too close to
the fire and that the day -will come
when I have to resign in disgrace from
the adnistration" and "take the heat
for the President.- But he never ex-
pressed doubts about what he was doing.
an appeared resigned to the fact that his
Manne career would be at an end when
he left the White House.

NORMS UFE AT HOME
The North household was a traditional
one. Ollie was the breadwinner, and his
wife, Betsy, was a homemaker and full-
time mother to their four children: Tait.
Stuart. Sarah. and Dornin. With the
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profits from the sal of previous homes.
north bought a large. rambling old

house in Great Falls. acros. the Potomac
from the White House. The house cost a
small fortune to heat. and the North fam.
ily found they could not afford to keep
the central heating system on all the
time. Norh chopped a big stack of
wood, and they kept a fire going around
the clock in the main fireplace for heat.
"The house is just too big to let really
warm." said North. "So on very cold
nights. everybody moved to the living
room and slept there."

When North returned bone from one
of his trips to the Middle East. where he
had been working to free the Amrencan
hosages in Lebanon. he found that his
entire family was ill. It was the winter of
1933. at the end of a protracted cold
spell. When the family had moved to the
living ronn. Betsy and the four lids had
all contracted pneumonia. Trying to
cope with a sick family and the demands
of has job taxed North's energy. Al-
though he managed to leave the office a
little earlier each day. before long he
was back to the same grinding pace. At
one point, after a crisis, he promised
Besy tht he would come home at least
once a week.

Even when he managed to make it
home, the phone would ring at al hours.
There was no hiding from the White
House signal switchboard, and North
was forever responding to calls from
contra leaders, government officials.
aid asfted operatives. But des.ite his
absences, he and Betsy managed to
maintain a semblance of family life.
Deeply religious. North and his family
attended church on Sunday whenever

Ollie and Bety's relationship remained
song. For her. he was always Laty; if
he had slipped from her good graces, he
was Lawrence. She never adjusted to
calling him Ollie. u his friends did.

Betsy was working at a Moagomery
Ward store when she met him through a
cousin when he wu a young midship-
man. To hear her tell it. she was not
impressed with him. "He had to per-
suade me, to make a big effort, before
we sared dating on a regular basis."
she recalled.

The Nonhs were nt part of the Wash-
ington party circus, and they socialized
prmarily with friends in one another's
homes. When he had free time. North
would almom always spend it with his
family. The family owned a horse, nd
he took a keen irst in the kids' riding
lessons. For North. the family was his
private world, and he rarely admitted
outsiders.

As his name began to pop up in the
media, be worried about his family's
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safety. On one occasion, fearful that
they might be a target, he moved them to
a military base in the Washington area
for a short time.

After North was fired from his White
House job. there wan no way he could
shield his family from the media. He
despaired when some of the particularly
vicious stones, accusing him of all sorts
of transgressions. began to affect his
children. When his oldest daughter, bit-
ter over the way her father had been
treated, began to criticize the United

Atone point, ofer a
crisis, North promised

his tfe he would come home
at least once a week.

But even when he managed to
make it home, the phone
would ring at all hours.

States, North was deeply hur. Respond-
ing to her anger. he tried to give her
some sense of perspective. "If this were
any other country in this world and your
father fell from grace." he told her. "he
would leave for work one day and never
return."

He later confided to a friend. "Maybe
it was not wormh i after a1."

IWA 647 AND TUE ACHIUJM
LAIN UE START OF A SPECIAL

IELATONSV
On June 14. 1985. a TWA airliner,
Flight 4 1. ws seizM by nn gunmen
over Greece, beginni a seventeen-day
hostage ordeal that saw the aircraft
forced to fly to Algiers twice and &Beirut
three times. On the second day of the
crisis, a young American Navy diver.
Robert Stethem. was murdered by the
terrorists. Some passengers were re-
leased in Algiers and Beirnt. but on June
16, after the plane touched down in Bei-
nit for the third time. the remaining 39
American passengers and crew were
broken up into groups and dispersed
throughout the city so as to make any
rescue attempt more difficult.

In Uie end, with the t of US mili-
tary intervention looming over the re-
gion. negotiamio secured the raise of
Uie remaining 39 hostages. As pan of the
agreement.Israel released-in an osten-
sibly unconnected move-mor than 700
Shiite prisoners. According to North.
the agreement had broken down late on
June 29 when Hizblilah terrorists, hold-
ing Uhe four Jewish passengers. refused
to go aloni with the deal.

The Reati administration had taken
the position that i wanted all the hos.
tales back or there would be no deal
North. alreMy deeply involved in secret
diplomacy with a fatc1on of the Iranian
government headed by Speaker of the
Iranian Parliament Hojatolislam Hashes.
mi Rafsanjani. said that the White House
had made an urgent plea to Rafsanjani
and that he had intervened to secure the
release of the remaining hostages, per-
mitting them to be transported to Damas-
cus in a Red Cross convoy.

In addition to playing a key role in
overall crisis management from the
White House. North became immersed
in the unfolding events in both the Mid-
dle East and El Salvador. One colleague
remembers him taking time to secure the
order lowering the flags to half-mast in
honor of the slain Stethem North per-
sonally made the arrangements for the
return of the bodies of the four murde red
American Marines to the United States
He felt that the dead American service-
men deserved no less, and he distrusted
government bureaucrats to get such ac-
tion taken quickly. North had little time
for excuses and bulldozed his way
through red tape. regardless of the nose
he bent out of joint.

During the TWA hijacking crisis, the
United States and Israelh rem hoda
new level of cooperation. For the firsi
time since the establishment of the-"spe-
cial relationship." that cooperation
reached into Areas of strategic coopera-
tion, military options, and joint coven
operations. A secret channel of commu-
nication was established between the two
nation, and Oliver North was the US
point man. The decision to name North
as the American liaison was ratified by
top pgntgon ad imeiiigence officials.
and known to ory a very small group at
the Nationa l Security Council.

it was also during the TWA hijacking
that the role of the Iranians as leading
sponsors of Middle East terrorism be-
came firmly established to everyone's
satisfaction. This, ultimately, would
lead to the decision to open a secret
diogue with Iranian "moderates" and
to sell arms to Tehran. Although no one
recognized it at the time, the US was
becoming sucked irAo a pattern of doing
business -the Israeli way." in which the
counter-terrorists were in the driver's
seat and running roughshod over tra-
ditional foreign-policy and defense
consideraions.

Appearing before a closed-door ses-
sion of the Senate Intelligence Commit-
tee onijune 19,.1985. CIA Director Wil-
liam Casey said. "The United States is at
war" with international terrorism and
'the TWA hijacking is just the begin-
ning." Casey's words proved to be
prophetic. While North had little room
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to cperate during t1h 1 ,A 1447 crisis .
perhaps his finest h4 u wihtildiviiic three
month% later in the* 0w ,I It" ,,iac I k-
ing of the Italian crustz lit Ashillir

Laurol
At 8 45 AN On Oct,l, s 7. I149,. Pal.

estinian sc)acker' ut ini, tls' hlhip'
dining room with weampli t ilt Ii. slight-
ly injuring two pa~snrciri% ic in con-
irol. they demanded ihr rl ,ct of 50
Palestinian-, being held ii I -icl When
negotiations began to |liti1w follow-
lig day, the terrorist,' nimliiris.lO wheel-
chair-bound Leon KIinyhthlicr of Ness
York and dumped his h IN 0%ovi the ide
of the ship. They had ,hiillid the pawo-
pors of the American,..li Khighof-
fers had come upon top

From the moment tht lwsv, of the
seizure reached Wa~hinp ii. thc Reagan
administration. it pAii,-c already
worn thin by the TWA Xt17 incident.
began planning a msIijr% issuc of the
ship in cast the situallon th yim i o dclet-
orate The Navy SEAT % ictommando
frogmen capable of Ot'isill in water.
in the air. and on land- wtri thoscn for
the mission

The operation was s4 hclitd for the
night of Wednesday. Oci,.r 9. and it
was at this point that dcmilcd intelli-
gence became critical Nith.ciordinat-
ing the operation as hcjd of a special
White House countcr-terririst task
force, was stunned to learn that US intel-
ligence had lost track of the bhip on
Tuesday, despite all its .ophi.ticated sat-
ellite and communications monitoring
equipment.

Actually, ship detection in mid-ocean
is nt that easy. A ship can be located
through the signals emitted b) its own
navigational radar, by its radio commu-
n i..t. . s. o r by r.'m " c n f s e ria l re c o n -
naissance and photos. US intelligence
was configured to track the Soviet Navy,
not commercial vessels. But the Israelis
had suffered a number of terrorist pene-
trations invol ing "mother" ships off
the coast and had sophigcateJ monitor-
ing devices capable of locating and
tracking threatening vessels,

In desperation. North turned to his Is-
raeli f ends for help, using the channel
estabshCd dung the TWA 847 crisis. He
calld Majx General Sinihu at the Israe.
li Emnbasy i Washington and explaned
the siuMon MinuS later, Simboni was
back on the lIrm wh the vita uiforno
requested b) Nrt' The isalis. fearng
that the lerror"L, on board might try to
ctout teir or a plaU of attackng
the lsralprol E Adod. had kep the
ship under wrveillamnsI

At thiv rr. inv l. the ship was sailing
close tothe Syriann ltost, with the goal of
entering th rin 'ra itlary and oil ter-
minus oflarn-' Nrth pajsct the Israeli
informatiiss,' t kthe N ba naii Secu-

A woma aQstrkit'rFppeareuma, iho
w a Lso a part-time model, Fau- Hal

uGs eonsidrd O NorfA ' r nl amt and
a wy ~ 4ekseiea, Aard-ui-ing ssecrelary

rity Agency (NSA). which had managed
to locate the ship. But on Wednesday.
the day of the planned operation. NSA
once again could not locate the hostage
cruise liner, and an embarrassed North
again had to turn to the Israelis for help
As before. Sirrhoni was quickly able to
supply North with the ship's exact coor-

dinates, From Lh&Lpa t "kepta
secure line open between military intelli-
gence headquarters (in Israel) and my
office at the embassy," General Sim-
honi later confirmed Preparation for the
nighttime assaii went forward, but the
operation was never launched.

After the Syrians refused to let the
ship dock at Tartus. the Achdille Lauro
sailed back to Port Said. where Mo.
hammed Abul Abbas. the leader of the
Palestine ULberaton Front. a PLO splin-
ter group, convinced the pirates to sur-
render to Egyptian authorities.

it seemed there was little left for the
American commandos to do at Akrotin.
so they were ordered home. Meanwhile,
diplomatic efforts were under way to
convince the Egyptians to turn the ter-
rorists over to Italy or the United States.
The following morning. Washington
time, an NSC staff meeing was inter-
rupted with a message from Egyptian
President Mubark informing national-
security adviser Bud McFarLane that the
terrorists had already left Egypt. Presi-

dent Hosni Mubaral had given the sarne-
informatiOn to US Ambassador Nichota,
Velotes and repeated it publicly

McFarlane turncd to North and asked
him where the US commandos were

"On their way home.' 'answered
North. knowing that some member, of
SEAL Team Six were already in Gibral.
tar, en route back tothe United SUtes

Not trusting the Egyptians.. McFar-
lane asked North to "check where the
terrorists are "

"Will do." id North. who began
polling US intelligence sources Fading
to get definitive information, he car,,
General Snvon agaif,

"Un." North inquired. "s-vcre are
the four thuil'

"Give me 30 minutes and Ill get back
to you. ''Simhor answered

At 8 45 km. General Sirnhon repor-
ed: "The four are still in Egypt -

"Are you sure' Northderijn&d
"Absolu~ely. came the repl) It

turned out that a special Israeli Monitor.
sng unit was keeping tabs on prepara.
tons to ship the tenonsts out of Egypt
A short time later, the NSA was able to
venfy the Israeli intelligence bu; unable
to identify the plane on which the terror-
ists were scheduled to be flown to Tunis
Simhoni's sources were quickly ahle to
pin down the location of the EgyptAir
jet.

North rushed upstairs from the Whire
House Situation Poom to McFalane's
office. There he found McFarlane. pre-
paring to board the Manne One helicop.
ter toacconpany the President on a caun-
pailn swing to Chicago. McFarlane's
deputy. Vice Adirnural John Pondexter.
NSC spokesperson Karna Smril. Near
East and South Asian specialist Jock

-Covey;andMcFai rW-&sce......
North launched into a report 'The

friends." he began, using the common
euphemism of the US intelligen-e corn-
murity-untit the arrest of Israeli sp.
Jonahan J. Pollard-when referring to
the Israelis. "have the four in Egypt W,
iive confirmation -" Then he spoke for
everyone in the room -We have to do
something about i '-

'What can be done'" Poindexter
asked.

"'Do you remember Yamamoto'" an-
swered North. refemng to the Japanese
admiral whose aircraft was intercepted
and shot down by American P-38 fight-
ers Junng World War i h was Yma-
moto who had led the attack on Pearl
Harbor.

"You don't want to shoot it down"'"
Poindexter asked.

-No," answered North "'Just force
it to land at Sigonella. Sicily -"

McFarlane told North to "get mov-
ing." Then he rushed out to the White
House helcopter landing pad. P

jlts 197/The M 14hingo"Ias 1145
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North wcnt to work at once. A.shom
lime fler. North preserned the outline of
his plao. o Poindeater, who approved it,
ad conuc McFarlne. via a secure
coffmcnaios link. in Chicago.

Owe R wn'. s W ,l had been se-
cured, the Slth Frlewasi gven new
orders and the aircraft carrier Saratote
directed go sadin the vicinity of Crete at
full speed, Timely and precise intelli-
gence still remained a hurdle. By this
time, US intelligence was ble to keep
the NSC advised as to the wbreabouts
of th terrorists, but the ual number and
the departure tne of the EgyptAir flight
sill remained a mystery.

North again called General Simhoni.
who had an open line to Major General
Ehud Barak. chief of Israel's military
intelligence branch known as AMAN.
Simhoni passed along North's request to
AMAN aid established an open line to
the White House Situation Room. from
which North was monitoring the opera-
tions oftheSixth Flee.

"The Israelis had it all," said North
later. They provided the US with the
planes identification numbers and call
sign seconds after it was in the air.
North. from his desk in the White House
basement. transmitted the crucial infor-
mation to the Saraoga. While the Sara-
roga was launching its F-14 fighters to
carry out the interception and take-
down. North wmthed the US comman-
dos. now over the Atlantic. turn around
and make for the NATO air base at
Sigone ia.

For the Sarwoa 's fighters. it was a
little like trying to find a needle in a
haystack. They had to single out the
E yAir jet from among 67 other airlin-
ers flying in the inbrmaional air corridor
tha skirts the southem littoral of North
Africa.

McFarl hod comm i-i- ed-ic-i -
doubts about the operation to North.
who d ad them with Simhoni. Accord-
ingly, Sinhoi began planning a backup
operation th would have brought the
Egyptian jet down at a Israeli military
bos.

"Will you be able to move in time?"
North double-checked.

"We will give you all d asistance
we are able to provide." respondwA
Simhoni.

Then North asked the quetion that
was already beginigo to roubk admit-
istration planners about Sigl.nellf:
"Will you hand them (the ierro.sAl)
over to us or brig them to justice your-
selves?"

"Whichever suits you beter," came
the response.

The Israelis were soon on the line
again with even more stunning intelli-
gence. Mohammed Abul Abbs. the
leader of the PLF. was on board the

EgyptAir jet, not to mention amumberof
armed Egyplian commandos. North
knew htAbbas was the likely mastet-
mind of the aeajocking. The chance to
bnng a top ierroristl eader so just for
his erimes was toogtood lobe tne.

The key now was to buy more ume for
the Sararoa's Tomcats so they would
have time enough to make a positive
identfication of the jeliner and force it
to Sigonella. North asked the Israelis if
they could isolate the jetliner by jam-
ming all its communications. except

The Israelis weresoon on the
line again with even more

stunning intelligence.
Mohammed A bulA bbas, the

leader of thePLF, was on
board the Egy 4irjet, not

to mention a number of
armed Egytian commandos.

those they wanted to get through, and at
the same time so intimidaef e air-traf-
fic controller am Tunis that permission
for the EgyptAir flight to land would be
denied.

When the p" of the Egyptir jedtin-
er bearMi Mohammed Abel Abbas and
his gunmen sough Permission to land
from what he thought was the Tunis air
controlled. his request was dend. Un-
known to the pil, be was really com-
muni aing with an Arabic-speakilng is
raeli military officer in a flying
in - caerr.

Shortly thereafter, the Tomcats.

out lit, in eepted the Jediner near
the island of Cre. The ltlot of the et-
liner urgently tried to contact Cairo for
new orders but was prevented by a US
EA-6B. which was jamming his radio
communcations. In case the pilo decid-
ed to try to make a run for Athens.
Beirut. or some ote "friendly" city.
thi US sent a strong wan to those
governments no to le the aircraft land.

Finally. the de pera EgyptA p"lot
citulated and agrd to follow the war-
planes that surrounded his aircraft.
meanwhile. the Italians were cutting a
new deal with the Egyptians. According
to North, "The Italians promised the

Exy'antdatAbeAb Mo wuned
AW AibbmI would be aved. as he was
ft only link ,wne n, s use m ' tck
and d PLO e mdab a (Yatr Araf I.'"
The I"woiew ~keep the bW aojac-
m.s they pronim. bum would permit Ab-
bw o eacepe. .-Once desoadealwas
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i &he nun:." Nonh reAdled a forward.
"the halmns ordered d1eir mraamen to
Sigosella Air Base to prevent us from
takq Abu Abbatothe US."

The EgyptAir jienfr had just landed
when Ole transporters carrying Army
General Carl W. Stiner and the other
members of his command touched down
on the runway. As the Egyptian plane
came to a stop and stairs were rolled
toward the door by ground personnel.
black-clad US commandos surrounded
the etliner. General Stiner handed his
Uzi submachine gun and pistol to one of
his men and climbed the steps to the
plane. The plane's door opened and the
American general faced two Egyptian
commandos, who pointed their Soviet-
made AK-47s at him.

After some discussion-during which
an open line to Oliver North and the
White House Situation Room was main-
tained-the Egyptian commandos laid
down their weapons and Mohammed
Abbas and the four seajackers were es-
corted off the aircraft toward a waiting
American plane with its engines run-
ning. Suddenly, Italian corabinieri
rushed to the perked US plane and. with
weapons leveled, formed a circle around
the American commandos and their cap-
tives. Steiner was on the radio. describ-
ing the drama to North. It was at this
moment, North later recalled, that he
"knew it was all over. We were not
going to clash with one ofrour allies over
a terrost. "

The US commandos ultimately per-
mined the Italians to spirit Abbas and his
companions away. Abbas was then a.
lowed by the Italian government to slip
quiety out of Italy on a chartered Yugo-
slavian plane, ignoring a US request for
his detention and extradition. His four
compmioms were detained by the Italian
government and ultimately forced to
stand tra

For the Reagan administration, the
midair interception of the Achille Lauro
pirates was a triumph. "We Bag the
Bums." trumpetedhe New- Yor lbaily
News. Oliver North later had the front
page framed and mounted on his wall.
The President's approval rating soared
to 68 percent. But for North. it was. at
best. a mixed success. He believed that
the Craxi government's capitulation to
the terrorists demonstrated once again
that America's European allies could not
be counted on in the war against terror-
ism. and that the United States would be
forced to take even more drastic steps to
protec its citizens.

"It was a piece oran.- North reflect-
ed sadly, describing the operation. "It
was a masterpiece of intelligence work.
and there was smooth cooperation with
some allies while others chose mo to
cooperate. rearing terrrwi. rettliati->n.

The intcrerpsionwa a model o US gn.
ernment agencies working together."
He faulted the Italam for their lack of
courage. and while kt rest of the naio
was savoring the triumph, he returned to
the drawing board to plan the next US
blow against terrorism.

Around Washington. the young Ma-
rine officer suddenly became a celebrity
of sorts when his role in the daring op-
eration was reported. At the While
House his star was clearly on the rise; as
a result of the triumph, he was virtually

Around Washington, the
you ngMatrne officersddeny

beamea ceiebrityJQfsort
uhen is roe in the daing

operation s reported. At the
W ite House, his star was

clearly on the rise.

given a free hand to carry the war to the
terrorists and their state sponsors with as
much creativity and energy as he could
muster.

"No lieutenant colonel ever had been
given as much power-to rewrite US
counter-terror policy-and to have such
a huge impact on our foreign policy."
reflected one senior State Department
official close o North. He viewed it as.a coos al mistake."

"T1E SNOS 0F TM!"u
Despite North's expanded portfolio and
the daring seizure of the Ads'lle Lauro
piraes. terrorism was soon on the rise
again. Terrorist organization such as
Abu Nidal's Black June. Yasir Arafat's
Force 17, and the militant Shiite se
known as Hizballah were involved in
new attacks, and nations such as Libya.
Syria. and Iran showed little sign of re-
ducing their support of errorist prowls.

Nonh believed ta the only real an-
swer was to strike at the "hean of the
beast"-the terrorist-sponsoring states
themselves-and make it clear '-%at they
would have to pay a signifma price for
supporting terrorists. Thus. he began to
draft detailed contingency plans for
string directly at Libya. the most vul-
nerable of the ste sponsors of terro-
ism. Unlike Syria. Libya was militarily
weak and possessed only a limited air-
defense system. and unlike Iran. which
presented logistics problems. Libya was
vulnerable to US military power, in the
form of the Sixth Fleet and various
NATO bases catered across Europe.

To make Libya in even aor inviting
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target. its leader, Colonel Moammar
Gadhafi, was often called a "loony
tune." and he had little international
support. even ian the Islamic bloc. His
repeatedteats ooin the Wamw Pact
had been brushed aside by the Sovits.
The late Egyptian president Anwar S-I
dat had once described Gadhiafi as" 100
percent sick and possessed of the de-
mon." and former president of the Su-
dan Gafar Nimeiri was even more di-
ret. According to Nimeiri. Gadhafi had
a -split personality-both evil."

On March 27 and March 29. 1996.
Libyan classified messages were inter-
cepted and decoded by Western ielli-
gence. The messages. which had origi-
nated at the Libyan intelligence
headquarters in Tripoli. ordered Libyan
intelligence atachis posted in the "Peo-
ple's Bureaus" around the world. in a
clear and unambiguous manner, to initi-
ate terrorist attacks on American and
other Westem taets.

"Gadhafi's orders were such." North
said, "that we had to move very quickly
in order to prevent a major disaster."
The intercepted message ordered the fol-
lowing: "Cause maximum casualties to
US citizens and other Western people"
The mesage had originated in Tripoli
under Gadhafi's personal authority and
outlined operatiorl plans for more than
ten terrorist attacks.

There was growing concern I the
NSC that the Libyan terrorist attacks
were imminent, but the problem for the
North team was to idenfy specific tar-
gets before they were hit. By Friday,
April 6, the NSC team was abl to pece
together enough of the puzzle to figure
out ha one t chosen by the Libyan
operatives was a West Berlin bar, disco.
or ni& lub frequented by US service-
men. MPs were dispatched throuhout
WetB Rerlfin prll Aeran iservice-
men out of all tig spots. Five minutes
before MPs would have amved at the La
Belle disco, a powerful bomb ripped
though it.

At this exact moment. Gadhafi-per-
haps feaing th he had gone too far-
iniated secret contacts with the Reagan
adminisuaton. using a series of emo(-
ficial channels and privae individuls.
including Italian businessmen and oil-
industry sources. The adminismatiofl.
however, had ls all interest in Gad-
hafi's unorthodox ovemiwasto Washing-
ion. "All the eslgergsand well-wish-

eswere told to lay off." Noth 111id.
"They we r told to tell Gdafl that he
could appmch us through Belgian dip-
lomatic channels." the only approved
poin of Contact.

The administration rejected Gadhafi's
overtus not only beum of die pend-

ing Libyan-sponsored terrorist atcks.
but also becmse US intelligence had un-

covered a Libyan plot to "buy- Ameri.
can hostages from a Shiite terrorist
group. "We have solid intelligence that
Gadhafi was trying to buy the six Amcri-
can hostages held in Lebanon from Hiz-
ballah terrorists that were holding them
captive." North comendcd.

North said that Gadhafi had offered
the Hizballah SIOO million for the six
Americans and another S50 million for
the French hostages they were holding

The NSC team was able to
piece together enough of the
puzzle tofigure out that one
target chosen by the Libyan

operatives was a West Berlin
bar, disco, ornightclub

frequented by USservicemen.

Most of the hostages were imprisoned in
a four-story building near one of the
runways at Beirut International Airport.
in cells two floors below the ground. The
building also housed Hizballah families
on the upper levels, To block Gdhafi's
offer of cash in exchange for the hos-
tages. Norh said in April 1986: 'The
US has moved to free the hostages " He
refuted to elaborate on the details of the
US countermove al that time, but it is
evkkm today tha secret contacts with
Iran were under way and that North
hoped they would deliver the Anencan
hos gs from Libya's grasp.

it was evident to North and other ad-
minisuttion planners td t La Belle
disco bombing had beer the opening sal-
vo of the new eroist offensive ordered
by Gadhafi in late March. North ex-
pined- "We were running out of time
and working against the ticking terror
clock." North knew that protective
measures were not enough ani that the
time was rapidly approaching wn-n the
US would have to launch pre-eriptive
military strikes against terrorists and
their state sponsors.

On Wednesday. April 9. during an
NSC meeting in the Oval Office. the
President provided with additional
information on the Libyan terronst cam-
paip. The President concluded. "The
evidence is irrefutabe. It is conclusive.
We have to move to stop them from
carrying out those terror operations."

North wanted to employ surgical
means to hit Gadhafi. The Joint Chiefs
of Staff at the Pentagon wanted to repeat
the strategy employed in the March skir-
mishes for the Gulf of Sidra. which saw
US warplanes aack Libyan patrol bots
andlndd'baseda dai.. andthe 1981 sor-
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ties in which US F-14s shotdown two
Libyan fighter-bombers over the disput-
ed waters. North failed to win agreement
on tsing a SEAL team to infiltrate Libya
to plant homing devices capable of guid-
ing "Smart" bombs. Had one of the
laser projectors been secredy positioned
on the grounds of the Azziziya barrcks.
where Gadhafi lived, he might not have
survisod the attack ad civilian casual-
ties might have been reduced.

The April 9 NSC meeting concluded
without the issuance of an executive or-
der for the Libyan air raid. After the
NSC meeting. two NSC staft teams met
and prepared a target list. Five targets
were selected and quickly approved.
Fut on the ihs was the Auiziya ban-cks
compound, which housed command and
o nmmucations centers for Libyan miii-

tury and telligence operations. It also
contaned Gadhafi's personal quaners.
where his family lived, and the Bedouin
writ where atfi often skpt.

With up-to-date intelligence from the
Israelis, several members of the NSC
staff felt that there was a strong probabil-
ity that "we will get Gadhafi himself.'
While there was concem that Gadhafi's
death not appear as an assassination. but
rather fate-being in the wrong place at
the wrong time-the replacement of the
Gadhafi regime was clearly the Reagan
administration's unspoken goal in the
raid. Whether Gadhafi was killed in the
actual raid or whether he was toppled by
a coup triggered by the attack made no
difference. What was irm t was that
the Libyan government be dissuaded
from using terroim as an intrument of
national policy, and if the best way to
achieve that result was the removal of
the existing regime in Tripoli, so be it.

On Thursday. April 10. North and
Navy and Air Force plannerscompleted
the final political and military reviewing
advance of the rid, recommeding that
the attack be carried out at 2 AM. Tripoli
time. This decision, North later con-
firmed, was predicated on ew intelli-
gence information from the sraelis on
the readiness of Libyan air defeems. It
had been learned tMt the last Libyan
duty officer left his pot at midnight,
whereupon the entire Libyau air-dfMea
system was shutdown. The only remain-
ing threat came from Syrian MIG-21
pilots that manned the Libyan firm inter-
cptquadron on a 24-hur-a-day b-
sis. The Syrian iterceptors, however,
we nM operationany indpee and
therefore could not engage an enemy
attack witout cearance. Each of ther
sorties had to be cleared in advance with
the Libyan supreme command or with
Gadhafi personally. Based on that infor-
mation, said North, "we were rather
sure ta 2 Am it would take the Syri-
am hours beetm they could obtain clear-

ane for an iterception sortie."
Although the actual date of the atack

had not yet been st and was awaiting
final presidential action, by April 10
'everything was in place and all systems

were ready to go, ' observed a Joint
Chiefs of Staff source. When the Nation-
al Security Council met the following
day to select a date for the raid. based on
recommendations from Bill Casey and
North, i was decided to postpone the

The decision was taken to
postpone the operation

mainly because of Casey 's
insistence that more time be

given to pullihis agents-
"who risked their livesfor

us "-out ofLibya.

operation The decision was Lakea main-
ly because of Casey's insistence that
more time be given to pull his agents-
"who nsked their lives for us"-out of
Libya or permit them to reach more st-
cure locations. Despite the delay, not all
the CIA's agents were able to get out of
Libya before the raid, although there is
no evidence tat any of them were later
killed or captured.

North waned to pospor the opera-
tion for a few days to obtain more exact
intelligence from NSA and the Israeli
spy plane on targets. North also was
concerned that "too many operational
dauuls were being kicked around and too
many administration officials and press
people were involved in irresponsible
speculation" about the possibility of US
military action against Libya. "Those
who leaked and talked publicly about
sensitive intelligence and speculated
about the military operation." North
argued. ",Jeopardized the lives of US
servicemen and US citizens overseas."

On April 12. Casey informed those
gathered for a Saturday meeting at the
White House. who by this time were
working around the clock, that all his
pple were safe. Meanwhile, the media

begun to downplay the chines of a
military strke aanst Libya. thus mak.
ig surprise more likely. The extra time
had also resulted in the collecon of far
more precise data on trgets and the lo-
caftitofn adhafi and other senior Lib-
yan officials. Thus. "at that Saturday
meeting," North later observed. "we
recoammeded that the air strke be car-
ried out on Monday night, April 14, or
on Tuesday morning, April IS, accord-
ing to Libyan local time."

When the President returned from
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Camp David on Sundayafternoon. Aprilthe press room At 30 seconds after
1. the NSC was convened. The Prem.i 7:30 pm, the attack was broke., .iff and

dent was bnefed by the national-security all planes were reported to be leaving O AT ION
adviser on preparations. Then he the area. "EL DORADO CANYON
presented Reagan wilh opltions and a The mood in the White Houwe Situa. Despite the fluidity of the situation in
draft of the final operational plan.. No tionRoomwasoneofjuhtlai on Nation- Libya after the US bombing raid. Ga.
objections came from any of the NSC a]-security adviser John Poindexter %s dhafi was able toexact a minor degree of
members. Admiral Crowe did a short moving around the room shaking hands revenge on the US and Great Britain
briefing on the final military plan of with his staff. Upstairs in the Oval Of. One day after the raid. two British and
action. The President asked if his request fice. President Reagan was preparing his one American hostage were executed in
for a mechanism to recall the planes address to the naim North was .,contin- West Beirut According to North. "The
short of their targets had been imple- using to monitor the returning Aarplane,. Libyan military attache in Damascus
mented Assured that the command post and reports that one of the planes might Major Halifa. was personally response.
maintained the ability to abortthe opera- have gonedown were beginning to reach ble for the kidnapping and handling of
lion up to ten minutes before the attack, the three hostages murdered in West
or at 6:50r-P Eastem Standard Time, the Beirut on April 16 " North said that it
President appeared tobe satisfiedhwas ialifa who actually killed the three

As the final details were being dis- Northreceived copy of men
cussed. Reagan instructed aide, to pre. the Presiden I'Sremarks o ilt?" The three hostages A ere being held b
pare a meting the following aFternoon a Hizballah splnter groupconrolled and
with congressional leaders Around 4 ininutesbeforeReagan as financed by Gadhafit A note found wth

r'm, the President gave final approval to supposed to go on the air. the bodies indicated that they had been
the operation, but not before making an- S dd tlM o i dr( killed in retaliation for the US raid Ini-
gry comments concerning leaks, which udey ort eapedfront tially it was believed that all three men
he regarded as endanlenng the safety of his chairand boledfrom his were British citizens Leigh Douglas. a
the entire mission The executive order lecturer at the American University in
drafted for the operation caI led for an air office, nningfor the Beirut. Philip PadField. director of a pri-
strike against "terror targets inside Lib- OvaI Office. vale language school in West Beirut. and
ya"on Monday night. April 14. 1986 freelance journalist Alec Collen Later.

The President met with congressional it was learned that the body behesed to
leaders on Monday afternoon. The F- be Collet's was in reality) the remainsof
I Is werealreadyin the air, and he told him Soon it was confirmed that one of American Peter Kilburn. a 60-year-old

the assembled members of Congress that the eighteen F-IIls was unaccounted libranan at the American University.
if anyone demurred, he would recall the for. The murder of Peter Kilburn was par-
planesatonce. No one voicedany object. North received a copy of the Presi- ticularly painful for North. because he
tions. heairsttrike went forward, dent s remarks only minutes before Rea- had come very close to securing the re-

Before they left. members of Con- gan was supposedto goonthea&ir. and he lease of the quiet American librarian
gress were warned by the President to be gave them a furious once-over. Sudden- North and other US officials had hoped
extremely careful with their sutements ly, he leapd from his chair and bolted to win Kilburn's freedom with a multi.
to the press. "Whatever you say to the from his office, running for the Oval million-dollar ransom payment made
press outside," one participant recalls Office. with chemically treated bills that would
the Pre!,ident as saying. "will affect the Seconds before 9 P. North burst into disintegrate within 72 hours, thereby de-
lives of the US pilots.- the Oval Office and mWe a direct line nying the kidnappers any reward for

Despite the President's admonition, for the Teleprompter. The President theirefforts.
House Majority Leader Jim Wright ad looked up from his papers and shared at The killings in Beirut were not the
Senate Minority Leader Robert Byrd North, who was erasing a line from the only act of revenge. In the weeks that
told reporters after the meeting that the speech onthe Teleprompter. followed, one American diplomat was
President was expected to address the - -w ht" reWohat she'"' ,, Ae. South Yemen. and another

-nation that evening at 9 PI. To anyone As North finished erasing the line. in Khartoum. the capital of the Sudan In
reading between the lnes, it was clear which said "and they have all returned the two months following the raid. the
that something big was afoot, and be- safely to their bases." he turned to the United States experienced eleven terror-
cause Libya was the issue dominating President: "Sir. we have lost a plane ist attacks that could be linked to the
the headlines, an unexpected presiden- over the Libyan coast .- action against Libya
tial address to the nation could mean Reagan continued staring at North in
only one thing. But despite the flurff of silence for several seconds as ifthe news TRYINGTO SAVE THE HOSTAGES
media speculation, the Libyans appail- had hit him hard.
enly didnotgetwind of the attack. In retrospectthe mission was to some The failure to rescue Peter Kilburn was

At 6:53 Pi. EST. the first F-II extent a failure, as neither Gadhafi nor oneofmanysetbacksinthefforttofree
crossed the Libyan coastline. The his regime was eliminated. American hostages in Lebanon No
F-I I Is were flying into the Libyan des- But as a political counter-errons op. problem consumed more of North's time
en in order to wheel around and attack eration. O.e raid was highly succesful. dunnl his last two yers on the NSC
their targetsfrom the south. At?7Pim. the The united States had turned the tables staff, with the possible exception of
Sixth Fleet launched its fighter-bomb- on Libya's erratic strongman: The hunt- trying to keep the conrras resupplied.
ers. Five minutes later, Cable News er hadbecome the hunted. North regarded the hostages.at leastini-
Network broadcast the first news of the The raid was also aimed at Washing- tally. as a group of addle-brained do-
attack from Tripoli. and White House ton's European allies as a demontration gooders who had failed to exercise good
spokesman Larry Speakes was directed that the US was prieared to go it alone, judgment, or who wrongly believed that
to meet with the White House press if necessary. to protect its citizens and their "love for the Arabs" would render
corps. He changed his tie and rushed to national interesi, them secure in a city that was coming
ti# T W.,hAme $woa,1 1087
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Oavtd Jacob ( ) v r'nissxagWeA mers hospital in Betrt Ar-r ake,,
Aila , he wotfWd ix October 1986 He mel North in Cyrus, and th^ agoin at
d ner6 1he Che CAM C& howe of Dar'sd Haletyt (righ), ten a 7niwc orrespndrnt.
anad Au wife. AMi (neH I North)

apart at the seams
William Buckley was not in this ca.e-

gory He was the CIA chief of station in
Beirut. and his kidnapping had elicited
much concern within the government
The CIA was said to possess a tape of
Buckley's torture that brought tears to
the eyes of all who heard it North and
the CIA went to extraordinary lengths to
get Bucky beck

Of the odher hostages, North felt that
only Terry Anderson, a reporter for the
Associated Press, had had any business
being in Beirut after the situation began
to detenorate in late 1983. North felt tha
t hostages had put their ration in an
awkward position because of their ego-
centaum and arrogance, and he nualed t
the media for ius willingness to portray
US foreign policy in the region as itself
osgue to the hostage issue

What changed North's position was
the President's deep concern over the
plight of the hostages. The hostages'
families pu pressure on the admuusra-
don through the madi to do something,
and Reagan was touched by their pleas.
Later, North would remark bitterly of
attacks on the Pmdent and the admirus.
mumnby some relatives of the hostages.
saying, "Not a da) goes by that the
President does ot ask about the hos-
tages." Reagan directed North to do
everything in his power to secure the
release of the captive Americans.

North dutifully threw himself into i,
task. He met frequently with family
members and tried to assure them that
everything possible was being done.
Carol Weir, wife of hosage Reverend
Benjamin Weir. later observed that
North was the "most humane" person
she dealt with in the adminis ation,

North explored many channels in his
quest to free the hostages, and ,irtually
all were dead ends Finaly , he trmed to
Iran, because the Shite factions holding
Western hostages in Lebanon took direct
orders from. or at least were influenced
by, Tehrn Secret diploracy with Iran
was already under way, involving direct
links to the Iranian faction headed by
Speaker of the Iranian Parliament Hoja-
tolislamn Hasheim i Rafsanjani It was by
this means that North and his colleagues
were able to tsmre the release of four
hosages: heremy Levin, Reverend Ben-
jamin Weir. Father Lawrence Jenco,
and David Jacobsen There is evidence
dud they were on the verge of freeing
Thomas Sutherland and Terry Andersot
when first reports of d secret US-Iran
dialogue surfaced.

OUT FM ThE SHADOW$
As North began playing a' increasingly
impornm role on the NSC staff, he be-
came the darling ofthe night, who saw in
him the embodiment of all the so-called
Reagan virtues. He was tough. virile,
religious, an a "real Reaganite" in a
foreign-policy establishment viewed
with distrust and suspicion by conserva-
tives. Former White House political ad-
viser and conservative activist Morton
Blackwell described North as "our
man." His White House briefings on
Central America were praised by almost
all who heard them, and he began speak-
ing to select groups of -Irinistration
supporters in other cities.

North's nsin$ profile 'licited atten-
tion in the media. It also brought him to
the attention of the Soviets, who, on
August 22, 1985. in lgvs, published

the first prorfe of him in any public.
tion Written by hies-hlia correspondent
A Palladin. it called North "the face
behind the make-up the favorite of the
American extremists "The Isvestia sto-
ry described his origins and background
in some detail, reporting that he was
-the 'brains' behind the formulation of
the plans for the invasion of Grenada'"
It said thatt 'he compiled a treatise on
combatting 'international terrorism*
"Washingtor's name for national libera-

tion movements) in which he persistent-
l) argued that 'neutral.zation. in other
words murder, should not be shunned"
It also accused him of acting as an inter-
mediary between the contras and "'the
White House. the CIA. the Pentagon.
the State Department. and evtremist or-
garinzaiions thirsting to battle with the
'Reds "-"

Once he was profiled in Moscow's
state-run press. North not ony felt that
his position as a covert operator was
comprorrused but recognized that the So-
viets had targeted him in a way that
increased the nsk.s to his ow n sfet) and
that of his family OrJy weeks later, his
name appeared on a 'ht list" released
by Palestinian terrorist Abu Nidal
Korth a those in the US intelligence
community were coninced that the Is.
vesna profile and the Abu Nidal hit hs:
were the work of the Soviet KGB

But if interational terrorists and the
Soviets were gunning for Oliver North.
so were a number of liberal members of
Congress who vsewed him as the power
at the White House that kept the contrast
fighting against the Sandirusu relime in
N c gua North had been pan of the
planning group that ran the nrurung op-
eration of Nicaraguan harbors, and he
evolved into the chief cheerleader and
qarterrnaster of the ramshackle army
based in southern Honduras He super-
vised "Project Democracy," which
founr,d funds and weapons for the contrast
during the congressional ban on aid. ar-
ranged meetngs with President Reagan
and other senior administration offi ]als.
mediated their intemaJ disputes. and as-
sisted them their dealing- with Ceral
Are ncan governrts

According to his critics. North was
the Svengali of the conwra movement, to
his admirers, he was more their Law -
rence of Arabia, as passionately) dedicat-
ed to their cause as he was opposed to te
Sanduista regime they were fighting

In the end, the rwtras would be pan
of Oliver North's undoing Ironically,
North's congressional foes such as for-
mer representative Mike Barnes and
Senator John Kerry were never able to
lay a hand on him while he was at the
NSC. It would be the exposure of the
administration s secret diplomacy with
Iran and the diversim of arms profits to
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the rvmrra; that would ultimately bring
abouhit downfall

UME 1OIS DOWN $O)U11N

For the Reagan administration. the war
against the Sanditsta regime in Nicara-
gua was an obsssion. North and many
of his colleagues believed that the "poi-

0n of' communism." long confined to
Cuba in this hemisphere, had finally
reached the American mainland, and un-
less it was excised. it would corrupt all
the nations in the region.

CIA chief Bill Casey passionately
thought that it was enough fc the United
States to win one nation back from the
Soviwt in order to star an avalanche that
could bring down the Soviet empire.

President Reagan and a number of
other senior administration officials
shared Casey's commitment to finding
the Soviet Achilles' heel. No one was
more committed to the Reagan doctrine
than Oliver North. and if Casey was the
architect of the policy. North was its
sword.

"What we are facing in Central
America and in Nicaraua." contended
North. "is much more than just a region-
al crisis. We are fighting for our ability
to survive and to prevent another world
war." North never hid his support for
the contras, and made only a minimal
effort to hide his role in providing them
with weapons, intelligence. and sup-
plies. His roe was widely known around

ashington. and many people were giv.
en glimpses of his operation from time itc
'm;. It was not unusual to be sitting in

his office in the Old Executive Office
Building and to heat Fawn Hall interrupt
him with an urgent phone call from "the
boys down south." Norh would occa-
siomily admonish the visitor to "forge
evemrythng you're about to heat." and
then. without hesitation. pick up the tele-
phone and bark commands to his red
operators in Central America. One of
them joked that North ad come to be
known as "Mr. Sir" because whenever
he gSt a call from North. t field opern-
tor's end of dhe wavemrwin went sort-
t 5n l: "Yes. sir. Yes. sW. Affirms-
tive. ai. Rigla si. Okay. good-bye, si."From his office, which served as a
kind of command and control center for
the cotr' war. North would be patched
through to creaky prop-driven planes
overflying Central America and drop-
ping suppliesand arms: "'Echo. Charlit.
This is Tango 0oe. Where are you?"
North's transformation into a master of
an army in the field, like some nine-
teenth-cenoty adventurer. left many of
his friends and journalistic acquain.
ta llow.speechles

As he was liked and admired by most
of those who knew him, there was also
334 M~ W"UatimgwA I"? 18

conccn as in where his mandate origi-
noted, or whether he had a mandate at
all. He often was asked. "WhogSave ycu
the authority to carry out these opera-
lions?" The answer was always ;;.z
same: "You don't believe I would be
doing this without authority, or without
proper ckarances, do you?" Someimes
he would add. "The President knows
every move I make." It was hard to
believe that anyone at the White House
cculd be oblivious to North's aivities.

North was simply the most visible
contra supporter. beyond the President.

North never hid his
supporifor the contrast,

and made only a minimal
effort to hide hisrole in
protding them dth

weapons, inelUigence, and
supplies. Hs rolewaswidely
knownaround Washington.

at the White House. Despite the congres-
sional ban on aid to the contrs, many
officials at the White House and the CIA
played continuous and uninterrupted
roks in developing and supporting the
contm army, and as a part of this process
makined mc but' i' -- ies with the
FDN (Front for Democratic Nicaragua)
and is political ud mitary aders.

In reality, according to one high-rank'
ing Reagan-administration official, "It
was a CIA-run operation from day
one." From the very beginning, the CIA
had full comrol over the cowras' mili-
t, operations. budget. political align-
mewu, and quarnermasring.

"Without CIA authorization, the con-
rma could n carry out one mission,"
maintained the official.

Even before the Boland Amendment.
the CIA had faced a major problem:
What had started out as a relatively small
guemlla band had muuhroomed into a
major ulitary and political movement,
compelling the agency to search for a
new mechanism to oversee a cov rt op-
eration that was no longer covert. In a
sense, the CIA's probkms were a result
of its success.

Bill Casey in particular had grand de-
signs. "He saw this as a gret opportuni-
ty... notso much for theagency butwfor
the Reagan ideology." explain one CIA
official who believed that Casey hoped
the contras would one day topple the
Sandinista regime. From the outs the
contras received mixed signals from
Washington. which sowed confusion

and dis rust within the movernmlt.
During the three years that the CIA

managed the otra operation, the agen.
cy spent between 60 million and $90
million to train and build up the force.
Once Congress compelled the CIA to
abandon the copuras. control was passed
to the National Security Council. and
N th was the point nun. Initially, the
NSC sought to maintain an appropriate
ditane from the operational needs of
the movement, but North and his White
House superiors could now long remain
indifferent to pleas for help from the US-
created army. which was sweating and
dying on the field.

First came requests for money, and
North responded by using his offices as a
White House staffer to encourage
wealthy Amercans to contribute to the
contra cause In this. he was assisted b%
the President and other White House
officials. No NSC staffer, however clev
er. could have collected millions of dol-
lars for the contra cause from nations
like Saudi Arabia. Brunti. South Korea.
and Taiwan without the unambiguous
support of top White House officials

Soon the contrast were in need of
weapons and ammunition, and once
again North used his position at the
White House. approaching ams4 dealers
with close ties to the CIA and the De-
fense Departnent and keeping his supe-
riors informed e ach step of the way. Not
only did he directly approach Mrs.
Thatcher for the British-built blowpipe
missiles n by the contiras o couttr
the threat from Soviet MI-24 gunships.
but he helped them purchase small arms
and ammunition diretly from Easten.
Bloc nations. None of this would have
been possible without the support and
backing of the President and CIA Direc-
tor Casey. None of the arms and materiel
would ever have reached the contra
camps along the Rio Coco if thee had
been the sJightest doubt by anyone that
North's activities were sanctioned b>
higher-ups.

T11 POUSN TRAIN ROBSRY
North's most audacious effort to supply
arms to the contrast involved the out-
lawed Polish trade union Solidarity. Be-
cause the Sandinistas were almost entire-
ly outfitted with Soviet-made and
Eastern Bloc weapons. emphasis was
placed on supplying the contras with
similar weapons. It was believed that
providing the contras with American-
made weapons would focus too much
attention on the US supply link. not to
mention that Soviet-made weapons are
generally more simple to operate and
could use captured ammunition.

After being turned do*n by the Israe-
lis, North went to the CIA and. usin$
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CIA connections, made contact with a
French businessman, Glenn Souham,
who had close ties to Solidarity. Souham
assisted North in opening a channel to
the Solidarity underground.

Souham reportedly served as an ad-
viser to the White House Advisory
Council on Private Secor Initiatives and
is alleged to have met with North on
several occasions and with President
Reagan at least once. His meeting with
Reagan was as part of a group of busi-
nessmes who had traveled to Grenada in
the wake of the US invasion. Souham
was sW to death in September 1986 in
from of his Pans apartment, at the mo-
ment his father, the head of a well-
known European public-relations firm,
was in Washington meeting with White
House officials. There is speculation
that Souhai was murdered by Eastern
Bloc agents because of his activities as a
White House channel to Solidarity.

Solidarity leaders promised to help
North and turned to their supporters in
the Polish railway union. Using false
documents provided by North and the
CIA. a train loaded with Soviet arms
intended for the Polish Army. including
AKM assault rifles and SA-7 missiles,
was diverted from a Polish pier to East
Germany. From East Germany. the
arms were smuggled into West Germany
after bribes were paid by Western agents
to local officials. and subsequently
sWpped to contra war houses in Hondu-
ras. The operation lasted for two weeks.
during which members of Solidarity
risked their lives. To reroute the train to
East Germany, it had been necessary at
times to hide it at remote staions and on
isolated railroad sidings.

Despite the money and weapons. the
contras didn't emerge a a real) threat to
the Sandinista regime. In Ia 1984 and
1985. contra leaders blamed their inac-
tivity on resupply problems. "We are

able t(, fly into Nicaragua for a supply
drop only when the weather is too bad
for the Sandinista pilots to take off."
said Juan Gomez. a former National
Guard pilot and contra officer, "but not
so bad that it will force us to ground our
planes. Many times we fail to establish
radio contact with the drop zone. Our
people are either on the run from the
Sandinistas or simply did not make it."

North stepped in to reorganize the re-
supply effort. He brought in Southern
Air Transport to run the operation.
Southern established a Panamanian
company to operate the C-123s that
would be used. The C-123 was quicker
than the C-47s used by the contras and
could avoid radar detection by flying
very low.

In August 1985, the new operation
was launched and quickly became more
reliable. As the operation was run as a
covert enterprise. the manifests had to be
rewritten in order to smisfy the Federal
Aviain Administration and not arouse
suspicion. The Central American coun-
tries needed flight manifests that would
enable them to clm ignorance -

The amount of paerwork required to
mask the mission when the planes trav-
eled to Dulles International Airport to
pick up military supplies was immense.
In addition to manifesU. landing rights,
and other paperwork. the pilots needed
detailed amps of the regions over which
they would be working, up-to-date intel.
ligence on Nicaraguan air-defensc sys-
tems. and current weather reports. As
the smpply runs were routinely done on a
twice-weekly basis. the amount of plan-
ning and support needed could not have
been done without considerable assis-
unce from within tf US government.

When one of the supply planes. a
C123K with an American crew, was
shot down on October 5, 1986, it pre-
saged the beginning of the end for the

ecrt Conra resuppl) effort run out ofNorth's ofi e. A former Manne Corps
parachue ngger and es-CIA employee.
Eugene Hasenfus. the plane's cargo

kicker," survived and was ptA on trial
n Managua Ha.enfus described the re-
supply team based a liopango. including
wo Cuban-Arnericans who he indicated
had CIA connectons He even suggest-
ed that the effort had O personal sanc-
ion of Vice President George Bush The

downing of the cargo plane and revela-
tions from Hasenfus set off a firestorn
ofcontroversy.

Just as the controversy was beginning
to die down, more sensational revela-
tions followed in the wake of an article
published in At-SAira,, a wecky maga-
zine published in Moslem West Beirut.
concerning clandestine American deal-
ings with Iran and allegations that the US
was swapping arms for hostges

CRACKUP
Late Monday afternoon. Noveraber 24.
1986, a grim-faced Attorney General
Edwin Meese went to the White House
to report on the Justice Depanment's
investigation into reports that the Unted
States had secretly shipped arms to Iran
Meese had been summoned to brief his
long-time friend Ronald Reagan.

Meese told the President not only that
some arms had been shipped to Iran, bit
that as much as $30 million in profits
from the rims sles had been divened to
fund the contras, despite the congres-
sional prohibition on all US aid. The
action, according to Meese, had appar-
ently been engineered by members of the
National Security Council. with the full
knowledge of national-security adviser
John Poindexter. Reagan assured Meese
that he had not been aware of the coven
funneling of money to the coeIrs or of
any details ofthe Iranian arms transfers,

Oliver North had no idea that he was
about to be fired. He kne% that his tour
of duty on the National Security Council
was over, but being fired was something
else. On the morning of November 25.
the mood in his new office. overlooking
the South Lawn of the White House, was
one of calm resignation to his impending
departure. Only Fawn Hall. who was
crying bitterly. betrayed the emotion
that everyone felt that morning. North's
other secretary, Barbara Brown. whc
normally served as file clerk and backed
Hall up, was handling the five-line tele

Sometime after I0 AM. one of North"
close friends. a former Marine officer
walked into the office. unaware of th,
unfolding events. He found North coo
and collected. working at his desk snv
pecking his personal belongings.

•How vou doing. pl?" he asked -

,,a,. 1087/m~ Wasia'-d.
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,,Fine. fine." North responded. As
his frie took a seat. North informed
him that he had been told to prepare for
his abrup depart e from 4he NSC staff
and that the Pmsidem would soon appear
on national television in connection with
the Iran-comra affair. "From the mo-
ment I walked into his office until I left.
much after noontime, the phone rang
constantly." recalls North's friend.
Among those who called were North's
mother and has wife

"Everything was in order and under
control, and he was looking forward to
his next assignment." the friend says.

Barbara Brown was not putting
drough mom of the calls from journal-
ts. most of whom were simply looking
for a quoe from North. Others, like
Diane Sawyer from CBS. called to offer
their help and support. as did many oth-
en from the CIA. the Defense Depart-
mewe, and even State. "I don't recall any
phone calls from the President or the
Vice President or other top-ranking ad-
ministration officials,'" says the friend.
"But aside from the top guys. everybody
called eiher to say good-bye, to offer
help, or jus Ito have a quick chat with a
colleague in need.-

While North. between telephone
calls, gathered up his memetos and put
his desk in order. he and his friend
reminisced about thi, Jays in the Ma-
rines, ps they had "en abroad togeth-
er, and mutual acquaintances.

"I know you, North," concluded the
friend. okiag for something positive to
say. "This is not the end, but for you it is
jus a new beginning."

As they spoke. North's office was
slowly filling up with people: Hall,
Brown, Lieutenant Colonel Bob Earl,
Commander Craig Coy, and former CIA
and NSC staffer Vince Canira. Earl
and Coy sat at the conference table whie
North's friend, the former Marine offi-
cer, was seated in a chair opposite
North's desk.

Hall was composed by 6ow, md she
and Brown were rushing in and out of the
room to handle the endless stream of
telephone calls. North was behind his
desk, se and alen, waking so bar
wha the President had to say.

There was no sene of panic, or of an
unfolding tragedy. Rather the mood was
one of transition, of the passing of an
era. North continued to shffle the pe-
per on his desk in a distracted fashion ,
as if forcing himself to stay busy, while
the media were assembling in te White
House press morn. As they waited for
the President to appear, he began to talk
about the things be had ted to amoom-
plash-in Central America and against
international ierrorism-and spoke sadly
about his failures id unfinished agenda.

"011i was completely convinced that
156 M W4&WR W J. IN?

he had never deliberately broken the
law," observes his friend '1u he was
deeply concerned tht in the enad he had
not served his President well."

Sometime during the long wait.
Norh's attorney called, and aher a brief
conversation North asked him to come
over tO his office. Hall once again be.
came emotional. While expressing the
fear to those assembled that "they"
would try to crucify him. North never
indulged in self-paty. His only thoughts

Finally, the P dent came
on tMe television, and North
learned that, farfrom being

transferred to a new
assignment while the dust
cleared, he had been fired,

summarily dismissed.

were for the President. whom he had
served with loyalty and conviction.

Finally, the President came on the
television and North learned that far
from being transferred to a new assign.
meae while the dust cleared, he had been
fired, summarily dismissed.

He was stunned. No one had told him.
or even given him a head-up. He was
now an outsider, and if he was not care-
ful it was evident that the President's
hadlers had already decided to cast him
overboard ian attempt to se if it would

9AsisfY the circling sharks. While no one
mentioned the word. everyone in
North's office was thinking scapegoat.

Sometime later. North's lawyer
showed up and the little gathering ad-
journed to permit North to confer in
prvm with his attorney. The whole na.
ture of the drama had changed in an
instant; lawyers were now a very big
pant of his life.

Oliver North, the Marine, the fighter.
was now engaged m what would surely
become the most in,! and compelling
fight of his life-a fight for his reputa-
tion, his honor, his sen of wha was
right. In the months ahead he would be
portrayed as everything from a thick-
headed Marine with "tnnel vision" to a
crazed, Viemam-scarred special opera-
tor runnl anok throughout the world.
The SentetHouse hearings would re-
vea tha be had cash nearly S2,500 in
traveler's checks given to him by contra
leader Adolfo Caleroat such locations
as supermarkets and gas stations, thus
calling into question his integrity and
honesty.

No one pre-nt in ' td.'s office on
Novesrl ' oud know Vv rugnitu~le
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of the crisis or where it would lead, but
one thing was certain: Things would
nevr be the same for any of them again

OUMVE M
THE LAST CAVALE

Someone said d Oliver North did not
belong to this century. le was a throw-
back so an earlier, simpler time-an an-
achronism. One can imagine him lead.
ing a charge on a galloping stallion.
waving his sword high over his head.
mote easily thin one can picture him in
the comrol room ofihe modern electron.
K battlefield. fighting with telephones
and computers. drones and remote
weapons.

President Reagan's former spokes-
man. Larry Speakes. says of North.
"The thing with Ollie-I think he was a
patrol; I think that's true But I some-
times felt that he thought he was playing
some kind of role, that he was watching
a movie on the screen with himself the
stat in it. "

There is little doubt that North had a
swashbuckling self-image, but whether
he ever lost touch with reality as open to
question. There is an obvious irony in
North as the star of Ronald Reagan's
movie, played out not on the sound
stages of Hollywood but on a global
stage using real soldiers. The truth is
more complex x.

Normh was the qintessen ta ronmic
who always stood up for women, who
could m look at an American flag with-
out becoming nusty-eyed. He had little
patience for the pettiness and shallow
vision of other men. He was a wan who
warud to do great things in the pursuit
of grea ideals.

Mor Lhan any other quality. i is his
darng fth one rfemmbers most about
North. His contempt for naysayers sad
the timid of heart was known so every-
one; others would ask. "Why?" when a
bold plan was put forward. North would
ask, "Why not?"

It may be that North was not the kind
of man who imid have ben given a
semve poio on ft Namon Seeuney
Council an d t daite me faul les With
those who hired him and used him for so
long

"Do you know why we et ang with
him so well?" General Simhoni once
observed. "It's bwuse he is mor of an
Israeli da we Israelis."

h was u'e. North had d same ro-
mntic, audacimous, pioneering spirm tha
is so ide tiufd as par of the Israeli char-
acter. Like the Israelis. he reveled in
cuttng corners, in improvising, in get.
tin-i things done-damn the ruffled
feathers and the hun feelings. He had
chutpah, ind along wth it the kind of
arogance ofen attributed to the luse-
tin 1* WA, A..,wcJmljh MVe"

lts. who have lile time for excuse' and
failure

In some respects. North's problems
Memme from Pus admiration of the Is-
raelis and their methods. What North
apparently never grasped was that the
United states , a great power with global
commitments, could nok behave the
same way thai Israel. a itn) nti' n sur-
rounded by enemies, routinely o.is

He lacked. one mus conclude. per-
spective I was one thing for the Israelis
to carry out high-risk, .sea-of-the-pants

North often boasted, in a
quiet way, qf his ability to
strike up a rapport with

terrorists and extremists.
"I'm te oniy one who can
talk to revolutionaries,"

he would say.

operations or so strike back at their ene-
mies with a damn-the-consequences asti-
tude Is was another thing for the US to
operate the same way

North's powerful personality, and the
depth of his convictions, attracted others
to him, and those men became his infor-
mal network. Like a good combat offi-
cer, he never asked them t take risks
that he was unprepared to take, and they
repaid his concern for them with intense
loyalty.

Yet despite his ngd personal stan-
dards and the machismo he radiated,
North was surpningly tolerant of others
with different lifestyles and personal
habits. He often boasd. in a quiet way.
of his abity to strike up a rapport with
terrorists asd extremists. "I'm the only
one who can talk to revolusionarnes. -' he
would say. While he despised every-
thing they represented, there was some-
hinll deep within him thi empathLzed
with them an their lonely struggles
Perhaps it was because revolutionar-
ies are, at their most elemental, also
romtics.

North found it convenient to use the
services and skills of two gay mn in
raising funds for the conrras, without
any jokes or comments regarding their
proclivities. For North. values came
first; if you were on the righ side, for
the right reasons, he could forgive a lot.

On the other hand, no matter how
distinguished an individual's service
record or contributions, if North per-
ceived he was injuring the nation
through his support of wronl-headed
policies or just plain stupidity, he could
not forgive him.

North was never a consen su man, the
truth was a sonthilnl to be bro.
kered-i was an absolute Perhaps is
was beuse of his righteous certitude
that he felt so little trepidation ia let-
ling down in the uter and slugIng M
out with the scum bas of the world.
North possessed an almost mystical cer-
tainty that he would never be tainted.
that the filth would never rub off on
ham

While North could be a charmer to
those outside government. to those in.
side he was oftenaterror He was not
cowed by rank or position. am he regu-
larly walked over or pushed aside those
he regarded as impediments to carrying
out the Presidents will. His real abiht.
was as s mover and shaker, the man who
could get things done. Is as has abil.
ity to deliver when others could not
that permitted him to amass so much
power.

For the past six years there was no one
as Langley. Foggy4Botom, or the Penta.
gon in a senior position who did not
know that North operated under the
presidential shield. He had the Presi-
dent's personal protecion and support.
and no one dared oppose him. Despite
the Secretary of State's animosity to-
ward North, he walked carefully around
him, never taking him on directly. North
even met with foreign leaders, highly
unorthodox for an NSC staffer, and all
assumed that he represented the Pres-
de t of dt Unid Sutes A note from
North opened doors n Honduras. even
to the presidental mansion. and as the
Tower Commssion reported, he was so
certain of his position tit he was un-
afraid to threatn the President of Cosa
Rica on the telephone.

Oliver North was created by the frus-
tration that every President since Kenne-
dy ha felt in trymi to move the govem-
ment. Without exception, they have
complained of the intransigece of the
federal bureaucracy and meddling b)
Congress in areas normally reserved for
the executive. Tha the National Secuity
Council became operational under Ron-
ald Reagan is not in question. But the
blame is not Reagan's alone. A bloated
federal bureauray incapable of mov-
ing to protect American citizens and na-
tins uerests from terronsm is also to
blame. By mandating extensive over-
sight of covert operations, Congress
made it inevitable that the administration
would find a way of avoiding oversight
requirements. The result was an opera-
tional NSC and a network of private
contracors.

While he lasted. North give flesh and
blood to the Reagan doctrine and passion
to the war against terronsm. In a world
bes by enemies, the United Stes will
I,. less secure without him
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EXHIBIT OLN-332

September 20, 1965 2 0-

Dear Felix,

Ar7TR TRADING THIS LETTER PLJMSB DRSTROY IT. You may keep the
photographs.

Within the next 15 days, the Unified Nicaraguan Opposition 1wo0)/Nicaraguan Democratic force (FDn) air arm will commence
orat os with two new types of aircraft the C-7, CARISOU andthe P-740, MAULS STOL (see enclosures). These aircraft will beused for air drop/aerial resupply to units inside Nicaraeua.
Two contract C-7s are scheduled to arrive i P n or abcutOctober 10. Initially the aircraft will be tlo U.S.
citizens who are employees of the firm contracted to providedelivery services for the FOW. It is intended thet theseaircraft will operate primarily at night* performin, paradrops tounits deep Inside. icaraguan aircrews will be trained to fly
these missions as soon as possible.

The resistance has also purchased a number of new HALS aircraftshown in the enclosed photograph. These STOL a/c will be usedfor day and night short-hau $ilsions to inolud.i ZaCm andaerial resupply. xach aircraft comes with a spare parts packageand a maintenance line has been established. Two aircraft havealready been delivered. More will follow. All will be flown byNicaraguan pilots or other Latin Americans -- not U.S. citizens.
Zvena th types of aircraft ll algn._5perate injUppor .th ront from fields weithe ioiswave adequate sites of ma n ning these aircr&ft
The only location which provides sufficient OPS2C, rap sL.DL..
occasional hangar time for servicing these aircraft is a_____

Since this is a completely coartmented operation, being handledby the resistance, you are the only person I the area who can
set-u the sU6 Lsg othe aircraft wit)

You an both have a hijh regard for youa you may use wy naNwt I them but joothers. Too must not a4v so ou must a-so
kee knowledge of this project from vWo is not workinq
With our peoplu..

Would yout therefore, approach LUthe following proposals -.

ServYo space for one C-7 o a one day a week basis. A
representatie of the C-? contractor will ensure that allparts and maintenance items are del red servicetechnicians (three) as needed. N arts or
maintenance will be required.

vnlde Prov1~rn df E. 12356 FnVv
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2

Service vu acs for occasional MAULS maintenance with parts
a-handled the same as above. Again no
parts or labor will be required.

This plan requies only discrete use of t A space
and no use of.Jgu- 1WWI and/or Agency funds, equ sent,
and/or personnel The contractor vlii guarantee diacretion.

Pleae advise soonest as ti c eceptance of this
proposal. If m ansee a representative of the
maintenance con iiii0 willa Yfive andseok you out. Be vill
Identity himself as coming from Mr. Green.

Warm regards, hope all is well with you. We beat nothing but
good reports about your work. Keep it up. Vay8 Con Dio1

4-

UM"EB

R9-wl - 88 - 44

\\ .0 4(01
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CAAID
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EXHIBIT OLN-333A

18 March 1985

The Honorable Dave Durenberger. Chairman

Select Committee on Intelligence
United States Senate #9
Vashington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in response to questions raised by the Committee
regarding the Agency's plans to provide certain defensive
intelligence to opposition groups in Nicaragua in light of the
statutory restrictions contained in Section 8066 of the FY85 DOD
Appropriation Act (incorporated in the FMS5 Continuing
Resolution).

We do not intend to provide intelligence to Nicaraguan
opposition groups on any systematic or continuing basis. Our
goal is humanitarian in nature and any intelligence we would
pass would be strictly limited, on a case-by-case basis, to
information which in general affects the lives of U.S. persons
or third-country noncombatants or which suggests that a
holocaust-type situation involving substantial loss of life may
occur.

The enclosed guidelines have been developed by the Agency's
General Counsel for assessing the provision of defensive
intelligence to resistance forces in Nicaragua. The guidelines
require that, where time permits, the General Counsel's
concurrence be obtained. It is our view that these guidelines
will assure careful scrutiny by Agency officials at appropriate
levels for this necessary but limited activity.

ALL PORTIONS OF THIS DOCUMENT
ARE CLASSIFIED SECRET CL BY.Zo . -

OCL . ,OCR . _ _

!RE ,
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The Agency will obviously Inform the Committee
defensive Lintelligence is provided to much groups.
is also being provided to Chairman Hailton of the
Permanent Select Comeittee on Intelligence.

This letter

House

/
Willfem J. 

Director of Central

2

UNCLA"NOED

gnelosure

So72
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Guidelines for Providing Defensive
Intelligence to Groups engaged in

Military or Paramilitary Activities in Nicaragua

Within the constraints of the PYS statutory prohibition on

the obligation or expenditure of Agency funds for the purpose

or which would have the effect of supporting, directly or

indirectly, military or paramilitary operations in Nicaragua,

the guidelines set forth below should be followed in

determining whether defensive intelligence may be provided to

Nicaraguan opposition groups who engage in paramilitary

activities.

Defensive intelligence may be provided on a case-by-case

basis where:

(1) the lives of U.S. persons are at stake either inside

or outside Nicaragua,

(2) the lives of third-country non-combatants are at stake

either inside or outside Nicaragua, or

(3) a holocaust-type situation may occur involving

substantial loss of life, or threatening the continued

existence of the opposition groups (for example,

ambush or imminent attack).

CL BY 0986899
DECL ON OADR
DRVD F 5,6,7-

9,_ JMrL 1 LP 8 & 9-2
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In each distance uhere a determination is made to Provide

defensive Intelligence to the NiLcrlguan 9ppOsLtLon, the

Information will be supplied only In general terms as necessary

to accomplish the defensive objectives outlined above. Where

time permits, the General Counsel's concurrence viii be
obtained in each case. Intelligence will not be provided for

the purposes of enabling or assisting the Nicaraguan Opposition

to conduct offensive military or paramiltary operations.

2

I5NLIASIRED

S074
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19 DEC M -

Ch i roman
Permanent Seleot Committee on- Intelligence
House of Repreaentatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairmans-

In keeping with my commitment to apprise you of significant
intelligence matters, I am writing to advise you that we are
contemplating providing defensive intelligence to the 7D0. We
believe that it is essential to provide this Information to enable
the Organisation's leadership to safeguard the lives of its troops.
This intelligence would be furnished exclusively for the purpose of
precluding hostile actions against the TDW. we would ensure that
the information provided does not contain the specific details
requisite for the planning/launching of offe-nsive operations.

We are fully aware of the current restrictions pertaining to
Agency support for the insurgent forces. It is our belief, however,
that provision of this information is consistent with our
long-established practice of providing intelligence as appropriate
to--p vent--4os.-of Ife.

Sincerely.

LL Wiliam J. Casey

Willies J. Casey
Director of Central Intelligence

K1):I / y, j:+

ALL PoR" OIs o 111S D4MEI, t DEOL OVR DIV am.
ARE CLPSSISID .Ai"o 4-82 CL St 487646

aecll dl'l /d+ + ,+ ' - _i _
u,e * . FI. r , " " "..
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INI

Iwo-

nan a -&MPW*W

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Pco""mI SCUCT cow0ui

WASm"rOS. K 0 II

3anuary/ 14 1s

bbmwele William 3. Casey
Dtlmr'to of Central Inteltgm
Walr9gtow, D.C. 2030S

ear Mr. Caey:

Thai you for y a letter of Bcemer 19, I"A cncern" CIA plm to
provide 8wfenive IntellIgance to the Contra focus aith Nicangaa. @
ppreclate to docisln to discss this Issue with the Comitte before

tklng My action.

T thrust Of the p.jitc dbte iIntlated by the Pertv t Select
Committee an Intellige n " culminating in the enctmt by Conpess of
Section 00of the Y t 00 0 Apropriation Act (incorporated in the FY Is
ContinuLng Asolutian), was Clearly directed at the complete severance of al
Intelligw A.lty WuiCtis with the Contr" and the and of all suprt
for gnu-SdWi nista military activity. Therefore, you stated Intention to
provide Oderensive intalloip se to U MON Is trolng. So* too, ls the
Inaility of the CIA officials h briefed the Comittee' Star to artLclaste
the g9adellnes uw ittLch the provision of sumh Informtion will be approved.

It is or opLnim that, at a inland, section 6066 prchio!ts the provision
of intelligence Inforation to the Fn4 on my systemtic or continuing basis,
particularly if su Information will "u'le a FON force to avoid tactical
contact with the eney and thus be In a better position to continue military
operations of Its own.

On the other hird, the uilmned for, Isolated provision of Incidentally
acqired Intormtion to a person threatened by imminent assassination would
sa teasonle.

In event, on us basis o the ipnrecise iAtonmation given to us, I*
ae unabe to @aove or disapprove my contemplated CIA activity. Some
exm p isof lli na Yu V0wuld Povie to the M could In ama v10,
violteve lawl, ar every exmle seed Illegal. mile we applaud V
humnitarian L thet is oart of yaw p; posal , we do not vent to suggsnt
by Us letter that we pr v o wcept of "densive Intelligence. In
evaluating each Instance ot passing Latellipince to the FN, the key Question
Ould be duthc It wuld have Dh effect of suportngo, rtly W

indirectly, the M"6.

%;

z43
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.

suggest that you take whatever steps ore appropriate to Ovoid
entVine t with antI.Sendinisto military activity. Awet events clearly
sugest that activities uc ts those yOU propose can OeveioP I Mmtum or

- han Vt takes trm eat beyWd tW Wntiilly Contelated level of
support.

iLnally, we etS st that yoj notify tW COMitt of your final decision
in this rtter. If yoNr decision Is to proceed, ,S esk that you provide the
CMmIttt with the sidelines under wich yaw General Counsel viii Gprowe or
disapprove the furn ging of intellig'ce to the PD. the Committee O.Id
thereafter be Informed of eo Instance In ,hich Intelligence was provided to
the FDN.

Le . Hamilton

"Mwer of CongressChairman

a~

.1I
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EXHBIT OLN-333B

To: %S Ji -- CFL

V" Reply to note of 07/29/6 20:36
t~..

%On. FIRM: 3011tT MCFARLANK " 474
Sub.e1t: father Joes's 1telease
loeo; take your tUme. To things have come into my lIfe bhch are of interestto .F"u. The first is bord from one of the few politicians I respect that ikearesre doesn't .have a chance in the 4aryland Senate race. The second is that G*or&e shults finally realizes what an enormous job you have done (if he didn't

before, he does now after four hours this evnen8 at his place with just the fo
ur o! us preaching the gospel to him (to include Mlott's key role

Got soe rest.

LDi~ ~ ~

LI
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EXHIBIT OLN-333C

TEHRAN AGREEMENT (May 27, 1986)

On this twenty seventh day of May 1986 and the sixth
da, of Khordad in the year 1365, the Government of the
Vnitid States of America and the Government of the
Islamic Republic of Iran, in a spirit of mutual
understanding, and recognizing the importance of
building respect, trust and confidence hereby agree to
the following sequence of steps designed to lead to a
new era of bi-lateral relations:

1. The United States Government will cause a 707 aircraft
to launch from a neutral site at 0100 in the morning to
arrive in Tehran, Iran at 1000 on the morning of
May 28, the seventh day of Khordad. This aircraft will
contain the remainder of the HAWK missile parts
purchased and paid for by the Government of Iran, a

portion of which was delivered on May 24.
2. The Iranian Government, having recognized the plight of

the hostages in the Lebanon, and in the spirit of
humanitarian assistance, agrees to cause the release
and safe return of the living American hostages and the
return of the body of the deceased American and that
this release will be completed not later than 0400
Tehran time.

3. It is further agreed by both sides that if by 0400
Tehran time, the hostages are not safely in the hands
of U. S. authorities, the aircraft with the HAWK
missile parts wi.l be turned around and will not land
in Iran and the U. S. delegation will depart Tehran
immediately. If, howerver [sic], the hostages are
released at 0400, as indicated above, the U. S.
delegation will remain in Tehran until 1200 Noon on
May 28,,1986.

4. The Government of the United States commits to deliver
to Bandar Abbas, Iran, two phase one IHIPIR radar sets,
fully compatible with the HAWK missile system now in
the possession of the Iranian government. This
delivery to take place after the arrival of the
hostages in U.S. custody and within ten days after the
receipt of payment through existing financial channels
for these radar systems. It is further agreed that the
government of the United States will make every effort
to locate and identify those items from the original
list of 240 parts which were not immediately available,
and to provide those available as soon as possible
after payment is received and the hostages are in U. S.
custody.

EXHIBT1
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S. B6th Governments agree to a continuation of a political
dialogue to be conducted in secrecy until such time as
both sides agree to make such a dialogue public. It is
agreed by both sides that this dialogue shall include
discussions on the Soviet threat to Iran, the situation
in Afghanistan, Nicaragua, and other political topics
as may be mutually agreed. Both sides agree in advance
that these discussions will include consideration of
further defense needs of Iran.

6. Both Governments recognize that the lack or a clear
channel of communications has contributed to
misunderstanding and confusion in the past and agree
that this problem is best resolved by having the United
States provide a secure channel of coawunicationq
between our two governments by placing a secure
satellite communications team, and appropriate
equipment secretly in Tehran. The Government of Iran
agrees that the U. 8. communicators will be accorded
normal diplomatic privileges and immunity on an
informal basis and without attribution.
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better not be any more terrorist activity di-
rected at the Royal family in Kuwait.
The draft agreement was the subject of in-
tense negotiations with the Iranians
making some counter proposals which
were designed to gain them more time.
Talks broke off around midnight with the
Iranian delegation saying it wanted to
caucus, For the next two hours, heated dis.
cuioms were held within the Iranian dele-
gation. (The Iranian officials) both said
that the other would be responsible if
nothing comes of the negotiations. Finally,
shortly before two on Wednesday morning,
[the Assistant to the PM] asked to see
McFarland (sic]. He wanted assurances that
we would deliver the remaining spare pans
two hours after the hostages were released,
and would stay after the arrival of the
spare parts to discuss additional Iranian
needs. He also asked for more time to get
control of the hostages. McFarland gave
(the Assistant to the PM] until 0630
wednesday (sic) morning to arrange for the
release of the hostages. The American del-
egation retired to grab a couple of hours
sleep knowing that we had at least out-fraz.
zled them.
Cave's account terminated with the last con-

versations before the delegation returned to
Israel. Washington reported before they left
that it had seen no evidence that "the hostages
were about to be released or that anything un-
usual was taking place." (id.)

The agreement drafted during the evening of
May 27 provided:

On this twenty seventh day of May 1966
and the sixth day of Khordad in the year
1565, the Government of the United States
of America and the Government of the Is-
lamik Republic of Iran, in a spirit of
mutual understanding, and recognizing the
impmtance of building respect, trust and
confidence hereby agree to the following
sequence of steps designed to lead to a
new era of bi-lateral relations:

(I) The United States Government will
cause a 707 aircraft to launch from a
neutral site at 0100 in the morning to
arrive in Tehran, Iran at 1000 on the
morning of May 28. the seventh day of

,B-18

Khordad. This aircraft will contain the
remainder of the HAWK missile parts
purchased and paid for by the Govern.
ment of Iran, a portion of which was
delivered on May 24.
(2) The Iranian Government, having
recognized the plight of the hostages
in the Lebanon, and in the spirit of
humanitarian assistance, agrees to
cause the release and safe return of
the living American hostages and the
return of the body of the deceased
American and that this release will be
completed not later than 0400 Tehran
time.
(5) It is further agreed by both sides
that if by 0400 Tehran time. the hos-
tages ire not safely in the hands of
U.S. authorities, the aircraft with the
HAWK missile parts will ' turned
around and will not land in :,an and
the U.S. delegation will depart Tehran
immediately. If, howerver [sic], the
hostages are released at 0400, as indi.
cated above, the U.S. delegation will
remain in Tehran until 1200 Noon on
May 28, 1986.
(4) The Government of the United
States commits to deliver to Bandar
Abbas, Iran. two phase one IHIPIR
radar sets, fully compatible with the
HAWK missile system now in the pos-
session of the Iranian government.
This delivery to take place after the ar-
rival of the hostages in U.S. custody
and within ten days after the receipt of
payment through existing financial
channels for these radar systems. It is
further agreed that the government of
the United States will make every
effort to. locate and identify those
items from the original' list of 240
parts which were not immediately
available, and to provide those avail-
able as soon as possible after payment
is received and the hostages are in
U.S. custody.
(5) Both Governments agree to a con-
tinuation of a political dialogue to be
conducted in secrecy until such time as
both sides agree to make such a dia-
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lope public. It is agreed by both sides
that this dialogue dol indude disc.
son an the Soviet threat to Iran, the
situation in Afghanisan, Nicaragua.
umd other political topics as may be
mutually agred Both sides agree in
advance dt dese discussions will m-
dude mideration of further defense
ae do of Iran.
(6) Both Governments recognize that
the hwk of a dear chlsmeel of commu-
nicatians has construed to misunder-
standing and confusion in th past md
agree dt this problems best m
sovd by having the United States
provide a sere Man' of communi-
cadons between our two governets
by placing a secure satellite coenmun
catsons team. and appropriate equip.
ment secretly in

Tekn. The Govesrent of iran agrees
that d US. cWll be ac
corded normal diplomatic privileges andmawity on an informal basis and without
atafbtion.
Cave's repo ended with comments md a

recomenonindludi*~
2. It is quie possible that the iranian side
was negotiating under the impression that
we were only interested in a deal for the
hostages. This would explain why they
tried so hard to get us to do more in ex.
change for the hostages, i.e.. the 20 hawk
(sic] batteries and 18 additional hipar
radars. It was therefore a good idea to
leave a Uslation of the draft agreement
with them as it will give them something to
chew on. icFarlane issued a stern warning
that we are getting fed up with overatures
(sic] from themn that don't pan out. We are
interested in a long term political and stra.
tegic relationship, and if Iran dons not pick
up on this opportunity it may be years
befo there is another one.
S. Ramadan was certainly a factor in how
the negotiations went. also (sic) the prob.
Iem caused by not being able to see
anyone in a position of power. The people
we were negotiating with were a couple of
rungs down the ladder. The fact that (the
Iranian official's] breath could curl rhino

hide was no help either. On the potive
side was the chang mn the attitude of theIranian delogainI By tuesday [sic) ty
were begging us to stay.
4. We also may have the problem of the
dishomnes inerocuor. The irnin sde
made it dear dt one of the problem n
our negotiations was the fact dt p to
our meeting Gorbe on* each Side a di-
fere picture of tdh smua te of sh dnL
O'nml made the poin Io he Ad in to
the nin Miniwotht th1e um they re-
celed (sc] were from Grb. am tee U.S.
government. We W have to m havily
oan Gorbe in the future.
5. Since both Gorbe ad (the krnti oM-
da] stand m0 V a a kAd mO ey I ad
this deaL they presumably we work hard
to bring it off. Gorb. ha very IP.i rae-
sons for seeing dt de dd oe tr
T3 serio problem we mt addrem is
whethw the Iranans m Pin CoWro of
te hostages. The le don't desk dy
can. Thi could be ou real prbm The
Iranian side may be aom wang. but
unable to m control
RECOMMENDATION
Through hindsight it would hawe been
better for Goode and O'Neil to have gae
in first to handle the initial --egouito
We should not have subjected a seior
U.S. official to the indigniies he was
forced to endure. We have made the poiM
to the Iranians that the draft agreement
must be finally negotiated by eniar re-
sponsible Otcals fiom both sides. If we.
have a subsequent response om the [rani-
an side it is sugly recommended that
Goode and O'neil meet with the Iranian
side somewhere in rope to continue the

(May 1966 Hot Docs.).

E. Pot Mortem
Most American accounts of the meetings

conform more or less fthflay to the contem.
poranus written record. Gh aniar's ac-
count is differenL

3-119
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mmo MMru (UHDATZD)
1. Ijrjn orovides f n o 500 TOWsg m r-_ial of UWK j arts
2. Within 9 days, we deliver parts + TOWs (500) Plus medical

3. All Am can Hostages released
4. IgA1rvde _________________0__me

5. Within 9 days, we will diver
• 1500 TOWs
* Technical support for HAWKs
0 Updated Intelligence on Iraq
* Communications team

6. Iran will then
* Release Pattis
* Return Body of Buckley
7 Provide go of Buckl*X debrief7. U.S. will then
* Identify sources for other items on

list
C illegible ]

* Iran will then work to release other
hostages
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"HAKIM ACCORDS" (Lib. Cong. Translation)
Mehr 16, 1365 (October 8, 1986)

Time of Discussion early afternoon to late at night.
Formation of us and Hakim

1. Iran pays for 500 TOWs to HAKIM and if willing, Iran will
provide the funds for the HAWK spare parts which remain from
the earlier agreement

2. In 9 working days, the 500 TOWs and the HAWK spare parts
(pending Iran's approval), and free (gifted) medicines will
be delivered to Iran.

:3. Before item 4 as stated below is carried out, Albert will
present the plan for the release cf the 17 Kuwaitis
imprisoned In Kuwait.

4. One and one-half (1 definitely and 2 with empathic (sic)
effort) American hostages in Lebanon, through the effort of
Iran, will be freed from the hands of the Lebanese. (3-4
days after the delivery of point 2 item).

*5. Establishing letter of credit method, will be studied by
Albert ard _ by tomorrow night.

(500 TOWS and maximum of 100 launchers), within 4 days after
the execution of item mentioned above, will be delivered to
IRAN. IRAN will pay the money for 1500 TOWS (the 500 TOWS
mentioned above and also additional 1000 TOWS and these 1000
TOWS will be delivered to IRAN within nine days.

6. America will support Iran with technical assistance,
material and specialized know-how, reorganize the military
intelligence, maps and communication links. Also prepare
the chart related to the items provided by
indicating rice and delivery to IRAN.

7. Before returning to Tehran, the case of the Muslim prisoners
(Shi'ite) in Lebanon and the manner of their release should
be studied with Secord and private parties involved.**

-8. -IRAN will pursue its efforts for establishing the grounds
for the release ot rest of the hostages.

9. The steps for delivery of items referred to in the second
Dart of item 6 mentioned above will start.

* The Letter of Credit will be opened in favor of Mr.
and will make the money for the 500 TOWS available by
utilizing 80 percent of the Letter of Credit.

** After discussion between Mr. Secord and Mr. _ _, it was
agreed regarding to Muslim prisoners that letter be written
"Israel and its Lahd (sic) organization" Text will be
written in the following manner .......

(Translation and Test End]
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THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
- WAUWEOK -DC 301,

TRANSLATION OF LETTERS

COOPM0ep M"" Senate 0Sect Com on Secret KMlituatry Persitn

r C mmiA sltAnce to Van and the iTcaraguan
oppouitIon

Mataa Subndmtod Datem xMstei ..June 5. 1987
a.'cic~e

Nau and Addn_
of Sued.: _____ _______

Trudd byt Ibrahim V. urhadi African and Kiddie Eastern kres Studies Research Le es

Dw June 8, 1987

Scomphw Q3 Aheuact-fleuemcl t Copepsdoad a h Saw (257.570) if. compif

Mhr 16, 1365 (October 8, 1986)
Time of Discussion early afternoon to late at night.

Formation of us and Hakim

1. Iran pays for 500 I to HAKIM and if willing, Iran vi11 provide the funds
for the lW spare parts which remain from the earlier agr3ement.

2. In 9 wrking days, the SO0 TVA and the HAM spare parts (pending Iran's
aproval), and free (gifted) medicines will be delivered to Iran.

3. Before item 4 as stated below is carried out, Albert will present the plan for
the release of the 17 Kuwaitis imprisonmd in Kuwait.

4. Or and e-half (1 definitely and the 2 with egathic effort) Amrican
hostages in Eebenon, through the effort of Iran, will be freed from the hands of
the LEbanese. (3-4 days after the delivery of point 2 item).

Trndaor, Coemu

LW WO (OM s)
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'5. Es=.blishing letter of Cr_-i: xt:&, -.'ll ;, studied y b Vt y
tomorrow niht.

(500 I1s and maximum of 100 ':-unchers), wt;1in 4 dsys 3f:sr -:he execjtion of
item L-ntioned above, wil.± o. ."L'i to !& V. MVJ will pay tLe monMy for
1500 TOS (r~ie 500 mm'3 .ntionei bo,'rs .nd cilso additional 1000 MO and :.inesa
1000 ?.)S will Lb deiivared =o IP-Xi .ithin 7i.ve ::ys.

6. America will support RAN atn :-c.ini-:'3 assistance, material and 3-eciaj!zec
know-how, reorgani e thia miii.:-ryn maps an.n cIunica:ton lio ..
Al apar the rt relat-d. Ito r.;.t: provided by

indicating 'orizo and ,e1iy - MN Vo WiW W

7. Before turningg to T h-ran, :ne cas ot the INiuslim p.isoers (Mni'ite) in
Lebanon and the manner of their r-!-ase snouli be studi d 4ith Secord and parties
involved.**

8. IRAN ..ill pursue its efforts for establishing the grounds for the release of
the rest of thie hostages.

9. The steps for delivery of itams c irred to in the second part of
item 6 mentionedd above will s'aizc.

*The letter of Credit !.ill be operd in favor of ti.i and will mke the
money for the 500 ME' available by utilizing 60 per.. o n Letter of Credit.

**After discussion between r. recordd anc ".r i: .s agreed regarding to

Huslim prisoners that letter be written ":sr la it_ ,ahd organization" T, axt
will be written in the following manner . . .
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NORTH SEVEN POINTS (PROF NOTE October 10, 2986)

1. They pay $3.6M next week.
2. We deliver 500 TOWs (no Hawk parts) 9 daysafter (sic)

3.
payment.______________

4. Two hostages (if possible, but no less than one)
released w/in 4 days of the TOW delivery. If only one
hostage released, whole process stops and we meet again.

5. Repeat funding and Delivery cycle as in steps 1 & 2
above.

6. we send Tech support for HAWKs, update on intel and
secure comm team to Tehran and provide location/
availability qf artillery items noted on the original
list provided 'by [the Relative] in Washington mtg.

7. Iran does utmost to secure release of remaining
hostage(s).

S OLN ? 2..

6
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N 2832

OCtober 14, Ile$

I/CT PRES GUIDANCE

LEIANOW HOSTAGIS a 'NEWSWEEK" SpORY

of Any Ommflt On til "evIVOtko Story entitled nA ioal'll

Forgotten Uostleoesl

Ai -- W8 RACOGN13E TRAT TXi FAMILIES OF THE AiRICAM

IOSTAGU HAVE SEEM PUT THROUGH AN AGONIZINO AND

IONAL ORDEAL, AND MR DEEPLY SYPA"IIE WITE "Men.

TE IMPLII 1'ON IN THE "NCWSWIE STORY TRAT TIM

UNITED ITAT' HAS FORGOTTEN THil 1OSTAGE lS 1110

Til ADNII .(ATION 15 DOING ALL ?RAT IT CAN TO 1UCRNS

THE SAFE R!;LRAII OP TESE AMERICANS, AND WE1 CONTAIN TO

WORK NARD AND FOLLOW EVERY LEAD OffTHIS PRIORITY IllSS.

Qs Nave the hostages been beaten?

Ai -- W2 NAVE NEARD REPORTS, OP BRUTALITY BY TE11

IDINAPPI. WE REPEAT T"A? WE HOLD Tff KIDAPPSRS pLML?

RESPONSIBLE fOR THE SAFETY OF ALL T96 AMERICANS iOD AM

o0 w eo kNOw where the hostages ate?

As WE DO NO KNOW WNER TE 1 NOSTAGES ARE AT 11I TlU.

44
c
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N 2833

Go Cat V" *itelrm that the kld"npI'ere belonq to the
NelIflyah fealy. pact of the 04sevwi Clan, On that seo" of
the prisoners they vant released Ire. Kuwait Ore their
cousin$?

As o. W ANIL AWARK Of A POSiRLI FAMILY eONlCTIWO SWM

TR1 RIONAPP2AS AND IONV OP THE PRtSONEA$ "BY WANT

r.LP.AID PROWM KUWAIT. (No lrther comment CM thlsol

Os Would the kl4nappere settle tor the release of three
Lbanese Shittes hel4 by Kuwalt instead nt all L17eami -
pC ieonace?

As -- TI X90NAPPERS 00 T AIPOND TO OUR IONGSTANOIM4

oMERN OF OtREC? DISCUSSIONS. R9CAUSE OP TIltR RIIUSAL0

WE E MIN 1IV(AWARE n? ANY CHANePR IN TNRIN DnPANDS,

MC TE QUESTION IS NOT WHMrllW.RF W(V3Ln ,MUR THE RILEUAS

O 30 0 17 PRISWNERS. WC WILL WO? NMIAI Tf

EXCNANGE OP INNOCENT? A CRICANS FOR THE RELIES "PO

PRISON OP TRItD AND CONVI'~T% Mt11RRE NlS PLO IN A T1IRD

COUNTRY. NOR WILL 12 PRINSURE IvrENi NATIONS TO 00 0.

TO 1A.I[1 SUCH CONCSSIONS WOIULO JEOPARDIZE THU SArEr OP

OTHR AMRICAN CITIZENS ANO WOULD ONLY ENICOURAGI OM

"RaOI IN•
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3- N 2834
o Old the U.S. evec demand that the families ketp quiet or

the hostages vould be killed?

As - WIr RAY NEVER EMANDDO ?RAT ?H FARMIES RAtw

SILENT. WHAT WE 11AVE TRIE Tn 'l.ss IN PIFletitw *I"

THE FAMILIES IS THAT PUBLIC OIsCUSSION of OUR EppFos To

GAIN THE HOSTAGES' RELPRASE COULO I,.n ECOURA PM TO

THE KIDNAPPERS IN LEBANON THAT THE U.S. PqIqT SUCChm TO

THE PRESSURR AND TO CRIMINALS MLS MIERP AROMUO TM iO

HAT AMERICANS ARE FAIR GAMP..

Ot Did the U.S. tell Pegqy Say during the TWA S47 hie*lng
'not to even ask tot Terry end the others thoetle), ad-
don't say anything to connect your hostages to the TWA ones?'

At

TKAT] EACR GROUP OF HOS?AGHS WAP REot" HELD OOIN

or T.E OT.ER GROUP, ANO THE U.S. WAS WORXK.G TO RESOLVE

BOT* SITVATIONS WT. HfAf HOPP.D TRAY TEE TWM

INC:DNT COULD BE USED AS A CATALYST TO FRE ALL "UE
RUMZ0hNG NOSYACES. AND Vt WORRUPO AT THF. H 10138 LUVMU

To BRING TAT A OT. UNFORTUAT,,LY, WE WERE
U1SCUl8FIL.
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4 N 2835

Q Did the Me. over withhold from the hostaqo famlie

letters written by the hostages?

As -, "A MAVI NIVIR VIT1NLD SUCS LITTERs PRO TNt ?mmi0

go Did Libya purchase and subeoequentLy sue4er thee

hostages followtng the U.S. military strike in April?

As TU iA? IS PO? N NOW. FOLLOWING M IOROr go

lAt8ti1 NOGTAOSS 10 APRIL. *MITI" FoRSIGm, SSUCAnT...
.... .1J ?iq. 'W :.

NOhW PUBLICLY INPILtCAIB0 LIBYA.
i:~.*. -' :

Doefted sSICTsj~leap g -,.
000. 00LOJ
Cleared16/CTmLllJremer ,"'t A.L ?4

$/C?.IPkvOrq
CA/7a"sJ"da.... .I"*
on IAARosJWerry
wS/PuAsr1q*•





APPENDIX B: OTHER DOCUMENTS AND MATERIALS
INTRODUCED AT THE HEARINGS
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IM U S. lWD 1UROPAN NEWS IGEN.P15 0001T7N10 VIE0 11)10
VlI[ttjMS'S ttPCIT$ IfC. 'St tOIT 1110W INAt It IS IL01O&TllO Tilt

IRVI. It 1 11MORTAT 1r01 WE '0111 OJl (,I0S 0 INDIStlICTl
ICAIUSI IE ES$SENTIAL 0801.10 IS INAT 81 W4411.3 A 401 t8 10l20
T71 I1II1107$ Of CLASS PREVAIL. 1W1 PISSES DO L0 IDENTlIFY £lIN
(1AM00PS 101STlCTI).
(I331L1 l7l0ll 1,/K: $:N IS/1791 JUN

E0T

I111XT) 1ICON1l Tots15 Is lo4 REPORTER ANP FRlo 0000
100o11. SPEAKING FIRO 11 JOS 2R1TI I1TIONITlCALL "JOURNILISn

I1STITUTE i2 n 7 V111 WITH8 T1 O 101 *0Lk'I l lo001s, Il*013 013D1Z5

LiD ANTONIO T0111110(. T11 a0t JUST riNISD 7E*0 11600
1O305 GI1VE IV T11 ITERNiTIOKmL JCUIIALISI ll.STITU(.. *TKI6
ADVANTAGE OF T818 PRESENCE *!RE, WE WILL DISCUSS S0C ASPECTS
1THAT sOt Tyr Plo-lrst " ClFR~iLL* NIIIII 813AX1*STG1 1I I(L
$61VlWoe. 71110r , WE VILL TALK 1101 RADIO VENIO1R E$,
WICK WLS BONN IT8 7*[ VAiN 1D NIC R1AS 6CW LilI TOE ill IPOOS
IV 1M1 41.$. GOVil8 0N TM SALVA31t31* PEOPLE.

S I ILSr AS01*1 L~ig S0 OICIA VOICE 111 0 1 5 018O0T[FIS

EXPRESSIONS Or PEOPLE'$ P1061 I EL 4110*VAC10+ ITS 30**IANT
TRIUSMIS10N$ P1RPO1T) T0 TP! PEOPLE AND *t0 10" SPECIFIC
6VIDtLIllS FR001l 7t r010 itk131L C011.. 0h171 034403105
PAS kVlTS CC008310 11[ P[CPLE AT 1418 JVOCT371! Of 11
IIVVOLTIOIAT Pl0015S Of IL S1L A00.

(I lO1G TET IS 41:4T. RADIlO 118C10O$ IS 1 S11TIO
TtAl PIRTICIPAt1 I MI 11 GENER OFFNSIV O ' 8P3011 T0 V1C01IOU$
ACTONS THAT All CARRIE0 0111, TO UI0 IN[ MSS, *0 *ALO TO
1.01IT11*IT l0 114101'5 PIOP****OR 2 & * 01100.

I I ALOll000ll OKI Of TiE role WI*0CI$ Or N[ U.S. ST8t[11 II

EL S*t10O* t IS TOE ISTCI0ILOGICAL WARFARE T*0l* WNICJ It Stt1E$
TO 0IS0l 00t 50030*Lt, 10 ?ISIITOOO. AND O 1 1801101OUS U0TS1
or to8 WAR t 111013 II01011111 101 1 1 0I 51. 01310
WIM[CEERIS *s IAS ($41 *ITIIst Of Tas*k l or 10T EP01T
4I801 1iM €0 E 06 TIE W", 1n0EA130 1M1 210081 OF IN[ PEASSES.
818 VIROIR 2810 0030 10 lot 0100(01101181 CAUSE.1Il0084l'II( 030180 0 * CIIIT101 01310 ¢I 01010$[

(44CNCN) $INOll, NOW4 FARt CAlt 11[ &AID ¥[ENMElMO

tRl3SNlS$IONI: it 03*81,
1I80*7 1TE 081180 13001.ay tit 880 8300403 REEI E 1111

REPORTS FRO M3BRAZI, m0101i. KII C0, AND E1E 100 Tt IS.
SCIII, WN11I0 8800 0IC0I3R10,0 CAN it RE18*0 17*I11I SPECll1)
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PAGE 81 S1334Z 1269 ARA2485
ACTION INR-10

INFO FILE-SI ARA-OS PPC;0 I RPP-0 OAS-B1 PPA- 0 SSE-a 0 LPD- 1
CU-B DCEN-O REG-01 Es-o CS-B2 ONCO-SJ NCO-01 LARA-0I

/022 A3 OM
INFO LOG-0u ARA-00 H.-as PM-I0 PA-e2 INRE-B SP-02

DS-91 OSE-00 SCT-02 /036 w
- --------- 31542 150511Z /38

R J50229Z MAY 67
FM FBIS CHIVA CHIVA PM
TO AIG 4674
AIG 4877 4 .
JOINT TASK FORCE BRAVO PALUEROLA AS HO
SECSTATE WASHINGTON OC//ARA/CENES,/
US SECRET SERVICE WASHINGTON DC,/1D-FIB//
AMEMBASSY SAN SALVADOR
CTF SEVEN SIX
POG COROZAL PM
ACCT FBPA-EwDK

UNCLAS 60
SUBJ 

PLA

HAVANA: SALVADORAN GUERRILLAS REJECT ARIAS PEACE PLAN

PA1 50229

HAVANA INTERNATIONAL SERVICE IN SPANISH 0000 GMT 14 MAY 87

((TEXT)) THE SALVADORAN GUERRILLAS HAVE REJECTED AN
ALTERNATIVE PEACE PLAN FOR CENTRAL AMERICA PROPOSED DBY
COSTA RICAN PRESIDENT OSCAR ARIAS. THE FMLN AND FDR
REJECTED THE PLAN IN A PRESS BULLETIN RECENTLY ISSUED BY
THE GUERRILLAS.

THE DOCUMENT STATED THAT THE PLAN 1S NOT IN KEEPING
WITH THE REALITY PREVAILING IN EL SALVADOR. IT POINTED OUT
THAT THIS PROJECT FAILS TO INCLUDE AN END TO U. S.
INTERVENTION IN THE CENTRAL AMEPICAN CONFLICT AS AN
IMPORTANT REOUISITE FOR ACHiEVING PEACE IN THE REGION.

THE INSURGENT FRONTS ALSO ARGUED THAT THE SOLUTION
PROPOSED BY THE COSTA RICA PRESIDENT FAILS TO CONSIDER
FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS SUCH AS TWE LACK OF DEMOCRACY IN EL

CALDO ADA HEVat I 41Jup4 lU iMAN NIMM-GT5 BY THE -REGIME OF
THAT NATION.
ENDALL) 140000 JAL/NOWACK/EB I1/0323Z MAY

EOT

UNCLASSIFIEDD.
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AGE R1 1ESN22! 437t ALHI2R
ACT ION INNtll

INFO FILE1-RE AMA- IS PPC-11 'PP-H1 NUT-Al PPA-fI SSE-MI L'D-0I
CC(R-RS IL-HI m .0-6ME Nco-RI LAiaEl ?all Ai vc

INFO LER-HR AMA-84 HA-RI PM-1H PA-A2 IME-AR SO-MS

ES-Al ask-to WIE-ES /23A H
.................. 4776$7 il1i1 l /1

R 111'212 MAY il
Pr iIS CHINA CHINA PR
To All 41,7
FT E10 A MEAD! riiii::h/t
JOINT NASK P SIE 6EC PAIMHYIIA AS MO
S$CSTAIE LASSIN.TO Ch,..AIM/CEN/(S/f
VS SECRT SERVICE aiHtlk WON AC//IC-AIAl/
AVOYNASSN ;AN SAL4034S-
COF SEVIN SIX
XA1 CO ,UrORC-RII KER WEST FL
PDG CONCEAL PM
ACCI FIPA-E DN

181612! 417H 1111173
INITIATIVE IN oI C OUlT TlERrOE. THIS OILUH CANINl1 IE
16D O AS A APPINDIR Of THE PIC.ESS, A; T,! 4A;Fi PLAN 1ROPOSES.

! W REITRT111! Ca A Of Tk EFFRT', M) I
CORTl4Oak AND SIPOT GlR.Pp: AND CA OT41R IN.1ATIRVES WN PEACE

IN CENIRIL A--PCU7tAI lTEl &L EEEUCLUiO1A Of THE IWEMilEt CONFLICI
IN EL SA.VALOA A'LO TAND ,;E;TTO' vFlD'S TO FIN.' FALSE
SIPLAITI!S IT p;.j ; C CE-RN COJLRE II. ORE HL Of

C'.' -. -C - -' z -' C: .'

A. TO A:RkILRiLEL It! IfRPRT Q PRESIDENT AIAS Of COSTA

RICA TO STr!EITE4 HIS O,ERNI EN S NEIU11HLIT POLICY, THUS
CONYMR1TII 10 4 AE[Ol401.T! ROLET:ic Of T1E CENTRAL
APEHICll Coill; - D. f:eL: 0R :lb. C ITICAL

UOLRTIOL. TO INTEIll OR.IT OT TNL C01TR1IE Of TSC MElION.

PICO. 11 MAN IRI&
PRE S C'FP CE V T P;M Ff

E NOLI lW52 0 a V,'IN ESTS/0; 11,16131 MAN

EIT

UNCLA UP

ME PA1212 MID. 0I[ SPANISH 12046 - EL SALVADOR: FLKN-DR
REJECTS ARIAS PLAN AS 'NOT FEADIMLE1

[E SALVADO: FMLM-rAH I'MIES ILLEUTIN ON ARIAS PLAN

PA"$'",

ACLARDESTINti RADIO VENCEREPIS IN SPANISH TO It SALVADOR
23RI GMT? 5 IY AT

IOULETIN FROM THE PRESS OFFICE Of T! FTLN ISutO IN
MEXICO CITY ON it FIATI

IXTIrrlI MUE OR AND 1ilE FIN NAVE STATED THEIR POSITION
ON TOE ARIAS PLAN 10 SEVERAL GOVErMENTS. TN! ESSECE Of TEAT
POSITION IS:

1. 10 REITERATE TRMT A RESOLUTIO CT THE ARMED CONfLICT IN
EL SALVADOR VULD ILO A DECISIVE FACTOR FOR A JUST AND LAST7I PEACE

IN CIATI1 AMERICA,
-2. THE CNERACTERIZSTIO N THAT TN! ARIAS PLAN MKNES O TI

SITUATION IN EL SALVV.OR DCCS K01 REFLECT CIJK TA'E SITUATLOId AND
IVE11RORE IONS PLAN COHYOT EU A0 G0C STIRA1G PAINT I TO SEAR:H
FON A ESCOtU11S Or Ti COINLIT- IN EL SALAOC THEERE IS NO
DEMOCRACY THE GOVEliriNT MASSIVELY VICLATS HUMAN RIGHTS, THRiE IS
NE EIALOSAC, AND lEI IS NO SOCIAL JVjTIC[, MOST O TO( INT!FAl
FORCES IN IME C4L14T AqAE IN POINT?'4 C'.,T THAT 1! OUSTE 951'10

HAS SANA TNE COiTAli INTO TNI MOST PROfOuND ECONOIIC, POLITICAL,
ANO SOCIAL CRISIS 0 ;1S HITORV

3. IHE PrCOSAL Of A OIALCGIU AIT UAIRHUD OPOOSITIOR AN SPS
EOES NOT 00Lty IN THE SLLVADORAN CASE r,7i-C. I b mlb 1rIN; THE(
RESOLUTION or TET CONCL IC DOWN TO A DEP4LD THAT T( rMLN PuT
DOU ITS ARTS AND IT $OID [CLIn[ TEf:R 9AICA C VIO NEVtR
TUL I [Lr IN TO AI AN INJ4EO ROAH IECALUE I1 . AIMED.U
IT-i CANiORN Or ARMEDD 6AOUP WERE 10 [ NCLU THE FOR, iH
PIOPOSA T RILL IOULD NOT IE VALID lCAIUSE IT CALLS FOR TNE EXCLUSION
OF T11[ rnL11.

IN EL SALMAtO, A DILOGU WITHOUT PIOR CONDITIONS I(UTW[E
1UE IMLA.-OR LAO 11 GOVRNNMERT IS LEGITIMATE AND IN HAS RIN
AENONSiStiD TINA 1ToR CAN 9E No RESOLUTION O THE
CONFL ICT AITNO.I WH RNRN

PATJIiLN[i l ;1 1N , TFTI CRARSHRi I' irAF0 ly

4. A CESTI101 Of TN[ cOilTICAL AND MIL lN! INM wrCIC Of TUE
N.E AHVERRNINN IA THE INITIAL AFFAtlR Of EL SALVADO4
MEPRESEIS AIR ELSErTIAL COWIIIO HO MANl VIABLE RNO PEACE

UNCLASSIFIED
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PAGE 11 870122 1 3111 AII )I3L I. 11t 3 1 3 ARa II 11
A€tION 13d-m 31e SL(511L PALIk.,TAitV IfFNllS wO ARE ATIEDIm 0 1 IP41

.. ... COMM $ D AIE Im10tEE D I INm1v. £8i1OUT IN! SAmLv&tlam

IrO Fimt-m| ama-Is PVC'-m Opp-I OAS*| PPa-m: SS[-#I PO-0 SITU-7104 i TOE 1I*1 (1 AND ICImtmSio WAl 1MAY A¢CCTS
Mx-# 0glm-fl 016-81 PM-12 [L*2L ST-L CS-I U-82 Ctom'1k AriICA. GUILLERMnO AU4 SAID Tul ie 10l0114 CLASSES
ONCO-1! 03o-11 ,ll-Al $ "-m /||i A) 1 3o R(PitSlE I AE l ilt BS1 1 Ii I1 ONTO IL' Pr.0I ?,"11% P O Of AX t
................................................................ m 10 P CLllLI I r 4 O IN L tV300

tlao Li6-I AmA-11 "-Im PA-82 i~tl-IS P-I2 .Ir1 V IS 141 RESULT Of A Pi.0I1CiL, [€ONDOCl , AmD SOCIa CRISIS.
.................. 3|51 011 13LLI 1512* P C3,* 52/2 1 4

R 321111z 04Y 11
rm rots camv cmiva Pm 107
TO AIG 46i77

JOlIT 1AS, FOCE IlAVO PALFnICLA am NO
SICS7T A4hO 31511113103.~m/'1T1II
us SE0 $SM 1101 1-SmINt7Oh Cv/Ifo-dfli

aM6AtSS SA 5LV4004
cIF SIVII SiX
RMIt COililOtCA*(j NIT VEST mi

FOS COROZAL PM
ACCT FjPA-E[DO

UNCLAS OP

lUll

IL SALVA0: U030 0 DIALOMU[, 3.S AID, ARIAS PEACt PLAN

PA126 a I

SAN SALVADOR CHANNEL I TtLEIrSIDN I SPANISH 1231 GMT
is APRIII

(G5tfFOT IV aOXANA LIPS li 3 IALGUAI )

IfT[XTl! FDA PRESIDENT GUILLII UN3GO SAID 011'011 Am
INTEIE1W rA IL NOTICl[90 N1EWSCAST 1 iTE DEMOCRAT

:CI101V Ik t[ V.S. SE1AT1 VILLA ,STR(NG1It a DIALOGUE ItI M, ,

COrTRI. TN! V.S. DEMrOCRATS' MaaTiREmPImSTS A I!al. ONO
FOIIIYl FA:1011 13 11.OJUR3L6IN PEACE 10 To[ ClNTmAI Ak1131A0
AREA. V

(Q1613 01 C CONDINGlI GfmfmALLT SPEAKING, 0MrCNC Latlt
ADII$ISINATIONS HAVE TRUSTI[ PLIT(CAL aLL IlAte An3 IAL1 [, --
so 1 THINK aT TiN[ SALiADaOAN MILITARY OFFiCRS 130610 atINo
TO WOFRY AJOUT Ilo UNITED STATES' MILITARY AiD. TllS AID VILL
mOT LASl ro;tv!m. 11130 IC3IDIaI_)j

UN60 A8003 ?NAT ;HIIt IS A 1115tfft4-*-*-t*#AaftllCONt W1At

Wl7m DEOtCRATIC SENATORS, PROVIDED THAI 114 R!A6l1 ADMINISTRATrO

ALLOWS THIS.
(IItia 1140 RtCORDOING)) Wt mOPE SO, PROVIDED 73N? 131

iAV AD lSTiTIO' S AIMTl-O!MC , iIrC AND *R!pt.Sl¥[
POLtCY AlLOVS It. t NAVE Wi3 DENIED VISC, BUT T[ OETA 2310D

LEADtRS mN Ft SALVAOOR AmE 61VN VISAS. mV[t0r .ti[SS, 31 NAVE HAD
Tat OPOITUNIaTv TO MCJ TALKS WITH U S. POLITICIANS A&C CCNGKISSM(IN

I1i MIXICO, 'amas4, NICAtA0uao ANDO COSTA MICA J tLIt6
TAil TItS( TalKS WILL 1513[1$[ NOV T3AT T( ELECTO&iL A1PAIGm OAS
ItGLN li ta[ UNITED STAlE. T313[ IS MUCH 1O03 IMTM!IST,
PUILICITY, AID OPENNESS 05031 TOE AGAN ADMIISTIATON'$

INTERNATIONAL P.. ITIr.L OINtSTS. (3ND RECORDING+)
U60 ALSO SAID 1041 TO[ PEACE PROOSAL PtltmtED mo COStA

RICAN PRESlDENT OCAR &#It$ IS 1am POSITIVt Am mEtATIE. tNt
FIVt PRESlDENTS RO" rat AN[& WILL DISCUSS TiS P5ORO$1 AT

ISUIPULA$. GUIIt iALm. 4[ SAID TT TaE NEGAIVtE t IC 35OT31
INt PROPOSAL l THAI IT DOE$ S01 A CLUSS at AiRtlD OPPOSITION.

mSE4ia ("IO OtCo40i1,a1 rFIR Of ALL, ,at PROPOSAL
100tUOt t%( FMLA. ta(l WAvE ma RErtlacE tO 131 CMATT( E O

alloK TiAt ?NET Cu -IlMLY STAlT IhAt TaE IA*L04E SNOU*D DAILY

IMCLM lot 3iRqMEo OPPOSITION. I TRION talS I CONTiAICTlON,
AND A sil[.t. lal GIOV INICONGRUITY. NOV CAN iatoN[
discuss ama wit s 03 c[ast-rraitI Ih Dt o 0( 3ot imcim(
1311$ 313 3A3lw 1 tAPOUI1ST 411110 iltO t011i611

TIC 1'041 LI14IN 11 C NTLY I1n 0IU CL TO AISO EETIEGSD

UNCLASSI FHED
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PI 01 IP *I wi il **74uiIzgl 111
ACTION lol-Il1

......................... .................... -.................. [T

INFO 1ILl-Il WIA-0i PPC-11 IPP-9I lS-i PP-II Is-II IAI-8i
O.3-II IM-I ULU DlEIO-Il ICO-1i LUA-I /034 A3 9I
... o.................... .........................................

IlNF 06-01111 A-I2 Pf11*I PA-12 IU[-nl SP-2 IS-I
SI-I 101-52 127 V

.................. 2S723 9305I1 Isl
I 1,213W JUL 17
1 Fill Nl WEST FL
TO Fills VASIINTO1 IC
COm SFI0C*ISt i 11 W FL
VICINCLI, JT aOWICt LA liJ2/1
CDI ITIPSIoP6P FI IA66 KC/ASl/I
151I 0I111I1I17 PA1TRICIK AITL/flFOI/
IITEL FACILII 2340 TYRIALA FLI FL/Illi
IPSIA MIIt FL .1
IAVSTA PANMA CA14,L A001 PR
IAVFIC6IuACT 6ALETA ISLAND P
COAISIALS71A GiLITAI StAND P1
IAVOPIITCCI IF[ FSSIiGIOu IC

FIl LONON VA//IC/I
Fill$ LmMR UK

FIll LhNDON1, 0/Ili/
14 OR WASOIGT0ON S/1AD1lO*SSA//
C&NAVIAl1 GUAIIIIIIA SAY CU
SAVIuVI[IIA GU&A11N 'AR SMAY CU
JOINT 1AS FOICE H14kV0 P'ALMIXII AD iD
VI4 VA$l DC

IOAG CEITER Ilil WilIIGYON C
!18P IXICO CIT? IX

0IPAS 11SOFITYAD IS FL
SECSTIT[ WASNIMGTOI C//AIiCEIll//
USIA WAIIIIITII //FON OA/l//
IS SECRET SERVICE WASKIII61T1 CCI/Ill-FiI//
911111 BANANA
OIfINTAGINCT WISN DC
VSCINCS0 1ARRY 11[IGNTS PliM/i1/SCJ2/tCPAI!
CDR 2110 Ill 9D IT WILLIAMi D AVIS PMI//&.i-ftI-C/0
Cot USUISO FT CLAYTON Pvl/SIA//
CII111716ISP 101ORCIL P1/IAIGPP-0-ASI/
IS Cll CilIA Ph
Ill OlIIMIS JA

USCOMI$OLIAT
_______ COMNAVICASl1 ROOSEVELT ROADS 10

Ail NT 711 NVIVlO AL" PV11/ITO
1s*rSO QOAlND LI PPI/L&i
DSAVSO IOWUI II PK//INII

SeCT FlL-IWDS

VACLAS i$A/L Pil

CI11101 SALVA0O4AN RIM l OIl 'Al 11171 1110 RO MOSCOV

F1 I233S|1

AVAIA RDIO PIRIII1O ICL kill IN SPANISI 2131 ST I JUL I

I111TI SCISIL A COYYSII CO S1NKI NIll ! IZ I OfItCC I
IA1*II TIC IllATIVE RESPOIS Of TIN[ S1LVDOR REGIM E 10 TI[

PROPOSAS 901 TOC OUiiNIZlTlN Of IN[ WAll. WICN WERE FORMULATED
II I01 RE UTIONARY DEMlOCRATIC FRONT. FfNl

AIIIIG Ii HavaNa AFTER PLITICIPITIIA I TI[ WOLD CONI41I
FOR WOMIN IN I.COV, Tia BitL tt1l0t .LID 011 A PRESS

CONFRENtCE lilT IN[ U1SF t11 POSITION Or IC COVtlP]iOY OF
CIAPLEON 0OTY VILL ft IICR(AS TIC IPIACT Of TI 00lA I 04

lt POPULII11.

IENDALLI 17210 ILP/L0tPC Of P06 112/215IZ JL
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PAG IS OAIEIO 7191 AE IIE
ACTION Ild-

......... .o.................................... .................

INFO FILE-El UA-I PPC-EI PP-1 OHS-I PP-IS SSE-ES LPO-I1
KE-I [-I (J-j NC O- I HO-I LARA-Il /IS A- IT
... 0............................................................

IWO LOG-Uf ADA-NA P-I PA-f11 lAN[-nR P-A2 01-I1
Nt-I ACT-f2 /M21 W

.................. 2S65 1 03133Z /131
* 1)81241 JUN IT
FM IllS CINA ONIMA PM
10 A1t 4677

JOINT DASH FOCE IRAAo PALIWAKLA At HO
SECSTAIE HASHINGTON ocil/ARN:CERIESi
VS SECHfE SCENIC AASHINGTON DCID-Fli
APEINSiT SAR SALVADON
CTF MlEVk i
rT BO G EAN HD/d522//
EST CD SFOCAtil KET WEST rL
PD; CORVEAL PD1
ACOT FDVA-EHOA

ImcA AS Ilf

SJR

EL SALVADOR: REREL RADIO CITES ANTS DOCUIT OF DEMANDS

PAWT124

ICLANDISTIRE) RADIO fARARUND MAUTI IN SPARISM TO EL SALVADOR
278M BIT I JUN AT

I(TEOXI) TIC WKIR CLAISS HAS lAKCH AN IMPORTANT STEP IT
CONSOLIDATING POPULAR ASPIRATIONS ETA A SINGLE PLATFORM. TIIE
WORKING CLASS, ANICI IS MADE LIP Of VARIOUS PDOULA SECTORS IN lHE

COUNTRY, IS EX EIENCING TIE VORIST ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
CRISIS IN THE NISTONY oD 01 1T1ERL.1,

THE DUARTE EOVIRIRNT, I,,ICN IS NEITHER WILLING NON CAPABLE
O RESOLVING IE SERIOUS PROBLEMS FACING THE ILYDORN PEOPLE,
ONLY REPRESSES THE PEOPLE AD ISSUES AINTIPOPULA DECIDES AND
DEMAGOGICAL STATImENTS.

RSPITE TilS, IM H MESSAGE To TEE NATION TESTERDAV IN NICv
tET ANALYOE T1HE 3 EARS OP DUITE'S A itOiITRATION. THE
04GANIZAO WORKERS GTNERED TOW TZ IN TE NATIONAL UNITY O
SAL AVOLNAi HOIAtHS ItfUNTl)I. PRESENTED A PLATFORM OF THE 100013
TO SOLVE PROBLEMS FACING THE SATEELIE. TIS PLATFORM FOtLU:

ISEGIN RECORDING oF UIEEfNTIfIEo UNTS OFFICIAL)i TH[ DEMANDS
OF THE AUFIKSR lI6R T1 PEOPLE:

HE 09 0 10 THE IMMEDIATE RESIGNATION OP JOSE NAPOLEON DUAHTE
AD TN[ ESTAIL lEINT Of I NEV GOIUNT TNT THAT HAS THE PARTICIPATION
Hr ALL OtECTHS O Out COUNTRY. WE ASA TROT THE FOLIOWIHAG

EMARDS SE MET:
S. REPEAL ECONOMIC HACHAGES l iHTVOOCD(p) NT DUARTE AND INSUHE

TROA NA NEW ECONOMIC MEASURES IRE APPOOD AGAINST IN[ PEOPLE.
2. DECREE HOSE INCREASES FOR ALL LORAN AND RURAL IONkERS IN

KEEPIRA WITH THU NIGH COST OP LIVING.
3. APPEOVE TE SHAFT BILL ON CONSUMER PROTECTION.
4. 111P01l AGRARIAN COOPERITIVES FROM PAYING AlNIAN DENT7S NND

AN OTYR NPAYAILE KEITS CHUSEN IT REPRESSION, WEATHER CONOlIIDiS.

COwiNlEGiNARTOo, aND sO ON.
S. DISTRlA1NTE LAND 4114ONG1 ALL PIASANTS AT HO COST TO TOIN Ir

ALLOCAIHIB1 (VON00 IISTINOITI UT SASS PRlCES.
H. HALF IE FIHIN6 Or WORKERS ANO OPEN NHE S€AMC[S OF EFULOYlrT

IT 1YWLPIN1i SMALL AND IDIPM-SlE RUSIVEIGES TIMOUGH AN
ACCESSIRE SOFT CREDIT SYSTEM,

IYI;IAT'-ELT V;PER4D IN FIATIOhING 0/ ELEOIrIC FOTE ANo

POSILE HATER AD CVT TI(I COST TO CONSUMRS IT iN PERCENT.
S. DO HOT PNY THE FOr EIGN OT.
N. $PPP0. EOHIPI(N1, MEDICINE, PERSONNEL, aNY MAINtEiANCE rot

POPULAR CLINICS O TET CAN 0WIN EFFICIENT ANO H(R SERiVICES 10

Fl EDof State EL I INCOMING
of State L-,S TELEGRAM

H1ORS! 1INS £311134
Tile (Milli PoPULATI ". EXTEND I[DICL AND NOSPIA StVICES To
tURAL AREAS; STSTEMATICALLY APPLY PRVEIIII F9f1C AE.

It. CONSTRUCT SCHOOLS UMItE R9OEO; RECONSTFUT IILDIqS
IN PO CONDITION AMD GUARANTY [ InE REWIREED MINTENMAkC. ASSI611
RESOURCES NO CTiAIN ECUCATIONAL MATERIALS hOu MIRE TEACERS 4VASSA41
INAIST1m.:TI H 1JtrMN CF 1RFUG($ IND RIF.ACEC PEOPLE TO Ti0A
PLACES W1" DNISi It NE$'ECTNG THEIR CIVIL RIlGHS alD GIVING
TIEM RESOURCES TO IACICDTTUCT TH IN LIVES IGAIEF.OMlC)I.
PASSINGE INDINY11T))

I. GUIAITIE [EFPLOYIII(1, HOUSING, AID BASIC SERVICES TA
SALWDAD4ANS DIPONTEY FM% I UNITED STE:.

14. G ANT LEGAL STATUS TO ALL OAGANNONTION ERCESTIU IT.
Ik THE IMMEDIATE Ft ';E, SonE LEGAL STATUSS TO THE C:'ANAOS
OF AIPSELI, (SITINPEPI. AGEMINA t NINAL ASS:IAfll
OF FIAO FI MIISTRY -mL7IEEE - 1 6iS), CITA , AND SO 01.

]5. RESPECT TH E rED 0D C ANIZAfIOl AND DON LIATIO1 OF
GUILDS, UNIONS, AND COOPWUITIVES. IN THE IMPE IRTE 1 T11E, RETURN
THE OFFICES AND LA ID 1O I( RONGOERNMiENTA U A1S I(HATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF SALi:DOMNl IIIARS -- '1111 ;ND THE PEOPLE'S
DEFENSE C:PEl8ATlIV(. 1I1CA IELON;$ TO FEDECOIS
IAEDCRATIOI OF COOPENATIVE ASSOCIATIONS Cf
AGRICALTUAUL-LIVSTOHPIFODUCIO OF EL SYVA004 -- Fll'.

1I. ISSUE A NOV LABOR C.DE DRAFTED 11 THE A11¥ AEHS; ENSURE
TI THE GDVERNMENT VILL AISTAIN FNO9 APPEOVIA ANv OTHER CODE NOT
POPSECO IV GUILO AND LAUO GFO.P5.

17. REPEAL ALL DECRES AND LAVW RESTRICTING INDViDOVAL ON

COLLECTIVE RIGHTS. IlS INLIEES IN TRIAL AND PUTIGSIIFN Of 1HE
INTELLECTUAL ANY ?ACTUAL AUTHORS OF MWRDERS, AIONRPPINS4S. TOETURES,
AND ANY STHEN FORMS OF HUMAN R6NTS 1I01ATIONS.

i. IM'TIOIAILY EXPEL FOO VAlT CO'JNT THE JRYE.NCAR
INSTITUTE rot IN CEVELOOMILT 0: I'EM LAITY VNION5 IINSTITUTO
AMRIiCAHO PANt (L COS&MOtLO DEL SIOICAL1"50 0NNIlI.

is. RECOVER NATIOAL SOVEREIGNTY BY ENDING U.S. GOV6U00MNT

COOLING IN OUR INTERVL AFFAINS AMC RSIELlS FELATONS AITH LL
TADi4E L VEICiPRS TIS iT -ATE VI LLITG TO EsnT t IANTIONAL

SOVEREIGN TY AN* THE SELF-D[TAiHlTIOL O ICI SAL A04IAN PEOPLE.
t. IIY01IATELY END TOE FORCEFUL RECUIIIAMT Of SALNADORAN

YOUTHS.
21. CCE A GENERAL A4MEIST HOlK ALL POLITICAL AMD LABOR

PR ISONERS.

:2. SEEk AS SOON AS POSSIBLE MICNANISTS TO FIND A POLITICAL
SOLUTION TO lEE ARFME CONFLICT AND THE SNVCTUAL CNisis CC THE
SO:IO-ECONMIC SYSTEM.

GO ANAD 1HOTHOR AUTZ OR, THE TIME IRS CCME TO INCREASE
THE LEVELS 0; OPUANIaT:ION AND CONIATIVI STELG LE lAND RECORDING))
I[DALLI 112211 JAL,SYIIAM/HF IE1126N JUN

EOT

UNCLASSIFIED-
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PAGE ii or 14 STAi 191i11 ill £11 ARM

CI;GI1 Agl-?l

erem IIcEr ;CI -
INFO FMI| 0406-11 A1111- PPC-8| 11CIP-|| pPP-jj CAS-91

t e i-i MS-1I La-n1 O(cE-ar 11-13 6i-ac g0-8

LIliA-! .$3 £2 CA

....... ... ........I . .- . ..t . .-I . ..... ........info LOG-;; €¢dp;-ft 'AOS*S0-tUl-14 1 &P-8; 014-i] /1l2 I

DRAFTED IV: ,eA.,CA:2 I ,'ITOt 03
I'iI04EC If-. £;--:cm I A o;tCUG4
Ai/CA[k:j P CALiIi, (I/P:O SAlII, EUIICEC0 1IttI.
SAP/IN: $ F ISHER[

.................. 1i le)3 )III!3Z /At

* 11115) JUl1 V
VO SECSATE VASNOC -
10 IM'.[rSli$$ iCIUM

AMEAIASSY 191
AITIASSI VIINNA
-lEl IASSV PAllS

Al[ N AS S I STOGIOL
AC[F$[TSI OL:0
AIMMASSY COPCqNAIW
Cl9C iS TS O T($1AGA
I0111SSI EAScLNKI
AIMIASSY SONl

LOCABAIST CAMCIA
nPIERASSI OTTAWA

INC A.0i4AlASS! SAo SaLYADO

ilCI AS STAI 1S71

1.0. 1)356: I/A
TAGS: PINS, Pitt, PHvP, PREF. ES
$LIJ[C: FRONT GROUPS IMPLEMENT FFL1 ACTION PLAN

MUOWN I ,,|IPT NOTE

&-lue slt JUN 17
F0 ALIKVGASSO SL 5111i4
10 SCCSIATI CAlIOC
INFO USIA WASACC

AEMLAS Y GJATIIIAlA

AIVM LSSY TEGUCiGALPA
AIMIASSI ACE

MAEIStt PA41G1AAN MIASSY K eANAMU

USAISIIO GE1310A
ISIISION uslI NiE To1

USCIN.mSO OA1CY TS PA

1rCLA$S SAN SILVDOM 1S1t

MADII1 PLEASE PASS TO PISTO 111110

EA. 12316: NA
TAGS: POiS, PIER, PloP. PITT. ES
1UJCT: RONT 410S IMPL[NEAI rMtN ACTION PLAN

KSF: A. SIN SALVA0O0 1754
S. SAN SA111304 6512
C. SAN SALVA0O4 $714

- . Al IlYCS13
I. SWILPIF

...........

CIMING AN APRIL Si. e9l1 mAID 0o I r10titl Liliroai4o
rOICKS Frlt sirtNIOIISE IN 1OCII SAl SNLVAOR CITI. I11
ITIOXAL r1CC slOuIS 0o1u0(i; CEiAiL Is Im octr.ijck

S3TT 117 1 t111 lA5Z

10 11..11..i s ,1V E C- 1wV.l:myIo% CPIl [ T104S ;Cm AS
(mliptIC Aq i-i.53'0 T '!lrsCI 01!10* RIM, As* 9i1,111
CEMOIT 00 Cii~t FD 41041IIL 506(117. THE )CWE.
SlATES I1TH MLNES .3r,11Ni Hs IITEISIIII A lIII'[
Usll 113 VLN CST CIM a:UI PiiAed1lw ?4151 or
TIE GVIkrLLA CCVt4.;$11i SIlE . TH diJcil is
16 1111 H CT Ci;*9.tZtIO.S To C REATE lt "1C7JI
(0I7)IT1-h* fox succcs:;U. ri;ll[CtcOi. I[ nIaS IC
14 9E FIF03 FCC all ESCALITION IN tIaILM:C AID
AJO'703

1
111IS '!) IT*. O CC%110 4100 *r1O A-' (ciiU$EiNG

LONE OR !!NJ E ATHS TL iE USCD Al FLMMe

. II III PAST SEVERAL Wc[AS, IHE FFLN PLAI OF A:1100 eAS
SICK (JIAI[O CiJT |w 10, fE laC G1S IlTST [A:l.
i ccA n i ; 10 I TSTll CTIIII;. T Am t e $ 1 OS A I o 10 I
TKIN. b, ( 1 at:( : 3 '.19 llG LIITD 0E15; Jr.S tLC.
AS CIVICS 1AKlOWa : Ai% I WIT 0107? 17FAR $. ONE FRONT
GioS lNAVE TIHUS Rq F4LIO TO r.011LIZ[ POPULI S-,Pvl,
A61; lot ttrC !tll!'. N.j CC?! ITIATSVVICLEol.
lot CPUpl! 0:IPS ALONG 10te 14! CAFCNCGOG Ofr FECIT

riONT 44oU eCIIVI TIES CLEARLY 1E101L i FFlA/1dI 01m '
PLiStINISEIVAII VILATIONINI. (C Sirall.

3. FFI11 l IT1 1F01 ICTION1

I[ VOLLOVIKG ARE EL(iPIS FOM THE DOCUIElI7;

31411 EXCIPTSI

IE GIEIiAl CO.TPIOD on; CONOEYIC £ S[IKS or INDICATIOiS
OF COlrICIS Tay LI 1MST PEPAIC. THE lot& is HAT K
#1IL11 MUST CClIlNiEL Itkn.ATING ON CREA~TIqG C€OlmlqS V04
THE PItC-ISSJIIC1IC% ,'1NT. THE GH1ISI COlMAND HAS
FINED THAT I.1:1 CC? 1 T 'tw l vACs PwAIItci1 11 IE
COUTOTEIIfrISIM STNi?'GY" no THIS MUST NlOT SE SNLT
"DCCLEIIATO1.11 S ulst It Pul INTO PRACTICE.

A. PLAN Vl 1JTlOPC.tTA AREl(SA SAN L1AOOl)

Ml S(IUI O' CML'-IS So. CATHOICRtS I0 SNTAIA &il LIO
01I r1tIOPO-1Is4 :ilAC' of DISPLACE PERSONS (CAIPOES --
CNIIS1I11 C"IIITT 174 fIEN DOSPLACEDI.

i StIZUe or All ORE1|&SSt COP1SS($ of TiC CO-l4OIS

(tMIITIEl 0; lOTwEt! AND FAMILIES Or PCILITIC4l PRISONERS,
DiIAVPEARED PIVIOKS Apia ASScsslmvOF C E SAL 01006 --
Peoisw[llO OSCi AImULrc 0i1o10'.

C UPRISlINGS IV TI C5' , IITEE O POLITICAL PRI C1IiS O1 EL

SALAAVAO COPES) PTN :la;5ll TAkEN FROM TN FAISOi
6UA1S ANC AeICISri904S.

SlMLTAmNOUS TkOCs leE PIFERED 10 OERSlItI
STRIGIl. Tli[0* 0141l CAN 5i PURSUIT1 INCLUDE:

II IN 1111 QV OISPLICCO PERSONS TO 1(KTVI TO NiNEl FOMER
RISIIEECES 1 TIME F0 PLANTIG CUOPS, VI) TIIRINATION O

1C115166S LAIR IECCII

it jvsriircAero% of ONE p114110:
Al TAC AIIES-ILI. ISPO111lhiS. MASSACRES TNAl rTOM

PEOPE M1 1,1000.0ut SLICE! ACAITOOPIIC ruIOd L10
1 mIN( S1Ar PO IN -dICe ON P1CZIIT-r LIVE; 110
C ) Tltll C S VOt lElK 01:P1 stI[p 10 IIa

AIlS IVI 1111I PIlE A6.10 THE NIT WA IS 10 'TAKE
ILIII" I 0t rr tL114Pii AN0 Ut1ilE a 1111014 0
D1VOmImu Iil i9.

UNCLASSIFIED

OUTGOING
TELEGRAM
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PAUO 1 or 04 STATE 17t All ARAA6O4

ZTEAST RATE: T E IS'R STIONI IA NT ONE NOS
'TIME NEFUGE,' RE 4111 AND VEN'ARIE 011

TRESS A.TIVITEES COLD LIST TOIEM DALY EACa IE :CkC
OZ,S!CATIAELT 0R F-It TO FIV! DAIS JR C010C44 

t
O

TNE 4ETURA i SEIZE! 01NAlINS ftI1 ER PLAN ED TC CR.
RAIIRtV ATTENTION 10 IN! INClOIAT. AFTEE EiAi TII
TAEOEN, ATTENTION IS L14INTAIREO TNEOoGNI 19LL RALAES
AND MEETING! TAIL OR F"oI ILO5$ FROM1 'IN SITE.

S. C0-MLDLES ACTIV;TIIES
...................... ..

ETOAkSTSATIOAS CCT4[1TELC Nf. TO OO-LDRES SO$0A1D CONSIST

Cf PAINTIAL SLOGA Co T1INS FDA NREoIt1 FZR * .ITICAL

PRISONS CA. TN! R.O
t

IAL AS:ERLVALL$T A'-4 VHI.SO. -'.0

5501khG !RCL0AUIO%S TO t! IiiFICUS PIMIOICSr1~A

TEL CENTRAL IDEA IS TIl ATIE NDT CCNTENT uIIT Si110.1
rOSilllm1 EUR!ELN[S AN" orC!4CSI S'L.:',iSOL 50

CfFICI. TO RECIN!t U.S LIT 'no? WE .3,0,1 TO NC'!D
IASOESSMIV £C0101 TO PREPARE IKE GAO13 1O1 VI:LRO lCC Ry
IN! PASSES. TN! CO-ROCRCS NAVE INCORPORATE ORCAT

A.GR$!IVNESS AND VLICtLENC IA THEIR LAI1T OP!ODTIONS.

A OTETCA O ROAD Ef ONE AS I LY T OL IE OCCUPIED FOR

TWO NOVt1. OTNER TEIS SNOULO A! READY 10 RaN
DE4NLCITlONS TO TN! ICRC ASS EFIAISIES IF lOMEONE IS RJL
OVR.

IMEICAL IEW SNOMO 0! ENLISTED TA P!PRE[ FDR TOE
INENTUA-ITY TRAT TE 4SURP'[PT VILL ln.Ov FORCE 10 EVICT
AD CONTAIN TIE OEOSTLATEONS. IN IN! EVEN Of DEATHS,

IES VAK! AND OUAIAL StOV,! RE CONDOCTEC IN! FOLE,ONIN;

OAF. TH VAKE CO D TAE PLACE IN FRONT O OR AiAJACNMT TO
TR U.S. EMBASSY.

A. DE AND FoA ALISTY

PLANS FOR TRIS INCLUDE EIRIIATIOR Cf ALL ACTIVITIES$

PRO-.CTED IT CENMADROI TO AIR ITS CENTRAL C;(CTTIOS:
- CEAOUC TIAT COSPITE TN! LONG STRILGE, To!
PiLOlES OF TH! DISAPPEARED, ASSASSINATED AND CAPTURED

PEOPLE REGAIN.1
DENOUNCE TNt FEPRESl1SE APPAATIIU THAT JUSTIFIES

ROMANI RIGATS ViOLATION1S.

- SINCE IT IC-ODROSI HA AID SO LITTLE SUCCESS IN

GETTING ATTENTION, IT ;S FORCED TO RtSORT TO AO LNESIN
CICNS, TAkING OVER A SETRET, A CILIFN AR ETPILOST. ETC..

To THAT 0NNALS INF!SIOENTI SAllt. IASSETE[L' vr s!:ENT
GUEVAA LACAYO, AND TIE ARN WOULD LISTED TA TNEM AND
FULFILL RIRA PRONITES.

TIll ACTIVITY NOI L 1E COODIIIAED ITI COEP$. A
INEETING CAOUD ES AEL TO OETERIRE VIAT OTRER RELEVANT
ACTIVETIES TIT COLDI 00.

1. COPPES ACTIVITIES

RIGiADIRG TAO UPISIRGI AR TNT POLITICAL PRISONER CITED
S10A, TRIS MAY NOT t PUD(RI OII IC TN EACH OF a

CAIL! CADRE ARD NECIER CQ1I0I RAE EON MIOT IFE IlI[R TO
Ot PO;EIL ITT NIT LS OF LIFE VILLA OCCUR INSIDE TR[
FACILII.

lt PLAN ISi A C(RDINAT( OPNARION AIT rO-MRIES VIAING

ON TN! OUTSIDE ANILE COF(; OPERATE VITNIN IE F0TO

STATE 1179 io11 RAWa#.
:tcE ¢C~rcs : :Ers TO v-,! "iEO OT10 , PO;T Or 1-!
AC'TIVTE 7 1! TIS[ C.EE 1,D4'j it ::r:E 4 IA
II 10 LIAM CO-"AZIES JIELICLT LEO-LIT A ME[' IN Oil$ AN

UNI E TIFIED INPCOTAT FERSO& TO (iSAAC APEI[I rO

POMIIICAL PR;.C%!RS mN0 COTTE[ LklI; COLDI'ILAS 741
P;0S V.LL Ii I'.,Il C * .. *r. . IThk I; "I 3IC,4L

RECEIVES 1A. Tod E 3-lRiAPA AlLL PLN;ICLI L(LCUiCE KIN
EXPLAtl THIIR PLATFEC", D(A'I$, ETC. IP RE DOi; 10'
RECIV lI, IPET NiL 0 DEKOANSE Oit REFUSAL, M01 OTKIR
EORUN:IATIVS, IIPLAIN It0R 'AI[T$ .A1 , 01rS41D SI1T1
LIhik; CCS;iTIZ%5 .,'0 CO4.C'pE & rEOTIN 'al.IT TOE

COAn"ICATICVs: r1:l4 A FEd DAtS LATER.

TN PRtTOI T4AIEOt PINLO NOT LAST INDEFINITELYt. IT

SPOOLC LAST 5-j Dal; Q. ,1. TI5 0190 CC'-. Et

ACW IWIS'.: COOTITJE TtOnto FTIE: $ ,E;'c:

CIEEV 0 ; *:.;- IN 11.C-OT P.,C(5, 0#-[EVS TIES,
ETC., OitERN Or z:"S:C~r.!.D~wL ANNLS71IQAL
CEULNCIATION Of NoLAN Rio1t1 TO ERNASSIES.

END EXCERPTSI

A INPLETTNTATIOW 0; TAE PILAR

TNS FAR, TWO OF INE TMRE! A.IVllT[ DETAILED IN ITI

DOCOIt%T AVE SEL CONNIED C0T 11,T11'7TI 0 h lN Il TO
THESE IRSTRQCTICNM. CtLt AN EIraSS, AIl YE- TO R! Tt4EE
TA! ACTIONS S.C FAR IN^SLADE TAOi FOtEVA

1. PISON UPRISING$ AID CEIMkD FO ANESIT

0R RAT 11, IN INARIC A PRISON. I50 Of TN! SOC O[SRIE 51'
PRISONERS S1TGED A PIEA.Iffo "ONISOlC" lT -O.EN OF TA!
PAISONAs IASAIV CFIE 415 OOGO-
AFIlESTy. PRISON AUTN4RIILS 1K.V Cr T %.kh EICfEEPAND.

WKE! NO V1O.1AC! AkD IT ;-S CufE I A r'ITE C9

NWARS. CJ, TAT 15, PIISON505 IT NARION4A !ECI A MANGER

STRIPE TO PRESSURE TtE TO/{EOiEt '0 GLXAT ltSCSt11SRAL

AEAKRU I'5 [S 10 AOL PZLITILCA. (T lLSE C L:S:COIiIA 10
COP E, 21 FMJSOERES |!G k "IE STRE £D "lME WILL JCIN
AL TOE NUIIO!R STRIkE F;):'EWSO 'HE V 01.011 STE itl - TO

PA0TEST THE COYERNEATS PROOCSED ~tiRTIN1 01t!OTY. WHICH
ACCOADING TO COPES VIEV'. IS ':MNA RIT1 LECAO[ It IS
UNJUST AND IASIFICEh T. I,! tlJE:T TN! PA O'L OAIRSTO
&?CAUSE CUAT'O IS TIRING T 0![iA! TN! SALt IASOAh PEOPLE
AND TA! INTI EAT IOA C.'tNIlv VITN A fkLS( 1TE Or

HUMANITARILNISN AND A SD;OEt InPLODvENENTl C; IOlAA
RIGHTS * OnI. T! CO(ES *k II ' tIVCEt 01lC. I!
CLIRREATOT LAERI C Z ' STACq I t, ' 4 NA'IV44L A::Ert'Y

(00100 FREE ASOIT ALA OF 'NE AOL' !ECREE SO FFICOERO,
EIENITiAL, AS.1itEk 0.500 C; T!UEORIZO WPLIIT THE .TATE,
AIDNAPPEI AND DRUG TNAFFIli S I

1N. w Rlay 31. AEOUT :lE REMIRS Of C SKIAD!S AND UNTS
TN! NATIONAL LITIY Of SA:VAORAN VO9LkENV %IT((CE
OUTSIDE IARtONA PRISON N SLPPOIt Of TN! AL1GIR STRIR!.
IN KEEPIN WITH FRlN I TI ItONS. TN! O!MOERStRA1TOO

PAINTED I[ OUTSIDE OF TI 1 t411 S WLL,. CALLED 11
01E PRISON WALL TO MANO RANItlEE. AND PLACID LO4 ON TN!

ROAD RIIAIIINC, IT TAt PRISON 10 STOP TRAFFIC. TR
DEOASTATOI . 1000 tOPAADEO IMNESTI R04 ALL POLITICAL'
PAI OILR: 4A TN k(IIRN' O TOE OI;rtC(. UNOEF

CIRCORMSTANCTO STILL LNIAEU DA! VF OC:IEAD' -- J010
CLIAR PORI LLO. AN tI T; tqCUIIt COI ART PO RIN SI

A- U$ SNOT AND VOIIED EMT DIECIIt O IE t!OA t.:pA

POLICE, GEN(IAL EINALDO o(CArR. IN A EILEVISED jrfrcR

CENIIAG THAI NI. bOIt$ %NCI rAIolLLO, A.AlI 0114110 T1

UNCLASSIFIED

OUTGOING
TELEGRA,
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POAE 83 0 #I STATE 11Pm7 I311 AIAIR

R1mt 00Cv'!%TTO,'E:.tE Y.4Ui *E i is j, r,i.,

11. C- cSEP[s $ T11' ITITII(1

COUADAIC1 IS C.EIhZ 01 l 'T, I.T C; 7-1 F..P, '

TUPPOP1 TiNG CP 0 PPI .01A41 1TE(I'LN7I AC C% ['1AO.
ICFDfl IRE A$7C1.R.T ALAINI lo ICLD(1 I* D"CSIE c','L
ADCID LTO AkI *004 20 A G ISOAL -..At: ::'.C$!o TnE
FaLN LA I1N 7 L,'S, XND UIHENSITI Cii% :A i^:,; 5l 4

as r(LIsELS IN-. "i;;E: .:!9!I pl .7 T
DEVNOSINATIOSI li IOPIOTO 1 1L.S (17 A'35, 1 40E
SILANILY 11; 10 PIC'*-[ Tel (1.L : 1.:I2'S 781

IN[ 1M1iLS INT N'OSVCC 'OI L:[ : L '.:1:
.CO-... ....... L C.-X 11P ..,7'% A:: N ''INR A0
DECIDED 101 klkL 0 3t1. ' P-iit, a
DEKOTJIT.:RS CAME TO 1, 1L'1A8.4 '7. - .N
IEw CLAIrED COll PtEC TPE C:v C ."*% L! l 67 At
NIOSlVY VENiCL DD ti A PEM01S4

T
NATIOq I %: C- OE

(MSMIII I'O, ''hO;:ICL ;aIv ":O t 7I L - 32 T.4

Ti"It III Pit l ME" IE O C " rk f ;0 "! 0 V:! vl

PEID0NI ON EIIorS .1 11V I .! 13 F::o O :N&o
IK ENICiE IDONTIPIEO IV Iv WIPES! 11.C'13 10 A PRIVATE

C 1112(t1.

12. C .;NEDIIL T ECVERS

ON .Pa 27,.41 1 f THE t1I NC C IITIAN CC",!11T13 FIN
0I!Ilt41C Pt;SiZIS 1C:llOCS 755. 1.19 7' r''l 'a

CL7.4ZONA; IA SAN 111LO £1 %ILL 7N TIE 0; TIE
CLVAlY AND (NNOTP'ACED I'di' : D 73O!:0I'I .CR L
PERMISSIOTO 13.I1 TO S IN1 NPiES. IN 0lVSlUL1N. iAND
CPALA7C.NT 3$EIP t AN4 ENw! 10 FCZCiC C- 7

0

PqOT.
GCNCEA. IE51 V011O POIT PNISCSN A', LE71( LIVING
CIf NOI1011 F IEp.&03D P110111 CN P''l:s, CCLACIE
100 04 I E' C71#;- A' 10!h LED -r. - 7! : IE
TI DEfO.OlTLNTO9I IC INC C : 1I.11Y bsi!31 r-iI T7.41"T PAINT
CUD ItC.i A' Ti CACE INO *rY r A EiUt1=T LA
VIOLENT C WiT TI POLCE 7MAI!Z WE C LAS tF
VIOLINT P107(8T 'OlIN IN 1157 o 'CE 01'1 I%-t.T0:IT
TEATS To! Cr1'1 At! £;5D Pa:NTIL5 *L;S IN '-E VICiNITY
OF THEIR EH.711IOS A PRACTICE 1Il1y N'! IN'C0 CIIIIA
FEV P0%T*1 AGO

El 14010 IFANRASrUv MARI I *0CA011 UNIT7S PrDCLA"AT IEA

ON JUNiE 1, FN.1:0P'1NTE0 RADIO tOELNDD P-I'i11 1114CAS7
AN UNTS 'PLN'E1RP Of 1.40 6^CAEIDS 10 A[S^,,VE 

t
ACESLE'O

FACING To-T rITMiECLAN: - 'NE pipLIR 18; FCLLIIS
1To3 SCRIPTED IL% LINE. CALLING Fog IIE*T1I T O Of

PRESIDENT 1.1,A I3PEg' ̂ .- CILEAt S El; 'f '6 jR1(,
1I41 SOOPEIiEOf EII CECIIIIT ATIOHIEL.6 W G1.4ERA1
NNYAEO11 FOG AlL PktIHOCAL AND LANDI 124101305 Tmll Is

ONE Of IN[ FEW TOO ( A 16LIERCILLAt 44010 SIATICN RAS
IRNOACAST AlA ONTO IESSA61I.MAII! "l04 REVIlMS 1.1 1133S
111W tHEl Iw0 ORGANIZATIONS.

SR. 'NO PLACE IINLESS% DUARTEL REIGINI

0R ALIvE A, ITad IZE( CE-NAIRES 1101.41 NOW A0A IL HAlED IN
'FECMAI .0"1'14 r;4NE A 1I'LL-F.a.. 40 rO'7.%C1I.. THE I 40,E
RAWL or altl6tv1 .IOCIl ERIS 01It .1IPC: ;4. 9D 21CN$
l1ElI~i ICNI1 IN ID4 INC rA

M
AL.a CAICED It '1.0 OCAIN

1011A1' 10 Iot OFMFIHI.CIiCES Nhi1111MA1I I'Lli AHMEIvI
AND INT'EA.RICIIIN1 10R AIL *rO 11I(A( FriICOOPEIS' *S WILL

RSIX11A*1 ONI NlION.rIN,1 C0AONLS Of 1.41 JtL'.' 1-4T 001 Tutu

iN CL AS SiF

STATE :1I'171 6311 111AN211,1
N i I ME ATS'tI fT0 V 1 I- IL ND51 ) PI-1.4:

CKATE v-1 1.1 ":kt5-.3 CCC:.. 17*1 11;.i I 'it ART
A.IT, OP;S A I AkIT IV~ *PO 01a .c m :A I* JoS 11 tDWO 1T CiA, 4
TIr AD CD002L'DE N LOIGH LETTER 'Sro l1 ;T!ACO: AND
REPRIS;IOI 'SAINIIS TOE EALNCDOIAl PECLE, ?10 10 CE.'.
EONIAID TriE .Lt, EL ND PEaCE 1 D..IIE :5.01 $,l 1(11111

Il/f If/II///t//II /I/l/l//l//l/I/flftl "/310 CD" MY: FiCIP1 SIDUPS WITIODG A FICO Ltir

TIE FlLi IS COtINIHNS IAEAVLY ONt INC lEONT GROOS TO
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FOREWORD

The United States, Soviet Union,
associates on both sides, and third
parties conduct special operations in
"peacetime" and war. This Panel
therefore asked John H. Collins,
Senior Specialist in National Defense
at Phe Library of Congress, to
appraise U.S. competence and suggest
optional ways to improve U.S. posture
(see request letter on the following
page).

His report provides top-level
policymakers, planners, and super-
visors a broad perspective, because
it ranges widely, taking pains to
explain why U.S. and Soviet policies,
programs, and performance are so
-different. Perhaps 40-50 highly-
respected professionals critiqued the
draft (see Acknowledgements). Many
useful amendments followed.

The author contends that
"virtually every U.S. macro command/
control, planning, and SOF force
posture problem derives mainly from
misunderstandings. Few members of
the U.S. Government and military
establishment fully appreciate
special operations threats, capabili-
ties, limitations, and relationships
with the rest of our security
apparatus." Five other findings
merit repetition:

--Humans are more important than
hardware.

-- Their quality is more important
than quantities.

-- Special operations forces
(SOF) cannot be mass-produced.

--Competent SOF cannot be
created after emergencies occur.

--Most special operations
require non-SOF assistance.

The glossary contains many
special operations definitions that
the Department of Defense Dictionary
of Military and Associated Terms
omits and modifies others realistic-
ally. It clearly differentiates, for
example, "low-intensity conflict" (a
form of warfare) from "special
operations" (a capability). The
identification of "freedom fighter"
depends on motives, not actions, and
terrorists" on actions, not motives.
The 322 source notes facilitate
further study, because most contain
multiple entries.

John Collins, in short, has
produced a special operations
handbook that could serve the
Congress and the Executive Branch for
a long time.

Earl Hutto
Chairman
Special Operations Panel

v
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BACKGROUND, PURPOSE, AND SCOPE

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I--
I took the one less travelled by,

And that has made all the difference.

Robert Frost
The Road Not Taken

Soviet leaders, in their quest
for a favorable correlation of
forces, deploy a panoply of nuclear,
chemical, biological, and conven-
tional military power.lI They also
take a less travelled road, marked
"Special Operations," trying to
outflank rivals at global, theater,
and local levels across the politico-
military spectrum. Vehicles include
covert/clandestine activities of all
kinds, with particular attention to
insurgencies, transnational terror-
ism, and psychological operations
(psyop). De facto proxies augment
Moscow's capabilities, when direct
Soviet involvement might be imprudent
or too expensive. Massive internal
security measures simplify counter-
terrorism and make it difficult for
counterrevolutions to flourish at
home or in satellite states. Overall
performance is by no means perfect,
but regard for special operations
remains unflagging.

U.S. appreciation, defined
narrowly in mainly military terms, is

trendy and intermittent. Elite
Ranger battalions, lionized for
daring deeds during World War II,
later left Army rolls fot 35 years,
until admirers restored them. Green
Berets, briefly popular when Kennedy
was President, fell from favor for a
decade after the Vietnam War, before
they began -to revive. Psyop, which
should underpin or supplement most
special operations, attracts scant
attention. Tactics outshine strat-
egies. Forces outrank employment
concepts, which presently emphasize
so-called "low-intensity" conflicts
that U.S. leaders largely overlooked
when nuclear deterrence and NATO
defense were their only serious
national security concerns.2/*

This unclassified net assessment
and critique has a three-fold
purpose:

-- To compare U.S. and Soviet
special operations competence;

-- To isolate resultant U.S.
problems; and

* Some senior U.S. oificials believe that "special operations" and "low-
intensity conflict (LIC) are interchangeable terms, but they are not synony-
mous. LIC is a form of warfaree that may slight special operations or make them
the centerpiece. Special operations, which constitute capabilities, can
complement every type of combat, regardless of intensity.
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-- To establish objective
standards for improvements.

Chapters 1-3 cover U.S. and
Soviet priorities, force postures,
concepts, and performance, with
particular attention to relative
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and vulnerabilities. Chapter 4
silhouettes U.S. shurtcomings and
lists requirements that corrective
courses of action should observe.
Chapter 5 compiles findings. Annex
A, flagged throughout the basic text
for easy reference, summarizes tasks
across the conflict spectrum;
describes skills needed to accomplish
them successfully* differentiates
unipurpose fro- w. Iti-urpose special
operations xv,.es (SOP); then
outlines command/control, accouter-
ments, and esoteric support require-
ments. It also addresses tradeoffs
between political, economic, mili-
tary, social, and psychological
tools, which vary in value, depending
on goals, targets, and available
time. ' iscussion throughout is
designed to make fundamental informa-
tion available in minimum time.
Documentation, which provides depth,
facilitates further study. Several
figures graphically compare U.S. and
Soviet special operations. A
glossary (Annex B) and list of
abbreviations (Annex C) clarify many
terms in this arcane field.

Special operations, as defined
herein, embrace a wide range of
unorthodox, comparatively low-cost,
potentially high-payoff, often covert
or clandestine methods that national,
subnational, and theater leaders may
employ independently in "peacetime"
or to support nuclear, biological,
chemical, and/or conventional warfare
of low-, mid-, and high-intensity.
Special operations forces (SOF),
which are small, carefully selected,

and superlatively trained for
specific rather than general pur-
poses, can accomplish some missions
unassisted, but non-SOP foruations
often are synergistic, as well as
essential.

U.S. "core" SO?, for example,
are confined to covert action
components of Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA); military elements
assigned to Joint Special Operations
Command (JSOC); Army Special Forces
and the Banger Regiment; Navy SEAL
teams with delivery units; and 2d Air
Division, plus (some say) search and
rescue squadrons.3/* Those forces,
however, cannot perform foreign
internal defense (FID) or unconv-
tional warfare (UW) missions una.-
sisted. Psyop and civil affairs
assets, among others, are equally
(sometimes more) important. Federal,
state, and local law enforcement
agencies are the sine qua non for
counterterrori om. KCB Border Guards
and NVD Internal Troops are not
strictly SOP, but the Soviet State
relies extensively on their counter-
revolutionary capabilities. Ap-
praisals that overlook such relation-
ships put special operations in false
perspective, and ensure that the
whole will be less than the sum of
its parts.

The consequent compendium is
intended as a tool to help U.S.
policymakers and planners determine
the optimum civilian/military mix,
size, structure, and characteristics
of U.S. special operations forces,
together with proper doctrines,
strategies, and tactics for their
employment. It takes political,
legal, moral, and budgetary limita-
tions into account, and pays partic-
ular attention to pertinent trends
that could increase or reduce future
needs.

* Chapter 2 describes each component in some detail.
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Chapter 1

COMPARATIVE PRIORITIES

Dissimilar aspirations, institu-
tions, cultures, experience, threat
perceptions, and security problem-
solving styles are a few among many
factors that make U.S. and Soviet
special operations very different.

The United States is a democracy
responsive to people steeped in
Judeo-Christian ethics, who generally
respect the spirit, as well as the
letter, of laws; fight "fairly," in
accord with "rules;" and find "dirty
tricks" repugnant. Free and competi-
tive news media representatives make
it difficult for the government to
conduct secret operations. Safe-
guards against aggression depend
primarily on deterrence and defense,
defined mainly in straightforward
military terms. U.S. leaders
normally acknowledge 8 sharp boundary
between peace and war (many believe
the latter is an aberration, despite
conclusive evidence to the
contrary),L/ and severely restrict
domestic security activities.
Traditionalists in charge of our
military establishment dislike
elites. Those proclivities, in
various combinations, account for the
low priority U.S. policymakers
historically have assigned most
special operations. They also limit
allowable targets, as well as
techniques .2/

The Soviet Union, conversely, is
a totalitarian state governed by a
small, secretive group of atheistic
activists, selected by Communist
Party competition, rather than
popular will, who are guided by
Leninist convictions that ends
justify means. Carefully controlled
news media shape public opinion,
which has very limited influence.
Leaders remain dedicated to revolu-
tion, which they hope will weaken,
and eventually replace, non-arxist
governments everywhere. A favorable
correlation of forces, according to
their calculations, often depends
more on sociopolitical strength than
on military power.3/ So-called
"peaceful coexistence" is not a
substitute for combat, but a form of
indirect conflict that replaces
conventional military assaults with
clandestine violence and overt
nonlethal activities. Soviet leaders
consequently have found special
operations inviting since 1917.4/

SOVIET CONSISTENCY

Consistently strong Soviet
emphasis on offensive and defensive
special operations, as defined by
this study, spans the complete scope
of politico-military competition.
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Some tasks receive more attention
than others, but all options seem
open (Figures 1 and 2).*

Stress on subversion &nd psyop
is strong in "peacetime," as well as
hot and cold wars. Straightforward
propagakida, disinformation, and
infrastructure development in foreign
countries appear to predominate.5/
The Soviet Constitution promises
support for "national liberation"
movements by insurgents who might
help "ensure international conditions
favorable for . . . consolidating the
po s i t i on o f wo r l d
socialism . . . ."6/ Soviet policy-
makers seem somewhat more moderate
about transnational terrorism,7/
perhaps because they can neither
control practitioners nor predict
outcomes of such free-form combat.8/
No such vacillation is evident at
mid- and high-intensity conflict
levels, where Soviet concepts
indicate that special operations
customarily complement other kinds of
warfare. Raids, ambushes, sabotage,
"surgical" strikes against key enemy
personnel, and unique intelligence
missions all are important.9/

Internal security, including
counterinsurgency and counter-
terrorism, shares top priority with
defense against external
aggression.1O/ Long-standing Soviet
policies, presently expressed as the
Brezhnev Doctrine, "resolutely oppose
the export a:;d import of counter-
revolution" anywhere in the socialist
sphere. Their logic rejects the
right of self-determination. "Each
Coumunist Party is free in applying
the principles of Marxist-Lenin-
ism . . . in its own country, but it
cannot deviate from these

principles . . . ." The Kremlin, in
short, considers all socialist gains
irreversible and "defends" that
status quo when required by invading
allied states, as rebels discovered
in the German Democratic Republic
(1953), Hungary (1956), Czechoslo-
vakia (1968), and Afghanistan (1979
to present).11/

Low-priority tasks fit four
categories: mainly conventional
conflicts limit special operations by
definition; direct involvement of
Soviet SOF in transnational terrorism
is nearly nil; political, economic,
and social reform to strengthen
popular support of foreign regimes
never has been a Soviet objective;
Soviet doctrine reduces interest in,
and needs for, unit exfiltration.

U.S. INCONSISTENCY

U.S priorities overlook a large
slice of the conflict spectrum, and
in any case are inconsistent.
Figures I and 2 reflect the mid-
1980s, when military special opera-
tions, unpopular after the Vietnam
War, reached a periodic peak.
Central Intelligence Agency and its
covert activities are still in a
trough.

Peacetime psyop to support U.S;
strategies is low priority, compared
with focused Soviet efforts, despite
increased emphasis since President
Reagan took office. Theater and
tactical applications, often after-
thoughts, are usually slighted.12/
This nation is not innocent of
subversion--actions in Iran (1953),

* Section 1, Annex A relates special operations to cold war, as well as
low-, medium-, and high-intensity conflicts. Section 2 explains tasks and
skills.
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Guatemala (1954), Cuba (early 1960s),
and Chile (1970-73) are among those
most often cited--but the priority,
which never was high, has been
exceedingly low since Congress
tightened control.13/

The Reagan Doctrine, freely
interpreted to mean "the enemy of my
enemy is my friend," fosters military
and economic assistance on a modest
scale for anti-communist insurgencies
and resistance movements. Priority
for such support, however, is much
higher in principle than in practice,
and few advocate more active U.S.
participation.14/ America's deci-
sionmakers exclude domestic and
transnational terrorism, despite
Soviet contentions to the
contraryL5/ and legally proscribe
political assassinations which,
directly or indirectly, they condoned
in decades past.*16/ AirLand Battle
doctrine pays lip service to SOF
intelligence, direct action, decep-
tion, and psyop missions,17/ but the
Department of Defense as a general
rule slights special operations
during mid- and high-intensity
conflicts.

Counterinsurgency, which fell
from favor after the Vietnam War, is
enjoying a revival in parts of the
Executive Branch, but congressional
inhibitions and preconditions

proposed by the Secretary of Defense
severely limit active U.S. combat
involvement.18/ Counterterrorism has
been a matter of importance since
former Secretary of State Alexander
M. Haig, in his first news confer-
ence, branded transnational terrorism
as "the ultimate abuse of human
rights." George P. Shultz, his
successor, declared that "democracies
must . . . tackle this menacing
problem or else they will not be in
much of a position to tackle other
kinds of problems." President Reagan
refers to "atrocities which have
shocked the conscience of the world."
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger
and the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
however, seem less enthusiastic when
it comes to military countermeas-
ures. 19/

Uncertain priorities provide a
shaky platform for U.S. special
operations planners, who cannot be
sure which view will prevail. It is
also difficult to select personnel
and train units, when the popularity
of roles changes rapidly. The
purpose of Army Special Forces, for
example, has switched from direct
action to civic action and amorphous
middle grounds since the first group
was activated in 1952.20/ Every U.S.
special operations component exper-
iences similar problems.21/

* U.S. efforts to assassinate Castro backfired. U.S. officials were
privy to plots that caused violent deaths of Lumumba (Congo), Trujillo (Domini-
can Republic), Schneider (Chile), and Diem (Vietnam).22/
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Figure 1

U.S. AND SOVIET SPECIAL OPERATIONS PRIORITIES
RELATED TO CONFLICT INTENSITIES 1/

1986
(Author Judgements)

Cold War 1 . . . .. .iLgh

Low Intensity 2/
Insurgency, Resistance 3/---
Counterinsurgency 3 4/--:---
Transonationsl Terrorism 5/----
Counterterrorism--------
Mainly Conventional ----

---- A-ed w-----
---- edu-----

---- High
----- High
--- Moderate
-----High
-...- Low

Medium-Intensity-------- ----- Low ..-- -High

High Intensity ----- ----- High

----I/ S..e Figr.e a5, Annex A-for special operations related to the conflict
spectrum.

2/ Priorities indicate politico-military Interest, not the extent of
activities nor their type. They are not determined by SOF.

3/ The Reagan Doctrine in principle supports the U.S. priority shown. A re-
sidual "Vietnam syndrome" produces a very low priority in practice.

4/ U.S. and Soviet special operations take precedence during Phase I
insurgencies (underground activities). Conventional military power tends to
predominate during Phase IL (which adds guerrilla warfare) and even more during
Phase III (which adds larger-scale armed combat).

5/ The United States neither instigates nor supports terrorism, as defined
in this document.

U. S. SOVIET
PRIORITIES PRIORITIES
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Figure 2

U.S. AND SOVIET SPECIAL OPERATIONS PRORIT1S
RELATED TO TASKS

(Author Judgewnts)

U.S. I SOVYIT
I PRIORITIES I PRIORITIES I

Direct Action •
Assassination U/. 2/ -........--- ---- A------
Abduction----- | -- NA--..
Hostage Taking 2/--------------
Random Killing & Maiming 2/----
Sabotage---------
Capture 3/ --------
Termination 4/ --.--------------
Ambushes-----------------------
Raids ---------
Rescue
Hostages-------------------
military POWs / ----------

Indirect Action
Subversion ----------------------
Psychological Operations ----
Military Assistance 6/-------
Economic Assistance 6/---------
Reform-------------------------

Intelligence 7/
Unique Reconnaissance
Unique Surveillance -------------
Target Acquisition

Key Personnel -----------------
Critical Weapons --------------

Survival
Infiltration
Peacetime -----------------
Wartime -----------------------

-- NA----.
-..-- NA-.....
---- High-
--- High-..

....- High--
---- High----

---- igh
---- LoW
---- Low
---- Low
---- High
---- High
- -- High

----High
---- High

----- High ----- -- Low
-- Low---- ---- Low

----- Low----

---Moderate---

--- High
-----High
-- Moderate

---Moderate- I --- Moderate
-Moderate--I ----- Low

---Moderate- -.. oderate
-- Moderate ------- Moderate

-----Low------ ------ High
----- Low -- ----.... .Moderate

----- Low ----------- High
----- High----- ------ High

ExfiLtration (Wartime) I
Preplanned --------------------- High ----------- Low
Search & Rescue ----------------- High -----------Low
Escape & Evasion ------------------- Hi ----- ------ Low

Site Security ------------------------- High -----
Public Education --------------------- Low ------ :-----Hidh

'KF

Ii U.S. SOF are forbidden to assassinate in peacetime. The high Soviet
priority applies only to wartime operations.

2/ both superpowers back associates that sometimes employ tactics shown,
but the United States disapproves in principle.

3/ Legal steps seize individuals or groups engaged in illegal and/or
varlike activities.

4/ Legal steps to kill individuals or groups engaged in illegal and/or
warlike activities.

S/ U.S. attempts to retrieve MIAs frc. Southeast Asia are diplomac:,
rather than SOF rescue operations.

6/ Security assistance primarily to recipients engaged in insurgencies,
resistance, trananational terrorism, 3r countering such threats.

I/ HUHXNT by individuals and groups other tnan those engaged in fuLL-P
espionage.

&
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Chapter 2

COMPARATIVE ESTABLISSHMENTS

The Soviets possess a large,
diversified special operations
establishment that is relatively
simple and synchronized. The U.S.
counterpart, small by comparison and
less comprehensive in purpose, is
complex and loosely linked.

HIGH COMMAND AND CONTROL

It would be hard to 1tvise two
more different special operations
command and control structures than
those of the United States and Soviet
Union.* The former is fragmented.
The latter features single management
of three closely connected com-
ponent s.

SOVIET CENTRALIZATION

"The leading and guiding
force . . . of all state organiza-
tions . . . is the Comainist Party of
the Soviet Union," according to
ATicle 6 of the Soviet Constitution
(Figure 3).L/ Party leaders, who

• Section 3A, Annex A outlines
decentralized control.

also hold key governmental posts, are
in total control at the top. The
Politburo and Central Committee set
priorities, shape or approve policy
for, direct, and supervise the
Comittee for State Security (KGB),
the Ministry of Internal Affairs
(MVD), and Ministry of Defense (HOD),
which plan and implement special
operations. Several Central Commit-
tee departments control strategic
psyop.

KGB, which performs by far the
greatest assortment of speci'L
operations tasks, also influences and
oversees NYD and MOD activities
(Figure 4).** Its First Chief
Directorate conducts so-called
"active measures" abroad in "peace-
time," with particular attention to
subversion and disinformation;
infiltrates individual agents and
teams into hostile territory for
special missions that include target
acquisition and sabotage; administers
economic assistance to selected
insurgents and Soviet associates
embattled by resistance movements or
counterrevolutionaries; and arranges
"wet affairs" assassinationss)
whenever required.3/

some characteristics of centralized and

** Espionage, a basic KGB function, is beyond the scope of this report.
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Figure 3

SOVIET SPECIAL OPERATIONS HIGH COMMAND

CPSU

LEGEND

Command Forces
KGB Inlauece (got depicted belda MOO and MVO hsldquIFters, but permeates to

retimeneta and ship love!)

CPSU Communist Party W the Soviet Unien MO Military O strict
GOF Group of Forces MOO Ministry of Oefense
GRU Intnlignce Directorate. GonawI Staff MVO Ministry of Intteor
K01 Committee for State Sacurity SOF Special Operataons Forces

NOTE: MO snd GOF become fronts under three tkeater o wartime.
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figure 4

SOVIET HIGH COMMAD RIATED TO
SPECIAL OPERATIONS TASKS

(Author Judgemnts)

Direct Action
Assassination 1/-
Abd,-ct ion 1

Hostage TaTing _/----
Random Killing & Maiming 1/ .----
Sabotage------ -------
Capture------------------------
Termination-
Ambushes 2/ -----------------------
Raids 2/ --------------------------
Rescue

Hostages ------------------------
Military POWs -------------------

Indirect Action
Subversion----------------------
Psychological Operations ----------
Military Assistance 3/ ------------
Economic Assistance- -------------
Reform ---------------------------

Intelligence
Unique Reconnaissance-------------
Unique Surveillance ---------------
Target Acquisition

Key Personnel-----------------
Critical Weapons ----------------

Survival

KCI - D MOD

----- K----

- -.----

- .----
- - - - --'C----

- - - -X----I
--------- I

-- ' ----

----- NA---

------ i--

x_ _------ x

x-
---------- ------- X------

---------- ------ x

-- -

NA------N

I-
----------- ------- X

-x

. ---- ------ x
---------.- . .. X

Infiltration
Sleepers--------------------------... .
Other -- ..--------------------- -. x

Extiltration 4/
Preplanned- ---------------------. x .---------- x
Search & Rescue 5/ -------------- - x ---- I -------------- x
Escape & Evasion --------------- ----- x -------------------- x

Security
Personnel ------------------------------. x
Installations --------------------- j-...x ........ x
Population Control ---------------- ;-----x ----------
Armed Forces Control --------------. . x
Border Control -----------------------. x
Communications Control ------------... . . - x
Rear Area Security --------------- i ---------- x---I- -- -X
Convoy Security -------------------.. . . . . x ---------- x
Public Education ------------------ I - x

1/ Rarely employed transnatiorally by Soviet SOF in 'peacetime," ,ut
the Soviets support de facto proxies vho routinely undertake such tasks.
High priority tasks in wartime.

Z/ Military and paramilitary only; Includes KGB order Guards and 4VD
Internal Security troops.

3/ Includes training for terrorists.

4/ Exiltration is an infrequent operation. Mainly individuals, except for
MOD units.

S/ KGB search and rescue is by border Guards.

I

A
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Other KGB directorates, which
specialize in counterintelligence,
seek out and stifle potential sources
of opposition at home. Civilians
(especially ethnic minorities, who
make up half of the population),
members of the armed services, and
foreigners are subject to close and
constant scrutiny. The Ninth
Directorate does nothing but safe-
guard Party leaders and key installa-
tions, such as nuclear weapon
stockpiles and critical communica-
tions. KGB Border Guards patrol
Soviet frontiers to keep inhabitants
in and intruders out.4/ The Ministry
of Defense is responsible for
military special operations. The
Intelligence Directorate (GRU) of its
General Staff recruits, organizes,
equips, and trains agents and units
that serve 3 theaters, 16 Military
Districts (KD), 4 Groups of Forces
(GOF) in peacetime (fronts in war),
and all four fleets. Whether CRU,
like the KGB, exercises central
control is unclear (only one unclas-
sified source--Viktor Suvorov--is
flatly affirmative), but the MD and
COF, better able to coordinate
nuclear, chemical, biological,
conventional, and special operations,
probably take charge. The Tenth
General Staff Directorate handles
military assistance.5/

The MVD supplements KGB and HOD
counterterror/counterinsurgency
capabilities on home territory. Its
ubiquitous militia, a national police
force, is concerned essentially with
internal security. Paramilitary
troops, similar to, but less elite
than, KGB Border Guards, provide a
backup. They also perform prosaic
peacetime tasks, such as convoy and
labor camp safekeeping. Rear area
defense against guerrillas, sabo-
teurs, and assassins is a salient
wartime duty. Some regiments,
however, are trained and equipped for
offensive operations. NKVD, the MVD
predecessor, followed Soviet advances

outside the homeland late in World
War II; MVD formations helped
suppress Czech rebels in 1968.6/

Soviet special operations high
command lines, taken in toto, are
neither as centralized nor quite as
clean as Figure 3 suggests. Serious
rivalry sometimes is evident.
Nevertheless, they are simple
compared with the U.S. apparatus.
Deliberate interlocks and overlaps to
ensure that all tasks are well
covered degrade efficiency to some
degree, but not effectiveness.

U.S. DECENTRALIZATION

Decentralization dominates the
top-heavy U.S. special operations
structure. The President, assisted
by the National Security Council
(NSC) ahd other advisers, exerts
chief executive powers. Congress,
which controls force authorizations
and funds, also initiates, approves,
or precludes legislative change and
oversees sensitive activities (Figure
5). Nine committees participate
directly in that process: Armed
Services (2), Appropriations (2),
Select Committees on Intelligence
(2), Senate Judiciary (Subcommittee
on Security and Terrorism), Senate
Foreign Relations, and House Foreign
Affairs. High command arrangements
currently are an important concern.7/
Covert /clandestine programs attract
continuing attention.

Six federal departments, three
agencies, and the Board for Interna-
tional Broadcasting (BIB), plus state
and local structures, share U.S.
special operations responsibilities
(Figure 6)--three times the equiva-
lent Soviet number. The State
Department helps shape policy. The
Department of Defense (DOD) deploys
all military SOF. Central
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Intelligence Agency (CIA) is the
parent organization of all civilian
SOP that conduct covert and clandes-
tine "special activities" overseas.81
Justice, Treasury, Transportation,
Energy, and state/local law enforce-
ment units subdivide internal defense
of the United States (counterterror-
is., counterinsurgency). U.S.
Information Agency and the Agency for
International Development are
respectively occupied with public
aspects of psychological operations
and economic assistance. No national
center connects the lot.9/

Divisiveness also is evident at
the next lower level. There are 10
U.S. participants compared with 6
Soviet, not counting individual psyop
elements, whose Soviet equivalents do
not show on Figure 3. The Secret
Service (Treasury) and U.S. Marshals
Service (Justice) safeguard senior
U.S. officials. The Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI) and Border
Patrol (both Justice), together with
the Coast Guard and Federal Aviation
Administration (both Transportation),
include counterterrorism in their
charters. No homegrown group has
seriously tried to overthrow the U.S.
Government by force since the
Weatherman faction and Black Panthers
announced that intent nearly two
decades ago,l0/ but federal SOF of
all sorts might have to supplement
police and the National Cuard, if a
serious insurgency ever developed.

The U.S. Army, Navy, and Air
Force maintained separate special
operations establishments through
most of 1986. Each dealt directly
with the Secretary of Defense,
represented by a Deputy Assistant
Secretary, and 4.ith the Joint Chiefs
of Staff (JCS), whose Chairman gets
staff support from a small Joint
Special Operations Agency (JSOA).
Each service allocated SOF to five
area-oriented unified commands as
directed (European Command, Pacific

Command, Central Command, Southern
Command, Atlantic Command). They
also fed Joint Special Operations
Command (JSOC), which reported to the
Secretary of Defense through the
JCS. l/

Central control began to replace
that loose arrangement in October
1986, when Congress amended Title 10,
United States Code. The new law
directs the Secretary of Defense to
create for SOP a "major force program
category (within DOD's) Five-Year
Defense Plan." It also designates an
Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Special Operations and Low-Intensity
Conflict, whose principal duty is
"overall supervision" of those
fields, particularly policy formula-
tion, program recommendations, and
budgetary proposals. 12/

A unified combatant command that
includes all active and reserve SOP
in the United States is to be
"implemented" not-later-than April
1987, 180 days after President Reagan
signed H.Res. 738. Its four-star
commander "shall be responsible for,
and shall have authority to conduct,
all affairs of such command," which
prepares subordinate forces "to carry
out assigned missions." Priorities,
concepts, SOF-peculiar force develop-
ment, and readiness are particularly
important. He monitors SOP personnel
management by U.S. military services,
advises the Assistant Secrerary of
Defense about budgetary matters,
reviews the capabilities of SOF
overseas, and may undertake "a
selected special operations mission
if directed to do so by the President
or Secretary of Defense." Most SOF
employment, however, remains the
responsibility of geographically-
oriented unified commands
overseas.13/ Whether the infant
Special Operations Command, as it is
called, will work well or be largely
symbolic depends on the competence of
its commander (who must be a well-
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Figure 6

U.S. RICE CW uLATgO TO SCiL. OPEBIATOsS TASKS
(Aucber Judgmats)
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well-qualified organizer and adminis-
trator, as well as a special opera-
tions specialist), the staff he
picks, support from superior, and
cooperation from peers. Joint
doctrine, strategies, tactics, plans,
and programs, tested by joint
training and operations, must precede
meaningful progress.

The new law also specifies a
Board for Low-Intensity Conflict
within the National Security Council.
Its purpose is to "coordinate"
related U.S. policies, but neither
that board nor any existing substi-
tute possesses powers to issue
interdepartmenta l/interagency
guidance and compel compliance,
unless the President, in accord with
"the sense of Congress," names a
Deputy Assistant for National
Security Affairs to handle such
matters in the NSC and vests him with
sufficient clout.14/ The U.S.
special operations apparatus there-
fore still fosters jurisdictional
disputes that appear more serious and
widespread than those on the 'Soviet
side, where policymaking and imple-
mentation are less fractionated.

FORCE POSTURES

Open source literature about
Soviet special operations forces is
lean. The personnel strengths,
organization, arms, equipment,
disposition, and effectiveness of
U.S. counterparts are publicly
displayed, except for JSOC.
America's military and civilian non-
SOF organizations routinely handle
some special operations, such as

economic assistance and installation
security. This section concentrates
exclusively on SOF.*

SOVIET SIMPLICITY

Soviet Voyska Spetsial'noao
Naznacheniya, a mixed bag of military
and civilian SOF, commonly are called
Spetsnaz. KGB forces probably
emphasize political missions, while
the CRU features war fighting, but
boundaries are blurred and overlaps
are common.15/ Psyop is a separate
category.

Internal Security SOF

Homeland defense forces,
illustrated in Figure 7, are by f4r
the most numerous. There are no
reliable organizational charts or
counts of police and quasi-civilian
officials whose full-tim occupation
is population control, rather than
traditional law enforcement, but KCB
Border Guards (230,000) and KVD
Security Troops (360,000) both are
larger than the active U.S. Marine
Corps (199,000). Taken together,
they total three-fourths the size of
our Army (781,000). Border Cuards
boast regimental-sized and smaller
paramilitary formations, replete with
armored vehicles, artillery, light
aircraft, and coastal ships. About
30 NVD divisions, organized and armed
much like motor rifle divisions, have
been identified.16/

* Section 3, Annex A discusses SOP characteristics, accouterments, and
support requirements in generic terms.
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Offensive Spetsnaz

Vital statistics concerning
Soviet offensive SOP are even scarcer
and less reliable. How many KGB and
GRU operatives (excluding traditional
espionage agents) ply their trade in
foreign countries is an open ques-
tion. U.S. authorities, however,
generally agree that many deep cover
"sleepers," positioned during
peacetime in prospective operational
areas, lead apparently normal lives
waiting to be "awakened" by some
signal. They then are expected to
perform predesignated tasks, such as
assassination and sabotage, or act as
pathfinders for other special
operations forces.17/ Proxies
supplement or replace Soviet citi-
zens, when conditions for doing so
are favorable. Training centers,
including those the KGB and CRU
support in satellite states, open
such options.18/

Large military Spetsnaz organi-
zations are slightly more visible.
U.S. analysts must speculate to some
extent about their structure, size,
and activities, but new units
reportedly are being created and
others are being enlarged. Figure 8,
derived from data Viktor Suvorov
furnished, is incompletely confirmed.
He counts 3 Spetsnaz sabotage
regiments (one each for Western,
South Western, and Far Eastern
Theaters), 24 diversionary brigades
(one each for 16 military districts,
4 groups of forces and 4 fleets), a
separate company for each of 40-some
armiessand GRU intelligence/direct
action agents. Surorov estimates the
total is 30,000 or more active
personnel at full strength. Major
formations may function intact, but
allegedly are equipped to form small
teams for sabotage or other "surgi-
cal" missions. The maximum number is
about 135 teams per brigade and 15
per separate company. Realistic

training includes practice with
mockups of U.S. and allied weapons
and installations.19/

Those oft-repeated postula-
tions20/ engender false impressions,
and some assertions are shaky.
Accurate tallies are difficult to
compile, because Spetsnaz units, like
chameleons, change color to suit
circumstances. Members, who have
dedicated training facilities, but no
cantonments, uniforms, or insignia of
their own, take on the guise of other
troops.21/ No theater commands now
exist; 10 continental and 4 oceanic
subdivisions apparently provide the
focus for plans and force develop-
ment.22/ Whether interior MDs
maintain a Spetsnaz brigade apiece is
debatable. Designations also
mislead. Brigades and regiments, for
example, are equivalent in size to
U.S. battalions, if estimated manning
authorizations are authentic.
Spetsnaz naval brigades may be
somewhat smaller; some observers
believe platoon or company would be a
better description. (DIA counts 24
brigades, total active wartime
strength 12,000, not 30,000, plus
40,000 reservists with various
degrees of proficiency.)23/

Strategic Psyop

Soviet strategic psyop programs
at home and abroad are pervasive.
Publications and telecomunications
all parrot the Co-, unist Party line:
two newspapers (Pravda, Izvestia),
Taos news service, two periodicals
(New Times, International Affairs),
Novosti Press, and Radio Moscow
constantly trumpet open propaganda.
KGB covert and clandestine instru-
ments augment those of the Central
Committee.24/ Foreign communist
parties, other leftwing factions
loyal to Moscow, and unwitting fellow
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Figure 7

KGB BORDER GUARDS AND MVD SECURITY TROOPS

I i Gru I

1/ KGB Border Guard districts vary in size and composition according to the population,
topography, and other factors in each operational area. Average strength is 25,000-
30,000. Each district usually controls several detachments roughly equivalent in size to
a regiment. Each detachment usually controls several komendatura roug '-V equijivalent
in size to a battalion, plus a company-sized maneuver group that amounts to mobile
reserves. Each komendatura posts and patrols a particular land or coastal sector.

/

2/ MVD divisions are similar to, but lighter than, Soviet motor rifle divisions. Three
regiments per divisio- and 3 battalions per regiment appear to be typical.
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Rgure 8

SOVIET MILITARY AND NAVAL SPETSNAZ
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travellers facilitate Soviet psyop
endeavors around the globe. Fronts,
such as the World Peace Council
(about 140 branches), the World
Federation of Trade Unions (which
claims 200 million members), and the
International Organization of
Journalists are among the most
prominent psyop aids, according to
most reports.25/

Soviet military psyop remains a
mystery. Unclassified sources
mention no specializ-d units, which
may be administered at many levels by
Deputy Political Officers (Zampolit).

Capsulized Appraisal

Soviet special operations
structure is comparatively simple.
Most SOP, including those for
security purposes, share materiel and
some tactics with conventional ground
and coastal defense forces. Sophis-
ticated devices are available for
covert /clandestine surveillance,
communications, killing, and "dirty
tricks,"26/ but specialized and
expensive delivery vehicles for
surreptitious infiltration, such as
mini-submarines able to "walk" on
harbor bottoms, are rare. most
agents and units emphasize skillful
techniques, instead of hardware.
Exfiltration by land force teams
seems to be low priority; most ap-
parently are expected to disperse and
fend for Lhemselves, after accom-
plishing missions.27/

Offensive Spetsnaz are designed
primarily for reconnaissance and
direct action missions during mid- to
high-intensity conflicts. Prepara-
tions apparently concentrate very
little on tasks that call for a
lighter touch, as unimpressive
performance in Afghanistan sees to
confirm.28/

The quality of Soviet SOF,
deployed in such great quantities,
inevitably is uneven. Not all are
equally elite or well trained. Th.2
KGB and GRU, which divide some
responsibilities, sometimes seem to
work at cross purposes. "Sleepers"
cannot be left alone indefinitely,
but long-term relationships with
"handlers," who must reconfirm their
reliability, are difficult to
maintain without arousing rival
suspicions. Assorted exploits and
scenarios nevertheless suggest that
high-class assets are numerous enough
to pose serious threats about the
globe and discourage dissidence at
home.291

U.S. COMPLEXITY

The U.S. system, which parcels
out special operations to SOP in
several coequal and sometimes
competitive organizations, is highly
complex. Some components are unable
to accomplish assigned tc-sks without
assistance from, or collaboration by,
forces from other compartments.
Employment concepts put a premium on
expensive technology.

Internal Security SOP

There is no U.S. equivalent of
the massive internal security
apparatus that Soviet leaders deploy
to keep the lid on domestic dissi-
dence, subversion, insurgency, and/or
transnational terrorism. Only four
U.S. elements devote full-time to
those defensive special operations
tasks: about 40 percent of the FBI,
including its hostage rescue team;30/
60 percent of the Secret Service (the
remainder covers counterfeiting); U/
anti-skyjacking air marshals that
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belong to FAA;32/ and, if so direc-
ted, DOD's JSOC, which concentrates
on counterterrorism. Some or all
such missions occasionally occupy
small parts of the U.S. Coast
Cuard,33/ Border Patrol, Marshals
Service, and state/local law enforce-
ment units, such as special weapons
and tactics (SWAT) teams. The
National Guard, under state or
federal control, could help suppress
insurrections, but has not been
needed for that purpose since the
Civil War. Altercations such as
Little Rock school integration (1957)
and Kent State riot control (1970)
were not attempts to overthrow the
U.S. Government.34/

CIA SOP

Most CIA SOF are civilians, who
mingle with selected military
personnel on loan from U.S. armed
services. Total numbers are clas-
sified, but certainly small, because
they conduct covert special activi-
ties individually or rely extensively
on foreign resources (such as tribes
in Laos and Vietnam) for large-scale

,operations, according to accounts by
advocates and detractors alike.35/

Military SOP

U.S. military SOP bear little
resemblance to those in the Soviet
establishment, in terms of structure,
tasks, and accouterments. Our Army
maintains the largest and most
versatile agglomeration. Many U.S.
SOP are "switch hitters" suitable for
offensive and defensive missions as
required (see Figure 9).

Joint Special Operations Command

JSOC was activated at Fort
Bragg, North Carolina, in 1981 to
consolidate control of, help develop
doctrine for, train, deploy, and
employ DOD hostage rescue and other
counterterror elements. Purposes
reportedly have expanded since then
to encompass additional direct action
missions that require rare skills.
Open publications, which the Pentagon
does not confirm or deny,* indicate
that principal components include the
Army's Delta Force and parts of the
160th Aviation Croup, especially
superspecialized helicopter elements
nicknamed the "Night Stalkers"), plus
sea-air-land (SEAL) Team 6. Elements
of the 2d Air Division assist as
required. JSOC enjoys high priority
for equipment and personnel, which
approximate 1,000 highly-trained
specialists. 36/

* The standard Pentagon response to questions about JSOC is: "The U.S.
Government has trained forces and equipment from all four services to cope with
terrorist incidents. We have also said that command and control elements for
these forces exist and have been exercised. These elements report to the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, as do other comand and control elements for military opera-
tions. We do not want to comment further on any details concerning the
circumstances under which these forces may be deployed, their identity, or
tactics."
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S-Team .... L,.e"Mu
Sems Bso

JSOC originally reported
directly to the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. By law, it now is subsised in
the unified command for special
operations. Its designation probably
will change to avoid confusion.

Army SOF

let Special Operations command
(SOCON), activated at Fort Bragg, VC,
on October 6, 1983, is a major
subordinate element of U.S. Army
Forces Command (FOESCON).* It
comprises an organiwational umbrella
for active Army SOM in the United
States, except tbose under JSOC
jurisdiction. The current contingent
includes 4 Spwcial Forces groups, a
Ranger regiment, an aviation group

(battalion sine), a psychological
warfare group,** and civil affairs
battalion (See Figure 10 at the end
of this chapter). SOCON also
provides a rotation base for SOF
personnel and units overseas, which
come under operational control of
unified commands where they are
temporarily or permanently deployed.
Army Reserve (USAR) SOL receive
training policy and guidance directly
from rOBSCON, which relays instruc-
tions to Army National Guard (ARiG)
SOF through state Adjutants
General.37/

Special Forces. There is no
Soviet counterpart of U.S. Army
Special forces (SF), which lack
sufficient firepower for shock
action, staying power for sustained
combat, and mobility for use as
maneuver units.

* U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Comwand (TiADOC) retains control of the
John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center at Fort Bragg, NC, which is part of its
school system.

** Tho, DOD Psyop aster Plan, approved by the Secretary of Defense. will
separate the 4th Pjyop Group from lst 0CON at some unspecified date.
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Deactivation late in the Vietnam
War reduced active SF groups from 7
to 3 between 1969 and 1974, and left
the residue substantially under-
strength. Rebuilding restored one in
1984, by stripping an A Detachment
from each company in the three active
groups; another will be reborn in
1990-91. All 5 are (or will be)
stationed in the United States, but 3
subordinate battalions and 2 separate
SF detachments are permanently
deployed abroad.38/

Each group prepares for opera-
tions in a particular geographic
region. The 1st SF orients on East
Asia and the Pacific. The 5th covers
Southwest Asia and Northeast Africa.
The 3d SF Croup (still on paper) will
assume planning responsibilities for
sub-Saharan Africa. The 7th and 10th
Groups look toward latin America and
Europe/Mediterranean Africa respec-
tively. Two reserve component groups
concentrate on Europe, another pair
on the Pacific.39/

Every SF group at full strength
possesses capabilities to establish a
Special Forces Operating Base (SFOB)
and two or more satellites, called
Forward Operating Bases (FOB),
assisted by company and battalion
headquarters, known as B and C
detachments.40/ Cross-trained
experts in each 12-man A detachment
(54 per group at full strength) excel
at five fundamental pursuits light
weapons; demolitions; field communi-
cations; combat intelligence; and
paramedical support.41/ Personnel
consequently are proficient at raids,
ambushes, and sabotage, but employing
Green Berets for such purposes when
suitable alternatives are available
wsetes their special talent, which is
to develop, organize, equip, train,
and direct indigenous military and
paramilitary forces in unconventional
warfare () and foreign internal
defense (FID). UM assists selected
insurgents and resistance movements,

with particular attention to subver-
sion, other undergroundi/uxiliary
activities, and guerrilla tactics.
FID assists friends with counter-
insurgency efforts, including
military assistance and civic action.
Unique reconnaissance and intelli-
gence skills are essential in both
instances. So is escape and evasion
(969).42/

"Force multiplication," rather
than direct force application, in
short, is the Special Forces
forte.43/ Units can perform such
functions as an adjunct to nuclear,
chemical, and conventional operations
during mid- and high-intensity
combat, but their primary purpose is
low-intensity conflict of types just
described.

Rangers. U.S. Army rolls list
one Ranger regiment, an elite light
infantry organization with three
subordinate battalions (strength 575
each). All officers and men even-
tually will be airborne-ranger
qualified, if plans reach fruition.
Three teams in the regimental
headquarters company are skilled at
using self-contained underwater
breathing apparatus (SCUBA), as well
as high altitude high opening and
high altitude low opening (HAHO,
HALO) parachutes.44/

Ranger specialties are quick
strike and shock action over short
periods, such as raids, ambushes,
interdiction, and temporary seizure
operations deep in hostile territory,
during high-, aid-, and low-intensity
conflicts. Recovery of captured
personnel and equipment is a less
common Ranger task. Long-range
reconnaissance patrols (LARP), rear
area security, and other passive
employment faiL to exploit Ranger
capabilities fully. They are not
trainers, but fighters whose "job is
to kill people and destroy
things."451/

0 1
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The Ranger regiment is somewhat
analogous to a Soviet Spetenag
brigade, because it is not armed,
equipped, or trained to undertake
sustained combat missions in a high
threat environment. Two 60m mortar
squads in each company comprise the
only organic "artillery." Dragon
antitank missiles and 90m recoilless
rifles afford the only defense
against enemy armor and mechanized
formations. Organic air defense
weapons are nil. A few communica-
tions vehicles afford the only motor
transportation. U.S. Rangers,
however, normally comit no element
smaller than a battalion and retain
company integrity in combat, while
Spetanaz brigades break into many
mall, semi-autonomous
units.46/

Psyop and Civil Affairs.
Psychological operations and civil
affairs (CA) have important applica-
tions across the spectrum of conflict
intensity, regardless of warfare
type, as Figure 9 indicates. Host
U.S. military capabilities are vested
in the Army, which maintains a 4-
battalion psyop group and one CA
battalion in its active inventory,
currently collocated with and
subordinate to 1st SOCOM. Reserve
components account for 90 percent (9
psyop battalions and three groups; 24
CA companies and three comands;
there are no CA battalions).47/

The purpose of Army psyop units,
expressed simply, is to apply overt,
covert, and clandestine propaganda,
or provide advice and hardware for
others to do so, in ways that improve
U.S. and allied security postures.*
Perhaps 90 percent support conven-
tional operations; the remainder
complement SOP. Psyop commonly may
be more important than military

action in special operations.
Civilian audiences may be more
important than those in uniform.
Typical tasks in support of unconven-
tional warfare (Iw), for example, are
to help insurgents or resistance
groups strengthen their cause,
encourage civil disobedience,
publicize successes, and disguise or
soften failures. Tasks associated

_ith foreign internal defense (FID)
conversely assist host country
efforts to undercut rebel causes,
enlist and consolidate approval of
the incumbent regime, encourage
defections from the enemy camp, and
maintain a favorable U.S. image.48/

U.S. Army civil affairs units,
for which the Soviets have no close
analogy, facilitate civil-military
cooperation between U.S. armed forces
and allied governments at national
and local levels, before, during, and
after hostilities or other emergen-
cies, in accord with host nation
support agreements. They may also
exercise executive, legislative, and
judicial authority in occupied
territory. Fundamental functions in
any event are to identify and
coordinate the acquisition of
indigenous resources and facilities,
such as labor, transportation,
communications, supplies, and
miscellaneous services; minimize
civilian interference with U.S.
military activities (refugee movement
and crowd control are important
concerns); assist military commanders
in meeting legal/moral responsibili-
ties to the populace; advise U.S. and
host country authorities on civic
action; and train allied counter-
parts.49/

Army psyop and civil affairs
forces both have been historically
understrength and undertrained.5O/

* Section 29, Annex A, summarivis prerequisites for successful psyop.

1438
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Some recent progress is evident, but
few U.S. planners or combatant SO? in
any service appreciate their poten-
tial.

Navy SOF o

Naval Special Warfare Group
(NSWG) One, subordinate to the
Surface Force Commander, controls
Sea-Air-Land (SEAL) teams, special
boat squadrons, and supporting SOF
assigned to U.S. Pacific Fleet. NSWG
Two performs the same function for
Atlantic Feleet. Both are located in
the Continental United States. Three
small Naval Special Warfare Units
(NSWU), in Puerto Rico, Scotland, and
the Philippines, prepare for and
control the operations of naval SOF
when they forward deploy (See Figure
11 at the end of this chapter).
Naval Reserve SOF receive guidance
from the appropriate active NSWG, are
generally clustered with or located
near active forces, and train with
then routinely.51/ About one-third,
active and reserve, are dedicated SOF
for joint special operations. The
Navy retains tight control of the
rest to support its fleets and
amphibious forces.* 52/

SEALS. SEALS, like Army Special
Forces, were sharply reduced after
the Vietnam War, then revived.
Fourteen-man platoons with two squads
apiece totalled less than 20 as late
as 1981. The current count of 41
platoons will reach 70 by 1990,

according to Pentagon plans. Those
figures are significant, because
squads and platoons, rather than
complete teams, undertake soot SEAL
missions. 53/

Equipment includes bubbleless
closed-circuit underwater breathing
apparatus (URA), open-circuit SCUBA,
pumps, compressors, and associated
diving support. Steerable para-
chutes, inflatable rubber raiding
craft with power packs, and nonstan-
dard ordnance are regular issue. So
are secure voice manpack radios,
digital coded burst communications,
satellite relay transceivers, and
other signal items that SEALs and
Special Forces share. Individual
skill requirement. are extensive.54/

SEAL missions are similar to,
but much more specialized than, those
of Army Special Forces. Typical
targets to reconnoiter and attack
along coasts in support of naval
operations range from shore-based
weapon systems and beach defenses to
harbor installations, merchant ships,
and men-of-war in port. A wide
variety of clandestine infiltration
modes are available: submarines
(large and small), high-speed surface
craft, RAHO/HALO parachutes, and
helicopters (surface landing, low-
level free fall into water, or
rappelling). Exfiltration may be
overland, by sea, or by air, includ-
ing "snatch pickup."** SEALs also
wage riverine warfare; many, for
example, fought in the Miekong Delta
during the 1960s. They train naval
guerrillas, but not undergrounds, and

* Headquarters of NSWGs One and Two by law must transfer to the new
unified coiand for special operations. What subordinate units the Navy will
retain for fleet and amphibious support is not yet resolved.

Aircraft fitted with the Fulton surface-to-air recovery system (STARS)
an extract 1-2 people or 500 pounds of cargo, day or night, from land or sea

while flying as fast as 140 knots.

p 0
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instruct allied SOF in maritime
counterinsurgency/counterterrorism
techniques .55/

Special Boats. A pair of former
Polaris submarines and an attack
submarine are being converted for
special operations use, but are not
yet certified. Plans to double that
number eventually will provide U.S.
Atlantic and Pacific fleets with
three each. All have a "dry-deck"
shelter that enables SEALs to load
and unload with equipment while the
vessel is submerged. Two SEAL
Delivery Vehicle Teams (SDVT) are
equipped with about 10 free-flooding,
6-man mini-submarines apiece, which
larger submarines and surface ships
transport to objective areas and
later retrieve.56/

U.S. Atlantic and Pacific fleets
each possess a special boat squadron
(SBS) with a mix of units (SBUs).
Coastal units rely mainly on 65-foot
Spectre class fast patrol boats (PB)
and Seafox, a 36-foot light special
warfare craft (SWCL). The former
features modular payloads that adapt
to patrol, surveillance, interdic-
tion, SEAL insertion/extraction, and
fire support missions against targets
ashore or afloat. Eighteen Sea
Vikings, presently in late develop-
ment, are prospective replacements.
Fiberglass Seafox can carry 10 combat
troops and accompanying equipment 200
t.autical miles at speeds exceeding 30

knots. Both boats function well
after dark on rough seas, have low
radar cross-sections, and are quiet.
Seafox also serves riverine SBUs,
along with 36-foot, all-aluminum
mini-armored troop carriers (MATC)
and 31-foot river patrol boats
(PBRs). MATCs can transport 15
troops carry cargo, or act as weapon
platforms. Like PBRs, they employ
pump jet propulsion that functions
well in shallow, debris-filled water.
Every boat but Spectre can load
aboard Navy ships or fit into Air

Force C-5 aircraft (3 PBR or 2 MATC
or 1 SWCL). C-141s can lift 1
SWCL.57/

Naval Air SOF. One light attack-
helicopter (HAL) squadron supports
U.S. Atlantic Fleet SOF. Another
serves the Pacific. Each UH-1 helo
in gunship configuration or carrying
a SEAL squad can reach out 100 NM and
return. Armed infiltration/exfiltra-
tion missions over the same radius
limit the load to four passengers and
two door gunners. C-5 aircraft can
carry 8 UH-Is. C-141s can accom-
modate 2 and C-130s 1, but disassem-
bly and reassembly take many more
manhours .58/

Air Force SOF

Army SOF are hitchhikers who
depend wholly on the Air Force for
intertheater airlift and, except for
the 160th Aviation Group, most
tactical air transport and heavy fire
support as well. Four helicopters in
each Special Forces group are mainly
administrative. The Ranger Regiment
has none. Navy SOF airlift is
limited and entirely tactical.

U.S. Air Force SOF (See Figure
12 at the end of this chapter), like
those of sister services, were
slashed severely in the aftermath of
Vietnam. Seven well-established
squadrons disappeared, starting in
1969. There is no Soviet counterpart
of remaining assets, which are
assigned to 2d Air Division. They
presently are a major subordinate
command of Twenty-Third Air Force,
Military Airlift Command (MAC), but
probably will pass to the new unified
command for special operations.59/

Most components are part of, and
collocated with, the 1st Special
Operations Wing (SOW) at Hurlburt
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Field, Florida: a special ops
squadron (SOS) of MC-130E Combat
Talons; an AC-130H Spectre gunship
squadron; an SOS with HH-53H Pave
Low; a special operations combat
control team (SOCCT); a weather
detachment; and a photo proces-
sing/interpreting facility. One
separate MC-130 squadron is forward
deployed in Germany, a second in the
Philippines. A UH-IN detachment is
positioned in Panama. MAC scatters
search and rescue (SAR) units
worldwide. The Air Force Reserve
(AFR) and Air National Guard (ANG),
with less sophisticated but neverthe-
less useful aircraft, reinforce
active airlift and fire support as
required for peacetime training and
combat operations.60/ Four Volant
Solos in the ANG are the only
dedicated psyop aircraft, suitable
for broadcasts and leaflet drops.

Fixed Win& SOF. Combat Talon, a
1965 -130 airmfrae with state-of-
the-art improvements superimposed, is
a versatile aircraft refuelable in
flight that can undertake clandestine
infiltration, exfiltration, resupply,
and aerial reconnaissance missions.
It can fly a high-low-high profile
blacked out for 1,400 M, with two
hours at tree-top level; deliver
personnel, cargo, or both onto short
landing strips or small drop zones
that have neither markings nor
communications, then return on one
tank full. Some MC-130Es come
equipped for surface-to-air recovery;
others can refuel helicopters aloft.
Preflight planning in such stringent
circumstances takes about 48 hours,
to determine optimum flight paths,
configure aircraft , pick crews
qualified for particular tasks, and
complete essential coordination at
both terminals and en route.61/

There are, however, only 14
Combat Talons in MAC's inventory.
The first 7 of 24 new MC-130H models
are not due until 1988, the last in

1992. Inferior non-SOF forces act as
augmentation in the interim. One C-
141 wing and a C-130 wing presently
provide 9 crews apiece that are
proficient at special operations low
level (SOLL II) missions blacked out.
Plans call for 11 more C-141 and 16
more C-130 crews so trained by 1990
(grand total 45). Two other wings
maintain crews that can contour fly
under less demanding conditions (SOLL
I).62/

Ten all-weather AC-130H Spectre
gunships furnish aerial fire support
day or night for SOF in permissive
environments, where opposing air
power is slight or suppressed. Each
is armed with two 20mm automatic
weapons, one 40mm, and a 105mm
cannon. Electronic warfare and
target acquisition suites include,
but are not limited to, a 2KW
searchlight, low light-level televi-
sion, an infrared reconnaissance set,
and laser target designator. Ten A-
Model AFR Spectres, patterned after
"Puff, the Mlgic Dragon" AC-47s of
Vietnam War fame, are in reserve.63/

Rotary Wing SOF. HH-53H Pave
Low helicopters are top-of-the-line
Air Force rotary wing SOF. Missions
duplicate most of those described for
Combat Talon, but performance
characteristics are much different.
On the plus side, they are somewhat
less expensive and routinely operate
from locations that lack runways.
Helicopter cruising speeds, however,
are slower (HH-53H 140 knots, MC-130E
240; the Pave Low avionics package is
optimized for 110 knots in complete
darkness), and maximum unrefueled
combat radius slightly exceeds 30010
at best. In-flight refueling
theoretically can extend that reach
indefinitely, but must be accom-
plished under fighter cover or in
benign airspace, because HC- and MC-
130 tankers cannot fly nap of the
earth at night; KC-lOs and KC-135a
cannot serve helos at all. MAC
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presently possesses only eight Pave
Lows. Reserve components have none.
Eight active non-SOP HH-53s and eight
HH-60s must take up some of the slack
until 1987, when eleven HH-53 rescue
helicopters will complete modifica-
tion for Pave Low missions, if plans
reach fruition.64/

UH-IN Hueys are multipurpose,
twin-engine helicopters intended pri-
marily for shallow infiltration,
exfiltration, resupply, psyop,
medical evacuation, and fire support
missions within a 100-mile radius
(less, if auxiliary fuel tanks are
unavailable). Optional delivery and
retrieval methods include airlanding,
airdrop, rappel, rope ladders, hoist,
and pickup harness. Operations
normally demand daylight, periods of
morning and evening twilight, or at
least a half moon,, but well-trained
crews wearing night vision goggles
can sortie after dark. UH-lNs, like
Pave Low HH-53s, are scarce. The SOF
total is four.65/

Special Operations Combat
Control Team. SOCCT personnel
essentially are specialized air
traffic controllers and aerial fire
support facilitators skilled at
covert and clandestine activities in
hostile territory. They normally
deploy as 2-3 man elements to
preserve low visibility, but some
missions require more. One particu-
larly important joint task that often
involves foreign nationals is to
select, survey, prepare, mark,
install communications, and operate
surreptitious reception sites
(landing zones, drop zones, and
recovery zones). They alsv',assist'
preplanned air strikes by positioning
navigation aids and target Aosignl-
tors. SOCCT members are 4Lt*kif1d'4 t
' A"/LO/AHO parachuting and oke~borae
transport, including U A, SCUPA, v,,i
inflatable boats. Finally, they-
instruct U.S. and allied forcet- on

the proper application of air power
in special operations.66/

Marine Corps SOF

The Marine Corps, except for
small reconnaissance elements that
support landing forces, is not
organized, equipped, or trained for
covert/clandestine operations or
irregular warfare. The Comandant,
however, recently designated one
Marine Amphibious Unit as special
operations capable--MAU (SOC). It is
deployed with Sixth Fleet in the
Mediterranean. The intent is to
create another by 1987 to support
Seventh Fleet in the Pacific. That
initiative, whe-n complete, will
confer limited special operations
skills on essentially conventional
forward deployed forces intended
mainly for direct action missions,
much like those assigned Army
Rangers. A helicopter squadron
(reinforced) furnishes lift for the
maneuver element, which is a batta-
lion landing team replete with tanks
and artillery.67/

Strategic Psyop Forces

Strategic psychological opera-
tions at national and theater levels
overlap all other special operations.
The American apparatus is predominan-
tly civilian.

-, .' _-.U.S. Information Agency (USIA),
the 'ptistry instrument, is intended
by lav o promote a better under-
standing/ of the United States in
other cstntries, and increase mutual
understanding between the people of
the unil.ed States and the people of
other countries." USIA, in pursuit
of those aims, disseminates

,. /
/
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information abroad about this nation,
"its people, and policies promulgated
by the Congress, the President, the
Secretary of State, and other
responsible officials of Government
having to do with matters affecting
foreign affairs."68/ Means of
communication encompass personal
contacts between opinion-shaping
foreigners and USIA officers at 217
posts in 129 countries; artistic
performances, lectures, seminars, and
symposia; academic and cultural
exchange programs; invitations to
international visitors (about 3,000
were extended in 1986); libraries in
94 countries; television and cinema;
press releases; USIA periodicals
(Topic and Problems of Commnism are
representative). Voice of America, a
global subsidiary, broadcasts daily
in English and 41 other languages to
an audience estimated at 120 million.
Radio Marti, which commenced service
in May 1985, concentrates on Cuba.
Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty,
separate from USIA, ostensibly are
unofficial, but the U.S. Board for
International Broadcasting, a federal
activity, funnels congressionally
appropriated funds to and oversees
both organizations, which cover the
Soviet Union and Central Europe.
Radio Liberty also beams programs at
Afghanistan.69/

The State Department, but not
the Pentagon, provides some guidance.
The proportion of policy-supporting
themes to straight reporting,
however, varies widely with Adminis-
trations. President Reagan's team
tends to focus on psyop more than
predecessors, but the percent is
minuscule, compared with that of
Soviet competitors.

.(apsulised Appraisal

Some U.S. SOP are optimized for
particular tasks, such as hostage
rescue, clandestine infiltration/ex-
filtration, and psyop. Superspecial-
ization by proliferate civil and
military counterterror forces
complicates planning and makes
teamwork difficult. Several elements
with predominantly conventional
characteristics are considered SOP
for the make of convenience or
political expediency. Army civil
affairs, not considered "core" SOP,
are assigned to lst SOCON mainly for
administrative reasons. Cannon-
firing gunships and Marine MAU (SOC)
are orthodox, compared with Combat
Talon and SEALS. Such emphasis on
forces more useful for semi-conven-
tional low-intensity conflict than on
special operations confuses issues
and diverts attention from pressing
needs.

Authentic military SOF are
relatively few. Mismatches between
present deployments and contingency
plan requirements are marked, despite
ongoing "revitalization" programs.
Resultant reliance on non-SOF
augmentation and reserve components
increases casualty prospects and,
according to special operations
spokesmen, impinges on abilities to
accomplish important missions.70/

Low SOF priorities in relation
to conventional forces have left most
U.S. special operations forces
chronically understrength and
undertrained. Much of their hardware
is makeshift and antiquated.
Communication equipment shortfalls
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limit the ability of Special Forces
and SEALs to cover assigned areas or
control isolated teams as doctrine
prescribes.71/ Linguistic defic-
iencies are glaring (competence is
least in Middle Eastern, Asian, and
African languages/dialects). The

list of such problems is lengthy.
Organizational reforms that recently
became law should expedite improve-
ments, but nevertheless corrective
action will take money and attention
over a long time.*

- * A SOP aircraft bonanza may be in the offing. The Amy's four-company
aviation group will expand to a brigade during the period FY 1987-89, if plans
are fully implemented. Funding for Army and Air Force augmentations recom-
mended by the JCS Chairman and Assistant Secretary of Defense for International
Security Affairs is to start or accelerate in FY 1987, if possible, and be
complete not later than the end of rY 1992, except for 49 CV-22A Ospreys, which
are future Pave Lov platforms:72/

Type Aircraft
M1-60X
NX-60 (FuR)
MB-53H /J
M1-47
CV-22A
NC-1309 (with tanker mod)
MC-130H
MC-130 tanker
AC-130H
AC-130U
C-141 (SOLL II mod)
C-130 (SOLL II mod)

Number
23
11
35
17
55
14
24
31
10
12
13
11

256

Notes FLIR is forward-looking infrared radar.
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Figure 10

U.S. ARMY SOF
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Figure 11

U.S. NAVY SOF
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ST SEAL Team
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Figure 12

U.S. AIR FORCE SOF
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Figure 12 (cont.)
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Chapter 3

COMPARATIVE CONCEPTS AND PRACTICES

The United States and Soviet
Union approach most special operations
from nearly opposite quadrants of the
compass. Respective concepts shape
the forces just described and dictate
employment practices in conjunction
with non-SOP implements.

COLD WAR

U.S. and Soviet leaders define
true "peace" in totally different
terms. Our side conceives a period
of friendly competition. Soviet
scriptures contend that the socialist
system must prevail before' "peace" as
we see it is possible.l/ Their side,
according to repeated pronouncements
by successive regimes, "struggles"
ceaselessly with non-communist
countries.2/ Those incompatible
positions form quite different
foundations for special operations
during cold wars.*

SOVIET ACTIVISM

Soviet strategies consider
"peacetime" special operations very
important, if open source accounts

are even close to correct. Two types
of so.-called "active measures" appear
to prede inatet fifth column-style
forward deployment and strategic
psyop, especially subversion and
disinformat ion.3/ Professional
observers find that hard evidence
often is scant, because "active
measures" epitomize the indirect
approach to problem-solving. All
embrace Sun Tzu's sage advice (circa
sixth century B.C.) that "the acme of
skill" is to subdue foes without
fighting.4_/

Fifth Column Deployment

U.S. and allied analysts must
supplement facts with informed
speculation about the extent and
effectiveness of Soviet clandestine
efforts to preposition illegal
"sleepers" in prospective operational
areas for purposes other than
espionage and develop supporting on-
site infrastructure. Highly classi-
fied estimates of quantities in any
given country together with qualita-
tive assessments of associated
threats, consequently may be too
optimistic or too pessimistic by
orders of magnitude.5/

* Section iC, Annex A hypothetically connects cold war with special
operations.
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Even a scattering of Soviet-
controlled assassins and saboteurs,
however, could savage rival nerve
centers at the onset of surprise
hostilities. Serious problems would
persist, if counterintelligence
identified them all, unless U.S. and
allied leaders risked unpredictable
repercussions and declared the lot
persona non grata. The FBI quickly
neutralized would-be Nazi saboteurs
and terrorists who infiltrated U.S.
territory after World War Il began,6/
but free societies in peacetime
cannot legally lock up suspects who
have broken no law, and they lack
sufficient means to maintain contin-
uous surveillance until awakened
"sleepers" make the first moves in a
conflict that enemies start.

Political Warfare

Psychological operations for
persuasive, coercive, deceptive, and
subversive purposes have always been
a Soviet specialty.* They consisten-
tly support zero-sum cold war
strategies intended to deplete
opposing power and, if possible, add
it to their own.

Dynamism

Soviet "active measures" seek to
exploit endemic instabilities in
selected locations around the globe,
participate in the replacement of
capitalist institutions and structures
with Marxist-Leninist models, promote
radical regimes sympathetic to
Kremlin causes, and encourage

defection from camps that are not.
Influence remains an intermediate or
fall-back position when behind-the-
scenes control is incomplete or
impossible.7/ Economic and military
assistance programs administered by
Soviet agents frequently assist
political penetration. Syria, Iraq,
Libya, Vietnam, India, Algeria, Cuba,
Ethiopia, Afghanistan, and Angola
presently are top recipients, in that
order.8/

Words are the principal weapon
system. White, gray, and black
propaganda, which respectively
publicize, conceal, and misrepresent
the true source, are instruments the
Soviets use to manipulate public
opinion in ways they hope will divide
opponents and consolidate support.
Personal contact with local elites,
such as politicians, military
officers, journalists, labor leaders,
teachers, and clergy is a customary
supplement. The Soviets particularly
try to turn key individuals into
"agents of influence" (Lenin called
them "useful idiots) who, for
reasons that vary from altruism to
avarice, attack their own social
institutions and/or defense estab-
lishment.9/

Preparations are extensive and
continuous. Many Soviet students
prepare for careers in political
agitation and propaganda, which are
considered professions comparable in
prestige to medicine, law, and
engineering. The Lenin School,
founded in 1926, trains cadres from
other countries; Gus Hall (USA),
Maurice Thores (France), Ernest
Thaelman (Germany), and Chou En Lai
(China) are among its distinguished
graduates. 10/

* Section 29, Annex A discusses psychological operations in generic
terms, including disinformation and subversion.

I I
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Disinformation

Strategic disinformation, a
facet of psyop, is the province of
top-level politico-military policy-
makers in the Soviet Union, according
t6 a KCB training manual. Tactical
disinformation assists.11/ Both
deliberately feed inaccurate,
incomplete, and insidious data to,
and/or "confirm" it for, particular
target audiences. Success causes
recipients, who may be friends and
neutrals as well as foes, to respond
in ways senders want.12/

Freedoms of speech and press,
which are hallmarks of democracy,
invite Soviet disinformation archi-
tects, particularly when "agents of
influence" in the Fourth Estate are
available. The Kremlin apparently
finds net effects productive, even if
frauds eventually are unveiled,
because disavowals seldom receive as
much publicity as the original plant.
The closed Soviet establishment is
almost- invulnerable to counterattacks
in kind.13/

Techniques vary with time and
place, but media manipulations, word-
of-smouth rumor campaigns, and blind
broadcasts are standard practice.
Soviet propagandists consider
newspapers and periodicals banner
outlets, partly because distorted
stories inserted in presumably
unbiased foreign publications look
legitimate, and partly because knas
accounts frequently gain credibility
through repetition.14/ Fabrications
and forgeries, some clever, others
clumsy, serve as "evidence" when
genuine proof is nonexistent.15/
Themes that burnish the Soviet image
and tarnish rivals cover a wide
range. Alleged U.S. aggression and

refusal to agree on arms control are
two typical topics.16/

Dividends and Disappointments

Disinformation, subversion, and
other covert/clandestine forms of
political warfare are like fifth
column deployment: only failures are
found prematurely. Wat percentage
pays off is problematic, since no one
in the West knows whether we see most
of the iceberg, or only the tip.

Interim estimates and postmortem
appraisals suggest that Soviet
successes occur most frequently in
Third World countries, where unpopular
regimes and cronies are ready-made
targets for "active measures."
Dissidents eager to undermine the
Government are receptive to Soviet
guidance. Well-placed "agents of
influence" routinely funnel falsifi-
cations to uncritical media repre-
sentatives, who shape public opinion
in large measure.17/ Advantages also
are available in politically naive
neutral nations that welcome Soviet
economic and military assistance
without full appreciation of concomi-
tant risks and, being little schooled
in countersubversion, recognize
warning signs late. Capricious
clients and crude Soviet practices
nevertheless limit leverage. The
Great Russian superiority complex,*
accompanied by contempt for non-
Slavic nationalities, clearly is a
minus, not a plus. The Soviet
foreign service which, in fear of
defections, forbids its members to
fraternize with native populations,
prevents many potentially remunerative
contacts. 18/

* Many U.S. Sovietologists say that brash behavior and public arrogance
mask a fundamental feeling of inferiority.
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Results among industrialized
nations have been mixed, even though
strong peace movements provide a
fertile field for disinformation and
subversion, particularly in NATO
Europe. Soviet leaders repeatedly
must be most disappointed with
"active measures" in the United
States ("sleeper" programs may be a
prominent exception). Attempts to
sway U.S. public opinion are not
entirely wasted, but independent U.S.
news media are a poor target for
manipulation. The FBI presently sees
no "significant impact on U.S.
decisionmakers" and "has uncovered no
evidence that suggests (they) have
been induced to adopt policies
against this count ry' s
interests . . ."19/

On balance, however, the Soviets
seem to believe that overall efforts
are useful. There was, for example,
no noticeable decline during detente.
Their long-term strategy accepts two
steps forward and one back, because
cumulative gains accrue. Swift
success is a windfall.20/

U.S. PASSIVISM

The scale of clandestine and
covert U.S. special operations in
peacetime was small compared with
Soviet ventures, even before Congress
legally curtailed the CIA's "special
activities," which a Presidential
decree artificially differentiates
from military "special operations."*

The climate in any case is
inclement. Secrecy is most difficult
to maintain in this open society,
whose citizens generally regard such
machinations as imprudent, immoral,
or both, and expect Congress, as well
as the news media, to root out and
report potential "scandals."
Disgruntled former agents expose
erstwhile colleagues and mechanisms
with impunity.21/

Open sources ere silent about
any U.S. equivalent of direct action
"sleepers" the Soviets allegedly
preposition in enemy territory before
combat begins. They likely are
foreign nationals already on site if,
in fact, any exist. Army Special
Forces "stay behind" teams that
remain in place after shooting starts
bear some resemblance, but differences
exceed similarities: their
operations, unlike those of Spetsnaz
"sleepers," are strategically
defensive, in support of nuclear and
conventional forces that withdraw,
instead of attack; their leeway for
initiative thus is less; their
numbers are relatively few; and their
pre-employment vulnerability is
greater, because U.S. SOF forward
deployed in peacetime are easily
identifiable candidates for preemptive
attacks at the onset of hostili-
ties.22/

Distaste for covert direct
action during "peacetime" carries
over to surreptitious psyop.24/
Psychological warfare is not a major
instrument of U.S. statecraft,
centrally controlled and globally

* Special activities, "planned and executed so that the role of the
United States Government is not apparent or acknowledged publicly," are solely
a CIA responsibility in peacetime. Military special operations, whether overt
(sic) or clandestine, are acknowledged by U.S. officials, if discovered.
Covert special operations must be "approved by the President in accord with
(Executive Order) 12333. Only a small percentage . . • are clandestine."23/
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employed. No college or university
offers courses, much less confers
degrees in psyop. Clinical psycholo-
gists, whose vocation is human
behavior, and cultural anthropolo-
gists, who compare different cultures,
vrite few handbooks on that subject
and rarely counsel professional
planners.25/ Congress and the people
disapprove of U.S. "propaganda,"
which has a pejorative connotation,
and disallow disinformation; the
slightest indication causes clamor.
America's public information media, a
dominant influence on domestic and
world opinion, freely criticizes
official policies and practices.26/
Economic and military assistance
programs are seldom covers for covert
operations. Neither civilian agencies
nor the Department of Defense are
well equipped to exploit possibili-
ties, even if policies change.27/

Truth, in the final analysis,
has proved to be A~erica's most
important cold war special operations
instrument. It exposes Soviet
falsehoods (if and when discovered)
and publ icizes U.S. foreign
policy/national defense positions in
positive ways.28/ Sixty-two USIA
themes on seven subjects disseminated
to many countries on every occupied
continent vary from general to
specific. Arms control, human
rights, terrorism, Soviet misconduct,
and America's commitment to Middle
East peace are among those with
national security implications.29/

INSURGENCY/R381 STANCE

Insurgency involves extended,
organized efforts by disaffected
parts of a population to overthrow
established order, seize political
power by subversive and coercive
means, and sometimes alter the
existing social system. Resistance
employs similar forces and tactics to
unseat the winning side of a success-
ful insurgency or to importune and,
if possible, oust an occupying power.*

SOVIET SPONSORSHIP AND SUPPORT

Soviet words and deeds match
well. At least 17 insurgencies
scattered around the world have
received direct Soviet assistance
since World War II, mainly in the
form of advice, training, arms,
equipment, military supplies, and
money (Figure 13 and Map 1).30/
Results mixed success with failure,
but the intent in each case was
clear. That count excludes suspected,
but unconfirmable, support in places
like the Philippines, past and
present; support for small groups
that conducted coups (Grenada is one
good example); "band wagon" support
that began after rebels won their war
(Egypt, 1952; Cuba, 1959; Algeria,
1962) and support for pro-Soviet
subversives who overcame rivals

* Section 1 B(2), Annex A sumiarizes the nature of insurgencies and
resistance movements for purposes of this report. Section 2A outlines the
elements and implications of cellular organization.
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without resort to armed insurgency,
which is what happened to countries
currently in the Warsaw Pact.

Assistance to "progressive"
revolutionaries who oppose non-
socialist regimes implements Article
28 of the Soviet Constitution, which
Breshnev punctuated in reports to
three successive Communist Party
Congresses between 1971 and 1981.
His successors reduced rhetoric, but
not deeds.31/ Calculated self
interest takes precedence over
compassion and ideology. Sudanese
splinter groups got short shrift in
the early 1970s, after the central
government severed ties with the
United States. Relations with Iraq
took precedence over Kurdish separa-
tists, who Kremlin occupants left in
the cold a few years later. Port
visitation privileges apparently are
more important than Tail independence
from Sri Lanka today.32/

Soviet leaders respond well to
targets of opportunity, and occasion-
ally create their own, but history
shows that most often they merely
exploit, rather than instigate,
revolution and help associates
consolidate gains. Planners habitu-
ally favor low-cost, low-risk,
potentially high-payoff operations
that permit graceful egress, if
liabilities begin to exceed benefits.
There was no public compunction, for
example, about dumping Grenada's
dissidents after President Reagan
raised the stakes.33/

Soviet combat forces have never
intervened heavily to reverse
insurgent losses, although their
ability to do so helps isolate
battlefields by giving outsiders
pause. Soviet leaders instead prefer
to apply power indirectly through de
facto proxies who receive wherewithal
from the USSR. Figure 13 reflects
activities of 10 such assistants,
starting in the 1960s. Occasional

surrogates, such as Bulgaria, and
marginally reliable partners, such as

China before the Sino-Soviet split,
would lengthen the list considerably.
Proxy motivations are relatively
unimportant from Moscow's perspective,
as long as junior partners cooperate.
Problems crop up only occasionally,
when part-time collaborators who
pursue semi-independent foreign
policies work at cross-purposes with
their patron. Moscow, for example,
must have been miffed when Fidel
Castro, who is no puppet, sided with
Argentine insurgents despite contrary
Soviet intents; he also assisted
Eritrean "freedom fighters" against
the Ethiopian Government, which the
Kremlin favored.34/

Eurasia retains top attention,
but the Soviets began to embrace
African revolutionaries about the
time decolonization terminated and
currently are active across that
continent.35/ Latin America, which
remained very low key until recently,
seems a special case. Proxies
predominate, probably because
critical (some say vital) U.S.
interests make Moscow move cautiously,
while testing the limits of American
tolerance. East Germany, Libya,
VicaraSua, and the. Palestine
Liberation Organization (PLO) all are
involved. Cuba, however, bears much
the largest load (Figure 13). Its
Constitution, like that of the Soviet
sponsor, supports revolution. Castro
publicly subordinates Cuba's foreign
policy "to international needs of . .
. socialism and the national libera-
tion of peoples."36/ Resultant
threats to U.S. security vary from
insignificant to intense, depending
on the evaluator's perspective.37/

Soviet connections with insur-
gencies share several characteristics,
wherever they occur.38/ Friends must
count first on self-help. Military
assistance predominates, because
beneficiaries, being out of power,
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could not easily convert economic
largess to political capital, even if
the Soviets were positioned to supply
what the people need, which is seldom
the case. Training for revolutionary
cadres and military tacticians
receives consistent stress; Ho Chi
Minh my be the most famous alumnus,
but lesser luminaries from many
countries are legion. Soviet and
Cuban educational programs to shape
political attitudes and thought
processes among the common people
also- are conspicuous.39/ Psycholog-
ical operations, without exception,
are important. Favorable world
opinion for Soviet-backed insurgents
is one objective, with particular
attention to audiences in the United
States and United Nations. Opinion
in contested areas is a second
target. Disinformation and what
Moscow euphemistically calls
"propaganda of deeds" both play
eminent parts. The latter includes
terrorist attacks on key individuals
who oppose the revolutionary cause,
calculated to make personal survival
the ultimate value for local leaders
at every level.40/

"There is no trace of any
feeling in Soviet psychology that
(their] goal must be reached at any
given time." The Kremlin "conse-
quently cannot be easily defeated or
discouraged . . . . And the patient
persistence by which it is animated
means that it can be effectively
countered . . . only by intelligent
long-range policies" pursued with
equal fortitude. That statement of
the problem, which George F. Kennan
penned in 1947, applies perfectly to
Soviet/surrogate support for insur-
gencies in the 1980s.41/

U.S. SPONSORSHIP AND SUPPORT

U.S. traditions favoring self-
determination (sometimes disregarded
for expedient purposes) date to our
Declaration of Independence, which
asserts "That to secure (unalienable
rights), Governments are instituted
among Men, deriving their just powers
from consent of the governed.--That
whenever any Form of Government
becomes destructive to these ends, it
is the Right of the People to alter
or to abolish it .... "

A long string of U.S. covert
actions applied that preference to
support elitist coups against
repressive regimes (more on the
political right than the left) at
least eight times since World War II:
Marcos, Philippines, 1986; "Baby Doc"
Duvalier, Haiti, 1986; Somoza,
Nicaragua, 1979; Allende, Chile,
1973; Sukarno, Indonesia, 1966; Diem,
Vietnam, 1963; Trujillo, Dominican
Republic, 19611 and ussaddiq, Iran,
1953. U.S. assistance for large
insurgent groups during the same
period was scant (Figure 14 and Map
2), especially when compared with
similar Soviet activities depicted in
the preceding section.42/

Support was forthcoming for
bona fide insurgents when the United
States backed rebels against President
Jacobo Arbenz Guzman of Guatemala in
1954. The Shah of Iran, as a de
facto U.S. surrogate, helped Kurdish
separatists devil pro-Soviet Iraq two
decades later. Six resistance
movements, however, received most
attention. Two took place in the
distant past: Hungary, 1956; Cuba
(Bay of Pigs), 1961. The

82-681 - 88 - 47
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guwe 14

U.S. AND SURROGATE SUPPORT FOR INSURGENCIES
Since World War II

EUROPE ASIA AFRICA LATIN AMERICA TOTAL

Umlud Stas Hagery (IOW) Afbaasms (IBM) Aeea (INS) NIa'I- (loSw
Camhed I1O&) (1W7i.7e) Cube (1I1)

(0241) 2sa1mah 0IM)

TOTAL 1 2 1 3 7

Cearas klg I

k" Iraqi Kerds (1070.7) 1

TOTAL I I I

TOTAL SITS 1 3 1 3 0

1/ Support includes politincomilitary training in USA. and SitUAtion4pecific psyoo, as well as on-site economic and military
asistanice. Entries indicate involvement, without differentiating successes from failures.

2/ Supported insurgencies incude resistance movements.

31 Subversive activities in the absence of significant insurgencies and support for coups d'etat are excluded.

4/ Total sites count each supported insurgency only once.

remainder currently comprise four
counterrevolutions where Soviet-
subsidized insurrections triumphed in
the 1970s (Afghanistan, Angola,
Cambodia, and Nicaragua). U.S.
decisionmakers cannot agree whether
assistance to recalcitrant groups
against Marxist Ethiopia art Mozam-
bique would help or harm regional
interests.43/

The clearest U.S. objective "is
to help people help themselves."
Beyond that, aims become fuzzy,
because answers to the question "Help
them do what?" range from "increase
Soviet costs" to "remove radical
regimes," with assorted alternatives
between.. Resultant ambiguities lay a

shaky foundation for plans, programs,
and budgets that will fail, unless
they match politico-military ends
with available means more effectively
than those of the opposition.44/

U.S. support at this point is
highly selective. "The enemy of our
enemy will be assured of our friend-
ship [on'y| if he shares our values
0 . e and would be preferable to the
regime in power." Clearly, "we do
not believe it is correct or useful
to overthrow one tyranny in favor of
another," is how the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Interna-
tional Security Affairs recently
phrased official position. His
principal deputy advised against
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publicizing definitive policies,
because embarrassments (even vulnera-
bilities) may occur when they refuse
to fit particular circumstances.
Secretary Weinberger personally
warned that "commitment of U.S.
forces to combat must be a last
resort . . . when other means have
failed or have no prospect of suc-
ceeding."45/ Proxies, who sometimes
cause more problems than they solve,
play a large part only in Nicaragua;
we deal directly elsewhere.

That approach has neither
pleased critics who view too little
U.S. assistance for insurgents nor
placated those who view too much.
The former perceive missed opportuni-
ties, the latter fear spiraling
escalation and accompanying costs in
political capital, as well as
lifeblood and treasure.46/ Compro-
mises consequently are unavoidable.
Types and amounts of aid vary
immensely. Afghani Mujahiddin and
anti-Sandinista Contras, for example,
enjoy more than 90 percent of all
U.S. military and economic aid to
undergrounds and guerrillas.
Congress in 1985 repealed the Clark
amendment, which forbade funds for
Angolan resistance forces without its
approval, but UNITA (National Union
for Total Liberation of Angola) has
reaped few subsequent benefits.
Congress authorized the Cambodian
backwater a total not to exceed $10
million in fiscal years 1986-87,
although the Administration actually
allocated almost one-third less.47/
Psychological operations, which
should be inseparable from other U.S.
assistance, rarely surface as a
relevant issue.

That pattern of support leaves
little to engage targets of

opportunity, severely limits the
capabilities of recipients, and leads
them to doubt U.S. reliability over
the long haul. Low input levels, in
sum, preclude high expectations by
participants or their U.S. sponsors.

FOREIGN INTERNAL DEFENSE

Foreign internal defense (FID)
indicates steps by any government to
help another government deter or
defeat subversion, insurgency,
resistance movements, or transna-
tional terrorism. Types and degrees
of support depend on many variables
that may include respective inter-
ests, objectives, threat perceptions,
policies, capabilities, and views
about burden sharing. Armed force
and measures to strengthen host
country political, military, econom-
ic, and social institutions are
complimentary. *

SOVIET COUNTERINSURGENCY

U.S. analysts commonly assert
that the Soviets are more successful
fomenting foreign revolutions than
they are at FID.48/ In fact, they
have not yet failed to stifle
rebellious in any Soviet-style
socialist state since World War II.

FID Policies

The Soviets may never publicize
foreign internal defense policies,
but their activities reveal three

* Annex A, Section IB(3) outlines counterinsurgency tasks and techniques.
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distinct sets. One, with universal
applicability, serves principals and
proxies equally well. The second is
a supplement only where direct Soviet
power predominates. The third set
applies where it does not.

Set One centers first of all on
deterrence, which is preferable to
defense. Precautions usually precede
complete socialist victory and
continue indefinitely thereafter.
Indoctrination, reeducation, and
pervasive security systems fed by
informants at home, at work, and at
school are standard practices
intended to produce desired behavior
and uncover deviants before they can
cause serious trouble. The Soviets
try to limit their involvement, if
prevention fails. Major combat
forces, for example, have never yet
deployed for any purpose where they
lack direct logistic links with home
territory. City dominance comes
first, the countryside waits.49/

Set Two reflects cumulative
counterinsurgency experience dating
from czarist days. Policies call for
conclusive action to crush resistance
quickly. Winning the hearts and minds
of populations is less important than
bending most to Soviet will and
breaking the remainder. Moral
restraints are scant. Systematic
terror is one instrument. "Decapita-
tion" strikes against rebel leaders
and their control apparatus are
guided by an implicit slogan, "Kill
the head and the body will die."
Assassination, abduction, and
subversion are alternative techniques
that pertain, in different proportions
at different times and places.

The Soviets also seek to separate
"fish" (the insurgent rank and file)
from the supporting "sea" (the
people), as Mao once put it.50/ Mass
deportation and compulsory resettle-
ment schemes are standard practices.
So is systematic destruction of the
agrarian infrastructure, because
abilities to furnish or deny food
provide Soviet FID specialists a
useful lever. Villages are selec-
tively levelled, crops and livestock
are laid waste. Protection is only
for confirmed sympathizers.*51/

Set Three replaces Soviet
military power with security assis-
tance whenever risks of deep direct
involvement could outweigh recompense.
Even so, only Ethiopia, Afghanistan,
and Angola make the Top Ten list of
beneficiaries, and they bring up the
tail end in that order.52/ Indigenous
troops and de facto proxies, who act
as cat's paws and pawns, take all of
the casualties and most of the blame
for reversals. Moscow reaps benefits
from victories.

FID Applications

Soviet rulers, who have imple-
mented FID policies repeatedly since
World War II, used massive military
power to squelch incipient rebellions
before they exploded in the Ukraine
and former Baltic States (late
1940s), East Germany (1953), Hungary
(1956), and Czechoslovakia (1968).
The latter tw are classic examples
of "decapitation" to prevent resur-
gence of resistance already reduced.

* U.S. observers who deplore Soviet brutality tend to forget that human
rights and compassion for opponents are recent phenomena in America. General
Philip A. Sheridan, for example, was by no means aberrant when he instructed
subordinates to let the 1873 Kickapoo campaign be one "of annihilation,
obliteration, and complete destruction."53/
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Soviet duplicity, which led to the
separate abductions and subsequent
executions of Hungarian Prime
Minister Nagy and Defense Minister
Maleter left followers without
leaders. Finesse was valued more in
the case of Dubcek, First Secretary
of the Czech Communist Party; Moscow,
fearing a martyr, gradually converted
him from a national symbol to a
faceless functionary. Soviet FID
versatility is further evident in
Poland, where the government and
security forces, acting on Soviet
advice, at least temporarily have
suppressed Solidarity-inspired
resistance that weakens the Warsaw
Pact. The 27th Soviet Communist
Party Congress, which convened
February 25-March 6, 1986, indicates
that support for socialist regimes
under fire from counterrevolu-
tionaries will continue during this
decade .54/

Afghani stan

Afghanistan is the only full-
scale resistance movement currently
inside the Soviet sphere or on its
periphery. Armed attacks on the
Soviet-backed regime, which began in
April 1978 and provoked Soviet
intervention on Christmas Eve the
following year, started a struggle
that has endured longer than the
"Great Patriotic War" against
Germany.55/ Gorbachev's promise to
recall r 1six regiments.. *before
the end of 1986" by no means presages
abatement; three are antiaircraft
artillery, for which there is no
need, and one contains road-bound
armor. 56/

"Sovietization" of that conflict
was unavoidable, because Afghan armed
services, never very effective,
collapsed early and remain close to
useless, despite extensive military
assistance. SOF are far less
important than conventional Soviet
forces, but Spetsnaz have been used
selectively in roles that reportedly
include assassination. FID activities
of all kinds rely heavily on
intelligence from the Afghan State
Information Service (KHAD), a huge
(40,000) secret police organization
under KGB supervision that insinuates
agents into every aspect of Afghan
society, including resistance
camps.57/

Soviet military commanders
pursue an attrition strategy with few
tactical or technological limitations.
Main aims apparently are to secure
Kabul, the capital, and other urban
centers; cut lines of communication
with the outside world; and eliminate
rebel strongholds at minimum cost.
Guerrilla bands have proved elusive
targets for numerically superior
Soviet forces with sophisticated
weapons, but "scorched earth" and
"migratory genocide" policies are
gradually reducing their ability to
survive in barren terrain. Fire
bombings that obliterate crops and
villages eventually may starve them
into submission, unless external
suppliers compensate. Close to a
quarter of the population is corralled
in cities under tight control, or has
crossed the border to Pakistan, which
presently harbors the world's largest
group of refugees (almost 3 million).
Those consequences simplify future
FID.*58/

* Soviet tactics in Afghanistan are similar in some respects to U.S. FID
activities in Vietnam and produce comparable cause/effect relationships.
Motives, however, are much different. The Soviets seek to obliterate opposition
and cow the population, not solicit popular support. Atrocities are national
policy, not aberrations in battle.
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Psychological operations take
two twists. Techniques- against
domestic targets include propaganda
campaigns, political indoctrination,
education, and reeducation. Thousands
of Afghan children attend Soviet
schools that prepare them for future
responsibility in a socialist state
subservient to the U.S.S.R.
Strategic psyop supporting foreign
policy seeks to justify continued
Soviet intervention and limit
backlash. A carrot and stick
approach plays on Pakistan, which
shelters Afghan refugees and funnels
rebel supplies, but remains ambivalent
about close links with the United
States. Economic inducements in that
special case combine with cross-
border bombings, subversion, and
other pressures designed to
intimidate.59/

FID Afield

Soviet-supported FID have
dragged on for over a decade in
Angola, Mozambique, Ethiopia, and--
Cambodia. Sandinista counter-
insurgents seem stalemated in
Nicaragua. Early solutions to
serious socialist problems seem
improbable.60/

Marxist postures nevertheless
are better than might be expected,
because their opponents help compen-
sate. Angolan rebels have a strong
on-site power base, but those in
Ethiopia are badly outnumbered and
the government, not guerrillas,
controls all urban areas, as it does
in Mozambique. Contras and various
Cambodian factions, which lack large
popular followings (Khmer Rouge
recruiters mut rely on coercion),
are reduced to occasional raids from
sanctuaries in Honduras and Thailand
respectively, rarely in enough
strength to threaten rivals

seriously. Lack of clear U.S.
objectives and political commitment
further simplify Marxist FID. Aid
levels allow recipients to survive,
not thrive. Inconsistent American
and allied economic policies help
some insolvent socialists stay
afloat. U.S. companies, for example,
buy about half of Angola's oil and
plan to subsidize oil exploration by
Kozambique .61/

As it stands, the Kremlin still
can claim, with little fear of
accurate refutation, that socialist
gains are irreversible. One serious
setback, however, could shatter the
myth of invincibility, encourage
current resistance movements, and
cause others to develop. Both sides
consequently are playing for big
stakes.62/

U.S. COUNTERINSURGENCY

There is general agreement that
the greatest potential armed threats
to U.S. interests overseas lie in
low-intensity conflicts, which
include (some say feature) foreign
internal defense.63/ Debates about
alleged "lessons of Vietnam,"64/
however, create extensive inconsis-
tencies between U.S. FID objectives,
policies, practices, and force
postures. Politico-military planners,
who are uncertain how to proceed, see
no sign that their doubts will soon
disappear.65/

Basic U.S. FID concepts still
subscribe to the Nixon Doctrine,
which redefined relationships between
helpers and the helped in 1969.
"Experience has shown," it stated,
"that the best means of dealing with
insurgencies is to preempt them
through economic development and
social reform and to control them
with police, paramilitary and
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military action by the threatened
government .. . (A] direct combat
role for U.S. general purpose forces
arises primarily when insurgency has
shaded into external aggression
... . In such cases, we shall
consider the efforts of our allies,
in determining our response."66/
Subsequent refinements, coupled with
the so-called post-Vietnam Syndrome,
strengthen that prescription for
self-help and a low U.S. profile.67/

Present practices, however,
contradict those declaratory poli-
cies. Economic and military assis-
tance levels are low for beleaguered
U.S. associates who, being unable to
bear larger defense burdens alone,
bypass or defer reforms needed to
undercut insurgent causes and can
neither train nor deploy appropriate
forces fast enough to deal decisively
with resultant problems that, directly
or indirectly, endanger U.S. security
interests.68/ The number of U.S.
military trainers assigned to any
foreign country is legally limited to
six, unless Congress explicitly makes
exceptions. The ceiling for El
Salvador, for example, is 55 to help
counter an active insurgency, although
covert CIA teams may swell totals
somewhat.69/ Competent law
enforcement is the first line of
defense against insurgent undergrounds
and urban guerrillas but Congress,
seeking to avoid assistance for
autocrats, has outlawed police
training, advice, and financial
support since 1975, unless recipients
have "a longstanding democratic
tradition," lack standing armed
services, and consistently avoid-
"gross violations of internationally
recognized human rights" (El Salvador
and Honduras presently are
exceptions).70/ Restrictions on
covert action further complicate U.S.
efforts to accomplish essential
missions while maintaining low
visibility.

Involvement of U.S. military
services at the last moment to
salvage unacceptable situations could
occur if, all efforts to the contrary,
friends fail to cover interests that
U.S. leaders consider critical.
Early intervention by strong U.S. FID
forces would be desirable, while
allies in trouble still display vital
signs, but may not be possible, given
inhibitions embodied in the War
Powers Resolution of 1973, other
legal limitations, public aversion to
"another Vietnam," and the Pentagon's
current proclivity for caution.
Swift victory, before disapproval
could build abroad and domestic
sympathy disappear, may not be
possible in any conflict opponents
promise to prolong.72/

Intervention in any event would
be beneficial only if U.S. forces
were well prepared for foreign
internal defense, which many observers
doubt. Pentagon decisionmakers, for
example, believe that general purpose
formations designed mainly for mid-
and high-intensity combat can handle
FID as a "less included capability."
Special operations forces consequently
are relatively low priority, although
complementary missions demand both.
SOF, in turn, concentrate on unconven-
tional warfare (UW) at the expense of
FID. Essential skills, however, are
not all interchangeable. Establishing
undergrounds and guerrilla bands
requires different qualifications
than rooting them out. Proficiency
at clandestine infiltration/exfiltra-
tion, subversion, and sabotage is
less important for FID than counter-
m e a s u r et- in--co n 3 unc-t-iott--it-h--hoet-

country security forces, who belong
to a society with dissimilar
styles.73/

U.S. service schools and
colleges devote little time to FID
tactics, but difficulties would
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persist if they rectified deficien-
cies, because military personnel
officers treat training foreign
nationals as a routine requirement
that any competent specialist can
satisfy. Effective communication in
fact depends on cross-cultural
understanding, a facet that gets
short shrift. U.S. armed forces, as
a result, lack sufficient area-
oriented cadres whose members can
design and conduct FID programs
tailored to suit the needs of
particular clients and conditions.74/

U.S. FID performance since World
War II has been spotty. A "hands
off" approach worked well in Greece
(1948-49) and, after false starts, in
the Philippines (1946-53). Advisers
and material assistance sufficed.
"Hands off" was unsatisfactory in
China (1946-49). "Hands on" inter-
vention by massive U.S. armed forces
in Vietnam also failed (1965-72).75/
"No hands" typified U.S. support for
more than 15 governments afflicted by
Marxist insurgencies between 1960 and
1986 (Figure 13). Oman, the Yemens,
Ethiopia, Zimbabwe, and four South
American countries were among them.
Some outcomes have been beneficial to
U.S. security interests; others are
liabilities. Whether U.S. strategists
presently are applying abstinence or
blends to best advantage in Central
America, southern Africa, Lebanon,
the Sudan, and Southeast Asia is
controversial.

SOVIET TRANSNATIONAL TERRORISM

strive to achieve sociopolitical
objectives by inspiring widespread
fear among people not personally
involved and by disrupting community
routines so severely that compliance
with terrorist demands becomes
preferable to further disorder.*
U.S. policy spurns terrorism of any
type, although past and present
association with repressive regimes
that terrorize their own citizens
(such as those of Somoza, apartheid-
ists in South Africa, and the Shah of
Iran) fuel false Soviet claims.76/

Some observers brand Soviet
participation in, and control over,
an international terror network that
does the Kremlin's bidding, but most
are more cautious, because alleged
activities all are covert or clandes-
tine and thus hard to prove.77/
William J. Casey, speaking as
Director of Central Intelligence,
concedes that, "to give the devil his
due, we have seen only indirect
evidence" of more than modest
monetary and logistic support for
selected individuals and subnational
groups. Governments that sponsor
terrorism as a matter of state policy
receive somewhat more assistance
(Casey singled out Libya and Syria as
illustrations. President Reagan
recognized four other "outlaw states"
until recently: Iran, North Korea,
Cuba and Nicaragua; he excluded Syria
for political reasons, although it
remains on the State Department list,
and seems to be amending his posi-
tion. )78/

Support for de facto proxies

logy.79/ Soviet forces remain in the
Terrorism, for purposes of this shadows, while surrogates they train

report, is public, repetitive help instruct transnational terror-
violence or threats of violence that ists, supply them difficult-to-detect

* Section lB(5), Annex A summarizes the essence of transnational terrorism
and compares it with international applications.
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arms, equipment, and intelligence,
plus false documents to mask move-
ments and conceal true identities,
then provide safe havens after
missions are complete. The Kremlin
"and its allies have thus discovered
a highly "cost-effective" way of
making the point that in today's
world it is not safe to practice
democracy," is the way William Casey
puts it.80/ The aim in each case, he
believes, is "to undermine our
values, shatter our self confidence,
and ultimately destroy our way of
life ."81/

U.S. citizens and installations
overseas are relatively "soft," yet
lucrative, targets of great propa-
ganda value. Terrorist attacks in
the United States are less frequent
and intense, but the potential for
escalation is present.

INTERNAL DEFENSE

Internal defense, as opposed to
FID, includes all measures a govern-
ment takes to forestall or defeat
insurgencies or transnational
terrorism on its own territory or
against its assets elsewhere. U.S.
and Soviet problems, policies, and
practices vary greatly for several
reasons.

SOVIET INTERNAL SECURITY

Soviet attention to internal
defense, reflected in immense KGB and
MVD forces, makes it most difficult
for outsiders to infiltrate and for

insurgents or transnational terror-
ists to get a foothold, much less
flourish. Informers everywhere
operate freely. Strangers are easily
recognized and subject to close
surveillance in that closed society,
which imposes severe limitations -on
assembly and travel. "House calls"
by secret police round-the-clock,
search and seizure on slight suspi-
cion or whim, trumped up charges,
incarceration without habeas corpus,
false witness, torture, and sumary
execution are standard practices.
State-controlled media, which report
only what told, never reward rioters,
rebels, or terrorists with publicity
that could help their cause.82/

No authoritative Sovietologist
foresees any significant change in
that system, which serves internal
security purposes very well, despite
occasional lapses of little strategic
significance.

U.S. COUNTERTERRORISM

Transnational terrorism has
seriously concerned U.S. security
officials since the late 1970s.
Interest in counterterrorism,* which
intermittently attracts more atten-
tion than any other U.S. special
operation, currently is at a peak,
because incidents are increasing in
numbers as well as intensity. Almost
half involve U.S. personnel, proper-
ty, or both.83/

U.S. counterterrorism forces
described in Chapter 2 are developing
tactical capabilities that-individu-
ally, and to a lesser extent

* Section 1 B(5), Annex A illuminates elements of counterterrorism.
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collectively, improve progressively.
Optimum performance, however, awaits
better employment strategies.

Declaratory Goals and Guidelines

The Reagan Administration has
retained most counterterror goals and
policy guidelines that President
Carter openly and explicitly pre-
scribed. Deterrence, and damage
limitation if preventive measures
fail, both are important components.
The range of response embraces all
legal methods, but rules out conces-
sions and bargaining with terrorist
blackmailers. Collective security,
in collaboration with friends and
allies, is preferable to unilateral
action, and often is critical to
success. 84/

One amendment, however, is
immensely important. Present U.S.
counterterzor policies emphasize
force far more than those in the past
decade. Punishment of perpetrators
and sponsors for deterrent purposes
is a much higher priority. National
Security Decision Directive (NSDD)
138 (since replaced by NSDD 207),
which President Reagan signed on
April 3, 1984, reportedly supplements
reactive operations with "pro-active"
options as a form of self-defense.
Preemption may replace retaliation,
provided timely intelligence indi-
cates terrorist intent to attack and
U.S./allied planners frame suitable

-ways to forestall them. Secretary of
State Shultz, ia a speech before the
Trilateral Commission that same date,
seemed -t reflect NSDD-138, wheLAe_
declared traditional defense inade-
quate against terrorist warfare, and
proposed more positive steps.85/

Conceptual Disputations

Some of the Executive Branch
policies just described are wildly
respected. Others are in dispute.
Gaps between principles and practice
will perci-t until reconciliations
take place.

Fixed Versus Flexible Policies

Terrorists "design their atta-ks
to take place . . . where the
challenge will not bring with it an
obvious or clear-cut choice of
response." U.S. policies conse-
quently should "have an element of
unpredicL:ability and surprise. And
the prerequisite . . . must be a
broad public consensus on the moral
and strategic necessity of action,"
because "there will not be time for
renewed national debate after every
terrorist attack."86/

Those opinions, expressed by
Secretary of State Shultz, seem to
contradict some U.S. declaratory
policies, which critics claim are
unrealistically restrictive. "No
concessions" to terrorist demands,
for example, may strengthen deter-
rence by promising to make hostage-
taking and abduction non-profit
enterprises, but that avowal, if
applied literally, rules out compro-
mise, which might be wiser than
noncompliance in many situations.
Refusal to ransom the Secretary of
Defense or JCS members could jeopar-
dize U.S. secrets on a catastrophic
scale. It would take steel nerves
for Congress and the Executive Branch
to ignore reliable reports that
terrorists had seeded the Empire
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nuclear weapon. Some knowledgeable
observers believe that vows never to
negotiate are counterproductive for
additional reasons. U.S. leaders
lose credibility when they relax that
rule under duress or pretend that no
interchange took place, even though
press, radio, and TV announce
differently. Another dilemma derives
from official policy that puts
hostage safety first. Hijackers and
other terrorists, who know the risk
of fatalities among hostages and
spectators is highest during armed
rescue operations, might be more
impressed by threats of force, if
U.S. guidelines were less firm.87/

Disputes about fixed versus
flexible policies doubtless will
continue. No "broad consensus,"
however, could "preclude debate after
every terrorist attack," because most
countermeasures require unique
solutions, which must be judged case
by case on respective merits. That
is why some students of the subject,
like Shultz, value "unpredictability
and surprise," and object to prede-
termination, although they also
understand that too much flexibility
may be as big a liability as too
little. Serious problems, for
example, ensued with Congress and
U.S. allies when the press in
November 1986 reported that the
Reagan Administration, notifying
neither, had ransomed hostages in
Lebanon by secretly relaxing long-
standing embargoes on arms to
Iran.88/

Force Versus Nonviolence

Neither terrorists nor sponsors
would have any incentive to desist,
if fruits were cost-free.89/
Critics of U.S. policy concede that
countermeasures should include armed
action in certain circumstances, but

relative roles of force and nonviolent
means nevertheless remain under
review. Some tradeoffs are self-
evident. Political and economic
pressures, for example, generally are
pointless against subnational groups
but, properly applied, can pain
states that supply armes, equipment,
and sanctuaries. Firepower may be
mandatory when time is the dominant
factor. Pinpointing the most
appropriate option or combination,
however, is a complex process in most
instances.

Political tacks to avenge
atrocities and prevent repetition
span a spectrum of possibilities.
The lower end of the escalation
ladder includes steps to limit normal
contacts with states that sponsor or
sustain transnational terrorism;
restrict movement by their represen-
tatives in the United States; suspend
selected programs, such as education
and training; and deny entry to
(perhaps deport) their citizens.
U.S' leaders may abrogate treaties,
close offensive embassies to prevent
misuse of diplomatic immunity, revoke
favored nation status, or sever
relations, if additional clout is
required. They also could, as the
ultimate unilateral political
escalation, withdraw recognition
entirely, depriving offenders of
rights normally available under U.S.
law. Psychological campaigns that
expose culprits to public censure and
encourage the international community
to curb connections could supplement
any foregoing option or help foster
dissidence against renegade govern-
ments.90/

Economic sanctions send equally
unmistakable messages to nations that
nurture terrorists. Restrictions on
trade (especially boycotts and
embargoes), foreign assistance,
technology transfers, export credits,
tourism, capital transactions, and
access to commercial facilities,
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including ports and airfields, are
among the most common penalties open
to the President. The economic
equivalent of quarantine theoretically
is possible, if other countries
cooperate but, as Shultz discovered,
"too often [friends) are inhibited by
fear of losing commercial opportuni-
ties or fear of provoking a bully."
Unilateral U.S. sanctions against
Libya, Nicaragua, and (in the past)
Iran have been less satisfactory than
expected. Congress rebuffs proposals
to prosecute U.S. citizens who
traffic with states that assist
terrorists, partly because associated
legal tangles are mind boggling.
Would U.S. businessmen, for example,
break the law if they dealt with
Saudi Arabia, which bankrolls the
Palestine Liberation Organization?
Reliable answers to such questions
are nonextant.91/

Nonviolent means of countering
transnational terrorism never occur
in a vacuum. Employers can damage
allies and innocent bystanders along
with themselves, perhaps worse than
intended targets, unless they think
moves through thoroughly beforehand.
Force consequently may sometimes be
preferable.

Debates About Deterrence

Continued development of U.S.
counterterror policies will depend a
great deal on the dynamics of
deterrence, which are dimly per-
ceived.92/ It is true, as CIA
analysts indicate, that "terrorists
are not chess masters. They are
opportunists. many operations are
mounted because they are within the

range of the possible, and many . e e
are abandoned because the difficulties
become too great." Even so, U.S.
strategists cannot explain why
terrorist groups exploit known
capabilities so sparingly and are so
circumspect about escalatory options
that include chemical, biological,
and (possibly) low-yield nuclear
weapons.* Deterrent concepts, unlike
those at strategic and theater
nuclear levels, can be tested and
improved by trial and error, but
perplexities nevertheless are
immense.

Deterrence that eliminates
causes instead of symptoms is
particularly elusive. Political,
economic, and social reforms, which
deflate genuine grievances, help
eradicate insurgencies, by convincing
a popular majority that government
programs are preferable to rebel
promises. Winning hearts and minds,
however, is less salutary as a
counterterror tool. Reforms, at
best, may limit terrorist consti-
tuencies, undermine claims to
legitimacy, and reduce the reservoir
of recruits, but rarely placate
intractable terrorists, who use
violence as a stepping stone to
power. Negotiated compromise that
offers some satisfaction to opponents
customarily is anathema, although
terrorists approve the process, since
it publicizes their purpose and vests
them with status equal to beleaguered
governments, which share blame if
bloodshed continues. Few rewards
short of total success consequently
motivate them to relinquish privi-
lege.93/

Tactical deterrence to discourage
terrorists and supporting states
creates additional dilemmas. Some

* Section lB (4), Annex A lists many terrorist implements, some of which
are little used.
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U.S. spokesmen, who tout "swift and
sure" punishment as a deterrent, laud
Israel as "a model of how a nation
should . . . balance law and justice
with self-preservation." Disbelievers
prefer the British approach, which
"has kept [better) faith with humane
principles and practices that are our
common heritage" (see the following
subsection for further discussion of
"active defense"). No one has yet
devised any reliable way to deter
suicidal terrorists, who welcome
death. Deliberately overstated
declaratory policies probably
strengthen nuclear and conventional
deterrence, by increasing uncertain-
ties in rival camps. Experience
conversely indicates that strong
rhetoric by senior officials not only
increases terrorist prestige, but may
provoke inimical response, unless the
government matches means and will
with its words.94/

Intensive basic research by
knowledgeable individuals and
organizations must precede elimination
or alleviation of such problems.
Incremental improvements to U.S.
counterterror deterrent policies and
programs are more likely than early
resolution.

Advisability of Active Defense

A sizable school of thought,
whose adherents include Secretary of
State Shultz, contend that U.S.
response to terrorist atrocities

"should go beyond passive defense to
consider . . . active prevention,
preemption, and retaliation." The
Secretary of Defense and other senior
U.S. officials seem less certain,
partly because such acts can be
construed as aggression, and the
glare of publicity makes penalties
for failure severe under the most
favorable circumstances.*95/

Who to hit, how to hit them, and
what to hit them with generates dis-
agreements, even among staunch
supporters of armed reprisal, because
easy choices are in short supply.

It is tempting to blame states
that furnish safehavens from which
terrorists launch assaults and
return. Reasonable proof of large-,
scale complicity is relatively easy
to acquire, and vulnerabilities are
evident. Bombardment is one option,
but expensive, and collateral damage
is nearly unavoidable, because
terrorists with scant concern for
human life habitually locate in
cities. Many observers therefore
believe that blockades are better, or
prefer the "scalpel" of special
operations to conventional cudgels.
Results, however, are hard to
predict. Ripostes by countries
attacked may be painful, their
control over terrorists they harbor
is tenuous, and wholly independent
radicals elsewhere may involve
themselves without invitation.96/

U.S. decisionmakers also must
calculate risk-versus-gain ratios
carefully, taking all known opponents

* Retaliation makes terrorists pay in some way for previous attacks.
Timing is important. The so-called "window of popular support" varies with
provocations. Hot pursuit normally is preferable to lengthy delays. Preemptive
strikes, launched on evidence that attacks are imminent, try to beat terrorists
to the punch. Preventive operations are launched on evidence that attacks are
inevitable, but probably not imminent; waiting would increase risks.
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into account, when they try to
neutralize individual terrorists and
small groups. Intelligence problems
make that process incredibly complex.
The clandestine nature of terrorist
operations, which target an infinite
variety of victims at random times
and places, reduces the value of
early warning indicators. Profes-
sional police work helps, but
informants are scarce, attempts to
penetrate small, paranoid cells is a
time-consuming, perilous occupation,
and payoffs are constrained, unless
"plants" in command/control elements
expose top terrorists. Otherwise, as
one former CIA station chief put it,
"all we find is one guy named
Mohammed and another guy named
Abdul." Tight restrictions on U.S.

-gents, legal limitations on HUMINT,
and reluctance of allies to collab-
orate because U.S. "leaks" compromise
their sources magnify difficulties
immensely. 97/

Proper disposition of terrorists
we do corner complicates final
decisions. Apprehension, followed by
public trial and imprisonment,
respects due process, but compounds
problems when associates outside seek
to "liberate" them. Some students of
the subject consequently contend that
"the only good terrorist is a dead
one;" killing, as they see it, is
cost-effective and forever deters
every deceased. Pro-con appraisals
should precede each choice.*98/

Value of Passive Defense

Passive defense of Americans and
their property against terrorism at

home and overseas creates controvers-
ial issues, because costs, calculated
in terms of operational flexibility
as well as funds, are severe.

Public education programs that
increase alertness, reductions in
force to reduce risks at vulnerable
sites, and simple steps by key
individuals to vary travel times,
routes, and other routines are
inexpensive ways for the U.S.
Government and private sector to
upset terrorist plans, but most
measures cost money. Businesses
behind an explosive growth of
gadgets, such as bullet-proof glass
and hydraulic barriers, pass develop-
ment costs to consumers. Commercial
security firms find a multi-billion
dollar bull market that continues to
expand. It is possible to convert
Capitol Hill, the Pentagon, State
Department, embassies, offickal
residences, military bases, and other
critical installations into fortres-
ses, but budgets would balloon,
mission effectiveness and America's
image as a free society would sag,
and terrorists could gloat over
partial success. Secondary targets
(cultural centers, attaches) and
isolated targets (water and power
distribution points) would still be
exposed. The question, "How much is
enough?," remains unanswered.99/

Hostage rescue, which combines
offensive tactics with passive
defense, is the hardest mission to
accomplish, whether captives are held
aboard aircraft or ship, are barri-
caded in buildings, cached in
safehouses, or incarcerated in
stockades.* Basic U.S. objectives
and policies are specific,100/ but
separate incidents within each

* Section 2B, Annex A covers "surgical" antipersonnel strikes, including
assassination, abduction, capture, and termination.

** See Section 2D, Annex A for essential& of hostage rescue.
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category demand individual treatment
that depends on many strategic and
tactical variables. Researchers, who
hope their findings will help U.S.
officials review options and expedite
decisions when crises occur, have
scarcely scratched the surface.

Past and Projected Performance

Transnational terrorists thus
far have tested U.S. countercapabili-
ties only slightly. American
performance since the late 1970s
reflects more bumbles than brilliance.

The FBI reportedly foils a
significant number of terrorist acts
annuallylOl/ and "Bull" Simon,
backed by H. Ross Perot rather than
t44ek U.S. Government, rescued hostages
from Teheran in 1980.102/ Foreign
policy embarrassments, however,
followed two tactical successes in
October 1985: President Reagan
reneged the day after he publicly
approved Israel's bombardment of PLO
bases in Tunisia, a U.S. friend;103/
the in-flight interception of Achille
Lauro hijackers aboard an Egyptian
airliner strained relations with
other U.S. allies.104/ The Desert
One raid to rescue hostages in
Teheran (1980)105/ and obliteration
of a Marine barrack in Beirut
(1983)106/ nere spectacular failures.
No one at this stage can be certain
whether long-term effects of the
April 1986 U.S. air raid on Libyl07/
and subsequent saber-rattlinglO8/
served American interests well.

Future U.S. counterterror
capabilities depend on steps to
strengthen the control structure,
settle conceptual disputes, lift the
most debilitating legal limita-
tionsO,109/ and tighten links with
allies.1l0/ Prognoses based on
dissimilar assumptions about "prog-
ress" in such respects variously
predict improvement, impairment, or
project straight lines. All seem
premature.

MID- AND HIGH- INTENSITY CONFLICTS

Neither U.S. nor Soviet special
operations establishments as currently
constituted have much experience in
mid- and high-intensity conflicts,*
but every employment mode and skill
discussed in foregoing sections has
utility.

Soviet preparations apparently
concentrate on special reconnaissance,
plus direct action missions in enemy
rear areas to "decapitate"
decisionmakers; delay, deceive, and
disorganize forces in reserve;
neutralize nuclear delivery systems
and weapon stockpiles; control
bottlenecks; disrupt communications;
and otherwise expedite breakthroughs
by the main military body. Internal
security probably would tighten even
more than at present, to prevent
resistance movements and insurgencies
from increasing vulnerabilities in
non-Soviet Warsaw Pact states, as
well as at home. Strong psyop
support for offensive and defensive
operations is preordained. Marked

* Section Ia, Annex A outlines the nature of mid- and high-intensity
conflicts in relation to special operations. The last U.S. experience was in
Vietnam. Soviet SOF have not been exposed to combat on a similar or greater
scale since World War II.
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limitations include uneven SOP
quality and the absence of specialized
aircraft for clandestine
infiltration, but the establishment
is large enough to remain combat
effective after absorbing severe
manpower and materiel losses.lll/

Understrength U.S. Army and Air
Force SOP are too few and poorly
equipped to make comparable contribu-
tions in a high-threat environment.
One Ranger regiment, organized and
trained for combat by battalions and
companies, could not remain effective
long, if personnel and hardware
losses, as anticipated, were large.
They probably would suffer the same
fate as World War II predecessors in

Europe, which accomplished "impos-
sible" missions after taking frightful
casualties, then were erased from the
rolls. Special Forces are numerous
enough for unconventional warfare
against the Warsaw Pact, other
socialist states, and certain Soviet
Socialist Republics where minorities
prevail, but abilities to elude
security long enough to take root are
suspect, and air power for
clandestine support is insufficient.
SEALs are in better shape. Psyop is
not.

Soviet special operations
posture for mid- and high-intensity
conflicts, in sum, is somewhat better
than that of the United States.
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Chapter 4

U.S. PROBLEMS AND OPTIONS

No recapitulation of U.S.
special operations problems would be
complete without reference to root
causes. This chapter therefore
identifies the most pervasive, before
it summarizes salient deficiencies
and reviews remedial options.
Entries in each instance are repre-
sentative, rather than comprehensive.

CAUSE/EFFECT RELATIONSHIPS

Virtually every U.S. macro
command/control, planning, and SOP
posture problem derives mainly from
misunderstandings. Few members of
the U.S. Government and military
establishment fully appreciate
special operations threats, capabili-
ties, limitations, and relationships
with the rest of our security
apparatus. Even key SOF officials,
who advise them, misplace some
priorities. Mismatched ends and
means thus are common.

COORDINATION PROBLEMS

Horizontal and vertical
comand/control problemsin this field
persist at the top, partly because
reliable connections between Congress
and the Executive Branch are faulty;
no special operations element is
empowered to issue and enforce

interdepartmental/interagency
guidance; none is responsible for
collaboration with allies, whose
participation in UW, FID, and actions
to counter transnational terrorism
are inseparable from our own; linkage
between U.S. national, state, and
local participants is very loose.
Voluntary cooperation invites
internecine competition and
inadvertent oversights.

PLANS AND OPERATIONS PROBLEMS

Misconceptions about special
operations, coupled with hodgepodge
organization, inhibit sound plans and
operations. Objectives, threat
assessments, policies, and priorities
fit together poorly and change
capriciously. Successful operations
often depend on close collaboration
between SOF and general purpose
forces, but connections are nebulous.
Important requirements, as a result,
routinely fall through cracks. The
difference between declaratory
statements and performance undercuts
U.S. credibility.

Planners and operators repeat-
edly work at cross-purposes. The
State Department and Pentagon, for
example, openly debate the utility of
military power for assorted special
operations. Foreign aid appropria-
tions contradict stated preference
for low UW and FID profiles. So do
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counterterror targeting policies that
permit air strikes on cities, but
prohibit selective attacks on
individuals. The artificial distinc-
tion between military special
operations and civilian special
activities confuses covert/clandes-
tine issues. America's media, fed by
security violators, make it virtually
impossible to keep secrets very long.

Peacetime deployments for
administrative purposes conflict with
planned employment. The 5th Special
Forces Group, to cite one instance,
recently moved to Fort Campbell,
Kentucky, miles from the nearest
desert, although its area of respons-
ibility in the Middle East is bone
dry. JSOC components, ensconced in
the United States where they normally
may not operate, are positioned
poorly to influence short-fuse
counterterror actions elsewhere.

PROGRAM AND BUDGET PROBLEMS

Providing SOP a separate budget,
as recently required by law, will
solve few problems, as long as funds
expended support shaky plans. The
proper proportion of active SOF to
reserve components remains unre-
solved. Both are understrength and
depend extensively on conventional
hardware that never was designed for
isolated special operations, which
demand low maintenance along with
high reliability.

Priorities for improvement are
suspect. Programers, for example,
put a premium on expensive aircraft
and boats that would be most useful
for clandestine infiltration/exfil-
tration during mid- or high-intensity
conflicts and for unconventional
warfare against sophisticated foes,
such as Vietnam, North Korea, and the

Warsaw Pact. DOD planners, however,
consider such contingencies a slim
possibility. Those same officials
slight HUMINT and psyop, which could
be helpful across the full spectrum
of hot and cold war competition.

Personnel policies that prohibit
stabilized assignments prevent active
UW, FID, and psyop specialists from
attaining required cultural exper-
tise, including language proficiency,
in respective areas of responsibili-
ty. Reserve counterparts, which
forward deploy rarely for short
periods, are less qualified in that
respect. Computer-assisted personnel
officers who pick SOF to train
foreign nationals rarely realize that
aptitudes and enthusiasm for that
specialized assignment are just as
important as professional skills.
Square pegs in round holes result.

OPTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT

The "best" way to strengthen
U.S. special operations posture is a
subjective matter.l/ Options are
profuse, and often complex. Some are
susceptible to unilateral implementa-
tion by the Executive Branch.
Congress must legislate others.

Options below are illustrative
starting points for improvement.
U.S. leaders probably should consider
alternatives carefully, before they
approve proposals that overlook
standards described.

STRENGTHEN STRUCTURE

Steps to strengthen U.S. special
operations high command/control
structure seem advisable at three
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levels$ national staff, OSD/JCS
staff, and a military SOP coinand.*

A small staff, perhaps appended
or reporting to the National Security
Council (NSC), could ensure close and
continuous special operations
coordination between the Executive
Branch and Congress, between top-
level special operations elements in
the Executive Branch, and between
country teams and U.S. allies. Its
director might be vested with
authority to:

-- Act as the President's
representative dealing with
Congress on interdepartmental,
interagency, and international
special operations matters.

X -- Issue interdepartmental/in-
teragency special operations
planning and programming
guidance, then ensure com-
pliance.

-- Set interdepartmental and
interagency standards, coord-
inate, and supervise resultant
policies, plans, programs, and
activities worldwide.

Whether OSD and JCS staffs
remain separate or merge, more rank
and better access to the Secretary of
Defense (SECDEP) and Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff could enhance
effectiveness. Whoever directs the
OSD or consolidated staff might be
vested with authority to:

-- Conduct liaison with
Congress on special operations
matters.

-- Act as the SECDIF's rep-
resentative for interdepart-
mental, interagency, and
international special operations
coordination.

-- Issue special operations
planning and programming
guidance to all military
services, then ensure com-
pliance.

X -- Set standards, coordinate,
and supervise resultant poli-
cies, plans, programs, and
activities throughout the
Department of Defense, including
SOF/non-SOF relationships.

The commander of a special
operations headquarters to focus
efforts of Army, Navy, Air Force, and
Marine Corps SOP might be vested with
authority to:

- Exercise operational command
over all military SOP in the
Continental United States
(COMUS), including joint
training, readiness, and
deployment planning.

-- Plan for and, with requisite
approval, employ military SOP in
CONUS for counterterror and/or
counterinsurgency purposes.

-- Pass operational command of
selected SOP to regionally-
oriented unified commands as
directed.

-- Coordinate with
regionally-oriented unified
commands concerning all

* Items marked "X" indicate organizational options that recent amendments
to Title 10, United States Code, addressed only indirectly, incompletely, or
not at all.
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aspects of special operations,
including employment in their
areas of responsibility.

X Quality control is an essential
aspect of planning, programming, and
budgeting, but few participants in
those processes are able to critique
their own products objectively.
Built-in biases and bureaucratic
blinders are typical impediments.
Periodic inspection of U.S. special
operations by an impartial board of
professionals thus seems a sensible
opt ion .*

STRENGTHEN UNDERSTANDING

No amount of restructuring could
strengthen U.S. special operations
much, unless top civilian and
military leaders, plus respective
replacements, become better informed
about purposes, capabilities, and
limitations. A case consequently
exists for formal and informal
education programs, short-term as
well as long, tailored, for example,
to influence the following audiences:

-- Applicable departments;
agencies; congressional members
and staff; communications media.

-- JCS; military services;
CINCs and staffs of unified
comands.

Amateurs, professionals,
theoreticians, and practitioners all
could help, individually and in
groups that include service
schools/colleges and "think tanks."
Personal consultation, open publica-
tion, radio/TV programs, and confer-
ences are among many available
forums.

Basic education on special
operations in turn requires better
research on related subjects.
Lessons learned from systematic
dissections of successes, failures,
and contrasting styles would help
U.S. planners most, if accompanied by
cause/effect connections and reasons
why any particular experience is (or
is not) transferable to a different
time and place. Hitler's brutal
treatment of recalcitrant Soviet
citizens, for example, turned
widespread tendencies toward insur-
gency into resistance that conceiv-
ably cost him victory in World War
II. Would the same Soviet minorities
defect today under similar condi-
tions?

Ten special operations topics,
in no particular order of priority,
exemplify fundamental studies that
U.S. analysts, armed with historical
and contemporary precedents, might
undertake to capitalize on past
accomplishments and avoid repeating
past mistakes:

* Complete impartiality is difficult for the Special Operations Policy
Advisory Group (SOPAG), which is partly staffed with OSD officials. It is
chaired by Lawrence Ropka, Jr., the Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Defense for International Security Affairs. Members are R. Lynn Rylander, his
deputy; George T. Talbot, the Executive Secrietary; retired Army Generals Edward
C. (Shy) Meyer and Robert C. Kingston; retired Army Lieutenant Generals Samuel
V. Wilson and William P. Yarborough; retired Air Force Lieutenant General Leroy
J. Manor; retired Army Brigadier General Donald D. Blackburn; and Richard H.
Shultz, from Tufts University. Retired Army General Richard G. Stilwell,
Special Assistant to the Secretary of Defense, and Army Major General Thomas W.
Kelly, who is Director, Joint Special Operations Agency, are not official
members, but always are invited.
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-- Merits of fixed versus
flexible policies.

-- Proper interface between
strategies and tactics.

-- The dynamics of deterrence
in connection with transnational
terrorism.

-- Optimum "peacetime" deploy-
ment of JSOC components.

-- Strategic targeting doctrine
for special operations.

-- Relationships with allies in
various special operations
environments.

-- Special operations in
sensitive, heavily defended
zonese

-- Special operations under
polar icecaps.

-- Special operations in space.

-- American media support for
special operations.

Products of such research would
help the U.S. special operations
community, including segments of
Congress, first to evaluate apparent
policies, plans, programs, and
performance of any given country,
coalition, or extranational partici-
pant, then prepare net assessments
that compare the capabilities,
limitations, vulnerabilities,
opportunities, and prospects of any
given opponents/

STRENGTHEN FORCES

A separate budget for the new
DOD special operations unified
command seems salutary, but SOP

cannot be properly strengthened
merely by spending more money.
Revised justification for special
operations force quantities and
characteristics is required. The key
question is, "How much of what
(active, reserve, SOP, non-SOP) is
needed how fast in what order of
priority to accomplish essential
special operations missions in cost-
effective fashion?" Some equipment
understrengths, such as MC-130 Combat
Talons and HH-53 Pave Lows, may be
overstated. Some functional under-
strengths, particularly psyop and
HUMINT, probably are underrated.

SOP quantity at the expense of
quality, in turn, is counterproduc-
tive. Initial personnel selection
standards should be stringent,
because perfect organizational
structure, superlative training
procedures, stable assigrments, and
strong incentives (such as promotion
opportunities) cannot produce high-
caliber performance from poor raw
materials. Neither is it possible to
create competent SOP after emergen-
cies occur. The process takes time.

Actions to correct JSOC malde-
ployments, and thereby expedite
employment overseas, would strengthen
U.S. counterterrorism capabilities
considerably. Propositioning small,
self-contained packages in selected
U.S. unified commands is one option
worth exploration. Similar redispo-
sition of other SOp, such as the Sth
Special Forces Group, with particular
attention to better area orientation,
would reduce response times and
improve operational performance.
Task organizing, training, and
equipping Ranger companies to
function as teams suitable for rear
area attacks on scattered, high-
value, and time-sensitive targets, in
a style similar to Soviet Spetsnaz,
could enhance U.S. direct action
options at little added expense.
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Chapter 5

ONCLUDI MC COMMENTS

The Soviet special operations
kit bag contains a diverse set of
tools. Some are sharper than others,
but all are serviceable and ready for
use with what seems to be scant
reservation, whenever so doing serves
Politburo purposes. Low-cost, low-
risk "peacetime" employment proceeds
on a grand global scale, sometimes
assisted by de facto proxies.
Preparations to compete at every
other level of the conflict spectrum
continue. There are no noticeable
crash programs, but neither is there
any sign that consistent
concentration on special operations
will soon slacken.

The full significance of Soviet
efforts is difficult to assess,
because the record is incomplete.
"Peacetime" covert/clandestine
operations become public only if they
fail or long after they succeed.
Afghanistan thus far is the sole
large-scale test of "wartime" perfor-
mance. Some U.S. and allied ap-
praisals, as a result, probably
please Soviet propagandists, by
inflating present and projected
capabilities. Appraisals that take
them too lightly probably please
Soviet planners. The combination of
"sleepers" and Spetsnaz "surgical"
teams designed to disrupt rear area
security, however, clearly bears

close surveillance. Evidence con-
cerning quantities is uncertain and
quality surely is uneven but, at
best, potential threats to U.S. and
allied security would be serious,
even if officials divided prevailing
estimates by ten. At worst, Spetsnas
and "sleepers" might cripple
opponents as the opening move in a
high-intensity war, without Soviet
resort to nuclear weapons.

U.S. complacency and
inconsistent support for special
operations seem inadvisable, given
those and lesser capabilities of the
Soviet Union, its associates, and
other unfriendly forces. This
country cannot efficiently help
resistance movements reverse
socialist revolutions around the
world, prevent further encroachments
that adversely affect U.S. interests,
or deal professionally with
vindictive governments and
subnational groups that could terror-
ize the United States, if we cede
special operations initiative and
fail to develop adequate
deterrent/defense postures. The
world's best SOF, however, would be
of little value, if all projected
improvements were completed and U.S.
leaders fully appreciated their
potential, unless national consensus
on appropriate use emerges.
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ANNEX A

THE ESSENCE OF SPECIAL OPERATIONS

"I don't think they play at all fairly," Alice began in a
rather complaining tone, and "they don't seem to have any
rules in particular; at least, if there are, nobody attends
to them--and you've no idea how confusing it is . ,

Lewis Carroll
Alice in Wonderland

Special operations forces (SOF)
with unusual, occasionally unique,
skills are designed to undertake
unorthodox security tasks that
ordinary organizations could accom-
plish only with far greater diffi-
culty and far less effectiveness, if
at all. Irregular warfare is their
forte, including insurgency/coun-
terinsurgency, transnational terror-
ism/counterterrorism, associated
psychological warfare, and "surgical"
strikes deep in enemy territory.
Procedures and training are mainly
nonstandard, whether commitment
occurs during periods of pseudo peace
or in armed combat.

Military, paramilitary, and
civilian SOP units are small, and
ideally are manned with hand-picked,
distinctively-prepared personnel.
Independent employment is confined to
selective cold war confrontations and
certain low-intensity conflicts, but
SOP may support conventional,
nuclear, chemical, and biological
capabilities during high-, mid- and
low-intensity hostilities. Overt,
covert, and clandestine operations
for deterrent, persuasive, coercive,
and war fighting purposes six force

with fraud and finesse at every level
of competition. The best blend
depends on missions and circum-
stances. Actions that disable people
or damage property produce fast
tactical effects, but ultimate
accomplishment of strategic aims
normally depends on cumulative,
sustained efforts.

Offensive special operations,
which customarily avoid decisive
conflict, are low-cost, potentially
high-payoff assaults on physical and
psychological targets, when alterna-
tives appear inappropriate or
infeasible. Subversion, sabotage,
disinformation, and rear area raids
are repreasentat ive. Defensive
operations also require rare talents
and techniques. Escape, evasion,
rescue (hostages, prisoners of war),
and recovery (captured materiel,
documents), for example, are tricky
endeavors.

Concepts, policies, pl.ins,
programs, and employment practicea at
every level of conflict are so unlike
conventional operations that the
uninitiated often liken them to Alice
playing croquet on the Queen's crazy
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court. There are "rules," however,
rather different than run of the mill
and hard to recognize. Those who
perceive them have a keen advantage
over those who do not.

This short treatise explains
special operations as simply as

possible, in generic -terms, without
addressing U.S. policies, apparatus,
or performance. Documentation refers
readers to sources for further study.
Three figures with a common format
illustrate the bonding between
special operations tasks, skills, and
forces.
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Section 1

SPECIAL OPERATIONS ENVIRONMENTS

Special operations constitute a
potpourri of active and passive tasks
that variously serve offensive,
defensive, and deterrent purposes in
every environment (Figure 15). The
list includes lethal and nonlethal
entries. Some have limited utility.
Others are useful across the spec-
trum, from cold war through low-,
mid-, and high-intensity conflicts.
Hyperspecialization is confined to a
few tasks, such as hostage rescue,
but even the most conventional--econ-
omic and military assistance, for
example--have unconventional twists
and require scarce skills.

A. HIGH- and MID-INTENSITY CONFLICTS

Any future high- or mid-intens-
ity conflict that pits the United
States against the Soviet Union or
either of them against a heavily-
armed third party on the scale of
World War II or Korea (1950-1953) is
likely to feature uniformed forces
employed in traditional fashion,
whether combat remains conventional
or involves nuclear, chemical, and
biological weapons. Military
battlefields, rear areas, combatants,
and noncombatants will be identifi-
able.

Special operations tasks in
those contexts primarily assist
regular military efforts by physical
and psychological means in ways that
delay, deceive, disorganize, and

otherwise disrupt enemies. Irreg-
ulars may act as important "force
multipliers," by diverting enemy
attention and additional combat
power. French resistance movements,
for example, made life miserable for
German occupation troops before and
after Allied forces landed in
Normandy. Partisans of various
nationalities performed parallel
functions on the Eastern Front.

B. LOW-INTENSITY CONFLICTS

Five types of conflict are
low-intensity from U.S. and Soviet
perspectives. The first includes
small-scale replicas of warfare just
described, on the level of recent
U.S. combat in the Dominican Republic
(1965) and Grenada (1983). Insur-
gencies, counterinsurgencies,
transnational terrorism, and counter-
terrorism are quite different.
Irregular forces and procedures play
paramount, rather than supporting,
roles; battlefields, rear areas
belligerents, and bystanders all are
ill-defined.

(1) Mainly Conventional Actions

Kainly conventional conflicts of
low intensity historically establish
tacit limitations on political
objectives, military aims, weapons,
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targets, force characteristics/quan-
tities/deployments, geographic
boundaries, and allowable escalation.
Those restrictions, however, do not
rule out symbolic or exemplary
employment of nuclear weapons and
chemical warfare. One or two
tactical nuclear "shots across the
bow," for example, might inhibit
escalation (even terminate armed
action) without any casualties or
damage on either side. Special
operations tasks in any event
parallel those for high- and mid-in-
tensity hostilities.

(2) Insurgency/Resistance

Insurgencies are attempts by
citizens--military, civilian,
officials, laymen in any combina-
tion-to overthrow established orders
(not necessarily governments) by
subversive and coercive means.l/
Special operations are most prominent
in planned, protracted insurrections
led by skilled activists, who
mobilize and manipulate people, then
focus resultant power to usurp
authority. The ultimate aim of
actions directed against indigenous
governments usually, although not
always, is to. replace prevailing
political and social structures with
radically different systems.
Counterrevolutionaries, such as those
in Nicaragua and Angola,* and
resistance to foreign occupation,
currently exemplified by Afghan
efforts to oust the Soviets, display
similar characteristics.

History confirms that neither
political, economic, and social

deprivation nor oppressive foreign
dictators are enough to incite and
sustain insurgencies.2/ Iven when
conditions become intolerable,
headless multitudes remain bound
together by blind passion only
momentarily, unless clever leaders
focus their power on the basic
objective, which is to undermine and
override the incumbent regime.3/
Sound organization is essential.
Full-time, hard core cadres in the
illegal underground coordinate and
control insurgent movements.
Auxiliaries, who lead otherwise
normal lives in the community, are
part-time members. Combat special-
ists range from saboteurs and
terrorists to propagandists. Others
perform supportive functions that
include recruitment, indoctrination,
training, intelligence, munitions
manufacture, transportation, commun-
ications, and fund raising.4/ That
cadre eventually organizes and
controls paramilitary guerrilla
units, which intensify and widen the
conflict from hideouts in familiar
terrain.5/

Most insurgents around the world
pursue a three-phase strategy,
modified to suit their circumstances:
preservation progressive expansion;
decisive power. The process is
completely flexible. Different
phases characteristically occur
concurrently in different parts of an
afflicted country. When revolution-
aries run into strong resistance they
change tactics or retrench, then
rejuvenate later.6/

Protracted conflicts benefit
insurgents more than responsible
governments, because they have a lot
less to lose and everything to gain.

* The Contras, a loose coalition of counterrevolutionaries, oppose the
Sandinista government that replaced President Somoza's regime in Nicaragua.
Jonas Savimbi heads UNITA, which opposes the Soviet-Cuban backed regime that
replaced Portuguese rulers in Angola.
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One purpose of violence and subver-
sion is to provoke responses that
inadvertently strengthen opposition
to the regime and support for the
rebels.7/ Special operations tasks,
reflected in Figure 15, are largely
offensive. Direct action missions
get most publicity, but the battle
for men's minds is crucial.

Assistance from outsiders is
helpful, but not essential. Castro
succeeded in Cuba and the National
Liberation Front freed Algeria from
France with little foreign help.
Rebels rely heavily on raids and
ambushes to procure small arms,
munitions, special items (such as
radios and medical supplies), and
funds . Civilians, willingly or not,
furnish food and shelter. Military
aid, particularly modern weapons and
unconventional warfare training,
nevertheless is most welcome. So is
money.8/

(3) Counterinsurgency

Basic counterinsurgency objec-
tives are to deter and, if necessary,
defeat rebellions against established
authority. Political, economic,
social, psychological, and military
special operations vary with procliv-
ities of afflicted countries and
phases of conflict developmeat.9/

Intelligence concerning the
temper of the population is critical
for leaders who hope to prevent
insurgencies. Authoritarian and
totalitarian governments, which rely
extensively on informant networks at
grass roots, make it difficult for
malcontents to remain anonymous very
long. Less fearful regimes, which
permit freedom of oral and written
expression, keep fingers on the
public pulse by allowing disgruntled
citizens to air grievances openly.lO/

Ruthless repression can prevent
or control insurgencies for long
periods, wherever compassion and
ethics receive low priorities.
Soviet steps to quash uprisings
within their sphere of influence and
genocide in Kampuchea are good
examples. Even so, force alone can
rarely preserve the status quo
indefinitely against determined
opposition.ll/

Democratic counterinsurgents
usually try to manage rather than
resist change, rally loyal factions,
and convert fence straddlers, leaving
malcontents without backers or a
base. Betorms that reapportion
influence and provide equal opportun-
ity for all may alleviate or elimi-
nate rebel causes, if policymakers
take appropriate steps early enough
and avoid replacing one set of
problems with others that are
worse.12/ Psychological operations
are immensely important.

- Those techniques, however, will
not suffice, if insurgents are
determined to depose a despised
government or occupying power.
Negotiated compromise in such cases
is possible, but improbable; rebel
motivations normally are to publicize
victory, prevent defeat, or open
promising psychological fronts, not
to "meet in the siddle."13/ Static
protection for the popul*-e cedes
initiative to the ir Its.
Attempts to isolate urba. ians
from terrorists and suev..jives
seldom succeed. Rural families that
relocate to fortified villages find
some security and help shield
harvests from insurgents, but the
revolution remains intact unless
direct offensive action roots out the
infrastructure, separates underground
from guerrillas, and seals off
outside assistance.14/

Support from foreign friends
serves best if it begins before
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insurgency reaches crisis proportions
and continues unabated until no
longer needed. Military and economic
assistance are complementary. The
former features weapons, equipment,
supplies, and training; the latter
generally abets nation building.

(4) Tranonational Terrorism

Transnational terrorism is
instigated by individuals and small
groups, some independent, others in
governmental employ. It seeks to
intimidate the people and disrupt the
routines of neutral as well as
hostile nations so severely that
beset states eventually avoid further
violence by actively or passively
helping terrorists achieve their
socio-political objectives. 15/
Factions that favor a Palestinian
homeland, for example, hope that
strikes on U.S. and other assets in
Europe will put irresistible external
pressures on Israel.

Such warfare shares some traits
with domestic terrorism, a common
tactic of insurgency.16/ Both are
weapons of the weak, cheap to concoct
and costly to counter. Host perpe-
trators are politically motivated,
although some are mercenaries. None
have many scruples about compassion
or morality.l7/ They attack every-
thing and defend nothing, using death
and destruction to spread panic far
beyond points of physical impact.
Targets are carefully picked to
transmit psychological messages that
shape public opinion and behavior.
Indiscriminate attacks that kill and
maim innocent civilians make sense
when seen in that light: the aim is
to make security forces appear
impotent and concessions seem
preferable to chaos.18/

Transnational terrorism even so
is unique. Participants operate
freely in what most dictionaries

define as "peacetime." Popular
sympathy and support are not essen-
tial. Most importantly, transna-
tional terrorism is accurately called
the "great equalizer." The mere
prospect of hi.-and-run raiders
playing hide-and-seek without regard
for national or regional boundaries
can put heavily-armed countries and
their exclaves in a virtual state of
siege.19/ Success seems
contagious-.20/

Assassinations, abductions,
hostage-taking, small-scale anti-per-
sonnel operations, and simple
sabotage nevertheless produce few
casualties and little damage,
compared with common crime. Improved
preventive measures help reduce
incidents. Terrorists themselves
seem to impose constraints. Un-
limited violence, followed by
widespread public revulsion, might
eliminate legal restrictions on
counterterror operations and other-
wise make it impossible for transna-
tional terrorists to attain political
aims.21/

Sophisticated fuses and explo-
sives, automatic weapons with
armor-piercing ammunition, portable
missile launchers, remote control
devices, and other new technologies
supplement or supplant Saturday night
specials and homemade bombs.
Intercontinental transportation is
available for fast arrivals and
getaways. Satellite communications
provide almost instantaneous access
to audiences around the world.22/

Opportunities for spectacular
escalation are open. Transnational
terrorists armed with small nuclear,
chemical, or biological weapons would
have tremendous coercive power. Even
a well-handled hoax could pay off
handsomely.23/ Terrorists could shut
down modern metropoli without resort
to exotic implements. Information
storage and transfer sites, transpor-
tation nodes (bridges, tunners,
switching centers), and water/pw.ier
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distribution facilities are among the
most vulnerable bullseyes. Calam-
ities would ensue, if commerce and
commuter traffic ceased, ventilating
systems failed, perishable products
spoiled, and conditions encouraged
looters. Flammable gas in sewers
could lift a city off its founda-
tions, if ignited. Nuclear reactors
and petrochemical plants are other
tempting targets.24/

State sponsorship and support
can telescope the time it takes
terrorists to become proficient and
affords flexibility for those in
business. Foreign benefactors who
provide safe havens along with
expertise and funds further compli-
cate problems for counterterror
strategist s. 25/

(5) Counterterrorism

Counterterrorism incorporates
many of the most complex special
operations. Deterrence and defense
both depend to exceptional degrees on
centralized planning, decentralized
execution, timely, accurate intelli-
gence, meticulous training, clear
rules of engagement, and teamwork
that most often involves foreign
nationals. Technology is important,
but human , factors predominate.
Tactics and strategy must mesh, or
the final result is failure.
Israel 's eye-for-an-eye and
tooth-for-a-tooth tactics, for
example, have been widely admired for
many years; from a strategic stand-
point, however, they leave that
nation insecure, by creating terror-
ists faster than air strikes and hit
teams can kill them. -

Do nothing is poor policy. So
is "do something, even if it's
wrong." The best policy may be no
fixed policy, to permit maximum

flexibility on a case-by-case basis.
Long- and short-term tradeoffs
complicate the decisionmaking
process, because the proper option in
any given instance is not always the
one most likely to forestall future
difficulties. Early ransom for
hostages with supersensitive informa-
tion or concessions to prevent
destruction of irreplaceable archives
might be advisable, even if so doing
sets undesirable precedents.26/
Beyond that, flexible responses
probably bolster deterrence, by
seeding terrorist camps with uncer-
tainties.

The dynamics of deterrence are
less well understood than at any
other level of conflict. No one
knows why known transnational
terrorists use their capabilities so
sparingly and with such circumspec-
tion.

Nonprovocation sometimes reduces
dangers,27/ but terrorists routinely
target neutral states to make them
take a stand. Internal security
precautions that limit terrorist
opportunities (and damage, if
deterrence fails) appear more
promising. Surveillance, inspec-
tions, physical barriers, roving
patrols, armored automobiles,
bodyguards, and public education
concerning the full range of problems
are among them. Penalties in
personal freedom and the gulf between
governments and the governed,
however, can grow great.28/ Politi-
cal and economic sanctions, which
sometimes prove useful against states
that sponsor, support, or tolerate
transnational terrorism, are less
influential against independent
terrorist groups, and usually take
intended effect only when several
countries participate.29/ Finally,
afflicted states may threaten armed
force to buttress deterrence but,
like barking dogs that never bite,
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quickly lose credibility, unless they
deliver when provoked.30/

Some causes of terrorism, such
as Islamic fundamentalism, seem
almost incurable. Others require
concessions too great for counterter-
rorists to accept. No known form of
deterrence fazes suicidal fanatics,
who welcome death.31/ Defenders of
states under attack in such cases
must decide whether to act or react.

Preemptive and preventive
operations* both invoke the right of
self-defense. Both also rely heavily
on accurate intelligence, which is
hard to acquire. Electronic inter-
cepts occasionally help confirm state
involvement in terrorist
activities,32/ but national leaders
still must ascertain what tack seems
most suitable. U.S. actions against
sites in the Warsaw Pact, for
example, would look a lot less
attractive than those in Libya. So
would forbidden intervention in a
friendly country inadvertently
involved. "Surgical" strikes are
impossible, unless agents pinpoint
the perpetrators. It takes time and
patience to track down suspects using
standard police procedures and
separate legitimate informants from
crackpots vho respond to big bribes.
Attempts to penetrate tiny terrorist
cellsl" are extremely hazardous to
health, because cliquish members are
exceedingly suspicious of outsiders
and stringent tests quickly weed out
phonies (random murder is a favorite
requirement).33/

Retaliation forfeits initiative,
but poses fewer problems than
preventive/preemptive strikes. Hot
pursuit is easier to justify,
identification of culprits is less
ambiguous, and allied collaboration
is more likely.34/

The latter point is tremendously
important, since transnational
terrorists, by definition, pay scant
attention to territorial boundaries.
Multilateral countermeasures in terms
of intelligence, sanctions, forces,
facilities, and a host of other
factors are far superior to those of
nations that for any reason act
alone. 35/

C. COLD WAR

Nonviolent special operations,
particularly psyop and preparations
for irregular combat, predominate
during the war called "peace" (Figure
15). Aggressors infiltrate agents for
nefarious purposes, encourage
subversion, and engage in other
skulduggery designed to weaken rivals
from within. Opponents strengthen
internal security. Objectives are to
develop advantageous (perhaps
decisive) positions indirectly at
little expense. Brainpower replaces
firepower as the foremost implement.
Sun Tzu summed it all up nicely in
the first known text on the art of
war: "to subdue the enemy without
fighting is the acme of skill."36/

* Preemptive operations are intiated when evidence indicates that an
enemy attack is imminent. Preventive operations are initiated against known or
suspected foes before any such warning is received.
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Section 2

SPECIAL TASKS AND SKILLS

Forces assigned special opera- or maim indiscriminately, but it
tions tasks must possess special takes expertise and meticulous
talents and skills. Innate intelli- planning to pick proper targets,
gence, physical strength, agility, times, and places, parlay results
stamina, and standard training are into political capital, and replicate
not enough. Temperaments also must successful processes repeatedly.
combine resourcefulness, ingenuity, Economic and military assistance to
pragmatism, and patience with stabilize or destabilize situations
self-discipline and dependability to often must be administered covertly
extraordinary degrees. Direct action or clandestinely for political
missions in addition demand unflap- expediency.2/ Reforms that fail to
able personalities (a quality Ernest focus on causes, rather than symp-
Hemingway identified as "grace under toms, of insurgency are frequently
pressure"). unsatisfactory.3./ Any rifle company

can conduct conventional raids and
Area orientation is a universal ambushes,_/ but it cannot do well

requirement, for psychological indefinitely, while living off
warriors as well as those with lethal hostile land, safely relieve an enemy
weapons, whether operations take convoy of volatile cargo, secure
place on native or foreign soil. vulnerable installations before
Insurgents, for example, ar -fsh-ou-----4ienders destroy -them, or accompLish
of water away from home territory.* many other special missions.5/
Most SOP must be familiar with local
languages (preferably dialects), Only full-time master craftsmen
customs, and landscapes.l/ have sufficient skill to accomplish

tasks listed in Figure 16 and
Even common tasks (Figure 16) elaborated below. Amateurs and

call for uncommon skills applied mediocre professionals never last
under uncommon circumstances. Any long.
malcontent, for example, can murder

* " hat revolutionary logic" could explain Che Guevara, "an Argentinean
out of Cuba by way of the Congo in the wilds of the Bolivian jungles memorizing
the verbs of the wrong Indian language in order to convert a people, already
possessing land, whose vision for endless centuries had turned inward?" Far
from being a fish in a sea of people, he was a fish out of water. Any claim
that he spoke for Bolivian people was unfounded in fact.6/ He paid for inepti-
tude with his life.

82-681 - 88 - 48
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4/ Term refers to "surgical' antipersonnel operations against trassnational
terrorists and key Insurgent.

S/ Strategic and tactical psychological operations both require great skill.

*/ Uncooventlonea.l warfare and internal defeose/foregn Internal defenOe,
terrorls, and counterterrorism.

I/ The skill required for ifiltratiost and exfiltratioa depends oo many
variables, except for escape and evasion.
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A. "SURGICAL" ANTIPERSONNEL STRIKES

Assassination and abduction are
illegal special operations employed
offensively for sociopolitical
purposes. Official actions to
capture or kill key insurgents and
transnational terrorists are legal
and defensive. The two couplets in
som respects are similar. Both call
for expert marksmanship, willingness
to take human life without hesita-
tion, and professional tracking
abilities. It takes less skill to
strike lightly-defended tactical
targets of local value than well-pro-
tected leaders, whose removal would
profoundly affect rival war efforts.
It is easier to hit the mark with a
sniper rifle from afar or a poisoned
pellet at point-blank range on a
crowded street* than it is to seize
and incarcerate any antagonist.
Significant differences nevertheless
are evident.

(1) Assassination and Abduction

Amsassination and abduction
(A&A) are direct, discriminating,
potentially decisive, economical, and
occasionally unique ways to achieve
required results. Only agents with
exceptional expertise ordinarily can
penetrate security systems, accomi-
plish strategically important

missions, and escape unscathed.**7/
Operational skills, even so, are
paltry, compared with those of
planners, who must predict implica-
tions correctly.

Pivotal operations that deny
opponents leadership and creative
talent are the ultimate aim.
Speculate how history might have
changed, if the prime movers of
Project Manhattan had perished while
they were perfecting the first atom
bombs, or Admiral Rickover disap-
peared in the early 1950o, when he
alone was pressing development of
nuclear-powered submarines. Ventures
that rival those in TV's Mission
Impossible are possible in real life.
The A&A feats of Wehrmacht Colonel
Otto Skorseny, for example, became
legendary.§J Publicity about his
exploits reaped at least one big
bonus: bodyguards confined General
Eisenhower to his headquarters for a
week during the crucial Battle of the
Bulge, because they feared Skorzny's
band would capture or kill hlm.9/
The Soviets broke the back of
Hungarian resistance in 1956, after
that satellite repudiated the Warsaw
Pact, when they snared Premier Nagy
and his Minister of Defense.10/

The record, however, is replete
with ruinous failures. The assassi-
nation of Reinhard Heydrich, Reichs-
protektor of Bohemia and Moravia, led
Hitler to obliterate Lidice, Czecho-
slovakia in June 1942.11/ The United

* Georgi Markov, a Bulgarian defector living in London, died September
11, 1978, after being stabbed with an umbrella that released poison into his
bloodstream. Another Bulgarian defector in Paris survived a similar
assault. 12/

** Even amateurs, however, occasionally elude security. Secret service-
men in the White House apprehended a woman tourist with a handgun on New Year's
Day 1981; an intruder accosted Queen Elizabeth in her Buckingham Palace
bedroom in July 1982.13/
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States might still be battling Japan,
if we had harmed Hirohito, the "God
Emperor," at the height of World War
11. AlA advocates, in short, invite
painful reversals, unless profes-
sional forecasts indicate that
adverse ripostes are very
unlikely.14/

(2) Capture and Termination

Skills required to catch or kill
selected insurgents and transnstional
terrorists are even scarcer than
those for A & A. It is difficult to
compile dependable target dossiers,
because security conscious recalci-
trants understand that a single slip
can be fatal for all. Concealed
identities, code names, and noms de
guerre are common. Few top planners
or operators among them have a fixed
address, most spurn perilous habit
patterns, and clandestine meeting
places change more often than
floating crap games. Cellular
systems seldom produce informants and
are practically impenetrable by
st rangers. 15 / Finally transnational
terrorists, unlike international
insurgents, can use the whole world
for hiding places.6/

Neither legal nor ethical
limitations are clearcut concerning
operations to incarcerate or kill
particular, politically-m. tivated,
opponents during undeclared wars.17/
Domestic, foreign, and international
laws differ. Some countries, for
ezam le, routinely allow armed forces
to supplement local police. The
United States, among others, does
not.18/ Politics and cultural
considerations consequently determine
what is allowable, when courts cannot
answer questions quickly enough. The
Principle of Military Necessity,
which invokes "the right to compel
submission of the enemy with the

least possible expenditure of time,
life, and money,"19/ is tempered in
many societies by moral restraints,
such as those designed to avoid
collateral damage and casualties or
that forbid torture to extract
information expeditiously. Each
restriction increases skill require-
ments.

B. STRATEGIC SABOTAGE

Direct sabotage is personalized,
surreptitious interdiction by
individuals and small groups to
damage or destroy installations,
products, or supplies. Indirect
sabotage degrades production proces-
ses. Both strive to reduce rival
capabilities and/or operations.
Saboteurs and their employers must
understand associated dynamics to
reap maximum returns; defenders must
understand those dynamics to protect
themselves.

It takes little expertise to
pour epoxy on movable machinery or
sugar in gas tanks. Strategically
significant sabotage, however, hinges
on highly developed skills. Demon-
strations, strikes, riots, boycotts,
production delays, and deliberately
shoddy industrial output require
activists who can mobilize people and
coordinate their actions.20/ Only
computer specialists can doctor
microchips and software in prede-
termined disruptive ways. Demoli-
tions and arson demand detailed
knowledge about explosives and
incendiary devices: what kind, how
much, where placed, how detonated.21/
Materials may be abundant-former CIA
agent Edwin Wilson, for example,
furnished Libya with 21 tons of C-4
plastic explosives, which have a
shelf life of 20 years22/--but
home-made implements are tricky to
create, as several amateur Weathermen
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found out too late. They blew
themselves up in an impromptu bomb
factory, because one accidentally
completed an electric circuit.23/

Target selection and timing,
which are critical, must be based on
intelligence that verifies overall
value, vulnerable points, security
apparatus and procedures, together
with advice about ingress and
egress.24/ Parties that pick in
haste repent at leisure. French
saboteurs trying to cut telephone
service between Paris and Berlin did
so after they touched off a charge
where lines in a sewer lay next to
gas and water mains. The blast
levelled and flooded a city block,
leaving many friends injured or
dead.25/ Allied planners did a
better job casing Hitler's heavy
water plant at Vemork, Norway. An
11-man team, following floor plans,
crippled his atomic weapon program
with one small explosion.26/

Technical analyses, however, are
not enough. It sometimes is prudent
to spare important targets, if
attacks would put too many
sympathizers out of work, deprive
them of public utilities, or other-
wise impair surporc for popular
causes. Pois oning pharmaceuticals,
such as Tylenol, would be a poor form
of sabotage for resistance forces,
unless they controlled distribution.
World War II partisans commonly
misrouted railway traffic, rather
than ruin facilities.27/

Saboteurs, in sum, can harm
instead of help, unless accurate
intelligence and skilled planning
precede implementation and operators
are professional.

C. HOSTAGE RESCUE

Three elemental courses of
action, singly or in assorted
combinations, can secure the rescue
or release of people or property held
hostage. Diplomacy is appropriate
when intelligence indicates that the
perpetrators neither intend to harm
their prizes or escape, but prefer
discussions to publicize a cause.
Political, economic, or social
payoffs comprise a second alterna-
tive, which some officials find
attractive. Force in lieu of, or
along with, nonviolent endeavors
completes the package open to most
democracies. A fourth option,
epitomized by the question, "What if
they gave a party and no one came?",
has worked well in Central America.
It ignores hostage lives and isolates
holders from news media to convince
all terrorists that such activities
are fruitless.28/

A spate of variables determine
what special operations tactics
(frontal attack, envelopment, talk)
and tools (lethal firepower, incapac-
itating chemicals) seem most advan-
tageous. Hostages, for example,
might be one, few, or many; healthy,
sick, or sedated; cooperate with the
rescue party or resist, because of
the so-called Stockholm syndrome.29/
Schemes that suit loose rules of
engagement won't work well if safety
is essential. It makes a difference
whether captors from companion or
competing factions vacillate or show
resolve, hold hostages in known or
unknown, single or multiple, mobile
or static sites that are small or
large, heavily or lightly defended,
near or far, afloat or ashore on
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domestic, foreign, friendly, or
hostile territory where intervening
facilities are/not available and
final approaches are open or covered.
Climatic conditions (day or night,
hot or cold, wet or dry, windy or
calm) and time (abbreviated or
abundant) can also be crucial.

Flexibility and a flair for
improvisation consequently are
imperative. Hostage rescue units
that expect the unexpected must
maintain a mind-boggling array of
special skills on standby, because
they cannot predict the nature of any
future emergency. Samples include
electronic eavesdropping, secure
communications, and negotiating tech-
niques,30/ along with abilities to
break into buildings or board public
conveyances of all kinds--cellars,
skyscrapers, aircraft, trains, buses,
cars, subways, and boats are among
them. Procedures to scale walls,
rappel, pick locks, handle delicate
demolitions, and bypass booby traps
are essential. Rescuers also must
excel at sharpshooting in crowds and
hand-to-hand combat, be proficient at
first aid, handle hysterical hos-
tages, jump start and drive strange
vehicles, refuel jet aircraft, and
work well at night. The list is
almost endless.31/

Who dares does not always win,
because each incident is a discrete
case. Some are-ompgratively simple,
others extremely complex. Patience
sometimes may pay off better than
speed, surprise, or physical prowess.
The July 1976 Israeli success in
Uganda32/ and U.S. failure in Iran
four years later,33/ for example,
both involved long-distance raids
into hostile lands, but hijackers
conveniently concentrated hostages at
Entebbe international airfield, while
the Ayatollah Khomeini scattered his
through a well-guarded American
Embassy compound surrounded by
Teheran. The contrast between two

episodes in national capitals, where
Muslims held hostages in buildings,
reinforce the point. Hanafi radicals
with relatively modest demands
released 134 captives in Washington,
D.C. on March 11, 1977, at the behest
of ambassadors from Egypt, Iran, and
Pakistan.34/ British Special Air
Service (SA) teams had to storm the
Iranian Embassy in London (1980)
after negotiations with hard core
revolutionaries broke down.35/

Every armed action to rescue
hostages nevertheless has a common
denominator: it is imagination,
coupled with exceptional plans and
preparations. Skorzeny proved that
fantastic feats are feAsible, when he
spirited Mussolini from a supposedly
impregnable fortress atop Cran Sasso
Mountain in 1943, and whisked him
away to sanctuary.36/

D. PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS

Psychological operations, which
may precede, accompany, replace, or
follow applications of force,
constitute the planned use of
propaganda and physical actions (such
as terror) to influence the behavior
of friendly, enemy, or neutral
audiences in support of politico-mil-
itary aims.37/ Psyop is neither well
used nor widely understood in the
West, partly because it seldom is
possible to prove what worked.38/
Skills required are super specialized
and~rare-. Technology is less useful
than intellect.

Propagandists wield words as
nonviolent offensive and defensive
weapon systems that publicize,
conceal, or misrepresent the real
source to set stages properly,
exploit successes, minimize failures,
and make the most of mixed results.
Cohesive programs, which put
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collective "good" (variously defined)
above self-interest, solicit com-
pliance and collaboration, whether
the objective is stability or
subversion. Divisive programs,
conversely, seek to separate in-
dividuals from groups and groups from
each other or society at large.
Apathy, panic, disobedience, deser-
tion, and surrender are typical
objectives.39/

Psyop specialists target people
who share predispositions. Two or
more audiences that are equally
vulnerable, however, may not be
equally susceptible to any given
persuasion (Philippine Muslims might
listen to offers of autonomy,
communist insurgents likely would
not) or method of communication
(leaflets are useless among the
illiterate, unless confined to
pictorials). Psyopers therefore must
master many political, economic,
cultural, and topical subjects,
before they can skillfully tailor
themes to acquire and sustain
attention by particular target groups
and effectively refute counter-
effort s.40/

Subversion, which seeks to
undermine the morale and transfer the
allegiance of specific groups, is a
special form of psyop. Disinforma-
tion commonly assists. Competent
employers not only make it seem
reasonable, but difficult for the
duped to ascertain truth if they try.
Statements out of context, unfair
comparisons, false alarms, smear
tactics, oversimplified slogans, and
skewed cause/effect relationships are
representative techniques.41/

The best defense against psyop
depends on variables, but three rules
of thumb seem evident: silence
provides rivals little incentive to
desist; vague rebuttals rarely are
beneficial; hyperbole often boom-
erangs.42/ A steady flow of truthful

information, which most Americans
advocate, is not automatically the
antidote for disinformation, because
truth can hurt as well as help.
Recipients, for example, may inter-
pret truth quite differently than
senders and take actions opposite
those desired. Selective release and
concealment of unclassified facts
after careful assessment of target
audience predilections thus is smart
psyop.43/

E. INFILTRATION AND EXFILTRATION

SOP that perform missions in
hostile territory must clandestinely
or covertly pass through enemy
security screens to reach assigned
areas of operation and return safely,
or sacrifice hard-to-replace special-
ists. Some methods are normal, but
most are novel.

"Sleepers," who lead routine
lives in enemy communities until
authorities "activate" them, may
infiltrate openly in peacetime on
commercial transport at ion. 444/ "Stay
behind" forces remain in hostile
territory, according to plan, when
parent units retreat or withdraw.45/
Most SOP deploy afoot or on various
land, sea, and aerial conveyances
that are selected in conformance with
missions, friendly and enemy situa-
tions, distance, time constraints,
terrain, weather, astronomical
conditions (morning/evening twilight,
moon phases), number of personnel,
equipment weight, and available
transportation.46/

Parachutists with portable
equipment can select high altitude
low opening (HALO) free falls onto
tiny drop zones, glide silently 20
miles or more, using high altitude
high opening (HAHO) chutes, or leap
from low altitude.4/ Large groups
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with heavy loads usually air land
f-om fixed-wing aircraft or helicop-
ter that fly along the nap of the
eart6 habitually blacked out, using
night vision devices and precision
navigation aids to find obscure
fields. Aerial delivery also serves
swimme a, although those with SCUBA
gear refer submarines, small boats,
or bcch. Other waterborne infiltra-
tors debark directly onto land. Each
mode demands intensive and extensive
skills. So do arrangements for
reception comittees, with recogni-
tion signals to separate friends from
foes .48/

Most exfiltrators leave much the
same way they arrived. Parachutists
and severely disabled personnel (sick
as well as wounded) are prominent
exceptions. Aircraft retrieve a few
selected individuals, using special
techniques.49/ Some units link up
with conventional forces.50/

The most intricate exfiltration
task is to establish escape and
evasion (E&E) networks, which help
selected individuals, such as agents
and underground members with blown
covers, reach sanctuaries in friendly
or neutral lands. Leaders, organiz-
ers, trainers, couriers, and the like
use the same or similar facilities to
move securely within or between
hostile sectors.

Some sanctuaries are simply
isolated areas where weary travellers
can rest. More often, reliable
sympathizers, at great risk to
themselves, furnish "safehouses,"
sustenance, directions, and (perhaps)
escort to the next stop. Transporta-
tion, medical support, money, and
weapons may also be available, along
with cover stories, disguises, and
documents (identity papers, travel
permits, passports, and ration
cards). Tight counterintelligence
and fail-safe procedures are
imperative, to prevent compromise.

The entire operation is compart-
mented. Neither way station tenders
nor guides know participants at more
than one other stop. Visitors
normally arrive and depart at night,
to avoid alerting nosy neighbors, and
rarely tarry long. Passwords along
the line change repeatedly.51/ E&E
architects need intimate knowledge of
local customs, personalities, and
security programs, because one slip
could cause the structure to collapse
at the start.

F. ADVICE AKD TRAININC

On-site advice and training,
conducted in a culturally distinc-
tive, largely illiterate Third World
country, are difficult and sensitive
endeavors. Proficiency in special
operations,52/ plus abilities to
communicate effectively in native
tongues with indigenous leaders and
trainees at many levels, both are
obligatory.

Tactical and technical exper-
tise, together with knowledge of the
local language, climate, and terrain,
are essential starting points,53/ but
there is no short-cut to croascul-
tural understanding and institutional
memory, which are equally indispen-
sable. No amount of schooling and
other second-hand accounts can inform
outsiders about political peculiari-
ties, pecking orders, and eccentric
social practices as well as lengthy
service in any specified area.
Advisers and trainers, whose effac-
tiveness depends on official contacts
and other useful friendships, find
there is no substitute for close
association with the "right" people
and avoidance of those who are
"wrong ."54/

Character traits are at least as
important as professional competence
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for trainers. Know-it-all advisers
have little influence with foreign
advisees, who frequently are senior
and, in practical terms, have more
experience. It takes great tact and
persuasive skill, for example, to
change the minds of entrenched
autocrats at any echelon, when they
resist political, economic, social,
and/or military reforms that might
weaken their personal positions, even
when standing fast risks eventual
ruin.55/ Training host nation
trainers sounds easy, but is a

frustrating occupation in developing
nations, where leaders and the led
almost literally live in separate
worlds, segregated by age, education,
and class barriers. Bridging those
gaps takes time and patience, along
with pragmatic techniques.56/

The intellectual challenge for
special operations advisers and
trainers consequently is large. Only
skilled sophisticates (defined in the
broadest sense) qualify.
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Section 3

SPECIAL FORKATIONS AND SUPPORT

Nations that need means to
accomplish all or most special
operations tasks must maintain
diversified military, paramilitary,
law enforcement, and civilian forces,
or employ de facto proxies (Figure
17). Wo component possesses all
essential skills. Trausnational
terrorists, for example, are exclu-
sively offensive. Units for site
security are entirely defensive.
Some forces are suitable for direct
action missions; others are totally
passive. Implements and logistics
vary from simple and inexpensive to
costly and complex.

A. COMMAND AND CONTROL

Official SOF command and control
structures are quite different than
those of rival irregulars. The
former merely modify conventional
apparatus and C3 proced, .es. Tne
latter feature cells-

(1) Official SOP Establishments

Experience indicates that the
SOF of any nation normally perform
best when top-level executives
centrally synchronize strategically
significant policy guidance,
plans,budgets, and programs, includ-
ing force development and/or

procurement from external sources.
Training also benefits from central
control, which insures uniform
standards while saving time, money,
and instructors.l/

Leaders are well advised to
delegate responsibility and authority
for tactical policy/plans and
decentralize all operations, except
those that are politically hyper-
sensitive. Too tight a rein inhibits
initiative, fosters inflexibility,
and risks regrettable decisions,
because directors far from the scene
of action cannot be universally well
informed or keep abreast of
fast-moving situations, no matter how
closely they communicate with SOP on
the spot.2/

2. Insurgent And Terrorist Cells

Insurgent and transnational
terrorist groups, like Apache war
parties in the past, assume many
sizes and shapes. They generally
start with a multipurpose nucleus
thaT-amalgamates leadership, combat
elements, and support in a single
cell that selde exceeds 10 members
and may be much smaller. Some
stagnate at that stage. Others,
under the supervision of
highly-skilled organizers, mature as
multifaceited syndicates with numerous
offshoots (Figure 18)./
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Groups grow by adding cells,
instead of expanding those extant, to
simplify internal control and help
prevent compromise. Intermediaries,
known as "cutoots," normally separate
chiefs from "indians" and cells from
each other, so that captured members
who crack tinder interrogation can
furnish few lucrative leads. Many
organizations subdivide support tasks
and perform them step-by-step in
series to keep cells small. One
element might purchase commercial
materials to make munitions, a second
manufacture components, a third
complete assembly and disseminate
products. Subversives often publish
papers in similar fashion: Cell 1
writes, Cell 2 typesets, Cell 3
prints, Cell 4 distributes.4/

Tight control from top to bottom
permits the sharpest possible focus
and decreases duplication of effort,
but forfeits flexibility. High-level
leaders with limited appreciation for
local peculiarities are in poor
position to dictate tools and
techniques. They deny cells any
chance to tackle targets of oppor-
tunity and make other time-sensitive
decisions. Vulnerabilities burgeon,
because frequent meetings and
increased communication requirements
foster security breaches. Problems
of succession can be prickly if the
"kingpin" is captured or killed.

Organizational skill require-
ments skyrocket if multicellular
structures elect looser discipline.
The Weatherman faction, for example,
ran a sort of "franchise" that
furnished stimuli, strategies,
tactics, and training to affili-
ates.5/ Host groups favor "steering
committees," a more moderate solution
that lets subordinate cells act on

their own initiative within general
guidelines that lay out policies,
concepts, procedures, and priorities.
Leaders arrange false documents for
all echelons, furnish supplies and
funds, run security checks on
recruits, resolve rumors, and convert
raw facts into intelligence.6/

B. PORCE CHARACTERISTICS

Non-SOP civilians undertake
supremely important political,
economic, and social reforms that are
beyond SOP purview or capabilities.
They also perform special opera-
tions-related economic assistance and
public education as well or better
than SOP. Non-SOP law enforcement
elements,* with fingers on the local
pulse, are the first line of defense
against subversion, terrorism, and
insurrection.7/ Civilian SOP usually
are better suited than uniformed
military forces for covert or
clandestine activities, because they
blend into the background more
easily.

Conventional forces sometimes
are suitable for special operations,
such as simple sabotage, raids,
ambushes, and local security against
insurgent and terrorist attacks.
SOP, conversely, can accomplish some
conventional missions very well, but
limitations are severe, and misuse
squanders valuable assets. That
happened when two lightly-armed U.S.
Ranger battalions were decimated at
Cisterna, Italy during World War II,
after being treated like standard
infantry.8/ They were never recon-
stituted. Hit-and-run guerrillas
rarely last long, if ordered to hold

* Special weapons and tactics (SWAT) teams and highly-trained hostage
negotiating units exemplify law enforcement SOP.
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ground against regulars, as Palestin-
ian groups in southern Lebanon
learned too late, when Israelis
overran and eradicated them in
1982.9/

Special operations land forces
are more versatile than SOF from
other services (Figure 17), but rely
extensively on air and sea counter-
parts for transportation (infiltra-
tion, exfiltration, replenishment)
and intelligence, plus search and
rescue. Naval SOP are uniquely
qualified for stealthy surveil-
lance/reconnaissance along littorals,
particularly under water, as well as
discriminating destruction of shore
installations and ships in port.
Tugs, cargo-handling equipment, and
merchant vessels are typical
targets.lO/ Men-of-war are not
immune. Italian frogmen aboard
two-man "torpedoes," for example,
penetrated British port defenses at
Alexandria, Egypt on December 19,
1941, then planted explosives that
put battleships Queen Elizabeth and
Valient on the harbor bed.ll/
Protracted special operations deep in
hostile territory noTmally need
long-range air units unlike anything
in the conventional inventory.
Psyops units serve regular and
irregular establishments.

Participation across the full
spectrum of offensive and defensive
special operations consequently
requires a spectrum of Torces.
Decisions to settle for less reduce
options, regardless of the rationale,
which may spurn some courses for
practical, legal, moral, or ideologi-
cal reasons. Whether the resultant
posture is acceptable depends
primarily on objectives, perceived
threats, and strategic/tactical
concepts.

C. ACCOLTDER lTS

Contrary to popular opinion, SOP
worldwide are armed and equipped
mainly with common implements,
perhaps slightly modified. Truly
special tools, which bring James Bond
to mind, are atypical, even in
technologically-advanced countries.

Insurgents and transnational
terrorists, together with countering
SOP, usually rely on stock-in-trade
small arms and automatic weapons with
silencers and "snooperscopes" for
night sniping. Stun guns, rubber
bullets, incapacitating chemical
agents, gas masks, expedient and
professional explosives (Molotov
cocktails; plastique), miniature/re-
mote/delayed detonating devices,
bumper beepers, electronic "bugs,"
truth serums, voice prints, and
computerized dossiers are universally
available. Small, self-contained,
portable, accurate, highly-destruc-
tive, easily-concealed antiaircraft
and antitank weapons, suitable for
assorted special operations, are more
closely controlled, but nonetheless
are widespread. So are aerial
gunships, helicopters, short takeoff
and landing (STOL) cargo planes,
high-speed low-level aerial delivery
systems, inflatable boats, diving
bells, shallow-draft craft, and
secure telecommunications. Terror-
ists habitually use public transpor-
tation to move and tap the mass media
to disseminate messages worldwide.12/

SOF also combine common capabil-
ities in unusual ways. They rou-
tinely need, for example: transport
aircraft that can fly contours blind
in darkness and bad weather, refuel
aloft, find unmarked drop or landing
zones, and return to base undetected;
air-droppable boats and "lock-in
lock-out" submarines that can unload
raiders clandestinely; bubbleless
SCUBA, a system to cast and recover
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swimmers rapidly, plus sonic under-
water links between swimmers, their
delivery vehicle, and (when appli-
cable) the mother ship; and
narrow-band, digiLal-coded,
burst-transmission and secure voice
radios in a compact, state-of-the-art
package compatible with satellite
relays._3/

The most exotic SOP implements
are classified. Open sources,
however, identify plastic pistols
that defy electronic detection,
"web-footed" submarines that "walk"
in shallow water, poisons that lack
known antidotes and make the cause of
death look natural, self-destructing
equipment, sensory deprivation and
disorientation instruments to assist
tortureless interrogations, and
armor-piercing ammunition for
handgun'S.14/

D. SUPPORT

SOP support varies considerably,
depending on the type force and
conflict intensity. Intelligence and
logistics are most important, since
no special operations unit is
self-sufficient in either respect.

(1) Intelligence

Timely, accurate intelligence is
the key to successful special
operations. Counterintelligence, and
signal security, which prevent
opponents from acquiring essential
information, are equally critical.l5/
Conventional and special operations
intelligence share many traits. The
production cycle (planning, direc-
tion, collection, processing,
production, dissemination) is
identical.16/ Strategic, tactical,

descriptive, predictive, basic, area,
specific, and current reports play
complementary parts. Some output is
time-sensitive; a lot is not.
Debates about the value of central-
ized versus decentralized control
never stop.17/

Special operations, however,
superimpose special requirements that
demand special intelligence training
and techniques, because no one can
predict every development, given
evolving situations and many varia-
bles described in previous sections.
Stress on clandestine collection and
human intelligence (KUMINT) increases
with needs to target individuals or
conduct "surgical" military strikes
against small groups concealed amid
civilian populations, to cite two
comon missions. Sympathizers, paid
informants, and defectors supplement
official agents.18/ Information from
all normally has a short shelf-life.
Interagency cooperation is imperative
for most operations against insur-
gents, since no single source has A
corner on leads concerning command
structures, memberships, and alli-
ances. International collaboration
by police helps track down terror-
ists, who move randomly around the
world. 19/

(2) Loistics

The official establishment
supplies all SOP needs in some
countries. Elsewhere (including the
United States) special operations
units must acquire many tools of the
trade from commercial outlets. Those
blessed with separate budgets usually
fare best. Those that share funds
with conventional forces often fare
less well.

Transnational terrorists, with
rare exceptions, depend on patrons to
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provide wherewithal. Their expenses
can be prodigious. Insurgents, in
the absence of sponsors, scrounge
from friends, steal from foes,
scavenge from battlefields and,
whenever possible, manufacture for
themselves. High technology states
are the sole source of supremely
sophisticated instruments, which they
share with surrogates and other
associates only when doing so seems
to serve their best interest.

Solvent SOP pay for goods and
services from a treasury. The

impecunious, especially incipient
insurgents, must barter or depend on
donations. Those with scant concern
for law bolster their cash flow by
black marketing, embezzlement,
robbery, ransoms, counterfeiting,
drug trafficking, extortion, expro-
priations (occasionally accompanied
by lOUs), fraudulent "tax" collec-
tions (akin to Mafia "protection"),
and proceeds from other ill-gotten
spoils.20/
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ADOIK B

GLOSSARY

This special operations glossary is limited to terms that high-level U.S.

policymakersp planners, practitioners, and overseers comonly employ. Soviet

definitions of propaganda, terrorism, and other expressions are different. The

list excludes essentially tactical expressions (Nolotov cocktail, maconing).

A-DETACHMENT: The 12-man basic operational element of a U.S. Army Special
Forces group. See also Special Forces.

ABDUCTION: Kidnapping of individuals or groups by authorities or outlaws for
sociopolitical, rather than legal, military, or economic purposes. See
also Capture.

ACTIVE HASURESS A Soviet term for political and paramilitary steps to
influence events in, and the behavior of, states or subnational groups.
Strategic psychological operations, subversion, and disinformation are
prominent components. Covert/clandestine direct action missions are
important.

ACTIVIST: Any individual who advocates or employs vigorous action, including
violence, to achieve sociopolitical objectives.

AGENTI Any individual, directed and controlled by an organization, who
undertakes covert or clandestine missions, while operating essentially
alone. See also Sleeper.

AGENTS OF INFLUENCI: A Soviet term for any person who, knowingly or. not,
supports and promotes the interests of a foreign power. Some individuals
are formally recruited and controlled; "trusted contacts" collaborate
informlly; others are manipulated indirectly. Lenin called them all
"useful idiots."

AMBUSH$ Surprise assault from a concealed position, where attackers lie in
wait to kill, wound, or capture individuals or groups and appropriate,
damage, or destroy their weapons and equipment. See also laid.
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AREA STUDY: A synthesis and assessment of political, economic, social,
military, geographic, and other factors in a particular 'locale to assist
the preparation of plans and their implementation.

ASSASSINATION: Premeditated murder of individuals by legal authorities or
outlaws for sociopolitical purposes. See also Termination.

AUXILIARIES: Part-time members of an underground organization. See also
Sympathizers; Underground.

B-DETACHMENT: A 5-man company headquarters, one of nine assigned to each U.S.

Army Special Forces group. See also Special Forces.

BLACK: A synonym for clandestine or covert activities of any kind.

BLACKLIST: Counterintelligence catalog of known or suspected insurgents,
terrorists, agents, auxiliaries, collaborators, sympathizers, and other
individuals who might threaten national security.

BLACK PROPAGANDA: Public information deliberately disseminated in ways that
conceal the true sponsor and purportedly identify a false source. See
also Gray Propaganda; Propaganda; White Propaganda.

BLIND DROP: Clandestine delivery of messages and packages to a predesignated
pickup point by one individual and clandestine retrieval by another
without any personal contact between the two. See also Cutout.

BORDER GUARDS: Soviet paramilitary internal security forces that belong to the
Comittee for State Security (KGB). Their basic purpose is to prevent
unauthorized arrivals or departures across Soviet land or sea frontiers in
peacetime and protect same during war.

BURST TRANSMISSION: Compressed radio messages sent so fast that enemy forces
find them very difficult to intercept and locate the sender.

C-DETACHNENT: A 22-man battalion headquarters, one of three assigned to each
U.S. Army Special Forces group. See also Special Forces.

CAPTURE: The legal apprehension by authorities of individuals or groups
engaged in illegal and/or warlike activities. See also Abduction;
Hostage-taking.

CELL: A small compartment, part of a larger organization, usually directed
(sometimes controlled) from above, whose members engage in covert or
clandestine pursuits. See also Compartmentation.
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CIVIC ACTION: Political, economic, and social programs undertaken by indigen-
ous governments, occupying powers, other groups, and/or outsiders to
strengthen the internal security of a state or territory. See also
Military civic action; Reform.

CIVIL AFFAIRS: 1. Free-will relationships of a foreign military command with,
its responsibilities to, and/or authority over national, regional, and
local governments and the people of a friendly host country in peacetime
or in war; 2. Similar relationships with an occupied country or territory.

CIVILIAN: Any individual not belonging to an active military, paramilitary, or
law enforcement unit. See also Law enforcement; Military; Paramilitary.

CIVIL WAR: Any intranational conflict, including insurgency. International
conflict may be superimposed.

CLANDESTINE OPERATIONS: Activities conducted so secretly that no one but
sponsors, planners, and implementors know they have taken place. See also
Covert operations; Overt operations.

COLD WAR: A state of international tension wherein political, economic,
technological, sociological, and psychological measures are orchestrated
to attain security objectives. Armed forces deploy primarily to impress;
employment is confined to incidents and skirmishes. See also Peace.

COLLECTIVE SECURITY: Multilateral measures by two or more partners to ensure
successful accomplishment of respective deterrent, offensive, or defensive
objectives. See also Foreign internal defense.

COMBAT RESCUE: Armed operations to free prisoners of war or hostages. See
also Combat retrieval; Hostage rescue.

COMBAT RETRIEVAL: Armed operations to recover captured documents or materiel.
See also Combat rescue.

COMMAND AND CONTROL: An authoritative hierarchy supported by facilities,
equipment, personnel, and procedures needed to plan, direct, supervise,
and otherwise influence subordinate activities.

CONPARTMENTATION: Subdivision and isolation of organizations, functions,
and/or operations so that knowledge about any given component is available
only to individuaLs who must be informed to perform assigned tasks
effectively. See also Cell.

COMPROMISE: The known or suspected exposure of covert or clandestine person-
nel, plans, operations, classified papers, hardware, or installations to
unauthorized persons.

CONFLICT SPECTRUM: A continuum of hostilities that ranges from sub-crisis
maneuvering -in cold war situations to the most violent form of general
war.
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CONIETIONAL (FORCES, OPERATIONS, WEAPONS): Regular military organizations,
hostilities, and hardware that exclude nuclear, chemical, and biological
capabilities. See also Irregular; Regular.

CORRELATION OF FORCES: The Soviet equivalent of national net assessment, which
evaluates every facet of the power balance and calculates the probable
cost-risk-benefit of particular courses of international action. The
politico-military balance is central. See also Net assessment.

COUTERINSURGENCY: 1. Political, economic, social, military, and paramilitary
measures that indigenous governments and associates use to forestall or
defeat revolutionary war; 2. Similar measures occupying powers use to
forestall or defeat resistance movements. See also Insurgency; Internal
defense; Resistance.

COUNTERINITELLICENCE: 1. Measures designed to deny hostile intelligence
services access to security information. Physical safeguards and decep-
tion are representative means; 2. Measures to identify and deal with enemy
saboteurs, subversives, and espionage agents. See also Intelligence.

COUNTERREVOLUTION: Operations by losers and associates against the regime
installed by winners of a successful insurgency.

COUNTERTERRORISM: Measures designed to deter, limit casualties and damage
from, and eventually defeat international or transnational terrorists.
See also Terrorism Transnational Terrorism.

COUNTRY TEAM: Senior members of all U.S. official organizations in a forei ,n
country, headed by the ambassador or principal U.S. diplomatic representa-
tive. Members commonly include military and CIA.

COUP D'ETAT: Brief violence or bloodless action by a small, conspiratorial
group to overthrow a government and seize political power. See also
Insurgency.

COVER: Protective guise used by a person, organization, or installation to
prevent identification with covert or clandestine activities.

COVERT OPERATIONS: Activities that conceal the identity of sponsors or
participants or facilitate plausible denial of their involvement. See
also Clandestine operations; Cover; Overt operations.

CUTOUTS: Intermediaries who deliver messages and packages to prevent members
of a covert or clandestine organization from meeting directly with anyone
in a superior/subordinate/lateral cell or another group. Ideally, all
contacts conceal their true identities. At worst, the intermediary knows
his or her two contacts. See also Bli l drop; Cell.

DECAPITATION: Direct action strikes to neutralize or eliminate key enemy
leaders, their command/control apparatus, or both.
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DECEPTION: Measures designed to mislead enemies by manipulation, distortion,
or fake evidence; they may build faith in false images or increase
ambiguities, so enemies do not know what to believe. See also Disinforma-
tion.

DEFENSIVE SPECIAL OPERATIONS: 1. Activities to counter insurgency (including
resistance) and transnational terrorism or any isolated symptoms, such as
sabotage and subversion; evasion and escape; 2. Steps to protect against
SOP attack. Tactics may be offensive, but the intent is to safeguard.
See also Offensive special operations; Special operations.

DELTA FORCE: A U.S. Army counterterrorism unit also capable of other direct
action missions that require similar skills.

DETERRENCE: Steps to prevent opponents from initiating aggressive action and
to inhibit escalation if such actions occur. Promises of punishment and
reward both may contribute.

DEVELOPING NATION: Generally, all countries other than NATO/Warsaw Pact,
Japan, Australia, and New Zealand. Specifically, a country, not neces-
sarily poor, in transition from traditional culture and relatively simple
economy to different structures, values, and lifestyle. Feelings of
political and social dislocation, coupled with rising expectations the
government finds difficult to satisfy, sometimes cause serious internal
security problems. See also Nation building.

DIRECT ACTION MISSION: An overt, covert, or clandestine land attack by armed
individuals or groups to damage/destroy inanimate targets or slay/seize a
person or persons.

DIRECT SABOTAGE: Clandestine, on-site, "surgical" attacks by individuals or
small groups on inanimate targets selected to degrade rival capabilities
physically and/or psychologically. See also Indirect sabotage.

DISINPORMATION: Propaganda deliberately calculated to deceive a particular
audience. See also Deception; Propaganda.

DIVERSION: A Soviet term that connotes assorted direct action missions and
deception. See also Deception; Direct action mission.

DROP ZONE: A planned area where troops, equipment, and/or supplies are
delivered by parachute. See 6'.so Landing zone.

DRY DECK SUBMARINE: An undersea vessel with a vestibule for loading and
unloading special operations forces rapidly and safely with bulky equip-
ment while submerged. Sometimes called "lock-in lock-out."

ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE: Money, supplies, equipment, advice, education, training,
and other nonmilitary aid, provided free of charge or paid for by cash,
credit, or barter, calculated to abet nation building by an ally or other
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associate. See also Foreign assistance; Military assistance; Security

assistance; Nation building.

ESCAPE AND EVASION: See Evasion and escape.

EXFILTRATIOW: The covert. or clandestine movement of individuals or groups
through enemy defenses from hostile to friendly territory by land, sea, or
air in "peacetime" and war. See also Evasion and escape; Infiltration.

EVASION AND ESCAPE: I. Liberation from enemy control and/or exfiltration;
2. A clandestine, compartmented network of people and facilities to
improve prospects of success. See also Zxfiltration; Search and rescue.

FIFTH COLUMN: Covert/clandestine groups that infiltrate into a country or form
therein, usually before armed hostilities begin, to conduct subversion,
sabotage, and other special operations in support of a foreign enemy.

FOREIGN ASSISTANCE: Aid to an ally or other associate for political, humani-
tarian, economic, and/or security reasons that may be altruistic or
self-serving. See also Economic assistance; Military assistance; Security
assistance.

FOREIGN INTERNAL DEFENSE: Participation by civilian and military agencies of a
government in programs another government undertakes to forestall or
defeat insurgency, transnational terrorism, or lawlessness. See also
Collective security; Internal defense.

FREEDOM FIGHTER: Any belligerent who fights to liberate people from what he or
she believes is an unacceptable regime.

FRONT: A Soviet joint combatant command directly subordinate to a theater
commander in wartime.

FRONT GROUP: See International front group.

GENDARMERIE: National law enforcement forces armed and equipped much the same
as light paramilitary internal security troops. See also Security troops.

CRAY PROPAGANDA: Public information disseminated in ways that do not speci-
fically identify any source. See also Black propaganda; Propaganda; White
propaganda.

GREEN BERETS: A nickname for U.S. Army Special Forces. See also Special
Forces.

t
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GUERRILLA: Armed member of avy paramilitary insurgent or resistance group.
See also Guerrilla warfare; Paramilitary; Underground.

GUEILLA WARFARE: 1. Hit and run operations by paramilitary insurgent or
resistant groups against regular armed forces, other irregulars, or
noncombatants; 2. Similar operations by regular armed forces. See also
Guerrilla.

HIGU--INTENSITY CONFLICT (from U.S. perspective): 1. Any war in which any
belligerent employs nuclear, lethal chemical, or biological weapons so
liberally that survival of the United States and/or its allies is at
stake; 2. Any other war which causes casualties and damage so severe that
the United States must mobilize most of its military and industrial
resources to avoid defeat. See also Low-intensity conflict; Hid-intensity
conflict.

HIJACKINC: Illegal seizure, occupation, detainment, and/or diversion of any
land, sea, or aerospace transport by individuals or groups (especially
terrorists) for any purpose.

HOSTAGE: Any person or property illegally held captive or in peril until
redeemed, rescued, or voluntarily released. See also Hostage rescue.

HOSTAGE RESCUE: Diplomacy, negotiations, sanctions, and armed action, singly
or in some combination, to secure the safe release of persons or property
held for redemption, preferably without meeting the holder's demands. See
also Hostage.

HOST COUNTRY: A nation within which foreign organizations operate in response
to official invitation and/or international agreement.

HUMAN INTELLIGENCE: Intelligence derived from information collected by people,
rather than technological instruments. Overt, covert, and clandestine
(espionage) operations all are knvofrtd. See also Information; Intelli-
gence.

INCIDENTS: Brief, small-scale armed clashes that generally occur during crises
in "peacetime" or cold war.

INDIRECT SABOTAGE: Demonstrations, strikes, riots, boycotts, production
delays, deliberately shoddy industrial output, and other mass efforts
(excluding direct attacks) to degrade rival capabilities physically and
psychologically. See also Direct sabotage.

INFILTRATION: 1. The covert or clandestine movement of individuals and groups
through enemy defenses from friendly to hostile territory by land, sea, or
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air in "peacetime" and war; 2. Similar movement within or between hostile
sectors. See also Exfiltration; Insertion.

INFORMATION3 Unprocessed data, regardless of type or derivation, that can be
converted into intelligence. See also Intelligence.

INFRASTRUCTJRE: Organizations, fabrications, facilities, and installations
that control and support military, paramilitary, law enforcement, and/or
subversive activities.

INSERTION: The overt, covert, or clandestine movement of individuals, groups,
or equipment into an operational area by land, sea, or air. See also
Infiltration.

INSURGENCY: Extended, organized efforts to overthrow the established order
(not necessarily a government), seize politicaljower by subversive and
coercive means, and sometimes (not always) alter social systems. See also
Counterinsurgency; Coup d'etat; Guerrilla warfare; Insurgency phases;
Resistance; Subversion; Underground.

INSURGENCY PHASES: I, infrastructure development and pc.mtrvation, underground
activities; II, progressive expansion, which combines Phase I with
guerrilla warfare; III, open employment of large paramilitary formations,
which supplement Phase I and II operations.

INSURRECTION: See Insurgency.

INTELLIGENCE: Products resulting from the collection, evaluation, analysis,
integration, and interpretation of information. See also Counterintelli-
gence; Human Intelligence; Information.

INTERDICTION: Operations to impede or prevent enemy use of an area or route.

INTERNAL DEFENSE: All measures a government takes to forestall or defeat
insurgency, transnational terrorism, or lawlessness within its own
territory. See also Foreign internal defense.

INTERNAL SECURITY FORCES: See Security troops.

INTERNATIONAL FRONT-CROUP: A purportedly independent organization established
and directed by the Communist Party of the Soviet Union to promote foreign
policy and national security objectives.

IRREGULAR (FORCES, OPERATIONS): Individuals and groups, not part of any
official military or law enforcement apparatus, that engage primarily in
insurgency, resistance, and/or transnational terrorism. See also Conven-
tional; Regular.

JOINT SPECIAL OPERATIONS AGENCY: A small staff section with Army, Navy, Air
Force, and Marine Corps representatives who evaluate special operations
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proposals, polices, plani, and proposals for the U.S. Joint Chiefs of
Staff, and make related recommendations.

JOINT SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND: 1. Any special operations headquarters to
which forces from two or more military services are assigned or attached;
2. The headquarters that controls, develops doctrine for, deploys and, in
some circumstances, employs U.S. Department of Defense counterterrorism
forces.

LANDING ZONE: A planned area where troops debark and equipment/supplies unload
from fixed wing aircraft and/or helicopters. See also Drop Ione.

LAW ENFORCEMENT (FORCES, OPERATIONS)t Police, gendarmeries, and other
lightly-armed forces whose primary purpose is to maintain order within the
boundaries of a nation, in accord with local, regional and (sometimes)
international legal mandates. See also Gandarmerie; Security troops.

LOCK-IN - LOCK-OUT SUBMARINE: See Dry-deck submarine.

LOGISTICS: Plans and operations associated with the design, development,
acquisition, storage, movement, distribution, maintenance, evacuation, and
disposition of materiel; the movement, evacuation, and medical treatment
of personnel; the acquisition or construction, maintenance, operation and
disposition of facilities; and the acquisition or furnishing of services.

LOW-INWTNSITY CONFLICT (from U.S. perspective): Any war in which the United
States comits a small fraction of its armed forces, mobilization (if any)
is very selective, U.S. objectives are strictly limited, and U.S. forces
never risk military defeat. Symbolic or exemplary employment of nuclear
weapons and more liberal use of chemical warfare are possible. U.S.
operations in the Dominican Republic (1965), and Grenada (1983), are
illustrative. See also High-intensity conflict; Incidents; Mid-intensity
conflict.

MID-INTENSITY CONFLICT (from U.S. perspective): Any war in which the United
States commits major armed forces, but spurns massive mobilization.
Nuclear-chemical-biological warfare is possible, with many limitations.
Damage and casualties are sufficiently severe that U.S. defeat is conceiv-
able, but national survival is never at stake. U.S. operations in Korea
(1950-53) and Southeast Asia (1965-72) are illustrative. See also
High-intensity conflict; Low-intensity conflict.

MILITARY (FORCES, OPERATIONS): Regular land, sea, and aerospace armed forces
of a natiovw, active and reserve, whose primary purposes are to deter,
defeat, or otherwise deal with the full range of external armed aggression
against national security interests, as directed, wherever it occurs;
secondarily, they assist law enforcement/internal security forces, when
required. See also Law enforcement; Paramilitary; Regular.
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MILITARY ASSISTANCE: Money, weapons, equipment, supplies, advice education,
training, construction, services, and other aid, provided free of charge
or paid for by cash, credit, or barter, calculated to improve the armed
forces of an ally or other associate. See also Economic assistance;
Foreign assistance; Security assistance.

MILITARY CIVIC ACTION: The use of mainly indigenous armed forces to implement
economic and social programs that benefit local populations, partly to
improve the popular image of those forces. Public works, agriculture,
education, and training are representative projects. See also Civic
action.

NATION BUILDING: Activities by a developing country, unilaterally or with
outside assistance, to create or strengthen popular acceptance of politi-
cal, economic, legal, social, and other programs, thereby enhancing
internal security. See also Developing nation.

NET ASSESSMENT; The dispassionate comparison of capabilities possessed by two
competing countries or coalitions to ascertain which is best able to
achieve its objectives, despite opposition by the other. See also
Correlation of forces.

OFFENSIVE SPECIAL OPERATIONS: 1. Activities to prosecute or support
insurgency (including resistance) and transnational terrorism; 2. SOF
direct action missions, intelligence collection, and psyop that assist
offensive operations by nuclear/biological/chemical and conventional
forces. See also Defensive special operations; Special operations.

OPERATIONAL COMMAND: Control over assigned or attached forces, except for
administration and logistics.

OPERATIONAL CONTROL: See Operational comand.

OVERT OPERATIONS: Activities conducted openly, without concealing the identity
of the sponsor or participants. See also Clandestine operations; Covert
operations.

PARAMILITARY (FORCES, OPERATIONS): 1. Land, sea, and air forces of a nation,
which have a distinctive chain of command, primarily perform internal
security functions beyond the ability of law enforcement units, and
supplement the regular military establishment as required; 2. Guerrillas
and other armed irregulars that use quasimilitary tactics and techniques.
See also Law enforcement; Military; Regular; Security troops.
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PARTISAN: See Guerrilla; Irregular.

PEACE: A condition characterized by the absence of hostile activities and/or
intent in the relations between two or more competitors. See also Cold
War; War.

PEOPLE'S WAR: A term primarily used by China and its disciples to connote
revolutionary war and resistance movements. See also Resistance; Revolu-
tionary war; War of national liberation.

PERCEPTION KANAGENElT: Overt, covert, or clandestine employment of deception,
controlled disclosures, military demonstrations, psyop, psychotropic
biological and chemical agents, and other special operations to influence
and exploit the emotions, thoughts, and motives of targeted governments,
groups, and individuals in ways that help users achieve objectives.

PREEMPTIVE OPERATIONS: Conflict initiated on the basis of evidence, not
necessarily accurate, that an enemy attack is imminent. See also Preven-
tive operations; Retaliation.

PREVENTIVE OPERATIONS: Conflict initiated on the basis of evidence, not
necessarily accurate, that armed combat with a particular opponent, while
not imminent, is inevitable, and that delay would involve greater risk.
See also Preemptive operations; Retaliation.

PROPAGANDA: Any form of communication designed to influence the opinions,
emotions, attitudes, or behavior of any group in ways intended to suit the
sponsor, directly or indirectly. See also Propaganda of deeds.

PROPAGANDA OF DEEDS: Direct action, especially terrorist attacks, to influence
the opinions, emotions, attitudes, or behavior of particular target
audiences. See also Propaganda.

PROXY OPERATIONS: A form of limited warfare in which a competitor seeks to
avoid direct confrontation with opponents, yet accomplish security
objectives at reduced cost and risk, by relying on de facto or de jura
surrogates.

PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS: The planned use of propaganda and actions to
influence the opinion, emotions, attitudes, and behavior of friends,
neutrals, and enemies in ways that assist accomplishment of security
objectives. * See also Perception management; Propaganda; Psychological
warfare.

PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE: The planned use of propaganda and actions to influence
the opinions, emotions, attitudes, and-behavior of enemies in ways that
assist accomplishment of security objectives. * See also Perception
management; Propaganda; Psychological operations.

* For a list of specialized psyop/psywar terms, see FM 33-1:
Psychological Operations, Washington, D.C., Headquarters, Department of the
Army, August 31, 1979, p. H-I through H-4.
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RAID: Shorto surprise attack to achieve a specific purpose that excludes
intent to hold territory. See also Ambush.

RAMb KILLING AND MAIMING: A terrorist tactic to spread panic and convince
rival leaders that chaos will result, unless they make required conces-
sions.

RANGERS: Elite U.S. Army light infantry units intended for short duration
direct action missions.

REAGAN DOCTRIWE U.S. military and economic assistance on a modest scale for
selected anti-comunist insurgencies and resistance movements.

REAR AREA (for special operations purposes): Territory separate from present
or prospective main land battlefields, occupied primarily by high-level
civil-military command, logistic, and administrative elements; nationally
or regionally important communication and transportation nodes, including
civil-military airfields and seaports; medium-/long-range missiles; and
major military reserves. Rear areas become battlefields during insurgen-
cies, resistance movements, and transnational terrorist operations. See,
also Rear area security.

REAR AREA SECURITY: Measures to deter, defend against, and reduce damage from
enemy attacks of any kind on critical targets in territory separate from
present or prospective land battlefields. See also Rear area.

REBELLION: An armed uprising, usually unsuccessful, against established
authority. Motives need not be the same as those that inspire insurgency
or resistance. See also Insurgency; Resistance.

RECEPTION PARTY: A group, indigenous or inserted in hostile territory, which
facilitates the safe arrival of special operations forces by air or sea
and provides initial support, such as intelligence, transportation, and
local contacts.

REICOINWAISSANCE: Intelligence operations to collect information about opponents
or territory through visual, aural, or technological observation, while
patrolling a specified area. See also Surveillance.

RECOVERY: See Combat retrieval.

REOVERY SITE: A spot, preferably within an E&E safe area, from which evaders
and escapees are evacuated to friendly territory. See also Safe area.

REFORM: Political, economic, social, and/or military measures by a regime to
prevent, reduce, or eradicate widespread dissatisfaction, and thereby
strengthen popular support.

REGULAR (FORCES, OPERATIONS) for special operations purposes: 1. Active and
reserve military establishments that are organized, trained, and equipped
for conventional or nuclear/biological/ chemical conflict. Regular forces
may engage in irregular activities. 2. Law enforcement element.. See
also Irregular.
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RMOTE AREA OPERATIONS: Official steps to establish a strong armed presence
and popular support in territory well removed major population centers,
here insurgents are undermining the allegiance of locals and/or have
built bases.

RESCUE: See Combat rescue.

RESISTANC: Organired efforts by all or part of a population to importune and,
if possible, oust a regime installed by an occupying power. Forces and
tactics are similar to those of insurgency. See also Insurgency.

RETALIATIO: Reprisal for enemy attacks. See also Preemptive operations;

Preventive operations.

REVOLUTIONARY WAR: See Insurgency.

RULES OF ENGAGEENT Authoritative directives that permit armed forces to
instigate combat without further orders under specified conditions and
prescribe limitations on the conduct of subsequent operations.

SABOTACE: See Direct sabotage; Indirect sabotage.

SAFE AREA: 1. A relatively secure, usually rural, area within hostile
territory where evaders and escapees can rest, recuperate, and perhaps
receive assistance before continuing their exfiltration or being evacua-
ted; 2. A similar site where irregular forces assemble before, or seek
refuge after, combat operations. See also Evasion and escape; Safe house;
Sanctuary.

SAFE HOUSE: 1. Any facility that counterintelligence efforts make reasonably
secure for groups to meet covertly or clandestinely; 2. A similar safe
haven along an evasion and escape route. See also Evasion and escape;
Safe area.

SANCTIONS: Political and/or economic punishment, undertaken unilaterally or
multilaterally, to convince opponents they should cease undesirable
practices or otherwise bow to the wielder's will.

SAVCTUARY: A safe haven in neutral or hostile territory that a belligerent, by
tacit agreement, can use for assorted purposes with impunity (reinforce,
refurbish, resupply, stage operations, for example). See also Safe area.

SEA-AIR-LAND: U.S. Navy special operations forces, comonly called SEALs.

SEARCH AND RESCUE: Special crews, equipment, aircraft, and vessels deployed
primarily to locate and recover military and naval personnel who are lost
or in distress on land or at sea, due to accidents or enemy action. They
sometimes assist escape and evasion. See also Evasion and escape.
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SECURITY ASSISTANCE Foreign aid provided primarily to improve the ability of
an ally or associate to resist internal/external aggression and/or
contribute more effectively to an alliance. See also Economic assistance;
Foreign assistance; Military assistance.

SECURITY TROOPS: Paramilitary land, sea, and air forces of a nation whose
primary purpose is to deal with domestic dissent beyond the capabilities
of law enforcement units. See also Law enforcement; Paramilitary.

SENSITIVE: An agency, installation, person, position, document, material, or
activity that requires special protection from disclosure that could
embarrass, compromise, or threaten the sponsoring power.

SKYJACKING: Aerial piracy. S€ also Hijacking.

SLEEPERS: Enemy agents, positioned in an operational area, who lead apparently
normal lives, until they undertake special missions in response to a
prearranged signal or receipt of orders. See also Agent.

SNATCH PICKUP: See Surface-to-air recovery.

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES: U.S. operations, planned and executed so that the role of
the United States Government is not apparent or acknowledged publicly, are
solely a CIA responsibility in peacetime. Covert activities must be
approved by the President.

SPECIAL FORCES: U.S. Army forces, organized as groups, intended primarily for
unconventional warfare and foreign- internal defense. Training indigenous
troops, rather than direct action, is their forte.

SPECIAL OPERATIONS: 1. Insurgency, counterinsurgency, resistance, tranana-
tional terrorism, counterterrorism; 2. Unorthodox, comparatively low-
cost, potentially high-payoff, often covert or clandestine methods that
national, subnational, and theater leaders employ independently in
"peacetime" or to support nuclear/biological/chemical and/or conventional
warfare across the conflict spectrum. See also Counterit. urgency;
Counterterrorism; Defensive special operations; Direct action mission;
Insurgency; Psychological operations; Offensive special operations;
Resistance; Special Operations forces; Transnational terrorism.

SPECIAL OPERATIONS ADVISORY GROUP: A quality control board, whose members
review U.S. special operations proposals, policies, plans, and programs
and make recommendations.

SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES: Small, carefully selected military, paramilitary,
and civilian units with unusual (occasionally unique) skills, which a:e
superlatively trained for specific rather than general purposes, and are
designed to undertake unorthodox tasks that ordinary units could
accomplish only with far greater difficulty and far less effectiveness, if
at all. SOP, however, are not needed for all special operations. See
also Special operations.

SPECIAL WARFARE: See Special operations.
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SPECIAL WEAPONS AND TACTICS: Elite law enforcement units that use nonstandard
tools and techniques primarily for hostage rescue, barricade, and anti-
sniper purposes.

SPETSMAZI Soviet special operations forces. Some are subordinate to the
Committee for State Security (KCB), others to the Ministry of Defense--
specifically the Intelligence Directorate (GRU) of the Soviet General
Staff.

STAY BEHIND FORCES: Military units that remain in hostile territory to
accomplish particular missions after the main body retires or withdraws.

STOCKHOLM SYNDROME: The tendency of some hostages to feel sympathetic toward
captors, coupled with adverse feelings toward, and perhaps resistance of,
rescuers.

STRATEGY: The art and science of applying power of all types, directly and
indirectly, under all circumstances to exert desired degrees of control
over opponents, and thereby achieve security objectives. See also
Tactics.

SUBMATIONAL GROUP: For special operations purposes, a nongovernmental
organization whose members profess common aspirations that may be politi-
cal, economic, and/or social, usually possess military or paramilitary
capabilities, and oppose official authority in particular places for
particular reasons. The Palestine Liberations Organization, Viet Cong,
Contras, Kurds, Basque separatists, and Baader-Meinhof are representative.

SUBVERSION: Measures intended to undermine the morale, discipline, will,
and/or loyalty of a populace to a regime, ,sing insidious, mainly psycho-
logical means.

SURFACE-TO-AIR RECOVERY: Specially trained air crews with specially-equipped
aircraft designed to rescue individuals ashore or afloat, without landing,
using exotic techniques.

"SURGICAL" STRIKE: Any attack designed to eliminate or stringently limit
casualties &song people or damage to property not specifically targeted.

SURROGATE OPERATIONS: See Proxy operations.

SURVEILLANCE: Intelligence operations to collect information through visual,
aural, or technological observation (usually clandestine), while following
persons or maintaining close watch from particular positions. See also
Reconnaissance.

SUSCEPTIBILITY: The proclivity of a particular target audience to respond
favorably to particular psychological operations. See also Vulnerability.

SYMPATHIZERS: Individuals and groups who consciously assist insurgent or
transnational terrorist organizations by furnishing funds, information,
and other support, without joining the underground or guerrilla groups.
See also Auxiliaries, Guerrilla; Underground.
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TACTICS: Detailed methods used to implement strategy. Military, paramilitary,
and law enforcement tactics involve the employment of units in combat,
including task organization and maneuvering of forces in relation to each
other and/or to the enemy. See also Task organization; Strategy.

TARGET: 1. People that opponents plan to kill, capture, or influence; 2.
Property that opponents plan to capture or destroy; 3. Areas that
opponents plan to control or deny; 4. A country, area, agency, installa-
tion, person, or group against which intelligence/counterintelligence
activities are directed.

TARGET ACQUISITION: Detection, identification, and (in the case of mobile
targets) tracking of A target in sufficient detail to permit focused
operations against it. See also Target.

TASK FORCE: Temporary grouping of units ur.Jer a single commander to accomplish
a specific, transitory purpose. See also Task organization.

TASK ORGANIZATION: Temporary internal grouping of a unit to accomplish a
specific, transitory purpose. See also Task force.

TERMINATION: A euphemism for killing by authorities of individuals or groups
engaged in illegal and/or warlike activities. See also Assassination.

TERRORISH (for special operations purposes): Public, repetitive violence or
threats of violence to achieve sociopolitical objectives by inspiring
widespread fear among people not personally involved and disrupting
community routines. See also Terrorist.

TERRORIST: Anyone who, with whatever motive and for whatever purpose,
practices terrorism. See also Terrorism.

THEATER: A major politico-military or geographic area (such as Europe and the
Middle East) assigned to a senior commander for peacetime plans/prepara-
tions and wartime operations. All U.S. theaters are outside the United
States; the commander-in-chief of a unified or specified command is
assigned military responsibility. Known Soviet theaters are inside, or
contiguous to, the U.S.S.R.

TVANSNATIONAL TERRORISH: Terrorism that is staged in, and perhaps supported
by, one country, but takes place in another country or other countries.
See also Terrorism.

UNCONVENTIONAL WARFARE: Activities by a foreign government or group that
assist insurgents or resistance movements in another country. See also
Offensve special operations.

UNDERGROUND: An illegal, partly clandestine, partly covert organization that
plans and controls an insurgency, transnational terror, or resistance
movement; conducts covert or clandestine operations, such as subversion,
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sabotage, and terror; and conducts Logistic/administrative support
activities that include recruitment, indoctrination, training, intelli-
gence, supply, communications, and fundraising. See also Auxiliaries;
Guerrilla; Sympathizers.

UNIFIED COMMAh. : A top-echelon U.S. combatant organization with regional or
functional responsibilities, which normally is composed of forces from two
or more services. It has a broad, continuing mission and is established
by the President, through the Secretary of Defense, with the advice and
assistance of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

URBAN GUERRILLA: Member of a city-based underground. See also Guerrilla;
Underground.

VIETNAM SYNDROME: Reluctance of U.S. leaders and the American people to
intervene militarily in any foreign country for any purpose in any way
following U.S. defeat in Vietnam.

VULNERABILITY: 1. Weakness of any kind that a competitor could exploit by any
means to reduce present or projected security capabilities of an opponent;
2. The sensitivity of a particular target audience to conditions that
could make it susceptible to psychological operations. See also Suscep-
tibility.

WAR: A condition characterized by hostile activities in the relations between
two or more competitors. See also Cold war; Peace.

WAR OF NATIONAL LIBERATION: A term used primarily by the Soviet Union and its
disciples to connote revolutionary war. See also People's War; Revolu-
tionary war.

WET AFFAIRS: A Soviet synonym for assassinations and abductions.

WHITE PROPAGANDA: Public information disseminated in ways that identify the
sponsor. See also Black Propaganda; Gray Propaganda; Propaganda.

82-681 - 88 - 49
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ANNEX C

ABBREVIATIONS

APR Air Force Reserve (U.S.)
ANG Air National Guard (U.S.)
ARNG Army National Guard (U.S.)
Avn Aviation

BIB Board for International
Broadcasting (U.S.)

Bn Battalion

C3  Command, control, and

communications
CA Civil affairs
CI Counterinsurgency;

counterintelligence
CIA Central Intelligence

Agency (U.S.)
CINC Commander-in-Chief
Co Company
COIN Counterinsurgency
CONUS Continental United States
CPSU Communist Party of the

Soviet Union

DAM Direct action mission
DIA Defense Intelligence

Agency
DOD Department of Defense

(U.S.)
DZ Drop zone

E&E Evasion and escape

FAA Federal Aviation
Administration (U.S.)

FBI Federal Bureau of
Investigation (U.S.)

FID Foreign internal defense
FORSCOM Forces Command (U.S. Army)

GRU

HAHO

HALO

Helo

Hq
HUMINT

ID
JCS

JSOA

JSOC

JUWTF

KGB

KHAD

Chief IntelLigence
Directorate, General
Staff (USSR)

High altitude high opening
parachute

High altitude low opening
parachute

Helicopter

Headquarters
Human intelligence

Internal defense
Joint Chiefs of Staff

(U.S.)
Joint Special Operations

Agency (U.S.)
Joint Special Operations

Command (U.S.)
Joint Unconventional

Warfare Task Force
(U.S.)

Committee for State
Security (USSR)

State Information Service
(Afghan)

LIC Lov-intensity conflict
LRRP Long-range reconnaissance

patrol (U.S.)
Lt. Col. Lieutenant colonel
LZ Landing zone

MAC

Maj.
HATC

Group of Forces (USSR)
Group

Military Airlift Command
(U.S. Air Force)

Major
Mini-armored troop carrier

(U.S. Navy)
OP

Gp
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MAU (SOc) Marine amphibious unit
(Special Operations)
(U.S.)

MDI Military district (USSR)
NI Military intelligence
MIA Missing in action
MTT Military training team

(U.S.)
MVD Ministry of Interior (USSR)

NATO North Atlantic Treaty
Organi zat ion

NM Nautical Mile
NSC National Security Council

(U.S.)
VSDD National Security Decision

Directive (U.S.)
NSWI Naval special warfare
group (U.S.)
NSWU Naval special warfare unit

(U.S.)

OPCON Operational control
OSD Office, Secretary of

Defense (U.S.)

Para Paratrooper
PBR River patrol boat (U.S.

Navy)
PLO Palestine Liberation

Organization
POW Prisoner of war
Psyop Psychological operations
Psywar Psychological warfare

Recce Reconnaissance
Recon Reconnaissance

SAR Search and rescue
SBU Special boat unit (U.S.

Navy)

SCUBA

SDVT

SEAL

SF
SFOB

Sig
SOC
sOccTr

SOCON

SOF

SOLL

SOPAG

SOS

SOW

STARS

STOL
Svc
SWAT
SWCL
craft

TF

UBA

USAR
USIA
UW

Self-contained underwater
breathing apparatus

SEAL delivery vehicle team
(U.S. Navy)

Sea-air-land (U.S. Navy
personnel unit)

Special Forces (U.S. Army)
Special Forces operating

base (U.S. Army)
Signal
Special operations capable
Special operations combat

control team (U.S. Air
Force)

Special operations comand
(U.S.)

Special operations forces
Special operations low

level (U.S. Air Force)
Special Operations

Advisory Group (U.S.)
Special operations

squadron (U.S. Air
Force)

Special operations wing
(U.S. Air Force)

Surface-to-air recovery
system

Short takeoff and landing
Service
Special weapons and tactics
Light special warfare
(U.S. Navy)

Task force

Closed-circuit underwater
breathing apparatus

U.S. Army Reserve
U.S. Information Service
Unconventional warfare
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Civil-military confusion, 66
Congress concerned, 12
Defined, 102
Element of special operations, 2
FID restrictions, 54
Infiltration modes, 26, 28
Marine capabilities, 29
Political warfare, 41
Purposes, 73
Security assistance, 43
U.S. limitations, 3, 42-43
U.S. supports eight coups, 47

CPSU. See Central Comittee (CPSU).
Cuba

Bay of Pigs, 47
Soviet security assistance, 40
Soviet support, 43
Supports Argentine, Eritrean

insurgents, 46
U.S. subversion, 5
U.S. supports resist-snce, 47, 48

Cutouts
Defined, 102
Placement, purpose, 93, 94

Czechoslovakia
Heydrich assassination, 84
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Czechoslovakia (cont.)
Soviets crush rebellion, 4, 12,

51, 84

Decapi tat ion
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, 51
Defined, 102
Soviet aim, 62
Soviet FID policy, 51

Declaration of Independence: self
determination, 47

Defense Department. See Department
of Defense.

Defense Intelligence Agency:
Spetsnaz estimate, 17

Delta Force
JSOC component, 21, 23, 33N
Location, 33
Missions, 22

Department of Defense
Assistant Secretary for Special

Operations, 13
Congress revises structure, 13
Debates with State Department, 65
Improvement opt ions, 67
Mid-, high-intensity conflict

priority, 68
Psyop, 30, 43
Responsibilities, 12, 15
Secretary of Defense role, 67
SOP control, 13, 14
Special Operations Advisory Group,

68, 68N
Special Operations Command, 1,
14, 16
See also Air Force SOF; Army SOF;

Marine Amphibious Force; Naval
SOF; Weinberger, Caspar W.

Department of Justice: components,
role, 13, 14, 15

Department of State
Debates with Pentagon, 65
Psyop guidance, 30
Responsibilities, 12, 15
Syria supports terrorism, 55
See also-Shultz, George P.

Department of Treasury: responsi-
bilities, 13, 14, 15

Desert One: rescue attempt in Iran,
62

Deterrence
Counterterrorism, 58, 59-60, 80
Defined, 103
Compared with strategic nuclear,

59
Soviet FID policy, 51
U.S. FID policy, 53

DIA: Spetsnaz estimate, 17
Diem, Ngo Dinh: downfall, SN, 47
Direct Action

Defined, 103
Types, 11, 15, 76, 92
U.S., Soviet priorities, 7
See also Abduction; Assassination;

Hostage-Taking and Rescue;
Sabotage.

Disinformat ion
Active measure, 39
Agents of influence, 40, 41
Congress, American people disap-

prove, 43
Defined, 103
KGB responsibility, 9
Peace movements help, 42
Results in U.S., 42
Support for insurgencies, 47
Soviets stress, 4
Targets, techniques, themes, 41,

88
Truth as response, 43, 88

DOD. See Department of Defense.
Dominican Republic

Lov-intensity conflict, 107
U.S. supports coup, 47

Dubcek, Alexander: Soviets depose,
52

Duvalier, Jean-Claude: U.S. helps
unseat, 47

East Germany: Soviets quash rebel-
lion, 4

Economic assistance
Defined, 103
See also Security assistance.

Economic sanctions: counterterror-
isi,
58-59, 80
E&E. See Evasion and escape.
Egypt

Achille Lauro rescue, 62
Hansfi Muslim hostages, 87
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Egypt (cont.)
Italian frogmen sink British

ships, 95
Soviet support, 43

Eisenhower, Dwight D.: A&A target,
84

El Salvadors military adviser
ceiling; U.S. aid for police, 54

Entebbe: hostage rescue, 87
Eritrea: Cuba supports insurgents,

46
Escape and evasion. See Evasion and

escape.
Ethiopia

No U.S. FID, 55
Soviet-Cuban cross-purposes, 46
Soviet FID, 53
Soviet security assistance, 40, 51
U.S. support for resistance, 49,

55

Evasion and Escape
Defined, 104
Intelligence, 89
Purpose, procedures, skills, 24,

89
Exfiltration

Aircraft for, 27, 28, 29
Boats for, 27
Defined, 104
FID priority low, 54
Methods, 26, 29, 89
SEALs, 27
Soviet priority low, 4, 7, 11N, 20
See also, Evasion and escape.

FAA: subordination, functions, 13,
14, 20-21

FBI. See Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation.

Federal Aviation Administration:
subordination, functions, 13, 14,

20-21
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Counterterrorism success, 62
Internal defense, 20, 40
Jurisdiction, 15K
Subordination, functions, 13, 14,

20
FID. See Foreign internal defense.
Foreign internal defense

Area orientation, 55, 66

Foreign internal defense (cont.)
Compared with IN, 54
Defined, 104
Described, 24, 50
Nixon Doctrine, 53-54
Post-Vietnam syndrome, 54
Psyop, 25
Purpose, 24
SOF, non-SOF roles, 2, 54
Soviet FID

Afghanistan, 4, 20, 40, 51, 52-
53

Deterrence, 51
Policies, procedures, 51
Proxies, 51
Successes, 50,51-52, 53

U.S. FID
Inconsistencies, 53
Military education, 54
Policies, practices, 5, 6N, 54-

55
Restrictions, 56
Security assistance, 53, 54, 65
Successes, failures, 55

Vietnam, Afghanistan, compared, 52
See also Counterinsurgency.

FORSCON. See U.S. Army SOF.
France: resistance, 75
Freedom fighters defined, 104
Front groups. See International

front groups.
Fronts (Soviet): ND and GOP in

peacetime, lO, 12, 19
Fulton Surface-to-air Recovery

System: described, 260

German Democratic Republic
Latin American connection, 46
Soviets crush rebellion, 4, 51

GOF. See Croups of forces.
Gorbachev, Mikhail S.: recalls

forces from Afghanistan, 52
Gray propaganda

Defined, 104
Soviet weapon, 40

Great Britain
Counterterror policies compared

with Israel, 60
Frogmen sink ships, 95

Greecet U.S. FID succeeds, 55

4
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Green Berets. See U.S. Army SOF,
Special Forces.

Grenada
Low-intensity conflict, 46, 107
Soviets support coup, 43

Groups of Forces (Soviet)
Fronts in wartime, ION, 12, 19
SOP control, 12
Spetona: strength, 17, 19
Subordination, 10

CRU
Military assistance role, 12
Relation to KCB, 12, 20
W09 control and functions, 12
Superiors, subordinates, 10
Training centers, 17

Cuatenalas U.S. subversion, 5, 47,
49

Guerrillas
Afghan, 50, 52
Defined, 105
Counterinsurgency targets, 78
Insurgency, resistance role@, 77
PLO misuse, 94-95
SEALs train, 26
Special Forces train, 24
Tasks, 92
Urban, 54, 115
U W assists, 24

Guevara, Cho: lost in Bolivia, 82N
unshipst Quantities, locations,

characteristics, 26, 36, 37
Guzmn, Jacobo Arbenz: U.S. helped

unseat, 47

DH0. See High altitude high opening
parachute.

Haig, Alexander M.: terrorism, 5
Haiti: U.S. supports coup, 47
HALO. See High altitude low opening

parachute.
Hanafi Muslimas hostage rescue, 87
Hearts and minds

Counterinsurgency aim high
priority, 78

Counterterrorism aim low priority,
59

Soviet counterinsurgency concern
scant, 51

Helicopters
Capabilities compared with fixed

wing, 28
Characteristics, 28, 29
Employment options, 26
Inflight refueling, 28
JSOC, 21, 33H
Locations, quantities, 29, 31N,

36, 37
Navy, 26, 27, 34, 35
Pave Low, 28, 31N, 36

Heydrich, Reinhard: assassinated, 84
High altitude high opening parachute

Described, 88
SEALs, 26
Special Forces, 24

High altitude low opening parachute
Described, 88
SEALs, 26
Special Forces, 24

High command
Centralized plans, programs, 91
Decentralized implementation, 91
Soviet

Coordination, 9, 12, 20
Roles, 9, 11, 12
Structure, 9, 10
See also KGB; Ministry of

Defense; HYD.
U.S.

Coordination, 12-13, 65, 67
Roles, 12-13, 15
Structure, 12-13, 14
See also Central Intelligence

Agency; Congress; Department
of Defense; National
Security Council.

High-intensity conflict
Defined, 105
Described, 75
Forces for FID, 54
Special operations purposes,

tasks, 75, 76
Soviet

Experience, 62, 62N
Objectives, concepts, limita-

tions, 62-63
Priority, 4, 6
Bpetsnas, 20

U.S.
Capabilities, 63
Experience, 62, 621
Priorities, 5, 6, 66
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Hirohitos hypothetical AA, 85
Hitler

A-bomb project sabotaged, 86
Levels Lidice, 84
Soviet resistance, 68

Honduras
Sanctuary, 53
U.S. support for police, 54

Hostage-Taking and Rescue
Definitions, 105
Delta Force, 22
Difficulty, 61, 75, 86-87
FBI, 20
Intelligence, 86
JSOC mission, 21
Options, 86
Risks, 57, 58
Skills, 86-87
Terror tactic, 79
U.S. ransom in Lebanon, 58
U.S. successes, failures, 62

Hot pursuit: advantages, 60N, 81
Huey helicopter: characteristics,

29, 36, 37
Human intelligence

Defined, 105
Essential, 96
Limitations, 61
Slighted, 66

Human Rights
Recent U.S. concern, 51N
Security assistance prerequisite,

54
Hungary

Soviet crush rebellion, 4, 51, 84
U.S. supports resistance, 47, 48,

49

India$ Soviet security assistance,
40

Indonesia: U.S. supports coup, 47
Infiltration

Aircraft, 27, 28, 29, 95
Boats, 27, 96
Defined, 105
FID priority, 54
Methods, equipment, 26, 29, 88-89
S ALs, 27
"Sleepers," 17, 88
Stay behind forces, 88
Soviet limitations, 63

Infiltration (cont.)
Submarines, 27, 95

In-flight refueling: U.S. capabili-
ties, 28

Insurgency
Anti-Soviet, 68
Auxiliaries, 77, 100
Cells, 85, 91, 93, 94, 100
Causes, 77
Cuban education programs, 47
Defined, 106
Described, 43, 77-78
Guerrillas, 77, 92, 105
Hard to export, 82, 82H
In U.S., 13
Leadership, organization, 77
Logistics, 78, 97
Mid-, high-intensity war, 62
Phases, 61, 77, 106
Security assistance, 78
Soviet support for

Constitution, 4, 46
Education, training programs,

47
Policies, 46-47
Priority, 1, 6
Regional priorities, 46
Security assistance, 46-47
Surrogates, 44, 45, 46
Timetables, 47

Special operations tasks, 76
Terror tactics, 79
Underground, 77, 114
U.S. support for

Clients, 47, 48, 49
Policies, problems, 49-50
Priority, 5, 6, 6N
Surrogates, 49, 50

UW assists, 24
Weapons, 95
See also Counterrevolution;

Resistance; Unconventional
Warfare.

Intelligence
MA predictions critical, 84
Allies fear U.S. "leaks," 61
Counterinsurgency, 78
Counterterrorism, 57, 61, 80, 81
Defined, 106
Sa1, 89
HUNIr, 61, 66, 96
Psyop, 88
Requirements, sources, 78, 96
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Intelligence (cont.)
Sabotage, 86
Soviet

Clandestine collection, 9
Collection agencies, 11
FID, 52
Priority, 7
Internal defense, 56

U.S.
Collection agencies, 15
Estimates Soviet capabilities,

71
Estimates Soviet "sleepers,"

17, 39
Estimates Spetanaz strength, 17
Priority, 7
Rangers, 24
SEALs, 26
Special Forces, 24

Intelligence Directorate, Soviet
General Staff. See CRU.

Interdepartmental / interagency:
coordination, 16, 65, 67

Internal defense
Cold war role, 81
Counterterrorism, 80
Defined, 106
Described, 56
Soviet

Forces, 2, 16, 18
Intelligence, 56
KGB, HVD roles, 11, 12, 16, 56
Hid-, High-intensity war, 62
Priority, 1, 4
Success, 56

U.S.
Forces, 13, 20-21
Federal, state, local roles, 15
"Sleeper" problema, 39-40, 71
T rl o, 92

Internal Security. See Internal
defense.

Internal troops. See ' )D.
Interr.ational front groups

Deined, 106
samples, 20

International Organization of
Journalists: front group, 20

Iran
Counterterrorism sanctions, 58, 59
Hanafi Muslim hostages, 87
Hostage rescues

Bull Simon, 62

Iran (cont.)
Desert One, 62
SAS, 87

U.S. subversion, 4, 47
Iraq

Kurds rebel, 46, 47, 48, 49
Soviet security assistance, 40
U.S. supports insurgency, 47, 48,

49
Irregular forces, warfare

Defined, 106
Force multipliers, 75
SOF specialty, 73
See also Cuerrillas; Insurgency;

Transnational terrorism Under-
ground.

Israel
Counterterrorism, 60, 80
Defeats PLO in Lebanon, 95
Entebbe hostage rescue, 87
Terrorist pressures on, 79
Tunisia raid, 52

Italyl SOF sink British ships, 95

JCS. See Joint Chiefs of Staff.
JFK Center: subordination, 23M
John F. Kennedy Special Warfare

Center subordination, 23M
Joint Chiefs of Staff

Chairman's importance, 67
Counterterrories 5
JSOA support, 13
JSOC control, 21, 21W, 23

Joint Special Operations Agency:
purpose, 13

Joint Special Operations Comand
Activation, purpose, site, 21
Components, 21, 23
Deployment problem, 66, 69
Internal defense, 21
Secretive, 16
Subordination, 13, 14, 21M, 23

JSOA: purpose, 13
JSOC. See Joint Special Operations

Comnd.
Justice Department: components,

role, 13, 14, 15

Kampuche. See Cambodia.
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Kelly, Thomas W.1 JSOA, SOPAC, 6811
Kennan, George F.: Countering Soviet

strategy, 47
KGB

Afghan FID, 52
Forces, 2, 10, 16, 18
Internal Defense, ii, 12, 16, 56
Overseas MVD, MOD, 9, 10
Rivalry with CRU, 20
Subordination, 9, 10
Tasks, 11
Training centers, 17

KHAD: assists Soviet FID, 52
Khmer Rouge: recruiting, 53
hoeini, Ayatollah: hostages, 87

Kickapoo campaign: U.S. brutality,
51N

Kingston, Robert C.: SOPAC member,
68N

Korea
Low priority contingency, 66
Mid-intensity conflict, 107

Kurds: rebellion, 46, 47, 48, 49

Land SOP
Characteristics, 95
Tasks, 92
See also Spetsnaz; U.S. Army SOP.

Latin America
Soviet involvement, 44, 45, 46
U.S. involvement, 46, 48, 49, 54
U.S. strategy, 55
Se. also specific countries.

Law enforcement
Counterinsurgency, 54
Counterterrorism, 2, 61, 81, 96
Defined, 107
SOP, non-SOF, 94, 9411
U.S. internal defense, 20, 21
Tasks, 92

Lebanon
Marine barrack attack, 62
PLO defeat, 95
U.S. ransoms hostages, 58
U3. strategy, 55

Legal limitations
Due process, 61, 62
Sanctions, 59
"Sleepers," 40
War Powers resolution, 54

Lenin Schools alum, 40

Less included capability: FID
implications, 54

Libya
Latin America, 46
Soviet security assistance, 40
Supports terrorism, 55
Targetable, 81
U.S. raid, 62
U.S. sanctions, 59

Lidice: Hitter levels, 84
Logistics. See Special operations

forces.
Low-intensity conflict

Defined, 107
Differentiated from special

operations, 1M
Examples, 75, 107
Independent special operations, 73
Limiting factors, 75
Nuclear, chemical weapons, 77, 107
Soviet priority, 6
Special operations tasks, 76
Types, 75, 76
U.S. priority, 1, 6
See also Counterinsurgency;

Counterterrorism; Insurgency;
Resistance; Transnational
terrori sm.

Lumumba, Patrice: assassinated, 5M

Maleter, Pal: abducted, 52, 84
Manor, Leroy J.: SOPAG, 68K
Mao Xedong: "fish" and "sea," 51
Marcos, Ferdinand: U.S. helps

unseat, 47
Marine Amphibious Unit (Special

Operations Capable)
Composition, subordination, 29
Tasks, 22

Marine Corps: special operations
capabilities, 29

Markov, Georgi: assassinated, 84M
Marshals Services purpose, mubordi-

nation, 13, 14, 21
MATC: characteristics, 27
MAU (SOC). See Marine Amphibious

Unit.
MD. See Military Districts.
Meyer, Edward C.: SOPAC, 681N
Mid-intensity conflict

Defined, 107
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Mid-intensity conflict (cont.)
Described, 75
Examples, 107
Forces for FID, 54
Special operations purposes,

tasks, 75,76, 77
Soviet

Experience, 62, 62N
Objectives, concepts, limita-

tions, 62-63
Priority, 4, 6
Spetsnaz, 20

U.S.
Capabilities, 63
Experience, 62, 62M
Priorities, 5, 6, 66

Migratory genocide: Soviet FID, 52
Military assistance

Defined, 108
See also Security assistance.

Military Districts (Soviet)
Fronts in wartime, 10N, 12, 19
SOP control, 12
Spetsnaz strength, 17, 19
Subordination, 10

Mini armored troop carrier: charac-
teristics, 27

Ministry of Defense
Superiors, subordinates, 10
Tasks, 11, 12

Ministry of Interior. See HVD.
MOD. See Ministry of Defense.
Moral restraints

Assassination, termination, 35
U.S., Soviet, 3

Mozambique
Soviet FID, 53
U.S. economic policies, 53
U.S. support for resistance, 40

Mussaddiq, Muhasads U.S. helps
unseat, 47

Mussolini, Benito: Skorzeny rescues,
87

MVD
Forces, 2, 10, 16, 18
Internal defense, 11, 12, 16, 56
Offensive capabilities, 12
Subordination, 9, 10
Tasks, 11 C(%q

Nagy, Irer abducted, 52, 84

National Guard
Internal defense, 13, 21
Subordination, 14
See also U.S. Air Force SOP; U.S.

Army SOP.
National Security Council

Board for Low-intensity conflict,
16

Deputy Assistant for Special
Operations, 16

Proposed functions, 67
Special operations role, 12

National Security Decision Directive
138: provisions, 57

Naval SOP. See Spetsnaz; U.S. Naval
SOP.

Negotiations
Counterinsurgency, 78
Terrorism, counterterrorism, 59

Nicaragua
Contras, 50, 77M
Soviet

FID, 53
Proxy, 46

U.S.
Sanctions, 59
Security assistance, 50
Supports coup, 47
Supports resistance, 48, 49

Night flying: U.S. capabilities, 26,
27, 37

Nixon Doctrine: FID policy, 53-54
Non-SOP

Needed, 2, 16, 30, 65
Purposes, tasks, 16, 92, 94

North Korea. See Korea.
North Yemen: no U.S. FID, 55
Norway: Nazi A-bomb sabotaged, 86
MSC. See National Security Council.
NSDD-138t provisions, 57
Nuclear weapons: in low-intensity

conflict, 77, 107

Oan: no. U.S. FID, 55
Osprey: Pave Low platform, 31N.
Overt: defined, 108

Pakistan
Hanafi Muslim hostages, 87
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Pakistan (cont.)
Soviet FID, 53

Palestine Liberation Organization
Defeat in Lebanon, 95
Israeli raid in Tunisia, 62
Latin American role, 46
Saudi Arabia bankrolls, 59
Terrorism pressures Israel, 79

Paramilitary forces, operations
Defined, 108
See also Border Guards;

Guerrillas; MVD; Irregular
forces, warfare.

Pave Low
Characteristics, quantities,

locations, 26, 29, 36
Replacement platform, 31N

Peace
Defined, 109
U.S. Soviet views, 3, 39
See also Cold war; Peaceful

coexistence
Peaceful coexistence: indirect

conflict, 3
Perot, H. Ross: backs "Bull" Simon,

62
Philippines

Soviet support, 43
U.S. FID, 55
U.S. supports coup, 47

PLO. See Palestine Liberation
Organzat ion.

Poland: Soviet FID, 52
Police: See Law enforcement.
Politburo" PSU): shapes Soviet

special operations, 9, 10
Political sanctions:

counterterrorism, 58, 80
Political warfare. See

Disinformation; P-sychological
Operations; Subversion.

Preemptive operat ions
Defined, 109
Described, differentiated, 60N,

81, 81N
Shultz favors, 60
See also Preventive operations.

Preventive operations
Defined 109
See also Preemptive operations.

Principle of Military Necessity:
counterinsurgency, counterterror

roles, 85

Priorities
Soviet, 1, 3-4, 6, 7, 9
U.S., 1, 3, 4-5, 6, 7, 54, 66

Project Manhattan: hypothetical A&A
84

Propaganda
Cohesive, divisive, 87-88
Congress disapproves, 43
Defined, 109
Described, differentiated, 40, 87
Soviet in U.S., 42
See also Propaganda of deeds;

Psychological operations
Propaganda of deeds: terror tactic,

47, 79, 109
Proxies. See Surrogates.
PsychologicaT operate ions

Area orientation 66, 82, 88
Counterinsurgency role, 78
Counterterrorism role, 58
Cold war role, 66
Defense, against, 88
Defined, 109
Described, 87
Multipurpose tool, 95
Skills, 83, 87
Soviet

Active measures, 39
Afghanistan, 53
Control, 9, 10, 11
Instruments, 17, 20
Insurgency support, 47
Mid-, high-intensity war, 62
Military, 20
Professional education, 40
Priority, 1, 4, 7, 40, 62

Susceptibility, vulnerability, 88
Terror tactic, 47, 79
Truth, 43, 88

U.S.
Civilian instruments, 29, 30
Covert limitations, 42
Education, 43
Guidance, 30
Insurgent support, 50
Military

1st SOCON control, 23, 23N, 32
90% reserve, 25
Forces, 23, 25, 28, 32, 37N
Tasks, 22, 25

Priority, 1, 4, 7, 63
Themes, 43
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Psychological operations (cont.)
See also Agents of influence;

Disinformation; Propoganda.
Psychological Varfare. See

Psychological operations.
Psyop. See Psychological operations.

Queen Eliuatsetrti security of, 84 N
Queen Elizabeth (battleship):

SOW sink, 95

Radio Free Europes purpose,
subordination, 30

Radio Libertyl purpose,
subordination, 30

Radio Marti: purpose, subordination,
30

Rangers. See U.S. Army SOP.
Reagan, Ronald

Grenada, 46
Israeli raid on Tunisia, 62
NSDD-138, 57
Psyop priority, 4, 30
Ransoms hostages in Lebanon, 58
Retains Carter counterterror

policies, 57
Reviles terrorism, S
State support for terrorism, 55
See also Reagan Doctrine.

Reagan Doctrine
Described, 5, 110
Priority, 6M

Rear area
Defined, 110
Soviet target, 62, 71

Reform
Counterinsurgency tactic, 4, 59,

78, 82, 110
Counterterrorism tactic, 59
Defined, 110
Soviet priority, 4, 7
U.S. policy, priorities, 7, 53
U.S. promotes, 15

Research
Counterterrorism need, 60
Hostage rescue need, 62
Purposes, topics, beneficiaries,

68-69

Reserve component SOP (U.S.)
Area orientation, 66
Reliance on, 30, 66
Se. also U.S. Air Force SOP;

UT.S. Army SOPI U.S. Naval SOP.
Resistance

Afghanistan, 52-53
Defined, 111
Describod, 43
France, 75
Sabotage, 86
Soviet, 68
U.S. support, 5, 6, 47-49, 53, 71
See also Counterrevolution

Insurgency.
Retaliation

Defined, III
Described, differentiated, 60, 60M

81
Shultz favors, 60

Revolutionary war. See Insurgency.
Rickover, Hymen: hypothetical MA,

84
Riverine warfare SEAL specialty, 26
Ropka, Lawrence, Jr.: SOPAG, 68W
Rotary-wing aircraft. See

Helicopters.
Rules of engagement: defined, Ill
Rylander, R. Lynn: SOPAC, 68M

lot SOCON. See U.S. Army SOP.
let Special Operations Command. See

U.S. Amy SOP.
Sabotage

Direct, 85-86, 103
FID priority, 54
Indirect, 85, 105
KGB role, 9, 11
Skills, 85
"Sleeper" role, 17, 40
Targets, timing, 86
Terror tactic, 79-80
U.S., Soviet priorities, 7

Safe area/house
Defined, Ill
Purpose, 89

Sanctions
Defined, Ill
See &Igo Economic sanctions;

Political sanctions.
SAR. See Search and rescue.
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SAS hostage rescue, 87
Saudi Arabia: bankrolls PLO, 59
Saviabi, Jonas: UNITA chief, 77N
Schneider, Rend: assassinated, SW
"Scorched earth": Soviet PID, 51, 52
Sea-air-land. See U.S. Naval SOP;

Seals.
Seafox: characteristics, 27
SEALs. See U.S. Navy SOP.
Search and rescue

Defined, 111
Soviet

Border Guards, 11N
Priority, 7

U.S.
Core SO, 2
Deployments, 28
Priority, 7

Secret Service: subordination,
tasks, 13, 14, 20

Security assistance
Defined, 112
PID, 65
Insurgency 78-79
Skills, 75, 82, 89, 94
Soviet

Advisers, 41
KGB, NVD, NOD roles, 11
Practices, 46-47, 51
Priorities, 7
Recipients, 40
Subversion, 41

U.S.
Advisers, 55, 66, 89-90
AID, 13
Levels, 53
Overt, 43
Policy inconsistencies, 54, 65
Priorities, 5, 7
Recipients, 50, 54

UW, 65
Shah of Iran

U.S. support, 55
U.S. surrogate, 47

Sheridan, Philip A.: Kickapoo
campaign, 51N

Shultz, George P.
Counterterror 5, 57, 58, 59, 60
Economic sanctions, 59

Shultz, Richard H.: SOPAG, 68N
Simon, Arthur D. ("Bull"): Iran

hostage rescue, 62
Skoraeny, Otto: A&A exploits, 84, 87

"Sleepers$$
Compared with stay behind forces,

42
Defined, 112
Soviet

Control headquarters, 11
Capabilities, 71
Infiltration, 88
Legality, 39, 40
Limitations, 20
Numbers, 39, 42
Purposes, 17, 39

U.S. use, 42
SOCCT: missions, methods, 29
SOCON. See U.S. Army SOP; lst

Special Operations Comand.
SOP. See Special operations forces.
Solidarity: Soviet PID, 52
SOLL I, II: crews, aircraft,

capabilities, 28, 36, 37M
Somoua, Anastasio: U.S. helps

unseat, 47
SOPAGC members, 68N
South Africa: U.S. support, 55
South Korea. See Korea
South Yemen: no U.S. PID, 55
Soviet Constitution

CPSU is supreme, 9
Supports insurgency, 4, 46

Special activities
CIA role, 4, 13, 21, 42, 42N
Defined, 112
Differentiated from special

operations, 42, 66
Scale, 4, 42

Special Air Service: hostage rescue,
87

Special boats. See U.S. Naval SOP.
Special Forces. See U.S. Army SOP.
Special operations

Characteristics, 1, 2, 73
Defined, 112
Differentiated from special

activities, 42, 66
Intelligence critical, 96
Hid-, high-intensity war, 75, 76,

77
Non-SOP functions, 16, 92, 94
Skills summarized, 82, 83
Soviet

Posture, 71
Proclivity, 1, 3-4
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Special operations (cont.)
U.S.

Planning platform, 5, 65-66
Posture, 71
Proclivity, 1, 4-5, 65
Special Operations Advisory

Group: members, 68V
Special Operations Combat Control

Team: mission, methods, 29
Special Operations Comand

Components, 13, 14, 26M, 27
Congress establishes, 13
Purpose, prognosis, 13-14
See also Special operations

forces.
Special Operations Forces

Budgets, 96
Central, decentralized control, 91
Defined, 112
Described, 2, 73
Diversity required, 95
Von-SOP collaboration, 2, 16, 30,

65, 92, 94
Offense, defense differentiated,

73
Personnel selection, training, 66,

69
Soviet

Capability, 20, 62-63,
Full range, 71
Limitations, 63
No rush programs, 71
Weapons, equipment, 20

Tasks, 92
UoS.

71

Authentic SOP few, 30
Budget, 13, 66, 69
Capabilities, 30, 63, 69
Core SOP, 2
Elites spurned, 3
High technology, 20
Interdependence, 20
Quantities, quality, 30, .66
Reserve components, 30, 66

Weapons, equipment, 95-96
See also Won-SOP; "Sleepers;"

Spetsnaz; U.S. Air Force SOP;
U.S. Army SOP; U.S. Naval SOP.

Special Operations Low Level: crews,
aircraft, capabilities, 28, 36,
37M

Special Warfare Center:
subordination, 23K

Special Weapons and Tactics: law
enforcement SOP, 94, 94N

Spectra: gunships, 26, 36
Spetsnas

Afghanistan, 20, 52
Brigades, regiments small, 17
Defined, 113
Missions, 16, 17, 62, 71
Naval, 10, 12, 17, 19
Primary purpose, 20
Quality, 20
Quantity, 17, 19
Subordination, 9, 10, 12, 16, 17,

19, 20
Teams, 17, 25, 69
See also "Sleepers."

Sri Lanka: Soviet support, 46
STARS: described, 26N
State Department. See Department of

State.
Stay behind forces

Compared with "sleepers," 42
Infiltration, 88

Stilwell, Richard C.: SOPAC, 68M
Stockholm Syndrome

Defined, 113
Hostage rescue problem, 86

Submarines
Soviet, 20
U.S., 27

Subnational groups
Defined, 113
Sanctions, 58
U.S. capabilities, 71

Subversion
Cells in series, 93, 94
Defined, 113
PID priority, 54
Psyop form, 88
Soviet

Active measure, 39
KGB, MOD roles, 9, 11
Pakistan, 53
Peace movements, 42
Percent successful, 41
Priority, 4, 7

Static defense against, 78
U.S.

Examples, 4-5, 47
Priority, 7

Warsaw Pact victim, 46
Sudan

Soviet support 44, 45, 46
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Sudan (cont.)
U.S. FID, 55

Sukarno, Achmed: U.S. helps unseat,
47

Sun Tau: advice, 39, 81
"Surgical" strikes

Defined, 113
Intelligence, 81, 96
Soviet specialty, 4
Spetsnaz mission, 17, 71
Substitute for bombardment, 60, 66

Surrogates
Defined (proxy), 113
"Sleepers," 17
SOP supplements, 91
Soviet

FID support, 51
Insurgency support, 44, 45, 46
Peacetime use, 71
Problems, 46
Purposes, 1
Transnational terrorism, 55-56

U.S.: little use, 50
Suvorov, Viktor

CRU role, 12
Spetsnaz, 17, 19

SWAT: law enforcement SOF, 94, 94N
Syria

Soviet security assistance, 40
Supports terrorism, 55

Talbot, George T.: SOPAC, 68N
Tamils: Soviet support, 46
Targets

Defined, 114
U.S. counterterror policies, 66

Termination
Defined, 114
Differentiated from assassination,

84
Legal limitations, 85
Skills, 85

Terrorism
Defined, 114
Insurgency tool, 79
Propaganda of deeds, 47, 79
Soviet FID tactic, 51
U.S. support, 55
See also Transnational terrorism.

Terrorist: defined, 114
Thailand: sanctuary, 53

TRADOCS controls JFK Special Warfare
Center, 23W

Transnational terrorism
Cells

Penetration problems, 61, 81,
85

Types, characteristics, 81, 93-
94

Compared with crime, 79
Defined, 114
Described, differentiated, 55,
Escalation, 56, 59, 79-80
Objectives, 56, 79
Operating costs, 97
Opportunism, 59
Prisoner "liberation", 61
Self-restraint, 59, 79
Soviet

Priority 4, 6, 7
Restraint, 4
Support hard to prove, 55
Training centers, J7

State support, 55, 60, 80, 81
Targets, 61, 79-80
Tasks, 92
U.S.

Attacks on, 56
Policy prohibits, 6, 6W, 7,

55

79

71,

Slightly tested, 62
Weapons, equipment, 59, 79-80, 95
See also counterterrorism;

Terrorism.
Trujillo, Rafael: assassinated, 5N,

47
Truth: psyop role, 43, 88
Tunisia: Israeli raid, 62
Tylenol: sabotage target, 86

Uganda: Israeli hostage rescue, 87
UK: counterterror compared with

Israel, 60
Unconventional warfare

Compared with FID, 54
Defined, 114
Non-SOF needed, 2
Psyop, 25
Purpose, 24
Security assistance, 65
U.S. area orientation, 66
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Unconventional warfare (cont.)
U.S. capability against Warsaw

Pact, 63
See also Insurgencyl Resistance.

Underground
Defined, 114
Counterterrorism target, 78
Insurgency, resistance role, 77
Police best defense, 54
Tasks, 92
UW assists, 24

Unified comands
Defined, 115
Control U.S. SOP overseas, 13, 14
See also Special Operations

Command.
UNITAI U.S. security assistance, 50
Urited Kingdom: counterterrorism

compared with Israel, 60
Urban guerrilla

Defined, 115
See also Guerrillas.

U.S. Air Force SOP
2d Air Division

Components, 27, 36, 37
Core SOP, 2
Location, 37
Subordination, 27
Supports JSOC, 21, 23, 37N

Aircraft, 28-29, 36, 37
Augmentation, 28, 36, 37
Locations, 37
National Guard, Reserve, 28, 29,

36, 37
Planned additions, 31W, 37N
SOLL I, II, 28, 36, 37M
Subordination, 27, 36
Tasks, 92

U.S. Air Marshals: subordination,
functions, 14, 20-21

U.S. Army SOP
lot Special Operations Command

(SOGCO)
Civil affairs, 30
Subordination, components,

purpose, 23, 32
160th Aviation Group

Planned expansion, 31W
Subordination, missions,

location, 22, 23, 32, 33
Supports JSOC, 21, 23, 33W

Forces Command (FORSCOK):
functions, 23, 33W

U.S. Army SOP (cont.)
National Guard, Reserve

90Z psyop, civil affairs, 25
FORSCON controls, 23
SOP units, locations, 33

Planned additions, 31M, 33N
Rangers

Aircraft, 27
Core SOF, 2
Disbanded, 1, 63
Misuse, 24, 94
Organization, control,

Locations, 24, 32, 33
Tasks, 22, 24
Team employment, 17, 25, 69
Weapons, equipment, 25, 27
Vulnerability, 63

Special Forces
Aircraft, 27
Capabilities, 30, 63
Core SOP, 2
Geographic orientation, 24
Group subordination,

organization, size,
locations, 23, 24, 32, 33

Naldeployed group, 66, 69
No Soviet counterpart, 23
Popularity changes, 1, 24
Reserve components, 23, 24,

95
Stay behind forces, 42
Tasks, 1, 22, 24
Trainers, 22W, 24

U.S. Border Patrols subordination,
functions, 13, 14, 21

U.S. Coast Guards subordination,
functions, 13, 14, 21

USIA. See U.S. Information Agency.
U.S. Information Agency

Psyop, 13
Tasks, 15
Themes, 43

U.S. Marshals Service:
subordination, functions, 13, 14,
21

U.S. Naval SOF
Aircraft, 27, 35
Characteristics, 95
Joint operations support, 26
Planned additions, 35M
Naval special warfare group.,

units, 26, 26W 34, 35
Reserve SOF, 26, 35
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U.S. Naval SOP (cont.)
SEAL delivery vehicle teams, 27,

34, 35
SEALS

Compared with Army Special
Forces, 22N

Core SOF, 2
Infiltration, ezfiltration, 26
Subordination, organization,

size, locations, 26, 34, 35
35N

Tasks, 22, 26-27
Team 6

JSOC component, 21, 23, 35N
Mission, location, 22, 35

Weapons, equipment, 26
Special boats

Organization, locations,
characteristics, 27, 34, 35

Tasks, 22
Tasks, 92

U.S. Secret Service: subordination,
functions, 13, 14, 20

UN. See also Unconventional Warfare.

Valientl SOP sank, 95
Vemork: Nazi A-bomb sabotaged, 86
Vietnam

FID lessons, 53, 54
Soviet security assistance, 40
U.S. FID fails, 55
U.S. supports coup, SN, 47

Vietnam Syndrome
Defined, 115
Related to Reagan Doctrine and

FID, 6K, 54
Voice of Aerica: subordination,

purpose, 30

War Powers Resolution: effect on
FID, 54

Warsaw Pact
Low priority contingency, 66
Subverted, 46
Unattractive counterterror target,

81
U.S. IN capability, 63

Weatherman
Bomb factory, 85-86

Weatherman (cont.)
Insurgent group, 13
Organization, 94

Weinberger, Caspar W.
Counterterrorism, 5
Uses of force, 5, 50

Wet affairs. See Assassination.
White House: intruder, 84K
White Propaganda defined, 115
Wilson, Edwin: explosives for Libya,

85
Wilson, Samuel V.: SOPAG, 68K
World Federation of Trade Unions:

international front, 20
World Peace Council: international

front, 20

Yarborough, William P.: SOPAG, 68N
Yemen (North, South): no U.S. FID,

55

Zimbabwe: no U.S. FID, 55
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2. Th'le Sc,,,let s elv arly reco grlize. thjk g(o,j)rphjic si-nifiinc, of' ('entral Americ,
Strattcgico~lly, ('etroli. A\im-rica is of vital inmportance to the( ecoo~ic t stability- anld

security of "the 1,1nited Slttes. 'l'he Sovims alreaidy' have, i/ willing plartne'r in ('uhai,

threateingll o~ur sea . lin ,s ()[ com m nuici lon andt trade, and liacing4 at risk ,ur access
lo vital resources, Th'roughl the (Tulf of' %Mxico anld the ('arihbeanl pass 5.'- ' o tr

crude oil, .15'-,- of our imports and exports and, in the event o1 war in N AT() or the

l)ersian Gulf, i;-WI of' out reinforcements and supplies. tf of the trade passing

through the P)manma ('anal is either coming to or from the United States. The Soviets
recognize that a foothold on the mainland, particularly on this vital land bridge
between North and South America, would be of enormous advantage.
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3. In 1983, then Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko clearly reflected Soviet

intentions. His statements in Moscow were ample indication that the Soviets have

designs which we seem to ignore.

4. Also in 1983, Chief of Soviet Armed Forces Marshal Ogarkov, in discussions he had

with a visiting delegation from Grenada's communist movement, clearly reflected

Soviet views on the "contest" for control of the Caribbean basin.
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5. Soviet ioliw goals su'mi prized frown their own ri i i ni i nd journals indicate that
th,, Soviets see considerable Avdatntage in fostering 'v olution in this herniSpAhire.

6. The Soviets have backed their policy with more than just rhetoric. The) are

consistently outspending us in our own hemisphere-both economically and militari-

ly.
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7. This 1985 photograph of a Soviet surface action battle group was taken just miles off
the Louisiana coast. The Soviets and their surrogates no longer consider the Caribbe-
an to be an "American lake." Deployments such as these send a clear message to our
friends in the region that the United States no longer controls the water frontiers off
our own coast line. To Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras and Costa Rica this serves as
intimidation.

8. The Soviets have supplied Cuba with sufficient numbers of diesel submarines to
threaten U.S. resupply for Europe in the event of war. In World War II Hitler was
able to sink nearly 45% of American shipping headed for Europe with submarines
based 4,000 miles away. These submarines are based less than 150 miles away.
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9. Soviet bases in Cuba allow aircraft such as this Soviet BEAR Naval reconnaissance
flight to land in Cuba after surveilling U.S. military installations on our East Coast.
This photograph was taken just 13 miles off the Virginia Capes and, while the Soviet
bomber is being escorted by a Navy fighter, the fighter cannot: interfere with Soviet
intelligence collection.

10. Soviet aircraft are routinely based at facilities they have constructed for this
purpose in Cuba. San Antonio De Los Banos shows four Soviet aircraft used to provide
surveillance along our East Coast. Completion of similar facilities in Nicaragua will
similarly enable the Soviets to threaten our Pacific Coast.
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11. The Soviet intelligence collection site at Lourdes, ('uba is the largest signals
intelligence site outside the Soviet Union. This site is manned and operated by Soviets
not Cubans and is used to intercept our communications-particularly telephone and
satellite communications on which we rely for most of' our military and diplomatic
message traffic.

12. The Soviets have not stopped at constructing facilities. The youth of Cuba are
prepared for military service in grade school. Political indoctrination and military
training are part of the education for the smallest children.
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13. These children become the mercenor army for the Soviet empire Cuban troops
are deployed world-wide in support of Soviet strategic interests and serve wherever
their Soviet masters desire.

14. Grenada, until October of 1983, offered a similar opportunity for Soviet expansion
in this hemisphere. The runway at Point Salines and its associated military facilities
alerted us to the fact that something was seriously wrong on this little island.

i
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15. When American and Caribbean troops arrived in Grenada on the rescue mission in
October of 1983, they found warehouses full of "Cuban economic aid" in the form of
tons of munitions and weapons.

16. Careful research after the Grenada rescue mission shows that the little island of
Grenada was being used as a subversion base for Latin America. This rocket propelled
grenade (RPG) launcher was captured in El Salvador from Communist guerillas.
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17. Inventory lists of weapons held on Grenada indicate that the Salvadoran RPG,
along with many other weapons, had been transhipped through Grenada with the
support of the Cubans. Interestingly enough, this particular RPG probably was
provided by the Communist government in Vietnam, sent to Cuba, then to Nicaragua
and on to the FMLN Communist guerillas in El Salvador.

18. Secret military agreements found in the Cuban Embassy and in the Party offices
in Grenada indicate that the Soviets and their surrogates had even bigger plans which
were aborted by the rescue mission.

I
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19. Soviet designs for this hemisphere have not stopped with Cuba and Grenada. TheSoviets clearly see Nicaragua as the best opportunity for advancing their cause in thehemisphere. Approximating the size of the State of Iowa or Michigan, Nicaragua istoday the only country in Latin America with a decreasing population. The Nicara-guan people, once numbering about 3 million, are fleeing the Communist takeover of
their country by the thousands.
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20. Today, Nicaragua has the largest army ever raised in Central America. By 19X5,
with the support of the Soviet Bloc, and with advisers from the USSR, Cuba, East
Germany, Bulgaria, Libya, North Korea and the PLO, the Communist regime in
Managua had built the most combat-capable military machine ever seen in Central
America. This military capability has two primary purposes-intimidation of its
neighbors and the indoctrination of its population.

21. To support this military build-up, enormous quantities of military hardware have
been delivered to the Sandinistas. The Soviets have provided more than 150 of these
T-55 tan,., more than all the rest of the armor in Central America combined.
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22. IPT-76 tanks like these and other armored vehicles provide an
that threatens the stability of the entire region.

offensive capability

4mm .fA4o'tw
*2 a

23. Soviet Bloc support has turned the civilian airfield at Sandino into a military
bastion.

I
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241. The El Tempisque Armor staging area is the largest in the region and was built in
accordance with Soviet design.
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2S. So too does the Mechanized Infantry Brigade at Las Enrarnadas, located along the
main attack route into Honduras.
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27. The Soviet improvements to the Pacific Coast port at Corinto have turned this
peacetime port into a Naval facility whi,,h threatens Honduras and El Salvador.
Firepower like that on the Soviet and Vorean patrol boats shown here has never
before been seen in the region.
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TYPICAL MtLITARY-ASSOCIATED CARGO DELIVERIES
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28. Corinto is also used as a main depot for receiving Soviet military supplies shipped
to the Pacific side of Nicaragua.
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29. Bulgarian and Soviet st pervised construction at El Bluff on the Atlantic Coast
offers a "two ocean" capability to the Soviet Navy. When completed, this port and
airfield complex will allow 'oviet Bloc ships to base under aircover on the Atlantic
Coast of the mainland of the Americas.
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30. The Punta Huete Airfield, when completed, will allow any aircraft in the Soviet
inventory to launch or recover in Nicaragua. Punta Huete is larger than Andrews Air
Force Base and is the largest military airfield in all of Central America. Aircraft
based at thi. facility a:-E protected by Soviet designed revetments from air and ground
attack and pcse a threat from the Panama Canal to the United States.
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31. Initial Soviet support to Nicaragua was not always as blatant as what we have
seen in the preceding reconnaissance photographs. Initially the Soviets tried to
disguise their deliveries and the Nicaragua military build up. Attack helicopters like
this MI-8 HIP were originally sent to the Sandinistas as "agricultural support
equipment." Note the unique agricultural uniforms and the "agricultural rocket
launcher" on this attack helicopter, which bears the Sandinista party emblem.
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32. The Soviets have provided a large number of these MI-24 HIND assault helicop-
ters to the Sandinistas. These "flying tanks" have proven devastating to the Afghan
resistance and the Freedom Fighters in Angola and are now bing used against the
Contras in Nicaragua. The Soviets deliver, asemble and test fly these machines of
death which are then flown in combat by Cuban and Nicaraguan pilots. This assault
helicopter is the most lethal assault helicopter in the world today. Without effective
antiaircraft weapons, like surface-to-air missiles, the Contras are highly vulnerable to
these weapons.
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SOVIET AN-30 CLANK IN NICARAGUA

33. Not content simply to deliver material and advice from the sidelines, the Soviets
have also flown reconnaissance missions for the Sandinistas in an AN-30 reconnais-
sance aircraft-disguised as an Aeroflot commercial plane. This one was photo-
graphed at Sandino Airfield outside Managua.

34. For some reason many have been unable to see what the Sandinistas 'eally
represent. Yet their words have been true to their purpose all along. Humberto
Ortega, the Sandinista Defense Minister, is the brother of Nicaragua's "President"-a
mirror image of that organization in Cuba where Fidel's brother, Raul, is the Defense
Minister.
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:1-5. Ba'ardo Arce, regarded by sone t) he the Sand iista's "(he (Gue erra." cleartv
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36. So, too, does Tomas Borge, the Sandinista Interior Minister. Borge doesn't run the
National Parks-he runs the secret police. Yet somehow there are many who seem to
believe that these people who run Nicaragua today want to live peacefully side by side
with democracy. Their own statements deny the fact. By their words we should know
them.

I E
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37. Daniel Ortega, shown here with his mentor Fidel Castro, can no longer disguise
the fact that the believes in Lenin's philosophy of a "vanguard of the revolution."

38. These "brothers in arms"-Daniel Ortega, Muammar
(Nicaragua's Foreign Minister)-clearly pose a threat to
at risk American interests in our own hemisphere.

Qadaffi and Miguel D'escoto
the United States and place

I I
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39. and 40. Sandinista efforts to destabilize democracies in the region take many
forms. Last year this car-a Soviet-built Lada-crashed into a bridge abutment in
Honduras. When police officials became suspicious about the documents carried by
the two occupants, they checked more carefully and found that the automobile
bearing false Costa Rican license tags had more than a dozen secret compartments.
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41. The contents of those secret compartments revealed direct Nicaraguan connec-
tions to the Communist guerillas in El Salvador. The ammunition, code books.
instructions, East German agent radios and counterfeit currnricv were to be used by
the FMILN in their attacks against the struggling democracy in El Salvador.
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42. and 43. These weapons, collected after the M-19 terrorist attack in which all the
justices of the Supreme Court of Colombia were murdered, originated in Nicaragua.
The Sandinistas are intent on exporting their revolution-by supporting insurgent,
subversive and terrorist movements in the region.
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44. The Sandinistas also insist on enforcing their revolution at home. When Somoza
ruled Nicaragua there were two prisons. Today there are eleven-built to Soviet
"gulag design" and designed to ensure that the Nicaraguan people who refuse to
submit to their Communist rulers are carefully controlled.
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13 For those who will not yield there are few choices. This minister, who refused toshut down his church, was bound hand and foot and set afire inside his church.
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46. Like their Cuban counterparts, school children in Nicaragua are now educated to
hate. This is a page from a grade school arithmetic book.

3 v eCOS

3 x 3=6J
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48. The Moskito, Suma and Rama Inidians have been all but wiped out on the Atlantic
Coast of Nicaragua. Over 25,000 Indians have fled to neighboring Honduras and Costa
Rica.
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49. Denied all other recourse, thousands of young men and women have taken up
arms and become freedom fighters against the Communists who now rule from
Managua.
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50. Some freedom fighters, like this 57 year old coffee farmer, have joined the
resistance because their families have felt the brunt of Sandinista repression. This
man's entire family was murdered by the Sandinistas simply because they gave water
to a Contra patrol.
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51. Sandinista propaganda would have us believe that the CIA or Ollie North created
the Contras. It is not so. The Sandinistas created the Contras by their own repression
and denial of basic human freedoms. It is Sandinista repression that fuels the
resistance.

52. Supporters of the Sandinista regime also would have Americans believe that those
who oppose the Communists in Managua are simply supporters of the old Somoza
regime. This is not true. In this photograph, eleven of the seventeen men present once
served with the Sandinistas. Adolfo Calero, on the right, was twice jailed by Somoza.

I
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5:3. and 54. In spite of a vascillating policy of support for the resistance, the ranks of
the free,'- ' e'ters continue to grow. During the period when no U.S. government
finding' ,%as ,-vailable, the private U.S. and foreign supporters provided arms,
uniforms, f,,,i nd medical supplies to keep the resistance from being annihilated.
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55. This young fighter would have died without the medical supplies donated by
American donors.

Cox
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56. This hospital tent was all that existed prior to the support offered by private
Americans and foreign donors. It didn't een have mosquito netting for these
grievously injured freedom fighters.

V

jv~

57. Until U.S. government aid was restored, the fighters were forced to draw their own
maps on plastic sheets as they went into combat deep inside Communist-held
Nicaragua.

82-681 - 88 - 52
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5. Today, U.S. support hs been restored. This humble wooden cross marks the grace
of a Nicaraguan freedom fighter. If we are to offer these brave Ipeople more than a

chance to die for the freedoms they believe in, our support must continue.
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June 23, 1987

Brendan V. Sullivan, Esquire
Williafr* & Connolly
Hill Building
839 Seventeenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20006

Dear Mr. Sullivan:

The Committees contemplate taking testimony and other
evidence from your client, Lt.Col. North. The Comittees intend
to take that testimony and evidence under the following
circumstances!

1. Lt. Col. North's public testimony viii commence on
July 7, 1987.

2. Lt. Col. North will be interviewed in an executive
session hearing on July 1, 1987, on the subject of the
involvement and knowledge, if any, of the President regarding
the use of funds generated by the sale of arms to the Iranian
government to support the Nicaraguan resistance. At the end of
the session, a transcript will be made under oath of questions
and answers on this issue.

3. The Committees' document subpoenas, after
clarification between counsel, viii be returnable at 9:00 a,m.
on June 30, 1987.

4. The Committees will provide cOlies to Lt. Col.
North of his files in the possession, custody or control of the
Comittees at 9:00 a.m. on June 30, 1987, consisting of
documents and other materials or copies thereof (a) obtained
from the offices of Lt. Col. North and his staff, (b) sent to or
from him or his staff, and (c) tape recordings of conversations
or meetings in which he was a participant. These documents and
materials will be provided to Lt. Col. North to the extent and
in the manner permitted by law and if the law does not permit
copies to be given to Lt. Col. North's counsel, then the
Coamittees will provide access on a substantially continuous
basis.
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Brendan V. Sullivan, Esquire
June 23, 1987 Page Two

5. The Committees intend to complete Lt. Col. North's
testimony by the close of the hearing on July 10, 1987, and do
not intend to recall Lt. Col. North for further testimony
unless extraordinary developments create a compelling need
therefor, and that any such recall would be limited to the
matters that necessitated the recall.

These statements of intention are made in good faith
and the Committees are aware that in advising Lt. Col. North to
proceed in accordance with this letter and to forego possible
legal alternatives, counsel for Lt. Col. North are relying upon
these stated intentions. Nonetheless, they are intentions, not
commitments. Accordingly, although it is not now the intention
of the Committees, the scope and nature of Lt. Col. North's
testimony could result in his testimony continuing beyond four
days and in his later recall, matters on which the Committees
are not waiving their power and we understand that you are not
waiving any rights.

Sincerely,

Arthan . ..
Chief Counsel
Senate Select Committee on Secret
Military Assistance to Iran and the
Nicaraguan Opposition

JihhW. ~ Jr. r
Chief Counsel
House Select Committee to
Investigate Covert Arms Transactions
With Iran

Geofgd W. Van Cleve
Chief Minority Counsel
House Select Committee to
Investigate Covert Arms Transactions
With Iran
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Senator Leahy was interviewed at approximately 7%O0
a.m., Friday. October 11, 1985, on the Achille Lauro
incident.

The following are descriptions of electronic media
reporting the afternoon anid evening of Thursday. October 10,
1985 relating to US knowledge of the location of the
hijackers at the time Egyptian President Hubarak said they
had left Egypt s

ABC TV News

Peter Jennings reports that the White House is
questioning Egyptian President Hosni Hubarak's credibility
regarding the whereabouts of Palestinian terrorists who
hijacked the Achille Lauro.

Barrie Dunsmore discusses a developing major rift
between the US and Egypt of the latter's handling of the
Cerrorists. American Ambassador Nicholas Veliotes is shown
stating that he believes the hijackers are still in Egypt.

Sam Donaldson reports on US anger at Italy and Egypt,
especially over Mubarak's lying.

Peter Jennings, George Will, Sam Donaldson and John
1cWethy discuss the Administration's belief that Hosni
Huberk lied about the hijackers.

CBS TV News

Dan Rather reports that President Hosni Hubarak's claim
the terrorists have left Egypt is said to be disputed by US
Intelligence.

Lesley Stahl discusses the Administration's belief that
Mubazak is lying.
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NEWSPAPER EXCERPTS ON THE ACHILLE LAURO HIJACKING

The Hew York Times Friday, October i, 1985 -- Account of
Larry Speakes' news conference on Thursday night October 10.

"What we did is we used every available means at our disposal
to find out where the hijackers were when they were on
Egyptian soil. We used every means at our disposal to be
aware of when the aircraft left Egyptian soil and then we
were able to locate the aircraft, pursue it, persuade it to
go to the airbase at Sigonella."

The Hew York Times Friday, October 11, 1985 by Bernard Gwertzman

"Crucial to the mission was knowledge of the exact whereabouts
of the four gunmen and when their plane left Egypt. Mr. Speakes
said that 'we used every available means at our disposal to
be' aware of when the aircraft left Egyptian soil and then we
were able to locate the aircraft, pursue it, persuade it to go
to the airbase at Sigonella.' "

"But Mr. Speakes said the Administration believed that the
hijackers were still in Egypt at the time Hr. Mubarek said
they had left. Officials said they believed that the gunmen
were at an airbase outside Cairo waiting for a flight to
either Algeria or Tunisia."

"Senior Administration officials said Thursday that the
Administration understood that as of that morning Washington
time -- early afternoon in Cairo -- the hijackers were at an
Egyptian air base awaiting a flight to an undisclosed
destination. They said the Egyptians seemed committed to
carrying out their end of the bargain with the hijackers to
let them have safe passage out of Egypt In return for
surrendering the ship."

The Hew York Times Friday, October 11, 1985 by Bill Keller

"Mr. Weinberger would not provide details of how the
officers aboard the Saratoga knew the Egyptian plane was
leaving the Cairo airport, or how they were certain they
had the right plane. 'I would say that we had very good
intelligence. -
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The Washington Poat Friday, October 1i, 1985 by Loren Jenkins

"Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak had said Thursday that the
four hijackers who had surrendered Wednesday to Egyptian
authorities had left Egypt five hours later ...

"The U.S. governments however, announced late Thursday that the
four hijac ers were still in Egyptian hands and were at an Egyptian
Air Force base outside of Cairo waiting for a plane to take them
out of the country."

"Earlier on Thursday, special correspondent Jeffrey Bartholet
reported fromCairo: ... Kubarak told reporters Thursday
morning that the hijackers had gone and were the responsibility
of the PLO, but PLO leader Yasser Arafat said they were 'under
the Egyptian authorities' control.' "

"Adding to confusion was a statement Thursday morning by
Abdul Rahman Saramawi, thegovernor of Port Said, that the
pirates 'are still in custody, and it remains to be
determined whether they will be tried.' "

The New York Times Friday, October 11, 1985 by Judith Miller

"Throughout the day, Egyptian officials clung to this position
despite skepticism among diplomats in Egypt and statements
from Washington that it was believed that the four were still
being held at an airport near Cairo."

"in Washington, a senior Reagan Administration official
traveling with President Reagan said the four hijackers had
been taken to on air base known as Al szax, on the outskirts
of Cairo, and had been scheduled to leave Egypt about noon
Thursday. An Administration official here confirmed this
account and said the Reagan administration was 'extremely
angry' with Egypt about the affair."
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HEADLINE: U.S. Jets Intercept Hijackers' Plane;
F14s Force Egyptian Aircraft to Land at Italian ease

BYLINE: By Loren Jenkins, Washington Post Foreign Service
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KEYWORD: SHIP

BODY:
Four U.S. Navy jet fighters intercepted an Egyptian airliner carrying the

four Palestilian hijackers of the Italian cruise ship Achille Lauro In
International airspace and forced It to land early Friday morning at a U.S. Navy
air base in Sicily.

The plane was Surrounded immediately by U.S. and Italian troops, and the four
Hijackers were taken Into Custody by the Italians for legal proceedings. in

fashington, White House officials said they Intended to pursue prompt
extradition proceedings.

0

The office of Italian Prime Minister Bettina Craxi said the four U.S. Jets,
F14s from the aircraft carrier USS Saratoga, and the Egyptian Boeing 737 landed
at the U.S. Navy's Sigonella Air Base at 12:30 a.m. (7:30 p.m. EDT) for a
"technical stop.' An Italian government statement said that Craxi had agreed to
a request from President Reagan that the planes be allowed to land there.

(U.S. Defense Secretary Caspar W. Weinberger, in a briefing at the Pentagon
after midnight Washington time, said the four terrorists were In Italian
custody, as well as two other Palestinians also found on the airliner who are
being Investigated by Italian authorities. The Egyptian crew will be permitted
to return the airliner to Cairo Gat their convenience, the secretary said.

(In providing details of the military operation, leinberger said that the
Saratoga was off the coast of Albania when It received orders at 7 p.m. Rose
time (3 p.m. EDT) to prepare for action. All operations throughout the military
Intercept were carried out In darkness, Weinberger said, and the carrier had to
be turned around because It was heading in the wrong direction at the time the
order was given.

(The Egyptian airliner left Cairo around 4:15 p.m. EDT and was Intercepted
just south of Crete by the F14s, which were supported by EZC Hawkeye electronic

rveillance planes and other support aircraft. The fighters arrived on the
liner'ss flight path, where they waited for the quarry and electronically

picked it out from other air traffic in the region, Weinberger said.

(No refueling of the fighters was necessary, iie said. The airliner had been
refused permission to land in Tunis and Athens but apparently was headed
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coward Tunis when it was intercepted, Ueinberger said.

(Other U.S. military sources said the pilot of the Egyptian plane seemed
surprised when he was intercepted and offered-no resistance. These sources said
the airliner initially was difficult to find.)

The capture of the terrorists climaxed a bizarre series of events beginning
with the hijacking last Moqlay of the Italian cruise liner with more than 400
passengers and crew members on board. Before the hijackers gave up, one American
h3d been killed.

The dramatic development in the air over the Eastern Mediterranean Thursday
night occurred after the U.S. government had reacted with anger and irritation
at Egyptian government plans to allow the four hijackers to leave Egypt for an
undisclosed destination without prosecuting them for the hijacking and murder of
Leon Klinghoffer, 69, of New York City.

Italy and the United States had demanded that the four hijackers be made
available to be put on trial. Italy has insisted that the four should be tried
here because the ship they hijacked was an Italian vessel and thus the slaying
of 1(linghoffer, had occurred on Italian territory, meaning the ship.

Egyptian President Hosni hubarak had said Thursday that the four hijackers
who had surrendered Wednesday to Egyptian authorities had left Egypt five hours
later and were the responsibility of the Palestine Liberation Organization,
which had negotiated their surrender. The hijackers had said they were members
of a faction of the PLO.

The U..S. governmentt. however, announced late Thursday that the four hijackers
were still in Egyptian bapgs and were at an Egyptian Air Force base outside of
Cairo waiting for -a plane to take them out of the country. Washington demanded
that the Egyptian authorities' turn the hijackers over to a sovereign nation for
prosecution for the death of Klinghoffer, a retired businessman from Manhattan
who was confined to a wheelchair after a stroke.

Reports here originally said that the Egyptian plane had filed a flight plan
for Algeria, then changed it in midair and asked for permission to land in the
Tunisian capital of Tunis, where the PLO has its headquarters.

When Italy believed the four were in PLO custody Thursday evening, it ordered
the Foreign Ministry to enter into negotiations with the PLO to have the four
hijackers brought here for trial.

Earlier on Thursday, special correspondent Jeffrey Dartholet reported from
Cairo:

President iubarak and other Egyptian officials had insisted throughout the
day that the four hijackers had left Egypt within hours after surrendering on
Wednesday. The Egyptians had defended their handling of the affair in the face
of criticism from the United States.

hubarak told reporters Thursday morning that the hijackers had gone and
were the responsibility of the PLO, but PLO leader Yasser Arafat said they were
*under the Egyptian authorities' control."
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fThey left the country, I don't know where they went," Kubarak said. Ten
in answer to a question, he added, "maybe Tunisia,, where the PLO has its
headquarters.

At a press conference later, Foreign Minister Esmat Abdel-feguld told
reporters, 'They left Egypt. I know where they are, but i'm not going to tell
you.

The AcHille Lauro remained at Port Said, on Egypt's Mediterranean coast,
and several of the more than 400 freed hostages, including about a dozen
Ase, icans, left the ship to return home. Among them was Marilyn klinghoffer,
whose husband had been killed by the hijackers on Tuesday and, according to
accounts from the ship Thursday, was pushed overboard with his wheelchair.

Showing clear sensitivity to the harsh criticism from the United States for
their supposed release of hijackers who had killed an American hostage,
Mubarak and Abdel-Meguld Insisted that at the time the agreement negotiated by

the PLO was approved Uednesday, they were unaware of Klinghoffer's death.

ulubarak said that 'if the captain had told us that a passenger had been
killed, we would have changed our position toward the whole operation. But when
this emerged, we already had sent the hijackers out of the country.'

Later, Kubarak questioned whether l(linghofftr had actually been killed.
There is no body and no proof he had been murdered,' he said, according to

Egypt's official Middle East News Agency. 'Maybe the man was in hiding or did
not board the ship at all.'

Abdel-Meguid complained to reporters Thursday night, "1 don't like the
insinuations in the United States now. This Is very unfair. . . . I cannot
accept any insinuations and I reject them totally. We believe we have done our
duty.'

Abdel-Meguid pointed Out that In the negotiations for the release of the
American hostages in the hijacking of a Trans World Airlines plane last June,
the hijackers were allowed to go free, although they had killed an American
hostage, and Israel later gave in to their demands to release Shilte Mosle
prisoners it was holding.

'Thanks were given to Syria for their help.' he said. 'Let's be serious. This
matter should be put in Its proper perspective.'

Egyptian officials, however, offered incomplete and seemingly contradictory
information throughout Thursday about the release of the hijackers.

Early in the day, Mubarak said the hijackers had left the country within
five hours of their surrender, which took place at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday, and said
they were "now the responsibility of the PLO."

But all day, the PLO denied having possession of them, fueling speculation
and rumors about their whereabouts and about what sort of deal had been made to
secure the release of the more than 400 passengers and crew who had been held
hostage on board the luxury liner since Monday.
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Asked Thursday night at what time the hijackers had left, A(del-Keguid
refused to say. *I'm not keeping a chronometer watch," he answered, and then
said later, 'They will soon be in the hands of Mr. Arafat.,

Adding to confusion was a statement Thursday morning by Abdul Rahean
Saramawi, the governor of Port Said, that the pirates "are still In custody, and
it remains to be determined whether they will be tried.'

Abdel-Ileguid said the Egyptians had decided to negotiate with the terrorists
reluctantly.

At t0 p.m. Tuesday, he said, when he heard that the liner, which had been
barred from landing at Syria, was returning to Egypt, he said he awakened the
ambassadors of Italy, France, Britain and West Germany, and asked them what they
wanted to do.

They replied that they would get in touch with their capitals, and get back
with a decision.

He said that he told the ambassadors, *We are not interested In dealing with
this group, and might ask the ship to get out.'

Maguid added that the ship never entered Egyptian territorial waters, but
remained 16 miles north of Port Said.

The following morning - Wednesday -- Egyptians began contact with the
terrorists, at the request of some western nations, so as not to be caught off
guard, Abdel-Keguid said.

At the 1:30 p.m. meeting with the four ambassadors, he said, he asked them to
sign a statement that "strongly urged' Egypt to use "our efforts to seek the
release of the ship." But only two -- those from Italy and West 6ermany --
signed It.

Abdel-Meguid said he told the ambassadors that Egypt negotiated only at the
urging of concerned nations who had citizens on board. "1 said we could make the
ship go away -- that would have bien the easiest,' he said.

At some point Wednesday afternoon, Abdel-heguid said, six helicopters began
flying over the hijacked liner, and the terrorists threatened to blow it up.

He said the Americans denied they were U.S. helicopters so Egypt contacted
Israel. He said nothing of the Israeli response.

Abdel-Meguld said Egypt's primary goal was to 'save the lives of the
passengers." He said that if Egypt had known about the death of Klinghoffer, 'We
would never, never have pursued the operation.'
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United States Senate
Washington, OC 20510 V

July 9, 1987

The Honorable Daniel K. Inouye
Cha irman
Senate Select Committee ont Secrait MiLitary
Assistance to Iran and the Nicaraguan Opposition

Dear Dana

I understand that in the hearing before your Comaittee
today, it was alleged that a member of the Senate
Intelligence Comaittee inadvertently revealed cLassified
information In a television interview relating to the
Achille Lauco hiJacking. While my name was not specifically
mentioned, I believe the allegation refers to me.

In the interview which was apparently alluded to, I
carefully refrained from making any comment that went beyond
statements by senior officials of the Administration that
were being reported In the national media through the night.
I am Including excerpts from sone articles which appeared in
the press the morning of my Interview and vhich I read
before appearing on the news program. It should be very
clear from these articles that I did not reveal any
sensitive information, and it does a serious disservice to
US intelligence and to congressional oversight to claim that
I did.

I trust this letter and its attachments demonstrate
the falsity of this allegation.

With best r*eards.

LZ nY
States Senator

umbx -11,11, - .- - wwwoftwomm"
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July 10, 1987

The Honorable Patrick Leahy
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.

Dear Pat:

Thank you For your letter regarding the reference made
yesterday during the Iran/Contra Committee hearings
to a member of the Senate Intelligence Comaittee revealing
classified lntormation to the press.

I have reviewed the transcript of the news program during
which you were alleged to have revealed sensitive
information. I have also examined the newspaper articles
you enclosed from the press the morning of the news program.
I certainly share your belief that the remarks you made did
not go beyond statements made by Administration officials as
reported in the national media. I, therefore, reel the
allegations made during yesterday's hearings were
unsubstantiated and inappropriate.

I regret that aspersions were apparently cast in your
direction during our hearings yesterday. I certainly
disassociate myself with these allegations.

AlJI.

, K. INOUYE

United States Senator

DKIo:bhm
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United States Senate
W a sh in g to n . D C 2 0 5 10 ., , I .R T

August 3, 1987

Senator lowell Iloflin
Chairman
Senator Warren Rudman
Vice Chairman
Senate Select Committee on Ethics

Dear Howell and Warren:

Recently, I have been the subject of allegations in the
press to the effect that an FBI investigation has identified
me as the source of an unnamed leak of classified information
based on examination of 'visitors* logs, and that such infor-
mation has been made available to the Ethics Committee.

I request that you inform me if the Ethics Committee is
investigating me in connection with any alleged leak of
classified information, or has information in its possession

ich identifies me as the source of any leak of classified
formation.

Thank you for your prompt attention to this request.

Sincerely,

<-7 7
PATRICK LEAMY / 9

United States 4nator

PJL/jhs
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United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510 AO

August 4, 1987

The Honorable Daniel K. Inouye
Chairman
Senate Select Committee on Secret Military
Assistance to Iran and the Nicaraguan Opposition

Dear Dan:

As you know, members of the Iran/Contra comittees have
raised allegations that I revealed classified information
relating to the Achille Lauro hijacking incident and that
the FO had traced a leak of classified information to me
and turned, over the evidence to the Ethics Committee.

I respectfully request that an exchange of letters
between you and me on the Achille Lauro allegation, and an
exchange of letters between the Chairman and Vice Chairman
of the Ethics Committee on the second allegation be included
in the Record of your Committee's deliberations.

With best regards.

TR ICKAHY
united ate. Senator

enclosures

PJL/edn
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August 4, 1987

The Honorable Patrick H. Leahy
United States Senate
Washington, r).C. ZOStO

.Dear Senator Leshy:

The Committee has received your letter of August 3, 1987
concerning statements which first appeared in the Washington Times
on July 29, 1987 indicating that the Federal Bureau-of Investiga-iTon
had traced leaks of classified material to the Senate Intelligence
Committee and had provided that Information to the ethics Committee.

The Committee has received no information such as that
described in the Washington Times article indicating that you or any

,Member of the Senat hai eaked classified material. Further, we
'have been advised by the Bureau that they have no such information.

With best wishes,

we fi On .Rudman

Vehrmair4anhairmVice Chairman
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OPENING STATEMENT

My name is Oliver North, Lieutenant Colonel, United

States marine Corps. My best friend is my wife, Betsy North, to

whom I have been married for 19 years. I have four wonderful

children, aged 18, 16, 11, and 6.

RONALD REAGAN

I came to the NSC five and one-half years ago to work in

the administration of a great President. As a staff member, I

came to understand his goals and his desires. I admired his

policies, his strength and his ability to bring the country

together.

I observed the President as a leader who cared deeply

about people and who believed that the interests of our country

were advanced by recognizing that this is a dangerous world --

and acting accordingly. He tried, and in my opinion succeeded,

in advancing the cause of world peace by strengthening our

country, by acting to restore and sustain democracy throughout

the world, and by having the courage to take decisive action when

needed.

we must guard against a rather perverse side of American

life, the tendency to launch vicious attacks and criticisms

against our highest elected officials. President Reagan has made

enormous contributions. He deserves our respect and our

admiration.
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NSC LEADERSHIP

The NSC is in essence the President's staff which helps

to formulate and coordinate national security policy. Some on

this committee apparently think that the NSC contained at least

cne loose cannon and was devoid of experienced leadership. You

are wrong on both counts. While at the NSC, I worked most

closely with three people: Bud McFarlane, Admiral John

Poindexter and CIA Director William Casey. Bud McFarlane is a

man who devoted nearly 30 years of his life to public service in

many responsible positions. At the NSC he worked long hours,

made great contributions, and I admired him for these efforts.

Admiral Poindexter is a distinguished Naval officer who served in

many important positions of responsibility. He, too, was a

tireless worker with a similar record of public service. William

Casey was a renowned lawyer, war veteran of heroic proportions,4

and a former Chairman of the SEC. I understood that he was also

a close personal friend and advisor to the President. There is

nearly a century of combined public service by these men.

NORTH AS A MEMBER OF THE NSC STAFF

As a member of the NSC staff, I knew that I held a

position of significant responsibility -- but I knew full well

what my position vas. I did not engage in fantasy, as some

suggest, that I was the President or the Vice President or a

Cabinet member or the head of the NSC. I was simply a staff

member with a demonstrated ability to get the job done. Over.

time, I was made responsible for managing a number of complex and

- 2 -
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sensitive coverL operations. I reported directly to

Mr. McFarlane and to Admiral Poindexter. I coordinated directly

with others -- including Director Casey. My authority to act

always flowed from my superiors. My military training inculca:ed

in me a strong belief in the chain of command. Insofar as I can

recall, I always acted on major matters with specific approval

after fully informing my superiors of the facts, the risks and

the potential ramifications. I readily admit that I was action

oriented. I readily admit that I took pride in the fact that I

was counted on as a man who could get the job done. ! don't mean

this by way of any criticism at all, bet when my superiors were

confronted with accomplishing goals or addressing some difficult

problem, I would frequently hear directly or implicitly the

words: "Fix it, Ollie" oL "take care of it, Ollie."

NORTH'S AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY

Since graduating from the Naval Academy in 1968, I have

strived to be the best Marine officer that one can be. In combat

my goal always was to understand the objective, follow orders,.

accomplish the mission, and to keep the men who served under me

alive. One of the few good things to come out of the last six

months of instant worldwide notoriety has been the renewed

contact I've had with some of the finest people in the world --

those I served with in Vietnam. Among the forty thousand or so

letters of support that have arrived since I left the .1SC, are

- 3 -
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many from the men who recount horrors we lived through and who

now relate stories about their families and careers.

After Vietnam, my goal was simply to work with my fellow

officers, to train good Marines, and to be ready, in case we were

called upon anywhere in the world. But at the same time to hope

that we never were. Any soldier who has seen war, lives with the

fervent hope that he never sees it again.

My Marine Corps career was untracked unexpectedly in

1981 when I was reluctantly pushed into becoming a staff member

at the NSC. Uneasy at the beginning, I did come to believe that

it was important 'work and as the years passed and as the respons-

ibilities grew, I got further away from that which I loved --

the Marine Corps.

SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES

During 1984-5-6, I generally worked two days in every

day. My guess is that the average work day lasted more than

fourteen hours. The travel schedule was brutal. The need to

respond to various crises was freqvent-&n4it was not Lncommon to

miss an entire night's sleep with the hope that I would catch up

the next night or the night after that. If I had to estimate the

number of meetings, discussions, and telephone calls over that

five years, it would certainly be in the tens of thousands. My

only real regret is that I virtually abandoned my family for work

- 4 -
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during those years. Among the things I worked on or contributed

to were the following:

1. A highly classified and compartmented national

security project which is not a part of this

inquiry.

2. Our politico-military strategy for restoring and

sustaining democracy in Central and Latin America

-- particularly in El Salvador.

3. Seeking..to achieve a democratic outcome in

Nicaragua and keeping the Contras together -- both

body and soul.

4. Attempts to open a new relationship with Iran and

efforts to free hostages.

5. The development of a concerted policy regarding

terrorists and a capability for dealing with their

treachery.

6. Various crises such as the TWA 847 hijacking, the

capture of the Achille Lauro terrorists, the rescue

of American students in Grenada and the restoration

of democracy on this small island, and the U.S.

raid on Libya as a protective response to terrorist

attacks.

- 5 -
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7. And, as some of you may admit, there were efforts

to work with Congress on various legislative

programs.

There were many problems. We worked as hard as we could

to solve them. Sometimes we succeeded and sometimes we failed,

but at least we tried -- and I want to tell you that I for one

will never regret having tried.

THE COMMITTEES' INVESTIGATION OF THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH

This is a strange process you are putting me and others

'through. Apparently the President has not asserted his preroga-

tives and you have been permitted to make the rules. You call

before you the officials of the Executive Branch. You put them

under oath for what must be collectively thousands of hours of

testimony. You dissect their testimony to find inconsisten-

cies. You declare some to be truthful and others liars. You

make the rulings as to what is proper and what is not proper.

You put on the test mony which-y think is helpful to your goals

and leave the rest out. It is sort of like a baseball game in

which you arv. "oth the player and the umpire. It's a game in

which you call the balls, and the strikes, and where you deter-

mine who is out, or who is safe. And, in the end you determine

the score and declare yourself the winner. From where I sit, it

is not the fairest process.

One thing is for sure -- you will never investigate

yourself in this matter. There is not much chance that you will

-6-
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conclude at the end of these hearings that the Boland Amendments

and your frequent policy changes were unwise, or that your

restrictions should not have been imposed on the Executive

Branch. You are not likely to conclude that the Administration

acted properly by trying to sustain the freedom fighters in

Nicaragua when you abandoned them and you are not likely to

conclude by commending the President of the United States who

tried valiantly to recover our hostages and achieve an opening

with strategically located Iran.

I would not be frank with you if I did not admit that

the last several months have been difficult for me and my

family. It .s difficult to be on the front page of the major

newspapers Jay after day and to be the lead story on the national

news day after day. It is difficult to be photographed thousands

of times by bands of photographers who have followed me around

since November and to see your wife (and six year old daughter]

pictured on the front page just because her name arose in the

hearings. It is difficult to be caught in the middle of a

constitutional struggle between the Executive and Legislative

Branches over who is to formulate and direct the foreign policy

of this nation. It is difficult to be vilified by members of

this Committee, some of whom have proclaimed that I am guilty of

criminal conduct before they even hear me. Others have said I

would not tell the truth when called to testify, and at least one

member asked a witness whether the witness would believe me under

oath. If you don't think I'll tell the truth, why call me at
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all? It has been difficult to see questions raised about my

character, my morality and my honesty because you choose to

provide distorted snippets of evidence. This Committee's insens-

itivity is most dramatically illustrated by putting my home

address on a large chart for the world to see at a time when my

family and I are under twenty-four hour armed guard by over a

dozen government agents because of fear that terrorists will seek

revenge for my official acts and carry out announced intentions

to kill me. It is also difficult to comprehend that my work at

the NSC -- all of which was approved and carried out in the best

interests of our country -- has led to two massive parallel

investigations staffed by more than two hundred people. It is

mind-boggling to me that one of those investigations is criminal

and that you have attempted to criminalize policy differences

between co-equal branches of government and the Executive's

conduct of foreign affairs.

ASSESSMENT OF BLAME

It is inevitable that the Congress will, in the end,

blame the Executive Branch. But I suggest to you that it is the

Congress which must accept the blame in the Nicaraguan freedom-

fighter matter. Plain and simple, you are to blame because of

the fickle, vacillating, unpredictable, on-again, off-again

policy toward the Nicaraguan democratic resistance -- the

Contras. You can't treat the support of the Nicaraguan freedom

fighters as you do the passage of a budget. I suppose if the
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budget does not get passed on time again this, year, you can

always gec another month or two extension. Unfortunately, the

Contras are Nicaraguan people; living, breathing young men and

women, who have had to suffer a desperate struggle for liberty

with sporadic, confusing support from the United States. Armies

need consistent help. They need a consistent flow of money,

arms, food, clothing and medical supplies. The Congress of the

United States encouraged the freedom fighters to do battle and

then abandoned them. The Congress of the United States left

soldiers in the field unsupported and vulnerable to their

Communist enemies. When the Executive Branch did everything

possible within the law to prevent them from being wiped out by

Moscow's surrogates, you then have this investigation to blame

the problem on the'Executive Branch. It doesn't make sense to

me. Who will investigate the Congress?

DA14AGE FROM THE HEARINGS

These hearings have caused serious damage to our

national interests. Our adversaries laugh at us -- and our

friends recoil in horror. I suppose it would be one thing if the

intelligence committees wanted to hold these very same hearings

in private and thereafter to pass laws which in the view of the

Congress make for better policies and better functioning of

government. But to hold them publicly for the world to see

strikes me as very harmful. Not only does it embarrass our

friends and allies who have helped us in various programs but it
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must make them wary of ever helping us again. The hearings have

also revealed matters of great secrecy in the operation of oUr

government, and "sources and methods" of intelligence activities

have clearly been revealed to the detriment of our national

security.

THE VILIFICATION OF OLIVER NORTH

As a result of rumor, speculation, and innuendo, I have

been accused of almost every crime imaginable. Wild rumors

abound. Some media reports suggest that I was guilty of

espionage for the way I handled various U.S. intelligence; some

say I was guilty of treason and suggested -- in front of my 11

year old daughter -- that I should be given the death penalty;

some say I stole 10 million'dollars; some say I was second only

in power to the President of the United States; some say I

condoned drug trafficking to generate funds for the Contras;

others suggest-that I personally ordered assassinations; or that

I was conducting my own foreign policy; and it has been suggested

that I was the secret confidante of the President. These and

many other reports are patently untrue. Some have suggested that

I got rich while at the NSC, that I live on a large Virginia

horse farm in a splendid home. Not true. My family has lived

quite modestly. Like most Americans, I live within my means, I

even manage to save some money. I'm not saying it~s easy. And

as for my home, I invite the two Chairmen -- not the staff, not

its lawyers -- to come to my home tonight, visit with me -- sit
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down and have a Coors -- look around. And then tell the American

people tomorrow morning if you think my lifestyle is beyond my

means.

I am going to tell you the truth. Some of it will not

he pleasant. But it will be the truth There will undoubtedly

be some who believe me and some who won't want to.

............... -il l 1LycltL u this. I am not going to sit here for

days without fighting back. I don't mind telling you that I'm

angry at what you have attempted to do to me and my family. You

may strike some blows. But you will not wound me. I am-going to

walk out of here with my head up and my shoulders straight

because I am proud of our accomplishments. I am proud of the

efforts we made. I am proud of the fight we fought. I am proud

of serving in the Administration of President Reagan.

I am not ashamed of anything in my professional or

personal conduct and as we go through this process, I ask you to

keep an open mind. Be open minded and able to admit that your

preliminary conclusions about me were wrong.

Do not mistake my attitude here today for lack of

respect. I stand in awe of this great institution just as I

stand in awe of the Presidency. Both are equal branches of

Government with separate areas of responsibility. Although I

don't agree with what you are doing or the way you are doing it,

I do understand your interest in obtaining the facts.

I am now prepared to answer your questions.
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